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he National Bureau of Standards' was established by an act of Congress on March 3, 1901. The
Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the nation's science and technology and facilitate

their effective application for public benefit. To this end, the Bureau conducts research and provides: (1) a
basis for the nation's physical measurement system, (2) scientific and technological services for industry and
government, (3) a technical basis for equity in trade, and (4) technical services to promote public safety.
The Bureau's technical work is performed by the National Measurement Laboratory, the National
Engineering Laboratory, the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Institute for Materials
Science and Engineering.

The National Measurement Laboratory
Provides the national system of physical and chemicz! measurement;
coordinates the system with measurement systems of other nations and
furnishes essential services leading to accurate and uniform physical and
chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community, in-
dustry, and commerce; provides advisory and research services to other
Government agencies; conducts physical and chemical research; develops,
produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; and provides
calibration services, The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

The National Engineering Laboratory
Provides technology and technical services to the public and private sectors to
address national needs and to solve national problems; conducts research in
engineering and applied science in support of these efforts; builds and main-
tains competence in the necessary disciplines required to carry out this
research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement
capabilities; provides engineering measuremei traceability services; develops
test methods and proposes engineering standards and code changes; develops
and proposes new engineering practices; anr- develops and improves
mechanisms to transfer results of its research to the ultimate user. The
Laboratory consists of the following centers:

" Basic Standards2

" Radiation Research
" Chemical Physics
* Analytical Chemistry

" Applied Mathematics
" Electronics and Electrical

Engineering2

" Manufacturing Engineering
" Building Technology
" Fire Research
" Chemical Engineering

The Institute for Computet Sciences and Technology_

Conducts research and provides scientific and technical services to aid
Federal agencies in the selection, acquisition, application, and ase of com-
puter tcihnology to improve effectiveness and economy in Government
operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 U.S.C. 759), relevant
Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by managing
the Federal Information Processing Standards Program, developing Federal
ADP standards guidelines, and managing Federal participation ii, ADP
voluntary standardization activities; provides scientific and technological ad-
visory services and assistance to Federal agencies; and provides the technical
foundation fcr computer-related policies of the Federal Government. The In-
stitute consists of the following centers:

The Institute for Materials Science and Engineering
Conducts research and provides measurements, data, standards, reference
materials, quantitative understanding and other technical information funda-
mental to the processing, str ucture, properties and performance of materials;
addresses the scientific basis for new advanced materials technologies; plans
research around cross-country scientific themes such as nondestructive
evaluation and phase diagram development; oversees Bureau-wide technical
p. grams in nuclear reactor radiation research and nondestructive evalua-
tion; and broadly disseminates generic technical information resulting from
its programs. The Institute consists of the following Divisions:

. Programming Science and
Technology

* Computer Systems
Engineering

"

0

0

0

S

Inorganic Materials
Fracture and Deformation
Polymers
NIetallurgy
Reactor Radiation

'Headquarters and tLaboratories at Gaithersburg, MD, unles othemrw noted; muling address
Gaithersburg, Ml) 20899.

=Some divisions within the center are located at Boulder, CO 80303.
'I ocated at Boulder, CO, with some elements at Gaithershurg, MD.
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FOREWORD

The requirements of industry and commerce for accurate measurements have
been the central focus of the National Bureau of Standards since the turn of
the century. The Bureau's research and development programs help incorporate
the advances of science and technology into the national measurement
standards of the United States. They also improve the methods for making
measurements, and permit NBS to refine its services -- services that are
essential to the use of measurement throughout the economy. Today, when the
country is spending an estimated $163 billion on measurement, the mission of
NBS takes on special significance. The Bureau's work is critical to the
nation as we respond to challenges of international trade in high technology
products and the demands of national defense.

That is why it is especially important that the results of NBS measure-
ment-related programs be made available in a format that is both effective
and efficient for industry. Based upon past demand, the Precision Measure-
Tent and Calibration series of NBS publications has proven to be a valuable
tool for industrial metrologists. These are compilations of previously
published papers of NBS technical staff members, bringing together informa-
tion that is widely scattered in the technical literature. Recent advances
now require new compilations to serve those who depend upon NBS technology.
The latest volume is an important addition to this series.

Ernest Ambler
Director
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Editor's Note

The Precision Measurement and Calibration Series of publications was
initiated early in 1961 by the compilation, in three volumes, of approximate-
ly 150 previously published papers of the technical staff of the National
Bureau of Standards. The series was extended and brought up to date in the
years from 1968 through 1972 by the compilation, in ten volumes, of more than
500 additional previously published papers of the NBS staff. The demand for
these past editions of the Precision Measurement and Calibration Series and
the related sales provide convincing evidence for the usefulness of the com-
pilations. They serve to collect the results of NBS programs that are other-
wise scattered very widely throughout the technical literature. In the
collected form they are readily accessible to practical specialists in the
measurement standards laboratories of government and industry.

The present extension of the Precision Measurement and Calibration
Series in the field of Electricity ha3 been undertaken in view of the past
success of the series and continuing requests from industry for more publica-
tion of NBS work in a form that meets the needs of practicing metrologists.
The new volume is mainly a compilation of papers published during the most
recent twelve years by the Electricity Division staff in the NBS Center for
Basic Standards. This collection of papers is, therefore, focused upon the
realization of the SI unit of electricity (the ampere) in the United States,
the practical maintenance of this unit in terms of the volt and the ohm and
topics concerned with the NBS calibration of related industrial electrical
measurement standards. While the compilation includes papers on the transfer
of d.c. units to a.c. measuring devices, it is by no means complete in terms
of NBS publications in the field of power frequencies, audio frequencies or
radio frequencies. Many of the programs of the Electrosystems Division
(Gaithersburg), the Electromagnetic Fields Division (Boulder) and the
Electromagnetics Technology Division (Boulder) are concerned with topics
that, as in the past, fall within a d.c. and low frequency classification;
however, it is no longer possible to include all the NBS publications from
these programs within the scope of a single volume. While it has been
necessary to limit the scope of this new volume primarily to papers published
by the staff of the NBS Electricity Division, an effort has been made to
address a wider range of interests by including, in appendices, the most
recent publications of bibliographies by the Electrosystems Division, the
Electromagnetic Fields Division and the Electromagnetic Technology Division.

An additional effort to extend the usefulness of this volume has been
made by including, as in the past, abstracts of closely related papers by
authors in other organizations. These abstracts reflect only a small frac-
tion of such possibilities and no special NBS endorsement of the related pub-
lications is implied. Likewise, there is no implication that other equally
important publications do not exist.



The present compilation has been reviewed by a number of colleagues
within NBS and their comments have been incorporated. In this connection,
the Editor is particularly indebted to: Frank Hermach (Co-editor, with Ron
Dziuba, of Precision Measurement and Calibration; Electricity-Low Frequency,
issued December 1968), John Hastings, Robert Cutkosky, Barry Taylor and
Oscars Petersons. Their comments and suggestions all contributed substan-
tially to the usefulness of the collection.

Draft copies of this compilation were also reviewed by a number of mem-
bers of the National Conference of Standard Laboratories (NCSL). All of the
comments and suggestions received from this group were very 'positive and
adoption of all the recommendations was only limited by the scope and size of
the compilation. It quickly became clear that papers on :easurement assur-
ance programs, as well as papers involving different regions of the frequency
spectrum and other areas of electrical technology must be considered as
possible candidates for future volumes in the series.

Reviews by members of NCSL included recommendations for a number of
additions and deletions that contributed substantially to the practical value
of the work. In this connection it is a pleasure to acknowledge the contri-
butions of Laurel Auxier and Arno Ehman of Beckman Instruments, Carl Quinn of
Simco Electronics, Fred Hume of Fluke, David Workman of Martin Marietta
Aerospace (Denver), Robert Weber and Klaus Jaeger of Lockheed Missiles and
Space, Graham Cameron of the Department of Defence (Canada), William Simmons
of Barrios Technology, Hartwell Keith and Gary Davidson of TRW, and Timothy
Driver of Sprague Electric.

Arthur McCoubrey, Editor
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Letter to the Editor

Impact of Quantized Hall Resistance on SI Electrical Units
and Fundamental Constants*

B. N. Taylor

Electricity Division. National Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899. USA

Received: November 7, 1984

Abstract

With the discovery of the quantum Hall effect the SI
units ampere, volt, and ohm may be realized with
high accuracy by performing four fundamental-con-
stant determinations requiring only a consistent set of
laboratory electrical units. Accurate values in SI units
for most other constants, including the Avogadro and
fine-structure constants, may also be obtained from
the same measurements.

In two previous publications in this journal [1, 21
the author emphasized the important role that the
fundamental constants can play in realizing the
SYsteme International d'Unitis (SI) unit of current, the
ampere, .and how a direct measurement of the
ampere can provide an accurate, indirect value for
the Avogadro constant. With the discovery of the
quantum Hall effect [31 the possibilities for realizing
SI electrical units via fundamental-constant determi-
nations has significantly increased and it is the
purpose of this note to briefly summarize these
possibilities. In particular, it will be shown how the
determination of four electric unit-dependent con-
stants measured only in terms of a consistent set of
laboratory electrical units can be used to realize with
high accuracy the SI units ampere, volt, and ohm, and
at the same time provide accurate values in SI units
for most other fundamental constants including the
Avogadro constant NA and the fine-structure con-
stant a.

The four constants are the quantized Hall resis-
tance RH = h/e2 (h is the Planck constant and e the
elementary charge), the Josephson frequency-voltage
ratio 2e/h, the proton gyromagnetic ratio obtained by
the low-field method y'(low) (the prime means that
the protons are in a spherical sample of pure H2 0 at
25 *C), and the Faraday constant F. (It is assumed

Official contribution of the National Bureau of Standards, not
subject to copyright in the United States

throughout this note that the quantized Hall resis-
tance is a true measure of h/e2 , i.e., that any
corrections are negligibly small.)

A number of other constants are needed in
addition to these four but they are either defined
numbers or electric-unit-independent constants
which are well known. They art the permeability of
vacuum po = 4.r x 10~ 7 H/m, the speed of light in
vacuum c = 299792458 m/s, the molar mass of the
proton M,, the Rydberg constant for infinite mass
R,, the magnetic moment of protons in H 2O in units
of the Bohr magneton p/pB, and the ratio of the
proton mass to the electron mass mp/rne.

For simplicity we assume that RH, 2e1/, yp(low),
and F are measured in the same laboratory and thus
in terms of the same laboratory electrical units. The
latter are taken to be VLAB defined in terms of the
mean emf of a group of chemical cells, QLAB defined
in terms of the mean resistance of a group of resistors,
and ALAB = VLAB/QLAB. It is further assumed that all
four quantities are measured at the same time so that
drifts in the laboratory units are of no consequence.
We may then define the following three quantities at
a given time:

KA = ALAB/A Kv = VLAH/V K = QLAB ,

where A, V, and Q are, of course, the SI units
ampere, volt, and ohm. In practice, determining the
ratios KA, Kv, and KQ is what is meant by realizing
the SI definitions of the ampere, volt, and ohm,
respectively.

From these definitions and the known relation-
ships among the fundamental constants [4] one may
derive the following equa'ions1:

2 Sih-e Y (high)LAB = FLAB("pB) (rn,/int)/M,, where y(high) is
the proton gyromagnetic ratio determined by the high-field
method, y (high)AB can be uscd in place of FLAB without
altering the principal conclusions of this note. However. a
y,(high) experiment is more akin to the direct realization of the
SI ampere via a force balance than is a Faraday-constant
experiment

3



[__________ M, Y'(lOW)LAB 1/2

L (i'/ B) (mp/me) FLAB

[/doc6 M 3

v 16 2R; (,'p/pB) (mpIme) 3

y'(low)LAB (2 e/h).AB 1/6
4 3

(RH)LA1B FLAB

S0c (pp/PB) (2 e/h)LAB l'/3
K = 16 R (RH)LAB Yp(low)LAB

NA = [(RH)LAB (2 e/h)LAB FLAB]/2

Table 1. Uncertainties of constants used to evaluate Eqs.
(1) (1)-(10)

(2)

(3)

(4)

.. 1 _ (p/iB) (RH)LAB (2 e/h)LAB 1/3 (5)
L 2 go R. y,(low)LAB J

where the subscript LAB indicates that these quan-
tities are to be measured in terms of the appropriate
laboratory units. The latter are LAB, VjB, AjB
and ALAB for RH, 2e/h, y'(low) and F, respectively. It
should be emphasized that none of Eqs. (1)-(5)
contains an electric-unit-dependent constant which
must be measured in SI electrical units. In principle,
all that is required to define VLAB and QLAB and thus
to determine (RH)LAB, (2e/h)LAB, Yp(low)LAB and
FLAB is a battery and a resistor!

It is also possible to derive equations involving
these same quantities from which one may obtain
indirect values in SI units for most other fundamental
constants of interest (except those involving the gas
constant). For example, we note the following
relations:

2 e/h = (2 e/h)LAB K-' (6)

RH =(R)LAB Kn = poca-1/2 (7)

e = 2 KA/[(RH)LAB (2 e/h)LABI- (8)

h = (poc/2)a'e2  (9)

me = (Mp/NA)/(mp/me), (10)

where all quantities are in SI units except those with
the subscript LAB and Kv, Ka, KA, a- 1 and NA are
to be taken from Eqs (1)-(5) as appropriate.

It is of interest to evaluate Eqs (1)-(10) using
existing measurements in order to see what levels of
uncertainty can be achieved with present-day mea-
surement techniques. The National Bureau of Stan-
dards (NBS) is the only laboratory to date which has
completed determinations of the four required elec-
tric-unit-dependent constants [5-8]. However, the
experiments were not carried out at the same time but
over the 9-year period 1975-1984. Although VNBS

* All uncertainties are one-standard-deviation estimates. The
uncertainties of FNBS, Mp, R.. and y /1pB are based in part on
analyses carried out by the author in connection with the 1983
least-squares adjustment of the fundamental constants [10]

has been maintained constant in time via the
Josephson effect with an estimated uncertainty of a
few parts in 108 since 1972 July 1 [6], QNBs and thus
also ANBs may not be assumed to be time invariant
because QNBS is defined in terms of the mean
resistance of five Thomas-type one-ohm resistors.
Indeed, there is strong evidence that since the early
1970's QNBs has been decreasing at the rate of about
0.06 ppm/year [9]. Nevertheless, for illustrative
purposes we assume that all four constants were
determined at the same time and in terms of the same
laboratory units.

The one-standard-deviation uncertainties of the
four NBS measurements as well as those of the other
required constants are given in Table 1. These uncer-
tainties, Eqs. (1)-(10), and a straightforward appli-
cation of the law of error propagation then lead to the
results given in Table 2. The latter clearly show the
power of the fundamental-constant or indirect route
to the realization of SI electrical units; the uncer-
tainties of these indirect values of KA, Kv, and KU are
comparable with or significantly less than the uncer-
tainties which can be achieved by direct measure-
ment. This statement applies as well to the indirect
values of the other constants listed in Table 2 in those
cases where direct measurements actually exist.

In conclusion we point out that the four elec-
tric-unit-dependent constants (RH)LAB, (2e/h)LAB,
yp(low)LAB and FLAB need not be measured in the
same laboratory if they can be reexpressed in terms of
the units of one particular laboratory as they existed
at a specific time. If, in fact, a number of laboratories
use the Josephson and quantum Hall effects to define
their units of voltage and resistance and to maintain
them constant in time, then a measurement of
yp(ow)LAB by any one of them at any time and of

4
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Quantity Uncertainty" Refs.
(ppm)

(RH)NBS 0.047 [5]
(2e/h)NBS 0.031 [6]
Y(low)NBS 0.21 [7]
FNBS 1.33 [8, 101
po defined
c defined
MP 0.012 [11, 101
R. 0.0010 [12, 13, 10]

/mB) 0.012 14, 10
Mp/^ 0.043 [151



Table 2. Uncertainties of quantities obtained from Eqs. (1)-(10)
evaluated with constants having the uncertainties given in Table I

Quantity Uncertainty"
(ppm)

KA 0.67
Kv 0.67
K0  0.077
NA 1.33

0.073
2e/h 0.67
RH 0.073
e 0.68
h 1.34
M, 1.33

* All uncertainties are one-standard-deviation estimates assuming
that the four constants (RI)NBs. (2e/h)NBS, yP(lov)NBS. and FNBs
of Table 1 were measured at the same time and in terms of the
same laboratory units

FLAB by any one of them at any time will enable all oft
them to determine their respective values of KA, Kyv
and .Kn. With this in mind we emphasize the potential
importance of an improved determination of FLAB. A
measurement of the latter with an uncertainty of
0.5 ppm, which seems feasible, would yield a value of
2e/h with about Iialf this uncertainty and a value of NA
of about the same uncertainty. It will be most difficult
for direct measurements of either of these constants
to achieve such accuracies.
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Report on the New NBS Determination of the Proton
Gyromagnetic Ratio

EDWIN R. WILLIAMS, GEORGE R. JONES, MEMBER, IEEE, JUN-SHOU SONG, WILLIAM D. PHILLIPS,
AND PAUL T. OLSEN, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-We describe a new measurement of the proton gyromagnetic
ratio in H 20, yp, now in progress at NBS, including the construction
of a single layer precision solenoid, the measurement of its dimensions
by an inductive technique, and our latest dimensional measurement
results. We also ", 'nss other improvements made since our last t,
determination.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE measurement of the proton gyromagnetic ratio in
H 20 by the weak field method involves measuring two

quantities. First, one measures the dimensions of a precision
solenoid and calculates the magnetic field produced when a
known current is passed through the solenoid windings. Sec-
ond, one measures the precession frequency of protons in a
sample of H2 0 placed in this calculable field using standard
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques. The ratio of
the NMR angular frequency to the calculated flux density is
y,(low). The dimensional rrasurements have always been the
more difficult part of the determination.

In this paper we describe oiur present experiment which em-
ploys a newly constructed precision solenoid. We also discuss
the major changes we have made in our previous experiment
[1] and why we expect these changes to improve our accuracy
from 0.2 ppm to better than 0.05 ppm.

The major motivation for a new y (low) experiment is to
help test basic physical theories via the fundamental constants.
In particular, the fine structure constant, a, can be obtained
from the Josephson effect measurement of 2e/h and 'y'(low)
via the following equation:

a -2_ c 1 pp (2 e/h)NBS (1)4R. (9ZNBS/f) AB 7p(low)NBS

Here c is the speed of light in vacuum; R. is the Rydberg con-
stant for infinite mass; S2NBS/ is the ratio of the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) as-maintained ohm to the absolute
or SI (International System). ohm; p' /PB is the magnetic mo-
ment of the proton in units of the Bohr magneton (through-
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out, the prime indicates protons in a spherical sample of pure
H 2 0 at 25 *C); (2 e/h)NBS is the ratio of twice the elemen-
tary charge to the Planck constant measured in terms of the
NBS as-maintained volt using the ac Josephson effect; and
7(low)NBS is the proton gyromagnetic ratio measured in
terms of the NBS as-maintained ampere.

The accurate determination of yp(low) has become even
more important with the discovery of the quantum Hall effect.
The pertinent equation to obtain a from the quantized Hall re-
sistance RH is

0 2 NBS (RH)NBS

poc ()
(2)

where po is the permeability of free space. Equations (1) and
(2) can be combined to eliminate the quantity 2 NBS/ z,
yielding

a_ 1 4pp (2e/h)NBS (RH)NBS-
2poR PB p(low)NBS

(3)

Equation (3) is obviously not independent of (2) but repre-
sents an alternative path to obtain a from the Hall resistance.
However, the cube root dependence of (3) helps reduce the
uncertainty in a. Of course, all three results could be com-
bined together to obtain a least squares value for a. It is clear
that by measuring y' and S 2NBS/f more accurately, we can
improve our understanding of the ac Josephson effect and the
quantum Hall effect, while testing quantum electrodynamics
which requires a for the evaluation of its theoretical expres-
sions (e.g., for the anomalous moment of the electron). Since
the completion of our last y' experiment three other experi-
mental results have been published. (These experiments are
reviewed in [21). The National Physical Laboratory in En-
gland and the Mendelyeev Institute of Metrology in the USSR
have reported values of y' that are in complete disagreement
with our 1979 result (10-15 standard deviation discrepancies).
In contrast, the Chinese value obtained at the National Insti-
tute of Metrology agrees with our value. A new determination
of 7p should shed light on these discrepancies.

The dominant source of uncertainty in our previous experi-
mient was the measurement of the diameter of the solenoid.
We attempted to eliminate the need for a diameter measure-
ment by using a special distribution of currents [1], but this
technique does not work well on short solenoids. We have,
therefore, constructed a long solenoid that will allow us to
eliminate the need to measure the diameter.

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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II. CONSTRUCTION OF A LONG

SINGLE-LAYER SOLENOID

We fabricated the new 2.2-m long 0.3-m diarn, fused silica
solenoid by lapping techniques developed specifically for pre-
cision solenoid construction at NBS by Curtis, Moon, and
Sparks in 1932 [3]. In about 1958, Driscoll perfected the
technique while lapping the solenoid used in our previous de-
termination. Because of the critical role of the solenoid in de-
termining ry(low), we feel it is of interest to summarize
briefly its fabrication.

We started with a rough cylindrical form of fused silica (ac-
tually magnetically purified silica sand fused together) 2.2 m
long, with a 25-mm wall thickness, manufactured by U.S.
Fused Quartz Compar.y.' The form was first ground into a
cylinder using a large lathe on which we mounted a gaining
wheel. A special lathe was then constructed for the lapp ng
process by cutting an old lathe in the middle and extending it
to handle the 2.2-m cylinder. This was necessary because we
could not use the large lathe for the time consuming lapping
process. We lapped the cylinder with a lap that madc contact
on two generators of the cylinder 45* from the top. This lap
was constrained so that it would not rotate with th, cylinder
but was free to sit on the top of the cylinder. With grit ap-
plied, the lap was gently guided up and down the cylinder.
Frequently the cylinder had to t e cleaned and measurements
taken of the diameter along its length. The time spent lapping
various :ieas was adjusted so as to obtain a dianct'n constant
to a few micrometers. A sligh- ellipticity (~-3 pm) was de-
tected and corrected by painting selected areas where less lap-
ping was desired.

This cylinder was then mount-d in the large lathe, and a
helix of 24 threads/inch was ground 0.3-mm deep. It was then
returned to the lapping lathe where o special lap was used to
smooth the helical thread. To make this lap we machined an
inside thread into a 1-cm thick brass ring such that this ring
could, in principle, be threaded onto the 0.3-m diam helix
ground in the cylinder. The brass ring, which was 10-cm long,
was then cut along the axial direction into short pieces 3-cm
wide. A total of 46 of the 3 cm X 10 cm lap segments was
spaced along four generators of the cylinder. Two generators
were located at 60* from the vertical, and two were at 300.
The segments were then epoxied to a lap form made of fused
silica, while the lap segments were held with their threads
seated securely in the grooves of the cylinder while spaced
along the four generators.

The final lapping then proceeded as grit was applied to the
rotating cylinder, and this 46 segment lap was driven back and
forth along the top of the cylinder by the helical groove. The
lapping process, of course, averages out the variation in the
pitch of the helical groove. However, the diameter must be
measured repeatedly and the lapping time adjusted at various
positions along the cylinder to keep the diameter constant. A
short lap made of 14 segments was used for correcting small
variations in the diameter. The final helical groove took on a

iMention of a manufacturer does not signify an endorsement by the
U.S. National Bureau of Standards, nor does it imply that the item is
the only or best item for any purpose.

smooth, nearly sinusoidal shape, and the lapping was stopped
when a 0.8-mm wire would fit tightly in this sinusoidal groove.

We then wound the solenoid by drawing wire through dies
directly onto the cylindrical form. We started with 1-mm
diam oxygen-free pure copper that was plated with 1 ym of
gold. The final wire diameter of 0.8 mm was obtained after
drawing through two dies.

The newly constructed solenoid was then taken to the non-
magnetic facility where the measurement of its dimensions and
NMR frequency will be completed without any further move-
merit of the solenoid. A shower of an insulating liquid, Fluori-
riert FC-43 manufactured by the 3M Corporation, is used
to cool the solenoid and control its temperature to 0.02 *C.
The temperature coefficient of expansion of the fused silica is
about 0.5 ppm/ C.

III. MEASURING THE SOLENOID

The solenoid has 2100 turns spaced about 1 mm/turn, and
it is necessary to measure their position and changes in diam-
eter to about 0.02 m. We have constructed a new measuring
apparatus for this purpose, but the principles upon which it is
based are the same as in our earlier effort [4]. The following
is a brief summation of the method.

The basic idea is to use a magnetic inductive technique to
locate the current in the windings. Coils A and A' in Fig. 1
form a linear differential transformer which locates the axial
position of the current injected into selected (or activated)
turns of the solenoid. Coils A and A' are connected so that
their output voltages cancel when centered on these activated
turns, and a servo system locks the coil assembly to the null
point with a precision of 0.02 m. A mirror (corner cube
M') located in the center of the ccil assembly is part of a laser
interferometer system, with the reference mirror (M) located
in the center of a second linear differential transformer.

We choose to activate 10 turns at one time, and under com-
puter control move the current injector to any selected 10
turns until information about all 2100 turns of the solenoid is
obtained. Coils B, B', and C form a radius-to-voltage trans-
ducer which measures the variations in the radius of the in-
jected current loop. The voltage induced in coil C is inversely
proportional to the radius of the activated turns. To detect
small changes, we first "buck out" most of the voltage in coil
C by using the two coils B and B'. At the same,time that we
are bucking out the voltage in coil C, we are also increasing the
sensitivity of this three-coil system to changes in the radius R
of the solenoid because the voltage in coils B and B' increases
when the radius R increases. This three-coil radius-to-voltage
transducer is then calibrated by having a few turns of wire on
both ends of the solenoid that are 50 m larger at one end and
60 pm smaller at the other end.

In order to insure the valid measurement of the axial and
radial variations, we use 10 other coils on the probe to mea-
sure the motion of the probe in the other degrees of freedom.
Fig. 2 is a cross section of the probe in the plane of the in-
jected current. The coils labeled V are wired in opposition, as
are those labeled H; they are used to measure the vertical and
horizontal displacements using the gradient of the magnetic
field produced by the activated turns. The coils VA are wired

7 P~-:~T ~<7
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Straightedge current injector

M.

Vacuum B A ''

K P c-u t Injector

Silica tube (T) M

Pick-up cells(LDT)

Fig. 1. Solenoid dimensional measurement system used to determine
the axial position and radial variations of the wires. The five coils
A, A', B, B', and C are attached to a silica tube, T, and can be pushed
or pulled along the axis of the solenoid. Coils A and A' locate the
axial position of the injected current and coils B, B', and C form a
diameter-to-voltage transducer. Mirrors M and M' are part of a laser
interferometer. The fused silica straight edge is used to guide the five-
coil probe and forms part of the vacuum chamber.

CURRENT INJECTOR

DP STSOLENOID

O

VACUM CHMBER DIAMETER PICK-UP COILl

ANDSTRAIGHTEG

Fig. 2. Cross section of the pick-up probe and solenoid in the plane of
the activated loop on the solenoid. A corner cube, CC, is located at
the center. The coils marked V measure the vertical displacement, H
the horizontal displacement, HA the horizontal angle, and VA the
vertical angle. To measure the injector displacement, current is in-
jected into the coil ID instead of the solenoid and the voltage in coil
IDP is detected.

as one coil at the center and oriented orthogonally to the field
of the activated turns. This pair measures the vertical angle
(pitch), while HA measures the horizontal angle (yaw). The
coil labeled ID is used in combination with the coil IDP to de-
tect the current injector displacement with respect to the
probe. Using these 10 coils, corrections are applied to the
axial position and radial variation raw readings, in order to ac-
count for the fact that the straight edge that controls the posi-
tion of the probe is not perfectly straight and that the current
injector does not traverse the top of the solenoid perfectly.
The radial variations voltage signal depends quadratically on
the V, H, VA, and HA signals, and it is imperative that the
probe is centered where this dependence i- an extremum in
order to reduce the effect of straight-edge imperfections.

II I
I I

II I
I I I

I I I

4b

2 I
SI I I

F 
I 
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I I

I I

a b c

TIME -

Fig. 3. Injection current and resulting signal. Upper trace: current in-
jected into a portion of the solenoid. Second trace: voltage observed
across the pick-up coils when the probe is displaced +250 m from
the center of the activated loop. Third trace: probe is centered. Bot-
tom trace: probe is displaced -250 Am. Letters indicate various times
along the oscilloscope trace.

Another source of systematic error is very important and its
elimination of interest. If the injected current is a sinewave,
then an "end effect" error is introduced. Because this current
induces a voltage in the other windings of the solenoid and be-
cause there is some capacitance between turns, some current
flows in these windings, thereby producing an error signal in
the pick-up coils [5]. This effect varies inversely with the
square of the frequency and increases as the injection position
approaches the end of the solenoid. We eliminate it by em-
ploying the special waveform for the injected current shown in
the upper trace of Fig. 3. (This waveform is now generated by
a digital waveform generator.) The output of the detector
coil is just the derivative of the injected current. The second
trace of Fig. 3 shows this output and results when the probe is
+250 pm off null; the last trace is the output for -250 prm off
null. In the next to last trace we are locked to the null. Using
a lock-in amplifier with a flat frequency response, we can look
at the integral of the output voltage from time a to time b,
minus the integral from b to c. This integral is proportional to
the mutual inductance or total flux change in the pick-up coil.
The transient signals, however, integrate to zero. The effec-
tiveness of this method is demonstrated by either showing that
the null position is independent of frequency or that it is inde-
pendent of the phase of the lock-in. We find an error of less
than 0.04 pm for a phase shift of up to 90*.

The entire system is automated with a PDP-11 computer and
CAMAC interface. The laser interferometer is a two-frequency,
Zeeman-split laser system manufactured by Hewlett-Packard,
and its frequency is measured against an iodine stabilized laser
[6]. The entire interferometer is in a vacuum, so there is no
correction due to the index of refraction of air. The laser and
probe displacement are aligned by using split photo diodes.
With these diodes we can keep the alignment error to less than
0.01 ppm.

Fig. 4 shows measurements of the new solenoid in the criti-
cal central region ( 600 mm). We are now concentrating on
this region because the uncertainty in the calculated field due

8
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Fig. 4. Radial variations (bottom) in m and axial position variations
(top) in micrometers versus wire number (-1 mm/wire number). The
radial variations are with respect to the center wires. For the axial
variations a uniform pitch of 1.058588936 mm/turn has been sub-
tracted from the laser interferometer reading at each wire number.
The error bars are meant to represent one standard deviation uncer-
tainty estimates.

to the measurement uncertainty of the outer windings is sig-
nificantly less. Current is injected into 10 turns at a time, so
that the data plotted is the average position of the ten turns.
The axial variations are a measure of turn position after a uni-
form pitch of 1.058588936 mm/turn has been subtracted
from the laser readings of that position. The radial variations
are a plot of the difference in radius of the ten turns at the in-
dicated axial position relative to the center ten turns. These
measurements show that the current in the solenoid flows
within a few micrometers of where current in a perfect solenoid
would flow.

IV. THE DIAMETER PROBLEM

With the high accuracy of the radius variation and pitch mea-
surements, the diameter measurement should be the limiting
factor in the experiment. The basic problem in determining
the diameter is that even if one makes a perfect measurement
of the position of the surface of the copper wire, it is still diffi-
cult to know where the current flows in the wire. The tech-
nique developed to eliminate the need for a diameter measure-
ment is to find a coil geometry which produces a magnetic
field that is nearly independent of the average diameter. With
a long solenoid we are able to find a suitable configuration in
which extra current can be added to selected turns near the
end of the solenoid. If done properly, this, in effect, gives us
the same properties of an infinitely long solenoid; namely,
that the magnetic field is independent of diameter and is uni-
form at the center. With the aid of a computer, we found a
configuration where the sum of the radius-variation weight-
ing factor for each turn approaches zero, and the second-,
fourth-, and sixth-order gradients are compensated. The result
(see Fig. 5) is that our solenoid can produce a field that has
the same diameter dependence as a 1-km long solenoid (i.e.,
the uncertainty due to the diameter measurement is essentially

I l I m ._I I

100mm
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Fig. S. Compensation scheme for obtaining an "infinite" solenoid for
NMR measurements. By using five current sources connected as indi-
cated, a magnetic field is produced that is both uniform to 2 parts in
108 over a 6-cm sphere and essentially independent of the average
diameter of the solenoid. Leakage between the five current sources
must be kept very low.

eliminated) and a field that is uniform to 2 parts in 108 over a

6-cm diam spherical volume at the center of the solenoid. (The
water sample for the NMR. measurements need only be 4 cm in

diameter.)

V. OTHER IMPROVEMENTS

There is a remote chance that leakage between two adjacent

turns will cause an error in the calculated field. For our single
helix solenoid a resistance of 30 kM across the most critical

wires will result in a 0.01 ppm error. The problem is that the

low resistance of the winding makes such leakage difficult to

detect. The technique we have developed to avoid this prob-
lem is very simple: We inject a do current (5 A) into each turn,
one turn at a time. If there is leakage to an adjacent turn, a
leakage current will flow in it. However, the finite resistance

of that turn produces a small voltage drop that can be detected
with a pair of potential leads connected to the neighboring
wire. A leakage of 30 k1 gives a voltage of 3 X 10-8 V; and

using a sensitive null detector and an automated system, we
can test every wire.

The other major problem that we plan to solve is the correc-
tion for the magnetic susceptibility of the fused silica cylinder.
We have taken th pre samples and from their measured
small susceptibilities have calculated that the correction to the
magnetic field is very small (<0.01 ppm), but this assumes
that the form is homogeneous. To verify that it is in fact
homogeneous, we must measure the susceptibility correction
directly. To this end, we have constructed a large (0.6 m diam

by 2.2 m long) solenoid wound on a fused-silica cylinder. We

will measure changes in the field produced by this large sole-
noid as we lower our precision solenoid in and out of this
field. We must detect changes of 0.01 ppm to measure the sus-
ceptibility correction t whe same accuracy.

VI. CONCLUSION

We are presently measuring our new solenoid with an accu-
racy of 0.05 ppm. We have a precision of 0.02 ppm and ex-
pect to improve the accuracy of the measurements to thislevel.

We plan to carry out the NMR part of the experiment within
the next four to six months. This should give us a 0.1 ppm
preliminary value of . We then plan to spend another year
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testing for systematic effects before obtaining final results.
Ultimately we hope to obtain a value of 7,(low)NBS with an
uncertainty of 0.05 ppm or less, which should yield a value of
a with an uncertainty of about 0.02 ppm.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade or so the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) has reported the results of three high
accuracy fundamental constant determinations carried
out in terms of NBS as-maintained electrical units. The
three quantities are the Faraday constant FNBS deter-
mined in 1975 using a silver-perchloric acid coulometer
[1]'; the low field gyromagnetic ratio of the proton
(V>.L)NBS measured in 1973 using the so-called weak or
low field method (the prime means the protons are in a
spherical sample of pure H20 at 25 *C) [2]; and the quan-
tized Hall resistance (RH)NBS=(he 2)NBS (h is the Planck
constant and e the elementary charge) determined in
1983-1984 [3]2 using the quantum Hall effect [6] in
GaAs-AlGa _,As heterostructures. Here and through-

About the Author: B. N. Taylor, a physicist, is chief
of the Electricity Division in the NBS Center for
Basic Standards.

'Numbers in brackets indicate literature references.
2The result reported in Ref. [3] supplants entirely that given in Ref.

[4] since the temperature dependence of RH, as described in Ref. [5],
was not properly taken into account in the earlier work of Ref. [4]. We
assume throughout this paper that the quantized Hall resistance is a
legitimate measure of h /e 2, i.e., that any corrections are negligibly
small.

out this paper the subscript NBS indicates NBS elec-
trical units; lack of a subscript indicates Le Systeme In-
ternational d'Unites (SI) units.

The NBS as-maintained electrical units in terms of
which FNBS, (yP.L)NBS, and (RH)NBS have been measured
are (VNBS/HNBS)=ANBS and flNBS. Here VNBS is the NBS
volt maintained constant in time since 1972 July 1 using
the ac Josephson effect with an uncertainty of a few
parts in 108, the value of the Josephson frequency-
voltage ratio 2e/h adopted for this purpose being [7]

(2 e/h)NBS= 4 8 3 593.420 GHz/VNBS. (1)

This implies that the ratio Kv=VNBS/V, where V is the
SI volt, is given by

Kv VNBS/V

= (2e/h )NBS(2e /h)

(2a)

(2b)

and may be assumed to be time invariant within a few
parts in 108.

The quantity fINBS is the NBS ohm defined in terms of
the mean resistance of five wire-wound, one-ohm re-
sistors of the Thomas-type. Because fINBS is based on
artifact standards, one must assume that it is a time-
varying unit. This implies that the ratio

11
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Kn= NBS/n (3)

also varies with time.
The NBS ampere ANBS is not separately maintained

but is defined in terms of the NBS ohm and volt:
ANBS=VNBS/flNBS. It thus follows that ANBS also varies
with time as does the ratio

KA=ANBS/A (4a)

=Kv/Ka . (4b)

The actual NBS electrical units in terms of which

FNBS, (YP,L)NBS, and (RH)NBS were measured are, re-
spectively, ANBS, ANjs, and 11NBs. Because ANDS and
fNBS are time varying units as just discussed and the
three experiments were carried out over a 10-year pe-
riod, the three results cannot be readily combined to
obtain values for other quantities such as the fine-
structure constant a and Avogadro constant NA. This is
unfortunate since, had they been measured at the same
time, it would have been a straightforward procedure to
derive accurate, indirect values in SI units for these
constants as well as for most others of interest. The
relevant equations for doing so may be obtained from
the known relationships among the constants [8-11];
some of the more important expressions are:

a- I= 4D B) RH(t)NBS(2eh )NBS I (5)
2poR a Yp.L(t)NBS

NA = [RH(t )NBS(2e /h)NBSF )NBS]/2 (6)

2e/, =162R '(s;/pB)md/m,)3
[ sc 6M,3

R )H(t Bs NBSF(t )BS 7

yp.L(t)NBS (

RH=p oca '/2=R H(t )NBSKn(t )NBS

[, .c 3(.'a/ B) R H(t)NBS(2eh)NBS 1/3

16R. xYp,L(t )NBS

= P y;LtNStNS

F=[ Y S)
('' B~mp/m,) YpLt)BFtNS

K WC) si3(sp/s.1B) (2e /h )NBS 1

Kn~t) 16R x RH(t SiBSYp.L(t )NBS

(8a)

where the time dependencies of (RH)NBS, (Yp.L)NBS, and
FNBS have been explicitly indicated [(2e/h )NBS is time
independent since VNBS is defined in terms of it through
eq (1)]. In these expressions .0=47X 10-' H/m is the
permeability of vacuum; c =299792458 m/s is the speed
of light in vacuum; ,p/pB is the magnetic moment of the
proton in units of the Bohr magneton (0.012 parts-per-
million or ppm current uncertainty); R~ is the Rydberg
constant for infinite mass (0.0010 ppm current uncer-
tainty); Mp is the molar mass of the proton (0.012 ppm
current uncertainty); and mp/m, is the ratio of the pro-
ton mass to the electron mass (0.043 ppm current uncer-
tainty).

In the past, these and related expressions have been
evaluated by assuming that SlNBS has been constant in
tine and by allowing an additional uncertainty of about
0.01 ppm per year for its possible drift [1,2,4]. However,
recent comparisons of fINBS with the resistance units of
other national laboratories show that since about 1970
the NBS ohm has likely been decreasing by approxi-
mately 0.06 ppm/yr. In the course of reviewing the
implications of such a drift on eqs (5-10), it became
apparent that the problem of the time variation of ONBS
could be neatly solved by making use of one other NBS
result, namely, the determination in 1973-1974 via the
NBS calculable cross capacitor of the ratio Ka=fNBS/fl
[12]. With the addition of this single measurement, the
drift rate of the NBS ohm may be uniquely determined,
the values of (R H)NBS, (YpL)NBS. and FNBS converted to
the same measurement date, and eqs (5-10) and their
numerous extensions readily evaluated. The only crit-
ical assumption required is that the drift of the NBS ohm
has been linear since the time of the calculable capacitor
determination of Kn. However, this is supported by the
observed linear time dependencies of the measured dif-
ferences between each of the five resistors which com-
prise fINBS and their mean [13].

We now briefly summarize how the calculation pro-
ceeds. The linear drift rate assumption enables one to
write

Kn(t )=(t)NBS/Q=Kn(tn)[l +b(t -ta)], (11)

where t is the time in years measured from some arbi-
(8b) trary date, to is the mean date of the NBS calculable

capacitor experiment with Kn(to) the mean value ob-
tained, and b is the relative drift rate of fINBS.4 It then

(9)
'Throughout, all uncertainties are one standard deviation estimates.

The time period over which Kn was measured was sufficiently
short and the random scatter sufficiently large that the effect of the

(10) drift of flNes was indiscerniole and hence negligible. This is also true
of the measurements of FNBS, (y ,L)NBS, and (RH)NBS.
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follows from this equation and the way fNBS enters the
determination of FNBS, (p.L)NBs, and (RH)NBS that

F(t)Ns= F(tF)NBS +b(t -F)] (12)

pL(t)NBS- Yp.L(ty)NBS[l b(t - (13)

RH(t)NBS=RH(tR)NBS[ -(1-tR)l, (14)

where tF, ty, and tR are the mean dates of the Faraday
constant, proton gyromagnetic ratio, and quantized Hall
resistance determinations, respectively, and F(t)NBS,
vp.L(y)NBs, and RH(tA)NBS are the mean values obtained.
The drift rate b may then be calculated by substituting
eq (13) for - , J )NBS into eq (11) and equating the result
to eq (11) with I=tR. Once h is in hand, eqs (5-10) may
be evaluated with the aid of eqs (12-14). Of course, the
law of error propagation must be strictly obeyed in or-
der to obtain correct uncertainties for the calculated
quantities.

We have carried out such calculations with the data

Table 1. Summary of defined and electric-unit-independent
constants used to evaluate eqs (5-10).

Quantity Numerical Uncertainty Refs.
value' (ppm)

A0 4rx 10-' defined
c 299792458 defined
pW/p 0.001520993127(13) 0.012 [15,14]
R. 10973731.529(11) 0.0010 [16,17,14]
Af, 0.001007276470(12) 0.012 [18,14]
m,/n, 1836.152470(79) 0.043 [191

The units for o are H-m-; for c, ms 1; for R, m; for M,. kg.mol -'.

listed in tables I and 2, to which these comments apply:
Table 1. The. values quoted for the nonexact con-

stants are based on the results reported in the original
references and (with the exception of mp/m ) analyses
carried out by the author in connection with the 1985
least squares adjustment of the fundamental constants
[14]. However, these analyses have generally led to only
minor changes in the original results.

Table 2. Only the value of FNBS has been at all
changed from that originally reported. The 0.2 ppm net
increase arises from a number of positive and negative
corrections. New measurements of the Au and Ta im-
purity content of the silver used in the experiment [20]
were specifically undertaken as a result of the author's
reanalysis of the experiment for the 1985 adjustment. It
should be noted that the 0.031 ppm uncertainty assigned
(2e/h )NBS is an estimate of how well the NBS Josephson
effect voltage standard apparatus implements the defini-
tion of VNBS [see eq (1)]. The uncertainties associated
with relating the working voltage standards used in the

(Yp.L)Nes and FNBS experiments to the voltage standards
used to preserve or store VNBS between Josephson effect
calibrations are included in the uncertainties assigned
FNBS and (4y,L)NBs as given in the table.

The results of the calculations are:

a-t= 137.035981(12) (0.089 ppm)

R.,i=25812.8041(23) 1 (0.089 ppm)

2e/h =483597.91(32) GHz-V -' (0.67 ppm)

NA= 6 .0221 4 3 8 (80) x 103 mol-' (1.33 ppm)

F=96485.381(65) A-s-mol -' (0.67 ppm),

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

Table 2. Summary of NBS electric-unit-dependent data used to evaluate eqs (5-10).

Quantity Mean date of Value' Uncertainty Refs.
measurement (ppm)

(2e/h )NBs Continuous since 483593.420(15) 0.031 (7]
1972 July 1

FNBS 1975 March 15 96486.19(13) 1.33 [1.20,14]

(.L)Nas 1978 March 22 2.67513229(57) 0.21 [2]

(RtH)Nes 1983 November 27 25812.8420(12) 0.047 [3]

Ku -1Nes/fi 1973 December 2 1 -0.819(27) x 10-6 0.027 [12)

'The units for (2e/h)Nas are GHz VNBS; for h, 5, ANBSsroI ; for (ypL)NBS. 10' s '.TN S; for (RH)Ns. Ns. Note that in the(yi)NBs
experiment the NBS tesla T~95 a ANas.

13 7FY A meB~
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with b =(-0.065040.0102) ppm/yr.' The value for Kn
on 1985 January 1 is 1-(1.539 0.107) ppm. While it is
not the purpose of this paper to make detailed com-
parisons of these results with others obtained by either
direct or indirect means, we do note that in most cases
where other values exist the agreement is statistically
acceptable. We further point out that the value of 2e/h
derived here is (9.29 0.67) ppm larger than the value
used to define VNBS, implying that VNBS is (9.29 0.67)
ppm smaller than the SI volt [see eq (2b)]. This value of
2e/h is also (8.09 0.67) ppm larger than the value
483594 GHz/V which is in use in many other national
laboratories and which was recommended by the Com-
it6 Consultatif d'Electricite in 1972 [23].

In closing we emphasize that the values given here for
the various constants, in particular the fine-structure
constant, are the best that can be obtained based solely on

existing NBS electrical measurements.' If the three quan-
tities (VPL)NnS, (RH)NBS, and Kn had been determined at
the same time, then any two would have been sufficient
to determine a-'. For example, eq (5) yields a value of
a-' from (y;.L)NBS and (RH)NBS. The comparable equa-
tions for the two other pairs of measurements are'

_t [c(p/pB) (e/h )NBS 1a - [ 4R~ KO('ypL)NBS (20)

a' =2(R)NBSKO, 'oc. (21)

By treating the drift rate of the NBS ohm as a variable
we remove the redundancy or overdetermination inher-
ent in the three measurements and obtain a unique value
for a' and all other quantities. Since this approach
eliminates the distinction between 'te so-called Jo-
sephson effect value of a traditionally derived from eq

'This value is in agreement with b = -(0.0562 0.0048) ppm/yr
which the author derived from a linear least squares fit to the results
of direct and indirect comparisons of HNBs with the unit of resistance
flNMi. maintained constant in time by Australia's National Mea-
surement Laboratory (NML) with the NML calculable cross capaci-
tor [21]. We also note that the Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures unit of resistance tBIPM is based on the mean of six resistors,
two of which are of the same type used to define HNBS. Comparisons
of 11BIPM with SINML dating back to 1964 show that fiePM varies quite

linearly with time. Since the time dependencies of the measured differ-
ences between ierpm and each of the two NBS resistors which par-
tially define fiBlpm are also observed to be linear [22], it may be con-
cluded that the linear drift rate assumption for ONES is justified. If in
fact one assumes the existence of a quadratic component, any reason-
able estimate of its magnitude is sufficiently small that its effect is
inconsequential.

*"Best" or "recommended" values in the traditional sense would, of
course, require taking into account the relevant data available from all
sources.

'Note that eliminating Kn from eqs (20) and (21) yields eq (5) while
equating the two yields eq (10).
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(20) and the quantum Hall effect value derived from eq

(21), perhaps the value given here should simply be
referred to as the NBS condensed matter value.

I gratefully acknowledge helpful discussions with B.
F. Field and E. R. Williams and the assistance of V. E.
Bower, R. S. Davis, E. R. Williams, P. T. Olsen, M. E.
Cage, R. F. Dziuba, and B. F. Field in reviewing their
experiments. The data analyses carried out in con-
nection with the 1985 least squares adjustment of the
fundamental constants were performed in collaboration
with E. R. Cohen.
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Electrical Units, Fundamental Constants, and the 1983
Least Squares Adjustment

BARRY N. TAYLOR, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-This review touches upon four topics: (1) The International
System or SI electrical units, specifically, the volt (V), ohm (St), ampere
(A), and the so-called laboratory or as-maintained units for the same
quantities; (2) the relationships between these laboratory units, experi-
ments to realize their SI definitions, and the fundamental constants of
nature; (3) the 1983 least squares adjustment of the constants; and (4)
future electrical measurements research which can improve our knowl-
edge of the constants.

I. UNITS

T HIS section reviews the International System or SI defini-
tions of the SI base electrical unit, the ampere, and the

two most often used derived electrical units, the volt and ohm;
how in practice these three units are represented in the labora-
tory; and how these practical laboratory representations are
maintained-

A. SI Electrical Units

The ampere is related to the three SI base mechanical units,
the second, meter, and kilogram [1], [2]. The second is de-
fined as the duration of 9 192631 770 periods of the radiation
corresponding to the transition between the two hyperfine
levels of the ground state of the cesium 133 atom.

The meter is defined as the length of the path travelled by
light in vacuum in 1/299 792 458 of a second. This is equivalent
to adopting an exact value for the speed of light in vacuum c,
namely,

c = 299 792 458 m/s. (1)

The kilogram, the only SI unit still based on an artifact, is
defined as the mass of the international prototype of the kilo-
gram kept at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
(BIPM) in Sevres, France (a suburb of Paris).

The SI unit of force, the newton (N), is derived from these
three base mechanical units using Newton's second law; it is
defined as that force which gives to a mass of one kilogram an
acceleration of one meter per second, per second. Thus 1 N =
1 kg - m - s-2. The SI unit of energy, the joule (symbol J), is
derived from the newton and meter and is defined as the work
done when the point of application of a 1-N force moves a dis-
tance of 1 m in the direction of the force. Hence 1 J = 1 N -m.
Finally, the SI unit of power, the watt (W), is derived from the
joule and the second, and is defined as the power which in one
second gives rise to energy of one joule. Thus I W = 1 J - s-' .

Manuscript received September 26, 1984.
The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-

dards. Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

The ampere is then defined as that constant current which, if
maintained in two straight parallel conductors of infinite length,
of negligible cross section, and placed one meter apart in vac-
uunn, would produce between these conductors a force equal
to 2 X 10~' N/m of length. This definition implies via the
Biot-Savart law that the magnetic permeability of vacuum po
is an exact constant given by

o = 47r X 10- N/A'. (2)

The SI units for potential difference (electromotive force)
and electric resistance, the volt (V) and the ohm (St), respec-
tively, are then derived from the watt (and thus the three base
mechanical units) and from the base electrical unit,the ampere,
as follows:

The volt is the difference of electric potential between two
points of a conducting wire carrying a constant current of
1 A, when the power dissipated between these points is equal
to 1 W.

The ohm is the electric resistance between two points of a
conductor when a constant potential difference of 1 V, ap-
plied to these points, produces in the conductor a current of
1 A, the conductor not being the seat of any electromotive
force.

B. Laboratory or As-Maintained Electrical Units

Because the SI definitions of the volt (V), ohm (&2), and
ampere (A) are difficult to realize in practice, national standards
laboratories (such as the National Bureau of Standards in the
U.S.) have historically used practical representations of them
based on artifacts. For example, a group of electrochemical
standard cells of the Weston type (each with an EMF of order
1.018 V) may serve to define the laboratory or as-maintained
unit of voltage LAB, and a group of precision wire-wound
resistors of the Thomas or similar type (each with a resistance
of order 1 St) may serve to define the laboratory or as-main-
tained unit of resistance nLAB [3]. The laboratory unit of
current A LAB is then defined in terms of VLAB and 2LAB
via

ALAB = LABIE
2LAB (3)

and does not have its own separate representation.
Such an as-maintained system of electrical units immediately

raises two questions: 1) How does one ensure that VLAB and

S2 LAB are contant in time, based as they are on artifacts? 2)
How does one ensure that LAB and S2 LAB are consistent with

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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their SI definitions? Problem 1 introduces the idea of monitor-
ing or maintaining laboratory units while Problem 2 introduces
the idea of carrying out absolute realizations of the SI electrical
units. Ideally, one would like to solve both problems simulta-
neously, that is, maintain a unit constant in time and consis-
tent with its SI definition by the same means, at the same time,
and at a level of accuracy which is in keeping with the inherent
stability of the artifacts. However, because this stability is at
the level of parts in 107 per year (or for some very well-aged
cells and resistors at the level of parts in 10" per year), it has
not yet proved feasible to do so in most laboratories. The two
problems are, therefore, considered separately.

C Maintaining Laboratory Units

Most national laboratories now use the ac Josephson effect
in superconductors to maintain their unit of voltage. For
our purposes a Josephson device may be viewed as a perfect
frequency-to-voltage converter, the constant of proportionality
being the invariant fundamental constant ratio 2e/h (e is the ele-
mentary charge, hI is the Planck constant). Because frequencies
can be readily measured to very high accuracy (parts in 1013 if
necessary), the Josephson effect can be used to define and main-
tain VLAB to an accuracy limited only by the accuracy with
which the voltage across the Josephson device can be compared
with the EMF of a standard cell. Typically this is in the range
0.01-0.1 parts-per-million (symbol ppm). (Throughout this
paper all uncertainties are meant to correspond to one -tandard
deviation estimates.) The defining equation for VLAB is

(2 e/h)LAB =483 59? GHz/VLAB (4)

where (2 e/h)LAB is the specific value of 2 e/h adopted by the
laboratory to define VLAB. (The question mark is meant to
indicate that several different values are in use at the various
national laboratories; 483 594 is the most common numerical
value.) The standard cell now serves only as a "flywheel," that
is, as a means of preserving or storing VLAB between Josephson
effect measurements.

While not yet in as wide a use as the Josephson effect, the
quantum Hall effect (QHE) [4] promises to do for resistance-
unit maintenance what the Josephson effect has done for volt-
age-unit maintenance. For our purposes a QHE device can be
viewed as a resistor the resistance of which depends only on
the fundamental constant ratio h/e2 . Thus the QHE, which
manifests itself in certain semiconductor devices when cooled
to cryogenic temperatures and in the presence of a large mag-
netic field, can be used 'o define and maintain 92 LAB to an
accuracy limited only by the accuracy with which the resis-
tance of the device can be compared with the resistance of a
1-2 resistor. Eventually this is expected to be in the range
0.01 to 0.1 ppm for all laboratories; 0.05 ppm is the smallest
uncertainty reported to date. The defining equation for BLAB
is

(h/e 2 )LAB = 25 812.8? OLAB (5)

where, by analogy with (4), (h/e2 )LAB is the specific value of
h/ 2 adopted by the laboratory to define 2 LAB. (In this case
the question mark means that a specific value has yet to be
adopted by any laboratory.) The combination of constants
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h/e2 has been termed the quantum Hall resistance RH. It is
related to the inverse fine-structure constant a-' (which is
2l37), the dimensionless coupling constant or fundamental
parameter of quantum electrodynamic theory (QED), by

h/c2 = RH = goca /2. (6)

Since go and c are exact constants, if ci is known with a given
uncertainty, RH will be known with the same uncertainty. By
analogy with the standard cell, the 1-2 resistor now serves only
to store OLAB between QHE measurements.

II. ABSOLUTE REALIZATIONS AND
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS

While the Josephson and quantum Hall effects allow VLAB
and E2LAB to be maintained constant in time to between
0.01 and 0.1 ppm, thereby solving Problem I of Section I-B,
unless 2e/h and RH are known in SI units to the same level of
accuracy, the as-maintained and SI systems of electrical units
will not be consistent and Problem 2 will remain unsolved. In
practice there are two general approaches to determining 2e/h
and RH in SI units. The first is to carry out experiments to
realize directly the SI definitions of V. St, and A; the second is
to carry out experiments to determine various fundamental
constants from which V, 2, and A may be indirectly derived.
As will shortly be shown, at the present time the latter ap-
proach often yields smaller uncertainties than the former.

A. Absolute Realizations: Direct

Currently, direct absolute realizations of the SI electrical
units are based on experiments which use electromagnetic
theory in combination with the SI definitions. Experiments to
realize the SI electrical units as they are actually defined (see
Section I-A) are as yet too imprecise to be of interest. The fol-
lowing is a brief summary of how the SI volt, ohm, and
ampere are being realized directly at present.

1) Volt: By measuring the force between electrodes to
which a voltage known in terms of VLAB has been applied, and
the capacitance between the electrodes (determined in SI units
via a calculable cross-capacitor), the ratio VLAB/V can be ob-
tainc:. In practice, determining this ratio is what is meant by
the terms "absolute realization of the volt" or "realization of
the SI volt." Defining (Kv)LAB VLAB/V and recognizing
that ( 2 e/h)LAB is used to define VLAB, we may write

(KV)LAB - VLAB/V =(2e/h)LAB (2e/h). (7)

A realization of the SI volt is thus equivalent to determining
2e/h in SI units (recall that (2 e/h)LAB is an adopted number
with no uncertainty). The smallest uncertainty reported to
date for such an experiment is 2.4 ppm, some two orders of
magnitude larger than the uncertainty with which VLAB may
be maintained via the Josephson effect.

2) Ohm: The SI ohm may be realized using a so-called
Thompson-Lampard calculable cross-capacitor which allows
the capacitance of a special configuration of electrodes to be
calculated (in SI units) to very high accuracy from a single
length measurement and the permittivity of vacuum, eo.
(Since eo = I /poc2 and go and c are exactly known constants,
eo is also exactly known.) The impedance of the calculable
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capacitor is compared with the 1-9 resistance standards which
represent 92LAB using a complex series of bridges. Defining

(Kn)LAB = 2LAB/ 2 and recognizing that (RH)LAB is used to
define aLAB we may write

(Kn)LAB BLAB /92 = RH/(RH)LAB. (8)

A realization of the SI ohm is thus equivalent to determining
RH in SI units, which in turn is equivalent to determining the
inverse fine-structure constant [see (6)]. The uncertainty in
such an experiment is on the order of 0.05-0.1 ppm, com-
parable to the yearly stability of good resistance standards
and the accuracy with which 92LAB may be currently main-
tained via RH. However, because of the complexity of the ex-
periment only one laboratory in the world has yet been able to
maintain their laboratory unit of resistance consistently via
the calculable capacitor. It would thus appear that the QHE
will become the method of choice in most laboratories.

3) Ampere: By measuring the force between coils of known
dimensions carrying a current known in terms of ALAB, the
ratio A LAB/A can be determined. Defining (KA)LAB -
A LAB/A, we may write

(KA)LAB -ALAB/A = (Kv)LAB/(Kn)LAB. (9)

A realization of the SI ampere measures neither 2e/h or RH
but the product (2 e/h)RH [see (7) and (8)], which is equivalent
to measuring the elementary charge e in SI units. The smallest
uncertainty reported to date for such an experiment is 4 ppm,
about two orders of magnitude larger than the uncertainty
with which ALAB can be maintained via the Josephson and
quantum Hall effects.

B. Absolute Realizations: Indirect

As indicated above, (KV)LAB, (Kn)LAB, and (KA)LAB may
also be obtained from appropriate combinations of various
fundamental physical constants. The constants required, in
addition to the exactly defined quantities po, c, ( 2 e/h)LAB,
and (RH)LAB discussed above, are:

1) Rydberg Constant for Infinite Mass R.:

R. = p2c 3mee4/8h 3

where me is the mass of the electron. It is determined from
high precision laser spectroscopic measurements of the low-lying

energy levels of the hydrogen atom and is presently known to

an accuracy of 0.0010 ppm (one part in 109).
2) Magnetic Moment of the Proton in H20 in Units of the

Bohr Magneton y4/pB: /4/pB is determined by comparing the
electron spin-flip frequency in the hydrogen atom obtained us-

ing a hydrogen maser operating at a magnetic field of several
tenths tesla to the proton spin-flip frequency of protons in an

H 20 sample in the same magnetic field as measured by nuclear
magnetic reasonance (NMR). Its current uncertainty is 0.012
ppm. (The Bohr magneton AB eh/2irm,.)

3) Molar Mass of the Proton Mp: Mp, the mass of one mole
of protons, is determined via mass spectrometry on the unified

atomic mass scale defined such that the molar mass of the 12C
atom is exactly 0.012 kg. It has an uncertainty of 0.012 ppm
at present.

4) Ratio of the Proton Mass to the Electron Mass mp/me:

mp/me is obtained from measurements of the cyclotron fre-
quencies of sequentially trapped protons and electrons in a
high-magnetic field. Its present uncertainty is 0.043 ppm.

5) Inverse Fine-Structure Constant a : a~1 = 2h/poce2

may be obtained by combining an experimental value for the
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron ae determined
I rom measurements of various resonance frequencies of a
single electron trapped in a magnetic field and the theoretical
quantum electrodynamic or QED expression for ae. The un-
certainty of a' (a,) is currently 0.073 ppm. A value of a-1
with a current uncertainty of 0.16 ppm can be obtained by
combining measurements of the ground-state hyperfine splitting
of muonium VMhfs and the ratio of the magnetic moment of
the muon to that of the proton p./pp with the theoretical ex-
pression for the splitting. (Muonium, Mu, is the pe~ atom
where p is the positive muon.)

6) Faraday Constant F: The Faraday constant in laboratory
snits FLAB is determined electrochemically by measuring via a
coulometer the number of moles of a substance such as silver
deposited by a known charge. The number of moles is found
from the mass of the material deposited and its molar mass,
the latter determined in a separate experiment using mass spec-
trometry. The charge is found from the current measured in
terms of A LAB times its duration of flow. The most accurate
determination of FLAB to date has an uncertainty of 1.3 ppm.

7) Gyromagnetic Ratio of the Proton in H2 0, 7p: y = p/B
where co is the NMR angular frequency of protons in H2 0 in
an applied magnetic field B. It may be determined by two dif-
ferent methods v. hich in fact yield two different quantities
because of the way the laboratory or as-maintained electrical
units enter the determination of B. -y;(low)LAB, where the
"low" indicates a low magnetic field on the order of 0.001 T,
is obtained when B is calculated from the measured dimensions
of a precision solenoid carrying a current known in terms of

A LAB . 'vp (high)LAB, where "high" indicates a high magnetic
field on the order of 0.5 T, is obtained when B is determined
by measuring the force on a conductor of known dimensions
carrying a current known in terms of ALAB. At present the
most accurate determinations of -y (low)LAB and -, (high)LAB
have uncertainties of 0.21 and 1.0 ppm, respectively.

8) Avogadro Constant NA: NA may be obtained from vari-
ous measurements on a pure, highly perfect, single crystal. The
relevant equation for silicon is

NA = [M(Si)/p(Si)]
8~d 32o(Si)

(10)

Here M(Si) is the molar mass of silicon, usually determined via
mass spectrometry; p(Si) is its density, usually determined via
hydrostatic weighing against standards whose densities have
been determined from their dimensions and mass; and d 2 2 0
is the (220) lattice plane spacing repeat distance determined
via combined X-ray and optical interferometry. The present
uncertainty in NA obtained this way is about 1.3 ppm.

Because the above electric-unit dependent constants (F and
4,) may not be measured iri, e same laboratory, they may not
be expressed in the same laboratory units. It is possible, how-
ever, to re-express all such quantities in terms of a single set of
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laboratory units with little loss of accuracy by using the known
values of (2e/h)LAB and (RH)LAB or the results of direct unit
comparisons carried out by means of transportable voltage and

resistance standards. In what follows it is assumed that all such
quantities have been so re-expressed.

Using the above fundamental constants one can derive a
number of different equations for the quantities (KV)LAB,

(Ks )LAB, and (KA)LAB. For example for the volt one has

(Kv)LAB = Oc'pM(2eh)AB 
1/2

16R.(mp/me)a NA

Based on the uncertainties given for the relevant constants en-
tering this relation, it yields an indirect value of (KV)LAB with
an uncertainty of about 0.65 ppm, nearly four times less than
the uncertainty of the most accurate direct volt balance deter-
mination. [In this equation and those that follow ( 2 e/h)LAB
and (RH)LAB are taken as exact since they are adopted values
used to define VLAB and nLAB. The resulting uncertainty for

(KV)LAB, (Kn)LAB, or (KA)LAB is then the uncertainty in
the relationship between the defined laboratory unit and the
corresponding SI unit. If one wants the uncertainty in the
relationship between the laboratory unit as-maintained and
the corresponding SI unit then the uncertainty associated with
the implementation of the definition of the laboratory unit
must also be taken into account by assigning an appropriate
uncertainty to (2e/h)LAB and (RH)LAB-1I

For the ohm one may write

(Kn)LAB= 2 (RH)LAB (12)

as well as

(Ka)LAB = 2 1/3. (13)
L16R.(RN)LAB7p(low)LAB

Equations (12) and (13) both yield an indirect value of
(Kn)LAB with an uncertainty of about 0.07 ppm, com-
parable with the uncertainty of direct calculable capacitor
determinations.

Finally, for the ampere one has

( (7plow)LAB( 12

( 4,(high)LAB (14)

as well as

(KA)LB = F MP'y,(low)LAB 1/
(KA)LAB = pY00A l (15)

(mp/m,) (I.p/p) FLAB

where use has been made of the following relation to derive
(15) from (14):

7,(high)LAB = FLAB(,P IjB)(mp/mE)/AIp- (16)

(Since the uncertainties of pp/, mp/me, and Afp are all

below 0.05 ppm, (16) implies that with little additional un-
certainty a measurement of FLAB may be viewed as a measure-
ment of 7,(high) and vice versa.) The uncertainty of the in-
direct value of (KA)LAB from (14) is about 0.5 ppm and that
from (15) about 0.7 ppm. These uncertainties are significantly
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less than the uncertainties of direct current balance determina-
tions which are in the range 4-10 ppm.

A number of conclusions may be drawn from the above.
First, indirect realizations of the SI definitions of the volt and
ampere based on fundamental constant experiments are at
present significantly more accurate than direct volt or current
balance realizations. For the ohm the two different approaches
have comparable uncertainties. Second, the uncertainties
associated with these indirect realizations are still rather larger
than the uncertainties associated with the implementation of
the definitions of VLAB and nLAB based on the Josephson and
quantum Hall effects (perhaps a factor of 10 for the volt and
a factor of 2 for the ohm). Thus it is still not yet possible to
achieve the desirable goal of having the as-maintained system
of electrical units consistent with the SI to the same level of
accuracy with which the as-maintained system can be imple-
mented. Third, it is clear that the fundamental physical
constants have a critical role to play in the maintenance and

realization of the electrical units and that it is a reciprocal rela-
tionship-the accurate determination of fundamental constants
requires a reliable system of as-maintained units. Indeed, the
critical role the electrical units play in the fundamental con-
stants field is clearly evident in the 1983 least squares adjust-
ment of the fundamental constants as discussed in the following
section.

111. THE 1983 LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTMENT

The purpose of a least squares adjustment of the fundamen-
tal physical constants is to generate a self consistent set of
"best values" of the constants for general use in science and
technology based on all the data available at a given epoch.
Comprehensive studies of the constants were pioneered in the
late 1920's by R. T. Birge and continued by others including

J. W. M. DuMond, E. R. Cohen, and Bearden and colleagues.
The most recent adjustment was carried out by Cohen and
Taylor in 1973 [5] under the auspices of the CODATA (Com-
mittee on Data for Science and Technology) Task Group on
Fundamental Constants. It served to update the comprehen-
sive review and adjustment published by Taylor, Parker, and
Langenberg in 1969 [61, and the set of best values resulting
from it was officially adopted for international use by CODATA
at its Eighth General Assembly in September 1973. This set is
still that currently recommended.

In the last decade or so an extraordinary amount of new
experimental and theoretical work relating to the fundamental
constants has been reported which now renders the 1973 set
of recommended values obsolete. Thus the author, again in
collaboration with E. R. Cohen and under the sponsorship and
guidance of the CODATA Task Group on Fundamentai Con-

stants, is undertaking a new adjustment to replace that of
1973. What follows is a brief summary of this effort (still not
quite complete at the time of writing) which will be called the
"1983 Least Squares Adjustment of the Fundamental Physical
Constants."

A. Some Definitions

A least squares adjustment of the constants is generally carried
out by dividing the available data into two groups. One group
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is known as the "stochastic input data" and consists of the less
precisely measured quantities entering the adjustment and
which are subject to adjustment. Examples from the quantities
already discussed include (Kn)LAB, FLAB, [-y,(high)] LAB, and
y / p.

In the 1983 adjustment the electric-unit dependent stochastic
data are expressed in BIPM units as they existed on January 1,
1983, namely, VBI83, S2B183, and AB183 = VBI83/ 2 BI83. The
BIPM has been maintaining its laboratory unit of voltage via the
Josephson effect since January 1, 1976, with the adopted value
(2e/h)76.-BI =483 594 GHz/V7 6 .BI. Defining KV = Vai83 /V
it then follows that

Ky ' VBI8 3 /V (17a)

V76-BI/V = (2e/h) 76-BI/(2e/h) (17b)

= 483 594 GHz - V4C-BI/(2e/h). (17c)

The BIPM laboratory unit of resistance is currently defined in
terms of the mean resistance of six 1- resistors so that 92BI83
is based on the mean value of these resistors on January 1,
1983. Thus one simply has

K& = OBI83/9
2  (18)

and

KA ABI83/A (19a)

= Kv/Kn. (19b)

The second group of data is termed the "auxiliary constants"
and consists of quantities which are sufficiently accurate in
comparison with the stochastic data that if included in the
adjustment as stochastic data, their adjusted (or output) values
and uncertainties would change negligibly compared with their
input values and uncertainties. Thus the auxiliary constants
are not subject to adjustment. Examples from the quantities
already discussed include R.., pIIB, Mp, and mp/me.

The two main selection criteria for considering individual
items for inclusion in the 1983 adjustment are (1) availability
prior to December 31, 1983 due to publication deadlines and
the time required for review and analysis; and (2) the require-
ment that the item make a nontrivial contribution to the ad-
justment. For example, if a direct measurement of a quantity
contributes only a few percent to the determination of the ad-
justed value of the quantity, then it should be excluded because
it is clearly not a competitive determination. (In a least squares
adjustment wi = 1 /s where wi is the weight of the ith stochas-
tic input datum and si its one standard deviation uncertainty.)

B. The Data and Their Consistency

At the time of writing 12 different types of stochastic input
data are being considered for inclusion in the 1983 adjustment
with a total of 34 individual items. Some older measurements
of comparatively large uncertainty are initially being included
in the hope that they might clarify a number of discrepancies
which exist among the more accurate data. These 34 items are

summarized in Table I. The two values of a~ 1 listed are a~'(ae)
and a~1( 4 He) as obtained from the experimental determina-
tion of, and theoretical expression for, the anomalous magnetic
moment of the electron and a certain fine-structure splitting in
atomic helium, respectively.

A detailed discussion of the consistency of these data is be-
yond the scope of this paper. However, a few highlights will be

given in order to further indicate the many inter-relationships
which exist among the constants and the critical role of the
electrical units and electric-unit dependent quantities. First
we comment on the consistency of like data, for example, the
six values of 74(low)BI 83, and then on the consistency of un-

like data as implied by various expressions involving different
constants, such as (11) and (16) and others to be given below.

On the assumption that only a difference between two quan-
tities two or more times their combined standard deviation un-

certainty sc = [s + s21/2 is statistically significant, the main
like-data inconsistencies are between the several values of yp
(both low and high) and the two values of d 220 (Si). For ex-

ample, the most accurate value of y4(low)BIs3 differs from the
two next most accurate values by 12sc and 7.6sc, respectively,
and these two differ from each other by 2.4sc; the first and

second most accurate values of y,(high)I 83 differ by 2 .4sc;
and the two values of d2 20 (Si) differ by 7.7sc.

The unlike data may be compared in many different ways;
the focus here will be on those which tend to clarify the in-

consistencies between like data. We first note that the indirect

value of y,(high)Bl8 3 obtained from FBI 83 via (16) is in excel-

lent agreement with the most accurate of the four direct mea-

surements; the two differ by only 0.8sc. Thus the second most

accurate value of ;,p(high) is suspect (see previous paragraph).
Next we compare the two direct values of a~ 1 listed in Table 1,

namely, a' (a,) and a-1(4 He), with 10 indirect values derived

from the following expressions using the data of Table I:

a- (RH)= 2(RH)Bi 83 Kn/poc

= I /,p )(2e/h) 26. 1

4R.fKnyp(low)/s13/

a-'(MU) = [CMhfs~p/,p)/VMhfs1 112

(20)

(21)

(22)

where CMhfs is obtained from the theory of the muonium
hyperfine splitting and the ratio ChMhfs/VMhfs has an uncertainty
of 0.14 ppm. To obtain the three quantum Hall resistance and

six proton gyromagnetic ratio values of a- from (20) and (21),
respectively, the weighted mean of the five individual, relatively

consistent values of Ka is used (uncertainty <0.07 ppm). To
obtain the single muonium hyperfine splitting value of a- &from

(22), the weighted mean of the two individual and consistent
values of p /, is used (0.3-ppm uncertainty). The result of

the comparison is that all 12 values of a' are reasonably con-

sistent except the two obtained from the two next most ac-

curate values of yp(low)Bl 83. Thus these values of r;(low)BI 83
are definitely suspect. It is significant that the uncertainty of

a number of these indirect values of a-' is comparable with

the 0.073 ppm uncertainty of a' (a,) (within a factor of 2-3)

and a value with essentially the same uncertainty as a-' (ae)
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF TENTATIVE STOCHASTIC INPUT DATA FOR THE 1983 LEAST

SQUARES ADJUSTMENT

Quantity No. of values Uncertainties
(ppm)

Ko 5 0.11; 0.12; 0.18; 0.22; 0.36

KA 6 4.0; 5.8; 6.1; 7.7; 7.9; 9.7

K1 1 2.4

FBI83  
1 1.3

y (low)8 I83  6 0.24; 0.52; 0.61; 0.82; 2.1; 3.2

y'high)8183  4 1.0; 3.2; 3.6; 7.5

d220(Si) 2 0.1; 0.21

M(Si)/p(Si) 1 1.15

(RH)818 3  3 0.11; 0.14; 0.32

a-1 2 0.073; 0.78

P/P 2 0.36; 0.53

VMhfs 1 0.036

and also consistent with it can be derived from

a-1(RH/y)= (ip IB)(RH)BI 8 3(2e/h)7 6 -BI 1/3

2po0R.., (low)BI 83

(23)

using the most accurate value of (RH)BI83 and 7p(low)BI83.
We next compare the unlike data via the values of NA they

imply. Seven such values may be readily obtained from the
data of Table I, two from (10) using the two different values
of d2 20 (Si) and the single value of M(Si)/p(Si); one from

NA = .c(2e/h) 76 .BIa~O FBI 83  (24)
Kn

and four from

NA =
ocM,(2 e/h)76 -Bai y(high)BIs 3

(1p/pB) (mp/me) Kn
(25)

where in both these equations the weighted mean value of Kn
is used and a-'(ae) is taken for a~'. The result of the com-
parison is that the three values of NA obtained from FBI83,
the most accurate value of y'(high)IS8 3 , and one of the two
values of d220(Si) are in good agreement (and have uncertainties
between 1.0 and 1.4 ppm as well), but disagree with the value
of NA obtained from the other measurement of d 220 (Si). The
latter is thus suspect and the second most accurate value of
7,(high)B1I 3 is deInitely questionable.

Finally, we compare the unlike data via the values of Kv
they imply. Fourteen values may be readily derived from the

data of Table I which together with the one direct measure-
ment gives a total of 15. Six values follow from the direct
measurements of KA via

Kv = KA K11. (26)

Four values from measurements of 4'(ow)BI83 and y'(high)BI8g
carried out in the same laboratory using the relation

Ky [ KAy'(ow)BI83 t/2

7p(high)BI83
(27)

[see (14) and (26)] ; one value using (27) with y'(high)BI 83 re-
placed by FBIS3 via (16) and where both y'(low)BI83 and
FBI83 were measured in the same laboratory; two values using
(11) with NA obtained from (10) using the single value of
M(Si)/p(Si) and the two values of d2 20(Si); and one value
from

(28)

where here and in the other equations (as appropriate) the
weighted mean is used for Kn and a' (ae) for C'. The result
of this comparison tends to confirm most of what had been
concluded from the earlier comparisons, namely, that the two
next most accurate values of y'(low)BI 8 3 are inconsistent with
the most accurate value and that the most accurate value for
y,(hgh)BI 8 3 , the value of FBI83, and one of the values of
d 220(Si) are highly consistent but that the other value of
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d 220 (Si) is in considerable disagreement with these data. Un-
fortunately, however, the values of Ky derived from the direct
measurements of KA via (26), as well as the single direct mea-
surement of Ky, have such large uncertainties that most are
consistent with the majority of the indirect values. Thus at
the present time they are not capable of clarifying (i.e., either
supporting or refuting) the 7,(low)BI83, 7p(high)BI8 3 , and
d220 (Si) inconsistencies.

C. Least Squares Adjustment

To carry out a least squares adjustment of the constants,
a subset of constants, known as the adjustable constants
or "unknowns," is chosen in terms of which stochastic in-
put datum can be individually expressed. if necessary with

the aid of the auxiliary constants. The adjustable constants
are selected in such a way that the resulting equations, known
as the observational equations, are statistically independent.
The total number of observational equations is thus equal to
the number of items of stochastic data. Substituting the
numerical values for the auxiliary constants and stochastic
data and using a computer, the observational equations may be
solved for the unknowns and their uncertainties. (The least
squares procedure automatically takes into account all possible
"routes" to the adjustable constants, both direct and indirect.)
In the 1983 adjustment the adjustable constants or unknowns
are most likely to be taken as C', Kv, Kn, d2 2o(Si), and
,/pp. The resulting 12 different observational equations

(34 total) for the 12 different kinds of stochastic data listed
in Table I would then be as given in Table II.

The least squares adjustment using all 34 data items of
Table I has X2 of about 320 for 29 degrees of freedom. The
gross disagreement of some of the data discussed is, of course,
responsible for such a large (statistically improbable) x 2 .

In the last several years much work has been done on the
problem of how best to handle inconsistent data in a least
squares adjustment of the constants [7]. While final decisions
have not yet been made regarding the 1983 adjustment data,
based on the analyses done to date it may tentatively be con-
cluded that the 1983 recommended values for many constants
will differ significantly from their 1973 counterparts. For ex-
ample, it is likely that e will decrease by approximately 7 ppm
and that its uncertainty will decrease from nearly 3 to less
than 0.5 ppm; for h the comparable changes will be -15 ppm
and from 5.4 to less than 1 ppm; and for NA + 15 ppm and
from 5.1 to less than 1 ppm.

These changes come about because e, h, and NA are related
to the adjustable constants a' and Kv through

e = [( oc/4) (2 e/h) 76.BI] -i (a-I)1 Kv (29)

h = [poc/2] a-1 e2  (30)

NA = [Mp/(mp/me)poR.] (a-I)-3e- 2. (31)

The values of the quantities in brackets and a-' will probably
change little compared with their 1973 values-tenths of ppm
at most (with the exception of mp/me, all the quantities in
brackets were auxiliary constants in the 1973 adjustment as
well as in the 1983 adjustment). However, it is likely that the
adjusted value of Kv will decrease by approximately 7.5 ppm
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TABLE II
PROBABLE OBSERVATION EQUATIONS FOR THE 1983 LEAST SQUARES

ADJUSTMENT'

K = {KO}

K V = IKA)

(a-1-2K2K
4R -(m / Fe)

Mpc2 h 76-BI81 8

4R

(/-1)-21 = 4/ - [y(low))BI83Ca~~ ~~ p 
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and its uncertainty from 2.6 to less than 0.5 ppm due to the
new and highly accurate indirect values of Kv implied by (11),
(27), and (28). From (29), (30), and (31) it follows that a
7.5 ppm decrease in the value of Kv will lead to a decrease in
the value of e of the same amount, twice as large a decrease in
h, and twice as large an increase in NA. Moreover, since the
'983 adjusted value of a' will probably have an uncertainty
of less than 0.1 ppm, the uncertainty in e will be about the
same as that in Kv and the uncertainties in h and NA will be
about twice as large.

It is important to realize that the approximate 7.5 ppm change
in Kv likely to result from the 1983 adjustment implies that
the value of 2 e/h in general use for volt maintenance pur-
poses using the ac Josephson effect is smaller than the SI value
by this amount. As a consequence, the as-maintained units of
voltage of the various national laboratories are smaller than
the SI volt by about 7.5 ppm. A readjustment of the various
laboratory units to bring them into better agreement with the
SI system is expected within the next few years [8].

IV. FUTURE ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS RESEARCH

We conclude with a brief discussion of future electrical mea-
surements research which can improve our knowledge of the
fundamental physical constants.

Of highest priority would seem to be the direct measurement,
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via a force balance experiment or its equivalent, of either
(KV)LAB or (KA)LAB to an accuracy of 0.1-0.3 ppm. Such
a measurement could unequivocally resolve the present dis-
crepancy between the two available values of d22 0 (Si) [see
(10), (11), (26)] as well as clarify the discrepancies associated
with the two next most accurate values of y (low) [see (14),
(27)].

A new direct determination of y7(Qow)LAB to an accuracy
of 0.1 ppm could also clarify the current y,(low) problem,
while if coupled with a new measurement of either y'(high)LAB
or FLAB with an accuracy of 0.5 ppm, could contribute to the
resolution of the d2 20(Si) problem [see (10), (11), (14), (15),
(26)].

Measurements of (RH)LAB and (Kn)LAB with uncertainties
at the few hundredths ppm level could also be of major impor-
tance. For example, in combination with the new measure-
ment of 7 (low)LAB advocated above such a value of(RH)1 AB
would provide the means for determining a-' to an accuracy
considerably less than 0.05 ppm and one which does not re-
quire the absolute realization of an electrical unit [see (23)].
This value could then be compared with that obtained directly
from (RH)LAB and (Kn)LAB [see (20)] as well as k- (ae)

(0.073 ppm current uncertainty and soon to be reduced by
about a factor of 3). Such over-determination or "redundancy"
is of critical importance in the fundamental constants field since
agreement between values obtained by a variety of methods
is the only way one can ensure that there are no unsuspected
systematic errors plaguing particular experiments.

Finally, work needs to be done to dev'?op improved trans-
port standards, especially for resistance, so that the results of
absolute ohm realizations and quantum Hall resistance measure-
ments carried out in different laboratories can be critically
compared. Since it is unlikely that transport standards with
the requisite parts in 108 stability upon shipment can be de-
veloped as readily for voltage as for resistance, new direct
comparisons of the Josephson volt standard apparatus of the
various national laboratories should be undertaken to ensure

that the claimed accuracies of a few parts in 108 are justified.
Such comparisons of nLAB and VLAB could contribute signifi-
cantly to improving our confidence in the consistency of the
laboratory electrical measurement systems of the various
countries throughout the world, as well as in the 1983 and
subsequent sets of recommended values of the fundamental
physical constants.

Note Added in Proof. Since this paper was submitted for
publication, it was decided to consider data available through
early 1985 for possible inclusion in the new adjustment and
to rename it the "1985 Least Squares Adjustment of the
Fundamental Physical Constants." However, the paper's basic
contents and conclusions are unaltered by this decision.
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PREFACE

The National Measurement System for Electricity is that system of people, organizations,
standards, apparatus, and software which performs the function of providing quantitative in-
formation on materials, manufactured items, and processes through the measurement of their
physical properties or parameters. This report is one of a series of similar reports pro-
duced by the Institute for Basic Standards (IBS) of the National Bureau of Standards to pro-
vide a complete description of that system, of which IBS is the foundation. The format of
this report is common to the series and was chosen to provide uniformity and completeness.

The authors would like to express their appreciation to their many colleagues who sup-
plied information and perceptions for inclusion in this study. Special appreciation goes to
those who arranged or hosted visits at private and government organizations for the authors
and others of the Division staff. We would like to also acknowledge the work of Denise
Prather, who assisted in the production of the final dreft. Finally we are most indebted
for the efforts of Sylvia Ramboz, who was responsible for the production of the manuscripts
for two interim reports as well as this document; and for her comments, suggestions, and
encouragement.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Electrical measurements are of critical
importance due to the universal use of elec-
tricity as the primary means for the trans-
mission and control of energy and data. The
National Measurement System for Electricity
is that set of laboratories, organizations,
documents and people which make possible
and are responsible for all electrical mea-
surements made in the U.S. at all levels of
accuracy. This document summarizes the re-
sults of a four-year study of that system.

The structure of the system may be con-
ceived as having a number of components,
each serving a particular sector of society
and each having distinct characteristics re-
flecting differing requirements. Two major
components exist: the industrial electronics
component and the electric power industry
component. There are a number of minor
parts in each.

Electrical measurements in the system's
industrial electronics component are used to
ensure quality and reliability of materials
and manufactured products, to provide for
interchangeability of components and parts,
and to control meanufacturing processes.

This component can also be further sub-
divided into two general areas: the measure-
ment-intensive industry segment and the gen-
eral industry segment. Measurement-inten-
sive industry and its measurement system are
characterized by high technology and the need
for a very high degree of product reliability.
Included in this portion of the defense, com-
munication, computer, and electronic component
industries. Measurement accuracy within this
segment is ensured by a hierarchical labora-
tory system in each organization. Test equip-
ment used for quality and process control is
calibrated periodically using precision in-
struments which are in turn calibrated by
comparison with primary standards in the cor-
porate standards are then periodically cali-
brated at the National Bureau of Standards or
intercompared regularly with standards which
have been so calibrated. This system, which
in large organizations can have a complex
hierarchy of laboratories, is primarily the
result of the quality control requirements

of DoD, GSA, and NASA procurement contracts,
the requirements of regulatory agencies such
as EPA and OSHA and logistics constraints.

In the general industry segment of the
system, quality control requirements are
usually less stringent than in the high
technology segment; accuracies are generally
lower; and the manufacturing processes are
less affected by absolute accuracy of mea-
surements. Thus, organizations in this
portion of the system are inclined to buy
calibration and repair services from instru-
mentation manufacturers, large corporate
laboratories in the aerospace industry, or
companies specializing in calibration and
repair work. As previously noted, each of
these generally maintains a rigid, well-de-
fined measurement support system.

There appears to be a number of problems
and shortcomings in the industrial electron-
ics component of the system. Among the most
important are a lack of standards (written
and artifact) for the support of dynamic,
high-speed electrical measuring instruments
and automated test systems; the non-availa-
bility in certain areas of procedures and
test techniques of guaranteed reliability;
a potential future shortage of competent
measurement personnel; a failure on the part
of some people in the system to perceive
that calibration is not always a sufficient
condition for assurance of measurement aual-
ity; and an inherent rigidity in the govern-
ment contractural requirements which stifles
innovative approaches to measurement prob-
lems.

The electric power industry segment of
the National Measurement System for Elec-
tricity can also be divided into two parts:
operational and research for improved elec-
tric power transmission and distribution.
Electrical measurements play an important
role in the day-to-day operation of the na-
tion's electric power systems. They are
used to control the generation and trans-
mission of electricity, to provide a basis
for equitable exchange (energy metering),
and for testing machinery and equipment sup-
plied to the power companies.
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Measurement support for both of these
areas is generally provided by the measure-
ment laboratories of power companies and
those of the electrical eauipment manufac-
turers. In the energy metering area, many
of the state and local public utility com-
missions which regulate the power companies
require acceptance testing of watthour me-
ters as well as retesting of older meters.
NBS calibration of physical standards and
electrical apparatus, both at NBS and in the
power companies' and manufacturers' lahora-
tories, ensures the overall integrity c' the
system.

Most of the industry - both utilities and
manufacturers - is adequately equipped to
measure traditional quantities such as cur-
rent and voltage at levels up to 15 kilo-
volts. Fewer companies, especially in the
utility sector, have capabilities above 100
kilovolts. At extra-high voltage (EHV) and
ultra-high voltage (UHV), the utility com-
paries, with rare exceptions, have little
measurement and calibration capability.
Such capability, however, does exist with
the manufacturers of large electrical equip-
ment. With respect to nontraditional quan-
tities, such as transient high voltages and
currents, measurement capability is gen.,rilly
available only with the large equipment manu-
facturers.

The quality and consistency of electric
power system-related measurements, including
traceability to NBS-maintained standards,
follow the above pattern of measurement ca-
pability. Whenever the calibrations are
relatively simple and inexpensive, and if
there is also regulatory incentive to do
adequate work, the system is in excellent
condition. A good example is watthour meter
calibrations. But for higher voltage, and
especially for non-conventional measurements
where the calibrations are difficult to per-
form and reliable methods are not always
readily available, the system has defici-
ences. Included in this category and EHV
and UHV steady-state measurements, and tran-
sient measurements in general.

Electricity will become the predominant
form of energy in use before the end of the
century. Consequently, a large research and
development effort funded by the Energy Re-
search and Development Administration and
the Electric Power Research Institute is be-
ing directed at ways to increase the trans-
mission capability and efficiency of the
country's electric power systems. New high
voltage and electrical-related measurements
are required as transmission technology ad-
vances. Examples of new technologies in-
clude cryogenic transmission systems, UHV
overhead lines, compressed-gas insulated
substations, and high-voltage direct-

current transmission systems. Each is a
relatively measurement-intensive, emerging-
technology area. While some older types of
measurement methodologies can be adapted
for these new areas, generally they cannot
and some significant deficiencies now ex-
ist including measurements for accelerated
aging tests of electrical insulation, and
traceability to national standards for im-
pulse measurements.

Two important additional components of
the National Measurement System for Elec-
tricity are associated with the scientific
community and consumer electronics. Measure-
ments made in laboratories not under Don or
NASA contract are generally supported by
local instrumentation shops. In contrast
with the usual practice in the industrial
electronics component, periodic recalibra-
tion is unusual - calibration is generally
performed only before and after a crucial
experiment, or as part of a special main-
tenance effort. Measurements in support of
consumer electronics, such as TV, stereo sys-
tems, citizen hand and amateur radio, auto
electronics, and general electrical work are
usually of low accuracy. Consequently, manu-
facturers' claims of test equipment accuracy
are accepted until malfunction occurs. This
portion of the system has few, if any, seri-
ous measurement problems.

In summary, the Electricity Division of
NBS provides the basis for that uniform sys-
tem of electrical measurement in the U.S.
which permits equity in trade, interchange-
ability of components, the transmission and
distribution of electric power, a means of
maintenance for electronic equipment, the
ability to control the quality of produc-
tion, and the general advance of science
and technology. This is achieved by devel-
oping improved means for realizing, maintain-
ing, and disseminating the basic electrical
units; by calibrating electrical standards,
instruments, and systems for industry, gov-
ernment, and the academic community; by
developing new instrumentation and measure-
ment methods; by obtaining basic data and
determining fundamental constants related
to the electrical units; by ensuring that
electrical measurements carried out in the
U.S. are consistent with those made in other
countries; and by providing advisory and con-
sultative services.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The National Electrical Measurement Sys-
tem began to assume its present forn around
the beginning of this century. At that time
the uses of electricity were limited to the
easy transmission and use of energy in manu-
facturing and transportation and for light-
ing and primitive means of communication
(telephone and telegraph). The establish-
ment in 1901 of the National Bureau of Stan-
dards led to the foundation of a uniform
system of electrical measurement where none
had existed before; a foundation which per-
mitted and expedited the development of
electrotechnology which has made our present
way of life possible. Since then the mea-
surement system has continuously grown in
magnitude and scope along with the industries
it supports [1].

Today the system pervades every aspect of
modern life. The electric power industry is
the largest in the United States [2]. The
electronics industry is one of the larger
industries as well, and its products make
possible the inexpensive production of goods
and services throughout the rest of indus-
try. Our present level of electrotechnology
is only possible because a uniform system of
electrical measurement exists. This system
provides scientists, electrical engineers,
and quality control engineers with a common
language and thereby minimizes the need for
trial-and-error approaches to design by per-
mitting the existance of necessary data
bases and allowing the meaningful communica-
tion of technical information in quantified
detail. It is also true that the level of
sophistication and general quality of all
electrical-electronic products as well as
many others are predicated, among other fac-
tors, on the state of the measurement sys-
tem. The stability with time of the units
of measure, the compatibility of measure-
ments throughout the system, and the effec-
tiveness with which new requirements are
anticipated and dealt with are key factors
which establish bounds on the level and rate
of advance of technology. The system per-
mits interchangeability, at affordable cost,
of parts with very high levels of precision,
a vital part of modern manufacturing tech-
nology.

The study of the National Electrical Mea-
surement System, the results of which are
summarized in this report, is intended to
provide a complete picture of the system at
the present time, and to forecast its future
posture, needs, and shortcomings, The pres-
ent intensive study is also to provide a
data base for program planning within the
National Bureau of Standards, a data base
which will be expanded over the years as the

result of a continuous surveillance of the
system. The study was carried out primarily
in two parts. Technical data were gathered
as the result of visits to companies, corres-
pondence with colleagues, interviews with
visitors to the NBS, and interactions with
fellow members of standards committees by
Electricity Division personnel. Economic
data were gleaned primarily from the liter-
ature. Because of the nature of the Elec-
trical Measurement System, separate studies
were not conducted on each measurement area.
Rather, the system was observed as consist-
ing of two unique sets of users, the elec-
tric power industry and the electronics in-
dustry. The term "electronics industry" as
used here refers not only to the manufac-
turers of electronic components, modules,
instruments, and systems, but to the users
of these as well. Each of these will be
further subdivided as the report progresses.
Since the system is so large and pervasive,
no attempt was made to define its size ex-
actly. Recurring structural features make
sampling an effective means of viewing the
system.

As a result of the study, it was deter-
mined that:

(a) the system is adequately equipped and
manned to support most measurements of a
static nature;

(b) although most new instruments are de-
signed and specified for use under computer
control, there is virtually no capability in
the system as a whole to support dynamic mea-
surements; i.e., measurements in which time
is a factor;

(c) there are expected to be increasing
pressures from government regulatory agen-
cies and from industrial firms engaged in
international commerce for the establishment
of a system for accrediting standards, cali-
bration, and testing laboratories of various
types;

(d) future sophisticated instrumentation,
if not designed for computer control, will
contain small control and logic units called
microprocessore, creating a need for methods
of verification of measurement implementa-
tion software;

(e) there exists a need, whose urgency is
being determined, for improved measurements
of electrical conductivity for application
to non-destructive materials testing;

(f) because of the energy crisis, there
is a need for new measurement methodologies
for the support of energy-related research,
especially in the areas of electric power;

(g) there is a lack of capability within
the electric power industry to perform ultra-
high voltage measurements;

(h) the exchane of technical information
takes place in the system at an unacceptably
low level.
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It must be noted that consideration in
this study was not given to those electrical
measurements associated with the processing
of semiconductor materials. Such measure-
ments are addressed in depth by the impact
study of the Electronic Technology Division
of NBS.

2. STRUCTURE OF THE ELECTRICAL
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

2.1 Conceptual System

The system provides the capability for mea-
surement of electrical quantities shown in
table 1 below in the frequency range between
dc and 1 MHz.

Table 1. Electrical quantities and units

Quantity

Capacitance (C)
Current (I)
Charge (Q)
Potential Difference (E)
Inductance (L)
AC-DC difference, voltage
AC-DC difference, current
AC-DC difference, resistance
Power
Energy

Ratio,
Ratio,
Ratio,
Ratio,

resistive
dc voltage
ac voltage
current

Units

Farad
Ampere
Coulomb
Volt
Henry

(Unitless)
(Unitless)
(Unitless)
Watt
Watthour
or Joule

(Unitless)
(Unitless)
(Unitless)

The above are measured in terms of the so-
called legal units, those embodied in physi-
cal standards maintained by the National
Bureau of Standards or defined by them as a
function of physical constants. These units
are - to the degree practical - compatible
with the SI (Systbme International) units.

The Systbme International de'Unites pro-
vides the internationally accepted theoreti-
cal basis for the metric units of measure.
In it, seven base units - the metre, the
kilogram, the second, the kelvin, the mole,
the candela, and the ampere - are regarded
as being dimensionally independent and all
other units stem from them, either through
known physical relationships or defining
equations [1]. In practice a set of four
independent equations is available to define
the six basic electrical quantities given at
the top of table 1 with their symbols. They
are E=IR (Ohm's Law); Q=It (t is time);

C=Q/E; and L=E/dT. These can serve to de-

fine only four of these quantities. The
system is completed by requiring the unit of
electrical energy to be eaual to the unit of
mechanical energy and devising electromech-
anical experiments - absolute experiments -
involvino force and length (whose product is
energy) and corresponding electrical quan-
tities to realize in practice two of the
electrical units.

Absolute experiments are very complex and
time-consuming, require the most meticulous
approach, and involve the design and con-
struction of special apparatus. Moreover,
in the case of the ampere and volt, the un-
certainties of the results are very large by
comparison with those attainable using
either artifacts, such as standard resistors
or capacitors, or physical phenomena (e.g.,
the Josephson effect) to carry forth defined
units. It is for these reasons our system
of legal units exists. 'Figure 1 shows in
detail the derivation of assigned values for
the legal electrical units. In the past,
absolute experiments have been performed to
realize the ampere by comparing the force
between current-carrying coils of known geo-
metry to that exerted by the earth's gravi-
tational field on a known mass. This was
done most recently at NBS in 1967 using a
Pellat-type electrodynomometer. The result
was the determination that the ratio of the
NBS ampere (derived from the legal units) to
the SI ampere equals 1.nOO0105 with a prob-
able error of 7 parts in a million.

These results as 'ell as those of four
other experiments formed the basis for an
eleven part per million adjustment in 1969
to the value of the ampere as derived from
the units maintained in Sevres by the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures - the In-
ternational Bureau of Weiahts and Measures,
which by the treaty of the Metre maintains
electrical and physical units to promote in-
ternational measurement uniformity. In con-
sequence of this adjustment and drif- in
the U.S. volt measured with respect to the
BIPM volt, the U.S. leqal volt was changed
by 8.4 parts in a million on January 1, 1969.
U.S. laboratories were informed of this
change and advised to make the appropriate
adjustments to the assigned values of their
standard cell emfs through correspondence
and technical publications in the media.

The ohm has in the past been determined
in absolute measure using a specially con-
structed coil system of known geometry. The
mutual inductance of such a system may be
determined from its geometry and dimensions
using electromagnetic theory. A commutated
dc method may then be used to obtain the
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value of a resistance as a linear function
of the mutual inductance (length) and the
rate of commutation (time). The resulting
overall uncertainty of the last experiment
of this type performed at NBS in 1948-1949
was 10 parts per million r2] - rather large
especially when compared to the precision
with which resistance standards may he inter-
compared (f0.01 ppm) and their drift rates
relative to one another (,0.05 ppm/year).
More recently, it has been determined using
a calculable cross capacitor. This device
is based upon the theorem of Thompson and
Lampard which describes geometric conditions
for the construction of a device whose ca-
pacitance is a known function of the dis-
placement of a moveable electrode and hence
can be calculated if the displacement can be
measured. A ouadrature bridge is then used
to effect a calibration of resistance in
terms of capacitance. This experiment thus
establishes both the farad and the cim in
absolute measure. This is a much more ac-
curate experiment than either the previously-
described ohm determination or the ampere de-
termination, having an uncertainty of 0.06
ppm [3].

The volt may also be obtained in absolute
measure. Experiments are now underway at
NBS and in the national laboratories of
several other countries. The NRS experiment
involves the measurement of the dc voltage
applied to concentric cylindrical capacitors
in terms of the electrostatic force gene-
rated between them as a function of their
relative displacement and the charge in ca-
pacitance resulting from the displacement.
The target accuracies of these experiments
is of the order of 1-3 ppm. When completed,
these determinations will not only provide
the difference between the maintained and SI
units of voltages, but when coupled with the
results of the Farad-Ohm determination, will
constitute an indirect determination of the
SI ampere for comparison with previous di-
rectly-obtained valus.

The legal units are maintained at NBS in
the form of assigned values to groups of
artifact standards. The legal farad is
embodied in a group of ten, very stable,
fused-silica capacitors [4]. The mean ca-
pacitance of the group has been assigned
from absolute capacitance determinations.
The legal ohm is the mean 4-terminal re-
sistance of a group of Thomas-type standard
resistors immersed in oil at 25"C under a
power dissipation of 0.01 watts. This value
is slightly inconsistent with the results of
Tbsolute experiments and will be adjusted
after further work. It is not anticipated
that this adjustment will be as large as one
part per million.

The ampere, however, cannot be conven-
iently maintained using a physical standard.

Instead, the absolute measurements of resis-
tance and current are used to derive an ab-
solute volt from which a legal unit of volt-
age may he assigned. Until 1972, the volt
was maintained 'via a group of saturated
standard cells in a temperature-controlled
enclosure. Since July 1, 1972, use has been
made of the ac Josephson effect to maintain
the legal unit. The ac Josephson effect is
a superconducting, pair-tunnel ing phenomenon
- the discovery of which has permitted the
construction of a linear freauencv-to-volt-
age converter whose proportionality constant
is invariant with respect to time and other
factors at the part in 100 level [51. Fig-
ure 1 depicts the derivation of the basic
electrical units. It does not show an ex-
periment for the direct absolute determina-
tion of the volt presently underway. Tahle
2 gives characteristics of the artifacts
embodyino the leqal units. Appendix 1 con-
tains a description of both the primary
electrical standards and the working stan-
dards used to provide for the dissemination
of the electrical units.

The other quantities listed in Table 1
are derivable at various levels of accuracy
over their ranges. Accuracies of calibra-
tions of standards in each of these areas
are more than adequate to meet most static
measurement requirements except the follow-
ing:

(a) Capacitance between 30 kHz and 1 MHz,
needed to support measurements resulting
from increasing carrier frequencies in con:-
munications systems.

(h) AC voltage from 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz at
millivolt levels and below for the support
of vibration measurements aboard helicopters.

(c) DC conductivity measurements in fer-
rous and nonferrous metals for the support
of nondestructive testing of airframes and
other structures.

The standards and capabilities mentioned
to this point apply only to static measure-
ments, i.e., those measurements for which
the time of measurement is not a constraint.
The advent of integrated circuits and the
resulting enormous increase in complexity of
electronics has resulted in requirements for
many more measurements in industry to ensure
the quality of products and for maintenance
purposes. Manual measurement methods are
totally inadequate to the demand. Fortu-
nately this same new technology has provided
the system with the tools needed to perform
measurements at very high speeds - fast set-
tling instrumentation to convert analog elec-
trical parameters to encoded digital signals,
high-speed data handling equipment for rout-
inn digital and analog signals, and readily
available inexpensive digital computers to
control experiments, t ollect data, direct it
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Table 2. Characteristics of the basic legal units.

Nominal Maintenance Absolute
Unit Artifact Value Accuracy Accuracy

Ohm Thomas-type resistor 1 ohm 0.08 ppm .06 ppm

Volt Josephson apparatus 10 mV 0.1 ppm 7.8 ppm

Farad Fused-silica capacitor 10 pF 0.4 ppm 0.034 ppm

Henry Maxwell-Weln bridge -- 200 ppm 200 ppm

aMaintenance accuracy is that with which a perfect standard of equal
magnitude could be calibrated.

bAbsolute accuracy is the accuracy with which the difference between
the SI and legal units has been reported.

to storage devices, and perform the mathemat-
ical manipulations necessary to put it in
useful form.

Unfortunately, standards to provide a ba-
sis of accuracy for these high-speed or dy-
namic measurements simply do not exist.
There is no common, well-defined terminology
for describing the performance of these mod-
ern measurement tools, nor are there ac-
cepted test methods or artifact standards
for verifying their accuracy under use con-
ditions. There is no reliable way of pre-
cisely determining the trade-off between
speed of measurement and accuracy. Pres-
ently, dynamic measurements are supported
through the rapid measurement of static stan-
dards, a practice which does nothing to ver-
ify the capability to measure the rapidly-
varying parameters characteristic of modern
electronics. Other time-related properties
of the measurement instrumentation such as
the rate at which they should sample, the
frequency of the measurements made, or delay
times after switching are determined on a
trial-and-error basis. Such standards as do
exist are the intracornanv standards of each
of the instrumentation and module companies
and, while they serve to achieve a degree of
uniformity within each company's product
line, are not directly relatible on an inter-
company basis and certainly not available to
the customers of the companies. In fact,
such standards are considered proprietary in
that they seriously affect product develop-
ment in one of the most competitive market-
places in existance.

This lack of standards and measurement
verification capability results in undue
costliness of measurement equipment, in hard-
ware, testing and design costs, and in un-
fulfilled measurement capabilities. Undue
cost accrues as the result of overspecifica-
tion of components and modules at design
time. In addition, validation procedures

3:

must be developed by trial-and-error tech-
niques where adquuate standards do not exist.

A program for the development of standards
and test techniques to support the dynamic
measurement of electrical parameters has re-
cently been initiated within the NBS. It is
visualized that the hardware and written
standards developed in this program will be
made available to manufacturers and users of
electronic measurement equipment in the form
of calibration services, measurement assur-
ance programs, and publications. As such
they will provide the basis needed for uni-
form and compatible dynamic measurements
throughout the country in the same way that
existing standards now do for manually-made
measurements.

2.2 Basic Technical Infrastructure

2.2.1 Documentary Specification System

2.2.1.1 Standardization Institutions

There are basically two major interna-
tional standardizing organizations impacting
the Electrical Measurement System. The In-
ternational Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
is concerned with the production of stan-
dards, terminology, and specifications in
support of electrotechnology. It has ap-
proximately 75 technical committees to per-
form this function. A list of those techni-
cal committees most affecting the system is
given in table 3. In this country, a dele-
gate to each committee of interest is ap-
pointed by the chairman of the national com-
mittee. The delegate, in the case of each
proposed standard, attempts to develop a
consensus U.S. position by getting technical
support from interested parties in industry
and government. The work of the IEC is very
important to U.S. foreign trade activities.
If standards which are essentially incompat-
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ible with common American practice are de-
veloped, they could be used against the U.S.
in restraint of trade. More importantly,
standards developed overseas tend to be re-
strictive in two other ways. In many cases,
methodology is stressed rather than perfor-
mance. This tends to inhibit technological
advancement in some product areas. Further-
more, the level of technology reflected in
some standards is low by comparison to that
in the U.S. These two factors can readily
couple to close foreign markets to U.S.
manufacturer._

Idt l,. 1' 7ummoittees affecting the
[__E_ e trical Measurement Svstemi

Coiriwittee

1

13
25

Table 4. OIML Pilot Secretariat 13

Measurement of Electric and
Magnetic Quantities

Subcommittee

13.1

13.2
13.3

13.4

13.5
13.6

Title

Termi nol ogy
Graphical Symbols
Measuring Instruments
Quantities and Units, and

their Letter Symbols
35 Instrument Transformers
42 Sigh Voltage Testing Techniques
45 Suclear Instrumentation
50 Environmental Testing
56 Reliability and Maintainability
62 Flectrical Equipment in Medical

Practice
66 Electronic Measuring Equipment

The International Organization for Legal
Petrology (CIML) is a recently-formed group
concerned with legal aspects of metrology,
such as weights and measures. ithin OIML
is a pilot secretariat, Secretariat 13, for
the measurement of electric and magnetic
quantities which is concerned with the pro-
vision of traceability for those kinds of
measurcr ents presently legally required.
Secretariat 13 is held by the U.S. and has
t'F subcommittees listed in table 4.

Within the U.S., there are a wide variety
of legal and regulatory standards which im-
pact the Electrical Measurement System. In
the electronics world, traceability reouire-
rents for suppliers are made mandatory
through contract by the federal government's
largest consumers: the Department of Defense,
the Department of Transportation, and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion. The Department of Energy requires
that all contractors running installations
for them have a stylized quality control sys-
tem, and they provide for the servicing of
those systems through their laboratory in
Albuquerque, NM, run by the Sandia Corpor-
ation.

13.7

Title

International Compatibility
of Primary Etalons

Power Meters (wattmeters)
Energy Meters for Direct
Connection

Energy Meters Designed to
be Used With Measurement
Transformers

Measurement Transformers
Indicating Instruments for
Voltage, Current and
Frequency

Recording Instruments for
Voltage, Current and
Frequency

The Department of Defense contractually
requires of its suppliers compliance with
military specifications MIL-Q-9859A, Quality
Program Requirements; MIL-I-45208A, Inspec-
tion System Requirements; and MIL-C-a5FF2A,
Calibration System Requirements. By doing
so, it forces manufacturers to set up cali-
bration and quality control systems which
require periodic calibration of all measure-
ment equipment, traceability to national
standards in the case of all such calibra-
tions, complete documentation of the cali-
bration system including test procedures and
traceability, and any instrument undergoing
calibration to be tested using standards at
least four times more accurate than it is.
NASA has a similar but more rigid set of
regulations - NPC 200-1A, Quality Assurance
Provisions for Space Contractors. The De-
partment of Transportation requires trace-
ability in its highway safety test programs
by specifying compliance with provisions of
the Society of Automotive Engineers' Stan-
dard J211b.

Of great potential impact are new and
forthcoming requirements of the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA).
That organization has proposed that all in-
dustrial electronic and electrical equipment
comply with certain minimum safety standards.
Furthermore, it is proposed that all devices
be tested for compliance in certified test-
ing laboratories and that tests must be con-
ducted in a laboratory not belonging to the
manufacturer of the item being tested. At
present these proposals are being appealed
by industrial groups.
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The electric power industry subset of the
measurement system is also affected by the
mandatory safety requirements of the Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration.
Safety testing will be required of apparatus
used in work environments. Once again it is
likely that all testing will be done by ac-
credited laboratories.

At present, the Food and Drug Administra-
tion fosters safety standardization in the
manufacture of medical devices and instru-
mentation by sponsoring and promoting the
generation and adoption of standards with
the voluntary cooperation of industrial con-
cerns, medical experts, and their own ex-
perts. Recently (May 1976) enacted and
signed into law is The Medical Device Safety
Amendment to the Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act, which will set up control mechanisms
for medical instrumentation administered by
the Food and Drug Administration. These
mechanisms will range from having to obtain
approval before marketing to simply having
to register products in such a way as to
enable an effective recall process in the
event defects are found. In addition, manu-
facturers will be subject to a number of
standards called (-ood Manufacturing Prac-
tices. These Pood Manufacturing Practices,
about to be promulgated, will require the
existance of formal quality control pro-
cedures (in many cases where none exist now)
and, in some areas of critical application,
the establishment of formal calibration
support systems with measurements required
to be accurate in terms of national stan-
dards. This will result in the creation of
new standards laboratories and perhaps in
recognition of new types of measurement
applications.

The bulk of the regulations affecting the
electric power industry come from state
utility regulatory commissions. These com-
missions have broad powers in regulating the
operations of electric utility companies.
They approve rates and siting of power plants
and major transmission lines; to some extent
they have a jurisdiction over the quality of
electric power service--occasionally they
prescribe tolerances for the supply voltage';
they regulate the accuracy of watthour me-
ters and the quality control systems which
have been set up to test both newly-a.couired
and previously-installed meters.

There are a large number of voluntary
standards organizations impacting the Elec-
trical Measurement Syster. The majority are
listed in table E. Those organizations
whose titles are starred have the greatest
impact since they produce standards which
have affect on the higher accuracy measure-
ment processes, instruments, and artifact
standards which support the system. 'BS

personnel participate in the activities of a
number of committees sponsored by each of
these organizations.

Table 5. Voluntary standards sponsoring
organizations

Aerospace Industries Association
American Home Lighting Institute

*American National Standards Institute
American Society for Quality Control
American Society for Testing and materials
American Welding Society
Association of American Battery

anufacturers
Association of Edison Illuminating

Companies
Audio Engineering Society

*Edison Electric Institute
Electric Apparatus Service association

*Electronic Industries Association
*Institute of Electrical and Electronic

Engineers
Institute of High Fidelity
Institute of Printed Circuits

*Instrument Society of America
National Association of Relay Manufacturers

*National Electrical Manufacturers
Association

Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics
Resistance !'elder Manufacturers Association

*Scientific Apparatus Manufacturers
Association

Society of Automotive Engineers
Underwriters Laboratories
Variable Resistive Components Institute

Organizations having major impact

2.2.1.2 Survey of Documentary Standards

A survey on documentary standards affect-
ing the electrical measurement system was
performed. Consideration of documentary
standards in the electrical area shows that
the documents may be divided into six cate-
gories: safety specifications and testing
methods, terminology, dimensional require-
ments for compatibility, testing methods to
determine electrical properties, performance
parameter specifications and testing, and
reliability assurance procedures. It is ap-
parent that all except dimensional require-
ments involve or affect electrical measure-
ments in some fashion. Since there was no
evident valid means of ranking or nuantify-
ing these various effects, and since any
document directly concerning etalons (arti-
fact standards), measurement apparatus, and
instrumentation would be more likely to have
a large impact on the measurement system,
:nose documents were consider-d separately.
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Investigation of documents sanctioned by
the International Electrotechnical Commission
showed that, of the population of 759 stan-
dards and supplements, 45 referred directly
to etalons, instrumentation, and precision
measuring equipment. Most of these specify
moderate accuracy instrumentation. Of the
remainder, perhaps ten percent deal with
terminology and symbols and another ten per-
cent with dimensional specifications. As
has been pointed out, the remainder have a
bearing on the segment of the system dealing
with the testing of export products for com-
pliance with these standards to assure ac-
ceptance abroad. And, although a third or
more of the remaining documents refer to
radio frequency measurements above 1 MHz and
therefore outside the scope of this study,
measurements at those frequencies require a
degree of low frequency measurement support
[6].

A similar investigation of standards is-
sued by the American National Standards In-
stitute and having bearing on electricity and
electronics, revealed that, of Gad standards,
supplements, and handbooks issued, 20 pro-
vided definitions, specifications of perfor-
mance, and test and verification methodology
for standards, instrumentation, and preci-
sion measurement apparatus. Terminology is
largely concentrated in Ca2.100, the Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) Standard Dictionary of Electrical
Terms. About ten percent of the documents
in this studv specify dimensions for coripa-
tibility. The remainder specify or outline
tests or measurements of various electrical
parameters. The standards sanctioned by
this institute are perhaps the most univer-
sally accepted in this country. A very high
percentage of them have been adopted direct-
lv from the work of other groups such as the
IEEE, the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association, and the American Society for
Testing and Materials [6]. mary standards

Generally speaking, IEEE standards deal-
ing directly with measurement apparatus,
instrumentation, and etalons have been
adopted by the American National Standards
Institute and, hence, are covered above.
Standards and recommended practices produced
by the Instrument Society of America deal
primarily with the application of instrumen-
tation to industrial processes and with the
use and measurement of transducers. There
are 18 such procedures involving electronic
instrumentation. Standards produced by the
Electronic Industries Association deal pri-
warily with electrical testing of components
and with electronics in tne manufacturing
process.

The Edison Electric Institute, the As-
sociation of Edison Illuminating Companies,

and the National Electrical Manufacturers
Association have contributed to standards
for electric power systems, either through
sponsorship of, or participation in, ANSI
committees. In the measurements field three
standards are very prominent: ANSI C12
(watthour meters, electricity metering; com-
mittee is chaired and co-sponsored by NBS);
ANSI C57.13 (instrument transformers); ANSI
C93.2 (coupling capacitor voltage transfor-
mers) [7]. The IEEE is a very important
contributor to the measurement and test stan-
dards for electric power systems through the
Power System Instrumentation and Measure-
ments (PSIM) Committee and its subcommittees
and working groups. This committee is re-
sponsible for about 10 standards, most of
which have been adopted by ANSI.

There are two areas in which the stan-
dards reviewed have little or no impact.
The first is the area of the dynamic mea-
surement of electrical processes in which
timing is a significant factor. With the
increasing use in this country of computer-
driven measurement equipment, standardiza-
tion of terminology and specification of
valid timing test methods are necessary to
relieve the chaos which presently exists in
the marketplace for that type of equipment
[6]. (See also Appendix C.)

Methodology for testing the measurement
system is not well documented as such. Al-
though documentation of tests on certain
types of instruments is available, techni-
ques for the verification of the measure-
ments are not documented. No mention is
made in published standards of the type of
system-output sampling that is employed in
many of the Measurement Assurance Programs
being carried out by the NIBS.

The importance of these voluntary stan-
dards is reflected by the support given to
their generation by industry and the govern-
ment. Most standards committees meet at
least biannually and the meetings are gener-
ally well attended even though the partici-
pants are from various parts of the country.
And, although the use of these standards in
this country is on a voluntary basis, their
generation gives a solid technical base for
U.S. input for international standards work,
the results of which may carry the force of
law in other countries. Heavy and success-
ful U.S. activity in that area is needed to
enhance our export trade posture.

2.2.2 Instrumentation System

2.2.2.1 Measurement Tools and Techniques

Practical (end use) measurements in the
Electrical Measurement System are supported
by a hierarchical structure resembling an
inverted pyramid with the National Bureau of
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Standards as its base. At NBS, the legal
electrical units, which have been determined
in terms of the theoretical (SI) units, are
maintained and disseminated to the standards
and calibration laboratories of the commun-
ity. (See Appendix E for a list of NBS pri-
mary and working electrical standards.) The
units are transferred there from standards
to a class of instrumentation commonly known
as test equipment. It is this test equip-
ment which provides the means for the cali-
bration and maintenance of virtually all
electronic and electrical equipment in the
country, regardless of its nature.

A few basic types of standards, used in
corporate standards and calibraticsi labora-
tories and supported by NBS, are uscd to tic
the units embodied in test equipment to the
legal units. Table 6 lists these basic stan-
dards. Standards are arranged in descending
order of performance capabilities where more
than one are listed. Approximate accuracy
capabilities are expressed in parts per mil-
lion (0.0001%) in parentheses.

In parallel with the hierarchical organi-
zation mentioned above, there are similar
technical chains of measurement traceability
from NBS standards to the end uses. Exam-

Table 6. Basic units and industrial standards

ples of these are to be seen in figures 2
and 3 which depict the traceability of ap-
plied voltage measurements in the electron-
ics industry and applied energy measurements
in the electric power area, respectively.

The dissemination of electrical units is
generally accomplished in one of two fash-
ions. In the traditional calibration meth-
od, the standard to be calibrated is taken
to the laboratory in which the standard used
to calibrate it is kept. It it then cali-
brated, and returned. Although this ap-
proach has the merit of being easily managed
and is generally adequate in most situations,
it has a number of technical flaws. The
standard is not calibrated in the environ-
ment in which it will be used. Hence pos-
sible environmental effects tend to be over-
looked. The same holds for the electrical
conditions of use. Checks are not made on
the veracity of the measurement made in the
use of tne standard; and no assessment of
the stability of the standard during the
physical transfer is generally made. Alter-
natively, the units may be disseminated by
using suitably tested transport devices to
sample the quality of measurements being
made in the measurement chain. This latter

Unit of

DC voltage

DC resistance

DC resistance
ratio

Capacitance

Inductance

AC voltage ratio

AC-DC voltage
difference

Power

Energy

AC current ratio

Starting
Level

1.02 V

10n ohm

1/1

10 pF

100 mH

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Standards

Saturated standard cell enclosures (0.5)t; solid state
reference devices (5), unsaturated standard cells (50)

Primary standard resistors (0.1-1); Rosa-type and other
intermediate standard resistors (1-15); resistance
transfer boxes and precision decade resistors (10-250);
resistive shunts (50)

Hamon devices (0.02); precision resistive dividers (0.05);
standard volt boxes (5); potentiometers (10)

Fused-silica dielectric capacitors (0.4); gas dielectric
capacitors - 3-terminal (3-100); gas dielectric capacitors

- 2-terminal (50-1,000)

Air core standard inductors (200-2,000)

Inductive voltage dividers (0.1); instrument transformers
(100-300); high voltage transformers (100-3,000)

Multijunction thermal voltage converters (5-10);
Hermach-type thermal voltage converters (5-100)

Wattmeters (100-10,000)

Watthour meters (200-1,000)

Current transformers (100-300)

tNumbers in parentheses are approximate uncertainties in ppm.

n can be any whole number between -4 and 14.
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Auxiliary Calibration
Equipment Standards

Potentiometer Standard Cell
1 volt

Method A Standard Ce
(Volt box or
Potentiometer) Zener Diode

1 volt

or

Method B
(Power supply
Kelvin Varley
Divider)

Location

Primary Stds.
Lab.

Calibration
Lab.

11

DC Vol tmeter
Calibrator
0-1000 volts

I
Digital
Voltmeter
0-1000 volts

Calibration
Lab.

dc

Calibration
Lab.

dc

Uncertainty
(ppm)

+ 1.5

+ 2.0-10

+ 10-100

+ 40-500

Notes

Uncertainty assigned by
NBS

Working Standard

Accuracy depends upon
method and calibration
characteristics

Accuracy depends on
calibrator accuracy and
DVM characteristics

Source in
Guidance Unit
(END ITEM
MEASUREMENT)

Production
Line

+ 160-1000

Figure 2. Traceability of voltage measurements
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Figure 3. Traceability of energy measurements
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method is somewhat more complicated in terms
of data analysis and management and more
costly in labor, but gives a :ore realistic
picture of system performance. This approach
is now being used more and more for dissem-
ination purposes, especially where high ac-
curacy is desired for the dissemination of
the basic units between primary laboratories,
or in cases where a suspicion exists that a
measurement process is in trouble.

Technical information is disseminated
throughout the system in the following ways:

(a) written calibration procedures,
(b) manufacturers' instruction manuals

and user newsletters,
(c) informal contacts between colleagues,
(d) technical papers published in the

open literature, and
(e) voluntary standards (previously dis-

cussed).
Most information is probably disseminated

through the use of published procedures.
Most government quality control contractual
requirements demand the establishment of a
library of written procedures covering every-
thing from data handling to instrument cali-
bration. Such procedures are exchanged
throughout the segment of industry support-
ing the government through GIDEP, the Gov-
ernment Industry Data Exchange Program. Par-
ticipation in this data-bank program is now
mandatory for Defense Department contractual
suppliers. Procedures must be submitted at
a given rate by each participant for inclu-
sion in a giant data bank. The bank is ac-
cessible to all participants. (GIDEP is not
confined to calibration information. Other
aspects include reliability data, instrumen-
tation applications, etc.)

Many manufacturers include calibration
instructions as well as application instruc-
tions in the user manuals supplied with in-
strumentation. This is probably the second
major source of technical information in the
system. The others seem to be less signi-
ficant.

2.2.2.2 The Electronic and Electrical
Instrumentation Industry

The instrumentation industry [8,9] is the
only source of those measurement tools which
provide the foundation for the quality of
all manufactured products and, in some cases,
provide the enabling means of their manufac-
ture. Instruments are manufactured to mea-
sure every electrical parameter with accur-
acies ranging from those to be found in

standards laboratories (parts per million)
to five percent for analog panel meters.
Their use with transducers enables the mea-
surement of other physical parameters, such
as temperature, strain, force, pressure,
resistance, etc., as well. Instruments can
be as simple as the dwell-tachometer used to
tune an automobile or as complicated as a
system for the checkout of inertial naviga-
tors, employing dozens of separate pieces of
test equipment, capable of 0.0054 accuracy
in some cases and completely under the con-
trol of a computer.

Measurement instrumentation and control
equipment enable the large volume, high
quality, and low cost mass production which
has made our high standard of living
possible. The ready availability of digital
computers as well as of reliable, accurate
instrumentation capable of being computer-
driven has led to the increasing use of elec-
tronic process control systems in areas such
as the petrochemical industry to replace ex-
isting pneumatic, hydraulic, or manual sys-
tems. Electronic systems have the virtue of
being able to respond much more rapidly -
nearly instantaneously - to process changes
than mechanical systems and offer greater
flexibility in that process modifications
may be readily brought about through soft-
ware rather than hardware changes. In ad-
dition, the use of digital logic makes
availabile a capability for decision-making
of a complex nature.

Electrical measurements are necessary to
the maintenance of this type of electronic
equipment as well as all others of a durable
nature.

A representative list of electronic in-
struments used for calibration, maintenance,
testing, and analysis is given in table 7.
Table 8 is a list of the major manufacturers
of basic standards and primary calibration
equipment in common use in standards labora-
tories in the U.S. It is not exhaustive.
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Table 7. List of common instruments

Acoustic noise generators
Admittance meters
Ammeters
Amplifiers (over 30 types)
Analog-to-digital converters
Audio frequency analyzers
Audio mixers
Audio test oscillators
Automotive test systems
Bridges (17 types)
Calibrators (current, voltage,

oscilloscope)
Current sources
Data recorders
Decade boxes (capacitance, resistance)
Digital comparators
Digital filters
Digital-to-analog converters
Digital voltmeters
Distortion analyzers
Electronic integrators
Electronic micrometers
Electrostatic voltmeters
Fluxmeters
Function generators
Harmonic analyzers
Hysteresis plotters
Interferometers
Instrument transformers
Multitester meters
Operational power supplies
Oscilloscopes
Peak power meters
Potentiometers
Ref1ectometers
Sampling voltmeters
Tachometers
Telemetry modulators
Vibration meters
Voltage-to-frequency converters
Volt ratio boxes
Watthour meters
Wattmeters

Table 8. List of electrical standards
manufacturers

Beckman Instruments, Inc.
James G. Biddle Co.
Electro Scientific Industries
Engelhard Industries
Eppley Laboratories
General Electric Company
GenRad
Guildline Instruments Ltd.
Hewlett-Packard Company
John Fluke Manufacturing Company
Julie Research Laboratories
Keithley Instruments
Knopp Inc.
Leeds and Northrup Company
Penn Airborne Products
Sangamo Electric Company
Tittex
Victoreen
Western Electric Company, Inc.
Yokagawa Electric Works

Test equipment and instrumentation manu-
facturers constitute a much larger segment
of industry (SIC Codes 3811, 3821, 3822, and
3825). Total estimated sales in these cate-
gories for 1976, according to the Domestic
and International Business Administration,
U.S. Department of Commerce, were in excess
of $7.7 billion [10]. Domestic customers
included every segment of industry using
high technology.

Electrical measuring instruments ship-
ments were estimated to value $2.1 billion
in 1975 and are expected to increase to $2.4
billion in 1976 [10]. Test instrumentation
accounts for 60 percent of the output of
this SIC (3825). Low accuracy meters, used
in panels and switchboards, and portable
meters constitute 28 percent, and watthour
and other integrating meters make up the re-
mainder. The test equipment industry is a
high technology industry which is noted for
rapid exploitation of technological advances,
Some manufacturers spend as much as ten per-
cent of their annual sales on research and
development [9].

The growing semiconductor market, in-
creases in the complexity of components, and
their growing application to consumer pro-
ducts has generated an expanding market for
automatic test equipment for production line
quality testing and adjustment. Automatic
test equipment is increasingly being used by
semiconductor device users as well as manu-
facturers. Digital instruments are rapidly
replacing analog equipment due to substan-
tial cost reductions and the minimization of
reading error.
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The instrumentation market is expected to
expand over the next few years as manufac-
turers are spurred by the need to conserve
energy and costs and reduce pollution.

In the category of Engineering and Scien-
tific Instruments (3811), navigational and
guidance instruments, and automatic pilots
for ships, aircraft, and space vehicles com-
prised nearly one half of the industrial out-
put. Thirty percent was composed of labora-
tory instruments and equipment. The remain-
der was composed of engineering apparatus for
meteorological, hydrological, geological,
civil, and mechanical engineering purposes.
Production of measurement and control instru-
mentation was expected to reach $2.8 billion
in 1976 [10]. The process control portion
of this industry is the portion to be con-
sidered part of the electrical instrumenta-
tion industry. There is a high degree of
activity in this area spurred by manufac-
turers' demands for processes which are more
economical or efficient and which have re-
duced energy consumption and environmental
impact.

Exports of all instrumentation are pres-
ently at the $60.1 million level [10], hav-
ing risen sharply over the last two years.
Although the U.S. holds a strong lead in the
most advanced instrumention, foreign compe-
tition is increasing. The recent increase
in exports is expected to moderate somewhat
in the future and imports are expected to
increase slightly [91.

2.2.3 Reference Data

Some reference data, i.e., physical con-
stants and other similar data, are generated
in the NBS and the academic portion of the
measurement system and used primarily by re-
search scientists seeking to test and improve
physical theory. Examples of such data are
measured values f".r yp, the gyromagnetic
ratio of the proton, and e/h, the ratio of
electronic charge to Planck's constant [5,
11], both obtained experimentally at NBS.
Recent accurate measurements of the speed of
light have made more accurate determinations
of the absolute ohm possible [3,11].

Although their use throughout the bulk of
the measurement system is limited, their de-
termination has a fundamental impact on the
values of the basic maintained electrical
units and as a source of improved methodology
for monitoring the stability of those units.
Furthermore, much work has been done at
NBS to supply least-squares adjusted values
for the fundamental physical constants [121.
These values, internationally sanctioned by
CODATA, the Committee on Data for Science
and Technology of the International Council
of Scientific Unions, tie together all of
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the remote branches of physics and are uni-
versally used by theoretical and research
physicists. Data of this type are dissemin-
ated by publication in the scientific liter-
ature.

A more widely used type of reference data
is that of electrical performance character-
istics used by all design engineers. This
type of data is disseminated by publication
in various engineering and scientific hand-
books, prepared by technical institutions
and private corporations, such as those given
in table 9.

Data in these handbooks range from con-
ductivity of wire, breakdown characteristics
("volt-time curves") for sphere gaps, and
Kerr electro-optical coefficients to recom-
mended circuits for various applications.
The most universal of them are obtained as
the result of experiments done in national
laboratories such as NBS, and in universi-
ties. Others, such as transistor perfor-
mance characteristics, are published by semi-
conductor device manufacturers. All are es-
sential to the efficient functioning of the
design engineer and the experimentalist. It
is apparent that if these data were not gen-
erally available, each new advance in tech-
nology and each design of a new circuit would
come only after a long period of trial and
error, measurement and experimentation.

2.2.4 Reference Materials

The direct role of reference materials in
the Electrical Measurement System is limited
to two areas: those of eddy-current measure-
ments of the conductivity of non-ferrous
metals and measurements of resistivity of
silicon used in the semiconductor industry.
The eddy-current technique is widely used in
the aircraft industry and its metals sup-
pliers as a non-destructive means of deter-
mining the heat treat of alloys, notably
those of aluminum and titanium. Such mea-
surements are commonly made using eddy-cur-
rent conductivity meters which actually mea-
sure the change of inpedence of a probe,
driven at a certain frequency, caused by its
coupling with a conducting material. Such
meters are calibrated using small standard
samples (coupons) of metals manufactured
either by Boeing Aircraft Corporation or the
manufacturers of the meters. The conduc-
tivity of the coupons is generally determined
in terms of the legal unit of resistance
using dc measurement methods performed on
rather large samples of materials which are
then cut up.

However, dc measurements thus made are of
the average conductivity through the entire
metal piece and in one direction only. Eddy-
current measurements are localized in a small
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Table 9. Sample sources of reference data for engineers

Source

Reference Data for Radio Enoineers

Handbook of Chemistr and Flh:siis

he Semiconductor Data Bcok

FormuZas for Comruting C'apacitanco and
Inductance, NBS Circular 594

American Inst:tute of Phusics Handbook
Digital Logic Handbook
The Transistor and Diode Data Bock

Publisher

International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation, New York, NY

Chemical Rubber Publishing Co.,
Cleveland, OH

Motorola Semiconductor Products,
Phoenix, AZ

National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, DC

American Institute of Physics, New York, NY
Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA
Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX

volume in contact with the probe and usually
limited to a shallow depth. Because of the
structure of most metal samples, (grain ori-
entation, impurities, local strain, etc.)
the local conductivity can vary widely and
intercomparisons of eddy-current meters and
conductivity coupons have revealed some ra-
ther large discrepancies in measurements
being made. Accordingly, NBS has been ap-
proached by a number of aircraft companies
to establish material standards in order to
eliminate these discrepancies and to remove
the confusion which exists in this area. In
1977, NBS held a workshop in this area to
identify the problems associated with these
measurements and identify other areas where
standards are needed. Plans have been made
and work is underway to establish national
standards of conductivity in the range be-
tween 1% and 100% of the conductivity of
copper. Based upon this work, eddy-current
conductivity standards or coupons of vari-
ous metals will be made available through
the Standard Reference Materials Program.

Standard reference samples of silicon are
available through the Standard Reference
Materials Program to support the measurement
of the resistivity of semiconductor mate-
rials. This SRM results from work done by
the NBS Electronic Technology Division and
will be reported in that Division's impact
report.

2.2.5 Science and People

Electrical metrology involves the direct
application of principles of physics and
electrical engineering to the solution of
measurement problems. The role of physics
is most evident in basic metrology work; the
development of instrumentation and the as-
sembly of sophisticated instruments into mea-
surement systems. The major contribution of
the measurement system to its undergirding
science and technology is to provide a com-
mon means of communication, a universal
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technical language without which the trans-
fer of knowledge and technology within the
system would be impossible. Without such
data transfer, the advanced technological
society we find in the United States would
not be possible.

There is heavy involvement of profess-
ional societies in the Electrical Measure-
ment System. They provide a means of in-
formal and formal communication of knowledge
throughout the system through their meetings
and publications. The following is a list
of these societies:

1. Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers; Group on Instrumentation
and Measurement

2. Instrument Society of America; Metrology
Division

3. Precisicn Measurements Association
4. National Conference of Standards

Laboratories
5. American Society for Quality Control
6. American Society for Testing and

Materials
7. American Physical Society
8. IEEE Groups on

a. Automatic Control
b. Biomedical Engineering
c. Circuits & Systems
d. Communications
e. Industrial Electronics and Control

Instrumentation
f. Reliability and Maintainability

9. IEEE Power Engineering Society

The first four of these are groups deal-
ing directly with electrical metrology and
its applications. Their members produce
document standards, engage in measurement
activities, such as round-robins, and, most
importantly, communicate and encourage com-
munications by means of meetings, colloquia,
conferences, seminars, and producing various
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publications. The remaining are more peri-
pherally involved in that their activities
are supported by the system and they provide
the system with backup technology and infor-
mation.

The major electrical metrology publica-
tions commonly used in the U.S. are:

Metrolo ia
rEEA T"'ancaction. on Ino t rumenta n '"?

an(d tNcalurement
IEEI Tran.acti nsonon M'lwcr A paratuc anl

S.14stems
Maruremento (nd Tata
Instrumentation Tochno1o1.

evicew of k;cientifio Instr'urentr;

All feature technical papers on metrology
in various application areas or sectors of
the measurement system. More specific, de-
tailed information on specific calibration
problems is disseminated through documented
calibration procedures as discussed pre-
viously.

Measurements people generally fall into
one of five categories: physicist, electron-
ic engineer, electrical engineer, statisti-
cian, or electronic technician. Those in the
first four receive their professional train-
ing in universities and colleges. Electron-
ics technicians generally receive their edu-
cation as the result of military service and
occasionally through correspondence or tech-
nical schools. All can improve or augment
their background through the many seminars
and short courses in metrology and elec-
tronics offered around the country. The
field of metrology is fortunate in having a
very high degree of dedication on the part
of its workers.

2.3 Realized Measurement Capability

The graphs on the following two pages
represent measurement accuracies available
throughout the measurement system. It must
be understood that they represent an over-
simplification of an extremely complex inter-
acting set of parameters. For example, the
question of a specified time frame in which
a measurement is made has been ignored. En-
vironmental and power line effects have been
likewise ignored. The fact that a good me-
trologist can coax performance far in ex-
cess of manufacturers' specifications from
measurement instrumentation, given appro-
priate resources or complete freedom of
choice regarding methodology, is not repre-
sented. In essence, the graphs represent a
compilation of manufacturers' specifications
and known behavior traits of populations of
standards in common usage. In the interest
of brevity, ac quantities have been shown
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at one frequency, 1000 Hz in the case of capac-
itancEr and inductance, FO Hz in the case of
energy and current ratio, and 10 kHz in the
case of rms ac voltage.

The instrumentation available is adequate
for the fulfillment of static measurement
needs at the present time in most cases. Re-
cent evidence, however, indicates the pos-
sible existence of a hitherto unsuspected
loss of measurement accuracy as a result of
high accuracy electronic instruments having
been physically transported, either to be
calibrated or for use elsewhere. The prob-
lem is presently be; ated.

Another problem area, whose importance is
emphasized in light of present economic con-
ditions, is the cost of maintaining an in-
strument in calibration. Many new instruments
are being designed with self-checking features
to permit extension of calibration intervals
or the elimination of periodic calibrations.
A method of testing the verity of self-test
features is desperately needed.

fore and more measurements are being made
by automatic test systems; assemblies of off-
the-shelf commercial instruments, customized
apparatus, and interconnecting circuitry,
all controlled by computer. Generally such
systems have some self-test capability which
provides a functional check and perhaps a
limited calibration usina an internal stan-
dard as a reference. The self-test capa-
bility must be periodically augmented by
calibrations. Usually this is accomplished
by removing critical pieces of apparatus to
a remote laboratory for individual calibra-
tions which are assumed valid when the
system is reassembled. Rarely are systems
calibrated as systems, despite the fact that,
because of temperature, interface, and elec-
trical grounding and shielding problems,
they tend to be somewhat more than the sum
of their parts. The major restraining fac-
tors of systems calibration seem to be lack
of acceptance of the approach by military
and other government inspectors and the
nonavailability of hardware specifically
designed for the purpose. There does at
present seem to be a growing awareness of
the advantages of this methodology.

There are a few areas in which present
measurement technology has fallen behind re-
quirements. There is a problem, previously
discussed, regarding the use of samples of
nonferrous metals as conductivity standards
for nondestructive testing purposes. An-
other area is that of ac voltage measure-
ments throughout the audio frequency range.
Improved measurements in this area are need-
ed to support modern ac voltage measurement
equipment. A third area is that of the mea-
surement of impedance (capacitance) in the
frequency range between 10 kHZ and 100 kHz.
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The communications industry is in a trend
toward increasing carrier frequencies into
this range and have requested calibration
data there.

The energy crisis has created some high
voltage measurement problem areas. Because
of the limited supplies of petroleum, elec-
tric energy will comprise an increasingly
larger share of all energy consumed. Efforts
are underway, sponsored by the Department of
Energy and the Electric Power Research Insti-
tute, to develop more efficient and safer
ways to transmit electric power. These ef-
forts require new or improved methods and
standards for measurements of impedance,
ratio, voltage, and current at voltages as
high as 1.2 million volts. They are needed
for the evaluation of dielectric losses in
insulators at cryogenic temperatures under
high voltage conditions, for measurement of
electric fields caused by ultra-high voltage
transmission lines (to test biological ef-
fects), and for the measurement of high volt-
age transient signals to test their effects
on lines, measurement apparatus, switchgear,
etc.

As noted, the entire section thus far has
concerned only static measurements, measure-
ments in which time is not a critical factor.
However, the timing of a measurement is in-
creasingly important for two reasons. Be-
cause of the ever-increasing complexity of
electronic modules, components, instruments,
and systems, more and more testing is re-
quired for quality control purposes. As
testing is the factor which limits the pro-
duction rate of electronic goods, increasing
emphasis is being placed on "thruput".

Secondly modern electronic circuitry is
more usefully characterized in terms of
transient responses to changing input con-
ditions. This leads naturally to the need
to measure rapidly varying parameters, to
be concerned with wave shapes as well as
integrated energy content. This can only be
done by "sampling" or measurements at high
speed.

In order to increase the speed at which
measurements are made, a whole new world of
automatic testing has evolved. Analog-to-
digital converters with microsecond measure-
ment times are computer-controlled and
switched in systems which permit thorough
testing of complicated circuits in relatively
short time.

Along with this evoluation has come a
degree of chaos. The conclusions of a re-
cently-held workshop on "Critical Electrical
Measurement Needs and Standards for Modern
Electronic Instrumentation" f13J are:

(a) There is a need to introduce time as
a measurement parameter as a result of re-
quirements of automatic test and control
systems.

(b) A host of new parameters have re-
sulted from the application of automated
systems to the production line, parameters
for the measurement of which there are no
standards, techniques, or even a common
terminology.

(c) A need for a new or higher accuracy
measurement has resulted from recent work
at the leading edge of measurement tech-
nology in electronics.

From these, a number of critical, speci-
fic areas needing immediate attention were
indicated. Among them were:

(1) capacitor and resistor characteriza-
tion under pulsed conditions;

(2) dynamic performance characterization
for modern signal conditioning and data con-
version devices, such as aperature times of
sample-hold amplifiers, resolution-time
product for analog comparators, ,itter
error of digital-to-analog converters, etc.;

(3) characterization of settling times
for precision sources and measurement de-
vices, for example digital voltmeters and
programmable power supplies;

(4) transport standards for system per-
formance validation to be used as a basis
for Peasurement Assurance Programs;

(5) effects of dynamic loading on
sources;

(6) prediction of long-term performance
of components and devices from short-term
behavior, for example, relating output noise
and device reliability;

(7) improved transportable dc standards
based upon solid state technology which would
be immune to short-circuit or loading damage,
not materially effected by temperature fluc-
tuation, and perhaps at more useful levels
of voltage, current, or resistance than are
present standards;

(8) measurement of dielectric hysterisis
in capacitors and other components; and

(9) generation of nonsinusoidal, high
crest factor precision signals for true rms
calibrations.

The workshop was attended by 24 partici-
pants who represented a variety of industrial
and government organizations. The abstract,
preface, and list of participants from the
final report of the workshop (published as
NBS Technical Note R65) are appended [Ap-
pendix C].
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2.4 Dissemination and Enforcement Network

2.4.1 Central Standards Authorities

The Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures (BIPM) is the supranational authority
of the electrical measurements world. In its
laboratories are housed artifacts embodying
international standards of voltage and resis-
tance. At three-year intervals, BIPM under-
takes the intercomparison of transportable
standards of voltage and resistance from the
major national laboratories of the world and
its own international standards. The pub-
lished results of these intercomparisons are
generally accepted as quantifying the dif-
ferences among the units of the participating
countries. GIPM also sponsors international
exchanges, such as a present round-robin in-
tercomparison of transportable capacitance
standards. Such devices are measured at
various national laboratories and the results
submitted to BIPM. At the conclusion of the
experiment the results are published.

The Consultative Committee on Electricity,
to which the Chief of the Electricity Civi-
sion, NBS, is a delegate, advises and re-
commends courses of action to BIPM in mat-
ters dealing with electrocal metrology.

The National Bureau of Standards is the
delegated legal authority for electrical mea-
surements in the United States. Public Law
617, P1st Congress (21 July 1950), states in
Section 12:

"It shall be the duty of the Secretary
of Commerce to establish the values of
the primary electric and photometric
units in absolute measure, and the
legal values for those units shall be
those represented by, or derived from
national reference standards maintained
by the Department of Commerce."

Most nations with modern technological ca-
pahilities have organizations performina the
function of maintaining legal electrical
units. Aside from minimizing the effects of
discrepancies between legal electrical units
on export trade, the major interaction be-
tween these laboratories and the Electrical
measurement System is to provide an inter-
national redundancy in the realization of the
absolute electrical units. Parallel experi-
ments, perhaps with differing approaches and
performed under different roofs, offer the
best opportunity to eliminate the effects of
unidentifiable systematic errors from experi-
mental results. Since adjustments to units
are made as the result of these experiments,
redundancy in them is of great importance.

2.4.2 State and Local Offices of Heights
and Peasures

The Electrical Measurement System only
interacts with the weights and measures
field to the extent of providing the basis
for design and maintenance of any electronic
equipment used in that field.

2.4.3 Standards and TestinO Laboratories
and Services

Three kinds of laboratories provide mea-
surement services to the Electrical Measure-
ment System. Standards laboratories are
those laboratories which can provide for the
calibration of electrical standards with
accuracies within an order of magnitude of
those offered by NBS. They may well be, and
usually are, capable of providing calibra-
tion services for nearly any type of in-
strument over any range of parameters and at
any accuracy level up to those of the basic
standards. A calibration laboratory, on
the other hand, calibrates and repairs test
equipment and production-line equipment of
more moderate accuracy. The third type of
laboratory is a testing laboratory. Al-
though it may offer services similar to the
other two, it is characterized by facilities
for environmental, safety, and performance
testing.

The first two types can be either the
basic measurement laboratory of a large
corporation, the service repair department
of an instrument manufacturer, or a small
private company dealing only in those ser-
vices mentioned. Standards laboratories
tend to b^ of the first two varieties,
whereas calibration laboratories tend to be
of the third.

Within the electric power industry one
can make a distinction between the utility
and manufacturing sectors. The major util-
ity companies each operate a kind of lab-
oratory which can be characterized as a
mixture of the standards and calibrating
laboratory with some functions of a testing
laboratory. Pith respect to accuracy, the
most demanding requirement is for watthour
meter and instrument transformer calibra-
tion. For these functions the laboratory
maintains high quality standards, with ac-
curacies within an order of magnitude of
those of MBS standards. The same labora-
tory usually also calibrates and repairs
test instruments for the company. Finally,
the laboratory may have jurisdiction over
the acceptance tests of all incoming and
in-service watthour meters and instrument
transformers. The latter is a function of
a testing laboratory.
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Within the manufacturing sector, the typ-
ical laboratory can be classified as a test-
ing facility employed in quality control and
performance testing of a company's products.
This laboratory may obtain standards services
from a standards laboratory elsewhere within
the company, may occasionally ask for NBS
help, or may rely on traceability through the
supplier of the measuring instruments.

Appendix D contains a list, drawn from the
sources indicated, of standards and calibra-
tion laboratories whose services are avail-
able to extra-company organizations. It is
not exhaustive. The 13F laboratories listed,
along with others of their kind and the major
military and corporate laboratories supplying
services only within their own and subcon-
tracting organizations, provide the trace-
ability skeleton supporting the body of elec-
trical measurements in this country.

Of federal laboratories other than NBS,
apparently only three offer electrical cali-
bration services on a fee basis. They are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

U.S. Army Electronics Conand,
Ft. Monmouth, NJ
Naval Air Rework Facility,
Norfolk, VA
Navy Eastern Standards Laboratory,
Washington, DC

Other military and NASA laboratories will
generally provide a contractor with services
if they are not elsewhere available, or if
it is to the advantage of the government.

All the above-mentioned and those included
in the referenced appendix are laboratories
having services available to outside organi-
zations on a fee basis. No mention has been
made to this point of the remaining group,
namely, those laboratories which provide ser-
vices only internally, to their ;awn organi-
zation. Of the 222 standards laboratories
listed in A Directory of Standards Labora-
tories [14], 164 have dc and low frequency
capability, and only 65 choose to make that
service available to outside firms or organ-
izations.

An analysis was made in 1973 of NBS cali-
bration clientele for the purpose of deter-
mining, among other things, the general mag-
nitude of the Electrical Measurement System.
A representative sample of clients' names was
classified by primary SIC code by Dun and
Bradstreet. The resulting list of code num-
bers was filtered to remove obvious measure-
ment-void categories. Dun and Bradstreet's
data base, which contains information on over
3 million U.S. companies, was then searched
to provide information on all companies in
the relevant group with numbers of employees
in excess of 25. Information was provided
on 12,865 companies. Even though this figure

is not an accurate count of measurement-int
ensive organizations due to the wak the in-
dividual SIC code numbers are assigned, it
is a good protrayal of the extensiveness of
the measurement system. In fact, the figure
is on the low side because companies engaged
in routine measurements without rigid trace-
ability requirements are not included. Ef-
forts to sample this grey area of the sys-
tem have been minimal due to financial con-
straints.

For companies not having rigid traceabil-
ity requirements, the measurement system may
flow through the company via the electronic
maintenance shop or the outside organization
which performs this function for them. Many
of the laboratories in Appendix C also per-
form repair functions.

For organizations which must maintain
traceability because of contractual or legal
requirements, the flow of electrical units
through the system becomes more stylized.
The flow of the electrical units through
such an organization is depicted in figure
5. The corporate or primary laboratory may
receive its units from NBS or from any out-
side laboratory. It is repsonsible for the
most accurate standards in the organization.

The actual organizational relationship of
these various components varies from corpor-
ation to corporation. An extremely large
corporation, such as Boeing Aircraft, may
have a corporate standards laboratory which
serves as a single tie between NBS and all
of its calibration laboratories. Other
large companies such as Honeywell and IBM
have a standards laboratory at each location
and many such laboratories have standards
calibrated by NBS. Other corporations such
as 3M and (-eneral Electric do not make the
use of any particular structure mandatory.
Each operating division is autonomous and
may pursue its quality assurance program
quite independently.

In smaller organizations the standards
and calibration facilities are usually com-
bined. Occasionally even the maintenance
shop is in the same organization, if not in
the same room. These basic elements are
always present, however, even if not struc-
turally distinct. Take the case, for ex-
ample, of a small company employing about
pr" persons, which is concerned with the
manufacture of temperature and air speed
transducers and allied instrumentation.
They have need of extremely accurate re-
sistance standards because of their tempera-
ture work. However, their dc voltage re-
quirements are not as stringent. They have
their resistance standards calibrated at
NBS, but their corporate voltage standard is
a digital voltmeter calibrator which is cali-
hrated for them periodically by another com-
panv in the area.
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Representative organizational charts for
two large corporations and the U.S. Air
Force are to be found in Appendix FE.

The specific structure of any given part
of the measurement system is a function of
the technical requirements of the end prod-
uct, the leaal o-li'atinns of the organiza-
tion, the financial resources available, and
the standards, apparatus, and test equipment
available to meet the ultimate measurement
requirements.

2.4.4 Regulatory Agencies

Table 10 gives the titles of regulatory
agencies and agency categories impacting the
Electrical Measurement System.

Table 10. Regulatory agencies and agency
categories

Federal Government

1. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
2, Environmental Protection Agency
3. Federal Aviation Administration
4. Food and Drug Administration
5. National Highway Traffic Safety

Administration
6. Occupational Safety and Health

Administration

State Governments

State Public Utility Commission

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
has the function of being Federal watchdog
over radioactive materials in this country
for both security and safety purposes. They
have issued regulations which compel the for-
mation of quality assurance programs in nu-
clear power plants and fuel reprocessing fa-
cilities. Regulation l0CFR50, "Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities" has
an Appendix B entitled "Quality Assurance
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Reprocessing Plants." This Appendix and
corresponding Regulatory Puiries call for
periodic calibration of all measuring equip-
ment. The result of such regulations is the
establishment of standards and calibration
laboratories at all nuclear use and process-
ing sites to ensure the quality of measure..
ments at such sites.

The Commission is presently in the process
of revising these regulations to improve
their clarity. The National Bureau of Stan-
dards is anticipated to be called upon to
provid(. technical assistance in this activity.

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has an indirect effect on the Electrical
Measurement System. Tie instrumentation,
which is required by th agency and by in-
dustry to monitor pollution, is used mostly
for analytical and accoustic measurements.
Sales of such instruments are increasing at
a rapid rate, sparked by large increases in
federal and private research and development
in this area r9]. This equipment is basi-
cally electronic in nature and, as such, re-
quires maintenance, if not electrical cali-
bration.

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
is responsible for all air travel safety in
the U.S. It regulates the communications
and navigation equipment used in the air
travel system. A measurement laboratory fa-
cility is maintained in Atlantic City, NJ,
which supports a network of navigation aids
such as radar systems, landing systems, and
beacons at airports throughout the country,
in addition to a test facility for avionics
on the Atlantic City site. In addition, the
FAA is now in the process of implementing a
program for the periodic recall and cali-
bration of all test equipment in its system.
This new calibration structure may be ulti-
mately supported by the standards laboratory
of the FAA maintenance and repair depot in
Oklahoma City.

The Food and Drug Administration, as was
pointed out previously, is expanding into
the regulation of medical devices. Aside
from the proposed regulatory program for new
products described in Sec. 2.2.1.1, they are
involved in a program to ensure safety
through the proper level of application of
voltage to x-ray tubes. It was found as a
result that the voltage dividers used for
measurement of cathode voltages were poorly
calibrated at best and improper x-ray dos-
ages resulted. Bureau of Radiological
Health support resulted in the establishment
of a calibration service for such dividers
at NBS.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration is responsible for enforcement
of the application of safety standards to
automobiles. The group monitors the whole
field of automobile safety testing. Use is
made of Society of Autmotive Engineers'
specifications to detail methods to be fol-
lowed in the testing and to prescribe re-
ouirements for quality assurance. Periodic
test and calibration of measurement instru-
mentation using standards traceable to NBS
are features of SAE Standard J21b. Manufac-
turers are required to abide by its provi-
sions.

The Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration generates job-related safety reg-
ulations. Its major impact on the Electrical
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Measurement System is its requirement that
certain devices be safety-tested in accred-
ited laboratories. That requirement is ex-
pected to be the forerunner of many future
requirements for laboratory accreditation
programs. None of the methodologies yet
proposed embodies a valid scheme to ensure
the proper behavior of standards, instru-
ments, and systems on a continuous basis,
either through careful monitoring or any
other means. A real need exists for a tech-
nically-valid scheme for accreditation.

State Public Utility Commissions, in ad-
dition to regulating the rates charged con-
sumers of electric power, regulate the sys-
tem by which energy transfer is monitored
to determine total user costs.

Watthour measurements are used to quantify
energy distributed within the power system
for metering purposes. The electric power
companies are generally required by the
Public Utility Regulatory Commisions in in-
dividual states to supply users with watt-
hour meters accurate to within 2 . Refunds
are required for overcharges if the meter
regulation is found to be in error -- faster
than nominal -- by more than 2%. While power
companies are entitled to recompense from
users should the meter err in their favor,
they generally do not bill such users be-
cause of the bad publicity which could re-
sult. Because of this situation, power com-
panies typically calibrate new watthour me-
ters with an uncertainty of 0.1-0.2 . Mea-
surements at this relatively high level of
accuracy also permit new meters to be in-
spected using sampling techniques, thus
avoiding the large amount of work required
to inspect 100% of the incoming lot. Be-
cause this practice is common in the power
industry, meter manufacturers must also use
strict measurement tolerances.

Installed meters are generally recali-
brated throughout the industry. However,
there is no industry-wide established inter-
val between calibrations. This interval
ranges generally from five to fifteen years
and in most instances is done on a sampling
basis with 100% recalibration only being
performed on the basis of poor results from
an initial group of tests. These measure-
ments are made with the same uncertainty as
are those on new meters.

Of all quasi-regulatory activities, pro-
curement regulations governing suppliers of
the Department of Defense and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration have
the greatest impact on the measurement sys-
tem. The present hierarchical system of
laboratories, accuracy needs at the primary
standards level, and the generation of use
of detailed calibration procedures all stem
from the enforced application of VIL-C-
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45E62a, MIL-Q-9P59a, MIL-I-45208a, and the
equivalent NASA regulations, all detailed
previously.

2.5 Direct Measurement Transactions Matrix

2.5.1 Analysis of Suppliers and Users

The organizational input-output matrix in
Figure F is a portrayal of the present mag-
nitude and importance of measurement tran-
sactions among various segments of the econ-
omic system. Each entry in the array gives
the magnitude, role of changes, import, ade-
quacy, and type of transaction according to
the code in Figure 7. An "X" as a particu-
lar entry indicates that the transaction was
excluded from the study for some reason.
Entries of "0", "X", or "?" require no fur-
ther information for that transaction. It
must be remarked that the matrix is only a
qualitative portrayal. The uncertainties
in each ranking factor are high ( 2) as it
is difficult to quanti-f~v relationships such
as quantity or volume in the context of var-
ious sizes and technical contents of indus-
tries. The general approach taken was that
a measurement capability could not cease to
exist, since in that sense, the "Importance"
entry would be 4 by any rational considera-
tion for each transaction. In addition,
those industries which require measurements,
instrumentation, and standards closest to
the state-of-the-art" naturally are more
familiar to the authors and received more
attention during the course of the study as
they are the most likely source of measure-
ment problems.

2.5.2 Highlights re Major Users

Although virtually every segment of man-
ufacturing depends to some extent on the
ability to make electrical measurements,
major users of the measurement system have
a very stringent need for an accurate mec-
surement capability. These are the aero-
space industry, the calibration and repair
industry, civilian agencies of the Federal
government, electronic component manufac-
turers, computer manufacturers, the De-
partment of Defense, the instrumentation
industry, the power industry, and research
institutes. It should be understood that
technical measurement problems to be found
in this system are generally not unique to
a specific segment of industry in the SIC
sense. Rather they are generally associ-
ated with a broad class of activity such
as instrument maintenance or quality con-
trol of electronic products and accordingly
are not belabored in this section. Pressing
problems which are industry-peculiar are
mentioned.
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A. Volume or quantity of transaction

0 - Trivial (other entries not needed)
1 - Minor
2 - Moderate
3 - Above average
4 - Major
X - Excluded from study

B. Importance

1. Convenience; not essential
2. Economically important
3. Legally required; no alternative source
4. Absolutely essential

C. Adequacy of Transaction

1. Under control
2. Marginally adequate
3. Deficient, but useful
4. Out of control; totally inadequate

D. Rate of change of transactions

1. Declining volume (negative)
2. Stable (0)
3. Growing (+)
4. Explosive growth (very +)

E. Type of transaction

A. End use measurement data (specifications, etc)
B. Other measurement services (calibrations, etc.)
C. Measurement instrumentation and software
D. Measurement "How to" information
E. Measurement requirements information
F. Legal performance specifications

FIGURE 7. CODE FOR TRANSACTION MATRIX
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Aerospace (SIC Codes 3721, 3724, 3728, 3761,
3764, 3769, and 3662). The aerospace indus-
try is that segment of manufacturing which
produces space vehicles and aircraft and
their supporting electronics systems for
both military and civilian arplications. It
is a high technology industry (engineers and
scientists employed, 161,000 which.makes ex-
tensive use of electronics in the develop
ment and manufacture of its products, and es-
pecially, for their weapons and guidance
systems. The industry is a large one, with
estimated sales of products and services in
1974 of $20.9 billion of aircraft and parts,
59.6 billion of electronic systems support
equipment, and $5.8 billion of guided mis-
siles and space vehicles [9]. Estimated to-
tal sales (1976) are $35.7 billion with an
estimated electronics content in excess of
$20 billion. The estimated exports value of
aerospace equipment for 1976 is C7.6 billion,
the third consecutive year that this indus-
try's exports have exceeded $7 billion. This
industry embodies 2,107 establishments and
employs about 928,000 workers [10].

The primary impact of this industry is
upon our national defense. Slightly over
ten percent of the aircraft produced were
sold to the Department of Defense as were
all guided missiles. These products are vi-
tal to the national security. Important sec-
ondary benefits have come from this source.
Consumer electronic products have been revo-
lutionized by such spin-offs from the aero-
space industry as monolithic large-scale in-
tegrated circuits whose low cost, reliabil-
ity, and small size per unit function have
permitted the production of quartz crystal
watches, pocket calculators, and miniature
radio sets at exceedingly low cost.

An increasing portion of the output of
the electronic systems component (SIC Code
3662) of this industry is being consumed by
civilian-oriented commercial and industrial
firms. This is due to the need in industry
to make more use of digital data transmis-
sion, automated process and quality control,
and telecommunications to offset rising labor
costs and lower profit margins. Such areas
as satellite communications systems, data net-
works, land-mobile radio communications. and
interactive, broadband cable communications
systems contribute heavily to this increase.

The electronic systems component is an
area in which exports are expected to rise
sharply, 23 , from 1975 to 1976. This is
largely due to increased consumption in the
developing nations and, particularly, the
oil-producing nations of the Middle East.
These countries, particularly Iran, Saudi
Arabia, and Indonesia, are attempting to de-
velop their industrial bases in the avionics,
industrial, electronics, and communications

areas, in addition to increasing their mili-
tary sophistication [101. Exports in this
area are expected to increase for the next
five years.

Electrical measurements in the aerospace
industry are used to characterize electronic
circuitry of all types, both for the assur-
ance of quality and compatibility in manufac-
ture and for maintenance while in service.
Accuracy requirements for so-called end mea-
surements are ouite high (as high as 10 ppm,
in some cases) due to the sophistication and
precision of guidance and weapons systems.
Since nearly all companies in this category
are contractors or subcontractors to the De-
partment of Defense or to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, the indus-
try is subject to the provisions of the regu-
lations used by these government agencies to
assure quality in the systems and vehicles
procured. The concepts there outlined are
instrumental in making the accuracies re-
ouired of an individual corporate calibration
support structure quite high.

Measurement problems faced by the aero-
space industry are as follows:

(a) to reduce the cost of quality control
efforts in the face of a slightly deflated
market while adhearing to DoD and NASA re-
quirements and regulations (10,13,151; and

(b) measurement problems inherent in the
use and support of automatic test equipment,
such ?s those resulting from failure to cal-
ibrate under use conditions (e.g., making dy-
namic use of A-D converters which have been
calibrated statically) [15,16].

Calibration and repair of test equipment
SIC Code 7393). There is a small industry
in the U.S. having to do solely with the
calibration and repair of instruments, test
equipment, and standards. Most companies
involved in this activity are quite small,
having annual incomes of less than $500,000
and employing less than 25 people. These
companies supply calibration and repair ser-
vices to a variety of industries, such as
small component manufacturers, transducer
makers, small electronic job shops, and
other companies whose calibration needs are
so modest that the establishment of an in-
ternal capability would be unduly costly.
(Such service is provided also on a fee ba-
sis by the corporate standards laboratories
of many large corporations. See Appendix D.)

Equipment used by such companies ranges
from state-of-the-art standards and calibra-
tion equipment to older test equipment of
relatively poor accuracy. This results in a
wide range of capabilities being available,
from the state-of-the-art to meter accura-
cies, that is, three to five percent. In
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most cases the capability is equal to the
job performed. Problems related to electri-
cal measurements in this industry seem to be
logistical in nature. Lack of facilities
for training, poor communications of techni-
cal data, increasing costs of publications,
and an increasing shortage of experienced
technicians are a few examples.

Civilian agencies of the Federal government
SIC Div. 1). Those civilian agencies which

have or support (as opposed to require) an
electrical measurements capability are as
follows: Federal Aviation Administration,
Bureau of Reclamation, Energy Research and
Development Administration, National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration, Tennessee
Valley Authority, and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration. FAA activity
was covered in Sec. 2.4.4. The Bureau of
Reclamation operates Hoover Dam and leases
power generated thereby to five regional
power companies. The organization has a
standards laboratory that supports all of
the maintenance and power monitoring eouip-
ment on the site.

The Department of Energy (DOE) has a con-
tracted primary standards laboratory in
Albuquerque, NM, run by the Sandia Corpora-
tion, which is responsible for supporting and
assuring quality of measurements and contrac-
tural compliance with calibration require-
emnts at each of the DOE field sites. The
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) maintains a large number of standards
laboratories, one at each of its major cen-
ters and tracking facilities. NASA has an
extremely large test equipment inventory
which is used to support space electronics,
its computer network, communications equip-
ment, tracking systems, and aircraft. Many
of these laboratoies are staffed by contrac
tors but the agency owns all of the equip-
ment.

The Tennessee Valley Authority laboratory
at Chickamauga Dam, TN, supports the power
monitoring equipment and electronic mainte-
nance areas at that facility. The National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration sup-
ports the test and measuring equipment it
uses in its investigation of undersea and
atmospheric phenomena by maintaining a stan-
dards and calibration facility at the Navy
Yard Annex in Washington, DC.

The social impacts of these agencies are
wide-ranging. The Department of Energy
plays an ever more important role in the
search for means of alleviating our energy
shortage. Since it is a highly technical en-
deavor, the use of measuring apparatus is
heavy, and electrical measurements, espe-
cially those at high voltages, are of prime
importance. NASA is concerned not only with
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space ventures but also with air transporta-
tion problems. Technical spin-offs of its
programs have resul ted in the creation of
whole new technologies such as integrated
circuit technology.

Electronic components (SIC Code 3(7). The
industry employs about 359,000 people in
about 2,500 establishments. The industry's
gross sales were S10 billion in calendar
year 1975, and are projected to exceed S11
billion in 197f [101. Exports in this field
are at the S1 billion mark and increasing
rapidly; up 23" from 1974 to 1975. It pro-
duces such components of electronic equip-
ment as resistors, capacitors, inductors,
diodes, transistors, integrated circuits,
tubes, and rheostats. By doing so, the in-
dustry provides versatility and cost effec-
tiveness for every electronics-intensive in-
dustry such as those involving the produc-
tion of automotive electronics, communica-
tions equipment, instrumentation and process
control equipment, etc.

Pea urements are vital to this industry
for both product quality control and devel-
opment of new products. The biggest measure-
went problems faced here are those concerned
with the proper calibration of very high-
speed component testers. Such equipment is
used to test large numbers of resistors, ca-
pacitors, or other components at a high rate
of test. Even more importantly, complex in-
tegrated circuits must be thoroughly tested
in a short time frame. The time taken per
measurement is generally much shorter than
the time per measurement allowed in the cali-
bration process, and for that reason the
calibration data may not be valid when the
tester is used on the production line.

There are a few problems having to do
with the state-of-the-art in measurements.
For example, solid-state device menufactur-
ers are generally convinced that some of the
voltage reference devices they produce have
stabilities in the sub part-per-million (ppm)
range over the short-term and long-term (a
few weeks) may be as stable as 1 or 2 ppm.
Few, if any, of these same manufacturers,
however, have a measurement capability ade-
quate to determine this. Such capability
would mean a cost savings to industry as a
whole because if these devices are indeed
capable of such stabilities, more accurate
instruments could be built and instruments
being built at present accuracies would re-
quire less frequent calibrations and pos-
sibly less maintenance. Even if the refer-
ence devices were not found to be as stable,
an improved measurement capability would re-
sult i, the ability to determine their sta-
bility with fewer measurements taken over a
shorter time span. Manufactured devices
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could thus be much more easily categorized
and sorted. Similar problems exist in the
scaling processes for other units such as
resistors.

Computer manufacturers (SIC Code 3573).
Sales of the computer industry were $1.4
billion for 1975 and are estimated to in-
crease to $12.1 billion in 1976 1o]. This
rapidly growing industry (current growth
rate is about 14' per year) is estimated to
have 179,000 employees. Its output products,
computers, larae and small, and peripheral
equipment, are being used more and more
throughout our society. They are used as ac-
counting machines, problem solvers, process
controllers, navigation aids, machinery con-
trollers, and in nearly every other situa-
tion where decisions must be made and action
taken on the basis of numerical data. The
advent and continuing improvement of the
minicomputer, a small, inexpensive, and re-
liable computer, and the microprocessor, a
computer on a chip, have made the tremendous
power and capability of the computer avail-
able to virtually every segment of industry.
Small scale processes are being automated at
a very rapid rate, thus providing some off-
set to the ever-rising cost of labor in this
country.

Since most computers are electronic, elec-
trical measurements play an important role
in their manufacture. Each component that
is received is checked to its specification
at most companies. Testing is done at each
stage of the assembly of such a device. The
equipment used for all such testing must be
maintained and calibrated and most large com-
puter companies have corporate standards and
calibration laboratories to perform this
function. Electrical measurement problems
in the computer industry are related to the
use and support of the automatic test sets
which perform the quality assurance function.
Some problems result from applying static
calibration data to dynamic testing situa-
tions. A particular problem of great cur-
rent interest results from the giant number
of measurements required to test a digital
circuit to an adequate degree. Even if it
is solved, however, there will be increasing
need, as semiconductor components become
faster responding and more complex, to make
measurements of both digital signal response
and dielectric properties of components at
higher speeds and with greater reliability.
The state of technology is pushing the few
standards which do exist in this area. An-
other problem area is the measurement of im-
nedances, especially inductors, in the fre-
quency range between 10 kHz and 1 MHz.

The Department of Defense. The Department
of Defense is very heavily involved with
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electronics in communications, weapons, gui-
dance, and navigational systems. The Depart-
ment will have spent 52.6 billion for re-
search, development, testing, and evaluation
of such equipment and 51.61 billion for the
procurement of electronics systems for FY 75.
Total spending for FY 75 on electronics prod-
ucts as estimated by the Department of De-
fense is S9.6 billion F9,10]. Assuming a
five-year lifetime of electronics equipment
in the military, using marketing data for
the past five years such as surveys per-
formed annually by Electronics magazine, one
can calculate a S6 billion inventory of
equipment which must be maintained. This is
done with a huge inventory of test equipment
supported by a hierarchical laboratory sys-
tem in each of the four services. To illus-
trate the magnitude of the problem, the 1972
edition of Air Force Technical Order
33K-1-100 lists by part number over 2F,500
individual items in the inventory requiring
calibration periodically. In excess of six-
ty percent of this inventory requires elec-
trical measurements [17] for its support.

The Department of Defense is the largest
single consumer in the country and, accord-
inoly, wields a trememdous impact on the mar-
ketplace. Technical spin-offs from its pro-
grams, much as is the case with NASA - who,
for example, are credited for the acceler-
ated development of large-scale integrated
circuit technology - have served to advance
the technology base of our society.

The Department maintains a system of in-
spectors in various organizations (Defense
Contract Administration Service; Air Force,
Navy, Army Plant Representative Offices;
etc.) to ensure compliance with the calibra-
tion and quality assurance providions of the
procurement specifications listed in Sec.
2.2.1.1. In this way, it influences the na-
ture of the measurement system in a large
segment of industry.

As mentioned before, the main use of elec-
trical measurements within the Department of
Defense is to maintain its extremely large
inventory of electronic systems and equip-
ment and the test equipment used to support
it. The major current problem areas are:

(a) the support of automatic test and
checkout equipment [13,161;

(b) the support of equipment at remote
locations; and

(c) in the face of decreased defense
spending, to optimize the entire calibra-
tion and maintenance structure [13,15].

Problems in each of these areas have two
aspects. The first is the need for dynamic
standards and methods for their use to sup-
port or verify measurements made under time



constraint with automatic test equipment, es-
pecially that under computer control. Such
standards simply do not exist and their ab-
sence both prevents direct verification of
the quality of individual measurements made
by present equipment and limits the advance
of automatic testing by confining its ap-
plication to the measurement of those param-
eters for which static standards exist. For
example, the so-called third generation ATE
system makes measurements using sampling
techniques and arrives at final results
through harmonic or Fourier analysis soft-
ware. System capabilities are given, how-
ever, only in terms of derated rms or aver-
age voltage measurement specifications as
lack of knowledge of the information content
of a single sample and a lack of arbitrary
wave form standards precludes the precise
calibration of such a system. (Specifica-
tions are derated relative to the potential
accuracy of the sampling device.)

The second aspect has to do with the
achievement of adequate measurement accuracy
at acceptable cost. Accuracy requirements
for the support of end items in the military
inventory are gradually becoming more strin-
gent as electronic components and systems
increase in quality and sophistication and
improved reliability is sought for strategic
or economic reasons. At the same time bud-
get decreases result in reduced resources
for measurement support and quality acti-
vities. Support equipment for new systems
and test equipment used in development and
repair activities include new instruments
with performance characteristics rivaling
the best measurement capabilities of the
typical DoD calibration laboratory.

These factors result in the need for the
development of new calibration procedures,
better training of technicians and, in some
instances, exhancement of calibration and
measurement accuracies through new standards
or more sophisticated measurement experi-
ments. Automated systems for the calibra-
tion of general purpose test equipment, the
use of MAP techniques for the support of
line calibration laboratories, and in situ
tests of both ATE systems and electronics
in aircraft, field installations and sur-
face vessels are all being employed to deal
with these problems.

Detailed technical problems within the
system are dealt with by the professional
staffs of the Air Force, Army, and Navy met-
rology engineering centers. Specific, long-
term problems are dealt with by these people.
In those instances where the advancement of
measurement science or new standards are re-
quired, the DoD enlists the help of NB>S
through the sponsorship of engineering proj-
ects. Typical objectives of such projects

are the development of an all-cryogenic volt-
age standard accurate at the part in 108
level; the design of a low-frequency, low-
voltage measurement instrument to enhance vi-
bration measurement capabilities; and the
development of an automated capacitance
bridge with which DoD primary laboratories
can provide improved service at reduced cost.
In addition to providing this measurement
science support, the NBS serves as a basis of
measurement uniformity for the DoD system by
supporting the four primary standards labor-
atories through calibration services and MAP
activities.

The instrumentation industry.
was covered in Sec. 2.2.2.2.

This industry

Electric power industry (SIC 3825, 3511, 361,
3F2, and 491. The electric power industry
has two componerts, the generation and dis-
tribution of power (SIC 491) and the manufac-
ture of equipment for the generation and mon-
itoring of electric power.
The generation, distribution, and sale of

electric energy is the largest single busi-
ness in the U.S. Approximate sales in 1973
were $31.7 billion and in 1974 were $39.1 bil-
lion., In 1975 the industry sold over 1.7
trillion kilowatthours to nearly 82 million
customers for an estimated revenue of $47.9
billion [18,19].

The production of turbines and turbine
generator sets produced shipments valued at
$2.4 billion in 1975. Shipments for 1976 are
expected to increase by about eight percent
to $2.5 billion. Seventy-three businesses
employ 47,000 workers in the production of
this equipment r18]. Production of transfor-
mers, switch gear, and industrial controls for
power distribution (SIC Codes 3F12, 3613,
3622) totaled $6.7 billion in 1975 and is ex-
pected to reach $7.1 billion in 1976. More
than 200 firms are engaged in the production
of transformers alone and employ over 50,000
people rQ,10]. Electrical measurements are
required by this segment of the industry for
quality control purposes. The levels of ac-
curacy to be found are generally lower than
those at the state-of-the-art and readily
achievable with off-the-shelf instrumenta-
tion, but they are required to enable qual-
ity of these goods. No major metrology
problems are evident here.

In addition to heing one of the key in-
dustries in the U.S., the electric power in-
dustry supplies most of the rest of industry
with motive energy. This is done through a
system of interlocking orids of independent
power companies. Electrical measurements
are necessary for the monitoring and con-
trol of the power flow in the grid as well
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as for energy metering by both power compan-
ies and their customers. Measurement prob-
lems include:

(a) the determination of transformer
ratios at high voltages;

(b) the characterization of high voltage
capacitors;

(c) the measurement of the dissipation
factor of high voltage capacitors;

(d) the accurate calibration of watthour
meters;

(e) the development of techniques for
measurements in support of research to im-
prove the transmission and distribution of
electric power;

(f) the measurement of transient signals
at high voltages; and

(g) the development of time-of-day meter-
ing techniques to enable the use of a rate
scale in which the price of electricity in-
creases during periods of peak demand.

NBS is involved in each of the above
areas. The High Voltage Measurements Sec-
tion is engaged in research and development
programs generally supported by the Electric
Power Research Institute and the Department
of Energy designed to achieve the measure-
ment capabilities at high voltages needed to
support both basic research and power system
operations. Examples of such projects are
those to provide capability for measurement
of pulses and transients of up to several
million volts, to develop systems for the in
situ calibration of coupling capacitor volt-
age transformers at voltages up to megavolt
levels, and to improve the standards used
for the measurement of current and power at
power line frequencies.

In addition, NAS calibration services
provide the basis for uniform measurement
of electrical parameters necessary to day-
to-day power company operations. NBS cali-
brations of standard cells, resistors, and
watthour meters stand behind all measure-
ments made for metering purposes, including
those using the watthour meters found on
every home in the U.S. Companies rely on
NBS calibrations of high voltage capacitors,
transformers and shunt reactors to maintain
the efficiency of the power distribution sys-
tem throughout the country. These services
could not be provided without a strong, on-
going research effort in high voltage mea-
surement technology such as exists ii NF3S
today.

Research. In this category fall all inde-
pendent research organizations, universities,
and national laboratories. Since much of
the research done in every field is experi-
mental, the ability to make accurate electri-
cal measurements is a necessity. An example

of how precise measurements are needed is
seen in a program at the University of Penn-
sylvania for the study of the electrical
properties of solid-state, cryogenic
Josephson junctions. The purpose of this
work was to determine an experimental value
for the quantity e/h with sufficient accur-
acy to enable its use in the verification of
quantum electrodynamic theory. To do this,
a measurement of its voltage output had to
be made with the maximum available accuracy,
that is (.l ppm relative to the legal volt.
This necessitated the construction of a spe-
cial instrumentation and the initiation of a
special effort, both at NBS and the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania, to verify the accuracy
of the University's voltage standards.
A second example is to be found at

Argonne National Laboratory, where extremely
precise calorimetry work requires that volt-
age and resistance measurements be made with
accuracies in the part per million realm.
The experimenter is compelled to keep his
own set of standards which are calibrated at
NBS.

The energy crisis and the resulting per-
ception that electricity will become the dom-
inant means of energy utilization has foster-
ed research, sponsored primarily by the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) and the Electric
Power and Research Institute (EPRI), for the
increased generation and improved transmis-
sion of electric power. This research is
being carried out in industry, at univer-
sities, and in various national laboratories,
such as Brookhaven and Oak Ridge. Typical
projects are the investigation of the use of
superconducting transmission lines, ultra-
high voltage overhead lines, direct current
transmission, solar energy, and cryogenic
motors and generators. Approximately $14.3
million has been invested in FY 76 for trans-
mission and distribution research by DOE and
$20.6 million by EPRI for calendar year
1976 F191.

The success of such research hinges on
the ability to make accurate measurements at
high voltages and under difficult environ-
mental conditions and in many cases adequate
techniques and standards for such measure-
ments do not exist. As mentioned in the pre-
vious section, NRS is undertaking a number of
research projects to establish the required
measurement methodology. Examples of proj-
ects specifically bearing on energy-related
research are those of applying the Kerr ef-
fect to map electric fields, the design and
construction of pulsed current and voltage
generators and associated measurement appar-
atus to enable calorimetric determinations
of thermal/physical properties of materials
used in nuclear reactors, and the develop-
ment of calibration techniques in support
of instrumentation used to determine the
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effects of fields associated with voltage
transmission lines on plant and animal life.

In other areas, NBS work in the fundamen-
tal constants field provides data contribut-
ing to the verification of physical theory,
such as quantum electrodynamic theory. NBS
has ongoing efforts in areas requiring pre-
cise electrical measurements. Determina-
tions of the ampere, volt, Faraday, ohm, and
the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton are
presently underway. NBS has participated in
the most recent (1973) least-squares adjust-
ment of fundamental physical constants pub-
lished by CODATA, the Conittee on Data for
Science and Technology. Another such adjust-
ment is to be carried out in 19PO.

As has been shown, the National Electri-
cal Measurement System pervades most of thn
major industries and government agencies to
a larger extent. As might be expected, mea-
surement problems and requirements stem from
two sources, the use of electronics as an
implementor of manufacturing quality and
process control, computations, and comrrunica-
tions and the electric power industry and its
needs for efficient power generation, distri-
bution, and metering. Measurement technology
in the former instance covers the range from
dc to 1 megahertz at modest levels of volt-
age and power whereas in the second case mea-
surements are generally of electrical param-
eters at dc and FO Hz and high power and
voltage levels.

Through its calibration and research ac-
tivities, NBS provides the measurement sys-
tem with its base, thereby ensuring needed
stability and accuracy in terms of SI units.
High-technology industries with the mcst
stringent accuracy requirements provide the
interface with NBS needed to enable virtu-
ally all electrical measurements made in the
U.S. to be expressed in terms of the national
units. Measurement accuracy in areas of more
than modest requirement is ensured by systems
in which the instruments used to make the
measurements are calibrated periodically us-
ing standards or test equipment with accuracy
capabilities from four to ten times better
in each case. A chain composed of such cali-
bration links reaches from most conmercial in-
strumentation back to standards supported by
NBS. The system remains viable due to mea-
surement research performed at NBS and in the
instrumentation industry.
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3. IMPACT, STATUS, AND TRENDS
OF THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

3.1.1 Functional, Technological, and
Scientific Applications

The use of electrical measurements gener-
ally falls into one of four categroies - the
production of reference data, setting and
testing to specifications, maintenance and
reliability activities, or the control of
manufacturing processes. Reference data, in-
cluding physical and engineering data covered
in Section 2.2.3, is vital to designers of
virtually all high-technology products. The
Electrical Measurement System ensures that
such data have universal meaning by provid-
ing common reference bases in the electrical
units, both for those experimentalists who
produce the data and for those designers who
must use the characteristics of materials,
circuits, etc. in an engineering application.

The next major use of electrical measure-
ments is in vendor determination of perfor-
mance characteristics of manufactured prod-
ucts and customer testing of those same de-
vices to ensure that their specifications or
the manufacturers claims are actually being
met. Most commercial electronics and elec-
trical merchandise is traded in this fashion.
Electronic components, modules, instruments,
devices and systems are generally tested,
sometimes on a sampling basis, to specifi-
cations prior to their acceptance. The mea-
surement system is the foundation for all
aspects of this type of activity. The
availability of universal units of measure
permits interchangeability of electronic
components and modules (a must for the mass
production and subsequent maintenance of com-
plex electronics) and multiple manufacturers
of connonly used circuit elements. These
factors, coupled with inexpensive production
techniques; enable all electronics products
to be produced inexpensively and to function
with a high degree of reliability.

Electrical measurements are vital to main-
tenance and reliability functions throughout
the electronics user community. Test equip-
ment is used both to ensure the proper opera-
tion of functional electronic equipment, such
as radar sets, inertial guidance units, etc.
used in critical applications (i.e., space
and weapons systems) on a periodic basis and
as a means of trouble-shooting and repairing
nonfunctional electrical and electronic equip-
ment. This test equipment is generally
checked or calibrated periodically using more
accurate standards and equipment through
the echelon system of standards and calibra-
tion laboratories which exists throughout in-
dustry and most government agencies involved
with technology.
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The final major use of electrical measure-
ments is for the control of industrial manu-
facturing processes. Early automatic con-
trol of manufacturing processes was achieved
through pneumatics and electro-mechanical
servomechanisms. Besides being a prime
source of power for the process itself, pneu-
matics gave the design engineer the ability
to implement various control algorithms tend-
ing to optimize the process. The advent of
electronic amplifiers enabled the implemen-
tation of these same functions electrically
with many control adjustments difficult or
impossible to achieve pneumatically. Also
over the years the development of transducers,
devices which produce electrical signals of
a known relationship to the magnitude of a
particular physical quantity, has gradually
extended the versatility of electronic con-
trol. The advent of the inexpensive digital
computer along with electronic instrumenta-
tion with digital data outputs has hastened
the application of electronics in the control
field. Control systems based on digital com-
puters have the advantages of speed of res-
ponse, economy, and software signal condi-
tioning. Not only does the latter make pos-
sible the use of exceedingly complex control
algorithims, but it also permits extreme
flexibility of modification without exten-
sive hardware changes.

The most stringent measurement require-
ments come from the instrumentation industry,
the aerospace industry, and the Department
of Defense. The DoD and the NASA generate
stringent requirements for the accuracy and
reliability of guidance, weapons, and navi-
gation systems. Accuracy requirements of
better then 0.001" for various electrical
parameters exist in some of the new opera-
tional equipment itself. This level of re-
quirement places a burden on the instrumen-
tation industry which is called upon to pro-
vide the test equipment and support stan-
dards necessary to the development, produc-
tion, testing, and maintenance of the opera-
tional equipment. Further the test equipment
and standards themselves must be verified and
maintained in all three of these areas of
the economy. NBS plays a vital role in this
function by providing calibrations of stan-
dards, Measurement Assurance Program ser-
vices, reference data, and training services.

Less accurate - but in some cases no less
stringent - requirements come from the elec-
tric power and the semiconductor industries.
In addition to the routine measurements of
electric power for revenue purposes, the
power industry requires many difficult mea-
surements under field conditions for both
operational and research purposes. Examples
of these are given in the previous section.
Large scale integration techniques have per-



mitted a great growth in complexity of cir-
cuit elements. Meanwhile, the ever-decreas-
ing cost of these same products has lead to
their use in many applications in which re-
liability is critical, such as electronic
control of automobile brakes, medical life
support systems and instrumentation, and air-
craft navigation systems. Testing of these
circuit elements must be done, therefore,
accurately and rapidly to achieve utility
and low cost. This simple factor has lead
to a surge of interest in automated testing
and requirements for support of electrical
measurements made "on the fly". There is a
plethora of dynamic data conversion devices
on the market with which such measurements
may be made. Lacking are the standards
which form the means by which a translation
may be made from traditional standards and
measurements, which involve no time con-
straints, to the new requirements for dy-
namic measurements.

On the other end of the measurement spec-
trum lie those electrical measurements which
are part of the day-to-day experience of the
typical man on the street. Examples are
those made in the course of tuning an auto-
mobile; for repairing television, radio, or
high-fidelity audio equipment; to maintain
home consumption of electric power; and to
provide for the safe navigation of commer-
cial airlines. Instruments used in the for-
mer two cases are generally only supported by
the measurement system upon their failure.
The accuracies required in support of most
consumer services are readily obtainable
since they lie in the 1 to 5 percent range.

Electrical measurements are used to con-
trol the quality of any item manufactured
by an automatic process. The use of trans-
ducers, which convert other physical param-
eters into electrical parameters, coupled
with electrical instruments with digital out-
puts enable any physical or chemical produc-
tion process to be run under computer con-
trol. Thermocouples, strain gages, tachom-
eters, and fluid level meters are examples
of transducers. Table 11 lists some arti-
cles whose production is made possible by
electrical measurements.

3.1.2 Economic Irpacts - Costs ard Benefits

The costs incurred by the economy annually
for electrical measurements are very low by
comparison with benefits received. A survey
of the manpower available in the calibration
laboratories listed in the NCSL Directory of
Standards Laboratories shows a total of P78
engineers and 320P technicians for all mea-
surement areas [14]. A conservative estimate
was made that there are roughly 1000 measure-
ment engineers and 5000 technicians in that

Table 11. Representative heavily
measurement-dependent products

Electronic

Components (resistors,
Computers
Digital watches
Electronic calculators
Frequency standards
Guidance systems
Navigation equipment
Stereo receivers

Other

Engine blocks
Oil, gasoline
Plastics
Rayon, nylon fabric
Steel
Synthetic rubber

capacitors, etc)

portion of the measurement system whichh nro-
vides standards and calibration support to
the remainder of the system. Approximate
labor and overhead costs for that number of
people are estimated to total no more than
$130 million per year. The remainder of the
system is many hundred times larger and dif-
ficult to quantify. The degree of capital
i-ntensiveness of the measurement system is
illustrated by the annual expenditure of
over $5.6 billion for new measurement in-
strumentation, of which $1.3 billion is test
equipment F91.

The above manpower figures are totally
exclusive of test engineers and technicians
whose functions are not primarily concerned
with calibration measurements. Virtually
every electronics engineer (except digital
logic designers) must rely on electrical
measurements as a tool necessary to the
performance of his function.

Over the past ten years, in excess of
$9d billion worth of electronic systems and
communications equipment were sold in the
u.S. r10,20]. All of this equipment re-
quires maintenance support, and much re-
quires periodic calibration to insure its
proper operation. During the same period
over $11 billion worth of electronic test
equipment was sold for that purpose [9,10].
All of this apparatus requires periodic
calibration. The scientific apparatus in-
ventory is estimated at $12 billion for that
same 10-year period [9].

The electronics market as a whole is sup-
ported by this measurement capability. Gross
sales for the industry were forecast at $64.9
billion in 1977 [21]. New automated systems
developed explicitly for testing integrated
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circuits, which are becoming more and more
complex, enabled achievement of this sales
figure. This represents about a 90 growth,
despite materials shortages and a general
economic decline.

3.1.3 Social and Human Impacts

The largest social impacts of the elec-
trical measurements system lie in the medical
field and the public safety areas. Modern
instrumentation has made possible great
strides in diagnostic medicine. The bodies
of patients in intensive care units are mon-
itored on a twenty-four hour basis by com-
puter-controlled instrumentation systems.
These systems not only alert medical staff
members to impending crises, but provide a
powerful tool in the analysis of the pa-
tient's condition. There are under develop-
ment automated systems which would give phy-
sical examinations to individuals without
requiring a doctor in attendance. Electronic
measurement equipment and computers form the
basis for new systems to perform internal
scans via ultrasonics or x-rays.

In the safety area, measurements are vi-
tal to ensure the reliability of electronic
equipment such as braking and ignition sys-
tems for automobiles and navigation and land-
ing systems for aircraft. The failure of any
of these systems could be calamitous, whether
due to component failure or electrical inter-
ference. Reliable measurements are necessary
to avoid failures from either cause.

3.2 Status and Trends of the System

The cZectrori s scot-r. At the present
time the National Electiical Measurement Sys-
tem is capable of handling nearly all of the
traditional measurement needs of our economy.
The accuracies available within the system
for so-called static electrical measurements,
i.e., those in which the measurement is not
constrained to take place within a particular
time interval, far exceed any technical accu-
racy requirements. The common practice of
insisting upon accuracy ratios in calibra-
tions of between three- and ten-to-one, a
practice fostered by the Department of De-
fense and NASA, generally ensures that speci-
fied accuracies are delivered within the
calibration traceability chain. However, the
system does have a serious fault which is not
entirely technical in nature and which is
being increasingly recognized and dealt with.
This fault is the lack of redundancy or feed-
back in the rigidly stylized, hierarchical
calibration/traceability structure to ensure
that the applied measurements supported by
the system are in fact appropriate and ade-
quate and their quality has not been adverse-

ly affected by such factors as environment,
electromagnetic interference, or poor power
lines. Commercial and aovernmentorganiza-
tions are slowly recognizing the need for
periodic sampling of measurements being made
on the production line, in the aircraft, or
at the power substation.

There are several areas in which tradi-
tional measurements needs are, at present,
unfulfilled. The most urgent of these are:

(a) characterization and specification
of power line properties. There have been
failures and erroneous data from instrumen-
tation caused by spikes or hash in the power
line. The medical profession and medical
instrumentation industry are most severely
affected by this problem due to the serious-
ness of potential consequences. A committee
dealing with the problem has been formed un-
der the auspices of the National Committee
for Clinical Lahoratory Standards. The es-
tablishment of specifications and measurement
techniques for interfering signals on power
lines will enable the design of better in-
struments and provide a basis for settling
the issue of legal liability for conse-
quences of error. This issue arises from
the fact that instrument makers do not spec-
ify the limitations of their equipment in
that regard and hospitals are not legally
bound to ensure a specified purity of con-
tent of- the power mains.

(b) measurement of ac voltages at low
amplitudes (<50 mV) and frequencies (<50 Hz).
This measurement capability would be used
with transducers to make measurements of low
frequency vibrations such as those charac-
teristic of trucks and helicopters. The De-
partment of Defense and the transportation
industry require the ability to test the sus-
ceptibility of various items of critical na-
ture to damage by truck or air transportation

(c) impedance measurements in the upper
ends of the low radio frequency range (20
kHz to 1 MHz). These impedances measure-
ments are needed to support an increase in
carrier frequencies in some communications
systems. Increases in carrier frequency
will result in nroportional increases in
message capability.

(d) studies relating to reliability and
the predicition of long-term performance of
components and assemblies based on short-
term, high-precision data needed by the elec-
tronics industry for general improvements
in their product line.

(e) measurements of phase angle in the
frequency range from 1 Hz to 30 kHz. Phase
angle measurements are important to the test-
ing of components, solid state circuits, and
test equipment used in and to support com-
munications and weapons systems. In the lat-
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ter, some of the more precise measurements
are required for testing synchro's and re-
solvers used to position the antenna of
search and target acquisition radar.

There are two other perceived problems
which affect the system. Technical informa-
tion is disseminated primarily by word-of-
mouth (between colleagues), through sales
efforts of instrument companies, and by tech-
nical publications in such journals as IEEE
Transactions on Instrumentation and Measure-
ment, Instrumentation Technology, Metrologia,
and Measurements and Data. Articles in the
above tend to be academic in nature. De-
spite the existence of the Covernment Indus-
try Data Exchange Program, which has a li-
brary of calibration procedures, and the
above-mentioned means of communication, use-
ful technical information on a how-to-do-it
level does not reach the bench-level metrol-
ogists and those outside the precise measure-
ments field (i.e., quality control or auto-
matic test equipment engineers). In many in-
stances there is conflict instead of coopera-
tion fostered by ignorance and no means of
communication. NBS is planning a series of
publications and seminars to help meet this
need.

The second is in the area of manpower.
Many of the highly-skilled technicians and
engineers in the field are on the verge of
retirement. New people in the field tend
to remain there only temporarily. Metrology
may in the future be caught in a three way
trap between the lack of communications and
informal education opportunities, the de-
cline of the armed forces as a source of ex-
perienced people, and the increasing soph-
istication of new instrumentation, which
requires a higher level of education and ap-
preciation for its proper support.

Two major factors presently affect the
system and will apparently do so for the
foreseeable future. These are the revolu-
tion taking place in the electronics indus-
try, and the energy crisis. Advances in
semiconductor fabrication technology and the
application of new semiconductor structures
to circuit design are resulting in the avail-
ability of very complex digital and analog
circuits in small, component-sized packages.
As a result an increasing number of standard
circuits, such as amplifiers, computer pro-
cessing units, power supplies, digital mul-
tipliers, analog-to-digital converters, etc.,
are as available to the designer as resis-
tors, transistors, and tubes have been in
the past. Because of this ready availabil-
ity, electronic equipment has increased -
and will continue to increase - in functional
complexity and sophistication, while its
cost has dropped.

The solid state revolution has fostered
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a parallel phenomenon in the computer field.
Minicomputers., which have only readily been
available for about the past 10 years, have
so improved that new models offer sophisti-
cation which could be found only on large
systems costing hundreds of thousands of
dollars not long ago. Yet a system with a
fair-sized memory, reasonable software, and
a mass-storage peripheral can be purchased
for well under $15,000 at the present time.
And, now available are microprocessors, cen-
tral processing units on a chip, with fairly
comprehensive capabilities. These devices
are inexpensive enough to permit their inclu-
sion in electronic equipment to replace the
hand-wired logic circuitry normally used
there for controlling operations and trans-
mitting data.

The above considerations have had and
will continue to have a major impact on both
measurement requirements and the tools or
means by which measurements can be made.
The increasing complexity of components,
sub-assemblies, equipment items, and elec-
tronics systems have resulted in increasingly
complex tests necessary to ensure quality in
the manufacture of such equipment, proper
performance while in use, and affordable
maintenance for it in the event of malfunc-
tion. Typically, tests may be comprised of
hundreds or thousands of measurements.

The only way that such tests can be per-
formed in a reasonable. time and with cost
puter to control the measurements, acquire
and process the data, and analyse the re-
sults. Cost effectiveness is increased by
running the system at a higher rate of speed.
Therefore, the thrusts of the instrumenta-
tion industry are in the direction of in-
creased accuracy of measurement at increas-
ing speeds, and of making the instruments
as compatible as possible with computers.
The impact of this industry on the measure-
ment system is heightened by the fact that
the designers of automatic test equipment
(ATE) systems for both military and commer-
cial applications design these systems using
the specifications for off-the-shelf test
instruments as building [locks in the design.
This leads to performance problems if the
instruments used do not perform as expected
because of environmental noise, or ground
problems. It may also lead to calibration
support problems requiring high-g-ade port-
able standarca.

The future will bring even more complex-
ity. The Department of Defense now requires
testability. Many new prime systems will
have the functional capability to test them-
selves. Most circuits will be designed with
testability in mind, that is, with special
input and output lines with the sole func-
tion of expediting testing. Some digital
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devices will actually contain two similar
circuits with auxiliary circuits to compare
their behavior. Much is being done to lay
the foundation for the development of sys-
tem testers, portable devices which can
exercise a test system under use conditions
by simulating a typical units under test
[13,15,161. 

The industrial and commercial sector tends
to have less stringent accuracy requirements
for electrical measurements than the mili-
tary/aerospace sector. This results from the
lower technology level found in general in-
dustry. On the other hand, measurements are
required to be made under severe ambient con-
ditions. Because of this factor and the need
for a means of coping with a general decline
in productivity, the use of automatic test
and control systems will increase rapidly in
this sector over the foreseeable future.
Much effort is being expended in development
of computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) tech-
nology, the use of robots, and application
of computer-aided design (CAD) techniques in
various areas of industry, as well as in the
use of automatic test equipment and trans-
ducers for.quality assurance.

Automatic test equipment as used in the
commercial sector differs in another way
from that developed for the military/aero-
space complex. Military and space operations
have a critical nature due to the high poten-
tial for loss of life, property, and national
existence. This fact and the often unique
nature of the equipment employed in those
programs leads to the procurement of soecial-
ly-designed or "custom" measurement instru-
ments and automatic test systems suited for
testing of a specific prime system. In the
commercial sector cost considerations tend to
force the use of off-the-shelf commercial in-
strumentation for automatic testing purposes.
This practice is expected to be positively af-
fected by the recent adoption of standards
(IEEE 488 and American National Standards
Institute CAMAC standards) whose conventions
for interfacing instruments and other de-
vices to computers are beginning to be adopt-
ed in the instrumentation industry.

The improvements of semiconductor tech-
nology have had a significant impact on the
instrumentation industry in a variety of
ways as shown above. Perhaps the greatest
impact is the growing use of microprocessors
within instruments. Not only are these
small computers used to perform calculations
on raw data to enable the display of useful
information (such as temperature instead of
voltage for thermocouple applications), but
in a more basic function, that of controlling
the internal operation of the instrument.
Contemporary voltmeters and other electronic
measurement instruments function using dedi-
cated logic circuits to control timing,

range changing, and the conversion of analog
signals to digital information. Changes in
the mode of operation can only be made by
circuit modification. Use of microproces-
sors will permit modification of the instru-
ment's operation through software, result-
ing in more flexibility of design and lower
production costs. Most instrumentation com-
panies are actively engaged in the applica-
tion of microprocessors to their product
line. At this point in time, announcements
have been made of new voltmeters, counters,
oscilloscopes, and multi-channel scanning
systems, all based on microprocessors.

At the present time, artifact standards,
apparatus and standard measurement tech-
niques to support dynamic measurements of
electrical quantities simply are non-exis-
tent. Details of state-of-the-art dynamic
measurement techniques are the proprietary
secrets of the manufacturers of instruments
and signal-conversion devices. As a result,
manufacturers and users of automatic test
equipment and systems attempt to ensure the
quality of performance of such systems
through the manual calibration of system
components or the measurement of known stat-
ic quantities by the system. Neither pro-
cess gives valid assurance of adequacy of
performance. Such assurance is virtually
impossible without appropriate standards.

The lack of standards also affects the
development of new systems. The designer
may now use published equipment specifica-
tions (which in many cases are not uniform
in meaning) to achieve an approximation of
his design goal and then use measurement
results to "fine tune" the system because
standards are not available as design tools.
He may alternatively over-specify in speed
and accuracy to ensure good results. Un-
needed accuracy and speed are costly and may
lull the designer to believe he has no
analog measurement problems when in fact
one may be created by external considera-
tions, such as the impedance characteristics
of the interface between the system and the
unit under test.

That the development and establishment
of standards for dynamic measurements of
electrical quantities are a necessity to
ease future growth of technology was one of
the conclusions reached during a workshop
held at N'S in September 1974. The workshop,
which had 24 participants, representative of
bpth manufacturers and users, was convened
to identify critical measurement needs and
discuss standards for modern electronic in-
strumentation. A whole host of standards
and measurement techniques whose need re-
sults from the semiconductor and computer
revolutions were identified [131. They are
best summarized in the abstract of the work-
shop report, NBS Technical Note 865, given
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in Appendix C of this repo .
The need for a static measurement capa-

bility will not diminish in the future. This
is true as static standards must form the ba-
sis for uniformity and stability of perfor-
mance with time for all dynamic instrumenta-
tion. The present electrical standards which
provide the basis for accuracy for static
measurements are of materials and combina-
tions of materials inherently more stable
than are semiconductor devices.

In addition, automated equipment is not
yet capable of trouble-shooting and repairing
electronics equipment. Although automatic
fault diagnosis for both digital and analog
circuitry is a rapidly expanding area, the
techniques and philosophy are as yet primi-
tive. The construction of present day equip-
ment is such that machine repair would be
prohibitively costly. General purpose main-
tenance instrumentation must be calibrated
and repaired itself.

Consumer electronics is another rapidly
growing field which will have an effect on
the measurement system. At present, the
main function of the measurement system in"
the consumer's market is to enable the main-
tenance and repair of equipment. However,
the use of electronics for both safety and
energy conservation purposes is growing rap-
idly in the automobile industry. The poten-
tial for disaster due to failure of elec-
tronic ignition or braking systems will lead
to more measurements for reliability or
quality control either voluntarily, as the
result of government regulation, or as the
economic consequence of successful litiga-
tion by crash victims or their survivors.

Another area of consumer electronics
which will increasingly impact the system
is that of medical instrumentation, both by
increasing the amount of support required
and by generating new measurement problems.
Not only is this use of instrumentation in
hospitals and medical research facilities
on the increase, but the summer of 1976 will
mark the beginning of regulation in this
field by the Food and Drug Administration.
Manufacturers of analytical instrumentation
are aware of their liabilities resulting
both from government action and from mal-
practice suits. A major problem at the pre-
sent time is the electrical environment in
which instrumentation must function. A
means of quantifying the "purity" of the
60-Hz power line is needed, both to optimize
the design of instrument power supplies and
to enable hospitals to have proper electri-
cal configurations.

The most important needs for the future
generated by the electronics portion of the
National Electrical Measurement System may
thus be summarized as:
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(a) the need for standards for the dy-
namic measurement of electrical quantities
such as voltage, impedance, and power;

(b) the measurement methodology which
must be used with the above standards;

(c) the education of systems designers
in the necessity for and the use of the above,
before maintenance and failure costs escalate
to render system use impractical;

(d) the establishment of methods and ap-
paratus to test computer-driven systems as
systems, under conditions of actual use;

(e) the development of a theory to mini-
mize the number of points requiring testing
in a complex system;

(f) a standard and measurement method by
which to assess the quality of ac power
available from the mains;

(g) the characterization of long-term
reliability and stability of electronic
components on the basis of short-term mea-
surements (perhaps of parameters such as
noise);

(h) standards for phase measurements and
for impedance measurements in the frequency
range from 20 kHz to 1 MHz;

(i) the development of improved switches
and relays;

(j) better mechanisms for the communica-
tion of technical and management informa-
tion throughout the system;

(k) a mechanism to ensure that regula-
tory and other government agency require-
ments o n the system are technically, econom-
ically, and logistically relaistic; and

(1) standardization in the computer soft-
ware used for systems implementation of
measurements.

The electric power industry. This subset
of the National Electrical Measurement Sys-
tem requires a considerable measurement
capability, both to carry out its day-to-day
operations, and in support of research, the
urgency for which has been created by the
energy crisis. Support of operations re-
quires a capability to perform measurements
of voltage, current, and impedance at volt-
ages as high as 765,000 volts, a means of
measuring energy accurately at 60 Hz, mea-
surements of transient (lightning impulse,
switching surges) voltages at levels in ex-
cess of 2 MV, and the characterization of
dielectrics.

Line-to-line voltages for bulk power
transmission in use or under consideration
by the industry are generally grouped in
one of three categories. The high voltage
(HV) group extends from 69 kV (69,000 volts)
to 230 kV. Overhead lines are used for both
short and long distance movement of power
while underground cables are restricted to
short distances. A considerable amount of
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very long distance power transfer (e.g.,
between power companies) takes place on
overhead lines at extra high voltages (EHV),
some at 345 kV, but most at 500 kV. EHV
lines at 765 kV are operational but under
somewhat limited use. One option for power
transfer in the future is by UHV (ultra-high
voltage) lines. Voltages ranging from 1.1
to 1.5 million volts are being considered.
For distribution of electric power, moder-
ately high voltages between 200 and 45,000
volts are employed.

Measurements of voltage and current at
these transmission and distribution voltage
levels are performed by means of voltage and
current transformers which reduce the mag-
nitude of these parameters to a level where
they may be handled using conventional low
voltage meters. Both at HV and EHV levels,
inductively coupled transformers are used,
but at EHV there is a trend to use capac-
itive voltage transformers. Measurement
capability for the calibration of transfor-
mers for the HV range is generally adequate
throughout the industry. For the EHV range
the capability of calibrating current and
voltage transformers is generally limited
to the manufacturers of high voltage equip-
ment. The capability of calibrating capac-
itive transformers (coupling capacitor
voltage transformers -- CCVT's) in the place
of installation has recently been developed
at NBS with the support of the Electric
Power Research Institute. The use of high
voltage reactors and capacitors to reduce
circulating quadrature currents in trans-
mission systems, and thus, reactive power,
leads to a need for the accurate measurement
of impedance and phase angle for this type
of device. This capability is generally
available only with the manufacturers.

Energy measurements are widely made by
the electric power industry for billing
purposes. This is a very wNell-established
area; it relates ultimately to the accuracy
of simple, residential-type watthour meters
and to more complicated industrial, commer-
cial, and inter-utility metering systems.
There are over 80 million watthour meters
in the U:S., practically all of them rotat-
ing, induction-type devices. State utility
commissions legally require that such meters
do not exhibit a certain maximum error, usu-
ally 2' . The systems by which these meters
are calibrated are detailed in Sec. 4.2.1.
That this portion of the Measurement System
is under adequate control has been demon-
strated by means of a round-robin experi-
ment performed jointly by NBS and the
Edison Electric Institute [22].

Testing of the integrity of insulation
of equipment is an important part of the
quality control process of the electric

voltage equipment is subjected to very high
steady state and transient overvoltages
which must be measured with accuracies in
the 3 to 5c range. Such accuracies are
difficult to achieve as present instrumen-
tation capable of handling the high volt-
ages required has a poor pulse response
characteristic. A commonly used tran-
sient is the standard lightning impulse
(1.2 microsecond front, 50 microsecond tail)
which, for existing transmission voltages,
can be in excess of two million volts.

Another specialized test for the quality
of insulation is that for the level of par-
tial (corona) discharges. The problems here
are the complexity of instrumentation need-
ed and the necessity to isolate the measured
phenomenon from interference. The basic ac-
curacy is not a particular problem. Problems
do arise, nonetheless, due to the sophisti-
cation of the measurement operation and the
interpretation of data.

The following is a list of representative
measurement problems presently being identi-
fied in day-to-day power industry operations:

1. Stability of EHV capacitive transfor-
mers is unknown. Hence, their usefulness in
monitoring extra-high voltage is limited.

2. Means for calibrating impulse voltage
measuring systems are insufficient. Trace-
ability is usually only through the manufac-
turer of the equipment. Periodic rechecking
is not widely practiced.

3. There is a lack of convenient and re-
liable instrumentation to measure the power
of loads with very low power factors.

4. Measurement and test procedures to
predict the life of insulation systems are
inadequate.

5. Interpretation of data from corona and
partial discharge measurements requires ad-
ditional research.

6. There are problems associated with the
very limited market of high voltage instru-
ments. Often they are one of a kind; there
is little opportunity to obtain enough exper-
ience to optimize the design.

7. There is need for more in-service test-
ing since many equipment types cannot be re-
moved from use for test purposes. In-
service measurement methods and instruments
are needed.

P. The industry could benefit from more
training of personnel in measurement and
test techniques.
The above problems must be resolved by the

electric power sector in order to identify
components of optirium systems for the future.
The NBS role in solving these is to ensure
that the required measurement capability ex-
ists and is available where these problems
are addressed.
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The energy crisis, the rapid depletion of
petrochemical fuel reserves, and the future
promise of thermonuclear energy have spurred
a diversity of energy-related research ef-
forts [19,23-26]. The effectiveness of many
of these efforts depends on the availability
of appropriate electrical measurement capa-
bilities. In some areas, the key measure-
ments are those generally associated with
the electronics community. For example, the
reliability of control and other auxilliary
electronic systems is recognized as a prob-
lem area. The operation and security of
future electric power networks are foreseen
to be more heavily computer-based, and con-
tain large amounts of sophisticated instru-
mentation for monitoring and control of vari-
ous parameters [26].

Work is going on in energy storage and
intermittent generation facilities to enable
the main power system generators to handle
only the base loads. Batteries are under
development for storage of energy generated
during off-peak hours for eventual peak-time
consumption. Measurements must be made to
characterize the discharge of prototype bat-
teries, as well as to determine their be-
havior under rapidly varying conditions of
use. Other areas dependent on electrical
measurement are those involving magneto-
hydrodynamics and fuel cells E26,27].

By observing the current developments in
electric energy measuring devices and in
metering practices, one may expect early in-
troduction of all-electronic metering sys-
tems. This meter may be a more sophistica-
ted device combining the functions of watt-
hour, demand, and power factor meters. It
may be coupled to telemetry and computer
systems for automatic reading and time-of-
the-day metering. The accuracy require-
ments may be similar to those of conven-
tional instruments, but the calibration pro-
cedures may be different.

Requirements for measurements at high
voltages come largely from R&D efforts to
improve the capacity and efficiency of the
nation's system for the transmission of elec-
tric power from generating sites to areas of
use and the distribution of that power within
each area. In discussing these measurement
requirements, the development of future
electric power systems must be considered.

The principal driving forces appear to be:
(1) a continuing increase in the consumption
of electric power, requiring expanded trans-
mission facilities; and (2) concern for us-
able systems. The right-of-way available for
overhead transmission will be limited, re-
quiring an increase in voltage to transmit
more power. However, there are some doubts
whether further increases will be permitted
because of potentially adverse environmental

effects. There will be pressures to put
more transmission lines underground.

Some potential systems, for which re-
search and development is underway or under
consideration, are outlined below [23-29]:

Transmission Systems
Overhead

UHV 60 Hz up to 1500 kV
EHV and UHV dc up to 1200 kV

Underground
Higher voltage tape cables

(765 kV ac)
Higher voltage extruded cables

(to 138 kV and 230 kV ac)
DC cables
SF6 -insulated systems
Cryogenic systems

Substations (SF 6 -insulated)
Underground cables (improve reliability

and efficiency, reduce cost)
Transformers (improve efficiency)
Metering (time-of-day metering, remote

reading, all-electronic meters).

There will be requirements for many new
types of measurement techniques at high
voltages occasioned by the above. A few of
these are the capability of making accurate
dielectric loss measurements under cryogenic
and other adverse conditions, the measurement
of transient voltages at UHV, the perfor-
mance of needed calibrations (transformers,
reactors, capacitors) in an atmosphere of
SF 6, and accurate measurements of electric
fields in non-uniform regions for environmen-
tal safety purposes. In addition, new cali-
bration techniques will probably be needed
for such new types of measurement apparatus
as electronic wattmeters, capacitive voltage
transformers, and the electro-optical de-
vices which may replace conventional current
transformers at EHV and UHV levels.

In conclusion, the power industry subset
of the NEMS generally functions well, al-
though in several instances the industry
could benefit from improved measurements and
tests. The difficulty lies not so much in
the accuracy which can be achieved under
laboratory conditions and in the traceability
to basic standards, but in the very hostile
environment in which the measurements have
to be performed. Many tests are difficult
and expensive to stage because of high volt-
age considerations and the size of the equip-
ment. Often, measurements are made to eluci-
date physical processes, e.g., those respon-
sible for insulation aging and deterioration.
In such a case, the problem is frequently
associated with trying to relate the measure-
ment results with the physical processes, a
research problem on what to measure, not
necessarily one of accuracy. Most of the
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above problems are dealt with by the indus-
try itself or appropriate agencies in the
Federal and state governments. NBS' res-
ponsibility is for the development of mea-
surement techniques and standards needed to
solve these problems. NBS has neither the
mission or resources to tackle these prob-
lems directly itself.

Looking into the future, one sees great
activity in the development of new and im-
proved electric transmission and distribu-
tion systems. There is and will be a need
for new measurements to facilitate the devel-
opment and to enable the operations of new
systems.

4. SURVEY OF NBS SERVICES

4.1 The Past

Calibration services for basic electrical
standards have gradually improved in accu-
racy over the past twenty years. During
that period, the concept of measurement as-
surance became the basis for new services as
described later in this section. In the
high voltage measurements area some reduc-
tion in capability within the NBS facility
resulted from the loss of the Van Ness Street
facility. In 1967, work was begun on a new
method of dissemination, utilizing the mea-
surement transfer approach. Spurred on by
problems in the area of dc voltage measure-
ments in standards and calibration labora-
tories, the effort culminated with the estab-
lishment in 1970 of the Volt Transfer Pro-
gram as an alternative to standard cell cali-
brations at NBS. In this program, use is
made of specially-tested transport standards
to monitor the ability of the client labora-
tory to make measurements of high accuracy
and precision, as well as to transfer the
unit. The Program has proven to be a power-
ful tool for the diagnosis of measurement
problems as well as a means for disseminat-
ing the volt at improved accuracies. Since
then similar programs in capacitance, resis-
tance, energy, and voltage ratio have been
put into operation.

A new area of in situ high voltage mea-
surements stermed from the loss of 'BS in-
house measurement capability above 100 kV
and the development of portable bridges
based on the current comparator principle.
NBS equipment and personnel calibrate trans-
formers, shunts, and capacitors at the ac-
tual site and under the conditions of use.
A similar approach is being taken for the
calibration of high current transformers.

Over the years, the Electricity Division
has contributed a wealth of new standards
and equipment to the measurement industry.
A partial list includes the Wenner bridge
and magnetometer, the-Rosa and Thomas-type
standard resistors, the Hermach thermal
transfer ac-dc voltage converter, the
Cutkosky ac thermometer bridge and the
Cutkosky fused silica dielectric capacitor.
All of these have been adopted for commer-
cial manufacture, or provided significant
contribution to other products.

4.2 The Present - Scope of NBS Services

4.2.1 Description of NBS Services

Structure of the Electricity Division. The
Electricity Division's goal is to provide
within the U.S. the central basis of a com-
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plete and consistent system of electrical
measurements, standards, and related data
required by industry, commerce, government,
ard the scientific community in their efforts
to advance science, technology, and equity
in trade for the public good. To achieve
this goal the Division has set the following
objectives:

(a) to realize, with continuing improve-
ment, the electrical units and to develop
improved means for their maintenance and
dissemination;

(b) to maintain and disseminate the elec-
trical units and to test and calibrate elec-
trical standards, instruments, and systems;

(c) to develop methods and instrumenta-
tion for the solution of problems requiring
electrical measurement;

(d) to determine essential data and con-
stants requiring or related to electrical
measurements when not available with suf-
ficient accuracy elsewhere;

(e) to serve actively in organizations
which set standards for electrical measure-
ments and devices and to otherwise dissem-
ina.te the Division's specialized knowledge;
and

(f) to evaluate the U.S. system of elec-
trical measurements and to coordinate it
with the systems of other countries to
achieve international compatibility.

The basic responsibilities of the
Abso ute Eectrical Measurements Section are
to relate the U.S. legal electrical units,
the ampere, farad, ohm, and volt, to the
absolute or SI (Systeme International)
units; to develop new and improved reference
standards for the SI units; to develop means
for maintaining surveillance of such refer-
ance standards; and to develop improved
means for disseminating the electrical units.

Until recent years, the legal electrical
units have been maintained by NBS using arti-
fact (physical) standards, the stability of
which depended upon materials whose proper-
ties are generally affected by environmental
changes (temperature, physical shock, etc.)
and impurities, either physical or chemical.
For example, the value of a standard resis-
tor, in addition to being sensitive to tem-
perature changes, may undergo a long-term
drift as the result of changes in the inter-
molecular structure of the wire of which it
is made due to a physical shock and conse-
quent deformation. This structure would in
time tend to slowly return to that of an
annealed state art! the wire resistivity
would reflect this slow change by its drift.
Although so-called absolute experiments,
which relate the electrical units to the
mechanical units, are performed from time
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to time, they cannot because of their very
nature be performed often enough nor, for
most parameters, accurately enough to be of
use in ascertaining the drift rates of the
artifact standards in which are embodied
the legal units.

It is natural, therefore, that a signifi-
cant portion of the Section's activity is
taken to exploit processes whose propeties
depend upon fundamental physical constants
for use as primary electrical standards. For
example, the U.S. legal volt has been defined
since 1972 in terms of e/h, the ratio of the
electronic charge to Planck's constant. This
is done by the use of Josephson junctions,
weakly coupled junctions of superconductors
which act as precise, linear, frequency-to-
voltage converters for which e/h is a con-
version factor. Section work currently
includes the development of all cryogenic in-
struments based on the Josephson effect and
dc current transformer techniques to improve
the quality of the volt (reduce random error)
by an order of magnitude to one part in 108
and the exploitation of the Josephson effect
for conmnercially-available laboratory volt-
age standards at the one part per million
level. Because of the nature of the process,
such a device would never need calibration.

Work in this area and on related voltage
measurements has led to a number of "spin-
off" advancements in measurement technology.
Examples include the development of high ac-
curacy, sub-millivolt potentiometric methods,
new techniques for the dissemination of the
volt (MAP's), application of sophisticated
statistical techniques to standard cell in-
tercomparisons and other measurements, de-
velopment of automation techniques, and the
design of the world's "cleanest" automated
switching systems.

Present activity in the area of absolute
measurements includes the determination of
the farad and ohm from the unit of length via
the calculable capacitor. This device is ca-
pable of producing a change in capacitance
very precisely related to the displacement of
its guard electrodes. After a development
period of a decade, a preliminary measure-
ment of the ohm has been made with an ac-
curacy of 0.05 parts in a million [3]. Per-
haps equally significant are the develop-
ments which were required to achieve the ca-
pabilities of maintaining the farad at the
commensurate level of stability and of making
the translation between the unit of capaci-
tance at 5 picofarads, as measured using ac
techniques, and the unit of dc resistance at
one ohm. New capacitance standards based on
the use of a deposited, fused silica dielec-
tric were developed. Although they are in-
herently quite stable (less than 0.1 ppm per
year drift), their large temperature coef-



ficient required development of temperature
control and measurement techniques at the
microkelvin level of precision. These were
later successfully applied in the construc-
tion of a new type of standard cell enclo-
sure. More sensitive amplification and
bridge techniques developed for the necessary
scaling from 0.5 to 1000 pF (105 ohms at
1592 Hz) are now being employed in the devel-
opment of automated equipment for impedance
i ntercompari sons.

Other measurement activities currently un-
derway in the Absolute Electrical Measure-
ments Section include measurements of the
proton gyromagnetic ratio, using the low-
field method; the measurement of the Faraday,
using the silver coulometer; the planning of
new experiments of the ampere and y using
the high-field method; and the exploitation
of cryogenic techniques for the measurement
of resistance standards.

The equipment and facilities available
cover the range from cryogenic and microwave
apparatus to precision dc potentiometers and
ac bridges. The NBS nonmagnetic facility,
under the jurisdiction of the Section, is
available for research requiring a well-
characterized and controllable magnetic en-
vironment. A sputtering laboratory is pres-
ently being set up as a tool for cryogenic
and solid state thin film research.

The Absolute Electrical Measurements Sec-
tion provides the technical base for all of
the measurement activities of the Division.
It disseminates the units of capacitance and
voltage to the Electrical Reference Standards
Section which, in turn, passes needed units
to the other two sections, The latter three
provide the majority of direct technical
services to the National Measurement System.

The Electrical Instrwent Section is
responsible for the development of standards
and measurement methodology to support mod-
ern, high-speed, electronic instrumentation.
Efforts are underway to provide for the de-
termination of the accuracy of modular ana-
log-to-digital and digital-to-analog conver-
ters under both static and dynamic condi-
tions. The characterization of high-speed
sampling devices will also be investigated.
Time and speed-related properties which re-
quire standards for measurement are risetime,
dynamic or instantaneous input impedance,
settling curve characterization, aperature
time (length and start point), etc. It is
expected that the techniques discovered will
"spill over" into the lower speed, high ac-
curacy instrumentation area. Previous work
done in the Section on measurements of rms
ac voltage using thermal converter techniques
is being applied to the development of im-
proved ac voltage standards, needed for the

support of modern instrumentation.
Experience gained from earlier work on

the development of a sampling wattmeter will
be used to solve two critical problems. The
sampling techniques and mathematical theory
with which to compute the phase angle dif-
ference between two alternating signals are
known. Their application to the actual mea-
surement situation is being made. The fea-
sibility of using sampling techniques for
the measurement of the power of irregular
waveforms is being studied as well.

The High Voltage Measurements Section
provides measurement support for the elec-
tric power industry and its suppliers and
users, in addition to conducting research
and development in measurement techniques
and instrumentation for use at voltage and
power levels which exceed those normally
encountered in a standards laboratory.
Calibration services are provided for cur-
rent, voltage, and energy measurements at
power line frequencies and voltages, as well
as for high voltage devices, such as trans-
formers, dc and ac voltage dividers, and
impulse dividers. Typically, the Section is
concerned with measurements at voltages in
the range from several hundred volts to
several hundred kilovolts; reactive power
levels are frequently of the order of
several hundred megavolt-amperes.

The scope of the Section activities is
illustrated by the following current re-
search and calibration projects:

(a) alternating voltage measurements -
vol tage (potential) transformers and other
types of high voltage dividers; bridges and
comparators for calibrating voltage trans-
formers and dividers;

(b) direct voltage measurements - resis-
tive dividers; generating voltmeters; elec-
trostatic voltmeters;

(c) measurement of transient voltages -
electro-optic techniques (utilization of
Kerr cell); resistive pulse dividers;

(d) impedance measurements at high volt-
age - high voltage standard capacitors;
standards for power factor correction ca-
pacitors; high voltage capacitance bridges;
self-balancing bridges for measuring losses
in shunt reactors; and

(e) measurement of current in high volt-
age lines - optical telemetry techniques.

The Electrical Reference Standarde .'cc-
ti.on is primarily responsible for the dis-
semination of the basic U. S. legal electri-
cal units (capacitance, inductance, resis-
tance, and voltage). These units are dis-
seminated through the calibration in NBS
laboratories of standard resistors, capac-
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itors, inductors, and voltage cells owned by
organizations from all segments of industry
and government. The units are extended
through the calibration of potentiometers,
bridges, volt ratio standards, inductive
voltage dividers, and other ratio devices.

The units of capacitance, resistance, and
voltage are disseminated additionally by
means of cooperative Measurement Assurance
Program (MAP) services for those laboratories
requiring the ultimate in accuracy or desir-
ing to characterize their measurement pro-
cesses. These programs employ the use of
extremely accurate transportable standards
and carefully designed experiments to deter-
mine the uncertainty with which the client
continues the dissemination process.

The Section also engages in applied re-
search work to advance the state-of-the-art
of both the maintenance and dissemination
processes. One example of such work is the
development of the Measurement Assuranice
Program for capacitance. The measurement
assurance concept leads to determination of
an all-embracing uncertainty statement, the
product of characterizing the capability of
a client's laboratory to make a specific
measurement. This is done by regarding the
total calibration, maintenance, and dissem-
ination process to any point as a system and
statistically sampling the output of that
system on a basis dictated by the measure-
ment needs of the system. Through the use
of NBS transport standards, all random and
systematic errors are determined, including
effects of time, transportation, operators,
equipment, grounding, and ambient conditions.
After satisfactory performance has been docu-
mented, information from the system is used
as feedback to reassign the values of the
client's standards to agree with the legal
units. The pursuit of a MAP service for ca-
pacitance entailed a study of the transport
and temperature characteristics of commer-
cial capacitors at the 1000-pF level and, as
a result, the design, construction, and test-
ing of a new transport standard.

The Division also serves the National
Measurement System through its committee
activities, consulting efforts, outside-spon-
sored research and development work, and by
publishing the results of its research and
development work, including that done to
support NBS measurement services. Table 12
shows the various technical outputs of the
Division and the approximate level of effort
expended in each. It must be noted that,
because of overlap, the percentages add to
more than one hundred.

External sources of program guidance di-
rection are the Office of the Director, IBS;
Office of Measurement Services, IBS; the
U.S. Army; the U.S. Navy; the Department of
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Defense Calibration Coordination Group (CCG);
Department of Energy (DOE); the Electric
Power Research Institute; the National Con-
ference of Standards Laboratories; the
NAS/NAE/NRC Evaluation Panel; and colleagues
in industry. Since we work in close cooper-
ation on a day-to-day basis with counterparts
in the primary laboratories of the three DOD
services, we are kept keenly aware of measure-
ment needs in those laboratories. The CCG
funds projects of joint interest to the
Division and the military calibration struc-
ture. Recently, relations have been for-
malized with the National Conference of
Standards Laboratories which represents the
largest part of the Division's constituency.

Thus, the Electricity Division realizes,
maintains, and disseminates the electrical
units and related quantities to the Elec-
trical Measurement System. These parameters
are disseminated through the Measurement
Assurance Programs and through the calibra-
tion of electrical standards and instruments.
The Quantities disseminated by the Division
are all derived from three basic maintained
units, those of resistance, capacitance, and
voltage, and the unitless electrical quan-
tities of resistance ratio, impedance ratio,
and ac-dc current difference. The units and
related quantities disseminated and the means
of their dissemination are shown in table
13, page A8.

The technical infrastructure has two com-
ponents. One is created as a result of the
measurement support requirements of the elec-
tronics field and the other is the result of
requirements of the electric power industry.
The requirements of the electronics industry
are of higher accuracy and over a more lim-
ited range of voltage and current than those
of the power industry. They cover a wider
frequency range, however, going up to 1 MHz
in some cases. Power companies are gener-
ally concerned only with dc, 60 Hz, and
pulse measurements, but at voltage and cur-
rents as high as 2 million volts and 50,000
amperes, respectively.

Measurements %or Fectro .

(a) DC Measurements.

Voltage measurements of signals ranging
from a few millivolts (thermocouple outputs)
to 100 volts (power supplies for cathode ray
and other tubes) are required by the elec-
tronics field. The basic unit of dc voltage
is disseminated by the Electricity Division
in two ways. The more accurate is the Volt
Transfer Program in which an NBS transport
standard is used to determine the difference
between the client's unit of voltage and the
legal unit. The uncertainty of this process



Table 12. Electricity Division technical outputs

Results and Reports from Sponsored Research and Development

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DoD CCG (71.5k$)
DOE (262.7k$)
Health, Education, and Welfare (FDA/BRH) (5k$)
Navy (36k$)
Electric Power Research Institute ('148k$ - over several years)
DoD (20k$)
DoD (Army (7.5k$)

Committee Activities

IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
ANSI (American National Standards Institute)
IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)
OIML (International Organization for Legal Metrology)
Internal NBS activities

78%

Calibrations and Testing (Estimated 377k$ FY76 Income)

5. Aerospace Industry
6. General Industry
7. Electronics Industry
8. Standards Producers

78%

Government -
(15%)

Industry - Aerospace
(80%) Electronics

Instrumentation
General
Power

Other NBS - Heat Division
Physical Chemistry Division
Office of Weights and Measures
Applied Radiation Division
Optical Physics Division
Electronic Technology Division

Measurement Assurance Programs (Estimated 45k$ FY76 Income)

1. NASA
2. DOE
3. Aerospace Industries

Publication of NBS-Suppr ' J Research and Development

1. Metrologia
2. IEEE Transactions
3. IEEE Proceediigs

Navy
Army
Air Force
NASA
Interior (Bureau of Re-
clamation)

NOAA
FAA
FDA (HEW)
Bonneville Power Adminis-

tration
Public Health Service (HEW)
EPA
TVA

12%

4. Power Industry
5. DoD
6. Instrumentation Industry

40%
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20%

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Consulting

1.
2.
3.
4.

5%

Army
Navy
Air Force
NBS



Table 13. Dissemination services of the Electricity Division

Quantity Disseminated

DC Volt

Resistance

Capacitance

Inductance

Ratio

AC-DC Difference

Power

Energy

Means

Volt Transfer Program
Standard Cell Calibrations
Solid State Voltage Reference Device

Calibrations

Resistance Transfer Service
Standard Resistor Calibrations
Shunt Calibrations

Capacitance Transfer Service
Standard Capacitor Calibrations
Calibration of Power Factor Capacitors

Standard Inductor Calibrations

Inductive Voltage Divider Calibrations
Current & Voltage Transformer Calibrations
HV Transformer Calibrations
Pulse Divider Calibrations
Volt Ratio MAP
Volt Box Calibrations
Resistive Apparatus Calibrations
Resistive Voltage Divider (HV) Calibrations

Thermal Voltage & Current Converter
Calibrations

Wattmeter Calibrations

Watthour Meter Calibrations

is about 0.42 ppm. The other way is through
the calibration of saturated standard cells
submitted by the client to the Division for
test. The uncertainty of the test is 0.4
ppm, but transportation effects can raise
that to 1.0 ppm in any context of use.

Resistance measurements are used for a
large variety of purposes in the electronics
industry. The most stringent requirements
come from the instrumentation industry where
precision resistance components are used in
ratio applications such as ladders (resis-
tive scaling networks) for analog-to-digital
converters and~in operational amplifier cir-
cuits to provide accurate gain factors. The
unit of resistance is disseminated in two
ways from the Division. The Resistance Pro-
gram service in which, like the Volt Trans-
fer Program, a set of transport standards is
used to determine the difference between the
unit as disseminated by the client and the
legal unit. The Division also provides for
the calibration of standard res tors of de-
cade values between 10-4 and 10 ohms. The
uncertainty associated with the Resistance
Transfer Service depends upon the nominal
value of resistors used and the capability
of the client. Transfers at the one- ohm
level have been made with a total uncertainty
of 0.2 ppm. The uncertainty of a regular
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calibration is 0.08 ppm at that level, but
transportation effects and errors incurred
in the client's laboratory are not included.

Resistance ratio measurements are used
primarily as tools to scale or subdivide the
units of voltage and resistance. They are
used in the calibration of test equipment
such as digital voltmeter calibrators and
digital multimeters and in the calibration
of other resistive apparatus such as resis-
tance bridges, potentiometers, volt boxes,
and ratio sets.

The types of devices used for such mea-
surements are potentiometers, volt boxes,
voltage dividers, universal ratio sets, and
Kelvin-Varley dividers. Of these, the last
two are the least specialized. They may be
used to calibrate any of the others. They
can also serve as instruments for two and
four-terminal resistance measurements and
voltage measurements.

Resistance ratios have the useful quality
that they can be established to very high
accuracies without the use of standards.
Consequently, measurements of ratio quanti-
ties are not legally required to be trace-
able to national standards. However, the
Division calibrates ratio measuring devices
since the facilities for doing so, with very
high accuracies and with a minimum of diffi-



culty, are available. Calibration uncertain-
ties for these devices are generally related
to the resolution of the device (except for
volt boxes) and range from 0.02 ppm to sev-
eral hundred ppm.

The Division also offers the Volt Ratio
Measurement Assurance Program. It is simi-
lar in concept to both the Volt Transfer
Program and the Resistance Transfer Service
except that, if measurement difficulties are
encountered, a transportable measuring in-
strument can be sent to the client to be
used as a trouble-shooting device. The un-
certainty, due to transportation and measure-
ment, of such a transfer is 1.5 ppm and it
embraces uncertainties due to transportation
and measurement errors at the client's lab-
oratory, as well as at NBS.

(b) AC Measurements.

The unit of capacitance is disseminated
mainly through the calibration of standard
capacitors with values of 10, 100 and 1000
pF at 50, 60, 400 and 1000 Hz. The uncer-
tainties of these measurements are 0.5, 0.6
and 5.0 ppm, respectively. The large in-
crease in uncertainty for the 1000-pF capac-
itor is due to the different construction of
the standards used at that level. A typical
standards laboratory should be able to use
these standards to make measurements of ca-
pacitance in that range of magnitude with no
large increase in uncertainty. Such a labo-
ratory would usually have a group of 1000-pF
capacitors as a standard and with normal
equipment should be able to make measure-
ments with a total uncertainty of less than
ten parts per million. This has been borne
out experimentally in tests with military
laboratories.

Inductance measurements are primarily
used industrially for testing of component
chokes and for quality checking of magnetic
recording heads during production. Accura-
cies required and available in this area are
low. Bridges used to make inductance mea-
surements on the production line are accu-
rate to 1% at best, and the capability of
the Electricity Division to report the val-
ues of standard inductors with an accuracy
of 200 ppm is apparently adequate for cur-
rent and known future needs.

AC voltage measurements are made primar-
ily with digital voltmeters at the applica-
tions level. Accuracies of such meters can
be as high as 0.05% over a range of voltages
from 0 to 1000 volts. They are calibrated
using commercially available calibrators
which are accurate to about 0.02%. These
devices are calibrated by using an ac-dc
thermal voltage converter to permit compari-
son between their outputs and those of very
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well-calibrated dc sources, known as cali-
brators. The dc calibrators are then veri-
fied using standard cells and resistive
ratio devices. The ac-dc thermal voltage
converter is the critical element in this
chain since it permits the determination of
rms values of ac voltage using dc voltage
standards. These devices are calibrated by
the Electricity Division with ranging be-
tween 5 and 200 ppm accuracies.

AC impedance ratio measurements are pri-
marily used as calibration tools. The most
commonly used device in the electronics field
is the inductive voltage divider. This de-
vice is used to subdivide input voltages with
amplitudes as great a 100 volts with a mini-
mum adjustment of 10-' of the input voltage.
Such device-i are calibrated by the Division
with accuracies of 0.5 ppm of input voltage
(in phase) and 5 ppm of input voltage (quad-
rature).

Measurements for the Power Industr:.. The
power industry used electrical measurements
in the control and monitoring of power. The
main quantities measured are energy, voltage,
voltage and current ratio, and capacitance.

Energy measurements are used to meter en-
ergy distributed within the power system for
billing purposes. As stated previously, the
power companies are required by the various
state regulatory power commissions to supply
users with watthour meters accurate to 2%
with a 98% probability. Meter accuracies
are checked by sampling. Higher accuracy in
such measurements can result in smaller sam-
ple sizes, leading to considerable savings.
Typically, power companies prefer to make
such measurements to 0.5% to minimize the
probability of fiscal loss by carrying out
tests at higher levels of confidence. A sam-
pling of several utility companies revealed
that new meters were well within 0.5%; old
meters, retested in sampling operations,
were within 1%. Meter manufacturers must
accordingly use strict measurement toler-
ances.

There are two routes whereby a utility
can obtain electric energy standards from
NBS. The most direct one is via a client's
rotating watthour meter standard which is
sent to NBS for calibration. A variation of
this route is the Measurement Assurance Pro-
gram (MAP) whereby an NBS-owned meter is
shipped to the client, who calibrates it as
an unknown item in his test circuit. This
procedure is preferable since it permits
testing of the client's entire system.

The second, or the dc calibration route,
consists of the client obtaining from NBS
the standards of resistance, voltage, (both
dc) and frequency. In addition, the ac-dc
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difference of the client's special wattmeter
is also determined by NBS. The standards of
resistance and voltage provide the client
with the standard for the dc power. Utiliz-
ing the ac-dc difference of his wattmeter,
he can produce a known ac power. This is in-
tegrated using standard time (obtained from
standard frequency signals) to produce the
ac energy. See figure 3.

In the past, the dc standards were consid-
ered more stable and more easily transferable
than the rotating watthour meter. Establish-
ing an ac energy standard in this manner re-
quires more work on the client's part. Un-
til recently, the rotating standard was con-
sidered as too fragile a device for transport,
unless hand-carried. During the past four
years, NBS has successfully shipped rotating
standards within the Measurement Assurance
Program without adverse effects. It should
be added that while most of the largest util-
ities get their standards directly from NBS,
there are utility companies, particularly the
small ones which rely on the standards of
other. uti 1i ty companies.

High voltage measurements are used for the
monitoring of energy flow in high voltage
lines. This is done by using transformers
to reduce voltages and currents in transmis-
sion lines to a level at which they may be
measured by low voltage instrumentation such
as watthour meters.

The accuracy requirements for transformers
in metering service are specified in American
National Standards Institute publications.
The Standard C12-1975, Code for Electricity
Metering, states that corrections for trans-
former errors do not have to be applied if
the transformers are of the 0.3% accuracy
class (correction less than 0.3%). Another
standard, C57.13-1968, Requirements for In-
strument Transformers, requires that the
equipment for calibration of metering trans-
formers be accurate to 0.1%. No standards
exist for the higher echelon devices - the
reference transformers. The NBS-reported
accuracy of 0.03% for transformers above 100
kV has not resulted in any complaints; never-
theless, a desirability for 0.01% or even
0.002% accuracy has been mentioned by vari-
ous individuals in the industry.

High voltage impedance measurements are
used to measure the capacitance and loss an-
gle of power factor correction capacitors,
and the impedance and phase angle of shunt
reactors. These devices are used to reduce
the reactive power in a transmission system.
Failure to do so would result in power cir-
culating uselessly through the system. Such
devices are calibrated by the manufacturer
using as a standard a gas dielectric capaci-
tor. The manufacturer's measurement system
may be checked out by an on-site calibration

of his standard and bridge using an NBS bridge
and standard. Calibrations of capacitors
rated up to 1000 jF and 100 kVA ratings can
be done at NBS.

Appendix B contains a list of primary and
working standards used at NBS in support of
the measurement system.

4.2.2 Users of NBS Services

The users of the services made available
by the Electricity Division fall into the
same general categories as do the major com-
ponents serviced by the Measurement System.
The major categories are given below.

Table 14. Users of NBS services

Instrumentation Industry
Department of Defense
Aerospace Industries
Communications Systems Manufacturers
Electric Power Industry
Electrical Component Manufacturers
General Manufacturing Industries
Independent Calibration and

Testing Laboratories
Civilian Government Agencies
Universities

User categories are listed roughly in
order of their dependence upon the services
offered. As has been stated previously, the
services provide the basis for accuracy of
all measurements which are in turn used to
assure the quality, volume, and advancing
technology of produced goods.

4.2.3 Alternate Sources

There are no alternate sources for the
most important service that the Electricity
Division renders the Electrical Measurement
System. The Division provides the research
and development effort necessary to enable
the system to fulfill its needs in a timely
fashion. Other organizations are well-
equipped, have competent staffs, and are
able to supply calibrations of standards at
accuracies approaching those available at
NBS for certain parameters. But none are
motivated to make the magnitude of invest-
ment required for, nor have the responsi-
bility for providing for, the research and
development in basic metrology needed to
support the entire system. No one organi-
zation matches the breadth of the NBS capa-
bility and none match its capacity for fu-
ture improvements or for responding to
changing needs. For the measurement system
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to function in an optimum way, services and
research must go hand in hand.

Commerce and industry today, even more
than at the turn of the century, require
traceability of measurements to a single
source as a necessity for accuracy, without
which interchangeability of parts, ready re-
pair, compatibility of electronic devices,
and ease of design would all be impossible.
In addition, because of its role as the pre-
mier source of standards for electro-technol-
ogy and the fact that it is funded publicly
and represents no special interest, the Elec-
tricity Division is able to act as a neutral
third party - an arbiter in areas of techni-
cal dispute involving measurements.

Scenarios have been proposed to consider
what would be the results of turning the
bulk of the metrology dissemination and cali-
bration work over to state or private cali-
bration laboratories. To do so would result
in isolation of the Electricity Division from
the bulk of its user community and hence ren-
der it less, rather than more, responsive to
the needs of the system. The difficulty of
moving technology out to the system would
increase due to this isolation.

4.2.4 Funding Sources for NBS Services

The development of new services and the
improvement of existing calibration services
are supported by congressionally-appropriated
funds (NBS budget), augmented by funding from
private and government agencies outside NBS
on a contractural basis. Typically, the Di-
vision has about 20% of its budget provided
in this manner. Most of this comes from the
Department of Defense, to augment work in
support of its measurement systems; and from
EPRI, the Electric Power Research Institute,
and the Department of Energy, for energy-re-
lated work. In addition, federal law re-

quires the complete recovery of the costs of
providing calibration, measurement transfer,
and other routine services from the users of
such services. Revenue from this source con-
stitutes approximately 14% of the Division's
budget.

4.2.5 Mechanisms for Supplying Services

Dissemination services take place through
three mechanisms: the calibration of client
standards at NBS; Measurement Assurance Pro-
gram services, which involve the use of NBS
transport standards to sample the measure-
ment process output at a given place; and <n
situ calibrations of such devices as high
voltage transformers and capacitors by NBS
personnel using NBS apparatus and standards.

Dissemination of metrology information is
provided for by sponsorship of Division sem-
inars and workshops, publications in the
scientific literature, participation in stan-
dards committee activities by staff members,
publication of tutorial articles such as
Technical Notes, and by individual personal
interaction with members of the metrology
fraternity at large.

4.3 Impact of NBS Services

4.3.1 Economic Impact of Major User Classes

Although no accurate quantitative assess-
ment of leverage is possible, an appreciation
of the potential impact of NBS services may
be gained by a consideration of the gross an-
nual sales figures of those segments of in-
dustry it supports as shown in table 15.

The Defense Department, of course, is vi-
tal to the well-being of our nation. It
depends on measurements to ensure weapons
system reliability, and indirectly through
the aerospace and electronics industries,

Table 15. Electricity Division user classes

Electronic Systems
Components
Computers
Engineering & Scientific

Instrumentation
Measuring & Control

Instrumentation
Test Equipment
Power Equipment
Transformers
Electric Power
Aerospace

SIC Code

3662
367

3573

3811

3821
3825

351
34433

491
372,376

Number of Value of Shipments
People billions of $

CY 5

330,000
412,000
175,000

43,000

72,000
70,000
44,000
18,000

317,000
615,000

9.6
10.6
9.7

1.4

2.1
2.2
2.4

.9
47.9
26.2

BEST CMPY AVAILARL:

Number of
Companies

86
1420
610

721

817
622

74
40

225
1225
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superiority through technical sophistication.
All of these industries, with the exception
of the electric power industry, produce high
technology products and contribute heavily
to our high standard of living. The power
industry applies research and uses high tech-
nology to provide us with the means to uti-
lize energy conveniently and is responsible
in large measure fov the industrial base of
the country.

4.3.2 Technological Impact of Services

Calibration and MAP services of the Elec-
tricity Division provide both the electronic
and electrical power industry segments of
the measurement system with the stable, ba-
sic electrical units upon which the accuracy
of measurements throughout the system de-
pends. This support is vital to the devel-
opment of new, sophisticated instrumentation
and to the maintenance and continuing effec-
tive use of the very large existing national
inventory of test equipment and measurement
instrumentation. This inventory of elec-
trical measurement apparatus is the only
viable means of providing quality control
for manufacturing processes throughout in-
dustry, ensuring operational readiness of
our sophisticated weapons systems, enabling
the high degree of reliability of electronics
and equipment vital to our manned space oper-
ations, making possible the reliable and
smooth functioning of the nation's communi-
cations and transportation networks, and
providing for the efficient and effective
distribution of electric power to industrial
and domestic consumers throughout the coun-
try. The importance of instrumentation and
the measurements it makes is borne out by
two factors. The expected increase in test
and measurirg equipment for electrical quan-
tities alone is 11% between 1975 and 1976
and that growth rate is expected to continue
through 1985, by which time $6.5 billion in
instruments will be produced annually [11].
This growth rate, especially in times of
economic hardship, is an indication of the
need for measurements. Secondly, to this
must be coupled the fact that the measure-
ment capability per unit cost of instrumen-
tation is rising dramatically due to the
semiconductor revolution and the inclusion
of microprocessors in individual instruments
[30]. Standards maintained by the Electri-
city Division and used to disseminate the
electrical units allow measurements made by
this instrumentation to be consistent
throughout the country and stable over time.

NBS services, such as consultative and
committee activities and publication of me-
trology research and development work, are
aimed at promulgating measurement technology
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so that measurements may be made more effi-
ciently, effectively, and accurately through-
out the system. NBS representation is most
widespread on those technical committees of
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, the American National Standards
Institute, and the International Electro-
technical Commission which deal with elec-
trical measurements. Literally hundreds of
inquiries per year about various electrical
measurements problems are handled by staff
members.

Publications concerning measurement tech-
niques hae a heavy impact on the measure-
ment commorr ty. Over 3000 copies of NBS
Technical Note 430, Designs for Surveillance
of the Volt Maintained by a Smnli Group of
Saturated Standard Cells by Eice and
Cameron have been distributed. The measure-
ment techniques set forth in this document
,ere at the time of publication virtually
unknown in the electrical measurements field
outside of NBS and have since been adopted
by a significant number of metrology labor-
atories. This has resulted in general im-
provement in the quality of voltage measure-
ments in standards laboratories as well as
permitted the identification of potentially
serious measurement problems.

Some of the areas of technology and in-
dustry heavily supported in both development
and operational phases by the measurement
system are semiconductors, discrete elec-
tronic components, instrumentation (a user
as well as an implementor); communication;
navigation; chemistry; metals; and computers.
Electrical measuring instruments provide the
basic tools for physical, biomedical and
chemical research as well.

4.3.3 Pay-off from Changes in NBS Services

Two notable changes have occurred in re-
cent years in services offered by the Elec-
tricity Division. The first is the increas-
ing use of Measurement Assurance Program
services, starting with the Volt Transfer
Program, for the dissemination of the elec-
trical units. In the case of all of these
services there have been two immediate tech-
nical effects: the units have been trans-
ferred with higher accuracy; and invalid
measurement techniques at users' locations
have been identified and their use curtailed
due to NBS analysis of data.

In a number of cases, there has been a
third payoff. The techniques used in the
process have been successfully applied to
the users' individual measurement system.

The most definitive economic benefit has
been the -extension of the interval between
calibrations for the clientele using these
services. This is made possible by the
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improved accuracy of the transfer and the
methodology by which the data are reduced,
in comparison with usual methods used to
ensure measurement traceability. The
greatest measurable economic impact of this
type of service will most likely result from
the application of these specific techniques
to effect a reduction in cost of supplying
measurement support to production lines and
throughout quality control systems.

For a group of five California companies,
the availability of MAP services has meant a
completely new method of establishing trace-
ability. In the past, each company sent
standards of voltage and resistance annually
to NBS for intercomparison. Now, each year
only one of the companies becomes involved
in an NBS voltage or resistance transfer.
During the same period of time, the group
undertakes a five-way intercomparison of the
appropriate units for each company, using
measurement transfer techniques. They have
reduced the cost of traceability signifi-
cantly in this fashion and each now has con-
fidence in the standards of the others
should a failure occur in his own [31].

The second major change in the Division's
services occurred as a result of closing the
old NBS high voltage (HV) laboratory in
Washington, DC. In 1970, a decision was
made and implemented to move the low and in-
termediate voltage support facilities and
offices of the High Voltage Measurements
Section to the Gaithersburg site. The HV
laboratory was intended to be retained as a
field station and used whenever the need
arose for voltage levels above 50 kV.

However, in 1971, the General Services
Administration, the owner of the laboratory
and site, asked NBS on short notice to va-
cate the facilities in order to make the
land available for the Washington Technical
Institute. NBS abandoned the laboratory and
transferred the equipment for a nominal sum
to another government agency. Thus, NBS
gave up, and the Division lost, a facility
whose replacement cost today would range
from $5 to $10 million.

The basic reasons for this closing were
complex: low calibration workload, a lack of
funding of high voltage research by other
agencies; its vulnerable position as an iso-
lated facility away from the main NBS cam-
pus; and NBS program priority decisions.

To retain some capability for calibra-
tions and research in the high voltage mea-
surements area, especially for measurements
required in revenue metering, a new mode of
operation was begun. Instead of doing all
HV work in-house at NBS, measurement services
above 100 kV are offered as on-site calibra-
tions. Division staff members go either to
customers' high voltage laboratories or to

one which belongs to an acceptable third
party. The NBS instruments and standards
used are designed with portability in mind.
For calibrations and research below 100 kV,
and intermediate voltage in-house facility
has been established at the NBS Gaithersburg
(MD) location.

This change in NBS facilities extensively
affected the electric power industry. While
retaining an acceptable calibration capa-
bility, it reduced the Division's capability
and flexibility to contribute to the research
requirements of electric power transmission
systems. The level of power industry sup-
port in the sixties, when the future of the
NBS high voltage laboratory was debated, may
not have indicated the need for it. How-
ever, the situation changed significantly in
the past few years.

The principal reason is the energy crunch
and the associated emphasis on energy-rela-
ted R&D. Electric power R&D in industry has
been focused by the formation of the Elec-
tric Power Research Institute (EPRI), which
is the R&D arm of the power industry; and
the Department of Energy, which controls the
public funds related to energy research.

The combined transmission and distribu-
tion (T&D) budget for these organizations is
about $40 million annually. The size of the
measurements component is difficult to as-
sess exactly since it is diffused throughout
the entire program, but a safe estimate,
based on the problems of which NBS is aware,
would be at least 1% of this or $400k an-
nually.

In the past two years, power systems re-
lated OA work in the Electricity Division
has increased from a negligible amount to
about $250k annually. Further increases
still could be made if facilities and man-
power were available.

In summary, the potential need for mea-
surements R&D related to electric power sys-
tems is at least $400k annually. Even if
other constraints were removed, we could not
undertake such a program fully without hav-
ing access to our own or a closely located
HV laboratory. It also must be added that
T&D research (including measurements R&D)
relates to a projected capital investment of
$150 to $200 billion over the next 15 years.
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4.4 Evaluation of NBS Program

The Electricity Division program is gen-
erally consistent with the needs of the elec-
trical measurement system but inadequate in
several areas, such as the dynamic electri-
cal standards area, due for the most part to
limited resources, both of personnel and
funding. The most powerful tool for deter-
mining the needs of the measurement system
for the Division's services and output is
the expertise of the technical staff of the
Division. By keeping current with trends
and advances in instrumentation and elec-
tronics, staff members identify potential
areas where NBS measurement support will be
needed as well as up-to-date tools to help
supply that support.

Other agency sponsors constitute a power-
ful means of identifying needs. In the elec-
trical power area, responsibility for the
development of nearly all future technology
is in the hands of the Division's two major
sponsors, the Department of Energy (govern-
ment) and the Electric Power Research Insti-
tute (private sector). Widespread Division
contacts within these two organizations en-
sure early recognition of needs ioithin the
power industry.

State-of-the-art advancements -in electron-
ics, systems, and instrumentation generally
result from fulfillment of the new weapons
requirements of the Department of Defense.
The Division has a very close coupling with
the Defense Department through its Calibra-
tion Coordination Group. This DoD group,
which over the years has sponsored a large
amount of metrology development work in the
Division, apprises NBS staff members of fu-
ture measurement requirements in the mili-
tary systein.

The National Conference.of Standards Lab-
oratories is a management-oriented organiza-
tion comprised of companies and government
agencies with metrology interests. This
group is highly representative of the Elec-
tricity Division's clientele as there is
greater than a 80% overlap of NCSL member
companies and the Division's calibration ser-
vices users. Recently, the Executive Board
of that organization approved a plan to con-
stitute an NCSL liaison board to the Electri-
city Division. This board will serve both
to provide inputs for future planning in the
Division and as a vehicle for the dissemina-
tion of technical and management information
from NBS to NCSL member companies.

The National Academy of Sciences/Lfational
Academy of Engineering/National Research Coun-
cil Evaluation Panel for the Electricity Di-
vision reviews the programs in the Division,
generally on an annual basis, and provides
valuable input for the determination of fu-

ture program directions. The most recent
such panel had eight members representing
the viewpoints of the power industry, the
Federal energy research program, the Depart-
ment of Defense, the academic community, the
electronics industry, the research community,
and the instrumentation industry. The Pan-
el's reports contain comments and recommen-
dations on technical, managerial, and admin-
istrative matters as well as suggestions for
new directions. The annual meetings between
the Panel and staff members, although per-
haps too brief, are very beneficial for the
exchange of technical information and views
too detailed to be of use in management re-
ports.

The most recent Panel was in full support
of the Division's ongoing programs, and es-
pecially highlighted the need for work to be
done in the areas of measurements in support
of high voltage research and development and
high-speed dynamic standards for modern elec-
tronic instrumentation. The Panel identified
communications between the Division and its
constituency as being a major problem and
commented on the process of setting long-
term development goals in the rapidly devel-
oping area of modern instrumentation.

As needs are identified, program priori-
ties must be established. These priorities
are the result ot careful consideration of
the degree to which response to the need
falls within the NBS mission, the magnitude
of the need, the resources (including exper-
tise) available to deal with the problem,
and the likelihood of success in an appro-
priate time frame.

Major needs of the system for NBS services
include those for:

(a) basic standards to maintain stable na-
tional electrical units;

(b) means of disseminating the units;
(c) "how-to-to-it" metrology information;
(d) dynamic measurement standards for mod-

ern instrumentation;
(e) techniques for the measurement of im-

pedance, voltage, current, and dielectric
properties at high voltages; and

(f) the determination of fundamental phys-
ical constants, such as the Faraday and 2e/h.

The Electricity Dvision has on-going pro-
grams to respond to each of these areas of
need. Because of the widespread need of
these services and the need for an impartial,
technically competent organization to deliver
them, it is clear that they can be performed
only by a federal government agency. NSS is
the only agency with the expertise and stat-
utory responsibility for providing them.
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A.5 The Future

Activities in the Electricity Division
are at present undergoing a period of change.
Advantage has been taken of the completion
of a large number of projects in traditional
areas to effect reprogramming to bring effort
to bear on the solution of problems in new
measurement areas. The Electricity Division's
capability to provide support for static mea-
surements in the general instrumentation are
generally more than adequate to meet present
needs. However, similar support is lacking
for the dynamic measurements (i.e., those
made under a time constraint) of electrical
quantities such as are made under computer
control. Hence a considerable effort is be-
ing devoted to a program to establish measure-
ment methodology and standards in support of
modern, high-speed instrumentation. Investi-
gations are proceeding to establish standards
and instrumentation to investigate high-speed
analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog con-
version modules. A program to establish meth-
odology for the proper support and implementa-
tion of electronic test equipment of high
accuracy is underway on a modest scale. The
Division is midway in the development of a
system to provide an accurate measurement
base for the semiconductor industry at the
10-volt level.

All of this activity is in response to the
needs perceived by Division personnel which
led to a workshop in September of 1974 to
identify and quantify Critical Electrical pea-
surement Needs and Standards for Modern Elec-
tronic Instrumentation. The Workshop was
attended by 24 engineers and scientists rep-
resenting a variety of industrial viewpoints.
Automatic test equipment users, instrutiient
manufacturers, systems users and manufactur-
ers, and the semiconductor module industry
were represented, mostly at the engineering
manager, or vice-president level. The gene-
ral conclusion of the Workshop supported the
Electricity Division's perception of needs
in this area. Other hitherto unidentified
needs were made known, most notably in the
areas of pulse responses of components, di-
electric hysteresis, and the characteriza-
tion of ac line voltage with respect to tran-
sients, dynamic impedance, etc. [see Appendix
C].

In the area of dissemination of informa-
tion, a program has been started to generate
a series of tutorial publications covering
various aspects of electrical metrology use-
ful to the personnel of a typical standards
or calibration laboratory. An effort is be-
ing made to establish an Electricity Divi-
sion newsletter in one technical journal and
to publish overview articles in other, more
generally based, periodicals, in order to

expose Division programs to the scientific
and engineering community and thus engender
feedback.

In discussing the measurements for elec-
tric power systems this report implicitly
and explicitly recognizes two areas: (1) the
areas related to the "traditional" quantities
such as voltage, current, impedance and, es-
pecially, Mower and energy; and (2) that area
related tc research and development of new
apparatus and systems, primarily for trans-
mission and distribution. In the latter area
are also included those specialized and dif-
ficult measurements employed in the design
and quality control of present systems.

The delineation between the two areas is
not very rigid and the term "traditional"
must be tempered since it does not imply lack
of need for research and development activity.
As the instrumentation and transmission tech-
nologies change, NBS must meet the changing
measurement requirements for these basic
electrical quantities. As discussed else-
where in this report, a very important item
in this first category is the measurement
of electric energy. Although currently this
area is well in control, new instrumentation
and metering practices will be introduced
within the next five years which will place
additional requirements on the NBS services.
Electronic watthour meters are appearing in
interutility and large commercial and indus-
trial metering installations. Load manage-
ment based on variable rates for electric
energy is being considered. A more sophis-
ticated instrument combining the functions
of a watthour meter and a demand meter has
been suggested. As with the conventional in-
duction-type watthour meters, not only will
the accuracy and reliability be of concern,
but also the ease of remote reading and con-
trol and interfacing with a central computing
facility. Although its role is not entirely
clear at the moment, NBS will be required to
provide rather different kinds of supportive
measurement services in the future in addi-
tion to the present routine calibrations and
MAP services. New developments in this area
will be closely watched.

In measuring the traditional steady state
quantities, problems exist in calibrations
at higher voltages, where relatively few or-
ganizations have a capability of calibrating
voltage transformers. Traceability to the
fundamental NBS-maintained standards is weak.
The Electricity Division will try to allevi-
ate this situation by promoting field cali-
bration services and through specific proj-
ects such as the development of the system
for calibration of coupling capacitor volt-
age transformers in substations.

With respect to the other area concerned
with R&D and specialized measurements, there
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are numerous unresolved problems now and cer-
tainly more will become evident as the R&D
in new transmission systems progresses. The
weakest area now is concerned with the mea-
surement of high voltage transients, espe-
cially at extra high voltage (EHV) and ultra-
high voltage (UHV) levels. NBS will continue
to work in impulse measurements with particu-
lar emphasis on transferring our capabili-
ties to the power industry. Contingent upon
the availability of resources, work should
be done on devices for measuring voltage,
current and power in high voltage dc trans-
mission systems.

The Division will follow the developments
of new transmission systems and provide its
expertise for solving measurements-related
problems. This area is proper for extra-NBS
support. An example is the development of
a superconducting ac transmission system.
High voltage measurements research related
to the insulation of superconducting cables
is already being performed. Superconducting
systems will have very high current capabil-
ities. New methods will be needed to mea-
sure these currents.

Another new transmission system under
development uses SF6 -insulated conductors.
Nonconventional measuring methods appear to
offer cost and accuracy advantages in these
systems. This entire area is ripe for ex-
ploration.

If overhead transmission enters the UHV
region, electro-optical current transformers
will become very attractive. The NBS will
be in the best position to evaluate their ac-
curacy capabilities by virtue of measurement
techniques in the UHV region developed here.

Potentially adverse effects on environ-
ment due to high electric fields, audible
noise and electromagnetic interference are
of great concern in connection with new EHV
and UHV overhead systems. The Division will
offer measurement assistance to the agencies
primarily concerned with this problem.

Reprogramming efforts to respond to all
of these needs made evident a serious weak-
ness in the Division. The Division simply
lacks the proper resources, people, and
funding to mount a comprehensive program in
each area without seriously eroding the sup-
porting basic measurement program - there is
concern that a proper job cannot be done
without ignoring clear responsibilities in
the traditional areas.

On the other hand, there would be a large
negative impact if the Division were to fail
to meet the needs being addressed by these
various activities. The state of the elec-
tronic marketplace is one of chaos with re-
spect to high-speed electronics. Lack of
common terminology and universally accepted
test procedures makes procurement by speci-
fication a difficult and hazardous procedure.

Since the definitions of temporal parameters
are nebulous, different interpretations are
used by different manufacturers and the buyer
has no means of evaluation except in terms
of a specific application. The net result
is that much money is wasted on useless pur-
chases and the over-specification of compon-
ents to-ensure adequate performance. The
presence of an authoritative, technically
competent, neutral "third party" such as NBS,
is urgently needed in the area to establish
commonality.

Why should NBS be involved in any of
this? The Federal government is the only or-
ganization that can afford to look past to-
morrow to the future in the area of measure-
ment science and standards. Industrial con-
cerns must have staying-in-business as a
first consideration. That generally means a
minimum of long-range (10-20 year) research
programs, and a great deal of motivation for
keeping potential profit-making results of
such research secret.

The National Bureau of Standards is the
only government organization with the base,
the expertise, and the legislative charter
to perform these functions. No other govern-
ment laboratory has appropriate facilities or
staff. Research in measurement methodology
would not be the primary concern where other
national needs such as national defense are
the responsibility of the organization. The
country needs one organization in which mea-
surement activities and standards are the
primary concern as at NBS.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The National Measurement System for Elec-
tricity has two major components; those of
electronics and the electric power industry.
These are separately identified because of
the distinctly different nature of the r *-a
surements required in each. The former i-,
comprised of the electronics and instrunen-
tation industries and their users, while the
power subset of the system is comprised of
the electric utilities, manufacturers of
generating, transmitting and distributing
apparatus and, to some extent, the users -f
electric energy.

The present measurement capability of the
electronics subset is more than adequate to
support traditional measurements (those mad
manually or without time constraint) except
in a very few limited cases su h as, low
quency, low amplitude ac voltage measurements
and upper audio and lower radio frequency im-
pedance measurements. However, due to the
impact of advances in semiconductor technol-
ogy on the instrumentation, computer, and
electronics industries, and the resultant
increases in complexity of components, de-
vices, arcd systems, a larger and larger per-
centage of measurements is being made by
electronic instrumentation under computer
control and under conditions in which time is
a constraining factor. This leap forward in
measurement technology has not been matched
by the development of appropriate standards
of measurements. Designers of automatic
test systems and equipment do not have the
benefits of either physical or written stan-
dards for dynamic electrical measurements as
tools. Common terms, such as aperature and
settling time, used to describe dynamic or'
erties of measurement equipment, do nr'
universally accepted definitions. A priy-
sical standards, analogous to star.ard resis-
tors, capacitors, and cells, for the quanti-
fication of dynamic properties do not exist.
Designers and users of modern test equipment
and instrumentation must use costly trial
dnd error or "overkill" 'methods for both the
development and maintenance of such equip-
ment. Development of future, more accurate
and faster systems will be hampered by lack
of such standards.

In the electric power industry subset,
which deals basically with energy, voltage,
current, and impedance measurements at 60 Hz,
some at very high voltage and impulse mea-
surements at high voltages, the present ca-
pabilities are generally adequate to support
today's operational requirements. However,
the electric power industry is beginning an

era of great change. The main forces for
change are the energy crisis and the appre-
ciation of the small size of the remaining
supply of petroleum. Research efforts to
improve the capacity and efficiency of elec-
power generation, transmission, and distri-
bution have been expanded greatly over the
past few years. New measurement methods
and standards are drastically needed to en-
able this research to reach fruition and to
support and maintain the new power systems
expected to result. Measurement methods
are needed for such things as calibration of
capacitive coupled voltage transformers
(CCVT's) for use at 500 kV and above; evalu-
ating various types of prototype distribu-
tions systems, such as underground dc and gas
insulated, cryogenic, or extruded insulation
systems, and overhead systems ranging as high
as 1.5 million volts; evaluation of environ-
mental and interference effects of ultra-high
voltage overhead lines; and development of
tests to ensure that equipment on such lines
can withstand transient overvoltage and surge
currents caused by lightning and switching.
Energy metering, done largely at the present
time using rotating eiectrodynamic meters,
will require new measurement support with the
advent of electronic meters which will be
used for demand and time of day metering pur-
poses and may eventually employ telemetry
techniques for instant transmission of con-
sumption information to the utilities.

There are a few common problems with wide-
spread effects on the entire system. Among
them are:

(a) a lack of availability of "how-to-do-
it" measurement information throughout the
system;

(b) a shortage of manpower with specific
metrology training and a resulting widespread
lack of sophistication in measurement tech-
nology as practiced;

(c) heavy emphasis on "traceability",
largely fostered by Department of Defense
quality requirements, which causes much atten-
tion to be focused on equipment specifications
and calibrations rather than measurement tech-
nology. This tends to slow the development
of new and improved methods of providing mea-
surement support where it counts, on the pro-
duction line or at the weapons system; and

(d) a lack of recognition of the formal
metrology structure as an asset rather than
a required artifact in a large percentage of
industry.

Specific recommendations resulting from
this study are:
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General

Develop a mechanism to foster and support
the use of Measurement Assurance philosophy
and techniques within industry to provide sub-
sistence to measurements made for quality con-
trol, manufacturing, or maintenance purposes.

Develop more formal contact between the
Electricity Division and the instrumentation
industry, perhaps through the aegis of the
Scientific Apparatus Manufacturers Associa-
tion.

Establish national standards and improved
measurement methodologies for the ac measure-
ment of conductivity in metals in support of
non-destructive testing in industry.

In support of electronics

Investigate new technology for providing
measurement support for automatic test sys-
tems, perhaps in conjunction with Defense
Department efforts in this area.

Examine microprocessor technology and the
applications of microprocessors to instrumen-
tation to lay the foundation for support for
future generations of sophisticated "smart"
instruments.

Provide improved methods for the measure-
ment of ac voltages at low amplitudes in the
sub-audio frequency range and the measurement
of impedance in the upper audio range for the
support of vibration and communications in-
strumentation respectively.

In support of the power industry

Provide for development of measurement
methodologies for the characterization of the
insulating properties of various materials
and systems at high voltages and under vari-
ous conditions and configurations (such as
for superconducting cables).

Contribute to the development of electronic
watthour meters to develop the new standards
and measurement techniques necessary to their
support.

Promote the use of field calibrations and
measurement assurance programs in the area
of high voltage.

Continue research in high voltage im-
pulse measurements and develop mechanisms
to disseminate the resulting technology to
industry.

Develop new approaches and devices for the
measurement of voltage, current, and power in
high voltage dc transmission systems.

Investigate methods for measurement of the
extremely high currents which will be carried
by superconducting cables.

Develop methods for the precise measure-
ment of electric fields in regions of extreme
nonlinearity for environmental protection and
safety testing purposes.
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APPENDIX A

THE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM STUDY

The starting point in efforts to date has
been the group of organizations constituting
our calibration clientele. The general plan
for this study is outlined below:

a. Identify calibration clients and
associated economic data.

b. Classify clients by industry or major
product(s).

c. Select sample of clients to visit to
determine measurement needs, technical prob-
lem areas, and organizational structure.

d. Identify corporations and industries
who are not clientele but who are engaged
in the same kinds of endeavors.

e. Sample non-client organizations of
maximum economic, social, and political im-
portance to determine the methods employed
to achieve product quality -surance in
those organizations.

f. Garner detailed in. cion about
specific needs via interview. , workshops,
etc.

Using information supplied by the Office
of Measurement Services (NBS), a listing of
all users of our calibration services in FY
72 has been compiled. The clients on this
list were then classified in one of the cate-
gories shown subsequently. Each organiza-
tion was assigned up to three numbers
representing one primary and two secondary
activities. These were based on personal
knowledge and on descriptions found in
Standard and Poor's Index. In addition, an-
nual income figures from either the Standard
and Poor's Index or the Dun and Bradstreet
Million Dollar and Middle Market Indicies
were gathered for each customer. This in-
formation was added to that supplied on punch
cards by the Office of Measurement Services
and sorted. There were three sorts made,
one by each of the primary and secondary
activities of each company. As a result of
the first sort, 52 companies are unclas-
sified; 17 are in the aerospace industry;
49 manufacture instrumentation; 21 manufac-
ture components; 43 are power industry-re-
lated; 7 are universities; 9 are other
Federal government agencies; and 32 are in
general manufacturing, for a total of 230
companies. A meeting of the study authors
was held on the receipt of these printouts
and a number of pertinent decisions were
made.

It was decided that a separate substudy
should be made of the power industry in view
of the percentage of the Division's clientele

it represents, the annual income it has, the
role it plays in our society, and the energy
crisis. The chief of the High Voltage Sec-
tion undertook this substudy because of the
mission of the Section and his personal con-
tacts within the electric power industry.

A minimum sample size for each of several
categories was decided upon, based upon the
perception of the degree of impact NBS has
on each category and knowledge of the uni-
formity of measurement technology within the
category. The table below gives each of
these categories and the sampling size
chosen.

SAMPLE SIZE FOR CLIENTS

Category

201
212
100
209
600
300

Precision Apparatus
DC-LF Test Equipment
Aerospace Industries
Systems
Other Agencies
Component Manufacturers

800 Calibration Laboratories

The type of
sought of each
Answers to the
sought:

Sample Size

100%
100%
25%
10%

100%
2 of each sub-

category
As many as

possible

information which would be
sample was also discussed.
following questions would be

a. What are the corporate quality control
organizational and technical structures?

b. Do you perform calibrations for other
organizations? How Much? For whom?

c. What is the name of the key researcher
in your company (Chief Scientist, perhaps)?

d. What is the annual expenditure on
electrical measurements in your company?
How is it spent?

e. What measurement areas are most crit-
ical to your final product?

f. What measurement or measurement-
related problems do you have? Can NBS help?

g. What products are most critically
affected by measurements?

h. Would you be aided by improved or new
NBS services? What areas? Why?

i. What are the desired accuracies of
measurements at the end item? Who determines
these? Why are they what they are? What are
the consequences of not supplying the desired
accuracies?

j. Are you a military contractor? Are
you subject to any regulatory agency policies?
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It also seemed desirable to inform our
contact, in advance of a visit by Division
personnel, of the capabilities of the NBS and
especially of the Division. Accordingly, an
effort has been made to inform him by letter
or telephone of the specific purpose of the
visit so he could be prepared. It would be
difficult, otherwise, to qet past the cor-
porate standards laboratory into the ap-
plied areas of the system.

In gathering information from rar.4
:1i t'c r's !,,.' and from the two publica-

tions of Dun and Bradstreet, it became
apparent that NBS has direct contact with
only a small percentage of the electrical
measurement system. It had been originally
decided that the Division must sample that
part of NEMS it does not normally interact
directly with. To do that the services of
Dun and Bradstreet were enlisted. The list
of clients previously mentioned was expanded
to include FY 73 clients and each plant loca-
tion served. The local office of Dun and
Bradstreet determined the primary Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) Code for
each company of a large sample. After dis-
carding 17 of the 35 SIC codes thus obtained
due to obvious lack of relevance, a contract
was issued to Dun and Bradstreet to supply
the Division with Dun's Market Identifiers
for each of the companies in their file
having one of the 16 primary SIC codes and
more than 20 employees. Information has been
supplied for 12,865 companies in the United
States,

We hope to obtain additional samples by
interrogating people who visit the Division.

In the past four years over 90 plant loca-
tions have been visited by Electricity Divi-
sion personnel. Before this study was
formally initiated, the purpose of most
visits was the discussion of measurement
problems. The next pages contain a repre-
sentative list of locations visited.

Technical forecasting is always involved
in program planning, whether explicitly or
implicitly. In the past, technology fore-
casting for this Division has been done by
two groups of experts, one (unorganized)
within the Division and the other outside
of the Division, the NAS/NRC/NAE Advisory
Panel.

The technology forecasting portion of
this study has been accomplished by doing a
formal review of trend, and forecasts al-
ready published for the electrical field by
trade and industrial associations, profes-
sional societies, and other government
agencies.

SAMPLE LIST OF PLACES VISITED

Associated Engineering Company
Matthew, NC 29105

Autonetics
Rockwell International
3370 Miraloma Avenue
Anaheim, CA 92803

Ball Brothers Research Corporation
P. 0. Box 1062
Boulder Industrial Park
Boulder, CO 80302

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
531E Madison Street
Baltimore, MD 21203

Beckman Instruments, Inc.
2500 Harbor Boulevard
Fullerton, CA 92634

Bendix Environmental Science Division
1400 Taylor Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21204

Boeing Company
Aerospace Division
P. 0. Box 399
Seattle, WA 98124

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Brookhaven, NY

Dickson Electronics Corporation
. 0. Box 1390

Scottsdale, AZ 85252

Duke Fbwer Company
P.O. Box 2178
Charlotte, NC 28201

Fairchild Semiconductor
4300 Redwood Highway
San Rafael, CA 94902

Ford Motor Company
21500 Oakwood Boulevard
P. 0. Box 1704
Dearborn, MI 48121

General Electric Company
Ordnance Systems
100 Plastics Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 02101

Global Associates
Mississippi Test Facil ty
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520

Hewlett Packard Company
815 SW 14th Street
Loveland, CO 8O5
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Hewlett Packard Company
Automatic Testing Division
Mountain View, CA

Hewlett Packard Company
Microwave Division
Palo Alto, CA

Honeywell Industries
5558 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22151

Honeywell, Inc.
Government & Aeronautical
2600 Ridgway Parkway
Minneapolis, MN 55413

Products Div.

Melpar
Division of LTV Electrosystems
7700 Arlington Boulevard
Falls Church, VA 22046

3M Company
3M Center
Bldg. 216-15
St. Paul, MN 55101

Newark Aerospace Guidance
Metrology Center

Newark Air Force Station,

Optimation Industries
Northridge, CA

OH 43055

Honeywell, Inc.
Test Instruments Division
4800 East Dry Creek Road
Denver, CO 80217

Honeywell, Inc.
5303 Shilshole Ave., NW
Seattle, WA 98107

Hughes Aircraft Company
Centinela & Teale Streets
Culver City, CA 09230

IBM
Systems Manufacturing Division
Monterey & Cottle Roads
San Jose, CA 95193

Jet Propulsion Lab
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91103

John Fluke Manufacturing Co.
P. 0. Box 7428
Seattle, WA 98133

Julie Research Laboratories
211 West 61st Street
New York, NY 10023

Leeds & Northrup Company
Sumneytown Pike
North Wales, PA 19454

Linde Corporation
Tarrytown, NY

Lockheed Missiles & Space Company
P.O.. Box 504
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver Division
P. 0. Box 179
Denver, CO 80210

Patuxent Naval Air Station
Patuxent River, MD 20670

Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, TN

Philadelphia Electric Company
2301 Market Street, N4-1
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Rosemount Engineering Company
12001 West 78th Street
Eden Fairie, MN 55343

Shallcross Manufacturing
Preston Street
Selma, NC 27576

Sperry Rand Corporation
UNIVAC Division
Univac Park
P.O. Box 3525
St. Paul, MN 55101

TRW Systems Group
One Space Park
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

United Air Lines
San Francisco International Airport
San Francisco, CA 94128

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. 0. Box 1637
Baltimore-Washington International

Airport
Baltimore, MD 21303

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Astronuclear Laboratory
P. 0. Box 10864
Pittsburgh, PA 15236

Westinghouse Electric Company
Raleigh, NC
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CATEGORIES OF CALIBRATION CLIENTELE

100 Aerospace Industry
101 Prime Contractors (Airframe)
102 Subcontractors (Miscellaneous)
103 Subcontractors (Propulsion)
104 Subcontractors (Guidance)
105 Consultants

200 Instrumentation
201 Precision Apparatus Manufacturers
202 DC-LF Test Equipment Manufacturers
203 Analog-to-Digital, Digital-to-Analog

Conversion Equipment
204 Medical Instrumentation
205 Process Control Computer and Data

Acquisition Products
206 Nuclear Instrumentation
207 Communications Equipment
208 Recording Equipment
209 Systems
210 Chemical Instruments
211 Pollution Monitoring Equipment
212 Microwave Test Equipment
213 Temperature Measuring Equipment

300 Component Manufacturers
301 Resistors
302 Capacitors
303 Inductors
304 Solid State Reference Devices
305 Integrated Circuits
306 Switchgear
307 Electron Tubes
308 General
309 Batteries

400 Power Industry Related
401 Transmission Monitoring Equipment
402 Generating Equipment Manufacturing
403 Power Measuring Equipment
404 Power Generation
405 Consultants

500 Universities

600 Other Government Agenices
601 Army
602 Navy
603 Air Force
604 NASA
605 Bonneville Power Administration
606 Public Health Service
607 FDA
608 NOAA
609 FAA
610 EPA
611 TVA
612 Bureau of Mines
613 ERDA

700 General Industry
701 Automobile Industry
702 Waste Management
703 Electric Motors
704 Electric Generators
705 Metals Products
706 Nuclear Research
707 General Research
708 Computer Manufacturing
709 General Manufacturing
710 Chemicals
711 Consumer Products
712 Services
713 Sales

800 Calibration Laboratories
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APPENDIX B

NBS PRIMARY AND WORKING ELECTRICAL STANDARDS

The following identifies the number and type of standards used to maintain the various
electrical units and working standards for the dissemination processes. The term "primary"
as used below refers not only to those standards used to maintain the basic electrical
units, but to those which enable measurements to be made under conditions differing from
those under which the basic units are maintained. Examples of the latter are standard
resistors especially designed for stable characteristics at very high currents. The list
does not contain measurement apparatus (except when such apparatus embodies a unit), or
intermediate standards used for scaling, or the check standards used to maintain statistical
control over the various measurement processes.

Sec. 1. RESISTANCE

Primary Standards

5 Thomas (NBS) One-ohm Standard Resistors

Working Standards used at Low Currents (0.01 W or less)

10- ohm 4 Reichsanstalt (commercial) Standard Resistors
10- 4 Reichsanstalt (commercial) Standard Resistors
10-2 4 Reichsanstalt (commercial) Standard Resistors
101 4 Reichsanstalt (commercial) Standard Resistors
100 5 Thomas (NBS) One-ohm Standard Resistors (The Primary Group)
10 15 Thomas (commercial and NBS) One-ohm Standard Resistors (MAP)

102 4 Rosa (commercial) Standard Resistors

10 2  2 Special, high-stability (commercial) Standard Resistors

102 2 Special, high-stability (commercial) Standard Resistors (MAP)
103 2 Special, high-stability (commercial) Standard Resistors
104 2 Special, high-stability (commercial) Standard Resistors (MAP)
101 4 Special, high-stability (commercial) Standard Resistors
10 4 Special, high-stability (commercial) Standard Resistors
106 4 Rosa (commercial) Standard Resistors
10 4 Rosa (commercial) Standard Resistors

2 Wirewound (commercial) Standard Resistors
10 2 Film (commercial) Standard Resistors

2 Series/parallel (NBS) Resistance Boxes
108 2 Wirewound (commercial) Standard Resistors

2 Film (commercial) Standard Resistors
2 Series/parallel (NBS) Resistance Boxes

109 2 Film (commercial) Standard Resistors
1 Series/parllel (NBS) Resistance Boxes

1010 1 Series/parallel (NBS) Resistance Box
10 1 Series/parallel (NBS) Resistance Box

Scott (NBS) Capacitive Discharge Apparatus
103 Scott (NBS) Capacitive Discharge Apparatus
10134 Scott (NBS) Capacitive Discharge Apparatus
1015 Scott (NBS) Capacitive Discharge Apparatus
10 Scott (NBS) Capacitive Discharge Apparatus

Primary Standards for Resistance at High Currents

10-5 ohm 1 Wolfe (commercial) High Current Standard
1 Reichsanstalt commercial ) High Current Standard

10- 1 Wolfe (commercial) High Current Standard
1 Reichsanstalt commercial ) High Current Standard

10- 1 Wolfe (commercial) High Current Standard
1 Reichsanstalt (commercial) High Current Standard

10- 3 Reichsanstalt (commercial) High Current Standards
10 l 3 Reichsanstalt (commercial) High Current Standards
100 2 Reichsanstalt (commercial) High Current Standards

1 Thomas (NBS) Standard Resistor

All except Primary Low Current Standards are also Working Standards
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Sec. 2. PRECISION APPARATUS

Primary Standards

Primary Low Current Resistance Standards (Sec. 1)
2 NBS-specified (commercial) Universal Ratio Sets
1 Dunfee-Dziuba (NBS) Primary Volt Ratio Standard
Two-stage (NBS) Inductive Voltage Divider
One-stage (commercial) Inductive Voltage Divider

Working Standards

2 NBS-specified (commercial) Universal Ratio Sets (same as above)
1 Dunfee-Dziuba (NBS) Primary Volt Ratio Standard (same as above)
2 Dziuba (NBS) Portable Volt Ratio Standards
1 Wheatstone (commercial) Bridge
1 Direct Reading Ratio Set (commercial)
1 Direct Reading Ratio Set (NBS)

12 Rosa (commercial) 100-k ohm Resistors
1 Two-stage (NBS) Inductive Voltage Divider (same as above)
1 One-stage (commercial) Inductive Voltage Divider (same as above)

Sec. 3. IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS,

Primary Standards

1 Cutkosky (NBS) Valculable Capacitor
10 Cutkosky Fused-Silica Dielectric Capacitors (10 pF)

Primary Low Current Resistance Standards (See Sec. 1)

Working Standards for Measurements of Capacitance

1 Cutkosky (NBS) Fused-Silica 10-pF Capacitor
1 Type-12 (commercial) Capacitance Bridge
5 Nitrogen Dielectric (commercial) Standard Capacitors

Working Standard for Measurement of Inductance

1 Maxwell-Wein (NBS) Bridge

Sec. 4. VOLTAGE

Primary Standard

Denenstein-Finnegan (NBS) AC Josephson Effect Apparatus

Working Standards

2 Cutkosky (NBS) Standard Cell Enclosures
1 NBS Oil Bath (NBS 11)
8 (commercial) Standard Cell Enclosures (MAP)

Sec. 5. AC-DC TRANSFER STANDARDS

Primary Standards

12 NBS-specified (commercial) Single-junction Evanohm Thermoelements
2 NBS-specified (commercial) Multi-junction Evanohm Thermoelements

Working Standards

2 sets (NBS) Coaxial Voltage Converters
2 sets NBS-specified (commercial) Thermal Current Converters
1 (NBS) Wattmeter
1 Yokagawa (commercial) Wattmeter
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Sec. 6. TRANSFORMERS

Vol tage

Primary & Working Standards

Petersons (NBS) High Voltage Current Compardtor Bridge

Current

Primary Standards

2 Souders (NBS) Two-stage Transformers

Working Standards

3 Compensated (NBS) Current Comparators

Sec. 7. HIGH VOLTAGE & ENERGY

DC Voltage Dividers

Primary Standards

Primary Resistance Standards (Sec. 1)
3 Park (NBS) High Voltage Dividers

Working Standards

3 Park NBS High Voltage Dividers (same as above)
10 Rosa (commercial) Standard Resistors

DC Kilovol tmeters

Primary Standards

Primary Resistance Standards (Sec. 1)
Primary Voltage Standards (Sec. 4)
3 Park (NBS) High Voltage Dividers

Working Standards

3 Park (NBS) High Voltage Dividers
1 (commercial) Digital Voltmeter

AC Voltage Dividers

Primary & Working Standards

(same as above)

Petersons (NBS) High Voltage Current Comparator Bridge

AC Kilovoltmeters

Primary Standards

Primary Vol tage Standards (Sec. 4)
Pet rsons (NBS) High Voltage Current

Working Standards

Petersons (NBS) High Voltage Current
1 (commercial) Electrostatic VoltmetE

9

Comparator Bridge

Comparator Bridge (same as above)
r
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Sec. 7. HIGH VOLTAGE & ENERGY (Continued)

Capacitors (High Voltage)

Primary Standards

Primary Capacitance Standard (Sec. 3)
Hillhouse (NBS) High Voltage Capacitor

Working Standards

2 Nitrogen Dielectric (commercial) Standard Capacitors

Watthour Meters

Primary Standards

Primary Voltage
Primary Resist
Primary Time In

Standards (Sec. 4)
:e Standards (Sec.
Orval Standards

Working Standards

Lentner (NBS) Current Comparator Energy System
4 Rotating (commercial) Watthour Meters

Impulse Dividers

Primary Standards

Primary Resistance Standards (Sec. 1)
Primary Voltage Standard. Resistive Divider (Sec. 4)

Working Standard

Kerr Cell Apparatus
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APPENDIX C

"CRITICAL ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT NEEDS AND STANDARDS FOR
MODERN ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION"

WORKSHOP REPORT ABSTRACT, PREFACE, AND LIST OF ATTENDEES

Abstract

Recognizing the proliferation of sophis-
ticated modern electronic instrumentation in
the field of electrical measurements, the
Electricity Division of the National Bureau
of Standards recently initiated a new prog-
ram in the general area of dynamic measure-
ments and standards in support of such in-
strumentation. Recognizing further that the
vastness and complexity of the field would
require, at the earliest stages of the prog-
ram, identification of the most critical
problem areas, thf: Electricity Division held
a workshop on 23 and 24 September 1974, at
the Bureau's Gaithersburg site, to assist it
in ascertaining just what these areas in fact
were. The basic idea of the Workshop was to
bring together a broadly representative group
of some 25 leading manufacturers and prime
users, working in a free and open atmosphere,
in order to have them delineate the present
and future critical support needs in the
field of dynamic electrical measurements for
modern electronic instrumentation, with em-
phasis on physical standards, standardized
measurement methods, new calibration and
measurement assurance services, relevant
data, and, most important, new measurement
methodologies. The overall objectives of
the Workshop were generally met, and a num-
ber of significant specific programs and
projects consistent with the mission of the
Electricity Division were identified. Three
categories broadly cover the needs as defined
at the Workshop:

1. The need to introduce time as a measure-
ment parameter has resulted from the re-
quirements of automatic test and control
systems. Specific areas considered critical
are:

a. Pulsed component measurements.
b. Dynamic performance characterization

for modern signal conditioning and data con-
version devices: Digital-to-analog and
analog-to-digital converters, sample-and-
hold amplifiers, comparators, etc. Required
measurements include settling, aperture and
acquisition times. Basic new capabilities
will be needed, including precision, non-
sinusoidal waveform generation and "standard"
digital-to-analog converters.

c. Methodologies and techniques for
characterizing precision ac and dc sources
and measurement devices with respect to
settling time.

2. The emergence of measurements into the
"real world" or the production line via the
automatic system has introduced a host of
new parameters. Areas requiring significant
effort include:

a. Investigation of transportable stan-
dards for validation of static and dynamic
system performance: ac and dc voltage, im-
pedance, pulses, settling times.

b. Techniques for characterizing sources
and measurement devices with respect to
switched or dynamic loading.

c. Prediction of long-term performance,
reliability and lifetime from short-term
evaluation for a host of passive components,
semiconductors, and signal sources.

d. Noise standards and methodologies.
e. Continuing effort to improve trans-

portable dc standards and dissemination at
higher voltage levels.

f. Characterization of the ac line volt-
age-waveforms, under- and over-voltages,
transients, dynamic impedance, etc.

g. Inclusion of a capability for envi-
ronmental control and variation for devices
and instruments under calibration, in all
work undertaken by the Bureau.

h. Extension of Measurement Assurance
Programs (MAP's), especially into the above
new areas.

3. Recent work at the leading edge of mea-
surement technology in electronics has
resulted in the need for new, or higher
accuracy, measurements. For example:

a. Increased dependence on capacitors as
storage devices has made dielectric hyster-
esis a parameter of importance. Significant
measurement work should be started in this
area.

b. Phase difference measurements to ex-
tremely high accuracies are needed to cali-
brate industrial instrumentation.

c. Higher accuracy power measurements,
particularly for non-sinusoidal waveforms,
are needed to calibrate instrumentation in
the field.
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d. Non-sinusoidal, high crest-factor
precision signals are needed to calibrate
true RMS converters and meters.

e. High accuracy electronic instrumenta-
tion requires reduction in ac calibration
uncertainties to 10 ppm, at least over the
audio range.

Longer-term, "frontier" areas in each of
the above groups were also identified. They
are not specified in the above listings since
they involve work at still more basic levels,
on ground that is presently terra incognita.
Nevertheless, they furnish insight into the
overall technical/philosophic climate, and
are useful for that reason. Items in this
category include:

1. Measurement problems in systems, includ-
ing effects of history, measurement interac-
tions, self-calibration, etc.
2. Evaluation and standardization of system
software.
3. Calibration of medical equipment.
4. Replacement of standard cells.
5. Replacement of thermal ac/dc converters.
6. Non-swept but broad-response measurements

- 'impulse, noise, other.
7. Basic work on the physics of dielectric
absorption; component drift; device noise;
failure mechanisms; switches; and relays.
8. Provision of 4-mproved measurement accu-
racy for virtually all dynamic measurements,
at the wafer probe level.

In addition to the identification of these
specific and general needs, the Workshop pro-
vided strong evidence that both the manufac-
turing and user communities in the electronic
instrumentation field look to the Electricity
Division to provide the technological leader-
ship in these newer areas that it has pre-
viously furnished in the more traditional
electrical measurement areas. Indeed, there
was a good deal of support for the idea of
keeping the electronics community informed
of Division work-in-progress, with emphasis
on projects targeted by the Workshop.

Keywords: Data conversion; dynamic, measure-
ments; electrical measurements;
electronic instrumentation; signal
conditioning; system; time domain.
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Preface

It is apparent that the continued, or-
derly growth of the electronics industry is
increasingly hampered by a lack of standards
and methodologies in a number of crucially
important electrical measurement areas.

The explosive growth of electronics dur-
ing the last decade has brought with it a
host of unsolved measurement problems. Yet
at this critical historical juncture, elec-
tronics is a key technology in the prospec-
tive solutions to some of society's major
outstanding concerns including energy,
pollution, and productivity, to name but
three. It is, therefore, mandatory that a
responsible, capable organization without
specific industrial affiliation, assume a
leadership role in providing the necessary
measurement standards and methodologies, as
well as in establishing new electrical mea-
surement programs for which need is both
broad and identified, but whose implementa-
tion by specific industrial organizations
would be impractical.

The Electricity Division of the National
Bureau of Standards has traditionally dealt
with the measurement and generation of elec-
trical signals in the dc to 30 kHz range, as
well as with the properties of electrical
components in that range. In effect, with
the one possible minor (philosophical) ex-
ception of phase, the Division has devoted
itself to amplitude or manitude measure-
ments for the various electrical parameters.
Some of these have been generated and/or
transmuted by mechanical and electro-mech-
anical means, others more recently by elec-
tronic, and others in future undoubtedly by
light, but the electrical (usually amplitude)
parameters have had similar properties and
required the same disciplines for measurement.

Now, automatic systems for test, process
control, medical applications, and so forth
are using electrical quantities at higher
speeds than heretofore. Ten years ago a pre-
cision dc, dialable 6- or 7-digit source did
not need a settling time specification; to-
day, "programmable" sources have such speci-
fications., since the system architect must
know how long it will take for this stimulus
to settle to within a given accuracy. In
many instances total system speed, hence
all-;mportant throughput, dollar payback
and/or justification, will be limited by
sucti settling times.

Thus, t precision electrical measurements
has been added the temporal parameter. In a
manner analogous to the changeover from fre-
quency to time domain work in filter synthe-
sis in the early sixties, measurement must
now turn from exclusive attention in the



frequency domain, to characterization involv-
ing time as well, e.g., settling time to x
microvolts in y microseconds is an electri-
cal, analog, amplitude measurement with the
time factor added.

The Workshop which this report describes
and summarizes, is the means chosen by the
Electricity Division to establish direct
communication with kes, elements of the elec-
tronics industry among both manufacturers
and users, for the purpose of ascertaining
the industry's electrical measurement needs,
both general and specific. The enthusiasm
engendered by the Workshop itself attests to
the fact that the time has come for leader-
ship and action: In spite of difficult times
and severe cost pressures, 24 outstanding
organizations were willing to send top per-
sonnel to the 2-day Workshop, disrupting
busy schedules, and at considerable financial
expense.

This report on the Workshop results must
inevitably reflect some of the author's tech-
nical biases, developed over the course of
25 years of varied design, management and
consulting experience in the fields of elec-
tronics, measurements and standards. During
that interval the technology has made tre-
mendous advances, so that in many areas it
is virtually unrecognizable in comparison
with its major jumping-off point directly
following the Second World War. Indeed,
some of those advances are the direct result
of work accomplished at or backed up by pro-
grams of the Electricity Division of the NBS,
notably during what might be termed the mea-,
surement "explosion" of the decade of the
sixties.

By the same token, it is hoped that the
author's general breadth of design and mea-
surement exposure during those same years of
experience, plus long-standing and continu-
ing interactions with the Bureau, have pro-
vided a balanced view of the Workshop results
in this report. If this has been accom-
plished, the Division programs resulting
from the Workshop can form the basis for new
and crucially-important electrical measure-
ment technology for electronics in the forth-
coming decade.

It is impossible to convey here the ex-
citement felt by virtually all participants
during the Workshop which helped to make the
author's task as moderator both rewarding
and enjoyable. The excitement was und'ubt-
edly due in part to the professional chal-
lenge offered by the opportunity for open,
free-swinging exchange among the outstanding
group of participating engineers and scien-
tists. But it clearly reflected, as well,
the participants' recognition of the large
and important work that so critically needs
to be done, and their enthusiastic reception
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of the role of the Electricity Division in
grasping the initiative to establish rele-
vant new programs on a priority basis.
There was, in short, the excitement result
ing from the pervasive feeling of being part
of an undertaking that was both significant
and effective.

I should like to express my thanks to
the Electricity Division and to Dr. Barry N.
Taylor in particular, for giving me the op-
portunity to contribute to this important
work. I should also like to add my own
personal thanks to the participants and their
organizations, as it is they who are truly
responsible for the Workshop's success.

Peter Richman
Consulting Engineer
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WORKSHOP ATTENDEES

Mr. Loyle E. Balti
Principal Test Engineer
Ford Motor Company
Allen Park, MI

Mr. Eduard F. Boeckmann
Chief Engineer
Angstrohm Precision, Inc.
Hagerstown, MD

Mr. Warren C. Collier
Manager, TM 500 Design, Engineering
Tektronix, Inc.
Beaverton, OR

Mr. Thomas J. Coughlin
Product Engineering Manager
Component Systems
General Radio Company
Concord, MA

Mr. Jack D. Dougherty
Chief, DC & Low Frequency Standards

Laboratory
Newark Air Force Station, OH

Mr. George W. Herron
Senior Engineer
Keithley Instruments, Inc.
Cleveland, OH

Mr. Donald E. Lawrence
Project Manager
Hewlett-Packard Company
Sunnyvale, CA

Mr. David R. Ludwig
Vice President
Advanced Development and Planning
Teledyne Philbrick
Dedham, MA

Mr. Edward P. Mueller
Biomedical Engineer
Food and Drug Administration
Rockville, MD

Mr. William A. Plice
Senior Project Staff Engineer
Honeywell, Inc.
St. Louis Park, MN

Mr. Robert C. Raybold
Head, Institute for Basic Standards

Automation Group
National Bureau of Standards
Washington, DC

Mr. Bruce A. Renz
Head, Systems Measurement Section
American Electric Power Service Corp.
New York, NY
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Mr. David B. Schneider
Calibration Product Specialist, ATE
John Fluke Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Seattle, IA

Mr. Frederick B. Seeley
Chief, Electromagnetics Engineering Branch
U. S. Arny Metrology and Calibration Center
Redstone Arsenal, AL

Mr. Robert M. Shaw
Fellow Engineer
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Baltimore, MD

Mr. Lewis R. Smith
Engineering Manager
Analog Devices, Inc.
Norwood, MA

Mr. Douglas C. Strain
President
Electro Scientific Industries, Inc.
Portland, OR

Mr. Robert P. Talambiras
Corporate Director of Advanced Development
Analogic Corporation
Elmwood Park, NJ

Mr. David S. Terrett
General Manager, Research & Development
ADT Security Systems
New York, NY

Mr. James C. Tripp
Engineering Superviscr
Linear Test Development Group
National Semiconductor Corporation
Santa Clara, CA

Mr. Robert H. Verity
Manager, Standards Laboratory
Leeds & Northrup Corporation
North les, PA

Mr. William R. Walters
Chief Engineer
Codi Semiconductors
Fairlawn, NJ

Mr. F. Mansfield Young
Director of Engineering
Teradyne, Inc.
Boston, MA

Mr. Ray A. Zuck
Director of Operations
Geometric Data Corporation
Wayne, PA
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APPENDIX D

STANDARDS AND CALIBRATION LABORATORIES

CODE: Type of Service S - Primary standards
C - Calibrations
B - Both
T - Testing

Type of Organization: C - Corporate laboratory
I - Instrument manufacturing
P - Calibration & metrology lab solely or mostly

No code indicates exact nature of service not known m authors.

Type of Type of
Member Service Organization

Laboratory NCSL Code Code

AEL, Colmar, PA
AEL Communications, Lansdale, PA B C
AIL Technological, City'of Industry, CA B P
AVCO Corporation, Charleston, SC X B C
AVCO Corporation, Lycoming Div., Stratford, CT C C
AVCO Corporation, Richmond, IN S C
Aerojet Nuclear, Idaho Falls, ID X B C
Ailtech Cutler Hamner Co., Farmingdale, NY C C
Airtron Div., Litton Systems, Morris Plains, NY C C
Al-l Systems, Morristown, NJ
Allis Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, WI X B C
American Electronic Labs, Lansdale, PA B P
American Geophysical & Instrumentation, Gardena, CA B P
American Instrument Service, Philadelphia, PA B P
Ark Electronics, Willow Grove, PA C P
B&K Instruments, Cleveland, OH C P
BLH Electronics, Waltham, MA ? ?
Ballantine Laboratories, Boonton, NJ C I
Ball Brothers Research, Boulder, CO X B C
Bath Iron Works Corporation, Bath, ME X C C
Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, CA X B C
Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, KS X B C
Bell Aerospace Co., Buffalo, NY X B C
Bendix Corporation, Teterboro, NJ X '- S C
James G. Biddle Co., Plymouth Meeting, PA X B I
Blake Electronics, Inc., Greendale, WI C
Boeing, Wichita, KS C C
Boeing Aerospace Group, Seattle, WA X B C
Brunswick Engineering, Inc., Northbrook, IL C
Burroughs Corporation, Paoli, PA B C
Calibration Central, Alexandria, VA C C
Certified Calibration Labs, Inc., Philadelphia, PA S C P
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, IA X B C
Communications Satellite Corp., Clarksburg, MD X B C
Computer Diode Co., Fairlawn, NJ X B I

Sources: A Directory of Standards Laboratories, 1974 Edition, National Council of
Standards Laboratories, Washington, DC, 1974.

Electronics '75 Buyers' Guide, McGraw-Hill, New York, NY, 1975.
eem 75/76, electronic engineers master catalog, United Technical Publications,

Garden City, NY, 1975.
Electronic Design's Gold Book, Hayden Publishing Company, Rochelle Park, NJ, 1975.
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Type of Type of
Member Service Organization

Laboratory NCSL Code Code.

Comtel Corporation, Detroit, MI C
Cox & Co., New York, NY X B C
DBA Systems, Melbourne, FL C
Dalmo Victor, Belmont, CA X B C
Davidson Optronics, West Covina, CA C P
Dayton T. Brown, Inc., Bohemia, NY X B P
Detroit Edison Co., Detroit, MI X B C
Dillon, W. C. & Co., Van Nuys, CA
Douglas Instrument Lab, Boston, MA B P
Dow Chemical Co., Rocky Flats, CO X C C
EG&G, Albuquerque, NM C C
EG&G, Las Vegas, NV X C C
E. I. DuPont de Nemours, Aiken, SC X B C
EIL Instruments, Timonium, MD X B P
Electrical Instrument Service, Mt. Vernon, NY X B P
Electrical Science Services, Cambridge, MA C
Electrical Testing Labs, Inc., New York, NY X B,T P
Electro Scientific Industries, Portland, OR X B I
Electronic Marketing Associates, Kensington, MD C
Eppley Laboratories, Newport, RI B I
E-Systems, Dallas, TX X B C
Fairchild Space & Electronics, Germantown, MD C C
Fischer/Porter Co., Warminister, PA C
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Seattle, WA X B I
Foxboro Co., Foxboro, MA X B C
Gage Corp., Philadelphia, PA X C P
General Dynamics, Groton, CT X B C
General Dynamics, Quincy, MA C C
General Dynamics, San Diego, CA X B C
General Electric, Bay St. Louis, MS X B C
General Electric, Dallas, TX C C
General Electric, Pittsfield, MA X B C
General Electric, Schenectady, NY X B C
General Electric, Seattle, WA C C
General Electric, Syracuse, NY X B C
General Electric Instrumentation, Inglewood, CA S C
General Environments Corp., Morton Grove, IL C P
GENRAD, West Concord, MA X B I
Greentron, Inc., Greenville, SC C P
Guildline Instruments, Inc., Larchmont, NY X S I
H-B Instrument Co., Philadelphia, PA C I
Hamilton Technology, Lancaster, PA C C
Harris Intertype, Melbourne, FL X B C.
Hercules Inc., Magna, UT X C C
Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, CA C I
Hewlett-Packard, Santa Clara, CA B I
Hoffman Engineering Corp., Old Greenwich, CT C
Honeywell, Inc., Aerospace Div., St. Petersburg, FL X C P
Honeywell, Inc., Annapolis, MD C P
Honeywell, Inc., Burlington, MA C P
Honeywell, Inc., Chicago, IL C P
Honeywell, Inc., Cleveland, OH C P
Honeywell, Inc., Denver, CO X B P
Honeywell, Inc., Detroit, MI C P
Honeywell, Inc., Downey, CA C P
Honeywell, Inc., Hazelwood, MO C P
Honeywell, Inc., Fairborn, OH C P
Honeywell, Inc., King of Prussia, PA C P
Honeywell, Inc., Minneapolis, MI B C
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Type of Type of
Member Service Organization

Laboratory NCSL Code Code

Honeywell, Inc., San Diego, CA C C
Honeywell, Inc., Springfield, VA C P
Honeywell, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA C P
Honeywell, Inc., Westfield, NJ C P
Hy-Cal Engineering, Sante Fe Springs, CA S P
Hughes Aircraft, Culver City, CA B C
Hughes Aircraft, Fullerton, CA C C
IIT Research Insti*ute, Chicago, IL X B P
Incal Service Corp., Stanford, CT C P
Infinite, Inc., Cape Canaveral, FL C P
Inland Testing Labs, Inc., Morton Grove, IL X S P
Instrument Labs Corp., Chicago, IL C P
Intergalactic Corporation, Salt Lake City, UT C
Julie Research Labs, New York, NY B I
KC Calibration Lab, Kansas City, KS C
Kahl Scientific Instr. Corp., El Cajon, CA S P
Keithley Instruments, Cleveland, OH B I
Key Instruments, Gardena, CA C P
LTI Research Foundation, Lowell, MA X B P
Lab Instrument Service, Campbell, CA C
Lear Siegler, Santa Monica, CA C C
Leeds & Northrup, North Wales, PA X B I
Lehighton Electronics, Lehighton, PA C
Librascope, Div. of Litton, Glendale, CA C C
Lockheed Aircraft Service, Ontario, CA C C
Lockheed-California, Burbank, CA X B C
Lockheed Electronics, Houston, TX X B C
Lockheed-Georgia, Marietta, GA B C
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Sunnyvale, CA X B C
3M Corp., St. Paul, MN X B C
Main Electronics, Wichita, KS C P
Mancib Co., Burlington, MA C P
Martin Marietta, Denver, CO X B C
Martin Marietta, Marietta, GA X B C
McDonnell Aircraft Co., St. Louis, MO X B C
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics, Long Beach, CA X B C
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics, X B C

West Huntington Beach, CA
Micro-Radian.Instruments, Seal Beach, CA C P
JR Miles Corporation, Elk Grove Village, IL C
Montedoro-Whitney, San Luis Obispo, CA B P

National Astro Labs, Burbank, CA B P
National Camera, Inc., Englewood, CO C
New Era Products, Cleveland, OH C P

Newport News Ship Building & Drydock, Newport News, VA C C
New York Testing Labs, Westbury, NY C P
North American Rockwell, Anaheim, CA X B C
North American Rockwell, Rocketdyne Div., McGregor, TX B C
Nucleus Corp., Madison Heights, MI C P

Ogden Technology Labs, Fullerton, CA B P
Optronic Labs, Silver Spring, MD C
Ormond I.nc., Sante Fe Springs, CA C P
PTS Electronics, Inc., Bloomington, IN C
Penn Airborne Products, Southampton, PA B I
Pioneer/Instrumentation, Cleveland, OH B P
QVS Inc., East Orange, NJ C
RCA, Gov't Services, Moorestown, NJ B C
RCA International Service Corp., Camden, NJ B C
RCA International Service Corp., Patrick AFB, FL X B C
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Type of Type of
Member Service Organization

Laboratory NCSL. Code Code

Ram Meter, Inc., Ferndale, MI C P
Ramsey Engineering, Anaheim, CA C P
Raytheon Submarine Signal, Portsmouth, RI X B C
Reliance Electric Co., Cleveland, OH C P
Robertshaw Controls Co., Richmond, VA C
Rockwell Engineering Co., Indianapolis, IN C P
Rutherford Research Products, Rutherford, NJ C P
SSCO Standards Laboratory, Detroit, MI B P
Sanders Associates, Nashua, NH X B C
Scientific Leasing Services, Lake Success, NY C
Sensitive Research Instruments, Mt. Vernon, NY C P
Simpson Electric Co., Elgin, IL C
Singer Co., Kearfott Div., Little Falls, ND X B C
Sperry Electronic Tube Div., Gainesville, FL B C
Stabro Labs, Salt Lake City, UT B P
States Electronic Corp., Blundworth Marine, Linden, NJ C C
Sunshine Scientific Instruments, Inc., Philadelphia, PA B P
Sweetman Calibration Services, Pennsauken, NJ X B P
Systron Donner, Concord, CA X S C
TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, CA X B C
Taylor Instrument, Process Control Div., Rochester, NY B C
Technicians Unlimited, Lexington, MA C
Teledyne Brown Engineering, Huntsville, AL C C
Teledyne McCormick Selph, Hollister, CA C C
Teledyne Systems Co., Northridge, CA X B C
Texas Instruments, Houston, TX C P
Thwing-Albert Instrument, Philadelphia, PA C P
Transducers, Whittier, CA C
UNIVAC, Utica, NY X S C
Union Carbide, Oak Ridge, TN X B C
Varian, Palo Alto, CA X S I
Viking Labs, Sunnyvale, CA B C
Westinghouse Electric Co., Baltimore, MD X B C
Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburgh, PA X B C
Weston Instruments, Newark, NJ X B I

This listing of calibration and standards laboratories is not to be taken as an endorsement
by the National Bureau of Standards of laboratories included, or as an indication of the
quality of calibrations available from either listed or unlisted organizations.
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APPENDIX E

TYPICAL MEASUREMENT SUPPORT STRUCTURES

On the following pages are representative functional diagrams of two corporations and
their measurement support structures. On the following page is depicted the structure by
which the U.S. Air Force, through a network of over 140 calibration facilities, provides
world wide measurement support for over $400 million worth of electronic test equipment
with which maintenance and operational support for wcapons, communications, navigation,
guidance and medical systems are supplied.
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.Measurement Tools from
Instrument Industry

Federal Government
Legal Requirements

[Naval Observatory
Washington, DC

-I
Principles of Physics
Technical Literature

AIR FORCE MEASUREMENT
STANDARDS LABORATORY

(OPERATING BUDGET $4,465,000)

and

Army Standards Laboratory
Redstone, AL

Over 140 Precision Measurement
Equipment Laboratories

(Operating Budget - $43,000,000)

Foreign Government Laboratories
Ethopia
Greece
India
Indonesia
Iran
Israel
Jordon

Korea
Malaysia
Nat. China
Phillipine Islands
Spain
Thailand
Turkey

Maintenance and All Aircraft, Missile & Other U.S. Government,

Repair Depots Ground Test Equipment Army, Navy, FAA Test
Equipment

I TOTAL AIR FORCE BUDGET FOR FY 73: $23,737,000,000 1
L - - .... .. .-- -.-- -. j

Air Force Metrology Structure - FY 73
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Measurement Services from NBS

Electricity Division - 211.00
Mechanica Division - 213.00
Heat Division - 221.00
Optical Physics Division - 232.00
Electromagnetics Division - 272.00
Time and Frequency Division - 273.00
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ABSTRACT

Charts are presented to show the present range
and accuracy of NBS calibrations of standards of
resistance, capacitance, inductance, voltage, and
current, from direct current through 50 kHz. The
chains of measurements by which these and other
calibrations are related to the basic NBS standards
of voltage and resistance are also shown.

INTRODUCTION

There are many electric and magnetic quantities
to be measured, such as resistance, voltage and flux
density. Measurements of most of them are made over
many decades of both magnitude and frequency, with
an amazing variety of standards and instruments.
Thus it is certainly impractical to offer a cali-
bration service at NBS to cover all of these vari-
ables. NBS concentrates instead on the calibration*
of a few types of standards of the highest stability
and accuracy. Because of this stability, the sci-
entist or engineer can then verify the accuracy of
his measurements with only infrequent periodic
calibrations of these standards.

This paper briefly describes these calibration
services and the NBS electrical standards on which
they are based. Tt is a revision of an earlier
paper1 , with charts which now show the accuracies
normally available in calibrations, at established
fees, of commercial standards of the highest grade2 .
(This information was not given in the earlier
paper.) These charts also show the best accuracies
attainable at present in the calibration of "ideal"
standards, by special tests with the MS research
equipment. This equipment is generally not avail-
able for normu.l calibration services.

NBS STANDARDS

Figure 1 shows the major electrical standards
which are used by 1®S in the calibration program.
The lines indicate the major relationships between
them. For clarity, some minor relationships and
the kinds of calibrations performed are now shown.

*Calibration is used here as the process of
making appropriate measurements to determine the
correct value of a standard.

The internationally-accepted prototype stand-
ards of mass, length, and time are given in the top
row of the figure. The meter is now defined as a
certain number of wave lengths of the orange-red
line of Krypton 86 and the meter bar is a reference,
rather than a prototype, standard3 . The atomic
second is now defined in terms of a specified
transition of Cesium 133, and stable oscillators
serve as working standards of frequency (Hz)4.
The kilogram is still defined as the mass of the
prototype Pt-Ir standard.

Two experiments are performed at NBS to deter-
mine the basic electrical units in terms of these
three standards and two measured constants, the
speed of light in vacuo (c) and the acceleration
of gravity (g). They are simple in principle but
extremely difficult and involved in practice be-
cause of the accuracy required. One experiment
consists in constructing a capacitor from gage bars
and computing its capacitance in electromagnetic
units (about 1 pF) from the length of the bars and
the speed of light. With suitable bridges the
step up is made at 1592 Hz to two 10,000-pF capaci-
tors (Xc - 10,000 (1), across to two 10,000-0
resistors of known ac-dc difference, and down to
1-0 resistors5 . The final step is taken because
1-11 Thomas-type resistors are still the most stable
impedance standards known. The average resistance
of a group of such resistors serves to maintain the
ohm at NBS between such absolute detesminations.

The other experiment consists in "weighing the
ampere" with a current balance, and is thus based
directly on the defintion of the. ampere in terms of
the force between current-carrying conductors 6 .
One conductor (coil) is suspended from one arm of a
balance, and the change in force when its current
is reversed is measured in terms of the accelera-
tion of gravity on a known mass. The voltage drop
in a 1-Cl standard resistor carrying this measured
direct current is then used to determine the eaf
of a group of saturated standard cells, which, in
turn, maintain the volt at NBS.

Direct-reading ratio-sets were developed at
NBS to calibrate resistors by the substitution
method, and to step up and down on the resistance
scale7 . No line leads to them in Figure 1 because
their accuracy depends on ratios of resistors, not
on the unit of resistance. Standard cells are
calibrated by connecting the known and unknown cells
in opposition and measuring the small voltage dif-
ference with a low-range thermofree potentiometer.
Potentiometers and volt boxes are calibrated with

Superior snbers refer to'etiairarly-mbered references at the end of this paper.
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universal and direct-reading ratio-sets7'8 . With
these the user can then extend the d-c voltage
scale very accurately.

AC-DC transfer instruments are comparators for
determining the equality of a-c and d-c currents,
a-c and d-c voltages, and a-c and d-c powers

9' 10 .
At NBS they serve chiefly to determine how well
other ac-de comparators do this. Since such com-
parators are very stable, the user can then make
accurate a-c measurements based on his known d-c
standards.

A-C bridges extend the scale of capacitance
and inductance measurements, but NBS calibrates
only the more stable capacitors and inductors, with
which bridges can be checked. A-C voltage dividers
or a-c potentiometric networks are used to determine
the ratios (expressed as complex numbers) of the
phasor voltages and currents of the NBS standard
transformers and inductive voltage dividers, which,
in turn, are used to calibrate other standards.
In principle the ratios of these networks are also
independent of units, but in practice some of the
component impedors are measured with the d-c ratio
sets and a-c bridges. Build-up or "boot-strap"
techniques are used for the newer current compara-
tors and audio frequency current transformers1 1,12.

The standard watthour meters and standards for
magnetic measurements depend on the other standards
as shown in Figure 113,14

ACCURACY CARTS

The charts of figures 2 through 6 show the
uncertainty (accuracy) in the calibrations of
standards at NBS, as a function of the magnitude
of the quantity being measured. Because of the
wide ranges, logarithmic scales are used. In each
figure the uncertainty is considered as the "limit
of error" which should be exceeded only very rare-
ly. It includes the calculated imprecision !at
least three times the standard deviation of the
average) plus the estimated limits of the syste-
matic errors of the NBS working standards and the
calibration process. It does not include the dif-
ferences between the absolute units and the legal
units maintained at NBS 5 ,6 .

The solid lines and circles in each figure
show the accuracies normally available in the
calibration of commercially available standards of
the highest grade, by established techniques, and
for the fees given in the published NBS fee
schedules. These accuracies include allowances for
short-time variations in the standards under test
under the controlled conditions at NBS, but not for
possible larger variations in other environments nor
for long-time drifts or other changes. The dotted
lines and open circles show the best accuracies
that might be attainable by special techniques,
and, with repeated tests made with great care and
effort in the calibration of "ideal standards"
(which are perfectly stable and free from environ-
mental influences).

Figure 2, for resistors, shows the familiar
"accuracy triangle," with the peak at the value of
the 1-ohm basic standard. Note that only decimal
multiples and sub-awltiples of 1 ohm are shown; NBS
does not usually offer calibrations of other values
nor does it maintain an accurate resistance-
measuring facility as such. However, stable stand-
ards of any nominal value can be calibrate) at
greater cost and lesser accuracy than standards of
neighboring values on the decimal scale. Thomas-
type 1-ohm resistors are normally calibrated to
1 ppm in terms of the ohm maintained at NBS (i.e.,
the uncertainty is 1 ppm as shown by the solid
circle indicating available accuracy at this point).
High quality direct-reading and universal ratio sets
(not shown in Figure 2) can be calibrated with an
uncertainty not exceeding 1 ppm of input resistance.
Using relatively simple equipment and established
calibration procedures many users of these ratio
devices could themselves perform these calibrations
with comparable uncertainties*.

The chart for capacitance measurements, Figure
3, should be three-dimensional, with frequency as
another independent variable. One would expect, in
a rough way, an "accuracy cone" with the peak at
1 pF and 1592 Hz, where the best measurements with
the computable capacitor have been made.

The dotted line in Figure 3 shows the sensi-
tivity limit at 1592 Hz of a new research bridge
which is being developed in conjunction with a new
calculable capacitor. The estimated accuracy of
the capacitor is also shown. The accuracy of the
research bridge for stepping up and down from its
value (0.5 pF) will, of course, be somewhat poorer
tl'an the sensitivity limit indicated.

Some of the contours for normal calibrations of
the best available commercial capacitors are shown
as solid lines in the figures. Note the extremely
wide ranges in magnitude (10-9 to 102 Y) and in
frequency (60 to 10000 Hz).

Some sealed three-terminal air capacitors from
10 to 1000 pF have shown unusual stabilities. Pro-
jected improvements in the NBS ratio arm bridge
should make it possible to measure such capacitors
to at least 10 ppm. Even better accuracy may be
required to calibrate 10 pF sealed capacitors of
fused silica with silvered electrodes, which are
apparently stable to better than 1 ppm/year 15 .

Standard inductors are calibrated with standard
capacitors in a Maxwell Wien bridge. Some of the
contours in the accuracy cone are shown in Figure 4.

*This is true for many types of range-extending
ratio standards (which do not involve the units).
In many cases, however, the equipment and techniques
are quite involved, and verification of the accuracy
of the results by "round-robin tests" of a traveling
standard in several laboratories, or by a direct
calibration of a few ranges at NBS, may be very
desirable.
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The available accuracy is generally limited by the
environmental conditions affecting the bridge and
the standards being calibrated.

The charts of voltage measurements (Figures 5
and 6) are complicated not only because of applied
frequency but also because NBS does not offer a vol-
tage calibration service as such. Only the d-c
voltage of a standard cell is available directly
(and is determined to 1 ppm in terms of the volt
maintained at NBS). The scale is extended in vol-
tage and frequency by the calibrations of ratio
standards and ac-dc transfer standards. With these
and a standard cell the user can then make accurate
d-c and a-c measurements. The ratio standards
(potentiometers, fixed resistance dividers, and
transformers) are generally used with respect to
some reference voltage, such as the emf of a cell
for d-c ratio standards, and 100 V (approximately
line voltage) for a-c standards. They have upper
and lower voltage limits. The chart therefore
shows the accuracy of the ratio V/Vr, where V is
given along the abscissa, and Vr is this reference.
Note that this is the accuracy of the indicated
ratio, not of a fraction of the applied voltage.
(A 1000/1 volt box certified to 0.001 percent of
ratio has one-hundredth the uncertainty of a 1-ppm-
of-input voltage divider at this same ratio.)
Potentiometers of the highest grade are normally
calibrated to 3 ppm at 1 V, volt boxes to 10 ppm
of ratio, decade transformers to 0.5 ppm of input
voltage at 1 IHz, and voltage transformers to 0.03
percent of ratio at 60 Hz. AC-DC transfer instru-
ments for voltage measurements are normally cali-
brated to 50 ppm from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and 100 ppm
at 5 Hz to 50 kHz. The dotted lines show the
"attainable" accuracies.

The chart for current measurements, Figure 7,
is similar. Here NBS offers only calibrations of
d-c shunts (for use with a potentiometer), a-c
ratio standards, and ac-dc transfer standards. A
chart for power and energy measurements would be
based on the NBS standard transfer wattmeter, which
is known to better than 50 ppm of the applied
volt-amperes at 60 Hz and 0.1 percent at 2 kHz.
The NBS group of five standard watthour meters are
calibrated periodically in terms of the d-c stand-
ards through this wattmeter, and are in turn used
to calibrate standard watthour meters to 0.05
percent at 60 Hz.

SUMMARY

These charts show the accuracies normally
available at present, sa well as the best attain-
able under the recLrictions given. The ranges
end accuracies of low-frequency electrical measure-
ments are increasing rapidly, so that this is a
far-from-static field. The results of research
and development at NBS and elsewhere will be incor-
porated in improved NBS calibration services as
rapidly as resources permit.

The author thanks Chester Peterson for Figures
2, 3, and 4, and for the ideas he has expressed
during discussions of this subject.

KEYWORDS

electrical calibrations, electrical standards, low-
frequency calibrations, low-frequency standards.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Figure 1. NMS Electrical Standards

Figure 2. Resistance Measurements

Figure 3. Capacitance Measurements

Figure 4. Inductance Measurements

Figure 5. D-C Voltage and Voltage-Ratio Measuremente
Notet The accuracy of ratio V/Vr
is shown for ratio standards, with
Vr-* V.

Figure 6. A-C Voltage and Voltage-Ratio Measurements
Notet The accuracy of ratio V/Vr
is shown for ratio standards, with
Vr - 100 V.

Figure 7. Current and Current-Ratio Measurements
Notet The accuracy of ratio I/Ir
is shown for ratio standards, with
Ir- 5 A.
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The NBS Absolute Ampere Experiment

PAUL T. OLSEN, MEMBER, IEEE, VINCENT E. BOWER, WILLIAM D. PHILLIPS,
EDWIN R. WILLIAMS, AND GEORGE R. JONES, JR.

Abstrct-We have constructed a current balance with superconduct-
ing field cola for the realization of the SI ampere by comparing me-
chanical to electrical work. The estimated ultimate accuracy of the
realization is 0.1 ppm. We describe and present preliminary results
obtained with a room temperature version of the apparatus.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE practical electrical units can be maintained by a na-
tional standards laboratory, such as NBS, with remarkable

accuracy and precision. The unit of voltage, defined in terms
of the ac Josephson effect, is stable in time and routinely
maintained to a few parts in 10 [1]. In the same way, the
unit of resistance could be defined in terms of the quantum
Hall effect, with a reproducibility and long-term stability of
about four parts in 108 [2J. Unfortunately, the relationship
between these "as-maintained" units and the more fundamental
SI electrical units (defined only in terms of the units of mass,
leiigth, and time) is not nearly so well established. The SI
definition of resistance can be related to the practical defini-
tion by calculable capacitor experiments [3] to a few parts in
108, but the SI definition of voltage is related to the practical
or laboratory unit to an accuracy of only a few parts in 106
or worse [4].

Historically, the relationship between the Sl and practical
units of voltage has been determined by a realization of the SI

Manuscript received August 20, 1984.
The authors are with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of

Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899,

definition of the ampere (A): "the ampere is that current which,
when passed through two parallel, infinitely long wires of neg-
ligible cross section 1-m apart, produces a force between them
of 2 X 10' N/m of length." The comparison of this SI am-
pere to the practical ampere, defined by the practical volt and
ohm, completes the link between the SI and as-maintained
systems of electrical units.

There are also various indirect methods for arriving at the
ratio of the SI to as-maintained amperes. Generally, these in-
volve combining a number of measurements of fundamental
constants, such as the Faraday, the Avogadro constant, the
gyromagnetic ratio of the proton, the Josephson frequency-
voltage ratio and others, some of which involve electrical mea-
surements and some of which involve force measurements.
A comparison of such indirect measurements of the SI ampere
with direct realization of the definition indicates large discrep-
ancies [4]; in fact, the value for the ratio of the SI to labora-
tory ampere KA ALAB/A given in the latest (1973) adjust-
ment of the fundamental constants [5] may be in error by as
much as 10 parts per million (ppm).

The traditional method for realizing the SI definition of
the ampere has been to construct a set of coils of accurately
known dimensions, calculate from the dimensions the force
which one coil system will exert on the other for a given cur-
rent in each, and then to compare the calculated force to the
actual force, as measured using a balance, when a current
known in as-maintained units is passed through the coils. In
this case we have

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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where I and 12 are the currents, in laboratory units, in each
of the coils, F12 is the force between them, and C(R) is the
calculated geometrical factor based on measurements of the
dimensions and separation of the coils.

There are two key problems in performing this traditional
realization of the ampere. First, the dimensions of a physical
object such as a coil of wire are notoriously difficult to mea-
sure to accuracies at the ppm level. The problem a arises in
large part from difficulties with either mechanical or optical
measurements of dimensions: one cannot accurately locate
surfaces of objects which are at some level deformable and
reflect light with unknown phase shifts. Furthermore, even
if the mechanical dimensions of a coil were accurately deter-
mined, the electrical dimensions would still be uncertain be-
cause of the nonuniform distribution of current caused by
strains or impurities in the wire.

Second, since accurate geometric measurements of each
wire in the coils are needed, the coils must be wound in a
single layer. This limits the magnetic field and thus the force
which the coils can produce. Typical ampere balances operate
with forces equivalent to only a few grams. Because the bal-
ance used to measure this force must carry the large dead
weight of the coil as well as operate in ti .presence of convec-
tive air currents driven by the warm coils, % sighing uncertain-
ties are a significant limitation to the achievable accuracy.

In order to avoid the uncertainties of dimensional measure-
ment, a new method [6] for realizing the ampere has been
proposed. Consider an ampere balance as two coil systems,
coil 1 (the field coil) being fixed in space and coil 2 (the sus-
pended coil) being allowed to move in the field of the first
coil. The force exerted on coil 2 by coil 1 is

F12 (z) =1112 'd" 12 (z)/dz (2)

where I1 and 12 are the currents in the two coils and M12 is
the mutual inductance between the two coils. Only the z
component of the force is considered since only vertical forces
can be measured (i.e., compared to gravitational forces on
known masses) using a balance. If we now consider that coil
2 carries no current, but moves vertically in the field of coil 1,
a voltage will be induced across coil 2 in which

V = I dM12 /dt. (3)

Combining (2) and (3), assuming that I, is a constant, and
that the functional form of M12 (z) does not change, we have

F(z) I2 
4)

V dz/dt

where dz/dt is the vertical velocity of the coil under the con-
ditions described for (3). If we integrate (2) and (3) over in-
tervals such that the endpoints Z, and Z2 for the integration
of (2) correspond to the positions of the suspended coil at the
endpoints t, and t2 for the integration of (3), we have

/Z2 
y2

f F(z) dz =I2 f V(t) dt. (5)

In both (4) and (5), all electrical quantities are in SI units.
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Making the substitutions I = KAINB and V = KAKn VNBS,
(1) where Kn = (t BS/S2 , we have

- 2 1 /2

f 2 F(z) dz

KA =I

1
2Kg V(t) dz

-t1

(6)

which replaces (1) for the realization of the ampere. Note
that (5) is simply a statement that mechanical work equals
electrical work.

Several features of (6) are particularly attractive: No coil
dimensions are required, and only the displacements of the
coil with respect to an arbitrary reference plane need be mea-
sured. This type of measurement is easy to accomplish inter-
ferometrically and is not limited by uncertainties in optical
phase shifts or in the nature of current distributions. The only
requirement is that the effective geometry for the force mea-
surement be the same as for the voltage measurement. Since
no geometric measurements other than the displacement of
the suspended coil are needed, both the field coil and the sus-
pended coil can be multilayer coils, or even superconducting
as long as the superconducting current paths do not change
significantly during a measurement. In this way both large
forces and large voltages can be produced making accurate
measurements of these quantities easier, and the realization
of the ampere by (6) will no longer be limited by the same
dimensional uncertainties that restrict realization by (1).

In general, there is no fundamental difficulty in achieving
forces and voltages large enough to be measured with an accu-
racy of 0.1 ppm or better, and displacements of a few centi-
maters are routinely measured to such accuracy. Thus it is
realistic to assume that the new ampere realization can achieve
an improvement of about two orders of magnitude over the
accuracy achieved with present current balances.

11. APPARATUS

We have constructed an apparatus for realizing the ampere
according to (6). The mechanical portion of the apparatus is
shown in Fig. 1. The field coils B are rigidly connected to the
marble platform H which is attached to a massive limestone
pier J. Two complete versions of this coil system have been
constructed. One, designed for preliminary testing, is made
from copper wires wound on an aluminum form. With a cur-
rent of 8 A it produces a radial field of 2.9 X 10-3 T at the
location of the suspended coil C. The second version is made
of 20 superconducting coils wound on glass-epoxy forms, and
produces a field of 0.20 T with a current of 10 A. The current
distribution in the two versions of the field coils is nearly iden-
tical, so they have similar properties except for the magnitude
of the field. The copper coils are immersed in a temperature
controlled oil bath which removes the nearly 3 kW of heat dis-
sipated. The superconducting coils are contained in a liquid
He cryostat which consumes 1-2 liters of He per hour. The
design of the coil system is described in more detail in [7].
The suspended coil C is made of 4956 turns of copper wire
wound on a fiberglass-epoxy form. It has a mean diameter of
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Fig. 1. A simplified scale drawing of the NBS absolute ampere experi-
ment. The separate parts are identified, as follows:
A. The balance is an aluminum disk or wheel approximately 61 cm
in diameter by about 2.5 cm in thickness. At the hub is a silicon
carbide knife the edge of which rests on a boron carbide plane. A
thin brass band strung over the top of the wheel is connected to three
pronged "spiders" on each side. The scale pans are in turn attached
to the spiders.
B. The magnetic field coil consists of four separate windings. The large
upper and lower sections provide the main magnetic field. The axial
fields are in opposition so at the mid-plane of the coil the magnetic
field is in the radial direction. The smaller inner coils (compensation
coils) add some field shaping to the primary radial field such that the
radial field varies inversely with the radius.
C. The movable suspended coil or MSC has a mean diameter of
70 cm. It is bifilar-wound in three coplanar sections producing a
coil with a square cross section, I :m on a side. The change in force
on the MSC upon reversal of the current through it is counter-balanced
by an appropriate known standard mass pkled on the right-hand
scale pan. An uncalibrated mass on the left-hand scale pan provides
for approximate equilibrium of the balance during the velocity-
EMF portion of the measurement. Attached to the MSC coil are the
moving arms of the multi-axis laser interferometer which monitors
the vertical displacement for both parts of the experiment (i.e., the
velocity-EMF measurement and the force-distance measurement).
D. The fixed suspended coil is wound identically to the MSC and is
suspended from the marble platform H. This coil is used to monitor
the unwanted movement of the fixed field-producing coils and sup-
ports the fixed arms of the laser interferometer.
E. The right-hand spider, connected to a thin brass strap, wrapped
around the rim of the balance wheel, supports the MSC and the scale
pan on which the known standard mass is placed,
F and G. The auxiliary magnet coil, F, is a scaled down, room tem-
perature version of the main magnet coil. This magnet, together with
the auxiliary drive coil, G, controls the motion of the balance during
the velocity-EMF portion of the measurement.
H. The massive marble slab is cantilevered on heavy wooden beams
from the top of a substantial limestone pier J. The platform is quite
stable and is as mechanically quiet as any other site at the NBS facility.
The balance and all components above the marble platform are
housed in a styrofoam insulated wooden cabinet. The suspended
coils are housed in a smaller wooden cabinet suspended from the
marble slab by three aluminum tubes. Inside the three tubes are three
morn tubes of smaller diameter which support the fixed suspended
coil. Inside these three tubes are three other tubes which support
the movable suspended coil from the spider which in turn is attached
to the brass strAp around the balance wheel.

70 cm and a resistance of 9 k. When a 3.33-mA current is
reversed in the suspended coil the force changes by the equiv-
alent of 15 g when the copper field coils are used, and 1000 g
when the superconducting field coils are used. When the sus-
pended coil is moved vertically at 0.667 mm/s, the generated
voltage is 20 mV for the copper and 1 V for the superconduct-
ing coils. The suspended coil fits around the outside of the
oil bath or cryostat containing the field coils.

The field coils B, including the additional trim windings
near the midplane of the system, have been computer designed
to optimize simultaneously a number of parameters of the
magnetic field at the position of the suspended coil. The force
(or generated voltage) on the suspended coils varies by only
180 ppm for a 6-cm vertical displacement, and the force has
extrema at the center and endpoints of the displacement. The
force varies by less than IS ppm for a 1-percent change in the
diameter of the suspended coil, and is also relatively insensitive
to small transverse or angular displacements of the suspended
coil. Because of this insensitivity to changes in the suspended
coil geometry and position, reasonable care will ensure that
the geometry during the force measurement implied by (2)
will be similar enough to that during the voltage measurement
implied by (3) that they may be combined to obtain (6). The
force does depend strongly on the geometry of the field coils,
so one must rely on the temperature stability of the oil bath
or cryostat, and of the mechanical support structure to main-
tain this constant.

The suspended coil is attached by means of a spider E to
the balance A which measures the force and provides the dis-
placement of the coil. The balance is in the form of a wheel
whose central pivot is a knife edge. A metal band 2.5-cm wide
and 5 X 10~3 -cm thick hangs over the rim of the wheel and
supports the spider and suspended coil on one side and an
auxiliary spider and coil on the other side. The use of this
wheel and band configuration rather than the more usual beam
and knife edge suspension allows a vertical displacement of
the suspended coil with virtually no horizontal displacement.
This is important because the balance can only measure ver-
tical forces (since it compares the magnetic forces to known
gravitational ones). Thus while horizontal forces do not con-
tribute to the measured force, horizontal displacements do
contribute to the generated voltage, so that combining (2)
and (3) is no longer valid. In our experiment the symmetry
of the construction ensures that horizontal forces are small,
and the use of the wheel and band ensures that horizontal
displacements are small. Together, this makes the error from
these causes acceptably small.

A miniature version F and G of the coil system B and C
hangs from a spider on the opposite side of the balance. These
auxiliary coils provide the force needed to drive the balance
and translate the suspended coil during the voltage measure-
ment phase of the ampere realization. With a fixed current in
the auxiliary field coil F, a varying current in G applies a vari-
able force to the balance. The auxiliary suspended coil G is
would in such a way that it links no flux to the suspended
coil C. Thus as the current in G changes, there is no voltage
induced into C from this extraneous source.

A "fixed suspended coil" D, would identically to the "mov-
ing suspended coil" C, is suspended rigidly from the marble slab
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Fig. 2. A block diagram of the weighing servo.

H. The two coils are connected in opposition so that voltage;
induced by changes in external magnetic fields or by motion
of the field coils B are canceled out. Coil D is also used t4
define the reference plane for measurement of the displace
ment of coil C. Ideally the reference should be provided b;
the coils B, but tWs is difficult in practice since they are ii
an oil bath or a cryostat. By measuring both the position an
voltage of coil C with respect to coil D we effectively eliminate
any effect from motion of B since its position is electrical
transferred to coil D.

The entire balance assembly, including the wheel and th
suspended coils, is contained in a thermally isolated, doubt
"box within a box" enclosure. The dewar or oil bath con
training the field coils is not within the inner enclosure, bu
its surface temperature is maintained close to that insid
the enclosure. The temperature gradient inside the enclosur
is arranged to minimize convective air currents. Balance opera
tions such as changing weights are accomplished remotely b;
hydraulic drives, so that the balance enclosure need never b
entered after the balance is assembled. Damping mechanism
inside the enclosure reduce swinging and torsion pendulum
motions of the suspended coil.

The force measurement phase of the ampere realization i
accomplished by alternately removing and replacing a calf
brated mass on a scale pan attached to the spider E, whil
servoing the position of the moving suspended coil to a cor
stant displacement from the fixed suspended coil. The serve
is accomplished by varying the current in the suspended coi
The balance is arranged so that removing or replacing the mas
results in a reversal of the current in the suspended coil. Fc
our preliminary measurements we infer the displacement c
coil C with respect to D from the displacement of the pa
attached to the spider with respect to the marble slab H. U
timately the displacement of C compared to D will be mei
sured directly.

Fig. 2 shows the force measurement and servo circuit.
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Fig. 3. A block diagram of the voltage-velocity servo.

s desk-top computer (DTC) measures the position of the pan
1 as determined by the laser interferometer system. The DTC
3 computes the difference (error) from the desired position as
- well as the time derivative and integral of the error. Numbers
y proportional to the error and its integral are summed and
n converted to a voltage in the digital-to-analog (D/A) converter.
I This voltage drives a voltage to current converter (A 1) which
e supplies current to the suspended coil through a calibrated
y 300-1 resistor R3, with the current returned to rl. In a simi-

lar manner, the derivative of the position error is applied to
e the auxiliary suspended coil on the other side of the balance.
e The current in the main suspended coil is measured by com-
- paring the voltage drop it produces in R3 to the voltage drop
t in R1. R1 is a standard 1-Wk resistor supplied by a stable
e 1-mA current source. The difference between the voltages on
e R3 and RI is measured by the calibrated detector D, which
- in turn is read by the high speed data acquisition system

y (HSDAS). The HSDAS also records the position of the sus-
e pended coils. When the mass is removed or replaced, the servo
s system reverses the current in the suspended coil, so as to keep
n the position of the coil constant. Accordingly, the 1-mA cur-

rent in R1 is reversed to keep the difference voltage seen by
s the detector small. The 1-mA current source is calibrated by
i- comparing the voltage on R 1 to the voltage of a standard cell
e which is ultimately calibrated in terms of the Josephson effect.
i- The current in the auxiliary suspended coil, which is pro-
o portional to the derivative of the position error, is not mea-
l. sured, because it averages to zero. This separation of the deriv-
s ative feedback signal reduces the noise in the measurement
ir of the current in the suspended coil and has much the same
if effect as filtering.
n Fig. 3 shows the circuit for the voltage measurement phase
I- of the experiment. The voltage induced in the suspended coil
i- as it moves is compared to the voltage drop in the 20-12 resis-

tor R2, which is driven by the same 1 mA current source used
A for the force measurement. The difference (error) voltage is
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amplified by detector D and converted to a digital form by
the A/D converter. The DTC reads this error signal, and com-
putes its time derivative, offset, and time integral. Numbers
proportional to each of these are summed and converted to
a voltage in the D/A converter, and to a current in A 2. This
current is applied to the auxiliary coil which drives the balance
in such a way as to keep the error voltage near zero. Thus the
induced voltage in the suspended coil is held nearly constant
by controlling its velocity via the servo loop. One could, of
course, servo the velocity to a constant value and measure the
changing voltage, but we prefer to servo the voltage so as to
avoid uncertainties from measuring a changing voltage with
a detector having a long time-constant.

While the DTC measures the error voltage on the suspended
coil, it also monitors the coil position. When the coil approaches
the end of its range of motion, the 1-mA current source is in-
structed to slowly reverse the current in R2, which in turn
causes the velocity of the coil to reverse under servo control.
During the period between reversals, the HSDAS records mea-
surements of the time and of the position and error voltage of
the coil. About 5000 such measurements are made during the
60 s required for the coil to cover its range of travel.

For both the force and voltage measurements the reversals
(of current in the suspended coil or of direction of velocity)
serve to cancel the effects of zero offsets in the detector or
data acquisition system, and of thermal EMF's. These drop
out when one calculates the change in current or voltage upon
reversal.

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

As of this writing we have only taken data using the copper,
oil-cooled field coils. The procedures for taking data are par-
tially automated and are still being refined. Because of the
expense of the liquid He required to run the superconducting
coils, we intend to perfect our procedures using the copper
coils before beginning to use the superconducting ones.

At the beginning of a measurement the 1-mA current source
is calibrated against a standard cell. The suspended coil is at
the bottom of its travel, held down by the calibrated mass.
This defines the zero position of the coil. The standard mass
is lifted from the pan on the suspended coil side of the bal-
ance, and the detection and feedback circuit is configured for
voltage data as in Fig. 3. The DTC automatically and repeat-
edly runs the suspended coil up and down over its travel while
the operator instructs the HSDAS to record time, position,
and voltage error for a predetermined distance after each ve-
locity reversal occurs.

When a sufficient number of traversals are accumulated, re-
quiring 5-15 min of real time, the system is reconfigured for
force measurement as in Fig. 2. The calibrated mass is lowered
onto the pan on the suspended coil side and a counterweight,
half the mass of the calibrated mass, is placed on the opposite
pan. During the changeover the I -mA current source is recali-
brated. Within 3-5 min after the voltage measurement ends,
we begin force measurements.

Readings of the position and current of the suspended coil
are made for about 60 s, after which the calibrated mass is

lifted slightly off the pan. When the position of the suspended
coil has stabilized, the current in the suspended coil has re-
versed under servo control and the reference current has been
reversed manually, readings of coil current and position are
resumed. About 100 s of real time separates the start of "mass
on" and "mass off" measurements. ,After a total real time
similar to that spent on voltage measurement, the system is
again configured for voltage measurement, with a recalibration
of the 1-mA current source during the changeover.

The alternation of voltage and force measurements con-
tinues for several hours, which constitutes the data for one
day. In principle, the evaluation of KA using (6) would re-
quire force measurements at a number of different positions
z of the suspended coil. In fact, we have taken force measure-
ments at only one position, and used the extensive voltage
measurements to infer how the force would vary over the
range of motion of the coil. Ultimately the validity of this
procedure will be confirmed by actual measurement of the
force at different positions.

The data are analyzed so as to cancel the first-order effects
of drift in the experimental conditions, as well as to cancel
most effects of thermal EMF's and zero offsets. For the volt-
age measurement data, the time integral jVdt is computed
from the known reference voltage, the measured voltage offset
or error voltage, and the times. The range of integration is
between two fixed points in space. This is done for each set
of data constituting a single traversal of the suspended coil in
a given direction. The integrals for two "up" traversals are
used to calculate an interpolated value for the up integral at
the mean time for the down traversal which occurred between
them. The difference between the interpolated up integral and
the down integral gives a value for the time integral of the volt-
age which is free to first-order of thermal and zero offsets
and drifts. The interpolation and subtraction procedure is
continued for all the data in a given group of voltage measure-
ments. Typically, the standard deviation of a set voltage-time
integral differences, taken over 5-15 min, is less than 5 ppm.
This is a measure of the minute to minute scatter in the volt-
age phase of the measurement. The expected effect on the
value of KA is half of this because of the square root in (6).

The force measurements are analyzed in a similar way. The
current is calculated from the known reference voltage, the
value of the resistance R3, and the measured error voltage.
All the readings for a set with the suspended coil current in
a given direction are averaged and the mean time of measure-
ment is computed. Interpolated differences between the
opposite current directions are calculated as in the case of
voltage measurements. Differences obtained in this way are
free to first order of drift in the balance point of the wheel,
and thermal or zero offsets and drifts. A set of current dif-
ferences obtained over a 5-15-min period typically has a stan-
dard deviation of less than 5 ppm, representing the minute
to minute variation of the force measurement, which contrib-
utes half that uncertainty to KA.

The averages of the interpolated force and voltage measure-
ments are now combined to yield a value of KA which is free
of drift in the coil characteristics such as current in the field
coils, or geometry changes in the coil system. This is done,
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for example, by interpolating a value for the voltage integi
at the mean time of a force measurement. Following (6), t
interpolated voltage integral difference is multiplied by t;
average suspended coil current difference on reversal, mul
plied by NBS/92, and divided into the product of the ca
brated mass, m, the acceleration of gravity, g, and the distan
over which the voltage integrals are calculated. A correct
is made for the expected variation with z in the force mg base
on the measured variation of the voltage integral over segment
of the total path traveled by the coils.

In this way a value for KA is obtained for every pair of vo
age measurements with a force measurement between al
every pair of force measurements with a voltage measureme
between. These interpolated results are free to first-order
such changes as drifts in the current in the field coils or ge
metric changes in the coils. The standard deviation of a s
of such measurements of KA taken on a single day is on ti
order of 2 ppm. This within-a-day scatter is an import
measure of the ability to detect systematic errors: errors mo
than several times smaller than this scatter will be difficult
evaluate experimentally in a short period of time. Day
day scatter of the value of KA is of similar importance, ar
is thought to be of the order of 3 ppm, although at this sta
there is not sufficient data to adequately evaluate this scatte
Day to day variations include the effects of resistor and vol
age reference drift which we have only recently brought und
control by using good quality standard resistors and standai
cells.

IV. SYSTEMATIC ERRORS

Before a value for KA may be given, a number of possib
systematic errors need to be evaluated. Below, we list son
of the errors which may affect the ampere experiment at
which we intend to evaluate experimentally.

One such error is balance motion. Effects from balan
motion may arise in two ways. Horizontal motion of the st
pended coil makes the assumption of vertical forces implic
in (2) invalid, as has been discussed previously in this paper
We will need to measure the magnitude of any horizontal m
tion and the size of any associated horizontal forces. Moth
of the suspended coil also exerts mechanical forces on ti
balance wheel which oscillates with the periods of the swingir
and torsion motions of the coil. These motions do exist, an
it must be confirmed that their effect averages to zero, or
correction needs to be applied.

There is a relatively large drift in the balance point of th
wheel, equivalent to as much as 100 ppm in an hour or s
With such a large drift a first-order drift correction may nc
be sufficient. The drift is probably caused by an air temper,
ture change between the upper and lower portions of the ba
ance enclosure, which results in a change in the buoyancy c
the main suspended coil which hangs lower than the auxiliar
suspended coil on the other side of the balance. This effec
occurs even when the density of the two coils is matched t
avoid drifts when the average air density in the balance enclc
sure changes.

The effects of leakages and thermal offsets in the calibratio

NoyT s "ILABLE

ral of the current source used to provide reference voltages need
he to be carefully evaluated.
he The effect of measuring the displacement of the scale pan
ti- rather than of the suspended coil must be evaluated, or the
li- system changed to measure the correct displacement.
ce The effect of nearby magnetic materials remains to be eval-
on uated. Most magnetic materials are excluded from the labo-
ed ratory, but some, such as the laser, remain.
ts Leakage between windings of the suspended coil can cause

an error if this leakage depends on the voltage applied, since
It- this would result in a different effective geometry for the force
nd and voltage phases of the measurement.
nt When the superconducting windings are used, it will be nec-
of essary to determine the effect of the susceptibility of the
o- superconducting wire.
et Any residual effects due to coupling between the auxiliary
he drive coils and the main suspended coil must be measured.
nt
re V. EXPECTED RESULTS
to
to With the present configuration, using the copper field coils,
id we have achieved a statistical uncertainty on the order of 3
ge ppm for about an hour's worth of real time spent accumulat-
r. ing data, with day to day variations expected to be 3 ppm.
.t- With this apparatus it should be possible to evaluate system-
er atics at the 2-ppm level or better, yielding a value of KA accu-
rd rate to that level. When the superconducting coils are used,

the voltage and force will increase by about a factor of 50.
This should reduce the statistical error due to fluctuations in
these quantities by that same factor. We believe that most

le of the scatter which we experience falls into this category.
ne Among the errors which will not be reduced when we use
id the superconducting system are those related to the distance

measurement and those related to short-term fluctuations in
ce current supplies. We do not foresee any difficulty in having
is- the fluctuations in the current supplies below the 0.1 ppm
:it level, and our experience with the interferometric distance
;r. measurements indicates that measurements better than 0.1
o- ppm over 6 cm shouldd not be a problem. Thus we expect
)n that in the superconducting version of our ampere experiment
he we should achieve a statistical precision better than 0.1 ppm.
Ig Until we have examined all of the sources of systematic
id error, it will be impossible to predict with confidence the
a accuracy limit we will ultimately achieve. Nevertheless, we

do not see any indication that errors significantly greater than
e 0.1 ppm will limit the final result. Furthermore, the projected
). statistical precision gives us confidence that we will be able to
t evaluate the systematic errors at the sub-0.1-ppm level.

I- In conclusion, we expect that the present experiment with
1- copper field coils will yield a value of KA within an uncer-
if tainty by one to a few ppm, while we expect to achieve a final
y accuracy of 0.1 ppm when the superconducting field coils are
;t used. It is even possible that refinements in experimental
o techniques will allow us to reach uncertainties in the 0.01-ppm
- range, which opens the 'nteresting possibility of using a current

balance and the as-ma stained electrical units to monitor the
n stability of the unit of mass.
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The Realization of the Ampere at NBS

PAUL T. OLSEN, MEMBER, IEEE, MARVIN E. CAGE, WILLIAM D. PHILLIPS, AND
EDWIN R. WILLIAMS

Abstract-We present a method for the realization of the ampere
based on Faraday's induction law and using a modification of the
classic Pellat balance. A preliminary apparatus has been constructed
and initial measurements have been obtained. This balance is also
compared with a balance similar to one proposed earlier.

INTRODUCTION

THROUGHOUT the history of the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS), the direct measurement of the NBS

ampere in terms of the fundamental units of mass, length, and
time has been periodically performed. The last such mea-
surement occurred in 1968 [1]. In the past, these measure-
ments have been essential to establish an accurately known
national voltage reference. At present, a more accurate ampere
determination is essential to help resolve discrepancies that
exist among the measured values of some of the fundamental
physical constants [2].

The NBS effort to carry out a sub-parts per million (.pm)
ampere determination is now in progress: a new coil system has
been designed and construction will soon begin; a multi-axis
laser interferometer system has been obtained and tested; a
data acquisition system designed for remote operation and
high-speed data rates has been installed; and a preliminary
ampere balance in the form of a Pellat "electrodynamometer"
has been assembled and is now in operation [3]. This report
describes the preliminary ampere balance and briefly discusses
the resolution of this instrument.

THEORY OF THE MEASUREMENT

Following a proposal by Kibble [4],' the need for measuring
the dimensions of a physical object has been replaced by the
need to effectively measure the change in mutual inductance
between two coils while they move relatively to each other. A
Pellat-type balance is an especially good instrument with which
to study and develop appropriate measurement techniques. It
has a current-carrying coil which is permitted to rotate in an
externally applied magnetic field (usually established by means
of a current in a solenoid or Helmholtz pair) and which expe-

Manuscript received July 21, 1980. This project was supported by the
National Bureau of Standards.

The authors are with Electrical Measurements and Standards Division,
Center for Absolute Physical Quantities. National Bureau of Standards. Code
521. Washington, DC 20234.

In addition to Kibble's paper two other ideas are also reflected in the
present Pellat experiment. In 1972, D. S. Sullivan suggested measuring the
integral of! times c and comparing it to the mechanical work done on a su-
perconducting motor [71. Also. C. H. Page in 1971 suggested to one of the
authors. E. R. Williams. that the derivative of the mutual inductance with
respect to the balance pan displacement is a constant for the Pellat bal-
ance.

E:T CC?Y AV AILlBLE

riences a torque tending to align its axis with that of the
magnetic field.

The torque on the rotatable coil is given by

T(O) = 1112(dM12/d0) (1)

where 11 and 12 are the currents in the rotatable and external
circuits, respectively, M1 2 is the mutual inductance, and 0 is
the rotation angle.

The integral of this torque in moving the coil between two
angles (initial and final) is then

W= S f T(O)d = 1112 e fdM
Je, J,

= 111 2[ M I2(0f) - M I 2 (O,)]. (2)

If the coil is now allowed to rotate with its circuit open, the
magnitude of the EMF generated is

((t) = 12(dM/dt). (3)

Integrating this EMF over time (from time tI to time t2) one
obtains

e(t)dt = 12 dA = t 2[M 02(, 2) - M12(J)]: (4)

If t 1 and 12 are the times when the coil is at angles 0, and 6,.
respectively, of (2) we may divide (2) by (4) to obtain

(5)I = T()dO/5 e(d)dt.
5e r

Since the numerator of (5) is just the work done by the
electrical torque in rotating the coil between e; and 6f, it can
be replaced by any equivalent expression. In particular, this
work is equal to the work done by a vertical external force
applied at the end of a balance beam when that external force
just balances the magnetic force on the movable coil. This force
can be measured experimentally by weighing. Expressed this
way, (5) becomes

t = Fz(z)dz ((t)dt (6)

where z; and zf are the vertical positions of the end of the
balance arm at angles 0, and f, respectively.

Equation (6) can be written explicitly in terms of NBS
electrical units so that we finally obtain

A (ANBS/A) = F(z)dz

(INBS QNBS/Q) SfcNBs(t)dt)J
r,

(7)
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Fig. 1. The general appearance of the Pellat-type ampere balance with the
rotating coil B, the central knife edge C, and the standard mass E. Added
to the Pellat balance for the present measurement are: the torque coils A
and the corner cube for the laser interferometer system D. An additional
torque coil (not shown) is placed inside the rotatable coil. The three torque
coils are electrically connected in series. The third coil prevents the torque
coils from inducing an EMF into the rotatable coil.

INT-GRAL

ETTOR

VOTAE W ItRTII GAIN
REFERENCE

TORQOUE COILS
PROPORTIONAL

Fig. 2. The voltage or a reference source is compared to the EMF of the
rotatable coil. This voltage difference is amplified and drives a current into
the torque coils. This current provides the torque required to maintain the
angular velocity of the rotatable coil such that the EMF produced in the
rotatable coil is constant and equal to the reference voltage.

where F(z) is the product of the acceleration due to gravity and
the mass on the pan at the position z. INBS is the magnitude
of the current in the movable coil expressed in terms of the
NBS unit of current; fiNBS/fl is the ratio of the NBS unit of
resistance to the absolute or SI unit of resistance as measured
by the calculable capacitor [5); and ENBS is the magnitude of
the induced voltage expressed in terms of the NBS unit of
voltage.

The f z{F(z)dz term is computed from many static weigh-
ings made along the path from zi to z. with a current NBS in
the rotating balance coil. The f feNBS(f)dt term is measured
in a separate experiment when the coil is moved from position
zi to zf in a time if - ti at a nearly constant velocity and the
current INS is not flowing in the rotating coil. The geometry
and the current of the stationary coil must remain unchanged
during all these measurements or an appropriate correction
must be made.

MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLTAGE INTEGRAL

The evaluation of the integral fro()dt establishes all of
the geometrical specifications of the Pellat balance. The time
rin begins when the balance beam is tilted to the 0O position and
ends at time t2 when the balance beam has rotated to Of.

In reality, neither O nor Of is measured, but rather the
vertical displacement of the primary scale pan. The apparatus

is shown in Fig. I.
In actual operation, the induced voltage is held constant via

a servosystem, and the time intervals required to travel pre-
determined distances are recorded over the path length. There
is less of a problem in measuring the induced voltage with a
detector having a long response time if the measured voltage
is held nearly constant.

PRE AMP

SPLIT PHOTO CELL CIFFERENTIAL GAIN

TORtut COtS
PROPORTIONAt

Fig. 3. A mirror mounted on the axis of rotation of the rotating coil reflects
a laser beam onto a split photovoltaic cell. An unbalance in the illumination
produces a dc voltage across the photo-cell. The amplified signal produces
a current in the torque coils which rotates the balance beam until the output
voltage of the photo-cell is zero. This servosystem controls the balance point
to a few microradians.

Fig. 2 shows a simplified schematic of the servo system
which maintains the constant EMF. The balance arm is driven
to rotate about the central knife edge so that the EMF gener-
ated in the rotatable coil equals that of the reference voltage.
When the rotation nears either end, an optical sensor triggers
a reversing switch which inverts the polarity of the reference
voltage causing the balance to reverse its direction of rotation.
The laser interferometer is used to trigger a clock reading when
a predetermined number of fringes has been counted. After
an initial settling time, the EMF integral can be calculated
from the sum of all voltage measurements between any two
time measurements taken between reversal points.

Each time a specified number of interferometer fringes is
counted, the data acquisition system reads the accumulated
time of a I-MHz clock and the difference between the refer-
ence voltage and the EMF generated in the rotating coil. This
correction voltage, typically less than I uV with noise of a few

tenths V, is also used to drive the servo system. The reference
voltage, about I mV and stable to a few ppm, is also monitored
at frequent intervals. The measured reference and correction
voltages are added to give the coil voltage. Data are taken with
the balance swinging in both directions to cancel the effects
of voltage offsets and thermal EM F's. Integration of the coil
voltage over time is done numerically, and the results for nu-
merous pairs of up and down swings are averaged.

MEASUREMENT OF THE FORCE INTEGRAL

Fig. 3 shows the abbreviated schematic of the weighing
servosystem. A mirror located on the rotatable coil reflects a
laser beam onto a split photovoltaic cell. The analog servo-
system fixes the balance beam in such a position that the laser
beam equally illuminates each half of the photovoltaic cell.
This servo system fixes the angle of the balance beam to within
several microradians.

A mass of 1500 mg is added to the scale pan on which the
corner cube is mounted. The current in the rotatable coil is
adjusted to nearly counterbalance the torque of the standard
mass at the end of the balance beam. The servo system provides
the additional torque with current in the torque coils. The
torque coils are calibrated frequently by noting the change in
current in them for a known change in current in the rotatable
coil. The vertical position of the scale pan is read from the in-
terferometer.
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Fig. 4. (a) and (b) The design criteria are given for two possible current balances. The magnetic field producing coils and compensation coils are su-

perconducting. The suspended coil carrying 10 ampere-turns produces a vertical force of I kg. The force on the suspended coil is to first order independentof its diameter and of the vertical displacement about the midplane of the field coils. A change in the diameter of the suspended coil by I cm changes
the vertical force by less than 20 ppm. Vertical displacements (zo) of 2.7 cm above or below the midplane produce a change AF,. in the vertical force
of 178 ppm, with currents /M in the field coils and 1, in the compensating coils as noted. Both superconducting coil systems shown produce the identically
same force on the suspended coil. This permits the manufacturer to select the design which he feels would give the best performance from cryogenic
considerations. 2

The system described here is similar to that of 161 except that it is simpler to construct and requires a standard type of dewar.
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A current reversal in the rotatable coil occurs simultaneously
with the removal of the standard mass on the scale pan. Each
set of weighings at a position z constitutes one value of the
integrand of f zjF(z)dz. Weighings are then repeated over the
range zi to zf and the results are numerically integrated.

The statistical uncertainty of a single set of weighings at one
position which requires 5 min, including calibration of the servo
system, is less than 30 ppm. Data taken over 45 min, including
reversals of the current, are scattered from similar sets by less
than 10 ppm. We expect a substantial improvement when sonic
care is taken in the mounting and mechanical isolation of the
balance.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Measurements with the Pellat balance to date have con-
centrated on the development of control equipment and mea-
surement techniques. Therefore, we have not evaluated in
detail the effect of systematic uncertainties. The scatter be-
tween different sets of measurements of voltage and force in-
tegrals implies a statistical uncertainty of about 10 ppm in
KA.

DISCUSSION

Previously, it was stated that the Pellat balance is a good
instrument to evaluate the recently proposed method [4] of
measuring KA. The most attractive feature is that there is only
one degree of freedom: rotation. The rotatable coil of the Pellat
balance, in a uniform magnetic field, has a constant voltage
induced in it for a constant vertical velocity of the scale pan.
Similarly, a constant current in the rotatable coil will support
in equilibrium a single mass on the scale pan at any vertical
position of the scale pan.

Our Pellat balance is a modification of an existing balance.
The balance was supported on wooden piers resting on a ce-
ment floor. The 1-mT magnetic field was supplied by Helm-
holtz coils wound on wooden forms. Thus major improvements
are clearly possible. However, a difficulty with the Pellat
balance is its sensitivity to changes in the dimensions of the
rotatable coil. Our rotatable coil has 43 000 turns of 0.2-mm
diameter copper wire. Thermal expansion of the copper
changes the coil's area by about 40 ppm/*C, and the torque
produced varies as the area. The height of the coil also changes
by about 20 ppm/*C, thus affecting the balance sensitivity.
Even more critical is the shift of mass on the balance beam as
the rotatable coil diameter changes dimensions. The coil is not
anchored uniformly on the balance beam so the coil "creeps"
along it. Considering that the mass of the rotatable coil is ap-
proximately 2 kg and has a diameter of about 10 cm, the bal-
ance moment could change by as much as 0.4 gm.cm/*C.

Our experience has convinced us that the Pellat balance,
properly supported and with a stronger external magnetic field,
could be used to measure KA to the ppm ievel. Control of the
rotatable coil temperature, by always maintaining constant
power in the coil, would greatly reduce the effects described
above.

FUTURE PLANS

The eventual NBS high accuracy (parts in 107) ampere
determination will use an instrument which more closely re-
sembles the classical current balance (see Fig. 4 (a) and (b))
[6]. In this system, the magnetic field coils will be supercon-
ducting, while the force coil, suspended from the arm of a
balance, will be at room temperature. Because of the high
current densities in the superconducting field coils, both the
EMF generated in the moving coil and the vertical force to be
measured will increase by about 3 orders of magnitude over
those in the preliminary Pellat balance described above. These
will result in a thousandfold improvement in the voltage and
force measurements. The velocity measurements will be made
in a manner similar to that described for the Pellat balance.

Contrary to all previous ampere balances, however, the
vertical force on the suspended coil will be, to first order, in-
dependent of its diameter and nearly independent of vertical
position for a substantial displacement about the midplane of
the field coils, i.e., for 5- to 6-cm total displacement.

The swing of the balance beam will cause lateral motion of
the suspended coil as it travels vertically. A balance now under
consideration, however, will servo the vertical path of the
suspended coil to eliminate lateral motions by providing the
flat of the central knife with the ability to move in a horizontal
plane.

To eliminate the problem of the motion of the cryogenic field
coils, a coil similar to the suspended coil will be prepositioned
and fixed around the outside of the dewar. This coil, which
defines a reference plane, will have an EMF generated in it
should the field coils move. All voltage and displacement
measurements of the suspended coil will be made with respect
to this voltage and this position reference plane.
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In order to resolve the discrepancies which presently exist between the directly measured values of the abso-
lute or SI ampere and the calculated values obtained indirectly from other fundamental physical constant
determinations, one must design an absolute ampere experiment which will produce a result with an uncertainty
of one half part per million or less. A new approach recently proposed by Kibble promises such sub-ppm accu-
racy. Presented here is the design and evaluation of a coil system which will fulfill the requirements of this new
approach.

Key words: Absolute ampere; current balance; magnetic force; radial magnetic field; superconducting coils.

1. Introduction
One of the first experiments conducted at the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) was that of determining the as
maintained unit of electrical current in terms of the abso.
lute ampere. To date three different methods have been
employed: the classical current balance, the ratio-of-radii
method, and the electrodynamometer method.

1.1. The classical current balance

A pair of equal diameter coaxial coils with their axes ver-
tical and electrically connected so that their axial magnetic
fields are in opposition, produce a purely radial magnetic
field at the mid-plane. A third coil (also with its axis vertical)
is suspended from the arm of a precision balance in this
radial magnetic field. The interaction between the magnetic
field produced by the coil pair and the current in the sus-
pended coil produces a vertical force on the suspended coil
that is measured with the balance. The expected force is
calculated from the measured physical dimensions of the
coil system. The difference in the actual force from that
calculated is an indication of the difference between the
laboratory, or as-maintained unit of current, and the abso-
lute ampere as defined in the Systeme International
d'Unites(SI) [1].'

*Center for Abeoite Physical Quantities National Measurement Laboratory.
' ipres in bracke indicate literature referemns at the end of this paper.
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1.2. The ratio-of-radii method

The ratio-of-radii technique is in general identical to the
classical current balance except that the coils do not have to
be measured quite so carefully. Only the ratio of the radii of
the coils producing the radial field to that of the suspended
coil needs to be measured. This ratio is determined by
measuring the ratio of currents in the field and suspended
coils needed to produce a null field at the center. The criti-
cal dimensional measurement here is of the centrally locat-
ed probe used as the zero field sensor since the finite size of
this object significantly influences the accuracy of the ratio
[2.

1.3. The electbodynamometer method

The Pellat balance or electrodynamometer consists of a
small coil mounted on a balance beam. The coil axis is posi-
tioned orthogonally to a uniform magnetic field at the cen-
ter of a precision solenoid. In this technique, the torque on
the small coil is measured. The torque constant of the bal-
ance is calculated from the dimensional measurements of
the coils and balance beam [3,4].

Common to all three methods is the small mass used as a
restoring force on the scale pan of the balance, typically one
to two grams. The mass of the system on the balance beam
is approximately one kilogram, so a weighing of 1 part in
109 is necessary in order to just achieve an experimental un-
certainty of 1 part in 106 or 1 ppm (part per million). Since a
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weighing of 1 part in 109 is not readily achievable, the pre-
vious experiments were already limited to several ppm un-
certainty. This restriction, combined with the tedious meas-
urements for determining the actual size of some physical
object, limited the accuracy of all previous experiments to a
value considerably in excess of 1 ppm.

In addition to making direct current balance measure-
ments of KA, the ratio of the as-maintained ampere to the
absolute or SI ampere, it is possible to compute a value of
KA through the route of other measured fundamental con-
stants. At the present time, these computed values of KA ex-
hibit much less uncertainty than the several direct meas-
urements of KA. Yet these derived values of KA generally
disagree among themselves and they in turn disagree with
the direct current balance determinations of KA [5].

In light of the recent advances in technological tools such
as the computer, laser interferometry, and cryogenic tech-
niques, it appears that a conventional current balance ex-
periment could be conducted to yield a result for KA with an
uncertainty of better than 1 ppm. Examinations of past ex-
periments indicates that the chances of success would great-
ly improve if: (a) the electromagnetic force to be measured
was increased by two or three orders of magnitude; and (b)
the need for super-accurate dimensional measurements of a
physical body of inconvenient geometrical shape were less-
ened or eliminated.

B. P. Kibble of the National Physical Laboratory (NPL),
has proposed a new method of conducting an absolute
ampere experiment which appears to have the capability of
measuring KA to an uncertainty of significantly less than 1.0
ppm [6,7]. Kibble's approach eliminates the need to meas-
ure the physical size of coils and allows a three order of
magnitude increase in the electromagnetic force. This
paper follows Kibble's general approach and presents a

unique coil geometry by which the absolute ampere should
be measurable to an accuracy approaching 0.1 ppm.

2. Theory

Although the new method proposed by Kibble has been
published, for the sake of clarity the idea is briefly devel-
oped here.

A length of wire, 1, traversing a uniform magnetic field,
B, at a constant velocity, v, has a voltage potential differ-
ence f induced at its ends according to

where 1, B, and v are orthogonal. Both I and B are the
same in eqs(1) and(2), so eq(2) can be written as

F = El/v. (3)

Applying the above equations to the classical current bal-

ance, one can imagine a coil of N turns and radius a in a

uniform radial magnetic field, B,. The coil is positioned in

the center of and co-planar with the radial magnetic field.
The term 1 can be identified with the coil circumference

times the number of turns on the coil. Imagine now the coil
traversing the radial field in an axial direction at a given ve-

locity, v,. An emf E is developed across the coil terminals
and is measured in terms of a laboratory as-maintained unit

of voltage. In analogy with eq. (1), its magnitude is given by

E =NB( VNBS/ V) = N2na.B,v,. (4)

Here, VNBS is the NBS as-maintained unit of voltage, V the
absolute or SI volt, and ENBS the induced emf measured in
terms of VNBS.

Assuming in eq (4) that the velocity v, is measured in
terms of the meter and the second, then the product of the
number of turns N times the circumference 2na, times the
magnitude of the magnetic field B,. is "calibrated" and
given by

N2na. B,= NBS VNBS V)/v,. (5)

Now imagine the same coil being suspended in the same

radial magnetic field from a balance beam and carrying a

current I measured in terms of the NBS as maintained unit

of current, ANBS. The resulting force is then determined by
use of the balance, a calibrated mass m, and knowledge of
the local value of the gravitational acceleration, g. In analo-

gy with eq (3) one obtains

F = mg = N2na.B, = N2na.B,INBSANBS*A). (6)

Using eq (5) we obtain

mgV. =ENBSINBSV NBS/ VXANBS/A). (7)

Noting that VNBS = ANBSQNBS, where QNBS is the NBS as-
maintained unit of resistance, yields finally

E =1 - (B x v)= v - (1 x B).

When the wire is stationary and a steady current, I, flo

within it, a force is exerted on the wire given by

F = If x B.

It is sufficient for our purposes to examine the situat

(1)
(8)KA _ (ANBSIA) = [ m8% J1I2

ENBSINBAQNBS/Q)ws

The rat;: of the NBS ohm to the absolute ohm, QNBS/Q,
(2) may be obtained using the calculable cross capacitor to an

accuracy of a few parts in 108 [8]. The quantity g may be ob-

ion tained to the same accuracy by using an absolute gravime-
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ter. The remaining terms in the square brackets are meas-
ured during the course of the experiment. It should also be
noted that eq (8) can be shown to hold when the force, veloc-
ity, and induced emf are replaced by their average values
[See Appendix A] [6,7].

3. Design

The classical current balance configuration is inherently
a good design. This configuration contains a high degree of
symmetry as well as being a relatively simple geometry to
construct. The current balance configuration would lend it-
self very nicely to the Kibble approach if it were possible to
compensate the radial magnetic field component such that:
(i) the force on the suspended coil is relatively independent
of its axial location (dF/dz = 0); and (ii) the force on the
suspended coil is relatively independent of its own diameter
2a0(dF/dao = 0).

The reason for condition (i) is that in the first part of the
experiment, the suspended coil is made to traverse the
radial field axially at a constant velocity. Unless dF/dz = 0,
the generated emf will be difficult to ascertain at any par-
ticular instant of time because of the response time of the
suspended coil and of the detector system. This situation
leads to the desirability of the condition dF/dz = 0, partic-
ularly at the beginning and end of its travel. Condition(ii) is
desirable because when the velocity is measured, the sus-
pended coil will not have a current flowing through it, but
there will be a current present when measuring the force.
The heat generated by this current could change the diam-
eter of the suspended coil by as much as 25 ppm/*C. While
a heat source could be used to keep the power dissipation in
the suspended coil constant, it would be desirable to mini-
mize this systematic error by careful design

With these two fundamental conditions in mind the ana-
lytical solution can be-in.

The analysis of the classical current balance starts with
the following equation which gives the force acting on one
current loop by another current loop (see fig. 1)[9].

I,2zk 2 - k2

/aa2 1 -k

Here, K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first
and second kind, respectively. The modulus k is

k = [ 4 ],2 2. (10)
z2 + (a, + a2)2

After some consideration, one soon realizes that the primary
magnetic field producing coils of the classical current bal-

I 2H

FIGURE 1. Two cowsia1 loops are separated by a distance z.
Current op ha a radius of a, and a current of I,: Current boop 2 has. a

radius of and a c.rent of I,.

ance cannot simultaneously meet conditions (i) and (ii)
stated above. It will thus be necessary to add "compensa-
tion coils" in a configuration such as shown in figure 2. Un-
fortunately, applying the force equation (9) to such a system
and attempting to solve for a configuration satisfying condi-
tions (i) and (ii) is quite difficult. Thus it was decided that a
computer would be used to examine many of the possible
configurations. After some preliminary calculations the
following possibilities were examined, assuming a fixed a2:

0 < a, 4 a,
0 < z, to greater than z2

0.2a2 < z2 <2a2
-10 <(I,/I)< 10

The shaded region of figure 2 was the volume studied to
see if solutions consistent with conditions (i) and (ii) existed.
The suspended coil of diameter 2ao would be located some-
where in this region.

The immediate results indicated, as would be expected,
that there is not a unique solution but that many solutions
exist.

What follows is a description of the solution considered to
be the most appropriate for the task intended. For ease of
discussion, 2a, the diameter of the outer fixed coil, was
chosen to be 100 cm but note that once the relative values
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2

FIGURE 2. A four coil system consists of two coil pairs.
The coil pais are coaxial snd concentric. The magnetic field. in the axial

direction produced by the upper coils in each pair see opposed by the axial
direction magnetic fields produced by the lower coils in etch pair. The resultant
magnetic field in the shaded region is almost entirely directed iv the radial
direction. The computer searched the shaded volume for a region where the
magnetic field behavior was such that when a current loop, coaxial with the coil
pairs, was suspended in the region, the current loop would have a constant ver-
tical force exerted on it regardless of its diameter or vertical position.

for all coil diameters as well as the separation of the fixed
coils are determined, the entire apparatus may be scaled up
or down without affecting the vertical force exerted on the
suspended coil, provided that both the number of windings
and the current in the windings remain constant. On the
scale chosen, the diameter of the suspended coil at which
favorable solutions were found is around 78 cm.

Figure 3 shows the variation in force on the suspended
coil as a function of its vertical position for various separa-
tions of the coil pairs. All solutions show a similar behavior.
The z axis is the vertical displacement of the suspended coil
about the mid-plane (z = 0) of the fixed coil assembly. The
change in force on the suspended coil relative to that at the
mid-plane is designated AF. The positive position at which
AF/dz = 0 is defined to be zo. Tius, the dashed line is the
locus of the points zo. The change in force on the suspended
coil at zo relative to the force at the mid-plane is designated
AFo. The AFo and zo values are determined by separation of
the two pairs of fixed coils and can be adjusted by changing
zt and z,, the separation of the fixed coil pairs. The curves a
through e show the AF as a function of z. From one curve to
the next (a to e), z, and zi, the separation of the fixed coils,
have been increased in the manner indicated. From eq (3),
we can see that the change in emf generated for a constant
velocity is proportional to AF. It is desirable to have AF and
& as small as possible for accurate measurements of FA,,
and F.,,. At the same time, it is desirable to have large zo,
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FIGURE 3. The change in verticelforce on the suspended coil is afhn-

tiot of :s vertical displacement about the mid plane of the fixed coil
system.

The object of the ried coil design is to allow a maxiaum suspended coil displacement for the
lkaxt sfotnt of total force change. Thedottedline connectthe locus of points t which AF/ds 0.
While . is the force change in ppme at the point whee Al/d = 0 referenced t> the midplau.
force.

The AF sa function oft was calculated for a coi system whese a, = s cm. eas = 5cm. 1,/, s

$54Wras (the redis of the suspended coilse= 39 cm

CFre A. (ppm) s sa) a, (con)
a 10 s7.6ih 6 513370
b 20 67n h le d1.6166
c 30 87W702 51.AM9
d 40 6.0794 51.7336
e so 86.1'68 51.7816

since the total coil displacement 2zo must be measured ac-
curately. Therefore we mus$ compromise between the desire
for a large zo and a small A&0 .

Figure 4a shows the solutions for the separation of the
fixed coils. The abscissa is the diameter of the inner fixed
coil ,2a,. The ordinate on the left. side is the separation of
the outer coils z, and the ordinate on the right side is the
separate of the inner fixed coils z,. For 2a, greater than 24.0
cm, there is a gradual deterioration of the features desirable
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1 6 20 22 24
Diameter of Inner fixed coils 2a 1

Cm

2s

For ease in operation, it would be desirable to have the
same current passing through all of the fixed coils. It has
been determined, though, that for a specific force to be ex-
erted on the suspended coil for a given current in the fixed

54 coils, that the number of turns of wire on each pair of fixed
coils is a function of the diameter (2a,) of the inner fixed
coils. Figure 4c gives the required turns ratio (N,/N2) of
inner fixed coils to outer fixed coils as well as the number of

ZI turns required on the outside fixed coils N2 as a function of
52 2a,. The abscissa is 2a,. The left ordinate is the turns ratio

cm while the right ordinate is the number of turns on each
outer fixed coil.

Separation of outer fixed cols Z2
AF-50 ppm

&AF-25 ppm
A F-10 ppm -

Separation of Inner _
fixed coils Z1

A%- 50 ppmn
. AOF e25 ppm" -

AF-1 Oppmn

FIGURE 4a. For a fieed 2as, the diameter of the outer fixed coils, the
separation of the fixed inner and outer coils , and s2 can be plotted as a
function of2ab the diameter of the inner f.ied coils.

for a 2s, greater than about 25 Cm. as. the separation of the outer fined coils, increases very
"ap-dly.

for a working current balance. Specifically, the force
becomes increasingly sensitive to changes in the diameter
of the suspended coil. Three curves are shown for each coil
separation corresponding to a AFo of 10, 25 and 50 ppm (as
labeled). The next figure (fig. 4b) shows the working length
or total usable distance 2zo that the suspended coil can
travel. The abscissa is 2a,, the diameter of the inner fixed
coils. The total usable length is shown for a AFo = 10, 25,
and 50 ppm. The usable length decreases slightly for an in-
crease in 2a, but the change is really insignificant. For a
further increase in AF, the total usable length of travel of
the suspended coil does not increase significantly.

16 20 22 24 26
2a 1 cm

FIGURE 4b. The total measurable length 2n as afunction of AF. is plot-
ted against 2a, the diameter of the inner fxed coils.

While there is a decrease in 2,. for an increase in 2s., the decrease is not significant.

- CPY A-VAILBLE 1
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Nl/N2
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16 18 20 22 24
Diameter of Inner fixed coils

gal cm
FIGURE 4c. The number of turns of wire required on each of the fixed

coils are plotted with respect to 2a,. the diameter of the inner fixed coils.
The current in the wire as well as the vertical force on the suspended coil are constant. Clearly the

most advantageous design would call for an inner coil diameter of about 24 cm. For this choice the
total wire necessary for both the inner and outer fixed coil is the leat.

Figures 4 a, b, and c contain the necessary information
required to build the field coils of a current balance. It was
previously stated that a deterioration takes place for 2a,, in-
ner fixed coil diameter, much greater than 24 cm. For 2a,
less than 16 cm, solutions continue but from figure 4c, one
can see that the number of turns on the inner fixed coils in-
creases very rapidly without benefit; therefore it is imprac-
tical to consider a further decrease in 2a,. On the other
hand, a larger 2a, decreases the total number of turns on
both coils. As an example, for 2a, = 20 cm, each of the
outer fixed coils contains 3043 turns and the inner fixed
coils contain 20,169 turns. For 2a, = 24 cm, each of the
outer fixed coils contains 2895 turns and the inner fixed
coils contain 13,518 turns. This corresponds to about 6000
m less wire. As for the current in these windings, 0.6 A pro
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duces a force of 0.049 N on the suspended coil when the
suspended coil is energized with 10 Ampere-turns (At). Cor-
respondingly 6 A generates a 0.49 N force and 60 A gen-

erates 4.9 N. Upon a current reversal of the 10 At in the

suspended coil the counter-balancing mass required is 10,
102, and 103 g respectively.

4. Coil geometry evaluation

Figures 5a, b, and c show the force gradient over the area

of interest where the maximum AF, on the suspended coil is

approximately 10, 25, and 50 ppm respectively. The change
in the force is plotted based on the calculated force exerted

on a "test" circular filament whose diameter is allowed to

expand from 2a0 - 2 cm (76 cm) to 2ao + 2 cm (80 cm). The
test filament is also displaced vertically about the mid-plane

(z = 0) to 3 cm above and below the mid-plane (z = +3 cm
and -3 cm). The radial distance, ao, on the plane corre-

sponds to the radius of the suspended coil. The dotted line

shows the path of the suspended coil as it travels vertically

about z = 0. Only the negative travel is shown since the

force gradients are symmetrical about the mid-plane. The

change in the peak AF, occurs by changing only the spac-

ings z, and z 2. The vertical force of course does decrease
when the coil spacings are increased, about 0.6 percent

from AFo = 10 ppm to AF. = 50 ppm. This decrease can be

then corrected by increasing the current in the fixed coils.

5. Current balance specifics

From figures 5a, b, and c, it can be seen that the extent of

available travel 2zo of the suspended coil varies from about

4 cm for a AFB of 10 ppm to about 6 cm for a AFo of 50 ppm.

This distance must be accurately measured and pretty well

sets the scale of the apparatus to be built. For a total ver-

tical travel of the suspended coil from z = -3 cm to z = +3

cm, an uncertainty of 0.01 pm in the displacement will yield

a corresponding experimental uncertainty of 0.17 ppm for

the case where AFo is a maximum of 50 ppm.

The dimensions of the apparatus used in all of the follow-

ing evaluation calculations are:
The diameter of the outer fixed coils (2a2 ) is 1.0 m.
The diameter of the inner fixed coils (2a,) is 0.22 m.
The diameter of the suspended coil (2ao) is 0.78 m.

The separation of the outer fixed coils (z2) is 0.879 m.

The separation of the inner fixed coils (z,) is 0.517 m.
The current ratio or turns ratio (N, of the inner fixed coil

to that of the outer fixed coils is 5.54.

17.75 x 10 Ampere-turns on the outer fixed coils and 98.32

x 104 At on the inner fixed coils will produce a force on the

suspended coil that can be counter-balanced by a mass of 1
kg when the suspended coil contains 10 At.

The magnetic field of the fixed coils will generate a one
volt d.c. signal across the suspended coil when the sus-
pended coil containing 4081 turns traverses in the axial
direction at a constant velocity of 0.5 mm/s. A current of

2.45 mA in such a suspended coil is required to produce a

force that will support a mass of 1 kg.
Obviously, the specifications just presented will require

that the fixed coils of the current balance be superconduct.
ing. A current of 60 A in the fixed coils will require that
there be 2960 turns on the outer fixed coils and 16,390 turns
on the inner fixed coils. The fixed coils are not very unusual
and should not be difficult to produce.

The suspended coil does present a problem if it is also to
be at cryogenic temperatures. Since the balance will have to
be at room temperature along with the standard mass, some
feed-through system would have to be devised which would
transfer the force on the suspended coil up to the balance
arm. The suspended coil cannot be in the liquid helium but
will have to be in a separate vessel and helium gas used to
carry away the heat. An alternate method is to have the
suspended coil in its own special dewar with that dewar
suspended from the balance beam. The first method allows
the laser interferometer optical components to be directly
mounted onto the coil forms. The index of refraction, how-
ever, will have to be continuously monitored. The second
method will have the interferometer optical components at-
tached to the outside of the dewar. This will introduce an

additional uncertainty in the measurements of length. The

index of refraction however can be more easily monitored.
A third method is to have the suspended coil at room

temperature. Certainly a room temperature suspended coil
greatly reduces the mechanical difficulties and should be

seriously considered.
The total length of wire needed on the suspended coil is

10,000 m. With AWG 36 gauge oxygen free high conductivi-
ty copper wire, the resistance is 13.6 kQ. Measuring the

generated d.c. emf with a 50 Hz band width limits the accu-
racy to about 0.1 ppm due to Johnson noise. However inte-
grating the voltage over a 120 s period limits the experimen-
tal accuracy to about 0.002 ppm. When weighing, the cur-
rent will produce about 90 mW of heating. This power will

increase the temperature of the coil by less than 0.03 *C.

Such a room temperature coil will have a mass of about 2.2
kg assuming the copper wire to be wound on a bobbin of

low-expansion glass. Such a system is very appealing to start
with and exhibits the possibility of reducing the uncertainty
in KA by an order of magnitude immediately. On the other

hand, one can imagine the ultimate current balance having
the suspended coil at cryogenic temperatures. Such a sys-
tem would compare the generated emf directly to the output
voltage of a Josephson junction at the 5 mV level. Whereas
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FIGURE 5. Figures a. b, and c show the computed force on a test current
filament, coaxial with the fixed coils, whose radius a0 is permitted to
change from 38 to 40 cm.

This test filament is at the same time displaced verticaly from the mid-plane (s = 0) to + and - 3
cm. At the mid-plane position the vertical force on the current filament is a maximum at a. = 39
cm. For off mid-plane positions, with a. = 39 cm, the force increases to a maximum at . (indicated
by AF.). At this point the AF is at a minimum for changes in a.. The figure S mappings were made
for a 2s, of about 20 cm but the results are very similar for all 2a, which gave a useful solution.
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the room temperature coil has an axial velocity of 0.5 mm/s
to generate 1 V with a sampling time of 120 s, the all-cryo-
genic system would have an axial velocity of 0.0025 mm/s
and a sampling time of 24 x 103 s, assuming all other factors
remained constant.

6. Effect of Possible Coil Misalignments

It is generally easier to compute results for perfect coils
ideally aligned than it is to produce such an assembly. The
following are the computed results for various misalign-
ments.

(1) The change in the vertical force on the suspended coil
for the case where the midplanes of the inner and outer coil
pairs are not coincident turns out to be the most critical (see
table 1 a). Table 1 a shows the change in force in ppm on the

suspended coil at the midplane z = 0 for misalignments in
the axial direction of 0,0.004, 0.008,0.012,0.016, and 0.020
cm. For the suspended coil at vertical positions of 1, 2, 3,
and 4 cm away from the midplane, the change in force in

ppm is given as the change in force from the midplane posi-
tion for that particular misalignment. This misalignment
superimposes a linear force gradient on the ideal force gra-
dient in the left column. The force at the mid-plane changes
a very small amount as indicated at the position z = 0 for
the displacements of 0.004, etc. For the off mid-plane posi-
tions of the suspended coil where z = 1, 2 etc., the gradi-
ents AF from the mid-plane force become quite asymmetric
rather rapidly. Fortunately, this misalignment is one which
can be measured and perhaps corrected for using tech-
niques from the authors' previous experience in the
gamma-p experiment. (10, 11).

(2) Table lb shows the change in the vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where the inner fixed coil as-
sembly is not coaxial with the outer and suspended coils
(radial misalignment). The force gradients are symmetrical
about z = 0. The change in force at the mid-plane (z = 0) is
with respect to the force for perfect alignment while the
change in force for positions off the mid-plane are with
respect to the mid-plane force for that particular misalign-
ment.

TABLE 1a. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coil for the case where either the inner or outer fixed coil assemblies are misaligned in the
axial direction. The quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at z = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements
of the suspended coil is referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment

Displacement Misalignment (cm) in axial direction
Z(cm) of

suspended coil 0.000 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.020

+4 -42.7 -56.0 -69.4 -82.7 -96.1 -109.41
+3 +18.68 +8.93 -0.817 -10.57 -20.32 -30.07
+2 +21.99 +15.62 +9.24 +2.86 -3.51 -9.89
+1 +7.56 +4.41 +1.26 -1.89 -5.04 --8.19

0 0 -0.006 -0.025 -0.056 -0.10 -0.157
-1 +7.56 + 10.716 + 13.87 + 17.02 +20.17 +23.32
-2 +21.99 +28.37 +34.74 +41.12 +47.49 +53.86
-3 +18.68 +28.42 +38.17 +47.91 +57.65 +67.39
-4 -42.7 -29.4 -16.0 -2.719 + 10.61 +23.93

TABLE lb. The variation in the vertical-force on the suspended coil for the case where the inner fixed coil assembly is misaligned in the radial direction.
The quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at z = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements of the suspended
coil is referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Misalignment (cm) in radial direction
Z(cm) of

suspended coil 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

+4 -42.7 -36.9 -19.6 +9.33 +49.9 + 102.3
+3 +18.68 +21.97 +31.84 +48.33 +71.47 +101.3
+2 +21.99 +23.47 +27.90 +35.29 +45.67 +59.0
+ 1 +7.56 +7.94 +9.05 +10.91 +13.52 +16.88

0 0 +31.4 +125 +282 +500 +780

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.
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(3) Table 1 c shows the change in vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where the outer fixed coil as-
sembly is not coaxial with the inner and suspended coils
(radial misalignment). The change in force at the mid-plane
(z = 0) is with respect to the force for perfect alignment
while the change in force for positions off the mid-plane are
with respect to the mid-plane force for that particular mis-
alignment.

(4) Table 1 d shows the change in vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where the suspended coil is not
coaxial with the inner and outer coils (radial misalignment).
It should be noted that the amount of misalignment given in
ables 1b-1d is 100 times greater than the axial misalign-
ment of table 1 a. The change in force on the suspended coil
at the mid-plane for the outer fixed coils radially misaligned
is opposite the change in force for the case where the inner
fixed coils are radially misaligned. The change in force at
the mid-plane (z = 0) is with respect to the force for perfect
alignment while the change in force for positions off the
mid-plane are with respect to the mid-plane force for that
particular misalignment. Even though the force change is
substantial (some 30 ppm for a 4 mm displacement), there is
very little change in the force gradient for the suspended
coil being off the mid-plane.

(5) Table 1 e shows the change in the vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where the suspended coil is
tilted about the center of the system. The change in force at
the mid-plane (z = 0) is with respect to the force for perfect
alignment while the change in force for positions off the
mid-plane are with respect to the mid-plane force for that
particular misalignment.

(6) Table if shows the change in the vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where the outer fixed coil as-
sembly is tilted about the cente.. , m. The change
in force at the mid-plane (z = 0) is with respect to the force
for perfect alignment while the change in force for positions
off the mid-plane are with respect to the mid-plane force for
that particular misalignment

(7) Table 1 g shows the change in the vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where the inner fixed coil as-
sembly is tilted about the center of the system. The change
in force at the mid-plane (z = 0) is with respect to the force
for perfect alignment while the change in force for positions
off the mid-plane are with respect to the mid-plane force for
that particular misalignment.

TABLE 1 c. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coil for the case where the outer fixed coil assembly is misaligned in the radial direction.
The quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at s = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements of the suspended
coil is referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Misalignment(cm) in radial direction
Z(cm) of

suspended coil 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

+4 -42.7 -42.3 -45.2 -48.4 -52.8 -58.5
+3 +18.68 +18.32 +17.26 +15.48 +12.99 +9.78
+2 +21.99 +21.83 +21.36 +20.57 +19.47 +18.04
+ 1 +7.56 +7.53 +7.41 +7.21 +6.93 +6.58

0 0 -32.04 -128.2 -288.0 -513.0 -801.0

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.

TADLE 1d. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coil for the case where the suspended coil is misaligned in the radial direction. The quan-
tity given is AF in ppm. The AF at s = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements of the suspended coil is
referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Misalignment (cm) in radial direction
Z(cm) of

suspended coil 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

+4 -42.7 -37.6 -22.1 +3.66 +39.9 +86.6
+3 + 18.68 +21.6 +30.4 +45.1 +65.8 +92.5
+2 +21.99 +23.3 +27.3 +33.9 +43.2 +55.1
+1 +7.56 +7.90 +8.89 +10.5 +12.9 +15.9

0 0 -0.67 -2.75 -6.48 -12.3 -20.6

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.
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(8) Table 1 h shows the change in the vertical force on the
suspended coil for the case where both fixed coil assemblies
are tilted as a unit about the center of the system. The
change in force at the mid-plane (z = 0) is with respect to
the force for perfect alignment while the change in force for
positions off the mid-plane are with respect to the mid-plane

force for that particular misalignment
Of all the misalignments, the most critical is that where

the midplanes of the fixed coil pairs do not coincide. The
least critical alignment apparent in the vertical force on the
suspended coil is where the suspended coil is either radially
or angularly misaligned.

TABLE l e. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coil for the case where the suspended coil is tilted about the center of the system. The
quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at z = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements of the suspended coil
is referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm)of
suspended coil 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

+4 -42.7 -43.1 -44.9 -47.9 -52.1 -57.5 -102.0 -283.0 ....... ........
+3 +18.68 +18.28 +17.28 +15.56 +13.20 +10.12 -15.45 -118.0 -290.0 .........

+2 +21.99 +21.61 +21.16 +20.41 +19.35 +17.97 +6.51 -39.4 -116.0 -225.0
+1 +7.56 +7.41 +7.30 +7.11 +6.85 +6.50 +3.62 -7.90 -27.2 -54.0

0 0 +0.0076 +0.30 +0.67 +1.18 +1.85 +6.76 +16.4 -3.47 -108.0

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.

TABLE I f. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coilfor the case where the outer fixed coil assembly is tilted about the center of the system.
The quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at z = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements of the suspended
coil is referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(em) of
suspended coil 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

+4 -42.7 -42.6 -42.6 -42.7 -42.8 -42.9
+3 +18.68 +18.56 +18.54 +18.49 +18.51 +18.43
+2 +21.99 +21.71 +21.78 +21.69 +21.76 +21.72
+1 +7.56 +7.40 +7.45 +7.38 +7.45 +7.44

0 0 -1.39 -5.75 -12.94 -23.08 -36.09

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.

TABLE 1g. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coil for the case where the inner fixed coil is tilted about the center of the system. The
quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at s = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the IF at vertical displacements of the suspended coil
is referenced to the force at the mid-plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm) of
suspended coil 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

+4 -42.7 -43.1 -44.9 -48.0 -52.0 -57.4
+3 + 18.68 +18.28 +16.80 +15.87 + 18.08 + 10.53
+2 +21.99 +21.93 +21.28 +20.54 +19.65 + 18.42
+1 +7.56 +7.34 +7.24 +7.09 +6.88 +6.82

0 0 -4.50 -18.1 -41.1 -73.2 -114.7

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.
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TABLE lh. The variation in the vertical force on the suspended coil for the case where the entire fixed coil assembly is tilted about the center of the
system. The quantity given is AF in ppm. The AF at z = 0 is referenced to the force for perfect alignment, while the AF at vertical displacements of the
suspended coil is referenced to the force at the mid plane for that particular misalignment.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm) of -
suspended coil 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

+ 4 -42.7 -43.2 -44.9 -48.1 -52.3 -57.8
+3 +18.68 +18.20 + 16.71 +15.73 +12.96 +10.33
+2 +21.99 +21.87 +21.29 +20.46 +19.64 +18.38
+1 +7.56 +7.30 +7.25 +7.03 +6.88 +6.83

0 0 -5.90 -23.86 -54.08 -96.3 -150.7

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.

7. Non Vertical Forces Table 2b is a tabulation of horizontal forces for the case

Perhaps even more important than the change in vertical where the suspended coil is tilted. Results are shown for tilts

forces for coil misalignment, is the unmeasured horizontal up to 2 degrees. The force is perpendicular to the axis of

forces acting on the suspended coil. In the calibrating part rotation of the coil. The horizontal force is given in ppm of

(the measuring of the generated emi) of the experiment, a the vertical force for perfect alignment.

horizontal force translates into an error emf if here is any The classical current balance configuration has the char-

horizontal velocity. This "horizontal" emf adds directly to acteristic that when there is just angular (tilt) misalignment,
the vertical emf and becomes an error in the force calibra- there is no torque on the suspended coil at the mid-plane.

tion unless it is properly accounted for. Table 3a summarizes the torques present on the suspended

Table 2a shows the horizontal force on the suspended coil coil when the only misalignment is a tilt over the coil range
for a misalignment in the radial direction of the suspended of vertical displacement of the suspended coil from z = +4

coil and for vertical positions of the suspended coil up to s cm to -4 cm. The values given are in units of length (pm).
= 4 cm from the mid-plane of the system. The horizontal The torque is normalized to the vertical force of the perfect-

force is an odd function about the mid-plane. The forces ly aligned system.
given here are in parts per million (ppm) of the vertical Table 3b shows the torque for the case where the inner
force. The sign indicates direction i.e. if negative, the force fixed coil pair is tilted. Table 3c shows the torque for the
is away from the central position, positive is a restoring case where the outer fixed coil pair is tilted. These torques
force. Of course if the direction of current is reversed in the are opposite and tend to cancel when it is the entire fixed
suspended coil then the direction of all forces is reversed. coil assembly that is tilted.

TABLE 2a. Ratio of horizontal force to vertical force (in ppm) on the suspended coil for the case where the suspended coil is misaligned in the radial
direction.

Displacement Misalignment (cm) in the radial direction
Z(cm) of

suspended coil 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

+4 0.0 -10.7 -21.2 -31.4 -41.1 -49.9 -70.2 -75.2 -43.7 +37.5
+3 0.0 -2.4 -4.7 -6.7 -8.2 -9.2 -7.2 -12.5 +60.4 +146.5
+2 0.0 + 1.1 +2.3 +3.7 +5.4 +7.5 +17.2 +41.6 +85.2 +154.8
+ 1 0.0 +1.4 +2.8 +4.4 +6.0 +7.9 +15.2 +30.9 +56.2 +94.7

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 -1.4 -2.8 -4.4 -6.0 -7.9 -15.2 -30.9 -56.2 -94.7
-2 0.0 -1.1 -2.3 -3.7 -5.4 -7.5 -17.2 -41.6 -85.2 -154.8
-3 0.0 +2.4 +4.7 +6.7 +8.2 +9.2 +7.2 +12.5 -60.4 -146.5
-4 0.0 +10.7 +21.2 +31.4 +41.1 +49.9 +70.2 +75.2 +43.7 -37.5
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TABLE 2b. Ratio of horisontal force to vertical force (in ppn) on the suspended coil for the case where the suspended coil is tilted about the center of the
system.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm) of
suspended coil 0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

+4 0.0 +3.9 +8.1 +12.4 +17.2 +22.7
+3 0.0 +0.90 +1.9 +3.0 +4.4 +6.1
+2 0.0 -0.03 -0.02 +0.06 +0.25 +0.58
+1 0.0 -0.09 -0.17 -0.23 -0.27 -0.27

0 0.0 -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 -0.11 -0.14

Note: The force ratio is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.

TABLE 3a. Ratio of torque to vertical force acting on suspended coil (unit of nr) for the case where the suspended coil is tilted about the center of the
system.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm) of
suspended coil 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 2.0 4.0

+4 0.0 -13.8 -27.6 -41.4 -55.4 -135.8 -264.1
+3 0.0 -10.5 -20.9 -31.4 -41.9 -103.0 -200.5
+2 0.0 -7.04 -14.1 -21.1 -28.1 -69.2 -134.8
+ 1 0.0 -3.54 -7.07 -10.6 -14.1 -34.8 -67.8

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 +0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 +3.54 +7.07 +10.6 +14.1 +34.8 +67.8
-2 0.0 +7.04 +14.1 +21.1 +28.1 +69.2 +134.8
-3 0.0 +10.5 +20.9 +31.4 +41.9 +103.0 +200.5
-4 0.0 +13.8 +27.6 +41.4 +55.4 +135.8 +264.1

TABLE 3b. Ratio of torque to verticalforce acting on suspended coil (unit of n0 for the case where the inner fixed coil is tilted.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm)of
suspended coil 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

+4 0.0 +34.0 +69.0 +106.4 +147.2
+3 0.0 +24.1 +49.0 +75.6 +104.8

+2 0.0 +15.4 +31.3 +48.4 +67.2
+1 0.0 +7.5 +15.2 +23.6 +32.8

0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 -7.5 -15.2 - 23.6 -32.8
-2 0.0 -15.4 -31.3 - 48.4 -67.2
-3 0.0 -24.1 -49.0 -75.6 -104.8
-4 0.0 -34.0 -69.0 -10.4 -147.2

TABLE 3c. Ratio of torque to verticalforce acting on suspended coil(in units ofpun) for the case where the outer fixed coil is tilted.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm) of
suspended coil 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0

+4 0.0 -169.8 -333.2 -483.6 -613.6
+3 0.0 -127.1 -249.5 -362.2 -460.1
+2 0.0 -84.6 -166.1 -241.3 -306.6
+ 1 0.0 -42.3 -83.0 -120.6 -153.3
0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
-1 0.0 +42.3 +83.0 +120.6 +153.3
-2 0.0 +84.6 +166.1 +241.3 +306.6
-3 0.0 +127.1 +249.5 +362.2 +460.1
-4 0.0 +169.8 +333.2 +483.6 +613.6
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Table 3d shows the torque on the suspended coil when
there is a misalignment in the radial direction between the
fixed coil assembly and the suspended coil. This torque is
by far the largest of all the other torques calculated. The
torque is relatively constant over the expected vertical posi-
tions of the suspended coil and increases fairly linearly with
increased misalignment.

Most of the effects of coil misalignment are small, but
they will have to be monitored and corrections will have to
be applied. For the case of vertical forces, if perfect align-
ment is not possible, the experimental accuracy will be
unaffected, as long as the misalignment does not change
during the course of operation. The chance for a change in
alignment can develop during the measurement of voltage.

TABLE 3d. Ratio of torque to vertical force acting on suspended coil (in units of yem) for the case where the suspended coil is misaligned in the radial
direction.

Displacement Tilt in degrees

Z(cm)of
suspended coil 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

+4 0. 849 1696 2546 3396 4248

+3 0 849 1698 2548 3398 4250

+2 0 849 1698 2548 3399 4251

+ 1 0 849 1698 2548 3399 4250
0 0 849 1698 2548 3398 4250

Note: AF is symmetrical about the midplane of the coil system.

In this instance, the suspended coil will be changing its ax-
ial position at a uniform velocity with respect to the fixed
coils. This action can occur by displacing the fixed coils, by
displacing the suspended coil through movement of the en-
tire balance, or by allowing the balance to swing. Either of
the three methods will require a positive servo system to
either keep the velocity constant or the generated emf con-
stant. Certainly, the swinging of the balance is the most at-
tractive since it requires the least effort. The swinging of
the balance however naturally produces a misalignment in
the radial direction of the suspended coil when it travels
from +zo to -z0 . Depending upon the length of the balance
beam, though, this displacement can be kept small. For a
balance beam with a half length of 40 cm, the maximum
radial displacement is about 0.11 cm. From Table 2a, it can
be found that the horizontal force is about 2.6 ppm of the
vertical force. This horizontal force results in an additional
displacement of less than 1 m when the vertical distance
from the knife edge to the suspended coil is 1 m. The hori-
zontal force produced is a negligible error in the vertical
force measurement However, this horizontal force trans.
lates into a generated emf into the suspended coil during
the calibration part of the experiment and yet does not add
to the vertical force. This is a potential systematic error if
not properly taken into account.

The maximum calculated horizontal velocity is 3.75 x
10-i cm/s as compared to the vertical velocity of 5 x 10 -2
cm/s. This will increase or decrease the emf measured at
the end points by 0.195 NV in one volt If the initial velocity

- v~~v

is negative at z = +3 and the Aemf is positive then the Aemf
will also be positive at z = -3. Therefore a systematic error
will result and a correction must be applied. This correction
can be calculated from a measurement of the horizontal
force.

8. Conclusion

The first part of the experiment involves calibrating the
force balance through the measurement of a d.c. voltage
and a velocity. Both of these measurements are difficult but
possible at the 0.1 ppm level of uncertainty.

The second part of the experiment, "weighing the
force", will be relatively easy. Considering that the mass of
the suspended coil will be approximately 2.2 kg and the ver-
tical electromagnetic force will be counter-balanced by mass
of 1.0 kg, a weighing to 5 x 10-' (16 pg) will result in an un-
certainty of 0.02 ppm in the force measurement. While a
guest worker at NBS, Mr. H. Nakamura of the Electrotech-
nical Laboratory, Japan developed a very good servo-system
for the NBS current balance [10]. Mr. Nakamura's contribu-
tion will certainly allow the force to be weighed to 0.02 ppm
or better.

We hope that the apparatus outlined above (resembling
fig. 6) will resolve the confusion that now exists in present
determinations of KA. The undertaking is a large scale ex-
periment with much apparatus to be constructed. The exact
time required for achieving the ultimate accuracy in the ex-
periment is not easily determinable, nor is the ultimate ac-
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General Appearance of Compensated Current Balance

'I

(not to scale)
FIGUaR 6. The general appearance of the compensated current balance

is shoWvL
The ma. on he left .cale pa. of the balance m ufficient to counterbalance the ma. of the su

pended coil plus the downward vertical force exerted on the suspended coil. When the current in the
suspended coil is reversed. then a s M is added to the right scale pan to offset the upward ver-
tical force. Thus the se M ia sufficient to counterbalance the upward vertical force plus the nega-
trve of the downward vertical force.

curacy itself. However, with reasonable support, it may be
expected that a value with an uncertainty in the neighbor-
hood of a few tenths ppm is possible within a few years.

The new ampere measurement will not only help resolve
the discrepancies which now exist among several fundamen-
tal constant determinations, but will also enable the present
value of 2e/h used for volt monitoring applications to be
brought closer to its absolute value in terms of mass, length,
and time. In the future, the sensitivity of the apparatus can
be used to monitor the stability of the kilogram with respect
to time, by utilizing the stability of the Josephson voltage
standard and the calculable capacitor. Since the force
developed is sufficient to counterbalance one kilogram with
only 2 mA in the suspended coil, the apparatus can be used
to calibrate other mass standards in terms of the kilogram
by merely determining a current ratio.

Even though the absolute ampere experiment as outlined
above is an ambitious project, one must consider that the
authors propose to measure the ampere to an accuracy 50
times better than it has ever been measured, and that abso-
lute ampere determinations have a 100 year history of ef-
fort. Advances do not come easily.

The authors wish to thank Mr. Robert E. Kleimann and
Mrs. Sheila A. Taylor for their assistance in writing the com-
puter programs and in the operation of the computer.

9. Appendix A

The derivations leading to equation 8 can also be
described in an integral form. This integral approach is
very useful because the quantities that come into the final
result are more easily measured in the laboratory.

The force in the z direction between two coils of a mutual
inductor is given by

F. = 1,11(8 M~/ z) (Al)

The integral of this force from an initial position z, to a
final position zf is:

f' Fdz = I,1,[Ma(z,) - M"a( ,). (A2)

The emf generated in coil 1 when a current 1h is in coil 2 is

E,(t) = -Ih(dM, 3 /dt)

which can be integrated from time t, to t2:

f t (t)dt = -12M(a 2 ) - MI 0)I-

(A3)

(A4)

Now if t, is the time the moving coil passes the position z,
and t2 the time the coil pass zf then we can divide eq (A2) by
eq(A4)

It = (f'Fdz/f(ft,(t)dt) (AS)

This is the integral form of eq (3) and can be written explic-
itly in terms of NBS units so that eq(8) becomes

(A6)[ ' m(z)gdz
KA = (An/lA) = r

INaS(QNBS Q)f Ns(t)dt
L- ti s

The f m(z)g di is computed from many static weighings

made along the path from z1 to zf with a current I~. in the

balance coil. Thef 2Ns(t)dt is measured in a separate ex-
periment when the coil is moved from position z, to z, in a
time t, - t, at a nearly constant velocity and the current I.,
is not flowing in coil 1. The geometry and the current of coil
2 must remain unchanged during all these measurement or
an appropriate correction must be made.
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10. Appendix B

An interesting variation on this method for measuring the
ampere occurs if one restricts the moveable coil to a single,
rotational degree of freedom. Such a rotatable coil placed in
the nearly uniform field produced by an external circuit
forms the basis of the classic electrodynamometer or Pellat
balance [3j

The torque on the rotatable coil is given by

7(6) = 1,1 2(dM1 2/d6) (Bl)

where I, and 12 are the currents in the external and rotat-
able circuits respectively, M1 2 is the mutual inductance and
6 is the rotation angle. The integral of this torque in moving
the coil betwen two angles is then

W=f' 716)d6= 1112 f'dM12 =1112[M12 (6,) - M 1(6)] (B2)

If the coil is now allowed to rotate with its circuit open,
the magnitude of the emf generated is

E(t) = I(dM 1/dt) (B3)

Integrating this emf over time one obtains

J2F(t)dt = I1 f'dM12 = IJM,2(t2) - M,2(t,) (B4)

If t, and t2 are the times when the coil is at angles 6, and 6,
of eq (B2) we may divide eq (B2) we may divide eq (B2) by eq
(B4) to obtain

Il = f' T(6)d6/f2'(t)dt (B5)
'. '5

Since the numerator of eq (B5) is just the work done by
the electrical torque in rotating the coil between 6, and 6,, it
can be replaced with any equivalent expression for this
work. In particular, this work is equal to the work done by a
vertical external force applied at the end of a balance beam
attached to tha moveable coil when that external force just

balances the electrical force. This force is what can be
measured experimentally by weighing. Expressed this way
eq (B5) becomes

I, = f'F,(z)dz/f 2E(t)dt,
_;r

(B6)

where z, and z1 are the vertical positions of the end of the
balance arm at angles 60 and 6,. This is identical to eq (A5)
and leads directly to eq (A6) for K,.

A major disadvantage of the method described in this ap-
pendix is that the force and the emf depend directly on the
area of the moveable coil, in contrast to the geometry de-
scribed in the body of the text, where they are essentially
independent of the area of the moveable coil. Because of
this, temperature control problems are more critical for the
rotating coil. On the other hand, the rotary coil has the ad-
vantage of being constrained to move with one degree of
freedom. As a result problems of non-vertical forces and
torques which must be considered in the coil system de-
scribed in the text do not affect the rotating coil. Since no
displacements other than rotation are allowed, no emf's are
generated and no work is done other than by the forces ex-
plicity considered.

11. Appendix C

The true current balance field coils will have windings of
finite cross section. Below, results and specifications have
been tabulated for field coils which must provide enough
radial magnetic field to exert a vertical force of 4.9 N on a
circular filament of 78 cm diameter containing a 10 ampere
current.

The outer field coil consists of a bundle of square cross
section containing 54 x 54 of 0.0508 cm diameter conduc-
tors. The mean diameter of the coil is 100 cm.

The inner field coil consists of a bundle of rectangular
cross section containing 115 (radial) x 116 (axial) of 0.0508
em diameter conductors. The mean diameter of the coil is
24 cm.

TABLE Cl.

z2(cm) z,(cm) 1,A 1,/I, AFo(ppm) 2Azo(cm)

86.1186 50.6786 59.1834593 1.0021216 7.1 3.5
86.2328 50.7328 59.2713175 1.0019726 12.3 3.9
86.3470 50.7848 59.3612670 1.0017318 19.2 4.5
86.5090 50.8712 59.4762047 1.0019700 33.2 5.1
86.5710 50.9024 59.5219867 1.0019812 39.2 5.4
86.6292 50.9314 59.5652223 1.0019806 45.4 5.6
86.7336 50.9832 59.6429316 1.0019745 58.0 6.2
86.8282 51.0302 59.7132118 1.0019770 70 6.3
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12. Appendix D

The coincidence of the mid-planes of each of the two coil
pairs is the most critical alignment. A misalignment, in the
axial direction, of the mid planes by as much as 0.004 cm
begins to introduce an undesirable linear gradient in the
force along the z-direction. This misalignment could be cor-
rectable by mechanically adjusting either coil pair along the
axis. However figure D-1 shows the positions of correction
coils which provides the ability to effectively "reposition"
the large field coils by + or - 0.2 cm in the axial or z-direc-
tion electrically. Table D-1 gives the ampere-turns, as a per-
cent of the ampere-turns of the main coil, required to effec-
tively reposition one of the large diameter field coils in the
axial direction. Each correction coil has the same number of
turns. Electrically they are connected in opposition.

Z

3.0 cm

a2 3.6 cm

MAIN COIL
CORRECTION COILS ® Q

FIGURE D-1.

TABLE D-1

correction coil ampere-turns in percent of
Coil misalignment in cm main ampere-turns

-0.20 "-3.04519
-0.15 -2.28639
-0.10 -1.52593
-0.05 -0.76380
+0.05 +0.76547
+0.10 +1.53262
+0.15 +2.30145
+0.20 +3.07197
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New NBS Measurements of the Absolute Farad and Ohm

ROBERT D. CUTKOSKY, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-A recently completed calculable cross capacitor in con-
junction with a previously described collection of ac and dc bridges
has made possible a highly accurate measurement of the farad and
the ohm. The cross capacitor and its auxiliary equipment, as well
as those components of the measurement system which have not
been covered in prior publications, are described in detail. The
measurements indicate that the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS) unit of capacitance is given by FNBS = 1 F + 1.787 F, and
that the NBS unit of resistance is given by Nss = 1 0 - 0.819 un.

INTRODUCTION

FOLLOWING the theoretical and experimental de-
velopment of the calculable cross capacitor by

Thompson and Lampard of the National Standards

Laboratory of Australia [1], a research effort was initiated

Manuscript received July 3, 1974; revised August 20, 1974. This
paper is a contribution of the National Bureau of Standards and is
not subject to copyright.

The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of
Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234.

at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to utilize

these principles in an absolute measurement of the farad

and the ohm. T1, initial NBS effort in this field [2] was

completed in 1960 and provided an absolute measurement
of the ohm with an estimated uncertainty of about 2 parts

in 106. These measurements provided the basis for the

present NBS unit of capacitance, FNBs. The NBS unit of

resistance iINBs was not adjusted at that time, because the

unit in existence since 1948 was found to be substantially

correct. The activities of our laboratory since 1960 have

been directed toward improving the equipment and tech-

niques which were used in the initial effort with the
objective of completing an absolute ohm measurement
with an uncertainty on the order of a few parts in 10.

ORGANIZATION OF MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The starting point in the NBS absolute ohm measure-

ment is a 0.5-pF calculable cross capacitor, the capacitance
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of which can be determined from a measurement of its
length. This instrument is used to measure the capacitance
of a transportable 10-pF reference capacitor which can be
carried from the basement room containing the cross ca-
pacitor to a large second floor. laboratory containing the
other components of the measurement system.

The second floor laboratory contains the bank of 10-pF
reference capacitors that maintain the NBS unit of capaci-
tance. An ac bridge with a nominal voltage ratio of 10:1
is used in two stages to measure two 1000-pF capacitors.
These capacitors are used in turn as two arms of a special
frequency-dependent bridge called a quadrature bridge
for measuring the ac resistances of two 105-n resistors.
These resistors are then compared with a transportable
1000-0 resistor through the use of a 100:1 ac bridge that
utilizes the 10:1 voltage ratio bridge just cited and a 10:1
current comparator [3].

The transportable 1000-9 resistor is then carried to the
laboratory in which the N BS bank of 1-Q reference resistors
is maintained. The Aepup from the 1- level to the 1000-0
transportable resistor is performed in this laboratory using
de techniques with the aid of Hamon dividers and a dc
comparator.

Essential special auxiliary equipment includes a low
noise parametric preamplifier, instruments for measuring
the voltage dependence of capacitors and other com-
ponents, a transformer calibrator, and all of the equipment
necessary for determing the frequency dependence of the
cross capacitor and of the transportable 1000-0 resistor.
Except for the cross capacitor itself and equipment related
to its use, all of the special instruments and techniques
used in this work have been described in a series of pub-
lications dating back to 1962 [3]-[7]. The attention of
this paper is accordingly concentrated on the construction
and operation of the cross capacitor and on those aspects
of the measurement system which have not already been
adequately covered.

CROSS CAPACITOR

The NBS cross capacitor utilizes the now classic geome-
try which was first exploited by Clothier [8]. Our system
contains four vertical cylindrical electrodes with diameters
of 6.35 cm which were lapped to an accuracy of : 0.1 um
and which are located in a square array with clearances of
3.60 mm between adjacent electrodes. A grounded cylin-
drical shield with an inside diameter of 1.16 cm surrounds
the four electrodes. A movable shield rod with a diameter
of 2.72 cm is partially inserted between the electrodes from
the top and is located horizontally by polytetraflouro-
ethylene rings which are placed around the shield rod and
which lightly touch all four electrodes. This shield rod may
by translated vertically by means of a pulley and counter-
weight system to vary the cross capacitance of the instru-
ment in a controlled manner. The lower end of the shield
rod is composed of an Invar fitting which is terminated
with a vertical tube 22.4 mm long with an outside diameter
of 10.0 mm. The geometry of this tube was chosen to
eliminate the first-order dependence of capacitance upon

electrode taper and angular misalignment which could
otherwise seriously affect the measurements.

An optical flat is mounted inside the Invar fitting just
above the misalignment compensation tube. A similar
Invar fitting with a second optical flat is mounted just
above the lower ends of the electrodes. The lower fitting
can be adjusted either mechanically or electrically by
means of a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) to make the
flats precisely parallel. The PZT can also be used to dis-
place the lower flat vertically over a range slightly larger
than 1 fringe. Provision has been made to dither the lower
flat over a range of a few hundredths of a fringe at a fre-
quency of 10 Hz. The two flats form the plates of a Fabry-
Perot interferometer which is illuminated by a Lamb-dip
stabilized helium-neon laser. The optical system contains
a polarizer and quarter-wave plate to minimize the amount
of light returning to the laser, a beam expanding telescope
to fill the 7-mm-diameter Fabry-Perot resonator, a 50-cm
ft, al length lens to focus the interference fringes, and an
adjustable pinhole at the focal plane of the lens to select
the light from the center of the fringe pattern and to allow
it to strike a phototransistor. The 10-Hz component of the
phototransistor'output resulting from dithering the lower
flat is amplified and detected with a phase sensitive de-
tector. The detector output is amplified and fed back to the
PZT to lock the interferometer on the center of a fringe.

The shield rod contains two cylindrical sections 7 mm
long which are electrically insulated from the rest of the
shield rod. These sections are of the same diameter as the
shield rod and are connected "ia sliding contacts to sep-
arate terminals on the housing of the capacitor. One of
these sections is located a few millimeters above the Invar
fitting containing the upper flat, and the other is about
10 cm farther up. These sections make it possible to moni-
tor variations in the interelectrode spacing and in the angle
between the shield rod and the electrode axis as the shield
rod is displaced through its range of travel through meas-
urements of the direct capacitance between each cylindri-.
cal section and each capacitor electrode. These sections
are shorted to the case of the capacitor when cross-capaci-
tance measurements are being made.

The cross capacitor becomes slightly nonlinear when
the shield rod is set to produce a cross capacitance smaller
than 0.2 pF, and has a maximum capacitance of 0.7 pF.
Within this normal operating range of 0.5 pF, only the
expected nonlinearity at the 0.2-pF end of the range has
been found. The capacitance nonlinearity at the 0.2-pF
end of its range was determined by comparing the rates of
change of capacitance with shield rod displacement, with
the shield rod set to yield various cross capacitances down
to 0.06 pF. The function relating departure from linearity
to normal capacitance was found to be exponential and
indicated that at the 0.2-pF setting the nonlinearity
amounted. to 7.0 X 10-9 pF. A correction of 14 parts in
in 109 was accordly applied to the 0.5-pF capacitance
difference.

The uncertainty in cross capacitance caused by im-
precise mechanical construction and alignment is estimated
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to be smaller than 1 part in 10'. A correction of 3 parts
in 10' to account for a slight error in the laser beam di-
rection was applied. The wavelength of our present laser
is unfortunately not completely stable, and at present
limits our capacitana accuracy. The capacitor is normally
evacuated to a sui iciently small pressure so that correction
for changes either in the laser wavelenght or in the di-
electric constant of the capacitor is unnecessary.

The distributed capacitances and inductances in the
leads and electrodes of the calculable capacitor result in
a small f -.quency dependence. The distributions of these
parasitic impedances were determined by direct measure-
ments coupled with some estimates of end effects. The
total correction for these internal loading effects including
the capacitive loading correction for the transformer used
to compare the calculable capacitor with the 10-pF trans-
portable reference capacitor was found to be +9 parts
in 109 at 1592 Hz.

ALTERNATING CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

The capacitance of the calculable capacitor is compared
with that of a transportable 10-pF reference capacitor in
a bridge containing a special transformer which supplies
200 V at 1592 Hz to the capacitor. When the calculable
capacitor is set to yield 0.2 pF, the reference capacitor is
connected to a tap supplying 4 V, and when it is set to
yield 0.7 pF the reference capacitor is connected to a tap
supplying 14 V. The critical ratios of this transformer were
measured using larger fixed capacitors which can be ac-
curately calibrated through the use of a previously de-
scribed 10:1 voltage ratio bridge [3]. The open circuit
ratio correction for the special transformer was found to be
-71 parts in 109. The remaining features of the bridge
used for comparing the cross capacitor with the 10-pF
reference capacitor and in determiningthe fringe number
are similar to those described by Clothier [8].

The impedance of the transportable 10-pF reference
capacitor at 1592 Hz is compared with the impedance of a
1000-1l transportable resistor using a set of bridges de-
scribed in an earlier paper [3]. The four-pair 10:1 voltage
bridge was calibrated through the use of a set of eleven
10-pF capacitors by means of the permutation method [9],
but modifications were made so that better advantage
could be taken of the four-pair configuration. The voltage
dependencies of all of the capacitors involved in the step--
up and in the calibrations were measured on an absolute
basis using a new version of the system described by
Shields [10]. The only capacitors for which the voltage
dependence corrections were larger than 1 part in 109 were
two 1000-pF capacitors used to calibrate a 10:1 ac current
comparator. This comparator was part of a 100:1 bridge
used for the ac measurement of the 1000-f transportable
resistor. Two different pairs of capacitors were used for
this calibration. The voltage dependencies of the capaci-

tors over the 20-V to 200-V range varied from 82 parts in
10' to 154 parts in 109, but after the corrections were
applied, all of the measurements of the current comparator
ratio agreed within 2 parts in 109.

PN COPY AVARIAL:

TRANSPORTABLE RESISTOR

The 1000-0 transportable resistor consists of nine 1000-2
Evanohm resistors wound on mica cards. The individual
cards are connected in series parallel and mounted in a
sealed metal can nearly filled with oil. The can is in turn.
immersed in a temperature-regulated oil bath. This re-
sistor is measured with both ac current and with dc cur-
rent, and it is necessary to correct for any ac-de resistance
difference which may exist. Two special coaxial resistors,
one of 100 Q and one of 100012. were constructed to investi-
gate this possibility [11]. Each of these resistors consists of
a single length of Evanohm wire about 30 cm long and of
suitable diameter mounted along the axis of an oil-filled
tubular return conductor with a diameter of 5 cm. Shielded
current and potential terminals were provided at each end.
Complete calculations of the field distributions and eddy
currents were made to allow an assessment of the frequency
dependencies of the two resistors. A comparison of the
ratios of the two resistors at 1592 Hz and at 15920 Hz
showed close consistency with the calculations, both in
resistance and in phase angle. On the basis of the calcula-
tions, the 1000-f coaxial resistor was assigned a resistance
difference from dc to 1592 Hz of S parts in 10" which is
not significant, but which does not include a possible dc

error attributable to the Peltier effect [12], which could
arise from the use of spot welding to fasten the resistance
%%ire to its terminals. A microscopic examination of the
welded junction showed a discolored section of Evanohm
wire extending out from the weld for a distance of about
0.2 mm. It was subsequently determined that annealing
a piece of Evanohm wire substantially changes its thermo-
electric coefficient, so that a thermoelectric junction could
exist 0.2 mm from each end of the resistance wire, possibly
causing the dc resistance to be abnormally high due to th,
Peltier effect.

A second special 1000-f resistor was built to determine
whether or not the Peltier effect in the coaxial 1000-fl
resistor was significant. This resistor consists of a length
of resistance wire about 3 m long folded twice to form a
four-wire cage 75 cm long. The wires are separated by 1 cm
throughout the length of the system and produce a quad-
rupole field, which is not strongly coupled to the metal
supports and shield structure. Current and potential
terminals for each end of the resistor consist of pieces of
0.07-mm diameter copper wire 1 cm long soldered to
heavier copper lead wires with low thermal solder. The
0.07-mm wires were placed parallel to each other and about
3 mm apart on a beryllium oxide heat sink. The resistance
wire was placed over the copper wires and perpendicular
to them and clamped in place with a second beryllium
oxide heat sink. The contact resistance of this purely
mechanical connection was about 0.1 Q. The resistor was
easily trimmed to +. 100 ppm by releasing the clamping
pressure and moving the resistance wire as required. The
finished resistor was immersed in an oil bath for tempera-
ture control.

The quadrupole resistor was not expected to exhibit an
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appreciable Peltier effect because of the absence of thermo-
electric junctions in the portions of the resistor common to
the current and potential circuits. A verification of the
absence of Peltier errors was made by connecting a nano-
voltmeter between a normally open extension of the
Evanohm resistance wire and the adjacent clamped junc-
tion. A current was then passed through the 10001 section
of the resistor via the innermost of the four clamped junc-
tions. Reversing the sign of the current had no effect on
the nanovoltmeter reading. Some eddy current errors
could exist, but this would cause an apparent increase of
resistance with frequency.

The coaxial 1000-Q resistor is believed to be substantially
free of eddy current errors, but if it were troubled with the

Peltier effect, its resistance would appear to decrease with
frequency. Measurements of the ratio of the two special

1000 12 resistors at de and at 1592 Hz agreed within 5 parts

in 109, which is interpreted as indicating that neither
resistor has a significant frequency dependence.

The ac-dc difference of the transportable resistor was

determined by comparison with the coaxial 1000-2 re-
sistor. The difference has changed from 484 X 10- in 1970
to 535 X 10-9 on January 29, 1974. In February or March
of 1974 the phase angle of the transportable resistor
changed abruptly by about 43 rad. Subsequently, its
ac-dc difference was determined to be 460 X 10-9. The
dc resistance -of the transportable resistor was always

larger than the ac resistance.

DIRECT CURRENT MEASUREMENTS

All of the dc comparisons relating the 1000-2 transport-
able resistor to the NBS legal ohm as maintained with 1-11
resistors were made directly or under the supervision of
T. E. Wells of the Electrical Reference Standards Section,
NBS Electricity Division. Two separate buildup processes
were used. In the first process, a Hamon divider with ten
10-9 coils was first compared in the parallel mode with the
1-2 standard resistors using a current comparator. Then,

again using the current comparator, the Hamon divider
was compared in the series mode with a second Hamon

divider containing ten 100-2 coils, first to measure the

series-parallel combination of nine of the coils, and second
to measure the tenth coil individually. Finally, the second
Hamon divider was connected in the series mode and com-

pared with the 1000-2 transportable resistor in a con-

ventional Wheatstone bridge. In the second process, a

Hamon divider with thirty-two 32-2 coils was compared

in the parallel mode with the 1- standard resistors using

a current comparator. Then it was compared in the series

mode with a 1024-2 resistor consisting of a 1000- resistor

in series with a 24-2 resistor. A separate measurement of

the 24-2 resistor yielded the value of the 1000-2 section,
which was finally compared with the transportable re-

sistor. The two processes were found to agree within the

uncertainty limits of the measurements, or about 2 parts

in 108.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The measurement process consisted of performing the
ac calibrations relating the 10-pF transportable capacitor
to the 1000-12 transportable resistor twice on a Monday or
Tuesday, and twice again on the following Thursday or
Friday. On the intervening Wednesday, the 10-pF capici-
tor was calibrated by reference to the calculable capacitor,
and the 1000-2 resistor was compare with the bank of 1-2
resistors maintaining the NBS legal ohm. These sequences
were repeated every month or two, with the intervals be-
tween measurements being devoted to calibrating the
bridges and determining the required corrections as out-
lined earlier.

Table I summarizes the results obtained. The standard
deviations associated with the average values of both

FNBs and QNjs are well below one part in 109, which is
negligible compared with the possible systematic errors.
Estimates of the effects of possible systematic errors are
itemized in Table II. The error in the measurement of

S2NBS is almost certainly less than the direct sum of the
listed systematic errors, but could easily Lxceed their root
sum square (rss) sum. If a single number must be assigned
to the uncertainly of the measurement of QNBS, a value of
0.06 ppm (95-percent confidence level) would not be un-
reasonable.

A comparison between the work reported here and the
absolute ohm work of the National Standards Laboratory
(NSL) of Australia [13] can be made by making use of
the periodic resistance intercomparisons performed at the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM).
The BIPM has reported for the series of intercomparisons
made between January and April 1973 that QNBS =
1 Se2 rb + 0:2 i

2
, and 1 2

NSL = QN9-11 + 0.33 AQ [14]. Very

recent work at the NSL has indicated that the resistance
of the shield return lead of their ae-de transfer resistor
has increased by 0.19 ppm of the total resistance since it
was last measured in 1967 [15]. This shield resistance was
included in their four-pair ac measurements, but its as-
signed value was added to the results of their dc measure-
ments. It is not known when the change occurred, but it is
believed probable that most of the change occurred before

their measurement of the transportable resistors which
were involved in the 3I2M resistance intercomparisons.
If the entire 0.19-ppm correction is applied to the 1973
intercomparisons, the BIPM result would become 1 2

NSL =
2 69-HI + 0.52 p12 , so that 

1
NBS = QNSL -0.32 12 . The

NSL unit is maintained ;o be in accordance with the SI
definition, but they had been using c = 2.997925 X 10"
m/s for the speed of light. We have used c = 2.99792458 X

10 8 m/s, as was recommended for international adoption
in 1973 [16]. Since the speed of light enters the capacitance
equations as 1/c2, the NBS unit of resistance as measured

through the BIPM by NSL should be corrected by 0.280
ppm, or QN1ns (NSL) = 112 -0.60 gl. The discrepancy

with our result, 12NBS = 12 -0.819 i2 , is 0.22 ppm. This is
larger than expected in view of the reported NSL uncer-
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF MEASUREMENTS OF FNBs AND lns IN SI UNITS,

TAKING c = 2.99792458 X 10' m/s"

10-pF 100-f
Date Capacitor FNns Resistor fNDs

9/12/73 +5.522 +1.798 +9.40 -0.819
10/24/73 +5.542 +1.798 +9.553 -0.822
11/28/73 +5.523 +1.775 +9.667 -0.821
1/23/74 +5.533 +1.784 +9.832 -0.708b
4/3/74 +5.532 +1.782 +10.073 -0.813

average: +1.787 average of four: -0.819

" Corrections in parts per million to indicated quantities or stand-
ards are tabulated.

b This measurement was discarded because the dc comparison
exhibited internal discrepancies as large as 2 parts in 107.

TABLE II
ESTIMATEs OF THE EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE SYSTEMATIC ERRORS ON

THE MEASUREMENT OF QNns (95-PERCENT CONFIDENCE: LEvEL)

Error
Estimates

Possible Systematic Errors (ppm)

Drift in laser wavelength between calibrations 0.010
Imperfection of calculable capacitor electrode straightness

and alignment 0.010
Misalignment of laser beam in capacitor 0.002
Diffraction error due to laser aperture diameter 0.001
Load corrections for calculable capacitor 0.007
Residual gas in calculable capacitor 0.004
Drift between calibrations and measurement uncertainties

of transformer ratios 0.007
Uncertainty in capacitance voltage dependence measure-

ment 0.003
Temperature uncertainty of transportable resistor 0.004
Frequency dependence of transportable resistor 0.005
Self-heating effects in transportable resistor 0.004
Uncertainty in dc stepup, 1 to 1000 Q 0.050

direct sum: 0.107
rss sum: 0.054

tainty of 0.2 ppm and our own estimated uncertainty of
0.06 ppm, and in view of the fact that a direct intercom-
parison of capacitance standards between NBS and NSL
indicates agreement within 0.02 ppm. This implies that
very little of the discrepancy can be attributed to the cal-
culable capacitors.

A second intercomparison of the NBS unit of resistance
with that of the BIPM was made in May 1973 and indi-
cated that QNIIs = 1169-n1 -0.17 S2 [17]. This result was
not used in the formal assignment of the NBS unit of re-
sistance in terms of the BIPM unit because the first inter-
comparison seemed to be in closer agreement with the
trend through measurements dating back to 1957, and
because some comparisons of 104-s2 resistors also indicated
closer agreement with the first series of intercomparisons.

If the second intercomparison is taken to be correct, one
would obtain, using the same corrections as above, QNus
(NSL) = 112-0.97 p9. which differs from the NBS result
by 0.15 ppm, but with the opposite sign.

It is clear that further study of the resistance transfer
problem must be made. Although the precise cause of the
discrepancy is not yet known, it has been noticed that the
NBS transportable resistors do not return immediately
to their original rates after their return from other labora-
tories. It has been suggested that the problem may be re-
lated to the fact that N13S normally measures its resistors
at 25*C and determines their values at 20*C through a
fairly quick series of temperature coefficient measurements,
whereas the BIP.\M normally measures the resistors after
a rather long stabilization period at 20*C. This difference
in technique cannot explain all of the discrepant results,
but points to the resistance transfer as the least reliable
part of the intercomparison process. A direct interchange
of resistance standards between NBS and NSL which is
now underway may help resolve the discrepancies.
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ELECTRICAL STANDARDS

From over the world did they roam,
Trading thoughts contained in the dome.

The Ampere and Volt
Were given a jolt;

Then most of them quickly went ohm.

ANON.

The Fundamental Electrical Standards: Present Status and Prospects
for Improvement

Robert D. Cutkosky
Institute for Basic Standards, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234

Absolute measurements of resistance and current have until recently been based on instruments
involving carefully constructed and measured single layer solenoids. Minor improvements in tech.
nique have resulted in a continuous reduction of measurement uncertainty, but overall uncertainties
much smaller than one part in 104 are not likely to be achieved without radical changes in design.
Some of the principal sources of uncertainty in these experiments are analyzed, and, when possible,
alternative measurement systems are proposed which could lead to higher accuracy. Within the time
scale appropriate for measurements o( this kind, absolute resistance measurements based on
calculabre capacitors are quite recent, even though the first such measurement was reported in
1961. More recent calculable capacitors have resulted in absolute resistance measurements of
higher accuracy than may reasonably be expected from systems utilizing calculable solenoids. The
possibility for improvements in absolute current or absolute voltage measurements does not seem
quite so clear, but some ideas are presented which are either now being tried or are worth some con-
saderation. An attempt is made to indicate the more important sources of uncertainty in the proposed
systems..

Key words: Capacitors; current balances; electrical measurements; electrical standards; electrom-
eters; inductors.
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1. Introduction

It is unfortunate that the completion of experi-
mental determinations of physical quantities and of
measurements related to them do not always coincide
with the convening of an international conference of
appropriate stature. In the case of e ectrical stand-
ards, many years commonly elapst between the
inception of a particular piece of work and its
completion, and in view of the fact that only a few
laboratories in the world are involved in such meas-
urements, it may not be surprising that this paper
contains no results.

In the short space available I shall quickly sum-
marize the more recent absolute measurements of
capacitance, resistance, voltage and current, and
give the most attention to the present status of
work now underway and to various proposals for
improved measurement systems. Some comments on
the possible future use of Josephson junctions as
maintenance standards of voltage will also be made,
although physically the Josephson effect is most
useful as a means of accurately measuring e/h.

The starting point for all absolute electrical
measurements rests in the extensive body of classical
electromagnetic theory, by means of which one can
in principle calculate the magnetic fields, inductances,
an! forces associated with current-carrying con-
duetors, and the electric fields, capacitances, and
forces associated with charged conductors, from
mechanical measurements of the shapes and positions
of these conductors. The task of the metrologist
involved in this work is to determine a suitable
geometry for his equipment so that the necessary
mechanical measurements can be made with a high
accuracy, and so that the resultant electrical
property has such a magnitude that it can be
accurately compared with a set of fixed "main-
tenance" standards which preserve the unit so ob-
tained. Many compromises must be made in the
design of absolute electrical measurement equip-
ment to minimize the uncertainty of the final result.
These compromises involve among other things
considerations of the relative ease with which
various systems can be fabricated and measured.

2. Units of Impedance

Two quite distinct approaches to an absolute ohm
measurement are available. One approach begins
with an inductor whose inductance can be calculated
from its mechanical dimensions, and the other begins
with a capacitor whose capacitance can be calculated
from its mechanical dimensions. The second method
requires a knowledge of the speed of light, which is
generally treated as an auxiliary constant.1 In
principle either a calculable inductor or a calculable
capacitor can be used to assign a value to a standard
resistor using purely bridge methods, and requiring
only a measurement of. frequency in addition to

I The vacuum capacitance of a capacitor is equal to a geometric factor
"imes the electric constant ft. where j.wt- 1/c. The magnetic constant

p4-41rX10-7 henry/meter in the SI system.
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suitable impedance ratio measurement techniques.
Generally these impedance comparisons can be made
with substantially better accuracy than is presently
achievable in the construction and evaluation of
either a calculable inductor or a calculable capacitor.

2.1. The Ohm from Inductance

Calculable self inductors are generally constructed
by preparing a grooved cylindrical former of a stable
material such as fused silica, and placing a single-
layer helical winding of copper wire in the groove.
The dimensions of the completed solenoid are
measured as precisely as possible and from these
measurements the self inductance of the solenoid
can be calculated.

Calculable mutual inductors usually contain one
precision solenoid similar to that described above,
but with one or more gaps in the helical winding,
placed so that a region exists exterior to the solenoid
in which the magnetic field is very small. The
secondary winding is placed in this low-field region,
since it is then not necessary for its dimensions
or its location to be measured with a high accuracy.
Multilayer windings can be used for the secondary
without seriously affecting the accuracy with which
the mutual inductance can be calculated. Alter-
natively, a mutual inductor can be constructed by
placing a bifilar winding on a single cylindrical
former.

At least six absolute ohm determinations based on
calculable inductors were reported since 1955. Most
of these measurements utilized mutual inductors
rather than self inductors, partly because self
inductors have larger phase angles than mutual
inductors, which complicates the electrical part of
the measurement. Two of the recent inductor-based
absolute ohm determinations were assigned un-
certainties of about 2 parts in 1W0 [1, 2]. In both
cases, the uncertainties were almost entirely at-
tributable to the difficulties involved in measuring
the mechanical dimensions of the single-layer, wire
wound solenoids.

Some reduction in the mechanical measurement
uncertainties for solenoids may be possible, but it
seems likely that an uncertainty substantially
smaller than 1 art in 10 will not be achievable
with present inductor designs. The reasons for this
are first, that even single layer solenoids wound on
rigid, grooved formers are slightly compressible,
and uncertainties remain even after corrections are
applied for the distortion caused by the pressure
of the micrometer used in the measurement of
solenoid diameter and pitch. Second, oxide films on
the wire cause formidale problems; and third, the
distortion of the wire caused by winding it tightly
on the former cannot be easily determined. Finally,
it is necessary to estimate the current distribution
in the wire. This depends upon how the resistivity
of the wire varies with distance from the axis of the
solenoid, and is a function of wire diameter, solenoid
diameter, winding tension, and the material chosen
for the wire, which is usually copper. Eddy currents
within the wires also affect the current distribution,
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and are not easy to estimate (eddy currents induced
in other metal parts of the system can also cause
serious errors if the problem is not recognized).

The current distribution uncertainties discussed
above could probably be reduced by reducing the
wire diameter; but if carried to an extreme, the wire
distortion caused by micrometer pressure would be
very large. Additionally, reducing the wire cross
section would increase the solenoid resistance, and
result in either an increase in power consumption
and hence larger temperature uncertainties if the
solenoid is in a current carrying part of the electrical
circuit, or in increased thermal agitation noise if it
is in the potential part of the circuit.

Proposals have been made to produce solenoids by
evaporating very thin metal films in a helical pattern
on smooth cylindrical forms. There is no doubt that
this would result in a reduction of the solenoid
diameter uncertainty, but it would be very difficult
to determine how the current was distributed over
the width of the film. Very small defects in the
film could cause significant local variations in the
pitch of the solenoid, which could result in sub-
stantial errors in the calculated inductance. The
relatively large solenoid resistance to be expected
with such a system could also be a problem for the
reasons cited above. It has been argued that the
use of superconducting windings on a solenoid would
eliminate many of the above problems, but the cur-
rent distribution within a superconducting wire is at
best ambiguous, and no reasonable way has yet been
found for measuring the solenoid dimensions at
low temperature.

A completely different geometry for a calculable
mutual inductor has been treated theoretically by
Page [3]. The proposed system uses a set of eight
parallel wires equally spaced around a circle. In this
system, the mutual inductances between each pair
of wires and every other pair of wires is measured,
and these mutual inductances can be related to
the length of the wire system. Many of the uncer-
tainties due to small errors in wire placement are of
second order, and only the length of the system need
be measured to high accuracy. No serious attempt
has yet been made to construct such a system, but it
seems clear that the problems would be formidable.
The mutual inductances are likely to be in the order
of 10-1 I, which presents serious but not insur-
mountable electrical measurement problems [4].

2.2. The Ohm from Capacitance

Calculable capacitors have three principal ad-
vantages over calculable inductors. Negligible power
is lost in a capacitor, so the mechanical dimensions
do not change with time due to the resultant change
in temperature. The corresponding problem with
capacitors has to do with dimensional changes due
to the electrostatic forces between the capacitor
electrodes, and usually contributes errors smaller
than one part in 108. The second advantage of
capacitors is that the current distribution problem
does not exist. In this respect, capacitors are not as
pure as might be wished, because dielectric films on

the electrode surfaces introduce an analogous
uncertainty in the effective electrode spacing.
However, the dielectric films are usually quite thin,
and the resultant uncertainties are much smaller
than the uncertainties resulting from the current
distribution in a calculable inductor. The third
advantage of calculable capacitors over calculable
inductors is that all critical fields are contained
within the calculable region, so that the effects of
objects external to the calculable instrument can be
ignored. This eliminates the need for special non-
magnetic buildings as are generally required for high-
precision inductance measurements.

All calculable capacitors now in existence or
known to be under construction are of a type called
a cross capacitor. This geometry was first proposed
by A. M. Thompson and'D. G. Lampard, and in
practice is usually constructed of four cylindrical
electrodes of circular cross section [5]. The axes of
the four electrodes are parallel and are located at the
corners of a square just slightly larger than the
electrode diameter. The two capacitances of interest
are the capacitance coefficients between opposite
pairs of electrodes. The exterior of the system is
completely shielded so that only the region between
the four electrodes is of concern.

Provided that reasonable care is taken to obtain
the requisite two-dimensional symmetry, all small
perturbatiors from the ideal geometry including
those due to dielectric films on the electrode surfaces
enter only to second order in the average of the two
cross capacitances, leaving only the first order
dependence of capacitance upon the overall length of
the electrode system. This single critical dimension
is measured in the more refined cross capacitors
with interferometric techniques.

Several cross capacitors have been described in
recent years, but so far only two absolute ohm
measurements based on cross capacitors have been
completed [6, 7]. The most accurate of these two
was the ohm measurement reported by Thompson
and making use of the cross capacitor described by
Clothier [8]. They reported an overall uncertainty
of one part in 107 exclusive of the uncertainty in the
speed of light. Somewhat smaller uncertainties may
be expected soon as improvements are made in the
Clothier/Thompson apparatus and as similar systems
now under construction elsewhere are completed.

At the present time it appears that capacitor-based
absolute ohm measurements are capable of pro-
viding much higher accuracy than are inductor-based
absolute ohm measurements. The relative accuracies
of the two techniques are so disparate that work with
calculable inductors could well be abandoned, except
that a comparison of measurements made in such
completely different ways helps to prevent gross
errors. Inasmuch as a capacitor-based absolute ohm
measurement requires a knowledge of the speed of
light and an inductor-based measurement does not,
one can treat the pair of ohm measurements as a
speed-of-light measurement, and possibly learn
something about the dependence of c upon frequency.
No discrepancy attributable to such an effect has
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yet been observed, and the continuation of calculable
inductor research on this ground might be hard to
justify.

3. Units of Voltage or Current

After having established a unit of resistance by
means of one of the techniques outlined above, an
absolute determination of either the volt or the
ampere suffices to establish both units through
Ohm's law. In practice it is the unit of voltage that is
maintained rather than the unit of current, because
of the proven stability of saturated cadmium
sulfate standard cells, but in fact all of the precision
measurements of this kind made until now have been
with current sensitive instruments called current
balances. Voltage can also be measured directly with
electrometer-type instruments, and some such instru-
ments are now under construction.

From a dimensional standpoint, absolute resistance
measurements require only length and time deter-
minations, whereas voltage or current measurements
require in addition a determination of mass. The
experiments involve a measurement of the torque
or force between two current carrying conductors
or between two charged electrodes. The electrical
force is usually compared with the gravitational
force on a known mass, and hence a knowledge of the
local acceleration of gravity is also required. These
additional complications tend to make absolute
voltage or current measurements much more difficult
than absolute resistance measurements.

3.1. Current Balances

The most common type of current balance is
often called a Rayleigh balance, and contains a
fixed center-tapped solenoid having equal currents
in each half of the solenoid but of opposite direction,
to yield a strong radial component of magnetic
field in the center of the system. A relatively short
current-carrying solenoid is placed in the center of
the system and attached to one arm of a precision
balance. Reversing the sign of the fixed-solenoid
current while keeping the current in the movable
solenoid fixed changes the sign of the force on the
movable coil. The balance is then restored to
equilibrium by adding a known mass to that arm of
the balance. Some Rayleigh balances have a set of
coils on each arm of the balance, and the movable
solenoid (or solenoids) may be either of larger or
smaller diameter than the fixed solenoid. Within the
last few years, about four Rayleigh-type current
balances have been described, with the smallest
reported uncertainties being about 4 parts in
106 [9], and about 5 parts in 106 [10].

One current balance has been described which
involves the torque between two current carrying
solenoids whose axes are perpendicular [11]. The
torque is measured by attaching one solenoid to a
balance beam and restoring the a ance equilibrium
after reversal of the current in the fixed solenoid by
placing a known mass on one pan of the balance.
The distance between the knife edge supporting this

pan and the central knife edge of the balance must
also be measured with this system. Some problems
were encountered initially with distortion of the
balance beam, but this probably does not constitute
a fundamental limitation of the method. The most
recent ampere determination with this instrument
yielded an uncertainty of 7 parts in 106 [12].

The solenoids for all types of current balance are
normally constructed and measured using the same
techniques as are used for calculable inductors,
and all of the problems encountered in calculable
inductors also occur in current balances, except that
since direct current is used in current balances, eddy
current effects do not influence the current distribu-
tion in the wires. Since the movable solenoid of a
current balance must be kept as light as possible to
avoid overloading the balance, the movable solenoid
is usually small and quite compressible, and its
dimensions are therefore difficult to measure ac-
curately. This is a principal contributor to the
uncertainty in a current balance experiment.

A second major problem encountered in current
balances is caused by air currents generated by the
heated wires, which disturb the balance. Presumably
no systematic errors are caused by the air currents,
but very erratic balance fluctuations are observed,
and long measurement sequences are required in
order to obtain a reasonably small uncertainty in the
measured force or torque.

Until recently the uncertainty in the local accelera-
tion of gravity contributed substantially to the
overall uncertainty of an ampere determination.
Recent refinements in gravity measurement tech-
niques have made this source of uncertainty neg-
ligible.

A substantial reduction in the uncertainty of an
absolute ampere determination would seem to
require an improved technique for constructing and
measuring the movable solenoid. The fixed solenoid
can be made large and rigid enough to allow a rela-
tively accurate determination of its dimensions, and
schemes exist for comparing the pertinent electrical
properties of one solenoid with another. For example,
the ratio of the magnetic fields in the centers of
two solenoids carrying equal currents is a function
of the relative dimensions of the two solenoids, and
may be used in conjunction with a set of mechanical
measurements of both solenoids to improve the data
obtained for the less precisely known solenoid by a
least squares process. Only a small improvement in
the calculated force constant of a current balance is
likely to result unless the two solenoids are spe-
cifically designed to take advantage of this tech-
nique.

Another approach to a better ampere determina-
tion involves placing the movable solenoid in a
much stronger field than can be conveniently ob-
tained from a calculable fixed solenoid, and meas-
uring the ratio of this strong field to the much weaker
field of a calculable solenoid using proton gyro-
magnetic resonance techniques. Forces strong enough
to be accurately measured can be obtained with this
system using a much simpler and more precisely
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measurable movable solenoid, and in fact, the
movable "solenoid" usually consists of a winding
around the edge of a rectangular insulating form.
In this case an evaporated metal "winding' might
offer some advantages, since the distribution of
current over the width of the conductor is of little
concern.

A possible flaw in the above system (sometimes
called a Cotton balance) is that one must assume
that the proton gyromagnetic ratio is independent
of field strength. No contrary evidence exists, but
lacking further verification, the results of such an
experiment might be subject to question. It is
interesting to note that the most direct evidence for
the independence of the proton gyromagnetic ratio
upon field strength is based on measurements
conceptually similar to those described above and on
measurements with a conventional current balance.
Measurements by Huggins and Sanders of the ratio
of the proton resonance frequency to the resonance
frequencies of 3H, 7Li, 1 B, and 19F at both high and
low field intensity indicated that the field dependence
of the proton resonance frequency is certainly small,
but a slight field dependence cannot be ruled
out [13].

3.2. Electrometers

The possibility of obtaining the unit of voltage by
measuring the force between two charged electrodes
has long been intriguing, because of the absence of the
air currents which disturb a current balance. Un-
fortunately the electrometer geometry appropriate
for such a system is not usually amenable to the
precise mechanical measurements necessary for
determining the force constant with adequate
precision directly, and this fact has discouraged
work in this direction.

One proposed scheme for constructing a directly
calculable electrometer utilizes a pool of mercury
with a fixed flat horizontal electr e just above the
pool [14]. The distance between the electrode and
the pool can be measured interferometrically with
and without a voltage between the pool and the
electrode. The electrical force between the pool and
the electrode can then be inferred from measurements
of the density of the mercury and of the local
acceleration of gravity.

Problems are expected with this system in meas-
uring the mercury density to an adequate accuracy,
and in assuring the cleanliness of and lack of surface
films on the mercury. The system appears to be
feasible, and preliminary investigations have indi-
cated that the mercury surface can be maintained
reasonably stable and ripple-free, but the overall
uncertainty likely to result cannot yet be estimated.

An indirect approach to an electrometer system
makes use of electrodes in the form of interleaving
cylinders, for which the electrical force is constant
over a substantial axial displacement of one electrode
with respect to the other. The force at a given
electrode spacing is proportional to the rate of
change of capacitance with respect to distance,

and since the force is nearly constant, one can show
that the average force over a finite electrode dis-
placement is equal to JV2 AC/Al. It is proposed that
the total electrode displacement Al be measured
interferometrically, and that AC be measured by
comparison with a calculable capacitor. The average
force can presumably be determined from a large
number of discrete force measurements made with
different relative electrode displacements.

The above system seems relatively straight-
forward at first glance, but some difficult problems
remain unsolved. For example, if the voltage be-
tween the electrode is dc, the capacitance required
for use in the equations is the d-c value, and may
differ from the more readily measurable ac capaci-
tance obtained in terms of a calculable capacitor
using conventional bridge techniques. Slightly lossy
dielectric films on the surfaces of the electrodes
would produce such a difference, and hence great
care would be necessary to obtain clean electrodes.
This problem would be avoided if the electrodes
were excited with alternating current, but the
substantial double frequency force variation that
would then result might prove damaging to the knife
edges of the balance, and in addition the measured ac
voltage would have to be transferred to dc with a
thermal transfer instrument for comparison with the
voltage of a standard cell.

Any electrometer would be improved if it could be
operated in a vacuum, because the buoyancy cor-
rections for the mass and the dielectric constant
correction for air would both be eliminated. The
mercury-pool electrometer would probably work well
under these conditions, although evaporation of the
mercury has been reported to cause some problems.
Experiments involving the operation of conventional
knife-edge balances in a vacuum unfortunately have
not been notably successful. It is expected that
occluded surface films on the mass standard would be
partially released under vacuum conditions, making
an assignment of the vacuum mass a rather difficult
task. The magnitude of this effect is at the present
time not known.

In view of the many difficult problems that one can
foresee in the construction and operation of a
precision electrometer, it is not possible at this time
to estimate the accuracy likely to be obtained.
Judging from some preliminary investigations, it
seems to be possible to obtain the unit of voltage
from an electrometer with an uncertainty at least
as small as can now be obtained by means of a
current balance, or a few parts in 101.

4. Standards for Maintaining Electrical
Quantities

There is little point in investing a great deal of
effort in an absolute electrical measurement if there
are no adequate standards for maintaining the unit,
or for use in comparing the measurements made in
different laboratories. The currently accepted stand-
ards for maintaining the units of voltage and
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resistance appear to introduce uncertainties of a few
parts in 107. Some possibilities exist for improving
these standards, but at present only minor improve-
ments can be foreseen.

4.1. Maintenance Standards for Impedance

The unit of resistance has been maintained by
means of 1-9, de resistors for at least fifty years.
Proposals have been made to use 10141 resistors for
this purpose because of the valid argument that they
are not as strongly influenced by thermal voltages
in the measurement circuit, and because of the
dubious ar ument that the optimum source im-
pedances of some recently developed galvanometers
are closer to 104 Q than to 1 Q. Improvements in low-
impedance galvanometers in the next few years
cannot be ruled out, but the uncertainties caused by
varying thermal voltages will always be more
significant with smaller resistors. If careful attention
is given to the construction of 1-2 resistors and the
associated measurement circuit, one might expect
to reduce the uncertainties due to thermal voltages
to about one part in 108, whereas the limit set by
thermal agitation noise is closer to one part in 109,
and is independent of the resistance. Since a cal-
culable capacitor is inherently a high impedance
standard, it is somewhat easier to measure a 104-9
resistor in terms of such a standard than it is to
measure a 1-S resistor. In practice the transfer from
ac impedance to dc impedance is usually made at
the 100042 level, and as a result only one less measure-
ment is required if the unit is maintained at 104 S-.
A procedure for accurately measuring 1-1 resistors is
required in any case, since current balances normally
employ currents of about 1 A, which are measured
by comparing the voltage produced by this current
passing through a 1-2 resistor with the voltage of a
standard cell.

The effects of thermal voltages could be eliminated
by maintaining the unit of resistance by means of ac
resistors. Existing ac detectors and matching net-
works are sufficiently well advanced to allow the
measurement of any ac resistor between 1 1 and 101 9
with an uncertainty limited only by thermal agita-
tion noise in the resistor. Capacitors can also be
used to maintain a unit of ac impedance, and
measurement uncertainties of about one part in 109
can in this case be achieved. The absence of self-
heating effects in capacitors makes them especially
appealing. Existing capacitors appear to drift less
than one part in 10, per year, but are not quite as
stable as the best 1.0 resistors.

It is probably too early to recommend a change in
the mode of maintaining units of impedance. The
most practical solution is for laboratories to maintain
separate sets of promising standards for several
years, and to periodically intercompare the sets
with each other. If a particular type of standard is
then found to be more suitable than the others, this
fact will emerge from a statistical analysis of the
data, and no formal abandonment of any type of
standard need be made. The maintained unit could
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be a weighted average of the units maintained by the
different types of standards, with the weighting
factors changing with time as stability data ac-
cumulates. If the uncertainties associated with inter-
comparing the different sets of standards were very
much larger than the uncertainties associated with
comparing the standards within a set with each
other, it could be useful to recognize more than one
maintained unit for a single quantity, but in this
case it would be very important to distinguish
between the various units.

4.2. Maintenance Standards for Voltage

The unit of voltage is universally maintained by
means of saturated Weston cells. These standards
are much more stable than any other known electro-
chemical systems or semiconductor devices. The
voltages of saturated Weston cells unfortunately
return to equilibrium very slowly after a thermal
disturbance, so that great care is needed when they
are transported between laboratories. Because of the
large tem erature coefficients of voltage charac-
teristics of these cells, and especially because of the
very large differential temperature coefficient be-
tween the two legs of a cell, very careful temperature
control is required.

Recently it has become common to transfer the
unit of voltage between laboratories by means of
groups of standard cells contained in tem erature-
regulated enclosures which are maintained at con-
stant temperature during shipment. A significant
reduction in the uncertainty assigned to a transferred
unit of voltage can be made by means of these
systems. Unfortunately, with present enclosures the
cell temperatures are not maintained as precisely
as could bedesired.

A great surge of activity is now taking place in
many laboratories to determine whether or not the
voltage steps induced by microwave radiation in the
d-c current of a Josephson junction can be used to
maintain the unit of voltage. Present indications
are that Josephson junctions may well prove to be
superior to saturated Weston cells for this purpose.
An added attraction for this technique is that the
use of Josephson junction voltage references would
eliminate tie need for transporting the unit of
voltage between laboratories, since in principle only a
published value for e/h and a reference to a time
standard are necessary to determine the voltage at
a given step of a Josephson junction. The major
experimental problem encountered with Josephson
junctions is that of accurately com paring their
rather small voltages (presently of the order of
10-2 V) with the voltages of standard cells. The
ability to make this comparison with high accuracy
is essential in order to tie the voltage unit main-
tained with Josephson junctions to the absolute
voltage unit obtained by means of a current balance.2

I The alternative possibility of defining the value of e/ would nut eliminate
the necessity for making measurements with current balances or electrometers.
andl would in fact degrade the accuracy of the ohm t 151.
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DISCUSSION

U. STILLE: May I just mention one point which
touches the general title of our conference, funda-
mental constants. You mentioned regarding the reali-
zation of the ohm differing methods using inductance
,nd using capacitance. There is in effect a difference
between these two methods. If you are thinking
about accuracies higher than 10- or in the region of

10-1, then there is a special need. You see, inductance
in our system of describing physics to which the SI
units are appropriate enters only the magnetic con-

stant which by the definition of the ampere indirectly
got a fixed value. But regarding capacitance there
enters the electric constant or, in other words,
the square of the velocity of light. So then you
must know the value of the velocity of light to this
accuracy.

R. D. CUTKOSKY: That is correct.
COMMENT FROM THE FLOOR: Measure it with fre-

quency. (Laughter)
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A Test of the Quantum Hall Effect as a
Resistance Standard

MARVIN E. CAGE, RONALD F. DZIUBA, MEMBER, IEEE, AND BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstrct-This paper demonstrates that the quantum Hall effect can
be used to monitor a laboratory unit of resistance. A 6453.2-n room
temperature reference resistor was calibrated relative to two quantum
Hall effect devices with a 0.017-ppm (1 a) uncertainty for each 1 h
measurement period. This accuracy was achieved by correcting for a
measurement system offset error and for the temperature dependences
of each quantum Hall device. Hamon series-parallel resistor networks
were then used to calibrate the 6453.2-fl resistor in terms of the five
one ohm resistors which comprise the NBS ohm. The total la accuracy
for the transfer between the quantum Hall devices and the 1-fL resistors
was 0.047 ppm.
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by the U.S. Office of Naval Research.

The authors are with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of
Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE HALL resistance RH of a two-dimensional electron
gas is, under certain conditions, quantized in units of h/e-

[1]:

R (i)=V h 25812.80
H f g~ji (1)

where V is the Hall voltage across the sample, I is the current
through the sample, h is the Planck constant, e the elementary
charge, and i is an integer quantum number. Ultimately one
would like to determine the value of RH in order to verify that
it is indeed equal to submultiples of h/e 2 [2] and thus depends
only on fundamental constants of nature. If this were proved
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Fig. 1. Recording of VH and Vx versus magnetic field for a GaAs
device cooled to 1.2 K. The current is 25.5 #A.

to be correct, then the quantum Hall effect could be used as
an absolute resistance standard.

An an intermediate step in achieving this goal it is necessary
to demonstrate that the quantum Hall effect can be used as a
relative standard to maintain a laboratory unit of resistance
based on wire-wound resistors analogous to the way in which
the ac Josephson effect is used to maintain a laboratory unit
of voltage. To be of practical use this standard would need to
be capable of calibrating resistors to a relative accuracy of a
few parts in 108. We demonstrate that this requirement is
indeed achievable.

II. QUANTUM HALL EFFECT MEASUREMENTS

Two high-quality, quantum Hall effect devices were used;
both were GaAs-AlxGaI ..,As heterostructures grown by mo-
lecular beam epitaxy by A. C. Gossard at AT&T Bell Labora-
tories, and then prepared into Hall bars and screened by D. C.
Tsui at Princeton University, Princeton, NJ. They are 4.6 mm
long and 0.38 mm wide, and have three sets of potential probes,
with two sets symmetrically displaced 1.0 mm along the chan-
nel from the center set. Their zero magnetic field mobilities
were ~105 cm2/(V - s) at 4.2 K. Both devices were optimized
for the i= 4 Hall step, where RH(4) 6453.2 2. Fig. 1 shows
a low-sensitivity recording of VH and V. versus magnetic field
for one of the devices for a current of 25.5 A at 1.2 K. The
VH and Vx plots were equally as good for the second device.

The first part of the experiment consisted of making poten-
tiometric comparisons of the quantum Hall voltage VH with
the voltage drop VR across a series-connected room tempera-
ture reference resistor using the measurement circuit indicated
in Fig. 2. The wire-wound reference resistors were adjusted to
have a resistance within a few parts-per-million (ppm) of RH.
They were then hermetically sealed in silicone-fluid-filled con-
tainers and placed in temperature regulated enclksures con-
trolled to within 0.002*C of a nominal temperature of ap-
proximately 28*C.

To measure RH in terms of a reference resistor, the poten-
tiometer voltage is made almost equal to the voltage drop
across Vf or VR . An electronic detector, D, with an input
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Fig. 2. A simplified schematic of the measurement circuit.
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Fig. 3. A 6453.2-n GaAs quantum Hall step measured to high precision
at 1.2 K, and I = 25.5 MA.

current less than 10-is A, amplifies the difference-voltage sig-
nal. (Note that the potentiometer does not require calibration
in this arrangement.) The current source, potentiometer, and
electronic detector are all battery operated. Thermally induced
voltages and linear drifts in the current source and the poten-
tiometer are cancelled by reversing the current through the
device and the reference resister. A series of reversals in the
order + - - + is made for each of two measurements of VH
which bracket in time one measurement of VR in order to
obtain a single data point.

Fig. 3 shows a high resolution mapping of the i= 4 Hall step
for one of the GaAs devices cooled to 1.2 K with I= 25.5 A.
Each data point was obtained in one hour using the procedure
described above, with a 0.011 ppm random, or type A,
measurement uncertainty. This Hall step is flat to within 0.01
ppm over a range in magnetic field that is 2 percent of the
central field value. The i = 4 step of the second GaAs sample
was equally as flat, had a nearly identical shape, and occurred
at 6.02 T central field. Both devices clearly have Hall step
shapes that make them suitable for use as resistance standards.

Ill. QUANTUM HALL EFFECT RESULTS

One of the room temperature, 6453.2 St, reference resistors
was compared with two different Hall probe sets of each of
the two GaAs devices for both magnetic field directions over a
12-month time period starting in May 1983. The results are
shown in Fig. 4, where AR/R = (VH - VR)I VR. For a mea-
surement time of I h the data typically had a 0.011-ppm
random uncertainty, and was corrected for a measurement sys-
tem offset -rror [3] which was sometimes as large as (0.025
0.013) ppm. This offset error was determined by replacing the
Hall device by a second room temperature 6453.2 12 resistor
and then intercomparing the two resistors with the measure-
ment system. Also, a correction for the temperature depen-
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Fig. 4. Relative comparisons as a function of time of a 6453.2-n room
temperature reference resistor with two different quantum Hall de-
vices.

dence [4] of RH for each sample was applied to every measure-
ment, the largest correction being (0.026 0.002) ppm. No
current dependence [5] was observed for I < 25.5 A, so no
correction for finite I was required. Our one standard devia-
tion uncertainty, the root-sum-square of the above three uncer-
tainties, is 0.017 ppm.

The corrected data were independent of the Hall device, the
Hall probe set, and the magnetic field direction, so they are
not distinguished in Fig. 4. From a least squares fit, these data
indicate that the value of the reference resistor is decreasing at
the rate of (1.81 0.46) parts in 1010 per day or (0.066
C.017) ppm/year.

IV. STEP-DOWN TO THE NBS OHM

The second part of the experiment consisted of calibrating
the 6453.242 resistors in terms of the set of five one ohm re-
sistors which comprise the NBS ohm. To carry out this calibra-
tion we constructed two 6453.2 to 100 12 series-parallel Hamon
resistor networks [6] consisting of eight 800-fl resistors plus a
series-connected 53.2-f2 resistor. The eight 800-Sl resistors in
the parallel (100 Si) configuration, as well as the 53.2-f2 resis-
tor, were each compared with the series (100 52) configuration
of an existing 100 to 1 12 Hamon resistor network using a dc
current comparator resistance bridge. The 53.2-fl resistor
need only be measured within 1.2 ppm to achieve a 0.01 ppm
accuracy for the 6453.2-fl Hamon network. The transfer
from 1 2N BS to 6453.2 S2 is estimated to be accurate to within
0.044 ppm (one standard deviation) by this method.

Measurements involving the entire sequence (quantum Hall
resistance compared with the 6453.2-fl resistors and then
stepped-down to fiNBs) have been made since August 1983.
Fig. 5 shows the results of these measurements. The total one
standard deviation root-sum-squared uncertainty of this se-
quence is typically 0.047 ppm, and the mean value of RH is
(1.627 0.047) ppm larger than a nominal value of 6453.2

2NBS. (An uncertainty of 0.047 ppm was assigned to the
mean value because the resistance step-down errors are mostly
systematic, or type B.)

fra
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Fig. 5. Monitoring as a function of time the value of RH exp :ssed as a
difference in ppm from a nominal value of 6".53.2 nNBS-

V. CONCLUSIONS

Although the precision and reproducibility of these measure-
ments is 0.047 ppm, the inaccuracy with respect to the SI ohm
is at least 0.5 ppm due to possible drifts of the NBS ohm since
it was determined in SI units in 1974 via a calculable capacitor
experiment [7]. Also, many factors such as the temperature
[4] and current [5] dependencies must be closely examined
and understood before we can confidently use the quantum
Hall effect as an absolute resistance standard. Clearly, how-
ever, quantum Hall resistance devices can be used to monitor
or maintain a laboratory unit of resistance to the level of accu-
racy required at national standards laboratories.
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A High-Accuracy Automated Resistance Bridge for
Measuring Quantum Hall Devices

BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-An automated resistance bridge has been constructed spe-
cifically to measure the Hall resistance of semiconductor devices which
exhibit the quantum Hall effect. The bridge is used to perform a one-
to-one comparison of the Hall resistance to a .eference resistor of similar
value. A measurement accuracy of 0.01 ppm or better is expected.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE QUANTUM Hall effect is a phenomenon whereby
certain semiconductor devices cooled to near absolute

zero and placed in a high magnetic field (--6 T or greater)
produce a resistance, at small currents, that is quantized and
in theory is related to fundamental constants via

h 25812.8
ci i

where RH is the Hall resistance, h is Planck's constant, e is the
electron charge, and i is an integer quantum number [1]. To
investigate fully the quantum. Hall effect requires a very large
number of high-accuracy resistance measurements. Present
quantized Hall resistance measuring systems generally require
constant attention by an operator [2]-[5J. Afully automated
resistance bridge, which consists entirely of room temperature
instrumentation, was developed to measure quantum Hall re-
sistances in the range 3-13 k92 with a measuring current adjust-
able from 0 to 37.5 pA. The bridge has been constructed with
a ratio of one-to-one and will be used to compare with high
accuracy the resistance developed in the quantized Hall devices
to a room temperature reference resistor of nearly the same
value. Such comparisons will allow one to monitor a unit of
resistance and to investigate the fundamental characteristics of
quantum Hall semiconductor devices. Comparison of the (odd-
value) room temperature reference resistor to the as-maintained
ohm at the 1-92 level can be accomplished using a number of
methods, including room temperature current comparators,
cryogenic current comparators, or series-parallel resistance
networks [6].

II. BRIDGE DESIGN

A simplified schematic of the bridge is shown in Fig. 1. Three
electronic detectors (DI -D3 ) are used to compare the voltage
drop across the semiconductor device (Hall bar) to a room

Manuscript received August 1984. This paper was supported in part
by the U.S. Office of Naval Research.

The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.
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Fig. 1. A simplified diagram of the measuring bridge. DI-D3 are elec-
tronic detectors with isolated outputs read by digital voltmeters.

temperature reference resistor (R,) constructed to be within a
few ppm of the Hall resistance. The isolated outputs of the
detectors are fed to three digital voltmeters which are read
simultaneously by a desktop computer. Each detector is
powered by a separate battery supply to ensure isolation be-
tween the detectors, the ac power line, and ground. The cur-
rent source consists of four mercury batteries and a number of
resistors that may be selected to provide a device current be-
tween -37.5 and +37.5 pA in steps of 2.5 pA. Resistors R1
and R2 are approximately 6.4532 kit and are closely matched
to each other; however their ratio is not exactly known. The
interchange switch exchanges the position of R1 and R2 in the
bridge so that the effect of the mismatch of R 1 and R2 may
be eliminated from the measurement.

At the voltage inputs of the detectors there are no switches
which could produce thermal EMF's during the operation of
the bridge. British Post Office (BPO) connectors are used to
connect the Hall bar and the reference resistor to the bridge so
that their position in the bridge may be exchanged to test for
systematic errors. This also provides generality, enabling any
pair of probes on the Hall bar to be measured. The small lon-
gitudinal voltage along the device (V) can be measured by
connecting either DI or D2 (depending on the probe set and
magnetic field direction) directly to the Hall bar and using the
detector as a voltmeter. This measurement of Vx is required
to permit extrapolation of the Hall resistance to zero tempera-
ture [7].
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FIELD: MEASURING QUANTUM HALL DEVICES

I1. GUARDING

Not shown in Fig. 1 is the circuitry which is used to guard
all the critical bridge components and wiring. Coaxial cable is
used for all wiring within the bridge, with the shield of the
cable being driven at the same voltage as the inner conductor.
Connectors, switches, resistors, and detectors, etc., are mounted
within shielded boxes which, so far as possible, are driven at
the same voltage as the internal circuitry. These shields are
driven by a battery source identical to the main current source
so that although the two sources are completely isolated from
each other, their outputs track one another with temperature
and load current.

Of particular interest are the computer-operated relays used
to implement the resistor interchange switch, the current re-
versing switches (both main and guard currents), and the cur-
rent magnitude selection switches. Each relay consists of a
read-relay surrounded by a continuous copper shield on which
the actuating coil is wound. The copper shield is extended as
part of the bridge guarding circuitry so that leakage currents
generated by the actuating coils are shunted away from the
critical cricuitry. By design, thermal EMF's generated by the
relays do not affect the bridge reading. At rated power, how-
ever, the relays produce thermal EMF's large enough to over-
load the detectors. Consequently, the relays are actuated with
an initial current pulse which is reduced to approximately 25
percent of rated power after 100 ms. This typically reduces
the thermal EMF's to 1 pV or less.

IV. DETECTORS

Three guarded, electronic detectors, powered by separate,
guarded, battery supplies, are used to monitor the bridge un-
balance simultaneously. The three detectors have transformer-
isolated outputs that feed the floating inputs of three 5- z digit
voltmeters. The detectors are operated near null except for
D2 which measures the entire voltage difference (RH - RS) I,
where I is the current through the resistors. The input resis-
tance of each of the detectors was measured and found to be
38 M92 or more, even when off null. This causes negligible
loading (<0.0013 ppm) when the Hall resistance RH is within

10 ppm of the reference resistor R,.
The calibration of the gain of the detectors is done in situ

by inserting in turn, a small adjustable calibrated voltage
source in series with each of the detector inputs. The day-to-
day gain uncertainty of the detectors is mostly random and
typically 0.024 percent (one standard deviation estimate or
1 a). For especially large differences between RH and R, the
calibrated source is inserted in series with detector D 2 at C
during the measurements to reduce the detector voltage to
near zero.

V. BRIDGE OPERATION

The computer is programmed to adjust the current source to
the desired bridge current and to set the interchange switch to
the "up" position. The small trimmer resistors at A and B are
manually adjusted to minimize detector readings DI and D3 .
(The guard voltage is also manually adjusted temporarily using
detector DI to monitor the difference between the guard volt-

TABLE I
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN Two RESISTORS IN PPM AS MEASURED WITH THE

MANUAL AND AUTOMATED SYSTEMS

New Automated
Date Manual System Bridge

4/19/84 0.471 0.011
4/18/84 0.462 0.016
4/18/84 0.450 0.015
6/1/84 0.449 0.008
6/25/84 0.423 0.008
6/25/84 0.454 0.011
6/26/84 0.429 0.010
6/27/84 _________ 0.441 0.013
Mean 0.450 0.011* ppm 0.447 0.012* ppm
Difference between the manual

and automated systems 0.003 0.016 ppm

*These uncertainties are the combined la estimates of the random
uncertainties for each measurement.

age and the common-mode detector voltage.) The outputs of
the three detectors are then simultaneously integrated for 30 s.
The current polarity is reversed and the detector outputs are
again integrated. The interchange switch is set to the "down"
position and two more measurements are made, first with re-
versed current and then with the normal current polarity. The
current reversal pattern (+, -, -, +) eliminates errors due to
both thermal EMF's and detector offset voltages that either
remain constant or drift linearly with time. The pattern is re-
peated again with the interchange switch first in the "down"
position and then in the "up" position. This pattern also tends
to eliminate errors due to linear drift in the ratio of resistors
R1 and R2.

The interchange and current polarity switches are imple-
mented using four independently controlled single-pole reed
relays described earlier, and are operated as make-before-break
and break-before-make switches, respectively. Current reversal
and resistor interchange can thus be performed with almost no
transient voltages appearing at the detectors, and measurements
can begin within a few seconds after switching. All relays are
in the bridge current paths or are in series with large resistors
so thermal EMF's in these switches will not introduce an error
in the measured resistance ratio so long as the detector outputs
are measured simultaneously. The three digital voltmeters that
read the outputs of the detectors are programmed to respond
to a single trigger command from the computer and then inte-
grate the outputs for the same length of time.

VI. RESULTS

Comparisons of two 6453.2-s resistors were made using the
automated resistance bridge and a manual resistance measure-
ment system previously used for quantum Hall resistance mea-
surements [5]. Table I summarizes the results. The uncertain-
ties given for all the comparisons are the la estimates of the
random uncertainty only for a measurement time of two hours.
Despite an apparent drift in the resistors which is inconsistent
with previous data, the results are in good agreement.

The automated bridge was also used to compare a quantum
Hall device to a 6453.2-4 resistor. This resistor had been cali-
brated previously in terms of the NBS ohm. Eight measure-
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ments were made during a one week period with the result
RH =6453.2[1+(1.1594 0.047) X 10-6] SNBS where a lo
uncertainty of 0.044 ppm has been included for the step-down
from 6453.2 fl to 1 SNBS. The value ARHIRH = (1.594
0.047) ppm is the good agreement with previous manual system
determinations which gave ARH/RH = (1.624 0.047) ppm
[81. Unfortunately, problems that developed with the manual
system prevented a simultaneous comparison of the two sys-
tems using, a quantum Hall device.

The bridge was tested to verify that thermal EMF's in the
relays would not contribute an error to the resistor comparison
by measuring the difference between two resistors using zero
bridge current on several different days. The difference, which
should have been zero, was found to be -0.013 0.008 ppm.
This result is not statistically different from zero at a 90-per-
cent confidence level ( 0.018 ppm). Another test was per-
formed to estimate the sensitivity of the bridge to the setting
of the trim resistors at A and B in Fig. 1. These were offset in
random combinations equivalent to a 30-ppm resistor differ-
ence and within statistical fluctuations no change was found in
the actual measured difference.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The automated bridge has been used successfully to measure
the resistance of a quantum Hall device. Using three detecto:
simultaneously has introduced no major error or problems in
measuring such a device. Preliminary comparisons using both
resistors and GaAs quantum Hall devices have indicated agree-
ment with our manual measurement system to within 0.01 ppm.
Nevertheless, more testing needs to be done in order to gain
full confidence in the new system and to evaluate completely
its systematic uncertainty. Specifically, the short-term random
measurement error is somewhat larger than expected, probably
due to a noisy detector, and there is an as yet unexplained,
systematic error in the bridge of 0.018 ppm that can be ob-

served when the positions of the Hall device and reference
resistor are exchanged in the bridge.

We emphasize that the bridge is fully automated and will
run completely unattended.
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A POSSIBLE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT RESISTANCE STANDARD

M. E. CAGE, R. F. DZIUBA, and B. F. FIELD
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, DC

ABSTRACT

The discovery of the quantum Hall effect by K. V.
Klitaing, using semiconductor devices that are
cryogenically cooled in large applied magnetic
fields has opened up the exciting possibility that
this effect could stimulate the discipline of
electrical metrology to an extent analagous to that
of the Josephson effect. This paper wilt describe
the quantum Hall effect in an attempt to achieve a
new resistance standard accurate to a few parts in
108, in which the resistance is defined in terms of
fundamental constants of nature.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a new phenomenon that
promises to have the same kind of impact on
electrical metrology that the Josephson
effect has had. It is called the quantum
Hall effect, and it uses specially made
semiconductor devices that are cryogen-
ically cooled to temperatures near absolute
zero. They are placed in a large magnetic
field produced by a superconducting magnet
in order to achieve a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas in the semiconductor devices. The
electrons in this two-dimensional gas can
then be made to completely occupy all of
the quantum states characterized by a known
integer number i. Whenever this condition
is achieved the resistance R of the de-
vice, defined by the ratio of the Hall
voltageVH across the device to the current
I through it, is found to have discrete,
reproducible values that satisfy the rela-
tionship.

R _ VH = h _ 25,812.80 n. (1)H I e2. i

R. is the quantized Hall resistance, and
i s value depends upon the quantum integer
i, Planck's constant h, and the electron
charge e. Thus we have a resistance that
can be determined solely in terms of funda-
mental constants of nature.

This astonishing result was first verified
by Klaus vonKlitzingl in West Germany about
two years ago. He demonstrated that the
quantized Hall resistance satisfies Eq. (1)
to at least the 10 ppr: (parts-per-million)
level of accuracy. His wrrk has generated a
large amount of excitement in the scien-
tific community, and national metrology
laboratories all over the world are start-
ing to investigate this phenomenon.

MOTIVATION

Why are resistance metrologists so inter-
ested in this effect when they already have
high quality, stable, wire-wound resistance
standards? The reasons are two-fold.
First, as is well known, wire-wound resis-
tors do not travel well: their values can
change due to mechanical and thermal
stresses, as well as barometric pressure
variations, during transport. The limited
data available from international compari-
sons indicate possible resistance transport
shifts in the range 0.05-0.2 ppm for 1 ohm
resistors, and significantly larger shifts
for higher value resistors. Second, these
resistors are artifacts and cannot a prior
be expressed in "absolute" (i.e. Syst me
International or SI) units. In the United
States, for example, the as-maintained unit
of resistance is defined to be the average
of five nominal value 1 ohm resistors that
are kept at a 25'C mineral oil bath at the
NBS. This does not imply, however, that the
U.S. unit of resistance is not known in
terms of the SI unit. It has been so deter-
mined via an extremely difficult measurement
based on the NBS calculable capacitor. 2

This measurement was last performed in 1974
and because of its difficulty is only now
being repeated. The one standard deviation
uncertainty of 0.03 ppm achieved in 1974 is
3 times better than any other attempt. This
means that if the quantized Hall resistance
is to be used as an SI resistance standard,
von Klitzing's original work must be pushed
about three more orders of magnitude. We
believe that we are now within about a
factor of ten of achieving this goal. But do
not be alarmed: wire-wound resistors would
continue to be used as working standards,
with quantum Hall effect resistance stand-
ards being maintained in national metrology
laboratories and perhaps eventually also in
a few primary laboratories. They would be
used in'much the same way as the Josephson
effect is used to maintain the unit of
voltage: the national wire-wound resistance
standards would periodically be calibrated
against the quantized Hall resistance in
order to know their time dependences and to
assure that they are consistent with the SI
units.

QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

With the above as an introduction and the
motivation for doing this experiment, let us
now investigate the quantum Hall effect in
more detail. We first need a suitable semi-
conductor device. There are two device
types which have been successfully used:
laboratory versions of silicon MOSPETs
(metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect
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transistors) and GaAs-AlxGaI-xAs hetero-
junctions (which are hard to fabricate; to
date, no more than a dozen good GaAs
heterojunctions have ever been made). We
will only briefly describe how our Si
MOSFETs are made at the Naval Research Lab-
oratory in a collaboration with R. J.
Wagner. We start (see Fig. 1) with a
single crystal substrate of p-type silicon
and grow a thin SiO 2 layer on the top sur-
face for electrical insulation. A metal
film of gold or aluminum is then evaporated
over the SiO2 layer to form a gate and pads
for the source and the drain (which elec-
trically contact the substrate via diffused
regions of heavily doped n-type material).
The devices (see Fig. 2) are 1.3 mm long
and 0.2 mm wide and can be seen with the
naked eye. In addition to the source and
drain pads we have potential probes placed
along the device which sample voltages in
the channel under the gate.

We ground the source (see Fig. 3) and apply
a positive dc voltage to the gate, thereby
obtaining a parallel-plate capacitor, with
the metal gate being one electrode and the
semiconductor substrate the other. The
Si02 layer is typically 0.1 u m thick, so if
the gate voltage is 30 volts this megns
that the electric field across the insula-
tor is 3 x 106 volts/cml Therefore, no
pinholes can be tolerated in the Si02
layer. By increasing the gate voltage we
induce more electrons near the top surface
of the substrate. B,.t it is not like a
normal capacitor because these electrons
are bound in a potential well and must
therefore obey quantum mechanical laws.
This potential well quantizes the electrons
in the vertical direction and confines them
into a two-dimensional electron gas. The
gas is so ner the Si0 2 interface that this
surface must literally be atomically
smooth, otherwise the electron gas will
scatter from the rough surface and destroy
the quantum Hall effect. Also, there are
always impurity ions present and the elec-
trons will scatter from them; we therefore
require state-of-the-art evices to mini-
mize these problems.

By applying an electric field in the verti-
cal direction to a sample cooled to near
absolute zero we have quantized the elec-
trons in the vertical direction, forming a
two-dimensional electron gas. Let us next
apply a magnetic field that is also in the
vertical direction. This -nust be a very
large field, so we use super-conducting
magnets to produce fields up to 15 T which
is 150,000 gauss (or about 3 x 10' times
larger than the Earth's magnetic field).
The electrons in the two-dimensional gas
form cyclotron orbits about the vertical
magnetic field lines, quantizing the elec-
trans in the horizontal plane. The result
is a completely quantized, two-dimensional
electron gas. By increasing the gate volt-
age we induce more electrons into allowed
cyclotron orbits, and it is possible to
completely fill, for example, all of the
i = 4 orbits, but none of the i = 5 orbits
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because the device is so cold, and the cur-
rent is so low, and the scattering is so
small that there is insufficient energy to
occupy any i = 5 states.

Now assume that we have just filled the
i = 4 states and then pass an electron cur-
rent through the sample. There is the
resulting flow pattern (see Fig. 4): the
electrons emerge from one corner of the
device and exit at the opposite, the reason
being that magnetic forces cause the elec-
trons to pile up in the upper left hand
corner and along the top edge. The mag-
netic forces are exactly balanced by the
electrical forces between the electrons
within the sample, but there is an escape
route at the top right hand corner. The
electrons are acclerated at the ends of the
device and rift with constant velocity in
the interior. If the current is 5 U A and
the i = 4 quantum states are just filled,
then the source-drain voltage is about 32
mV. Let us next map the potential distribu-
tion around the periphery of the sample (as
shown in Fig. 4) with the source at zero
volts since it is grounded. We can measure
voltages within the sample via the potential
probes. For example, the voltage drop along
the channel, Vx can be obtained with probe
sets 1,2 or 3,4 and in both cases Vx = 0.
The reason is simple: if the i = 4 states
are filled and if there is insufficient
energy to scatter into any i = 5 states,
then there is no scattering. If there is no
scattering there is no voltage drop. Thus
the voltage drop alo~n the channel becomes
very small when all the quantum states are
filled. There is, however, a voltage drop
across the channel, Vy = VH , and this Hall
voltage can be measured with probe sets 1,3
or 2,4. In both cases VH is about 32 mV.
K. v. Klitzing measured VH more carefully
and found in sample after that VH was 32.266
mV. Divide this by 5 A and you get RH =
6,453.2 0, which is precisely the value pre-
dicted in Eq. (1) for i = 4!

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Can this amazing result be pushed the three
more orders of magnitude necessary for use
as an SI resistance standard? Here is the
measurement system (see Fig. 5) that we are
using in oir initial attempts to answer
this question. The system is battery-
operated and consists of a constant current
course that supplies current to the *all.
device which is cooled to 4.2 K by immers-
ing the device in liquid helium. We can
further cool the sample of 1.5 K by pumping
on the liquid helium bath. (The Hall
sample is, of course, located in the cen-
tral field of a superconducting magnet.)
The current also passes through a room tem-
perature reference resistor constructed to
have the same nominal resistance value as
the quantum Hall resistance of interest,
e.g. 6,453.20 p when i = 4. This assures us
that VH VR, and that both voltages can he
nearly bucked-out by the potentiometer. The
electronic detector, D, reads the voltage
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differences and its isolated output is
either directed into an X-Y recorder or is
digitized for computer analysis. If we can
assure ourselves that the same current
passes through both the sample and the ref-
erence resistor, then the current can be
eliminated in the equations for VH and VR
and the quantized Hall resistance RH can be
obtained from the ratio VH/VR and the cali-
brated value of the reference resistor RR.
(RH will be given in Si units if RR has
been determined in SI units via the cal-
culable capacitor experiment.)

2  
The cur-

rent is typically 10 u A, so for a part in
108 measurement this requires that any cur-
rents shunting the sample or resistor, or
leaking to ground, must be less than
10-1 3

A. Another way of stating this condi-
tion is that the leakage resistance between
the leads, and to ground, must be greater
than 1012 0 --except for the gate lead,
which must be greater than 1014 0 since it
is at a higher voltage. (A fingerprint
across terminals can be a short-circuit in
this experiment)

RESULTS

Now for some data. Here are low sensitivity
X-Y recordings of VH and Vx, in mV, versus
gate voltage for a silicon MOSFET at 13
tesla obtained at the Naval Research Lab-
oratory (see Fig. 6). The voltage drop
along the channel, Vx becomes very small
when a quantum level is filled, whereas
plateaus or steps simultaneously occur in
the Hall voltage because the electrons have
insufficient energy to occupy cyclotron
orbits with larger quantumnumbers. It is
easy to identify the quantum states: for
example, a step occurs .at about 32 mV;
divide that by 5 u A and we have the
6,453.20 Q step. We have just filled all
of the possible i = 4 cyclotron orbits.

We can investigate this step in more detail
by bucking-out most of the Hall voltage
with the potentiometer and reading the
voltage differences with the electronic
detector. Here is the Hall step on a scale
expanded by 4 orders of magnitude (see
Fig. 7). The arrow indicates the minimum
Vx. There are large thermally-induced
voltages in the leads between the sample at
1.5 K and room temperature; they are elimi-
nated by obtaining a Hall step of the oppo-
site polarity (by reversing the current)
and by taking half the difference of the
two polarities (since the thermal EMFs do
not reverse on current reversal). The
resulting Hall step is flat to within at
least 1 ppm over a gate voltage range of
0.2 V. It takes about one minute to obtain
a Hall step plot at this sensitivity, so we
can quickly obtain a lot of information
about its overall shape. For precision
results, we fix the gate voltage and
digitize the data for 1-2 hours.

We have also obtained data on GaAs hetero-
junctions at Bell Laboratories in a

collaboration with D. C. Tsui and A. C.
Gossard. Here are high sensitivity plots
for three Hall steps (see Fig. 8), two for
i = 2 (12,906.40 Q steps) and one for i = 4
(6,453.20 p ). (In GaAs heterojunctions we
vary the magnetic field rather than the gate
voltage to change the quantum state filling
factor.) We believe that the different
shapes on the sides of the steps are due to
inhomogenities in the sample. 3  Our result4

for these three samples, expressed in ST
units, is: RH = 6,453.2004(11) Q for i = 4,
with a one standard deviation uncertainty of
+0.17 ppm. This result is three to eight
times more accurate than the other three
quantized Hall resistance results obtained
by workers in West Germany

5 
and Japan.

6
,

7

We have also made measurements on silicon
MOSFETs, plus direct silicon MOSFET--GaAs
heterojunction intercomparisons, at the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), and find
the values of RH to be sample-independent
to at least the 0.1 ppm level of accuracy.
However, much to our surprise, there is a
problem because the values of RH obtained
at NRL were found to be about 0.8 ppm
larger than those we obtained at Bell Lab-
oratories. We currently attribute this
discrepancy to rectification of electrical
noise in the highly nonlinear samples.
This assumption is now being investigated
in a much cleaner electrical environment at
NBS using an 8 tesla magnet.

SUMMARY

If the results confirm our Bell Labora-
tories measurements, we will have advanced
the experiment two of the three orders of
magnitude necessary to achieve an SI resis-
tance standard based upon fundamental con-
stants of nature. What about the final
order of magnitude? It will not be easy,
but we believe that it is experimentally
possible. A new measurement system is
under construction for our second genera-
tion experiments, and a 15 tesla magnet
should be delivered within a year. There
are certain to be unexpected problems and
surprises along the way but we remain opti-
mistic.
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The Quantum Hall Effect. I

The recent surprising observation of a quantization of the Hall resistance in units of
h/e2 in quasi-two-dimensional conductors presents the possibility of obtaining an improved
value of the fine structure constant and development of a quantum standard of resistance
using a solid state device.

INTRODUCTION

The recently discovered quantum Hall effect has attracted a great deal
of interest due to the possibility of obtaining an improved value of the
fine structure constant' and development of a quantum standard of re-
sistance. The observation of a quantization of the Hall resistance in
units of h/e2 in quasi-two-dimensional conductors has necessitated a
major rethinking of our picture of transport in these systems. It is the
purpose of this Comment to provide an introduction to this phenomenon
and an overview of the important questions in the field which are cur-
rently being discussed.

We begin with a brief introduction to the subject of electron inversion
layers and the discovery of the quantized Hall resistance. This will be
followed by a discussion of the simple theory for the case of no disorder.
Next we will consider the theoretical and practical implications of an
improved value for the fine structure constant and achievement of a
quantum mechanical standard of resistance. We will conclude with a
list of questions of specific current interest which will be discussed in
more detail in a later Comment.

Comments Solid State Phys. 1983 Gordon and Breach
1983, Vol. 11, No. 1, pp. 1-16 Science Publishers, Inc.
0308-1206/83/ 1101-0001/S 18.50/0 Printed in the United States of America
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INVERSION LAYERS

One of the features of physical systems which is of great importance
is the dimensionality. There has been particular interest in recent years
in seeking out and studying quasi-one- and -two-dimensional systems.
One of the most versatile and successful examples of such systems is
the quasi-two-dimensional electron gas generated in the form of so-
called inversion layers at semiconductor interfaces. For a recent com-
prehensive review see Ando et al. 2 The most common technique in-
volves the use of a device known as a silicon MOSFET (metal-oxide-
semiconductor field effect transistor). This is a laboratory version of a
commercial device whose structure is shown schematically in Figure 1.
The typical length scale of these devices is 1 mm. The inversion layer
is formed at the Si-oxide interface by application of a positive (in an
n-type device) voltage (10-50 V) to the gate. Because the oxide layer
is thin, an electric field of order 106 V cm1 is generated which bends
the Si conduction band downward and attracts carriers to the interface.
This is illustrated in the energy level diagram shown in Figure 2. A
very nice feature of these systems is that the carrier density is contin-
uously adjustable by means of the gate voltage.

While it is true that the inversion layer charge forms a thin sheet, it
is not at all obvious that this system should behave as if it were strictly
two-dimensional. This question was first addressed by Schrieffer, who
pointed out that the electric field from the gate confines the electrons
to such a narrow region (25-50 A) that quantum mechanical effects are
essential to the description (see discussion in Ref. 2). The motion in
the direction normal to the interface is quantized into discrete energy
levels called electric sub-bands whose splitting is quite large (- 20
meV). This energy scale is much larger than any other in the system
and so motion in the normal direction is "frozen out" by quantum
mechanics. This means that for applied frequencies w such that Aw <

20 meV the transport properties are those of a mathematically two-
dimensional system. This idea was confirmed in a Shubnikov-de Haas
measurement by Fowler et al. 3 which showed that the density of states
is indeed two-dimensional.

Another inversion layer system which has been developed is the
GaAs-AlGal..As heterostructure4 which is fabricated by molecular
beam epitaxy. Unlike MOSFETs these systems have a fixed carrier
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is formed at the interface.

density and so the magnetic field must be adjusted to achieve the quan-
tum Hall condition discussed below. Although difficult to construct these
devices offer several advantages. The requisite magnetic fields are rel-
atively low (- 8 T versus 13 T or more for Si). In addition the
electron effective mass is quite low (0.068 m, versus 0.2 me for Si) so
that the characteristic magnetic energy is large, allowing one to work
at higher temperatures (- 4.2 K). Another advantage is the very high
mobility that can be obtained since, unlike MOSFETs, the donors pro-
vide the inversion layer charge and can be physically separated from
the active region.
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THE QUANTUM HALL EFFECT

In 1980 von Klitzing et al. 1 reported that under certain conditions the
Hall resistance of a MOSFET inversion layer is quantized in units of
h/e 2 where h is Planck's constant and -e is the electronic charge.
Before delving into this remarkable observation let us briefly review
the classical Hall effect. In an ordinary conductor carrying a current
density J the associated electric field E is given by E = pJ and points
in the direction of the current flow. Here p is the resistivity. If a magnetic
field Bz is applied normal to the plane, the resistivity becomes a tensor
quantity:

E; = pg J,(1)

so that a component of the electric field appears perpendicular to the
current and the magnetic field. This is called the Hall field and the off-
diagonal part of the resistivity pyx is called the Hall resistivity.

The resistivity tensor is obtained experimentally by establishing a
constant current density J in the x (say) direction and measuring the
resulting electric field. EX determines pxx and E, determines p,. In
principle one could equally well establish a fixed electric field and
measure the resulting cunent. This would constitute a determination of
the conductivity tensor a defined by

Ji = oQ E;. (2)

The conductivity is, as usual, the inverse of the resistivity but because
these are tensor quantities it is not true that Q,,, = 1/p, . Indeed, in the
quantum Hall case where the current is almost perfectly perpendicular
to the electric field one has pxx = -, = 0. Thus the resistivity and the
conductivity both vanish! This paradoxical result is easily understood,
however. If an electric field is applied no current flows in the direction
of the field. Hence the (diagonal part of the) conductivity vanishes. If
on the other hand a current is applied, no field appears in the direction
of the current. Hence the (diagonal part of the) resistivity also vanishes.
It turns out in this case that the off-diagonal terms are simply related
by pxy = -1 /cr-.

The Hall resistivity may be calculated in several different ways, both
quantum mechanically and classically, in terms of the Lorentz force
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acting on the carriers drifting in the magnetic field. The standard result
is

-B
py ne , (3)

where n is the number of carriers per unit volume (or, in the case of
two dimensions, per unit area). An important aspect of this expression
has to do with the dimensionality. Experimentally, the easiest quantity
to measure is the resistance, which is the measured Hall voltage divided
by the applied current. The quantity given in Eq. (3), however, is the
Hall resistivity. For a sample of length L in each dimension the con-
nection between the Hall resistance RH and the Hall resistivity py, is

RH = pYL2-d (4)

where d is the dimensionality. It is fortunate that in two dimensions the
length factor drops out so that resistance and resistivity are the same
quantity. If this were not the case accurate measurements would entail
length scale determinations which would be essentially impossible to
perform to high enough accuracy.

Since the inversion layer charge density n is relatively low, one sees
a huge Hall voltage (- 6 mV/sA). Because the carrier density in a
MOSFET is proportional to the gate voltage VG one expects [from Eqs.
(3) and (4)] a smooth hyperbolic dependence of RH on VG. Under
conditions of high magnetic field (- 13 T) and low temperatures (~- 2
K) startling deviations from this behavior are seen as shown5 in Figure
3. One sees a series of plateaus now referred to as Hall "steps" where
the Hall voltage VH appears to be essentially constant independent of
the gate voltage. The value of the Hall resistance at these plateaus is
to a high degree of accuracy (the errors are believed to be less than 1
part in 106):

h
RH = -, (5)

ei

where i is a small integer.
This unexpected result is (seemingly) not difficult to understand for

the ideal case of no disorder, no Coulomb interactions and zero tem-
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FIGURE 3 Hall voltage (VH) and longitudinal voltage drop (Vi) in a silicon MOSFET
at 1.5 K and 13 T with a constant 5 sA source-drain current. Note that the Shubnikov-de
Haas oscillations in V. are correlated with the plateaus in VH. The 6453.20 2 plateau
corresponds to h/4e2. The quantum number i appears in Eq. (5).

perature. If we assume an effective mass Hamiltonian then we have in
the presence of the magnetic field

1
H = - (p + eA)2 , (6)

2m*

where it is convenient to take the vector potential A to be in the Landau
gauge:

A = x By. (7)

Quite often in atomic and condensed matter physics we make the ap-
proximation of keeping in the Hamiltonian only the term linear in B.
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Here, however, the magnetic field is so large that the behavior of the
system is dominated by the field and it is essential to retain the quadratic
term. As shown in Figure 4a the energy levels are quantized into discrete
uniformly spaced harmonic oscillatorlike levels E, = n ho. The mag-
netic energy is hiw where wc is the classical cyclotron frequency.

One can think about the discrete quantization of the energy levels in
the following semiclassical picture. As the strength of the magnetic field
is increased the radius of the classical Larmor orbit decreases (for a
given particle speed). At high enough fields quantum mechanics be-
comes important because the circumference of the orbit reaches the
scale of the de Broglie wavelength. The requirement that the orbit
contain an integer number of wavelengths results in the discrete quan-
tization of the energy levels.

(a)

0 I 2 3

(b)

0 1 2 3
FIGURE 4.(a) Density of states of the ideal two-dimensional electron gas in high magnetic
field and zero field (dashed). (b) Broadened density of states in the presence of disorder.
Shading indicates regions of localized states.
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For a Si(100) inversion layer hiw = 5.8 meV at 10 T and for a GaAs
heterojunction how = 17 meV at 10 T. These energies are much larger
than characteristic thermal energies (S 0.1 meV at T - 1 K). This is
essential to the effect because if the chemical potential lies in the gap
between Landau levels then an integer number of levels will be fully
occupied and all higher ones will be essentially empty. The essence of
the phenomenon is that the density of states per unit area per Landau
level is then proportional to the magnetic field:

eB
n = -. (8)

h

Putting this into Eqs. (3) and (4) we have the desired result for the
quantum Hall resistance:

RH = h/e2. (9)

If i Landau levels are filled this expression is divided by i, yielding the
observed result of Eq. (5).

The sine qua non of this simple result is the areal quantization which
produces a density of states per Landau level that is proportional to the
applied field and independent of the effective mass. The only quantity
which depends on m* is the energy spacing hwc. The first worry that
comes to mind is the validity of the effective mass approximation since
the bands in semiconductors are never perfectly parabolic and, in ad-
dition, the magnetic energy is not small compared to the bandwidth.
Onsager's famous argument6 concerning the de Haas-van Alphen effect
for Bloch electrons shows one how to calculate the magnetic energy
levels for an arbitrary band. However, this argument is only valid for
large magnetic quantum number i and cannot be expected to be valid
in the quantum limit where i is small. This is not a problem, however,
since the actual Landau level spacing is irrelevant so long as it is much
greater than kBT. The counting argument that gives the density of states
per Landau level proceeds in wavevector space and should not (in the
absence of random impurities) be dependent on the dispersion relation.
Nevertheless, no rigorous proofs along these lines have been developed.
In any case the areal quantization in the ideal case is something of a
red herring since, as we shall see, it does not apply to the case of strong
disorder where some of the states become localized (and p,, is never-
theless correctly quantized).
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We have already mentioned the lack of length scale dependence of
the resistance in two dimensions. A profound implication of this is that
in the classical case the measured Hall resistance is completely geometry
independent. One can have a variable width or even punch holes in the
sample without affecting the Hall resistance. 7 Tsui and Allen' have
suggested that this classical result is a good point of departure for
forming a picture of the quantum Hall effect. Iordansky9 and Kazarinov
and Luryi10 have used a similar picture in semiclassical considerations
of percolation effects in two-dimensional systems with a random po-
tential which is slowly varying on the scale of the magnetic length, l
= (hleB)" 2 . The essential feature in all these cases that makes the Hall

resistance remain constant is that in two dimensions the current not
being carried in the insulating regions is compensated by extra current
flowing in the conducting regions. The extent to which this applies to
the quantum mechanical case with nonsmooth potentials will be dis-
cussed briefly below and in more detail in Part II of this series.

SCATTERING AND DISORDER

The most obvious defect of the simple theory presented above is the
assumption of no disorder. It is true that in the weak field Boltzmann
theory there are no scattering corrections to p,,., [note that there are
corrections of order (WCr) 2 to u-,] but there is no reason to expect this
result to hold in the present case. We know in fact that the disorder
must be quite large because of the anomalously large width of the Hall
steps. If there were no disorder then there would be no states in the
gap between Landau levels and the chemical potential could not be
sustained in the gap for a finite range of magnetic field or gate voltage.
The current belief is that there is sufficient disorder (or a combination
of disorder and Coulomb interactions) to produce a continuous density
of states with no gap. States close to the original Landau level are
extended and those further away are expected to be non-current-carrying
(zero mobility) localized states (see Figure 4b). Thus, there is a mobility
gap even though there is no gap in the density of states. This allows
the system to keep the chemical potential in the mobility gap over a
finite range of electron density or magnetic field. Of course the number
of extended current carrying states no longer satisfies Eq. (8) and there
is no reason to expect the Hall resistance quantization. The paradox is
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that the quantum Hall effect cannot be observed without disorder, and
yet there is no obvious reason to expect it to work with disorder. Some-
how extra current must be carried by the extended states to compensate
for the lack of current in the localized states. This point will be discussed
further in Part II.

We will touch only briefly here on one point about the disorder which
will show why this system is unique and give a hint as to why disorder
does not destroy the quantization. In an ordinary inversion layer system
unavoidable disorder produces a finite relaxation time T ~ 10-" s. In
the presence of low temperature and a high magnetic field, however,
the situation is drastically altered if the chemical potential lies in the
mobility gap. All the current-carrying states below the Fermi level are
filled and, just as in a superconductor, elastic scattering of the caniers
cannot occur because of the finite gap. Referring to Figure 3 we see
that there are indeed large (Shubnikov-de Haas) oscillations in the
diagonal component of the resistance (RX = V/I) and that this resistance
is very small in the region corresponding to each Hall step.

The resistance becomes so low in fact that it is difficult to measure.
A lower limit for the high B field relaxation time T* is 108 T ~ 1 ms."
The primary limitations in the measurement at present are finite tem-
perature and finite (nonlinear) electric field effects. Measurements of
these effects are of great interest since they provide information about
the nature of the transport. The scattering rate is so small that the
equivalent three-dimensional resistivity is _ 5 x 10-13 Cl-cm" which
is lower than any other known value except those of superconductors.
The resistivity is so low that it might be easier to find the relaxation
time directly by measuring the persistence time of current in a closed
loop. This can be done for superconductors but would be very difficult
in these small devices because the stored energy is very small and in
any case is largely capacitive (associated with the applied Hall voltage)
rather than inductive."

Another important measure of the scattering rate is px,/p,, = tan 8H,
the tangent of the Hall angle. The Hall angle is defined to be the angle
between the electric field and the current, and from the upper limit on
ps. one finds tan 8 H ? 1010, indicating that the dissipation is indeed
very low and the current flow very nearly perpendicular to the applied
field.

In summary, the peculiar properties of two-dimensional Landau level
systems cause the transport to be dissipationless even in the presence
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of strong disorder. Thus in principle p. = 0 as in the ideal zero-
disorder limit. This is not a proof that p., should be unaffected but is
a strong hint that there is a fundamental connection between this result
and the quantization of the Hall resistance. This connection will be
explored in greater detail in Part II.

THE FINE STRUCTURE CONSTANT AND A POSSIBLE
RESISTANCE STANDARD

The fine structure constant a is the dimensionless measure of the cou-
pling between matter and the electromagnetic field. It is central to the
theory of quantum electrodynamics (QED). The fine structure constant
can be related to the quantum Hall resistance by

a = (10)2 h 2 RH

where p ,, the permeability of the vacuum, is by definition exactly 41T
x 10-' H/m, and c is the speed of light. Because c is very accurately
known (and in fact because of a forthcoming redefinition of the meter
is soor to be an exactly defined number) one can use the quantum Hall
effect (QHE) measurement of RH = h/e2 i to determine a. Improvements
in our knowledge of a are important as a check on the internal consis-
tency of QED and, if sufficient accuracy is obtained, can also put
constraints on modern theories of the weak and strong interactions.

The most accurate experimental determination of a to date is the
QED theory-dependent result from measurements of the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron,1 2 a, with an uncertainty of 0.07 ppm
(parts-per-million). One would like to have a value of a that is inde-
pendent of QED, and this has been obtained by a combined Josephson
effect" (2e/h) - proton gyromagnetic ratio 4 (yp) experiment with an
uncertainty of 0.11 ppm. The quantum Hall effect experiment also
provides a QED-independent value of a, and the accuracies of reported
results are approaching the best values: 1.3 ppm,'5 0.88 ppm,16 0.50

ppm," and 0.17 ppm.II
Measurements at these levels of accuracy require access to a carefully

calibrated set of electrical units. The QHE .result for a with the 0.17
ppm uncertainty' 8 and the combined 2e/h - yp value' 3 "4 for a were
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both obtained in terms of the electrical.units maintained by the U. S.
National Bureau of Standards. It is possible to combine these two re-
sults for a in a way which eliminates much of the uncertainty in the cali-
bration of the ohm and thereby obtain a more precise value18 : a-' =
137.035965(12) (0.09 ppm).

The QHE values of a are in agreement with the a, and 2e/h - y
values, within their uncertainties, and seem to be sample independent
for both Si MOSFETs' 7 -19 and GaAs-AlGai_,As heterojunctions.1 8 .19

It seems reasonable to expect that future QHE experiments will provide
even more accurate values of a.

We now turn to the question of a possible resistance standard. As
we have seen the quantity h/e2 has the units of electrical resistance and
has a value which is in a convenient range for measurement purposes:
h/e2 = 25 812.80 f7. If the quantized Hall resistance RH is shown to
be sample independent, and if it satisfies the simple relationship given
by Eq. (5), then one could use the QHE to achieve an electrical resistance
standard in which the resistance is determined in terms of fundamental
constants. One advantage of this would be facilitation of international
comparison of resistance standards. The present technique involves
transport of wire-wound resistors whose resistance values can change
due to mechanical and thermal stresses during transport. The limited
data available from international comparisons indicate possible resis-
tance transportation shifts in the range 0.05-0.2 ppm for l-ohm resis-
tors, and significantly larger possible shifts for higher value resistors.

A fundamental problem from the metrology point of view is that the
quantities in Eq. (5) are in "absolute" (i.e., Systeme International or
SI) units. The experimentally determined resistance is not RH but RH
which is measured in terms of an as-maintained unit of resistrce, W*,
and must therefore be converted to the SI unit, fl, via the equation

RH = RH -~ ) (11)

In the United States, for example, the as-maintained unit of resistance
0* = 7 NBS is defined to be the average of five nominal value 1-ohm
resistors that are stored at the National Bureau of Standards in a 25 *C
mineral oil bath regulated to within several m*C. Other 1-ohm resistors
can be calibrated relative to these as-maintained resistance standards to
a one standard deviation accuracy of about 0.01 ppm using a current
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comparator bridge. 20 ' 2 ' The ratio /NBs/f has been determined to within
0.03 ppm via a calculable capacitor. 2 "23 This extremely difficult mea-
surement is about three times more accurate than any other fl*/fl de-
termination,24 and it means (at least in the U.S.) that if RH is to be used
as an absolute resistance standard, that it should be determined to this
same accuracy which is about a factor of five better than the present
QHE result' 8 : RH = 6 453.2004 ft ( 0.17 ppm) for i = 4.

Resistors will continue to be used as working standards. But, if the
values of RH can be measured to sufficient accuracy and if for a given
sample they are shown to be time independent, then it will undoubtedly
be used to maintain national units of resistance, 11*, just as the Jo-
aephson voltage is used to maintain the volt; the quantized Hall effect
would then become the Josephson effect of the 1980's for electrical
metrology. (Note that the Josephson effect does not provide a useful
absolute voltage unit because the SI value of 2e/h is not yet known to
sufficient accuracy. The present uncertainty is about 2.6 ppm25 ; this
uncertainty may soon be lowered to 0.1-0.5 ppm, but a change in the
accepted value of 2e/h of about 7 ppm26 can be expected.)

If the value of RH can be shown to be also sample independent and
to satisfy Eq. (5) to sufficient accuracy, then it can become an absolute
resistance standard. In order to verify that there is no unknown factor
involved in Eq. (5), the value of a should be independently determined
to higher accuracy. One of the attempts to do this is in progress at NBS
via a new y, experiment. 7 Absolute realization of the f to the required
0.03 ppm level of accuracy via RH will not be easy, but should ultimately
be possible.

SUMMARY AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS

We have briefly reviewed the physics of inversion layer systems and
the discovery of the quantum Hall effect. If the quantum Hall effect is
to be used for an improved determination of the fine structure constant
and the realization of a quantum standard of resistance, much more
information is needed about the experimental properties of inversion
layer devices, and further advances are required in our theoretical un-
derstanding of this unexpected phenomenon. The basic questions are:
Why do Hall steps exist? Why are they so wide, flat and accurately
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quantized despite imperfections in the devices? What are the funda-
mental theoretical and experimental limitations?

We have already seen how the special properties of two-dimensional
Landau level systems cause the transport to be dissipationless (pe =
0) even in the presence of disorder. In Part II we shall explore the
implications of this important result and will examine progress toward
answering the questions listed above.
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The Quantum Hall Effect Cl

The recent surprising observation of a quantization of the Hall resistance in units of
h/e2 in quasi-two-dimensional conductors has necessitated a major rethinking of our
theoretical picture of transport in these systems. The central problem is understanding
why ideal behavior persists even in'the presence of strong disorder.

INTRODUCTIO-

It has recently been discovered' that the Hall resistance of the two-
dimensional electron gas is, under certain conditions, quantized in units
of h/e2:

h
RH =

e2g

An introduction to this striking phenomenon was presented in Part I of
this Comment. 2 In this second part we will discuss specific theoretical
questions of current interest. A consistent theoretical picture of this
phenomenon is only just beginning to emerge and there are many open
questions presently under active investigation.

THEORY

The quantum Hall effect is a vivid demonstration once again that physics
is an experimental science. The unexpected observation of this phe-
nomenon has necessitated a major rethinking of our theoretical picture
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of two-dimensional Landau level systems that is still in progress. We
reviewed in Part I the theory of transport in the idealized case of no
disorder and no Coulomb interactions. The central theoretical question
now facing us is Why do the Hall steps exist and why are they so broad,
flat and accurately quantized despite the presence of considerable ran-
dom disorder in physically realizable devices?

We saw in Part I that the important feature controlling the transport
is the existence of a gap in the density of states at the Fermi level, or
at least a region of immobile states (a mobility gap) at the Fermi level.
At low temperatures all the states below the gap (i.e., below the Fermi
level) are filled and those above are empty. This means that there can
be no elastic scattering of the carriers and that the current flow is
completely dissipationless (pe = 0) even in the presence of impurities.
It is not at all clear, however, that the Hall resistivity (p,) should be
unaffected by the impurities. This is the question we now pursue.

In hindsight a hint of the existence of the quantum Hall effect actually
appeared in the theoretical literature even before the experimental dis-
covery. Treating disorder in the se!f-consistent Born approximation
(SCBA), Ando et al.3 found that the Hall resistance is quantized when
the chemical potential is in the gap between Landau levels. However,
there should be essentially no experimental manifestation of this shtce
the chemical potential cannot be sustained for a finite range of carrier
density in a regime with zero density of states. When all the states
below the gap are filled, an infinitesimal increase in filling will cause
the chemical potential to jump discontinuously across the gap (since
states above the gap are now occupied). Thus the Hall step would have
zero width and the Hall resistance would be a smooth monotonic func-
tion of the magnetic field strength or gate voltage. In short, there would
be no quantization of the Hall resistance. In the limit of strong disorder
one expects no gap in the density of states-o>nly a mobility gap due
to Anderson localization. This means that the region between the Landav
levels has a finite density of states but these states cannot take part in
the transport because they are localized, non-current-carrying states.
The transport would still be dissipationless in this case and so could
produce a finite step width (as Ando et al.3 noted) but the SCBA is not
valid in this limit, and in any case no longer predicts quantization of
the Hall resistivity. Nevertheless, the quantization which was predicted
is indeed observed. 4
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Having brought up the question of the plateau width let us deal with
it further. A second possible explanation of the width of the plateaus
does not require localized states to completely fill the gap between
Landau levels. Ando5 has suggested that if each Landau level is broad-
ened due to some combination of smooth disorder and Coulomb inter-
actions, there may be only a very narrow range of extended states near
the center of the level. This picture is consistent with recent discussions
within a percolation picture6'-7 and could account for the extremely wide
Hall plateaus recently observed in GaAs heterostructures at very low
temperatures by Paalanen et al.' The argument is that the Hall resistance
changes with carrier density only when extended states are being filled
and remains constant throughout the region of localized states. Another
possibility is that Coulomb interactions are so strong that some sort of
charge density wave' (CDW) or crystallization occurs. Dissipationless
charge flow might then occur via some collective phenomenon. This
may produce the anomalously wide Hall steps, but our understanding
of this phase transition and its effect on the transport is rudimentary at
present. A particular puzzle is that the nonlinear transport characteristics
are unlike those of known CDW systems. There is no decrease in
resistance at higher currents as would be expected for depinning of a
CDW. Rather the resistance (px,) increases with increasing current.8

Still another mechanism, one which involves the tunneling of donor
electrons in heterostructures, has been put forth by Baraff and Tsui.10
This may account for the increased step width in heterostructures relative
to MOSFETs.

Having discussed some of the questions associated with the width of
the plateaus, let us turn now to the accuracy of the quantization. Does
the existence of a mobility gap or a density of states gap imply quan-
tization of the Hall resistance despite the presence of disorder? The first
paper to address this question was presented by Prange" who solved
the case of a single delta-function impurity potential. This can be treated
exactly and he showed rigorously that even though the potential binds
an electron in a localized state, the Hall current is unaffected. The
current-carrying states are modified by the potential in such a way that
an extra current is produced whIch precisely compensates for the loss
of one of the charge carriers to the bound state. This result in the quantum
case is reminiscent of that for the classical two-dimensional system
discussed in Part I.
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It seems reasonable that this current compensation can be expected
to hold for a finite density of impurities but a general proof is still
lacking. Various authors1 2-' 7 have put forth model calculations showing
quantization of the Hall resistance. These models have been very in-
structive, but all put some constraint on the form of the disorder or
make some approximation, such as neglecting mixing between Landau
levels by the impurity potential.

One of the most interesting ideas concerning the disorder to be put
forth is found in the novel and very general approach taken by Laughlin.' 8" 9

He argues that since the quantization appears to be so good experi-
mentally, it must in fact be exact for a fundamental and simple reason,
namely, gauge invariance. Laughlin performs a gedanken experiment
in which the Hall current is carried in a ring so that periodic boundary
conditions apply. Consider threading a single quantum of flux through
the loop. One can show rigorously that the eigenstates and energy
eigenvalues are left unchanged by this operation-the states are simply
relabeled. It is important to realize that this is not actually a gauge
transformation. A gauge transformation modifies the vector potential in
a way that produces no physically observable effects. In the present
case the electrons feel a transient EMF since the inversion layer is acting
as a one-loop transformer secondary. This produces excitations and
thereby creates the Hall current. Thus Laughlin's argument does not
actually invoke gauge invariance but rather takes advantage of a great
simplification which occurs when a single flux quantum is added. Be-
cause the eigenstates are precisely the same as they were before the
flux addition, the only change can be in the occupation of those states.
Laughlin showed that if the flux is added slowly and if the electrons
respond to the perturbation adiabatically, then the net effect is to transfer
an electron from one edge of the ring to the other. The relationship
between the induced current and the Hall voltage then automatically
satisfies the condition for quantization of the Hall resistance.

This beautiful argument has given us a good language in which to
discuss the transport. Further implications of the picture have been
explored by Imry. 20 Laughlin's argument is, however, not completely
convincing to some. 21 One question centers on his claim that edge effects
pose no difficulty.' Let us analyze the situation beginning with the
adiabatic assumption. At first sight this would seem to be very bad
since we know that adiabatically increasing the flux through an ordinary
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transformer (employing say, copper wire) leads to no current at all in
the secondary loop. This is because the secondary loop has finite re-
sistance and the current disappears soon after the EMF transient. This
objection does not apply to the quantum Hall case: The mobility gap
at the Fermi level leads to dissipationless charge flow and so the current
should persist even after the EMF disappears. We can also give a well
defined meaning to adiabatic: The characteristic frequency <. of the
perturbation must be such that ho is much less than the energy width
of the mobility gap.

There is still a problem, however, because the gap must collapse at
the edges of any real sample. Halperin22 has reformulated Laughlin's
argument to emphasize the fact that if p, is truly zero, then the current
produced in Laughlin's gedanken experiment will be the result of changes
in the current carried in the skipping orbits at the edges of the sample.
Halperin shows that ideal (impurity free) edges preserve the quantization
and argues (but does not prove) that, even in the presence of disorder,
the edge states should be extended current-carrying states which preserve
the total Hall current (within his particular model). It must be true,
however, that in real devices there is some dissipation at the edges and
so the current will not persist indefinitely. In addition, even if there is
almost no dissipation at the edges, the lack of a gap implies that no
flux change can ever be truly adiabatic. How these points affect the
results of actual experiments is unclear at present.

FINITE SIZE EFFECTS

The question of edges brings up finite size effects in general. In a typical
Hall device there are only on the order of 10' Landau level electrons,
and 105 of these are in states at the edges. Since there are no errors
observed at the 10- level of accuracy, edge effects must be higher than
first order. Another finite size effect results from the peculiar pattern
of charge flow in the inversion region. Since p, is never truly zero,
the current cannot be strictly concentrated at the edges as in Halperin's
model discussed above. A standard macroscopic model23 24 has Rpgp
very large in the inversion layer and relatively small in the source and
drain contacts. Because the electrons flow along rather than perpendic-
ular to the isopotential lines, the current entering and exiting the device
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is concentrated almost entirely in diagonally opposite corners23,24 as
shown in Figure 1. This is a result of the Hall field being shorted in
the contacts so that the isopotential lines are forced to curve sharply
near the ends. Model calculations23 24 have shown that this is not a
significant source of error in devices of aspect ratio greater than about
five. On the other hand this current crowding at the corners may produce
electron heating effects. The resulting lack of equilibrium could account
for the degradation of the plateau width which typically occurs for
currents above about 10 A. Nothing definite about this phenomenon
is known at present.

There is one very important implication of this current crowding in
the corners. It leads to a "spraying resistance" for injecting electrons
into the device. Thus even though p,.~ 0 in the inversion region, there
is a large source-drain voltage drop. This is as it should be, of course,
since the applied source-drain voltage must exceed (or in this case
essentially equal) the induced Hall voltage. Unfortunately there is a
similar current crowding at the Hall probe contacts leading to an output
impedance for the device equal to the Hall resistance. This rather high
output impedance (-10 kW) presents a major inconvenience to the
experimentalist attempting low noise, high sensitivity measurements.

COULOMB INTERACTIONS

So far we have talked about the effects of disorder and edges but have
largely neglected the role of Coulomb interactions. It is generally sup-
posed that Coulomb effects will not destroy the mobility gap and so
the arguments given above will still hold, although again nothing rig-
orous is known. One possible manifestation of the Coulomb interaction
may be found in Q-, when the chemical potential lies in the region of
extended states where cr- * 0. Paalanen et al.' have observed a log-
arithmic temperature dependence of ,., at very low temperatures (-100
mK) in GaAs devices. The logarithmic singularity may be due to en-
hancement of Coulomb interaction effects at the Fermi level as a result
of the diffusive nature of the electronic motion in the presence of im-
purities. 25 2 6 These kinds of studies27 have proved useful in the "weak
localization" regime of metals and semiconductors and seem likely to
be important here as well. At small Landau level index (i < 4) Paalanen
et al.8 see a suppression of Q-. far below the SCBA value, and also
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observe an activated temperature dependence for ur.. These effects are
associated with anomalously wide Hall steps and, as mentioned earlier,
may be due to overwhelming Coulomb interaction effects which cause
a charge density wave (CDW) state to form.

Certainly the most intriguing recent event is the observation by Tsui
et al.28 of quantized Hall steps at RH = hle2 i with i = J and J. These
steps occur when the lowest spin state of the lowest level is A or I filled.
Related anomalies in o-. have also been reported by Ebert et al.29 The
leading candidate for an explanation of this anomalous quantum Hall
effect is a charge density wave formed at A and I filling. Laughlin has
speculated on the properties of this system. 30

Understanding the highly correlated ground state induced by Coulomb
interactions is one of the most difficult and exciting challenges facing
us at present. The problem is that Hartree-Fock calculations show CDW
formation at all fillings with no preference for J or J. One supposes
therefore that the origin of the "commensuration energy" lies in some
Coulomb correlation effect neglected by the Hartree-Fock approxi-
mation. We believe that it is also fairly clear on physical grounds what
the nature of these correlation effects must be. There must be a fluc-
tuation during which the constituents of a ring of three (or more) particles
cyclically trade positions. Such processes are familiar from Feynman's
roton theory of helium. 3 1 The quantum amplitude for such a fluctuation
event will contain a phase factor e2"- where 4 is the number of flux
quanta in the area enclosed by the ring of particles. It is in this way
that information concerning the magnetic flux is transmitted to the elec-
trons. The commensuration energy is thus dynamically generated by
these fluctuations. The smallest ring that encloses a nonzero area con-
tains three electrons. Shifting each electron to its neighbor's position
involves two fermion exchanges giving a net plus sign. At a concen-
tration of i the number of flux quanta contained in the electron crystal
unit cell is integral (three), so the associated flux phase factor is unity.
These points are presumably essential to the fact that A is favored.

One other observation from experiment is important at this point: The
anomalous Hall steps have finite width. That is, even when the con-
centration is not precisely A or 1, the collective ground state still exists
and the correct quantization occurs. This suggests that the A and I fillings
are sufficiently energetically favorable that the system prefers to form
domains of concentration A or J separated by domain walls which make
up for the excess (or deficit) of particles. Laughlin 30 has speculated that
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such domain walls may be essential to the transport and the quantization
at i = i and 1.

Developing a complete theory of the dynamic generation of the com-
mensuration energy will be difficult since it appears that no perturbation
expansion is possible: The kinetic energy has been quenched by the
magnetic field (the unperturbed Landau level is degenerate) and so the
Coulomb potential is not small in comparison to the kinetic energy.
One saving grace may be that one can probably neglect mixing between
the different Landau levels. This is because the observation of Hall
steps at both i = i and I suggests the existence of approximate parti-
cle-hole symmetry within the lowest Landau level. Such a symmetry
would not be present if there were significant mixing between different
levels.

THERMAL VOLTAGES

Another area of transport which is being explored is the thermoelectric
response of Landau level systems. It has been shown32 that on the
plateaus the thermopower in an ideal system is thermally activated and
so thermal voltages will (fortunately) be an exponentially small source
of error in metrology experiments. However, when the chemical po-
tential passes through the Nth Landau level, the thermopower has the
peculiar property of rising to a peak whose height is a universal number32 :
S = In 2 (kB/e)/(N + J). Thermopower measurements offer us the
possibility of gaining new insight into the transport properties of in-
version layer systems but unfortunately no data exist at present in this
area.

RELATIVISTIC AND QED CORRECTIONS

Finally, we turn to the question of possible relativistic and quantum
electrodynamic (QED) corrections to the quantized Hall resistance. The
ratio of the magnetic energy hfw to the electron rest energy mc 2 is
-108, which may eventually be a significant number relative to the

experimental precision. QED corrections received a limited investiga-
tion in connection with the Josephson effect and its metrological uses,
and similar questions need to be asked here.
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First it should be noted that the Hall phenomenon is itself a relativistic
effect of first order in v/c. One might suppose that there are higher-
order effects arising from modification of the electron momen-
tum-energy relation. However these cannot be important in comparison
to the severe modification of the momentum-energy relation due to the
semiconductor band structure. It is observed experimentally that even
the latter has no effect at least at the 10' level of accuracy.33 '34 Sim-
ilarly, there may be QED effects arising from coupling to the photon
field. The measure of this coupling is the fine structure constant a =
e2/hc. There is, however, another boson field present, namely the phon-
ons, for which the coupling is vastly larger; very roughly, a ~ e2/hvs
where vs is the speed of sound. Hence vacuum fluctuation effects are
negligible in comparison with possible solid state effects. We believe
that at zero temperature coupling to the fluctuating phonon field does
not destroy the mobility gap, and so one presumes that this effect poses
no difficulty, but to what level this persists is not known. Similar
considerations apply to vacuum polarization phenomena-the electron
gas is vastly more polarizable than the vacuum. In short, it would seem
that possible corrections should be sought in solid state effects and not
in anything more esoteric.

SUMMARY

In conclusion it has been found that the quantum Hall effect is significant
from the point of view of both metrology and fundamental physics. At
present it appears that all the metrology will be done on the Hall plateaus
where the Hall resistance seems to be universal, whereas all the new
physics and new information concerning transport will be obtained be-
tween the plateaus where sample and temperature dependent deviations
from ideal behavior occur.
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from the
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This progress report to the Comit¬ Consultatif d'Electricite summarizes
our efforts to date (February 1983) to investigate the feasibility of using
the quantum Hall effect (QHE) as a new standard of resistance based solely on
fundamental constants of nature. Succinctly stated, the results obtained
have been encouraging and indicate that the QHE could indeed be used as a
resistance standard with parts in 108 precision. However, we believe that
the full inherent accuracy of the QHE cannot be realized until we overcome a
puzzling problem that we have encountered during the course of the work. In
this report we present a chronological account of our QHE measurements and
our attempts to understand this problem.

It is now well known' that the Hall resistance RH of a two-dimension-
al electron gas is, under certain conditions, quantized in units of h/e :

(h/e ) - u'c 25,812.80
R' (" =g (1)

where i is a small quantum integer, h is the Planck constant, e is the
elementary charge, y0 is the permeability of vacuum, c is the speed of light
in vacuum, and a is the fine-structure constant. These conditions can be
obtained by placing special, cryogenically cooled semiconductor devices in
large magnetic fields.

RH, defined as the ratio of the Hall voltage VH across the device to the
current through it, can be potentiometrically compared with a calibrated
reference resistor RR in series with the device. The relationship between
the Hall resistance and the' series reference resistor is RH = (VH/VR) eRR'
where VR is the voltage drop across RR, provided the same current passes
through both the sample and the reference resistor.

* The work summarized in this report has been performed by M. E. Cage, R.
F. Dziuba, and B. F. Field of the Electrical Measurements and Standards
Division of the National Bureau of Standards in collaboration with these
colleagues from other institutions: R. J. Wagner (Naval Research
Laboratory), D. C. Tsui (Princeton University), A. C. Gossard (Bell
Laboratories), and N. N. Tadros (Guest Worker at NBS during 1982 frcm the
National Institute for Standards, Egypt). The NBS contribution to this work
is supported in part by the U.S. Office of Naval Research and the
Calibration Coordination Group of the U.S. Department of Defense. This is

an informal report not intended for publication.
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Our particular measurement approach is indicated in Fig. 1. A constant
current is applied to a semiconductor device, cooled to 4.2 K or 1.5 K, and
to a room temperature reference resistor. Reference resistors have been
constructed with values nominally equal to that of the Hall resistance, i.e.,
6,453.2 Q for i=4 quantum Hall steps and 12,906.4 Q for i=2 steps.
Therefore VH w VR. The potentiometer voltage is made almost equal, to the
voltage drop across VH or VR, and an electronic detector D amplifies the
difference voltage signal. The isolated detector output is either displayed
on an X-Y recorder or is digitized for further processing by a desktop
computer. The current source, potentiometer, and electronic detector are all
battery-operated. Thermally induced emfs and linear drifts in the current
source and potentiometer are cancelled by reversing the current through the
device and the reference resistor. A series of reversals is made for each of

two measurements of VR which bracket in time one measurement of VH.

In January 1982 we published a value of RH in a Physical Review

Letter 3 based upon measurements on three GaAs-Al GalxAs heterojunction
devices. The measurements were made in July 1981 at Bell Telephone
Laboratories (BTL) and had an estimated one standard deviation total

uncertainty of 0.17 ppm. We then did a similar experiment with four silicon
MOSFET devices in September 1981 at the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL). The

total uncertainty was again presumably 0.17 ppm, but the September 1981 value
of RH was approximately 0.8 ppm larger than the July 1981 value. Figure 2

shows the results of our subsequent attempts to resolve this disagreement as

well as the results of the two series of measurements just described and our
first measurements done in May 1981 at BTL. These data represent twenty-one

separate measurements over an eighteen month time span on sixteen different

samples (seven GaAs devices and nine Si devices). Three of the GaAs

measurements involved i=2 Hall steps; all of the other measurements were on

i=4 steps. These data were obtained at BTL, NRL, and NBS.

Our battery-operated potentiometric measurement system initially had a
0.2 ppm one standard deviation random or type A uncertainty for measurements

with a 25 pA device current. The measurement system was improved until the

statistical uncertainty was reduced to 0.025 ppm prior to the October 1982

measurement at NBS. Therefore, six measurements (requiring a total of 66
minutes) now provide a 0.01 ppm statistical uncertainty of the mean. To

obtain the error bars assigned in Fig. 2, the appropriate type A uncertainty
was root-sum-squared (RSS) with one standard deviation estimates of the known

systematic or type B uncertainties, which were as follows: (1) 0.02 ppm due
to circuit leakage currents (based upon intercomparison of two resistors in

place of the sample and the reference resistor); (2) a 0.05 ppm reference

resistor temperature correction uncertainty until November 1981 when each

reference resistor was temperature controlled to sufficient precision to
reduce this uncertainty to a neglible level; (3) a 0.10 ppm uncertainty in the

step-up from QNBS (maintained via five 1 resistors) to the reference

resistor values; and (4) a 0.10 ppm transportation shift uncertainty for the

reference resistors when taken to BTL or NRL, unless the resistor value

changed by more than 0.2 ppm between the time that it left NBS and when it

was returned (i.e., the before/after values differed by more than 0.2 ppm).

Whenever that occurred the most probable resistor value was assumed to be

either the before or the after value (depending on our best judgement as

based on the calibration data), whereas the error bars were centered about

the average of the before/after resistor values, with a transportion

uncertainty of half the shift. (This is why the error bars of Fig. 2 are

not always symetrically placed about what we consider to be the most probable
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values.) Note that the data of Fig. 2 have been expressed in SI units, but

that the current 0.08 ppm estimated one standard deviation total uncertainty

in the NBS ohm (due in part to a possible drift since its last SI

realization4 via the NBS calculable cross capacitor in 1974) was not included

in the error bars. This is because the same QNBS/Q correction was applied to

each measurement and we did not want to mask any unknown error sources by an

increase in the error bars.

Our measurements began with a preliminary experiment at BTL in May 1981

(see the first two data points at the bottom of Fig. 2). All measurements

at BTL were performed using GaAs devices usually cooled to 4.2 K. The May 8
value has a large uncertanty because the 6,453.2 0 reference resistor 6.45J1

before/after values changed by 0.48 ppm. The May 14 value is also uncertain

because leakage currents in the sample holder (due to absorbed moisture)

contributed an additional 0.15 ppm uncertainty component to the measurement.

The correct value for this sample is likely to be higher. (That was indeed

the case when it was remeasured on July 15.) The sample holder was modified

by replacing the lead wires with Teflon-coated wire for the July experiment
at BTL which we now describe.

In July 1981 two measurements were made on i=2 steps using the

12,906.4 Q reference resistor 12.9J1, and one measurement on an i=4 step

using reference resistor 6.45J1. The i=4 step result is drawn with a dashed
line because the step did not appear to be flat on the chart recording. On

the same day, July 17, we replaced the GaAs device with two

12,906.4 z resistors (12.9J1 and 12.9J2) connected in parallel and compared
them with resistor 6.45J1. This comparison indicated a 0.38 ppm discrepancy

in the assigned resistor values, even though the before and after

calibrations at NBS of all three resistors implied that none of them had
significantly changed. Because 12.9J1 and 12.9J2 were also compared with

each other at BTL and this comparison agreed with their assigned

calibrations, it seemed more likely that resistor 6.45J1 had shifted by 0.38

ppm at BTL rather than both of the 12.9 k2 resistors. Consequently, the
Physical Review Letter results from these data were based upon the

calibrations of the two 11.9 kQ reference resistors and the July 17, 1981

result denoted by the symbol A in Fig. 2 was used in Ref. 3 - except that

a +0.3 ppm correction (to be discussed later) had not been made.

We next did an experiment at NRL in September 1981 using four different

Si MOSFET devices and i=4 steps. The before and after calibrations at NBS of
6.45J1 did not show any significant change, but those for 12.9J1 and 12.9J2

did. Thus the most reliable values were based upon the calibration of 6.45J1

and were about 0.8 ppm larger than those obtained at BTL. This might

possibly have been due to a difference between values of RH for GaAs and Si
devices.

To test this possibility, we performed experiments in January and

February 1982 at NRL in which we (1) compared two GaAs heterojunctions and

five Si MOSFETs with resistor 6.45J1, and (2) compared directly GaAs

heterojunctions with Si MOSFETs. The sample versus 6.45J1 comparisons were

all in excellent agreement except for those samples in which the Hall step

did not appear to be flat in chart recordings for one or both current

polarities. The resulting deviations from RH nominal can have either sign,

and this sign appears to be associated with both the slope of the step and
with the structure on the side of the step. It is not surprising that such

deviations exist for imperfect steps because Eq. (1) holds only for flat
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steps (i.e., only when there is an actual mobility gap at the Fermi revel).
Obviously, one would only use samples as resistance standards for which there
was a region that appeared to be flat within the measurement precision.

The two direct GaAs-Si comparisons were done by mounting a GaAs device
and a Si device in series on the same sample holder (header) and directly
comparing their Hall voltages using a 10 or 20 uA device current. The GaAs
device was tilted, via a wedge, with respect to the magnetic field (i.e., the
plane of the device and the field were no longer perpendicular) such that
when the magnetic field was adjusted to the center of the GaAs i=4 step the
field was sufficiently large to obtain a good i=4 step for the Si device
(-13T). The Si MOSFET gate voltage was then adjusted to the center of the Si
i=4 step.

Unfortunately, the data changed character during the course of the
GaAs(5)-Si(5) comparison. The Si(5) gate voltage for the i=4 step was

abnormally low that day, and the magnitude and sign of the data shifts are
consistent with the Si device re-equilibrating such that the device was no

longer biased on the flat part of the Hall step. Using only the initial
data, we found RH(4 ) for GaAs(5) to be (0.04 0.09) ppm lower than for Si(5)

[type A uncertainty only since it was a direct comparison experiment]. We
also found the GaAs(6) RH value to be (0.06 0.06) ppm lower than Si(9).
Hence there is no statistically significant difference in RH(4 ) between the
GaAs and Si devices. We therefore conclude that the 0.8 ppm difference

between the BTL and NRL measurements is not due to Si-GaAs device

differences. (There may be small non-zero differences in the above
comparisons because at 10 yA, 13 T, and 1.5 K the Si steps are much narrower

than the GaAs steps. One may very well have to cool Si devices to ~0.5 K if

they are to be used as resistance standards at the part in 108 level of

accuracy.)

Several other tests were also made at NRL in January and February 1982
to try to resolve the 0.8 ppm difference between the BTL and NRL

measurements. They were: (1) a verification that the value of reference

resistor 6.45J1 had not shifted. This was done by measuring RH(4 ) at NRL for
the GaAs(5) device (which had a very good Hall step), recalibrating 6.45J1 at
NBS (observing no change in its value), and then obtaining the same result
for RH with GaAs(5) at NRL; (2) a check that tilting the GaAs devices did not

introduce a change in RH. This was done by obtaining the same value for
GaAs(5) when it was also tilted 100 about an axis perpendicular to the Hall

field direction; (3) verifying that there was no difference in RH whether
samples were mounted either on magnetic or nonmagnetic headers; and (4)

checking that the magneto-resistance of the reference resistors was

negligible. This was done by moving 6.45J1 closer to the magnet, thereby

increasing the magnetic field strength at the resistor by two orders of

magnitude.

The laboratory at NRL was thought to be electrically noisy, and we

speculated that this noise might couple into the nonlinear devices and

introduce a systematic error into the results. Thus we felt that in order to

resolve the difference between the NRL and BTL measurements, the experiment

had to be done in a quiet environment at NBS. To this end, an 8T
superconducting magnet system was installed in a shielded room and the first

experiment performed in September 1982 using a GaAs device. The result was

in excellent agreement with the values of RH obtained at NRL.
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To further investigate the question of electrical noise, a method was
devised to detect noise at the sample and to display it on a spectrum
analyzer. We found significant noise at the sample, and therefore
constructed a new sample probe with two-stage filters on each lead to the
sample. These filters reduced the noise at the sample from all external
sources by more than a factor of 100 (to below our detection limit).
Additional measurements in October 1982 showed that this 100-fold noise
reduction caused no change in RH to within 0.02 ppm. It was also found that:
(1) the value of RH is independent of the magnetic field direction to within
0.01 ppm; (2) the value of RH is current independent in this sample over the

range 10-25 pA to within at least 0.03 ppm at 1.5 K; (3) the Hall step is
flat to within 0.02 ppm over a magnetic field range that is 3% of the central
value, as shown in Fig. 3; and (4) the value of RH when using reference

resistor 6.45J1 again agrees with those values obtained at NRL and that this
value can repeatedly be reproduced to within 0.02 ppm if the reference

resistor is not physically moved. All of these results are very encouraging.
They indicate that the quantum Hall effect could indeed be used as a
resistance standard to maintain a unit of resistance, and that this standard
would probably be much more time-independent than wire-wound resistors. As
a matter of fact, we believe that we were able to detect parts in 109
day-to-day variations in resistor 6.45J1.

Even though many questions and doubts have been addressed by this work,
the 0.8 ppm difference still remains. It might be due to a difference in
values of RH between i=2 and i=4 steps, but this possibility seems highly
unlikely because of the excellent agreement found by our Japanese colleagues
at ETL for the i=4, i=8, and i=12 steps in Si MOSFETs.5 We will remeasure RH
for an i=2 step when a sample becomes available just, to be certain that our
value is not step-dependent.

Since our problem does not seem to be associated with the QHE samples,
we are now concentrating our attention on possible problems in the
measurement and calibration of the reference resistors. The reference
resistors are calibrated at 1 mA with a room temperature current comparator
bridge, but are compared with the samples at 10-25 WA. To test the idea that
the resistor values might be current-dependent, the QHE measurement system

was used to compare resistor pairs over the current range 25 pA - 1 mA. We

did observe some changes in the resistor differences on the order of 0.1 ppm

when the current was varied from 25 uA to 1 mA. The changes seem to be

reproducible for some resistor pairs but not reproducible for other pairs.

Thus current-dependent effects could indeed be a problem for measurements

below the 0.1 ppm level of accuracy, but do not appear to be a major source

of our 0.8 ppm difference.

We also found that there was a (0.025 - 0.005) ppm offset in our measure-
ment system at 25 uA, and the same offset (with a larger uncertainty) at 1

mA. This offset was discovered by replacing the sample with a resistor,

measuring the resistor-reference resistor pair difference, and then

interchanging the two resistors in the circuit. Using this technique, we

then measured all six pair-wise combinations of three reference resistors

(6.45J1, 6.45E1, and 6.45E2) and corrected the results by the 0.025 ppm offset.
We obtained loop-closure to within 0.03 ppm at both 25 UA and 1 mA.

Because the values of the three resistors differ by -30 ppm to - ppm from
the nominal value 6,453.2 Q, these loop-closure measurements check the

linearity of our QHE measurement system. However systematic errors in the

system that are proportional to the resistor offset from nominal are not
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detected by the loop-closure experiment. This system "gain" error was
checked in another experiment in which the same three resistors (6.45J1,
6.45E1, and 6.45E2) were each compared with the GaAs(7) sample and with each
other. The results can be interpreted as a 2% "gain" error in the
measurement system. These results are very surprising because the null
detector used in the system (which would be primarily responsible for such an
error) had been calibrated to a much higher accuracy. We are currently
investigating this problem. Extrapolating the results for 6.45E1 and 6.45E2
to zero nominal value yields values of RH that are in excellent agreement
with those shown in Fig. 2 for GaAs(7) using 6.45J1 (whose value is within
3 ppm of nominal).

Careful study of Fig. 2 indicates that the observed 0.8 ppm difference
could be correlated with the use of either a 6,453.2 Q resistor or a
12,906.4 Q resistor as the reference resistor. Indeed, when the two
12,906.4 0 resistors 12.9J1 and 12.9J2 are individually calibrated on the
current comparator bridge and then connected in parallel and calibrated as a
6,453.2 Q resistor, there is a 0.3 ppm discrepancy between the measured value
of the parallel combination and the predicted value based on the individual
12.9 kO calibrations. (Measurements of the terminal resistances of 12.9J1
and 12.9J2 indicate that these should alter the predicted value of the
parallel combination by only 0.001 ppm.) All results shown in Fig. 2 that
involve parallel combinations of 12.9J1 and 12.9J2 (i.e., those denoted by
a 0 or by a A) have been corrected by4O.3 ppm to agree with the actual
parallel calibration.

We plan to check the linearity of the current comparator bridge from
100 0 to 6,453.2 Q by constructing a Hamon device that consists of eight
800 Al resistors plus a 53.2 Q resistor. (Existing Hamon devices are used to
scale the ohm from the Thomas 1 Q resistors, which define the NBS ohm, to the
100 Q level, and thence to the 10,000 Q level.) An independent check is also
planned in which we will use purely resistance ratio measurements to scale
down from the 10,000 0 level to calibrate the 6,453.2 Q and 12,906.4 s
resistors.

Conclusion

We are presently in the frustrating situation of being able to easily
reproduce values of RH that are in agreement for different samples to a
precision of a few parts in 108, but with an inaccuracy that may be as large
as one part in 106. Our immediate goal is to reduce this inaccuracy to one
part in 107  Only then can we begin the tedious task of achieving the few
parts in 108 level of accuracy that we seek for an SI quantum Hall effect
resistance standard.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. A simplified schematic of the measurement circuit used to compare

the Hall resistance of a semiconducting device to a nominally equal room

temperature reference resistor via a potentiometer adjusted to within a few
ppm of VH. The entire system is battery-operated, including the electronic
detector, D.

Figure 2. A chronological ordering of precision measurements of RH using
GaAs-AlX Gal.x As heterojunctions and Si MOSFET samples. These data are

plotted as deviations A RH in parts-per-million from the nominal value of
RH (1) 25,812.80 Q. Those data with points represented by the symbol X are

for i=4 steps compared with reference resistor 6.45J1; those with the

symbol o are for i=2 steps compared with resistor 12.9J1; those with the
symbol - are for i=4 steps compared with resistors 12.9J1 and 12.9J2

connected in parallel; and those with the symbol A are derived results for

i=4 steps obtained by first comparing the sample with resistor 6.45J1 and

then adjusting that result by an amount indicated by a comparison of resistor

6.45J1 with the parallel combination of 12.9J1 and 12.9J2. Also shown are

the most recent values of RH reported by ETL (Ref. 5) and by PTB (Ref. 6),

as well as those based upon a yp(low) experiment (Ref. 7) and the

University of Washington anomalous magnetic moment of the electron experiment

(Ref. 8) plus QED calculations (Ref. 9). The measurements with dashed

error bars are questionable; see the appropriate comment below.

Comments

(a) This value of RH could actually be larger because of possible leakage

currents in the sample probe.

(b) The step did not appear to be flat in chart recordings, and hence this

value of RH is questionable.

(c) There was no before or after shift in the calibrated value of reference

resistor 6.45J1 for this measurement, and thus this is one of our most

reliable results.
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(d) The gate voltage may have inadvertently been adjusted so that the sample
was slightly off of the step.

Figure 3. A high precision mapping of the i=4 step of sample GaAs(7),
obtained on October 21, 1982 at 25 uA and 1.5 K. The data points are
plotted as deviations of RH(4) in ppm from the flat region of the step. The
larger random or type A uncertainty error bars are for data obtaned in 11
minutes while the smaller error bars are for data obtaned in 22 minutes. The
datum point with the open circle is for a different Hall potential probe set
on the sample. The actual value of RH(4) agrees with that given in Fig. 2
for October 13, 1982 to within (0.005 0.012) ppm.
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5/8/81 @ BTL

1.5

ARH(l) (pp m) from 25, 812.80 12
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Laboratory Voltage Standard Based on 2e/h

BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE, AND VICTOR W. HESTERMAN

Abstract-The increased dependence of a standards laboratory
on a stable voltage reference has made the maintenance of a "volt"
by standard cells a costly and time consuming process. This paper
describes an instrument designed to calibrate cadmium-sulfate
standard cells directly against a time-invariant superconducting
Josephson junction voltage reference, thus replacing the large
groups of cells typically used as a voltage reference. An induced
voltage of 5.2 mV is produced across the Josephson junction by ir-
radiating the junction with microwaves of a known frequency. A
specially designed potentiometer is used to scale this voltage up to
1.01+ V where it can be compared to a standard cell. The overall
accuracy (2 c) of the system is 0.4 ppm or better.

I. INTRODUCTION

A PROTOTYPE voltage standard instrument
has been developed that is based on the ac Joseph-

son effect in superconductors. Using a Josephson junction
as a precise time-invariant voltage reference is a well es-
tablished technique which is used by many national lab-
oratories [1]-[5]. The junction is used to produce a voltage
that is proportional to the frequency of applied microwave
radiation, where the proportionality constant 2e/h (e is the
electron charge, and h is Planch s constant) is independent
of individual junction characteristics.

This instrument, similar (but less accurate) than the one
used to maintain the NBS Volt, is designed to be used by
a secondary standards laboratory to calibrate their stan-
dard cells without being dependent on a national labora-
tory. The system consists of three major parts; the Jose-
phson junction and dewar system, the junction sources,
and the potentiometer. A description of each of these parts
follows.

Ii. JOSEPHSON JUNCTION

The junctions used with the system are thin-film tunnel
junctions with an in-line geometry. The junction devices
were developed at NBS by Finnegan [6]. The junction is
composed of lead-lead-oxide-lead films deposited on a
glass substrate. The junction is coupled to a transmission
line formed between the film on the substrate and a ground
plane. This in turn is connected to 0.141" semirigid cable.
The resonance frequency of the device is determined by
an external microstrip resonator deposited on the substrate
as shown in Fig. 1. This permits th, resonance to be con-
trolled more accurately during device fabrication. The
devices we are using have a resonance frequency of ap-
proximately 9 GHz.

Manuscript received June 29, 1976.
B. F. Field is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-

dards, Washington, DC 20234.
V. W. Hesterman is with Superconducting Technology Inc., Mountain

View, CA.

- 0.05 Inm

Fig. 1. Josephson junction device geometry. A 'unction is located at each
end of the resonator strip. (Only one is used for the measurements.)

The junction will be used as a fixed voltage reference
operating at approximately 5.2 mV. Junctions with resis-
tances of 0.5 to 2.0 Q have been characterized with current
step heights of 100 A-for the low-resistance junctions and
5 A for the high resistance junctions. We have determined
that a current step height of 30 A is necessary and we have
not as yet been able to operate the low resistance jimec :
at 5.2 mV and 4.2 K. As it is very desirable to operate at 4.2
K, a compromise is needed between current step height
and junction resistance.

III. DEWAR AND PROBE

The Dewar used with the system is a 30-1 liquid-helium
Dewar which is 'iperinsulated and thus requires no liquid
nitrogen. It's liquid helium loss rate is less than 2 I/day.
This gives a 15 day hold time between refills. This dewar
contains three copper radiation shields that are cooled by
the cold helium gas venting out the 5-cm diameter neck
tube. The all metal design provides electromagnetic
shielding for the Josephson junction.

The Josephson junction, a superconducting shorting
switch and a ferromagnetic shield are mounted on the
bottom end of a simple probe that is immersed in liquid
helium in the Dewar.

The top end of the probe has a small SMA connector for
the microwave, input, a knob to operate the supercon-
ducting shorting switch, a port to allow vacuum pumping
of the liquid helium to reduce the temperature, a small
pressure gauge to monitor Dewar pressure, a pair of copper
leads used for the output EMF of the Josephson junction,
and a connector for applying a bias current to the junc-
tion.
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A 4.2 K mu-metal shield at the bottom of the probe
produces a low magnetic field for the junction. A ferro-
magnetic shield could be used on the outside of the dewar
at 300 K but that would add considerable cost and weight.
An external shield could also be easily damaged by me-
chanically straining it.

The superconducting switch consists of a pair of babbit
blocks separated by a fiberglass plate. A heavy niobum
banana plug can be pushed into a hole in the edge of fi-
berglass plate thereby producing a superconducting short
between the babbit blocks. The banana plug has sharp
edges that cut through surface oxide on the babbit blocks.
The switch is actuated by a fiberglass rod that extends
through an "0" ring seal in the top of the probe.

IV. MICROWAVE SOURCE AND DC BIAs SUPPLY

The microwave source to be used is a commercially
available source consisting of a phase-locked transistor
oscillator operating in L band and a frequency multiplier.
The output is approximately 9 GHz at up to 50 mW, which
is required to irradiate the junction. Additionally, an ad-
justable attenuator, a dc block (to eliminate ground loops),
and an isolator (to absorb reflected power) are placed in
series in the output.

The high-stability frequency reference for the source is
a temperature controlled 100-MHz crystal oscillator. This
oscillator has an initial long term stability of 0.015 ppm/
week. Due to the linear voltage to frequency relation of the
junction, an error in the frequency is reflected as a pro-
portional error in the measured standard cell voltages.
Thus the frequency reference must be checked against
WWV (or a suitable frequency standard) and adjusted if
necessary.

The dc bias supply provides a stable dc current to keep
the junctions at the correct operating point, and contains
amplifiers with voltage offsets to permit observation of the
IV characteristic of the junction on the oscilloscope. Ob-
servation of the junction IV characteristic is necessary to
adjust the bias conditions to the proper operating point.
A rechargeable sealed lead-acid battery is used as the
source in the bias supply, so when measurements of the
junction voltage are being made the junction is indepen-
dent of the ac power lines.

V. POTENTIOMETER

The potentiometer designed for the system has an ad-
justable ratio of approximately 1/196. Instead of the usual
procedure of "fine-tuning" the junction voltage to match
the potentiometer output, the potentiometer ratio can be
changed (~0.3 percent) to accommodate both unsaturated
and saturated standard cells. A simplified circuit diagram
is shown in Fig. 2.

The design of the instrument is based on a method of
series and parallel connection of 14 nominally equal re-
sistors. The ratio of the resistances. (series connected/
parallel connected) is n 2, and the error contributed by the
mismatch of the resistors from nominal is second-order.

CON STANT
CURRENT t
SOURCE51876m

INUPALL MODE STANDARD

SERIES PARALLEL CELL
RESISTORS 1 00 10170 V - 10199 V

14 - loon IN SERIES MODE

GALVANOMETER

Fig. 2. Simplified circuit diagram of the potentiometer, with the par:l-
leling network for the main resistors omitted for clarity.

- -o+ -

60K OUTPUT

5 RE

-1 3 5"

500%
15P1

-2 2N4222

lOOK OP 05C M R2p
'' 3M .820,5

-isv

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram of the constant current source for the potenti-
ometer.

The stepup from the junction voltage is accomplished as
follows. The 14 resistors are first connected in parallel.
Commercal grade rotary switches in series with compen-
sating resistors (fans) are used to obtain a high accuracy
ratio. The 14 resistors are permanently connected together
using 4-terminal (tetrahedral) connections. The current
source in the instrument is adjusted to equate the voltage
produced across the parallel connected resistors, to the
junction voltage (at J -- J'), using a photocell galvanometer
as a detector. Restoring the resistors to the series con-
nected mode produces i calibrated voltage, across the se-
ries-parallel resistors and the Kelvin-Varley divider, that
can be compared to a standard cell.

For ease of use it was decided not to require readjust-
ment of the junction voltage and operating current of the
instrument for each cell to be calibrated. Instead, a Kel-
vin-Varley divider shunted by a 13.786-4 resistor is used
to provide a small adjustment of the nominal 1/196 ratio.
Thus only periodic "standardization" of the current is
needed to compensate for drifts in the current source. The
divider dials are arranged to be direct reading in volts with
a range of 1.0170 to 1.0199, and with a resolution of 0.1 V.
Because of the limited adjustment range, only moderate
accuracy is required of the divider.

The requirements for the constant current source are:
it should be unaffected by load changes, have good stability
over a 2- or 3-h period, and have low noise output. The
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TABLE I
Summary of Sources of Systematic Error in the Potentiometer

Values
Sources pm (20)

1. Main resistor mismatch <0.01

2. Fan resistor mismatch <0.02

3. Resistance of tetrhedral junctions <0.02

4. Main resistor self-heating <0.300

5. Potentiometer temperature stability 0.0"*

6. Kelvin-Varley divider and shunt 0.20

7. Current source stability 0.08

8. Leakage resistances <0.04

9. Effects of thermal ERf's 0.02.

*These values are subjective estimates intended to be comparable with

statistical 2 a limits.

cirt :it diagram of the current source used in the instru-
ment is shown in Fig. 3. The reference for the source is
three temperature regulated mercury batteries. The ad-
dition of a field-effect transistor at the output of the op-
erational amplifier increases the effe+ tiv'e dc loop gain of
the system while preserving an adequatet phase margin for
stability. The source exhibits drift on the order of 0.2
ppm/h which is due almost entirely to drift of the mercury
battery reference. Changes in the current due to changing
load resistances are less than 0.04 ppm for any setting of
the Kelvin-Varley divider or series parallel connection of
the resistors. Noise from the source is approximately 0.02
ppm rms in a 10-Hz bandwidth.

VI. DISCUSSION OF ERRORS

The estimated errors in a voltage measurement directly
attributable to potentiometer uncertainties are listed in
Table I and are discussed briefly below. High quality
wirewound resistors were used for the main series-parallel
resistors. These resistors had initial resistance matching
to better than 100 ppm and matching of temperature
coefficients of resistance to better than 2 ppm/ 0 C. The
error due to resistance mismatch was measured after the
resistors were installed in the instrument. The self-heating
error (more power is dissipated in the resistors in the series
mode than in the parallel mode) was estimated from
measurements made on similar resistors.

The error in the Kelvin-Varley divider and shunt
combination is a function of the dial setting of the divider.
If corrections were applied to the readings, the uncertainty
could be reduced to less than 0.01 ppm. However, it is an-

10Y AVARABLE

ticipated that in routine operation corrections will not be
applied. For any dial setting the measured worst case error
was less than 0.1 ppm.

VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

A system has been developed to permit a standards
laboratory to maintain a unit of voltage without time
consuming standard cell calibrations in-house or at a na-
tional laboratory. The system uses a Josephson tunnel
junction as a time invariant voltage reference, and a special
potentiometer to scale the 5.2-mV output of the junction
to the voltage of a standard cell. An estimate of the un-
certainty in a voltage measurement (comparable with
statistical 2o, limits), which includes allowances for the
potentiometer uncertainties and random measurement
uncertainties, would be 0.4 ppm. This uncertainty may be
reduced by a factor of three if corrections were determined
and applied to the Kelvin-Varley divider readings, and the
galvanometer output was time averaged to reduce the
random uncertainty. Difficulties in fabricating a junction
operable at 4.2 K with large step heights has prevented
final measurements from being made at the present
time.
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Cryogenic Voltage Comparator System for 2e/h Measurements

RONALD F. DZIUBA, MEMBER, IEEE, BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE, AND THOMAS F. FINNEGAN

Abstract-The design and operation of a cryogenic voltage com-
parator system for precision 2e/h measurements is described. Major
improvements embodied in the new 2e/h system include the use of
1) a single microstripline-coupled Josephson tunnel junction to
obtain usable step voltages up to 10 mV at 10.0 GHz, 2) a cryogenic
voltage divider comprised of two resistors whose ratio is calibrated
with a low-temperature dc current comparator, 3) a superconducting
quantum interference device (SQUID) null detector, and 4) super-
conducting switching. The accuracy of the present 196:1 divider
system is estimated to be about 2 parts in 10* on the basis of pre-
liminary tests and is limited by resistor self-heating during
calibration.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT YEARS the use of the ac Josephson
effect to measure 2e/h has provided the basis for a

new maintenance voltage standard [1], [2]. This low-
temperature solid-state physical phenomenon is currently
in use at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) [3]

and other standards laboratories throughout the world.
Improvements in present prototype 2e/h measurement
systems to make them more simple, reliable, and portable
will permit widespread use of these systems as local lab-

oratory voltage standards and as portable volt transfer

standards. The successful realization of rugged compact

microwave-coupled Josephson devices and all cryogenic

voltage measurements systems are generally regarded as
significant steps in this direction.

In this paper, we describe a new cryogenic 2e/h system

being developed at NBS. In contrast to cryogenic systems
previously reported [4], [5] in which the voltage ratio
is established via the series-parallel technique, the present
system consists primarily of a cryogenic voltage divider

comprised of two resistors whose ratio is calibrated with
a low-temperature dc current comparator and a single

Josephson tunnel junction coupled to external microwave
fields via a microstrip transmission line. Superconducting
switching and a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) null detector complete the major cryo-
genic portions of the system. The aim of this paper is to
describe the design features and the measured performance

of this new 2e/h system.
In Section II, the Josephson device, which provides the

low level voltage for comparison with the 1 V of a standard
cell, is discussed. The voltage comparator system, which
is operable in two principal configurations (i.e., cali-
bration and measurement), is described in Section III.

Manuscript received July 3, 1974; revised August 9, 1974.
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The results of preliminary testing of a 196:1 voltage
divider are presented in Section IV.

II. JOSEPHSON DEVICES

A Josephson junction can be made in a variety of ways
by weakly coupling two superconductors, e.g., via a thin-
film oxide, a point contact, or a constriction in a film.
When the junction is placed in an applied microwave
field of frequency v, a series of steps can be induced in the
current-voltage characteristic at voltages V, = nhv/2e,
where n is an integer, and the junction can be regarded as
a precise frequency-to-voltage transducer. The maximum
usable value of V~ depends on the particular device;
however, the tunnel junction has been applied the most
successfully in attaining large voltages, V~ > 5 mV. By
coupling microwave radiation to a series connection of
resonant tunnel junctions via X-band waveguide, total
Josephson voltages of 10 mV have been regularly obtained
and routinely used in 2e/h measurements both with in-
line [2] and cross-type [3] geometries.

Recently, a new method of couplingmicrowaveradiation
to Josephson tunnel junction devices has been developed
in which the thin-film tunnel junction is mounted on a
ground plane and forms an integral portion of a 50-0
microstrip transmission line [6]. To be useful in a cryo-
genic 2e/h measurement system, the device should pro-
vide a large voltage and the device holder should be com-
pact and well shielded. The microstripline-coupling tech-
nique has been refined and used to produce a Josephson
device specifically for the 2e/h application.

The device itself is composed of a single in-line Pb-Pb

oxide-Pb Josephson tunnel junction (1.0 by 0.3 mm)
deposited on a glass substrate. The narrow Pb strip (0.3
mm) is deposited first. After thermal oxidation of this
film, a second Pb film (2 mm wide) is deposited to form
both the junction and a 50-0 transmission line when the

substrate is mounted above a ground plane. Four gold
films which had been previously evaporated provide the

voltage monitor and "potentiometer" leads. The junction
is mounted in a special microwave package as shown in

Fig. 1. The microwave fields are coupled to the top of the
cryostat via semirigid 50-5 coaxial cable. The center con-
ductor of the cable and the feedthrough at the end opposite
the microstripline launcher are used to feed a dc bia:s
current to the junction. The voltage and potentiometer
leads are also connected to feedthroughs which consist
of lossy inductors containing iron epoxy filler for filtering.

With devices of this type, usable junction voltages V
between 5 and 10 mV were readily attained. The relevant
2e/h parameters for one of these junctions, resonant at

.1
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CONNECTOR TO MICROWAVE
TRANSMISSION LINE

POTENTIAL

LEAOS

Fig. 1. Microstripline-coupled Josephsor junction holder with top
cover removed. The junction substrate (2.54 by 2.54 by 0.12 cm)
rests directly on a copper ground plane and microwave radiation
is coupled into the holder via semirigid cable.

TABLE I
MICROSTRIPLINE-COUPLED 2e/h DEVICE PARAMETERS OF AN

IN-LINE 0.1-n Pa-PB OXIDE-PB JUNCTION (v = 10.0
GHz) AT 1.9 K

V~ (mV) I, (AA) P (mW) Ratio

5.2 210 20 196:1
7.1 170 35 144:1
10.2 100 75 100:1

Note: The corresponding fixed divider ratio required is also shown.

10.0 GHz, are shown in Table I. The maximum step am-
plitudes I, are quite large even at 10 mV. (The external
magnetic field is < 0.1 uT.)

The variation in the applied microwave power P be-
tween 5 and 10 mV agrees well with that expected from
a simple analysis of the Bessel function dependence of
the steps (i.e., P t kV2 ). This particular device was
cycled between cryogenic and room temperatures at
least six times with no noticeable change in its character-
istics. These results make it clear that compact single-
junction devices can be achieved and are practical to use
in 2e/h measurements.

III. CRYOGENIC COMPARATOR SYSTEM
The cryogenic voltage divider consists essentially of

two resistors and an external power supply. The divider
ratio N2:1 is calibrated with a low-temperature dc current
comparator (which establishes the ratio N:1) in a two-
step procedure by means of an additional auxiliary re-
sistor as shown in Fig. 2(a). The choice of the nominal
divider ratio and hence the integer N depends on the ratio
of the standard cell voltage to the usable Josephson junc-
tion output. The current comparator contains 17 ratio
windings enclosed in a superconducting lead sheath wound
around a SQUID sensor and is designed to provide any
integer ratio up to 15:1. During calibration, each com-
parator-divider bridge circuit is balanced (with the
SQUID null detector) by supplying a known error current
to an additional winding.

For voltage comparison measurements with a Josephson
junction and standard cell, the cryogenic resistive divider
is connected to an external power supply to establish a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

R N'R

T 2K JUNCTION

6
GALVANOMETER

sT0. CELL

(a)

_READOUT

N 1 1

L N'R NR R T2

(b)
Fig. 2. Simplified circuit diagram of cryogenic voltage comparator

system. (a) Calibration mode. (b) Measurement mode.

voltage ratio (N2:1) as indicated in Fig. 2(b). With a
nominal 7-mV junction, for example, a ratio of 144:1 is
suitable. In operation, the voltage ratio of the divider is
fixed, and the null detector balances are made by adjusting
the current through the divider and the frequency of the
applied microwave radiation.

By immersing the critical dc components in a (super-
fluid) liquid helium bath, the effects of thermal EMF's
are reduced, detector sensitivity is increased, and a stable
uniform temperature is more easily achieved. The only
major parts of the apparatus not at cryogenic temperatures
are the microwave generation. and frequency measu. -ment
equipment, the SQUID readout system, and the power
sources.

A. Voltage Divider

In the prototype 2e/h system constructed for pre-
liminary testing, a divider ratio of 196:1 was conser-
vatively chosen to measure a voltage of 5.2 mV. The
main (two-terminal) resistors of the divider were construc-
ted by loosely winding silicon-copper alloy wire [7]
(96-percent Cu, 3-percent Si, 1-percent Zn) on poly-
tetrafluoroethylene formers and have nominal values of
7, 98, and 1372 0. The wire for the two lowest value
resistors has a diameter of 0.125 mm while that for a 1372-
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U resistor has a diameter of 0.025 mm (obtained by
drawing a portion of the 0.125-mm wire). Terminations

between the alloy wire and the superconducting wiring
were accomplished via an intermediate copper terminal

directly hard-soldered to the resistance wire and are

similar to those described by Harvey and Collins [8].
The average fractional temperature coefficient (measured

between 2.0 and 4.2 K) of the 7- and 9842 resistors was

-.5.2 X 10-1/K and that of the 1372-Q resistor, -6.2 X
10-/K. Self-heating measurements indicated a load co-
efficient of -1 X 10- 8 /mW at 4.2 K and about -2 X
10- 8/mW at 2 K.

The divider power supply employs an unloaded mer-

cury battery as the critical regulating element and is

similar to that described by Finnegan and Denenstein [9].

The only essential difference in the present system is that

the main resistor (-300 5) is located in the liquid helium
bath to minimize the effects of lead resistance variations

caused by changes in the height of the liquid helium level
in the Dewar.

An electronic dc temperature control system is used to

regulate the temperature of the superfluid bath to < 1 mK

at any nominal temperature between 1.5 and 2.1 K.

The resistance of a calibrated germanium thermometer

is monitored via a dc resistance bridge to determine the

temperature, and the amplified bridge output is used to

power a resistive heater (1.5-kQ resistor) located in the

liquid helium.

B. DC K-ttio Transformer

The current comparator used to calibrate the resistive

divider is similar to that described elsewhere [10], [11].

Our comparator, designed to produce any precise integer
ratio up to 15:1, has been constructed by enclosing 17
insulated superconducting wires or ratio windings in a

superconducting (lead) cable which was then wound
around a multihole SQUID sensor. An extra winding is
included in order to introduce a small known current for

balancing the SQUID detector during calibrations. The
number of ratio windings actually used depends on the
ratio of the particular resistive divider; e.g., in the pre-
liminary tests described here, 16 of the 17 ratio windings
were used to achieve a 14:1 ratio.

The SQUID device and cable containing the ratio
windings were shielded with a lead-plated brass can.
All connections between and to the ratio windings were
made some distance from the SQUID to eliminate end
effects. An upper limit on the current ratio accuracy of

2 X 10- was obtained by systematically checking 15 of
the windings in succession against a reference winding at
a current level of 150 mA. The unit winding current sen-
sitivity of this comparator is 6 X 10-11 A.

Calibration of the resistive divider is done in a two-

step procedure with an auxiliary resistor as indicated in
Fig. 2(a). An inherent limitation of the present method is
the self-heating in resistors R and NR, which are cali-

brated with a current much larger (V times) than that
used during measurements.

C. Null Detectors and Switching

The low level junction voltage balances are made with
the SQUID system of the current comparator. Its sensi-
tivity in this mode of operation is 2.8 X 10-"V.

The standard cell balances are made with a conventional
photocell-galvanometer amplifier whose isolated output is
displayed on a recorder as in regular 2e/h measurements
[3].

All of the critical switching between the current com-

parator, resistors, power supplies, junction, and standard
cell for calibration and measurement is done with a rotary
switch. The switch which has five positions (and eight
poles) was rebuilt with fixed Babbitt metal contacts and
niobium-clad rotors. Each rotor consists of a phosphor
bronze spring with a small piece of niobium foil spot-
welded to the contacts to insure a superconducting path

between the fixed Babbit contacts. (The contact force
was estimated to be 300 g.) The critical current of every

switch contact was tested and found to exceed 120 mA.
Repeated cycling between 2 and 300 K and over 600

contact closures did not appear to effect either the electri-

cal or mechanical properties of the switch.

IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Although high precision 2e/h measurements have not
yet been made with the system, a preliminary evaluation

of its overall performance has been made by testing the

individual components and subsystems. At present the
limiting source of uncertainty in the system is the resistor

heating during calibration which introduces a deviation of

about 2 X 10- in the 196:1 ratio. This deviation can be

determined to about 2 X 108 (1 standard deviation).

Changes in the alloy resistors, when repeatedly cycled

between liquid helium and room temperature, were usually

less than 10- so that trimming is not a serious problem.

Adequate shielding of the various comparator components,

particularly the SQUID and tunnel junction, from one

another is an essential prerequisite for successful operation

of the overall system.
In conclusion, we have designed and built a cryogenic

2e/h comparator system with a 196:1 ratio. The overall

accuracy with which this system might be used to deter-

mine 2e/h is about 2 X 10- based on the results of our

preliminary tests. Also, the successful development of

single microstripline-coupled Josephson junction devices
with voltage outputs near 10 mV now makes more attrac-

tive the application of alternative cryogenic divider tech-

niques such as the series-parallel method for 2e/h work.
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Abstract
This paper describes in detail the procedures, methods and

measurements used to establish a new definition of the U.S.
legal volt via the ac Josephson effect. This new definition has
been made possible by the use of thin film tunnel junctions
(capable of producing 10 mV outputs) and high accuracy
voltage comparators. The Josephson junction is used as a
precise frequency-to-voltage converter with a conversion
factor eqrial to 2e/h. A series of measurements of 2e/h has been
carried out at NBS referenced to the as-maintained unit of
emf based on a large group of standard cells. Measurements
made at regular intervals over a one year period (1971 to 1972)
indicate that the mean emf of this group of standard cells has
decreased about 4 parts in I07. Primarily to remove the effects
of this drift, on July 1, 1972 a new as-maintained unit was
defined by choosing a value of 2e/h consistent with the existing
unit of emf. The adopted value of 2e/h is 483593.420 GHz/ VNBs.
The precision (one standard deviation) with which the new
unit of emf can be maintained with the present techniques
and apparatus is about 2 parts in 108. The accuracy of the
present system is estimated to be 4 parts in 108. Comparisons
of 2e/h systems at different national laboratories have been
limited by uncertainties associated with the physical transfer
of standard cells. In order to determine the relative agreement
of the various 2e/h systems with precision better than I or
2 parts in 107, it appears desirable to compare 2e/h systems
directly by transporting one of them.

1. Introduction
The ac Josephson effect has made possible the

realization of a new voltage maintenance standard at
the National Bureau of Standards. Critical to this
realization is the role played by a Josephson junction
which may be regarded here as a frequency-to-voltage
converter, where the frequency-to-voltage ratio is
precisely equal to the combination of physical con-
stants 2e/h (e is the electron charge and h is Planck's
constant). A variety of experimental tests (for mate-
rial dependence, temperature dependence etc.) [1-5]
and theoretical investigations [6-9] of the Josephson
relation have been made which indicate that for
ordinary Josephson devices (particularly tunnel junc-
tions) with conventional current-voltage lead con-
figurations the ratio is exact to at least a few parts
in 108. However, further experimental investigation
of this question appears desirable.

Since the first high precision measurements of
2e/h by Parker, Taylor and Langenberg [10], the
potential significance of a precision voltage standard
based on 2e/h has been recognized throughout the
world [1, 2, 11-14]. It was first demonstrated by
Finnegan, Denenstein, and Langenberg (FDL) that
standard cells could be maintained with a precision
of 10-7 via a Josephson 2e/h apparatus over extended
periods of time (5 months) [1]. Establishing a unit of

* Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards. Not
subject to copyright.

emf based on a fundamental physical phenomenon
such as the ac Josephson effect removes many of the
inherent difficulties in using a large group of standard
cells to maintain a unit of emf. One of the most im-
portant of these difficulties is the gradual long term
drift characteristic of the emf's of standard cells.

In this paper we present a detailed account of the
experiments involved in establishing a working Jo-
sephson-effect voltage maintenance standard at NBS.
Much of the apparatus and procedures are essentially
identical with those described by FDL [1]. Section II
contains a description of the Josephson devices and
their performance. In Section III, we briefly describe
the microwave and Josephson-device bias equipment.
Section IV contains descriptions of the two do voltage
comparators including estimates of their respective
accuracies. The experimental procedures used to
compare a standard cell with the Josephson voltage
are described in Section V. This section also contains
2e/h data for a local group of standard cells. In Sec-
tion VI, the history of the NBS voltage maintenance
and dissemination program based on standard cells is
briefly reviewed. Section VII contains the NBS 2e/h
results including a discussion of the overall experi-
mental uncertainties. A comparison of recent (1971
to 1972) values of 2e/h is presented in Section VIII.
Finally in Section IX, the procedures used for the
NBS voltage maintenance standard based on 2e/h are
outlined and its current precision noted.

2. Josephson Device Fabrication and Performance
All of the 2e/h measurements made at NBS have

utilized resonant thin-film tunnel junctions. These
junctions are more difficult to manufacture than
point-contact junctions, and couple to the microwave
power only over a limited frequency range; however,
they can be used to achieve higher step voltages. The
ability to use higher de voltages is a significant ad-
vantage since it minimizes the effect of thermal emf's
generated in the cryostat and the junction voltage
measuring leads, and requires less sensitivity in the
voltage null detector. Furthermore, thin-film junc-
tions are permanent structures which require no
mechanical adjustment before each experiment nor
periodic cleaning and reconditioning.

The junctions we have used are of cross-type
geometry with four junctions deposited on a single
2.54 cm square glass substrate, as shown in Fig. i.
The dimensions of the junctions are approximately
1 mm by 0.3 mm with the films approximately 150 nm
(1500 A) thick. This geometric structure has a reso-
nance frequency at about 9 GHz. The junctions used
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for the 2e/h measurements have been of Ph-Pb oxide-
Pb construction. Some Sn-Sn oxide-Sn junctions have
been made but usuable steps at the voltage required
by our measuring instruments are not easily attained.

The junctions are fabricated with a thermal eva-
poration system. The first layer of Pb is evaporated
on each glass substrate and then oxidized ir 1/2 atm
of oxygen at a temperature of about 40 C. (The sub-
strates are heated by radiation from infrared heat
lamps external to the vacuum chamber.) The second
layer of Pb is evaporated and the junction is over.
coated with a layer of photoresist after removal from
the evaporator. The junctions are then stored in
liquid nitrogen dewars at 77 K.

Shortly after fabrication the de I-V characteristic
and normal-state resistance of the junctions are
measured. Junct.ons with nearly identical I-V charac-
teristics, however, can differ greatly in frequency
response, coupling properties, and the rate of decrease
of the maximum step height (current amplitude) with
increasing dc voltage. Measurements of the dc junction

0 5 10mm

Fig. 1 Josephson-device geometry. The cross-hatched region
indicates the oxidized film which is partially covered by the

second film to produce four junctions

characteristics are useful in detecting gross defects
such as shorts bridging the oxide barrier which can
markedly reduce the coupling to external microwave
fields.

The normal resistance of the junction is, in
theory, inversely proportional to the zero voltage
current which in turn is related to the current ampli-
tude of a given step. Therefore the use of low resist-
ance junctions should provide higher step amplitudes.
Unfortunately, in going to lower resistance junctions
(below 1/3 ohm) the maximum zero voltage current,
we observe, increases monotonically, but becomes a
significantly smaller fraction of the theoretical limit.
Typical junctions with resistances of 0.1 and 0.05 ohm
have maximum dc currents of 9 and 12 mA compared
to the respective theoretical limits of approximately
20 and 40 mA. Some of this reduction may be attrib-
uted to the asymmetric self-field generated by the dc
bias current flowing through the junction. In selecting
junctions for voltage measurement, one must com-
promise on the choice of junction resistance; it should

be small enough to yield a reasonable zero voltage
current and consequently large step amplitudes, and
yet be large enough to provide sufficient coupling for
operation at reasonable step voltages and applied
microwave powers. We have found that the use of
junction resistances near 0.1 ohm is a good choice.

When a tunnel junction is irradiated with micro-
waves, at frequency v, the I- V characteristic shown
in Fig. 2(a), is modified so that steps appear at discrete
voltage intervals given by the relation 2e V.= nhv.
The height of these steps decreases with increasingg
junction voltage (V,). As the step amplitude get
smaller it becomes progressively more difficult to

jg. 2. Typical I-' characteristic of a Pb-Pb oxide-Pb tunnel
unction. a) With no applied microwaves. Vertical sctle: 10
mA/div.; horizontal scale: 1 mV/div. b) With applied micro-
waves; constant voltage step. mdueed at 5 mV. Vertical scale:

2(WYA/div.; herizAk1i scale: %20 V/div.

remain biased on a step. due to drifts in the de bias
current and micro" are IM er level. For our present
apparatus steps smaller than 50 [tA are considered
unusuable. Our junct.un, r;pond to microwave
power only near their resonance frequencies. Con-
tinuous adjustability of the junction voltages is made
possible by the high step numbers used, despite the
limited frequency range. The details of the coupling
between external microwave fields and our resonant
tunnel junctions are not yet clearly understood.
Qualitatively better coupling is observed for higher
resistance junctions.
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In order to get usable step amplitudes at 10 mV we
have chosen to operate two junctions in series. For
reasonable operating conditions we can tolerate a few
tenths of a percent mismatch in the two resonance
frequencies. However, a half percent mismatch often
means that the junction combination is marginal.
When using junctions connected in series in the same
microwave field, we have found it advantageous to
cascade junctions of nearly equal resistance.

If the induced microwave steps have a finite slope
(i.e. dI/dV# oo), the Josephson voltage is no longer
well defined. The slope of the steps is known to be
sensitive to external electromagnetic noise [15, 16]
and extensive precautions have been taken (shielded
room and equipment) to reduce this noise. The slope
is regularly checked by slowly varying the bias current
up and down the step and looking for a voltage de-
flection on the null detector used with the measuring
instrument. We have never observed any finite step
slope to within the resolution of our null detector
(a few parts in 108).

3. Microwave and dc Bias Apparatus
In order to obtain an induced step at a desired

voltage, sufficient microwave power at a well-defined
frequency must be coupled into the junction and a
stable dc bias current passed through it.

a) Mircowave Equipment
The microwave apparatus, as indicated in the

block diagram in Fig. 3, includes a klystron tube
mounted in an oil bath (with air cooling) for micro-
wave stability. The klystron is phase-locked to a
continuously-adji table quartz-crystal oscillator for
frequency stability The short term frequency stability
(15 min) is about I part in .0'. The frequency is
measured by a frequnee- ,unter with an internal
converter and a resolution of I part in 109*. The iso-
lator, shown in the diagram adjoining the main

attenuator, prevents unwanted reflection of micro-
wave power into the klystron. The microwave gen-
eration equipment and the cryostat containing the
junction holder are grounded separately, and a de
block is placed in the waveguide to prevent circulating
currents.

The accuracy of the counter time base is regularly
checked against the U.S. frequency standard. A 100
kHz high stability oscillator is compared to the signal
from WWVB using a VLF phase comparator. This
oscillator, which is maintained within a few parts
in 1010 of WWVB, is simultaneously used to check the
counter time base. The drift in the counter time base
is predictable and changes 2 parts in 10 10 /day.

b) Junction Holder Description
The glass substrate on which the junctions are

evaporated is mounted in the center of a piece of
copper X-band waveguide. A slot is milled halfway
through the waveguide and the substrate rests in this
slot. A close fitting cover holds the substrate in place
and provides continuous guide walls. The leads to the
junctions are copper magnet wire soldered to the
junctions using indium solder. The bias lead wires pass
through small grooves in the substrate cover to Teflon
standoffs outside the waveguide where they are sol-
dered to leads from a vacuum tight electrical con-
nector mounted in the top of the holder. The voltage
leads are from a single spool of copper magnet wire
and are kept in close thermal contact by running them
to the voltage measuring instrument in a single piece
of Teflon tubing. In the cryostat they are enclosed in
a length of copper tubing that always crosses the
helium level. From the copper tubing to the top of the
cryostat the leads are enclosed in a thin-wall stainless
steel tube: This arrangement minimized heat transfer
and tends to keep the large temperature gradient at
one location on the leads.

ANTENNA -'/\/\s WWVB

REC E IV ER -- +COMPAR ATOR -- COUN TER ATTENUATORCRSA

SP=L H ELYSTRON TUNER COUPLER COUPLER COUPLER ATTENUATOR

STABILIZER ATTENUATOR

SWITCH

JOSEPHSON
DEVICE

Fig. 3. Block diagram of microwave generation and frequency measuring equipment
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In order to maximize the microwave electric field
at the junction a shorting plug is placed in the wave.
guide about 4 cm below the substrate. Since placement
of this short is extremely critical, it can be adjusted
from the top of the cryostat while observing the step
pattern on an oscilloscope. An iris placed above the
substrate to form a cavity as described by FDL [I]
was not used for our measurements.

c) Bias Circuit
The two junctions used for the 2e/h measurements

are operated with independent bias current sources,
similar to the ones described by FDL [1]. The indi-
vidual supplies consist of two 14 ampere-hour mercury
cells connected in parallel, and adjustable resistors
connected in series with the junction to adjusL the
current. The current is reversible and has separate
fine adjustment controls for the forward and reverse
current so that small adjustments can be made in the
bias current while in one direction without disturbing
the settings for the other polarity. An I- V display on
an X-Y oscilloscope with differential inputs is provided
for each junction by monitoring the voltage across a
resistor in the bias circuit and the voltage developed
across each individual junction. Adjustable positional
offsets in the display circuit are used to suppress the
origin of the I- V curve to allow expansion of any
portion of the curve for viewing. The offset for the
junction voltage is calibrated so the proper step number
can easily be determined.

The bias circuit normally supplies do for use when
measuring the junction voltage ; however, for viewing
the I- V characteristic an ac sweep is extremely useful.
Two types of sweep circuits were constructed for use
with our bias supply. A separate specially shielded
transformer (connected to the 60 Hz power line) can
be connected in place of the batteries to provide an
adjustable ac sweep which is useful for observing the
1. V characteristic with no microwaves applied and
determining the critical current. The transformer is
disconnected from the bias supply whenever measure-
ments are to be made and a second incremental sweep
circuit is used. The second circuit is battery operated
and built into the bias supply. This sweep is super-
imposed on a do level and is used to observe a small
portion of the characteristic. The sweep consists of
an oscillator with an active filter to remove all but the
fundamental sine wave. During voltage balance both
ac sweep circuits and the oscilloscope are completely
disconnected from the do circuitry so that the supply
is isolated from grounded equipment with an insula-
tion resistance greater than 1011 ohms.

4. Voltage Comparators
Two voltage comparators are presently in use at

NBS. Both of these instruments provide a fixed 100
to I ratio and rely on the fact that the junction voltage
is adjustable to exactly 1/100 of the standard cell
voltage. These comparators were built and first used
at the University of Pennsylvania and are described
in greater detail in reference [1].

The use of a fixed 100/1 ratio comparator reduces
the measurement uncertainty by eliminating the need
for an adjustable resistance network since the junc-
tion voltage can be varied to achieve a null balance.
Both instruments can be self-calibrated in less than

an hour using no external resistance standards. The
use of two instruments operating on different prin-
ciples with different major sources of systematic
error is desirable since it allows us to perform a final
check on unsuspected sources of systematic error. The
two instruments were periodically compared and
were always found to agree within 3 3 parts in 10',
well within the estimated total instrument uncertainty
of 4 parts in 10'.

a) Series-Paralel Comparator
The design of the first voltage comparator (the

one used for the 2e/h runs) is based on a method of
double series-parallel exchange. If a group of n nom-
inally equal resistors are connected first in series
and then in parallel, the ratio of the resistances of the
two combinations is na with an error which is second
order in the resistor mismatch. Figure 4 is a simplified
circuit diagram of the comparator (SPC) showing the
two sets of ten matched resistors, one set in series and
one in parallel. If the two sets of resistors are ex-
changed (i.e., the set originally in series is reconnected
in parallel, and the other set reconnected in series) and
a second set of balances made, the effect of inequality
of the total resistance of the two sets of resistors is
reduced to second order by averaging the results of the
two balances.

Tetrahedral junctions and compensating resistors
(fans) for paralleling the network permit the use of
commercial grade rotary switches despite their high
contact resistance, while maintaining a high accuracy
series-parallel transfer. A power supply using mercury
batteries and regulated by a mercury battery under
essentially no load, supplies stabilized current (1/2
ppm/h) to the resistance networks. The effects of
thermoelectric voltages in the circuit are eliminated
by reversing the current in the instrument, the stand-
ard cell, and the junction bias current. Although the
100/i ratio can be determined to greater accuracy
than that with which the individual resistors can be
compared, the power dissipated in the networks
changes by a factor of 100 when they are switched
from series to parallel. To reduce the error resulting
from self-heating the resistors are mounted in a thick
walled aluminum can filled with oil. The entire in-
strument is enclosed in a temperature regulated air
enclosure.

The instrument sources of uncertainty in a 2e/h
measurement for the past year are essentially the
same as reported by FDL [I] as the instrument was
modified only slightly for use at NBS [12]. These
estimated uncertainties are listed in Table I and are
described briefly below.

a) and b) Checks on the matching of the main and
fan resistors were carried out regularly. The uncer-
tainties were estimated from the check data. In the
case of the main resistor matching, the second-order
corrections to the resistance ratio were calculated. The
correction (as a result of periodic trimming of the
resistors) was always negligible (<1 part in 10'). The
deviations for the fan resistors were also measured
and found negligible. The uncertainties attributed to
these two errors are 0.4 and I parts in 10' respectively.

c) The transfer resistance error due to tetrahedral
junction asymmetries introduced a measured un-
certainty of 4 parts in 10'.
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Fig. 4. Simplified circuit diagram of series-parallel voltage comparator

Table 1. Sources of uncertainty in 2e/h associated with the
series-parallel instrument

Uncertainty parts
in 108
(one standard
deviation estimates)

a) Main resistor mismatch 0.4
b) Fan resistor mismatch I
c) Resistance of tetrahedral junctions 0.4
d) Main resistor heating effects 2
e) Comparator temperature stability 0.3
f) Working current stability 0.2
g) Calibrating signal accuracy I
h) Leakage resistances 1
i) Dielectric polarization 0.2
j) Effects of thermal emf's 0.5

RSS total 2.8

d) The self-heating effects for the main resistors
were measured in situ using the bridge within a bridge
technique [17]. Using this procedure a correction of
3 parts in 108 was applied to the data with an un-
certainty estimated to be 2 parts in 108.1

e) Since the series-parallel resistance ratio is not
established simultaneously, any change in resistance
between the measurements will cause a first order
correction. The largest cause of this change is the
change in internal temperature of the instrument. The
temperature regulated oven changes slightly as
ambient temperature changes and thus introduces an
uncertainty of 3 parts in 10.

f) For the 2e/ measurements made before De-
cember 1971, a standard cell balance was made after
the junction balance and a correction applied for the
drift of the power supply. Since December we have

1 The instrument is to be modified by replacing the main
resistors with better matched, lower temperature coefficient
resistors to significantly reduce the error due to self-heating.
In addition the fan resistors have been replaced and the tem-
perature control improved.

begun regularly making standard cell balances both
immediately before and after the junction balance
and linearly interpolating the results to the time of
the junction balance. The uncertainty contributed by
non-linear drift in the power supply is estimated to be
2 parts in 10.

g) The balancing procedure requires that a cali-
brating signal be introduced to normalize the null-
detector deflections. The uncertainty in calculating
this signal is mainly due to resistor aging and results
in a measurement uncertainty of i part in 10'.

h) The effects of leakage resistance are estimated
by measuring the individual leakage paths directly.
The estimated uncertainty from this source is 1 part
in 10.

i) Small leakage currents are induced in insulators
due to a component of the insulator dielectric polari-
zation, and polarization currents are induced due to
piezoelectricity caused by mechanical stress on the
insulators. The polarization currents were measured
using an electrometer and contribute an uncertainty
of 2 parts in 10'.

j) The uncertainty due to the effects of thermal
emf's is caused by variations of the thermal emf's in
the instrument and non-linear changes in the thermal
emf's in the leads from the junction to the instrument.
Five parts in 10' is estimated for this uncertainty.

The root-sum-square total uncertainty is 2.8 parts
in 108 and represents the total uncertainty associated
with the series-parallel system exclusive of the random
uncertainty of a 2e/h measurement.

b) Cascaded-Interchange Comparator
The second instrument develops a fixed 100 to i

ratio by use of a voltbox optimized for self-calibration.
A simplified circuit diagram of the cascaded-inter-
change comparator (CIC) is shown in Fig. 5. The cali-
bration of the voltbox is accomplished by using a
second identical voltbox as shown in the figure. With
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Fig. 5. Simplified circuit diagram of cascaded-interchange voltage comparator shown in the calibrate modo. The voltage devel-
oped across any one of the four 10 ohm resistors is 1/100 of the total voltage across the voltbox

Table 2. Sources of uncertainty in 2s/h associated with the
cascaded-ii.terchange comparator

Uncertainty parts
in 10'
(one standard
deviation estimates)

a) Random uncertainty of calibration 2
measurement

b) Switch and power supply variations 2
during calibration

c) Trimmer lead resistance error 0.7
d) Comparator temperature stability 0.3
e) Working current stability I
f) Calibrating signal accuracy 0.5
g) Leakage resistances 0.4
h) Dielectric polarization 0.2
i) Effects of thermal euf's 0.5

RSS total 3.2

the switches set as shown, a 10 ohm equal-arm
Wheatstone bridge is formed and the resistors are
trimmed until a balance condition is achieved for both
positions of the interchange switch. The next position
of the "select-ratio" switch then forms a 20 ohm
equal arm bridge using the two 20 ohm resistors and
the four previously equalized 10 ohm resistors. Cali-
bration is continued in this manner until both boxes
are adjusted to a 100 to i ratio. By independently
powering the voltboxes, the usual need for lead com-
pensation is eliminated. The advantage of this method
is that the resistors always operate at the same power
so that the self-heating is negligible. However, the
calibration procedure must be performed carefully as
errors in these measurements contribute first order
errors to the 2e/h measurement. Table 2 summarizes
the sources of uncertainty in 2e/h associated with the
CIC. Since this instrument was not modified the un-
certainties are essentially the same as reported and
discussed by FDL [1]. Because the SPC and CIC are
of similar construction some of the sources of un-
certainty for the CIC are the same as those for the SPC.

c) Nuli Detector Systems
Two independent null detector systems are used.

Both systems consist of photocell galvanometer

AVAILABLE

amplifiers modified to drive a stripchart recorder. The
galvanometer amplifiers were: (a) modified to reduce
thermal emf variations, (b) shielded electrostatically,
and (c) placed on a anti-vibration platform. The
amplifier used for the'standard cell balance is operated
in the series feedback mode and modified for high
input impedance to reduce the off-null currents. The
amplifier used for the junction balances is operated in
the parallel feedback mode to reduce the Johnson
noise. In the future we plan to use a superconducting
galvanometer (SQUID) to make the junction balances.

d) Standard Cell Comparison System
To compare the standard cells in the 2e/h labo-

ratory with other cells, the cells are connected in
series opposition (negative leads connected together)
and the small voltage difference measured with a
commercial potentiometer. The null detector used
with the potentiometer consists of a series feedback
photocell galvanometer amplifier driving a secondary
galvanometer.

The potentiometer system is regularly calibrated
and a correction applied to the data. The systematic
uncertainty of the correction is estimated to be less
than 10 ppm of the voltage difference being measured.
When an unsaturated cell is compared to a saturated
cell, the difference is about 1000 pV and the systematic
uncertainty in comparing the emf's of two cells is less
than 0.01 ppm. The potentiometer is used with a reso-
lution of 0.01 1V and the standard deviation of a single
observation is about 0.01 V, however, the use of a
redundant statistical design reduces the random un-
certainty by at least a factor of two.

5. Experimental Procedure
Prior to a 2e/h measurement, junction devices are

tested and a suitable one is mounted in the waveguide
holder. The device is replaced only if the junctions
become defective, otherwise they are left in the
cryostat between runs and are kept cold at liquid
nitrogen temperatures. On the day of the run the photo-
cell amplifiers are connected to 12 V batteries and
allowed to stabilize. Standard cell comparisons are
made using the commercial potentiometer, a photo-
cell amplifier, and secondary galvanometer. The com-
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parisons of cells are done using a redundant design of
the type used in the NBS Volt Transfer Program [18].
Liquid helium is transferred and it is pumped below
2 K. The electrontic equipment is turned on, micro-
waves and bias current adjusted, and the system is
left to stabilize for approximately 1.5 h. Afterwards
the bias current and frequency are adjusted to pre-
viously selected optimum values and the thermal emf
in the measuring leads is checked.

The 2e/h working group of cells contains three un-
saturated standard cells mounted in a temperature
regulated enclosure. On any day's run one of these
cells is used throughout the entire run. The 1 V output
of the voltage comparator is balanced against the cell
and the difference recorded on the strip-chart recorder.
The low voltage output of the comparator is balanced
against the junction and recorded. During all balances
the input to the null detector is reversed. The micro-
wave frequency is measured immediately before and
after the voltage balance. The counter is set so that it
does not sample during a junction balance as this
affects our measurements by disturbing the junctions.
Another balance of the cell is then made against the
comparator. These balances are interpolated to the
time of the junction balance to eliminate the effects
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Fig. 6. 2e/h results of a typical day's run. Ech point consists
of four balances against the device voltage to compensate for

thermal emf's and series-parallel resistor string inequalities

of the linear drift of the current in the comparator.
The polarity of the bias current, the standard cell,
and the comparator current is reversed and the pro-
cedure is repeated. The series-parallel networks are
interchanged and the procedure is repeated for each
polarity. The pattern of polarity reversals (, -, -,+)

tends to cancel out the effects of first order drift of the
thermal emf's in the measuring leads if the balances
are evenly spaced in time. The four junction balances
(and associated cell balances) combine to give one
independent measurement of the standard cell emf in
terms of 2e/A (or of 2e/h in terms of the standard
cell voltage). Typically four or five independent
measurements are made during one day's run. During
the run small adjustments to the microwave power,
microwave frequency, and bias current are made as
necessary. At the conclusion of the run additional

standard cell comparisons are made between the
2e/h working group and the check standards.

The result of a day's run consists of a recording of
comparator balances and frequencies. Each balance
is adjusted close to null and straight lines can then be
fit by eye to the recording traces. A calibration signal
is produced by causing a known change (~ 1 ppm) in
the current in the instrument to determine the nor-
malized deviation. The normalized deviation repre-
sents the fractional difference between the 100:1 com-
parator ratio and the actual standard cell-junction
ratio. One set of four comparator balances (including
polarity and series-parallel reversals) combines to give

(2e~fh) - (Ve) = (3m'

where V., is the standard cell voltage, # is the measured
voltage ratio V,/ Vj, V1 being the junction voltage,
n is the step number, and v is the microwave frequency.
Using this equation, the product (2e/h . ( V.,) can be
calculated from the 2e/h run. If either 2e/h or VS is
assumed known then the other can be calculated. A
plot of the results of a typical day's run is shown in
Fig. 6.

In February 1972 six saturated cells in a temper-
ature regulated enclosure (check standard 1) were
placed in the 2e/h lab as a local voltage standard to
estimate the precision with which a standard can be
maintained via 2e/h measurements. This enclosure,
which was designed by Cutkosky [19], maintains a
stable temperature with short-term fluctuations of
approximately 20 microdegrees Celsius. The mean emf
of the six cells in the enclosure is shown in Fig. 7.
(Here a constant value of 2e/h has been assumed.) The
cell emf's are changing due to the large temperature
shock encountered when installed in the box and nor-
mal cell aging, however, the emf's are very predictable
and the standard deviation of a linear least-squares
fitted line to the data in Fig. 7 is less than 0.02 V.

6. NBS Voltage Maintenance
and Dissemination Prior to July 1972

For many decades the 'U.S. legal volt has been
maintained by a large group of standard cells [20].
Over the years groups of cells made at NBS were
assembled and called the National Reference .Group
(NRG). From 1955 to 1969 the NRG consisted of 44
saturated cadmium sulfate (Weston) cells. The mean
emf of the 44 cells was assumed to remain constant
in time. In 1963, monitoring of a second group of 18
saturated cells designated the Sesondary Reference
Group (SRG) constructed in 1958 was begun. After
the move of NBS from Washington to Gaithersburg
in 1966, both groups of cells were put in two stirred
temperature-regulated oil baths at 28 'C. In these
baths, both groups are exposed to the moving oil,
and electrical connections to the cells are made by
opening the bath lid and inserting copper stabbers into
mer ury amalgamated copper cups. The temperature
of i ch oil bath is read with a calibrated platinum
resistance thermometer and Mueller bridge. The bridge
and thermometer are calibrated monthly, the latter
at the triple point of water.

By December 1969 the emf's of several cells in the
NRG showed large instabilities due to the formation of
gas bubbles. In order to maintain the stability of the
legal volt, a new mean for the NRG was calculated
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(neglecting the unable cells) using well established
procedure f20].

Measurements of the reference cells were made
using the "pivot cell" technique whereby all cells are
read against only one cell (the pivot or favorite cell). In
May 1970 a different procedure for comparing the
reference cells was started. This procedure provides
equal precision in determining any cell emf with
respect to the mean, as opposed to the pivot cell
method which provides high precision in determining
the pivot cell and low precision in determining the
other cells with respect to the mean. At the same
time, a more accurate instrument with better resolu-
tion (about 0.01 pV) was used for all comparisons.
Both methods of intercomparison were carried out
for several months until final conversion to the new
method was completed in September 1970. The new
method allowed greater flexibility in using any cells
of the NRG or SRG for calibration purposes. In
practice, the Volt Transfer Program calibrations
prior to July 1972 were all made using a subset of
6 cells of the SRG. Since June 1970, all calibrations
have been related to the NRG via the SRG subset.

CHECK STANDARD I
1011190+
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M A 9M
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(2 /h - 483593420 GHi/V)
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Fig. 7. The me.. emf of six saturated cells assigned assuming
an arbitrary value of 2e/h. The cells are mounted in a tem-

perature regulated enclosure located in the 2e/h laboratory

Two major improvements were made to one of the
oil baths: (a) installation of a new temperature. regu-
lating system, and (b) installation of a selector switch
for the SRG cells so that the bath lid would not have
to be disturbed. These two changes, made in March
1971 by Eicke, lowered the random uncertainty
of a standard cell comparison involving these groups
by a factor of four [21].

Over the past 60 years, various methods have been
employed to place limits on the stability and repro-
ducibility of the NBS volt. The two most meaningful
methods used prior to 1970 for determining these
limits were (a) the voltage comparisons of national
units at the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
(BIPM) conducted every 3 years [22]; and (b) nu-
merous measurements of the gyromagnetic ratio of
the proton, yp, at NBS since 1958 [23]. Inasmuch as

res w IAB~L 2

the national units consisted of groups of saturated
cells, the international comparisons only gave in-
formation on the relative drift of the various groups
of cells and not on the absolute stability. Until very
recently, the precision of the yp experiments permitted
checks of the stability of the NBS volt to about 2 ppm.
A possible annual drift in the mean emf of the NBS
reference cells as large as several tenths of a ppm could
have gone undetected. Since 1970, sub-ppm deter-
minations of 2e/h at the University of Pennsylvania
and NBS have provided checks on the stability of the
NBS volt.

7. Determinations of 2e/h at NBS (1971-1972)
All determinations of 2e/h at NBS have been ob-

tained by relating the Josephson junction voltage to
the mean emf of the National Reference Group of
standard cells. As discussed in Section V, direct 2e/h
measurements were made on one of the cells of our
working group. The emf of the working cell was re-
lated to the mean emf of a second group of standard
cells by direct standard cell comparisons before and
after each 2e/ run. This second group of cells in turn

2 e/h IN TERMS OF THE U S. LEGAL VOLT
483593- I I I I I I I T

08

07

06 * Adop:.d VoWe-

.. 46359 420 Gs./ -

05 - " "" -

03

02 -1

J J A 0 O N D J F M A MA
1971 1972

Fig. 8. Values of 2e/h measured at NBS referenced to Vlfm.
the legal volt. Each point represents I day's run which usually
consists of 3 to 5 independent determinations of 2e/h. The
open circle indicates a run in which the standard cell used for
the measurements changed an excessive amount (>0.1 1V)
during the run. [Error bars indicating within-run standard

deviation (-0.04 ppm) have been omitted for clarity.]

was compared to the Secondary Reference Group
(which was directly assigned in terms of the NRG).
The second group of cells was necessary, since sub-
stantial scatter (-0.2 ppm) in the mean emf of the
SRG prevented a precise check of possible changes in
the working cell during a 2e/h run.

A series of 32 2e/h measurements were made at
NBS between July, 1971 and July, 1972 to monitor
the legal volt (i.e., the mean emf of the NRG) and to
obtain sufficient data to permit a redefinition of the
U.S. legal volt directly in terms of the ac Josephson
effect. These 2e/h results are shown in Fig. 8. The
within-run standard deviation of the mean of a
typical point is about 0.025 ppm. A least-squares
linear fit to the data implies an apparent drift of
about -0.41 + 0.03 ppm year in the legal volt
during this period. Comparing the results of the last
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determination of 2e/h at the U-'versity of Pennsyl-
vania (May, 1970) with the first reported value at
NBS (July to August, 1971), we find an apparent
drift of -0.22 0.14 ppm/year in the legal volt for
1970 to 1971 assuming the legal volt alone has changed
during this period. The relative agreement of these
two numbers suggests that the U.S. legal volt has been
decreasing for the period 1970 to 1972.

For the NBS measurements (see Fig. 8), various
changes were made from time to time in the proce-
dures used to relate the Josephson volt to the legal
volt. These changes primarily involved the use of
different standard cells. For runs 1 through 14, the
2e/h working cell was one of three saturated cells
mounted in a commercial temperature.regulated
enclosure at 30 0C. For subsequent runs, the working
cell was one of three unsaturated cells mounted in the
same enclosure. The unsaturated cells were used
because changes in exnf of the saturated cells, due
ostensibly to temperature changes of the enclosure,
were limiting the within-run precision of the 2e/h
measuremerAts. Standard cell comparisons made
before and after the 2e/h runs indicated a typical
change of about 0.04 V for the saturated cells but
a change of only 0.02 V for the unsaturated cells.

Several different intermediate groups were used
to relate the 2e/h working group to the Secondary
Reference Group of cells. All intermediate groups, the
SRG, and the NRG were located in a separate shielded
room next to the shielded room in which the 2e/h
measurements were carried out. For the early 2e/h
runs (prior to September, 1971), an air enclosure con-
taining four saturated cells was used as the inter-
mediate group. This intermediate group was com-
pared to the SRG weekly but not necessarily on the
same days as 2e/h runs. Since September 1971, an
NBS-built air enclosure containing six saturated cells
(which we define as "check standard 2") has been
used as the intermediate group. In Fig. 9, we have
assumed an arbitrary value of 2e/h and plotted the
effective mean emf of four of the cells using our 2e/h
data. The standard deviation of a single point about
the fitted line is 0.04 ppm. After January, 1972,
comparisons of this intermediate group with the SRG
were made on the same day (while the 2e/h run was in
progress) rather than on arbitrary days.

In order to facilitate the comparisons of large
numbers of standard cells, we installed several rotary
selector switches which permitted rapid connection of
different cells (from the various groups) to the potentio-
meter. These switches, which were operated in air,
were electrostatically and thermally shielded. The
thermal emf's present in these switches were on the
order of a few nanovolts.

The sources of uncertainty in our 2e/h determina-
tions can be divided .into two categories: (a) the
random and systematic uncertainties associated with
the 2e/h measurements, and (b) the uncertainties in
relating the voltage of the 2e/h working cell to the
legal volt (i.e., the NRG). A summary of these sources
of uncertainty and the corresponding one-standard-
deviation estimates is listed in Table 3. The following
comments apply. The random uncertainty arises from
random variations in the thermoelectric voltages,
day-to-day fluctuations in the local and reference
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Fig. 9. The mean emf of four cells, assigned assuming an
arbitrary value of 2e/h. This enclosure is located in a separate

shielded room containing the NBS reference group of cells

(i.e. the intermediate, SRG, and NRG) groups of cells
and any other randomly varying experimental param-
eters present in a 2e/h experiment. The standard
deviation fok a single run referenced to the legal volt
(i.e. NRG) was of order 0.04 ppm. The estimated un-
certainty in the measurement of the frequency of the
applied radiation is 5 parts in 10' and thus essentially
negligible. The systematic uncertainty in relating the

Table 3. Summary of sources of uncertainty in 2e/h for April
1972

Uncertainty parts
in 106
(one standard
deviation estimates)

1. Measurement uncertainties
a),Random uncertainty of the 0.9

predicted value
b) Frequency measurement and 0.5

stability
c) Low-voltage comparison 2.8

(series-parallel comparator)
2. Local volt uncertainty in Vr 55.. 3

(April 1972)
RSS total 4

local volt (the 2e/h working cell) to the legal volt has
been ascribed to thermoelectric emf's in the measuring
leads, temperature variations in the standard cell
enclosures, and possible undetected changes in the
working cell during 2e/h measurements.

A value of 2e/h based on the first nine runs shown
in Fig. 8 has been reported [12]. The result was:

(2e/h)l = 483593.598 0.024 GHz/Vx, (0.05 ppm) .

The random uncertainty of the mean of these nine
measurements was 2.3 parts in 108. This determina-
tion was related to the results of other workers [2, 13,
14] via direct standard cell comparisons carried out
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between NBS and other national laboratories under
the auspices of BIPM during the summer of 1971.

In the spring of 1972, a second series of similar volt
comparisons was carried out. A value of 2e/h referenced
to the legal volt for April, 1972 (approximately the
central date of this latter series of comparisons) has
been obtained by linearly fitting all the 2e/h data from
January to July, 1972. The result is:

(2e/h), 1 = 483593.444 + 0.019 GHz/Vs (0.04 ppm) .
The random uncertainty of 9 parts in 10' (as indicated
in Table 3) was obtained by calculating the standard
deviation of the interpolated result.

The Josephson voltage is directly proportional to
the frequency of the applied radiation with the pro-
portionality constant precisely equal to the physical
constant 2e/h. Since no other method of determining
this physical constant with an accuracy comparable to
that of the ac Josephson effect exists, we can use it
only to establish a very stable and precise voltage
standard but not to establish an absolute one. In
order to implement such a standard at NBS, we have
decided to adopt a value of 2e/h consistent with the
assumed value of the mean emf of the National
Reference Group on July 1, 1972. This value of 2e/h
was obtained by fitting the 2e/h data shown in Fig. 8
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Fig. 10. Values of 2e/h as determined by workers at various
national laboratories. All values have been expressed in the
NBS unit of voltage (VNs) using the results of direct standard
cell comparisons between each laboratory and NBS. (See

Ref. [24].)

from January to July, 1972. The (extrapolated) result
is:

(2e/h)m.. = 483593.420 + 0.019 GHz/ Vj, (0.04 ppm) .

The uncertainties in this result are essentially inden-
tical to those of the April value.

8. Comparison of Recent Values of 2e/h (1971-1972)
Workers at various nationall aboratories have con-

ducted and reported experimental determinations of
2e/h referenced to their particular national unit of volt-
age. Each of these units has been defined as the mean
emf of a different group of standard cells and therefore

;r y 2

the relationships between the national units must be
determined by comparison experiments. Traditionally
these comparison experiments are conducted trien-
nially at BIPM (Sbvres, France). In order to better
determine the relationships of the units in laboratories
carrying out high precision 2e/h experiments, two
series of direct volt transfers between NBS and each
of these laboratories were completed about 8 months
apart. An individual transfer experiment involved the
following: (a) calibration of an air enclosure in teims
of the NBS reference cells and shipment of the tem-
perature-controlled enclosure to the second laboratory,
(b) calibration of the enclosure at the second labora-
tory and shipment back to NBS, and (c) calibration
at NBS. Each transfer experiment lasted about
o weeks. These transfer experiments provide a good
basis for comparing the values of 2e/h obtained nt the
various national laboratories.

In Fig. 10, we have plotted values of 2e/h obtained
by the various workers applicable to the time' of the
transfers [2, 13, 14]. The results presented have been
normalized to the NBS volt (Vx.) using the data
from the direct volt comparisons. Each error bar
indicated the one standard deviation uncertainty
assigned by the respective workers in determining 2e/h
relative to their particular national unit of emf. No
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vT P 
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Fig. It. A block diagram outlining the principle steps i1 the
present (1972) NBS voltage maintenance and dissemir..tion

program using 2e/h via the ac Josephson effect

additional allowance for the uncertainty of the volt
transfers has been added to the workers' estimated

' The PTB result shown for the summer of 1971 is based
on a 2e/h determination made about 1/, year earlier and is the
only reported value available for comparison with the 1971
direct standard cell transfer experiment.
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uncertainties. The uncertainty in each of these volt
transfer experiments has been estimated to be about
0.2 ppm [24]. The results are in fair to good agreement
when the additional uncertainty associated with each
volt transfer is included. Critical comparisons of pre-
sent (1972) determinations are limited by the transfer
of standard cell enclosures. The development of an
improved portable voltage standard (for example, a
portable Josephson standard) should permit meaning-
ful comparisons of 2e/h experiments at different
laboratories with transfer uncertainties comparable
to local 2e/h uncertainties of a few parts in 108.

9. NBS Volt Maintenance Via the Josephson Effect
In July, 1972, NBS began maintaining and disse-

minating a unit of emf based on the ac Josephson
effect. To define this new unit it was necessary to
choose a value of 2e/h. This new unit was defined to be
equal to the apparent mean emf (on July 1, 1972) of
the National Reference Group of standard cells. The
value of 2e/h chosen for this purpose is the NBS 2e/h
result for July, 1972 previously discussed in section
VIII, namely

2e/h = 483593.420 GHz/V,. .

Thus, the NBS as-maintained unit of voltage is now
directly related by this constant (which is assumed to
be exact) to the unit of frequency.

The procedures used to maintain and disseminate
the new unit are essentially the same as those used in
the 2e/h measurements already described in this paper.
A diagram indicating the principle steps in the NBS
2e/h voltage dissemination program is shown in Fig. Ii.
Periodically, the Josephson apparatus is used to
"calibrate" the emf of one of the standard cells in the
2e/h working group. This cell is compared with two
other groups of cells (check standards I and 2 in
Fig. 11) immediately before and after the 2e/h measure-
ments. If the observed within-run standard deviation
of the 2e/h measurement is less than twice the ex-
pected value 2r (presently v = 0.04 ppm), the assigned
emf of the 2e/h working cell is used to obtain the emf's
of the cells in the two check standards.

The mean emf of each check standard is plotted
versus time (as shown in Fig. 7 and 9). The 2e/h
measurements are made at regular intervals (about
every 2 weeks for the data presented here) and mean
emf's of check standard 2 and a second (VTP) working
group of cells are obtained for use in calibrating the
various transport standards and other groups of cells
by averaging the respective results of the five most
recent 2e/h runs. For calibration purposes, values for
these mean emf's are calculated for up to several
weeks ahead by applying small corrections for the
long term (3 to 6 months) drift of the check standard
and working group means'.

3 Generally, an average of five 2e/h runs is used; however,
this number may change depending on the time intervals be-
tween 2e/h runs. The data from a given 2e/h run are only used
for calibration if the corresponding value for each check stand-
ard mean is within 0.1 ppm of the expected value for the mean,
and analysis of the individual cell emf's of the check standards
shows no anomalous behavior. The small drift corrections
(which may be negligible) are applied to the check standard
and working group averages (for calibration purposes only) on
a weekly basis.

10. Conclusions
The precision with which the mean emf of a single

group of standard cells can be maintained using the
present Jospehson apparatus is about 2 parts in 108
and is a measure of how reproducibly we can calibrate
a group of standard cells over an extended period of
time. The accuracy with which the emf's of a group of
cells can be determined in terms of a unit based on an
adopted value of 2e/h is about 4 parts in 108 and
includes allowances for systematic effects in the pre-
sent measurement system. This is an estimate of how
well the present system would agree with another
totally independent 2e/h system.

The agreement between the NBS 2e/h system and
systems in operation at other national laboratories
has been tested indirectly via the shipment of stand-
ard cells. The results are inconclusive in determining
the relative agreement of the various 2e/h measuring
systems at their current level of precision (<0.1 ppm).
Differences as large as 0.4 ppm between 2e/h results
and the corresponding cell transfers have been ob-
served. These differences have been attributed pri-
marily to uncertainties in the standard cell transfers.

One way to compare 2e/h systems t precisions
approaching a few parts in 108 is to use a portable 2e/h
system rather than standard cells. Our present system
(particularly the do instrumentation) is portable and
can be used in such a comparison experiment. The
application of cryogenic techniques to do instrumenta-
tion (e.g. superconducting galvanometers and cryo-
genic dividers) and the development of an improved
(long lived and durable) Josephson junction should
permit the development of a compact cryogenic 2e/h
system. Finally, with the use of cryogenic instrumen-
tation, it appears that the accuracy of the 2e/h
voltage ratio measurements can be improved at least
an order of magnitude.
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Summary of International Comparisons of
As-Maintained Units of Voltage and

Values of 2e/h
WOODWARD G. EICKE, JR., AND BARRY N. TAYLOR

Abstract-Using temperature-regulated transportable standard-cell en-
closures, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), under the auspices
of the Bureau international des Poids et Mesures (BIPM), during the
period June 1971 through June 1972 has carried out a series of direct
comparisons of the units of voltage as-maintained by NBS and BIPM,
Savres, France; the National Physical Laboratory, United Kingdom; the
National Research Council, Canada; the National Standards Laboratory,
Australia; and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany.
The main purpose of these comparisons was to provide a sound basis
for intercomparing values of 2e/h obtained at the various national
laboratories via the ac Josephson effect in superconductors. It was
found that when converted to a common unit of voltage, most measured
values of 2e/h agreed with each other to within the I to 2 parts in
107 estimated uncertainty (I standard deviation) of the volt compari-
sons. This satisfying result would seem to indicate that serious consid-
eration should be given to adopting a single international value of
2e/h for use in maintaining units of voltage.

1. INTRODUCTION

T HE UNIT of voltage is generally maintained in the various
national laboratories via large reference groups of saturated

standard cells kept at constant temperature and for which the
mean emf of the group is assumed constant with time. In order
to maintain worldwide consistency in the various as-maintained
units of voltage and to provide information on their relative
drift rates, the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)

conducts, at about three year intervals, international compari-
sons of the units maintained by the national laboratories.
These comparisons are carried out in the following way [lJ .
Each participating national laboratory sends to BIPM a group
of saturated standard cells which have been calibrated in terms
of its own as-maintained unit. The cells are sent in nontemper-
ature-regulated containers and are often hand carried. At
BIPM, the cells are placed in a common oil bath with the
BIPM reference group of cells, allowed to stabilize for several
months, and then intercompared among themselves. Finally,
they are returned to the originating national laboratories where
they are recalibrated in order to determine how much the cells
have changed during the overall period, which could be as long
as six months or more. Often, changes in individual-cell EMF's
as large as I or 2 MV are observed; nevertheless, the mean of the
cell assignments before and after shipment is taken as the mean
EMF of the cells while at BIPM.
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In early 1967, in cooperation with the U.S. Air Force, the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) undertook a program to
improve the interlaboratory transfer of the unit of voltage
within the United States. As a result of this program, it was
found that the transfer process could be substantially im-
proved by the following.

I) Having NBS ship to the client in question an NBS-owned
commercially available standard-cell enclosure with shippable
saturated standard cells and maintained under continuous
temperature control. (Power is supplied by. batteries while in
transit.) The cells are calibrated in terms of the NBS unit
prior to shipment, compared by the client to the cells he uses
to maintain his unit (with the same equipment and methods he
uses in his everyday work), and returned to NBS for recalibra-
tion, still under temperature control.

2) Carefully controlling the transportation of the enclosure
between NBS and the laboratory in question. This may be
accomplished via a special shipping container and proper ship-
ping arrangements. (Most enclosures are shipped via air freight.)

3) Using statistically sound experimental designs [2] and
procedures for making the intercomparison measurements and
for analyzing the resulting data. The standard deviation to; a
single transfer using these techniques was found to be between
1 and 2 parts in 107.

As a result of the success of the initial program, a new cali-
bration service based on the above methods was developed
and termed the volt transfer program (VTP). [it is now part
of the NBS measurements assurance program (MAP).]

During the development of the VTP within the United
States, the question of its use for international comparisons
naturally arose. In 1968, NBS explored this possibility with
BIPM. Subsequent transfers between NBS and BIPM showed
that the vagaries of international flights and zealous customs
inspectors not withstanding, VTP techniques could be success-
fully used to transfer the unit of voltage internationally.
Indeed, NBS used the results of such a transfer for the 1970
triennial international comparison at BIPM [1].

During the time period in which the VTP was being de-
veloped, many national laboratories began work on the ac
Josephson effect in superconductors with the idea of eventually
using measurements of 2e/h to maintain their unit of voltage.
This work has now progressed to the point where 2e/h via the
ac Josephson effect can be determined in terms of a particular
as-maintained unit of voltage to I part in 107 or better. This
level of accuracy significantly exceeds the accuracy of the
differences in the units of voltage maintained by the different
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TABLE I
SUMMARY Of 1971 AND 1972 INTERNATIONAL VTP TRANSFERS

Approximate EMF's at NBS Assumed
Mean Before After EMF at EMF at

Enclosure Date Transit Transit Lab., ENBS Lab. ENBS VLAB - VNBS
Lab. Number at Lab. (JuVNBS) (JSVNBS) (MVNBS) (MVLAB) (sVNNBS)

BIPM 1100 30 Nov 71 138.85 138.95 138.90 139.19 -0.28
BIPM 1300 15 May 72 142.91 142.65 142.78 143.01 -0.22
NPL 1100 31 Jul 71 138.61 138.45 138.53 137.38 +1.13"
NPL 1300 28 Mar 72 142.74 142.91 142.82 141.75 +1.07
NRC 1400 1 Mar 72 143.35 143.08 143.21 143.72 -0.49
NSL 110 18 Jun 71 138.44 138.61 138.54 138.07 +0.45a
NSL 1500 3 Apr 72 155.66 155.70 155.68 155.29 +0.386
PTB 2200 24 Aug 71 - - 34.52 +0.09
PTB 1500 1. Ma /2 156.22 156.27 156.24 t a -0.05"

,dotes: 1) All EMF's reduced by 1 018 000 V and corrected to the nominal enclosure temperature.
2) The nominal temperature for all enclosures was 30*C except for 2200 which operated at 32*C.

O0ne cell excluded.
bTwo cells excluded.

Simple means not applicable due to nonlinear drift.

national laboratories as obtained from the triennial inter-
national comparisons at BIPM. Thus, there is no reliable way
of assessing the agreement or lack thereof between the several
different measurements of 2e/h, and consequently the potential
of the Josephson effect for maintaining units of voltage.

To alleviate this problem, that is, to provide a sound basis
for comparing values of 2e/h obtained at the various national
laboratories, and also to provide further experience to BIPM
and other laboratories in using VTP techniques, NBS initiated
in 1971, under the auspices of BIPM, an experimental program
to apply VTP methods to the international comparison of
as-maintained units of voltage. During the period June 1971
through June 1972, transfers were carried out between NBS
and BIPM, Sbvres, France; the National Physical Laboratory
(NPL), United Kingdom; the National Standards Laboratory
(NSL), Australia; the National Research Council (NRC),
Canada; and the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstidt (PTB),
Germany. All of these laboratories participate in the triennial
international comparisons and have (or will shortly have)
active Josephson 2e/h volt-standard programs. Where appli-
cable, the researchers carrying out the Josephson 2e/h measure-
ments were encouraged to make 2e/h determinations during
the period the NBS transport standard was at their laboratory
in order to tie together all of the 2e/h measurements as
closely as possible.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two distinct comparisons were carried out, the first pri-
marily during the summer of 1971, and the second during the
spring of 1972. The procedures used were essentially those
described in Section 1 for the NBS VTP except that each
national laboratory calibrated the transport standard using its
own normal procedures. The transport standards, each con-
taining four cells, were shipped via air freight to and from
each laboratory, with the standard remaining at the laboratory
from two to four weeks. When a serious problem was en-
countered with a particular transfer, it was repeated as quickly
as possible. The difference between the units was calculated
using the relationship

~LTGYAVAI LABLE

{E}LAB - {E}NBS
VLAB ~ VNBS -- {E A VNBS (1){E} LAP

where {E} LAB and { E }NBS are the numerical values only of
the EMF assigned at the laboratory and NBS, respectively, and
VLAB and VNBS are the respective units of voltage. The
results of the two comparisons are summarized in Table I.
The assumed standard deviation uncertainty for a single trans-
fer is 0.14 pV, that adopted for the VTP in the United States.
On three occasions, erratic cell behavior required doubling the
variance (i.e., the assumed uncertainty for PTB 71 and 72 and
NSS 72 was taken to be 0.20 V).

Table 11 summarizes the relevant 2e/h measurements carried
out during the period of the direct volt transfers. Two of the
participating laboratories, BIPM and NRC, were just getting
their 2e/h work underway and did not have any results to re-
port. NBS [31; NPL [41,[51; NSL [6],[7]; and PTB [8]
all had 2e/h programs in operation and obtained a value of
2e/h in terms of their as-maintained unit during the time the
transport standard was in their laboratory. (Unfortunately, a
2e/h measurement at PTB could not be completed during the
summer of 1971 and the fall 1970 result must be used.) All
uncertainties are meant to correspond to 1 standard deviation
and are those given by the experimenters involved; generally,
they contain both random and systematic components of
uncertainty.

The last column in the table gives the change in VLAB from
1971 to 1972 A VLAB as implied by the 2e/h measure-
ments. In principle, the uncertainty to be assigned a par-
ticular A VLAB should simply be the root-sum-square of the
random uncertainty of the 1971 and 1972 measurements,
since the systematic uncertainty is common to both. The
reliability of the values for AVLAB should, therefore, be
significantly better than is implied by the total uncertainty
assigned the individual 2e/h values. With this in mind, it may
be concluded that significant changes in some of the as-main-
tained national units of voltage have taken place.

Table Ill summarizes the differences in the units of voltage
maintained by the participating national laboratories and NBS
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF 2e/h MEASUREMENTS VIA AC JOSEPHSON EFFECT

Implied

1971 1972 Change in
19711972V~ from

Approximate Time Approximate Time 19 o 1972,
2e/h Uncertainty Period of 2e/h Uncertainty Period of AVLAB

Lab. (GHz/VLAB) (ppm) Measurements (GHz/VLAB) (ppm) Measurements (AVLAB)

NBS 483 593.589(24)3 0.05 July-Aug. 1971 483 5 9 3 .4 44 (2 4)b 0.05 Apr. 1972 -0.30
NPL 4 8 3 5 9 4 . 15 (1 0)C 0.2 July 1971 483 594.00(10) 0.2 Apr. 1972 -0.31
NSL 483 5 9 3.8 0 (5 )e 0.1 June-July 1971 483 59 3 .7 3 3 (4 8 )f 0.1 Mar.-Apr. 1972 -0.14
PTB 483 5 9 3.7( 2)s 0.4 Fall 1970 483 5 9 3.606( 2 0 )h 0.04 May 1972 -0.19

Note: Numbers in parentheses are estimated 1 standard deviation uncertainties in last digit(s) of main number.
aSee3l cSeeI5. eSee[ 7]. See [81.
bSee 1101. See [11]. See [121. See (9].

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES IN UNITS OF VOLTAGE MAINTAINED BY PARTICIPATING

NATIONAL LABORATORIES AND NBS

1970 Triennial 1971 1972
International Direct Volt Via Values of Direct Volt Via Values of
Comparison Transfers 2e/h Transfers 2e/h

VLAB- VNBS (JVBIPM) (M VNBS) (M VNBS) (JSVNBS) (ISVNBS)

VBIPM - VNBS -0.17 -0.28 0.14 -0.22 0.14
VNRC - VNBS -0.07 -0.49 0.14
VNPL - VNBS +0.52 +1.13 0.14 +1.16 3 0.21 +1.07 0.14 +1.15 t 0.21
VNSL - VNBS -0.17 +0.45 0.14 +0.44 0.11 +0.38 0.20 +0.60 t 0.11
VPT B - VN BS -0.43 +0.09 0.20 +0.2 3 0.40 -0.05 0.20 +0.33 0.06

aCentral date, Feb. 1, 1970; see 111. Note that VBIPM and VNBS differ by less than 1/106 and
therefore small volt differences are for all practical purposes the same whether expressed in terms
of VBIPM or VNBS-

as determined via the 1970 triennial international comparisons

at BIPM, the direct volt transfers carried out in 1971 and 1972

(Table I), and the 2e/h measurements as given in Table II.
The 2e/h volt differences were calculated from the following
readily derived equation which is analogous to (1):

VLAB ~VNBS {2e/h }LAB - {2e/h}Ns NBS (2)
{2e/h}NBS

where { 2e/h } is the numerical value only.'

III. CONCLUSIONS

At least two important conclusions may be drawn from the

data of Table III.
1) The 1971 direct volt transfer differences and those im-

plied by the 2e/h measurements are in extraordinarily good

agreement (compare columns 3 and 4). In all three cases, the
disagreement is significantly less than what would be expected

from the assigned uncertainties. For the 1972 transfers, the

results are quite consistent with the assigned uncertainties

(compare columns 5 and 6), but the agreement is not quite as

satisfactory as for 1971. In view of the fact that the transport

standards were not as well behaved during the 1972 transfers,

this result is not too surprising.

I Table III is equivalent to converting all of the 2e/h measurements
to a common unit of voltage and intercomparing the resulting values.
We prefer the present method because the numbers are easier to digest.

2) There is an apparent difficulty with the value for

VBIPM - VNBS as obtained via the 1970 BIPM triennial com-
parison. This becomes evident when, for example, the triennial
differences are compared with either the 1971 direct transfer
differences or 2e/h differences (compare column 2 with either
columns 3 or 4). With the exception of the 1971 direct BIPM
transfer, there are strong indications that the 1970 triennial
result for VBIPM - VNBS is too small by about 0.6 V. On the
other hand, it is difficult to understand why the 1971 (and also
1972) direct transfers between BIPM and NBS do not confirm
this apparent discrepancy but rather support the 1970 result.
We leave further analysis of the data of Table III for a future
publication.

In summary, we may conclude the following from the work
reported here.

1) VTP type transfers can be successfully used interna-
tionally. The as-maintained units of voltage of different
countries may be quickly and reliably compared using ship-
pable standard cell enclosures maintained under continual
temperature control. In our opinion, this method of compari-
son is a significant improvement over the traditional one and
should be the technique adopted for use in all future BIPM
triennial international comparisons.

2) Measurements of 2e/h at the various national laboratories
are well in hand.

3) In view of the agreement among the 2e/h measurements,
serious consideration should be given to adopting a single
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international value of 2e/h for use by all those laboratories
that wish to maintain their units of voltage via the Josephson
effect.

4) There is a definite need for developing improved voltage
reference and transport standards in order to take full advan-
tage of the inherent accuracy of the 2e/h measurements. In
our opinion, difficulties alluded to above are due to the in-
adequacies of these voltage standards. Determinations of
2e/h are clearly pushing the existing technology in this area.
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A FLEXIBLE SYSTEM WITH TWO SELECTABLE RATIOS FOR USE WITH JOSEPHSON DEVICES,
David W. Braudaway, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-27, December 1978.

Described is a flexible ratio and detection system for comparing do
voltages developed by means of the ac Josephson effect at either 5 or 10 mV
to standard cell voltage. The system is self-calibrating in establishment of
the two ratios. A fan-within-a-fan arrangement for current and potential
leads is employed to enhance the low value series-parallel resistor combina-
tions. Normal operation is in a deflection mode in which the difference
between standard cell voltage and ratio set voltage is read on a
high-impedance digital microvoltmeter. Based on root-sum-square combination,
the system uncertainty is 5 in 108. Also described are the results of an
intercomparison between the Sandia 2e/h volt, and the NBS 2e/h volt which
indicates no significant difference. Employed in the intercomparison was a
specially modified standard-cell air-bath which was shipped by air.

HIGH ACCURACY POTENTIOMETERS FOR USE WITH TEN MILLIVOLT JOSEPHSON DEVICES.
II. CASCADED-INTERCHANGE COMPARATOR, A. Denenstein and T. F. Finnegan
(Department of Physics and Laboratory for Research on the Structure of
Matter, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19174), Rev. Sci.
Instrum. 45, 735-741 (1974).

A potentiometer technique for accurately determining a fixed voltage
ratio has been developed which employs a voltbox subdivided for optimum

self-calibration. The calibration procedure minimizes the effects of resis-
tor self-heating and interconnection resistances which are commonly limiting
factors. The basic theory of the technique and the design and construction

of an instrument to compare a Josephson device (10 mV) and a standard cell
(1 V) are described. This cascaded-interchange comparator (CIC) was evalu-

ated in conjunction with another instrument, based on the double
series-parallel exchange technique, in a series of 2 e/h measurements and
direct instrument comparisons. The over-all uncertainty for the CIC was
about 3 parts in 108 (1o) and the direct comparisons between the two instru-
ments agreed to within their combined uncertainty of 4 parts in 108. The
cascaded-interchange technique should also be useful for the accurate mea-

surement of high voltages.
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HIGH ACCURACY POTENTIOMETERS FOR USE WITH TEN MILLIVOLT JOSEPHSON DEVICES.
I. DOUBLE SERIES--PARALLEL EXCHANGE COMPARATOR, T. F. Finnegan and
A. Denenstein (Department of Physics and Laboratory for Research on the
Structure of Matter, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19174),
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 44, 944-953 (1973).

High accuracy determinations of 2e/h using the ac Josephson effect
require correspondingly accurate measurements of small dc voltages. In the
preliminary stages of a determination of 2e/h with substantially improved
accuracy, two different potentiometric instruments based on two independent
principles of operation were designed and built. Both instruments were used
in an extended series of 2e/h measurements at the University of Pennsylvania
and subsequently at the National Bureau of Standards where they have been
used to realize the U.S. legal volt as recently redefined via the ac Joseph-
son effect. One of these instruments is based on a modified series-parallel
technique and is described in detail in this paper. After treating the
general theory of the low resistance case, the design and construction of a
portable self-checking instrument based on the double series-parallel
exchange method is described. This series-parallel comparator (SPC), built
to compare a Josephson device (10 mV) and a standard cell (1 V), was evalu-
ated and tested in the course of determinations of 2e/h with one standard
deviation (1o) uncertainties of about 0.1 ppm. The sources of systematic
uncertainty are discussed. The uncertainty attributable to the comparator
alone is about 3 parts in 108 (10).
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ac-JOSEPHSON-EFFECT DETERMINATION OF e/h: A STANDARD OF ELECTROCHEMICAL
POTENTIAL BASED ON MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM PHASE COHERENCE IN SUPERCONDUCTORS,
T. F. Finnegan, A. Denenstein, and D. N. Langenberg (Department of Physics
and Laboratory for Research on the Structure of Matter, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA 19174), Phys. Rev. B 4, 1487-1522 (1971).

An ac-Josephson-effect determination of e/h with significantly improved
accuracy is reported. The precision of the measurement is determined by
uncertainties associated with the comparison of a Josephson-device voltage
with the emf of an electrochemical-standard-cell voltage reference and is
about 3 parts in 108. This precision was made possible by use of Josephson
devices at voltages above 10 mV and design and construction of two special
voltage-comparator instruments. The fabrication and operation of the
Josephson devices and the design and performance of the voltage comparators
are discussed. The 3/108 precision represents the precision with which a
drift-free and readily reproducible Josephson voltage standard can be
realized in practice using the techniques developed for these experiments.
The accuracy of the final result is about 12 parts in 108 and is determined
primarily by uncertainties associated with the stability of the local
electrochemical voltage standard and with establishment of the relationship

between the local volt and the volt maintained by the U.S. National Bureau of
Standards. Significant improvements in the maintenance of the local-voltage
standard which contributed to reduction of the final uncertainty to this
value are discussed. During the course of the experiments, the Josephson
frequency-voltage realtion was shown experimentally to be independent of
magnetic field, temperature, and Josephson-device bias voltage or induced
step number to within the accuracy of the final result. The final experi-
mental result and its one-standard-deviation uncertainty are 2e/h -

(483.593718 0.000060) MHz/pVNBS6 9 (0.12 ppm) referred to the volt as main-
tained by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards after January 1, 1969. This
result is in excellent agreement with the earlier, less accurate result of

Parker, Langenberg, Denenstein, and Taylor, which played an important role in
the 1969 adjustment of the fundamental physical constants by Taylor, Parker,
and Langenberg. It is in reasonable agreement with values recently reported
by several other groups. The significantly improved accuracy of the present
result makes possible a small improvement in the accuracy of the derived
value of the fine structure constant and clears the way for a larger improve-
ment through more accurate determination of the proton gyromagnetic ratio.
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A Sub-PPM Automated 1-10 Volt DC Measuring
System

BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstmct-An automated measuring system has been developed for
measuring arbitrary-voltage references in the range of 1-10 V with an
inherent measurement accuracy of 0.22 ppm (3v). This paper dis-
cusses the design and uncertainty analysis of the system and presents
data obtained on a Zener voltage reference.

I. INTRODUCTION

VOLTAGE standards based on solid-state devices are now
available with stabilities approaching 1 ppm/year [1] -[4] .

These standards typically have their best accuracy at some
voltage other than the 1.01-V level of standard cells. In order
to separate the performance of the reference device from
ensuing buffer amplifiers, it is necessary to measure "peculiar"

Manuscript received August 20, 1984. This paper was supported in
part by the Calibration Coordination Group of the U.S. Department of
Defense.

The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

voltages, for example, 6.583 V. Typically, Kelvin-Varley
dividers are used to measure a wide range of voltages in terms
of a standard cell. Accuracies better than one ppm are only
achieved by frequent, time consuming, manual calibrations of
the divider. As an alternative to the Kelvin-Varley method
we have constructed a fully automated, self-calibrating mea-
surement system to measure any arbitrary-voltage within the
voltage range of 1-10 V. The total measurement uncertainty
in comparing a voltage between 5 and 10 V to a 1.018 V stan-
dard cell is 0.22 ppm, three standard deviation estimate (3-).

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system to be described is essentially a potentiometric
technique which allows voltage measurements to be made
without loading the source being measured. Since the system
was developed to measure Zener reference units and diodes,
we will frequently refer to the voltage source being measured
as a Zener reference. Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the meawuin system set up to compare a
reference-under-test to the calibrated resistor string. Not shown are
the crossbar selector switch and desktop computer used to control
the switch and DVM.

measuring system. It consists of 10 nominally equal 1000-92
resistors (resistor string) driven by a 10.18-V battery-operated,
solid-state source (transfer reference) with good, short-term
stability. The measuring system is used in a two step process.
First, the voltage drop across each resistor is determined by
comparing it to a standard cell and measuring the microvolt-
level difference voltages with a high-accuracy digital voltmeter
(DVM). Then the output voltage developed across N of the
resistors is compared to the voltage of the unknown Zener
reference using the same DVM. Following this, the voltage
drops across the resistors are again compared to the standard
cell voltage to estimate the drift in the resistor voltages during
the comparison. The voltage of the unknown Zener is obtained
from the sum of the voltage drops across the N resistors and
the digital voltmeter reading. A low-thermal, crossbar selector
switch (not shown in Fig. 1) is used to connect the standard
cell and Zener references to the measurement system. Up to
60 voltage sour;:es can be selected for measurement. The
DVM and the seikctor switch are both connected to a desktop
computer via the IEEE-488 bus so that the whole measure-
ment process is completely controlled by the computer.

With this system the DVM is used to read only a fraction of
the unknown Zener reference voltage which reduces the con-
tribution of the DVM uncertainty to the overall measurement
uncertainty. Thus

V- (N)1.018 UDVM

V,

where UDVM is the DVM uncertainty expressed as a percentage

of reading, V. is the Zener voltage, N is the number of resis-
tors, and U is the final DVM uncertainty as a percentage of
the Zener voltage. For a worst case of V, = 5.6 V, U= 0.09

UDVM, and for V, = 10 V, U= 0.02 UDVM. Therefore, if
the DVM can be calibrated to an accuracy of 1 ppm the worst
case error contribution is 0.09 ppm. The gain of the DVM is
calibrated during the measurements by periodically measuring
the 1.018 V developed across one or more of the resistors.
The linearity of the DVM on the 10-V range can be checked
by directly measuring the ten voltages, 1.018-10.18 V, devel-
oped across the resistors.

III. TRANSFER REFERENCE

The transfer reference is a commercial solid-state reference
that has been modified to produce 10.18 V rather than the
10 V normally supplied. When measurements are being taken,

the reference is disconnected from the ac power line and
operated from its internal batteries to eliminate coupling to
the power line. When the reference is disconnected from the

ac power the output voltage is observed to drift down approxi-
mately 0.2 ppm during tF 'rst hour, apparently caused by
temperature changes in the reference. This particular transfer
reference has the power transformer in the same enclosure as
the reference device and the latter is not temperature con-
trolled. When power is removed from the transformer the
internal temperature typically drifts down by about 1 C during
the first hour. After a one hour "warm up" time the typical

output voltage drift is -0.018 ppm/h. Since the voltage drops
across the resistors (and hence the transfer reference), they are

calibrated by standard cells before and after Zener measure-

ments, only short-term stability is required of the transfer

reference.

IV. Low-PASS FILTER

The transfer reference was found to be sensitive to ac noise
coupled into it from the output terminals. If any solid-state
voltage reference is not properly isolated from external noise

sources, nonlinear circuit elements, including the Zener diode,
rectify the ac signals and produce a dc shift in the output
voltage [5]. Connecting the DVM directly to the transfer
reference produced a dc shift in the output voltage of 0.2
ppm. This was determined by monitoring the reference out-
put voltage with a passive measuring system while connecting
the DVM. The value of the dc shift was dependent on the
position of the DVM in the measuring circuit, and was ex-
tremely reproducible from day-to-day. This produced a sys-
tematic error in the calibration of the voltage drops of the 10
resistors. A three-stage RC Pi low-pass filter with a cutoff
frequency of 400 Ih was added between the output of the
transfer reference and the resistor string to reduce the ac noise.
The filter forms part of a voltage divider (with the resistor
string) so wire-wound resistors were used for stability and to
reduce thermal EMF's. Installation of the filter reduced the
worst case dc shift to 0.039 ppm. However, since similar shifts
occur during determination of the resistor voltages and during
the unknown Zener measurements, the dc shift error is partially
canceled. When necessary, filters are also added to the un-
known Zener references under test.

V. RESISTOR STRING

The resistor string driven by the transfer reference consists

of 10 nominally equal, stable, 10002 wire-wound resistors.
We would have preferred to use lower-valued resistors to reduce

measurement errors from leakage currents, but the transfer

reference is limited to a load current of slightly more than

1 mA. The resistors are mounted in a temperature-controlled
air enclosure, with a simple solid-state sensor and dc amplifier
controller to maintain the short-term temperature variations
to within 0.01*C.

VI. CROSSBAR SELECTOR SWITCH

The crossbar selector switch, a modified commercial product
originally intended for telephone applications, permits up to
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60 voltage sources to be compared to the voltage drops across
the resistors or intercompared with each other and is a varia-
tion of that described in [6]. The switch consists of a matrix
of switch contacts that are actuated by magnetically latched

solenoids to reduce the power dissipated in the switch. Gold
contacts on beryllium copper are used exclusively, and the
switch is mounted in a temperature-lagged enclosure with all
leads to the switch thermally connected to a large aluminum
plate. The crossbar switch is interfaced to the desktop com-
puter via the IEEE bus. A universal coupler converts the 488
bus commands to parallel outputs which are boosted by
transistor-drivers to actuate the solenoids with the proper
timing sequences. Switch reliability has been excellent, no
switch problems having been encountered in two years of
operation. Thermal EMF's are periodically checked by short-
ing the input leads and measuring the voltage with the DVM.
Unresolved thermal EMF's are less than 0.030 V.

VII. DIGITAL VOLTMETER

A 61 digit DVM with 0.1-MV resolution on the 0.1-V range
is used as the system voltmeter. The voltmeter is programmed
by the desktop computer via the IEEE-488 bus. All voltages
are measured by the DVM in both the forward and reverse
direction to cancel offset voltages in the DVM. The polarity
reversal is done by the crossbar switch. The 0.1-V range is
used when calibrating the resistor string voltages against stan-
dard cells, and an integration time of 9 s for each polarity
yields a random measurement uncertainty of 0.034 pV (lu).
For measurements of Zeners (as shown in Fig. 1) the voltmeter
is calibrated and used only on the one volt range.

VIII. DESKTOP COMPUTER

The desktop computer used with the system is programmable
only in the Basic language, has 64 kbytes of main memory, and
has two 10 Mbyte disks. The large on-line storage capability
permits us to maintain a database on measurements made on all
the references, examine data, plot control charts, and produce
reports as necessary. The system is fully automated with the
computer controlling all aspects of the measurement process
including operating the crossbar switch, reading the DVM,
supplying ac power to the references under test, and reading
the temperature of the standard cells.

A number of programs have been developed to automate
completely the measurement process. These programs can be
used individually or under the control of an interpretative
program which calls the programs as overlays (because of
limited main memory) and stores the measurement data on a
disk. The major tasks include determining the voltage drops
across the resistors in terms of a group of standard cells, com-
paring the voltages across the resistors to a number of unknown
Zener references, and producing final calibration reports and
control charts on all the Zener references and standard cells.

The interpreter program is very general, permitting any
sequence and/or number of measurements to be made based
on a set of measurement commands previously stored on the
disk. If no changes are to be made to the previous days mea-
surement sequence, performing a complete Zener reference
calibration consists of running the program at the start of each

day. However, daily changes in the measurement sequence can
easily be made, if desired.

The standard cell voltages are compared to the voltages across
the resistors using a redundant measurement design. The in-
dividual cell and resistor voltages are then determined using
a least squares solution to the data. Zener references are
identified in the system by a unique serial number with a
translation table stored on the disk to equate the serial number
to the proper selector switch circuit. Multiple comparisons
are made between the Zener reference voltages and the voltages
across the resistors to permit estimation of the random mea-
surement uncertainty.

The EMF values assigned the standard cells in terms of the
NBS volt are maintained throughout all data files. If later
calibrations indicate that small corrections to the cell voltages
are necessary, they can be applied to the final Zener voltage
results without recalculating all the intermediate data. The
latest corrections are maintained on the disk and are applied
automatically by the calibration report generator.

IX. CALIBRATION AND SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

By far the most critical component of the system is the
digital voltmeter. However, in this system the DVM offset and
gain are calibrated during the measurements. Provision is also
made to calibrate automatically the linearity at 10 points on
the 10-V range by measuring the 10 voltages 1.018, 2.036,
- - - , 10.18 V although periodic linearity measurements at 100
points using a Kelvin-Varley divider have shown that it is not
necessary to implement this feature. The system was designed
principally to measure Zener diode references in the range
5-10 V. Table I lists the sources of uncertainty in the mea-
suring system extrapolated to the worst case unknown voltage
(5.5 V) in the 5-1.0 V range. The system may be used over
the range 1-5 V but with somewhat reduced accuracy when
the unknown voltage is not near a cardinal value (1, 2,3, - - ,V).

The uncertainties in Table I are discussed below.
The DVM gain is measured during the course of the Zener

measurements (usually four times) by reading the voltages
across two or more individual resistors in the resistor string.
From these measurements the gain error of the 1 V range can
be estimated. Two resistors are used for redundancy and to
estimate th e errors in measuring voltages above ground.

The DVM linearity is periodically checked on the 10-V range
using a calibrated, manual, 7-dial Kelvin-Varley divider. A
computer-aided system is used to log the data and typically

100 voltages are measured. Measurements performed when
the system was first set up indicated no substantial difference
in the linearity of the 10- and 1-V ranges. The linearity error
on the particular DVM being used was typically 0.7 ppm at
half-scale input. Measurements on three other meters of the

same model have confirmed that the linearity error is typically

less than 1 ppm of full scale.
The DVM leakage and bias currents and the standard cell

leakage currents were measured directly with an electrometer
and their effects on the measurement calculated. The ac
effects on the transfer reference were estimated by monitoring
changes in its voltage using a passive measurement circuit
referenced to a standard cell while the DVM was measuring
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I std. aev. estimate
1 Std. dev. estimate

(ppmi

0.020

0.062

0.023

0.006

0.023

0.013

Source of uncertainty

DVM gain uncertainty

DVM linearity uncertainty

DVM leakage/bias currents

Standard cell leakage currents

AC effects on transfer reference

Selector switch thermal emfs

Random uncertainty in calibrating

transfer reference

Random uncertainty in calibrating

the resistor string voltages. The selector switch thermal EMF's
are periodically measured with the DVM by shorting the input
leads and measuring the residual voltages. The random uncer-
tainties in calibrating the transfer reference and the unknown
references are estimated from the pooled standard deviations
of the measurement designs.

Solid-state voltage references sent to NBS for calibration are
now calibrated using this system. In this case an additional
uncertainty must be included for the uncertainty of the EMF's
of the standard cells used to calibrate the system. The 0.11
ppm uncertainty listed in the table is not indicative of the best
obtainable accuracy but is rather an estimate of the uncertainty
obtained when the standard cells are calibrated in terms of the
NBS volt only three times a year. We have recently installed a
cable which will allow more frequent calibration of our cells
but it is too early to estimate the improvement in the uncer-
tainty using this method.

As far as is known, all systematic errors listed in Table I are

independent of each other. Therefore, they are combined in

root-sum-square (RSS) fashion along with the random errors.

X. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of the output of a typical Zener reference are
shown in Fig. 2. The reference exhibits a 1 ppm/year drift
with a standard deviation of a single observation of 0.07 ppm.
We have observed that most references measured by the system

showed an unexpectedly high correlation in their voltage fluc-
tuations from day-to-day. This same correlation appeared
betwi-en references near a cardinal value (i.e., 1.018 V) where
the DVM reading is small, and 10 V where the DVM reading is

r* !I, AVARLABL_ P
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TIME moniess)
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Fig. 2. The measured voltage versus time of a commercial Zener refer-
ence standard.

much larger. We concluded that the problem was related to
measuring the temperature of our standard cells. Improve-
ments were made to read the temperature automatically at
the time of the measurement rather than 1 or 2 h before, and
the correlation was reduced.

We have developed a fully automated measuring system
capable of calibrating an arbitrary-voltage reference with an
inherent accuracy of 0.22 ppm (3o). It is based on the prin-
ciple that a properly calibrated digital voltmeter can be used
as a transfer device to an accuracy of at least I ppm. Using
this system we have shown that some solid-state voltage
references presently available have drift rates as low as 1 ppm/
year, nearly as good as standard cells. We have also found that
some Zener references shift in voltage by as much as 2 ppm
when connected to a DVM and ac filtering must be used to
reduce this offset.

In addition, using the principles developed here, possibly in
conjunction with fixed ratio voltage dividers, the voltage range
can be extended up to 100-1000 V or down to 100 mV, albeit
with reduced accuracy. It is also reasonable to use this system
as part of a self-calibrating dc reference in an automatic test
equipment (ATE) system, or as a high-accuracy automated
DVM calibrator.
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0.007

0.013

0.075

0.11

0.133

unknown reference (within day)
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RSS total
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AN AUTOMATED STANDARD CELL COMPARATOR CONTROLLED 3Y A DESK CALCULATOR:
A PRELIMINARY REPORT

Robert E. Kleimann and Woodward G. Eicke, Jr.
Electricity Division
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Washington, D.C. 20234

Abstract

A system is described with which measurements of
standard cell differences can be made automatically to

an accuracy of one part in 107. The system is built
using all commercially available equipment and is
designed to be a relatively inexpensive easy-to-use
instrument for the calibration laboratory. The system
is designed around a BASIC-programmable desk
calculator and MIDAS, an NBS-developed modular
interface, which together control the necessary
switching, stimuli and measurements for a set of
standard cell difference measurements. The calculator
then processes the measurement data using a
least-squares fit and prints a calibration report for
the cells. The design and construction of the system
is described along with an evaluation of the results
obtained with the system.

Introduction

Voltage measurements of standard cells are
accomplished by connecting a standard cell of known
emf value in series opposition with a standard cell of
unknown value. This is done for two main reasons.
First, by bucking out most of the voltage, the
residual voltage need only be measured to a modest
accuracy in order tc make a high accuracy
intercomparison of two cells. For example, a
difference of 100 pV, measured hy a 0.1% instrument
would essentially resolve 0.1 pV or 1 part in 107 in
terms of the cell emf. Secondly, standard cell
performance is Rignificantly degraded by current drawn
from or passed through them. A standard cell of
typical voltage 1.018 V measured directly by an
instrument with 10 MD input impedance would, by Ohm's
law, result in a current of 101.8 nanoamperes. By
measuring a difference of, typically, 100 to 200 PV,
the current would be only 10 to 20 picoamperes.

Low-level, high-accuracy
require a consideration of some
significant at higher levels or
two major sources of error
leakage currents.

voltage measurements
sources of error not
reduced accuracy. The
are ther-wal emfs and

Thermal emfs are caused by temperature gradients

existing in the measurement circuit.' The Seebeck

effect is a thermal emf caused by a temperature
gradient across a junction of dissimilar conductors.
The thermal emf is a function of the types of
conductors and is directly proportional to the
temperature gradient. The Thompson effect is the
thermal emf of a homogeneous conductor in a
temperature gradient. This thermal emf is also a
function of the type of conductor and is directly
proportional to the temperature gradient. Thermal
emfs in a circuit can be reduced to an acceptable
level by using the same or well-matched (in terms of
thermoelectric effects) conductors throughout and
controlling temperature gradients.

Potential differences existing between conductors
in a circuit will cause a current to flow between
them, limited by the resistance. If these leakage
currents are large enough, they will be a source of
error in standard cell measurements because 1) the
currents are drawn from the standard cells and 2) the
measured emf of the cells will be less than the actual
emf by the value of the voltage drop across the
internal resistance of the cells. Careful attention
to the amount and type of insulation surrounding the
conductors and the use of shielded and/or guarded
conductors will reduce

acceptable level.2
leakage currents to an

Statistically designed sets of measurements on

standard cell groups have reduced the number of
measurements required to characterize standard cells
while at the same time yielding as results 1) the
calculated emf of each cell in the group 2) an
estimation of systematic effects caused by thermal
emfs and other offsets (the left-right component) 3)
the precision of the measurements by the estimation of

the standard deviation of a single observation.3 ,4

Computer programs for the least-squares fit of
measurement data which give the results listed above

have been implemented in both BASIC and FORTRAN.5 ,6

The automated standard cell comparator described
below was designed to be a relatively inexpensive,
easy-to-use instrument for the calibration laboratory.
It was designed to have an accuracy of at least one

part in 107 and uses commercially available equipment
as much as possible.

This paper is a contribution of the National Bureau of Standards, not subject to copyright.

This work was supported by the Calibration Coordination Group of the Department of Defense.
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easuring Circuit Hardware

Standard Cell Selection and Circuit Configuration

The selection of a pair of standard cells whose
difference is to be measured and the connection of
the measuring instruments in the desired
configuration is accomplished by a coordinate-type
electromagnetic crossbar switch. This switch has
100-input channels of 6-levels each and 10-output
channels of 6-levels each. Each output channel can
select any of 10-input channels. Output channels 1,
3, 5 and 7 are wired in parallel to form a left
system bus and output channel. 2, 4, 6 and 8 are
wired in parallel to form a r .ht system bus. Two
standard cells are each connected to two input
channels, one channel selectable for the left system
bus and one channel selectable for the right system
bus. (See Figure 1.) Since only 4-levels are needed
for two standard cells, the remaining 2-levels are
wired to be indicators of the selected cells. Each
system bus line, then, by closing one crosspoint,
will have two cells selected. The ninth output
channel has the two system bus lines as its inputs.
By closing one crosspoint on this channel, one cell
on the left system bus will be placed in series
opposition with one cell on the right system bus with
either negative sides common or positive sides
common. Thus, any pair of eighty standard cells can
be connected, with either positive or negative
common, through only two sets of contacts. The tenth
output channel is used for selecting a measurement
circuit configuration.

To reduce thermal emfs to a minimum, temperature
gradients must be carefully controlled. The switch
is mounted inside two nested aluminum boxes with a
layer of foam insulation between. This makes for a
heavier than usual lagging of the switch environment
from the laboratory. MIagneric latching actuators are
employed on the output channels so that no power is
needed to hold the actuators in
pulses of 40 - 50 msec duration

the operate mode;
are sufficient to

operate or release the actuators. Essentially, there
are no heat sources inside the enclosure. To reduce
heat ilow along the cell leads and into the -switch
contacts, a thermal shunt method is employed. Copper
wires from the switch terminals are brought through a
massive aluminum plate by passing each through a
drilled nylon screw. Each wire is then clamped
between two copper washers electrically, but not
thermally, insulated from the aluminum plate by a
beryllium oxide washer. Leads from standard cells
are also clamped between the two copper washers to
complete the connection to the switch.

Voltage Divider

A voltage divider network used in the measuring
circuit (Figure 2) to provide a reverse emf is
constructed by the series connection of a precision
10 K. card resistor and a precision 4-terminal 1n
card resistor. The two resistors are mounted inside
an aluminum box and are connected to the switch
through the same type of thermal tie-downs described
above.

Detector

The detector is a commercial low-level digital
voltmeter that is capable of resolving 0.01 pV and
has a full-scale range of 10 pV on the lowest range.
The steady-state input impedance of this instrument
is somewhat greater than 10 IM. The transient
impedance, however, starts at about 8 KM but rises
rapidly to its final (steady-state) value. Standard
cells are not adversely affected by the small amount
of energy drawn from them in the transient state.
The detector is connected to the switch using thermal
tie-downs and has a guarded input. Since the
detector is used to measure voltages of 1 PV or less,
accuracy requirements are only modest. It is
possible to calibrate the detector as required using
the automated system.
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Programmable Voltage Source

A programmable voltage source is used in the
measuring circuit to provide a precision reverse
voltage across the 1. resistor of the voltage divider.
It has 5-programmable BCD digits giving a maximum of
+ 16.6665 volts at 100 nA maximum current. The
accuracy is rated at + (0.01; + 100 ;V) and stability
at + (10 ppm + 20 .-V). The programmable voltage
source has a guarded output and is connected to the
switch using thermal tie-downs. The combination of a
10,000:1 voltage divider and a 16 volt maximum voltage
source limits the maximum cell difference measurable
to 1600 -.V.

Digital Voltmeter

The digital voltmeter is used in the measuring
c ircuit in two ways: 1) to roughly measure large
unknown standard cell differences 2) to check the
calibration of the programmable voltage source. It is
a 5-1/2 digit instrument with lowest range full-scale
reading of 0.1 V and resolution of 1 uV. It has a
rated input impedance of greater than 1000 MD and a
guarded input. It, too, is connected to the switch
using thermal tie-downs. The guards olt all
instruments are tied together at the low side of the
detector to eliminate ground loops.

Calculator and Digital Circuitry

The programmable desk calculator controls all
standard cell and instrument switching, programs
and/or reads the instruments, processes the
measurement data and prints the results. It is
programmable in BASIC, the easiest and most widely
known high level language. It has matrix
manipulation, string variable and extended
input/output capability, 8 K words of read-write
memory, line printer, external tape cassette drive and
serial 1/0 (EIA RS-232) interface.

The calculator is interfaced to the switching and

instruments through MIDAS , an ;BS-developed,
commercially available, modular interface. (See
Figure 3.) All instruments and the crossbar switch
are interfaced to individual MIDAS modules. The
modules communicate bi-directionally with the MIDAS
controller using parallel ASCII and the HIDAS
controller communicates bi-directionally with the
calculator using serial ASCII. Thus only one I/O
slot in the calculator is used to interface to all the
various equipment needed for the standard cell
comparator.

The major difficulty in interfacing the
calculator to '1IDAS is a timing problem. Since the
calculator is much slower (100 - 1000 times) than a
computer, MIDAS responds to a "SEND DATA" command
before the calculator is ready to receive the data.
At a data rate of 600 baud, a 12-bit long shift
register. clocked by the internal MIDAS clock delays
the data sufficiently for the calculator to be ready
to receive it. Also, the echo-back feature of the
calculator's serial interface must be disabled so that
MIDAS will not mistake its own data for control
commands.

The interfaces from MIDAS to the instruments are
straightforward since the detector, programmable
voltage source and digital voltmeter have BCD inputs
or outputs and HIDAS has the necessary BCD modules.

A MIDAS crossbar controller module is itsod to
control the crossbar switch. The nodule contains the

necessary logic, timing and transistor drivers to

close any crosspoint selected. Power for the !;itch
is from an external power supply.

measurementt Design

When two standard cells of enf values and

are connected in series opposition across a suitable

measuring instrument, the measured difference, .E
should theoretically be E - E . Realistically,

however, there may be thermal enfs, instrument 'ero

offsets or other spurious enfs in the measuring

circuit. The actual measured difference would be

AE E1 - E2 + Ep (1)

where E is the sum of all spurious enfs in the

circuit. (See Figure 4.) If a second measurement,
(Figure 5) with the opposite cell leads common, is
taken and assuming the spurious emfs to remain

constant, the measured difference would be

AE' - -E1 + E 2 + E (2)

An estimate of Ep is obtained from the average of

the two measurements,

E - 1/2(AE + 'E')
p

(3)

and an estimate of E 1 - E 2 , free of E is obtained

from the difference average of the two measurements

(4)E1 - E 1/2(LE - AE')

The automated standard

technique, taking two
polarities, for each cell

cell comparator uses this
measurements in opposite

difference to be obtained.
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FIGURE 4. FIRST MEASUREMENT
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SECOND MEASUREMENT

A typical programmed procedure for measuring a
standard cell difference is as follows:

1) Connect the selected pair of standard cells in
series opposition with negative sides common and wait
for settling.

2) Connect digital voltmeter across cells and read
digital voltmeter for cell difference.

3) Disconnect digital voltmeter,
divider, detector and programmable
(Figure 2)

connect voltage
voltage source.

4) Calculate a setting for the programmable voltage
source so that the voltage across the 10 arm of the
divider will equal the cell difference measured by the
digital voltmeter.

5) Set programmable voltage source to calculated value
and wait for settling.

6) Read remaining difference with detector.

7) If difference is greater than + 1 UV, calculate a
new setting for the programmable voltage source and go
back to step 5; otherwise, continue.

8) Read remaining difference with detector ten times
and calculate mean and standard deviation of the ten
readings.

9) If the standard deviation exceeds the accepted
standard deviation for a single observation then the
cells have probably not yet stabilized and step 8
should be repeated; otherwise, continue.

10) Disconnect standard cells; disconnect all
instruments; then connect digital voltmeter across
programmable voltage source and read digital
voltmeter.

11) Disconnect instruments.

12) Calculate cell difference from data obtained.

13) Connect same pair of standard cells
opposition with positive sides common.
settling.

in series
Wait for

14) Connect voltage divider, detector and
programmable voltage source.

15) Calculate a setting for the programmable voltage
source as the same magnitude of the last setting used
in the first cell difference measurement but with the
opposite polarity.

16) Repeat steps 5) through 12).

17) Calculate E1 - E2 (free of E ) from the two

calculated cell differences.

The above procedure can be simplified if
approximate cell values are known. For example, the
detector has a 100% overrange; therefore, if the cell
difference is known to be less than + 20 yV, steps 2)
and 3), reading the cell difference with the digital
voltmeter could be eliminated. Also, if the
approximate cell difference is known, the first
setting of the programmable voltage source could be
calculated based on that known value. Only if the
detector indicated an overrange condition would the
digital voltmeter need be used to read the cell
difference.

If the programmable voltage source is
sufficiently well-calibrated, it would not be
necessary to connect the digital voltmeter across it
to measure the output; the output could be assumed
equal to the known setting.

The calibration of a group of standard cells is
usually accomplished by making a set of difference
measurements as described above. Each difference
measurement involves one cell from a standard or
known group and one cell from the group to be
calibrated, the unknown group. After all necessary
measurements have been made and the data stored in
the calculator memory, the calculator processes the
data, doing a least-squares fit by means of a matrix
inversion technique to obtain emf values for each
cell in both groups. These results, along with the
other statistics discussed in the introduction are
printed as an NBS calibration report. The results
can also, if desired, be stored on a data tape for
future use or analysis. Alternatively, the original
measurement data can be stored on a tape for later
processing and another set of difference measurements
initiated. In either case, data needed for
bookkeeping purposes; e.g., the date, cell serial
numbers, run number, etc., can be entered via the
calculator keyboard or an input data tape.

Results

The automated standard cell comparator has
performed very well as of this writing. The time
required for a complete set of 16 measurements to be
made, calculations performed and a report printed is
about 12 minutes. This compares favorably with the
time of 18 - 20 minutes required for only making the
same measurements manually. The left-right
component, a measure of the systematic effects caused
by constant circuit thermal emfs and other offsets,
averages between 20 and 30 nanovolts. The observed
standard deviation, a measure of the precision of the
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calibration, has varied between 10 and 50 nanovolts,
apparently depending on the quality of the standard
cells. ;Measurement designs done manually for routine
calibration have an average left-right component of
about 20 nanovolts and a pooled observed standard
deviation of about 25 nanovolts with some as low as 5
nanovolts. In instances where an automated design has
been followed by the same design taken manually, or
vice versa, the individual cell emfs have agreed to
within 0.03 uV and the individual cell difference
measurements have agreed to within 0.10 uV. A series
of 29 designs involving the same cells, taken over a
four-hour period has shown that the automated system
is treating the standard cells involved in a
measurement very gently. The standard deviation of
the 29 calculated cell emfs was no greater than 0.014
;.V for any of the standard cells.

Conclusion

The use of a programmable desk calculator as the
controller of the system rather than a minicomputer
has enabled the design goals of "relatively
inexpensive" and "easy-to-use" to be met. The total
cost of all materials should not be greater than
$30,000. Software costs are low since there is no
operating system to deal with; a BASIC interpreter is
always available. There are no assembly language
drivers to write; functions or subroutines can be
easily written to output the necessary MIDAS commands.
Since standard cell measurements are inherently slow,
the speed obtainable with a minicomputer is not
needed. The system is entirely transportable; all
equipment, including the calculator, is mounted in a
6-1/2 foot high rack.

At this point, temperature measurements of
standard cell enclosures must be made manually and the
data entered separately. Modifications to some
enclosures are being considered so that the system
will be able to measure temperatures automatically.

The system can easily be used as a data
acquisition system. Its versatility in this regard is
limited only by the ability of interfacing equipment
to MIDAS. An extension of the system, adding another
crossbar switch and a suitable programmable power
supply, will enable automated precision resistance
measurements to be done.
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A Resistive Ratio Standard for Measuring Direct Voltages

to 10 kV

CLIFTON B. CHILDERS, RONALD F. DZIUBA, MEMBER. IEEE. AND LAI H. LEE

Abstract-A highly accurate guarded voltage-ratio standard has
been developed for measuring direct voltages from the range of a
standard cell to 10 kV. The ratio standard has a resolution capa-
bility of 0.1 ppm for ratios of 1:1 to 10 000:1 with an estimated un-
certainty of 0.2 ppm. It is designed for operation at a rating of 2
kt!/V and consists of an adjustable reference section in series with
three resistance groups each containing nine nominally equal
sections. The resistance ratios are determined by a self-calibration
technique using a 1:1 bridge. A series-parallel mode of calibration
provides an additional check on the accuracies of the ratios. The
standard is housed in a temperature-controlled oil bath whose oil
is filtered to remove moisture and contaminants.

1. INTRODUCTION

T HE MEASUREMENT of direct voltages higher
than that of a standard cell is achieved by special re-

sistive ratio standards having a limited number of discrete
ratios for operation at convenient voltage levels. At NBS,
a voltage-ratio standard [1] having ratio accuracies of a few
parts in 10, is used to calibrate commercial units up to the
1-kV level. Another NBS standard 12), designed for use to
100 kV, provides ratio accuracies of a few parts in 105.
There have been very few reports j3] of voltage dividers
designed specifically for operation at the 10-kV level,

This paper describes a highly accurate, guarded volt-
age-ratio standard which has been developed for measur-
ing direct voltages from the range of a standard cell to 10
kV. 1 he ratio standard has a resolution capability of 0.1
ppm for ratios of 1:1 to 10 000:1 with an estimated uncer-
tainty of 0.2 ppm. It will provide increased accuracies in
the measurement of direct voltages from the 1 to 10 kV
range not possible with present NBS standards. An im-
mediate application of this ratio standard is in the absolute
volt determination at NBS. In this experiment, the force
between the electrodes of an electrometer with high voltage
applied will be compared to the force acting on a known
mass. Using the ratio standard, the applied voltages in the
range of 4 to 9 kV will be measured in terms of one or more
standard cells. No auxiliary potentiometer or null bal-
ancing circuits are necessary for these measurements be-
cause of the fine resolution capability of the ratio stan-
dard.

II. DEs;IN OF RATIO STANDARD

The basic circuit of the ratio standard without the
guarding network is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of an ad-
justable reference section followed by three resistance

Manuscript received -June 29. 1976
The authors are with the Electricity thision. National Bureau of

Standards. Washington. DC 202,34

groups A, B, and C each containing nine nominally equal
sections of 20 kit, 200 kit, and 2 NEE, respectively. The
reference section has a nominal value of 20 ki! and is
comprised of an 8-decade Kelvin-Varley (K. -) divider of
100-kt input resistance shunted by a 25-ku section. With
the input of the reference section as a base, 27 fixed ratios
are available, extending over three decades to a maximum
of 1000:1. Since the reference section can resolve 10' of
input, the ratio standard has at least a resolution capability
of 0.1 ppm for ratios of 1:1 to 10 000:1.

A. Main (Circuit

The main circuit of the ratio standard is constructed
from carefully selected card-wound resistors. Each section
of groups A and B is comprised of two resistors, while ten
resistors are used for each section in group C. Each section
of the ratio standard exhibits a temperature coefficient of
resistance (TCR) with absolute value less than 0.5 ppm/*C
by proper selection and matching of positive and negative
coefficients of individual resistors. Initially, the resistance
ratios were adjusted to within 2 ppm of nominal by special
trimming techniques. At rated voltage, the maximum
power dissipation for the resistors (6.4 cm x 2.5 cm) in
group C is 1.6 mW/cm2. At this power level, it is estimated
that the maximum temperature rise of the resistors in their
oil bath will be less than 0.2*C.

B. K-V Divider

The card-wound resistors of the first two decades of the
K-V divider are connected to plug-type coaxial terminals.
This method of mounting simplifies the guarding of each
resistor and provides for easy calibration of these decades.
Each section contains its own trimming network that
provides adjustment over a 30 ppm range with better than
0.1 ppm resolution. The TCR's of the 10- and 2-kit sections
are matched to within 0.1 ppm/*C and 0.5 ppm/*C. re-
spectively. A commercial divider of 1 ppm accuracy com-
pletes the last six decades of the K-V divider. The K V
divider is housed in its own copper enclosure which is im-
mersed in the oil bath.

C. Guard Circuit

Electrically, the guarding network is the same as the
main circuit. It maintains the proper potential on the
shields of the coaxial terminals used to mount the resis-
tance sections, including the first two decades of the K-V
divider, to the cross-linked polystyrene top piece. The
switch housings of the commercial K-V divider are also
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram (except for guard network) of 10-kV ratio standard.

connected to the guard circuit. In the oil, the main resistors
are uniquely guarded and shielded by sandwiching each
resistor between two conducting plates of the same size as
the resistors and 2.5 cm apart as shown in Fig. 2. With the
plates maintained at the proper potential, leakage currents
are directed from shield to shield and confined to the
guarding network.

D. Oil Bath

The oil bath in which the ratio standard is immersed (75
cm diameter X 40 cm deep) has copper walls about 6 mm
thick. Four Peltier units spaced at 900 around the enclo-
sure are operated to supply or extract heat as the bath
temperature varies around its set point. Oil flow is directed
upward across the resistance units by a central impeller
located in the bottom of the tank and operated through a
mercury-seal bearing. The return flow of oil is directed
along the copper enclosure wall by an acrylic baffle; and
a platinum resistor, distributed throughout the annulus
between baffle and copper wall, acts as temperature sensor.
This sensor and a reference resistor located in the bath
form two arms of a bridge whose output is amplified to
supply the Peltier units. With 3 in of foam insulation
around the bath, temperature control is better than 0.01*C
when the divider is operated at 10 kV with a power dissi-
pation of 10 W. The bath oil is filtered to remove moisture
and contaminants. The conductivity of the oil is also
monitored to determine its quality.

III. CALIBRATION OF RATIO STANDARD

The ratio standard is designed to have negligible errors
that result from corona currents or leakage currents
through nearby insulation. During operation of the stan-
dard, the input and output currents are equal. Conse-
quently, its calibration or the determination of the values
of its ratios reduces to measuring differences of resistance
and changes of resistance under different load conditions.
The ratio of the input voltage V to the voltage across the
reference section VR is given by

V,/VR = N = N'1 + cd
where N' is the nominal ratio and c~ is the correction in
proportional parts. The output voltage V~ of the reference
section can be expressed as

V= kVR j1 +cn]

2

, - 3

3
*4

Fig. 2. Guarding of main resistors. (1) Main resistor. (2) Guard resistor.
(3) Guard plates. (4) Teflon terminal. (5) Insulating rod.

where k is the dial setting of the K-V divider and ck is the
correction to the dial setting. Therefore, for a particular
ratio and dial setting,

" = N/k [1 + c - ck].

Two methods have been used to determine the C 's of the
ratio standard. One is a stepup method whereby a value
for every ratio is obtained. The other is a series-parallel
method which serves as a check for the 10:1, 100:1, and
1000:1 ratios and provides information concerning the load
corrections of the standard.

A. Stepup Method

In the series mode of the ratio standard as shown in Fig.
1, the resistance of each section is nominally equal to either

the resistance of the preceding section or to the summation
of all preceding sections. Because of this design, the values
of c~ can be determined by measuring small differences of
resistance of nominally-equal sections. The resistance
comparisons are performed using a guarded 1:1 bridge as
schematically shown in Fig. 3. Ratio arms A and B of 1 kO
each comprise a Direct-Reading Ratio Set (DRRS) having
a least count of 0.1 ppm. (Interpolation of the detector
unbalance extends the resolution of the system.) The R

arm indicates the section of the standard under test. Re-
sistor S, depending on the section under test, is nominally

equal to 20 kit, 200 koi, or 2 Mil. Resistors a, b, r, and s form
the guard network which drives the shields of all leads at
the proper potential to eliminate errors caused by leakage
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Fig. 4. Series-parallel configuration of a resistance group.

currents. The completely shielded system is immune from
external electrostatic interference.

A set of 10 measurement points is obtained for each re-
sistance group in order to compute the values for c,,.
Equations for computing these corrections are given in [1].
The measurement of the first section of a group is repeated
at the end of the set to check on the stability of resistor S.
The total set of 33 measurement points takes approxi-
mately one hour to complete. Measurements are per-
formed at rated voltage, i.e., 2 kO/V. The detector consists
of a photoelectric galvanometer system operating at a
sensitivity of 20 nV/mm. Noise in the bridge network limits
the useful detector sensitivity to approximately 25 nV or
0.05 ppm.

B. Series-Parallel Method

In addition to the series mode, the nine sections of a
given resistance group can be connected into a parallel
configuration. A pair of bifurcated leads, as shown in Fig.
4, are used for the series-to-parallel conversion and sub-
sequent connection to the DRRS bridge. The parallel re-
sistance of groups A, B, and C are nominally 20 kU, 200 k9,
and 2 MS2, respectively. Each group in the parallel con-
figuration is compared to all of the series-connected sec-
tions that precede it. A set of six measurement points are
obtained for computing the corrections to the 10:1, 100:1,
and 1000:1 ratios. Measurements of the parallel-connected
sections are performed at 'A rated voltage or % the power
level. Consequently, differences between this method and

the step-up method will provide data on the load correc-
tions of the standard.

C. K-V Divider

As previously mentioned, all 22 sections of the first two
decades of the K-V divider are accessible at the top panel.
The linearity of each decade is determined by intercom-
paring its sections using a bridge circuit similar to the one
shown in Fig. 3. To eliminate the need for applying lin-
earity corrections, the trimming networks of each section
are adjusted during the measurements to provide a lin-
earity of better than 0.1 ppm. The linearity of the com-
mercial divider, which completes the last six decades of the
K-V divider, can be checked by standard calibration
techniques [4], [5].

A determination of the end corrections of the K-V di-
vider due to lead and contact resistances is necessary to
complete the calibration. This is accomplished by ener-
gizing the divider at some convenient voltage and then
measuring the voltage between the output terminal and
each low terminal with all the dials set at zero; and, mea-
suring the voltage between the output terminal and the
high input terminal with all dials set at full scale. The
uncertainties that may arise from self-heating are negli-
gible, since maximum power dissipation in the divider is
1 mW and the TCR's are small.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A number of calibrations have been performed since the
ratio standard was immersed in its oil bath in February
1976. An analysis of the data accumulated during the fol-
lowing three months indicated that the values of ratio were
correlated with changes in the relative humidity of the
laboratory. Differences of ratio as large as 0.5 ppm were
observed over a 24-h period when the ambient relative
humidity changed from 30 to 60 percent. It should be noted
that the top panel of the standard does not make a tight
seal with the oil bath and it is very probable that the air
space above the bath reflects ambient conditions in the
laboratory. In addition, with the oil being stirred, the re-
sistance changes with respect to changes in ambient hu-
midity occur in a relatively short period of time. To correct
the situation, a small amount of filtered and dessicant-
dried air under pressure is being continually forced above
the oil bath.

Table I compares the results between the step-up
method and the series-parallel method for a set of 10
complete calibrations taken over a 10-day period started
two days after the humidity control system was installed.
For comparison, only the 10:1, 100:1, and 1000:1 results are
given for the step-up method. Since the measurements
were performed, a systematic error of +0.04 ppm was
discovered when measuring the 20-kQ reference section
during the series-parallel calibration. This reduces the
differences between the two methods to approximately
0.01 ppm. The additional 0.11 ppm difference for the
1000:1 ratio results from loading of the 2-Mil sections,.
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TABLE I

Comparison of Step-up (S-U) and Series-Parallel (S-P) Calibration Methods

Percent Mean Standard
Ratio Method Rated n Deviation of

Volta Mean D)
i0: S-U 100 .0.8 0.03

S-P 33 1/3 +.3.89 0.02'

100:1 S-U 100 +1.25 0.03
S-P 33 1/3 +1.30 0.03

1000:1 S-U 100 -0.83 0.04
S-P 33 1/3 -0.68 0.06

TABLE II

Estimates of the Effects of Possible Systematic Uncertainties

Est imates
Systematic Uncertainties no.)

Resistance Comparisons 0.07

K-V Divider Calibration 0.05

Corona Currents 0.03

Leakage Currents 0.01

Load Coefficient 0.06

Interconnections 3.02

Short-term Stability of Resistors 0.03

direct sum: 0.25

rss: 0.11

These values are broad subjective estimates intended to be comparable with
statistical 20 - limits.

Estimates of the effects of possible systematic uncer-
tainties are itemized in Table II. The uncertainties of the
resistance comparisons and K-V divider calibration pri-
marily reflect the uncertainty in the calibration of the
DRRS and the stability of resistor S of Fig. 3. No visual
corona was observed when the ratio standard was ener-
gized to 10 kV in air. Since the dielectric strength of the oil
is more than 20 times that of the air and the onset of visual
corona is within 10 percent of the threshold voltage of
significant dark (or precorona) currents, it is estimated
that these uncertainties are within 0.03 ppm. The insula-
tion resistance between the main and guard circuits is
>i1013 Q. This resistance is effectively increased by 104 with
the guard ratios trimmed to 100 ppm of nominal. Thus

leakage uncertainties are considered to be negligible. At
the 20-kil level, interconnection uncertainties due to leads,
terminations and cross resistances are within 0.02 ppm.
The load coefficient uncertainty only enters in when the
standard is operated at a voltage different from its cali-
bration voltages. A 0.03 ppm uncertainty is estimated for
the effects of short-term variations of temperature and
humidity on the resistance elements. The total rss sys-
tematic uncertainty is estimated to be 0.11 ppm.

The imprecision and the estimated systematic uncer-
tainty of the measurement process appear to be of the same
magnitude. The overall uncertainty of 0.2 ppm is based on
2a and the total rss systematic uncertainty. The relatively
large standard deviation of 0.05 ppm is due to electrostatic
noise in the system resulting from low humidity conditions
and the stirring of the oil.

V. CONCLUSION

Experimental study of this 10-kV ratio standard indi-
cates an uncertainty of its ratio corrections of 0.2 ppm. It
will be used for the measurement of high voltage in the
determination of the absolute volt. The development of
this standard can also lead to a more accurate assignment
of ratios and direct voltages to 10 kV. Investigation of the
stability of the standard will continue.
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A High-Resolution Prototype System For Automatic

Measurement of Standard Cell Voltage

DAVID W. BRAUDAWAY, MEMBER, IEEE, AND ROBERT E. KLEIMANN

Abstract-The conceptual requirements, the design, and the initial
performance of the prototype switching for connecting standard cells
to an automatic measurement system are described. Features of the
design include random selection of two cells at a time, inversion of
connection polarity on command, modular construction for expansion,
and less than 10-nV residual uncompensated error voltage.

Also described briefly are controllers for manual operation of the
switches and the rudimentary high-resolution digital potentiometer
used to complete the measurement system. Results of tests of the
switching and observations of the prototype system performance are
presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

SINCE their development late in the nineteenth century
by Weston [1], [2], standard cells have been em-

ployed in maintaining a standard of voltage throughout
the world at the highest attainable levels of accuracy.
Testing of these cells has long been the domain of highly
skilled and dedicated personnel whose efforts brought the
world to the level of the "part-in-a-million" volt. The sheer
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burden of numbers of cells to be tested in recent years, the
desirability of employing advanced test programs with
computer aided analysis of the data [3], and the recent
development of volt maintenance using the ac Josephson
effect [4] have led to the need for automating standard
cell measurements. Efforts toward this goal have ranged
from the simple obvious use of a high-impedance digital
voltmeter to elaborate systems employing scanning and
achieving resolution on automatic tests of 1 part in 107
[5]-[7].

Recently, a project was initiated at the National Bureau
of Standards, Gaithersburg, Md., the long-range objective
of which is the automation of all measurements necessary
to characterize the performance of both standard cells and
their enclosures. Levels of precision and accuracy sought
are commensurate with the highest requirement likely to
arise in the foreseeable future. The purpose of this paper
is to describe the development of the prototype system
and to describe the initial experience with the system in
testing and use. The goal sought for performance of the
prototype system is that the error assignable to it be less
than 0.01 V, or 1 part in 108 of standard cell voltage.

II. SWITCHING REQUIREMENTS
Required for any highly precise automated measuring

system is the switching necessary for scanning or inter-
connecting the various parts of the total system load. For
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a system capable of meeting future needs, not only must
- ahig order of electrical performance be achieved, but also

a sufficient flexibility must be provided to satisfy demands
imposed by test philosophies yet in the throes of creation.
To meet these performance criteria, a list of requirements
was established for the prototype switching which are
enumerated as follows along with the associated reasoning.

1) Random selection of cells, two at a time, with either
a normal or an inverted polarity was required.

Random selection insures maximum flexibility. Pairing
of cells permits intercomparison by difference measure-
ment and produces a left-right sense for optimum use of
statistically derived measurement patterns [8]. Polarity
inversion, suitably interlocked for protection of the cells,
permits a cancellation of nearly all unwanted parasitic
voltages.

2) Modular construction with a provision for local use
of the cells connected to any module without disrupting
the system was required.

Modular arrangement, besides permitting the switching
function to be accomplished near the cells involved in the
test, also permits a simple change of the system size. Cells
may be conveniently addressed by their location within
the module complement, the mudule identifier, the output
line identifier, and the polarity identifier. This pattern of
operation is readily interfaced to computer control, and
a simple highly reliable interlock is possible to preclude
accidental switching of cells in parallel or with opposite
polarity.

3) Simplified connection within the system using only
two pairs of guardable coaxial cables was required.

Use of only two lines to interconnect modules and
measuring apparatus permits simplified system wiring and
minimizes loading of cells by line impedance. Formation
of each of the two lines by a pair of coaxial cables adds
shielding and permits a further r duction in impedance
loading by driving the shields as guards at the center
conductor potential. The use of two contacts per line not
only isolates cells which are not being tested, but, by
proper arrangement of the switches, permits cancellation
of most of the thermoelectric voltage generated in
switching.

4) There were several miscellaneous performance re-
quirements:

a) uncompensated thermoelectric voltages must be less
than 3 nV;

b) leakage resistance must be greater than 10 GO;
c) expected life must be greater than 10 years; and
d) cell circuits must open during power failure.

An evaluation of the available switching methods and
hardware showed that many switch designs might be
adapted to meet a majority of the requirements. However,
the multiple-level individually actuated crossbar switch
most nearly met the total requirement. The crossbar switch
is advantageous in consideration of the actuating power
level and offers a life expectancy of 107 actuations, which
might approach 100 years in this application. Finally.

the crossbar switch is amenable to modification to over-
come its major fault which is the level of possible thermo-
electric voltage.

III. CONSTRUCTION
OF THE PROTOTYPE SWITCHING

To demonstrate the feasibility of the selected crossbar
switch, a prototype system has been constructed consisting
of three modules each capable of servicing 10 cells. One
of the modules is expanded to permit use of a local semi..
automatic cell selection. These modules employ commer-
cially available crossbar switches that are modified both
in the switch structure and in the materials used in the
conducting circuit. Fig. 1 is a simplified diagram of the
6-level switching used for each cell. Levels 1 and 3 are used
to guard the voltage switched on level 2; similarly, levels 4
and 6 are used to guard the voltage switched on level 5.
Cell leads are connected to levels 2 and 5, and the guards
are also switched to minimize possible interaction in the
system and unwanted noise pickup. Addition of electrically
actuated sections to the switch may be employed to expand
the ,witching for a local or special function. There is also
a simple local switch that connects the cell lines to output
terminals and disables the automatic switching function.

In any system intended for use in scanning standard cell
voltages with high precision, consideration of thermo-
electric voltage effects is mandatory and is often the
limiting criterion on the level of precision achieved.
Briefly, the ideal thermoelectrically quiet system would

be entirely of copper. Only slightly less elegant would be
a system employing copper, silver, and gold, which can
produce thermoelectric effects of 100 nV/K and for which

a passive thermal shield is normally adequate. Such
materials are not available on crossbar switches now made.
Thus modification of the switch structure and careful

design of the module are necessary to achieve the design

requirements.
The crossbar switches employed are modified to use

only beryllium-copper conductors and gold-silver-plati-
nura contacts which are thermoelectrically matched. to
each other with less than 250 nV K. This modification
limits the critical junctions to the two necessary connec-
tions to copper lead wires in each circuit. In addition to

connecting pairs of switches in a bucking configuration

and using cadmium-tin (low thermoelectric voltage)
solder, two methods are employed to minimize thermo-

electric effects. These may be most readily understood by
reference to Fig. 2, which shows the internal switch con-

struction. and Fig. ., which shows the switch actuators.
The first method employs a (eavier than usual lagging

of the switch environment against laboratory temperature.
Visible behind the 10-cell switch module in Fig. 2 is the
containing case formed of two nested aluminum boxes
separated by a layer of foam insulation. The thermal
masses O1 these boxes and o4 the switch mounting, piate.

and the iow conductivity of the foam insulation. al: iie

to re(duc thermal gradients that micit be troublesm)t.
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Fig. 2. Internal switch construction.

Fig. 3. Switch actuators.

Aiding the filtering action is the high thermal conductivity

of the aluminum.
Additionally, critical junctions are heat-sinked inside

close-fitting copper sleeves so that the effects of thermal

transients are minimized. The added thermal mass also

helps to equalize temperatures in the switches. These

sleeves can be seen in Fig. 2, as can the rotary switch used

to set the local system function of the module.
The final method used is to remove nearby heat sources

from the vicinity of the circuitry and to shield them by

interposed thermal reflectors. Fig. 3 shows the actuators,
which are made remote from the switch proper to minimize

heat input from this source. The switch mounting plate

and the actuator base plate serve as heat reflectors. Heat

from apparatus outside the switch is limited by the

lagging and by the physical spacing required by the case.

In the particular module shown in Fig. 3, an extra actuator

set is used to provide a local/automatic-selection mode.
Fig. 4 shows an assembled switch module. A warning

signal is generated when an attempt is made to call a cell
and the module has been placed in the local mode. This

signal is used to illuminate an indicator light in this par-

ticular module. In the local mode, however, an exclusive
lockout function is performed and ceUs cannot be ad-

dressed by the system. Shown also are the rows of coaxial

connectors used to input the cell voltages to the module,
to output these voltages in the local mode, and to inter-

connect the module to the system. Fig. 5 shows the coaxial

connector parts. The core is of copper to minimize thermo-
electric voltages, insulation is of Teflon and noncritical
parts are of more common materials. The connector is
designed to permit direct connection to a coaxial cable
and to preserve the guarding feature.

IV. PROTOTYPE SYSTEM

Assembly of the switch modules into a prototype system

requires addition of both system controllers and measuring

apparatus. To permit operation of the switching, a man-

ually operated system controller and a local controller
were constructed. An exclusive lockout is provided so that

SRegistere trademark E. I. LuPowt de Nemours & Co.
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Fig. 4. Exparnle l 10-cell switch module.

where any cell in the system is addressed on a line, no

operation. Such a limited life is unacceptable. Thus a

additional cell may be alressed oil this lin until an

intentional release has been ae-omplishlld. In the manual

ci ntIIilli rS this funictior is a mplished by sets of inter-

locking pushbuttons. but in the computer-controlled
operation till ,xcluslvo inttIrlOIk wyill be generated in tht

interface.

Logi emllplOyed in IpIIratiiin of the prototype system is

if th( ailiress-th-n-wait-:lnd-se" variety. After a cell is

addressed, a callack fr iml the swit ch indicate co ill)let; in

of the switcinrli task. In thl manual controller, this call-
biak is used to illuminate an appropriate light. Release

Of th' ell is Ilsi indilatedl as tin lildht extinguishes.
Polarit y cell adlrllssed ii rit hor line is set by' a master

pl)iarity Switch with a slmw-actiir center-off pattern. All
necessar\ system piwer is supplied by ti lt111 ntr llers.

Excpt fI r its Implr switching task. tilt 1al-autormati

ciOnntroller is ililt ic:d ill i peratiin tI the \sti'm cIntrllller.

after r j1 ilbly of thi the tal :lautlrmated system. it is antici-

pIlt! d th:lt tl e c( c itrOllers will bl in h:llta le in dlialrn istil

tc, tinlg t f Individ)1al m11odulles

Tl diinSl.~tl O1 l ysttim for hiih ill-preclisiOin ell vOltag'

nlaSuremnltrt iitails mlaiy IOnilSideratiotns . :nd Iftf lrt on

this pluaSI Of the prj Lt has b len aldressyd Only toward

Solving Slimw( if t ill( mlorl critical problnils. ( )n majiir

prIhiim is til -witcii.rl~. whi-il. by t~It ratilr- Of the
riiasl irIni'ilt pr(eI'sS. Is alet 1l:i( mulll ruitr' itt'l than

tIllat :lSSiiii:tll witl Scallirilt. I- 'r x:InupI'. :, rivit

Ol'(llr il :l illll-halaiicin' mIls (I f i ptra tin. :i -w itch

aICIt:a II :tl t r:tte t i pt-' r fm d mlliht ',.d alist :Ali

expected lifetime of 1O7 actuatiOn> in onlv 100 days ot

measuring logic was choslti in which a null-balance is not

obtained and switching is done only to provide 10-AV
increments of the voltage difference between the two
cells under test. The remaining difference voltage is
amplified and digitized directly using a solid-state con-
version with an essentially unlinited life expectancy. Such
an approach, which is similar to tit older detiection
methods, requires that the amplifier have a high input
impedance to minimize cell loading to a negligible level
and provide for accurate measuremnt.

To complete the prototvpe Of the automated standard
cell measuring system. a rudimentary measuring; facility
was assembled ising a prcisit n pentiOlmeter to supply
the 10-AV increments. .\ amnetrcial preision amplifier

with digitized output was obtained and modified so that
the resolution approaches 10 nV. The input impedance of
this amplifier transiently starts at s k12 and rises rapidly

to significantly rreatt*r than 10 \L:. This impedance level
is sufficient to offer negligible cell loading, lower in fact
than can he achieved with a normal light-beam galvano m-
tter and a careful approach to near null-balancE'.

V. RESULTS

At the time of writing. ov r a ytiar's experiencee has been
gained in daily use of the prototyp- standard cell test

facility described. Op ,ration has beIIn in the manual mode
with visual readout from the digital display because the
computer-controller facility is not yet available. During
this period. prObh-ns have beein due to 1) unfamiliarity
with the equipn nt and with pr cidd operational modes,
2 adjustment probl 1ms with the crossbar switches as-
sociated with i thn modified structure. and .3 difficult ies

with ancilliary t-quipnrnt ued to complenl t the rudi-
niw ntarv mJeasuring systtem :nd with cabling in ttJrclOinec-

tions. All of these probltrmS are in t category Of Jxpect(d
difficulties. and none has been maj(Jr.

Estimates of the switchirig capability based oi the

testing of component parts indicated that a residual un-
cOmlpensated thermoelectric voltage level of 1 nV 1K had

beIin achieved. Extrapolating ito use in a laboratoryt n-

viroInimnt with ilunconrtrolltld but modest nearby heat

source indicated that tit :-nV p rformance level of the

design goal had hIen niet. Shown in Fig. 6 is a har-graph

pl(t Of the results Of an Iffsit voltagJ neasurement (Ini all
activ posit iIrs Oi til prototpc systemii in the use c(n-

ditimn. Cnit riut i ns ti tii plIt ied tigurres ci m front t ihe

switchi , the imtrcOnnectirig cabling, :1d, nlt insignifi-

iantly, tiIll 'JluiiIpiiItrnt 151d t(i perftrm til- spcial test.

It is sigrlificalnlt that the mer:ln :lSsigLnr:hle iffset to these

measulrlennI's is itly ab101t : nIX.

Data "htalined Ilsing The ipr(,t t vpc ,v, \ i mir a tll e tihar

t h,- "yv r:Il 'rrtr in rllt'a r1'(' 1 i tha! '':il h.- als lI 1n(' i
Tii' vstil )r(i'r 5 ess *1l. l Il itl !N . wlt ili t i t jesitil

,ru \l -A l, t n'l in~tralt-t} !T in l 'l tlitn f '}lt -, -T('lil Is "ilt

hiria l- -nT'e~r ':ilht- m thlii ith i(1i :! tlI lue-
ILXi iit 0'u 'la -'Oti in ri built Li ch litolI in ii ire-
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Fig. 6. Magnitude of measured offset voltages in prototype system.

ment capability at the limit of that now envisioned, which
is readily flexible, and which is adaptable to new ap-

proaches. It should be pointed out that not all of the
provisions of the system to ensure measurement excellence
have been employed. Specifically, the guarding feature
has not been activated and has been employed only as a
shield. As the system expands and the workload is in-
creased, however, such a feature can be used to ensure
that highest measurement accuracy is maintained.
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Standard Cell Enclosure with 20-pK Stability

ROBERT D. CUTKOSKY, FELLOW, IEEE, AND BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-Groups of standard cells are needed to maintain the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) volt between periodic re-
assigments via 2e/h. An enclosure to hold six standard cells has
been designed and three enclosures have been assembled. The
enclosures consist of four concentric aluminum cylinders separated
by foamed polystyrene insulation. Two of the four cylinders are con-
trolled, an outer one by a platinum resistance thermometer and dc
amplifier and the inner one at 30*C by a second platinum resistance
thermometer and an ac transformer-ratio bridge followed by a phase-
sensitive detector, a dc amplifier, and a heater. The innermost of
the four cylinders is a thermally lagged cell compartment. The
temperature excursions over periods of at least several days were
found to be less than 20 UK, thus having a negligible effect on the
standard cell EMF's.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE NEED FOR a stable and reproducible standard
of EMF led to a redefinition of the National Bureau of

Standards (NBS) volt in terms of 2ejh via the ac Joseph-
son effect. This decision eliminated the dependence of the
NBS volt upon the long-term stability of a large group of
saturated standard cells. However, the 2e 1h measurements
are relatively difficult and time consuming; thus it is im-
practical to make measurements frequently (e.g., every
day). Groups of standard cells are therefore needed to
maintain the volt between periodic 2e."h measurements.
The EMF's of these group must be predictable to within a
few parts in 108 for up to several months. For saturated
standard cells, such predictability requires that the cell

temperature be stable or predictable to about 200 K and
that temperature differences between cell electrodes be
constant within 30 K. Accurately measuring the coil tem-
perature is difficult, because the cell temperature lags the
enclosure temperature by some unknown amount. Thus to
introduce negligible error due to temperature variations,
the total temperature fluctuations should be less than
200 uK. An enclosure to hold six standard cells in air was
designed, and three enclosures have been assembled. A
double oven system is used with separate proportional
controllers for each oven. The mechanical characteristics
of the enclosures are described, the controller circuits
discussed, and data on the performance of the systems are
presented.

II. CONSTR ACTION DETAILS

The enclosures consist of four concentric aluminum
cylinders separated by foamed polystyrene insulation
(Fig. 1). The outer cylinder thermally lags the enclosure
from ambient temperature changes and reduces tempera-

Manuscript received July 3, 1974; revised August 20, 1974.
The authors are with the National Ibireau of Standards, Gaithers-

burg, Md.
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Fig. 1. Side views of 32-cm-diameter enclosure, cut away to show'
interior cylinders.

ture gradients over the surfaces of the enclosure. The outer
oven is heated by resistance wire helically wound on the
outside of the cylinder. No heating is applied to either the
top or bottom surfaces because the thickness of the alumi-
num serves to distribute the heat evenly and to minimize
temperature gradients. The temperature of the oven is
sensed using a miniature platinum resistance thermometer
imbedded in the aluminum wall. This oven has two cham-
bers, one in which the inner oven and cells are contained,
and another in which temperature-sensitive circuit com-
ponents and a cell EMIF reversing switch are mounted. The
inner oven also has a heater that is wound on the cylinder
wall only, with no heating applied top or bottom.

The cell compartment is thermally (and mechanically)
connected to the inner oven at one point. At this point the
cell EMF leads enter the compartment and are thermally
tied to the cylinder. Temperature is also sensed at this
interface between the two enclosures by a miniature plati-
num resistance thermometer. The cell compartment and
the inner oven are separated by the polystyrene insulation
everywhere, except for the one location previously men-
tioned; therefore, almost all heat flow will be through this
interface between the cylinders. By sensing the tempera-
tures at this interface and applying the heat to the inner
oven, a condition of zero (negligible) heat flow into the
unheated cell compartment is obtained. This condition
assures that temperature gradients in the cell compartment
are negligible. An auxiliary 25-52 platinum resistance
thermometer is mounted in the cell compartment to permit
monitoring the temperature with an external bridge.

Reduction of heat leaks into the cell compartment was
of primary importance. Small-diameter wire (30 gauge)
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and a series of special thermal tie-downs were used to shunt
heat flow along the incoming leads to the more massive

aluminum cylinders. Standard cells are noticeably dis-

charged by a resistance across the cell even as large as
101 0; therefore only tie-downs with very high electrical

resistance can be used. The tie-downs consist of a boron
nitride washer and a copper washer held firmly to the

aluminum surface by a Nylon screw. The wire was wrapped

under the head of the screw and then passed through a hole
in the screw to the other side of the aluminum surface.
This arrangement provides low thermal resistance but
high electrical resistance (1012 0) between the wire and the

aluminum. Both cell EMF leads and temperature control
leads were tied down at several places in the enclosure.

III. CIRCUIT DETAILS

The electronics used to control the temperatures of the
two cylinders are housed in a separate package with pilot
lamps to indicate the status of the enclosure. There are
three controllers, one for the outer oven, one for the inner
oven, and a completely independent backup controller for
the inner oven. The two main controllers for the ovens
are bridges with high gain amplifiers to provide propor-
tional control. Power to the main controllers is normally
supplied by a well regulated commerical power supply.
Line voltage variations are essentially eliminated and have
no effect on the controllers. The backup controller has its

own power supply and a mercury thermostat for on-off
type control.

Loss of temperature control for only a few hours can
cause EMF changes in standard cells for up to several

weeks. Control must be maintained even during ae power

failures. Mercury batteries have been included that will

power the enclosure for two days (in a 23*C ambient)

with less than 100 pK change in the cell temperature.
Switchover to battery power occurs within milliseconds of

a power failure, with large valued capacitors supplying

power during the switching time. Transfer back to ac

power occurs 10 s after restoration of power to allow power

line conditions to stabilize.
The controller for the outer oven consists of a 500-0

platinum sensor in a Wheatstone bridge and a de ampli-

fier driving a 60-0 heater. The dc amplifier is a single low-

voltage-offset operational amplifier with a high power
output stage. Finite gain of the amplifier causes a tem-

perature change in the oven of 0.002*C for a 1*C change in

ambient temperature. Operation is at 29.7"C with 4 W of

power required for an ambient temperature of 23*C. Since
the amplifier is capable of supplying 15 W to the enclosure,
it can maintain temperature control down to - 20*C.

The inner oven, with typically 0.1 W applied, is held at
a temperature of 30*C, 0. 3"C higher than the surrounding
outer oven. Requirements fhr the controller are long-term
stability, high sensitivity, low noise, and low sensitivity

to ambient temperature changes. A platinum resistance

thermometer was chosen as the sensor because of its ex-
cellent long-term stability. Power dissipation in the sensor
imposes a practical limitation on the maximum signal

obtainable from the sensor. As sensor dissipation is in-
creased, the sensor temperature becomes higher than the
temperature of the controlled surface. This temperature
difference must be maintained constant for best stability
of the controlled surface. Thus larger signal output requires
higher sensor dissipation, which in turn requires better
amplitude stability of the bridge excitation voltage. A
compromise of a 100-0 (at 0*C) thermometer with 1 MA

of thermometer current was chosen.
Although several high quality operational amplifiers

have very good dc characteristics (low voltage offset,
current offset, etc.), these were judged inadequate for

this system. It was decided to use ac excitation on the

bridge, ac amplifiers, and a phase-sensitive detector. Using
ac excitation permits the use of a transformer-ratio bridge
instead of a classical Wheatstone bridge. Advantages of
this arrangement are that the transformer-ratio arms have
a negligibly small temperature coefficient and so do not
have to be thermostated. The inclusion of only the refer-
ence resistor in the outer oven produces a circuit that is
negligibly affected by changes in ambient temperature. A
two-stage transformer is used for a four-terminal measure-
ment of the thermometer resistance so that changes in the
lead resistance have no effect. The addition of an auxiliary

transformer allows for easily adjusting the temperature

(a feature used in setting up the enclosure). A 100-0

standard reference resistor is used with the 110-0 platinum

thermometer (at 30*C).
As noted before, the bridge excitation voltage must

remain constant. The circuit diagram of the oscillator used
is shown in Fig. 2. A Wein bridge oscillator produces a sine

wave of approximately 400 Hz. A de signal proportional to
the average value of the output voltage is generated, and
this signal is then compared to the voltage of a tempera-

ture-compensated reference Zener diode. The resulting
error signal is fed back to the oscillator to stabilize the out-
put voltage at 2.8 V. Observed changes (drifts) of output
were less than 0.005 percent with negligible effect from
temperature changes. An additional amplifier was added

to the circuit to provide two outputs 180 degrees out of
phase with each other, because both are needed for the

phase-sensitive detector.
The bridge excitation transformer T1 is a conventional

two-stage device with a toroidal Mumetal shield between
stages. Auxiliary transformer T2 is coupled to it and pro-
vides a means of adjusting the effective transformer ratio,
which determines the control temperature. The details
of these transformers and the remaining circuitry are
shown in Fig. 3.

The low level signal from the bridge is applied to a
transformer (T3) with a tuned output. This transformer

matches the low impedance of the bridge (~ 50 0) to the
optimum sources impedance of the first amplifier (101 0).
The transformer output is tuned to 400 Hz to reduce 60-Hz
noise pickup. The two operational amplifiers that follow

have a total gain of 90 dB. This amplified signal is fed to a

phase-sensitive detector, then to another operational
amplifier. The de output of this last stage drives the 3000-0
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of oscillator used to drive transformer ratio
bridge for inner oven.
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Fig. 3. Complete circuit diagram (except for oscillator) of inner
oven controller. (Numbers on transformers indicate number of
turns.)

heater on the inner oven, and the heater voltage is in-
dicated on a meter mounted on the front of the electronics
package. Since the heater voltage is proportional to the
oven temperature, the meter can be calibrated in degrees.
For this system the total range of the meter is approxi-
mately 1000 K; thus 10 1sK can easily be resolved.

Buffering of ambient temperature by the outer oven
ensures that the inner oven operates at almost constant
power. Therefore a substantial change of the inner heater
voltage can be interpreted as a failure of either or both
controllers. The meter that indicates inner heater voltage
is a meter relay that can be set to close a switch contact if
the voltage changes (equivalent to a temperature change
of 300 jK). If this happens, 110 V ac power is removed
from both main controllers and applied to the backup con-
troller. This controller has a mercury thermostat in contact
with the inner oven. The thermostat opens and closes a
sensitive relay that applies half-wave rectified 110-V ac to
the 3000-9 inner heater. Power for the mercury thermostat
is from a dc supply independent of the main supply for the
other controllers. The backup controller will maintain the
temperature to within 0.01*C of nominal until manually
reset.

IV. ADJUSTMENT

Several modes of operation are possible to allow initial
adjustments of the controllers. First the mercury thermo-
stat controller is used and the operating temperature meas-

2

ured using an external bridge and the 25- platinum ther-
mometer in the cell compartment. The mercury thermostat
controller is then disabled and both main controllers are
turned on. The temperature of the outer oven is adjusted so
that the inner heater operates at 0.1 W. This adjustment
is accomplished by shunting one of the arms of the bridge.
Trimmer capacitors are added to the two ac amplifiers to
make the total phase shift in the amplifiers zero. The
trimmer capacitor on the tuned transformer is adjusted for
a maximum 400-Hz signal. Additionally, a small trimmer
capacitor is shunted across the reference resistance to
balance the capacitance in the platinum thermometer. The
temperature of the inner oven is adjusted to be within
0.01 C of the mercury thermostat temperature by picking
proper taps in the ratio transformer and, if necessary, by
shunting the reference resistor with a large valued trim
resistor. Once the temperature (heater voltage) stabilizes,
the system is reset so that the backup controller will
operate if required.

V. PERFORMANCE

The performance of the enclosures was evaluated by
monitoring the temperature changes in the enclosure with
time, and charges due to ambient temperature changes.
An ac resistance thermometer bridge [1] was used to com-
pare the resistance of the 25-0 thermometer in the cell com-
partment to a low-temperature-coefficient thermally
lagged resistor.

A plot of the cell temperature versus time for one of the
enclosures is shown in Fig. 4. During this test the enclosure
was in a laboratory environment where ambient tempera-
ture fluctuations were less than : 1*C. A check of the
temperature two months later showed no change within
experimental error ('50 AK, due to drift of the reference
resistor). Temperature drifts this small produce EMF
changes in standard cells that are negligible when com-
pared to typical drifts of the EMF's of cells.

To determine the sensitivity of the enclosure to ambient
temperature, both the enclosure and electronics package
were placed in a temperature-controlled chamber. Tem-
perature was monitored by the ac thermometer bridge
which was kept at 23*C. The data obtained are plotted in
Fig. 5. The test was started with measurements at 23*C.
The chamber temperature was then raised to 29*C, and
after allowing the enclosure to stabilize for one day,
measurements were made on three different days. The
chamber temperature was then lowered to 16*C and
another measurement was made after a one-day wait.
Similar measurements were made for 19*C and again for
23*C. The test took a total of 10 days and the repeat
measurements at 23*C do not indicate any significant drift
during the test. The data are reasonably linear; thus the
effect of ambient temperature on the enclosure is the slope
of the least squares fitted line, or -4 X 10'.

A test for sensitivity to temperature gradients was per-
formed by placing a 40-W light bulb in contact with the
upper edge of the enclosure. No detectable change was ob-
served during the S-h monitoring period in either the tem-
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Fig. 4. Deviations of cell temperature from nominal as monitored
by independent thermometer bridge.
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Fig. 5. Temperature change in cell compartment as a function of
ambient temperature of enclosure and electronics package.

perature of the auxiliary thermometer within the cell
compartment or in the temperature of an additional plati-
num thermometer temporarily installed near the top of
the cell compartment.

To complete the evaluation, standard cells were
mounted in the enclosures and regularly compared. Fig. 6
shows the mean EM F of six cells in one enclosure minus the
mean EMF of six cells in a second enclosure. The standard
deviation of the least squares fitted line is 0.017 AV. The
measurements were made potentiometrically with re-
dundant measurements made to evaluate the random
error. The typical standard deviation for the difference

62 8

62 7

62 6

1 1 1 1

0 .*-.-.--e0

SO 0017&V

I 1 I I
0 1 2 3 4 5

MONTHS

Fig. 6. Mean EMF of six cells in one enclosure minus mean EMF
of six cells in second enclosure.

between the mean EMF's was 0.003 AV. Additional day-
to-day random errors are estimated to be 0.007 AV. The
root-sum-square total of 0.008 V is only about one-half
the standard deviation observed. Additionally, individual
cells occasionally showed unexpected changes as large as
0.06 AV. Temperature fluctuations in the enclosure are too
small to account for this, so it is spectulated that residual

chemical processes in the standard cells are responsible for
the additional "noise."

VI. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that an air enclosure can pro-
vide outstanding temperature control for a small group of
standard cells. The use of a double oven enclosure, ac
excitation, and a transformer-ratio bridge eliminate the

problems due to ambient temperature changes. A platinum
resistance thermometer (while having less sensitivity than

some other sensors) is still suitable where long-term tem-
perature stability is desired. The major limitation on the

stability of standard cell EM F's has now been shifted from
temperature measurement errors to EIlF measurement
errors and the inherent instabilities in the cell.
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Standard Cell Calibration via Current Transfer

EDWIN R. WILLIAMS, PAUL T. OLSEN, AND BRUCE F. FIELD, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-The EMF's of standard cells are now being transferred
between laboratories over a 1-km cable with a precision of 4 parts
in 10 to provide an instantaneous comparison of the 2e/h and
y, experiments being carried out at the two facilities. This is accom-
plished by transferring a constant current that produces a 1-V drop
across standard resistors located at both ends of the cable.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE Electricity Division of the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS), there are three experiments in

progress that can be used to monitor the volt, the ohm,
and the ampere. The ac Josephson effect has proven ex-
tremely useful in monitoring the unit of voltage in terms
of the fundamental constant 2e/h [1]. The calculable
capacitor is now providing an absolute determination of
the ohm (ONBs/2) [2]. And the gyromagnetic ratio of
the proton (y,') can be used to monitor the unit of cur-
rent [3]. In addition to providing this essential monitoring
service, these three experiments can be combined with
a few other fundamental constants to provide an improved
value of the fine structure constant a. The following equa-
tion shows this relationship [4]:

a-2 = (1/4R.) (CO/2NBS) ( p'/AB)[( 2e/h)NBS/(y,')NBS]

where R., is the Rydberg constant for infinite mass, c is
the speed of light in vacuum, and A,'/MB is the magnetic
moment of the proton in Bohr magnetons. The subscript
NBS implies that (2e/h)NBs is measured in terms of the
NBS unit of voltage and that (y,')NBs is measured in
terms of the NBS unit of current. Because these three
experiments are being done in a coordinated effort, we can
reduce the uncertainties normally introduced in trans-
ferring the electrical units. However, the y,' experiment
is being performed in the nonmagnetic facility which is
located 1 km away from the 2e/h and absolute-ohm
laboratories. In this paper we describe our efforts to reduce
the uncertainty of the voltage transfer so that it negligibly

affects the y,' experiment. We also suggest how these
techniques may be applicable to other problems in the
precision electrical standards fw

In the y,' experiment the _ession frequency of pro-
tons in a sample of water (w, is measured via a nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) experiment, in which w,' =

y,'B, where the prime denotes .hat a spherical water sam-
ple is used. A known magnetic field B is produced by pass-
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ing a 1-A current through a solenoid whose dimensions
have been carefully measured. In practice, the 1-A current
is produced by making the voltage drop across a precision
1-0 resistor equal to the EMF of a standard cell. For this
experiment the EIF of the cell and resistance of the re-
sistor need to be known in NBS units to determine y,'
in NBS units. Two different experimental arrangements
were used to transfer the cell EMF for comparison with
the NBS volt. The first was a 10-mA system with 100-0
resistors at each end used to transfer the voltage between
two standard cells. The second uses a 1-A system to trans-
fer the unit of current directly. This system can also pro-
vide a simultaneous voltage transfer. The first system is
the one most likely to be useful to others because it is
easier to build. We are using the second method because
in the y,' experiment it is the unit of current that is re-
quired. We will describe the present 1-A arrangement
first, then describe the 10-mA system because it has a
guarding system that should be of general interest.

II. PRESENT METHOD OF TRANSFER

In our present experimental arrangement, we directly
transfer current by placing the solenoid in series with the
long cable and with the 1-0 standard resistor RI which is
located in the 2e/h laboratory. (See Fig. 1.) This arrange-
ment does not noticeably affect the quality of the NMR
experiment. We need only make sure that the leakage
current is sufficiently small. In addition we have a second
1-0 resistor R2 in the y, laboratory which allows us to do a
voltage transfer at the same time that we are doing the
NMR experiment.

The experiment is performed by one operator adjusting
the constant current source so that the EMIF across R2 is
equal to E.,,,. A second operator adjusts and reads the
frequency of the NMIR system. These two operations are
being carried out in the same laboratory so that when
both are balanced we communicate by intercom to the
2e/h laboratory where the EMIF across resistor RI is
measured. Then the current is reversed in the entire
system, and the triple balance procedure repeated. This
reversal has two purposes. First, any residual earth's
field is averaged out in the NMR data and second, any
thermal EMF's in the 1-0 resistors are eliminated. In the
N\IR part of the experiment, a frequency w,' is measured
which is proportional to the current I. The ratio E,/,'
is independent of the current I and is the quantity of
interest in the y, experiment [y,' = (w,'/Ei) (RI/K,),
where K, is the coil constant]. We, therefore, do the
transfer using slightly different currents, i.e., different
values of E., and the statistical variation in the ratio
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SOLENOID

E 0

e
- 1500 ----n E,

120 V

CONSTANT
CURRENT

Fig. 1. Current transport system that unites 2e/h and y, labora-
tories. Resistors R, and R2 are in series with the solenoid. With 1
A flowing, w,' can be measured simultaneously with E,.

Ei/w,' will give an unbiased measure of the precision of
the transfer. The standard deviation of a set. of measure-
ments is usually about 0.04 ppm. Fig. 2 shows a composite
of recent E1/w,' measurements. The day-to-day variations
are larger than would be expected from the uncertainty
of each measurement. We feel this is not caused by in-
adequate transfers, but by systematics in the N "MR
experiment. Namely, there is presently about a 1 part
in 107 uncertainty in the way in which we define the center
frequency of the NMIR signal. This must be done at the
start of each day's set of measurements. We expect to re-
duce this cause of uncertainty in the near future. The
straight line shown in Fig. 2 is the drift rate of Ei/w,' pre-
dicted from early measurements of the coil constant
K, [3]. It is still too early to say if the predicted drift
rate is in agreement with this NIR data.

The voltage transfer is also accomplished during the
measurement process. We do not need this transfer value
for the y, experiment, but it is helpful as a short term
standard. For example, if the 2e/h laboratory is busy one
day, we can still do a y,' experiment using these cali-
brated cells. Or when testing systematic effects in the -"
experiments, we need not bother using the 2e/h cells.

The value of the y,' cells is given by

E, = EI(R2/RI).

The ratio R2/R1 was measured by the resistance cali-
bration section. We also measured it by interchanging R1
and Rt and doing another transfer. The ratio we obtained
for R2/R disagreed with the calibrated values by only
0.02 ppm which is within the uncertainty of the measure-
ments. This agreement gives us further confidence that
the transfer system is working properly. Fig. 3 shows the
EIF of the average of four cells located in the y, lab over
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Fig. 2. E,/c,' versus time. The measured quantity Et/w,' is in-
versely proportional to y,'. The error bars represent the 1-stand-
ard-deviation uncertainty of each day's transfer. The straight line
is the drift rate of -0.0157 ppm/day predicted from dimensional
measurements of the solenoid.
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Fig. 3. Averagb of four standard cells maintained at -y; laboratory
versus time. The transfers through 1973 were made by direct cell
transport taking 3 weeks per point. The June 1974 value is a
composite of six transfers taking 30 min a piece.

the past four years. The last point in June 1974 is an aver-
age of the six transfers performed by the new technique.
The earlier transfers were conventional cell transports
which took about 3 weeks to obtain each point, and the
results were not always satisfying. In our present scheme
each transfer takes 30 min.

III. LEAKAGE CONSIDERATIONS
AND GUARDING

In the present configuration (Fig. 1), leakage from the
center conductor to the return shield of the two cables is
the leakage which affects the y,' measurement. There is
an average of 11 V across the long cable with 1 A flowing
and a leakage resistance of 2 X 1010 n. In the 100-m cable
there is a 40-V drop because of the solenoid resistance.
Again this leakage resistance is about 2 X 1010 12. There-
fore the correction for leakage current is only about 2
parts in 109. In the voltage transfer any leakage from the
shield of the coax to ground causes an error. We have a
special cable which has one center conductor and three
coaxial shields, each electrically insulated from the other.
The innermost shield is used to carry the 1-A current be-
cause the resistance from it to the next shield is 4 X 10'1.
The average 4-V drop across this cable produces only a
small correction, due to leakage, to the volt transfer. If
the cable leakage degrades in time or if higher accuracies

y'. STANDARD CELLS vs. TIME
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become necessary, a guarded system can be employed to
further reduce the leakage in this 1-A system. A guard
system was employed in our earlier 10-mA system.

IV. THE 10-mA TRANSFER SYSTEM

This transfer (see Fig. 4) is performed by sending a con-
stant current (10 mA) through two 10042 resistors located
at either end of the cable. The 1-V drop across each re-
sistor is simultaneously compared with two sets of standard
cells located near the two resistors. This simple procedure

can be completed with a precision of about 2 in 108 in
only a few minutes. In this 10-mA system the outputs
of both galvanometers are simultaneously recorded, and
then the recordings are compared for computation of the
double balance condition. This procedure reduces the prob-
lem of drift in the galvanometer. In addition, the noise
and drift are correlated in both recordings, and with proper
analysis, the limitations produced by the noise of the
current source can be reduced. For this reason we ob-
tained better precision in the 10-mA system than in the
1-A system.

To prevent leakage of current in the long transfer
cable, a dynamic guarded system is used (Fig. 4). The
transfer current is sent down the center conductor. The
first coaxial shield has a guard current in it such that the
potential difference between the guard and the center
conductor is less than 0.01 V along the entire length of
the cable. This reduces the leakage to less than 2 parts in
1010 of the total current. Both currents are returned on a
second coaxial shield. A third coaxial shield is grounded
to help reduce pickup problems. In this 10-mA setup
the accuracy of the transfer is limited to the accuracy
with which we measure and maintain the ratio of the two
100-2 resistors, or about 5 parts in 108.

Two inductors (0.3 H each) not shown in the drawing
were included at either end of the cable. The capacitance
of the cable combined with capacitors placed across the
100-Q resistors formed a r filter which reduced the noise
across the 100-2 resistors. One must choose inductors
that are not saturated by the 10-mA current. In the 1-A
system no additional chokes seem necessary.

V. ADVANTAGES OF CURRENT TRANSFER

A current transfer system is preferable to a direct
voltage transfer when long cables are involved for the
following reasons.

1) The thermal EMF's along the cable have a negli-
gible effect on the transfer; i.e., the thermal EMF's
need not be evaluated.

2) The lower impedance of the system reduces the
cable leakage problem and reduces the amount of elec-
tronic "pick-up" noise.

3) A choke can be effective in further reducing any
remaining electrical interference noise before it is "seen"
by the standard cell.

With our 1-A system the major advantage is that we
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Fig. 4. Diagrarn of cell comparison by current transport that in-
cludes a "dynamic" guard system.

need not maintain a high quality voltage standard at the
y,' laboratory. A large effort is involved in the main-
tenance of the cells in the 2e/h laboratory, for they form
the basis of the U.S. legal volt. It is logical to take advan-
tage of this effort by directly using these cells in measuring
the current used for the -,,' experiment. One final ad-
vantage is that the EIF developed across the transfer
resistors is a very rugged source. Unlike standard cells,
it can be shorted without damage or the voltage can be
looked at on an oscilloscope without using a very high
impedance probe.

VI. POSSIBLE USES OF THE
CURRENT TRANSFER

This transport technique could readily be adapted to a
dissemination system which provides a network of sub-
stations. Each substation would have continuous cali-
bration via current transfer back to the master reference.
Such a system would be useful in standards laboratories
or in industrial applications where precise standards are
required in a production line environment. Each station
could provide any voltage, for example, from 0 to 10 V.
The main system could easily be safeguarded against in-
experienced operators, and stations having accuracies
ranging from 10 ppm to 0.03 ppm could all be on the same
system.

A prototype station which provides this type of ser-
vice is now being maintained in the Electricity Division
of NBS at the 10-ppm level of accuracy. It is a self-service
unit with a range of 0 to 10 V and is being used for digital
voltmeter calibrations by the NBS staff.

Additional uses for our transfer cable at the nonmagnetic
facility will be to provide a transfer for the absolute-volt
experiment presently in progress at the facility. An abso-
lute-ampere experiment is in the planning stages and this
cable will also be used to transfer this measurement to
the 2e/h laboratory.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Current transport has increased the accuracy with which
we can determine y,' in the NBS units and at the same
time has reduced the burden of maintaining a high quality
voltage standard at the nonmagnetic facility. We can
now measure the current in our solenoid with an accuracy
on the order of 0.0.5 ppm in terms of the NBS electrical
units as maintained via fundamental constants. This
allows us to draw definitive conclusions about the stability
of our solenoid dimensions or NMR measuring system.
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This system demonstrates the feasibility of transferring
precision voltages over even longer cables with accuracies
comparable to the present state of the art of maintaining
standard cells in terms of 2s/h.
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The EMF-Temperature Coefficient of "Acid" Standard Cells
of the Saturated Cadmium Sulfate Type from 15 to 40* C
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(February 9, 1972)

This paper gives the results of new measurements of the effect of temperature on the electromotive
force of standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type. Measurements were made over the
temperature range of 15 to 40 *C. Twelve cells of NBS manufacture and twenty-four cells supplied by
two different commercial manufacturers were used in the studies. Final results were analyzed by the
method of least squares using computer programs. The relation between emf and temperature for NBS,
company 1, and company 2 cells was found to be given, respectively, by:

E,=E2o.c- [40.44 (t-20) +0.921 (t-20)2 -0.00866 (t-20)3 ] X 10-8 V,
E,=E2o-e- [40.14 (t--20) +0.888 (t-20)2-0.00668 (t-20)3 ] x 10-6 V,
Ej=E2o-c- [39.28 (t-20) +0.986 (t-20)2 -0.00943 (t-20)3 ] x 10-6 V.

Values for the entropy and heat-capacity changes for the cell reaction in "acid" standard cells are
also given.

Key words: EMF-temperature coefficients of standard cells; standard cells; entropy changes in standard
cells; heat-capacity changes in standard cells; effect of acid on standard cells.

1. Introduction

In a recent paper [1]1 the thermodynamics of
standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type
were given. That paper dealt with so-called "neutral"
standard cells to which no sulfuric acid is intentionally
added when the cell is constructed. The electromotive
forces (emfs) were known in terms of the legal volt
maintained by the National Bureau of Standards and
the emf-temperature coefficient was that derived from
the international formula [2, 3, 4] but converted to the
V69 and tea scales of voltage and temperature [1],
respectively.

It is now common practice to add sulfuric acid in
small amounts, between approximately 0.03 and 0.1
N (or 0.015 and 0.05 M), to standard cells to reduce
the formation of the basic mercurous sulfate,
Hg20 - Hg2SO4 which is formed in the hydrolysis of
mercurous sulfate according to the equation:

2 Hg2SO4(s)+ H 2 0(1) Hg20 - Hg2SO4(s)

+ H2SO4(aq) (1)

where s solid, 1= liquid, and aq aqueous. Gouy [5]
and Hager and Hulett [6] found that the equilibrium
concentration of H2SO 4 formed in the hydrolysis of
mercurous sulfate (eq (1)) was 0.002 N while Craig

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end cf this paper.

and Vinal [7] found it to be 0.00198 N at 0 *C and
0.00216 N at 28 *C thus showing that it did not change
appreciably with temperature. Cadmium sulfate, the
solute used to prepare the solution in a standard
cell also hydrolyzes to form sulfuric acid, the equilib-
rium concentration being 0.00092 N at 25 *C [8]. This
concentration is insufficient to prevent hydrolysis-
of mercurous sulfate although sometimes cadmium
sulfate, especially if prepared from cadmium nitrate
and sulfuric acid or digested with sulfuric acid, con-
tains occluded sulfuric acid in sufficient amount to
prevent the hydrolysis of mercurous sulfate and is
therefore present through inadvertence. Usually,
however, sulfuric acid in small amount is added to the
cadmium sulfate electrolyte when the cells are con-
structed. Solutions 0.03 to 0.06 N with respect to
sulfuric acid are generally used because mercurous
sulfate exhibits a minimum solubility in the range from
0.04 to 0.08 N. Higher concentrations of acid cause
excessive gassing at the cadmium-amalgam electrode.

Although the effect of the addition of sulfuric acid
on the emf of saturated standard cells is we)) rown
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] published results do not agree as
to the effect of the addition of sulfuric acid on the emf-
temperature coefficient. Obata and Ish)ba t ;2]
determined the emf-temperature coefficient of acid
cells over a wide range of acidities, namely, 0.078
to 0.756 N and for temperatures from 15.67 to 29.57
C and concluded that "the use of the acid electrolyte
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has very little effect on the temperature coefficient
of the cell; the cell containing an electrolyte acidified to
0.76 N [too high for emf stability] has a temperature
coefficient only 11 percent larger than the neutral
one." For 0.078 N their value of -42.5 sV fo,- dE/dT
at 20 *C may be compared with -40.64 pV for the
neutral cell [1]; it is evident, therefore, that their
results even for low acidity show that addition of acid
increases the emf-temperature coefficient.

However, Vosburgh and Eppley [15] stated that a
cell made with saturated cadmium sulfate to which
0.015 M sulfuric acid was added had the same emf-
temperature coefficient as the neutral cell, while they
later [16] stated that the change in emf between 25
and 35 *C for some cells with electrolytes containing
0.01 mol sulfuric acid per liter of solution is slightly
less than that of neutral cells. Also later, Vosburgh
[17] after measuring the emf of acid cells from 15 to
40 0C stated that "Wolff's temperature formula was
found to hold for all [cells], the presence of acid being
found to have little or no effect on the temperature
coefficient." Vosburgh had used cells with sulfuric
acid concentrations of 0.021, 0.035, 0.048, 0.064, and
0.078 mol per liter. Also the National Physical Labora-
tory [18] stated that the temperature coefficients of
standard cells of acidities from 0.05 to 0.5 N show no
particular correlation with the acidity.

At about the same time this latter work was done, the
Electrotechnical Laboratory of Japan [12] also investi-
gated the effect of acid on the emf-temperature coeffi-
cient of saturated standard cells; acidities ranged from
0.008 to 1.0 N and the temperature range was 15 to
30 *C. Ishibashi and Ishizaki [12] who conducted the
investigation found that the emf-temperature coeffi-
cients of cells with electrolytes of low acidity were
irregular and some of them were smaller than those
for neutral cells. They also stated that "the cells acidi-
fied up to 0.08 mol/liter (0.16 N) have practically the
same temperature coefficient of emf as given by Wolff
and Waters' equation, so far as the accuracy f only
0.005 percent is required [i.e., the same as neutral
cells]. The coefficient for separate cells, however,
must be determined whenever the accuracy of about
0.001 percent is required."

Vigoureux and Watts [19] also measured the emf
of "acid" cells as a function of temperature over the
range of -20 to 40 0C. The solvent for the electrolyte,

8
C1SO4 - 3 H2 0, in these cells was decinormal sulfuric

acid; therefore, the cell acidity was 0.077 N. Vigoureux
and Watts did not, however, give comparisons with
"neutral" cells except to cite reference [18] to the
effect that the acidity of the electrolyte does not
affect the temperature coefficient to an appreciable
extent.

2. Experimental Detail

Owing to the various results reported above on the
emf-temperature coefficients of "acid" standard
cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type and the
increased use of "acid" cells it was decided to make

new measurements of the emf-temperature coefficient
of the "acid" type of cell. Accordingly, 12 cells made
at NBS in December 1955 were selected for the study.
These cells were made with 10 percent cadmium
amalgam, electrolytic mercurous sulfate, and crystals

8.
of CdSO 4 - 3 H 20 having a diameter of about 2 to 4

mm. The saturated solution of cadmium sulfate was
acidified to 0.021 N by the addition of sulfuric acid.
The cells were of the H-form and were assembled as
outlined in reference [8]; see also references [20] and
[21] for descriptions of the preparations of saturated
standard cells at the National Bureau of Standards.
These cells were also used in 1966 in the transfer of
the "volt standard" from the old NBS site in Wash'
ington to the new NBS site in Gaithersburg, Md.
[22, 23].

In addition two different manufacturers of standard
cells each supplied 12 "acid" saturated standard cells
for the study. These are subsequently referred to as
commercial 1 cells or C1 cells and as commercial 2
cells or C2 cells. These cells were about 2 years old
at the start of the study. They were also of the H-form
and were made with 10 percent cadmium amalgam
and electrolytic mercurous sulfate. The C1 cells had a
stated acidity of 0.061 N (except cell C1B which was
replaced by one of acidity of 0.044 N for the measure-
K ;ents in Gaithersburg, Md.; the former one of acidity
of 0.061 N was broken in transit from Washington,
D.C. to Gaithersburg, Md.) and were made with

8
crystals of CdSO4 - 3 H20 of 4,8, and 10 mm in diam-

eter. The C2 cells had a stated acidity of 0.025 N and

the crystals of CdSO 4 - - H 20 over the mercurous
3

sulfate paste had a consistency of granulated sugar
while those over the amalgam consisted of a mixture
of crystals of the consistency of granulated sugar and
of larger crystals about 8 mm in diameter. The depth
of mercurous paste was about 1.3 cm in NBS cells,
1.5 cm in C1 cells, and 1.7 cm in C2 cells.

Studies of the effect of temperature on the emf
of these 36 cells were started in December 1961.
The cells were housed in an oil bath maintained within

0.001 *C at each of the temperatures used in the
study on the day measurements of the emf were made.
The temperatures were read with a calibrated Pt-
resistance thermometer and the emfs were measured
to 0.1 V with a Brooks comparator [24]. After a change
in temperature the cells were maintained at least
one week at the new temperature before readings of
the emf were taken. At least ten readings over a period
of two weeks were made at each temperature. The
sequence of the temperatures, the groups of cells used
at each temperature, and the time interval from the
termination of the last of the initial readings at 28
*C to the time of the last readings at subsequent
temperatures are given in table 1.

Various interruptions, most notably the move of NBS
from Washington, D.C. to Gaithersburg, Md., in 1966,
delayed completion of the study until September,
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TABLE 1. Sequence of measurements

Time intervals (days)* for
Sequence of G;roups of
temperatures cells NBS C1 cells C2 cells

cells

Washington, D.C.

28 *C NBS, Cl, C2 0 0 0
32 C NBS C1,C2 42 59 44
35*C NBS C1C2 108 105 108
38*C NBS, C1, C2 147 147 147
40*C NBS. CI. C2 190 197 190
35*C NBS, Cl, C2 253 266 265
28 C NBS, Cl, C2 351 352 351
20 C NBS, C1. C2 506 507 506
20*C NBS, Cl. C2 625 629 628
25*C NBS, Cl, C2 741 742 741

Gaithersburg, Md.

15 *C C1, C2 .............. 1938 1937
25 *C N BS 2246 .............................
20 *C NBS 2303 .............................
15 *C N BS 2414 .............................

*From final date at one temperature o final date at subsequent
temperature.

1968. Owing to the time period, about 7 years, con-
sumed in the study, the cells showed slight drifts in emf
with time. These were made evident by comparing
the mean emf of the 12 cells of each group at those
temperatures where second sets of measurements
were made. The average changes or drift rates were
found to be 3.62 x 10-9 V/day for the NBS cells, 2

2.71 x 10-9 V/day for the C1 cells, and 9.6 x 10-10
V/day for the C2 cells.

First the observed emfs without drift-rate corrections
were ftted to the third-order equation: 3

E,= E20 -,-+a(t-20) +/(t-20) 2 +y(t-20)3

(2)

by the method of least squares using a computer pro-
gram: E2 o 0c is the emf at 20 0C and a, /3, and y are
constants. The values of a, #, and y for the NBS, Cl,
and C2 cells are given, respectively, in tables 2, 3,
and 4. The mean standard deviations are given for
a, J3, and y and the uncertainties in the fit, la-, are
standard deviations of the fit of the data to equation
(2). Corrections for drifts in emf with time were then
made for each cell. These were obtained from the
equation:

E'- E= AE= a'(t-20) +P'(t-20) 2+ y'(t-20)3

(3)

where E' is the corrected emf and a'= a+ A, /3' =
/3+ A, and y'=y+ A with A being the correction to
the constants of eq (2). The final values for the con-
stants for each cell and the averages are given within
the parentheses in tables 2, 3, and 4.

Final recommended values for a, ,, and y for each
type of cell are given at the bottom of tables 2, 3, and
4; data for cell C2J were omitted in arriving at a final
value owing to the large standard deviation of the fit
to eq (2). Thus, for NBS cells of 0.021 N acidity,

Et=E2 oo-- [40.44(t-?0)+0921(t-20) 2

- 0.00866(t - 20) 3 ] x 10-6V (4)

TABLE 2. Coefficients in the equation: E=EOc(+a(t-20)+#(t-20) 2+(t-20) 3 for National Bureau of Standards cells

(On Vs. and to,. scales)
Cell No. E20. c

V a R y
AV pV sV V

NBS1157 #a1.0186569(4) *- 40.4096(.01) *- 0.9271( .008) *0.0077(.00070) 1.3194
NBSII58 1.0186598(3) - 40.4076(.01) -0.9498(.003) .0086(.00061) 1.2891
NBS1159 1.0186597(3) - 40.4971(.01) - 0.9304(.007) .0080(.00069) 1.3941
NBS1I60 1.0186599(4) - 40.4061(.01) - 0.9260(.005) .0077(.00063) 1.0890
NBS1161 1.0186619(6) - 40.7635(.02) - 0.9221(.010) .0080(.00136) 1.9925
NBSl162 1.0186507(3) - 40.2162(.01) - 0.9216(.003) .0075(.00060) 1.0133
NBS1163 1.0186528(2) - 40.3923(.01) - 0.9194(.002) .0077(.00054) 1.4056
NBS1I64 1.0186580(6) - 40.6369(.01) - 0.9221(.008) .0081(.00099) 1.7193
NBS1I65 1.0186529(4) - 40.6680(.01) - 0.8893(.008) .0069(.00070) 1.5041
NBS166 1.0186549(1) - 40.7567(0) -0.8840(0) .0067(.00032) 1.3328
NBS1167 1.0186602(6) - 40.1705(.01) - 1.0128(.009) .0114(.00104) 2.3725
NBS1168 1.0186537(2) -40.1258(0) -0.9170(.001) .0071(.00035) 0.5679
mean 1.0186564(4) - 40.4542(.01) - 0.9268(.001:) .0080(.00071) ..................
C .. 0.0630 0.0093 .00035 1.4847
final ............................. - 40.44 - 0.921 0.00866 1.5

# Values within parentheses are negative.
* All values within parentheses are positive corrections for drift in emf with time.
a Values in parentheses for this column are corrections for the last decimals in the emf or should be multiplied by 10-.

' Earlier observations, from December 1955 to December 1961 also gave this drift rate 3 Inspections showed that a second-order equation was inadequate whereas a fourth-
for these cells. order equation gave no better fit to the experimental data than a third-order equation.
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TABLE 3. Coefficients in the equation: E = E_ .c + a (t -20) + 3 (t -20)2+ y (t -20? for Company I cells

(On Ves and tNO scales)
Cell No. Ez C

V a Q Y
V V V sV

CIA # -1.0186005(8) *- 40.1148(0) *-0.8902(.001) *0.0061(.00008) 0.4947
CIB 1.0185969(24) -40.5868(0) -. 0.8039(.001) .0031(.00033) .4359
CIC 1.0185995(27) -40.1137(.01) -0.8963(.001) .0064(.00035) .6385
CID 1.0186021(43) -40.2768(.01) -0.8933(.003) .0065(.00050) .8085
CIE 1.0185992(45) -40.4774(.01) -0.8608(.003) .0055(.00054) .6251
CIF 1.0186026(51) -40.3271(.01) -0.9174(.004) .0073( .00058) .7664
CIG 1.0186006(32) -40.0042(.01) -0.9063(.001) .0067( .00042) .2867
C1H 1.0186011(61) -40.1528(.01) -0.8850(.007) .0060( .00059) .3872
C11 1.0186007(40) -39.9425(.01) -0.9064(.002) .0067( .00050) .4037
C1J 1.0186000(32) -39.8191(.01) -0.9244(.001) .0072( .00042) .7741
C1K 1.0185987(37) -39.9253(.01) -0.9095(.002) .0067(. 00046) .7795
C1L 1.0185999(67) -40.0702(.01) -0.9015(.008) .0067( .00062) .5839
mean 1.0186002(38) -40.1509(.01) -0.8913(.003) .0062( .00044) ...................
crm .............................. 0.0662 0.0093 0.00029 0.6067
final ......................... 40.14 -0.888 0.00668 0.6

# Values within parentheses are negative
*All values within parentheses are positive corrections for drift in emf with :ime.a Values in parentheses for this column are corrections for the last decimals in the emf or should be multiplied by 10-.

TABLE 4. Coefficients in the equation: E= E2 0 .(+a (t-20) +16 (t-20)+ y (t-20 forCompany2 cells

(On VIs and toe scales)
Cell No. Ewo O

V a (3 V
V V V sV

C2A a1.0186219(52) *-38.8723(.01) -1.0420(.005) 0.0109(.00060) 1.9416
C2B #1.0186231(21) -39.6109(0) -0.9413(.001) .0075(.00031) 1.1653
C2C 1.0186221(4) -39.4001(0) -0.9683(0) .0084(.00007) 1.5217
C2D #1.0186220(10) -40.2280(0) -0.8616(0) # .0051(.00018) 0.8837
C2E 1.0186223(31) -38.9803(.01) -1.0480(.001) .0112(.00045) 1.7775
C2F 1.0186214(31) -39.3767(.01) -0.9904(.001) .0095(.00045) 1.3334
C2G 1.0186254(15) -39.2822(0) -0.9942(.001) .0094( .00020) 1.6330
C2H 1.0186199(23) -38.9568(.01) -1.0350(.001) C.106( .00031) 1.8220
C21 #1.0186169(42) -40.2187(.01) -0.8390(.003) .0040( .00053) 2.0724
C2J #1.0186041(368) #-39.9149(1.45) #-0.7728(.240) .0008(.00950) 7.2131
C2K 1.0186217(46) -38.5832(.01) -1.0853(.004) .0124( .00054) 2.5660
C2L #1.0186218(4) -38.7256(0) -1.0649(0) #-.0115(.00007) 2.3618
mean #1.0186202(20) #-39.3458(.12) #--0.9702(.019) .0084(.00035) .................
am .............................. 0.1669 0.0262 .00101 2.7024

mean-C2J 1.0186217(11) -39.2941(.01) -0.9382(.002) .0091(.00029) ..................
am ........... 0.1669 0.0243 .00081 1.7991
final .............................. - 39.28 - 0.986 .00943 1.8

# Values within parentheses are negative.
*All values within parentheses are positive corrections for drift in emf with time unless noted.
a Values in parentheses for this column are corrections for the last decimals in the emf or should be multiplied by 10-.

for C1 cells of 0.061 N acidity,

Et=E2 zo- [40.14(t - 20) + 0.888(t - 20) 2

- 0.00668(t - 20) 3] x 10-eV (5)

for C2 cells of 0.025 N acidity,

Et= E20- o- [39.28(t -20) + 0.986(t -20)2

- 0.00943(t - 20) 3 ] x 10-6V. (6)

At about the same time covered by this investigation,
Froehlich and Melchert, with the assistance of Steiner,
in the laboratories of the Physikalisch-Technische

Bundesanstalt, also carried out a study of the emf-
temperature coefficient of "acid" standard cells over
the range of 10 to 30 *C and published their results
in April, 1971 [25]. The pH of the electrolyte used
in the cells was 1.4:- 0.2; the hydrogen-ion activity
was, therefore, of the order of 0.04. No concentration
value was given; from known values of the activity
coefficient of saturated cadmium sulfate solution,
namely, 0.03641 [1] and of sulfuric acid of the same
ionic strength, namely, 0.208 [26], and the density of
the saturated solution [27] the normality calculated
from the pH value given by Froehlich and Melchert
would appear to be about 0.26 N. However, the emfs
given for 20 *C by Froehlich and Melchert indicate
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that the acidity was about 0.03-0.04 N. Ten cells were
used in the study, two each of about three, four, five,
seven, and nine years old at the time of the measure-
ments. The emfs at 20 *C ranged from 1.0186053 V
to 1.0186457 V; no correlation with pH was given,
however, a relation between E and dE/dT may be
calculated from their data and is shown later.

From the results obtained for the ten cells over
a temperature range of 10 to 30 *C and taking cog-
nizance of drifts in emf with time. Froehlich and
Melchert [25] arrived at:

E,=E2 0 oc - [39.78(t - 20) + 0.936(t - 20)2

-0.0086(t-20) 3 ] X 10-6V (7)

for the relation between emf and temperature.
In table 5, values for dE/dT from 15 to 40 *C are

given for NBS, C1, and C2 cells. The standard devia-.
tion, o-, of an individual value and the standard
deviation of the mean, o,-, are also given. The values
of dE/dT given by the international formula (Int),
the equation of Vigoureux and Watts (VW), and of
Froehlich and Melchert (FM) are given for comparison.
Also the mean emfs are given at the bottom of the table.

Inspection of the data shows that there is no corre-
lation between dE/dT and the normality of the solution.
This is clearly shown in figure 1 for values of dE/dT
at 20 *C; similar results are found for the other tem-
peratures. It is evident, as was stated earlier by
Ishibashi and Ishizaki [12] that the emf-temperature
coefficients of cells with electrolytes of low acidity
are irregular. Since the emf is decreased by the
addition of acid it remains that dE/dT may be a function
of the emf. This is shown not to be the case in figure 2
where dE/dT at 20 *C is plotted against the emf at
20 *C; 10.5 AV (see ref. [8] for this factor) were sub-

-44

.43

4-2
I-

m

m

-41F_
0International

40

0

tracted from the emfs of Ishibashi and Ishizaki to
place their emfs on the United States of America
base of reference for the volt. It is evident from figure
2 that there is no clear correlation between E and
dE/dT over the acidity range of 0 to 0.06 N. As also
stated earlier by Ishibashi and Ishizaki for a precision
of 0.005 percent the addition of acid has little or no
effect on dE/dT while for a precision of 0.001 percent
the individual values of dE/dT must be experimentally
determined. Furthermore, drift rates must be deter-
mined if the highest precision is required.

One point is significant in figure 2, namely, that
some of the emf data of NBS and ETL at 20 *C exceed
that normally attributed to "neutral" cells and that
some of the emfs reported by Froehlich and Melchert
are very close to that for the so-called "neutral" cell.
The international value of the emf of "neutral" cells
was based on the measurements made with cells
with chemically prepared and with dc-electrolytic
mercurous sulfate. Wolff and Waters [2] showed that
dc-electrolytic mercurous sulfate, on the average,
gave cells with emfs exceeding by 16.8 V those made
with chemically prepared mercurous sulfate. Since
dc-electrolytic mercurous sulfate was used in the cells
discussed herein, this value of 16.8 V was added to
the international value and is designated as "corrected
emf" in figure 2. With this correction the emfs of the
NBS cells approximate that of the so-called "neutral"
cell; apparently, the acid in the cells is largely neutral-
ized by the alkaline constituent of the glass container
during the aging period (this is exhibited by the upward
drift in emf with time, as mentioned earlier in this
paper).

Finally in table 6 values of the second derivative,
d2E/dT2, and in table 7 values of the entropy and heat-
capacity changes for the cell reaction in "acid"

for 20 C

e
0

X0

0.02 0.U4

a0 actv ty N'

0.06 0.8 0.1

FIGURE 1. Emf-temperature coefficients of saturated standard cells and the normality
of sulfuric acid in the electrolyte in the cell.

O-National Bureau of Standards [1
e-National Physical Laboratory [18.
M-Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tokyo [12.
x- Physikaliach-Technische Bundesenstalt [251
O--Vigoureux and Watts 1191
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®-Obata and Ishibashi [141
O-Company 1.
t--Company 2.
0-International formula [2,3.4).
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TABL 5. Erni-repertuure cofficients of -acid" standardf

15 C 2PC I 25 *C
No.*

NBS NBS C1 C1 C2 NBS C1 C2

1 -30.60 -30.76 -2.W63 - 40.42 -40.11 -38.86 -48.98 -48.54 - 48.37
2 -30.24 I -32.30 '29.62 - 40.40 - 40.59 - 39.61 - 49.17 -48.36 - 48.43
3 - 30.60 - 30.64 - 29.08 - 40.49 -40.10 -39.40 -49.07 -48,55 -48.45
4 - 305% -30.84 - 31.24 -40.40 - 40.27 -40.23 -48.98 -48,64 -48,48
5 -30.92 -31.44 . - 27,63 - 40,.74 - 40.47 - 38.97 -49,16 - 48.59 - 48.57
6 -30.41 -30.59 - 28.3 -40,21 -40.32 - 39.37 -48.78 -48.86 - 48.51
7 -30.59 - 30.41 - 28.63 - 40.38 -39.99 - 39.28 -48.94 -48.51 -48.49
8 - 30.80 - 30.87 - 27,79 - 40.63 - 40.14 - 38.95 -4909 -4843 - 4.47
9 - 31.28 - 30.35 - 31.51 - 40.66 - 39.93 - 40.21 - 48.90 - 48.44 - 48.23

10 - 31.19 - 30.011 (- 30.461 - 40.76 - 39.81 r -41.36) - 49.07 -48.47 (- 50.72)
i1 - 2;. o - 10.30 -26.79 -40.16 -39.92 -38.57 -49.27 -48.45 44,42
mn 04I - -40.13 -40.06 - 38.73 -48.73 -48.45 - 48.

mean -3o.58 - 30.76 23.72 40.45 -40.14 e-39.29 - 49.01 -4852 48.45
a 0.;7 0.410 1.559 0.216 0.232 0.354 0, 14 0. 0, ow(To .161 -118 .470 a .062 .067 - .167 .046 .027 .02 i

Int. 30.39( 04) - 40.64(.04) - 40.39(.(4)
VW I- 9,791 71) -39.40(.55) -48.02(.55)
FM - 78(.06) - 39.78(.05) - 48.50(.03)

E(NBS) 1.0188353 I 1.0186572 1.0184331
E(C1) i.0187817 1. 0186040 1.0183819
E(C2) a 1.018-91,4 1.111816228 1. U1840,'9
FM 1.0187982 1.0186238 1.0184026
Int. 1.0188224 1.0186442 1.0184185

* Numbers are in sequence for cells NBS. C21. and C2 given in tables 2, 3, and 4.
Values in parentheses are a.. standard deviation of the mean.

" Maximum uncertainty of deviations from given formula.
Eleven cells only; data for cell No. 10 omitted.
Vigoureux and Watts gave only the differences between emnfs at a particular temperature and emfs of reference cells at 20 C.

TABLE 6. The second dericauze, dE/dPT

15 * 20 *C 25 *C

NBS C1 C2 NBS C1 T C2 NBS Cl (22

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
mean
0'

0e.

Int.
V R'
FM

- 2.090
- 2.170
- 2.108
- 2.092
-2.105
- 2.080
- 2.082
-2.101
- 1.991
- 1.979
- 2.381
- 2.056
- 2.103

0.088
.025

- 1,964
- 1.711
- 1.993
- 1.991
- 1.897
- 2.063
- 2.024
- 1.954
- 2.025
- 2.075
- 2.030

- 1.978
0.096
.028

a- 2.2001.005)
- 2.049(.08)
-'2.130(.007)

- 2.419
- 2.115
- 2.191
- 1.871
- 2.444

2,," )'

- 2.274
- 2.395
- 1.808

(-2.335)
- 2.551
- 2.473
- 2.25x%
0.212

.067

- 1.838
- 1.894
- 1.847
- 1.842
- 1.824
- 1.837
- .835
- 1.828
- 1.763
- 1.768
- 2.008
- 1.8.32
- 1.843

0.058
.017

-1.778
- 1.606
- 1.791
- 1.781
- 1,716
- 1.827
- 1.811
- 1.756
- 1.809
- 1.847
- 1.815
- 1.787
- 1.777

0.064
.019

- 1.900(.003)
- 1.806(.06)
- 1.872(.004)

- 2.074
-1.881
-1.937
- 1.723
-2.094
- 1,979

I -1.986
-2.068
- 1.672

-2.163
- 2.130
- 1.973

0.159
.048

- 1.58'5
- 1,617
- 1.586
- 1.592
- 1.543
- 1.594
- 1.588
- 1.556
- 1.535
- 1.$57
- 1.634
- 1.509
- 1.575

0.036
.010

- 1.593.
- 1.501
- 1.588
- 1.571
- 1.534
- 1.590
- 1.597
- 1.558
- 1.593
- 1.618
- 1.600
- 1.570
- 1.576

0.031
.009

- 1.600003)
- 1.653 ( .06)
- 1.614(.0071

1.729
1.646
1.683
1.676
1.745
1.680
1.698
1.741
1.536
1.717)
1.774
1.787
1.709
0.070

.021

*Numbers are in sequence for cells \NBS. Cl, and C2 given in tables 2.3. and 4.
Values in parentheses aret o,, standard deviation of the mean.

b Maximum uncertainty of deviations from giver. formula.
" Eleven cells only: data for cell No. 10 omitted.
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cells of Ore saturated cadmium sulfate type, yVI*C

30 C 35*C 40*C

NBS C1 C2 NBS Cl C2 NBS C1 C2

-56.28 -56.04 -56.15 -62.32 -62.62 -62.21 -67.10 -- 68.27 -66.54
- 56.57 -55.62 - 56.07 - 62.58 -62.36 -62.55 - 67.22 -68.59 -67.85
- 56.35 - 55.98 - 56.23 - 62.32 -62.41 -62.73 - 67.00 -67.82 -67.97
-56.32 -55.97 -55.98 -62.40 -62.25 -62.76 -67.24 -67.48 -68.79
-56.18 -55.81 -56.42 -61.79 - 62.12 -62.52 -66.00 -67.53 -66.87
-56.15 --56.22 -56.17 -62.30 -62.40 -62.33 -67.23 -67.40 -67.00
-56.08 -55.96 -56.27 -62.34 -62.35 -62.60 -67.19 -67.66 -67.49
-56.18 -55.73 -56.35 -61.91 -62.03 -62.60 -66.28 -67.35 -67.21
-56.00 -55.86 -55.57 -61.97 -62.20 -62.23 -66.79 -67.47 -68.21
- 56.33 - 55.99 c(- 58.53) -62.54 -62.37 1(- 64.80) - 67.69 -67.60 (- 69.52)
-56.50 -55.92 - 56.32 - 61.88 -62.31 -62.28 -66.75 -67.62 -66.30
-56.21 -55.76 -56.59 -62.58 -61.96 -62.96 -67.63 -67.12 -67.61
-56.26 - 55.91 - 56.19 -62.24 -62.28 C- 62.52 - 67.03 -67.66 - 67.44

0.165 0.160 0.26 0.284 0.179 0.241 0.521 0.405 0.688
.048 .046 .. 7 .082 .052 .073 .150 .117 .297

- 56.63(.04) - 62.37(.06) -66.60(.09)
e- 56.10(.63) -64.08(.70) -72.41(.70)
-55.92

Electromotive
forces d

1.0181694 1.0178726 1.0175493
1.0181205 1.0178246 1.0174994

S1.0181408 I 1.0178436 1.0175182
1.0181410
1.0181528 1.0178547 1.0175317

e Based on four cells only; Vigoureux and Watts considered their results above 28C to be less reliable than those for lower temperatures.
Int. International formula [2, 3, 41.
VW Vigoureux and Watts [191.
FM Froehlich and Melchert [25.

for saturated standard cells, V/*C/*C

30*C 35*C 40*C

NBS C1 C2 NBS C1 C2 NBS C1 C2

- 1.334 - 1.408 - 1.384 -1.062 - 1.222 - 1.039 -0.830 - 1.037 -0.694
- 1.341 - 1.396 - 1.412 - 1.065 - 1.291 - 1.078 -0.788 - 1.186 -0.943
-1.325 -1.386 -1.428 -1.065 -1.183 -1.174 -0.804 -0.981 -0.920
-1.342 -1.361 -1.428 -1.092 -1.151 - 1.280 -0.842 -0.941 -1.133
- 1.263 - 1.353 - 1.395 - 0.982 - 1.172 - 1.046 - 0.701 - 0.991 - 0.696
- 1.351 - 1.354 - 1.381 - 1.108 - 1.118 - 1.083 - 0.865 - 0.881 - 0.784
- 1.340 - 1.383 - 1.410 - 1.093 - 1.170 - 1.122 - 0.846 - 0.956 - 0.834
- 1.283 - 1.361 - 1.413 - 1.010 - 1.163 - 1.086 - 0.737 - 0.965 - 0.759
- 1.307 - 1.377 - 1.400 - 1.079 - 1.161 - 1.264 -0.851 -0.945 - 1.128
- 1.347 - 1.390 (- 1.408) - 1.136 - 1.161 (- 1.099) - 0.926 -0.932 (- 0.790)
-1.261 -1.385 - 1.386 -0.888 -1.171 -0.996 -0.515 -0.956 -0.610
- 1.385 - 1.353 - 1.444 - 1.162 - 1.136 - 1.101 - 0.938 -0.919 - 0.758
- 1.323 - 1.392 -1.408 - 1.072 - 1.177 - 1.116 -0.804 -0.974 -0.842

0.038 0.080 0.02,E 0.068 0.044 0.106 0.113 0.077 0.172
.011 .023 .006 .020 .013 .032 .033 .022 .052

- 1.300(.003) - 1.000(.005) - 0.700(.008)
- 1.590(.07) d- 1.617(.08) d- 1.734(.09)
- 1.356(.013) .......................

d Vigoureux and Watts gave only differences between emfs at a particular temperature and emf of reference cells at 20*C.
Int. International formula [2,3,4].
VW Vigoureux and Watts [19].
FM Froehlich and Melchert [251.
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TABLE 7. Entropy and heat-capacity changes for the reaction in "acid" standard cells of the saturated cadimum sulfate type

Entropy changes,J K-' mol-t

AcidityN 15*C 20*C 25*C 30*C 350 C 40*C

International [2.3,4] 0.00092 -5.86 -7.84 -9.53 -10.93 -12.04 -12.85
NBS .02) -5.90 -7.81 -9.46 -10.86 -12.01 -12.94
FM * -5.75 -7.68 -9.36 -10.79 ........................................
C2 .025 -5.54 -7.58 -9.35 -10.84 -12.06 -13.01
Cl .061 -5.94 -7.75 -9.36 -10.79 -12.02 -13.06

VW .077 -5.75 -7.60 -9.27 a(-10.83) o(-12.37) a(-13.97)
T herm ochem ical[1] 0 ................ ................. - 9.58 ..............................................................

Heat-capacity changes,J K-' mol-t

International [2,3,4] 0.00092 -122.33 -107.48 -92.06 -76.05 -59.46 -42.30
NBS .021 -116.94 -104.26 -90.62 -77.40 -63.75 -48.59
FM * -118.44 - 105.90 -92.86 -79.33 ................. ...................
C2 .025 -125.45 -111.71 -98.33 -82.37 -66.36 -50.88
C1 .061 -109.99 -101.64 -90.68 -81.43 -69.99 --58.96

VW .077 -113.94 -102.17 -95.10 a(-93.02) "(-96.15) ! a(- 104.79)
T herm ochem ical[1] 0 .................................. - 93.72 .............................................................

* pH=1.4 0.2; aH. - 0.04.
a Based on four cells only[19].

International-International formula [2,3,4].
FM Froehlich and Melchert [25].
VW Vigoureux and Watts[19].

64 66

pV(E - 1.018))

FIGURE 2. Emf-temperature coefficients of saturated standard cells
and the emf of the cell.

O-National Bureau of Standards 11.
0-Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tokyo [121.
X-Physikalach-Technische Bundesanstah 1251

0-Company 1.

Q-Company 2.
0-International formula (2,3,41
0-Corrected international emf.

standard cells are given. The entropy change for the
"acid" cells is in all cases less than those observed
for the so-called "neutral" cell while the heat-capacity
change for "acid" cells relative to the "neutral" cell
is less well defined.
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This paper gives data on the thermodynamic functions of standard cells of the saturated cad-
mium sulfate type, as obtained from calorimetric and equilibrium data at 25 *C or from the electro-
motive forces (emfs) and emf-temperature coefficients of the cell for the temperature range of 0 to
43.6 *C. The functions considered are the changes in Gibbs energy, enthalpy. entropy. and heat capacity
for the cell reaction. The electromotive forces are expressed on the Vog volt and the tes temperature
scale. Results are expressed on the SI and for comparisons with literature data in terms of the defined
thermochemical calorie. The effect of expressing the emf-temperature coefficient as a function Mf
temperature in different ways on the values for the changes in entropy and heat capacity for the cell
reaction is discussed. Finally, the observed emf of the standard cell at 25 *C is compared with emfs
calculated from various values reported for the standard potentials of the cadmium-amalgam and mer-
cury-mercurous sulfate electrodes and the activity coefficient of cadmium sulfate in saturated aqueous
solution.

Key words: Emf-temperature coefficients of standard cells; emfs of standard cells; standard potential
of standard cells; thermodynamics of standard cells.

1. Introduction

It is the purpose of this paper to present data on the
thermodynamic functions of standard cells of the sat-
urated cadmium sulfate type,' as obtained from calori-
metric and chemical equilibrium data, and to compare
these data with those obtained from the electromotive
force (emf) and emf-temperature coefficient of the cell.
The thermodynamic functions considered are the
changes in Gibbs energy (free energy), AG; enthalpy
(heat content), AH; entropy, AS; and heat capacity at
constant pressure, AC,, where the changes are equal
to the differences between the thermodynamic quan-
tities of the products and the reactants of the cell re-
action. Thermodynamically, these are given or are
related by:

where T is the Kelvin temperature (defined in the ther-
modynamic scale by assigning 273.16 K to the triple
point of water; freezing point of water, 273.15 K [112).

The thermodynamic functions for a galvanic cell (or
standard cell) may be obtained from its emf, E, and its
emf-temperature coefficient, tiE/dT, and are given by:

AG = -nEF

AH = -nEF+ nFT(dE/dT)

and

AS = nF(dE/dT)

AC, = nFT (d2E/dT2 )

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

AG= AH -TAS=AH+T[d(AG)/dT, ]

AS = f ACpd In T
0o

and

AC,= [d(AH)/dT],

(1) where n iF the number of equivalents involved in the
cell reaction (in the present case n is 2) and F is the

(2) Faraday. F has a value of 96487 coulombs per gram-
equivalent [1, 2, 3, 4] or 23060.9 calories per volt per
gram-equivalent. Accordingly. a comparison may be
made between the thermodynamics of the overall re-
action of a standard cell as determined from calori-

(3) metric and chemical equilibrium data or from emf data.

' Also referred to as the Weston cell after Edward Weston who invented the cel in 1892.

GQr ClY A

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.
Based on the relation I thermochemical calorie (defined) 4.1840 J IlIl.
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2. The Standard Cell (saturated CdSO,, type)

The conventional standard cell of the saturated
cadmium sulfate type,4 considered here, may be
represented by:

(-)Cd, Hg(2p) CdSO4 -- H 2 0(s) C&0 4(ss) CdSO4

8
-8H 2O(s) Hg2SO4 (s) Hg(l)(+)

where the vertical lines indicate the interface between
two distinct phases (the amalgam consists of 2 phases,
one solid and one liquid, but for simplicity vertical
lines are not used in designating it), 2p =2 phases,
ss= saturated solution, s = solid (or paste), and
= liquid. The cell reaction is [5]:

xCd, yHg(2p)+ Hg2 SO4 (s)+ 8/3 CdSO4
m-8/3

m
- mH 2O(ss) -_+ CdSO4 (8)

m - 8/3

8
-3 H 2O(s) +2Hg(l) + (x-1)Cd, yHg(2p)

where x moles of Cd are associated with y moles of
Hg in the amalgam and m is the number of moles of
water associated with 1 mole of CdSO 4 in the satu-
rated solution. Ten percent amalgams are now gen-
erally used, although there is now a trend to a return
to the use of 121-percent amalgams as they are more
suitable for portable (or shippable) cells. At 25 *C m
has a value of 15.089 [6].

The overall reaction for the cell may be considered
as the sum of five reactions, namely:

(a) Cd(s) +Hg 2SO4 (s) -+ CdSO4 (s) +2Hg(l) (9)

(b) CdSO4(s)+ H 2O(l) -+ CdSO4 - H 2 0(s) (10)

5 8
(c) CdSO4 - H2 0(s) + H 2O(l) -+ CdSO4 -3 H20(s)

(11)

() 8/3 8
(d) m-8/3 CdSO 4 - mH 2 O(ss)-+ 3H2O(1)

+ 8/3 CdSO4 -"H2O(s) (12)

and

(e) Cd(10% amalgam)-+ Cd(s)

'This is the type of standard cell presently used in the maintenance of the unit of emf
in National Laboratories,

for which, reaction (e) excepted, calorimetric or
thermal data are available.

3. Calorimetric and Chemical
Equilibrium Data

Reaction (a)
For reaction (a) Cohen, Helderman, and Moesveld

[7] obtained -45.346 cal mol- at 18 *C for the differ-
ence between the heats of formation of CdSO 4 and
Hg2SO4; this difference is also equivalent to the heat
of reaction (a) since the heats of formation of the ele-
ments, Cd and Hg, in their standard states are zero.5

However. Cohen et al. arrived at their value for the heat
of reaction (a) from combined calorimetric and emf
data. They obtained their value by combining the value
for the heat of solution of CdSO4 in water at 18 *C to
give a solution 2.559 percent in CdSO4 with the value
for the heat of reaction of an unsaturated standard cell
(2.559% in CdSO4 ) which they obtained from the ob-
served emf of the cell at 18 *C and the measured emf-
temperature coefficient of the cell at 18 *C.

For our purpose, however, we need to obtain the heat
of reaction (a) directly from calorimetric data. This heat
value may be obtained from the heats of reaction of Cd
and CdSO 4 with other substances and of Hg and Hg 2 SO4
with other substances, as outlined by the following
equations (unfortunately, most of the data were ob-
tained many years ago). In these equations, the num-
bers in parentheses indicate, according to convention,
the number of moles of water in which the substance is
dissolved. Although, according to convention, the moles
of water involved in dilution or solution [eqs (a4) and
(a5) under Cd and CdSO4, for example] are not included
in representing the reaction they are included here so
that the equations balance, but are shown in parenthe-
ses with an asterisk to indicate that the heat of forma-
tion of water is not use d in determining the heat of dilu-
tion or solution. Likewise, when the water contains KI
or KI + 12, it is also shown in parentheses with a super-
script to indicate that the heat of formation of this water,
containing KI or KI + I2, is not used in determining the
heat of dilution or solution (in the summation of the fol-
lowing reactions this quantity cancels). Also, in each
case the values reported in calories were first con-
verted to international joules using the factor used by
the individual authors: these were then converted to
absolute joules using the factor 1.000167 and these in
turn were then converted (for comparison purposes)
to calories using the presently accepted thermochemi-
cal definition of the calorie (see footnote 3) and are des-
ignated by the symbol cf meaning conversion factor.
Also in the equations that follow, s = solid, I= liquid,
and g = gas. The numbers in parentheses after each
value for AH denote the uncertainty, discussed
later.

Calorie is retained for the unit of energy when the literature is cited. More is given on
this point including the use of S later in this paper, The th-ro hetical calorie is present
defined in terms of the joule by the relation given in footnote 3.
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Cd and CdSO 4

(al) Cd(s) + 2 HCI(200) -+ CdC1 2(400) + H 2(g)

AH,('0 *C) = - 17,230(70) cal mol-I = - 72,033(293) J mol-I [8]
AH,(18 *C) = - 17,290(90) cal mol-' = - 72,284(377) J mol-I [8]
AH,(18 *C)cI = - 17,276(90) cal mol- = - 72,284(377) J mol-I

(a2) CdC1 2(400) + BaSO4(s) -+ CdSO 4(200) + BaCl2 (200)

AH 2 (19 *C) =5,683(55) cal mol- = 23,742(230) J mol-I [9]
AH2(18 *C) =5,793(60) cal mol-I = 24,201(251) J mol- [10, 11]
AH2 (18 *C) c =5,784(60) cal mol-I= 24,201(251) J mol-I

(a3) BaCl 2(400) + H 2SO 4(400) -+ BaSO4(s)+ 2 HCl(400)

AH 3(19 *C) = - 9,152(55) cal mol-I = - 38,234(230) J mol-I [9]
AH,(18 *C) = - 9,262(60) cal mol-I= - 38,694(251) J mol-I [10, 11]
AH 3(18 *C)C' = - 9,248(60) cal mol-I = - 38,694(251) J mol-I

(a4) BaCl 2(200) + (200 H 20)* -+ BaC 2(400)

AH4(18 *C) =- 50(1) cal mol-1=- 209(4) J mol-I [12]
AH4(18 C)c' = - 50(1) cal mol-I= - 209(4) J mol-I

(a) 2 HCl(400) -+ 2 HCl(200) + (400 H20)*

AH,(18 *C) = 120(2) cal mol-I= 502(8) J mol-I [12]
AHs(18 oC)c' = 120(2) cal mol-I = 502(8) J mol-I

(a6) H 2SO4(222) + (178 H20)* -+ H 2SO 4(400)

AH6(18 *C) = - 303(3) cal mol-I = - 1,268(12) J mol-I [12]
AH 6(18 *C)cr - 303(3) cal mol-I= - 1,268(12) J mol-I

(a7) CdS04(400) -+ CdSO4(s) + (400 H20)*

AH7 (18 *C) = 10,690(25) cal mol-I=44,756(105) J mol-I [7]
AH(18 *C)c' = 10,697(25) cal mol-' = 44,756(105) J mol-'

(a8) CdSO 4(200) + (200 H 20)* -* CdSO 4(400)

AH8(18 *C) = - 206(2) cal mol-I = - 862(8) J mol-' [12]
AHe(18 C)cf = - 206(2) cal mol-I = - 862(8) J mol-I

sum: Cd(s) + H2SO4(222) -+ CdSO4(s) + H 2(g)+ (222 H20)*

AH,-(18 C)cf = - 10,482(69) cal mol- = - 43,858(289) J mol-I

Hg and Hg 2SO4

(a9) Hg 2SO4(s) + 2 KI(694)* -+ Hg(l) + HgI2 (694) * + K 2SO 4(694)*

* - contains 5.25 moles of KI

AH 9(14 *C) = - 44,100(560) cal mol-I = -- .184,236(2339) J mol-I [13]

(ai0) HgI2(858)- -+ Hg(l) + I2(858)4

4- contains 6.5 moles of KI and 1.0 mole of I2

AHo(14 *C) = 31,300(400) cal mol- = 130,762(1671) J mol-1 .[13]
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(all) I2(858)6 -+ 12(s) + (858 H 20)6*

m-contains 6.5 moles of KI and 1.0 mole of I2

AH 1 (14 *C) = - 200(2) cal mol-' = - 835(8) J mol- [13]

sum of (a9), (a10), and (all): Hg 2SO 4(s) + 2 KI(694)#+ HgI 2(858) -+
2 Hg(1) + Hg1 2(1123)a + K2SO 4(1123)a + I2(s)

a- contains 8.5 moles of KI and 0.5 mole of 12

(14 *C) = - 13,000(162)
(18 *C) = - 12,844(172)
(18 *C)c=f- 12,825(172)

cal mol-I = - 54,309(676) J
cal mol-I = - 53,658(718) J
cal mol- = - 53,658(720) J

mol-I
mol- [10, 11, 14, 15]
molM

(a12) HgI 2(1123)a -+ HgI 2(858)6 + (265 H 20)*

a-contains 2 moles of KI

AH1 2 (18 *C)
AHI 2 (18 *C)cr

= - 2(0.1) cal mol-I = - 8(0.4) J mol- [12]
= - 2(0.1) cal mol- = - 8(0.4) J mol-

(a13) C12(g)+ H2(g) -> 2 HCl(g)

AH, 3 (18 C) = - 44.120(24) cal mol-I = - 184.644(100) J molI [16]
AH 3(18 *C)cf' -44,131(24) cal mol-I =- 184,644(100) J mol-

(a14) 12(s)+ 2 HCl(g) -+ 2 HI (g)+ Cl 2(g)

AH1 4 (22 *C)
AH 14 (18 *C)
MH14(18 *C)cf

= 55.933(100) cal mol- = 233,985(418) J mol-I [17]
= 55,949(110) cal mol-' = 234,053(460) J mol-I [10, 18]
= 55,940(110) cal mol = 234,053(460) J mol-

(al5) 2 HI(g) + (222 H 20)* -- 2 HI(111)

MHIs(18 *C)
AHs(18 *C)c'

- - 38,344(50) cal mol- = - 160,431(209) J mol-I [12]
= - 38,344(50) cal mol-I = - 160,431(209) J mol-I

(a16) 2 HI(100) + 2 KOH(100) -+ 2 KI(200) + 2 H20(1)

AH16 (20 *C)
AHIS(18 *C)
AH16 (18 *C)c

- - 27,830(20) cal mol- = - 116,349(84) J mol-I [19]
= - 28,034(29) cal mol- = - 117,202(121) J mol- [19]
-28,012(29) cal mol-' = - 117,202(121) J mol-I

(a17) 2 KOH(111) + 2 HI(111) + 2 KI(200) -> 2 KOH(100) + 2 HI(100) + 2 KI(222)

AH1 7 (18 *C)
AH1 7(18 *C)cr

= 16(1) cal mol-' = 67(4) J mol-I [12]
= 16(1) cal mol-' =67(4) J mol-I

(a18) 2 KI(222) + (944 H 20)y* -+ 2 KI(694)P

y-contains 10.5 moles of KI

AH 18 (18 *C)
AH1 8(18 *C)c f

= 115(1) cal mol- = 481(4) J mol-I [12]
= 115(1) cal mol-I = 481(4) J mol-I

(a19) K2SO 4(277.5) + 2 H20(1) -+ H 2SO 4(55.5) + 2 KOH(111)

AH ,9(17 *C)
AH 9(18 *C)
AH, 9(18 *C)c'

= 32,966(300) cal mol- = 137,930(1255) J mol-I [20]
= 32,907(310) cal mol = 137,683(1297)J mol' [10, 14, 15]
= 32,907(310) cal mol- = 137,683(1297) J mol'
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(a20) H 2SO4(55.5) + (166.5 H 20)* -+ H 2SO4(222)

AH2o(18 *C)
AH20(18 *C) cf

-390(10) cal mol-' = - 1,632(42) 3 mol-1 [12]
= - 390(10) cal mol-I = - 1,632(42) J mol-

(a21) K2SO 4(1123) -+ K 2SO 4(277.5) + (845.5 H 20)8 *

8-contains 8,5 moles of KI

AH2 1(18 *C)
AH 21(18 OC)c'

= - 195(2) cal mol-' = - 816(8) J mol-' [12]
= - 195(2) cal mol-I = - 816(8) J mol-1

sum: Hg2SO4(s) + H 2(g)+ (222 H 20)* -+ 2 Hg(l) + H 2SO 4(222)

AH9-21(18 *C ) "f = - 34,921(135) cal mol- = - 146,109(565) J mol-'

Cd, CdSO4- Hg 2SO4, Hg

sum: Cd(s) + Hg2SO 4(s) -+ CdSO4(s) + 2 Hg(l)

AH,-21 (18 *C)cf.= - 45,403(66) cal mol- = - 189,967(276) J mol-I
- - 45,403(397) cal mol-' = - 189,967(1661) J mol-

It should be noted here that two uncertainties are
given; these are discussed later under overall un-
certainties. This value for AH,. 2 , (18 *C)P may be
converted to a value at 25 *C by using known values
of the heat capacities of Cd(s) [10], Hg 2SO4(s) [14],
CdSO4(s) [21, 221 and Hg(1) [14], as a function of
temperature. namely6 :

C, [Cd(s)]

C,, [Hg&SO. (s)]

= (5.333 +0.00294 T) cal mol-' (14)

= (13.8 +0.060 T) cal mol-' (15)

C,[CdSO4(s) = (10.771 + 0.0437 T) cal mol- (16)

C,[Hg(1)] = (7.368 -0.0023 T) cal mol'

AC, [reaction (a)]= (6.374 -0.02384 T) cal mol- (18)

all of which may be expressed in J mol-' using the
relation given in footnote 3. The heat of reaction (a)
at 25 *C is then found to be -45,407 cal rnol-' or
-189,983 J mol-. Incidentally, the data of Bichowsky
and Rossini [12] for the overall reaction lead to -45,720
cal mol-' at 18 *C or -45.716 cal mol-' at 25 *C
(on the presently accepted definition of the calorie)
for AH for reaction (a); NBS Circular 500 [23] gives
-44,021 cal mol-' at 25 *C while revised NBS Circular
[24] gives -45,450 cal mol-; this last value agrees
within 43 cal mol-' of the overall sum given above.
These latter values [12, 23, 24] are combinations of
heat and emf data.

Notes on some of the above reactions should be
given here. Richards and Tamaru [8] found that the
temperature coefficient of the heat of solution of
cadmium in concentrated HCI was -71 cal/ C and
believed that even for dilute acid it amounted to as
much as -30 calj*C. Since reaction (al) is for dilute

2Each equation wa slhred slightly t make it cinmform with the alues in reference
241 at 25 c.

BEST CPY AVALABLE

acid -30 cal/*C is taken for the temperature coeffi-
cient; owing to the estimation made by Richards and
Tamaru a large uncertainty of 10 cal/*C is attributed
to this value.

Thomsen [9] stated that the temperature of his
observations for reactions (a2) and (a3) was 18-20 *C.
A mean temperature of 19 *C is taken here, and Thom-
sen's values were corrected to 18 *C using the known
heat capacity of BaSO 4(s) [10] as a function of tempera-
ture and the heat capacities of the Ba"+ and SO4
ions at 25 *C givecn by Pitzer and Brewer [11] (these
latter values were assumed to be temperature and
concentration independent). Since the difference of
(a2) and (a3) is taken in arriving at the value for the
overall reaction, an error in this temperature correc-
tion is negligible.

The temperature correction for the sum of the reac-
tions (a9), (a00). and (all) was obtained from the known
beat capacities of Hg2 SO 4(s) [14]. Hg(l) [14]. and
12(s) [10] as functions of temperature and of KI, HgI2,
and KSO4 as functions of concentration and tempera-
ture as follows. The heat capacity of Hgl 2 was taken
equal to that of KI (since it was dissolved in KI solu-
tions) and that of K2SO4 as equal to 0.917 times twice
the heat capacity of KOH (the temperature coeffi-
cient for K2SO4 was taken equal to that for KOH). The
factor 0.917 is the ratio of the heat capacity of 2KOH
and K2SO. at infinite dilution; the value for SO-
was taken from the compilation of Pitzer and Brewer
[11]. The heat capacities of aqueous solutions of KI
and KOH at 25 *C, as a function of concentration, were
taken from the compilation of Parker [15]. The temper-
ature coefficient for HCl was used for the temperature
coefficient of KI and the temperature coefficient of
NaOH was used for the temperature coefficient for
KOH [15]. These values lead to:

ACp [sum of reactions (a9), (a10), (all)]

= - 579.9 + 2.141' (19)
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for the change in heat capacity for the sum of reactions
(a9), (a10), and (all). The estimated uncertainty for
equation (19) is 10 cal/*C.

The temperature correction for reaction (a14) was
obtained using the known heat capacities of b2(s)
[10], HCl(g) [18], HI(g) [18], and C12(g) [10] as functions
of temperature, or:

AC, [reaction (al4)1= -0.84- 0.0101 T-76000/T2 (20)

An uncertainty of 4.10 cal/*C is assigned to this
temperature correction.

Richards and Rowe [19] found an average of - 50.9
cal/*C for the temperature coefficient for the neutrali.
zation of HCl(100) and of HNO3 (100) with LiOH(100),
NaOH(100), and KOH(100). This average temperature
coefficient is assumed here to also apply to the neutrali-
zation of KOH(100) with HI(100) with an uncertainty
of 4-9 cal/*C, the spread found between the values
found for the neutralization of HCl(100) and of HNOs
(100) with KOH(100).

Muller [20] measured the neutralization of H2SO4
(55.5) with potassium hydroxide of various dilutions
(one mole of KOH in 13.508, 27.420, and 51.626 liters
of water) at 17 'C. A value for the heat of neutralization
of H2SO4(55.5) with one mole of KOH in 2 liters of
water was obtained by extrapolation of AH (neutraliza-

tion) against Vvolume; AH (neutralization) versus

volumee is a straight line over the range of observa-
tions made by Muller. An uncertainty of 150 cal/C
per mole of KOH(111) is assigned to this heat of reac-
tion owing to the spread in the three values obtained
by Muller. This neutralization value is much higher
than the older values of Thomsen [9] and Berthelot
[25]. The older values were probably low because of
the presence of carbonate in the alkali as has been
shown for similar cases by Keyes, Gillespie, and
Mitsukuri [26]. The value was corrected to 18 *C,
with an estimated additional uncertainty of 10 cal/*C
using the known heat capacity of water [14]7 as a
function of temperature and of H2SO4. KOH, and
K2SO4 as functions of concentration and temperature
using the procedure discussed above in obtaining the
temperature coefficient for the sum of the reactions
(a9), (a10), and (all). These values lead to

ACp [(reaction (a19)]= 574.17- 1.772 T (21)

for the change in heat capacity for reaction (a19).
For the reactions (a13) and (al4) the uncertainties

given in the parentheses are the uncertainties given
by the experimenters. In the other cases the experi-
menters were not explicit on their experimental un-
certainties. For (al), Richards and Tamaru [8] stated
that the maximum uncertainty if all errors were addi-
tive, which would be highly unlikely, would be 70
cal mol- 1, and that the probable error was undoubtedly
much less. Their maximum uncertainty is retained

' Equation given in reference [141 was altered slightly to make equation consistent with
the 25 c' value given in reference 1221.

here and an additional uncertainty of -4-10 cal/*C
is assigned to the temperature coefficient. The un-
certainties assigned to (a2) and (a3) w-re deduced
from the temperature correction, i.e., were taken as
one half the correction. For (a7), Cohen, Helderman
and Moesveld [7] made eight determinations of the
heat evolved; the standard deviation of their mean
value is 7 cal molP. The average spread in their values
is taken, however, as the overall uncertainty. For
(a10) Varet gave a general value which differs from
that given above for (a10) by 400 cal mol-: this
is taken as the uncertainty and the same percentage
uncertainty is assigned to (a9), a reaction also studied
by Varet. For (a16) Richards and Rowe stated that
the maximum uncertainty in their value was 0.07
percent, and is used here. The estimated uncertainty
for (a19) was discussed above. The uncertainties for
the other reactions, which are mostly ones for solution
or dilution, are estimated ones.

The overall uncertainty value is obtained from the
sum of the uncertainties for each reaction taking care
of sign. An overall uncertainty may also be taken as
the root sum square value of the uncertainties of the
21 reactions, namely 397 cal mol-I or 1661 J mol-'
and is the second uncertainty given above. The actual
uncertainty probably lies between these two estimates.
A root mean square value of the uncertainty is 88 cal
mol-1 or 368 J mol-1; this value of the uncertainty is
close to the first one listed above.

Values for the entropy of Cd(s). Hg2SO4(s). CdSO4(s).
and Hg(l) at 25 *C are 12.37 [27]. 47.96 [24]. 29.41
[211. and 18.19 [27] cal K-' mol', or 51.75, 200.66,
123.05. and 76.02 J K' nol, respectively. Therefore.
AS,, for reaction (a) is 5.42 cal K-' mol-' or 22.68
J K-' mol-'. This value combined with the value of
AH~. given above. gives according to eq (1) -47.023
cal mol' or -196,745 J mol' for the Gibbs energy
(free energy) change, AG,,. for reaction (a). Since
AG=-nEF [see eq (4)] E would be 1.0195396 V
at 25 *C for the standard cell of the saturated o admiurn
sulfate type, if the cell reaction were as depicted by
reaction (a). Also, since AS=nF(dE/dT) [see eq (6)],
dE/cdT for the cell at 25 *C would be 3.00011751 V/*C,
if the cell reaction were as depicted by reaction (a).
Since these values do not agree with the observed ones
(see later) it follows that the cell reaction does not
correspond to reaction (a).

The heat capacities at 25 *C of Cd(s). Hg2SO4(s),
GdSO 4 (s). and Hg(l) are. respectively. 6.21 [24]. 31.54
[24]. 23.806 [24], and 6.688 124] cal K-' mol' or 25.90.
132.00. 99.62. and 27.82 J K-' mol'; ACN is therefore.
-- 0.580 cal K' mol' or -2.427 J K-' mol'. Stull
and Sinke 1271 give 6.19 cal K-' mol' for Cdfs).
Lapadopoulos and Giauque 1211 give 23.806 cal K'
mol' for CdSO 4(s), and Giauque, Barieau and Kunzler
[14] give 31.689 and 6.702 cal K-' mol-' for Hg2S04(s)
and Hg(1). respectively. These values yield -0.669
cal K-' moV-' or - 2.799 J K-' moV' for A C,(a).

Reaction (h)
The Gibbs energy change for reaction (b) is given

[y:
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AGERTln* =RTlii 0.62
AG,= RT i pg R In23.7667

-2160 cal mol-' =-9037 J mol-' (22)

where p" is the vapor pressure of water at 25 OC

[281, p* the vapor pressure of the system CdSO -
H20-1H20, T the Kelvin temperature. and R the gas
constant (1.98717 cal K-' mol' or 8.3143 J K-' mol~'
[1]). Ishikawa and Murooka [29] obtained 0.62 mm
Hg for p*. The valu s in mm Hg may be converted
to pascals by the elhaion 1 mm Hg (O *C)= 1.333224
X 102 pascals.

The entropies for CdSO4(s), H 20(1), and CdSO4
H2 0(s) at 25 *C are. respectively. 29.41 [21], 16.71
[24], and 36.82 [21] cal K-' mol-' or 123.05. 69.91.
154.05 J K-' mol-' therefore. AS,, for reaction (b) is
-9.30 cal K-' moL' or - 38.91 J K ' moh'. This value
combined with the value for AGi, above gives by eq
(1) -4.933 cal mol-' or -20,640 J mol-' for AH,,.
the heat of reaction for reaction (b). Papadopoulos
and Giauque [21] measured the heats of solution of
CdSO4(s) and CdSO4 - H2O(s) in 400 moles of water
at 25 *C for which thev obtained -10,977 and - 6095
cal mol-' or -45.928 and -25.501 J mol-', respec-
tively. These yield -4.882 cal mol-' or -20.426 J
mol-' for AHb which differs by 51 cal mol-' or 214 J
mol-' from that calculated above.

The heat capacities of CdS0(s). H2O(1). and
CdSO4 - H2 0(s) at 25 *C are. respectively. 23.806
[211. 17.995 [30], and 32.157 [211 cal K-' mol-' or 99.58.
75.29. and 134.544 J K-' mol-'; therefore. AC,(,)) for
reaction (b) is -9.644 cal K-' mol' or -40.350
J K-' mol-'.

Reaction (c)
The Gibbs energy change for reaction (c) is given by:

S ** 5 17.4
AGe=- RT In -- =- RT In

pO 3 23.7667

=-308 cal=- 1 2 8 9 J (23)

where p* is the vapor pressure of the system

CdSO4. H20- CdSO4 - H 20 and pO, T, and R have

the same significance as given above. The average of
the results of Ishikawa and Murooka [29] and of
Carpenter and Jette [31] gives 17.4 mm Hg for p**.
Conversion to pascals m y be done as stated above.

The entropies for CdSO4 - H 20(s) and H2 0(l) have

been given above. The entropy of CdSO 4 -3 H2O(s)

is 54.89[21] cal K-' mol-' or 229.66 J K-' mol-1. AS,
is, therefore, - 9.78 -cal K-' mol-' or - 40.92 J K-'
mol-1. This value combined with the value for AG, given
above gives by eq (1)- 3,224 cal or - 13,489 J for AH,
the heat of reaction for reaction (c). Papadopoulos and
Giauque [21] measured the heats of solution of

CdSO4 - H20(s) and CdSO4. -H 20(s) in 400 moles
3

of water at 25 *C for which they obtained -6,095 and

-2,899 cal mol' or -25,502 and -12,129 J mo--',
respectively. These yield -3,196 cal mol' or -13,372
J mol' for AH, which differs by 28 cal mol-' or 117
J mol-' from that calculated above.

The heat capacities of CdSO4 - H 20(s) and H 20(1)
have been given above. The heat capacity of

CdSO4 - H2 O(s) at 25 *C is 50.972 cal K-' mol' [21]
3

or 213.26 J K-' mol'. Therefore. ACp((.) for reaction
(c) is -11.177 cal or -46.765 J.

Reaction (d)
The Gibbs energy change for reaction (d) is given by:

8 pO8 23.7667AGd=-g RT In =- RlIn 21.17 =184cal=770J (24)3 

= p3 3

where p8 is the vapor pressure of a saturated solution of

CdSO 4 8 H2O and p0 , T, and R have the significance3
given above. Ishikawa and Murooka [29] obtained
21.17 mm Hg for the vapor pressure of the saturated
solution at 25 *C: this value may be converted to
pascals as described above. Holsboer [32] found that
1,044 calories or 4,368 joules of heat were evolved

8..
when one mole of CdSO4. -3 H20(s) was dissolved in

enough water to form the saturated solution at 25 *C;
for (8/3)/(n-8/3) mole of salt the heat evolved would
be 224 cal or 938 J since m= 15.089 [5, 6] at 25 *C and
(8/3)/(m - 8/3)= 0.2147. Combining these values for
AGd and AHd gives 0.13 cal K-' or 0.544 J K-' for
ASd, the entropy change for reaction (d).

Cohen and Moesveld [33] obtained 0.5836 cal g-' or
2.4414 J g-' for the specific heat of a saturated solution of

CdSO 4 - H2 0 at 19 *C which becomes 0.5823 cal
3

g-' or 2.4359 J g-' at 25 *C based on the higher con-
centration of the saturated solution at 25 *C and the
ratio of the specific heat of water at 25 and 19 *C. Ac-
cordingly (8/3)/(m-8/3) mole of a saturated solution of

8
CdSO 4 -- H20 has a heat capacity of 59.93 cal K-' or

3
250.705 J K-' at 25 *C; on the present thermochemical
calorie the value is 59.92 cal K-' or 250.706 J K-'. Com-
bining this value with the heat capacity of H2 0(1) and

8
CdSO, - H 20(s), given above, gives -0.999 cal

K-' or -4.180 J K-' for ACP(a) for reaction (d).
The above values are summarized in tables 1 and 2;

data are given in SI units in the first section of each
table and in defined calories in the second section.
Table 1 is based on experimental values for the Gibbs
energy changes for reactions (b), (c), and (d) and the
enthalpy changes for reactions (a) and (d). Table 2 is
based on experimental values for the Gibbs energy
change of reaction (d) and the enthalpy changes of
reactions (a), (b), (c), and (d). The addition of these
values for reactions (a), (b), (c), and (d) gives sum 1 or
the values for the reaction in a standard cell of the
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TABLE 1. Thermodynamics data for the reaction in standard cells
of the saturated cadmium sulfate type at 25 *C-based on ex-
perimental Gibbs energies for reactions (b), Ic), and (d) and
experimental enthalpies for reactions (a) and (d)

Gibbs Enthalpy Entropy Heat-
energy change change capacity
change change

Reaction
AG AH AS AC,

J mol-' J mol-' J K-1 mol-' J K-' mol-'

(a)............ *(-196,745) -189,983 22.68 *-2.427
(b)............ -9,037 (-20,640) -38.91 -40.350
(c)........... -1,289 (-13,489) -40.92 -46.765
(d)............ 770 937 (0.544) -4.180

aum 1....... -206,301 -223,175 -56,606 -93.722
(e)* ......... 9,743 23,764 47.03 0

sum 2'...... -196,558 -199,411 -9.576 -93.722
(e)**........ 9,738 21,240 38.58 204.26

sum 3a...... -196,563 --201,935 - 18.026 110.538

(cal mol-')i cal naol-' cal K-' cal K-'
mol-' mol-'

(a)............ (-47,023) -45,407 5.42 '-0.580
(b)............ -2,160 (-.4,933) -9.30 -9.644
(c)............ -308 (-3,224) -9.78 -11.177
(d)............ 184 224 (0.13) -0.999

sum 1....... -49,307 -53,340 -13.53 -22.400
(e)*.......... 2,328.6 5,679.8 11.24 0

sum 2...... -46,978.4 -47,660.2 -2.29 -22.400
(e)**......... 2,327.5 5,076.4 9.22 48.82

sum 3y...... -46,979.5 -48,263.6 -4.31 26.420

* Values in parentheses were calculated from the relation
AG=AH-TAS.

m See text for alternate value of -2.799 J K-' mol-' or -0.669
cal K-1 mol-1.

* Based on data of Hulett [34] and Getman [35;.
P Sum 1 +(e)*.
** Based on data of Parks and LaMer [39].
v Sum 1 +(e)**.
i 1 Thermochemical calorie (defined)=4.184J [1].

saturated cadmium sulfate type at 25 *C if the anode
were made of cadmium metal rather than cadmium
amalgam.

Reaction (e)
Calorimetric and chemical equilibrium measure-

ments on reaction (e) have not been made. It is neces-
sary, therefore, to rely on electrochemical measure-
ments for information on reaction (e). Hulett [34] and
Getman [35] measured the emf of the cell:

(-)Cd(metal) j CdSO4(sol) j Cd amalgam(8-10%X+) (A)

at a series of temperatures and obtained:

E (in volts)=0.050487 -0. 0 002437 (t-25 *C) (25)

for the emf as a function of temperature. In cell (A)
sol denotes an aqueous solution. Sir Frank Smith [36]
showed that 8-percent and 10-percent amalgams have

TABLE 2. Thermodynamics data for the reaction in standard cells
of the saturated cadmium sulfate type at 25 *C-based on ex-
perimental enthalpies for reactions (a), (b), (c), and (d) and ex-
perimental Gibbs energyfor reaction (d)

Gibbs Enthalpy Entropy Heat-
energy change change capacity

Reaction change change

AG AH AS AC,
j mol-' J mol 1  J K-' mol-' K-' mol-'

(a)............ #(-196.745) -189,983 22.68 '-2.402
(b)............ (-8,824) -20,426 -38.91 -40.350
(c)............. (-1,171) -13.372 -40.92 -46.765
(d)............ 770 937 (0.544) -4.180

sum 1....... -205,970 -222,844 -56.606 -93.722
(e)*.......... 9,743 23,764 47.03 0

sum 2...... -196,227 -199,080 -9.576 -93.722
(e)*......... 9,738 21,240 38.58 204.26

sum 3'...... -196,232 -201,604 -18.026 110.538

(cal mcl-')J cal mol-' cal K-' cal K-'
mol-' mol-'

(a)............ (-47,023) --45.407 5.42 4-0.580
(b)............ (-2.109) -4,882 -9.30 -9.644
(c)............ -280 -3,196 -9.78 -11.177
(d)............ 184 224 (0.13) -0.999

sum 1....... -49.228 -53,261 -13.53 -22.400
()*.......... 2,328.6 5,679.8 11.24 0

sum 2"...... -46.899.4 -47,581.2 -2.29 -22.400
(e)**......... 2,327.5 5.076.4 9.22 48.82

sum 3'...... -46,900.5 -48,184.6 -4.31 26.420

s Values is parentheses were calculated from the relation

AG= AH - TAS.
. See text for alternate value of -2.799 J K-' mol-' or -0.669

cal K-' mol-'.
* Based on data of Hulett [34] and Getman [35].
N Sum 1+(e)*.
** Based on data of Parks and LaMer[39.
v Sum 1 $ (e)**.
J 1 Thermochemical calorie (defined)= 4.184 J [1].

the same electrical potential. Hulett and Getman's
emfs, expressed in international volts were converted to
absolute volts here using the relation: 1 international
volt (USA) = 1.0003384 absolute volts [37, 38]. Their
results give 2,328.6 cal mol-1, 5,679.1 cal mol- 1,
11.24 cal K-1 mol-1, and 0 cal K-1 mol-1 or 9,742.9 J
mol-1, 23,764.2 J mol-1, 47.03 J K-1 mol-1, and 0 J K-1
mol-t for G,, H,, AS,, and ACE), respectively, for
reaction (e). (Note that reaction (e) is for the reverse
reaction of the above cell.) These values are added to
sum 1 in tables 1 and 2 to give sum 2 for the thermo-
dynamic data for the reaction at 25 *C in standard
cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type.

Parks and LaMer [39] also measured the emf of the
above cell (A) over the temperature range of 0 to 40 *C.
They expressed their results by the equation:

E (in volts) = 0.055399 - 0.000148 t -0.00000385 '
+0.000000075 ta. (26)

Their emfs, given in international volts were converted
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here to absolute volts using the relation given directly
above. Their results lead to 2,327.5 cal mol-1, 5.076.4
cal mol-1, 9,22 cal K- 1 mol-1, and 48.82 cal K-1 mol-1
or 9.738.3 J mol-. 21.239.6 J mol. 38.58 J K-' mol-'.
and 204.26 J K-1 mol- for AC,, AHe,, AS.. and ACp(p).
respectively, for reaction (e) at 25 *C. The value for
AG, agrees well with that obtained from Hulett and
Getman's data but the values for the other thermody-
namic functions do not. These differences are discussed
in more detail later. These values are added to sum 1
in tables 1 and 2 give sum 3 for alternate thermody-
namic data for the reaction at 25 *C in standard cells
of the saturated cadmium sulfate type.

4. Electromotive Force and Emf-temperature
Coefficient

The electromotive force of the so-called "neutral"
or Normal standard cell was initially determined at
20 *C in terms of the international ohm and the inter-
national ampere by an International Committee on
Electrical Units and Standards which met at the
National Bureau of Standards in 1910.8 As a result of
numerous experiments they arrived at a value of 1.0183
V for the emf of the cell at 20 *C; values derived from
this were later assumed to be significant to the fifth.
sixth, or seventh decimal as a basis of measurement [5]
and subsequent "absolute" measurements of the ohm
and ampere confirmed the validity of this process.
Somewhat earlier [42, 43, 44] Wolff investigated exten-
sively the emf-temperature coefficient of the "neutral"
type of standard cell made with 121-percent cadmium
amalgams. Wolff based his emf-temperature formula
(or equation) on the results obtained from 0 to 40 C,
inclusive, on 137 cells, made in various ways, after
rejecting the results on 63 cells for a variety of reasons,
including cell leakage, abnormal initial emfs, excessive
emf-temperature hysteresis, erratic behavior, or chem-
ical instability. Wolff [42] first arrived at the approxi-
mate emf-temperature formula:

E,= E20 c -0.0000406(t -20)
- 0.000000939(t -20)2+ 0.000000009(t -20)3 (27)

by the method of least squares on the means of all
observations on ten cells selected on the basis of their
fast attainment of equilibrium after temperature
changes. Using this approximate equation he then
determined the residuals for all of the 137 cells at each
temperature and calculated the corrections needed
for the coefficients in eq (27) above. In this way he
arrived at the emf-temperature formula:

E=E20 cc - 0.00004064(t -20)
- 0.000000942(t - 20)2 + 0.0000000096(t - 20)3 (28)

The 137 cells used to obtain eq (28) consisted of
seven different groups of cells, namely, (1) 11 cells

Sume masur-ment, on the emf of standard cell were made earlier (ee references
15. 401. and 4311 bulit these were' nt stanidardiz.ed internationally, in terms of the mechanical
units. The term -neutral" ,eIl refers to uon in w hich sulfuric acid, in low concentrations.
is nut intent unelir added to the cell: act nalh, cad miunm sulfate hydrilvzes t give sutlfuric
acid f0.00092 N 151.
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made with electrolytic mercurous sulfate prepared at
low current densities [45], (2) 53 cells made with elec-
trolytic mercurous sulfate prepared at higher current
densities [46]. (3) 22 cells made with mercurois
sulfate prepared chemically in different ways, (4) 19
cells made with various samples of commercial mercu-
rous sulfate, (5) 13 cells made with exchange (gift)
samples of electrolytic mercurous sulfate, (6) nine
exchange cells (foreign and domestic), and (7) 10 cells
made with high current-density electrolytic mercurous
sulfate but with different samples of cadmium sulfate
synthesized or treated in various ways. Except for
group (7) the cadmium sulfate was commercial grade
which was recrystallized several times from distilled
water.

Wolff [43] later gave a different formula wherein the
first, second, and third coefficients in eq (27) or (28)
were, respectively, 0.00004075, -0.000000944, and
0.0000000098 (these were uncorrected for residuals,
compare data in references [42] and [43]).

The International Conference on Electrical Units
and Standards meeting in London in 1908 adopted the
formula (since known as the International formula) [47]:

E= E 20 - 0.0000406(t -20)
-0.00000095(t -20)2 +0.00000001(t -20) 3 (29)

giving weight to Wolff's original (provisional) ewf-
temperature formula, eq (27) above. It should be noted
that practically the same result follows if the d'ita
obtained on groups (4) and (6), for which the cells
were not well characterized, and on those cells for
which the emf-temperature coefficient at 20 *C exceeds
one microvolt are eliminated; these eliminations
leave 99 cells for evaluation. Using these 99 cells gives:

E= E20 -c - 0.00004049(t -20)
-0.000000951(t-20) 2 +0.00000000962(t -20) 3 (30)

Equation (29), the International Temperature Formu-
la, has been confirmed within the experimental
uncertainty many times in succeeding years [48-53]
for temperatures from 15 to 40 *C. The limits of
uncertainty in the equation are discussed later.

Equations (29) and (30) may be given in the alter-
nate forms:

E= En -c +0.0000094 t -0.00000155 t2+0.00000001 t3

(31)

E =Eo -c + 0.000009094 t - 0.0000015282 t2

+0.00000000962 t0.9(32)

Vigoureux and Watts [54], Obata and Ishibashi
[55], and Ishibashi and Ishizaki [50] also measured the
emf-temperature coefficient of standard cells of the
saturated cadmium sulfate type. However, their cells
were of the "acid" type. i.e., sulfuric acid was added to
the cell in small amounts (0.1 N for ref. [54] and various
amounts for ref. [55] and ref. [501) and will, therefore,
not be considered here. Furthermore. Vigoureux and
Watts gave emphasis to measurements below 0 *C.
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Obata and Ishibashi made measurements only from
15.6 to 29.6 *C, and Ishibashi and Ishizaki from 15
to 30 *C.

The results of Wolff were expressed in international
volts and on the temperature scale based on the con-
stant-volume hydrogen gas thermometer, defined in
terms of melting ice (0 *C) and boiling water (100 *C),
the hydrogen being taken at an initial manometric
pressure of one meter of mercury; realization of the
temperature scale was effected through mercurial ther-
mometers calibrated in terms of the gas thermometer
[56]. This temperature scale was the same as that
adopted as the International Temperature Scale of
1927 [57].

On January 1, 1948 the i-ternational volt was re-
placed by the absolute volt; the change [371 for the
United States was 1 international volt (USA)=1.000330
absolute volts. Then on January 1,1%9 another change
[38] was made; the factor was: I USA volt48=1.0000084
USA volt;g. Accordingly, the total change in going from
the old international volt (USA) to the modern absolute
volt is: 1 international volt (USA)= 1.0003384 absolute
USA volts.. In 1948 the International Temperature
Scale was revised [57] but differed from the 1927 scale
only at temperatures above 630 *C and, therefore, out
of the, range of work done on standard cells by Wolff.
However, in 1%8 another revision of the International
Temperature Scale was made [58] which did affect the
precise value of the emf-temperature coefficient of
standard cells; for example, t68 - 4 8 is -0.004 *C at
10 *C, -0.007 *C at 20 *C, -0.009 *C at 30 *C and zero
at the melting point of ice and the boiling point of
water.

In view of the above changes in the basis of reference
for the volt and in the International Temperature
Scale, changes in the voltage standard and in the
results obtained by Wolff on the emf-temperature
coefficient become necessary. With these changes
eq (29) and the alternate form, eq (31) become,
respectively:

E=E2 oc-0.000004064(t-20)

- 0.00000095006(t - 20)2+ 0.000000010034(t - 20)3

(33)
and

E = Eo ac +0.0000094019 t

-0.0000015521 t2 +0.000000010034 t3  (34)

In table 3 the thermodynamic data for standard cells of
the saturated cadmium sulfate type are given for tem-
peratures from 0 to 43.6 "C [the transition temperature,

CdSO4 8 HO(s)= CdSO4 - H2A(s)], inclusive, as

calculated from emf data and eq (33) or eq (34). In this
table the changes in emf from international to absolute
(1948), to absolute (1969), and for the different tem-
perature scales are given. The thermodynamic data
given herein are calculated from the most recent values
of the emf, i.e., on VK9 and t6 N. The emf at 20 *C in

column 2 is that recommended by the International
Committee on Electrical Units and Standards; it was
based on the emf of cells prepared with mercurous
sulfate made chemically or by dc electrolysis. Nu-
merous investigations have indicated that mercurous
sulfates prepared in different ways, providing they do
not contain basic mercurous sulfate or mercuric ions,
yield cells of the same emf. However, recent studies
to be discussed in a subsequent paper, show that
mercurous sulfate prepared y dc electrolysis gives
cells with an emf exceeding those in column 5 of table 3
by 16.8 V. This difference is small and amounts to
only 3.24 J mol-' (0.77 cal mol-) in AG and AH, see
footnote to tables 3, 4, and 10.

The uncertainties listed, lor, are mean standard
deviations obtained from the data on the 99 cells
measured by Wolff, and includes an uncertainty of
5.4 sV9 arising from the combined uncertainties in the
absolute measurement of the ampere and the ohm.

5. Comparisons of Calorimetric and Equilib-
rium Data With Electrochemical (or Elec-
trical) Data at 25 *C

Comparisons of calorimetric and equilibrium data
with electrochemical data are given in table 4 for 25 *C.
Insufficient data are available for direct comparisons
at other temperatures. Six facts are evident from
inspection of the data, namely:

(1) Remarkable agreement is obtained for AG, AH,
and AS between the calorimetric and equilibrium
data (sum 2) and electrochemical data in Part I if
the emf data for cell (A) obtained by Hulett [34] and
Getman [35] are used for reaction (e). This agreement
may be coincidental in view of the uncertainties in
the older heat data or results from a cancellation of
errors, but even so it adds weight to the reliability of
the postulated chemical reactions for standard cells
of the saturated cadmium sulfate type. For example,
Harned and Owen [62] state "It should be emphasized
. .. that the nature of the chemical reactions, cor-
responding to a particular electrode, or cell, cannot be
determined by electromotive force measurements
alone. Cells reactions, no matter how simple and ob-
vious, must be treated as hypothetical until it can be
shown that thermodynamic quantities calculated from
the electromotive force, AF[AG], AH, equilibrium
constants, etc. have been checked by other evidence."

(2) The difference of 1.722 J K-' mol-' (0.410 cal
K- mol- ) between the AC,, values (sum 2 and electro-
chemical) may well be accounted for by the data for
cell (A) for which AC,, is zero. More careful measure-
ments on cell (A) may well show that the emf of this
cell as a function of temperature is second- or third-
order rather than a linear function.

(3) The data show that the results of Parks and
LaMer [39] for cell (A), although they give good
agreement with calorimetric data for AG. yield

rThis is a reot sum square value. Recently. John Clarke 1591 gave the uncrtainly as
2.6 ppm (or .); this ;s about one half the root sum square uncertainty in publihed

values for the absolute ampere )60) and the absolute ohm 1611.
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TABLE 3. Electromotive forces and thermodynamic data for standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type

Temperature Electromotive force, V Gibbs energy change, AG

*C Int Absx & t4 N Absxa & t4 . f Abs, &tsb f-m( V) (.J mol') C (cal mol-') d

1.0189881
1.0190026
1.0189976
1.0189371
1.0188141
1.0187133
1.0186360
1.0184105
1.0182554
1.0181448
1.0173467
1.0175236'
1.0172797

1.0189968
1.0190112
1.0190061
1.0189456
1.0188226
1.0187219
1.0186445
1.0184190
1.0182639
1.0181533
1.0178552
1.0175323
1.0172886

1.0189967
1.0190112
1.0190062
1.0189455
1.0188224
1.0187216
1.0186442
1.0184185
1.0182634
1.0181528
1.0178547
1.0175317
1.0172878

8.14
8.12
8.10
8.08.
8.07
8.06
8.06
8.07
8.08
8.08
8.09
8.10
8.11

-196,639.9(4.8)
- 196,642.7(4.8)
- 196,641.7(4.8)
-196,630.0(4.8)
-196,606.2(4.8)
-196,586.8(4.8)
-196,571.8(4.8)
-196,528.3(4.8)
-196,498.4(4.8)
-196,477.0(4.8)
-196,419.5(4.8)
-196,357.2(4.8)
-196,310.1(4.8)

-46,998.0(1.1)
- 46,998.6(1.1)
-46,998.4(1.1)
-46,995.6(1.1)
-46,989.9(1.1)
-46,985.3(1.1)
-46,981.7(1.1)
-46,971.3(1.1)
-46,964.1(1.1)
-46,959.0(1.1)
-46,945.3(1.1)
-46,930.4(1.1)
-46,919.2(1.1)

Emf-temperature coefficient, V K-' Entropy change, AS Enthalpy change, AH

"C Int Abs.H &t4H Abs. &t4, Abs. &t, a.(AV) J K-1 mol-I cal K-1 mol-I (J mol-') (cal mol-1) d

0......... 9.40 9.40 9.40 9.40 0.14 1.814(.027) 0.433(.006) -196,147.4(11.8) -46,880.3(2.8)
3......... 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.36 .11 0.069(.022) .017(.005) -196,624.8(10.4) -46,994.5(2.5)
5......... -5.35 -5.35 -5.36 -5.37 .10 -1.036(.020) -0.248(.004) -196,930.1(9.9) -47,067.4(2.2)
10....... -18.60 -18.61 -18.61 -18.63 .06 -3.595(.012) -0.859(.003) -197,647.1(7.7) -47,238.8(2.0)
15....... -30.35 -30.36 -30.36 -30.39 .04 -5.864(.008) -1.402(.002) -198,295.0(6.6) -47,393.6(1.7)
18....... -36.68 -36.70 -36.70 -36.72 .04 -7.086(.008) -1.694(.001) -198,649.3(6.6) -47,478.2(1.3)
20....... -40.60 -40.62 -40.61 -40.64 .04 -7.843(.008) -1.874(.002) -198,870.4(6.6) -47,531.1(1.5)
25....... -49.35 -49.37 -49.36 -49.39 .04 -9.531(.008) -2.278(.002) - 199,370.3(6.6) -47,650.5(1.6)
28....... -53.88 -53.90 -53.89 -53.92 .04 -10.404(.008) -2.487(.002) -199,632.2(6.6) -47,713.1(1.7)
30....... . -56.60 -56.62 -56.61 -56.63 .04 -10.929(.008) -2.612(.002) -199,790.7(6.7) -47,750.8(1.7)
35....... -62.35 -62.37 -62.35 -62.37 .06 -12.036(.012) -2.877(.002) -200,128.4(8.0) -47,831.8(1.8)
40....... -66.60 -66.62 -66.59 -66.60 .09 -12.853(.018) -3.072(.004) -200,380.6(10.0) -47,692.1(2.3)
43.6 a... -68.73 -68.76 -68.71 -68.72 .13 -13.261(.025) -3.169(.007) -200,506.4(12.3) -47,927.0(3.3)

0.........
3.........
5.........
10 .......
15 .......
18 .......
20 .......
25 .......
28 .......
30 .......
35 .......
40 .......
43.6 e...

1.0186520
1.0186665
1.0186615
1.0186010
1.0184780
1.0183773
1.0183000
1.0180745
1.0179195
1.0178090
1.0175110
1.0171880
1.0169446



TABLE 3. Electromotive etc.-Continued

Second derivative, dE/d72, V K-1 K-' Heat-capacity change, ACP

*C Int Abs4a & 148 Abs 1 & tae Abses & tH, c-m( V) J K-1 mol- cal K-1 mol-

0......... -3.100 -3.101 -3.102 -3.104 0.010 -163.62(.53) -39.11(.13)
3......... -2.920 -2.921 -2.921 -2.924 .008 -155.80(.43) -37.24(.10)
5......... -2.800 -2.801 -2.801 -2.803 .008 -150.46(.43) -35.96(.10)
10....... -2.500 -2.501 -2.501 -2.502 .006 -136.72(.33) -32.68(.08)
15....... -2.200 -2.201 -2.200 -2.201 .003 -122.40(.17) -29.25(.04)
18....... -2.020 -2.021 -2.020 -2.021 .001 -113.52(.06) -27.13(.01)
20....... -1.900 -1.901 -1.900 -1.900 .001 -107.49(.06) -25.69(.01)
25 ....... -1.600 -1.601 -1.599 -1.599 .001 -92.00(.06) -21.99(.01)
28....... -1.420 -1.420 -1.419 -1.418 .002 -82.43(.11) -19.70(.02)
30 ....... -1.300 -1.300 -1.299 -1.298 .003 -75.94(.18) -18.14(.04)
35....... -1.000 -1.000 -0.998 -0.997 .006 -59.29(.35) -14.17(.09)
40....... -0.700 -0.700 -0.698 -0.696 .008 -42.06(.48) -10.05(.12)
43.6 a... -0.484 -0.484 -0.481 -0.479 .009 -29.30(.55) -7.00(.13)

a All values at 43.6 *C are extrapolated values.
" Based on combined results obtained with chemically-prepared and dc-electrolytic

mercurous sulfate: the values are 18.6 V higher for dc-electrolytic mercurous sulfate
alone.

Higher by 3.24 J mol-1 for dc-electrolytic mercurous sulfate alone.
d Higher by 0.77 cal mol-' for dc-electrolytic mercurous sulfate alone.

results for AH, AS, and especially AC, (actually of
opposite sign) that differ widely from the electro-
chemical data on standard cells of the saturated
cadmium sulfate type. Actually, Parks and LaMer
gave too much weight to an apparent curvature: in
the variation of the emf of cell (A) with temperature.

(4) The enthalpy data of Papadopoulos and Giauque
[21] lead to values for AG and AH that are lower than
the electrochemical values by 301.3 J mol-t (71.9
cal mol- 1) and 290.0 J mol- (69.3 cal mol-'), re-
spectively. These differences which amount, respec-
tively, to only 0.16 percent and 0.15 percent, are
beyond the uncertainties estimated by Papadopoulos
and Giauque. Sometimes cadmium sulfate contains
occluded sulfuric acid (especially if digested in sul-
furic acid during the purification) which would cause
a decrease in AG and AH for the cell reaction (see
conclusions to this paper). Such occlusions could not

explain the above differences in AG and AH between
the calorimetric and electromotive force data since
the occlusions would have to amount to about 1 molai
H2SO4 (see conclusions to this paper) which is en-
tirely out of the range of possibility.

(5) If the alternate heat capacity data for reaction
(a), discussed above, are used they yield a value for
sum 2 which differs more from the electrochemical
value than the value given in table 4 (actually, the
alternate heat capacity data for reaction (a) yield
-94.231 J K-' mol-' (-22.474 cal K-' mol-') for sum
2 rather than the value shown).

(6) The enthalpy data of Papadoupolos and Giauque
[21], if used with the enthalpy data of Bichowsky and
Rossini [12], corrected to 25 *C, or the enthalpy data
of Circular 500 [23] or the enthalpy data of revised
NBS Circular [24, 30] still do not agree with the electro-
chemical data.

TABLE 4. Comparison of calorimetric and equilibrium data with electromotive force data

Part I-Based on table 1: experimental values of AG for reactions (b), (c), and (d) and of AH for reactions (a) and (b)

Calorimetric and AG AH AS ACP
equilibrium data j mol- J mol-' J K-1 mol- J K-' mol'

sum 2......................................... - 196,558 - 199,411 -9.576 11-93.722
sum 3......................................... - 196,563 - 201,935 - 18.026 110.538

Electrochemical data....................... .- 1%,528.3 a -199,370.0 -9.531 -92.00

Calorimetric and cal mol' cal mol- cal K-1 mol-' cal K-' mol'
equilibrium data

sum 2......................................... -46,978.4 -47,660.2 -2.29 - 22.400
sum 3......................................... -46.979.5 - 48,263.6 -4.31 26.420

Electrochemical data........................ "-46,971.3 b -47,650.5 -2.278 -21.99
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TABLE 4. Comparison etc.-Continued

Part II- Based on table 2: experimental values of AG for reaction (d) and of AH for reactions (a), (b), (c), and (d)

Calorimetric and AG AR AS AC,
equilibrium data j mol- J mol-' J K-1 mol-' J K-1 mol-

sum 2......................................... - 196,227 - 199,080 -9.576 1- 93.722
sum 3......................................... - 196,232 -201,604 - 18.026 110.538

Electrochemical data........................ i- 196,528.3 "-199,370.0 -9.531 -92.00

Calorimetric and cal mol-' cal mol-' cal K-' mol' cal K-' mol-'
equilibrium data

sum 2......................................... -46,899.4 -47,581.2 -2.29 -22.400
sum 3......................................... -46,900.5 - 48,184.6 - 4.31 26.420

Electrochemical data........................ "-4 6 , 97 3  b- 4 7 ,65 0 .5  -2.278 -21.99

' See tables 1 and 2 for a note on an alternate value.
a Higher by 3.24 J mol-t for dc-electrolytic mercurous sulfate.
" Higher by 0.77 cal mol' for de-electrolytic mercurous sulfate.

6. Range of Precision in Emf Results

In table 3 it is evident that the uncertainties in the
data are greater at the two ends of the temperature
range. For the emf, these reside in the experimental
measurements but for the derived quantities, AH, AS,
and ACp, they may be dependent in addition on the
emf-temperature function used to represent the data.
Since the emf data available on the standard cell of
the saturated cadmium sulfate type are known with
high precision they may be used to illustrate the effect
an emf-te.mnperature function has on the derived
thermodynamic data. Accordingly, the emf data of
table 3 were fitted (method of least squares) to second-,
third-, and fourth-order equations in the temperature
of the form (fourth order shown):

E=Eooc+at+,8t2 +yt 3 +St4. (35)

Also, since the literature [11, 62-65] is filled with
results on the measurements of the emfs of galvanic
cells to only 0.01 mV or 10 V, and over a range of
temperatures, the emf data of table 3 were rounded
to 0.01 mV and then fitted (method of least squares)
to second-, third-, and fourth-order equations in the
temperature of the form of eq (35). The coefficients of
the form equations for the several procedures are given
in table 5.

Results are given in tables 6, 7, 8, and 9. In table 6
the emfs are given as obtained for fourth-, third-, and
second-order equations and for emfs either known to
0.01 V or rounded to 0.01 mV. Inspection shows
that either third- or fourth-order equations may be
used to represent the emfs.'0 Inspection also shows
that the differences in AG are practically negligible
between the fourth- and third-order fits. If the preci-

"Since the values in table 3 were generated from a third-order equation [see eqs (33) or
(34)1. the fit of a fourth-order equation would be no better than that of a third-order. How-
ever, derived quantities, especially AC, may be slightly different; actually the difference
gives an estimate of the uncertainty in the derived quantity.

sion of the observations is lowered to 0.01 mV (table
7) the errors in AG are still practically negligible
between the fourth- and third-order fits (see footnote
10). As expected, however, second-order equations
are inadequate to represent E and AG with either
resolutions of 0.1 V or 0.01 mV in E.

For AS and AC, the situation is quite different, see
tables 8 and 9. Values of AS as given by fourth and third
order equations are practically the same, except
above 40 *C or at 0 *C for a resolution of 0.1sV in E
but differ from 0.013 to 0.179 J K-1 mol-1 (0.007 to
0.043 cal K-1 mol-) for a resolution of 0.01 mV in
E. Particular attention should be given to a comparison,
say at 25 *C, between a fourth (or third) order fit to
0.1 pV in E and a second order fit to 0.01 mV in E
(most common procedure reported in the literature);
a difference of 0.607 (0.606) J K-1 mol-1 (0.145 cal
K-1 mol-1) is obtained. This difference is large and
has mistakenly lead some observers [66-69], under
similar cases, tc conclude that the emf measurements

TABLE 5. Coefficients in the equation: E = Eo+ at + jt2 + yt3 + 8t'

(On V.9 and tea scales)

(to 0.1 AV)

Order Eo. a x 10 6 p x 10a y x 10 8 x 10"

4th ....... 1.0189968 9.3415 -1.5454 9.7894 0.27990
3d ........ 1.0189967 9.4019 -1.5521 10.034 ..............
2d ........ 1.0190260 - 1.5507 - 0.89411 .............................

(to 0.01 mV or 10 /V)

4th ....... 1.01900 9.9747 -1.6498 13.828 -4.2920
3d ........ 1.01900 9.0481 - 1.5469 10.082 ...............
2d ........ 1.01903 - 1.9569 - 0.88584 .............................
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TABLE 6. Results from fourth, third, and second order equations for the emf of standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type as a
function of temperature (to 0.1 MV)

Ain AG, Ain AG,

Temperature, *C Electromotive force, V AE, V J mol-I cal mol-

4th order 3d order 2d order 4-3 4-2 4-3 4-2 4-3 4-3

0.............................. 1.0189968 1.0189967 1.0190260 0.1 -29.2 0.02 -5.63 0.005 -1.35
3.............................. 1.0190112 1.0190112 1.0190133 0 -2.1 0 -- 0.41 0 -0.10
5.............................. 1.0190061 1.0190062 1.0189959 -0.1 10.2 -0.02 1.97 -0.005 0.47
10............................ 1.0189455 1.0189455 1.0189211 0 24.4 0 4.71 0 1.13
15............................ 1.0188224 1.0188224 1.0188012 0 21.2 0 4.09 0 0.98
18............................ 1.0187217 1.0187216 1.0187084 0.1 13.3 0.02 2.57 0.005 0.61
20............................ 1.0186443 1.0186442 1.0186373 0.1 7.0 .02 1.35 .005 .32
25........................... 1.0184186 1.0184185 1.0184284 0.1 -9.8 .02 -1.89 .005 -0.45
28............................ 1.0182635 1.0182634 1.0182816 0.1 -18.1 .02 -3.49 .005 -0.83
30............................ 1.0181529 1.0181528 1.0181748 0.1 -21.9 .02 -4.23 .005 -1.01
35............................ 1.0178547 1.0178547 1.0178764 0 -21.7 .02 -4.19 .005 -1.00
40............................ 1.0175317 1.0175316 1.0175334 0.1 -1.7 .02 -0.33 .005 -0.08
43.6 ......................... 1.0172880 1.0172878 1.0172587 0.2 29.3 .04 5.65 .01 1.35

a Extrapolated values.

TABLE 7. Results from fourth, third, and second order equations for the emf of standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type as a
function of temperature (to 0.01 mV or 10 V)

A in AG, A in AG.
Electromotive force. V

Temperature. 'C AE. mV J mol-' cal mol'

4th order 3d order 2d order 4-3 4-2 4.3 4-2 4-3 4-2

0.............................. 1.01900 1.01900 1.01903 0 -0.03 0 -5.79 0 - 1.38
3.............................. 1.01902 1.01901 1.01902 0.01 0 1.93 0 0.46 0
5.............................. 1.01901 1.01901 1.01900 0 0.01 0 1.93 0 0.46
10............................ 1.01895 1.01895 1.01892 0 .03 0 5.79 0 1.38
15............................ 1.01882 1.01882 1.01880 0 .02 0 3.86 0 0.92
18............................ 1.01872 1.01872 1.01871 0 .01 0 1.93 0 .46
20............................ 1.01864 1.01864 1.01864 0 0 0 0 0 0
25............................ 1.01842 1.01842 1.01843 0 -0.01 0 -1.93 0 -0.46
28............................ 1.01826 1.01826 1.01828 0 -0.02 0 -3.86 0 -0.92
30............................ 1.01815 1.01815 1.01817 0 -0.02 0 -3.86 0 -0.92
35............................ 1.01786 1.01785 1.01788 0.01 -0.02 1.93 -3.86 0.46 -0.92
40............................ 1.01753 1.01753 1.01753 0 0 0 0 0 0
43.6"........................ 1.01729 1.01729 1.01726 0 0.03 0 5.79 0 1.38

a Extrapolated values.

are in error whereas, in fact, the differences arise from
a lack of resolution or in imprecision of the instru-
ments employed. For AC,, this situation is even more-
marked, see table 9. Values of AC,, as given by fourth
and third order equations are nearly the same, although
the fourth-order results are probably preferable, if
the resolution in E is 0.1 sV. However, for a resolution
of only 0.01 mV in E, large differences are found
between fourth and third order fits, but the third-order
fits agree more closely with the fourth and third order
fits on 0.1 V resolution in E; third-order fits are, there-
fore, selected as final representations, in line with
eqs (29) and (31) given above. As above for AS, par-
ticular attention should be given to a comparison,
say at 25 *C, between a third-order fit to 0.1 yV in E

and a second order fit to 0.01 mV in E (most common
procedure reported in the literature); a difference of
9.93 J K-t mol-' (2.37 cal K-' mol-') is obtained.
This value is again large and has mistakenly lead some
observers [66--69]. under similar cases. to conclude
that the emf measurements are in error by as much as
1 mV whereas, in fact, the differences rest with the
degree of resolution in the measuring equipment.

The situation in regard to both AS and AC, is more
serious at the extremes of temperature. This is shown
in figures 1 and 2. It is obvious from these figures that
AS and ACp, as determined from emfs of different
resolutions and equations of different order differ at
the extremes of temperature and that in order to
determine them, especially ACp, at 0 *C and 40 *C
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TABLE 8. Entropy changes for reactions in standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type as calculated by different functions

Ito 0.1 V in E) (to 0.01 mV or 10 V in E) Ito 0.1 V in E) (to 0.01 mV or 10 V in E)

J K-' mol-' cal K-' mol-'

Temperature. 4th order 3d order 2d order 4th order 3d order 2d order 4th order 3d order 2d order 4th order 3d order 2d order

0..................... 1.803 1.814 -0.299 1.925 1.746 -0.378 0.431 0.433 -0.072 0.460 0.417 - 0.090
3..................... 0.065 0.069 - 1.334 0.086 0.008 - 1.403 0.015 0.017 - 0.319 0.021 .002 - 0.335
5..................... - 1.037 - 1.036 - 2.025 - 1.063 - 1.093 - 2.087 - 0.248 - 0.248 - 0.484 - 0.254 - 0.261 - 0.499
10................... - 3.592 - 3.595 - 3.750 - 3.675 - 3.640 - 3.797 - 0.859 - 0.859 - 0.896 - 0.878 - 0.870 - 0.907
15................... - 5.861 - 5.864 - 5.475 - 5.937 - 5.896 - 5.506 - 1.401 - 1.4(2 - 1.309 - 1.419 - 1.409 - 1.316
18................... - 7.084 - 7.086 -6.511 - 7.136 - 7.109 - 6.532 - 1.693 - 1.694 - 1.556 - 1.706 - 1.699 - 1.561
20................... - 7.841 - 7.843 - 7.201 - 7.873 - 7.860 - 7.215 - 1.874 - 1.874 - 1.721 - 1.882 - 1.879 - 1.725
25................ - 9.532 - 9.531 - 8.926 - 9.508 - 9.532 - 8.925 - 2.278 - 2.278 - 2.133 - 2.272 - 2.278 - 2.133
28...................- 10.406 - 10.404 - 9.961 - 10.355 - 10.395 - 9.950 - 2.487 - 2.487 - 2.381 - 2.475 - 2.484 - 2.378
30...................- 10.931 - 10.929 - 10.652 - 10.867 - 10.912 - 10.634 - 2.612 - 2.612 - 2.546 - 2.597 - 2.608 - 2.542
35................... - 12.036 - 12.036 - 12.377 - 11.975 - 12.000 - 12.344 - 2.877 - 2.877 - 2.958 - 2.862 - 2.868 - 2.950
40...................- 12.849 - 12.853 - 14.102 - 12.856 - 12.7% - 14.053 - 3.071 - 3.072 - 3.371 - 3.073 - 3.058 - 3.359
43.6" ...............- 13.248 - 13.261 - 15.345 - 13.365 - 13.189 - 15.284 - 3.166 - 3.169 - 3.667 - 3.194 - 3.152 - 3.6,53

" Extrapolated values.

TABLE 9. Heat capacity changes for the reaction in standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type as calculated by different functions

(to 0.1 _V in E) (to 0.01 mV or 10 MV in E) (to 0.1 V in E) (to 0.01 mV or 10 V in E)

J K-' mol-' cal K-' mol-'

Temperature, 4th order 3d order 2d order 4th order 3d order 2d order 4th order 3d order 2d order 4th order 3d order 2d order
OC

0..................... - 162.91 - 163.62 - 94.26 - 173.92 - 162.96 - 93.39 - 38.94 - 39.11 - 22.53 - 41.57 - 38.95 - 22.32
3..................... - 155.29 - 155.80 - 95.29 - 162.82 - 155.08 - 94.41 - 37.12 - 37.24 - 22.78 - 38.91 - 37.07 - 22.57
5..................... - 150.08 - 150.46 - 95.98 - 155.53 - 149.71 - 95.10 - 35.87 - 35.96 - 22.94 - 37.17 - 35.78 - 22.73
10...................- 136.59 - 136.72 - 97.71 - 137.77 - 135.87 -96.81 - 32.65 - 32.68 - 23.35 - 32.93 - 32.48 - 23.14
15...................- 122.44 - 122.40 - 99.43 - 120.72 - 121.45 - 98.51 - 29.26 - 29.25 - 23.77 - 28.85 - 29.03 - 23.55
18...................- 113.63 - 113.52 - 100.47 - 110.85 - 112.52 - 99.54 - 27.16 - 27.13 - 24.01 - 26.50 - 26.89 - 23.79
20...................- 107.62 - 107.49 - 101.16 - 104.44 - 106.45 - 100.22 - 25.72 - 25.69 - 24.18 - 24.96 - 25.44 - 23.95
25................... - 92.12 - 92.00 - 102.89 -- 89.02 -90.87 - 101.93 - 22.02 - 21.99 -24.59 -21.28 - 21.72 - 24.36
28................... - 82.50 - 82.43. -103.92 -80.21 - 81.23 - 102.96 -19.72 -19.70 - 24.84 -19.17 -19.42 - 24.61
30................... - 75.95 - 75.94 - 104.61 - 74.53 - 74.69 - 103.64 - 18.15 - 18.14 - 25.00 - 17.81 - 17.85 - 24.77
35................... - 59.09 - 59.29 - 106.34 -61.05 - 57.94 - 105.35 - 14.12 - 14.17 - 25.41 - 14.59 - 13.85 - 25.18
40................... - 41.54 -42.06 - 108.06 - 48.64 - 40.60 - 107.06 - 9.93 - 10.05 - 25.83 - 11.63 -9.71 -25.59
43.6 ̂ ............... - 28.47 - 29.30 - 109.30 - 40.42 - 27.76 - 108.29 - 6.81 - 7.00 - 26.12 - 9.66 - 6.64 - 25.88

1:1 1Extrapolated values.
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FIGURE 2. Temperature variations in heat-capacity change for the
reaction in standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type,
as determined by different functions.

(Fourth-order function gives slightly different values than the third-order function, see
text, table 9, for values).

(-) Pb-Hg(2p) I PbSO, (s)INa2 SO4 (sol)
FIGURE 1. Temperature variations in entropy change for the

reaction in standard cells of the saturated cadmium sulfate type,
as determined by different functions.

(Fourth-order function gives nearly the same results as the third-order function and is.
therefore, not shown)

with the certainty shown at 25 *C, higher resolution
in emf and studies over a broader temperature range,"
if possible, are necessary.

7. Alternate Emf Studies

In the foregoing sections calorimetric and equilib-
rium data relating to standard cells of the saturated
cadmium sulfate type were compared with emf data
of such cells. In this section emf data on various cells,
which in combination, yield a saturated cadmium
sulfate cell, will be compared with the emf of the satur-
ated cadmium sulfate cell. Comparisons are limited to
25 *C where sufficient data are on hand.

Harned and Hamer [70] obtained 0.96495 V (con-
verted to the V6 9 scale) at 25 *C for the emf of the
cell:

" It would appear, at first glance, that Vigou eux and Watts 1541 met this criterion.
since they carried their measurements to -20 *C thus making possible a good evaluation
of AC, at 0 C. However, the emf goes through a maximum at 3 C. thus limiting the effec-
tiveness of a second-order equation to a narrow range of 3 *C to -20 *C, thereby not pro-

viding sufficient resolution for AC, at 0 *C. In cases where a maximum or minimum in
emf did not occur extension of measurements to -20 'C or lower would enhance the
evaluation of AC, by a second-order equation. However, higher order equations should
be used.

Hg 2SO4 (s) I Hg(l) (+) (B)

LaMer and Parks [71] obtained 0.0013 V for the
standard emf, E0, of the cell:

(+) Pb-Hg(2p) { PbSO4 (s) CdSO 4 (a=1) I
Cd-Hg (11%) (-) (C)

using the Gronwall, LaMer, and Sandved [72] treatment
of interionic attraction to obtain EO. Here a denotes
activity of the solute. On converting to absolute volts
and using recent values of the physical constants
[1] and the dielectric constant of water [73], it was
found that the Gronwall, LaMer, and Sandved treat-
ment did not lead to constant values of E0 for the emf
data of LaMer and Parks at the various concentra-
tions of CdSO4 . However, a straight-line extrapolation
to m =0 to obtain E0 follows by taking CdSO4 as
incompletely dissociated with a dissociatiop constant
of 0.0059 mol kg- 1 at 5 *C (an ion size of 3 A was used
in the extrapolation). Extrapolations to m=0 gives
0.00184 V instead of 0.0013 V, given by LaMer and
Parks. 12

's In their 1931 paper LaMer and Parks gave results at 0 and 25 C. In their 1933 paper
(stated to give better results) they gave results of measurments at 0. 10, 20, and 30 'C.
but not for 25 C. Uining the above treatment, i.e..taking CdSO4 as incompletely dissociated,
E* was calculated at these four temperatures which were then fitted to a third-order equa-
tion using least squares to give: Eo (in volts) -0.01698- 0.0003588 t - 0.000012949 t' +
0.00000012328 0s. At 25 C this equation yields 0.00184 V, the value given above for EO;
also interpolation of the data for the dissociation constants for these temperatures gives
0.0059 mol kg-' for the dissociation constant for 25 *C.
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Combining cells (B) and (C) give
cell:

(-) Cd-Hg(11%) ( CdSO 4(a =1)

which is the cadmium sulfate stan
CdSO 4 solution having an activity
for a saturated solution of CdSO4 .
converted to that for a saturated
using the Nernst equation:

R T
Estandard cell = cell -- Instandard cel F

s 0.96679 V for the where g= gas and the other symbols have the sig-
nificance given above. The emfs of these cells were
measured for a series of concentrations and tempera-

Hg 2SO4(s) I tures by Harned and Fitzgerald [77], Harned and Ehlers
[78], and Harned and Hamer [79], respectively. For

Hg(l) (+) (D) the first two cells, the authors obtained the standard
potential. EO. of the cells directly by standard extrap-

idard cell but for a olations using the Debye-Hiickel [80] theory of
of one rather than interionic attraction. For the third cell, however, owing
This emf may be to the very high solubility of Hg2SO 4 in dilute solu-

solution of CdSO4 tions of sulfuric acid, the authors calculated E" using
values of the activity coefficients of H 2SO4 obtained
from emf measurements of the cell [81]:

nCdSO4Y cdso4 (36)

where

Estandard cell= 0.96679 V, given above, m is the molality
of a saturated solution of CdSO4, 3.6789 [6], y is
the mean stoichiometric activity coefficient of CdSO4 ,
and R, T, and F have the significance given previ-
ously in this paper. Harned and Owen [74] and Robin-
son and Stokes [75] list values of y from 0.1 to 3.5
molal. Fitting averages of their values above 2 m
(y goes through a minimum at 2.5 m) to an equation
of the form:

logy= 7+1. 5\/' +aI+b12 +c1 3  (37)

where A = 0.5108 [76] and I = ionic strength, gives-

- 2.0432 -\'7
log y = - -0.107801

1 + 1.5 V

+ 0.0091117 12 - 0.00020852 I3 (38)

where coefficients a, b, and c were obtained by the
method of least squares. This equation yields 0.03646
for y for a saturated solution of CdSO., at 25 *C.
Substituting this value in eq (36) together with the
above values for m and EO leads to 1.01840 V for a
"neutral" standard cell of the saturated cadmium
sulfate type at 25 *C which agrees remarkably well
with the observed value, 1.0184185 V, see table 3.
This agreement is remarkable since the emfs used in
obtaining EO were measured to only 0.01 mV.

Another approach to the emf of the standard cell
of the saturated cadmium sulfate type may be made
using a combination of the three cells:

(-) Cd-Hg(ll%) I CdC1 2 (sol) ( AgCI(s)

Ag(s) (+) (E)

(+) Ag(s) ( AgCI(s) I HCl(sol) I H 2 (g), Pt (-) (F)

(-) Pt, H2 (g) I H2SO4 (sol) ( Hg2SO 's) I
Hg(l) (+) (G)

(-) Pt, H 2 (g) I H-2SO 4 (sol) 1 PbSO4 (s) 1 PbO 2 (s),

Pt (+) (H)

The authors measured the emfs of cells (E), (F), (G),
and (H) in international volts and for extrapolations
to m =0 to obtain EO, used the values of the physical
constants then in use [82]; their results were converted
here to absolute volts using the factor given above,
and the presently recommended values for the physical
constants [1] were used in the extrapolations to m = 0
to obtain values of EO. For 25 *C, the E0 values of
cells (E), (F), and (G) thus obtained are 0.57399 V.1
0.22247 V, and 0.61536 V, respectively. These lead to
0.96688 V for cell (D) whereas the first method using
cells (B) and (C) leads to 0.96679 V; this is not a bad
agreement considering that the second method in-
volves three different cells, one of which contains an
incompletely dissociated electrolyte, CdCl 2, and
another involves indirect calculations using a com-
bination of results on two cells, cells (G) an (H). This
latter value gives 1.01849 V for the emf of the standard
cell of the saturated cadmium sulfate type at 25 *C.
The agreement here with the observed emf is not as
good as in the first case, but is still within the probable
error of the measurements; more is given later on this
agreement.

The emfs of cells (E), (F), (G), and (H) have been
measured by others. Horsch [84], Lucasse [85], Quintin
[86], and Treumann and Ferris [87] measured the emfs
of cell (E) at a series of concentrations, except that
Horsch used a 4.6-percent amalgam and Lucasse, one
of unstated percentage. When Horsch's emfs are cor-
rected from 4.6 percent to 11 percent amalgam by add-
ing 0.00293 V, derivable from Smith's [36] measure-
ments, his results agree closely on the average with
the results of Harned and Fitzgerald, except below
0.00025 molal where Horsch stated that his results
deviated from a smooth curve. Lucasse's amalgams

"3 Harned and Fitzgerald 1771 gave 0.57390 international volt for E' (a typographical
error listed this as 0.57300 international volt) based on a dissociation constant of 0.011 mol
kg-' for the equilibrium: CdCP' = Cd'' + Cl- and 5 A for the ion-size parameter in treating
interbonic attraction; they assumed that the dissociation: CdCl,- CdCl + Cl- was comn
plete. Their E' value becomesa 0.57409 absolute volts using the factor between international
and absolute volts given above. They stated their experimental accuracy to be of the order
of 0.1 mV. Using more recent values for the physical constants I IlIand T ill and the dielec-
tic constant of water '731 it ws found that a betl'r it to their data was obtained using
0.010 mol kg-' for the dissociation constant and 7 A for the ion-size parameter; these lead
to 0.57399 absolute volt for E*. Incidentally. Reghellato and Davies 1831 obtained 0.0101
mol I-1 for the dissociation constant from electrolytic conductivity measurements.
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apparently were 11 percent in cadmium since, if the
difference in the potentials between 11- and 11-percent
amalgams is added to Lucasse's emfs they then agree
excellently with those of Harned and Fitzgerald at all
concentrations above 0.01 m; however, Lucasse's
measurements were not made to sufficiently low con-
centrations to afford an evaluation of EQ. Quintin's
emfs agree closely with those of Harned and Fitz-
gerald; her emfs yield 0.57395 V for E for cell (E), or
0.04 mV lower than the value obtained from the meas-
urements of Harned and Fitzgerald. Quintin's value for
E0 gives 0.96683 V for cell (D) which yields with the
E values for cells (F) and (G) a value of 1.01844 V for
the standard cell of the saturated cadmium sulfate
type. This value agrees better with the observed emf of
a standard cell than the data of Harned and Fitzgerald.
However, the standard deviation of the mean of Quin-
tin's measurements is 0.128 mV as compared with 0.034
mV for Harned and Fitzgerald's results.

The emf of cell (F) has been measured by others in
addition to the one cited above. For E0 at 25 *C Prentiss
and Scatchard [88] arrived at a value of 0.22250 V from
the earlier measurements excluding those of Harned
and Ehlers [78]. MacInnes [89] gave 0.22258 V, Hamer
[90] 0.22239 V, Harned and Paxton [91] 0.22239 V, and
Bates and Bower [92] 0.22234 V; where necessary
these were converted to absolute volts using the factor
between international and absolute volts given above.
The differences in these values are generally attributed
to the differences in the methods of preparation of the
silver-silver chloride electrodes or methods of extrapo-
lation to m =0 [88]. The average of these values,
namely, 0.22244 V agrees within 0.03 mV of the value of
Harned and Ehlers, used above. Since Harned and
Fitzgerald for cell (E) and Harned and Ehlers for cell
(F) used silver-silver chloride electrodes prepared in
the same way, the characteristics of the silver-silver
chloride electrode should be eliminated if we use their
E0 values in arriving at E for cell (D) since we take the
difference of cells (E) and (F) in arriving at E for
cell (D).

The emfs of cell (G) have been measured by many in
addition to those cited above [79]. Results are listed in
table 10. Those marked with a superscript b were
calculated here; the authors did not give values for E .
The value of Harned and Hamer when combined with
the E value for the cadmium-amalgam electrode and
the m and y of saturated CdSO4 yields an emf for the
standard cell of the saturated cadmium sulfate type
that agrees well with the observed emf. The average of
the values of Harned and Sturges [98], Randall and
Stone [101], Trimble and Ebert [102], Muller and
Reuther [104], and Beck et al., namely, 0.61555 V (or
0.61551 V, see footnote e of table 10) agrees within 0.19
(or 0.15) mV of the value of Harned and Hamer.

The recent values for E for cell (G) of Beck, Dobson,
and Wynne-Jones [105] and of Covington, Dobson, and
Wynne-Jones [69] are not in good agreement, differing
by 0.31 mV; the first [105] agrees fairly closely with
earlier value of Harned and Hamer [79] whereas the
latter [69] agrees fairly well with the very early value of
Lewis and Lacey [95]. However, when combined with
the E0 value of the cadmium-amalgam electrode and

TABLE 10. Values of the standard potential of the mercury-mercu
rous sulfate electrode and of the standard cell (a= 1) and the
corresponding electromotive force of the saturated standard cell
at 2.5 C

(all values on V.n scale)

Hg. Standard cell
Date Experimenters Hg.SO 4

E E(sat.)

Volt Volt Volts
1910 Bronsted [931.................-"0.6170 0.96843 1.02004
1914 Lewis and Lacey [951...... .6129 .96433 1.01594
1918 Randall and Cushman

[949 ........ ...... c.6215 .97293 1.02454
1921 Ferguson and France

[971 .......................... ".6199 .97133 1.02294
1925 Harned rnd Sturges

[981 ...................... ".61534 .96677 1.01838
1926 Akerif [991................. ".6168 .96823 1.01984
1927 Randall and Langford

[1001......................... d.6245 .97593 1.02754
1929 Randall and Stone [1011... ".61550 .96693 1.01854
1933 Trimble and Ebert [102)... .6156 .96703 1.01864
1933 MacDougall and Blumer

[1031 ..................... .94 .98083 1.03244
1935 Harned and Hamer [791... .61536 .96679 1.01840
1942 Muller and Reuther

[1041....................... .6155 .96693 1.01854
1960 Beck. Dobson. and

W nneJones [1051 ... .61582 .96725 1.01886
1965 Covington. Dobson. and

Wynne.Jones [691........ .61251 .96394 1.01555
1969 Gardiner. Mitchell. and

Cobble 671 ............ f.61251 .96394 1.01555
1970 Sharma and Prasad

[1071......................... .6135 .964931 1.01564

Observed emf of standard cell= 1.0184186

" See Randall and Cushman [941; these authors reported neces-
sary corrections for Bronsted's data and reported some earlier results
of Arthur Edgar who. however. measured his emis only to 1 mV.

h Calculated here from emfs for 0.05 to 0.21 m using activity
coefficients of sulfuric acid given in reference [79).

' Given in Lewis and Randall [961.
d Stated to be a provisional value.

Ives and Smith [1061 listed this value as 0 61560 V - becomes
0.61561 V on V., scale; reason for discrepancy is unknown.

'Selected by these authors in a recalculation of thr activity
coefficients. of sulfuric acid. i.e.. the 1965 value.

" For de-electrolytic mercurous sulfate exclusively 1.0184354 V.

the m and y of saturated cadmium sulfate, the E0 value
of Covington et al. for the mercury-mercurous sulfate
electrode yields a value for the emf of the standard
cell of the saturated cadmium sulfate type which is at
great variance (- 3.3 mV) from the observed value.
There can be little doubt that their E value for the
mercury-mercurous sulfate electrode is in error. The
value of Beck et al. for E of the mercury-mercurous
sulfate electrode leads to a better value for the emf of
the standard cell of the saturated cadmium sulfate
type than does that of Covington et al., but even so
yields a value that is about 0.45 mV above the observed
value.

These additional E values for cells (E), (F), and (G)
show that- the original selection of data [77-79] for
these three cells is justified. The slight difference of
0.09 mV in the calculated value of the emf of the
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standard cell of the saturated cadmium sulfate type
as given by cells (B) and (C) on the one hand and by
cells (E), (F), and (G) on the other hand can be at-
tributed largely to uncertainties in extrapolations to
obtain E values, especially for cell (E) wherein cad-
mium chloride may show more complex dissociation
[108] than assumed by Harned and Fitzgerald. The
total uncertainty of 0.09 mV is, therefore. attributed
entirely to cell (E), which is within the uncertainty
stated by the authors.

The E for the positive electrode of the standard
cell is obtained directly from cell (G),14 while the E"
for the negative electrode of the standard cell is
obtained from the E 's of cells (B), (C), and (G), or
EB + Ec - Er;. These give:

E . V

Positive electrode........................................ 0.61536
Negative electrode...................................... -0.35143
Complete cell............................................ 0.96679

which give for a saturated solution of cadmium sulfate
(assuming that Ycd++ = Vso, = Ycdso,):

E, V

Positive electrode ......................... 0.64117 I 0.6411743
Negative electrode -...................-0.37724 0.3772443
Com plete cell................................... 1.01841 1.0184186
O bserved value.................................................. 1.0184186

As a basis for measurement. the difference of 8.6 sV
between the calculated and observed value for the com-
plete cell may be divided between the values for the
two electrodes to give the values in the last column.

8. Reproducibility

The good check between calorimetric and equilib-
rium data and emf data of standard cells of the saturat-
ed cadmium sulfate type on the one hand and between
emf data on galvanic cells related to the standard cell
and the emf of the standard cell itself on the other
hand, given above, does not imply that standard cells
having the emfs given above to 0.1 MV (see table 3). can
be made easily and readily without great care. Cells
can be made. however. without extreme care that will
agree in emf to 0.01 mV as illustrated by data in table 3.

Various reasons have been advanced why standard
cells cannot be made that agree in emf to 0.1 sV. The
main reasons are: (1) differences in acidity of the solu-
tion. (2) differences in acidity between the two distinct
electrodes of the cell. (3) differences in extent of reac-
tions between the solution and the cell container
(glass)., (4) differences in the size of crystals of both cad-
mium and mercurous sulfates. (5) undersaturation or
oversaturation with cadmium sulfate at either one or
both of the electrodes. (6) undersaturation of the solu-
tion with mercurous sulfate at the positive electrode,

" As stated earlier. data from cell (H) are required to get E" for cell 'G).

(7) presence of mercuric ions at the positive electrode.
(8) amalgam compo-ition. (9) impurities. and (10) cell
construction. Of these the ones relating to acidity are
the most important; amalgam composition. saturation
of the solution with cadmium sulfate at both electrodes
and with mercurous sulfate at the positive electrode.
crystal size. and amount of mercuric ions can be read-
ily controlled. Also by purification. impurities can be
reduced to a minimum; impurities with higher electri-
cal potential than hydrogen must be eliminated. Solu-
ble trace impurities. although they may have no effect
on the stability of the cell. may alter the initial emf
slightly through a solvent effect affecting the value of
the activity coefficient of cadmium sulfate. Thermo-
dynamically, the emf and emf-temperature coefficient
are independent of cell construction; however. the rate
of attainment of equilibrium after a temperature change
can be affected by cell design. The H-form of cell used
here and in modern cells permits attainment of tem-
perature equilibrium in relatively short times.

The acidity of the solution and the distribution of the
acid throughout the cell affect the emf. Increases in
acidity in the cell as a whole decrease the emf of the
cell [5, 50, 55, 109, 1101. Increase in acidity at the nega-
tive electrode alone increases the emf of the cell while
more acid at the positive electrode alone decreases the
emf of the cell [36]; these arise from changes in the
potential of the acidified electrode and a liquid-junction
potential at the interface of the neutral and acid com-
partments of the cell. If the acid is confined to the
region of the mercury-mercurous sulfate paste the
liquid-junction potential will differ from that produced
if the acid extends to a region above the paste.

Low concentrations of H2SO4 (less than 0.1 N) affect
only slightly the emf-temperature coefficient of the
cell [4, 49, 54, 55]. The relation between the emf-
temperature coefficient and the acidity appears to be
irregular; more on this will be given in a subsequent
paper. Addition of sulfuric acid, through a common-ion
effect, decreases the solubility of cadmium sulfate but
the total sulfate concentration- (SO4 ion from CdSO 4 +
SOT ion from H2SO4) exceeds that of CdSO4 alone.
However, the activity coefficient of CdSO 4 is decreased
by the addition of H2SO4 , so that the activity of CdSO4
in water or in water-sulfuric acid mixtures is nearly
constant. High concentrations of H2S04 , of the order of
1 N (or 0.5 M) increase the emf-temperature coefficient
of the cell [1.9, 50]. However, concentrations of H2SO4
this high cause excessive gassing at the cadmium-anial-
gam electrode and are not used for precision cells.

Even though acid affects the initial emf of standard
cells, the long-range stability of the cells is affected
only slightly. This is evident from the long-range sta-
bility exhibited by standard cells of different acidity
maintained at the National Bureau of Standards [5.
111] and from international comparisons of cells of
various acidities [112]. In the ultimate, stability in emf
is the important criterion in the maintenance of the unit
of emf, rather than the actual value of the emf. Thermo-
dynamically, however, the value of the emf is all im-
portant, in that it gives a measure of the Gibbs energy
change or maximum available energy of the cell, and an
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insight into whether the assigned value is consistent
with related thermodynamic quantities.

The author is indebted to Bruce F. Field for writing
the computer programs for the emf-temperature equa-
tions, to Anna Skapars for making recent checks on
the emf-temperature coefficients of standard cells of
the saturated cadmium sulfate type, and to Georges
Leclerc of the Bureau International des Poids et
Mesures for information on the acidity of standard
cells submitted to the International Bureau by the vari-
ous National Laboratories for international comparisons.
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Designs for Surveillance of the Volt
IMintained by a Small Group of Saturated Standard Cells

W. G. Eicke
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and
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Statistical Engineering Laboratory

This technical note describes a procedure for maintaining surveillance over a
small group of saturated standard cells. The measurement process is briefly
discussed and the principle of left-right balance as a means of eliminating certain
systematic errors is developed. Specific designs and their analysis for inter-
comparing 3, 4, 5 and 6 cells in a single temperature controlled environment are
given. Procedures for setting up control charts on the appropriate parameters are
given, and a technique is described for detecting certain types of systematic errors.

Key words: Control charts, experiment design, saturated standard cells,
standard cells calibration, statistics, voltage standard.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the local level the primary standard of electromotive force is maintained by a group of

saturated standard cells, the same type of cell used to maintain the National unit of electromo-

tive force. Many laboratories use groups containing from 3 to 6 cells mounted in either a tem-

perature controlled air or oil bath. The cells are in general calibrated by the National Bureau

of Standards at periodic intervals and the mean emf of the group is assumed to remain constant

between calibrations. Since such calibrations are done infrequently (at intervals of one year

or more) some technique twist be employed to maintain surveillance over the local unit between

calibrations.

Starting with assigned values for each of the cells of the group as a given set of reference

points, one can check on the relative stability of the cells by measuring differences among them.

One could measure all possible differences and have equal precision in the knowledge of the values

of all cells or one could pick a favorite cell and compare all others with this one (but this leads

to high precision in the knowledge of the selected cell and relatively low precision in all

others). For small groups it is quite practical to measure all possible differences, but as the

group size increases the number of measurements would increase rapidly with N, where N is the group

size. As N increases compromise schemes that lead to equal precision in the knowledge of each cell

can be used. One such design is given in [1] for a group of 20 cells in which only 40 differences

are measured (instead of 190 if all N(N-l)/2 were measured).

This note discusses methods for maintaining surveillance of groups containing three, four,

five, or six cells in a single temperature controlled enclosure. The procedures suggested are

designed to yield information on:

1) the stability of the differences in emf among the group,

2) the components of variability and dependence of the measurement process

precision on environmental influences or procedural changes,

3) possible systematic errors and estimation of the accuracy of the process.

Furthermore, they tend to maximize the yield of useful information per measurement.
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II. The Measurement Technique

The opposition method [3] is usually employed in the intercomparison of saturated standard

cells. In this method the small difference between two cells connected in series opposition is

measured using a suitable instrument. The instrument is usually a potentiometer designed for the

measurement of very small emfs (2].

In the ideal situation the difference in emf as measured by the potentiometer is:

AE - V - Va (1)
where V1 and Vs are the emfs of the two cells being compared.

However in the real situation there may be spurious emfs in the circuit. In general these can

be classified into two categories;

1. Those emfs that remain constant, or relatively so, in relation to the interval
over which a complete set of measurements is made.

2. Those emfs that vary rapidly (referenced to the interval over which a complete
set of measurements is made).

If the emfs are of the second type they will have the effect of decreasing the precision of the

process. On the other hand if they are of the first type they wil have the effect of introducing

a systematic error, thereby making the measurement

AE - V - Va + P (2)

where P is the constant emf. It is possible to estimate P by taking a second measurement

E Va-V + P (3)
and summing the two

2P - AE + AE' (4)

The difference between eqs. (2) and (3) gives

AE - AE' - 2(V1 - Vs ) (5)

an estimate of Vi - Va free of P. The pair of measurements (eqs. (2) and (3)) are said to be "left-

right" balanced. That is if there is a positional effect it is balanced out of the final result.

This technique is analogous to that used to eliminate the inequality of balance arms in precision

weighing on a two pan equal arm balance. In order to designate the cell positions from the oper-

ational point of view they are frequently designated as unknown and reference: Relative to the

input terminals of the measuring instrument they are as shown in fig. 1. In the next section the

principle of "left-right" balance will be extended to groups -containing three or more cells.

III. Designs for Groups of 3, 4, 5, or 6 Cells

Experimental designs of groups cf 3, 4, 5, and 6 cells are given in Appendix A. The designs

presented have been selected to be (1) efficient from the standpoint of the operators making the

measurement (2) statistically efficient, in the sense of minimum standard deviation for the esti-

mated cell values, and (3) relatively easy to analyze using conventional desk calculators. All of
the analyses presented are the least square solutions for the associated design assuming that the
sum of the differences from the mean of all is zero. For groups of 3, 4, 5, total "left-right"

balance has been achieved and the estimate of the "left-right" effect is

n
P.1/n E y (6)

i-1

where n is the number of measurements and y the observed difference in emf between two cells.* For

the case of six cells left-right balance is achieved for only the first 12 measurements.

*
In terms of tht notation of fig. 1 y is the observed QE.
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Measuring Instrument

EL]I
.EX

(UNK)

E Ep
ERI

.E

(REF)
AE Ex - ER +E,
Negative terminals of cells

connected together

Measuring Instrument

III
AE-

EX

(UNK)
AE Ex

EP

( REF)
- ER+EP

Positive terminals of
connected together

cells

Figure 1

Two ways in which two cells can be connected in series-opposition.
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For each size group the design and its analysis are given as a complete entity, with the left

half giving the general procedure and the right half a numerical example. The suggested order for

making the measurements requires moving one set of leads at a time thereby minimizing the possibil-

ity of connecting the wrong cells.

The definitions of the symbols used in the tables are as follows:

Symbol Definition

V The emf of the ith cell

M The group mean

M* The mean of

vi The difference Vi-M

Y The ith measured difference

P The calculated circuit residual

Qi A sum of those y's that involve the ith cell

vi The calculated ith v

y The predicted yi calculated from v and P

di Deviations, (y -y)

s The standard deviation of a single observation

For all of the designs given in Appendix A the assumption is that the mean of the whole group

is known and serves as the restraint in the least square solution. In the next section, procedures

for changing the restraint will be given. The analysis produces the following basic information

which can be used to monitor the process:

1. The emf of each cell (or the difference from the group mean)

2. The residual emf, P

3. The standard deviation of a single observation

4. The deviation of each observation from the predicted value

The frequency with which these intercomparisons should be ran may vary considerably depending

on the particular installation. Once it is established that the process is in a state of control

then one intercomparison each week should be sufficient.

IV. Change of Restraint

In the previous section it was assumed that the mean for the whole group was known, such as

would be the case if the group had been assigned values by the National Bureau of Standards. Because

only differences in emf are measured, this average value is the restraint on the values which pro-

vide the "ground zero" to which the cell values are related.

When one or more of the cells show a change so large as to be inconsistent with its assigned

value, it becomes necessary to remove these cells from the defining group. Evidence of such changes

would be discovered from control charts on either the cell values or control charts on differences

between cells (see the next section on control charts).

To illustrate, let us assume that the assigned values for the 5th and 6th cells of the example

in Table A-4 had been 1.0182536 and 1.0182501 instead of the values (1.0182416, 1.0182381) given in
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section 1 of the table. This is a change of +12.OuV in each cell so that the new emf val :es .r

the' cells would be as shown in the following table.

Table 1-A

Assigned values

1.0182605
2655

2466

2476

2536*

2501*

(Table A-4
Sec. 4)

10.47

15.62

- 3.4O

- 2.29

- 8.37
-12.04

Dnf of cell

M + V1

1.01826445

1.01826960

1.01825058

1.01825169

1.01824561

1.01824194

Difference

from assigned

3.95
4.1o

3.98

4.09

-7.99
-8. 16

Average - 1.01825398 - M

These values differ by 12 sV from ttma uata of Table A-4.

The last two cells are obviously inconsistent with their assigned values, so that one would

want to remove these from the restraint and establish "ground zero" with the first four cells.

To do this one calculates

(1) VA: the average of the assigned value of the cells to be retained in the restraint

(2)

(3)

as shown in column 2 of the table below; and v: the average of the V's to be
be retained in the restraint.
v the cell estimates as given in section 4 and copied into column 3 below; and

adds dAv to each of the v to give the cell values, Vi, as shown in

column 4.

Assigned values

1.0182605

2655

2466

2476

Average = 1.01825505 - VA

1.0182536

2501

Table 1-B

(Table A-4
Sec. 4)

vi

1.0.47

15.62

- 3.40

- 2.29

v +5.10

- 8.37

-12.04 ,

The cell values are now expressed in terms of the average of the "good" cells as the reference

pc nt. The misbehaving cells would ordinarily continue to be measured in the hope that they would

stabilize at some new value.
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V. Control Charts

Control charts [5; [6] on process parameters such as the cell values and standard deviations
of a single observation provide an effective means of determining whether or not the process is in

a state of statistical control. Control charts for each cell (or difference between cells), proc-

ess precision (standard deviation of an observation), and the residual emf P should be maintained.

These charts provide the verification of that part of the uncertainty statement that deals with

bounds for the effect of random error. Such statements say in effect "If this measurement process

is used a large number of times, the values obtained for a single quantity will vary within the

stated limits." The charts permit one to demonstrate the validity of such statements on current

data.

For each run one will have values for each or the cells, the standard deviation, and the

residual emf. To check on the state of control of the measurement process and on the stability of

the cells, one would study the sequence of values for these parameters. Control charts on the cells

can be established on the emf of the cells, the difference between successive cells (e.g. cell l -

cell 2, cell 2 - cell 3, cell 3 - cell 4, etc.), or both. The former has the difficulty that it

is not sensitive to a change in the emf of a single cell. However, by following the differences

between successive cells (i.e. lt minus 2nd, 2nd minus 3rd and so on) one has an easily inter-

preted set of results even though the successive differences are not independent. A single "bad"

cell will show up as out of control on two successive differences, whereas the remaining differences

are unaffected.

In order to establish control limits one has to know the precision of the measurement process

(see discussion on measurement processes in ref. [7]). However, under the assumption that the

standard deviation, 0, of the process is known one can, for a given design, write down the

standard deviations of the individual cell emfs, the difference between two cells, and for the

residual P. One can use three times the appropriate standard deviation as control limits. For the

designs given the values for setting limits are shown in Table 2.

Unfortunately, when starting such surveillance the process precision, a, is usually not known

and must be estimated from the available data. In this case one would pool a number, m, of

individual standard deviations using the formula

m
- 1/m E s (7)

i=1

for a particular design. This might entail making several runs a week for the first month r
to obtain starting control limits. After about 100 degrees of freedom have beer. acc.:...at _ a :.ew

value of s, should be calculated and the control limits revised. For such a large n:er
degrees of freedom s, approaches a very closely. Using s, and the control limits fror. the fact:rs
in Table 2, a control chart on the standard deviation of the process (i.e. nn s as computed :.

Appendix A) should be constructed.

It is also desirable to maintain a control chart on the residual emf using the limits given !n
Table 2. Initially the accepted value of P would be taken as zero. However, if after repeated

measurements the value of P is other than zero and constant, the central value and control limits
should be adjusted accordingly.

The start of each type of control chart is shown in Fig. 2. For the chart. on the cel Is the
central values for both cells and difference between cells should be based ;,n th.- assigned values.

The chart can either be kept on a run number or a time basis. The latter has the advantage that

one can estimate rate of drift if any cell shors a trend.
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Table 2

Factors for Setting the 30 Control Limits for the Designs in Appendix A

No. of cells
Excluded from

group mean

0 1.0000

Number of Cells in Group

3 4 5 6

Cell Values

0.9186 | 1.2000 1.1260

0.8660 0.8660 1.1619 1.1071
1* 1.500 1.2247 1.5000 1.3512

0. 0.750 1.0954 1.0794
2* 1.7320 1.2990 1.5492 1.3839

--- 0 .9487 1.0000
3* --- 1.5000 1.6432 1.4392

Residual P

1.2247 0.8660 0.9487 0.8018

Successive differences (vi - vi+l)

1.7321 1.5000 1.8974 (1)

Standard deviations

Upper limit 1.945 1.585 1.737 1.552
Central line 0.888 0.950 0.933 0.963

*The upper figures are for those cells included in the mean and the
lower figures are for those cells exclude rom the mean.

(1) For differences (1-2)(2-3)(4-5)(5-6) the limit is 1.7321.

For differences (4-5)(6-1) the limit is 1.7525.

To compute control limit multiply a or pooled s, by the appropriate factor
and add or subtract as required.

If g cell should "go bad" and be removed from the mean, but still kept in the group, then the

limits should be altered accordingly (see Table 2). It is important to bear in mind that the

control charts on the cells only indicate change in the emf of cells relative to each other. If the

whole group is changing it will not show up in any of the charts and can only be ascertained by

comparison with other cells whose values are known. This situation does occur because small groups

of cells jre usually from the same manufacturer and lot, and therefore have similar aging character-

istics.

VI. Systematic Errors

Ideally a measurement process should be free of systematic error, however, this is not often

the case. In fact, the residual P is a systematic error. Its effect on the values of the cells is
readily removed and its magnitude estimated using the suggested designs. Other systematic errors

are not so easily detected. Indications of their presence in some cases can be obtained by analysis

of deviations from two or more successive designs run on the same group of cells.
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Figure 2

Typical control charts for maintaining surveillance over a group of standard cells.
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Detection is based on the assumption that the deviations for a particular observation (cell 1 -
cell 2, cell 1 - cell 3, etc.) are independent in successive runs.

If the magnitude and sign of corresponding deviations from successive runs tend to agree then
one would suspect the presence of a systematic error. Such an analysis can be done on 5 and 6 cell

groups graphically by plotting the deviations of one run as a function of the second run. If the

deviations tend to fall on a straight line having slope 1 and passing through the origin n, then one
would suspect a systematic error. If there is none then the points would be distributed randomly.
Figure 3 shows an example with Lo systematic error present. Figure 4 was created from the data of
Figure 3 by adding 0.3 jV to the absolute value of each observation to simulate an offset error
such as failing to correct for the instrument zero. The presence of such a systematic error will
(1) cause the deviations to string along the line, (2) inflate the standard deviation, and

(3), introduce a bias into each calculated vi. The magnitude of the latter will depend on the
particular set of observations. Instead of the model for a single observation being

E(yi ) x - X + P

as in the case of Figure 3, and as assumed in the appendix, it is now

E(yij) = xi - X + P + y C

where C is the zero offset.

For sets with less than 5 cells one would examine the deviations of successive runs for patterns.
If the deviations for a given observation have the same sign and approximately the same magnitude,
one would suspect a possible systematic error. Studies are being conducted to develop relatively

simple tests that may be used to detect the presence of many types of systematic errors.

The cause or causes of systematic errors will depend on a particular measuring system.
Some possible causes are:

1. Failure to make applicable corrections

2. Zero offset

3. Operator reading bias

4. Operator setting bias

5. Leakage currents

This list is by no means complete, but merely suggests some possible causes.
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APPENDIX A

Designs for Groups of 3, 4, 5 and 6 Saturated Standard Cells

TABLE A-1

THE INTERCOMPARISON OF A GRWP OF THREE SATURATED STANDARD CELLS

1. Given: The emfs of three saturated standard
cells (V1, Vs and V3) are assigned by cali-
brating them in terms of a known standard of
electromotive force. The mean of the group
is

3
M . 1/3 E Vi

i-1

and the difference from the mean of each
cell is

vi - (Vi-M)

2. Assuming that there is a small constant
emf P associated with the measuring process
then the expected value of a single
observation is

E(yi) - Vj-Vk + P

j $ k; for j and k - 1,2,3.

For all possible values of j and k the
following schedule or measurements is
convenient and requires changing the
connections to only one cell at a time.

Measure- Cell in UNK
ment position*

y1
ya

ya

y4

YB

ye

1

1

2

2

3

3

Cell in REF
position*

2

3

3

1

1

2

*See Fig. 1 for definition of positions.

3. Estimation of P:
6

P - 1/6 E yi
i-1

4 ample

1. From an NBS Report of Calibration:

V, - 1.0182571 ' v1 - -1.2 gV

V2 - 1.0182535 va - -4.8

V, - 1.0182643 v, - +6. 0
Mean - 1.0182583 sum - 0

4

2. Observations:

Ya

ys

y4Yap

Ys

ye

+4.8 uV
-6.6

-10.6

-3.4
+7.4

+10.4

3.

P - 1/6 (+4.8 -6.6 -10.6 -3.4 +7.4 +10.4)

P - .333 MV
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4. Estimation of vi:

U VL-M U 1/6

v2 U V2 -M - 1/6

v3 U V3 -M - 1/6

Arithmetic Check = E

TABLE A-1 Continued
I 4.

(yi + Ya -Y4 -Ys )

(-Yi +Y3 +Y4 -Ye)

(-Y2 -Ye +Y6 +Ye )
A = 0 (within

round-off)

vi U 1/6 (4.8 -6.6 +3.4 -7.4) _ -.967 V

vs U 1/6 (-4.8 -10.6 -3.4 -10.4) U -4.867

v" = 1/6 (+6.6 +10.6 +7.4 +10.4) U +5.833

Check = -.967 -4.867 +5.833 = -.001 V

5. Calculation of y's, the predicted y's: 5.

= -i -v8 + P Yi - -. 967 +4.867 +.333 - +4.233 MV

a - vt -va + P Ya -.967 -5.833 +.333 - -6.467

YO = v 2 -v8 + P ye - -4.867 -5.833 +.333 = -10.367

4 V 2 -vi + P 4 - -4.867 +.967 +.333 = -3.567

Y * v3 - 1 + P Y6 . +5.833 +.967 +.333 = +7.133

Y- v3 -v2 + P Ys - +5.833 +4.867 +.333 = +11.033
Arithmetic Check = i = 6P Check - i = 1.998

6. Calculation of the deviations (di = y -Y: 6.

dl = Yi -5i di - 4.8 -4.233 - .567 V

da ya -Y2 da - -6.6 +6.467 - -. 133

d3 - YO -Y3 d3 = -10.6 +10.367 - -. 233
d4 = Y4 -Y4 d 4 - -3.4 +3. 567 - +.167

d Y .Ye -Ys ds -7.4 -7.133 -+.267

de ye -Y6 de - 10.4 -11.033 - . 633

6
Check = Z di = 0 (within round-off) Zd = .002

1=1

7. The standard deviation of a single 7.
observation (s) is

6
S = Z da s = 3 .55 AV

i=1

where 3 represents the number of degrees of
freedom in this error estimate.

8. Bnf values of the cells 8. Mean (from Section 1): 1.01825830

The emf's of the cells are calculated
by restoring the mean value to give

A A

Vi = v + M

V1 =

V3 =

V 3 U

1.01825830 -

1.01825830 -

1.01825830 +

0.00000097 = 1.01825733

0.00000487 = 1.01825343

0.00000583 = 1.01826413
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TABLE A-2

THE INTERCOMPARISON OF A GROUP OF 4 CELLS

1. Given: The emfs of four saturated standard
cells (V 1 , V2 , V3 and V4) are assigned by
calibrating them in terms of a known stand-
ard of electromotive force. The mean of
the group is

4
M = 1/4 E Vi

and the difference from the mean of each
cell is

vi = (Vi-M)

t

2. Assuming that there is a small constant emf
P associated with the measuring process, the
expected value of a single observation is

E(yi )= V -Vk + P jk; for j and k - 1, 2, 3, 4.

For all possible values of j and k the
following schedule of measurements is con-
venient, and in most cases requires changing
the connections to only one cell at a time.

Measure- Cell in UNK Cell in REF
ment position position

y, 1 2

Ya 1 3

Ya 2 3

y4  2 4

V 3 4

y7

ye

yio

y11

3

3
4

4

4

2

1

2

2

1

3
1

4
t

3. Estimation of P:

12
F- 1/12 E yi

i=1

Example

1. From an NBS Report of Calibration:

V, = 1.0182459 v, = -4.1 uV
Va = 1.0182488

V3 = 1.0182526

V4 = 1.0182527

v9 = -1.2

v3 = +2.6

v4 = +2.7

Mean = 1.0182500 sum = 0

2. Observations:

yl =

ya =

Y3 =

Y4 =

Y6 =

ys =

Y7 _

Ye =

Ye =

Yio =

y11=

y12=

-3.1 MV

-6.9
-3.8

-4.0
- .4

6.3

3.3
3.4

6.4
- .2

2.7

-7.0

3.

P = 1/12 (-3.1 -6.9 -3.8 -4.0 -. 4 +6.3 .3.3
+3.4 +6.4 -. 2 +2.7 =7.0)

> = -. 275 V
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TABLE A-2 Continued

14.4. Estimation of v:

va - ds -M - 1/8 (Yi +ya -Ys -Ye -Yi 1

V2 = 9a -M - 1/8

v3 - V3 -M - 1/8

v4 - V4 -M = 1/8

(-YI +Y3 +Y4 -Y7 -Ye

(-ya -y3 +YS +ys +y'7
-yio)

(-Y4 -Ys +Ye +yg +Yio
-Y% )

5
Arithmetic Check - Z Vi = 0 (within

1 round-off)

5. Calculation of y's, the predicted y's:

Yl = vi -Ga +

ya - V -V 3 
+

Y3 ' V2 -va +

Y4 - va -V4 +
Ys = V3 -V4 +

Ys - V 3 -VI +

y7 -vs -2 +
Ye - V 4 -4 +
Ys - V4 -vl +
Yio - V 4 -V 3 +

Y11 = va - +
Y1 = -iV -V 4 +

Arithmetic Check -

6. Calculation of the

dl
d2

d3

d4
d5

de
d7

de
de

dil

das

A
P
P
PA

P

P

E i = 12P

deviations (di yi-b

Yl -Yi
Ya -Ye
Y3 -Y3
Y4 -Y4
Ys -Ys
Ye -Ye
y, -A,
Ye -Ye
ye -Ye
Yio -Yio
Y1x -Yi1

YIa -Yia

Arithmetic Check - E d U 0 (within
round-off)

V1 = 1/8 (-3.1 -6.9 -6.3 -6.4 -2.7 -7.0)=
-4.05 AV

va - 1/8 (3.1 -3.8 -4.0 -3.3 -3.4 +2.7) =

-1.088

v3 - 1/8 (6.9 +3.8 -. 4 +6.3 +3.3 +.2) =
2.512

V4 = 1/8 (4.0 +.4 +3,4 +6.4 -. 2 +7.0) -
2.625

Check - -4.050 -1.087 +2.512 +2.625 - 0.001

5.

Ye =
Ya 

Ys -

Ys a

Ye =

Y, =

Y5e U

Ys i -
Yla =

sum -

-4.050 +1.088 -. 275 = -3.237 ;V
-4.050 -2.512 -. 275 = -6.837
-1.088 -2.512 -. 275 U -3.875
-1.088 -2.625 -. 275 = -3.988
2.512 -2.625 -. 275 = -0.388
2.512 +4.050 -. 275 U 6.287
2.512 +1.088 -. 275 - 3.325
2.625 +1.088 -. 275 - 3.438
2.625 +4.050 -. 275 = 6.400
2.625 -2.512 -. 275 = -0.162

-1.088 +4.050 -. 275 = 2.687
-4.050 -2.625 -. 275 - -6.950

(-3.237 -6.837 -3.875 -3.988 -0.388
+6.287 +3.325 +3.438 +6.400 -0.162
+2.687 -6.950) - -3.300

6.

di
do
da3
d 4
da
de
d,
ae
de

dio

d's
dla

-3.1 +3.237
-6.9 +6.837
-3.8 +3.875
-4.0 +3.988
-0.4 + .388
6.3 -6.287
3.3 -3.325
3.4 -3.438
6.4 -6.400

-. 2 +.162 U

2.7 -2.687
-7.0 +6.950

= .137 AV
= -. o63
U .075
U -. 012

- .012
U .013
U -. 025
_ -. 037
U 0

-. 038
U .013
U -. 050

(.137 -. 063 +.075 -. 012 -. 012 +.013 -. 025
-. 038 +0 -. 038 +.013 -. 050) - 0

7. The standard deviation of a single obser- 7.
vation (s) is

12
S d ) (d)a s -42 - .066 aV

i-1

where 8 represents the number of degrees
of freedom in this error estimate.

8. Enf values of the cells 8. Mean (from Section 1): 1.01825000

The emf's of the cells are calculated
by restoring the mean value to give

Vi +M

Va -
V3 -

V4 a

1.01825000 - 0.00000405 U 1.01824595
1.01825000 - 0.00000109 - 1.01824891
1.01825000 + 0.00000251 - 1.01825251
1.01825000 + 0.00000262 = 1.01825262

i ,~ ~
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TABLE A-3

THE INTERCOMPARISON OF A GROUP OF 5 CELLS

1. Given: The emfs of five saturated standard
cells (V1, Va, V3 , V4 and VS) are assigned
by calibrating them in terms of a known
standard of electromotive force. The mean
of the group is

4
M = 1/5 E Vi

Jul

and the difference from the mean of each
cell is

v- (Vi -M)

2. Assuming that there is a small constant emf
P associated with the measuring process
then the expected value of a single
observation is

E(yi)m Vj-Vk + P jik; for j and km 1,2...5

For certain values of 3 and k a set of 10
measurements having "left-right" balance
that is convenient and requires changing
the connections to only one cell at a time is

Example

1. From an NBS Report of Calibration:

VI
Vs
Va
V4
Vs

.-
.

1.0182538
1.0182531
1.0182518
1.0182532
1.0182531

v,

v4
Vs

. .8 oV
.1

-1.2
.2
.1

Mean = 1.0182530 sum - 0

2. Observation..

Measure- Cell in UNK
ment position

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5

Cell in REF
position

2
3
3
4
4
5
5
1
1
2

y1

y3

yg

y4
Ys
Ye
Y7

ye
Yi

.
.

-

-

-

.5 MV
1.6
-9

-. 4
-1.5
-1.3
0

-. 8
-1.0
-. 2

3. Estimation of P: 3.

10
P- 1/10 E y P . 1/10 (.5 +1.6 +.9 -. 4 -1.5 -1.3 +0.

i-1i P -. 8 -1.0 .. 2)

4 E -. 22 OV

4. Estimation of vi: 4.

Y1 -M
ya -M
V3 -M
Y4 -M
V9 -M

-

.

-

s

1/5
1/5
1/5
1/5
/5

(y1 +ya -ye -ye)
(-yi +ys +y4 -Y10)
(-ya -ye +Y6 +yg )
(-Y 4 -ys +y7 +ys )
(-ye -y, +y, +y10)

5

VI
Va
V3
V4
V5

Arithmetic Check - E V=0 (within
i-l round-off)

D.T COPY .AILAL.

vsV9

V4
V5

in

.

.

1/5
1/5
1/5
1/5
1/5

(.5 +1.6 +.8 +1.0) - .78 V
(-.5 +.9 -. 4 +.2) - .04
(-1.6 -.9 -1.5 -1.3) - -1.06
(+.4 +1.5 +0. -. 8) * .22
(1.3 +0. -1.0 -. 2) - 0.02

5
Check: E i = .78 +.04 -1.06 +.22 +.02= 0

1l
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TABLE A-3 Continued

5. Calculation of g's, the predicted y's:

Ys - Vi -Va +

Ye - vi -v3 +

Y3 - Va -V 3 +

Y4 - va -V 4 +

Ye - V3 -V 4 +

Ye = V3 
-v6 +

Y7 - V 4 -V 5 +
Ye .V 4 -vi +

ye = Vs -V 1 +

Yio - a -Va +

PP

P
pA

P
A

Arithmetic Check: E f1 10 

6. Calculation of the deviations

di
do
d3
d4

dg
d7

de
de
40e

U

.

.

.
.

Y1
Ya
Y3
Y4
Ye

ye
Ye

yie

-Yi
-Ye

-y3
-Y4
-Ye
-ye
-Y7
-Ye
-Yo
-Yie

10
Check Z di

i=1
" 0 (within round-off)

5.

Yi
Ya

YeA

Ye
Yoe

.

-

=
-
-

.78 -. 04 -. 22 - .52 v

.78 +1.06 -. 22 1.62

.04 +1.06 -. 22 - .88

.04 -. 22 -. 22 = -. 4
-1.06 -. 22 -. 22 = -1.50
-1.06 -. 02 -. 22 -1.30
.22 -. 02 -. 22 = -. 02
.22 -. 78 -. 22 . -. 78
.02 -. 78 -. 22 = -. 98
.02 -. 04 -. 22 - -. 24

Check: Z y " -2.20 - 10(-.22)- -2.20

C

6.

U

U

.5 -. 52 - -. 02 MV
1.6 -1.62 " -. 02
.9 -. 88 - .02
-. 4 +.4 - 0
-1.5 +1.50 . 0
-1.3 +1.30 " 0
0. +.02 " .02
-. 8 +.78 = -. 02
-1.0 +.98 " -. 02
-. 2 +.24 " .04

Check - (-.02 -. 02 +.02
-. 02 +.04) " 0

+.3(0) +.02 -. 02

7. The standard deviation of a single 7.
observation s is

10
E d

s - .00 - .028 V

where 5 repres 'ts the number of degrees of
freedom in this error estimate.

8. )nf values of the cells

The emf's of the cells are calculated by
restoring the mean value to give

V -v +M

8. Mean (from Section 1): 1.01825300

yi

Ya
Ye
V4
Vs

U

UU

1.01825300
1.01825300
1.01825300
1.01825300
1.01825300

+

+

+

0.00000078
0.00000004
0.00000106
0.00000022
0.00000002

=

U

U

U

U

1.01825378
1.01825304
1.01825194
1.01825322
1.01825302

309
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TABLE A-4

THE INTERCOMPARISON OF A GROUP OF 6 CELLS

1. Given: The emfs of six saturated standard
cells (V1, V2 , V3 , V4, Vs and Vs ) are
assigned by calibrating them in terms of a
known standard of electromotive force. The
mean of the group is

6
M - 1/6 E vi

iul

and the difference from the mean of each
cell is

v- (Vi-M)

2. Assuming that there is a small constant emf
P associated with the measuring process,
the expected value of a single observation
is

E(yi )- V J-Vk+P j/k; for j and k * 1,2.. .6

For certain values of j and k
measurements, 12 of which are
balanced, can be made.

Cell in UNK
position

1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
1
2
3

a set of 15
"left-right"

Cell in REF
position

2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6
1
1
2
4
5
6

3. Create a set of sums Qi, S and T:

(Y1 +Ya -Y1o -Y11 +Y13)
(-y1 +Y3 +Y 4 -Y12 +Y14)
( -Y2 -Y3 +ys +ys +y% s )
(-Y4 -Ys +Y7 +Ye -Y13)
(-Ys -Y7 +yf +Yio -Y14)
(-Ye -Ye +Y11 +Yie -Yis )
Q1 +Q2 +Qa

T u sum of all measurements

6
Arithmetic Check - E Qi- 0

i-

4. Calculate P:

- 3T-S

1"ST COPY AVAILABLE

Example

1. From an NBS Report

VI
V2,
V3

V4
Vs
Vs

1.0182605
1.0182655
1.0182466
1.0182476
1.0182416
1.0182381

of Calibration:

vi1
va

v3
V4

vs
vs

10. 52
15.52
-3.38
-2.38
-8.38
-11.88

Mean - 1.01824998 sum = 0

*1

2. Observations:

Y2 =
y3 -
y4 =

Ys =
ys -

ys =
ye -

Ys =

Y11

Y14=
Yls=

4

-5.4 v
13.7
18.8
17.7
-1.3
4.8
5.9
9.5
3.5
-19.1
-22.7
-27.9
12.5
23.7
8.4

3.

Q1

Q4
QS

Qs
S

T

(-5.4 +13.7 +19.1 +22.7 +12.5)- +62.6
(5.4 +18.8 +17.7 +27.9 +23.7)3 +93.5
(-13.7 -18.8 -1.3 +4.8 +8.4). -20.6
(-17.7 +1.3 +5.9 +9.5 -12.5)- -13.5
(-4.8 -5.9 +3.5 -19.1 -23.7). -50.0
(-9.5 -3.5 -22.7 -27.9 -8.4). -72.0
(62.6 +93.5 -20.6). 135.5

(-5.4 +13.7 +18.8 +17.7 -1.3 +4.8 +5.9
+9.5 +3.5 -19.1 -22.7 -27.9 +12.5
+23.7 +8.4) = 42.1

Check = (62.6 +93.5 -20.6 -13.5 -50.0
-72.0) = 0

4.

= a 126.3 - 135.5 a -.219 jVP

310

Measure-
ment

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

Q1

Q3

Qs
Qs
S

.
-
-
-

-
s

-

-

.
-
s

-

-
-

-
-

-
-



TABLE A-4 Continued

5. Calculate V's:

VI

vI

V
3

V4

Vs
Vs

1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6
1/6

6

(Q 1 -P)
(Qa-f)
(Q 3 -P)

(Q+P)
(Qe+P)

Check - Z i - 0
i-1

6. Calculation of y's, the predicted y's:

yi -
ya -

3T4 -

ys -
ye -

ye -

Yio -

A

Yi4-
Yis

i

VIva

V4

V3

V3
Vs
Vs
Vs

V5

V3
vs
As

-Va

-V 3

-V 3

-V 4

-V 4

-vs
-Vs
-V 6
-Vs

-VI

-V1
-V 4-Va

-v4
-V6
-Vg

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

7. Calculation of the

ds -
d1 =

da -

d3 =

d4 8 .
dg -
de =
d7 s

de =
de -

dio -
d11=

digs-

deviations (di -y

Yi -Y1
Ya -Ya
y3 -y3
y4 -Y4
ys -ys
Ye -Ye
y,7 -y7
Ye -Ye
ye -ye
Y1o -Yio
Y11 -Y11
Y1a -Ya

Y1 4 -Y14
Yis -Ys

5.

V.
va

V4

Vs
V

6

- -

1/6 (62.6 +.219) - 10.470 uv
1/6 (93.5 +.219) - 15.620
1/6 (-20.6 +.219) -3.397
1/6 (-13.5 -. 219) - -2.286
1/6 (-50.0 -.219) - -8.370
1/6 (-72.0 -. 219) - -12.036

Check - 1/6 (62.819 493.719 -20.819
-13.781 -50.219 -72.219) - 0

6.

Y1 -

Ya =

Y4 -

A

Ys -
Ye -

y1o -
Y7-

y98

1I

y4-

Y10-

10.470 -15.620 -.219 - -5.369
10.470 +3.397 -.219 - 13.648
15.620 +3.397 -. 219 - 18.798
15.620 +2.286 -. 219 - 17.687
-3.397 +2.286 -. 219 - -1.330
-3.397 +8.370 -.219 " 4.754
-2.286 +8.370 -. 219 - 5.865
-2.286 +12.036 -. 219 - 9.531
-8.370 +12.036 -.219 - 3.447
-8.370 -10.470 -.219 - -19.059
-12.036 -10.470 -.219 - -22.725
-12.036 -15.620 -.219 - -27.875
10.470 +2.286 -.219 - 12. 537
15.620 +8.370 -. 219 - 23.771
-3.397 +12.036 -.219 - 8.420

7

d1 -
da 
a-

as -a3 =d4 -

dg =de s

d1 u
d9 -

d1 3 =
d 1 4-
d 1s-

-5.4 +5.369 - -. 031 v
13.7 -13.648 - .052
18.8 -18.798 = .002
17.7 -17.687 - .013
-1.3 +1.330 = .030
4.8 -4.754 = .046
5.9 -5.865 - .035
9.5 -9.531 - -. 031
3.5 -3.447 - .053
-19.1 +19.059 - -. 041
-22.7 +22.725 - .025
-27.9 +27.875 - -. 025
12.5 -12.537 = -. 037
23.7 -23.771 - -. 071
8.4 -8.420 = -. 020

8. The standard deviation of a single obser- 8.
nation (sJ is

(s )/.-021590s- =() .- ".0 .0490 LV

where 9 represents the degrees of freedom
for error.

9. Enf values of the cells

The emf's of the cells are calculated by
restoring the mean value to give

i a i + M

311

9. 'Mean (from Section 1): 1.01824998

9I = 1.01824998 + 0.00001047 - 1.01826045
9: - 1.01824998 + 0.00001562 - 1.01826560
V3 - 1.01824998 - 0.00000340 - 1.01824658

y4 - 1.01824998 - 0.00000229 - 1.01824769
vg - 1.01824998 - 0.00000837 - 1.01824161
Ve - 1.01824998 - 0.00001204 - 1.01823794
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MEASUREMENT ASSURANCE PROGRAMS IN A FIELD ENVIRONMENT

Woodward G Eicke, Jr.1, Thomas F. Leedy 2

Brian R. Moore 3 , and Charles F. Brown 3

ABSTRACT

To date most measurement assurance programs have been
carried out between the National Bureau of Standards and
various standards laboratories in the U.S. For the most
part, these have been conducted at the highest accuracy
levels. In the spring of 1982 the Army Missile Command
and NBS conducted two special, lower accuracy, measure-
ment assurance programs (S-MAP) at a field location at
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, in the areas of dc voltage, dc
current dc resisi.tance, ac voltage, and ac current. This
paper describes the experiments performed, presents the
results, and discusses them in light of a number of
externally imposed constraints.

INTRODUCTION

The extensive use of automatic test equipment (ATE) and precision
electronic instruments and equipment in the United States has
necessitated new concepts to ensure measurement accuracy. This
new generation of equipment, unlike early instrumentation, is
characterized by complexity. It is often comprised of numerous
sophisticated electronic instruments operating as an integral
unit, often under computer control, and is frequently used in
field locations where the environment is uncontrolled.
Traditionally, in order to support the accuracy requirements of
such equipment 'it is calibrated in the standards laboratory;
however, such calibrations may be meaningless when the instrument
is returned to its normal operating environment. To obtain a
meaningful calibration it is often necessary to calibrate the
instrument in its normal operating environment. Such an on-site
calibration requires that standards, auxilary equipment and
personnel from the standards laboratory be transported to the
site, perform the necessary measurements, analyze the data, and
report the results. In addition they must measure the transport
standards to insure that they have not changed during the
calibration interval. This process is essentially that of a

(1) Electrical Measurements and Standards Division, National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234.
(2) Electrosystems Division, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, DC 20234.
(3) Electrical Standards and Development Laboratory, U.S. Army
TMDE Support Group, Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898.
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measurement assurance program (MAP). Unfortunately, most MAPs
are operated among NBS and standards laboratories, are aimed at
the highest levels of accuracy attainable for a given measurement
area, and are usually limited to certain specific values of
standards. Such MAPs employ sophisticated transport standards,
are labor intensive, and require extensive data analysis.
Because of their complexity, present MAP techniques are not
readily applicable to modern electronic equipment requiring many
calibration points or to calibration equipment which is located
in less than an ideal environment. Therefore an extension of the
present MAP techniques is needed to serve as a link between the
standards laboratory and equipment requiring field calibration.
MAPs for this type of activity should be efficient, require a
minimum of equipment and manpower, be tailored to the particular
instruments and locale, and should provide calibration results in
real time (on-site).

Early in 1982 NBS and the U.S. Army Missile Command (MICOM) at
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, as a part of a larger project, carried
out special measurement assurance programs in five electrical
measurement areas: dc voltage, dc current, do resistance, ac
voltage, and ac current. The nature of the NBS involvement
provided an ideal opportunity to explore the possibility of
developing MAPs between the standards laboratory and instruments
located in a field environment. The objectives, within the
available resources, were to (1) investigate the feasibility of
carrying out on-site calibrations, (2) identify measurement
problems, (3) make preliminary assessment of uncertainties of
such calibrations, and (4) investigate the use of desk-top
computers for on-site data aquisition and processing.

At Redstone Arsenal (RSA), most of the .work described was carried
out at a field site on the arsenal grounds. The building had
only limited temperature and humidity control, and no control
over the electrical environment. In addition it was necessary to
frequently move the measuring equipment from one location to
another within the building. Short term temperature variations
were as large as 6 deg. C and relative humidity exceeded 65
percent on several occasions. NBS hand-carried transport
standards, digital mulitmeters, and auxilary equipment to and
from Redstone on two occassions: in late March and in mid-May
1982. All measurements at Redstone had to be made within a
specific time frame and had to be integrated into a larger
on-going Army program at the field site. The NBS transport
standards, with one exception, were measured in terms of local
standards at the field site which were provided and calibrated by
the Electrical Standards and Development Laboratory, U.S. Army
TMDE Support Group. All NBS transport standards were calibrated
by NBS before and after each trip. At Redstone measurements were
performed using the procedures described in this paper. The
results of all measurements described in this paper are expressed
as the differences, d.d, in parts per million, between the
measured values at RSA and NBS obtained from the equation
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XRSA - XNBS
x 10 6= d.d ppm,

XNBS

where XRSA and XNBS are the measured values in terms of local
Army standards and the NBS standards respectively. In this paper
we will present an overview of the experiments, pertinent
results, and give some conclusions.

DC MEASUREMENTS

The NBS dc measurement package contained (1) a temperature-
controlled standard cell enclosure with four cells, (2) a voltage
divider, (3) standard resistors, (4) six-digit digital
multimeters (DMM), and (5) auxilary equipment which included a
desk-top computer, low thermal leads, and switches. The DMMs had
0.1 microvolt resolution, an input impedance in excess of 100
megohms, were IEEE-488 bus compatible, and were used as the
measuring instrument for all dc measurements at Redstone. In
order to minimize the effect of parasitic emfs in the measuring
instruments and some of the leads two observations were taken,
one with the DMM connected normally and the other with its input
leads reversed. Typically the observed differences rarely
exceeded 2 ppm. At NBS the linearity of the DMMs was determined
to be approximately within t3 ppm over the full scale. For the
lower three digits the linearity was within *l ppm or less.

DC VOLTAGE: Two different experiments were conducted to
determine dc voltage. The first was a direct intercomparison of
the RSA local voltage standard and the NBS transport standard,
the other a comparison of two measuring systems at nominally 1,
10, and 100 volts. Using standard Volt Transfer Program
techniques (VTP) the four cells in the RSA standard cell
enclosure were directly compared to the NBS transport standard
using a DMM to measure the differences between the cells
connected in series opposition. From the measurements at
Redstone and NBS the following results were obtained:

March 1982 ERSA - ENBS = 0.8 ppm

May 1982 ERSA - ENBS = 0.7 ppm.

The observed differences are consistent with those of the normal
VTP even though the settling time was short and only one set -of
measurements were made at Redstone. The estimated uncertainty at
the three standard deviation level of this experiment is no
greater than 1.5 ppm.

The second experiment consisted of RSA and NBS making concurrent
voltage measurements using stable voltage sources on several
days. RSA and NBS each used a precision voltage divider and a
DMM as the measuring system. The voltage dividers were connected
to the source and the divider output (at the 1 volt level) was
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measured with a DMM having 1 ppm resolution. Using their
respective standard cells as the reference the RSA and NBS DMMs
were calibrated in terms of the local units of voltage. RSA and
NBS each calculated a voltage in terms of their respective
standards and the differences in these calculated voltages are
summarized below.

Nominal Difference (ERSA - ENBS) in ppm

Voltage -----------------------..--.--------------------------
(V) Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Mean

1 +0.2 +0.2 +0.7 +0.37
10 -3.1 -2.7 -0.7 -2.17

100 -0.5 -7.1 -3.1 -3.57

At the 1 volt level the results are consistent with the
differences from the cell comparison. At the other two voltages
there is clearly an offset which may be voltage dependent. This
technique is very simple, can be carried out quickly, and could
lend itself to automation.

DC CURRENT: A traditional approach to measuring dc current was
used and consisted of simply measuring the voltage drop across
calibrated resistors mounted in a temperature controlled oil
bath. RSA and NBS each concurrently measured nominal currents at
the 10 A, 0.1 A and 0.0001 A levels in terms of their local
standards (resistance and voltage). Current measurements were
made in March and May using several stable current sources. The
results of these measurements are summarized below.

10 A level IRSA I 'NBS = +42 ppm

0.1 A level IRSA - INBS = +9 ppm

0.0001 A level IRSA I 'NBS = +14 ppm

The large difference at the the 10 A is attributable to the
self-heating of the 0.1 ohm resistors. The difference at 0.1 A,
in as far as can be determined at this time, was mostly caused by
thermals at the potential terminals and temperature gradients in
the resistor caused by problems with temperature control and oil
level. At the 0.0001 A level a 10 k ohm resistor was used as the
shunt. From other work we concluded that leakage problems in the
oil bath could cause differences of the magnitude observed.
Certainly if more accurate current measurements are required then
self heating, leakage, and thermal problems must be addressed.
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DC RESISTANCE: Resistance intercomparisons were conducted at the
1 ohm, 10 k ohm, and 10 M ohm levels. The NBS transport
standards were two Rosa type 1 ohm, two Rosa type 10 k ohm, and
two NBS constructed 10 M ohm resistors which were intercompared
with the RSA local standards. All resistors except the two 10 M
ohm were in an oil bath operated at a nominal temperature of 25
deg. C. At the one ohm level the resistors were measured by
applying a constant current of 100 mA to the three resistors
connected in series (one RSA and two NBS) and measuring the
voltage drop with the DMM. For the other two values the DMM was
used in the ohmmeter mode. In each case the value of the
transport standards was calculated from the relationship

Rx = Rs(Ex/Es)
where the subscripts s and x designate the RSA standards and the
NBS transport standard, respectively, E the DMM reading, and R
the resistance. The May measurements were performed when the
bath temperature sometimes exceeded 25 deg. C. The results are
summarized below.

Nominal RRSA - RNBS in ppm

Resistance March 1982 May 1982

1 ohm +0.2 +4.7
10 K ohm -0.6 -0.5
10 M ohm +39 +58

During March, measurements were made when temperature conditions
were relatively stable there was little variability among the
runs, and the measurement process was well behaved. In May,
temperature and humidity conditions were far more variable and
there was much more variability in the results. In all cases the
measured differences were consistent with the estimated
uncertainties for the measurements made. The difference between
the two NBS transport standards, at the 10 M ohm level, when
measured using the DMM, at both Redstone and NBS, consistently
differed from those obtained by the normal NBS calibration
process.

AC MEASUREMENTS

AC VOLTAGE: The NBS transport standard was an unmodified
commerical ac-dc thermal transfer standard which was hand-carried
between NBS and Redstone. Two types of measurements were made at
Redstone: (1) the direct measurement of the ac-dc differences cf
the transport standard and (2) a comparison of the Army field
site measuring system and the NBS transport standard. In both
March and May, the ac-dc differences of the transfer standard
were measured directly in terms of the Army standards in their
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standards laboratory rather than at the field site.
time restrictions it was necessary to limit the number of
measurements of ac-dc differences to two voltage levels, 5 and
500 volts, at each of three frequencies, 60, 400 and 6000 Hz. At
NBS, the transfer standard was also measured at the same voltages
and frequencies before and after transport. The results are
summarized below in the form:

DRSA - DNBS

where the D's are the mean ac-dc differences measured by the
respective laboratories.

Transport Date DRSA - DNBS Std. Dev.

Standard ppm ppm

NBS March 1982 +2.7 6.3
RSA* March 1982 -5.0 2.2
NBS May 1982 +2.0 5.6

* In March the Army also measured their own transport
standard and it was hand carried to NBS where it was
also measured.

The mean of the three is -0.1 ppm and the pooled standard
deviation is 5.0 ppm. The agreement of ac-dc difference is
remarkable considering the fact Lhat the NBS uncertainty
assignment for this type of calibration is 50 ppm. Furthermore
the NBS transport standard remained quite stable over the whole
period of the work. These results suggest that a MAP service for
ac-dc difference might easily be developed.

The May comparisons at the field site of the RSA measuring system
and the NBS transport standard were performed at the same
voltages and frequencies as were used in March. However, the May
observations included measurements at the 50 volt level.
Measurements were made as nearly concurrently as practical using
the two systems and stable ac and dc voltage sources. After
applying the appropriate corrections to the measurements the
difference

VRSA - VNBS

was calculated for each measured value. The mean difference for
all voltage observations was +23.2 ppm and the standard deviation
of a single observation was 7.5 ppm. Although well within the
NBS assigned uncertainty of 50 ppm the observed difference is
larger than can be accounted for by the standard deviation of the
measurements made. It was not possible, within the time
available, to investigate the the orgin of this difference.
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AC CURRENT: The measurement of ac current was performed using
the ac-dc transfer standard and three current shunts designed to
operate with the unit. In May the transport standard and the
3 A, 0.1 A, and .01 A shunts were calibrated as a unit in terms
of the Army primary standards . Except for the 3 A shunt the
applied current was the rated shunt current. In the 3 A case,
the Army used 2 A and NBS used 3 A. The mean difference between
the Army and NBS corrections was +7.7 ppm and the standard
deviation was 8.2 ppm. Although the uncertainty is somewhat
larger than than obtained for voltage, these results are in good
agreement with the voltage data.

Comparisons of the measurement system at the field site and the
NBS transport standard were conducted in both March and May. The
mean difference in the measured currents was -3 ppm with a range
of 58 ppm. Again time constraints prevented further
investigation of the sources of thu observed differences.
However, it was observed that certain of the equipment was very
temperature sensitive. Since it was designed to operate in a
standards laboratory environment, this observation is not
surprising.

AUTOMATED MEASUREMENTS AND DATA PROCESSING

Automation of the NBS electrical measurements described in the
preceeding sections provided a logical and practical means of
increasing the efficiency of taking measurement data.
Specifically, automation afforded several advantages over manual
methods. First, automation improved the integrity of the data
taken. Since the data was in machine-compatible form, it was
possible to record, print and analyze the measurement results
during the measurement process. This eliminated the manual data
recording process in which errors are highly likely. Second,
automation increased the speed at which data was taken. The NBS
experience in two field tests at RSA consisted of performing
similar tests both with and without the aid of an automated
system. The automated measurements permitted much more data to
be taken in approximately 30 percent. less time. This increased
efficiency and allowed more measurements to be made, thus
increasing the experimenter's confidence in their data. The
third benefit that was realized by automation was the consistency
of performance of a measurement. Each time the measurement
program was run, the same action took place. In our case, the
measurement procedure coded into the software was simple. It
consisted of the commands to set a digital mulitmeter to the
desired function, to wait for a specified length of time, and to
print the results. By having these commands in software, errors
introduced by the operator in setting up and using the instrument
and in the recording the data.were virtually eliminated. The
final advantage of automation realized in this work was to
provide a documentation of the procedures used to make the
measurements. The software provided an unambiguous record of the
sequence of events that occured during the
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measurement process. This may be valuable, especially in field
tests such as reported here here, where further data analysis
depends on the knowledge of the details of measurements made.

In fairness, it should be pointed out that there were some
disadvantages to automating the measurements. Foremost, care
must be exercised to assure that the software operates properly.
This was accomplished by writing software in modular form, proper
documentation throughout the software with remarks and comments
on what was being calculated, and proper testing of the software
under all conditions of data input.

For the implementation of automation techniques in measurement
systems, it is desirable that the test instrumentation be easily
interfaced to the controller being used. The approach used in
this work was to use an IEEE-488 (1978) interface among all
instruments. The IEEE-488 bus is a "party-line" bus in which
instruments are attached in parallel to all the wires of the bus
all of the time. Thus, only one instrument can be sending data
at any given moment. Software in the controller determines the
sequence of messages that will be transferred on the bus. In the
NBS experiments, the most used software program was a simple
routine, written in BASIC, which issued instructions to the
digital mulitmeter to make ten readings average the readings, and
print the average, standard deviation of the measurements, and
the highest and lowest readings in the group of ten.
Additionally, a time was printed which could establish the order
of of the measurements should the need arise. The results were
printed on a thermal-paper printer integr;. to the controller.
These records then provided the raw data that was further
evaluated using the controller as a simple calculator. By
processing the data promptly, a potentially serious problem with
one of the NBS procedures was discovered immediately. This
procedure was then modified, the measurements repeated, and
satisfactory results were obtained. The next logical step to
further improve the system described would be to record the
measurement data directly onto magnetic tape or disk files and to
immediately process the data and display the corrected results.
Such a procedure would give virtually real-ti'me information on
the calibration of complex equipment.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the most part no uncertainties have been assigned to the
particular measurements because of the complexity of the overall
measurement processes involved. Any assigned uncertainty must
include an error analysis and assignment of uncertainties to the
NBS transport standards, the NBS measurements of the Army primary
standards, the Army surveillance process, the local Army
standards at the field site, variability of the voltage and
current source, effects of the local environment on the
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measurement process, and, above all, the measurement processes
used by both the Army and NBS for this work. As of this writing
the differences reported seem to be consistent with the
preliminary estimates of the uncertainties for the various
measurements. It is heartening to note that we were able to
conduct a series of measurements between two metrology
laboratories and obtain the quality of agreement reported in this
paper. In closing, the following tentative conclusions have been
drawn based on this work.

1. There is a need to develop standards that can operate in the type
of environment that was encountered in this work.

2. In the area of ac measurements there is a need to develop tranfer
standards that will reduce the time required to make the
necessary measurements. It was found that the ac measurements
were the most labor intensive of all the measurements made.

3. It is essential that calibrations of the type described in this
paper be carried out in real time so that problems can be
resolved as they occur rather than simply be identified after the
fact. NBS experience in these experiments indicates that the
microcomputers are useful for this purpose because they provide
on-site data analysis and may be used for control of the
calibration process.

4. Finally, this work, even though limited, shows that (a) field
calibrations are one alternative to returning the equipment to
the standards laboratory; and (b) that such calibrations can be
carried out to a high accuracy and over a broad range of values
for different electrical quantities using a relatively small
number of standards and instruments.
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ABSTRACT

In January 196T a joint project was established
between the United States Air Force Calibration
and Metrology Division and the National Bureau
of Standards to investigate the problem of
transferring the unit of voltage at the highest
accuracy levels. After ascertaining the relative
stability of the voltage standards in the two
laboratories various types of transfer devices
were evaluated including saturated and unsaturated
standard cells and Zener diodes in various enviro-
nments. Statistical measurement schemes were
employed to eliminate average residual emf's in
the measurement system and to provide estimates
of the system precision. The details and results
of this project will be discussed at length.

INTRODUCTION

Starting in the first monta of 1967, the USAF
Calibration and Metrology Division and the
National Bureau of Standards undertook a joint
project to study the problems associated with
the inter-laboratory transfer of the unit of
voltage. The primary objectives of the study
were these:

(a) To reduce the uncertainty of assignment
of the unit of voltage

(b) To reduce the time, and hence the
expense, required to make an assignment

(c) To develop and use statistical procedures
for maintaining surveillance over the unit
In order to pursue these objectives, every aspect
of the problem had to be considered. Various
types of transportation were considered. Tech-
niques were developed for the handling and pro-
cessing of the data taken.

STATISTICAL DESIGNS

Statistical measurement designs wr 'e used through-
out the program. The solutions cf such designs
give one the value of each cell relative to the
mean value of any cell or cells within the group,
the standard deviation of a single measurement,
the mean left-right component, and the difference
of each observation from the value predicted by
the values of the cells. Physically, the left-
right component can be a det4able thermal emf
within the measuring circuit or a scale shift in
the potentiometer used to measure the difference
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between two cells. Components of the standard
deviation of an observation are:

(a) Short term instability of the cell emf's
(b) Lack of perfect linearity of the measuring

device
(c) Lack of infir- resolution of the meas-

uring device
(d) Instability of the left-right component

with time

These designs were suggested for use by Mr. Joseph
Cameron, Chief of the Statistical Engineering
Section of N.B.S., and were used throughout the
program. One is for the comparison of a group of
nine cells with a group of three in three sets of
eighteen observations each. The other two designs
are used to intercompare a group of six cells with
a group of four or another group of six. Each of
these designs requires twenty four observations.
Data garnered in these designs is processed by the
N.B.S. on a time shared computer using a program
written by Mr. Eicke of the Electro-chemistry
Section of N.B.S.

DEFINITION OF LOCAL STANDARDS

For the purposes of this experiment, local stan-
dards were defined both at N.B.S. and NAPS. At
the N.B.S., the nine N.B.S. made cells of the
Secondary National Reference Group defined as the
local standard are housed in a center N.B.S.
temperature mineral oil bath maintained at 200C.
This bath has a thermistatic (on-off) controller
and has a short term temperature stability of
about .01 0C. Differences in emf of the various
cells are measured using a commercial standard cell
comparator and electronic null detector. The reso-
lution is 0.1 microvolts.

In the USAF Primary Electrical Standards at Newark
Air Force Station, Ohio, the local standard was
defined to be nine commercial saturated standard
cells. These cells are contained in a commercial
oil bath maintained at 350C. The temperature con-
trol unit has proportional, rate, and reset capa-
bilities. The short term temperature stability is
of the order of 0.0005 0 C. Due to problems created
by the large difference between the bath tempera-
ture and ambient (250+.50) temperature, the cells
are permanently connected to a mercury cup switch
located in an oil filled aluminum box. This box
is contained in a larger aluminum box located in



an instrument
console beside the oil bath. The boxes, leads,
and the conduit through which the leads run form
the basis of a guarded, shielded measuring system.
Leads are provided in this system for seventeen
three cell enclosures and one four-cell enclosure.
Enclosures are attached to the system upon arrival
and remain physically undisturbed throughout the
tests. Differences between cell emf's are meas-
ured using a potentiometer of 0.1 microvolt reso-
lution. Null Detection is by means of a photocell
amplifier which drives a mechanical galvanometer.

STANDARD CELL TRANSPORT UNITS

A representative sample of commercially available
portable standard cell enclosures were utilized in
this program. Preliminary studies were also made
of Zener diode units and unsaturated cells.

The table shows the types of enclosures used.
Temperature fluctuations could be monitored in
each enclosure by means of a thermister bridge
with a readout dial on the face of the device. In
addition, one of the thirty degree baths and both
of the twenty eight degree baths have provisions
made for the insertion of a platinum resistance
thermometer. All units have provisions for a
battery standby power supply. The twelve cell
28 degree bath was a modification of a commercial
bath. There was a massive aluminum block added
for thermal bulk, and four groups of three cells
each were installed with a guard circuit. There
were two groups of portable saturated cells and
two groups of shippable unsaturated cells. The
modification was unowrkable due to the lack of
geometric symmetry of the block and the location
of the control sensor. The four cell 35 degree
bath was modified because of leakage to the oven
from the cell leads. The modification consisted
of TFE sleeved, pure copper leads with a driven
guard.

carrying by an aircraft, hand carrying by auto-
mobile (using the car's electrical system), and by
air freight. All Three of these methods were
utilized. For the third, arrangements were made
with one of the major airlines for a monitored
shipment by reserve air freight in a heated cargo
space. Special fiberglas packing cases with poly-
urethene foam solution around the enclosure and its
batteries were procured. The entire transportation
process was tightly scheduled with the enclosure
held at the airport of the destination for personal
pickup by laboratory personnel. In transfers be-
tween NAFS and the N.B.S., this system worked well
at all times despite inadequate instructions
given the carrier on one occasion. In cases
involving a change of aircraft enroute, some
difficulties were encountered. Evidently, the
enclosures received a severe beating during the
transfer.

TRANSFERRING THE UNIT

It was decided at the beginning of the program
that the best method to handle the information was
to monitor the differences in assignments to trans-
port units of the two laboratories. The resultant
plot (voltage differences vs. time) would be a
band ideally centered about zero with a zero shape.
The distribution of the points about the center
curve of the band and the shape of the band itself
determine the final accuracy of assignment. As
long as the points added to this plot remain with-
in the acceptable bounds from the center curve,
the same value is used for the mean of the local
cells. The process is then said to be in a state
of statistical control. If, however, a point is
plotted which is out of bounds, the process is then
said to be out of control. At this point, some
sort of validation of the out of control point is
required. Unless there is obvious reason to be-
lieve the transport unit is faulty, the transfer

TABLE I. Types of Trah:sport Units

No. of No. of No. of Nom. Cell Type of Typical
Enclosures Cells Ovens Temp. Temp. Cont. Short, Term

Stab. *
2 3 2 35 Proportional .4- .5

2 4 2 30 Proportional .2 - .3

1 3 2 32 Proportional .3 - .4

1 12 (6 Unsat.) 1 28 Proportional .' - 1.0

1 8 (4 Unsat.) 1 28 On-Off .5 - .8

1 41 2 35 Proportional .3 - .4

* Average per cell 3 sigma for two weeks readings

In view of the second objective of the program, it
was necessary to maintain the temperature integ-
rity of the enclosures at all times. This pre-
cludes all modes of transportation but three, due
to the bulk of batteries. The three are hand

must be accomplished again. If subsequent trans-
fers are also out of control, of course, the former
statement of uncertainty no longer applies, and
either a new local value is required or a new
accuracy statement, or both.
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TABLE II. NAPS Standard Disturbances

Date Occurrence

25 May 1967 Mechanical failure, Loss of temperature

22 Jun 1967 Power Failure, 5 Deg. loss in temperature.

9 Aug. 1967 Electrical difficulty in measuring circuit, at mercury cups.

7 Oct. 1967 Power failure, Loss of temperature; Cells placed in
aluminum cans in bath.

17 Nov 1967 Cells lowered in oil bath.

22 Dec 1967 Ilar sleeves placed in aluminum cans.

22 Jan 1968 Emergency power system installed, 0.1 Deg. loss in
temperature.

12 Feb 1968 Removed excess cans from bath; Sleeved positive
leads with TFE.

26 Apr 1968 Excess items removed from bath.

The value of the local standard at N.B.S. was de-
termined by inter-comparing the nine cells with
cells from the National Reference Group. Figure
One shows the value of the mean of the group dur-
ing the first fourteen months of the experiment.
The calibration points are shown as data. However,
it is important to note that the average mean value
as represented by the solid line was in all cases
taken to be the value of the group mean. As seen
in the seventh month, the cell responsible for the
downward shift of the mean emf was removed and
another substituted. From this point, the assign-
ment has remained constant.

The average value of the group of nine in the Air
Force laboratory was assigned as the result of two
interchanges during which two portable standard
cell enclosures were carefully hand carried be-
tween Gaithersburg and Newark while under power
and or prior data taken on these two enclosures
(the first enclosures in Table One).

At this point, the use of the various types of
transport devices was begun. The graph (Figure
Two) showed the control chart kept for the first
sixteen months of the program. For the first
fourteen months of the project, the points
(representing complete transfers) are within con-
trol. One of the observations made is that
Box 100 (represented by crosses) always seems to
have a lower difference in assignment than
Box 200 (represented by the dots). A similar
relationship exists between Boxes 1100 and 1200
(the boxes represented by squares and triangles).
After the fourteenth month, the entire picture is
shown out of control as the result of some changes
made in the bath containing 'the nine cells.

The local standard at Newark was disturbed a
number of times during the experiment. Table Two
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lists the major difficulties encountered in the
system during the experiment. As the October
power failure resulted in the return of the cells
to roor temperature, it was decided to mount them
in aluminum cans to remove the effects of oil
turbulence. The resulting recovery to stability
of the mean of these cells is shown in Figure
Three. It is interesting to note that internal
differences alone would have indicated stability
in two to three weeks during which time the act-
ual mean value would have been high in excess of
a microvolt. On the other hand, the internal
differences indicated some types of disturbance
at about sixty-five days. At that time, the mean
was relatively stable. This indicates the folly
of relying on internal measurements alone to de-
termine the validity of a standard, especially if
all of the components are similar and in the same
environment.

THE I.B.M. - NAFS - N.B.S. TRANSFER

Two additional experiments were attempted involving
a third laboratory, that of I.B.M. in San Jose,
California. The two thirty degree enclosures
were used, one being shipped to NAFS and the
other to I.B.M. from N.B.S. At the end of a two
week period of testing, the laboratories exchanged
boxes. The end of another two week test period
saw both boxes returned to N.B.S. As shown in
Table Three, the enclosures each experienced a
real change in emf during the interchange between
I.B.M. and NAFS.

It is to be noted that all shipments to I.B.M.
and the return trip from I.B.M. to Gaithersburg
involved power failures of the two enclosures.
It was also noticed that the enclosures received
at NAFS were at a higher temperature than nominal,
undoubtedly due to the extra insulation afforded
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TABLE III. Interlaboratory Differences

Enclosure Difference in Microvolts

1100 V(UBS 1) - V(NBS 2) = -1.2

V(NBS 1) - V(IBM) = +.3

V(NBS 2)-- V(NAFS) = -. 7

1200 V(NBS 1) - V(NBS) = +1.8

V(NBS 1) - V(NAFS) = -. 3

V(NBS 2) - V(IBM) = -. 9

by the packing case.

The experiment was repeated at a later date. The
results of the second experiment were inconclusive
due to extreme mishandling of the enclosures again
between I.B.M. and Newark, and due to problems
in the measurement system at Newark. In this
instance, physical damage was actually done to the
shipping cases of one enclosure. This experiment
will be repeated, soliciting extra care on the
part of the carrier and involving at least one
enclosure at thirty five degrees.

UNSATURATED CELS AS TRANSFER DEVICES

The use of unsaturated cells for the transfer of
the unit was partially investigated. Each of the
two twenty eight degree baths contain unsatu-
rated cells. Although the twelve cell bath was a
failure, preliminary tests on the eight cell
enclosure indicate that the standard deviation of
the measured points from the predicted emf at any
time was 0.3 microvolts, indicating that these
cells may be potentially used to transfer the unit
with an uncertainty of one microvolt. This infor-
mation assumes a least square fit of a straight
line through the data taken during the duration
of a normal transfer. A further test of the use
of unsaturated cells is currently under way be-
tween the two laboratories and other tests are
planned by the USAF.

ZENER DIODES

Preliminary tests have also been made on the use
of self contained Zener diode packages. It has
been shown that the emf of the units at any time
is predictable to within about three microvolts
without a transfer. One transfer has been made
utilizing eight Zener diodes. The results have
been varied enough to permit no firm conclusions.
More work will be undertaken in the future.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary unit of D.C. voltage of the USAF has
been certified to have an uncertainty of 0.5
microvclts at Newark Air Force Station. Formerly,
cells were certified acarate tn one microvolt at
N.B.S. with the responsibility for transporting,

TcoPY AVAILABLE

maintaining, and proving the uncertainty left to
the using laboratory.

Thirty five degrees centigrade is too high a
temperature for the maintenance of cells to be used
on a permanent local standard. The recovery time
from temperature loss is sixty five days as com-
pared to about a week or two for cells at 28 0C.

The standarM deviation for a single observation
was shown to be 0.08 microvolts at Newark Air
Force Station while it is 0.18 microvolts at the
N.B.S. The increased precision at NAFS is sur-
mised due to the superior temperature control made
possible by the proportional, rate, and reset
controller.

Standard cell enclosures which operate at higher
temperatures are seen to be effected less by the
variety of ambient conditions encountered in a
transfer. This was illustrated by the overheating
of the two thirty degree boxes in transit.

The recovery time for saturated cell enclosures
transported maintaining temperature integrity is of
the order of a few hours. Readings taken immedi-
ately upon the arrival of the enclosure generally
tend to be four or five tenths of a microvolt
from their final value. Data taken twenty four
hours after arrival usually is within 0.1 micro-
volts of the average value.
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Regional Maintenance of the Volt Using NBS

Volt Transfer Techniques

WOODWARD G. EICKE, JR., MEMBER, IEEE, AND LAUREL M. AUXIER

Abstract-In cooperation with five industrial standards laborato-
ries, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS) studied the feasibility
of establishing a regional volt maintenance and surveillance program
in the greater Los Angeles, Calif., area. The objectives were to im-
prove surveillance, to reduce dependence on NBS, and to have each
laboratory maintain its unit of voltage to within 1 ppm of the U.S.
legal volt. A two-phase program was established, the first to charac-
terize the five laboratories and the second to carry out the surveil-
lance. After 3 years all laboratories were found to be maintaining
their unit to within better than 1 ppm of the U.S. legal volt.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE U.S. legal volt is disseminated by the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) to several hundred pri-

vate and public facilities throughout the United States via
either unsaturated or saturated standard cells submitted
by NBS clients for calibration. In late 1967 it became
obvious that the services offered did not meet the accuracy
requirements of a small but important group of users. To
alleviate this problem, NBS, in cooperation with the U.S.
Air Force, undertook a program to improve the inter-
laboratory transfer of the unit of voltage. As a result of
this work a new service, the NBS Volt Transfer Program
(VTIP), was developed and made fully operational in
early 1971 [1], [2]. This technique reduced the uncer-
tainty of the transfer of the unit of voltage from approxi-
mately 2 ppm using the normal methods to 0.4 ppm.

In early 1970 the authors discussed the possibility of
extending the VTP technique to the establishment of a
regional volt surveillance program in the Los Angeles,
Calif., area with the goals of improving local volt sur-
veillance and reducing the dependence of the partici-
pating laboratories on NBS. As a result, five industrial
laboratories in the greater Los Angeles area established the
Southern California Standard Cell Interchange Program
(SCSCIP) to work with NBS on a study of the feasibility
of setting up a regional volt maintenance program. Par-
ticipating were the Autonetics Division of Rockwell
International, Inc., Beckman Instruments, Inc., Electrical
Standards Repair Service, Inc., Lockeed-California Com-
pany, and TRW Systems Group. Since no one had pre-
viously undertaken such an endeavor, a two-phase pro-

Manuscript received July 3, 1974; revised August 21, 1974. This
paper is a contribution of the National Bureau of Standards and
not subject to copyright.

W. G. Eicke, Jr., is with the Absolute Measurements Section,
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I). C. 20234.
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gram was formulated first to establish the feasibility of
such a program, and second to develop an operational
plan to carry out, on a continuing basis, a regional volt
maintenance program. After discussions with the partici-
pating laboratories we set, as a goal, 1 part in 106 as the
maximum difference between any participant's as-main-
tained unit and the U.S. legal volt.

II. FEASIBILITY STUDY

A. Experiment Plan

Each of the five laboratories maintained their local
volt via saturated standard cells, kept under close tem-
perature control, and each intereompared its cells using
the series opposition method. However, not wo laboratories
were identical; some maintained their reference cells in
oil baths, while others used temperature-controlled "air
baths." In addition, instrumentation, operating proce-
dures, and stastistical techniques also varied among the
participants. It was clear from a study of the operating
procedures of the various laboratories that all were com-
parable; hence, no major changes in their method for main-
taining their volt were required at that time.

Therefore, it was decided that as-maintained units of
voltage would be best compared using the NBS VTTP tech-
niques. Furthermore, since each laboratory had a trans-
port standard available, five transport. standards would be
employed simultaneously. In this way the desired meas-
urements of the differences between as-maintained units
of voltage could be carried out in 12-15 weeks. The design
of the experiment showing the five laboratories, designated
A through 1', and the ten transfers is depicted in Fig. I.
The arrows indicate the laboratory supplying the transport
standard for each path. For example, for path 1, laboratory
A sends its transport standard to laboratory B. All the
data were sent to NBS for processing and analysis as they
were obtained.

The actual technique used to measure the differences in
the units is essentially that reported in [] and [2].
Briefly, the home laboratory calibrates its transport
standard in terms of its as-maintained unit of voltage 1'~
and then transports the enclosure under power to the
designated laboratory. There, it is calibrated in terms of
that laboratory's as-maintained unit U'LAB. Finally, it is
returned to the home laboratory where it is recalibrated.
If En,,i and En1 ) are the assigned EM F's at the home
laboratory in terms of V,,, and ELAI is the EMF in terms of
VLAB at the receiving laboratory, then the difference in
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Fig. 1.. Design for Phase I experiment. Arrows indicate the labora-

tory furnishing the transport standard for that leg of the experi-
ment.
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Fig. 2. Experiment design used to intercompare reference stand-
ards and transport standard. Signs indicate relative position :n
the measuring circuit.

the as-maintained units is

.ILEI LAB II .1
LAB - UI, = -E - f 1  ( I

where the JEj's are the numerical values only of the
EM F's assigned by a given laboratory and

Ei = A(Eun0 + EH(.,). (2)

The timing of the experiment was such that any linear
drift in the EMF of the cells in the transport standard was
automatically eliminated from the final result given by (1).

The procedures used to intercompare the transport
standards and the reference standards were those used in
the VTP, and the experiment designs were those shown in
Fig. 2, where the signs + and - indicate the position in
the circuit. All transport standards contained either three
or four cells, and intercomparisons were made between the
reference and transport standards 2 to 4 times per week,
with measurements extending over a 2- to 4-week period.

B. Experimental Results

The experiment was begun on November 9. 1970, and
completed February 15, 1971, according to the schedule of
Table I. The planned schedule called for completing the
experiment by January 22, 1971. but several minor prob-
lems including the Los Angeles earthquake caused slippages
of a few days each, while the Christmas holiday caused a
1- week delay. It was also found that approximately 3
weeks at each stage yielded much better results, because a
number of enclosures showed some instability for the first
week, even though they were carefully transported under
power less than 80 km by automobile. Results from the

individual daily runs were combined and the average EM F
of the cells in the transport standard for each stage was
calculated. These results are summarized in Table II.

Although the data of column 10, Table II, are in terms
of the home laboratory I'u, we can view the data as being
referenced to a single unit of voltage because the inter-
laboratory differences are small. This single unit is taken as
the unit of voltage for SCSCIP, U'sc. We. therefore, define

'sc as the mean unit of voltage for the five laboratories.
Now the difference between the ith laboratory's unit V
and Usc can be readily calculated using the method of
least squares. Using the procedure for 5 cells given by
Eicke and Cameron [4] one obtains the results presented
in Table III.

From the data of Table III the predicted observations
and deviations (observed minus predicted) were calculated
(columns 11 and 12 of Table II). In addition, the lack of
closure was estimated to be -0.09 pV as shown at the bot-
tom of column 10. The standard deviation of a single differ-
ence was found to be 0.35 V for 5 degrees of freedom.

Laboratory A had also participated in two NBS VTP
experiments that bracketed this work. The data showed
their unit of voltagewasconstant towithin theexperimental
error of the VTP and had been adjusted to make V"A -

sNs = 0 to within experimental error. Therefore, I'sc was
set equal to I'NBS and the results are shown in the second
column of Table III. From the individual designs carried
out by each laboratory, one obtains the left-right com-

ponent, an estimate of the precision of a single observation,
the precision of the assignment of the transport standard
in terms of the reference group, and some information on
individual transport standards. This information is also
summarized in the last three columns of Table III. The
left-right component is an estimate of the residual con-
stant EMF's in the measuring circuit. In two cases they
were on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 V. Since they remained
constant during any run their effects on the calculated
data are eliminated by means of the experiment design. For
each laboratory, the standard deviation of a single obser-
vation is given in the next to the last column. Each figure
is an estimate of the precision of the laboratories measure-
ment process and most are comparable to data obtained
from the regular VTP [4]. The last column gives infor-
mation on the day-to-day performance of the process.
Based on these data, participants were able to make a
number of minor changes in their process that improved
their overall capability. Using the data in the third column
of Table III, the units were all adjusted to make I'LAB -
VNis = 0 to within experimental error.

III. PHASE II. ROUTINE REGIONAL
SURVEILLANCE

Because the Phase I program was far too complex and
time consuming to be used for routine surveillance, a
simpler method had to be devised. The obvious method for
setting up a routine program was to use one laboratory as
a pivot as shown in Fig. 3. Using this scheme, each labora-
tory submits a calibrated transport standard to the pivot
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TABLE I
SCHEDULE FOR PHASE I EXPERIMENT

Transport Standard
Calculated at

Designated Numer of
From To Home Laboratory Days

November 9, 1970 November 20, 1970 x 12
November 21, 1970 December 11, 1970 x 20
December 12, 1970 January 8, 1971 x 27
January 9, 1971 January 29, 1971 X 21
January 30, 1971 February 15, 1971 x 16

Note: Average time at each laboratory was about. 3 weeks.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF PHASE I INTERCHANGE

Home Laboratory
Receiving Difference in Units

Standard De- Laboratory --
EMF's Assumed viation of Predicted

Path Reduced by Labora- Ex(,) EN(:) Meana Assumed Laboratory ELAB 17LAB - V H Deviation
Number (pV) tory (pVy) (AVB) (AVH) Mean ID (AVLAB) (AV 1) ( V) (AV)

1 1018100 A 37.35 37.38 37.36 0.015 B 36.03 +1.31 +1.57 -0.26
2 1017600 B 93.34 95.99 94.66b - C 96,56 -1.86 -1.22 -0.64
3 1018100 C 36.13 36.05 36.09 0.040 D 35.65 +0.43 +0.32 +0.11
4 1017600 D 93.01 93.11 93.06 0.050 E 93.58 -0.51 -0.77 +0.26
5 1018100 E 44.75 45.31 45.03 0.280 A 45.28 -0.24 -0.17 -0.07
6 1018100 A 37.38 37.46 37.42 0.040 C 36.86 +0.55 +0.26 +0.29
7 1017600 B 95.99 97.51 96.75b u D 97.49 -0.73 -0.99 +0.26
8 1018100 C 36.05 36.06 36.05 0.005 E 36.71 -0.64 -0.36 -0.28
9 1018100 D 93.11 93.45 93.28 0.170 A 94.03 -0.74 -0.85 +0.11

10 1017600 E 45.31 45.13 45.22 0.090 B 43.61 +1.55 +1.49 +0.06
s = 0.123

" Assumed mean at receiving laboratory.
b Cells in this enclosure showed a relatively linear drift. The assumed mean took this drift into account to eliminate confusion with EH(,).
Standard deviation not calculated because of drift.

TABLE III
SUMMARY OF DIFFERF.NCES IN As-MAINTAINED UNITS AND OTHER PERTINI:NT LABORATORY DATA

Difference in Units Stan.!and Deviationa Standard Deviationb
Left-Right Single Assignment

VLAB - VsC VLAs - VNBs Component Observation Between Days
Laboratory (AVsc) (AVNBS) (RV) (AV) (AV)

A -0.57 0 0.021 0.071 0.057
B +1.09 +1.66 -0.017 0.131 0.082
C -0.22 +0.35 0.065 0.063 0.200
D +0.19 +0.76 0.161 0.09 1.098
E -0.49 +0.08 -0.028 0.23 0.183

a Standard deviation of a single observation corresponds to the within day standard deviation.
b This quantity is calculated from the individual runs.

laboratory; at the same time NBS supplies a transport
standard. The pivot laboratory intercompares the NBS
transport standard with its laboratory reference group and

all of the transport standards, a process requiring 3-4
weeks. All of the daily data are forwarded to NBS for proc-
essing. Upon completion of the measurements all transport
standards are returned to their respective laboratories
where they are again measured over a 2-4-week period.
After all the data have been processed by NBS, results are
analyzed and reports of the test are sent to each labora-
tory, which give the difference VLAB-VN as, recommended
adjustments to the local unit, and other process data. The

32!

pivot laboratory assignment is based (0ly on the con-
parison between their reference group and the NBS trans-
port standard. For each transfer a different pivot labora-
tory was selected so that in the long run all laboratories
in SCSCI P are treated in the same manner. After each
experiment, if required, the units of volt age are adjusted to
make VAn-I NIS = 0 to within experimental error.

To date a total of three sutich transfers have been carried
out and the results are summarized along with other
pertinent data in Table IV. Lines I and 3 give results of
regular transfers between laboratory 1 and NBS, and line
2 gives the normalized data from the Phase I experiment,

*' ?I
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Fig. 3. Phase II showing by means of large arrows the movement
of transport standards. Flow of data and results are also shown.

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF PHASE II EXP-I.RIMENTS

Laboratory A Laboratory B Laboratory C Laboratory D Laboratory E

Pivot Ob- Ad- Ob- Ad- Ob- Ad- Ob- Ad- Ob- Ad-
Laboratory Date served justedb served, justedb served justedb served, justedb served, justedb SCSCIP'

Ad July 1970 0 +0.80 - - - - - - - - -
A, Dec. 1970 -0.10 +0.52 -0.10 +0.52 -0.10 +0.52 -0.10 +0.52 -0.10 +0.52 -0.10
Ad Apr. 1971 -0.18 +0.31 - - - - - - - - -
C Oct. 1971 -0.38 -0.09 -0.55 -0.27 -0.36 -0.08 -0.08 -0.20 +0.35 +0.63 -0.20
A Oct. 1972 -0.27 -0.27 +0.24 -0.31 -0.30 -0.66 -0.26 -0.16 +0.28 +0.07 -0.06
D Nov. 1973 -0.05 -0.05 +0.22 -0.08 -0.69 -1.35 -0.24 -0.40 0.00 -0.07 -0.15

' Observed difference experimentally determined.
b Difference in the units normalized to the Phase I experience.

All units were adjusted to make VLAB - VNBs = 0 using the two VTP experiments with Laboratory A. It was assumed that VA was
constant; however, later data showed a slight drift.

d Regular VTP transfers between NBS and Laboratory A.

while lines 4, 5, and 6 summarize the Phase II transfers
from October 1970 to November 1973. The data of this
table constitute a complete history of the SCSCIP data
going back to July 1970. For each laboratory two values
are given. The first is the actual measured difference be-
tween the laboratory and NBS. The second is normalized
to December 1970 (except laboratory A whose base
date is July 1970), in order to show changes with respect
to time in the as-maintained units as a result of changes in
the EMF's of the reference cells. The normalization takes
into account the drift in the U.S. legal volt prior to July
1972 and the adjustments to the local unit as the result of
previous intercomparisons. Field et al. [5] reported that
the U.S. legal volt as maintained using saturated cells
drifted at the rate of about -0.41 GeV per year relative to the
assigned value of 2e/h from July 1971 to July 1972. Assum-
ing this relationship was valid for the 12 months prior to
July 1971, all data prior to July 1972 were adjusted accord-
ingly. The last column of the table gives Vsc - VNBS. This
latter quantity is simply the mean of the 5 measured
differences. The observed differences represent, within
experimental error, the changes from one calibration to the
next of the local units as preserved by means of saturated
cells. In some cases the actual constitution of the labora-
tories' reference group was changed b -tween transfers.

M CPY AVAILABLE

For three of the five laboratories (A, C, and D) the norma-
lized differences show definite time dependence, as is shown
in Fig. 4, which is typical of other VTP data [4]. In the
case of the other two laboratories no such dependence was
detected. Analysis of the data from individual designs and
changes in EM F of the transport standard as a result of
transport indicated that the various processes were similar
to those of the VTP. Therefore, the overall standard de-
viation of a single transfer between each laboratory and
the pivot laboratory was taken as that of the NBS VTP,
or 0.14 AV. Since two transfers were involved the standard
deviation of a transfer between NBS and all but the pivot
laboratory is 0.20 AV.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The Phase I study clearly demonstrated the feasibility
of establishing a relatively simple volt maintained program
using the basic VTP techniques with only slight modifi-
cation. Further, for the first time, to the authors' know-
ledge, it provided quantitative data on a closed loop ex-
periment comparing several units of voltage. Phase II
results showed a definite improvement in both the main-
tenance of the local units and the performance of the trans-
port standards. It is our opinion that the repeat of the
Phase I experiment would result in a standard deviation
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Fig. 4. Behavior of the reference standards for the five labora-
tories showing the drift of their standards relative to the U. S.
legal volt. (See text.)

substantially less than the observed 0.35 V. Even so, the
results are still in excellent agreement with those obtained
via the regular VTP. Furthermore, the Phase I technique
can be readily extended to other size groups without un-
duly increasing the amount of work to be done. The
Phase I experiment also identified problems heretofore
unknown to the laboratory personnel, most being readily
solved prior to starting Phase II.

All of the laboratories had received their initial assign-
ments from NBS using the conventional service which
required sending their standards to NBS for calibration.
It is heartening to note that the largest observed difference
in units (1.66 uV) was well within the expected range
(2 to 4 AV) when allowances are made for long-term drift
and transport. From the initial assignment in early 1971
to the last transfer all laboratories have shown changes of

less than 1 ppm per year. Neglecting any adjustments for
drift, the isagnitude of the change in the units is only
0.28 uV per year with a 3 standard deviation uncertainty
of 0.53 V. In addition, Phase I type of experiments, by

themselves, provide a powerful tool for evaluating a group
of laboratories simply and quickly. In fact, this approach
would be a very useful tool, when conducted between
national laboratories, to unravel the unresolved discrepan-
cies in measuring the difference in as-maintained units of
voltage reported at the 1972 Conference on Precision
Electromagnetic Measurements by Eicke and Taylor [1].
Finally, the results to date demonstrate the feasibility of
establishing regional volt maintenance programs. In fact
such techniques can and are now being extended to areas
such as resistance capacitance.
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A COORDINATED SYSTEM OF MAINTAINING AND DISSEMINATING THE VOLT,
Robert M. Shaw, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-29, December 1980.

Groups of standard cells may be used to maintain the volt with an
uncertainty of 1/14 parts per million (ppm) using a separate transportable
group of cells to transfer the value from the National Bureau of Standards
(NBS). An enclosure to hold 24 standard cells has been designed in which
temperature control is better than 100 pK in an environment varying as much
as 3 K. The volt thus maintained is transferred over coaxial cables to
service groups about 1/2 km away. Th2is is done by generating a constant
current that produces a 1-V drop across standard resistors located at both
ends of each cable group.' Accuracy of the transferred volt is about 1 ppm.

THE RESPONSE OF STANDARD CELLS TO ALTERNATING CURRENTS IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE
10-10 5 Hz, G. J. Sloggett (National Measurement Laboratory, CSIRO, University
Grounds, City Road, Chippendale, Australia 2008), Metrologia 13, 57-61
(1977).

Measurement of the effects of passing alternating currents in the fre-
quency range 10-105 Hz through a group of saturated standard cells showed
that their internal resistances declined with increasing frequency at a mean
rate of 25 W/decade. AC caused the emf's of certain cells to decrease,
whereas only increases have been previously reported. For most cells, this
effect became very small for frequencies above 1 kHz. Also, a previously
unreported phenomenon, the generation of an emf at twice the ac frequency,
has been observed. k simple relationship between the magnitude of this
effect and that of emf change is suggested.

AUTOMATIC INTERCOMPARISON OF STANDARD CELLS, Andrew F. Dunn, IEEE Trans.
Instrum. Meas. IM-23, December 1974.

A system is described whereby precise intercomparisons of standard cells
are accomplished under full computer control. The results obtained indicate
accuracies (one standard deviation) of 10 nV from which the individual
values of the standard cells in a maintaining group of ten cells are esti-
mated to be accurate to 20 nV. The major source of indeterminacy continues
to be the variation of standard cell EMF due to temperature, mechanical
vibration, etc.
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INTERNAL COMPARISON OF A LARGE GROUP OF STANDARD CELLS, J. Wilbur-Ham, IEEE
Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-22, September 1973.

Equipment is described for comparing any number N of standard cells
which constitute a standard of electromotive force. The scheme is
economical, needing only 2N measurements. The cells are disposed in a ring,
and ther is simple switching to compare each cell with its four neighbors.
The calculations are done by a program on a desk calculator. They give the
value of each cell with respect to the mean of tho group. They also give the
rms error, which is typically less than 0.02 VV for one cell in a group of
22. There are safeguards for identifying a spurious measurement and a false
keyboard entry.

AUTOMATIC MEASURING SYSTEM FOR A CONTROL OF STANDARD CELLS, Hiroyuki Hirayama
and Yasushi Murayama, IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-21, November 1972.

The automatic measuring system developed in the Electrotechnical
Laboratory to monitor standard cells requiring a lot of measurements is
described. It is composed of a scanner, an integrating-type digital volt-
meter, a programmer or minicomputer, etc., and carries out the data acquisi-
tion and processing for a maximum of 200 cells. The difference in EMF of two
cells is measured precisely. To reduce the effect of the induced EMF in the
scanner, a delay unit is provided, and procedures minimizing errors and
evaluating random errors have been adopted. In the on-line version of
system, a great part of the data processing is done during the delay and
integrating time of digital voltmeter. Applying this system to the
measurement of standard cells, a precision of the order of 0.1 yV has been
obtained.

MAINTENANCE OF A LABORATORY UNIT OF VOLTAGE, Andrew F. Dunn, IEEE Trans.
Instrum. Meas. IM-20, February 1971.

Many of the problems involved in maintaining a laboratory reference
group of standard cells with a reliability better than one part per million

are outlined and solutions suggested. Methods are presented for reducing the
number of measurements by approximately 40 percent from the ideal without
seriously reducing the accuracy achieved, and procedures for assessing the

quality of the group are indicated. Suggestions are given for preferred
methods to be used for groups of 4, 8, or 12 cells, and as an example of

these procedures the 20-month history of a new group of standard cells is
illustrated.
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TRULY TRANSPORTABLE STANDARD-CELL AIR BATH, David W. Braudaway, IEEE Trans.
Instrum. Meas. IM-19, November 1970.

Dissemination of the volt is complicated by the complex temperature
response of standard cells. Described are the design and performance charac-
teristics of an experimental standard-cell air-bath specifically optimized
for transportable voltage-dissemination service. Salient features of this
bath are 1) 0.0010C control of the cell temperature in the laboratory,
0.02CC maximum variation around 28CC in shipment; 2) exposure capacity from

over 8 hours at 0 C or 45*C to over 72 hours in moderate temperatures;
3) shipping package weight 14.5 kg, size 20.3 x 22.9 x 30.5 cm; and
4) electrical power drain 0.8-0.2 watt.

Cell temperature is determined primarily by an ambient-temperature-
biased on-off heater system. Immunity to external environment is achieved by
a unique secondary control, which employs the energy storage capacity of two
heat-of-fusion alloys, which are reset simply by exposure to laboratory
temperature.

Experience with this bath has shown that the average value of cell
voltage is reproducible to 0.1 yV within a few hours following shipment.
This time delay is significantly shorter than the days-to-weeks for most air
baths and the weeks-to-months for cells shipped without temperature control.

THE APPLICATION OF THE DIRECT CURRENT COMPARATOR TO A SEVEN-DECADE
POTENTIOMErER, Malcolm P. MacMartin and Norbert L. Kusters, IEEE Trans.
Instrum. Meas. IM-17, December 1968.

The design and construction of a self-balancing direct current
comparator for use in a seven-decade potentiometer is described. The
comparator generates an output current whose value, as a proportion of a
constant input current, is determined to a very high accuracy by the ratio of
the numbers of turns of two windings on a magnetic core. A linear,
adjustable voltage scale is obtained by passing this output current through a
resistor whose value does not vary with current. Since the voltage adjust-
ment is made by varying turns on a magnetic core and not by means of a resis-
tive divider, the usual problems of contact resistance and thermal
electromotive forces associated with this adjustment in conventional
potentiometers are avoided.

The main sources of error in the comparator and the design techniques
used to keep the errors less than the smallest step of the output current is
discussed. A self-checking feature whereby the linearity of each step of the
output current can be checked quickly and easily is described. The
performance of the prototype model is given. The normal range of the
potentiometer is from zero to 2 volts in steps of 0.1 UV.
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THE CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF STANDARD CELLS, George D. Vincent
(Director, Standard Cell Dept., The Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Newport, RI) IRE
Transactions on Instrumentation I-7, 221-234 (1958).

In order to maintain standards of the electrical units, two of the three
quantities interconnected by Ohm's Law must be represented by stable
reference standards. The best standard of EMF now known is the cadmium

standard cell. The saturated cadmium standard cell, carefully made and
maintained, as a reproducibility and stability in the order of one or two
ppm, which is about one order of magnitude better than the accuracy at
present attainable in the measurement of the absolute dimensions of the
electrical units. Probably in the not-too-distant future, refinement in the
determination of the electrical units in terms of fundamental standards, or
of a natural constant, will require even more stable standards of reference.
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Automated NBS 1-Q Measurement System

KENNETH R. BAKER, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE, AND RONALD F. DZIUBA, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-A microcomputer-controlled measurement system has
been developed for calibrating stable, 1-0 standard resistors. It consists
of a direct current comparator potentiometer, a self-balancing detector
circuit, and special switching networks. The measurement system is
capable of comparing resistors to a precision of better than 0.01 parts
per million (ppm).

1. INTRODUCTION

T HE UNIT of resistance is maintained at the National
Bureau of Standards by a group of five Thomas-type 1-9

resistors. A dc current comparator potentiometer is used to
compare the NBS reference group to other 1-12 resistors under
test [I]. Fifteen resistors, five of which comprise the reference
group along with two control resistors and eight unknown re-
sistors, can be connected in series with the primary circuit of
the dc current comparator. The value of any resistor in the
string can be determined by indirectly comparing its voltage

Manuscript received September 8, 1982; revised October 29, 1982.
K. R. Baker is at the National Bureau of Standards with the Co-operative

Engineering Education Program, University of Maryland, College Park, MD
20742.

R. F. Dziuba is with the Electrical Measurements and Standards Division,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234.
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drop to the mean voltage drop of the reference group via a
stable "dummy" resistor in the secondary circuit of the com-
parator. The resistors in the primary circuit are measured at
a current level of 0.1 A (0.01 W/resistor); therefore, a detector
resolution of 1 nV is required in order to measure a resistance
change of 0.01 parts per million (ppm). The Thomas-type
resistors are hermetically sealed in double-walled enclosures
and are very stable after being fully annealed; however, be-
cause they are constructed of manganin they exhibit significant
temperature and pressure coefficients. Thus to achieve ac-
curacies of the order of 0.01 ppm, the operator must monitor
the bath temperature of the resistors along with the ambient
conditions, primarily the barometric pressure. The operation
of the system in the manual mode is limited to a resolution of
0.025 ppm, which corresponds to an interpolation of one-half
of the last dial setting. Automation of the system has been a
high priority not only because of the large work load in the
calibration of 14 standards and the ease with which a com-
puter can monitor the significant test parameters, but also
because of the possibility of improving the resolution and ac-
curacy of the system.

An earlier attempt was made to automate the system by
using a digital nanovoltmeter as a detector in the critical part

~lM1 &hll~.t... ~LL.



of the dc current comparator circuit [2]. This detector could
be readily interfaced to a computer; however, it proved un-
satisfactory due to excessive ac output from the comparator
which introduced noise greater than 50 nV rms in the detector
circuit. The present automated system has alleviated these
problems and has achieved a resolution of better than 0.01 ppm
in the comparison of stable 1-Q resistors. At this resolution,
the practical measurement range of the automated system is

500 ppm; however, it can easily be extended to wider ranges
at slightly reduced accuracies. Over 95 percent of the
Thomas-type resistors measured at N BS have deviations
within t50 ppm from I Q. A few resistors constructed prior
to 1948, whose values were based on the "international" units,
have deviations at the 500-ppm level. Thus the 500-ppm
range of the automated system satisfies the measurement needs
of NBS in this area.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A. Comparator

The heart of the measurement system is the dc current
comparator as shown in Fig. 1. In the dc current comparator,
a condition of magnetic balance in the core is detected by
modulating the permeability of the core by a square-wave
modulation current. The output of the demodulator is pro-
portional to the magnitude and polarity of the ampere-turn
imbalance and it is used to correct the slave current source to
obtain a zero flux condition in the core [3]. The comparator
is a commercially available unit having an adjustable 2000-
turn primary, 1000-turn secondary, and a fixed 0.1-A pri-
mary current source. In the automatic mode, the primary
winding is set at 2000 turns and a relay with mercury-wetted
contacts is used to insert a unit winding as a 500-ppm cali-
bration signal.

B. Resistors

The 1-Si resistors in the primary circuit are connected in
series on a mercury ring stand which is totally immersed in a
specially designed circular oil bath with temperature main-
tained at 25.000 : 0.003*C. A modified crossbar switch selects
the appropriate potential terminals of a resistor in the primary
circuit whose voltage drop is to be compared to the voltage drop
of the 0.5-fl resistor in the secondary circuit. The 0.5-Q resistor
or "dummy" is a specially designed resistor having a low load
coefficient and a negligible drift during the period of a test
run.

C. Detector and Feedback Circuit

The voltage difference V. between the dummy and test
resistor is detected by a photocell-galvanometer amplifier
(PGA). The PGA has been modified by mounting a pair of
cadmium-sulfide (CdS) photoconductive cells adjacent to the
original set of photocells in order to provide an isolated output
[4]. The CdS cells form two arms of a Wheatstone bridge, as
shown in Fig. 2. The output of this bridge yields a sensitivity
of 0.067 V/ppm. This output voltage is buffered by an oper-
ational amplifier, A i and then amplified by a factor of 5 by A 2.
Since a 1-ppm change of resistance corresponds to a voltage
change of 0.1 V, the open-loop gain of the system G at this

DEMODULATOR
nn MODULATION

OSCILLATOR

N, - 1000 I N, Np 2000 t nIPS

OFFSET

TO OVM R

100 mA
CONSTANT
CURRENT

SLAVE 0 SOURCE
CURRENT
SOURCE

V.

R. OSo "15 R,= 1I

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of dc comparator potentiometer circuit.

point is equal to 3.35 X 106. It was observed that any further
amplification will lead to oscillations in the feedback circuit.
Amplifier A 3 provides a feedback current If through the 10-
turn winding Nf. This 10-turn winding is normally used to
provide adjustable standardization settings to make the dc
current comparator potentiometer direct reading. The current
If is monitored by measuring the voltage drop across a 100-
resistor with a digital voltmeter (DV M). A I -pF capacitor of
PTFE dielectric connected across the 100- resistor provides
sufficient filtering of electrical noise in the system. The feed-
back system is similar to the one described in [5].

At zero flux in the core

NI, = N!., + NAjSJ

and at detector balance

Rrlp = Rs.

The value of resistor Rp can then be expressed as

(1)

(2)

rsN, N ,

The difference in value between resistors 1 and 2 in the primary
circuit can be expressed in terms of the difference in their re-
spective feedback currents at balance, i.e.,

ARP = R2 - Rpi = RN

Since the feedback current difference can be expressed as the
voltage difference AV across the feedback resistor Rf then

ARP = RJ N 1p

and

AV N"1 RI

(ORp/Rr) Nj RS

(3)

(4)

which gives a sensitivity of 20 pV/0.0l ppm.
Amplifier A 3 is capable of supplying 10 mA which would

correspond to a measurement range of 500 ppm using this
feedback circuit. A booster amplifier could be used to increase
the measurement range of the system.

It is essential to examine whether the system has sufficient
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of detector and feedback circuits.

gain to provide the necessary feedback control for large re-
sistance changes. As shown in Fig. 2, the feedback current can
be expressed as

GV~
If = R (5)

where R 3 is the controlling element of current amplifier A 3.
A change in R, is reflected as a change in Vx, i.e.,

AR = - (6)
'p

Substituting (1) and (5) into (6) and then dividing by Rp
gives

AR, N R3 L (7)
R Nf GRp Is

where A15/I, represents the normalized measurement range
and AR,/Rp indicates an apparent offset caused by insufficient
gain in the feedback system.

The offset for a measurement range of 150 ppm is 5 X 10-8,
calculated from the values given in Figs. I and 2. This offset
can be seen as a deflection on a secondary galvanometer that
is connected to the nonisolated output of the PGA. It has been
observed experimentally that a 150-ppm change results in a
1-mm deflection on the secondary galvanometer. This de-
flection corresponds to an offset of 4 X 10-8 which is in rea-
sonably good agreement with the calculated value. For a
measurement range of 2800 ppm, the offset would be 1 ppm
which corresponds to a 25-mm deflection on the secondary
galvanometer.

The offset problem can be eliminated if the change of cur-
rent in the feedback circuit is measured for a known change
in ratio. This is accomplished by measuring the change in
voltage across the 1004 resistor in the feedback circuit before
and after inserting a unit winding in the primary circuit. For
a 2000-turn primary, this corresponds to a 500-ppm change
in ratio. Then the offset will not result in a measurement error
if the detector output is linear and the system gain is constant.
Measurements indicate that these factors contribute less than
a 5-percent error for an offset of I ppm or less. Thus for mea-
surements of 1-1 resistors over the range of 0 t 500 ppm, the
resulting error due to insufficient gain in the feedback circuit

would be less than 0.01 ppm. The error would increase to 0.05
ppm for resistors that deviate from nominal by 2800 ppm.

D. Microcomputer

The microcomputer is a disk-based system with an 8-bit
microprocessor and 64K of RAM. It utilizes the S-100 bus and
comprises eight parallel input/output ports, an IEEE-488
controller port, a 12-bit A/D converter port, two RS-232 ports,
and a clock board. Basic I/O is accomplished with a CRT
terminal and a printer via the RS-232 ports. The microcom-
puter is completely dedicated to running the I-9 measurement
system. A block diagram of how the computer interacts with
the other parts of the system is shown in Fig. 3.

Interfacing of the resistor selection switch, detector sensi-
tivity switch, ambient temperature and humidity sensors, as
well as the barometric pressure transducer was done via the
eight parallel I/O ports. Ambient temperature and humidity
are monotired by a digital thermometer/hygrometer instru-
ment that is interfaced to the computer through two of the I/O
ports.

The barometric pressure is monitored with a transducer
whose frequency output is proportional to the input pressure.
Transducer temperature is determined indirectly by measuring
the voltage drop across a calibrated diode that is mechanically
attached to the tranducer body. The pressure sensitivity of the
system is 0.1 mmHg (13.3 Pa) and the corresponding accuracy
is checked periodically against a calibrated aneroid barometer.
The pressure transducer has been tracking the aneroid ba-
rometer to within 0.3 mmHg which is sufficient accuracy for
applying pressure corrections to 1- resistors. The transducer
outputs are measured by a timer/counter/DVM that is con-
trolled by the microcomputer through a single port. The DVM,
which measures the feedback current, communicates along
the 488 bus. A platinum resistance thermometer (PRT) bridge
monitors the oil bath temperature. The recorder output of this
bridge is interfaced to the microcomputer by the 12-bit A/D
converter. This approach provides a temperature measurement
range of 25.000 t 0.010*C with a resolution of 0.1 mK.

E. Critical Switching

The critical switching area in this automated measuring
system is that necessary to select and connect the potential
circuits of the resistors to the PGA detector. Although the
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of microcomputer-controlled measurement
system.

reversal technique used for achieving a balance condition
cancels the effect of constant thermoelectric voltages generated
in switching this part of the circuit, it is desirable to minimize
the magnitude of these voltages in order to reduce the effects
of varying thermal EMF's. A proper sequence of data taking
can cancel the effects of thermal EMF's that are varying lin-
early.

The resistor selection is of crossbar type having low thermal
contacts and is similar to the one described in [6]. The acti-
vating coils of the switch are separated from the switch
mechanism to reduce heat transfer to this critical area. The
switch mechanism is housed in a heavy aluminum box to
suppress thermal gradients.

The detector sensitivity switch consists of four latching-type
low thermal relays. The relays are sealed in a heavy aluminum
box filled with silicone fluid and the box is immersed in the oil
bath that contains the resistors. When operating in the manual
mode, all four sensitivity positions are needed to adjust the
primary turns of the comparator for a balance condition. In
the automatic mode, only the highest sensitivity relay is re-
quired since the feedback circuit protects the PGA detector
by servoing it to a null condition. Even if the potential terminals
were connected mistakenly in the wrong polarity the offset
voltage at the PGA would not be enough to do permanent
damage.

F. Software

The computer program is written in BASIC language using
multiple subroutines to handle the data taking and data pro-
cessing. The flowchart shown in Fig. 4 indicates the specific
operations performed by the microcomputer.
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the routine for I 42 measurements.

111. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The data in Table I are given to show the level of precision
that is available with the automatic system. The same set of
resistors were measured four times within a single day and the
differences from the mean of these four series of measurements
for individual resistors are listed in the table. The number of
DVM readings that were taken and averaged per resistor was
varied from 8 to 20 readings. The table lists the DVM readings
according to the actual time sequence in which the data were
taken. When a resistor was measured one-half of the total
DVM readings was taken for one particular current direction,
then the current direction was reversed, and after an approx-
imate 12-s delay, the remaining half of the DVM readings was
taken. The integration time per reading was 10 s. The larger
imprecision for data using the 20 DVM readings is probably
caused by varying thermal EMF's. No significant improve-
ment is obtained if several reversals are performed for each
resistor. The measurement range was <40 ppm.

The data in Table II indicate the differences in parts per
million between the automatic and manual measurement
modes. For the manual mode, an operator varies the primary
turns to achieve a null balance with the PGA detector. Four
measurements are taken on each resistor in the manual mode
with a resolution of 0.025 ppm for each measurement. Since
the automatic system is more precise, the differences are
mainly due to the lower precision and operator bias in the
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TABLE I
PRECISION OF AUTOMATIC SYSTEM

(Differences from mean value in parts per million. )

MEAN NUMBER OF DVM READINGS
VALUE 12 10 8 20

C93 33.1908 -. 001 -. 001 -. 001 .003
866 18.4700 -. 001 -. 002 .002 .001
SOB 3.0070 .001 -.004 -.001 .004
870 -3.9908 -.003 -.000 -.002 .005
872 1.2134 -.003 -.002 -.001 .006
863 17.0494 -.001 -.003 -.005 .009
C84 6.1205 -.004 .002 -.005 .006
*8 34.092 1 -. 002 .001 -. 002 .004
e9 28.0882 -. 001 .002 -. 002 .001
#10 33.1591 -. 001 .001 -. 001 .000
+11 33.5714 .003 -. 000 -. 004 .001
012 33.4628 -.004 .007 -.002 -.002
#13 2.1992 -.003 -. 004 -. 002 .009
*14 35.4442 -.002 .004 .000 -. 002
+15 32.4392 .001 .002 -.002 -.001

mean -.0014 .0002 .0019 .0031
s.d. .0020 .0030 .0018 .0038

TABLE 11
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT

MODES
(Differences in parts per million.)

RESISTOR 5/28/82 6/01/82 6/03/82 0/07/82

C93 -.001 -.006 -.020 -.008

866 .005 .013 .011 .003

889 .013 -. 017 -. 014 -.005

570 -. 029 .012 .013 .000

872 .018 .015 .008 -. 009

883 -. 007 -. 022 -. 018 .011

C84 .04U .039 .024 -. 027

#8 -. 010 -.040 -. 018 -. 029

09 .003 .007 .011 -. 002

.10 .011 .016 .025 -. 005

*11 .018 .025 .012 -. 047

#12 .025 .033 .028 .023

#13 .020 .027 .020 .007

#14 .019 .028 -.000 .020

#15 .026 .029 -.005 .007

mean .010 .011 .005 -.004

s.d. .017 .023 .017 .019

manual mode. The random nature of the differences indicates
no measurable systematic error between the two measurement
modes.

IV. FUTURE PLANS

Future plans include an evaluation of systematic error of
the automatic system and then a re-evaluation of the uncer-
tainty [0.08 ppm (3-)] that is presently assigned to 1-42
measurements at NBS [1]. The automated system has im-
proved the precision in comparing 1-fl resistors. With an in-
crease in the number of measurements and the improved
monitoring of test parameters that the automated system
provides, it should be possible to obtain a better estimate of the
possible systematic errors in the measurement process. It is
planned to have the microcomputer transfer the data to a
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time-shared minicomputer where the data will be permanently
stored and a more complex data analysis performed.

With this system it is possible to measure resistors that are
located in a separate oil bath with no apparent degradation of
precision or accuracy. Measurements have been made suc-
cessfully on resistors in a variable-temperature oil bath with
current and potential leads over 7 m long. Thus it is possible
to compare resistors at any temperature against the NBS
reference group maintained at 25*C. This capability is im-
portant because many international laboratories maintain their
standards at 20*C and consequently it is desirable to compare
standards at their working temperature. Unfortunately, the
present thermometer bridge does not have the capability for
computer control over a wide range of temperatures. An au-
tomatic resistance thermometer bridge [7], which can be
readily interfaced to the microcomputer, is being built to
measure PRT resistances over the range 0-100 S2. Another
feature of this capability is that it now becomes possible to
automatically determine the temperature coefficients of re-
sistance for standard resistors.

V. CONCLUSION

The automatic system has improved the precision of com-
paring 1-2 standard resistors. It is expected that, after a re-
evaluation of the uncertainties in the measurement process,
an improvement of the accuracy level of these measurements
will be demonstrated. Another advantage is that the automatic
system relieves the operator from tedious repetitive mea-
surements using a light-beam galvanometer.
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A New Switching Technique for
Binary Resistive Dividers

ROBERT D. CUTKOSKY, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-A binary resistivedivider network has been found which
utilizes N cascaded DPDT reversing switches plus one SPDT switch
for an N-bit divider. The network features R simple and accurate
method for internal calibration. With a fixed divider input voltage the
power dissipated in each resistive element is independent of switch
setting.

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY OTHERWISE satisfactory resistive dividers
are found in practice to be very difficult or time

consuming to calibrate. This problem is most effectively
handled during the design of the instrument, at which time
much future frustration can often be eliminated. The resist-
ive divider described here contains its own internal calibra-
tion circuitry, but it would probably be an impractical
device if it were not coupled to a microprocessor. It is hoped
that the technique contains enough advantages to make this
additional complexity worthwhile.

II. BASIC CIRCUIT

The network shown in Fig. 1 is proposed for use as a
binary resistive divider. It can be seen that with no output
load, the resistance of the network to the right of each
DPDT reversing switch is always 2 (arbitrary) units of
resistance, so that with Vi, fixed, the power in each'resistance
element is independent of all switch settings. It also can be
seen that if all switches are on "0" (as represented in Fig. 1),

V = 0; if St is on "1" and all other switches are on "0",

Vt'= I',. All intermediate output voltages representable by

Manuscript received June 5, 1978; revised July 27, 1978.
The author is with the electrical Standards Division, National Bureau

of Standards, Washington. DC 20234.
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S, s, s ., s, S .

Fig. 1. An N-bit binary resistive divider. Relative resistances are
indicated.

an N-bit binary code can be obtained by two different
settings of the cascaded switches. This redundancy can be
used to provide the divider with a self-calibration facility.

Consider the network with all switches on "0" except SN +I
(switch code '0-001). Then, V0.,/V, = 1/ 2N. If the switch
code is now changed to 0-011, one again has V ,,,/V,, =
1/2N. The effect of the operating switch N is to interchange
the dropping resistor and the load resistor to the right of SN.
If V, is observed to change, the difference can be retained as
a correction for the Nth divider.

In a similar way, one call measure the change in Vo,,, when
the switch code changes from 0-0010-0 ((k + 1)th switch
set) to 0-0110-0 (kth and (k + l)th switch set) to obtain
the correction to the kth divider. Note that V0,,,/Vi. = 1/2
acrd that the load resistor for the kth divider contains all of
the resistance elements to the right of stage k; since this
resistance is independent of all switch settings, however, no
error will occur when the individual corrections are
combined. It is therefore sufficient to make N difference
measurements (2N individual measurements) to completely
calibrate the binary divider.

The N difference measurements required in the above
scheme could be performed with ease if a fixed voltage
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sV s, so 5s. 5ti S,.,

Fig. 2. An N-bit divider with enhanced self-calibration capability. All
resistances are nominally equal.

source were available which provided constant output
voltages programmable to approximate each of the N
voltages to be compared. An ordinary N-bit uncalibrated
divider could be used for this purpose provided it had the
requisite stability.

Several ways can be found for generating the required
reference voltages within the divider itself, one of which is
shown in Fig. 2. To calibrate the kth divider, first set switches
k - 1 and k + 1 to "1", and set all other switches to "0".
Measure the ideally zero voltage, V., - V,,,;. Second, set
switch k to "1", leaving the other switches as they were. Any
change in V0,,, - V,,,~ can be attributed to an error in the kth
divider.

III. RATIO CALCULATIONS

In the following analysis, let Sk be the logical value of the
kth switch; that is, Sk = 0 if the kth switch is "down" as
shown in the figures, and Sk = 1 if it is reversed. Using the
nomenclature of Fig. 3, neglecting switch and wiring resist-
ances and writing E, = (ZL, - Zm)/(ZLA + Zo1), one has

V /V 1 = SI, V'i /Vn = 1 - SI, and

V'Yi = 1/2 + (1 - 2SI)E 1/2.

More generally, Vk is obtained by replacing Sk by 1 - Sk in
the expression for Vk, and V" = (V'k + Vk)/2 + (V' - Vxk/2.
The recursion formula

k

Vk+/i /M.= Vk/Vn + (Sa+u/2k) [ (1 - 25,xl + e,)

can be readily verified, from which it follows that

VN+1/Vn = S1 + S 2(1 - 2S1 )(1 + el)/2 + S3(1 - 2S2)

(1 - 2SI)(1 + el)(l + e2)/4 + S4(1 _23)

(1 - 2S 2)(1 - 2SIX1 + E1 )(1 + E2 )

- (1 + E3)/8 + --.

For calibration of the kth ratio, measure
VN+ /Vin = Kitt /in first with Sk = 0, Sa+ i = 1, and then

S, L

Fig. 3. The ... h stage of a binary divider with voltages and impedances
labeled. The load resistance ZA Is made up of all successive resistors in
the chain. Z. is the dropping resistance.

with Sk = 1, Sk+ I = 1, in each case with all S,= 0 for
p > k + 1. The difference between th-se ratios is given by

H (1 + E,) I /2k-

for 2 5 k s N, and AI = EI. Note, however, that the sign to
be attached to the Ak's must be reversed if during calibration
an odd number of the switches to the left of the kth switch are
logically true.

Ignoring terms of the order E2 and higher, we have finally

VN+ 1/V S 1 +S1 2 1I)(1 + 2S2) + S31 22
S(1- 2SI)(1 + AI + 2A 2)/4

+ S4(1 - 2SA)( - 2S 2)

S(1- 2SI)(1 + i + 2A2 + 4A 3)/8 + '"

If each of the voltage measurements involved in the
calibration of the divider has an uncertainty of a,, then each
Ak will be uncertain by ac\/. The total uncertainty in the
corrected value for VN+I, aT, may be calculated from
the proceeding equation. It is found that for an N-bit divider~
the maximum uncertainty in VN+ 1,max(a T), occurs when al
of the switches are up (Sk = 1 for all k). To a very close
approximation,. max( T) e aZi/2 N + 1/3. Although
these assertions about max(a T)are made without proof, they
may be readily verified for realistic values of N.

IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Resistive dividers achieve their highest accuracy when the
resistances are chosen so that the uncertainties due to switch
resistance variations are about equal to those due to leakage
resistance variations. If conventional switches or relays are
used, 100000-2 resistors are about optimum and should
yield divider accuracies Around 1 part in 10'. It is expected
that a commercial solid-state digital-to-analog converter
would be used in the low-order end of a practical divider to
reduce the number of relays to a minimum. A 17-bit DAC
combined with an 8-bit binary divider is being considered
for voltage measurements up to 20 V.
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NBS Automated One-Ohm
Resistance Measurements

* Jerome J. Morrow The manual system shown in Figure 1

Physicist, Electricity Division consists basically of a dc current conm-

U.S. National Bureau of Standards parator potentiometer with resistors and
their switches in an oil-bath whose tem-

Automation of the U.S. National Bureau perature is stable to better than 0,001
of Standards' one-ohm resistance meas- degree Celsius. The following is based on
urement system is part of a program of a simplistic view of the operation of the
automating all systems used in calibration current comparator. Manual measure-
of electrical reference standards. Auto- ments consist of balancing the IR drops
mating these systems allows more meas- across the "dummy" resistor in the secon-
urement redundancy in both number and dary circuit and those of the unknown and
type of test, and will provide the oppor- standard resistors in the primary circuit
tunity for the NBS staff to gain experience by changing the primary number of turns.
in automated systems which are rapidly Each balance provides an equation of the
replacing manual systems in all parts of form:
the measurement world.

In automating the NBS one-ohm manual
system it was necessary to preserve the
manual system and to minimize the need
for new analog and digital hardware.
While these limitations are rather severe,
this approach offers several distinct ad-
vantages. The automation activity may be
pursued with minimum interruption to on-
going calibration work.. Considerable sav-
ing in captial equipment money may be
realized by utilizing the manual equip-
ment to the largest extent possible. Final-
ly, parallel construction allows the evalua-
tion of critical components, such as switch-
ing, to be done by direct substitution.

-Contribution of the National Bureau of Standards.
Not subject to copyright.
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Ri =

where Ri =
Npi =
for Ri

(Npi/Ns)RD
resistor in primary circuit

primary number of turns

Ns = secondary number of turns

(constant for all balances)

RD = dummy resistor

Since Ns and RD are constant and five of
the resistors are standards, it is possible
to determine the unknown resistors in
terms of the mean of the five standards.

In order to automate and preserve such
a system, it was decided to place a modi-
fied cross-bar switch in parallel with the
existing manual rotary switch (for the
primary resistors) and to add a switch U,

*..



FIGURE 1:
Circuit for comparison
of one-ohm resistors.
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the galvanometer circuit so that the
photo-cell galvanometer could be replaced
by a digital nanovolt meter (DNM). The
system would then be operated in an un-
balanced state, i.e. the primary turns are
not changed and the DNM would measure
the difference in IR drops across the dum-
my resistor and the resistors in the pri-
mary circuit. The stability of the cross-bar
switch's thermal emfs and of the DNM
had to be several nanovolts or less in
order to compete with the manual system.

From previous work in switching stand-
ard cells, it was known that some com-
mercial independent-select cross-bar
switches could be made suitable by separ-
ating the electro-magnetic coils from the
switch mechanism. The switch mechanism
is placed inside a heavy aluminum box and
the coils outside. The push rods from coil
to switch point are extended by plastic
rods. This type of separation reduces heat
transfer from coil to switch point suffi-
ciently, and the heavy aluminum box effec-
tively eliminates thermal gradients within
the box. In addition all lines entering the
box are thermally coupled to the box by
means of one mil Mylar. Since the cross-bar
is in parallel with the manual rotary
switch immersed in the oil bath, it is pos-
sible to compare the magnitudes and sta-
bilities of their thermal emfs. By manually
switching in a resistor and noting the de-
flection and noise on the photo cell galvo-
no~meter for each direction of current, and
repeating this with the other switch, it
was concluded that there were no signifi-
cant differences between the two switches.
In addition, measurements of the same re-

sistors with both switches yielded no sig-
nifieant differences.

Automating the Manual System
The DNM is a commercial item capable

of resolving one nanovolt with two nano-
volts peak-to-peak noise for the loads and
voltages (10 microvolts or less) of the sys-
tem. In terms of one-ohm resistors, one
nanovolt eqtals 0.01 ppm. However, all
noise must b0 kept to a very low level be-
cause of the law normal mode rejection of
70 db and common mode of 180 db inher-
ent in the DNM. It was found necessary to
isolate the system from the power lines, to
use coaxial cables for all lines between the
current comparator and oil bath and, as
far as was possible, connect all grounds to
the input ground of the DNM. Without
these measures the DNM output varies by
hundreds of nanovolts. The presence of
pump motors and temperature controllers
are probably responsible for most of the
residual noise. It also has been apparent
that line voltage fluctuations are respen-
sible for some of the noise. This noise is
also present in the manual system and ap-
pears to correlate with the noise in the
automated system. Atpresent the peak-to-
peak noise in the automated system is
usually ten nanovolts or less, and it is pos-
sible to reduce the noise by taking nine or
more readings and averaging it out if nine
or more readings are taken.

Resistance measurements in the auto-
mated system consist basically of measur-
ing the difference of the IR drops between
the "dummy" resistor and the resistors in
the primary circuit. The primary and sec-

ondary number of turns and their currents
are constant throughout all measure-
ments. These measurements lead to equa-
tions of the form:

IsRD - IpRi = vi
where Is = current ir secondary circuit

RD = dummy resistor

IP = current in primary circuit
Ri = resistor in primary circuit
vi = voltage measured by the

DNM
It should be noted that in the equations

for an unbalanced system the current di-
rections and polarity of the DNM must be
known. The voltage, vi, is half of the dif-
ference of the voltages for both current
directions. This difference eliminates ther-
mal emfs and the DNM "zero" provided
they are constant within the time required
for the voltage measurements.

If such an equation for an unknown and
a standard resistor are subtracted from
one another, the result is:

Rs - Rx = (vx - vs) /ip
In order to obtain Rx, Ip must be meas-

ured. This is accompLshed by switching a
short -in place of the "dumny" resistor.
The DNM will then read the voltage
across the standard from which one can
calculate the primary current. It should be
noted that the primary current measured
need not be very accurate since it is di-
vided into a relatively small quantity. Also
note that the errors which are constant for
all measurements will be reduced further
by the subtraction of the two voltages.
If the drift rate of the DNM "zero" is con-

BEST ,"C,7Y AUJAIrI
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Record 4.

Tape Loop ..
Program

Answer-Back
Subprogram

Figure 2. MIDAS and teletype configuration.

R rH60*R F 6 949* 5832109* 5332109* 58321090
5832109* 5832109- 5832109' 5832109*
5832109* 5832105 Z

13 1B05=1SH60*R F6949* 5832109" 5832109* 58
5832109* 5832109* 5832109* 5832109*
5832109* 5832101 sZ

N #B?651H60*R F6949* 5832109* 5832109* 593
5832109* 5832109' 5e32109* 5832109*
5832109* 5832101 Z
f 1B05=1 #H60*1f F6949* 5832109* 5532109' 58
5832109' 5832109* 5832109* 5832109'
5832109' 583210S ZZ

321

210

321

FIGURE 3: Sample MIDAS paper-type program.
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Teletype
Printer/
Punch

Midas
System

Reader/
Keyboard

stant, the resultant "offset" error will be
eliminated. Errors such as voltage meas-
urements on different DNM ranges would
not be reduced adequately. The one-ohm
resistor values measured by this system
differ from nominal by less than 50 ppm or
five microvolts. Therefore, the DNM range
need not be changed.

The settling time of the automated sys-
tem was found to range from 45 to 55
seconds. The former is for a resistor

Stimuli change and the latter is for a current re-
versal. The settling time for the DNM for

Measure these same voltage changes with essen-
ments tially no input noise is about 30 seconds.

The settling time for the manual system is

Recorders no more than two seconds with the auto-
matic switch. These large settling times
are a real disadvantage of the automated
system. If one ppm resolution is specified.
then the settling time would be six
seconds or less.

Control of the automated system was
accomplished by a modular programable
digital interface system developed at
NBS. This system has been given the acro-
nym MIDAS. In general, MIDAS consists
of a crate and power supply with a control-
lar and modules which directly interface
ary device with TTL levels. The program
source and data logger can be any device
which transmits and receives standard 7-
bit parallel USASCII code format.

In the system considered here a stand-
ard Teletype served as this device. Con-
figuration of the MIDAS is shown in
Figure 2. The operating rate of the sys-
tem is limited by the Teletype of ten char-
acters per second. This limitation was of
no consequence except on recording DNM
output. The A/D conversion rate is about
two readings per second and there are five
digits per reading plus several command
characters. Consequently about every
other reading was recorded. If the DNM
output is "flip-flopping" as a result of0 90 noise, it is possible to record only one side
of the variations, or considerably more of

9* one side than the other. In addition, re-
cording time constitutes a considerable
portion of the total run time. Another0 9* limitation of this configuration is that any
program must be sequential. This elim-
inates any possibility of change in the se-
quence, decision making, or determining
variable parameters such as settling time
and noise during a run. Coupling this lim-
itation with the fact that no program could
be a tape loop because of the need to
switch resistors in the primary circuit in
and out, experimentation with the sytem
required a large number of very long pro-
grams. In the very near future, the
MIDAS will be controlled by a minicompu-
ter and such limitations will be eliminated.



Differences between duplicate measurements in ppm.

Resis tor
Position

1
2'
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

4/11/75

0.00
0.05
0.08

-0.02
0.02
0.00
0.00

-0.01
-0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

4/15/75

0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.03
0.04

-0.01
0.01
0.07
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.04

4/15/75

0.01
-0.02
-0.02
-0.03
0.02
0.04

-0.01,
-0.01
-0.03
-0.02
-0.04
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
0.01

A portion of a tape program is shown in
Figure 3. The basic sequence for the meas-
urements for one resistor is, in this case, a
set of six lines in the figure. In terms of
Teletype lines, it is a set of two. The first
line prints the current direction (R); in-
hibits the MIDAS for 60 seconds to allow
for settling of all components; and then
prints overflow, range, and three DNM
readings. Each reading is printed after a
conversion pulse is received from the
DNM. The second and third lines print six
more DNM readings. The fourth line
prints the new current direction, the
current reversal relay is actuated and the
remainder is the same as the first line.
The fifth and sixth lines are identical to
the second and third. The seventh line is
the same as the first except that the old
resistor is switched out and a new one
switched in.

Evaluation
The stability of the automated system

has been measured by making duplicate
measurements. As seen in Figure 4, there
are only two differences greater than
0.1 ppm. Each day's measurements were
made in the following order: 1 through 15
and then 15 through 1. Therefore the time
lag between both measurements of resis-
tor i can be quite long. Depending upon the
program, it ranged from 1.5 to 1.1 hours.
In the manual system a three sigma dif-
ference of 0.056 ppm or less is acceptable.
In the automated system some differences
larger than this are simply due to noise. In
other cases, it is due to a shift in the meas-
ured voltages. These shifts can be de-

4/18/75

-0.02
-0.02
-0.03
-0.02
0.03

-0.02
-0.01
0.00
0.00

-0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01

-0.02
0.00

5/1/75

-0.01
0.27

-0.04
0.04

-0.03
0.00
0.02
0.01

-0.01
-0.08
-0.06
-0.09
-0.07
-0.07
-0.07

5/14/75

0.02
-0.02
-0.04
-0.01
-0.03
-0.03

0.02
0.00
0.03

-0.02
0.00

-0.04
0.00

-0.03
0.02

5/14/75

-0.09
-0.08
-0.04
-0.03
-0.02
-0.01
0.00
0.05

-0.01
-0.03
-0.05
-0.05
-0.02
-0.03
-0.01

tected by finding the change in the meas-
ured voltages for each current direction
for both measurements of each resistor.
These changes indicate that there-is gen-
erally a very slow drift with time, usually
less than a nanovolt from one resistor to
another. However, sudden erratic changes
of ten nanovolts or more occur. If they
occur between the voltage measurements
for both current directions, they will not
be subtracted out. It has not been possible
to ascertain the cause of the shifts. Ther-
mal emf shifts can be ruled out.

The accuracy of the automated system
can be evaluated by comparing its meas-
ured resistance values with those from the
manual system. With one exception, dif-
ferences between resistor values from the
automated and manual systems are 0.1
ppm or less.

A least squares fit of a straight line to
the nominal value corrections for 59 re-
sistors from both systems yielded the
following line.

Ca = -0.008 + 1.00013 Cm
where Ca = correction in ppm as meas-

ured on the automated
system

Cm = correction in ppm as meas-

ured on the manual
system

The residual standard deviation of the
fit was 0.023 ppm. If both systems gave
identical results, then the equation would
be

Ca =0.0+1. Cm
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The difference between the two equa-
tions for the resistors considered here is
no more than 0.01 ppm.

In addition, a least squares fit of a
straight line was made to the differences
of duplicate measurements from both sys-
tems. Ideally one would expect no cor-
relation between the differences; i.e., the
slope of the line should be close to zero.
The least squares fit yielded the following
line.

Da = 0.03 - 0.31 Dm
where Da = difference in ppm of dupli-

cates from the automated
system

Dm = difference in ppm of dupli-

cates from the manual
system

The residual standard deviation was
0.021 ppm and the standard deviation of
the slope was 0.277 ppm.

In addition, a fit was made of a zero
slope line and the following resulted.

Da = 0.024
The residual standard deviation was

0.021 ppm.
These results indicate that there was no

correlation between the differences from
both systems and that differences of the
automated system are larger than those of
manual systems by 0.02 ppm at the
one sigma level.

LCS700:70:991 ASQC 11/76-245
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An Integrated System for the Precise Calibration
of Four-Terminal Standard Resistors

THOMAS E. WELLS AND EARL F. CARD, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-A description is given of the system currently in use
at the National Bureau of Standards for measurements of 1-n
standard resistors of the Thomas type. A tenfold improvement in.
accuracy over the former method has been realized. Resistors of this
type are now reported to eight decimal places with a total uncer-
tainty of 0.08 ppm. The latter figure includes a three-standard-
deviation limit for random errors plus an estimate of systematic
errors [1].

The new system is not only more rapid in operation than the old
one (fewer man hours required), but has consistently produced data
of superior resolution while operating with a lower test power in
resistors. A de cunent-linkage balance is used to determine the
standard-unknown differences while both are connected in series
and totally immersed in a specially designed circular oil bath, which
remains completely covered during all tests. Bath temperature is
maintained constantly at 25 000*C (+:0.003C) in a unique manner.

Manuscript received May 27, 1971; revised July 9. 1971.
The authors are with the Electricity Division, Nationnl Bureau

of Standards, Washington, D. C.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

INTRODUCTION

N 1963, as reported to the clients of the National
Bureau of Standards, the precision of the resistance
of doublerwalled 1-1l resistors was increased from 1

to 0.1 part/million (ppm). Since this precision was near
the limit obtainable on the bridge in use at that time
(the Wenner bridge [2]), it seemed prudent to plan a
new resistance measurement system capable of meeting
expected demands for increased precision. It was planned
that this new system would not only be capable of greater
precision but, if possible, would be faster and easier to
use.

In developing a new system, the following recognized
limitations of the old system were kept in mind: 1) the
requirement for manually made lead adjustment in the
ratio-arm connections; 2) disturbance of the temperature
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equilibrium by handling of the resistors when performing
interchange; 3) generation of transient thermal E.\F q
when changing potential connections to the resistors;
4) uncompensated errors in the ratio set itself caused by
unequal power coefficients of certain ratio resistors; 5)
temperature-control difficulties partially inherent in the
original bath design such as its rectangular shape and
placement of heater lamps close to the measured re-
sistors. Lack of a cooling element rendered the bridge
inoperative when the ambient room temperature rose
above 24.0*C. Temperature control was +0.01*C at
best, but frequently averaged +0.02*C; and 6) electro-
static disturbance caused by charged objects, e.g., people
moving around the room and electromagnetic disturbance
caused primarily by the heater lights in the bath turning
on and off.

Although most of these limitations of the old Wenner
bridge system could have been eliminated by the con-
struction of a modified bridge system, it was decided to
use a potentiometric system. This method seemed at-
tractive due to the development of the direct current
comparator by Kusters and others at the National
Research Council of Canada (31, [4].

I XTEGATED SYST EM

Constant Temperature Batih

A tank was constructed large enough to accommodate
a circular mercury stand holding 15 Thomas-type re-
sistors in a series ring.

Salient features of this bath are the following.
1) It is cylindrical in shape with approximately 550-1

capacity. The radial oil flow is produced by a belt-driven
propellor located in the bottom center of the tank. The oil
flow moves horizontally between two cylindrical screens,
a central one (15 cm diameter) of fine mesh capped at the
top and an outer very coarse mesh screen (Fig. 1). The
oil return path to the propellor is via a false bottom
containing coiled tubing designed to form a heat ex-
changer. The oil circulation is superior to that obtained
in the rectangular tank of the Wenner bridge.

2) The resistor ring stand is positioned so as to place
all resistors at the same middepth oil level and also
equidistant from the central oil distribution*screen.

3) No electrical heaters or coolers are installed in the
50-1 bath. Temperature control is obtained by regulating
the circulation of cooling oil pumped from a smaller
(110-1) auxiliary bath through the heat-exchanger tubing
located in the bottom of the larger tank. This cooling
oil carries away the heat produced by the stirring of the
oil in the large bath. It was found that variations of
0.02*-0.03"C in the temperature of the auxiliary bath
would be reflected by variations 1/10 or less as large in the
larger bath.

The temperature of the bath can be controlled manually
by varying the flow'of cooling oil by adjusting a needle
valve in the oil pipeline. Alternatively, the needle 'calve
can be set. high enough to assure cooling of the bath and

the flow of oil can then periodically be interrupted by
a valve in the cooling oil circulating line that is controlled
by an electronic sensor in the large bath.

Current Comparator

The direct current comparator operates on the principle
that when two magnetomotive forces imposed on a mag-
netic core by currents in two windings are equal and
opposite, the flux in the core is zero. This balance condi-
tion can be detected by a modulation detector. The
detector circuit can be used to control the output of a
current source, connected into one of the windings so as
to automatically maintain the condition of zero flux
in the core. How the current comparator can be used to
compare resistors can be seen from the equation developed
below, with reference to Fig. 2.

The basic equations are as follows when

N,, N,
1,, I.

Rn, R,, R.

primary and secondary ]number of turns;
primary and secondary currents;
resistances of "dummy," unknown and
standard.

At flux balance in the trau.sformer core,

N.I. = N,1,

or

(1)

At voltage balance the IR "drop" across the "dummy"
(secondary) resistor R~ and the 1it drop across the
selected unkiiowii resistor R., in the primary circuit
results in

r.1, = I.,R)

where I,, is the secondary current at balance or

it, = (1,/,).

Substituting turns for current, from (1) we have

It, = (N,/N,)RD (2)

where N,, is the number of turns in the primary winding
at balance.

Similarly when a resistor of known resistance R. is
being measured we have

R, = (N,,/N,)1?I.

Dividing (2) by (3) we then have

R, = (N,,/N,.)I..

(3)

(4)

Measurement Tech niqu

Briefly, the technique is one in which the voltage drop
across each of the client's resistors is compared indirectly
(via a stable luimmy resistor) with the voltage drop
across each resistor in a reference group while all are
connected in series , and tot:Illy inmnerMed in the oil bath
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Fig. 1. Two-stage temperature control system.

maintained at 25.000C f 0.003*C. The de-current com-
parator (ampere-turn balance) is used for making the
comparisons while all the standard and unknown re-
sistors are carrying the continuous test current of 0.1 A
(0.01 W/Thomas resistor). The comparator is usually
used near the maximum setting of the balance dials (2000
turns of the primary winding) and the circuit "trimmed"
in such a manner that only the last three or four dials
are changed in balancing. Final balance settings of the
seven decade controls are recorded and utilized solely to
obtain accurate standard-unknown differences.

A series of balances between the 0.5-4 dummy and
each of the standard and unknown resistors in turn is
made by adjusting the seven dials controlling the turns
of the primary winding. Sensitivity is sufficient to readily
discern 0.5 step of the seventh dial. As the first dial has

20 steps and all balances in this instance are made with
it at the twentieth step, the 0.5 step is 0.025 ppm.

With the 0.1-A dc primary current automatically con-
trolled and the slave supply tracking it at 0.2-A dc (the
zero flux feedback ensures this condition), the series of
balances between the 0.5-0 dummy and of the standard
and unknown resistors in turn can be made as rapidly
as the technician can operate the potential selector switch
and adjust the seven dials controlling the taps to the
primary winding using the standard technique of reversing
the currents to eliminate the effect of "parasitic" EMF
in the detector circuit.

Standard operating procedure at NBS is as follows.
1) The bath is "loaded" with a maximum of eight

clients' resistors on the day preceding measurements,
oil depth checked, cover replaced, and 0.1-A current

:; a AVAILABLE
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Fig. 2. Circutit for comparison of 1-1 resistors.

switched on. Note that the bath is in constant tem-
perature control with continuous stirring even when not
in use.

2) On the following day, the bath temperature is
checked, trimmed slightly if necessary, and the tem-
perature recorder started for the calibration run.

3) Balances are then made as described for each of the
15 selector switch positions, 1-15, and dial readings
recorded.

4) Room barometer is read and pressure recorded along
with room temperature.

5) Repeat balances are then made in reverse order.
15-1.

6) Approximately five hours later, without opening the
bath, steps 2-5 are repeated entirely by another technician.

7) Test current is turned off; bath is opened and
unloaded.

We now have four balances for each switch position.
Averaging these and knowing the average correction of
the five NBS reference resistors, only simple arithmetic

is necessary to arrive at the proper corrections for each
of the unknown resistors. The value of the dummy
0.5-11 resistor is unimportant as it does not enter into the
calculations. However, its resistance must remain con..
stant during a given run. A low power coefficient i
desirable for the 0.5-n resistor although in this case the
secondary current is essentially constant because onily
small changes are made in the primary tuns setting.

In addition to the five reference standard resistors, there

are always present in the series an extra pair of NBS
Thomas 1- resistors that are measured and serve as

controls in the data analysis.
Resistors of the double-walled type such as these are

affected slightly by pressure variations [5], [61. Therefore,
if maximum use is to be made of the reported values, the
effect of pressure must be considered. Although the ten-
perature and oil-immersion depth are held constant, the
ambient air pressure will naturally vary; therefore, before a
mean value for the correction of the five can be utilized,
it must he adjusted hack to the 101 25 N m- presstlr-
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bl)se, from the total pressure as measured in a given
calibration run.' Pressure coellicient tests were carefully
made on (ach of the reference resistors at NBS. Results
have shown the effect to be positive and linear with no
appreciable hysteresis.

Clients' resistors whose individual pressure coefficients
are not known in most cases are simply reported at the
total pressure existing during the testing period. An
approximate figure for commercial units is 0.000 015-ppm
decrease in resistance per newton per square meter de-
crease in pressure on resistor (multiply pressure in milli-
meters of mercury by 133.32 to obtain pressure in newtons
per square meter),. 1 or a user located at an altitude of one
mile the resistance of this type resistor will be about
0.3 ppm less than the value at the altitude of the NBS
Gaithersburg Laboratory.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

The resistance values of Thomas-type standard resistors
submitted to NBS for calibration prior to July 1, 1970,
were reported to 0.1 ppm with an uncertainty of * 1.0
ppm. Since that date, using the new system the values
have been stated to 0.01 ppm with an uncertainty of
only 0.08 ppm. The latter figure includes a three-standard-
deviation value for random error due to minute tem-
perature, pressure, resistance fluctuations, and lack of
resolution plus estimated amounts for the uncertainty in
temperature and pressure measurements, the only known
sources of systematic errors.

The test power, formerly 0.05 W/resistor (intermittent)

1 Total prm.-iere existing at the level of the surfaces of the
analgamated current terminals when the resistor is immersed so
as to place Ihe terminal surfaces 60 mm below the oil level.

is now 0.01 W (continuous). The perfluirzianiee of the oil
bath now permits specification of temperature at which
the calibrations are performed as 25.000 rather tian
25.0*C, as was previously the case. The new reports
state the total pressure on the resistor during calibration.

Additional advantages of the new system include: elim-
ination of the tedious and time consuming lead balances
that were necessary with the Kelvin double-ratio circuitry;
and elimination of a secondary or working group of NBS
standards. Clients' resistors are now compared directly
with the National Reference Group of standards.

This measurement system was completed in 1969 and
has been in successful operation since that time. The
initial circuitry was designed solely for 1- comparisons
of Thomas-type standard resistors. Experiments indicate
that with proper modifications the same type of system
can be extended to perform one to one comparisons of
resistors in the range 0.1-100 0 and such extension is
contemplated.
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Abstract-This paper describes a highly stable, guarded. dc
voltage-ratio standard and the measuring network and techniques
used to establish the values of its ratios to an accuracy of 0.2 ppm.
The entire system is housed within a dry-air enclosure whose temper-
ature is maintained at 23 t 0.05 *C. Discrete ratios from 1:1 to
1000:1 are provided, with maximum rated voltage set at 1000 volts.
The design of the standard was chosen so that a redundancy of mea-
surement could be incorporated in the system. Thus each successive
ratio is measured by a substitution or "bootstrap" method and by
satisfying the conditions of the series-parallel principle, the 10:1,
100:1, and 1000:1 ratios are measured by a second independent
method. The design also admits additional checks on the validity
of the measurements. An analysis of measurement errors and a
discussion of their possible origin are included. Since the intent
also was to design the ratio standard for low-frequency operation
some preliminary data are included on its ac performance.

I NTRODUCTION

ECENT years have brought challenges to the
scientific and technological communities that
were barely discernible a few decades ago. Ad-

vances made in meeting these have been possible only
through the more precise and accurate measurement
of physical quantities that oaten are interweaved within
vast complex measuring systems and often cover a range
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rhe authors are with the Electricity Division, National Bureau

of Standards, Washington, 1). C.

of magnitudes of several decades. Meautheftbt' o db
voltage from the 1-volt level of the standard cell to 1
or 2 kV is a case in point-a necessary and important
link in the system. Extension from the approximate
I-volt level is realized through ratio networks that most
generally are built up from resistive elements. Those
that can be more aptly classed as ratio standards contain
a limited but adequate number of discrete ratios and
are most often used in comparison circuits to assign
values to working standards of somewhat lower accuracy
class.

The ratio standard that for many years performed
this function at NBS was a Silsbee design [1]. It featured
a separate guarding network for the more critical sections,
exhibited only small changes with self-heating, and
admitted to a self- or step-up calibration process. The
stability and the accuracy to which its ratios were known
were of the order of 5 ppm of ratio. Some degradation
in accuracy followed when using it in a comparison
network to assign values to other types of ratio networks.

The need for an improved standard, with a more
accurate assignment to its ratios has become evident.
Voltage supplies of constant known output and digital
voltmeters for monitoring voltage are approaching
claimed accuracies of 10 or 20 ppm. These must be
evaluated through ratio networks, leading ultimately
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to an assignment in terms of the national standard of
EMF. Thus, ratios must be known with increasing
accuracy at each higher echelon of measurement thereby
placing stringent requirements on those ratio measure-
ments at the national level.

To help provide the increased accuracies required in
such a chain of measurements, the intent at NBS was
to design a more versatile standard of improved stability
and with ratios more closely equal to their nominal
values, together with a measuring network and technique
for assigning those values of ratios to an accuracy better
than 0.5 ppm of the output (5 X 10~0 of the 1000-volt
input).

During this study and prior to the final design described
in this paper, several ratio networks were considered.
One, which looked promising, was developed and ex-
amined as an experimental model DD-2 before it was
rejected for practical reasons. Theoretically, the design
admits errors only of second order but the problems
encountered in its construction, operation, and in the
assignment of its errors outweighed the advantage
predicted by theory. However, the basic design, although
not new, might be useful in some applications and provide
high accuracy where a model of limited range or one
wits few ratios is desired. For this reason, a brief dis-
cussion is included in Appendix I.

Rejection of this design led to the one described that
is simpler in construction, more versatile, and includes
a redundancy of measurement feature. Study of an
experimental model (DD-3) built in 1967 proved its.
feasibility and furnished the guidelines for its design
,or both dc and low-frequency ac operation. Further
advantage was gained by providing the ratio standard
with its own measuring network so that the combination
would serve as a measurement system. This paper
describes the measurement system, identified as model
DD-4, and includes an analysis of the measured ratios
that led to an estimate of 0.2 ppm for the uncertainty.

It is interesting to note that a similar basic design
for a ratio standard was being explored simultaneously
and independently by Ohlon [2].

BASIC CIRCuIrs

The measurement system as regarded in this application
includes two networks housed within the same enclosure.
One is the ratio standard, the second is the main bridge
array used to measure its ratios. Each is electrically
separate from the other and either is available for use
with external circuitry. The voltage supply, detector,
and connecting leads are the only external accessories
required. The system is shown schematically in Fig. 1
and its physical arrangement appears in Fig. 2.

Ratio Standard

The "working" branch of the ratio standard designed
for 1000 0 'V is indicated in the schematic circuit of
Fig. 3. Carefully selected resistance elements are arranged
singly or in combination to form 28 sections. Taking

the first section as the reference with a nominal value
of R = 1 kit, the remaining sections divide into three
groups A, B, and C, each containing nine sections. Those
of group A have a nominal value of 1 kO while those of
groups B and C have nominal values of 10 ki and 100
kfl, respectively.

In the series mode as shown, 27 ratios (referred to
the first section) are available, extending over three
decades to a maximum of 1000:1. The resistance of
each section is nominally equal to either the resistance
of the preceding section or to the summation of all
preceding sections. As stated in [1], this satisfies the
criterion by which such a network is judged to be self-
calibrating. Thus, the bootstrap technique described in
[1] is applicable and requires only the measurement. and
appropriate summations of small differences between
nearly equal quantities.

In addition to the series mode, the nine sections com-
prising a given group are geometrically arranged for
easy transfer to a parallel configuration [3]. Links, or
their equivalent (indicated by dotted lines), from a to b
and from c to d reduce group A to a parallel resistance
of 1 kil, nominal; similarly, those bridging groups B
and C reduce these groups to nominal values of 10 and
100 kit, respectively. Inclusion of the paralleling feature
increases the number of available ratios with some
convenient duplications, but more important, it makes
possible an intended redundancy of measurement so
that more accurately known ratios are assured.

The ratio standard also carries a "guard" chain of
200 0/V arranged and mode operated in similar fashion
to that of the working branch. Operating in parallel
with the working branch, its function is twofold: 1) it
maintains the proper potentials on metal shields that
surround the critical parts of the working branch and
prevents the loss of current through the insulation,
2) it completes the shielding network of the measuring
circuit and, through its accessible terminals, maintains
the branches of this network at the proper potentials,
so that leakage paths through insulation are diverted
from the measuring circuit.

Measuring Circuit

The measuring network, although accessible for external
use, is designed as an integral part of the system for the
ready calibration of the ratio standard. With suitable
connecting leads, it accomodates the ratio standard in
either its parallel or series mode and can be used entirely
or partially depending on the calibration method em-
ployed. T.u circuit as it would be used for either mode
of the standard is indicated schematically in Fig. 4.
Ratio arms A and B operate on the principle of the
direct-reading ratio set (DRRS) 14]. Resistor B and
resistor A, when at midscale setting, have nominal
values of 1 kO. with .1 adjustable by 50 ppm on either
side to a least count of 0.1 ppm. (Interpolation extends
the resolution to 0.01 ppm.) Three resistance elements
having nominal values of 1, 10, and 100 ki are separately
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Fig. 1. Model DD-4 voltage ratio etandwrd and measuring circuit.

A

A

Fig 2. Physical arrangement of l)D-4. A-Plexiglass top pieces.
BCard-type resistor. C-Coaxial terminal. D-Brass guarding

plates. E-Guard resistors. F-Folded Cu 4-terminal junction.
0--Brass guarding rods.

available as S. The R arm is occupied in sequence by
the sections of the standard whose differences are being
determined. Since the bridge measures only small dif-
ferences between nearly equal quantities, only moderate
accuracy of measurement is required.

The guarding network is essentially a mirror image
of the main bridge. With the shields maintained at
proper potentials, leakage currents are directed from
shield to shield arid confined to the guarding network.

DEsIGN PARAMETERs

Ratio Standard

The performance of this type of ratio standard is
governed in great measure by the behavior and structure
of the resistance elements that comprise the working
branch. These were carefully selected to reduce the
largest sources of error to manageable size.F

Special effort was made to acquire elements with the

DECADE 3
DECADE 2

DECADE I

R R R R IOR IOR IOR IOOR loon IOOR

R R IOR IOR R IOOR BOOR BOOR

R U IOR IOIR IOR I OOR OOR

- GROUP A GROUP B GROUP C -4
Fig. 3. "Working" branch of DD-4.

A B S II III
,

1 ~ii I
II

~ b :
-TO R ARM

_- - - -

(a) (b)

Fin. 4 (a) Simplified measuring circuit for a single section
(b) for a series-parallel array.

lowest possible temperature coefficient. Measurements
and proper selection assured a temperature coefficient
less than 0.5 ppm/*C for the 1 and 10 kil elements.
Thus, each section of groups A and B (Fig. 3) comprises
a single element. A similar selection provided 100-ko
elements with temperature coefficients not exceeding
1 ppm/*C. Allotting four elements to each section of
group C and arranging them in a series-parallel network
with some matching of positive and negative coefficients
reduced the temperature coefficient per section to less
than 0.5 ppm/*C.

A related and equally troublesome source of instability
and uncertainty arises from temperature changes produced
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in the elements when under load. This can be alleviated
by designing for the lowest power consumption except
that an upper limit is imposed on the value of resistance
that can be chosen. Leakage currents and their control
become paramount problems so that some compromise
is required. The design for 1000 12/V offers a low operating
current without placing too stringent demands on the
guarding system, the sensitivity of detection, and the
stability of the resistors. Further reduction of uncer-
tainties associated with heat flow was assured by selecting
single-layer card-type elements of Evanohm with each
having a radiating area of 16 cm' per surface. Each
element is suspended between its respective terminals
with its two surfaces exposed to the coolant and removed
sufficiently from neighboring elements to alleviate prob-
lems from proximity heating.

The nine elements comprising a given group were
closely matched (adjusted if necessary) to satisfy the
requirement that the proportional correction to the
resistance of a group when in the parallel mode be identi-
cal to that when in the series mode within the accuracy
sought.

The high accuracy and stability prescribed for this
system dictated that complete guarding along the working
resistance chain be provided. The departure of each
guard section from its nominal value of resistance does
not exceed 0.01 percent so that the guarding sleeves
and the working terminals they enclose are essentially
at the same potential. Thus, with guarding and high
insulation resistance, errors caused by leakage currents
are less by several orders than the accuracy prescribed
for the measurement process. To prevent heat generated
in the guard from influencing the working circuit, the
guard chain is mounted in an upper channel external
to the enclosure and open to the outside.

Measuring Circuit

The DRRS, although available to external circuits,
was essentially tailored to the application at hand. The
adjustable arm is a small and compact commercial
unit with Waidner--Wolff circuitry and card-type resis-
tance elements. The resistor that forms the B arm and

those that occupy the S arm (Fig. 1) in sequence are
also the card type having been selected by the same
criteria and mounted in the same fashion as those of
the ratio standard.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Terminal Junctions

Proper selection and arrangement of elements that

satisfy design criteria neither guarantee that the values
assigned to the ratios are conclusive nor that they are
valid when the standard is used to calibrate other ratio
networks. Unless other precautions are taken, values
obtained by two or more independent methods of equal
precision could differ by significant amounts with no
assurance, which, if any, represents the value of the

ratios as used in calibration. Thus, special attention

was given to the design of the terminal junctions and
provision was made so that effects from their inter-
connections and their connections to both internal and
external measuring circuits could be predicted and
verified experimentally.

An ideal junction is four terminals, designed and adjusted
so that all four-terminal resistances are zero [5]. This
is the preferred junction, since, if four-terminal techniques
are used to measure a chain of nominally equal resistance
elements, it defines each resistance precisely. Further-
more, through the use of compensating fans or their
equivalent, it permits the parallel arrangement of these
elements without introducing spurious resistances through
the paralleling process. This subject has been covered
quite thoroughly in the literature [6], particularly the
use and analysis of compensating fans as proposed by
Page [7]. If the ideal junction and compensating fans
were applied to the circuitry discussed in this paper as
indicated in Fig. 5, no discrepancies would exist between
the identity of the measured ratios and those in use.

However, a study of the preliminary experimental
model (DD-3) indicated that strict adherence to the
geometry of the ideal junction (three terminals symmetri-
cal to a fourth) was not necessary even though the
measuring technique selected would not be strictly
four terminal. For these and practical reasons, each
junction is a small thin copper plate with its terminals
located at the four corners of a square (see Fig. 2). The
plug-type coaxial terminals are silver-plated brass with
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) insulation. The plug-
socket resistance of a connection is approximately 450

1Z, and the contact resistance is repeatable to within
f 10 ,.

The four-terminal resistances of each junction measured
5.5 f 0.5 ug for both the direct and cross resistances.
The maximum uncertainty from junction effects and
from possible variations in lead and connector resistances
was estimated at less than 0.05 ppm. Appendix II indicates
how this estimate was approached. The results and
their analysis in Appendix III indicate the experimental
verification.

Detection System

The detection system consists of a photoelectric gal-
vanometer amplifier (PGA) whose unbalance signal is
further amplified and displayed by an electronic detector.
To provide proper negative feedback for the PGA, a 500-
ohm resistor is connected across its output terminals. The
system is operated at a sensitivity of 30 nV/mm. The
noise level is less than 40 nV peak-to-peak during the
time period for a single measurement. By visually inte-
grating the signal voltage over a time period of approxi-
mately 3 seconds, it is possible to detect 0.01-ppm changes
in the bridge circuit at the 1-mA level.

The metal cases of the amplifier and electronic detector
as well as the shields of all leads in the detection system
are driven at the appropriate guard potential. Thus,
the integrity of the insulation is maintained and effects
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Fib. 5. The parallel mode of the ratio standard, emphasizing
ideal junctions and their interconnections. The unlabeled resist-
ance elements are lead and junction resistances.

caused by leakage are reduced to a negligible level.
In addition, electrostatic interference is suppressed. The
detection system is isolated from the 60-Hz power circuits
to reduce noise problems.

During a measurement operation, the DRRS is adjusted
while the bridge current is periodically reversed until
a null condition results.

Controlled Enclosure

The ratio standard and the measuring network are
immersed in a dry-air bath maintained at a temperature
of 23 f 0.05*C. Heat transfer occurs by forced convection
using two fans that provide laminar flow across the
resistance elements. The thermally lagged bath of ap-
proximately 0.1 meter consists of two aluminum boxes
separated by 2.5 cm of foam polystyrene and two plexi-
glass top pieces separated by a 2.5-em air space.

The temperature control system consists of 1) a thermo-
electric heat-pump assembly that extracts a constant
amount of heat and 2) a proportional control circuit
that regulates the power input of two (0-15 watts)
heater elements. Twelve copper-constantan thermo-
couples strategically located within the bath monitor
the temperature to within f0.050C.

A recently installed regenerative drying system holds
the humidity constant at 4 percent relative humidity.
A small amount of filtered and desiccant-dried air under
pressure is continually forced into the bath while two
small ports located at the opposite end of the bath serve
as the exhaust.

METHODS OF MEASUREMENT

Four essentially independent methods were used during
the period of evaluation and several lead assemblies
were introduced for each method. Two of these were
considered as the principal methods while the others

served as occasional checks. The one identified as the
bootstrap method is regarded as primary since values
are obtained for each consecutive ratio. The other identi-
fied as series-parallel serves as the redundant method,
providing additional values for the 10:1, 100:1, and
1000:1 ratios. Although both techniques utilize the
built-in measuring circuit they are sufficiently different
to be regarded as independent.

Bootstrap
The circuit of Fig. 4(a) shows the exact arrangement

of leads and shielding as used in the bootstrap method
with one section of the standard (e.g., the reference
section), in the R arm. The 1-kn sections, beginning
with the first or reference section, are introduced in the R
arm in rapid succession and the bridge is balanced for a
null on the detectot. The balance equation for each
k section is of the form

Ri.k = Sd[l + D,, - Do] (1)

where S, has the same nominal value as R, ,k. The reading
on the DRRS stated in proportional parts is D, , while
Do corresponds to the reading that would exist for an
exact 1:1 ratio of A :B. (The derivation of (1) appears
in [1].) The correction to each successive ratio through
10:1 is obtained by taking differences between each
equation and the reference equation and averaging their
successive sums. The summation E;=;" R,,. is the resis-
tance of the first decade that is nominally equal to the
resistance of each section in group B (Fig. 3). A com-
parable set of 10 balances is then made beginning with
the first decade and continuing through the B group
with S, changed to S, = 10 ka. A third set of similar
balances carries the measurements through the 1000:1
ratio. Under rated conditions each measurement is made
with 1 mA through each section. The general equation
from which any ratio (referred to the first section) can
be computed is

Sm,"
R1.,I

= k10 ~ 1
( 2 d,. .. + E d,..

+ *"'k-i

(2)

where S..A is the sum of all resistances up to the kth
tap of decade m, and R,., is the reference section. Each
term in the parenthesis is the sum of all the measured
differences throughout a decade while the last term
accounts for the measured differences up to the k section
of interest. (The derivation of (2) is similar to the one
appearing in [1].) Since k10"' is the nominal ratio,
(2) is of the form

N = N.[1 + c]

where c is the correction to a ratio in proportional parts.
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It is important to emphasize that a systematic error
that might exist in each measurement is not cumulative
within a decade since it, like the differences, partakes
of the averaging process. Any accumulation occurs
only when passing from one decade to another.

Series-Parallel

This method provides corrections to ratios 10:1,
100:1, and 1000:1 and requires six measurements in
contrast to the 30 of the previous method. In each suc-
cessive set of two measurements, each group (A, B,
and C) is converted, in turn, into its parallel mode and
compared against all the series-connected sections pre-
ceding it. Thus in the first set of two balances, the ref,.
erence section occupies the R arm and is followed by
group A connected in its parallel mode, as shown in
Fig. 4(b). In the second set, with group A returned to
its series connection, the first decade followed by group
B in its parallel mode occupies the R arm. A similar
sequence repeated once again carries -the measurements
through the 1000:1 ratio. For each successive set, S
takes on the values 1, 10, and 100 kit. Three sets of
differences and the ave-age of their successive sums
with the series-parallel principle applied yield values
for the three ratios. The general equation for any ratio
(referred to the first section) is

N. = 10" 1 + - Ld,10 -1

where m is the number of the decade and

d,,.

is the sum of the measured differences.
Two principal lead assemblies were used. In the one

case the paralleling of groups was effected by using both
current and potential fans. In the other only one pair
of compensating fans was used. No difference in the
results was noted so that the simpler arrangement was
preferred. This is further indicated in Fig. 9 of Appendix
II where the connections for both the reference section
and the parallel array are shown.

Additional Methods

The two "check" methods alluded to earlier are identi-
fied as the "interchange" and "Kelvin bridge" methods.
In the former, only arms A and B of the internal bridge
are used. The other two arms of the bridge are occupied
in turn by two adjacent sections with each pair advancing
by one section. Since decade (m) forms the first section
of decade (m + 1) the process can be carried forward

through the remaining sections. In this kind of measure-
ment, Do must be determined by the usual interchange
technique. The measuring process is similar to that of
the bootstrap method in that a value is obtained for
each ratio.

The second method, as the name implies, is a four-

terminal measurement. The step-by-step procedure of

the bootstrap method is followed but the sections are
measured as four-terminal resistances using a Kelvin
bridge. This method was used only for the 1-kit decade
where effects from terminal junctions and lead arrange-
ments would be greatest.

RESULTS

An analysis of all dc data accumulated from December
1968 to November 1969 is contained in Appendix III.
Data taken since the completion of the analysis and too
late for inclusion continue to substantiate the conclusions
as stated,

The dc data obtained by the two principal methods
covered 50-60 complete sets of measurements for each
of two applied voltages. (Additional complete or partial
sets obtained on occasion from the two supplementary
methods totalled 14). The initial study covering about
six months was made at 50 percent rated voltage. When
evidence indicated that the measuring system was suffi-
ciently stable and that measurements probably could
be made to better than the 0.5 ppm anticipated, the
system was moved to a location where ambient influences
could be better controlled. The concentrated study
continued for 4 months with measurements made at the
reduced voltage over a 2-month period followed by those
at rated voltage.

Analysis of the data at rated voltage shows that for
a 99 percent confidence interval no difference greater
than 0.1 ppm exists between the two methods. This
excellent agreement between two independent inethods
makes it very unlikely that a systematic error greater
than 0.1 ppm has gone undetected.

Additional information is available from Fig. 11 where
the results at rated voltage are plotted against elapsed
time for the 10:1, 100:1, and 1000:1 ratios. Fig. 11(c)
is interesting since it appears to indicate a difference
approaching 0.3 ppm between the two methods. However,
as shown in the appendix, about 0.2 ppm arises because
the power level at which each section operated was
appreciably different for the two methods. Hence, this
portion of the observed difference simply reflects a dif-
ference in test conditions and can not be regarded as a
systematic error that lies hidden in one method or the
other. Furthermore, the load conditions on the sections
at rated voltage for the bootstrap method are essentially
the same as those that would exist when in use, so that
this difference could be regarded as a systematic error
only if the series-parallel method were used alone to
assign values at so-called rated voltage. Adjustment
of the values to account for the known change with
load led to the assignment of 0.1 ppm as the systematic
error through the 1000:1 ratio.

As justified in Appendix Ill, greater weight was
accorded the values obtained at rated voltage. The
stability of the system improved after its transfer to

the inner room and the subsequent analysis indicated
that the standard deviations at 50 percent rated voltage
were reduced, the change being appreciable on the 1000:1

0
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ratio, and were more consistent with those at rated
voltage. Also toward the end of the measurement series
at reduced voltage, when the values were scrutinized
more closely, it became evident that humidity effects,
though small, could no longer be considered negligible.
These are discussed more fully in the appendix; however,
they are evident in Fig. 11 where the changes in the
drying agent are noted along the abscissa. Evidence
indicates that much of the random behavior arises from
this cause. Data accumulated after an improved humidity
control was installed have produced no evidence to the
contrary. There are two known mechanisms that could
produce the humidity effects observed: 1) surface leakage
across the resistance elements and 2) forces on the fine
wire caused by dimensional instability of the wire insula-
tion or mica former. Leakage across the insulation
between the guard and working circuit appears negligible.
An estimate of o for the first decade where effects from
humidity are least is 0.05 ppm. This includes not only
the random error of the measurement process but also
any random changes in the ratio standard over a period
of about 2 months. Taking this value as applying also
to the other decades (under dry conditions), an uncertainty
is assigned at 0.2 ppm, based on a 3, confidence limit
for random errors with a 0.1-ppm estimate for the residual
systematic error.

AC CHARACTERIsTICs

Several features were incorporated in the design of
the ratio standard for operation at 100 Hz or below.
These include:

1) the use of single-layer card-type resistors having
small residual inductances and shunt capacitances;

2) the use of air as the heat-exchange fluid for the
bath instead of oil or a similar fluid having a larger
dielectric constant;

3) the design of junctions that could be guarded easily,
along with the use of guarded connectors as the termina-
tions of these junctions;

4) a low guard resistance (200 G/V) to minimize the
effect of external shunt capacitances on the guard ratio
and thus further reduce their effect on the main ratio [8];

5) the use of brass rods, connected to appropriate
guard-circuit taps, at various points to suppress errors
caused by capacitive currents from the resistors to their
surroundings.

The ratio standard was calibrated at 100 Hz by the
substitution method using an inductive voltage divider.
The output of an auxiliary inductive voltage divider
connected to the common point of the guard-circuit
resistors in the bridge provided for the phase adjustment.
The calibration procedure is similar to that described
previously in the bootstrap method. Results of these
tests compared to the dc values agree to 0.1 ppm for
ratios 1:1-10:1, 0.2 ppm for ratios 10:1-100:1, and 2.5
ppm for ratios 100:1-1000:1. The good agreement of
the lower ratios further substantiates the accuracy of
the dc values. The larger disagreement of the 100-kal

sections is due probably to the uncompensated residual
shunt capacitances and to significant dielectric absorption
of the mica winding form of tue resistors. The above ac
data are only preliminary and further study is planned.

SUMMARY

A stable voltage-ratio standard with extremely small
errors and the networks for measuring its dc ratios to
an accuracy of 0.2 ppm were described. Preliminary
study of the standard at 100 Hz indicates a comparable
performance can be expected at low ac frequencies.
Investigation of the ac performance will continue. This
development can lead to a more accurate assignment
of ratios and relatively large dc voltages throughout
the entire chain of measurements.

APPENDIX I
In the experimental model DD-2, a "base" element,

which provides a reference ratio, contains two sets of n
nominally equal resistors connected in series [9]. Each
set is arranged so that its n resistors can be connected
either in series or parallel. Two ratios are possible. A
ratio N, m 1 + n'(1 + a. - #,) is obtained by connecting
the a set in its series mode and the a set in its parallel
mode. A second ratio N. a 1 + n'(1 + 0. - a,) is
formed when each set is reconnected for its alternate
mode and the two are interchanged in position. (The
a and # terms are small corrections to the resistance of
the respective sets as they occupy the series or parallel
position.) If the series-parallel principle is satisfied
a. - a, and 0, = P, and the mean ratio N t 1 + n'.
Thus a reference ratio is provided that, theoretically
and to first order, is a function only of the number of
elements. Extension of the principle to higher ratios
is effected by adding sections whose resistances could
be adjusted to the mean value of the base element.

APPENDIX II
This section outlines the procedure that was used to

predict from circuit considerations the uncertainty intro-
duced in a measurement of the combined effects from 1)
the finite resistance of the four-terminal junction, 2)
the changes in connections when transferring from a
series to a parallel mode, and 3) the variations in lead
and contact resistance as each section is introduced
into the bridge. Since the uncertainties would be greatest
for the lowest valued sections, only the first decade was
considered.

Three circuits must be examined. Two of these duplicate
the networks associated with the two principal methods
of measurement while the other identifies the standard
as its ratios appear in use. It is necessary that the ratios
measured be identical > those in use or that a correction
be applied to comperwate for the discrepancy.

A four-terminal junction that departs from the ideal
configuration has the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6 [6]. As
applied to the junctions of the DD-4, the six resistances
are calculable from the plug resistance of the connectors,
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cGudwLEAD RESISTANCE OF SECTION

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of a four-terminal junction.

the lead resistance of the sections and the readily measure-
able direct and cross resistances X and Y(X : Y -
5.5 f 0.5 pO). Fig. 7(a) identifies the circuit of DD-4
when it is used in the NBS ratio comparator to measure
an unknown ratio. (The 10:1 ratio is indicated in the
figure.)

Making the appropriate A-Y transformations reduces
the circuit to that of Fig. 7(b). The ratio in use

k-r

N,= R = N,[1 + c.1

where R. = R} + Y, + d: + c,.
The problem now reduces to a similar examination

of the two measuring networks to determine the extent
to which the measured ratios differ from those in use.

The measuring network for the bootstrap method is
indicated in Fig. 8(a) and simplified in (b), where
g,(or hk+) is the sum of the socket and contact resistances
and l(or ma,+) is the lead resistance.

Applying the latter network to each successive measure-
ment through the decade gives a defining equation of
the form

[-+ bootstrap:

R,

- n 1 + E dk/n - F, (Elk +1 En + hk)[ -1 k- n

where

el = [(Xi - X,) + (Xk.l - X 2)]1/R,

E& = [(as - a') + (az - ak+l) + (gk - g,)

+ (h, - hkl)]1/R

elk = [(li - l,) + (m 2 - mk.1)]1/R,

and

k -Isa-- =C.Edk

From an experimental study of the junctions, connectors,
and connecting leads, it is unlikely that the Burn of the

~&i ~V~L2~3

S _ _0

w @I h 03 s o11 oil
if' 4fad - lfaIe

1 Ri d1 RII-'R1
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(b)

RIO -l .

Fig. 7. Circuit of DD-4 (a) and its equivalent (b) when in use.
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e terms would exceed 0.03 ppm. It appears that the ratio

measured and the ratio when used are identical to well
within the accuracy assigned.

The circuits for the series-parallel method are shown
in Fig. 9 and refer to the connections when the reference

section and the parallel array of the first decade occupy
the R arm.

All resistances are identified as before except for two

pairs of compensating resistors (u,--u,) and (v,-v,).

Resistors u, and v, are adjusted to bring points p, and p,
to the same potential. Resistors u, and v, are adjusted

to bring points p, and p, to the same potential. Since

the u leads, in contrast to the v leads, carry current to
or from two branches, their resistances are half those
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Fig. 9. Circuits for DD-4 when measured by series-parallel method.

of the v leads. The corresponding simplified circuits
are shown in Fig. 10.

The balance equation when the first section occupies
the R arm is

S[1 + D, - Do]

= R,1 + (1 2 + m2 + X2 + a +

where R, is that portion of the section that is identical
to the section when in use and the a,8 terms are the resis-
tances of the parallel arrays at the two ends. The balance
equation when the parallel group occupies the R arm is

S[1 + D, - Do]

= R,1 + 2 + mi +X11 + + T, J
R, 9 i + A a, + 132

From these two equations and
series conversion, the defining
ratio is

[ i- i 
+ % d

-a-'p = 10 1 + 9 d,

making the parallel-to-

equation for the 10:1

+ (ei + e9 + e3)]

where

ei = (X 1 - 9X 2)1/9R,

ez = [(l - 12) + (m - m2)]1/Rl

_+- 

a' /R

E\s- + +' a a+ + /J /

and

9
9. d = c10 .

The sum of the e' terms is calculated to be about
0.02 ppm. From this value and that given for the e term
of the bootstrap method a difference no greater than
0.05 ppm would be expected between the two methods.
This is in good agreement with the value of 0.02 ppm
deduced from experiment for the 10:1 ratio.

APPENDIX III

The principal argument of the analysis deals with the
results obtained for the 10:1, 100:1, and 1000:1 ratios
by the bootstrap and series-parallel methods, since
these were more apt to disclose junction and connection
uncertainties as well as uncertainties arising from environ-
mental influences. Results for the intermediate ratios
that are available only from the bootstrap method provide
additional information. The supplementary methods
further substantiate the argument.

Data from the first series of measurements obtained
at 50 percent rated voltage for each of the three ratios
are analyzed separately from those of similar sets obtained
subsequently at rated voltage. The principal argument
covers data obtained after the system was relocated in a
room environment that was more easily controlled. This
required the deletion of only three pairs of measurements
for each ratio.

All results are stated as corrections to the nominal
ratios in ppm.

Range
To first provide a feel for the data and the magnitudes

involved, all data, irrespective of elapsed time, method,
or innovation were plotted as histograms (not included)
for each of the ratios at the two voltages. The values
at rated voltage for each ratio approximate a normal
distribution and the same is true for the values at reduced
voltage when a few of the initial and relatively extreme
outliers are deleted. Under this condition, the average
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a, o+y, ,' 2 ci V2
.R c+x2

V b'i b + u,

I, M

TO BRIDGE

(a)

Fig. 10. Equivalent circuits for
parallel method. In text,

at = t + s + a1 ' + Y

at = V: + s, + as'

a' = us + 8 + as' + X.

a:' = v + s + as' + Y,

TABLE I
RANGES FOR ALL MEASURED VALUES AND THEIR AVERAGES (PPM)

Rati

10:

100:

1000:

Percent Correction Range
Rated Average (ppm)

O Voltage n (ppm) Maximum Minimum

1 50 57 -0.072 +0.13 -0.30
100 59 0.199 +0.28 +0.08

1 50 46 +0.528 +0.96 0.00
100 59 +1.012 +1.26 +0.56

1 50 43 +1.432 +1.89 +0.84
100 53 +1.456 +1.73 +1.14

and range have the values given in Table 1, where n

specifies the number of measurements. Inclusion of the

outliers increases each range at reduced voltage by

about 1 ppm. The corresponding effect on the averages

is no greater than 0.2 ppm.

t Test

This portion of the analysis is an examination for any

difference between the two principal methods. A sufficient

number (n) of measurement pairs extending over the

4-month period were available for which a value by the

one method was obtained within 1 hour of the other.

The 99 percent confidence interval estimates of the

average difference between the methods are given in

Table II along with the averages d and the standard

deviations s, of the differences. The difference was taken

as the bootstrap value less the series-parallel value.
The following facts and apparent inconsistencies are

to be noted.
1) There is strong evidence at rated voltage of a negative

difference between the methods that is essentially negli-
gible for the 10:1 ratio but which increases to almost

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

% S2

PU1 Ps'

12

TO BRIDGE
(b)

DD-4 when measured by series-

i 

= yr + sr' + b1' #i = u: + s:' + b:' + Y:

Vs' = yr + si' + bit' + Yu

N' = ur + si' + as' + X %.

V2

TABLE I*

Percent
Rated Confidence Interval

Ratio Voltagf n d sa Estimates

10:1

100:1

1000:1

50
100
50
100
50

100

13
28
13
28
13
28

+0.042
-0.008
+0.101
-0.047
+0.056
-0.250

0.089 -0.033- +0.117
0.033 -0.025 -. +0.009
0.082 +0.031 -. +0.171
0.036 -0.066-+ -0.028
0.211 -0.123 - +0.235
0.044 -0.273 -+ -0.227

" The 99 percent confidence interval estimates of the average
difference between the two principal methods with the averages and
the standard deviations of the differences included.

0.3 ppm for the 1000:1 ratio, i.e., for the 100:1 and
1000:1 ratios, the limits [d - (tss/ vn)] < 0 < [J +
(tsd/ x n)] are not satisfied.

2) A consistent set of limits is lacking at 50 percent
rated voltage, and the intervals are wider.

3) The standard deviations at rated voltage are es-
sentially equal and small in magnitude but exhibit

perhaps a slight upward trend with increase in ratio.
4) The corresponding standard deviations at reduced

voltage are inhomogeneous in magnitude with sd at the
1000:1 ratio being unduly large. The set lacks the self-
consistency feature exhibited by that at rated voltage.

The data and associated test conditions warranted

further examination.

Data at Rated Voltagc

Further examination of the data and the graphs of

Fig. 11 indicates that d and the confidence interval for

the 1000:1 ratio at rated voltage are more negative than

would be expected. Several known factors could account

for the apparent difference between methods, but these

are equally applicable at the lower ratios and at reduced
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Fig. 11. Corrections to the ratios at rated voltage in ppm versus elapsed time. Solid line
method; dashed line indicates series .parallel; arrows indicate desiccant was changed after the

(a) 10:1 ratio. (b) 100:1 ratio. (c) 1000:1 ratio.

voltage, with one notable exception. The power dissipated
in the resistance elements in the bootstrap technique
is nine times that in the series -parallel, and any contribu-
tion to the difference from this source would be magnified
at the higher voltage.

The temperature coefficient of ratio is negative for
all ratios and attain", with the bootstrap technique,
a maximum of -0.6 ppm/*C for the 1000:1 ratio. Con-
sideration of the power per centimeter squared of radiating
surface with the resistive elements in contact with the
circulating air leads to an estimated temperature rise
at the surface of about 0.3*C at rated voltage. This
would account for an equivalent change in the 1000:1
ratio of about -0.17 ppm. It is reasonable to assume a
negligible heating effect for the parallel mode. With
this assumption, it would be expected that values by
the bootstrap method for the 1000:1 ratio would be
more negative by the above amount than those by the
series-parallel method.

If the bootstrap values are adjusted upwards (or

indicates bootstrap
given measurement.

series-parallel downwards) to eliminate the difference
arising from heating effects, the confidence interval
becomes (-0.103 -+ -0.057) in contrast to (-0.273 -+ -
0.227) given in the table. A similar treatment of the data
for the 100:1 ratio reduces the limiting values given in
the table by about 0.010. Thus, the evidence supplied
by the data at rated voltage would indicate a real difference
approaching 0.1 ppm between the two methods.

Data at Reduced Voltage

An equivalent concinnity among the data at reduced
voltage would be expected unless spurious influences,
not present to the same extent at rated voltage, were
affecting the measurement. Two obvious factors must
be considered-an inherent instability in the ratio stan-
dard and effects from humidity. Since the series of mea-
surements at reduced voltage preceded those at rated
voltage, either or both might exist. However, since the
two series were immediately consecutive, an inherent
instability in the standard appears a less likely cause.
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Furthermore, with self-heating greatly reduced, changes
in the resistanc. of the elements would be reflected in
both methods unless the instability were of an unusual
nature, e.g., a steady but rapid drift. No evidence of
this behavior existed. It is more logical to suppose that
a humidity not under careful control would be the more
likely cause for the discrepancies in Table II, since its
effect on the response of resistive networks is difficult
to predict. This conclusion is reached in the next section.

Table III completes the present argument and intro-
duces the section that follows. It includes the standard
deviations s, and s, for the bootstrap and series-parallel
methods, respectively, and the ratios of their squares
F. The values at rated voltage are included for comparison.

There is no evidence from the F values that the precision
differs for the two methods at either applied voltage.
As indicated later, it is probable that the poorer agree-
ment between the standard deviation pairs s, and s,
at reduced voltage arises from insidious humidity effects.

H umidity Influence

No attempt was made to control the humidity within
the enclosure during the measurement series at reduced
voltage. The small effects from this parameter were
given attention during the measurement series at rated
voltage when it appeared that an accuracy of 0.2 ppm
or better was achievable.

During the latter period, changes were effected in
the humidity condition by replenishing a drying agent
at suitable intervals. These changes are entered in Fig. 11
where the arrows along the abscissa indicate that the

drying agent was replaced after the corresponding reading

on the ordinate. The humidity effect is evident in all

cases, and no trend with elapsed time of any significance

is apparent. Changes in ratio following replacement of
the desiccant are in the same direction for the two methods

and agree to 0.1 ppm or better.
An exauiinlation of values obtained for all nominal

ratios by the bootstrap method disclose with one exception

the following behavior.
1) On the X I range, corrections for all ratios go more

negative with a maximum at 0.2 ppm.
2) On the X10 and X100 ranges, corrections for all

ratios go more positive with maximum at 0.3 and 0.2
ppmn, respect ively,

3) As to the exception and for no apparent reason,
the signs of the changes are reversed to those given

in 1) and 2).
In contrast to Fig. 11, similar curves for the data at

reduced voltage (omitted from the paper) exhibit down-
ward trends for the two highest, ratios. The maxintum

r ,S
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TABLE III
INDIVIDUAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE Two PRINCIPAL

METHODS AND THE RATIO OF THE VARIANCES SQUARED

50 Percent Rated Voltage Rated Voltage

Ratio nt *& a, F nt Sb 8 F
10:1 13 0.093 0.062 2.25 28 0.048 0.0345 1.15

100:1 13 0.151 0.123 1.51 28 0.134 0.134 1.00
1000:1 13 0.100 0.165 0.37 28 0.110 0.107 1.05

apparent drift amounts to about 0.3 ppm for the series-
parallel method on the 1000:1 ratio and about 0.2 ppm
for all others. Furthermore, the effects from the first
recorded change in the drying ag:.nt, made near the
end of the series, are appreciable. The changes in values
for the respective methods differ by 0.2 ppm but have
a maxima of 0.6 and 0.4 ppm for the 100:1 and 1000:1
ratios.

Omission of the data at reduced voltage in assigning
an uncertainty of measurement is based on the facts
and argument presented. These indicate that the measure-
ment process was not under statistical control during
operation at reduced voltage.

On the basis that the relative humidity is now closely
controlled, the standard deviation u is taken as the
average of 8, and sa as given for the 10:1 ratio. The uncer-
tainty of measurement is then estimated at 0.2 ppm,
based on the 3v confidence limit for random errors,

and 0.1 ppm for the systematic error. Occasional values
obtained by the two "check" methods substantiate the
above conclusion.
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Evaluation of the NBS Unit of Resistance Based on a
Computable Capacitor

Robert D. Cutkosky

(January 16, 1961)

An evaluation of the unit of resistance maintained at the National Bureau of Standards,
based on the prototype standards of length and time, is described. The evaluation is based
on a nominally one-picofarad capacitor whose value may be calculated from its mechanical
dimensions to high accuracy. This capacitor is used to calibrate an 0.01-microfarad ca-
pacitor. A frequency-dependent bridge involving this capacitor establishes the value of a10'-ohm resistor. Comparison of that resistor with the bank of one-ohm resistors main-
taining the NBS unit of resistance establishes that this unit is

1lSU=1.000002 ohms t 2.1 ppm.

The indicated uncertainty is an estimated 50 percent error of the reported value based on
the statistical uncertainty of the measurements and allowing for known sources of possible
systematic errors other than in the speed of light, assuming that the speed of light
c= 2.997925 X 10 10cm/sec.

1. Introduction

The United States national standard of resistance
is maintained at the National Bureau of Standards
by a group of 1-ohm manganin resistors. Values of
resistance are assigned to the 1-ohm reference stand-
ards by techniques based ultimately upon the
national prototype standards of length and time.

The most accurate methods which have been used
for this purpose in the past made use of either self-
inductors or mutual inductors whose inductances
were computable from their mechanical dimensions.
In principle, it is then straightforward to compare the
impedance of the computable inductor at a known
frequency with th t of the 1-ohm reference stand-
ard resistors. In practice, this comparison is likely
to involve several steps, and may not even make use
of sinusoidal currents through the inductor.

An alternative method for assigning values to the
reference resistors involves constructing a capacitor
whose capacitance may be calculated from its me-
chanical dimensions. By comparing the impedance of
the capacitor at a known frequency with that of the
reference standard resistors one may establish the
values of the reference resistors in terms of the
prototype standards.

Within recent years the development of an im-
proved computable capacitor [1, 2, 3, 41 t and im-
proved methods for the precise comparison of
capacitances [5, 6] have made the latter process
appear to be the more fruitful.

The method involves stepping up from a 1-pf
three-terminal computable capacitor to two 0.01- f
three-terminal capacitors. The step-up is made in

I Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

555402-81---2

four steps, using a transformer whose nominally 10:1
ratio may be accurately measured. The average
admittance of the two 0.01- f capacitors at an angu-
lar frequency of 104 radians per second is compared
with the average admittance of two 10 4-ohm shielded
a-c resistors using a bridge network to be described.
These measurements serve to assign values to the
104-ohm a-c resistors in terms of the prototype
standards.

A conventional d-c step-down from these 10*-ohm
a-c resistors to the 1-ohm NBS reference resistors
provides an absolute calibration of the 1-ohm resis-
tors. A small correction must be applied to the
results so obtained because of the a-c-d-c differences
of the 104-ohm resistors. This correction is de-
termined by comparison with a special transfer
resistor.

2. Computable Cross Capacitor

Computable capacitors of the traditional guard-
ring or guard-cylinder design require, in general, the
measurement of several dimensions. For example,
with the guard-ring type, area, plate separation,
flatness of electrodes, parallelism, and proper location
of the guarded island are of major concern. Most of
these dimensions have to be measured to a higher
accuracy than the required overall accuracy of the
computed capacitance.

The development by A. M. Thompson and D. G.
Lampard of a device called by them a computable
cross capacitor [1] has made possible the construction
of a capacitor whose value may be computed from
dimensional measurements with an accuracy con-
siderably higher than that attainable with any
previous design.
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A cross capacitor consists of a cylindrical arrange-
ment of four electrodes, with cross section as shown
in figure 1. Electrodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 are separated
from each other by very small insulating gaps. .Let
C1/L be the direct capacitance per unit length (per-
pendicular to the plane of the drawing) between
electrodes 1 and 3 with electrodes 2 and 4 grounded,
and let C,/L be the direct capacitance per unit length
between electrodes 2 and 4 with electrodes 1 and 3
grounded. It nay be shown that in cg.s, esu,

e-T2
c,;L +e-1 2

c 2 /L=1, or ill MKS units,

C=2 (C,+C2)= eL(1112/r)[I +0.087(A') 2 ]

-I-('{ (A(/C)4}] fard i(1 (])

where eo=1/ (c2, c is the speed of light, and AC=
C2-C,. The notation "(/" means that all remaining
terms iii eq (1) are fourth order or higher in AC/C,
and their sum approaches zero as K(AC/(.) 4 as
AC/C tends to zero. This relationship allows ()
to be calaculated from a single measured length L.
One finds that if C C2, then C'/L =2 pf/meter
0.05 pf/in.

The requirements that both C and L be e<<sily
measurable have led to the use at NBS of two cross
capacitors in parallel, each about 10 il. lon, to
produce a capacitance of about lpf [6]. Figure 2
shows the cross section of the NBS 1-pf computable
cross capacitor, which is housed in all evacuated
chamber. Electrodes 1, 2, 5, and 6; and electrodes
2, 3, 6, and 7 of the two cross capacitors are steel bars
% in. in diameter supported with accurately ground
glass slips and disks, shown dotted in the figure,
resting on a precision granite surface plate. The
bottom row of bars is held together with a phosphor-

3

4

FiGUIOE 1. Cross secction of a general cross capacitor.

bronze coil spring between bars 4 and 8 at each end
of the assembly. The glass spacers are all located
within guard sections at the ends of the capacitor,
so that no solid dielectric appears between the bars
within the active length of the capacitor. Figure 3
shows a side view of electrode 6, which is similar to
electrode 2. The assembly is constructed of pre-
cisioll gage blocks having circular cross sections,
wit h wi rulg joints between the 10-in, bar and its
:1(1jacent. 2-in. lars, and insulated with firlyl
cemented 0.002-in. mica spacers between each pair
of 2-in. bar's. The outer 2-in. bars constitute the
guard sections, 1nd are group rlded. The composite
14-in. centli section defines the length of ti cross
capacitor, and extends 101(Sroughly between the (eiters
of e;avih iushibted gip. Electrodes 1, 3, 5. and 7 are
approximately 1N iii. long, and so extend well beyond
till' !1( iVe setiois of bars 2 ad 6.

Additional shields not shown iin figure 2 eliminate
(22Jhap itive coulp)liIng bllt\w1ei ('l(tl1Cod5s arounlld the
outside of the grounded electrodes. Tiis is essential,
since (1) deals only wi dh the capacitance associated
with the region ill t he interior of' tihe electrode system.

One capacitance measure ent is malde, with elec-
trodes 1, 3, 111(1 6 grounded, of the direct capacitance
bet ween electrodes 5 and 7 in parallel and the central
section of electrode 2. Another measurement is
inade, witli electrodes 5, 7, and 2 grounded, of the
capacitance between electrodes 1 and 3 in parallel
and the central section of electrode 6. If we neglect,
for the moment, the small second order correction
0.0S7(.7/C')- in eq 1, the average of these two
capacit ances is equal to 2 X EL'1n2/'7r; where L' is the
average length of the two central sections of electrodes
2 and 6, or approximately 14 il. If the 10-in. gage
blocks are removed from elect roles 2 and 6 and the 2-
in. bars on either end are wrung directly together, a
new cross capacitor is formed with a length differing

) 2) 3

4 2 6 7 13

GP: VIE SuRF2CE PL47E

Fi I HE 2. C1'rox. scetiofl a! tIhc \ I)' , cross capactor.

ln;un: 3. Si'idc riew of the .\'S cross capacitor detector
clceirodes.
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from the first by twice the average length of the 10-in.
bars, or about 20 in. The difference between the
two cross capacitances so measured is not affected
by irregularities or lack of perfect centering of the
bars near the insulated gap, provided that the end
sections are not rotated or otherwise disturbed when
the 10-in. bars are removed or replaced.

The small discontinuities caused by the slightly-
rounded ends of the gage blocks produce only second-
order errors in the capacitance computed from eq
(1). These errors have been investigated experi-
mentally by introducing additional discontinuities
on the bars.

Between May 12 and May 18, 1960, and again
between July 21 and July 27, 1960, two series of
measurements with the NBS computable cross
capacitors were made to establish the value of a
fixed, 1-pf, air-dielectric, three-terminal, reference
capacitor; NBS 89790-B. This capacitor was main-
tained in an oil bath at a constant temperature near
25 0C.

A transformer ratio-arm bridge was used for this
purpose with the circuit shown in figure 4. The
cross capacitor with the 10-in. bars in place has a
capacitance slightly under 1.4 pf so that the bridge
may be balanced with a small adjustable capacitance
p as shown, and a small adjustable conductance not
shown, which may be placed on either side of the
bridge. The bridge components have been described
in detail elsewhere [6] and will not be elaborated
upon here.

The bridge circuit for the measurement with the
10-in. bars removed is similar to figure 4 except
that the cross capacitance is now about 0.4 pf, so
the 1-pf capacitor in the lower portion of the circuit
must be removed. The 4-pf capacitor consists of
4 one-pf capacitors which may each be compared
directly with the 1-pf standard, and then connected
in parallel. Since the adjustable capacitor has a
relatively high reading, it is also necessary to calibrate
it for each measurement.

100v

+ 0+

i

DET

'I:

CROSS
C AOAC1TOR

-100v

FIGURE 4. Inductively coupled ratio arm bridge used with the
.I'B cross capacitor.

All of the above steps are straightforward and can
be done in a symmetrical fashion (calibration, cross-
capacitor measurement, and recalibration) in less
than 30 min by an experienced operator.

Before and after the determination, the 1-pf
capacitor used is compared with the 1-pf reference
capacitor in the oil bath.

Although small direct (three-terminal) capaci-
tances are much easier to measure than small two-
terminal capacitances because of the virtual elimina-
tion of connection problems, a particularly trouble-
some source of error arises when capacitance to
ground is very high, as is the case with the NBS
cross capacitor. Figure 5 shows a three-terminal
capacitor with direct capacitance C, connected to a
bridge with leads of inductance Li, L2, and L3. It
may be shown that the effective capacitance seen by
the bridge is given by

wC ( ([3I ) Tw aL2+w2C L3+
CiC

J2C1(L2+ L3)J.
For C,, C2, and C3 all less than 1000 pf, the important
error, expressed as an additive term, is- Lj Ce 3;
which is independent of C, and hence relatively more
important for at very- small C,. Thompson -[5] has
shown that if the capacitor is treated as a four-
terminal network as in figure 5 with a high perme-

C
C2

i

I

i %j

1 
-

Q"

i
1 1 C2
i
1

i

1

I

1

'Uu

i

FIGURE 5. Three-terminal capacitor C connected to a bridge
with three leads, with four leads and using a high permeability
core (See text).
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ability core linking one ground lead with one active
electrode lead, the troublesome error term is elimi-
nated. This technique has been used throughout
the measurements reported here. It is impossible
with the NBS cross capacitor to completely eliminate
all common ground lead inductance in this way, and
a small inductance LI' remains in the cross capacitor
circuit. We have found it necessary to measure
C,ff as a function of frequency and extrapolate to
zero frequency under the assumption that the error
is proportional to w2. With most of L1 eliminated by
the use of high permeability cores, the factor

2L'C2C3 is very small, and the d-c value may be
determined to high accuracy.

Table 1 shows the results of two complete series of
measurements on the NBS computable cross capac-
itor, based on the assumption that the reference
capacitor in the oil bath was exactly 1 pf.

The correction term in the measured capacitance
0.087(6C/C)2 is less than two parts in 107 and has been
neglected. The calculated cross capacitance also
appears in table 1, based on the measured lengths of
the 10-in. gage blocks, and taking the speed of light
c=2.997925X 1010 cm/sec as adopted recently by the
IGGU and the URSI. Combining these figures we
obtain true values for the reference capacitor at the
time of measurement. The difference between the
May and July figures reflects a shift in the tempera-
ture of the oil bath which occurred some time in
June, and has no effect on the final results quoted in

TABLE 1. Capacitance of cross capacitor

Based on 1-pf reference capacitor ONBS 89790-B.

Time and date (1960) Nominal Frequency Measured D-c capacitance
length capacitance

a. c/, vfy
11:00 a.m. Mlay 12. -. t 14 cs1592 1.3898231 1 389824i
8:55a m. May 13 14 1592 1.3898224 i.3898234
9:40a.m. May13 -. 14 1592 1.3898222 1.3898231
2:05 p.m. May 13..... 14 1000 1. 389829 . 3898233
2:50 p.m. M a y 13.... 14 1592 1.3898220 1.3898229
1:20 p.m. May 16 --- 4 1592 0.3973528 0.3973532
2:00 p.m. May 16._. 4 1592 .3973531 .3973535
2:55 p.m. May 16 ... 4 1000 .3973536 .3973538
10:45 a.m. M ay 18.... 14 1592 1.3898201 1.3898210
11:35 a. m. May 18.... 14 1000 1.3898211 1.3898215
12:20 p.m. May 18.... 14 1592 1.3898198 1.3898208

Measured cross capacitance difference-0.9924687 pf.
Computed cross capacitance difference-0.9924151 pf.
True value of reference capacitor-1-pf -54.0 ppm (May 1960).

Base( on 1-pf reference capacitor #NBS 89790-B.

Time and date (1960) Nominal Frequency Measured D-c capacitance
length capacitance

int. C/S Pf Pf
9:22 a.m. Jul y 21..... 14 1592 1.3898177 1.3698187
10:15 a.m. July 21.... 14 1000 1.3898177 1.3898180
12:45 p.m. July 21.... 14 1000 1.3898171 1.3898175
1:15 p.m. July 21..... 14 1592 1.3898164 1.3898174
9:45a.m.July 25.. 4 1592 0.3973511 0.3973515
11:20 a.m. July 25.. 4 1000 .3973511 .3973513
1:00 p.m. July 25.... 4 1000 .3973512 .3973514
1:43 p.m. July 25.-... 4 1592 .3973507 .3973511
9:15a.m. July27.. 14 1592 1.3898154 1.3898164
10:05 a.m. July 27 14 1000 1.3898165 1.3898168
12:52 p.m. July 27.... 14 1000 1.3898155 1,3898169
1:15 p.m. July 27...-- 14 1592 1.3898165 1.3898175

Measured cross cap~acitance difference -0.9924661.
Computed cross capacitance difference-0.9924151.
True value of reference capacitor-l-pf -51.4 ppm (July 1960).

this paper. The stability of the reference capacitor
and the closeness of temperature regulation during
each of the determinations was sufficient to reduce
any error arising from the variability of the reference
capacitor considerably below 1 ppm.

3. Capacitance Step-Up

The bridge for comparing capacitive reactance with
resistance, to be described in a later section, requires
the use of two 0.01-gf capacitors. These capacitors
must be calibrated in terms of the 1-pf reference ca-
pacitor. A transformer ratio-arm bridge with a
nominally 10:1 ratio is used for this calibration in the
circuit of figure 6.

The balance conditions are, to a sufficiently close
approximation,

C2=10 C,(1+a)-p, and 92=10 g-10WCIO-q,

where p and q are small adjustable admittances for
balancing the bridge. One may connect p and q to
point "B" instead of "A" to change their apparent
signs if this is needed to obtain a balance.

Shielding completely surrounds each of the ca-
pacitors in the circuit in such a way that the measure-
ment compares the direct capacitances C1 and C2.
This technique allows the direct capacitance of the
10-pf capacitor to be determined relative to the 1-pf
reference capacitor. The 10-pf capacitor is in turn
compared with a 100-pf capacitor, to reach after four
such steps the 0.01-uf mica capacitors used in the
resistance bridge. All of the step-up capacitors are
located in a regulated oil bath. The 0.01- f ca-
pacitors as well as the 1000-pf capacitor are suffi-
ciently large to require correction for the equivalent
series inductances of the transformer. The total in-
ductance correction was found to be two parts in 101
for each 0.01- f capacitor [6].

It was desired that the total uncertainty in the
step-up be less than one part in 101, which requires
that the transformer ratio 10 (1 +a+jO) be known to

e2 -- i0e,(I4a+j )1i00v

.... C .

a

p q

nI 
A

9,

92

e,ztov

FIGURE 6. Ten-to-one inductively-coupled ratio ar m bridge for
stepping uip from 1 pf to 0.01 f in four steps.
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an accuracy of about two parts in 108. A procedure
for calibrating such a transformer to the required
accuracy has been described [7] which involves the
use of 11 nominally equal three-terminal capacitors
having their detector electrodes connected together.
Provision is made for switching any one of the ca-
pacitors to the high voltage side of the transformer
while the other 10 are in parallel on the low voltage
side. The bridge was balanced with a small admit-
tance on one side or the other of the bridge with each
of the 11 capacitors in turn on the high voltage trans-
former winding. After applying small corrections for
lead impedances one obtains from this series of meas-
urements values for a and Q in the expression for the
transformer ratio.

4. Resistance-Capacitance Bridge

Several bridges capable of being used for the con-
ptarison of resistance with capacitive reactance have
been used in the past, one of the most popular being
the Wien bridge. The Wien bridge, like many fre-
quency dependent bridges, is difficult to shield
against stray pickup. The difficulty comes from the
fact that one arm of the bridge contains a resistor and
a capacitor in series. If this arm is shielded, leakage
currents from their common point to the shield pro-
duce errors which are difficult to evaluate with high
accuracy.

4.1. Bridge Equations

In theory it is simple to compare resistance with
capacitive reactance provided that one may obtain
two a-c voltage sources exactly 90* out of phase and
exactly equal in magnitude. Figure 7 shows two such
sources used to compare a capacitance C with a con-
ductance G. The balance condition is G=wC. The
components may be readily shielded as shown with
dotted lines; leakage paths to ground are either across
the detector, which at balance has no voltage on it;
or across one of the generators, which is assumed to
have a very low impedance. Although it has not been
possible to construct voltage sources with the re-
quired phase and magnitude relationships, accurate
low impedance voltage sources equal in magnitude
and 1800 apart in phase are readily procurable from
a center-tapped transformer.

A double bridge using the principles of figure 7 may
be constructed with the circuit of figure 8, which
shows all voltages referred to one generator as refer-
ence. 2 The voltages +1 and -1(1+a+jo) are ap-
proximately equal and 1800 out of phase, with a and
Q representing magnitude and phase angle errors re-
spectively. The voltage j(1+z) is approximately 900
out of phase with each of the other generators. The
small complex number z represents the departure of
the generator from its nonuiinal value.

Figure S also shows the residual leakage conduct-
ances gi and g2 of the main capacitors C, and ('2, and
the stray capacitances c, and c2 of the main conduct-
ance standards G, and G2.

2 Bridge networks of this type were investigated at the National Standards
Laboratory in Sidney, Australia, in 1952 hit the findlings were not published.
The network described in this paper was subsequently developed independently,

>- -----
I- -- F" I 'C

FIGURE 7. Basic bridge for comparing conductance with capac-
itive susceptance.

+1

Ge-

2
'\u 1592 92

oi G, 

''

FIGURE 8. Double bridge for comparing conductance with ca.
pacitive susceptance.

This circuit is used with C1 z~ C2~=:0.01 f, Gin
G2~ 10-4 mhos, and w zz104 radians per second
(about 1592 c/s).

With both bridges balanced we have the conditions

and
j3 2+G 2= -j(1 +z) (jwC2 +g 2)

(1 +a+j0) (jwC1 g1 ) =j(1 +z) (jwci+G).

Eliminating z from these equations we have

(jwc2 +G2) (jwc +Gi)
= -(1+a+j)(jC2+g 2)(jwC+g 1).

Separating real and imaginary parts we find

G1G2= (1+a)w 2CC2+ (WC 1g 2
+ W C2g1) - (1 + a)g12+ c,>cc 2 ,
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and

w[cIG2 +c 2GI +(1+ a)W[C1g2+Cgi] =3w2('0C2-/gig3.

It may be shown that if all residual parameters are
small we may write approximately

and

0= (1+1 a)wC

wojca+?= I 2C2

(2)

(3)

where bars over letters signify the average of the two
values involved.

The voltage appearing at the terminals of detector
1 may be reduced to zero by making either CI or G,
and either cI or g, adjustable, and similarly for det ec-
tor 2. One finds that even if z is zero, either c, or
g, and either c2 or g, must be negative. As shown in
figure 9, this is accomplished by connecting an
adjustable conductance q, from point A to D, and an
adjustable capacitance pi from point B to D. The
main capacitors C, and C2 consist of the 0.01"- f
mica capacitors in parallel with adjustable capacitors
having ranges of 1 pf. With these provisions eq (3)
is replaced by

wcG+wCg- (opG+w qi) = #w2C2. (4)

It is apparent from figure 9 and the above equa-
tions that C2 is the effective capacitance including
the correction resulting from self inductance between
junctions C and D, and G, must include the series
resistance correction between junctions C and D,.
If the open circuit transformer-ratio parameters a
and Q are used, C, and G2 must include the effects
of impedances 1- and t2, measured from junctions D,
and D2 respectively, through the transformer to the
ground point G. To avoid the problems of ac-
curately measuring the transformer impedances, we
have found it profitable to measure the loaded rather
than the open circuit transformer ratio between A

i

i

I

I

= C3

t
I II IlG2 . ------- -

c2 2

-- 4j11+L P.40 Z /

Sb r c

FIGUR E tl. Complete bridge with auxiliary components.

and B to G while the bridge is balanced. Using the
values so obtained for a' and E3', the required values
of G2 and C, include impedances only to junctions
A and B.

The loaded transformer ratio is easily measured
with a third bridge involving C3, (C, and detector 3
on the left of figure 9. This bridge is balanced with
the circuit as shown and rebalanced after inter-
changing C3 and ('4. The readings of p. and q. are
called p.' and q.' before interchanging, and p2' and17'' after interchanging. The transformer paralml-
eters a' and (' are calculated from the formulas

a'_+P and q' -
(3+C4 W(C3+C4)

Tie signs of p, and g, are positive if connected to B
as - Na, uand negti-ve if connuected1 to A. It is
found that for this bridge, with the loading shown
in figure 9, a'~+17 X 10-6 and 0'~ -16X10-'.

4.2. Physical Bridge Arrangement

In order to minimize current loops and localize
the junction points A, D 2, C, D,, B, and D 3, a hexag-
onal bridge center was constructed of copper as
shown in figure 10. Each segment consists of five
coaxial connectors with their shields bolted to a
;-in. copper top plate and their inner conductors
connected by means of a copper plate. These six
connecting plates shown dotted in the figure, are
shielded from each other so that capacitance and
conductance between segments arises only from
external elements that are connected between pairs
of coaxial connectors in the various segments. The
intersections of the arms of the copper connecting
plates define the junction points referred to in the
discussion of figure 9. The bridge center is located
just above the liquid level in the middle of a large
temperature-regulated oil bath.

0

.7 0

D1 0 2

FIGURE 10. Diagram of bridge center,
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The voltage sources a:e connected to the bridge
center : points :1, B, and (, by heavy wires passing
through a tube that is welded to the bottom of
the oil bath tank and extends above the liquid
level beneath the center. The 10;-ohm resistors and
the 0.01- f capacitors, hermetically sealed and im-
Inersed in the oil to maintain them .t a constant
temperature, are connected to the center with rigid
coaxial leads positioned as in figure 110.

Coaxial detector leads run from the connectors
at D,, D., and DA, upwards through an eye-level
shelf to filters, amplifiers, and visual detectors.

FIGURE 11. Photograph of components shown in figure 10.

r J

FIGL RE .2. Photograph of bridge assembly for corn paring con-
ductance with ca pacitive susceplance.

Figure 11 shows the principal features of the bridge
arrangement, and figure 12 shows the auxiliary
admittances in place for balancing the bridge.

Although the two voltage sources derived from
a transformer are easily procurable, the third
source 900 out of phase with them presented some
design problems. Our equipment uses a passive
phase-shifting network driven by a separate winding
on the main tranid orner to produce this voltage.
The phase-shifting network is adjustable to allow
the complex components of z to be varied in small
increments and set within a few parts in a million
of zero.

The assumptions leading to the bridge e(juations
require only that thiv proper voltage at junction
C be produce(l and iaiiitained, and place no re-
striction on the equivalent series impedance of
the 99' source. however, if its impedance is too
large, variation of olne balancing coimpoien t such
P- C in fi u re 9 chang's not oIly the voltage at
Di, but also the v()tage at j unction C an( hence
at D2. This mutual dependence between the two
bridges makes it very difficult to balance both
bridges simultaiieously unless the impedance of
the 90 source is less than li the impedance of the
bridge arms, or in this case less than 1000 ohms.
Based on these considerations, the circuit of figure
13 was chosen to provide the three sources for the
bridge. With A, B, and C connected to the bridge.
the voltage at C may be adjusted, with the controls
provided, to the proper value.

Power for driving the bridge is provided by a
commercial tuning fork oscillator driving a power
amplifier as shown in figure 14. The filter is designed
to reduce harmonic content of the signal. The
tuning fork frequency is adjustable in a small
range around w=10;.

4.3. Frequency Measurement

The freqency is measured with the circuit of
figure 15. The pulse former preceding the preset
counter proper is part of the preset counter assembly.
The sharp pulse produced therein goes through the
gate when the preset counter registers the desired

TO A

TO B

0

C Ili

C 80ov 120pf

''- Ioe ko40Pt - 60pf

n i0pf
88T .- 02s-

T" opf

DECOE S T- TOC.IOV
- - - - ----- - - - - -aUNDE R

DECADE SWiTCH LOv

FR ol S20OC

FIGi RE 13. Bridge voltage sources.
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TUNING POWER
FORK FILTER AMPLIFIER

OSCILLATOR

TO BRIDGE
TRANSFORMER v-i

TO FREQUENCY
MEASURING EQUIPMENT

FIGURE 14. Bridge power supply.

PULSE PRESET TIME
W 114 FORMER COUNTER GATE - INTERVAL

COUNTER

[~ STANDARD
IOOkc/s SIGNAL

Fi .o 15. Frequency measuring system.

number of counts, and the time interval counter
measures the time between two such pulses. The
preset counter is automatically reset after 104 cycles
at the input. For w=104 the time interval between
pulses reaching the time interval counter is 2 r sec,
during which time a 10-Mc/s signal derived from the
100-kc/s standard frequency source is counted and
displayed by the time interval counter. The sys-
tem may be checked for internal consistency by using
it to measure 10' periods of a standard i000-cycle
signal. This equipment monitors the tuning. fork
output while the bridge is in use, and allows the
frequency to be measured with an accuracy better
than 5 parts in 108.

4.4. Detectors

Since the bridge balance is strongly frequency
dependent, the harmonics of the driving frequency
may have relatively high signal levels at the detector
inputs. Sharp tuning of the detectors is not suffi-
cient to eliminate trouble from this source, since
two or more harmonics may mix in the nonlinear
first stages of the amplifiers to produce apparent
fundamental frequency signals (8).

Figure 16 shows the circuit of filters which precede
the electronic amplifiers used with detectors D, and
D2. With the exception of the input transformer, all
inductors are 0.1-henry commercial dust-core toroidal
inductors. The input transformer must have a very
high Q to preserve high signal strength, and was
constructed from a similar inductor by removing a
few turns and adding a primary; the turns ratio
being chosen to give a good impedance match
between the bridge and the filter. The filter forms
a bridge which is balanced at the second harmonic
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FIGURE 16. Filters for harmonic rejection.

by adjusting C, so that C, and L, resonate, and by
adjusting R,. Also, C2 and R2 are adjusted to pro-
duce balance at the third harmonic. Tuning the
input transformer with C4 and the output circuit
with C3 to the fundamental completes the adjust-
ment of the doubly-tuned filter which attenuates
harmonics higher than the third sufficiently for our
purposes. The filters are housed in boxes con-
structed of ;4e in. sheet steel for magnetic shielding.

It has been found that with these filters, second
and third harmonic signal levels are attenuated 140
db with respect to the fundamental, and all higher
harmonics by at least 95 db. Experimentation with
filter orientation shows that stray pickup to the
filters cannot produce an error as large as one part
in 101.

The effectiveness of the filters has been investi-
gated by greatly increasing the harmonic content of
the power signals reaching the bridge. For this
purpose a tliode rectifier was placed between the
tuning-fork filter and the power amplifier. Har-
monic levels at the bridge center were measured with
and without this diode. It was found that although
the levels of all measured harmonics were greatly
increased, the bridge balance change was less than
one part in 101.

Following the detector filters, commercial tuned
amplifiers are used, which drive the vertical deflec-
tion plates of cathode-ray tubes. The horizontal
plates of the cathode-ray tubes are driven by con-
stant amplitude sinusoidal voltages derived from the
tuning-fork oscillator but passing through variable
p hase. shifters. At balance a straight horizontal

ne appears on the cathode-ray tube, and the phase
shifter may be adjusted so that an unbalance in a
main component (C, or C,) opens the line into an
ellipse, and an unbalance in phase (q, or pi) tilts the
line. This provides a phase sensitive detection
scheme which allows the brille to be balanced with
a minimum of time consumeX. The detector sensi-
tivity is sufficient to observe unbalances of one part
in 101 in magnitude or 10- radians in phase angle.

4.5. Resistance Comparisons

The bridge system described allows the mean of
two a-c conductances G, and G2 to be measured in
terms of a measured frequency and two capacitors
C, and C2 whose values are obtained from a comput-
able capacitor The conductince standards G, and
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G2 each consists of a commercial 104-ohm woven-wire
resistor mounted in a shielded hermetically-sealed
box and placed in the oil bath. The reciprocal of
their measured conductance values is a resistance,
which must be stepped down and compared with
the bank of 1-ohm reference resistors which main-
tain the unit of resistance [9].

The conductance standards GI and G2 are com-
pletely shielded, and are measured in the a-c bridge
as direct conductances. In section 5 we will
describe measurements performed to evaluate the
difference between their conductances as measured
with 1592 c/s alternating current, and their con-
ductances as measured with direct current. This
difference may be expected to be small, and will
certainly remain constant over long periods of
time. We will, at this time, tentatively assume
that the difference is zero, and apply a correction
later.

The d-c direct conductances of GI and G2 are
compared with the resistance of a stable 10 4-ohin
d-c resistor in the circuit of figure 17, which shows
the provision for eliminating the effect of leakage
resistances R3 and R4 to the shield. The bridge
is balanced first with point (1) grounded, which
shorts R4 and places R3 in parallel with G1; and
then with point (2) grounded, which places R4
across the battery and places R3 across the 10 4-ohm
standard R#505. Neither balance depends upon
R4, and a large R3 affects the two balances equally
with opposite sign; hence the average balance gives
the ratio3

r4-- 1/G1  B
r3+R#505=~l

Interchanging the link and standard, moving the
galvanometer to DI, and repeating the two balances
gives

r4+R#505 B

r3+1/GI A

so that to the accuracy desired R#505=1/GI(X
[1+ (AI -A 2)/2B], which allows the resistance of

1 to be compared with the resistance of the d-c
standard. The measurement is made with G1
connected to the bridge center, and measurements
are made between the same junctions used in the
a-c measurement. A similar measurement of G2
allows the 104-ohm d-c standard to be measured in
terms of G=(G1+G 2), which is obtained from the
a-c bridge. The measurement method involves the
well-known double substitution technique with
provision for eliminating the errors which might,
be caused by leakage resistance.

The variable arm A is constructed from a 100-ohm
direct reading ratio set with a smallest step of one
ppm, but is connected in series with a 900-ohm re-
sistor to give a smallest step of one part in 101.

3Thts relationship is actually an approximation, and depends upon R: being
large compared with R0505. Since the two values of A, differed in our measure-
ments by only a few parts per million, the approximation introduces no signifi-
cant error.

(LARGE) D 4  L

G,(04 ) 0 - 20v

(LARGE) ( 3  STANDARO

R 3  (SMALL) RU505

FiGURE 17. Circuit for three-terminal d-c resistance
measurement.

This 900-ohm resistor, a 103-ohm resistor B, the
10 4-ohm standard, and the link rest on a mercury
stand in the oil bath.

Table 2 shows the results of several comparisons
of the 104-ohm d-c resistor with the 1-pf reference
capacitor, using the frequency-dependent bridge.
Recalling that the reference capacitor was measured
in terms of the computable capacitor in May and
July 1960, it will be noted that groups of runs were
made immediately preceding and immediately fol-
lowing each cross capacitor measurement.

Each set of one cross capacitor measurement and
two groups of resistance-capacitance bridge runs
constitutes an evaluation of the resistance of the
104-ohm standard R#505.

5. Frequency Dependence of Bridge
Resistors

The measurements of the a-c-d-c resistance dif-
ferences of Gi and G2 were made by comparing them
with a standard resistor of simple geometry having
predictable frequency characteristics, using both
direct current and 1592 c/s alternating current.
Figure 18 shows the cross section of such a standard

TABLE 2. Resistance of 104 ohm d-c resistor #505
Based on 1 pf reference capacitor #NBS 89790-B neglecting a-c-d-c differences

Date (1960) R,5 I Average phase angle of 104
ohm a-c resistors

Aicroradias
May 5 104 ohms -73.6 ppm +15,0
.May 10 -73.4 +15.4
May 11 -74.3 +14.8
May 19 -74.1 +15.4
May 20 -74.0 +15.2

Average.......... -73.9 ppm +15.2

True value of 1 pf reference capAcitor-1 pf -54.0 ppm.
Resistance of RN505- 10, ohms -19.9 ppm.

Date (1960) R,505 Average phase angle of 104
ohm a-c resistors

N'ficroradians
July18 104 ohms -72.2 ppm +14.7
July19 -71.8 +15.0
July 28 -72.5 +14.8
July 29 -71.6 +14.7

Average -72.0 ppm +14.8

True value of 1 pf reference capacitor-1 pf -- 51.4 ppm.
Resistance of R#505-10' ohms -20.6 ppm.
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whose resistance element consists of a single straight
wire 0.0008 in. in "diameter and 9.5 in. long having a
resistance of 1000 ohms. The structure is cylin-
drical with the resistance wire down the center.
The large phase angle expected from a conventional
coaxial Tine resistor is eliminated by the use of a set
of guard rings, g, about 4 in. in diameter, which sur-
round the resistance wire. The potentials of the
guard rings are defined with a tapped inductor L
placed between the line terminal and ground. The
inductor taps are placed to provide a uniform po-
tential gradient down the center of the cylinder in
the absence of the resistance wire.4

When a bridge containing the transfer resistor is
balanced with the resistance wire in place, the de-
tector voltage is zero, and the potential gradient
along the wire is still uniform. Since the wire does
not change the electric field within the resistor
assembly, we may expect no capacitance contribu-
tion to the resistor phase angle and a-c-d-c resistance
difference. The effectiveness of the guard rings may
be checked by connecting adjacent guards in parallel
to cut the effective number of them in half, and by
suitably reconnecting them to the tapped inductor.
If the apparent resistance and phase angle measured
ir these two ways are the same, we may assume
t'fiat the number of guard rings is sufficient to elimi-
rate the effects of capacitance within the resistor.
In practice it is found that even with all of the guard
riigs grounded, the measured a-c resistance is equal
to the a-c resistance with all guards connected
properly to the tapped inductor, and the phase
angle change between the two-guard arrangements
is Tess than 3 microradians.

The inductance of the standard resistor was
measured by replacing the fine resistance wire with
a larger low resistance wire and measuring, with a
Maxwell-Wien bridge, the inductance including that
of the coaxial leads between the junction points

4 Similar arran events ap lied to high voltage transformer tenting have been

described by Silsee iWI and Weller [11).
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FIGURE 19. Circuit for com paring the transfer resistor with the
bridge resistors, using ac.

of the bridge center used in the measurements to
be reported below. A simple computation [12]
yields the difference between the inductances of the
fine wire and the low resistance wire. We find for
the series inductance of the resistor attached to the
bridge center L=1., microhenries. This inductance
has a negligible effect on the a-c resistance, but pro-
duces a phase angle of 11 microradians.

Figure 19 shows the bridge used for the a-c com-
parison of the 1000-ohm transfer resistor, Rr, with
G0 or-G 2. The 10:1 transformer is the one used for
the capacitance step-up, and has a known ratio. A
balance is observed on detector 1 with the resistors
disconnected at "X" to compare the 100-pf capacitor
with the 10-pf capacitor. When the resistors are
placed in the circuit and both bridges are balanced, a
change in the balance at detector 1 indicates a
change in the transformer ratio between the junc-
tions A and B, and allows the loaded voltage ratio
between these points to be calculated. This figure
combined with the readings of the admittances re-
quired to balance detector 2 allows the a-c ratio of
the resistances ofG, or G2 to the resistance of the
1000-ohm transfer standard to be determined, and
also allows the phase angles of G, and G2 to be
determined from the known phase angle of the trans-
fer standard.

Figure 20 shows the bridge used for comparing
the d-c resistance of the transfer standard with G, or
G2. Since the tapped inductor of the transfer re-
sistor presents a low d-c impedance to ground, it
must be removed from the circuit for the d-c meas-
urement. With this done, the leakage resistances
R,, R2, and R3 are all high. Series resistances r,
and r2 in connecting wires are small. Two balances
are made with points 1 and 2 grounded in turn.
The direct reading ratio set readings are called A,
and A2, respectively.

The bridge is then connected as in figure 20,
where R,' and R3' are low resistance "shorts."
The bridge is balanced with the galvanometer con-
nected to 3 and 4 in turn; the readings of the DRRS
are called A3 and A 4, respectively. An analysis
shows that for G,,

R R#400 I 100(As-A) 10(A-A4)~
R 'R#505 L+ 11B 11B . .J
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FIGURE 20. Circuits for comparing the transfer resistor with the

bridge resistor, using dc.

Provided that the resistance ratio of the d-c
standards is known, measurements of this form
yield the a-c-d-c differences of both G1 and G2. Since
the 10 4-ohm resistor #505 was used for both this
measurement and for the direct d-c comparison
between it and G1 and G2 in connection with the fre-
quency dependent bridge, one finds that resistor #505
serves only to maintain the unit between the two
measurements, and that in effect the 10:1 trans-
former is used five times to step up the impedance of
the 1-pf standard capacitor to the 1000-ohm
transfer resistor. The d-c step-up is then needed
only from the bank of one-ohm reference resistors
to the 103-ohm d-c standard resistor #400. An error
in the d-c step-up from 103 ohms to 101 ohms would
cause no error in the final value assigned to the one-
ohm reference resistors, but would only cause an
error in the measured a-c-d-c differences of G,
and G2 , which in this sense is not needed for our
work. In fact, the only reason for including 10;-
ohm #505 in the measurements is that it is much
more stable than Gl, G2, and the transfer resistor.
The use of 104 -ohm #505 allows the complete de-
termination to be broken up into smaller steps which
may be completed more quickly and with higher
accuracy. Subject to the above comments, we fin d
that GC and G2 have identical a-c-d-c differences
and that their a-c resistances are 0.85 ppm higher
than their d-c resistances. The average of their

phase angles is found from the a-c measurement using
the phase angle calculated for the transfer resistor
to be 16.6 microradians (capacitive).

6. Conclusion

Combining the results of table 2 with the measured
a-c-d-c difference of G, and G2 we find I#505

= (101 ohms -19.4 ppm). Conmparisonof this resistor
with the NBS bank of one-ohm reference standards
yields the value (10 ohms -21.7 ppm) in terms of
the ohm as adopted in 1948 [13] and as maintained
at NBS. Our measurements therefore indicate
that the NBS unit of resistance is 1.0000023 ohms.

Two values have been obtained for the phase angles
of the 10 4-ohm woven-wire resistors; 16.6 micro-
radians from the computed phase angle of the straight
wire a-c-d-c transfer resistor and 15.0 microradians
based on the assumption that the 1-pf reference
capacitor has no phase angle. The discrepancy of
1.6 microradians may be ascribed to the actual
phase angle of the 1-pf capacitor, an error of 0.16
microhenry in the measurement of the transfer
resistor series inductance, or a combination of these
two effects. The agreement is considered satis-
factory in view of the uncertainties in these measure-
ments.

Table 3 summarizes the steps of this determina-
tion and lists the estimated uncertainties associated
with each step. The estimates are in most cases
little more than guesses, since they must include
allowances for possible systematic errors. The
estimates are in all cases given as "50 percent
errors," meaning that in the experimentor's judg-
ment the chances of the error being greater or less
than this amount are approximately equal. It is
judged to be almost certain that the error is less than
four times the stated 50-percent error. No allow-
ance is made for the possibility of error in the as-
signed value of the speed of light, which is taken as a
predetermined constant, c =2.997925 X 1010 cm/sec.

With the exception of the speed of light, all
measurement uncertainties may be reduced with
suitable refinements in measurement techniques. It
is believed that with the development of an improved
cross capacitor and with minor changes in the rest of
the equipment, the measurement uncertainties not
including the contribution from the speed of light
may be reduced below 1 ppm.

TABLE 3. Uncertainties associated with steps followed in this
determination

- error

Measurement of the reference capacitor in terms of the computable
capacitor, neglecting tbe contribution frorn the uncertainty in ppm
the speed of light. .~-----------------------2.0

Instability of the reference capacitor --------------------- _ - 03
Ten-to-one step-up using alternating current (times 8)--------------..1
Frequency dependent bridge------------------------------------ .3
Dependence of bridge resistors upon frequency---------------- __.Step-downrom 10 ohm~s to1 ohm usingdirect current. - ---

Measurement uncertainty neglecting the uncertainty in the speed
of light. .----------------- ------------------------- 2.1
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7. Comparision With Other Determinations
In order to compare several recent evaluations of

the 1948 resistance unit with each other, it is neces-
sary to know the relative values of the units in terms
of which these evaluations were made. Figure 21
shows the results of comparisons made at the Inter-
national Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM)
of resistors embodying the units as maintained by
NBS (QEU), NRC (92.), and NPL (12a) in terms of the
unit as maintained at the International Bureau
(1BIPM) [14, 15, 16, 17].

No information is yet available concerning the 1960
intercomparisons, so it is impossible to compare the
present work with fmBIPM at this time. For this
reason and for consistency in the table to follow, all
measurements will be referred to the unit as main-
tained at NBS, QEUl-

Table 4 contains values assigned to QEU by several
recent investigations [18, 19, 20]. The values have
been adjusted' to allow for the difference between
12EU and the units used for the measurements. The
results obtained by Thomas et al have been referred
to QEU instead of the international ohm, and also
revised upwards by 3 ppm. This revision represents
the results of a new evaluation of the current distri-
bution in the primary winding of the mutual in-
ductor, and is based on measurements of the de-
pendence of resistivity upon strain in a sample of the
wire used for the winding. These measurements
were made in 1956-by Wells [21]. The revised
current distribution correction was also calculated
by him, but the result was not published.

The National Bureau of Standards was fortunate
in receiving a visit in April and May of 1960 from
Mr. G. H. Rayner of the National Physical Labora-
tory in England. Mr. Rayner helped perform the
May measurements reported in this paper, and
contributed greatly to the early success of this
method. His contributions are gratefully acknowl-
edged.

Others contributing substantially to the work
described in this paper were Mr. John C. Clark, Mr.
Lai H. Lee, Mr. John Q. Shields, and Mr. Thomas E.
Wells.
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TABLE 4. Values assigned to the resistance unit maintained at
NBS (62

8u) by several recent investigations
(See text.)

Value of the
Date of measure- Reference Laboratory resistance unit

ments OEU maintained
at NBS

1938 to 1949 Thomas. Peter- NBS 0.999997
son, Cooter,
hotter

1951 Rayner NPL 1.000004
1957 Romanowski & NRC .999096

Olson
1960 Present paper NBS 1.000002
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SUMMARY

The National Bureau of Standards has always been vitally interested in the properties
of metals and alloys suitable for use in precision resistors and has developed standards
known as the Rosa-Type and the Thomas-Type. This paper is a condensation of a longer
unpublished manuscript which was intended to serve as an historical summary and biblio-
graphical guide for other workers in the field. During the decade 1930-40 Thomas did
much valuable work on resistance alloys which should be continued and expanded. One
object of such a continuing programme is to produce stable standards, 10 ohms and higher,
having little temperature dependence in the range 200 to 3000. The present paper
summarizes the performance of 15 Thomas-type iohm resistors constructed in 1933; the
unit of resistance in the United States is maintained by ten of these standards.

INTRODUCTION

When applied to resistors the word "precision" has a double connotation. In the
electronics field it signifies a resistor accurate to better than a few percent, whereas
in the electrical measurements field it means a resistor adjusted within 0.01% of its
nominal value, and of such quality and stability as to maintain this value over long
periods of time. In this paper we shall deal only with alloys suitable for use in the
latter field although a few of these alloys have also found application in the broader
electronics and communications fields.

Nearly a century has passed since Matthiessen conducted his classical researches on
alloys suitable for the construction of resistance standards. During the intervening
years numerous workers have investigated various phases of the problem and new alloys
adapted to particular uses have been developed. Intermittently during a period of over
25 years one of the most indefatigable workers in this field was an Englishman, labour-
ing in the United States, whose results were best publicized by the Germans. This was
Edward Weston who developed for use in current shunts an alloy which later became known
as "manganin". This alloy deservedly enjoys much favour, although to this day it is not
fully understood what makes "good" manganin for precision standards.

This paper does not attempt to cover all aspects of the field. The prime objectives
here are to assemble a key bibliography, to present chronologically highlights in the
development of the art, and to point out gaps in our knowledge where further work might
advantageously be undertaken. This paper deals primarily with resistance alloys, although
some discussion of resistance standards is inextricably involved.

REQUIREMENTS FOR PRECISION RESISTORS

To be useful in precision resistors, alloys should possess the following properties:

(a) They should have a low temperature coefficient of resistance over as wide a
temperature range as possible.

,h) They should, particularly for d.c. applications, have low thermoelectric power
against copper.

(c) They should be stable over long periods of time.

(19649)
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(d) They should be workable by conventional wire and rolling mill practices.

(e) They should be easily soldered and welded.

In order to evaluate a given alloy with respect to the above properties it is
necessary to construct with it a resistor of some sort, be it a heavy four-terminal rod
or a coil of fine insulated wire wound on any one of a number of different coil-form
materials. Herein lies one of the difficulties in comparing the results of one investiga-
tion with another, because the results obtained may depend to a noticiable degree upon the
form of the resistor and the distribution of stresses in the alloy. Frequently differ-
ences of opinion between producer and purchaser can be traced to these circumstances.
It is known, for example, that if two resistors are constructed using fine wire, one on a
brass spool and the other on a steel spool, but otherwise identical in construction, the
former may have a positive temperature coefficient, whereas the latter may have a negative
coefficient. The effect is due to the differences in thermal expansion of brass, steel,
and the alloy in question. The point here simply is that some uniformity of procedure
should be adopted whenever possible when comparing the resistance properties of various
alloys.

CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

The copper-nickel-zinc alloy known as "German-silver" is probably the oldest alloy
to have been used in the construction of resistance apparatus. It has a mean temperature
coefficient of resistance of about 450 parts per million per oC (ppm/oC) between the ice
and the steam point; it has considerable thermal e .m. f. against copper and is not very
stable in its resistance properties. It was the standard of comparison with respect to
which early workers sought to find improvements, and continued to be used until about the
turn of the century. It was eventually shown that the element zinc was objectionable in
this alloy.

Literature published before the year 1900 frequently mentioned an alloy called
"Platinoid". This trade name was misleading because the material contained no platinum.
The alloy was essentially German-silver with small amounts of tungsten added.

The first worker to make a systematic investigation of the suitability of various
alloys for use in resistance standards was A. Matthiessen who did much of his work under
the auspices of the British Association Committee on Standards of Electrical Resistance.
Matthiessen published a number of papers on the electrical properties of metals and alloys
during the decade 1855-65, of which two (refs.1,2) may be cited here. Much of
Matthiessen's work on resistance alloys is also published in appendices to reports of the
B.A. Committee (ref-3). The best alloy developed had a composition 2/3 silver and 1/3
platinum. This alloy had a temperature coefficient of about 325 ppm/oC and was the alloy
which the committee adopted for use in constructing the British Association type of
standard resistor. The work of Matthiessen can be summarized by quoting his concluding
remarks at the end of Appendix B in the Second B.A. Report (1863) as follows: "It will be
observed that I have not yet been able to find an alloy whose conducting power decreases
between 00 and 10000 less than that of the alloy of silver with 33.4%. platinum; and
from results obtained in this direction in conjunction with Dr. Vogt, I am of the opinion
that there will be great difficulty in doing so. We have already tested upwards of 100
alloys, and it is curious how few we have found whose conducting power varies less than
that of German-silver between 00 and 1000C."

In reptrospect one wonders why Matthiessen did not hit upon a combination which had
a temperature coefficient lower than 325 ppm/oC, but it should perhaps be borne in mind
that metals such as manganese and chromium, even in impure form, were a rarity in his day.
Furthermore, Matthiessen seems to have laboured under the misapprehension (ref.4) that no
practical binary alloy could have a temperature coefficient much smaller than the minimum
values he observed.

(19649)
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To Edward Weston belongs the credit for producing the first resistance alloy having
substainially a zero temperature coefficient. At the time this was a remarkable achieve-
ment, particularly when it is recalled that, In that day, metals by definition were
materials which always had positive temperature coefficients of resistance. Unfortunately
for posterity, Weston was never inclined to publish the results of his researches. It is
known that his interest in resistance alloys covered a period of 25 or more years extend-
ing from about 1886 to at least 1910. His most intense effort on alloys was made in the
years immediately following the establishment of his private research laboratory in Newark,
New Jersey, in 1886. His interest in alloys, arose out of some practical difficulties in
connexion with the development of his portable indicating instruments. He needed a
resistance material for voltmeter multipliers and ammeter shunts which did not vary in
resistance with changes in temperature. Early shunts were made with German-silver.
A simple calculation shows that energy dissipation sufficient to produce a 400C tempera-
ture rise will change the resistance of such a shunt by almost 2%, an amount clearly
intolerable when the overall accuracy sought was a fraction of 1%. Weston and his assis-
tants systematically compounded hundreds of alloys (ref.5) among which was found an alloy
of copper and nickel which actually had a negative coefficient. The firm of
Basse & Selve, of Altena, Germany, later coined the name "Konstantin", and hence our name
"Constantin", for this low temperature coefficient alloy having the composition 60 copper-
40 nickel. This alloy was not entirely satisfactory because of its large thermal e.m.f.
against copper. Eventually Weston produced alloys containing manganese which proved

superior. Two brief news items appearing in the technical press in 1888 (refs.6,7) de-
scribed these as zero temperature coefficient alloys having the compositions 70 copper-
30 ferromanganese, or 65 copper-25 to 30 ferromanganese-2.5 nickel. No further details
were given.

The word "Manganin" was coined by the Germans to describe a copper-nickel-manganese
alloy of rather specific composition. The Physikalisch-Technischen Reichsanstalt
(P.T.R.) was founded in 1887 and within a year after its establishment a definite programme
for the development of resistance standards was under way. The precise relation between
Weston's work and the investigations of the P.T.R. is difficult to unravel at this late
date, but in 1888 Weston's name was well known in electrical industry throughout the world
and German technicians were aware of his researches on resistance alloys. In his papers
on resistance alloys published in 1889 and 1892 Feussner (refs.8,9) makes brief mention
of Weston's alloys. In the latter paper Feussner states that an electrical manufacturer
in Berlin attempted to make an alloy in accordance with Weston's patent specifications
using ferromanganese, but the product was brittle and could not be drawn to wire.
Feussner was of the opinion that iron wao responsible for the brittleness.

The Isabellen Metal Works* in Dillenberg, Germany, had for some time used a copper-
manganese alloy for certain machine parts. Feussner ordered from this company samples
of that alloy with and without additions of nickel. In his 1889 paper Feussner gave
preliminary values for the electrical properties of these alloys. For nominal composi-
tions 70 copper-30 manganese, and 73 copper-24 manganese-3 nickel, Feussner reported
temperature coefficients of +40 and -30 ppm/oC respectively. The chemical composition
of these alloys was not determined by analysis; consequently the amount of iron and other
impurities was not known. Historically speaking, the situation is beclouded by the fact
that Weston was reputedly dissatisfied with the inability at that time of American wire
mills to draw his copper-nickel alloy ("constantan") to the fine gauges he wanted.
According to Woodbury.[loc. cit. p. 168 Weston employed German mills for this purpose
and the Isabellen works may have been one of those so employed. This company coined
the name "Westonin" for the copper-nickel-manganese alloy made to P.T.R. specifications,
but later the more descriptive name "Manganin" was adopted. Whatever the precedence of
development may have been, no less a person than von Helmholtz stated in 1892
[loc. cit. p.1"9 that "the discovery of a metal whose resistance diminishes with
temperature was made by an American engineer" (Weston).

* This firm is still in business under the name Isabellen-Hitte Heusler K.-G., (16) Dillenburg
(Hessen) Germany.
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The remark by von Helmholtz quoted above was made at the nineteenth meeting of the
B.A. Committee in Edinburgh, 1892. He and other representatives from Germany, France,
and the United States were present by invitation to consider the problem of establishing
identical electrical standards in various countries. Lindeck presented a paper on wire
standards of resistance describing some of his work at the P.T.R. This paper appeared
in English as an appendix (ref.io) to the report covering that meeting.

In 1895 the P.T.R. published in its own journal a paper (ref.ii) summarizing all the
work done on wire standards since the beginning of the project in 1888. That paper was
a landmark in the history of resistance alloys and standards, and merits some consideration
at this point. The paper consisted of four major parts, of which only the first and the
last are of interest here. The first part discussed the alloys investigated and the last
part gave data on the stability of standards constructed at the Reichsanstalt. The alloys
investigated were divided into two groups: (a) the commercially available alloys platinum-
iridium, platinum-silver, german-silver, ruckelin, and patentnickel; (b) new alloys
identified by the names "manganin" and "constantan". Platinum- iridium was not actively
considered because of its cost and high temperature coefficient the authors had a poor
opinion of Matthiessen's platinum-silver alloy because the samples they had were inhomo-
geneous and brittle. Considerable attention was paid to the last three alloys in group
(a), particularly "patentnickel". This last-named material was a coinage alloy
(essentially 75 copper-25 nickel) used by the German mint, and with it a temperature
coefficient of resistance as low as +170 ppm/oC was ;btained. The authors recognized
that the principal limitation on the accurate measurement of resistance was the tempera-
ture coefficient of the resistance alloy used. They observed that alloys of copper and
nickel without zinc had stable properties and that lower temperature coefficients were
obtained with increasing amounts of nickel. Accordingly they directed their further
researches to binary copper-base alloys containing various amounts of nickel or related
elements. They were aware of the fact that Weston had obtained negative coefficients
with alloys involving copper and manganese. For their investigation on new alloys they
obtained a series of copper-manganese alloys from the Isabellen works, and a series of
copper-nickel alloys from the firm Basse and Selve. In the first alloy series they
found that a manganese content of seven or more percent gave low temperature coefficients
and a small negative thermal e.m.f. against copper. In the second series they found
that negligible coefficients were obtained with nickel contents between 40 and 60%; the
thermal e.m.f. of these alloys was about 40 4V/OC with respect to copper. The authors
therefore probably reasoned that by adding a small amount of nickel to the copper-
manganese alloy a material might be had which would possess a low temperature coefficient
of resistance and negligible thermal e.m.f. against copper. The proportions finally
adopted were approximately 84 copper-12 manganese-4 nickel. The alloy of this rather
specific composition made by the Isabellen works for the P.T.R. is the alloy which became
known as "manganin".

The last part of Feussner and Lindeck's paper gave observations on the stability of
45 standard resistors having decimal values ranging from 0.1 ohm to 10 000 ohms. These
were constructed according to the authors' design and became known as the "Reichsanstalt
Type" of standard resistor. In this group of resistors 25 changed less than 0.01%
during a period of 1* to 3 years. The stability meas'lrements referred ultimately to
mercury standards on wnich the P.T.R. concurrently did much work.

The P.T.R. actively pursued its work on manganin resistors and set up working stan-
dards covering the range 0.001 to 10 000 ohms. Most of these standards were manufactured
to P.T.R. specifications by Otto Wolff* who limited his efforts to the production of
standard resistors and resistance apparatus only, and achieved in this field an interna-
tional reputation for the quality of his workmanship. Reports on the stability of these
standards are contained in papers by Jaeger and Lindeck (ref. 12).
* Otto Wolff senior died of natural causes during World War II. The business of the firm is

carried on by a son, also named Otto Wolff. The firm is located in the Western Sector of
Berlin and their present address is: Abbe-Strasse 12, Berlin-Charlottenburg 2, Germany.
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As a result of the thoroughness of the P.T.R. investigations and the excellence of
Wolff's manufacture, manganin standard resistors of the Reichsanstalt type became firmly
established in scientific and testing laboratories throughout the world. When the
National Bureau of Standards was organized in 1901 it acquired Wolff resistors with
Reichsanstalt certification as rapidly as funds permitted. During the period 1907-
1909 (ref. -3) the unit of resistance in the United States was maintained with a group of
ten iohm and seven 0.1ohm. standard resistors of this type. After May, 1909, the unit
was preserved with a sealed type of resistor developed by Bosa. Twice in the history
of the N.B.S. improved resistance standards have been developed by changes in design and
fabrication procedures rather than by changes in the resistance alloy employed. The
first improvement was the development of the N. B. S. type of sealed resistor alluded to
above, and described in a paper by Rosa (ref. 14) in 1908. The second improvement was
the development of the double-wall type of resistor by Thomas around 1930, regarding which
more will be said in a subsequent portion of this paper. In each case the alloy used
was manganin.

Before World War I, instrument manufacturers in the United States imported practic-
ally all their constantan and manganin from Germany. When this source of supply was
cut off, the stocks on hand were eventually depleted and domestic sources of supply had
to be developed. The essential difficulty was not inability of domestic producers to
make sound wire; the problem was more one of specifications. The foreign product
varied considerably in its properties and users differed in their opinion regarding
desired requirements. This situation stimulated a number of investigations among which
may be mentioned the work of Hunter and Bacon at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(ref. 15) and F. E. Dash at the Leeds and Northrup Company (refs. 16, 17). The results of
these investigations showed that the peak of the resistance-trperature curve for manganin
could be placed near 250C if the total iron content of the alloy was raised somewhat
above that which resulted from the unavoidable iron content of the impure manganese
employed. However, in comparing the results of Hunter's work with those-of Bash, there
seems to be some conflict of opinion regarding the effect of iron. Hunter states that
the samples to which no extra iron was added had maximum resistance around 400 C, and that
with increasing additions of iron the maximum resistance is reached at lower temperatures.
Bash states that with small amounts of iron the maximum of the resistance-temperature
curve occurs at low temperature, and that increasing amounts of iron up to 1.5% raise the
location of the peak; iron beyond 1.5% apparently brought the peak down again. The
situation may be affected by the amount of silicon or other impurity present, but in any
event both authors agreed that a total of 1.0 to 1.5% iron placed the peak of the curve
near 2500. Most manganin manufactured domestically after 1920 therefore contained extra
iron, particularly if intended for use in precision resistors as distinguished from
current shunts.

It should be noted that the manganese used before about 1937 usually contained
several percent of impurities; this might account for some of the discordant results
reported by Hunter and Bash.

In 1925 Pilling published a paper (ref. 13) presenting the results of a more or less
cursory examination of some electrical properties of the copper-nickel-manganese series
of alloys, tracing the major effects of composition on resistivity, temperature coeffi-
cient and thermoelectric power. Pilling covered a large portion of the ternary diagram
and verified that alloys with zero or negative temperature coefficient could be obtained
over a broad range of compositions, involving about half the area of the diagram. How-
ever, when consideration was limited to workable alloys having low thermal e.m. f. against
copper, the alloys of interest centered. around two fields: (1) a group containing less
tran 10% of nickel, with from 10 to 35% of manganese; (2) a group containing about 50%
of nickel and 30% of manganese. The first of these groups includes the manganin-type
alloys; tre second was margir.al in wcrtatility and as apparently never teen studied in detail.

No survey of the present type would be complete without reference to the investiga-
tions of J. 0. Linde made in Sweden at the Tekniska Hogskola, Stockholm, during tre period
1928-38. Linde was interested in the electrical properties of the binary solid solutions
formed when pure gold, silver or copper were diluted with small amounts of other elements.
His results were expressed as the proportional increase in resistance per atom percent of
diluent, and the data were arranged to show how these numerical values depended upon the
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relative location of the solvent and diluent metals in the periodic table of the aements.
The effect of temperature was included in the investigation. Most of Linde's work is
published in Annaien der Physik, to which one reference may be made here (ref.i ). In
1939 all of Linde's work in this field was assembled and published (in German) in a paper-
bound volume (ref.2o). Although Linde included only a few percent of diluent metal in
most cases, his work was of great value because it provided the stimulus for later prac-
tical development work on gold-chromium alloys in the N.B.S. by Thomas, and on silver-
manganese alloys by Schulze at the P.T.R.

In 1928, Thomas began an investigation at the N.B.S. aimed at determining the cause
of erratic variations in the values of the standards used to maintain the unit of resist-
ance. Since May, 1909, the unit in the United States had been preserved with a group of
lorm sealed resistors of the Rosa type. Although these resistors were of high quality,
experience with them during the ensuing decades revealed that individual resistors might
change several ppm/ year with respect to the average of a group of ten. Manganin coils
for these standards were insulated with silk and were prepared and baked according to
the methods used at the P.T.R. and described in the papers of Feussner and Lindeck of that
organization. Because of the silk insulation the baking temperature was limited to
1400C. This baking procedure was necessary in order to dry the shellac and to help
stabilize the resistance; no significant annealing of the wire took place, although some
partial stress relief undoubtedly occurred. From Bridgeman's work (ref.21) it is known
that resistivity is influenced by stress. Thomas reasoned that if he annealed the wire
at a temperature sufficiently high to remove all stress better stability would be obtained.
Accordingly he used bare manganin and annealed it in vacuum at 550 0C (ref.22), supporting
the coil on a steel mandrel of the same diameter as the spool on which the finished coil
was. to be mounted. The annealed coil was anchored to a silk-insulated tube with linen
thread, after which it was coated with shellac and baked for an hour at about 8000. The
finished coil was sealed in a double-walled container. These resistors gave very encourag-
ing results; Thomas then modified the design slightly by increasing the size of the wire
and the container. A group of these large double-walled resistors was made at the N.B.S.
in 1933 and a review of their performance was published 13 years later. (ref.23). These
resistors proved to be superior to any previously developed; consequently the unit of
resistance in the United States was preserved with this type of standard exclusively,
beginning in 1939. With respect to the mean of ten the value of any individual standard
changed only a few parts in ten million per year. To carry forward the performance data
given in Tables 1 and 2 of ref.23 the observations made since 1945 have been assembled
in Table 1 below. This table has been prepared on the same basis as that employed by
Thomas in the reference cited, i.e. it is assumed that the average value of the 10
resistors maintaining the unit had remained constant. As noted, some resistors have met
with accidents, yet the average change of all 15 without regard to sign was only 1.5 ppm
over a period of 21 years.
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TABLE I

Stability of iohm double-utled manganin resistors.
change in units on January 1, 1948, is omitted.)

(In this table the effect of

Standard Change in resistance, in microhms, from 1933 until -

No. 1933 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1954

68 0 +0.1 -0.1 -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 -0.6 +3.7(a)+3.6 +3.7
70 0 +0.3 +0.5 +0.4 +1.0 +0.9 +0.8 +0.9 +1.0 +1.1
74 0 -0.7 -0.3 -0.6 -0.8 -0.7 -0.8 -1.1 -1.2 -1.4
77 0 -1.0 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.1 -1.3 -1.3 -1.4 -1.3
78 0 +1.0 +1.1 +1.3 +1.5 +1.5 +1.6 +1.7 +1.8 +1.8
81 0 -0.9 -0.6 -0.6 -0.5 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.7 -0.9
82 0 -0.4 -0.0 +0.2 +0.1 +0.4 +0.2 +0.1 +0.2 +0.1
84 0 +0.6 +0.6 +0.3 +0.6 +04 +0.6 +0.4 +0.6 +0.5
89 0 +0.1 -0.2 -0.1 -0.6 -0.2 -1.2 -0.3 -0.3 -0.5
90 0 +0.5 +0.7 +1,1 +0.8 +0.8 +1.0 +1,1 +0.9 +1.2

67 0 -1.5 -1..4 -1.0 -0.8 -1.0 -1.5 -1.3 -1.6 -1.7

69 0 +1,9 -- +4.7 (b +4,6 +4.5 +4.4 +4,4 +4.3 +4.3

72 0 +0.4 +0.4 -- -- -- +2.8 +2.7 +2.5 +2.6

73 0 -0.9 -- -- -- - -1.2 -1.5 1-2.0 0.0 (c)

83 0 -2.1 -- -- - -- -1.5 + -1.5 -1.9 -1.3
_________ _____ _____ ~ ~I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Notes: (a) This resistor was accidentally dropped in January 1951, which caused a sudden
increase in resistance of about 4 microhms; its value has remained constant
since that date.

(b) (c) These resistors were employed in international intercomparisons immediately
preceding the date noted. In 1953 Nos.72, 73, and 83 made a round trip to
France by air via diplomatic mail pouch; in each direction of travel they
journeyed in 3 separate flights and were not given preferential treatment.
The resistance of No.73 increased 1.3 microhms during its absence from
Washington.

The manganin employed in these large double-walled resistors has been of much
interest and the source of numerous inquiries. The wire was obtained from the
Driver-Harris Company in 1933 and was manufactured before the advent of electrolytic
manganese. It was known that the 5500C anneal would raise the temperature coefficient;
the producer was therefore requested to supply, if possible, manganin wire which had a
slightly negative coefficient. Two lots of wire were supplied; the wire appeared to
be quite soft, and as received had a zero temperature coefficient at about 2000. The
finished standards had small coefficients, varying from zero to +3ppm/OC at 2500. The
chemical analysis of this wire is given in table 2 overleaf. Samples A and B were from
lots 1 and 2 respectively, and were analyzed at the N.B.S. in 1933. Sample C carne from
the remains of lot 1 or 2 used by Thomas in 1933, and was given to the Leeds and Northrup
Company in 1947, which organization redetermined the composition. Their results are
included to show silicon content.
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TABLE 2

Analyses' of Yanganin Used in N.1.S. Double-Walled Standards

Sample A B C

Copper 1 82.2 82.7 82.38
Manganese 13.2 12.1 12.98
Nickel 4.2 4.6 4.22
Iron . 0.3 0.5 0.246
Silicon - - 0.042

* All values are in percent by weight

During the decade 1930-40 Thomas investigated the resistance properties of the follow-
ing alloys: gold- chromium (ref.24), gold-cobalt (ref.25), and copper-manganese-eluminium
(ref.26). A brief summary of the resistance properties of these alloys will be given
here, but the interested reader should refer to the original papers for further details.

The investigation of the gold alloys was suggested by Linde's work referred to above.
Thomas found that the resistivity of a gold-chromium alloy containing 2.1% chromium by
weight could be made independent of temperature to less than 1 part in a million in the
range 200 to 300C. This was achieved by a suitable baking procedure. Most alloys
exhibit an increase in temperature coefficient at 2500 and a decrease in resistivity when
baked at elevated temperatures. Gold-chromium behaves in an unusual fashion inasmuch as
baking produces the opposite effect in that the resistance increases and the temperature
coefficient decreases on baking. For alloys of the proportions mentioned it was found
that a linear relationship existed between the increase in resistance and the decrease in
coefficient when baked at 1500C. A 1% increase in resistance was accompanied by a
decrease of 26 ppm/0C in the temperature coefficient. By employing this relationship,
the coefficient could be adjusted to zero with comparatively few determinations of its
value because the resistance changes were large and could be measured and followed with
ease. The general shape of the resistance-temperature curves of these alloys is well
illustrated in figure 3 of a later paper by Godfrey (ref.27). The thermal e.m.f. of
gold-chromium against copper is 7 or 8 4V/oC at 250C as compared with 2 or 3 V/0C for
manganin against opper. Gold-chromium alloy shows to best advantage when used for
constructing standards of 10 ohms or more. Two lobm standards have been made using
heavy wire mounted in the large-type double-walled containers. Over a period of 4 years
the resistance of one has decreased 6.6 ppm while the other has increased 1.6 ppm; the
stability of these is apparently no better than the best manganin double-walled resistors,
and may i fact be not quite as good. The advantage of gold-chromium alloy lies in the
fact that the resistance of coils made with the small wire sizes appropriate to nominal
values in the range 10 to 100 ohms can be manipulated by baking, so that the temperature
coefficient can be made substantially zero over the interval 200 to 300C.

Linde's work indicated that 2% by weight of cobalt in gold would give an alloy having
zero temperature coefficient around 250C. Thomas therefore prepared a series of gold-
cobalt alloys having from 0.75 to 5% cobalt. He found that 10-ohm coils when baked for
18 hours at 1400C would have zero temperature coefficients if the cobalt content was about
2.2% by weight. The thermo-electric power of this alloy against copper is very high,
being about 45 4V/OC. The stability of a few resistors made with this alloy indicated
that the general performance was inferior to gold-chromium.

Alloys similar to manganin; but with the nickel replaced with about the same weight
percent of aluminium, first came to the attention of the National Bureau of Standards
around 1910. At that time Wilbur B. Driver donated samples of such an alloy which he
had developed as an electrical-resistance material. This material had a very low thermal
e.m.f. against copper and was of the type which later became known as eTherlo". The
composition of Driver's material was approximately 84 copper-12 manganese-4 aluminium, with
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traces of iron and nickel. A number of resistance standards were made from these samples
and kept under observation and in regular use for mire than 20 years. The alloy used in
these standards was not physically sound inasmuch as inclusions and imperfections were
readily visible. The performance of these standards was sufficiently good, however, to
warrant a more complete investigation of the resistance properties of alloys of this type.
Such an investigation was finally made by Thomas in the early 1930's. Thomas made a
series of alloys containing from 80 to 95% copper with varying proportions of manganese
and nluminz, and he worked out a procedure for making sound. material in small quantities.
The resistivity and temperature coefficient of these alloys were quite appreciably
influenced by heat treatment. Baking at 14000 for 18 hours changed the resistivity by
over 10% in some cases. A number of compositions were found which gave substantially
zero temperature coefficient after baking. Of these alloys, that alloy which gave the
lowest thermoelectric power against copper was found to be 85 copper-9.5 manganese-
5.5 aluminium. Compared to manganin this alloy had approximately the same resistivity;
its temperature coefficient could be made zero at 250C; the change of the resistance with
temperature was about half tnat of manganin; and the thermoelectric power against copper
was only 10% that of manganin. The structure of this alloy was evidently complex because
the wire would become harder if it were heated at too high a temperature in the attempt to
anneal it during the swaging process. Ductile cold-worked wire, after mounting on the
insulated spool for the finished coil, would become brittle after the 14000 baking pro-
cedure. These effects may have been caused by a precipitation hardening phenomenon;
some metallographic work should be included in any future work on alloys of this type.

During the period 1933-41 Alfred Schulze in Germany did considerable work on alloys
for standard resistors at the P.T.R.; scme of his work paralleled and confirmed that of Thomas,
particularly on the high-temperature treatment of manganin (ref.28) and on gold-chromium
alloys (ref.29). Of more interest here, however, are two other papers of Schlze's, the
first of which (rzf.30) is a summary of the properties of certain resistance materials
suitable for use in constructing standard resistors. That paper is divided :nto three
parts: (1) resistance materials based on copper-manganese; (2) gold-chromium;
(3) peculiarities in physical behaviour of resistance materials. In part I the author
reviews the properties of manganin as a function of annealing temperature, and he includes
data on three aluntrium-bearing copper-manganese alloys. Two of these were commercial
German alloys known as "Isabellin" and "Novokonstant", while the third, called
"A- Legierung", was intended to duplicate the composition adopted by Thomas in his paper
(ref.26) on copper-manganese-eluminiumalloys. In agreement with Thomas, Schulze found
that these aluminium-bearing alloys had resistance properties which were quite sensitive
to heat-treatment. He found that the alloy "Isabellin" (84 copper-13 manganese-3
aluminium) had a temperature coefficient of about -38 ppm/oC in the cold-worked condition,
but that after heating for 75 to 85 hours in a neutral atmosphere at 5000C the coefficient
could be made very small. Small coefficients could also be obtained with the other two
alloys by following a similar baking process. Schulze made experimental resistors from
all three alloys and obtained stable coils from "Isabellin" and "Novokonstant" in most
cases. However, with Thomas' alloy (85 copper-9.5 manganese-5.5 aluminium) Schulze was
unable to produce stable resistors. This result is not in agreement with results obtained
at N.B.S. and is further evidence that alloys of this type possess some metallurgical
peculiarities which are not fully understood. Alloys of this type ("therlo") have many
desirable features and it appears that further study is warranted.

In part II of the paper under discussion (ref.30), the author makes brief reference
to gold-chromium resistors containing 2.05% chromium by weight. These were baked at
about 2000C for 16 to 20 hours to reduce temperature coefficients to low values. Their
behaviour was entirely in accord with the observations of Thomas and Godfrey in the United States.
In part III the author discusses the effect of atmospheric humidity on the resistance of
coils attached to supporting spools with shellac and describes a new form of resistor
employing a sealed container, a type of construction not heretofore used extensively in
Germany. The early work of Rosa at the N.B.S. demonstrated the necessity for sealing
precision resistors against the effect of atmospheric humidity, and in this country
precision resistors of lohm and higher have been enclosed in sealed containers for the
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past 40 years. Indeed, experience in the United States has shown that the beneficial
effect of the high temperature anneal of manganin is largely lost if the resistors are
left open and exposed to the atmosphere.

The second of Schulze's papers to which particular reference will be made here deals
with the use of silver-base resistance alloys (ref.3z). That paper is of great interest
because Schulze demonstrated that certain silver alloys could be made which had very small
temperature coefficients around room temperature, and which had other desirable properties
making them useful in the construction of precision resistance standards. From Table 8
in Linde's book (ref.2o) it is apparent that silver alloyed with 7 to 17 atomic % of man-
ganese would have substantially a zero temperature coefficient. A few resistors using
alloys of this type have been made at the N.B.S. during recent years; no systematic
study has as yet been made here, but the results support the conclusions of Schulze and
indicate that further investigation of silver-manganese alloys would be profitable. It
is interesting to note tnat although Matthiessen never succeeded in producing an alloy
having lower temperature coefficient than about +325 ppm/oC obtained with his silver-
platinum alloy, Schulze was able to produce silver alloys having the largest negative
coefficients ever observed in metallic solid solutions as far as the author knows.
Schulze studied five alloys consisting of silver alloyed with from about 9 to 22% of
manganese and tin in various proportions. The alloy containing least silver had a com-
position 78 silver - 13 manganese - 9 tin, and although its electrical properties were
very good, the alloy had such poor mechanical properties as to render it unsatisfactory
for extensive use. Three of the five alloys were found to be particularly useful in
the construction of standard resistors. Their properties are summarized in Table 3
below.

TABLE 3

Electrical Properties of Three Silver Alloys
(From data by Schulze)

Alloy Nominal Resistivity nicroh-cm a, C.W. Finished Resistors de/dTComposition C.W. H.T. 020

A 8.78 Mn, bal Ag 32 28 -40x10- 6 -0.85x10- 6 -0.04x10- 6 +2.5

B 10 Mn 8 Sn 82 Ag 55 51 -36x10- 6  +1.70x10- 6 +0.23x10-6 +0.5

C 17 Mn 3 Sn 8 Ag 58 46 -105x10- 6 +0.49xi0- 6 +0.05x10-6 +2

Notes: Data taken from ref.32. C.W. = cold worked. H.T. = heat treated. a and are
constants in the quadratic resistance-temperature equation. de/dT = thermoelectric
power against copper, in .V/oC, in the vicinity of 250C.

The properties of these three alloys depended greatly upon their mechanical and thermal
treatment. The very large negative temperature coefficient of the cold-worked wire
could be changed to substantially zero by heating it in accordance with a schedule which
varied with the composition. Alloys A, B, and C were given the following respective
heat treatment: 12 hours at 2500C, 10 hours at 17 C and 18 hours at 2700C. The finished
resistors referred to were open coils on porcelain spools, of 1-ohm nominal value, using
wire of 0.5 and 0.6 mm diameter. No data are available regarding the long-time stability
of these resistors, but data taken over a period of 1 to 10 months indicated that they
remained constant within a few ppm. Schulze's work on silver alloys may be summarized
by stating that alloys of this type can be prepared which are responsive to heat treat-
ment, and which can be processed in such a manner as to make their temperature coefficients
extremely small. The resistance-temperature curve is much flatter than in the case of
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manganin; in this regard the alloy comparesfavourably with gold-chromium. The thermo-
electric power against copper is not greater than that of manganin.

In recent years two new resistance alloys of a modified nickel-chromium type have
been introduced in the United States. They are produced by the Wilbur B. Driver Company
and the Driver-Harris Company under the respective trade names "Evanohm" (refs. 3 2,33 ) and
"Karma". They contain approximately 74 nickel and 20 chromium, the balance being aluninium
plus iron or copper. The thermoelectric power of these alloys against copper is about
the same as that of nanganin, but their resistivity is higher by a factor of 2.5 to 3
times. By a suitable annealing and baking process the 2500 temperature coefficient can
be made to fall in the range 20 ppm/oC. The resistance-temperature curve of these
materials is fairly flat over a wide temperature interval.

Mention should also be made of a new alloy sold by the C. 0. Jelliff Mfg. Corp.,
known as "Jelliff Alloy 800". This alloy has a resistivity of approximately 800 ohms
(circular mil, ft), and is composed of substantial amounts of nickel, chromium and
manganese, together with smaller amounts of molybdenum; it can be made to have a tempera-
ture coefficient of 20 ppm/oC in the vicinity of room temperature. The thermoelectric
power against copper is about twice that of manganin. This material, like the modified
nickel-chromium alloys mentioned above, has greater strength than the copper-base alloys
and consequently fine wire can be handled with relative ease in automatic winding machines
employed for manufacturing wire-wound resistors used in considerable quantities in the
communications and semi-precision instrument fields. The three new alloys mentioned are
frequently used in constructing high-valued wire resistors. A limited number of preci-
sion standard resistors have been made in the N.B.S. using these new alloys. They have
satisfactory temperature coefficients but no great amount of data on long-time stability
has been accumulated. Some difficulty due to hysteresis effects have been experienced
with the alloys containing alminium. These alloys are of sufficient interest to warrant
further study.

RECAPITULATION

In this paper reference has been made to the principal resistance alloys that have
at one time or another been used in the construction of precision resistors. It is a
tribute to the excellent qualities of manganin when one considers that this alloy still
finds wide favour af,;er 60 years of use, although to some extent it is being displaced by
the new high-resistivity alloys of the modified nickel-chromium type. Many studies of
manganin-type alloys have been made, yet there is no adequate explanation for the insta-
bility that has occasionally been observed in some lots of this material. The effect
of residual iron and silicon in this alloy is not fully understood. Unpublished results
of studies by Thomas on alloys of the manganin type made with electrolytic manganese
indicate that the exact proportions of copper, nickel, and manganese are not critical.

A series of alloys of this type can be made with copper in the range 70 to 85% and all with
substantially zero temperature coefficient. In this series of alloys the thermoelectric
power against copper and the curvature of the resistance-temperature graph have values
depending on the composition; Thomas was unable to adjust the composition so as to
simultaneously obtain negligible values for these properties. An investigation currently
under way in the N.B.S. aims to complete this work.

The work of Schulze on silver alloys indicates that further investigation of modified
silver-manganese alloys should be made. Alloys with very little temperature dependence,
comparable to gold-chromium, appear to be attainable.

Alloys of the therlo type have long been of interest because of their low thermo-
electric power and because their resistance-temperature curve has less curvature than that
of manganin. More work needs to be done on these alloys to determine why they sometimes
become brittle and show instability.
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A few standard resistors have been made in the N.B.S. using the high-resistivity
alloys Evanohm, Karma, and Jelliff Alloy 800. Further studies are required in order to
determine their suitability for the needs of national standardizing laboratories.
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THE ERROR DUE TO THE PELTIER EFFECT IN DIRECT-CURRENT MEASUREMENTS OF
RESISTANCE, C. G. Kirby and M. J. Laubitz (National Research Council of
Canada, Division of Physics, Ottawa, Canada), Metrologia 9, 103-106 (1973).

The recent development of ac bridges for precise resistance
determinations has brought on the not altogether unexpected discovery of
significant differences between dc and ac measurements. In this article, we
discuss one such difference, observed in germanium resistance thermometers,
and show that it can be unequivocally ascribed to the Peltier effect, the dc
measurement in this case being in error. This conclusion is based on a
thermal model of the resistor which predicts accurately the magnitude and
frequency variation of the observed effect, both for 2- and 4-terminal
measurements. The applicability of this model to other devices is briefly
discussed.

RESISTANCE COMPARISONS AT NANOVOLT LEVELS USING AN ISOLATING CURRENT RATIO
GENERATOR, L. Crovini and C. G. M. Kirby (National Research Council of
Canada, Ottawa, Canada), Rev. Sci. Instrum. 41, 493-497, (1970).

A circuit has been developed for the generation of isolated current
having precisely defined ratios. It can be used to compare resistances with
accuracies up to 0.03 ppm and with sensitivities as low as 1 nV. When
comparisons are made using low frequency currents, thermal emf's are
eliminated. Several variations of the circuit which can be made easily in
the laboratory are described.
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TRANSPORTABLE 1000 pF STANDARD FOR THE NBS
CAPACITANCE MEASUREMENT ASSURANCE PROGRAM

George Free and
Electrical Measurements

National Bureau
Washington,

Jerome Morrow
and Standards Division
of Standards
DC 20234

Abstract

A capacitance transport standard has been constructed for
use in the National Bureau of Standards Measurement Assurance
Program. The transport standard was designed so that variations
in ambient temperature and mechanical shock would have a minimal
effect on the value of the internal reference capacitors. A
significant improvement in stability of 1000 pF capacitors during
shipment and in the laboratory has been achieved through this
design.
Key words: calibration; measurement assurance; measurement assurance programs;
reference standards; standard capacitors; standard qualification; transfer
standards.

Introduction
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For the capacitance MAP, it was necessary to develop a
transport standard which would behave predictably over an
extended period during which the internal capacitors would be
subjected to both mechanical and thermal shock. Due to customer
needs, the transport standard would have to be at the 1000 pF
level (the most common reference standard in most laboratories).

At the 1000 pF level, the most stable, commercial
available standards are nitrogen dielectric capacitors.
values of these capacitors vary due to temperature (w
coefficients of about 2 ppm/ 0 C), temperature hysteresis,
mechanical stress. The reduction of instability from th
sources were planned through design of the transport box
minor modifications to commercially available capacitors.
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The goals for the construction of the transport package were
as follows:
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o The package should provide a transportable temperature
controlled environment with a maximum departure from
nominal temperature of 0.01 0C under normal laboratory
conditions.

o The package should provide for a minimum amount of
change due to handling.

o The package should be of simple design and construction
so that it may be duplicated by laboratories interested
in increasing the stability of their standards.

Construction

The most important limitation in the performance of the
transport standard is the quality of the capacitor used. Tests
were devised by which the mechanical stability of capacitors
could be systematically evaluated (1) and the results were used
to select the four "best" capacitors available for inclusion in
the standard. The method of testing and the results are
discussed in the Appendix. These tests were also used to
evaluate 10 pF and 100 pF standards.

Before placing the capacitors in the transport box, their
outer enclosures were removed. Since the stability of the
trimmer in these capacitors is unknown and difficult to analyze,
it was also removed and electrical connection to the inner
enclosure was made through a special head. The head was designed
to eliminate stray capacitance between the leads coming out of
the capacitor and to guarantee good electrical contact between
the cable shield and the enclosure, thus making the capacitor more
closely meet the requirements for three-terminal devices with a
negligible amount of stray capacitance.

The capacitors were placed in an al-uminum box (see Figure .1)
25.4 cm (10 inches) on a side, with sufficient soft-sponge
packing material surrounding them so that they were effectively
fixed in position with no rigid connections. The capacitors were
insulated from each other by plastic sheets, thereby reducing the
possibility of electrical ground loops during measurements.
Heaters, consisting of many turns of magnet wire, were positioned
to cover the total surface of each side of the-box and were
attached to the box with adhesive tape adhesivee agent on both
sides). Additional tape (of the type used to seal heating air
ducts) was tightly wrapped on top of the heater wires to assure
good thermal contact with the box and prevent motion of the wire.
An outer box was made out of plastic and wood, its dimensions
allowing for at least 7.6 cm (3 inches) of insulation between it
and the inner box. The aluminum box was. then foamed in place
with rigid polyurethane. Coaxial leads from the inner box to the
outside were placed so as to assure good thermal contact with the
inside aluminum box, reducing temperature variations transmitted
through the leads. The coaxial leads are RG316/U 50 ohm cable.
The small cross-section of metal in the inner conductor and
shielding reduces the heat path to the outside.
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The temperature control circuit for the standard (see Figure
2) consists of a thermistor bridge and a very simple operational
amplifier circuit. The temperature-sensitive components of the
control circuit (resistors and amplifier) are placed inside the
aluminum box in a section separated from the capacitors by an
aluminum plate. The less sensitive components, such as the power
supply and the power transistor for the heating coils, are in a
small control box separate from the transport standard. The
control thermistor is wrapped in aluminum foil and placed under
the adhesive tape between the heater wires and the aluminum
enclosure.
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measuri
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The control circuit was designed to operate
a 12 VDC primary power source. When operated
source, the circuit needs an additional +15
provide current for the operational amplifier.
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As the standard was too large to fit in available
ronmental chambers, the temperature-variation performance
d be studied only with respect to changes in the laboratory
ronment. The temperature variation tests were carried out
a relatively narrow range of temperatures.

For a temperature range of 3.9 0 C in the laboratory, i.e.,
from 19.9 G to 23.8 0 C, the measured variation in box
temperature was 0 .011 0 C while for a temperature variation of
1.3 0 C from 19.9 0 C to 21.2 GC, the measured variation was
0.0050C. These two tests were carried out in different
laboratory environments.
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The reported measurements of temperature dependence were
obtained using the measurement system described in (2) and 100 pF
quartz dielectric capacitors in an oil bath as the reference
standard. The results of the stability. test are shown in Table
1. The period during which measurements were made was one month
(31 days). There were 17 intercomparisons and the time-of-day of
measurement was varied in order that the full range of laboratory
temperatures, i.e., 19.9 to 21.1 0C, was included. The
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resolution of the measuring system is +0.001 ppm.
capacitance change, C(MAX)-C(MIN), for each standard
the first row of the table.

The
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given in

Table 2 is based upon the same data as Table 1 but the
measu red values are represented by the equation y = a + t +yAT
using a least squares fit. In this equation y is the departure
from the nominal capacitance value (in ppm) after a time t (in
days), and for the temperature increment AT (degrees celsius)
which is the departure of the box temperature from the nominal
control temperature, or AT=TBox-30.00 0 C. The paramters a, ,
and Y are, respectively, the residual capacitance offset (ppm),
the daily drift rate (ppm/day), and the ;temperature coefficient
(ppm/oC).
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TABLE 1.

Parameter

Range

a(Individual Measurement)

a(Mean)

Al
(ppm)

0.022

0.009

0.003

Capacitors
A2 A3
(ppm) (ppm)

0.080 0.064

0.020 0.020

0.007 0.007

DAILY VALUES

TABLE 2.

FITTED T 0 a+ Bt + YAT

Al

a(ppm)

a (ppm/day)

y (ppm/ C)

a(RES) (ppm)

-147.290

-0.0012

3.2667

0.006

t = time in days

TABLE

CHANGES IN CAPACITANC

Al
(ppm)

Min. Change 0.071

Max. Change 0.388

Ave. Change 0.194

Change for 9 Months 0.123

A2

-270.115

-0.0030

2.8826

0.004

AT = Tbox

3.

E DUE TO

A2

(ppm)

0.047

0.162

0.104

0.426

A3

-325.593

-0.0027

2.6822

0.006

- 30.00 0

SHIPMENT

A3
(ppm)

0.030

0.209

0.083

0.193

A4
(ppm)

0.020

0.111

0.061

0.081

404

A4
(ppm)

0.036

0.01 2

0.004

Mean
(ppm)

0.046

0.01 5

0.005

A4

-172.455

-0.0021

3.8676

0.004

Mean
(ppm)

0.009

0.180

0.069



In one shipment, capacit
was not included in Table 3,
this change would be suffici
excluded from all calculations

or A3 changed 1.24
since in a normal
ent to cause this

ppm. This
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capacitor

Conclusion

Calibrations using the transport standard appear to offer
significant improvement over the normal method of shipping
capacitors to NBS. At present, a 5-ppm uncertainty in value must
be assigned to capacitors shipped to NBS for calibration; a major
portion of this uncertainty is an allowance for changes due to
shipping. Using the transport standard, this uncertainty can be
reduced by approximately one order of magnitude.
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The temperature coefficients and drift rates of the
capacitors were calculated for a period of time between
shipments. A further study will be carried out to see if these
coefficients remain unchanged over the time interval of two
measurement periods with shipment of the standards in between.
If the coefficients do remain constant, a further reduction in
the uncertainty of predicted values for the standards will be
justified.
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Appendix

Capacitors are exposed to a
during use in the laboratory or d
packing standard capacitors will,
of the shock incurred in shipment
receives some degree of shock eve
of the type used in the transport
in position by support rods. Me
the geometry of the plates or the
to the enclosure.

variety
uring shi

at most
; in the 1
ry time it

box have
chani cal
position

of mechanical shocks
pment. Great care in
reduce the intensity

aboratory, a capacitor
is moved. Capacitors
parallel plates fixed

shock tends to change
of the plates relative

The mechanical stability of the standards was of utmost
importance since it was intended that they be shipped from six to
ten times annually. Therefore, six tests of stability were
devised to select those standards most suitable for shipment.
Since only a limited number of capacitors were available as
candidates for testing the transport box, absolute limits of
performance could not be established. Instead, those capacitors
of the available groups which appeared to be "best" were chosen.
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t in some capaci tors.
used in the box.

Only those with a negli

TILT: After measurement of capacitance in the upright
position the capacitor is tilted 900 and returned to the upright
position for the second measurement. The test is repeated for
each side and the bottom of the capacitor, i.e., five tests in
all. The net difference C(UPRIGHT) 1  - C(UPRIGHT) 2  is determined.
Since changes with position should be completely reversible for a
good capacitor, any measurable net change was cause for rejec-
tion.

SOFT KNOCK: The capacitor is measured before and after
being struck by the head of a pendulum. The head is covered with
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soft rubber. The force generated by the pendulum is roughly
equivalent to that generated by a mild wrist action motion of the
human hand. The force is in a horizontal plane and it is applied
to the four sides and corners of the capacitor. The differences
C(BEFORE) - C(AFTER) are determined. A minimum change was the
criterion for selection of capacitors from those available as
candidates.

HARD KNOCK: The test procedure is the same as that for SOFT
KNOCK with the exception that the soft rubber head is replaced by
a hard plastic head. In the SOFT KNOCK test the force has a
relatively long duration with a gaussian-like shape; in the HARD
KNOCK the force tends to be impulsive with a more abrupt rise and
fall.

DROP TEST: The capacitor is measured in the upright position. A
2" plate is inserted under one side of the capacitor raising that
side off the table. The plate is quickly removed allowing the
capacitor to drop back in its initial upright position and the
capacitance is measured again. Differences C(UPRIGHT)1  -
C(UPRIGHT) 2 are determined for tests repeated for the four sides
of the capacitor. The applied impulse is in the vertical direc-
tion. Capacitors were chosen on the basis of minmum change in
this test.
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TESTING TO QUANTIFY THE EFFECTS OF HANDLING
OF

GAS DIELECTRIC STANDARD CAPACITORS

by Charles R. Levy

1. Abstract

A test method known as the "Handling and Stability Test" is
currently being used at NBS as part of the requirement for the
five-part-per-million calibration of gas dielectric standard
capacitors. This test is used to achieve qualitative information
on the effects of mechanical shock from shipping and handling on
standard capacitors and to rank them quantitatively with respect
to these effects.

2. Introduction

Nitrogen dielectric capacitors are used as
andards for measurements of capacitance in m
boratories in the United States, as well as in ma
the world. Since the most common standard used
1000 picofarads, this report is based on tests
this value, but an equivalent test is performed
capacitors as well.

the reference
any metrology
ny other parts
has a capacity
of capacitors
on 10 and 100

Recognizing the range of mechanical shocks which these
capacitors may receive in service or in transport, NBS devised
tests to confirm the mechanical integrity of the units before
calibration and to determine the magnitude of any related effects
[1]. Such effects may then be taken into account quantitatively
in the systematic error portion of the uncertainty statement.
The results of the handling test were also expected to be useful
to guide the user concerning changes in capacitance to be
expected as a result of transport and normal handling. The use
of standard gas filled capacitors in transport service is rapidly
becoming a more important basis for the intercomparison of
reference standards among calibration laboratories. A similar
approach, based upon the use of a compressed gas capacitor
(specifically designed for high voltage) in transport service,
has also been investigated in connection with the intercomparison
of high voltage capacitance measurements [2].

The test procedure has also
ry stable, transportabl
cular, the results of these
pacitors and in the design
ing the capacitors.

been used for the development of
e capacitance standard. In
tests were used in the selection
of a suitable transport box for

I.f the procedures described within this paper are used, gas
dielectric capacitors not normally shipped to a primary reference
facility may be tested to identify possible handling problems
that may not otherwise be detected. In some metrology
laboratories, step-up or step-down methods are used (3, 4, 6, 7,
8) to compare capacitors having a range of value with a high
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quality (e.g., fuse
the uncertainties
appropriate allow
normal laboratory
effective tool for
the necessary fac
significant possib
primary standards.
in the number of
those taken out of
a reduction of the
and a reduction in

3. Methodology

ed silica) reference capacitor.
assigned to the measurements

ances for capacitance changes
handling. The handling test p
this purpose and, in those lab
ilities and data analysis ski
ility for reducing the cost of
Such cost savings may result

reference standards in inven
service for calibration at a
cost of a larger number of su
the risks of shipping fragile

In such cases,
should include
associated with

procedures are an
oratories having
lls, there is a
traceability to

from a reduction
tory to replace
remote facility,
ch calibrations,
devi ces.

Tests simulating the acceleration forces during various
types of handling had to be defined. Some guidance in this
regard was obtained from the manufacturers' specifications. On
the basis of these tests, specialized equipment, relatively sim-
ple in design, was developed by Jerome Morrow and George Free of
NBS [1]. This equipment and the procedures used to affect these
tests are described in later portions of this document. In
addition, dimensions of the equipment are given in Appendix 2 as
an aid to those who wish to duplicate it.

The tests which have been developed address many of
common handling problems users may encounter. The test names
their purposes are:

the
and

o CONNECTOR TEST - Determines looseness of either or both
connectors and associated parts. Also used to determine
conductance problems that may be due to poor bonding of the
connector to the case of the capacitor standard, poor solder
joints, or loose inner pins of the connectors.

o ORIENTATION TEST - Used to determine the change in
capacitance due to a ninety-degree rotation of the capacitor
from its upright position; i.e., to a position of lying on
its side. The capacitor is tested six times, once to each
side. Excessive changes may indicate looseness of fasteners
within the capacitor housing.

o ANGLE
hor izo
esti ma
operat
three
1 abora
user t

3 DEGREES - Most
ntal and this test
ted worst case i
ions considering
degrees does no

stories. The change
o relate errors to

lab
wa
n

a s
ti
in
su

table surfaces vary from the
s planned [1] on the basis of the
normal calibration laboratory
urvey within NBS. The value of
reflect a sampling of other
measured capacitance allows the
rface differences of lab tables.

o TILT TEST -
component pa
detected by
normal resti

This test was devised to check for movement
rts within the capacitor housing that may not
measurement of the standard capacitor in i

ng position.
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Tilting table for angle test.
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Figure 1.
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o KNOCK SOFT OR HARD
capacitor receives
handling in the lab.

TEST - To simulate impacts the standard
while in transit or through rough

o DROP TEST
being drop
within the

- Designed
ped during t
users' lab

to
ran
or

s
s

si mu
port
hi ppi

late the capac
or excessively
ng facility.

itor standard
rough handling

4. Equipment Fabricated for Tests

Special
tests descri
interested in
following the

equipment wa
bed in this
reproducing
text.

s

p
cons

aper.
this

tructed at
For the

equipment,

NBS to accompli
convenience of
drawings are in

For the angle test, a tilti
a platform supporting a hinged
degree increments. Three adjus
platform. To adjust the an
adjustable screw rod with a lai
figure 1. This knob can vary th
from zero to three degrees or m
angle of three degrees was selec
and to
block
three

save time in adjustment o
with an adjustable screw
degree position.

ng table was built consisting of
plate that can be tilted in half
table feet are used to level the
gle of the tilting plate, an
rge knob is provided as shown in
ie angle of the adjustable plate
ore as required. However, as an
ted as the most useful test angle
f the elevated table, a removable

was fashioned and fixed in the

For the knock tests, a stand was made to support a hammer
with interchangeable heads. Referring to figure 2, an angle
plate on the side of the stand was marked off in increments of
10, 15, 20, 25, and 45 degrees. A stop is used to prevent the
hammer from going back further than the desired angle. The plate
is movable in the vertical plane to accommodate taller capacitors
without affecting the desired striking angle.

The hammer selected
Providence, R. I.,
chable heads used a
any, United Greenfie
are desi nated as H

tic head)'.

was manufactured by the Nicholson File
and is designated as No. 155. The two
re manufactured by J. H. Williams and
ld Division of TRW, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.;
SF-15-SS (soft head) and HSF-15-N (hard

In the case of the drop test, a block of wood having dimen-
sions 3.8 cm (1.5 inches) by 8.9 cm (3.5 inches) was used. By
inserting this block with the smaller dimension under one of the
capacitor sides and then quickly removing it, one drops the
capacitor to that side. This test simulates dropping a capacitor
contained within an appropriate shipping container on one of its
sides or corners.

1Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are identified in this
paper in order to adequately specify the experimental procedure. Such identifi-
cation does not imply recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of
Standards, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment identified are
necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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5. Testing Procedure and Results

To produce uniform results, a systematic method of testing
was developed. The results collected over the years have, there-
fore, consistent significance and may be examined for indications
of impending problems, or to predict the direction in which the
value of the capacitor may change. They also provide a history
of the handling and stability of the standard. Furthermore, the
test results can be used to screen capacitors not suitable for
precision measurements and to select capacitors for a bank.

A long
acitor and to
ridge (8, 9).
appropriate

ed in Table 1.

set of coaxial leads
the appropriate
A known capaci

tap on the stan

was connected
transformer

tance standa
dard side of

tap
rd w
the

to the test
on the
as conn
bridge

NBS-TYPE
ected to

as out-

Table 1. Connection of test unit (unknown) and
reference capacitor to NBS-type 2 bridge

Test Capacitor

Nominal Bridge Transformer
Value Tap

+ 1 Fx

+ 1 Fx

+ 1 Fx

standard

Standard Capacitor

Nominal Bridge Transformer
Value Tap

100 pF

100 pF

10 pF

- 1 Fs

- 1 Fs

- 1 Fs

procedure
s in a spec
ees, tilt,

The detai
.

adopted at NBS provided
ific order: connector, o
knock soft, knock hard, an
led description of each

r
d
i

for testing t
ientation, ang
finally the dr

s given later

A uniform method of identifying the sides of the capacitor
was established as specified in figure 3. Throughout this
report, mention will be made to the reference position.
Referring to figure 3, the reference position in the case of all
tests except the knock test is that position of the capacitance
standard resting upright on the lab table with Side A facing the
operator. In the case of the knock tests, Side A faces the
striking force (refer also to figure 2).

The
for compl
needed.
with the
accordan
and (5).
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all move

Ion
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movement of the
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capacitor within the testing area as
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h a particular test are accomplished.
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long leads to the unit under
these measurements because
ues are significant.

test
only

do not affect
changes from

the accuracy
the initial

6. Connector Test

This test was devised to detect several common problems
experienced with capacitors received for calibration at the NBS.
Such problems are not necessarily related to transportation
effects. Many standards arrive with loose connectors, loose
connector inner conductors, or broken or damaged connector parts;
for example, a leaf may be missing from the inner conductor of
the GenRad 874 connectors, those most commonly used.

Repairs made at the user's lab have been found to create
significant problems due, particularly, to improper soldering
techniques. Unacceptably high or unstable conductances are often
the result of cracked or cold solder joints at the inner pins of
the connectors or at points of connection to the capacitor;
likewise such faults may be associated with a loose inner conduc-
tor in either or both connectors. Modifications of the unit
often lead to similar problems (6).

The procedure to determine if a connector defect exists is
to apply a gentle force in a rotary fashion to each lead connec-
tor. The bridge must be balanced prior to this test. Any
changes in capacitance or conductance are noted. Then, with the
source oscillator voltage to the bridge off (to avoid transients
in the bridge circuits), each connector is disconnected and then
reconnected. Repeat, recording any difference observed. Changes
greater than 0.05 ppm capacitance or 10-5 micromhos conductance
are cause for concern. If a problem is apparent, check the
points mentioned above to see if improvement can be achieved. In
some cases, the rotation procedure will improve the readings
without doing anything to the connector; this suggests dirt or
oxidation on the connector surfaces or one of the other problems
mentioned earlier. In such cases, the test should be repeated in
an effort to obtain consistent results.

7. Orientation Test

This test
assembly (refer
problems within

is a good
to figure

the sealed

indicator of looseness
4), the case components,
capacitor assembly.

in the web
and possible

The most frequent fault detected is
r to figure 4). Web assembly screws

have been found to cause changes of
per million. Defects within the seal
ns and mechanical displacement of the
be detected (6).

a loose web assembly
loose by one or more
several tenths of a

ed capacitor, such as
capacitor plates, may

The
capacitor
to figure

procedure for this test
is first placed with Side
3) and the capacitance bri

is quite simple. The test
A facing the operator (refer

dge is balanced. This is the
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reference
positi on
bridge r
bringing
successi
capacita
capacitan
the capa
(referen
reading,
for drif
referenc
greater
whether
tests ar

position. Then the capacitor is moved from the upright
to a position of rest on Side A (refer to figure 5), the
balanced, and the capacitance value recorded. Without

the capacitor to the upright position, it is turned
vely to positions of rest on Sides B, C, and D, the
nce value for each position being recorded. After
nce values for positions on all sides have been measured,
citor is returned to the upright position facing Side A
ce position) and a final measurement is made. The last
identified as ref2, is used to check the first (ref 1)

t
e
th
or
e

(ref 1-
value
an ten
not th

des ir
recording error.
of measurements
consistent
capacitor
inc
cap
the

1uding,
aci tor
sealed

from
for
in p

contai
capaci

ref 2=drift). Should the difference between the
and the value associated with any position be
ppm, the test should be repeated to determine

he change is consistent or erratic. Two or more
ble to reduce the possibility of a reading or
Al ways use the last reference point in a series

If the capacitance value changes are not
test to test, it is advisable to check the

defects such as loose screws, nuts, etc.,
particular, those associated with the trimmer
ned inside the outer enclosure and adjacent to
tor assembly.

As indicated earlier, capacitors supplied from two different
sources were evaluated. In the case of the models involved, the
manufacturer's published specifications for maximum capacity
changes under the conditions of the tests ranged from 1 ppm to 10
ppm. Changes greater than manufacturer's published specifica-
tions were considered as evidence of a defective capacitor.

8. Small Angle Test

This test was originally done for changes from zero to one,
zero to two, and zero to three degrees. However, this series of
tests was time consuming, and a single test for a change from
zero to three degrees was found to be just as useful. The angle
of three degrees was selected as the worst case by measuring a
number of laboratory tables and finding that surfaces are usually
within plus or minus two degrees of the horizontal. The change
in capacitance due to small changes in angle of tilt is generally
found to be a linear function of the angle within the zero to
three degree limits. A worst-case acceptable value of 0.2 ppm
per degree of angle change has been established for capacitors in
satisfactory condition [1].

The procedure for this test is not difficult. However, the
placement of the capacitor, adjustment of the elevated table, and
provisions to avoid movement of the laboratory table or the
elevated table are all important for consistent results (refer to
figure 6). Be sure the adjustable table is horizontal (zero
degrees). Then place the capacitor in the center of the tiltable
plate on the adjustable table upright with Side A facing the
operator. The measured capacitance under these conditions be-
comes the reference value and should be recorded as such. Use the
adjustable knob to increase the angle to three degrees or, alter-
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nately, use the special block made for three degrees, located
securely in a suitable slot to avoid error in the elevation of
the table. (Refer to figure 6). Measure the capacitance values
with Sides A, B, C, and D facing the operator. Differences
greater than 0.2 ppm between the reference value and the value
associated with any other position indicates that the test should
be repeated. If the results of a second series of measurements
are similar to those of the first run, the changes probably
reflect a characteristic of the particular capacitor. If the
test is repeated, and the results are significantly different
from those of the first test, subtract the smallest change from
the largest change and record one half the result; this value
should not be greater than 0.2 ppm. If it is larger, check for
looseness in the web assembly.

9. Tilt Test

The tilt test (rotation through ang
degrees and return) serves several purp
parallel plate capacitors is such that
will cause changes in capacitance. For e
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Changes greater than 0.2 ppm between any two measurements of
the capacitance of the upright capacitor indicate the possibility
of a problem and the test should be repeated at least once. If
the change is greater than 0.2 ppm, and consistent with the
previous test, the test may be considered to reflect a
characteristic of the capacitor. If changes during a second test
are significant and do not repeat the results of the first test,
check for looseness in the web assembly and capacitor assembly
mounting parts. In the worst case, you might hear a distinct
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Figure 6. Angle test - special block for 3 degrees in place.
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Tilt test in progress - side A horizontal.
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"clunk" as you invert the capacitor indicating that the capacitor
assembly within the case will probably be found. to be loose.

Visual observation
essential. Erratic beha
detector zero point, may
within the capacitor. 1
the future, if the quali
It is also suggested th
frequently as behavior
impending deterioration.
capacitor is faulty, be
mentioned as well as c
cases, a correctable fau

10. Knock Soft Test

of the detector during this test is
vior, indicated by a sudden change in the

be evidence of problems such as movement
his should be recorded to determine, in
ty of the capacitor degrades with time.
at such a capacitor be calibrated more
of this nature is generally a sign of
Before reaching a conclusion that the

sure to check all fasteners previously
onnection points and cables. In many
lt can be eliminated.

The mechanical shock in -the knock soft test is approximately
equal to a mild, wrist-action motion of one's hand against the
side of the capacitor. The test is a controlled impact of a soft
rubber-tipped hammer swung, in the vertical plane, from a
position of 45 degrees. The hammer strikes the test unit on a
side, just below the horizontal plane of the top surface, and
midway between adjacent sides.

This test may reveal several conditions. For example,
fects within the sealed capacitor enclosure, or looseness
fasteners in the web assembly of the capacitor, may
responsible for shock-induced changes of capacitance.

de-
of

be

During transit, the capacitor is generally subjected to
larger mechanical forces than this test will produce. However,
small impulsive forces often create more noticeable changes
within a capacitor than larger, less impulsive forces. This test
is intended to simulate a typical impulsive force that a well-
packed capacitor may receive during handling in transit. There
are no specified manufacturers' limits for such shocks.

For the test, use the stand with the soft tip end
h-mmer head toward the face of Side A of the capacitor.
the bridge and record the reading. This capacitance value
reference value. The hammer is t
position and released to strike t
2, Figures 2 and 4). However,
second time following rebound.
recorded. The capacitor is moved
figure 3) for a hammer strike.
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the same, subsequent tests are, not
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11. Knock Hard Test

This test is similar to the knock soft test. The
differences are that the hammer swing is limited to fifteen
degrees and the hard tipped head strikes the capacitor. The
object of this test is to simulate shocks received by the test
capacitor when, in being lifted from a work bench, it accidental -
ly strikes another object. Mechanical shock in transit may,
under some conditions, be similar to this type of shock. This
test is particularly effective for detecting problems associated
with the trimmer capacitor.

Changes larger than 0.2 ppm should be recorded, particularly
when two sets of readings do not repeat. Changes greater than
0.5 ppm are cause for concern and the capacitor should be
carefully checked for correctable defects. If there are no loose
components, the excesssive capacitance change may be a result of
stress changes within the sealed capacitor enclosure.
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13. General Considerations

All
rmed
all

fi ed
kno

nate
er o
repr
oned
en a
unti
ble

of the tests described in this document should be
in a systematic manner. No test should be discontinued
specified sides, corners, etc. have been included. The
order of tests, connectors, orientation, small angle,

ck soft, knock hard, and drop test should be followed to
possible confusion in comparing results with those of

r later tests. This order was determined to give the
oducible results. There is one caution that should be
. If any fasteners are suspected of being loose, either
1l fasteners before the handling test is undertaken, or
1 all tests are completed. Otherwise, it will not be
to know if the repairs caused or cured the problem(s).

It is
day; it is
sequence.
terization

not necessary to comple
only important that the
This is the only way to
of the standard.

te a seri
tests be
obtain a

es of tes
done in t
repeatabl

ts in one
he proper
e charac-

Capacitors determine(
any repairs are attempted
of other factors such as
leads, bridge problems,
system being used.

i to be faulty should be retested before
in order to eliminate the possibility
improper hook-up, faulty electrical

or faulty connections within the test

The use of two reference standards, having known character-
istics, to which the unit under test is compared, one during the
first half of the test series and the other during the second
half, may help reveal problems external to the test capacitor.
Such problems might include intermittent faults in a reference
capacitor, improper hook-up, bridge malfunction, faulty leads, or
faulty connectors.

14. Data Reduction

The data for any
previous sections of this
as follows:

where ref=initi
beginning of a
rdgi=reading for

al refe
string

a parti

of the test series described in the
document may be represented by a string

rence
for

cul ar

value which appears
all positions to be
side or corner.

only at
tested,

the
and

Successive differences or changes would then be as follows:
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dif1  rdg 1 - ref 1

dif 2 = rdg 2 - rdg,

dif 3 = rdg 3 - rdg 2

difn = rdgn-rdgn-1'

where dif = difference, rdgi = reading at position i, and ref =
reference.

e range between any two values i
first place, most laboratories

m change expected. In the second
equal but opposite in sign

timate possible changes. Changes
in a string usually will not be
larly when significant changes are

s used for t
only need t
place, if ch

, the aver
noted for ea
randomly di
experienced.

wo reasons.
o know the
anges were
age would
ach side or
stributed,

For the tests listed, the following data should be obtained:

ORIENTATION:
Side B, Side

Minimum of six data points required - refi, Side A,
C, Side D, ref2

ANGLE 3 DEGREES: Minimum of six data points required - refl,
Side A, Side B, Side C, Side D, ref 2

TILT: Minimum of six data points required - ref, side A, side B,
Side C, Side D, upside down, rightside up

.KNOCK SOFT OR HARD TEST: Minimum of nine
ref, Side A, Corner A, Side B, Corner B,
D, Corner D

data points required -
Side C, Corner C, Side

In the orientation and angle tests, drift can be determined
from the difference between the first reference and last
reference in a given string. If the test is completed with
minimal time between measurements (less than a half hour), drift
in excess of 0.2 ppm should be recorded. Most excessive drift
will be observed during the first few minutes of testing. In
some cases, drift may continue for several minutes or as long as
a half hour. Such drift may be caused by changes in temperature
of the capacitor under test or changes in temperature of the
standard used as the reference. While the latter may be placed
in a lag box to reduce the effects of rapid temperature
fluctuations, it may not be practical to do so for the capacitor
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nominal value are acceptable, it is suggested that the trimmer
capacitor be removed to eliminate a possible cause of
instability.

A second, less frequent, problem involves hermetic seal
leakage. The hermetic seals of capacitors manufactured in the
United States are generally trouble free unless undue pressure is
applied on the electrical feed-through connection points or they
are overheated. Cracked seals are not common; however, if this
is suspected, temperature cycling will reveal the fault. Cooling
to freezing followed by warming to approximately forty degrees
Celsius and returning to lab temperature should be sufficient to
verify seal leakage. A capacitor that is cycled will not retrace
to the previous value viithin the tolerance stated by the manufac-
turer unless the seals are intact. There may be problems within
the sealed capacitor other than those associated with the seals.
However, any capacitor that cannot be cycled without significant
changes should not be considered satisfactory as a working
standard.

16. Conclusion

A review of the graphs for the various test procedures will
disclose the utility of handling tests described in this
document. The overall results of a number of such tests
conducted at NBS are summarized in table 2, following:

Table 2. Summation of tests

TEST ACCEPTABLE LIMITS* (PPM) % FAILED

Orientation 10 23

Angle 3 Degrees 0.2 48

Tilt 0.2 5

Knock Soft 0.2 14

Knock Hard 0.2 13

Drop 0.2 14

*Acceptable limits excluding orientation test for which one half
the largest change in any test should be added to the uncertainty
of calibration.

The tables and graphs (Appendi x 1) in this document are
derived from the results of tests carried out on 200 capacitors
during the period 1972-78. The method of evaluation involved
collection of data from all capacitors received for testing the
first time in order to establish a basis unbiased by the selec-
tion criteria and to reflect a good ,ross-section of all
capacitors received. Data are selected randomly from all
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capacitors received
differences between
Data from succeedin
capacitors not used
obtain an overall bal

Data from the fi
from succeeding years
80% of the cases comp
to within 0.2 ppm o
particular test. Mo
ppm had been subject
there was no discerni

for test in order
the products of di

g years were also
in previous data e
ance.

to avoid disclosure of
fferent manufacturers.
selected randomly for

valuations in order to

rst year of testing were compared with data
with very convincing results. In more than
hired, the results of the capacitors repeated
F those from the previous year for each
t capacitors with changes greater than 0.2
?d to rough treatment. For fewer than 10%
ble reason for the changes noted.

Referring to the summary of tests, it is apparent that the
orientation and three degre.e angle tests were failed more often
than the other tests. If a capacitor shows poor results on the
tilt test, the problem can, in principle, be overcome by using a
level table. In the case of the orientation problem, there is
not much that can be done other than use the capacitor in the
upright position. It should be recognized that excessive changes
during these tests suggest a lack of mechanical integrity within
the standard capacitor and reliabilty during service is
open to question.

It will be noted that there is no graph in Append
the connector test. Generally, the changes during this
small and when a problem with a connector is corrected,
generally no remaining concern.

ix 1 for
test are
there is

17. Additional Observations

The
shipping
Manufact
protectiv
outer box
material

care with which a gas dielectric capacitor is packed f
can, to a large extent, determine its useful 1if

urers in the United States ship standard capacitors
e reusable containers, which should also be placed in

containing at least 10 cm (4 inches) of shock-absorbi
on all sides for added protection.

Exposure of
those found in
avoided. The t
exposed to exce
design of the
following a long
a side; a perio
necessary before

the capacitor to abnormal temperatures, such
the trunk of a car on a hot day, should
ime for the capacitor to stabilize after bei
ssi vely low or high temperatures depends on t
capacitor. A similar consideration appli
period of storage with the capacitor resting

d of recovery in the normal upright position
its use or before calibration at NBS.

Checking all screws, nuts, etc., for
capacitor is shipped for calibration will
of damage due to the movement of parts I
connectors should be properly positionEJ
tests are started.
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Handling the capacitor in the
important as care in shipping if
essential. Capacitors receiving rough
against other equipment or furniture,
loosened parts or more serious mechanic

laborator/ or field is as
long term stability is
treatment, such as impacts
may be damaged in terms of
cal changes.

It is important to document values and abnormal changes
found in the handling tests. Both can guide the user in avoiding
problems and removing from service a faulty capacitor; many hours
of needless measurements can, thereby, be saved.

All maintenance and repairs should be performed after
completing the series of tests described in this document unless
a definite problem is detected. In this way, problems discovered
during tests may be evaluated as correctable or otherwise
identified as an intrinsic characteristic of the unit under test.

The material contained within this paper is intended to
serve as a guide; it is not suggested that the problems discussed
are the only problems the user will experience. However, the
handling tests described have been found to disclose the most
frequent problems encountered at NBS. All known causes of
capacitance change should be documented fully and the capacitor
should be monitored systematically if it is to be used at the
five ppm level of uncertainty.
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Appendix 1

Histograms of the Effects of Handling
and Stability Tests on Standard Capacitors

The following histograms are based upon the results of
performing each of the Handling and Stability Tests on each
capacitor of the test group. The maximum capacitance change
value caused by a given test performed a number of times on each
capacitor was used to determine the numbers of capacitors for
which such change values fell within the ranges indicated in the
histograms.
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ORIENTATION TEST
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CAPACITANCE CHANGE (PPM)

Appendix 1, Figure 1. Histogram of the fractional numbers of capacitors for which different
values of maximum capacitance were caused by the Orientation Test.
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ANGLE 3 DEGREE TEST
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Appendix 1, Figure 2. Histogram of the fractional numbers of capacitors for which different

values of maximum capacitance change were caused by the Angle 3 Degree Test.
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TILT TEST
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Appendix 1, Figure 3. Histogram of the fractional numbers of capacitors for which different

values of maximum capacitance change were caused by the Tilt Test.
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KNOCK SOFT TEST
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Appendix 1, Figure 4. Histogram of the fractional numbers of capacitors for which different

values of maximum capacitance change were caused by the Knock Soft Test.
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KNOCK HARD TEST
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Appendix 1, Figure 5. Histogram of the fractional numbers of capacitors for which different

values of maximum capacitance change were caused by the Knock Hord Test.
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DROP TEST
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Appendix 1, Figure 6. Histogram of the fractional numbers of capacitors for which different

values of maximum capacitance change were caused by the Drop Test.
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Appendix 2

Drawings of Test Apparatus

The following drawings represent the apparatus used at the
National Bureau of Standards for the tests described in this
publication. Dimensions are given in metric units and customary
units used in.the United States.
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Appendix 2, Figure 1.

KNOCK STAND ANGLE PLATE PATTERN
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Appendix 2, Figure 2.
Hammer for use with Knock Stand (see following figure)

HARD RUBBER HEAD

SOFT RUBBER HEAD

HAMMER-HEADS

TOTAL Wt. OF HAMMER
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441.14
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lbs.
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1.16

12 1/2"

(31.25 cm)

111/4".

(28.13 cm)

1 3/8
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41/4"

(10.63 cm)
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Appendix 2, Figure 3.
KNOCK STAND

(SKETCH NOT TO SCALE)
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Appendix 2, Figure 3.

KNOCK STAND
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Appendix 2, Figure 4.

ELEVATED TABLE FOR ANGLE TESTS
(SKETCH NOT TO SCALE)
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Appendix 2, Figure 4.

ELEVATED TABLE FOR ANGLE TESTS
(SKETCH NOT TO SCALE)
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Losses in Electrode Surface Films
in Gas Dielectric Capacitors

EDDY SO, MEMBER, IEEE, AND JOHN Q. SHIELDS

Abstract-The surface characteristic of a number of electrode
materials including stainless steel, brass, brass with various plated
surfaces, aluminum, and anodized aluminum has been examined over
a wide range of humidity. The measurements of surface character-
istic, expressed in microradian millimeters, have an estimated
uncertainty of 0.01 pwad -mm.

1. INTRODUCTION

O NE STEP in studying the properties of a dielectric
material is to use it as the dielectric of a capacitor and

to determine its loss angle relative to a reference capacitor.
Thus the behavior of the reference capacitor provides the
bound of the measurement; and it becomes important to
establish the limits within which its loss angle can be
specified. In the absence of solid dielectric from the direct
capacitance of a parallel-plate guard-ring capacitor, its loss
is a function of its electrode-surface films and of electrode
separation, and this property can be expressed in terms of
loss-angle and separation [1], as the product
microradian -millimeters.

The effect of electrode surface films on the loss in a
3-terminal gas-dielectric capacitor has been studied for a
variety of surfaces and surface conditions at 1592 Hz, using
a state-of-the-art transformer-ratio-arm bridge and
a specially constructed test capacitor. The test capacitor
consists of a parallel-plate guard-ring capacitor whose
electrode separation can be adjusted while maintaining
a vacuum or constant gas condition. The electrode mount-
ing system provides auxiliary adjustments for making the
electrodes concentric, coplanar, and parallel.

In order to find the product of loss angle and electrode
separation of an electrode material, it is necessary that the
absolute surface loss of the electrode material for a given
electrode separation be known. This was accomplished by
measuring the losss angle differences between a reference
capacitor and the test capacitor at different electrode separa-
tions. After applying corrections for the bridge system and
for lead resistance and voltage dependence associated with
the test capacitor, the linear relationship between loss angle
differences and corresponding values of capacitance was
used to calculate the absolute loss angles of the test capacitor
and reference capacitor.

Manuscript received June 15, 1979; revised July 2, 1979.
E. So was a Guest Worker at the National Bureau of Standards, Wash-

ington, DC. He is with the National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa,
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Fig. 1. Cross section of test capacitor.

The absolute measurements described were made with
stainless steel electrodes in a dry gas condition. Measure-
ments at only one setting of the test capacitor (100 pF) were
subsequently required to calculate the surface character-
istics for other electrode materials and relative humidity
conditions.

II. TEST CAPACITOR

A cross section of the test capacitor is shown in Fig. 1. The
figure is drawn approximately to scale with the guarded
electrode (B) having a diameter of 6.10 cm and the guard
ring (C) having diameters of 6.35 cm and 11.75 cm.

The vacuum housing consists of a heavy cylindrical case
constructed entirely of stainless steel. The top and bottom of
the housing can be removed to expose the electrode surfaces.
Aluminum gaskets are used for making it air tight. Two
windows are provided so that the electrodes can be viewed
from the side and air can be blown through it to clean the
electrodes of dust or lint. The side covers with pipes shown
beside the windows are used to make a closed system for
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circulating air with a certain relative humidity through the
electrode system.

The central guide rod of the movable electrode (A)
extends through the top of the housing. The upper end of the
guide rod is threaded (10 threads per inch), and a large
diameter knurled nut (spacing wheel) is used on this to set
the spacing between the electrodes. This nut works against
the collar of a brass bushing. A bronze pin in the collar fits
into a slot in the guide rod and this prevents the rotation of
the movable electrode assembly. The rim of the spacing
wheel is divided into 100 slots and a large diameter screw
with fine threads (40 threads per inch)mounted on top of the
case (not shown in Fig. 1) is used to rotate the spacing wheel
(pushing against one of the slots).

The movable electrode (A) is mounted on a metal disk
attached to the guide rod by three screws spaced 1200 apart.
The electrode is insulated from the metal disk and the case
by small cylindrical insulators. A metal bellows is attached
to the mounting disk and to the top lid of the case, which fits
over the brass bushing.

The guarded electrode (B) and guard-ring (C) are also
mounted on a metal disk. The mounting of the guard ring is
such that it is insulated from the metal disk at a fixed
distance. The guarded electrode is supported by three screws
spaced 120* apart. Using these three screws adjustment for
coplanarity with the guard ring can be made. The guarded
electrode is held in place by a cylindrical rod at the center of
the electrode, tightened against the metal disk by a spring
and a nut. The hole in the center of the metal disk is made a
bit larger than the rod so that adjustment can be made for
eccentricity of the guarded electrode with respect to the
guard ring. This whole assembly is again mounted on
another metal disk (see Fig. 1) by three long screws spaced
1200 apart, supported by springs. These screws are used for
adjusting the parallelism of the upper and lower electrodes.

The deviation from perfect alignment which could be
tolerated for each of the mechanical adjustments was deter-
mined from theoretical and experimental results. The theor-
etical calculations were based on earlier work [2] which
showed that conductance resulting from a thin dielectric
surface film is proportional to the rate of change of capaci-
tance with displacement of the surface. The experimental
determinations consisted of changing the electrode misa-
lignment by measurable amounts while at the same time
increasing the effective dielectric film loss through the use of
vinyl tape applied to the electrode surfaces.

The above techniques were also used to show that one half
of the loss angle contribution from dielectric surface films is
attributable to the unguarded electrode. This result makes
the investigation of different electrode materials much easier
since only the unguarded electrode needs to be changed.

III. ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT

In order to find the product of loss angle and electrode
separation of an electrode material under certain conditions
of measurement, it is necessary that the absolute surface loss
of the electrode material for a given electrode separation be

~ t41

known. The technique used for determining absolute loss is
basically the same as that described by Astin and others [3],
[4]. It uses a parallel-plate guard-ring capacitor with var-
iable electrode separation in one arm of the bridge and a
standard capacitor in the other arm. The absolute loss angle
of the guard-ring capacitor at different electrode separations
is determined indirectly by first determining the absolute
loss of the standard capacitor. Successive bridge measure-
ments are made with the standard capacitor (C,) alone or in
parallel with auxiliary capacitors (nominal valves equal to
the standard capacitor C, and their differences in loss with
respect to C, known from other measurements) while the
capacitance of the guard-ring capacitor is set at C,, 2C~, 3C,,
etc. (in an equal-arm bridge) or IOC,, 20C,, 30C,, etc. (in a
10:1 ratio-arm bridge) by changing the separation between
its electrode. The loss angle differences at these settings with
respect to the standard capacitor can then be calculated
from the measurements. When the resulting loss angle
differences are plotted against the corresponding values of
the guard-ring capacitance, the points are found to lie on a
straight line. If this line be extended until it intercepts the
axis (guard-ring capacitance = 0), the intercept gives the
absolute loss angle of the fixed standard capacitor. This
value can then be used in conjunction with the loss angle
differences to calculate the absolute loss angles of
the guard-ring capacitor.

The linear relationship described above is based on the
assumption that the loss angle of the guard-ring capacitor is
due entirely to electrode surface losses. In the present work
significant contributions to the loss angle of the guard-ring
capacitor (test capacitor) were found to result from lead
resistances and voltage dependence. These contributions
were evaluated and removed from the loss angle differences
by means of appropriate corrections.

The bridge used to measure loss angle differences is a
transformer ratio-arm bridge [5] having a nominal voltage
ratio of 10:1, adjustable over the range 500 ppm (least
count of 1 x 10~ 9 ) and 50prad (least count of I nrad)[6].
The test capacitor was used on the low voltage side of the
bridge (10 V) and balanced against a 10-pF standard
capacitor on the high voltage side (100 V). Bridge balances
were obtained for three different settings of the test capacitor
corresponding to capacitances of 100 pF, 200 pF, and 300
pF, thus requiring two 10-pF auxiliary capacitors which
could be used in parallel with the standard capacitor on the
high voltage side.

One of the 10-pF fused silica capacitors that maintain the
NBS unit of capacitance [7], designated as number 127, was
used as the standard capacitor. Two others, designated as
numbers 114 and 109, were used as auxiliary capacitors. If
637, a, and 6109 denote the loss angles of the three fused
silica capacitors and 61, 6300, and 6300 denote the loss
angles of the test capacitor at settings corresponding to 100
pF, 200 pF, and 300 pF, respectively, then the bridge
balances described previously yield values for the following
loss angle differences: 6100 - 61327, 6100 - 61 14,100 - 6109,
6200 - (612, + 61o9)/2, and 6300 - (6:2, + 61 + 6109)/3,
from which a simple calculation yields values for the desired
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of test capacitor.

TABLE I
ESTIMATES OF THE EFFECTS OF POSSIBLE SYSTEMATIC

MEASUREMENT OF 612
ERRORS ON THE

Sources of Estimate*
Possible Systematic Error (urad)

1. Loading corrections 0.004
2. Lead resistance corrections 0.005
3. Voltage dependence corrections 0.003
4. Effect of capacitance drift 0.005
5. Bridge calibration and stability 0.005

Direct sum: 0.022
rss: 0.010

These values are subjective estimates intended to be comparable with
statistical 2 a limits.

capacitances and resistances shown in Fig. 2. The only
significant distributed capacitance (not shown) was that
associated with R2 . One half of this capacitance was
included in C"2 and an appropriate systematic uncertainty
assigned. The resistances were measured as four-terminal
resistances at 1592 Hz. Small spring contacts inserted
through the side windows of the housing provided two
points of contact for each electrode. Corrections for voltage
dependence were calculated from measurements using
previously established standards of voltage dependence [10].

The final corrected values for the loss angle differences are

6100 - 6127 = -0.580 prad

6200 - 6127 = -0.385 prad

6300 - 612, = -0.192 prad.

(1)

(2)

(3)

The values shown are the averages from eight measurements
involving the use of three dry gases: N2, C0 2, and SF6 .
There was no statistically significant difference with respect
to the choice of gas dielectric. Stainless steel electrodes were
used for all measurements. The linear relationship between
loss angle differences and the corresponding values of
capacitance is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the calculated value
of the y intercept is

0 180 200 300

CTc(pF)

Fig. 3. Di(ference between the loss angle of the test capacitor 6ns and
that of the reference capacitor 6127 as a function of the capacitance of
the test capacitor Cr.

loss angle differences 6100 - 6127, 6200 - 6127, and
6300 - 6127-

The loss angle differences measured by the bridge refer to
loss angles as defined at coaxial tees connected to the line
and detector terminals of each capacitor (four-terminal pair
definition [8]). This results from the method used to obtain
loading corrections, i.e., a special extrapolation technique
involving the use of matched cables and connectors [91.

As mentioned previously, corrections are required for loss
angle contributions from internal lead resistances and vol-
tage dependence. The corrections for internal lead resist-
ances are calculated from measurements of each of the

60 - 127 = -0.774 prad. (4)

Assuming that the values of 6 10 0 , 6200, and 6300 in (1), (2),
and (3) result entirely from surface losses, i.e., assuming that
we have successfully identified and corrected for all other
loss angle contributions, then the value of b0 corresponding
to zero capacitance (infinite electrode separation) is zero
and from (4)

6127 = 0.774 rad.

The standard deviation of 6 12 , is 0.005 prad, thus pointing
out the fact that individual measurement results deviate
significantly from Fig. 3. Estimates of the effects of possible
systematic errors on the measurement of 6127 are listed in
Table I. Items 1 through 3 account for uncertainities in the
corrections previously described. Item 4 accounts for unc:-
tainty in the quadrature balance due to capacitance drift (as
a result of temperature effects) in association with imperfect
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adjustment of the phase-sensitive detector. Item 5 is due
mainly to uncertainty in the 10:1 voltage ratio of the bridge
transformer which was measured using a modified version
[9] of the permutation method [11].

The value obtained for the absolute loss of standard
capacitor 127 was found to agree with the value measured in
terms of a toroidal cross capacitor [12] within a few nanora-
dians. The agreement between measured values provides a
valuable check on both absolute measurements. A second
area of agreement is in the value obtained for the surface
characteristic of stainless steel under dry gas condition.

IV. SURFACE CHARACTERISTIC MEASUREMENTS

The surface characteristic (SC) of stainless steel under dry
gas condition can be calculated from the results of the
previous section. Substituting the value obtained for 612,
into (1) yields

8100 = 0.194 prad.

Multiplying 0.194 urad by 0.269 mm, the electrode separa-
tion of the test capacitor at 100 pF yields

SC = 0.05 prad - mm.

The surface characteristics of stainless steel under differ-
ent relative humidity conditions (to be described shortly)
were calculated in the same manner with the only changes
being the numerical values in (1). Thus each relative humid-
ity condition requires but one additional bridge balance
with the test capactitor remaining fixed at 100 pF.

The above procedure was also used to determine the
surface characteristics of different electrode materials.
However, because only the unguarded electrode was
changed, one additional calculation was required, e.g.,

(SC)AA = 2(SC)As - (SC)ss

where (SC)AA is the surface characteristic that would have
been obtained if all electrodes were made of aluminum,
(SC)As is the value obtained when the unguarded electrode is
made of aluminum and the other electrodes are of stainless
steel, and (SC)s is the value obtained under the same
relative humidity condition when all electrodes are made of
stainless steel.

It should be noted that the value of 6127 does not actually
enter into the calculation of surface characteristic, i.e.,
substituting the expression used to calculate 12, into (1)
results in a formula for 8100 which is independent of 612,.
This is consistent with the more direct calculation of 6 100 in
which (:) is subtracted from (3) and the result divided by 2
yielding

5100= (6300 - 61oo)/2 = 0.194 prad

which agrees with the value obtained previously.
Thus the one requirement for 6127 is that its value,

whatever it may be, not change during the measurements,
and similarly for the transformer voltage ratio whose value
does not enter into the surface characteristic calculations. A
third quantity which must remain constant throughout the
measurements is the surface loss of the stainless steel

TABLE I
SL'RFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF DI-FERENT ELECTRODE MATERIALS UNDER

DRY GAS CONDITION

Electrode Material Surface Characteristic
(Grad-mmn)

Stainless steel 0.05

Silver-plated brass 0.06

Gold-plated brass 0.06

Nickel-plated brass 0.06

Rhodium-plated brass 0.08

Brass 0.12

Aluminum 0.10

reference electrodes consisting of the guarded electrode and
guard ring. An estimate of the overall stability of these
quantities was obtained by periodically remeasuring the
original system, i.e., all electrodes of stainless steel and under
dry gas condition.

As previously mentioned, surface characteristics were
measured over a wide range of humidity. A convenient
method using a saturated salt solution exists for establishing
atmospheres of known relative humidity which depend
upon the equilibrium vapor pressure of water when a
chemical is dissolved in it [13], [14]. A closed circulating air
system incorporating a suction-pressure pump was used in
conjunction with five different saturated salt solutions to
obtain relative humidities of 14, 33, 54, 75, and 92 percent.

Table II shows the surface characteristics of different
electrode materials under dry gas (N 2) conditions. Fig. 4
shows the surface characteristics of stainless steel, brass, and
of silver, gold, nickel and rhodium-plated brass under
different relative humidity conditions. A semilog scale is
used in Fig. 5 to show the surface characteristics of alu-
minum and of a particular specimen of anodized aluminum
under the same relative humidity conditions; stainless steel
is included for comparison purposes.

Possible systematic errors in the surface characteristic
determinations are the same as those listed in Table I but
with each having a numerical estimate of 0.002 rad - mm or
less. An overall uncertainty of 0.01 prad - mm was assigned
to the surface characteristic measurements based on the esti-
mates of possible systematic error (root-sum-square =
0.004 prad - mm) and a standard deviation of 0.003
prad - mm. It is important to realize that these uncertainties
apply only to the measurement process and that the quanti-
ties being measured are dependent upon surface conditions
which can be difficult to control or specify.

It should be noted that cleaning the electrodes and
keeping them clean was quite necessary for consistent
results. Small quantities ofdust were especially troublesome.
The electrodes were prepared by first degreasing them using
acetone and methanol, then washing them in soapy water
(using a detergent) and rinsing them with distilled water. To
avoid water spots methanol was again used and dry air was
then blown over the surface of the electrodes.
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Fig. 4. Surface characteristics (SC) of stainless steel, brass, and of silver,
gold, nickel, and rhodium-plated brass as a function of relative humidity
(R H).

V. CONCLUSION

Stainless steel (type 304) seems to have the best surface
characteristic as compared to the other electrode materials
under dry conditions as well as under moisturized condi-
tions. The surface characteristic of stainless steel under dry

100.00

1o.0
Ea
0

ai

1.00

0.10

9 2.86 1000.00

0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
R.H. %)

Fig. 5. Surface characteristics of aluminum, anodized aluminum, and
stainless steel as a function of relative humidity (semilog scale).

gas condition is 0.05 prad -mm, while the surface character-
istics of the silver, gold and nickel-plated brass are only
slightly higher at 0.06 prad -mm. Thus under dry condi-
tions these four materials are recommended for use as
electrodes in low-loss reference standards. Even though
aluminum under dry conditions is slightly better than
unplated brass, aluminum would be a questionable choice as
the electrode material of a capacitor which is to serve as a
low-loss reference standard. In the presence of moisture the
surface losses of aluminum increase much more rapidly than
for the other measured electrode materials. In addition, it
was found that the surface of aluminum releases absorbed
moisture less readily than the surfaces of the other materials
studied.
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A Programmable Phase-Sensitive Detector
for Automatic Bridge Applications

ROBERT D. CUTKOSKY, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-A phase-sensitive detector is described which features
programmable gain, digital output, and a resolution of 0.02 pV. The
instrument suppresses harmonic sensitivity through the me of analog
circuitry which multiplies the signal by constant amplitude sine and
cosine waves derived from an external reference of arbitrary voltage
and frequency.

1. INTRODUCTIONAN AUTOMATIC audio frequency bridge is now under
construction at the National Bureau of Standards

(NBS). Although this instrument is intended mainly for
calibrating capacitors, ac resistors, and inductive dividers in
conjunction with the NBS calibration service, it also serves
as a convenient vehicle for investigating techniques for
achieving rapid convergence of bridges containing multiple
auxiliary balance circuits.

Conceptually the bridge is balanced by measuring the
complex voltages at a number of points with a phase
sensitive detector or voltmeter, and by adjusting the main
and auxiliary bridge variables until all of these voltages are
nulled, or are sufficiently small. This process may be itera-
tive, and is performed under computer control.

Many commercial phase sensitive detectors are available
for use with manually balanced bridges, but none were
found which combined programmable gain and digital
output with either very low intrinsic harmonic sensitivity or
a means of automatically tuning the signal channel to
suppress harmonic sensitivity. The instrument described
here was designed to meet these requirements.

II. DESIGN

This instrument was intended for use with a nominally
frequency-independent bridge driven by a frequency syn-
thesizer with a reasonably pure sine-wave output. The
harmonic rejection requirements of such a system are not
especially severe, but the use of switching type demodula-
tors, which are highly sensitive to odd harmonics, would
have required the use of a tuned signal amplifier. This
complication was avoided by using analog multipliers for
the in-phase and quadrature demodulators (see Fig. 1). The
signal amplifier is untuned, and connected to the x inputs of
both multipliers. The y input of the first multiplier is driven
with a sine wave having a peak voltage of 5 V derived from
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of phase sensitive detector.

tiie reference oscillator; the y input of the second multiplier
is driven with a cosine wave having a peak voltage of 5 V
derived from the same oscillator. The output of each multi-
plier is integrated for one second and these averaged values
are converted to digital form upon reception of a local or
remote conversion command with a pair of 8-bit analog to
digital converters. Use is thereby made of the orthogonality
of the sine and cosine functions to suppress harmonic
sensitivity.

The integration time was chosen to be one second in our
instrument in order to achieve an adequate signal to noise
ratio. A capability for selecting a shorter integration time
when less than maximum sensitivity was required would
have resulted in a generally faster instrument, but in addi-
tion to the increased complexity entailed, an integration
time shorter than one second would have caused averaging
uncertainties at low frequencies.

The constant amplitude sine wave is obtained through the
use of an automatic gain control circuit in which the gain
control element is an analog multiplier. The dilerence
between a do reference voltage and the absolute value of the
output sine wave is integrated and applied to the y input of
the multiplier for level control. In order to accommodate
reference input voltages from 0.06 V to 40 V, one of five
discrete ranges is automatically selected dependent upon the
states of upper and lower threshold detectors fed by the
integrator.

The constant amplitude cosine wave is obtained by
integrating the constant amplitude sine wave and using the
same gain control circuitry described above, except that the

U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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threshold detectors select different integrating capacitors to
yield a useful frequency range of 10 Hz to 50 kHz.

If one of the thresholds is crossed, the appropriate status is
displayed, and signaled to the computer if in "remote" mode.
Then, an internalone-second clock shifts resistors or capaci-
tors into or out of the appropriate circuit as required, until
both integrators are within their prescribed limits. After a
further delay to provide adequate settling, the status indica-
tion is cleared.

The signal amplifier consists of a preamplifier containing
a low-noise field effect transistor [1], a programmable
attenuator with a range of 75 dB and a post amplifier. An
additional 60 dB of attenuation can be obtained by swit-
ching a 1000:1 divider into the circuit before the

preamplifier. A TTL decoder is provided so that the attenua-
tion can be programmed in standard binary code, the least
significant bit representing 5 dB. Maximum gain is 135 dB,
which gives a resolution of 0.02pV. At minimum gain (0 dB),
full-scale indication represents about 10 V.

The instrument is housed in a 51" relay rack module,
which includes a double mu-metal shield for the
preamplifier, the necessary power supplies, the. logic circuits
to provide timing, decoding and status information, and the
LED indicators for local display of gain, output, and status.

REFERENCES
[1) S. Harkness, "Low noise FET amplifiers for low loss capacitative

sources," NPL Report DES 41, National Physical Laboratory,
Teddington, England, June 1977.
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Measurement of Four-Pair Admittances with Two-Pair Bridges

JOHN Q. SHIELDS

Abstract-The purpose of this paper is twofold: 1) to show how
extrapolation techniques can be used to obtain well-defined and
versatile measuring systems; and 2) to apply such techniques to the
measurement of four-pair admittances with two-pair bridges. When
four-pair admittances are large, measurements with two-pair bridges
have limited precision, but with reasonably small admittances,
measurement precision is essentially equal to that attained with
four-pair bridges.

INTRODUCTION

A LTHOUGH a major portion of the present paper will
be devoted to the measurement of four-pair ad-

mittances with two-pair bridges, this represents but one
example of the use of extrapolation techniques which are
applicable to a variety of situations. Basically, extrapola-
tion techniques provide a means for adapting existing
measuring systems to changing needs while at the same
time, retaining well-defined measuring conditions. The
paper illustrates this, to a degree, by including applica-
tions which are not restricted to four-pair admittances,
e.g., the elimination of the effects of matched cables, and
a double permutation method for measuring transformer
ratios. When the applications are restricted to four-pair
admittances, it is important to keep in mind that any
two-pair admittance is easily converted to a four-pair
admittance by the addition of two coaxial tees. The reader

Manuscript received July 3, 1974; revised August 22, 1974.
The author is with the Electricity )ivision, National Bureau of

Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234.
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is referred to earlier papers [1], [2] by Cutkosky for a
discussion of the advantages of four-pair admittances as
precision standards.

When four-pair admittances are large, measurements
with two-pair bridges have limited precision, but with
reasonably small admittances, measurement precision is
essentially equal to that attained with four-pair bridges.
For example, measurements of four-pair capacitance
standards in the range from 10 to 1000 pF at w = 10 can
be made with uncertainties on the order of 1 or 2 parts in
109 using either four-pair bridges or tw .-pair bridges.

The author has attempted to write tl., paper in a manner
that would be useful to practitioners of precision measure-
ments at many levels. As a result, there is a detailed descrip-
tion of the direct-reading ratio set and two-pair bridges
at one extreme, and, at the other extreme, the term
"defining transformers,"' is used here with only a refer-
ence for descriptive purposes. The reader's discretion is
encouraged.

THEORY

The four-pair admittance, as originally described by
Cutkosky [1], [2], is shown in Fig. 1. The parameter of
interest is defined as the ratio of the current at pair 3 to

The auxiliary balances of the four-pair DRRS are such that four-
pair admittances are defined at "defining transformers" [2] rather
than at connectors. This change in defining conditions was easily
accounted for by adding 2.35 pF to the measured values of the two-
terminal admittances which were extrapolated to zero.
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Fig. 1. Complete circuit of four-pair admittance standard.

the open-circuit voltage at pair 2, subject to the condition
that both the voltage and current at pair 4 are zero. This
parameter has the dimensions of admittance and may be
written

Pn 4=Z$is=i4-0, e4-0. (1)
e2

Using Fig. 1, it can be shown that

PN14 = YT(1 + Y:Z,)(1 + YZ3). (2)

In comparison, the corresponding two-pair admittance
is defined as the ratio of the short-circuit current at pair 3
to the voltage at pair 2, with the implicit condition that
pairs 1 and 4 are open-circuited (capped if necessary-
otherwise ignored). This may be written

Y32 = a:=0. (3)
e:

If admittances are added to pairs 1 and 4, the value of
Y, 2 will be changed, but P32" will remain unchanged. This
applies even if the terminals of pairs 1 and 4 are modified
in the process.

It can be shown that if the admittances added to pairs 1
and 4 are correctly chosen, then

Ya = P".

The correct admittances are those which will result in
Y2 = Y~ = 0 where

Ys= - e =0 (4)
es

and

Y~ = e1 = 0. (5)

Y22 is the easily measured two-terminal admittance at
pair 2 with pair 3 shorted. For most purposes, Y33 can be
measured in a similar manner, i.e., as the two-terminal
admittance at pair 3 with pair 2 shorted. This changes
the condition e1 = 0 in (5) to e2 = 0 and results in

V2 = Pn" + terms in (YZ) 2 and higher. (6)

It is not generally practical to adjust Y 22 Y~ = 0,
but fortunately, it is sufficient to add an admittance to
pair 1, note the corresponding changes in Y22 and Y, 2,
and effectively extrapolate Yn to zero by means of
appropriate corrections to Y32. A corresponding sequence
is used to effectively extrapolate Yn to zero.

BEST COPY MLAIdk
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Fig. 2. Comparison of two-pair admittances using the two-pair
direct-reading ratio set.

APPLICATIONS

Although the basic concepts presented in the previous
section should be applicable to a variety of measuring
systems, the examples presented in this paper have been
limited to measurements using the transformer ratio-arm
bridge [3], [4] with adjustable ratio. This type of bridge
is commonly termed an ac direct-reading ratio set [5]
and will henceforth be referred to simply as a DRRS.
In Fig. 2, the equivalent circuit of a DRUS is represented
by the component having coaxial connectors A 1 and A 2.
The bridge is balanced by adjusting the voltage ratio at
connectors A1 and A2 by means of a small adjustable
voltage designated e in Fig. 2. The voltage e consists of
two components, a and p, which provide adjustments to
both the real and quadrature components of the voltage
ratio. Typically, a and p would each consist of six decades
providing a range of X500 ppm and f500 rad, respec-
tively, and a least count of 1 X 10-9 and 1 nrad, respec-
tively.

The complete circuit of Fig. 2 is typical of the type of
circuit used to compare precision two-pair admittances
whose nominal values are in a ratio of 10:1. Net currents
in the cables are reduced to negligible amounts by the
use of coaxial chokes [3], [6], which are designated Ch
in Fig. 2. The component having connectors B2 and B3
represents the equivalent circuit of a two-pair admittance
defined at connectors B2 and B3, and similarly for the
component having connectors C2 and C3. It will be as-
sumed for the present that the coaxial tee is ideal, i.e.,
the voltage at D1 and D2 is zero when the voltage at D3
is zero.

A. Four-Pair Measurements

Fig. 3 is identical to Fig. 2 if all adjacent connectors
are joined. If F1 and F2 are disconnected, the component
having connectors B1, B2, B3, and B4 can be considered
as a pictorial representation of a four-pair admittance
(henceforth termed four-pair admittance PN) whose com-
plete circuit would be similar to that shown in Fig. 1
with pairs 1, 2, 3, and 4 corresponding to connectors
B1, B2, B3, and B4, respectively. Similar considerations
can be applied to the component having connectors C1,
C2, C3, and C4 (henceforth termed four-pair admit-
tance P.).

i4
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Fig. 3. Comparison of two-pair admittances having adjustable
shunt admittances Y2, Y,, Ys, and Y4.

It is important to bear in mind that when all con-
nectors are joined, YI, Y 2, and Y 3 represent the lump-sum
sdmittances of the equivalent circuit of a two-pair ad-
mittance, and, similarly, for Y4, Ys, and Y6. If Y2, Ya, Y5 ,
and Y 6 have been adjusted so that Y2 = Y3= - YI and
Y6 = Ye = - Y4, with all connectors joined, then, refer-
ring to (4), (5), and (6), it can be seen that the value of e
required to balance the bridge will yield a measure of the
ratio of YI to Y4 which is the same2 as the ratio of four-
pair admittance P8 to four-pair admittance P., as would
be obtained with a regular four-pair bridge. Note that
when the bridge is balanced, there is no current between
A l and B2 or between A 2 and C2. This not only satisfies
one of the defining conditions of a four-pair admittance,
but also eliminates the need to account for the equivalent
lead impedances in the DR RS.

As pointed out in the section on theory, it is not neces-
sary to reduce the current between A 1 and B2 to zero.
It is sufficient to change the current, note the correspond-
ing change in e required to rebalance the bridge, and
effectively extrapolate the current to zero by means of
appropriate corrections to e. Details of the complete
extrapolation are more easily described using Fig. 4 and
the equation

e4 = eN + (- YB 2/YL) (em - eN) + (- YB3/YL) (er4 - eN)

+ (-Yc2/YL)(ecl - ev) + (- YC 3/ YL) (ec 4 - eN)

(7)

where e, is the value of e which yields a measure of the
ratio of four-pair admittance P13 to four-pair admittance
PC, eN is the value of e required to balance the bridge in
the normal condition shown in Fig. 4 (unused connectors
may require caps which are not shown), YL is a two-
terminal admittance defined at a connector which is
joined to connectors B1, B4, C1, and C4 (each in turn),
e 51 , eB 4, eci, and ec4 are the corresponding values of e
required to balance the bridge, YB2, Y13, YC2, and Yea are
two-terminal admittances measured at connectors B2, B3,

2 Neglecting the effect of terms in (YZ)2 and higher. The remainder
of the paper is subject to the preceding condition wherever applicable.

E Ch

2-2- D2 _3f1 EIA 2 C2 CA C3

UC4

Fig. 4. Four-pair admittances connected into a two-pair bridge.

C2, and C3, respectively, with a short at connectors B3,
B2, C3, and C2, respectively.

For practical usage, (7) must be separated into real
and imaginary parts yielding two equations, one for a=
and one for #_, where a and # correspond to the real and
quadrature components of e as previously described.
However, for simplicity, (7) will be used in the discussion
which follows.

Note that the last four terms of (7) are simply correc-
tions which are applied to eN. In general, the corrections
do not need to be determined to high accuracy, e.g.,
:1 X 10- is sufficient for many applications. If YL is
chosen to be many times larger than Ya, Y11, YC2, and
Yea, then the measurements of (e,, - eN) and (eci - eN)
will be above the noise level of the system; the effect on
the measurements of (eB4 - eN) and (eel -- eN) will de-
pend on the particular circuit being used. YL should
obviously not be a component which reduces the signal-
to-noise ratio unnecessarily.

B. Two- and Three-Pair Measurements

If the third and fourth correction terms in (7) are
eliminated, e will yield a measure of a two-pair admittance
in terms of a four-pair admittance. If the second and
fourth correction terms in (7) are eliminated, e, will yield
a measure of the ratio of two three-pair adm ttances. The
latter is particularly useful for comparing the main ratios
of different transformer ratio-arm bridges (including four-
pair bridges which are adaptable to a three-pair con-

figuration).

C. Elimination of Cable Effects

In all of the examples thus far presented, the admit-
tances have been defined at the ends of cables connected
to the admittance standards. This cni cause problems
under certain circumstances, especially since the cables
containing coaxial chokes are of necessity quite long
(often approaching 3 m in length).

Fig. 5 is intended to illustrate two four-pair admittance
standards, Po; and Pc, whose defining pairs are coaxial
connectors (BI, B2, B3, B4, and C1, C2, ('3, ('4) which
are permanently attached to the housing, of the standards.
The component having connectors G1, G2. and G3 rep-
resents a cable with a permanently attached coaxial tee
(henceforth termed cable G) and similarly for the com-
ponent having connectors H1, H2, and H3 (henceforth

465 BU .'
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Fig. 5. Circuit for illustrating how to eliminate the effects of coaxial
cables and coaxial tees used to connect the admittance standards
to the bridge.

termed cable H). The other cables will be termed cable I
and cable J. The coaxial tee (D1, D2, D3) will no longer
be assumed to be ideal.

It can be shown that the effects of cables G, H, I, and J,
coaxial tee (DI, D2, D3), and the equivalent lead im-
pedances of the DRRS can all be eliminated by extrapola-
tion techniques. Details of the extrapolation are more
easily described using the equation

e. = eN + (- YB 2/ YL) (e 1 - eN) + (-Yea! YL) (e5 4 - eN)

+ (- Yes/YL)(ec - eN) (-Yc 3 YL) (ec4 - eN)

+ (-YI/YL)(ea 3 - eN) + (-YH/YL)(eN3 - eN).

(8)

Note that with the exception of the two extra terms at the
end of (8), it is identical to (7). These two terms are
correction terms similar to the four correction terms which
precede them, with e0 3 and eH3 being the values of e
required to balance the bridge when the defining connector
of YL is joined to connectors G3 and H3, respectively.
YaI and YmI are the two-terminal admittances measured
at connectors G1 and H1, respectively, with connectors
G2 and H2 open-circuited.

One result of applying the correction terms is that, in
effect, no current flows between A 1 and G1, between G2
and B2, between A2 and H1, or between H2 and C2.
This means that only the lead impedances and shunt
admittances associated with cables G and H affect the
changes in voltage from A 1 to G2 and from A2 to H2,
and these changes are proportional to the voltages. If
cables G and H are matched cables, i.e., if they have
identical electrical characteristics, then the ratio of the
voltage at G2 to the voltage at H2 will be the same as the
ratio of the voltage at A 1 to the voltage at A2.

A similar effect occurs at the detector end of the circuit,
only this is related to proportional changes in current
rather than voltage. The result is that if cables I and J
are matched cables, and if the coaxial tee is such that D1
and D2 are electrically symetrical with respect to D3, then
they will have no effect on the bridge balance. It is in-
teresting to note that matched cables yield equal lead
impedances, whereas with ordinary unshielded bridges
having 10 to 1 ratio arms, the lead impedances would
need to be in the ratio of 10 to 1 with respect to each other
if they were to have no effect on the bridge balance. If the
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cables are not matched, and if the coaxial tee is not
symmetrical, then we can interchange cables G and H,
cables I and J, and rotate the coaxial tee. This will result
in a new value of ex. It can be shown that the average of
the two values of eZ will yield a correct value for the ratio
of the two four-pair admittances.

D. Cable Effects in Other Circuits

The extrapolation techniques for eliminating the effects
of cables G and H are not limited to the circuit shown.
For example, if the two four-pair admittances are con-
nected into a regular four-pair bridge, we can still add
admittance YL to G3 and to H3, note the corresponding
changes in the bridge balance, and apply correction terms
similar to those described previously.

If the components containing Y1 and Y4 represent
two-pair admittances, then the effects of cables G and H
can only be partially eliminated. In general, however, if
the junctions of G3 and H3 are close to G2 and H2, respec-
tively, then the effects not eliminated will be quite small
compared to those eliminated, which include the effects
of the equivalent series impedances of the DRRS. When
YL is added to G3, the admittance to be extrapolated to
zero is the sum of YoI and YB 2 (as previously defined)
and similarly for the other side of the bridge. If the
effects of cables I and J are large, coaxial tees can be
joined to Il and J1, thus permitting an extrapolation
process similar to the preceding.

E. Parallel A dmittance Measurements

Fig. 6 shows two nominally-equal four-pair admittances
in parallel being compared to a third four-pair admittance.
Although the auxiliary balances associated with regular
four-pair bridges are usually not adaptable to this type of
comparison, the comparison by means of extrapolation
techniques is the same as described previously, with the
six resulting correction terms similar to the four correction
terms in (7). If matched cables are used (not shown in
Fig. 6), the extrapolation process results in nine correction
terms which are similar to the six correction terms in (8).

If the cables are not perfectly matched and if the coaxial
star (MI, M2, M3, M4) is not perfectly symmetrical, then
the cables and the star can be permuted to obtain a total
of three different values of e,. It can be shown that the
average of the three values will yield a correct measure of
the sum of two four-pair admittances in terms of a third
four-pair admittance.

In order to better understand the permutation process,
imagine that three cables similar to G in Fig. 5 are inserted
between A 1 and B2, between A 2 and K2, and between A 3
and L2, and that each cable is used to join a different pair
during each of the three different measurements. The other
half of the extrapolation process, which is carried out
simultaneously, is more easily understood by imagining
that M1, M2, and A13 are connectors at the ends of three
cables which have been permanently joined to a coaxial
star, and that each of these connectors is joined to a
different four-pair admittance during each of the three
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Fig. 6. Circuit for measuring the sum of two four-pair admittance
in terms of a third four-pair admittance.

measurements. It is assumed that any difference in the
open-circuit voltages at connectors A2 and A3 has been
accounted for.

The techniques just described are not limited to the
circuit shown in Fig. 6. These techniques can be extended
to circuits where the two four-pair admittances containing
Y7 and Y8 in Fig. f are replaced by three or more four-pair
admittances in parallel. Furthermore, it is not necessary
that all of the four-pair admittances in parallel be nomi-
nally equal to each other. The most important application
of this is where one of the four-pair admittances is a small
adjustable admittance which is used to balance the bridge.
Thus the DIRS used in the examples throughout this
paper can be replaced by a regular bridge transformer
having a fixed voltage ratio.

F. Transformer Ratio Measurements

Fig. 7 shows part of the circuit used at NBS for measur-
ing the nominally 10 to 1 ratio of precision bridge trans-
formers. The remainder of the circuit consists essentially
of the bridge transformer whose ratio is to be measured,
plus eleven nominally-equal capacitors. The method to be
used is a modification of the permutation method which
was described in an earlier paper [7], and the reader is
referred to this paper for further details.

Fig. 7(a) and (b) shows two different views of the
same setup. The component in the lower right-hand
corner of Fig. 7(b), having eleven toggle switches, is
termed a load adjuster. The load adjuster consists of
eleven metal boxes, each having two coaxial connectors,
one on the top and one on the bottom. In practice, the
load adjuster is mounted on the edge of a table so that
cables can be attached to the bottom coaxial connectors.
Each metal box contains a trimmer capacitor and a
relatively large capacitor which are, in effect, connected
between the inner and outer conductors of the cables.
Each of the large capacitors, which correspond to YL in
the previous discussion, can be removed from the circuit
by means of the appropriate toggle switch.

Each of the eleven coaxial connectors on the bottom of
the load adjuster is joined to a coaxial cable (not shown
in Fig. 7) which contains a coaxial choke and is joined to

1ne of eleven 10-pF fused silica capacitors. The eleven
detector cables from the capacitors are joined together
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with a twelfth cable, which is connected to a phase sen-
sitive detector. There are no special requirements for
joining the detector cables [7].

The eleven cables from the top of the load adjuster are
plugged into eleven of the twenty-two double-ended
coaxial connectors, which, together with the bakelite
board on which they are rigidly mounted, is termed a
plug board. Looking at the other side of the plug board
(Fig. 7(a)), note that the cables on the top row are
joined to eleven coaxial connectors symmetrically placed
near the outside edge of one of the hollow metal disks.
The cables on the bottom row are joined to eleven con-
nectors similarly placed on the other disk. Each disk has
two additional coaxial connectors which are centrally
located, one on the top and one on the bottom. The
center conductors of all thirteen coaxial connectors are
soldered to a thin metal disk located inside the hollow
disk. The resulting component consists of thirteen coaxial
connectors whose inner conductors are joined together
by means of a solid metal disk and whose outer conductors
are joined together by means of a hollow metal disk. This
will henceforth be referred to as a coaxial star.

Note that the four darker colored cables are joined to
the centrally-located coaxial connectors of the coaxial
star. In practice, the connectors at the ends of the two
shorter cables are rigidly mounted to some solid object
so as not to disturb the other cables, and it is at these
connectors that additional two-terminal admittances are
added, i.e., similar to YL in the previous discussion. The
connectors at the ends of the two longer cables are joined
to the bridge transformer DRRS whose ratio is to be
measured.

For illustrative purposes, we will assume that the con-
nectors are joined to connectors A 1 and A 2 of the DIBRS,
which has been used in the figures throughout this paper.
Measuring the ratio of the DRRS actually amounts to
finding e., where e, is the value of e which will result in
a perfect 10 to 1 open-circuit voltage ratio at connectors
Al and A2.

The basic permutation method consists of eleven bridge
balances where each capacitor, in turn, is connected to the
high-voltage side of a 10 to 1 transformer, and the other
ten capacitors are connected to the low-voltage side. Note
that in Fig. 7(b), capacitors 1-10 are plugged into con-
nectors 1-10 of the bottom row of the plug board, and
capacitor eleven is plugged into connector eleven of the
top row of the plug board. This corresponds to one of the
eleven bridge balances referred to previously. In the
second of the eleven balances, capacitors 1-9 are plugged
into connectors 1-9 of the bottom row of the plug hoard,
capacitor ten is plugged into connector ten of the top row
of the plug board, and capacitor eleven is plugged into
connector eleven of the bottom row of the plug board.
Proceeding in the same manner, we obtain eleven values
of e required to balance the bridge in each of the eleven
configurations.

It can be shown that the average of the eleven values
of e is equal to e., provided that lead impedances and the

Dp .Y
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equivalent series impedances of the DRRS are negilgible
and the voltage dependence of the capacitors has been
accounted for [81 1'I h impedances are not negligible,
we can obtain the same result by using matched pairs of
coaxial star/cabie combinations, while, at the same time,
extrapolating :he current to zero at connectors A 1 and
A2 of the DR.HS and also at the capacitor end of each of
the plug-board -)nnectors. The star/cable combinations
include all of the cirri'it shown in Fig. 7, with the exception
of the load adjuster and the eleven cables connected to it.

If the star/cable combinations are not matched, they
then can be interchanged, the measuring procedure re-
peated, and a second value of e, determined. It can be
shown that the average of the two values of e, will yield
a correct value of e,. Interchanging the star/cable com-
binations amounts to interchanging the connectors joined
to A 1 and A 2 of the DRRS and, of necessity, changing the
plug-board connections so that ten capacitors are plugged
into the top row of connectors and one capacitor is plugged
into the bottom row of connectors.

In practice, the two star/cable combinations were

found to be better matched than had been anticipated.
The two values of e, differed by less than 1 part in 109.
More specifically, the two values of a,, (the real component
of e,) differed by less than 1 part in 10' and the two
values of 6. (the quadrature component of e,) differed by
less than 1 nrad.

In addition to the star/cable combinations being well
matched, the design and construction of the stars was such
that the effects of mutual impedances associated with the
extra currents in the low-voltage star were both small and
uniform. As a result, it was found that the load adjuster
could be eliminated from this particular circuit since it
was not necessary to extrapolate the currents to zero at
the plug-board connectors, nor was it necessary to use the
trimmer capacitors in the load adjuster. Stating the same
thing in a slightly different manner, the extrapolation of
currents to zero at the plug-board connectors results in
a correction to a, of 2 parts in 1010 and a correction to f,
of 1 X 10-10 rad, and, since the corrections result from
mutual impedances in the stars, the corrections are ap-
plicable with or without the use of the load adjuster.

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 7. Part of the circuit uvtd to measure the 10 to 1 ratio of a
bridge transformer or DRRS (two-pair or four-pair). Two views
of the same setup are shown.

The circuit of Fig. 7 was also used to measure the 10
to 1 ratio of a four-pair DRRS [2] whose current cables
were joined to the centrally-located connectors on the top
of the stars and whose potential leads were joined to the
bottom connectors of the stars. The only corrections
required were for mutual impedances as described pre-
viously.

G. Comparison of Measuring Systems

As a check on extrapolation techniques in general,
four-pair capacitance standards in the range from 10-
1000 pF were compared at w = 10' using both the four-

pair DRRS2 and the two-pair DRRS. Maximum discre-
pancies between the two types of comparisons were 2 parts
in 109 for the capacitance and 2 nrad for the phase angle.

All discrepancies could be accounted for by sensitivity and
stability of the various components.

CONCLUSION

The use of extrapolation techniques to provide well-
defined and versatile measuring systems has been illus-
trated by means of a number of applications. Note that
bridge transformer ratios are measured (application F)
in the same manner in which they will later be used to
measure admittance ratios (applications A and B). The
admittance ratios so determined can, in turn, be used to
measure the main ratios of other bridges, or of the same
bridge, when its defining connectors have been changed
by the addit'rn of cables and/or stars. A change in the
value of an admittance standard resulting from a change
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in its defining connectors can be measured in a similar

manner provided that the admittances to be extrapolated

to zero are properly accounted for.

Note also that "application E" provides a second method

for measuring precision transformer ratios. This method

should be of special interest when precision transformers

are available, but large numbers of nominally equal

admittances, as required in "application F," are not

available.
It is hoped that four-pair admittanced will have a more

practical appeal and receive wider usage now that they

can be measured with two-pair bridges (including com-

mercial bridges). At the other extreme, as pointed out by

Cutkosky, combining extrapolation techniques with four-

pair bridge techniques provides exciting possibilities for

data acquisition and automation at the highest levels of

precision.
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Abstract-It has been found that under proper conditions thin di-
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capacitors tend only to produce equal and opposite contributions to
the phase angles of the two cross capacitances. To a lesser degree, this
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same type of cancellation effect has been found to be associated with
toroidal cross capacitors.

I. INTRODUCTION

NORMALLY, the greatest uncertainties in a determina-
tion of the true phase angle of a three-terminal air ca-

pacitor result from the effects of thin dielectric films on the
electrode surfaces. In addition to the difficulty in evaluating
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the contribution of these films to the phase angle of the ca.
pacitor, the stability of such films must be determined by
periodic reevaluations.

It is with regard to thin dielectric films that cross capacitors
were found to have unusual phase angle characteristics. Spe-
cifically, it was found that if the addition of a thin dielectric
film to one of the electrodes produced an increase in the phase
angle of one of the cross capacitances, it correspondingly pro-
duced a decrease in the phase angle of the other cross ca-
pacitance. With certain types of cross capacitors, and under
proper conditions, it was found that thin dielectric films on
the electrode surfaces tend only to produce equal and opposite
contributions to the phase angles of the two cross capaci-
tances. A cylindrical cross capacitor that comes close to meet-
ing these conditions is illustrated in Fig. 1. One limitation is
that films near the defining ends of the capacitor may not
behave as described unless electrical measurements are made
before and after a mechanical manipulation of the electrodes.

The toroidal cross capacitor shown in Fig. 2, having cross
capacitances Cr3 and Col, is not subject to this limitation
since it has no defining ends. Although the cancellation of
film effects with this capacitor is not as complete as with the
capacitor s!Iown in Fig. 1, the cancellation is of a sufficient
degree for this type of capacitor to be suitable as a standard of
phase angle for precision air capacitors.

Two capacitors of the type shown in Fig. 2 have been con-
structed and are presently under investigation. Results thus
far indicate that the contribution of thin films to the phase
angle of the average cross capacitance is probably between
one and two orders of magnitude below the bridge sensitivity
of l X 10-8 rad. All work has thus far been limited to
1592 Hz.

II. CYLINDRICAL CROSS CAPACITOR

Let the two cross capacitances in Fig. 1 be designated as
CAC and CAD, their sum as CT, and let CAC = CAD = Co when
physical symmetry is present and dielectric films are absent.
It has been well established [1], [2] that if one of the elec-
trodes is displaced slightly so that CAC * CBD, then

CT = 2C O[1+ 1n2 (CAC- CD
2

Cr =2Co1 +-- -. - (1)
8Co

It has also been established [3] that if a thin dielectric film
is added to one of the electrodes so that CAC 0 CAD, then
(CAC - Co) * -(CAD - Co). By speculating that the second-
order term contained in (1) might also be applicable to changes
produced by thin dielectric films and by including the loss
component of the dielectric, (1) can be rewritten as

In 2 /YAC - YBD 2YT = 2(jwCo)[ + 8 \YACYD) +.--], (2)

which yields

In 2 CAC - CAD
~ TH4 Co (AC- 8D), (3)

Fig. 1. Cross section

SmIELD

A B

D C

of cylindrical cross capacitor constructed from
four bars.

Fig. 2. Cross section of a toroidal cross capacitor.

where 8T, 0 AC, and 8AD are phase angles corresponding to
CT, CAC, and CAD.

The validity of (3) was checked by applying various types
and thicknesses of dielectric materials to the electrodes of a
capacitor of the type shown in Fig. 1. A sampling of results
obtained for one thickness of vinyl tape is given in Table I.
Agreement between measured and calculated values of BT is
within the uncertainties of the measurements.

The following points regarding Table I should be noted:
1) as predicted by (3), 8T is small when either (CAC -

CAD)/Co or 0 AC - BD is small; 2) discontinuities at the ends
of the tape required relatively small corrections; 3) (CAC -
CAD)/Co is independent of its source, i.e., the tape on elec-
trodes A and B contribute approximately 0.04 and -0.04,
respectively, to (CAC - CAD)/Co; deviations from these values
result from deliberate changes in the physical symmetry of
the electrodes; 4) (3) is applicable to relatively thick dielec-
trics, i.e., t = 0.38 mm = 0.012 r where t is the tape thickness
and r is the minimum distance between electrodes A and C;
5) with greater thicknesses of vinyl tape, a third-order term in
t can be observed as differences between the measured and
calculated values of 0 T; 6) with materials having different
dielectric constants, the third-order term becomes significant
at somewhat smaller or larger thicknesses. Dielectric constants
of the materials measured were between 1.1 and 5.8; thick-
nesses were between 0.1 and 2.9 mm.

It is also possible to calculate 8T directly from the dielectric
properties. The equations needed for these calculations are
derived from basic equations for CAC and CAD when dielectric
films are absent, i.e.,

CAc=Co[P+kit+k2t
2 --. ] (4)
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE MEASURED VALUE OF OT WITH THE

VALUE CALCULATED FROM (3), BT- (In 2/4)
[(CAC - CBD)/Col (

0 Ac -
0
8D)

With In
Vinyl CAC - CBD 8AC 6BD Measured Calcul
Tape CO ( rad) (urad) (urad) (pr

A +0.0402 +466 -472 +6.5 +6
B -0.0384 -448 +442 +5.6 +
B +0.0638 -425 +434 -9.3
B -0.0048 -442 +441 +0.6

A and B +0.0304 +2 -1 +0.2 C

46)

ated
ad)

.5

.9

+.7
.0

CBD = Co [I - k, t - (k2 - k2 In 2) t2 + -.-.- ], (5)

where t is the thickness of a metal film on electrode A. If the
metal film is replaced by a dielectric film having a thickness t
and a dielectric constant e, then

CAc = Co{l + k t[fl(e)] + k2 t 2 [f3 (e)] + -. } (6)

CBD = Co{ - ki t[f2 (e)] - (k 2 - k In 2) t 2 [f4 (e)] + - }.

(7)

It has previously been shown [3] that from theoretical con-
siderations fi (e) = f 2(e) = [1 - (1/e)] provided that t is small
compared with the length of the lines of force terminating at
the dielectric. Experimental results indicate that the preceding
can be extended to the second-order terms so that f 3 (e) =
f4(e) = [fi(e)]2 = [f2(e)]2 = [ - (I/E)]2. Ift[1 - (le)]
t' - it", then

CAC - 1 GAC Co [1+ k1(t'- jt")+ k 2(t' - It")2 ] (8)

CBD - -G Co [I - ki (t'- jt") - (k2 - ki In 2)

- (t' - it")2, (9)

where GAC and GBD are the effective parallel conductances.
Thus, to second order, a thin dielectric film on the preceding
capacitor can be replaced. by a metal film of thickness t' and
an imaginary component of equivalent thickness t".

Separating real and imaginary parts yields

AC AC t" (10)
o at

GBD aBD,,
G, ) , t i. ( 1 1)

Within limitations, a general form of (10) and (11) has been
found to be applicable to other capacitors, i.e.,

G aC t (12)
w at

where t relates to an actual or effective change in electrode

4

dimension. Thus,

eT ; (in 2) kit't"

and when physical asymmetry is accounted for

in 2
G -- (2k t' + 2ks r) (2ki t"),

(13)

(14)

where r is the displacement of electrode A from its position of
symmetry. A comparison of (14) with (3) shows that (CAC -
CBD)ICo = (2k1 t' + 2k3 7) and (OAc - O0D) = (2k1 t").

The preceding relationships were checked experimentally
using a variety of dielectric materials. Agreement was within
the controllability of the various materials. Values of t' and
t" were determined experimentally using a guard-ring parallel.
plate capacitor.

In the practical case of clean dry metal surfaces and reason-
able asymmetry, t' can be neglected since r t'. Assuming that
r is adjusted to 5 X 10-6 m, (14) yields

T/t" _ 1 X 10-11 rad/equivalent nm. (15)

Values of t" for a variety of metal surfaces were determined by
Astin [4], i.e., a microradian-millimeter as listed by Astin is
equal to 0.5 equivalent nanometers on each surface. Most dry
metal surfaces are listed below 1 prad-mm. Thus, the magni-
tude of 0? can be expected to be less than 1 X 10~" rad.
Since the other three electrodes are likely to have similar
films, the resultant magnitude of 0? can be expected to be
further reduced. As mentioned earlier, the preceding results
are not directly applicable to films near the defining ends of
the capacitor.

III. TOROIDAL CROSS CAPACITOR

Two capacitors of the type shown in Fig. 2 have been con-
structed of stainless steel. Each of the main electrodes, I, O, T,
and B, is supported by two glass balls and one glass spacer.
The assembly is suspended from the top plate by three straps
and enclosed by a vacuum housing.

The preceding contains three important capacitances: CTB,
COI, and CTI. CTr and Col are 0.5-pF cross capacitances.
CTI is a 10-pF capacitance, which serves essentially as a means
for evaluating t". Let CTB + Co, = CS and let TB, 0!, 0 s,
and OT1 be the phase angles corresponding to CTB, C01 , Cs,
and CT!.

The values of OTB/t", Bo/t", and 8s/t" listed in Table II are
applicable when dielectric films are thin and (CTr - Col)/
CS - 1. Values were determined theoretically using (12) and
checked experimentally with dielectric materials as previously
described.

The contribution of second-order terms to Bs was found to
be approximately the same as with the preceding cylindrical
cross capacitor and can be neglected when clean metal surfaces
are present. Thus, from Table II

9s/t" x 3 X 10~9 rad/equivalent nm (16)

assuming that identical films are present on all electrodes. In a
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TABLE II
EFFECTS OF A STANDARD FILM ON THE TOROIDAL

CAOSS CAPACITORS ELECTRODES

6r /t" e01/" es/t"
(n rad/ (n rad/ (n rad/

Electrode equivalent nm) equivalent nm) equivalent nm)

T +113 -112 +1
0 -127 +104 -12
1 -103 +130 +13
B +113 -112 +1

Total -4 +10 +3

similar manner it was found that

I/t" --- 6 X 10-7 rad/equivalent nm. (17)

The significant fact here is that 6T1/OS - 200. Combining this
ratio with the value of OT7 - Os obtained from a bridge com-
parison of CTI and CS yields values for the true phase angle of
each capacitor.

It is assumed in the preceding calculations that uniform films
are present on all active electrode surfaces. Since it is unlikely
that OTI will be more than one order of magnitude above the
estimated uncertainty ( 2 X 10~8) in the measurement of
Onl - Os, a substantial allowance can be made for possible
nonuniform films with no significant reduction in accuracy.

IV. CONCLUSION

Thin dielectric films on the line or detector electrodes of a
three terminal capacitor tend to produce positive contribu-
tions to the phase angle; thin dielectric films on the grounded
electrodes tend to produce negative contributions. The sym-
metry associated with cross capacitors indicates that thin
dielectric films should produce approximately equal and op-
posite contributions to the phase angles of the two cross
capacitances. This has been confirmed experimentally as pre-
viously described.

It is planned that the two toroidal cross capacitors will be-
come permanent standards of phase angle. Sources of error as-
sociated with the realization of these standards will be de-
scribed in a future paper.
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Techniques for Comparing Four-Terminal-Pair
Admittance Standards
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Some of the advantages of four-pair admittance standards and some of the special problems
encountered in their measurement are pointed out. Detailed descriptions of three distinct types of four-
pair bridges and some of their limitations are presented. These three bridges form a vital part of a very
precise absolute measurement of resistance based on a calculable capacitor being undertaken at the
National Bureau of Standards. but are believed to be of more general usefulness.

Key words: AC direct-reading ratio set: ac measurements: bridge: coaxial chokes: defining trans-
formers: equal power bridge: four-pair standards: frequency-dependent bridge: quadrature bridge.

1. Introduction

The quest for improved accuracy in the measure-
ment of audiofrequency admittances has led from the
now universally accepted practice of utilizing two pair
standards, such as so-called three-terminal capacitors
for high-impedance devices and such as mutual induc-
tors for low-impedance devices, to a composite system
combining the advantages of both techniques. A theo-
retical justification of this composite system in which
the standards are provided with four pairs of terminals
was published in 1964 [1] ', but with the exception of a
paper by Homan [2] which was limited to measure-
ments on fairly small impedances. no systematic in-
vestigation of four-pair admittance measurements has
yet been described. The process of converting to four-
pair measurement systems has been underway at the
National Bureau of Standards for several years. dur-
ing which time many of the special problems involved
in their use have been investigated. This paper is an
attempt to describe some of the techniques which have
evolved, and to indicate the order of precision that may
be obtained.

The techniques described in this paper are of gen-
eral applicability but were developed for the specific
purpose of comparing the reactances of capacitors
having nominal values of 10 pF with the resistance of a
special 1000-f resistor having a negligible frequency
dependence [31. The three basic types of bridges used
for making this comparison are described here in
some detail. It is intended to calibrate the 10-pF ca-
pacitors by means of a calculable capacitor now under
construction at NBS. A dc comparison of the 1000-f
resistor with the bank of 1-fl resistors presently main-

' Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper.

taining the NBS unit of resistance will then complete
an absolute measurement of the ohtm.

Because of the large number of intervening steps
between the calculable capacitor and the bank of
1-12 resistors, very elaborate precautions are necessary
to maintain a high level of accuracy. Using the tech-
niques outlined here. it is expected that the principal
uncertainties in the measurement sequence will be
due to mechanical imperfections in the calculable
capacitor.

Although a rather complex sequence of auxiliary
balances is required with the bridges described in this
paper, they are not prohibitively time-consuming for
the limited number of comparisons needed in an
absolute ohm determination. These techniques would
be considerably less attractive for a bridge in constant
use. but this would be less of a drawback in a computer-
operated system. It is considered that techniques
similar to those described in this paper are essential
if uncertainties must be kept smaller than 1 part in 108
over a large range of impedances at audiofrequencies.

The equivalent circuit of a four-pair admittance
standard is shown in figure la, taken from the paper
cited above [1], and in an abbreviated form. in figure
lb. The standard may be viewed as a device in which
the ratio of current in pair 3 to the open circuit voltage
at pair 2, subject to the condition that both the voltage
and current at pair 4 are zero, is the parameter of
interest. This parameter has the dimensions of admit-
tance and may be written

Pid= le=i6=0, e4=0.

It may be shown using figure la that

PASj= Y,(1+ Y2Z2) (1+ Y) 3 .

(1)

(2)
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An interesting reciprocity theorem also exists, which
shows that PM =P for any four-pair network.

Z YT Z

Z Y, = rA Y4 z4Y

A 2

B

3

4

2 4

FIGURE 1. Four-pair admittance standards: (a)
ib) Pictorial representation.

Complete circuit.

Some properties of four-pair admittance standards
which make them particularly useful are their relative
insensitivities to variations in series impedances and
shunt admittances in the leads as is implicit in (2),
and the fact that standards of either very small or
very large admittance may be constructed in such a
way that their four-pair admittances are nearly
identical with their ordinary two-pair admittances
obtained by either open circuiting or short circuiting
the two extra terminal pairs. These properties are
discussed in the reference cited above [1].

Ordinarily the relationship between the four-pair
admittance of a standard and its admittance when
treated as a two-pair standard is of interest only when
the standard is some kind of absolute or calculable
instrument, and it is necessary to determine the
difference between the calculated admittance at some
internal and inaccessible location, and the effective
four-pair admittance at the external connection points.
Examples of this type of standard are calculable
capacitors, calculable inductors. and resistors having
calculable phase angles or ac-de differences. Such
devices are outside the scope of this paper..which is
restricted to the problem of comparing four-pair admit-
tance standards with each other.

Implicit in the adoption of either a four-pair or a
two-pair approach is the requirement that the connec-
tions are indeed treated as pairs. and that there is
no net current from one terminal pair to another. Many
advantages result from grouping the terminals of a
standard in pairs. Consider the simple case of a three-
terminal capacitor provided with two coaxial connectors
and with a permanent connection between the shields
of these connectors. Conceptually the measurement
of the capacitor consists of applying a voltage. e, to
one connector pair and measuring the short circuit
current i at the other connector pair. The transfer
admittance of the device is then given by

Y=jwC +t G= =-
e'

The transfer admittance defined in this way is a func-
tion of the impedance in the connection between the
shields of the coaxial connectors, but there is no
ambiguity in the definition as there would be if a single
ground connection of unspecified placement were used
for both the input and output.

One of the principal reasons for defining the standards
in terms of isolated coaxial connector pairs as sketched
above is that under these conditions there is exactly
the same current but with reversed sign in the inner
wire of each cable as there is in the surrounding
coaxial shield, and therefore the magnetic field
exterior to both cables is zero. This eliminates possible
mutual inductive couplings between the cables used
to interconnect a number of components together to
form a bridge. Likewise, even if stray magnetic fields
were present in the vicinity of the coaxial cables. no
induced voltages would be produced by these fields
to affect the measurement. Although these arguments
pertain only to the connecting leads of the devices,
the devices themselves can be quite easily isolated
from each other by providing them with individual
mu-metal shields when this is needed.

Four-pair admittance standards are constructed
with four coaxial connectors, and the advantages
gained by preventing net currents from flowing
between the four connector pairs are very great. as
this eliminates external magnetic fields and their
effects on the measurement. In this respect. the
practice of dealing with five terminal standards having
a single. common ground connection cannot be
recommended.

It is necessary to maintain the conditions of zero net
currents in the cables of components defined as
outlined above when they are interconnected to form a
bridge circuit. Coaxial chokes were developed for
dealing with this problem [4], and are effective in
attenuating the net currents in the cables by a factor
of several hundred. Unfortunately the net currents are
not completely suppressed by coaxial chokes. A method
for estimating the errors caused by incomplete sup-
pression of net currents by coaxial chokes is described
later in this paper.

Most of the bridge circuits appearing in this paper
show explicitly the coaxial nature of the components.
This was do,,e to emphasize the importance of consid-
ering the return currents in the shields. After some
practice in dealing with circuits drawn in this way,
they are much easier to relate to the physical bridge
setup than are the conventional textbook bridge cir-
cuits. Some difficulty may be experienced at first in
translating the still useful and important body of
classical bridge theory to the coaxial form of presenta-
tion. It may be an aid in understanding some of the
circuits in this paper to redraw them with a common
ground point. If this is done, the similarities between
many of the auxiliary balance systems used here and
common classical techniques, such as yoke and lead
balancing in Kelvin double bridges, and the use of
Wagner and conjugate Wagner arms in ac bridges.
can be readily seen. Redrawing the circuits in this
way must be thought of purely as an aid to understand-
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ing, because any attempt actually to construct a cir-
cuit without proper attention to the details of the shield
return circuits would result in large and erratic errors
dependent upon the accidental arrangement of the
leads.

A final but important introductory point about com-
parisons of four-pair admittances. or indeed any other
kind of admittances. is that even though the standards
are defined subject to certain constraints on the cur-
rents and voltages, it is not necessary when comparing
two such standards to satisfy any of the defining con-
ditions: it is merely required that the same result be
obtained for the ratio of the four-pair admittances being
compared as would have been obtained if the condi-
tions had all been satisfied. This observation opens up
a very wide range of possibilities in the design of bridge
circuits, and is related to the techniques described by
Thompson for dealing with bridges involving multiple
balances [4]. The Kelvin bridge for comparing four-
terminal dc resistors also makes use of this principle.
since currents exist in the potential leads of the resis-
tors. but cause no errors.

2. Basic Comparison Circuits

Figure 2 shows four four-pair admittances connected
in a bridge circuit involving six generators and six
detectors. The balance procedure consists for ex-
ample) of arbitrarily fixing one generator. and then
adjusting the ether five generators and one of the four

P P

Fit HE 2 Elementar\ toar-'ar bride.

four-pair admittances until all six detectors are bal-
anced. The balance condition is PP=P hP(. If all
generators and detectors are interchanged. the bridge
network retains its form. and it may be shown. using
the reciprocity theorem for four-pair networks. that
the balance condition is unchanged.

The scheme of figure 2 contains a number of draw-
backs, chief among which is the difficulty in simul-
taneously nulling six detectors: all of which are affected
in various ways by the six adjustable parameters. This
problem is solved in principle by mixing the various
null detector responses in a suitable combining net-
work to obtain six new null detector responses, each of

which is a weighted average of the six original null
detector inputs. The combining network parameters
are chosen so that the matrix relating the new detector
responses to the adjustable parameters is diagonal
[4.5]. In this case, only the detector which responds to
the adjustable four-pair admittance, called the main
detector, is of interest, and the others need to be bal-
anced only if the non-diagonal elements of the matrix
are not exactly zero.

A more fundamental problem encountered in realiz-
ing figure 2 has to do with shunt admittances to ground
associated with the detectors which compare the open
circuit voltage of one standard with that of another. and
with shunt admittances to ground associated with the
generators between the current leads of two adjacent
standards. By the reciprocity theorem the effects of
these sets of leads are similar, and any solution found
for one problem may be immediately applied to the
other. The nature of the problem and the order of mag-
nitude of the possible errors likely to occur may be seen
from (2). which shows that the effect of admittance to
ground in the potential lead is to load the leads joining
the internal junction points of the standard with the
point at which the open circuit potential is to be meas-
ured. The effect of admittance to ground at the cur-
rent lead is to shunt some of the current to ground
before it enters the adjacent standard.

The lead effects described above are unlikely to ex-
ceea a few parts in 107 at audiofrequencies. unless
interconnecting cables longer than several meters are
used. Even with very long cables, no errors result pro-
vided that these cables are treated as part of the stand-
ard. so that their effects are the same when the
standard is calibrated as when it is used for calibrating
another standard. However. the stabilities of the series
impedances and shunt admittances of the cables must
be considered.

The network used to interconnect the ends of the
two cables and the null detector or generator is in prin-
ciple a three-pair network, since the interaction of the
null detector or generator terminal pair must be in-
cluded in the matrix description of the network. This
network must be. carefully constructed so that the
admittances shunting the cables from the standards
are small. equal. and measurable: and so that the inter-
action of the null detector or generator with the other
two terminal pairs is simple to analyze. An ideal three-
pair circuit for accomplishing the desired objectives
would provide a direct, completely reproducible con-
nection between the two coaxial cables, except for an
infinitesimal gap between their inner conductors. and
with provision for connecting a null detector or genera-
tor across this gap. A network electrically equivalent to
the above is employed at NBS which we call a defining
transformer. shown pictorial in figure 3. A particular
advantage of this network is that one side of the detec-
tor or generator terminal pair is at ground potential.

When used in the potential leads of the bridge
shown in figure 2. the potential leads from the two
standards are connected to terminals A and B of the
defining transformer. The direct internal connection
between the inner conductors, in connection with the
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return through the outer shield, provides a one-turn
loop around the high-permeability core shown shaded.
A detector is connected to a 100-turn winding on this
core via the coaxial connector C, and indicates a null

, CORE'- ', ---- .

C

100 TURNS INSULATION

FIGURE 3. "Defining transformer" for terminating current and
potential leads of four-pair standards.

if the potentials at .4 and B are equal. Capacitance
between the 100-turn winding and the connection
between the inner connectors of A and B could cause
substantial errors. An internal shield with a thin air
gap as shown eliminates this problem. Incomplete
shielding can he detected by interchanging A and B.

When using defining transformers in a bridge, the
potential leads are considered to terminate at the
center of the device, in the region of the insulated
gap in the inner shield. A number of nearly identical
defining transformers have been built such that they
may be used interchangeably to terminate the potential
leads of the standards without changing the loads on
the leads. These devices are used in the current leads
also. in which case a generator may be substituted for
the null detector.

Some objection may be made to the use of these
devices, in that the standard is no longer an entity in
itself, but has a definition dependent upon a termina-
tion: which might more properly be considered as part
of the measuring instrument. Precedents do exist for
this type of procedure, an example being the use of a
precision coaxial connector on a two-terminal capacitor,
for which a correct measurement requires a mating
precision connector. In practice a very substantial
simplification of our measurements was found to
result from the introduction of defining transformers.

The technique which we use for measuring the
effects of net currents between one terminal pair and
another in a bridge containing coaxial chokes is rather
cumbersome. but provides a reliable measure of the
errors caused by non-ideal coaxial chokes. It is first
assumed that every ground loop in the system to be
investigated contains a coaxial choke. and that the
minimum possible number of chokes to accomplish
this purpose is used. This does not imply that one
cannot add as many ground loops as may be desired,
but simply that in the final circuit all ground loops
are interrupted with a minimum number of coaxial
chokes. Singling out a particular choke for investiga-
tion, a single turn of wire is wrapped around the core

of the choke and connected to an auxiliary detector.
The deflection of this detector is a measure of the
voltage tending to drive current through the choke.

A quantitative measure of this voltage may be
obtained using the voltage insertion transformer shown
in figure 4. This device consists of a high permeability

200 TURNS
MU-METAL. SHIELD

FIGURE 4. Voltage insertion transfnrmer for investigating errors
caused by net currents in coaxial cables.

toroidal core wrapped with 200 turns of wire connected
to a coaxial connector. A toroidal mu-metal shield
surrounds the core and winding. so that negligible
magnetic fields exist outside of the shield when the
200-turn winding is excited. In use, the cable leading to
the choke selected for testing is passed through the
hole in the shield of this device, forming a 200:1
transformer. A voltage source derived from the same
oscillator supplying the bridge. and adjustable in both
real and imaginary components, is connected to the
200-turn winding. We find that an operational amplifier
circuit described in an earlier paper [61 is convenient
for this purpose.

The voltage source is adjusted until the auxiliary
detector monitoring the voltage across the coaxial
choke registers a null. The real and imaginary parts
of the adjustable voltage required to obtain this null
are recorded. The next step is to remove the auxiliary
detector and to change the adjustable voltage by an
amount large enough to yield sufficient sensitivity
but not large enough to drive the choke into a non-
linear region. The real and imaginary parts of the
change in balance point of the bridge caused by this
change in applied voltage are recorded. A straight-
forward manipulation of the various complex quantities
obtained by this scheme allows one to calculate the
real and imaginary parts of the error caused by in-
complete suppression of net current by the ct-axial
choke.

All of the coaxial chokes in the system are evaluated
in this way. An algebraic addition of the individual
errors then gives the total error, which is applied as a
correction to the raw results of the measurement.

The technique sketched above could be generalized
for a system with .11 chokes by providing each of the
.11 chokes with voltage insertion transformers, and by
bringing all of the choke voltages simultaneously to
a null as indicated by .11 auxiliary detectors. In this
case no net currents with their attendant errors would
exist, and there would be no corrections to apply to
the bridge balance. The complete system applied in
the circuit of figure 2 could then be viewed as one with
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.11 + 6 adjustable parameters and with .11 + 6 null
detectors. One could conceivably construct a combin-
ing network to diagonalize the matrix relating these
two vector quantities to make the effects of net choke
currents less important. This has not yet been required
for our purposes, since the residual errors due to net
currents through the chokes are small enough to be
measured with adequate precision using the extrapola-
tion technique sketched above.

It is very important that one uses the minimum
number of chokes necessary to break all ground loops
when the normal loop voltages are measured by balanc-
ing them out as indicated above. If two chokes of equal
impedance were in series in a particular loop, the
method described would assign the total loop voltage
to each choke. when in reality each choke would have
across it only half of the total voltage. A simple test
for multiply choked loops is to measure the voltages
at each choke produced by exciting each loop in turn
with a voltage insertion transformer. If the non-
diagonal terms of the resultant.matrix are much smaller
than the diagonal terms. no multiply choked loops exist.

It is found in measuring the effects of the chokes in a
given system that they can often be placed in cate-
gories according to the amount of voltage driving the
loop. and according to the efect of a loop voltage on
the bridge balance. The measurement error caused by
a coaxial choke having insufficient impedance is large
only if the loop voltage driving a choke is large and
if a voltage in this loop has a strong effect on the
bridge balance. It is usually possible to arrange a
bridge in such a way that no choke has both un-
desirable characteristics. This usually requires the
addition of extra ground connections with an extra
choke for each added connection. The procedure for
accomplishing this is at this time largely empirical.

Coaxial chokes do not provide the only means
for suppressing net currents in coaxial cables. Isolation
transformers are used in some cases. and net currents
can then result from unbalanced interwinding capaci-
tances. If the interwinding capacitances are very
poorly balanced. the effective ground loop voltage
can be quite high. and the accurate measurement of the
errors due to the resultant ground loop current is
rather difficult. In such cases it is usually best to
measure the current directly. for example by converting
the voltage insertion transformer to a current sensor
by connecting a phase-sensitive voltmeter in parallel
with a low impedance load to the 200-turn winding.

About the only other errors likely to occur in a four-
pair bridge are those caused by stray couplings between
the various components. These effects can usually
be made negligible with electrostatic and electro-
magnetic shields, and tests for the effectiveness of
these shields are not difficult to perform. Eccentric
coaxial cables usually cause no serious problems. but
must be considered. In some cases acoustic couplings
can be troublesome, particularly if the generator and
detector circuits both contain partially magnetized
transformers. The 100:1 bridge described in section 5
suffered from this effect initially. but after the cores
were carefully demagnetized and after the addition of

some acoustic insulation, the errors due to acoustic
coupling were reduced to a few parts in 1010. The
mechanism responsible for the acoustic coupling
involves magnetostriction in the core of the transformer
in the generator circuit. If the core is partially mag-
netized. the acoustic output of the core will contain a
component at the same frequency as the generator in
addition to the expected but less troublesome com-
ponents at the even harmonics of the generator
frequency. The resultant mechanical excitation of the
transformer in the detector circuit causes no trouble
unless the detector transformer is also partially mag-
netized. in which case a fundamental frequency com-
ponent of current can be generated.

Some care must be taken when adjusting the meters
of the null detector to zero deflection in the absence
of a signal. It had been the practice at NBS to discon-
nect the admittance standards of a bridge from the
voltage transformer to which they were normally
connected and to zero the meters with the voltage
transformer excited. This technique eliminates most
of the errors due to magnetic coupling from the
oscillator and voltage transformer to the detector.
and also eliminates some of the errors caused by im-
perfect coaxial chokes. When the choke errors are
measured independently as sketched above. this
procedure could result in a double correction for
some of the choke errors.

3. Quadrature Bridge

As the first example of an actual four-pair bridge.
we will use a type of frequency-dependent bridge of
which two-pair versions have been in existence for
some time [4. 7. 8. 9]. The circuit is basically the same
as that described by Thompson [4] and uses the twin-
tee detector coupling network proposed by him. The
NBS bridge contains two 10"-fl four-pair resistors and
two 1-nF four-pair capacitors.. and operates at an
angular frequency of 101 rad/s. which corresponds to a
frequency of about 1592 Hz. Figure 5 shows a partial
schematic of the NBS four-pair quadrature bridge. in
which D, through Ds are null detectors. T., through T.
are defining transformers, and P, through P, are the
four-pair admittance standards. Seven of the eight
complex adjustments required to balance the eight
null detectors are indicated by either admittances or
generators with arrows through their symbols. These
seven adjustments are required only for realizing the
defining conditions for the four-pair admittances. and
may be uncalibrated. The eighth complex adjustment
required to balance the bridge is made through the
use of two seven-dial inductive voltage dividers T: and
T:, which drive small fixed capacitors labeled Y, and
Y;. This complex pair of adjustments serves to indicate
the relationship between P,. P:. P;, and P4. Using the
notation indicated on figure 5, we have when all
detectors are balanced

i= e~P, +e, - - e(P2
and

i2= ebP4 + eY - ecP:,.
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FIGURE .. Four-pair quadrature bridge with detector combining network deleted.

If we represent the ratio of T4 by eb=-e(1+ 8 )
with 8 complex and S 1 << 1. and since ed = ea (2k, 1)
and ef =- eb (2k 2-1). we have the balance condition

P3 [P,+ 1.5(2k,- )] ==- P2( + 8)[P4- Ys(2k2-1)].

(3)

A repeat measurement is made with the connections
interchanged at points A and P. and with the connec-
tions between T4 and the defining transformers T3 and
T9 interchanged. This reverses the sign of 8 to first
order, and also reverses T2 and Ts, so that

If we let P~=G~+jwC,, Y3=jwC and Ye=jwC6 and
assume that G, ~ G3  wC: == (C. and that wC, < G,
wC:, <G;, G: < wC2 and G4 << wC4. we may separate
real and imaginary parts of (5) to obtain

'- ,= 1G + 1(k2 - kC6 )
w2CC4  C4i

which relates the main components of
admittances. and

(6)

the four-pair

e = ea(1 -2k;) and ef ~ -e(1-2k ).

The resultant balance condition is

P3[P + Y5(1 -2k;)] -P=(1 -8) [P.4- Y6(1 -2k:)].

(4)

Averaging (3) and (4) we have

P3[PI+Ys(k ,-k)] =-P2[P4 -Y6(k2-k ) ]. (5)

GC, wC1  . C4  C- '-.C+ - +-G- + = (k-k )
C1 G, wC2 o4C (7)

which relates the phase angles of the four-pair
admittances.

The approximations made in deriving (6) and (7)
cause no errors exceeding 2 parts in 1010 for the NBS
four-pair quadrature bridge. Under less ideal condi-
tions, the second-order correction terms might be
required.
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The nominally 1: 1 transformer T.4 in figure 5 is of
two-stage construction [6, 101, with a mu-metal shield
between the first and second stages, and with another
mu-metal shield surrounding the entire transformer. It
can be seen that when the null detectors D and D7 are
balanced, the output terminal pairs of T4 are subject to
open circuit conditions as defined at the central refer-
ence planes of the defining transformers T3 and T9. The
voltages e0 and eb in the equations above are referred to
these reference planes in a manner analogous to the
definitions of the open circuit voltages of the four
pair standards. Reversal of T, is accomplished by re-
connecting the cables at the points of entry to Tz and
T9 , which has a negligible effect on the open circuit
ratio.

Three of the eight null detectors shown in figure 5
are not operated on by the combining network used
with the bridge. The detectors labeled D;, D7, and Da
connected to T., TT, and T4 are brought to a null one
at a time by adjusting Y;. Yo, and either Ys or Y,, after
which these detector terminals are shorted to reduce
the effect on the main detector of a slight error in these
auxiliary balances. This technique works very well for
adjusting Y; and Yo, but some convergence problems
exist with the balance of Ys or Y9. Ideally, one would
like to null the detector Ds connected to T; by adjusting
Y~- Y4 while keeping Y-+ Y4 fixed. One of the other
balance conditions turns out to involve YN+ Y4 but
not Y- Y4. In practice. we have been able to achieve
fast convergences of these two auxiliary balances
without the elaboration of ganged switches by manually
tracking Ys with Y4.

The guiding principle behind the combining net-
work used with the bridge (see fig. 6) is to combine
the various detector terminal pairs two at a time and
further to combine the new detector terminals so
formed until only one detector terminal pair remains.
We begin by combining the detector terminals D, and
D2 of P, and P; to form a single detector terminal D4
which does not respond to excitation of T, and by
similarly combining the detector terminals D, and D4,
of P:i and P,, to form a single detector terminal Do
which does not respond to excitation of TH. The initial
combining network linking the detector terminals D,
and D, can be understood by letting e~ = e= 0 in figure
5 and observing that the circuit between T and D9 in
figure 6 is a Schering bridge, for which a complex
balance may be obtained by adjusting the two variable
capacitors C~ and C,:. The circuit is adjusted by
actually connecting the bridge generator to the input
lead of Ti rather than to the input of T,. After C~1
and C,: are adjusted, the input terminal of T.; is shorted.
The result is that although the voltage at neither D, nor
D2 is exactly nulled, these voltages are very small;
and since changing the excitation on T; does not change
the voltage at D4, no error results from failure to adjust
this excitation to obtain individual nulls on the detector
pairs D, and D2. The combining network between the
detector terminals of D: and D4 is identical with that
described above, and is adjusted by varying C,3 and
C,4. The relative sizes of the admittances are chosen
to produce a minimal effect on the bridge sensitivity

and on the operation of the twin-tee combining network
linking D9 and Do.
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FIGURE 6. Detector combining network for quadrature bridge.

The network linking Di and Do may be understood
by letting all generators in figure 5 be zero and by
assuming that a generator is inserted to make e 0.
The network can be recognized as a twin-tee circuit

in which a null can be produced at D by adjusting
R1 and C2. After making this balance. the voltage at
D is independent of the auxiliary adjustment Ys + Y.
In practice the twin-tee is adjusted so that changing
Y8 + Y9 produced no change in the detector voltage

at D and Ys + sp is adjusted so that changing the
twin-tee setinng produces no change in the detector
voltage at Dut.

Although a twin-tee combining network is convenient
for a quadrature bridge, a detailed noise calculation
shows that it rather greatly augments the thermal
agitation noise already present in P, and P:. With 4
mW dissipate d in P and Ps, one has difficulty in
detecting an unbalance smaller than one or two parts
in 109. A substantial improvement could be made by
maintaining the combining network at low temperature,
or by separately amplifying the voltages at D and
Do before coupling them together.

The final combining network links D~ and Ds with

DI". It is adjusted by means of the decade inductive

voltage divider Tio and the associated phase-shifting

network so that inserting a 5-1 resistor in one of the

cables joining Ti with T2. T3, and T, to simulate the

genet ator shown in figure 5 does not change the

detector voltage at D12. After making this adjustment
the 5-4 resistor is removed.
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The sequence of adjustments outlined above is
easier to perform than to describe.. The entire bridge
can be adjusted in 10 minutes, and the auxiliary ad-
justments have been found to drift in a week by less
than that required to yield an error of 1 part in 109.

The complete quadrature bridge consisting of figures
5 and 6 contains 25 coaxial chokes. each of which
was checked using the techniques described in section
2. The largest individual error was found to be 1 part
in 1010, and the total error resulting from the existence
of net currents in all chokes. the algebraic sum of the
individual errors, was about 2 parts in 1011.

Some special problems are encountered in a
quadrature bridge simply because the balance is
frequency-dependent. One especially important
problem is caused by intermodulation distortion in
the bridge detector between adjacent harmonics of the
bridge fundamental frequency. These distortion
products may have components at the fundamental
frequency. which would cause a substantial error.
The individual harmonic components entering the
detector of a frequency-dependent bridge are not
nulled with the fundamental as they are in a frequency.
independent bridge. and may be of rather high ampli-
tude. We use a special filter between T11 of figure 6
and the detector amplifier to reject all harmonics of
the bridge fundamental frequency before the signals
reach any strongly nonlinear elements. The filter
contains a bridge network to obtain a zero transfer
admittance for the second and third harmonics of the
fundamental frequency. and a doubly tuned circuit to
attenuate all higher harmonics. The circuit is similar
to that used in an earlier quad bridge [7] but has been
modified to yield a smaller noise figure.

The need for a good filter is indicated by the fact
that removing the filter results in an apparent change
in the bridge balance of several parts in 106. With the
filter in, tests indicate that the error due to intermodu-
lation distortion is less than 1 part in 109. A convenient
check on the effectiveness of the filter is to augment
each of the harmonics present at the detector terminal
D,. by injecting an additional current into D,: with a
small capacitor connected to an auxiliary oscillator
tuned to the appropriate harmonic. Other tests using
two auxiliary oscillators confirm that the effect is
indeed due to intermodulation distortion. The tech-
nique is very sensitive, and can be used to detect
distortion products resulting from nonlinear mixing of
frequencies up to at least the 15th harmonic. The
technique gives only an upper bound to the error
and would probably not be reliable for determining
corrections.

If a frequency-dependent bridge is balanced at an
angular frequency w= wo, then for wu wo, the detec-
tor input voltage will be given by ed=k,(cu- fwo)e,,
where k, is a complex constant and e, is the bridge
generator voltage. If the detector contains a sharply
tuned single section filter (6 dB/octave) having a band-
width 2wd then for frequencies near wo the detector
output voltage will be of the form

e Aka,((o - wo)eo
1 + cd - c '

(,d

(8)

The power transfer function between the bridge input
terminals and the detector is then given by

TF, c" 2 2n -i ci

1+( CO U E +

(9)

If a two section filter were used (12 dB/octave). the
power transfer function would be

(l
TF, x 1 + )2\ (10)

TF, and TF2 are plotted in figures 7 and 8 for several
values of wt. In both cases, oscillator noise components
with frequencies very near wo are strongly attenuated,
and those at the edge of the filter pass band are the
least attenuated.

TF,
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FIGURE 7. Power transfer functions for a frequency-dependent
bridge followed by a single section filter.
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FIGURE 8. Power transfer functions Jor a frequency.-dependent
bridge followed by a -.ubie section filter.

The total noise power reaching the detector depends
upon the noise spectrum of the oscillator. This is not
known a priori, but in general is highest near wo. We

will assume arbitrarily that the noise spectrum is of
constant amplitude, in order to simplify the calcula-
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tions. In this case, the total noise power with a single
section filter would be of the form

1+
o \ wa /

and for a two-section filter.

W!x .[ cr 2+ - 2_ _

\ ua /.

The expression (11) for W is not realistic because (9)
is correct only for w -- WO. In general TF, would de-
crease when \w is very large and would not remain
constant. so that W, would be very large but finite.

The advantage of using a two-section filter is obvi-
ous from figures 7 and 8 and from (11) and (12). and in
addition the very strong dependence of W. on the filter
bandwidth can be seen. If the oscillator noise spectrum
had a peak at w= wo. the exponent of w i in 412) would
be reduced. but in practice the observed detector
noise due to oscillator noise decreases faster than that
due to ordinary thermal agitation noise in the bridge
components when the detector bandwidth is decreased.
We ind with the NBS quadrature bridge connected to
a reasonably clean oscillator that the use of two cas-
caded filters with time constants of 0.3 s makes the por-
tion of the detector noise due to oscillator noise about
equal to that due to thermal agitation noise in the
bridge components. Filters with 3-s time constants are
normally employed. in which case the effect of oscilla-
tor noise is negligible.

The above discussion deals with noise power and
makes no distinction between the different effects of
FM\ and AM noise. If a frequency-dependent bridge is
connected to a two-phase phase sensitive detector
adjusted so that the first channel responds only to the
"real" part of the bridge balance and the second
channel responds only to the "phase" part of the bridge
balance. then the effect of FMt noise on the oscillator
is to give noise only on the first or real channel of the
phase-sensitive detector, as might be expected. It can
also be shown that the effect of AM noise on the oscil-
lator is to give noise only on the second or "phase"
channel of the detector. The latter effect is not usually
anticipated. One consequence of this effect is that
when the power level of the bridge is being changed.
the phase channel of the detector is thrown off balance.
usually by enough to saturate the detector and to
require a short wait before the detector recovers.
The separation of FI and AM noise with a frequency-
dependent bridge can be helpful in the study of
oscillator noise.

The main components. PI, P2 . P3. and P4 of the NBS
quadrature bridge are maintained at 25 0.001 *C in an
oil bath. The precision of the bridge is limited by the
temperature variations in the bath and by the load
coefficients of PI and P3. The sum of all other errors.

including that due to thermal agitation noise. is believed
to be less than 1 part in 10.

4. Four-Pair Direct-Reading Ratio Set (DRRS)

The bridge to be described next was actually the first
four-pair admittance bridge to be completed at NBS.
and is in some ways not as well conceived as the more
recent quadrature bridge described above. It is never-
theless a highly accurate and wide range instrument.
and has received much use in the last few years. The
bridge has a number of rather complex features.
making it difficult to understand without prior ex-
perience with four-pair bridges. It is for this reason
that its description follows that of the quadrature
bridge.

The four-pair direct-reading ratio set was intended
to provide a means of comparing two four-pair admit-
tances whose ratio is nominally 10:1. It was designed
so that it could also be used to compare ordinary
two-pair standards. Fewer auxiliary balances are re-
quired with the two-pair configuration. so this usage
will be described first.

An elementary schematic of the bridge is sh4wn in
figure 9. The two admittances to be compared are
labeled Y, and Y",, and are connected to three star
connectors as indicated. The star connectors are con-
structed in accordance with a design first described by

CURRENT AD
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FIGURE 9. ElementarY 10:1 bridge using a twco-stage transformer.

Hamon [111 for dc junctions. but are provided with
ground potential shields to allow their use with alter-
nating current. The equivalent circuit of an ideal
four-pair star connector consists of five impedances
linking the five terminals to an inaccessable internal
junction point. The impedance to ground is typically
much larger than the other four. With this system, the
admittances under test are considered to terminate at
the internal junction points of the star connectors.
rather than at the ends of the coaxial cables leading
to the standards. The discrepancy between the two
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definitions of a standard is small if its admittance is
small, but could be accounted for to first order.

The transformer in figure 9 is a two-stage device in
which the 25-turn primary and the 55-turn current
winding are wound around. core 1 only. The 50-turn
and 5-turn potential windings are wound around both
cores and are isolated from the inner windings and the
two cores by a mu-metal shield.

If there were no capacitance between windings or to
ground, there would be very little current in the
potential leads to Y, and Y2, and a detector connected
to the star connector between Y, and Y2 would register
a null when Y11Y equalled the open circuit ratio of
the potential windings. Because of loading effects.
both in the potential winding circuit and in Y, and Y"=
and the associated cables, two auxiliary balances are
required to obtain zero current in both potential leads.
The first auxiliary balance can be conveniently ob-
tained by means of an adjustable admittance to ground
Y, so that Y: and Y.4 serve as a conventional Wagner
circuit, and the second balance can be obtained by
means of an auxiliary winding around core 2 only (not
shown), whose excitation is adjustable and derived
from a high impedance source. It may be noted here
that one anticipates that only a very small excitation
will be required on core 2, to drive current through the
interwinding capacitance of the transformer potential
windings. and that very little voltage will appear across
the auxiliary winding on core 2 because of the two-stage
construction. Ideally, an adjustable current source
could be used to drive core 2.

The balance procedure for the system of figure 9
would be first to adjust Y, or Y2 to achieve a null on the
detector: second. to disconnect both potential leads
between the transformer and the star connectors and
to adjust Y4 to restore the null (a balance which is
completely independent of the excitation of core 2):
and third, to reconnect one of the potential leads and
to restore the null by adjusting the core 2 excitation.
The process is repeated until the adjustment of Yd/Y 2
converges to a fixed ratio, which is equal to the open
circuit ratio of the transformer potential windings.

A fast convergence of tiiis series of balances is
obtained if the equivalent impedences in series with
the potential windings are very small with respect to
the impedences of the second core excitation circuit
and of the Wagner circuit. A technique for eliminating
the impedance in series with the high-voltage second-
ary winding of a three-winding transformer at the ex-
pense of slightly increasing the impedence in series
with the low-voltage secondary winding has been
described [6]. This technique is illustrated by the
equivalent circuits based on ideal transformers shown
in figures 10a and 10b. The circuit of figure 10a is
equivalent to the circuit of figure 10b. with z'= z, -9z:1
and zi = z2 +0.9z:, for a transformer with a 10:1 ratio.
The unlabeled impedences and turns ratio are not
precisely equal in the two figures, but this is not
important. The significant result is that z3 can be
adjusted to make z'=0.

A technique for making the effective impedance.in
series with the low potential winding also equal to zero

is shown in figure 11. If there is no current in the low
potential winding, there will be no voltage across
transformer T-2, and hence no current through the
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FIGURE 10. Equivalent circuits for
(see tert
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showing the effect of za on z

auxiliary admittance Y'. However, if there is a current
in the potential winding. T will be excited, producing a
compensating current in Y.,. In the worst case, sup-
pose the potential lead of Y-2 is shorted. Then if z.'_=z.,
the voltage on the 100-turn winding of T: will be ed/2.
and the voltage applied to Y' will be equal to el. The
drastic measure of shorting the potential lead of Y2
would then cause no deflection of the null detector
provided Y.; = Y:. An argument based on the circuit
linearity indicates that smaller currents in the low
potential lead would likewise cause no deflection of the
null detector.

Y,

t~--T

T, * Y2

100 T'2Q4

T2

FIGURE 11. Compensation scheme for eliminating the effect of z,.

Applying the concepts of figures 10 and 11 to the
basic circuit of figure 9 we have a system in which the
currents in both potential leads can be adjusted to
zero, but in which the bridge balance condition is not
strongly dependent upon either auxiliary balance. In
order to make the potential lead impedances definite
so that z3 and z' need only be adjusted once during
construction of the bridge, we have elected to plug the
star connectors directly into the potential terminals
on top of the bridge. The adjustments of z3 and z'
then serve to make the effective impedances from the
internal junction points of the star connectors to the
equivalent voltage generators of the transformer po-
tential windings equal to zero, using an auxiliary
admittance Y2 = Y2. It is to be noted that when this
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bridge was designed, the special defining transformers
described in section 2 had not yet been invented and
the potential leads were open circuited by simply
unplugging them. This technique is adequate in this
particular case since the potential lead equivalent
series impedances are very small. When the junctions
between the current and potential leads are located
remotely from the bridge. as is the case when measur-
ing four-pair admittances, the lead impedances are
not small, and the Wagner and second core excitation
adjustments are very critical. The shunt capacitance
uncertainties caused by unplugging the coaxial
connector could then cause substantial errors.

In order to make a direct reading ratio set out of the
circuit of figure 9, a means must be provided for
adjusting the ratio of the potential winding in accu-
rately divided steps. The adjustment of the magnitude
of the ratio is straightforward, and can be accomplished
in principle by means of a step-down transformer T.,
and a six-decade inductive voltage divider T3 magneti-
cally coupled to the potential windings of T, as shown
in figure 12. Although Ts and T. are represented as
being ordinary single-stage transformers, they are
actually both two-stage devices. The first stage of T3 is
coupled to the first stage of T, only, and is used to
excite the first stage of T4. The switching of the first
and second stages of T, are ganged. which improves
the accuracy of the voltage division, and results in a
negligible interaction with the core 2 excitation
adjustment for T,.

Constructing an accurate quadrature adjustment for
a direct-reading ratio set is much more difficult than
constructing an equally accurate magnitude adjust-
ment. At the heart of the problem is the requirement
for a 90' phase-shifting circuit. The conflicting require-
ments of small output impedance. relatively large
output voltage. and reasonably small power dissipation
tend to limit the accuracy and range of most passive
quadrature balance circuits.

S-g
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FIGURE 12. Circuitry for adjusting the real and quadrature com-

ponents of a transformer ratio.

In the quadrature balance system shown in figure 12,
the output of a phase shifting circuit consisting of a
0.01-sF capacitor C, and a 10-a resistor R, is con-
nected to the primary of the three-winding transformer
Ts. One secondary of T6 is in series with the low
potential winding of T,. R, is small compared to the
input impedance of Tn. and since coR,C, 4 1, the volt-
age eq added to T, by T6 is nearly orthogonal to the
voltage across T3 and nearly of the desired magnitude.
A test of the voltage added to T, by T can be made by
setting up a bridge using a precision 1-nF capacitor
C2 and a precision 10-4 resistor R2. A detector con-
nected to terminal D' will register a null when es
.jiC2 =eQ/R,. A small complex adjustment of the
excitation to the primary of Te may be made to give a
null at D'. so that eq=ejwC:R2 . Divider Ti is a six-
decade. two-stage device similar to T3 , and in fact has
separate windings on ganged switches to separate the
coarse output tap connected to C, from the precision
output tap connected to C2. Resistor R2 may at this
stage be considered to include the equivalent series
impedance of the winding on Ts to which it is con-
nected, but in the final design an extra winding was put
on Ts to provide a four-terminal connection for R2 .

When the circuits of figures 9, 10. 11, and 12 are
combined, the result is a system with two sets of
detector terminals. The advantages of combining the
two to give a single detector whose response is essen-
tially independent of the excitation of T,; is by now quite
apparent. The NBS bridge has been designed so that
connecting an auxiliary admittance Y'= Y 2 from D' to
the main null detector D indicated in figure 9 achieves
the desired effect. Rather than using two equal
auxiliary admittances Y.' and Y.. a single admittance is
used for both purposes by connecting the 200-turn
output winding of T2 in figure 11 between terminal D'
in figure 12 and the auxiliary admittance. This serves
to add the compensating voltage produced in the
quadrature balance circuit of figure 12 to that produced
in the load compensation circuit of figure 11.

The complete four-pair direct-reading ratio set
contains all of the features described above. and some
special compensation circuits for obtaining a quadra-
ture adjustment which is precisely proportional to
frequency. The only critical impedances required in
the bridge are the capacitor C2 and the resistor R"
involved in the quadrature adjustment circuit.

The bridge was a test bed for a number of previously
untried ideas, and as such it grew in a rather haphazard
manner. It is felt that the bridge could be greatly im-
proved if it were rebuilt, and while this is not contem-
plated at this time, a complete circuit of the existing
bridge would be more exposing than revealing, and
therefore no such circuit appears in this paper. It
is perhaps useful to point out that the key to achieving
highly accurate and stable ratios in critical trans-
formers and inductive dividers is to make generous use
of multi-stage transformers with magnetic shielding
between stages. The principal errors in such trans-
formers are due to capacitive loading effects working
on their output impedances. Both the interwinding
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capacitances and the output impedances are minimized
by minimizing the number of turns on the transformer.
The optimum number of turns on a shielded two-stage
transformer designed for audiofrequencies is believed
to be less than 100 turns, which is much smaller than
the number normally employed in a single-stage
design.

The calibration of the bridge was in some ways even
more formidable than its construction. The first step
was to check the linearity of the bridge dials at several
frequencies by an external calibration technique in
which a fixed admittance was repeatedly added in
parallel with one side of the bridge for various settings
of an auxiliary admittance in parallel with the other
side. Both magnitude and quadrature balance lineari-
ties of all dials were checked in this way. A resolution
of 1 part in 10" was obtained at 1592 Hz. and of 1 part
in 109 at all other frequencies.

The second step was to determine the actual bridge
settings which would produce an exact 10:1 ratio. A
modification of the permutation method described in
an earlier paper [12] was used for this purpose.

The last step in the calibration was to determine the
actual magnitudes and phase angles corresponding to
changes of the real and quadrature dials of the bridge
over their entire ranges. A quadrature bridge and a
system for comparing admittances in a 1000:1 ratio are
needed for this step. Three step-ups using the 10:1
ratio of the bridge under test provided the 1000:1 ratio
with ample accuracy.

The bridge accuracy is optimum at 1592 Hz. at which
frequency the ratio is adjustable over a range of 5
parts in 104 in steps of 1 part in 109 for both real and
quadrature components. A complete calibration using
the procedure outlined above disclosed that the bridge
readings are linear at 1592 Hz over the entire range of
the dials within an estimated uncertainty of 3 parts in
1010. The actual changes in both real and imaginarv
parts of the bridge ratio produced by changing the
dials over their entire ranges differ slightly from the
values indicated on the dials. The discrepancies are
never greater than 5 parts in 109. even when the bridge
dials are at the limits of their ranges. Corrections for
linear errors of this form are relatively easy to apply.

At 159.2 Hz. the range of the bridge quadrature bal-
ance control decreases to -5 parts in 105. and at
15920 Hz it increases to 5 parts in 101. The first
decade of the quadrature balance control is somewhat
nonlinear above 10 kHz. but if the bridge is not used for
comparing admittances for which the quadrature com-
ponent of their ratio exceeds = 5 parts in 101. no errors
exceeding 5 parts in 109 exist from 159.2 Hz to 15920 Hz.

The additional circuitry needed when using the
bridge for comparing four-pair standards. P, and P". is
shown in figure 13. The critical leads to the standards
P, and P: are terminated at the reference planes of the
defining transformers T;. Ts, and Ty, and the leads be-
tween these transformers and the standards are
treated as part of the standards. The combining net-
work involving TO and the associated phase-shifting
network, which joins the detector terminals DI and D2
of the two standards, is adjusted to obtain a null on D,;

.a

when an oscillator is connected to the 100-turn input
winding of the defining transformer Ts. Then the input
winding of T is shorted and the oscillator is recon-
nected normally. Alternatively, this adjustment can be
made by leaving the oscillator connected normally, and
adjusting the network so that D, does not respond when
the short on T is removed.
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The Wagner balance and second core excitation of
the four-pair bridge are adjusted to obtain nulls on
detectors connected to points D, and D-, of defining
transformers T; and T~ rather than by disconnecting
the potential leads to the bridge. NX ith this system the
bridge ratio is defined at the reference planes in T; and
Ti. and differs from the ratio defined at the potential
terminals of the bridge. Techniques for comparing the
ratios defined in these two ways can be easily devel-
oped. or alternatively the permutation method for
measuring the bridge ratio [121 can be modified to give
the ratio at the reference planes of T; and T. directly.
A standard pair of cables for connecting T; and T. to
the potential terminals of the bridge is obviously
required.

The circuit of figure 13 is not easy to operate directly.
partly because the deflections of the auxiliary detectors
connected to D, and D-, both change when either the
bridge Wagner Balance or the second core excitation
is changed. and partly because these balances are both
much more critical than they are when comparing two-
pair admittances. The criticalness is caused by the
extra equivalent impedances in series with the bridge
potential terminals resulting from the added cabls
between these terminals and the internal junctions of
P, and P,. A network with the double purpose of
combining the output of D-, with the main detector and
of providing two auxiliary detector outputs. one of
which responds to each bridge auxiliary balance. is
shown in figure 14.

The 100-turn windings of both T; and T. are ternii-
nated with 50- resistors. which when referred to the
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1-turn input windings yields a very small impedance.
The voltages across the 100-turn windings are thus
proportional to the currents in T; and T,,. The output
voltage at terminal Ds is proportional to the sum of
these two currents, and responds to changes in the

-----
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OT Yo 80T
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FIGLRE 14. Combinin' network for assuring fast convergence of
DRRS auxiliary 1)a0ances.

Wagner balance but not to changes in the second core
excitation. The output voltage at terminal D- is propor-
tional to the current in T; minus 1/10 of the current in
T4. It responds to changes in the second core excita-
tion. but not to changes in the Wagner balance. A very
rapid convergence of the auxiliary balances can thus be
obtained.

A complete combining network for joining the two
auxiliary detector points D; and D. with the main
detector D, would require two complex adjustments for
a total of four adjustable parameters. The simple
combining network of figure 14 contains only one
adjustable resistor and does not give perfect compensa-
tion. It is adequate at 1592 Hz and below because the
reactances of the bridge cables are much smaller than
their resistances at this frequency, because the imped-
dance of the high-voltage potential lead is only one-
tenth as important as the impedance of the low-voltage
potential lead, and because a factor of 10 reduction in
the criticalness of the auxiliary balances was found to
be sufficient.

A detailed calculation to verify the above conclusions
is not appropriate to this paper. The analysis can be
carried out with the aid of the equivalent circuit for
the bridge potential circuit shown in figure 15, in which
it represents the second core excitation, i2 represents
the effect of changing the Wagner balance. 6: and i.,
are the currents in the potential leads, id is the short
circuit current at the main detector, and Y, and Y2 are
the admittances under test. The voltage generator in
the current leads of the bridge is represented by el, and
can be set equal to zero when analyzing the behavior
of the auxiliary balances.

The use of an auxiliary admittance Y' as indicated in

figure 13 for combining several null detectors causes
no appreciable reduction in bridge sensitivity when
the admittances under test are capacitors, but when
one is measuring ac resistors this technique sub-
stantially increases the thermal agitation noise appear-
ing at the detector. The alternative combining network
shown in figure 16 avoids this problem, and works well
when the smaller of the resistors under test is 10; fl or
less. The alternative combining network has been

'A-
Y 

e,

UYJ31 1;;

FIGURE 15. Equivalent circuit representing the DRRS auxiliary
balances and their effects.

TI i
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FIGURE 16. alternatir.- rornbining netuorkfor use when Y. > 10 '
si'nen-

found to be more convenient than the circuit of figure
13 for the measurement of all admittances for which

1'Y 2 10-4 siemens. The circuit of figure 13 is usually
easier to adjust when IY. . 10-' siemens, because it
is not as strongly affected by admittances to ground at
the junction of Y, and Y2 and in the combining network
involving T1(. Thu circuit of figure 14 works equally
well with either combining network.

Although no coaxial chokes are shown in any of the
circuits for this bridge. they are obviosuiy essential for
proper operation. They are inserted where needed to
break ground loops, and tested in accordance with the
principles laid out in section 2.

5. Equal-Power 100: 1 Resistance Bridge

The comparison of two resistors whose ratio sub-
stantially differs from unity is usually made either by
connecting them directly in series and comparing their
voltages, or by applying equal voltages to them and
comparing their currents. As a result. the powers dis-
sipated in the two resistors differ greatly. and if the
load coefficients of the two resistors are about equal.
the excitation of the bridge is limited by the load co-
efficient of the resistor which dissipates the most
power. In this case, the bridge sensitivity is much less
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than would be obtained with a unity ratio bridge con-
taining resistors of comparable load coefficients.

Using a voltage transformer bridge such as the direct-
reading ratio set described above, the larger resistor
dissipates ten times as much power as the smaller
resistor. Using a current transformer bridge such as
the conjugate bridge obtained by interchanging genera-
tors and null detectors, the smaller resistor dissipates
ten times as much power as the larger resistor.

If a bridge contains a voltage transformer of ratio
.V, and a current transformer of ratio .V2, tien the bal-
ance condition is Rt= NA2 R2; and the powers dis-
sipated in the two resistors are equal if NI = N2. The
bridge sensitivity in this case is equal to that of a unity
ratio bridge for comparing equal resistors. The tech-
nique is only applicable for resistors whose ratio is a
perfect square, but this is not a fundamental limitation
since a rational number can be found that is arbitrarily
close to any irrational number.

For the very important case in which the two resis-
tors to be compared have a ratio of 100, each trans-
former must have a ratio of 10. The bridge described in
section 4 above contains all of the components re-
quired of the voltage transformer in such a system, and
in principle another bridge exactly like it but with a
subtractive rather than an additive ratio could be used
for the current transformer. Fortunately the current
transformer part of the bridge need not be provided
with an adjustable ratio, and is therefore much easier
to build. A quite different approach to an equal-power,
four-terminal (but not four-pair) impedance bridge has
been developed by Henry Hall of the General Radio
Company.2 Both two-pair and four-pair equal-power
bridges have been described in the literature [121, but
the operation of the four-pair version is not clear unless
two-stage transformers are employed.

A paper describing tisi work was presented at the 1970 Conference on Precision
Electromagnetic Measurements at Boulder. Colorado. The text of this paper will be pub-
lished in an issue of the IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement.

The 100:1 bridge used at NBS for comparing a
103-S1 four-pair resistor with a 105-11 four-pair resistor
at 1592 Hz is shown in figure 17. It is convenient for
the purpose of analyzing the behavior of this circuit
mentally to interchange all generators and detectors
and to work with the conjugate bridge. Although the
circuit could of course be described directly without
making use of the fictitious interchange, and although
this would seem a more natural approach to people
familiar with current comparators, the interchange is
helpful here because it allows the use of the same
terminology as was developed for describing the direct
reading ratio set of section 4.

If we consider then that a generator is connected to
terminal B in figure 17, it can be seen that the second
core excitation circuitry is identical with that described
in section 4, but that the Wagner circuitry is much
more complex. The Wagner circuit combines a 10:1
voltage transformer T13 with a 10:1 current transformer
T16 to obtain simultaneously nearly the correct 10:1
voltage ratio and 10:1 current ratio in the two resistors
under test. Note that the ratio of currents in the two
windings of Te is nominally equal to the turns ratio, so
that very little voltage appears across either winding.
The two auxiliary adjustments then provide only the
small corrections necessary to meet exactly the re-
quired conditions of zero current in the defining
transformers T 2 and T13.

Although a much simpler Wagner balance system
involving resistors could have been used, the circuit
chosen is superior because it leads to a negligible
augmentation of the thermal agitation noise appearing
at a detector connected at point B. This consideration is
of no importance in the Wagner circuit of the voltage
transformer part of the bridge, and the use of R3 to
extend the limited range of the internal Wagner
adjustment of the direct-reading ratio set is perfectly
satisfactory.
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FIGU RE 17. A,100:1 equal power bridge making use of the four-pair DR RS.
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The auxiliary resistor required for proper operation
of the quadrature balance controls of the direct-reading
ratio set would most conveniently consist of a 104-fl
resistor connected between the auxiliary output
terminal of the bridge and the detector point B. This
would produce an unacceptably large thermal agitation
noise. The use of a 500-0 auxiliary resistor for Y'
which is connected to a tap on T15 eliminates this
problem. This does not interfere with the use of the
circuit of figure 14 to reduce the criticalness of the
direct-reading ratio set auxiliary balances.

A circuit similar to that of figure 14 and connected
to defining transformers T12 and T13 is used to reduce
the criticalness of the current transformer auxiliary
balances and to provide a means of quickly making the
current transformer auxiliary balances. This circuit is
shown in figure 18. An auxiliary admittance Y3 (not
shown) is connected between this circuit and the
generator terminal A on the direct-reading ratio set.

- -- T
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ADMITTANCE
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FIGURE 18. Combining network for assuring cast convergence of
current transformer auxiliary balances.

The circuit of figure 18 is complimentary to the
circuit of figure 14. In use, the current transformer
auxiliary balances are adjusted so that temporarily
connecting a generator to either G2 or G;1 produces no
change in the detector connected to terminal B in
figure 17. The adjustable 3041 resistor in figure 18 or
the auxiliary admittance Y3 is set so that these auxiliary
balances are not critical.

It was necessary to compromise in choosing the
number of turns for transformer T1; in figure 17 in
order to achieve a reasonably stable ratio without
unduly augmenting the thermal agitation noise due to
excessive shunt conductance in the transformer. With
200 turns on T1 4, the shunt conductance measured at
point B with P, and P2 removed was found to be
1.8 x 10-1 siemens which is only slightly less than the
2 x 10- siemens conductance contributed by the
resistors under test. With 4 x 10-3 W dissipated in
each resistor (20 V on PI), the sensitivity is sufficient
to resolve 1 part in 109 using a phase-sensitive detector

followed by a recorder, which is considered to be
adequate.

The easiest way to measure the ratio of the current
transformer T14 is to interchange the connections with
respect to the direct-reading ratio set so that a balance
is obtained when P, is nominally equal to P:. Inter-
changing P, and P2 and rebalancing allows the current
transformer ratio to be determined from the known ratio
of the direct-reading ratio set. A slight change in the
Wagner circuit of the current transformer is also re-
quired. This consists of interchanging the windings of
T1s. Resistors cannot be used for P, and P2 because of
their large load coefficients, so a pair of 1-nF capacitors
is used instead. The voltages on the two capacitors
change from 20 V to 200 V in the course of the measure-
ment, so their voltage dependencies must be accurately
known. Techniques for measuring the voltage depend-
encies of capacitors to the required accuracy have
been described by Shields [14].

6. Conclusions

The series of bridges described above were built to
provide the admittance comparisons necessary for an
absolute ohm determination, as sketched in the intro-
duction. It has been found that all of the comparisons
necessary for this work can be made with an overall
uncertainty of a few parts in 109 using these bridges. In
practice. the largest source of uncertainty results from
instabilities in the admittance standards used in the
measurements. This problem can be handled only be
carefully controlling the temperature of the standards.
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A Varactor Null Detector for Audio Frequency
Capacitance Bridges

ROBERT D. CUTKOSKY, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract--A two-varactor, double-sideband up-converter pumped
at 30 MHz has been constructed. Operated at room temperature with
a signal frequency of 10' rad/s, the device has an optimum source
resistance of 10' ohms and a minimum noise figure of 0.01 dB. Im-
mersed in liquid N,, minimum noise figures below 0.001 dB referred
to a room temperature source have been measured. The device is
particularly useful as a null detector for audio frequency capacitance
bridges. At 10' rad/s, a signal current of 10-" amperes through a
capacitance of 1000 pF can be detected in less than one second with
this instrument. Techniques for suppressing microphonics and other
extraneous sources of noise are described.

I. INTRODUCTIONB RIDGE circuits commonly used with calculable

capacitors may be viewed at their detector ter-
minals as a signal current source of 10-" amperes

at an angular frequency of 10' rad/s (1592 Hz) shunted
with a 1000-pF capacitance and a 10-s-reciprocal ohm

conductance. Thermal agitation noise is produced by
the conductance, and is given by i-4X10- ampere
for a bandwidth of 1 Hz. Since this noise current is con-

siderably smaller than the signal current, detection of
the signal would seem to be a simple matter of matching

the source to a detector having a noise figure smaller

than a few dB.
Although conventional detectors are available with

noise figures below 1 dB, the capacitive source cannot
be correctly matched to these detectors without greatly

increasing the thermal agitation noise. For example, a
10-henry inducts will correctly tune out the 1000-pF
capacitance at 10' rad/s, but even if it has a Q of 500,
it will augment the noise current in a 1-Hz bandwidth

by an amount i~ a1.8X104 ampere, and in addition,
the tuning will require readjustment whenever the
source capacitance changes.

If the detector noise is sufficiently small, it is pref-
erable to connect the source directly to the detector with

no matching network. A detector with an optimum
source impedance of 105 ohms and a noise figure of

about 0.0025 dB is called for in this application if a
1-Hz bandwidth is used, and a detector with a noise
figure of 0.01 dB would give a performance comparable
with that obtained using a matching inductor having a
Q of 500, but retuning would not be required to compen-
sate for changes in source capacitance.

Manuscript received June 17, 1968. This paper was presented at
the 1968 Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, Colo.

The author is with the National Bureau of Standards, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20234.
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- Varactor amplifiers are extensively used at microwave
frequencies in very low noise detector systems. Audio
frequency varactor amplifiers have not been as exten-
sively investigated, but noise figures below 0.1 dB have
been reported for an amplifier designed for the range
2 to 50 Hz [1 ]. An investigation made at N BS indicated
that it should be possible to construct audio frequency
varactor amplifiers with noise figures below 0.01 dB.
This paper describes recent progress toward realizing
these theoretical predictions.

Although very low noise amplifiers are of critical im-
portance for capacitance bridges, other uses for the sys-
tem described here may be found. One possible field of
application is the detection of signals from very low
temperature resistive sources.

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

The circuit investigated in our laboratory contained
a pair of varactor diodes in a balanced circuit pumped
at 30 MHz. An audio frequency input signal results in
the production of sidebands separated from the 30-
MHz carrier by the signal frequency. A commercial
30-MIHz amplifier intended for use as an intermediate-
frequency amplifier in a superheterodyne receiver (IF
amplifier) amplifies these sidebands, which are then de-
tected in a phase-sensitive detector whose reference
voltage is obtained from the 30-MHz oscillator. A dc
component in the output of this detector indicates a lack
of balance in the varactor pair, and is returned as feed-
back to the bias circuits to eliminate the carrier from the
output. This precaution prevents saturation of the IF
amplifier, and helps to stabilize the overall system.

The audio frequency output of the 30-MHz phase-
sensitive detector contains the amplified signal at its
original frequency, and is usually passed after further
amplification through a second phase-sensitive detector
whose reference is obtained from the oscillator which
drives the audio frequency bridge. The original signal
has at this point been reduced to direct current, and is
easily filtered to reduce the bandwidth of the detector
system, thereby reducing the noise.

The construction of the system is illustrated in Figs.
1-7. The varactor head, Fig. 2, is contained in an evacu-
ated chamber, Fig. 4. This chamber is immersed in
liquid Ns contained in a 4-liter Dewar. The Dewar is
enclosed in a rectangular mu-metal box visible in Figs.
6 and 7.

The operation of the varactor head, Fig. 2, is as fol-
lows. A 30-MHz-pump input drives the two varactors
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Fig. 6. Front view of varactor amplifier.

synimetrically to vary their capacitances at 30 MHz.
Inductor L1 is adjusted to resonate with the parallel
combination, of the two varactors, and minimizes the
magnitude of the 30-\IHz voltage appearing at point A
for a given varactor excitation voltage. Inductor L3

resonates with the 180-pF capacitor C1 connected to it,
and as a result the pump line is teminated with the
50-ohm resistor R1 . This was done so that variations in
the length of the 50-ohm pump line would not affect
the varactor excitation voltage. The phase shift in the
30-IHz circuit may then be adjusted by varying the
pump line length. The choke L. and the 30-IHz trap
involving L 2 suppress the high-frequency voltages that
would otherwise appear at the signal input terminals.
If these filters were not present, the behavior of the sys-
tem would depend upon the impedances of the ignal

input circuit at multiples of 30 I Hz.
The bias voltages are adjusted to balance the 30-

MlHz pump currents passing through the two varactors,
and to produce a 30-\IHz resonance in the circuit con-
taining L5 and the series combination of the two varac-
tors. Under these conditions, the output voltage induced
in the one-turn coupling loop associated with L6 is zero
when the audio frequency input signal is zero, but due
to the reversed polarity of the two varactors, the pres-
ence of a signal voltage results in an unbalance in the
varactor bridge and in the appearance of an output
voltage. A mechanism for adjusting the coupling loop
position is accessible from outside the Dewar-varactor
head assembly, hence the match between Ls and the IF

amplifier can be optimized with the system in operation.

Fig. i. Rear view of varactor amplifier.

The signal input and bias circuits are designed to
minimize the contributions to the output signal of the
thermal agitation noise voltages produced in their res.s-
tive components. The 'ow.-frequency series resistance of
the combination L1 , L4 , and L2 is less than 1 ohm, and is
negligible compared with the measured amplifier equiv-
alent noise resistance Req (see Table I). Likewise, the
low-frequency equivalent series resistances of the bias
circuits were reduced below 1 ohm above 1 kHz by the
use of high-Q, 2- F bypass capacitors.

Current noise generators operative at audio frequen-
cies include shot noise in the varactor diodes, and
thermal agitation noise in G1. The varactor leakage cur-
rents are below 10-" ampere at liquid N 2 temperature
(77K), and the resulting shot noise is not significant.
However, this source of noise would not have been
negligible at room temperature. The 10-1 0-reciprocal-
ohm conductance G, is needed to maintain the de volt-
age levels in the circuit at their proper values, but is un-
fortunately a large source of current noise. The mea-
sured conductance of this element at 1592 Hz was found
to be 3.1 X 10-10 reciprocal ohm, which is close to the
measured amplifier equivalent noise conductance of
5.2 X 10-10 reciprocal ohm (see Table I). It would be
desirable to maintain G, at 77K in a new construction.

'Much has been published on the theory of varactor
amplifiers [2], [3]. The following first-order analysis
leaves much to be desired in elegance, but has been
found particularly useful in the unusual case of an un-
matched signal source.

A varactor pumped at an angular frequency W. ex-
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED AMPLIFIER NOISE PARAMETERS

BASED ON THE EQU-IVALENT CIRCUIT OF FIG. 9

Frequency R,, G.q G'" F~ i'
(Hz) (2) (reciprocal 0) (reciprocal 0) (dB)

90 400 1.1X10-10  5.2X10-7  1.8 X10-3

160 180 4.7X10-
10  1.6X10-9 2.5 X10-3

400 100 4.0X10-1
0  2.0X10-' 1.7 X10-3

1000 35 5.1X10-'0  3.8X10-6 1.2 X10-3
1592 23 5.2X10-10  4.8X10-6 0.95X10-3
4000 14 2.3X10-6 1.3X10-6 1.6 X10-3

10000 14 1.2 X 10- 2.9 X 10-6 3.6 X 10-3
16000 16 2.7X10- 4.1X10-3 5.7 X10-3
40000 50 6.5X10-3 3.6X10-3 16 X10-3

100000 140 6 X10-7 6.5X10-3 80 X10-3

hibits a time-dependent capacitance C= Co+AC sin
wpt, where Co is the average capacitance, and AC is the
peak capacitance excursion from Co and depends upon
the pump voltage.

If the varactor is open-circuited at the output fre-
quency, we have

d
i = - (Ce..,) = 0,

where evar is the varactor voltage. If follows that Cev.,
=constant=Coe., where e, is the signal voltage, and
hence

Co 1 -- sin w~t ev.r = Coe.,
Co

and

e, AC
evr = ~ e, - e, A- Si w,t,AC Co

1 + -- sin wpt
Co

or

AC
e0o, = - e, -- sin ,,,

Co
(1)

where eo~, is the high-frequency part of e..r. This ex-
pression is strictly true only if e, is a constant, but is also
valid when e, is a slowly varying signal voltage.

The varactor equivalent circuit at the output fre-
quency may then be represented as in Fig. 8(a), where
RD is the varactor series resistance. Because of the re-
versed polarity of the two varactors, their output volt-
ages add, and the complete output resonance circuit
takes the form of Fig. 8(b), where RT=2RD+RL, and
RL includes the series resistances of Lb and the 1000-
and 2000-pF bypass capacitors shown in Fig. 2.

Thermal agitation noise e~ in Rr is given by e~2
=4kTvRTA f where TN =77 K. To this must be added
the IF amplifier noise, which under conditions of opti-
mum matching has the effect from the noise standpoint
of adding a resistance R.mp at a temperature T.t = 290K
to the circuit of Fig. 8(b). R.mp is given by F=1+R.0,

*e R0

T o
(a)

2 .. ,

T T
ce' t IFZ

AMP --

(b)

Fig. 8. Varactor equivalent circuits at output frequency. (a) An
individual varactor. (b) Complete output circuit, in which 2 e0,,
- -2 e.(OC/C) sinw,t (see text).

/Rr, where F is the amplifier noise figure, or Ramp = RT
(F-1). The total noise voltage in the circuit is then
given by e,. (total) =4kTYRTf+4kT.td (F-1)AfRr.

Using (1), it can be seen that the total noise is equiva-
lent to that which would be produced by thermal agita-
tion noise in a resistor R.q at T.t = 290K at the signal
input terminals given by

,' ' AC * 1
4kT.tdR.gAf- lin J 2 - sin ,t dl - -

o Co -r

= 4kT NRrf + 4kT.dARr(F - 1)Af,

or

Rr( TN -F1T (
R.q = (2)

For the IF amplifier used here, F=1.26 (1 dB), and
since TN/ T.m 0.26 we have

0.26Rr
Rq = A -

Co

A measurement of the Q of the resonant circuit yielded
RT=0.4 ohm. AC/Co was estimated from the varactor
characteristics and the pump voltage to be AC/Co=0.1,
yielding R.q =10 ohms, in reasonable agreement with the
measured results listed in Table I.

-Several observations are in order regarding (2). First,
the strong dependence upon AC/Co suggests that an
effort should be made to make this ratio as large as
possible. In practice, when AC/Co is much larger than
0.1 the second- and higher-order terms which were
neglected in the analysis above become very important,
and (2) requires modification. In fact, the amplifier de-
scribed here oscillates when AC/Co>0.14.

Second, Rr enters the expression directly, and should
be made as small as possible. Part of Rr is due to the
varactor resistances, and is a prime consideration in

- A. *'~~* i~k.L~495
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their selection. The remaining part is due to the series
resistances of Ls and of the bypass capacitors, and this
leads indirectly to the choice of a high pump frequency,
since a smaller number of turns are then required for Lb.
The resistance RT is also affected by temperature, and
this was a factor in deciding to operate at 77K.

Third, since Ts/ Ttd = F-1, no more than a factor of
two can be gained by either reducing the varactor
temperature assuming RT is constant, or reducing the
IF amplifier noise figure; a substantial reduction in Req
requires reducing both terms.

Fourth, neither the varactor capacitance nor the pump
frequency enters directly into (2). This is not inconsis-
tent with the .Manley-Rowe equations, which govern
the varactor power relationships. The effect of increas-
ing the pump frequency is to allow the reduction of the
series resistance of L6, to provide an increased band-
width Aw, and to reduce the Q of the resonant circuit,
which simplifies tuning. We have for the circuit of Fig.

8 (b),

Aw 1 Co
-- = - = WRT -
W, Q 2

or, neglecting RL,

Aco 1
- = = wR DCO,
W,, Q

so that

OW = - = RDCow, 2

Q
1

and Q =
wpRDCo

For the amplifier described here, f,,=3X107 Hz and
Q = 250, so Af=f,,/Q 101 Hz. The tuned circuit should
therefore pass both sidebands generated by signals with
frequencies up to 50 kHz.

In practice, the advantages of using a pump frequency
appreciably higher than 30 MIHz would be partially off-
set by the larger noise figures that are usually associated
with amplifiers designed for these frequencies.

When the varactor head was first operated in liquid
N 2, a very large current noise was observed. This was
traced to a microphonic sensitivity stimulated by the
boiling nitrogen. The microphonic effect was princi-
pally due to the use of a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
insulated wire for the signal lead entering the varactor
head. Static charges on the PTFE induced currents into
the signal lead when the lead moved with respect to the
ground potential tube in which it was contained. The
wire was replaced with an uninsulated length of thin-
wall stainless steel tubing securely anchored at both
ends, and the remaining PTFE insulators in the var-
actor head were deionized by passing a flame quickly
over their surfaces. Although a rather large piece of
PTFE was used to support inductor L6 (see Fig. 4), it is
in rigid contact with the inductor, and is a considerable

distance from other ground potential objects. The de-
ionization procedure and the reconstruction of the input
lead seem to have eliminated the microphonic effects.

The 30-M Hz pump oscillator-phase-sensitive detec-
tor circuit shown in Fig. 3 is conventional and needs no

discussion. The filament voltages for it and for the IF

amplifier are obtained from a 6.3-volt negative dc supply
to minimize interference from power line harmonics.
This supply is also used to power the IF amplifier gain

control circuit.
The amplifier system requires about two hours to cool

from room temperature to 77K, and was found to be
quite stable and easy to adjust. Only the tuning of the
circuit involving Lb and the varactors is critical, and
this is done in a way which minimizes the equivalent
noise resistance ReQ at 1592 Hz.

III. MEASURED NOISE PARAMETERS

Most of the experimental work on this amplifier was

done with a signal frequency of 1592 Hz. Several mea-
surements were made of the correlation capacitance at

this frequency using a 1000-pF source admittance (see

Appendix), and it was found to be about 300 pF, which
was equal to the measured input capacitance of the
amplifier. This is the expected result based on the anal-
ysis in Section II of this paper. At all other frequencies

the above result was assumed to be true, but was not
verified. No measurements of the correlation conduc-
tance were made, and it is assumed to be zero.

All noise measurements were made at the selected
spot frequencies by the use of tuned postamplifiers hav-
ing bandwidths of a few hertz, and with a thermocouple-

dc voltmeter combination. The postamplifier noise was
small in most cases, but was not subtracted from the

quoted results.
Considerable interference from power line harmonics

was observed below 1 kHz. A narrower passband post-
amplifier would have avoided this problem, but the

thermocouple response would then have been more diffi-

cult to interpret. Better magnetic shielding of the
varactor head would probably reduce this interference.

Table I lists the pertinent noise parameters for the
amplifier, using the equivalent circuit of Fig. 9.

An attempt was made to measure Re at 400 kHz. Al-

though the results were not conclusive, Req appeared to

be about 1000 ohms. This result and the data in Table I
are consistent with the 50-kHz passband estimation

made in Section II of this paper.
The dependence of G, upon frequency is partially

attributable to the increased ac conductances of G1 , C1 ,

and the associated leads inside the varactor head at
higher frequencies. A reduction in Ge0 would therefore

result if these conductances were reduced, or if the

temperature of G1 were reduced. Req increases as ex-

pected at high frequency, due to the bandwidth limita-
tion of the 30-MHz tuned circuit. The behavior of Req
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tR

NOISE
a. is '%. FREE .

C AMPLIFIER C

Fig. 9. Equivalent circuit of amplifier as deduced from measure-
ments made at 1592 Hz. C-305 pF, iR2

-4kTG.q.\f, and e,?
=4kTRqaf, with G.q and Req given in Table 1.

at low frequencies seems to have the character of flicker
noise (Rq cc 1/f), but power line interference may have
given abnormally high noise readings.

When this amplifier was initially operated at room
temperature, a minimum noise figure of 0.01 dB was
measured at 1392 Hz. Unfortunately, after operation
at 77K, the varactor leakage currents at room tempera-
ture were very much larger than before, resulting in an
unacceptable level of shot noise at room temperature.

APPENDIX

A noisy amplifier may be represented by a number of
equivalent circuits, including those shown in Fig. 10,
where the e's and i's represent current and voltage noise
generators.

An arbitrary amplifier may be represented by Fig.
10(a) only if a correlation between the current and volt-
age noise generators is postulated [4]. The noise current
ia may then be separated into an uncorrelated part i.'
and a correlated part -'= Y.'e., where Y.' is the
(complex)correlation coefficient. Fig. 10(b) shows a cir-
cuit by means of which an arbitrary noisy amplifier may
be represented in terms of uncorrelated current and
voltage noise generators. An inspection shows the corre-
spondence between Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) to be given by:

,b =.,

eb = e.

Yb = Y.'

Yb + Yb' = Y.-

(correlation admittance)

The significance of this breakdown is that the correla-
tion coefficient needed with Fig. 10(a) appears in Fig.
10(b) as a real admittance, and its effect may be readily
analyzed. In particular, it is clear from Fig. 10(b) that
shunt capacitance in the input cable of the amplifier
adds directly to Yb, and hence that the input terminals
to which the circuit parameters are referred must be

carefully specified, even for audio frequency amplifiers.
This physical interpretation of the correlation admit-
tance Yb makes Fig. 10(b) especially useful for represent-
ing high-impedance amplifiers.

Fig. 10(c) is the dual of Fig. 10(b). It too uses un-
correlated current and voltage noise generators, yet can
represent an arbitrary amplifier. Its use would be indi-
cated for describing low-impedance amplifiers.

Fig. 11 shows the circuit of Fig. 10(b) connected to a
source consisting of an admittance Y. =G,+jB, shunted
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Fig. 10. Three possible representations for a noisy amplifier.

to

NOISE

Fig. 11. A noisy amplifier connected to a source, with source noise
ij2-4kTG.Af.

with a signal current generator i,. Thermal agitation
noise in the source is given by i.2=4kT.GAf, where T,
will be assumed to be standard temperature, 290K.

Since all of the generators are uncorrelated, we have

A 2
eouo2 =

I Y, + Yb + YbI2

-[ebtI Yb+ Y,|2+i.2+iJ2+ib-]2,

(3)

where A is the voltage amplification factor of the sys-
tem. Representing the voltage noise by an equivalent
noise resistance R.q given by eb2 =4kTR.qAf and the
current noise by an equivalent noise conductance G.Q
given by ib:=4k TG.,Af, we have

A2

v I,+Irb+Y]bH2
{i,2+ 4kTAf[R,I Yb + Y.I= + G,+ G,,]j.

The noise figure of the system is given by

G,+R.g, Yb+ Y,I2 + Gm

(4)

G,

Letting Y,=G,+jB, and Yb=Gb+jBb and differentiat-
ing with respect to G. and B,, we find F is minimum
when B,= -Bb- B.00, and

G. = A/q + G.2 = GPS.
VR

ti~flIL
C1 ~ e
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Under the special condition that Gb=0, we have the in-
teresting results:

G.op = /
Req

and

Fmin = 1 + 2VGqRq.

If the term on the right is much smaller than 1, Fmin', the
minimum noise figure in decibels is obtained from a first-
order expansion of the logarithm of Fmi,,:

Fin' - 8.68VGR, (dB).

When Y, is greatly different from Y',pt, and in particular
when B,+Bb>>G.+Gb, the description of the circuit in
terms of noise figure is very awkward, and a direct refer-
ence to (3) or (4) leads to much simpler results. In the
latter case, (4) reduces to

eouO « i. 2 + 4kTAf[R.q(B. + Bb)2 + G. + Gm] (5)

where 4kT=1.6X 10-1a W/Hz, and the smallest signal i,
detectable with a bandwidth Af may be directly inferred
from measurements of R,, G.q, B, B., and G..

The following method for measuring the noise param-
eters of an amplifier is specifically directed toward use
with the exceptionally low-noise amplifier described in
the body of this paper, for which the approximations
made introduce no appreciable errors. The method is not
likely to be useful at high frequencies, or with very
noisy amplifiers. Since the input admittance of the
amplifier Yin - Yb+ Yb' was found to be almost purely
capacitive throughout the useful frequency range, the
analysis will be restricted to the case in which Y 6+ Y'
=jBi.. An instrument is assumed available for measur-
ing relative values of e.ut over a selected constant fre-
quency band.

Let eou%2.| be the value of e0 .6
2 with Y. = co shortt

circuit). Then from (4), e.u ,2=A.4kTAf Req. If a
source resistance R.=1/G, is inserted such that e.ut2

= 2eout2| .e and if Yb<<G,, .<G, and Geq«G.,

en=2 = A 2.4kTAf(R,.q + R,)

= 2A 2 -4kT..fR.q, or R,. = R..

The equivalent noise resistance is then simply the value
of that source resistance which makes e.u, double its
sho"'t circuit value.

let eut2!.e be the value of e.,, 2 with Y,=0 (open
cirt uit). Then

S Gb" +} Bb" Ggle,,u', = .1-.4kTAf[R G B, 2  +

so that

Gb2 + Bb~ + -
euut ~c Reg

eit2 lIe Bin R
(6)

Let eout2l B be the value of enu,' with a selected, mea-
sured source admittance Y.'=G,'+jB.', with B,'| >>G,'.
Then

Gb + (Bb + B,')'
cnut Il = : 'kT f Re, (Bin + B.')"

G' + Geq
+

(Bin + B.')%J

and

eBout B

eat2 a,

Gb + (B + B,')2 + G,' + G

R 

(B1 n + B,')2 -\2. (7)

Combining (6) and (7), we have

Bb =

(Bin + B.')2 X 2 - Bin2.V - (B.')2 - Req

2B,'
. (8)

In principle, (8) allows the determination of Bb from
readily measurable parameters. In practice, the ad-
mittance Y.' must be carefully chosen to minimize the
measurement uncertainties.

A technique for measuring Gb can be similarly de-
veloped with the use of a source admittance Y,"=G,"
+jB.", with B,"I <G.". Unfortunately, the source
temperature would have to be very low indeed to prevent
its thermal agitation noise from completely masking the
amplifier noise.

After measuring Gb and Bb as outlined above, G.q may
be obtained from (6).
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Calibrated inductive voltage dividers se.'vp as excellent standards of voltage ratio
for use in the comparison calibration of other AC voltage dividers. Differences in phase
angles in the dividers can be accommodated by the production of a voltage in the
detector circuit in quadrature with the reference voltage. This paper discusses the
comparison circuit, the handling of stray impedances, guarding, measurement pro-
cedures, quadrature voltage production, and errors. The comparison method described
can be used in standardizing laboratories for the calibration of inductive voltage
dividers and other voltage ratio equipment.

INTRODUCTION

INDUCTIVE VOLTAGE dividers may be described as
tapped inductors wound on high-permeability cores.

The relatively recent metallurgical development of
ferromagnetic core material having extremely high
magnetic permeability has made possible the construc-
tion of inductive voltage dividers having excellent
stability and loading characteristics. The effects of
internal loading are inherently small in such inductive
voltage dividers, and errors in voltage ratios are
frequently less than 1 x 10-6 in the low audio-
frequency range. The absolute measurement of voltage
ratios with uncertainties less than this is difficult.
However, known voltage ratios embodied in an induc-
tive voltage divider may be preserved as a standard and
re-established again and again. The accurate initial
establishment of voltage ratio for the calibration of
inductive voltage dividers(I 4 ) is not discussed here, but
a method of calibrating an inductive voltage divider by
comparing it with a standard is presented. The compari-
son method, essentially as described herein, has been
used at the National Bureau of Standards for several

*Presented at the 18th Annual ISA Conference and Exhibit,
September 9-12, 1963, Chicago, Illinois.

tStandards Engineer.
$Physicist, Radio Standards Engineering Division; Member-ISA
Denver Section.

ISA Transactions - Vol. 3, No. 3

years and appears worthy of general use in standardizing
laboratories. This method provides efficient, accurate
calibration of inductive voltage dividers using common
laboratory equipment with a standard inductive voltage
divider. Comparison circuits have been mentioned in
several publications(4 7) without detailed elaboration.
This paper discusses in considerable detail a particularly
successful type of comparison circuit.

THE COMPARISON CIRCUIT
A simple bridge circuit for comparing inductive

voltage dividers is shown in Figure 1. The standard
inductive voltage divider is the divider for which the
corrections are known. The unknown inductive voltage
divider is the divider for which the corrections are to be
obtained.

Other elements of the circuit are the guard divider
and shielding circuit, flexible coaxial cables to the
detector transformer, the detector, a resistor and
capacitor for the introduction of a quadrature voltage
in the detector circuit, and several fuses. The dashed
lines indicate the connections of a capacitor that may
be used to reduce loading.

The input terminals of the unknown and standard
dividers are joined together by short, heavy leads having
low impedance to reduce voltage drops between the
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dividers. The electrical connection to the case of the
standard divider should duplicate the connection used
when the standard divider was calibrated. Similarly, the
electrical connection to the case of the unknown divider
should duplicate the connection to be used in subsequent
work. In Figure 1 the cases are shown connected to the
common terminals. These connections fix, in a re-
producible manner, the stray capacitances from the
windings to the case of each divider. Connecting the
case to the output terminal is not recommended, as
this would not fix the stray impedances from the case
(and output terminal) to the surroundings, which are
often quite uncertain and variable. The output of the
guard divider is connected to the shield around the
detector circuit. When comparing an unknown induc-
tive divider with the standard, the guard divider is set
at the same setting as the other dividers and drives the
shield at nearly the same instantaneous potential as
that of the conductors within. The guard divider may
be either inductive or resistive because its only function
is to maintain the proper potential on the shield. The
guard circuit minimizes current leakage through the
stray impedances of the detector circuit.

Usually there is a relatively large stray capacitance
to ground from the detector transformer shield and the
capacitor case. The current in this stray capacitance to
ground must not be allowed in the shield of the flexible
coaxial cables going to the output terminals of the
dividers because a current in the shield can induce a
voltage in the inner conductor. To minimize this error,
the connection between the detector transformer shield
and the capacitor case should be made as short as
possible. and the output of the guard divider should be
connected to the shield at some point in this vicinity.
The major components of stray capacitive current then
are conducted directly to the guard divider. The
deleterious effect that is avoided by this procedure may
be observed by increasing the length of the leads in the
detector circuit and connecting the lead from the guard
divider to a different point on the shield. If all leads are
short the error may be insignificant.

Figure I. Bridge circuit for the
calibration of an inductive
voltage divider by comparison
with a standard.

lt should be noted that, with the circuit shown in
Figure 1, the guard circuit and the capacitor case are
at a potential somewhat above ground, and care should
be exercised in touching the shields to avoid hazardous
shocks. Alternatively, the circuit may be grounded at
the output of the guard divider, but the cases of the
dividers will then be at a high potential. With this
connection it may be necessary to use an isolation
transforme.-r btween the power supply and the bridge
circuit to avoid double grounding. Regardless of the
grounding system selected, it is good practice to
provide an outer covering of insulation for the shielding
wherever needed to prevent accidental short circuits.

Many inductive dividers are provided with two
"common" terminals connected together and to one
extremity of the winding by a wire of low impedance so
that one terminal may be used with the input circuit
and the other may be used to make connections to the
load. In the circuit shown in Figure 1 the inductive
dividers are treated as three-terminal dividers, i.e., the
common output terminal is ignored. A small voltage
drop in the internal connection between the two common
terminals would make the three-terminal measurements
differ from four-terminal measurements in which both
common terminals are used. However, the difference is
usually small and often insignificant. Fuses are inserted
in the circuit as shown in Figure I to prevent damage
to components in the event of inadvertent short circuits.
The fuse in the detector circuit prevents damage to the
resistor, R. if a large unbalance of the bridge circuit is
encountered.

VOLTAGE RATIO MEASUREMENT
Let D + d represent the dial reading of an inductive

voltage divider, where D is the reading of the decades to
be calibrated (usually the highest three decades) and
d is the reading of the lower decades. In most calibra-
tions D will be a step setting of one of the highest three
decades with the other two set to zero. The true ratio, A,
can then be represented by D + d + c, where c is the
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TABLE I

Voltage ratio Phase angle

D, d, c, dx cz Ratiox y, rad Ay, prad yz, prad

x 10-' x 10-4 x 10-6 x 10-6
0.900 0.0 +0.4 +0.1 +0.3 0.900 000 3 -2 0 -2
0.500 0.0 0.0 +0.4 -0.4 0.499 999 6 +4 + 1 +5
0.100 0.0 -0.1 +0.1 -0.2 0.099 999 8 +49 +3 +52
0.090 +0.1 -0.5 0.0 -0.4 0.089 999 6 +36 +4 +40
0.050 0.0 -0.3 0.0 -0.3 0.049 999 7 +42 +4 +46
0.010 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.010 000 0 +70 +20 +90
0.009 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0090000 +60 +10 +70
0.005 +0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0050000 +80 +30 +110
0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.001 000 0 +330 + 130 +460

correction to the setting D. For all practical purposes c
is independent of d. At balance

Dx + d + cx = DA + des+c (1)

where the subscripts x and s denote the unknown and
the standard, respectively. Solving for the correction
to the unknown divider and realizing that Dx = D,,
one obtains

cx=C,+d,-dx (2)

Ordinarily, dx would be set to zero. Under this condition

the unknown and the standard inductive voltage
dividers. The RC combination in Figure 1 is used to
develop and introduce a voltage in quadrature with the
output of one of the dividers. If the capacitive reactance
of C is made considerably larger than the resistance, R,
the current in R will lead the voltage across the im-
pedance R - jXc by nearly n/2 radians and will cause
the quadrature voltage to appear across R. At balance
the current in the detector is zero, and the voltage at
the junction, of R and C is E,, as indicated in Figure 2a.
An expression for the current in R and C can be written

Cx = c, + d, (3)

However, if cx < c, and if the standard divider cannot
be set to a negative d,, the lower decades of the unknown
divider, dx, can be used to obtain the balance. If d, is
set to zero the ratio balance equation is

Cx = C, - dx (4)

Typical data and results for a calibration at 100 V and
1000 cps are shown in Table I.

PHASE-ANGLE MEASUREMENT
A true voltage null at the detector can be obtained if

a quadrature voltage is introduced into the circuit to
compensate for the phase-angle difference between
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The quadrature voltage, e, is the product of i times R,

e = iR

and

e = ER/X = E8wRC

(6)

(7)

From Figure 2a, y, and yx are the phase angles
associated with the standard and the unknown inductive
voltage dividers, respectively, and Ay is the phase-angle
difference between the unknown and the standard
dividers. An expression for Ay can be written from
inspection of Figure 2a as

tan y = e/E,

ERROR

A'

'q As
'Ax

s

(cr

(c)
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Figure 2. Phasor diagram:
(a) voltage phasors: (b) voltage
ratio phasors; (c) phasor dia-
gram showing small error
from quadrature circuit.
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Combining the last two equations yields

tan Ay = wRC (9)

For small angles tan Ay ~ Ay, and
Ay wRC (10)

This equation provides a design formula for the RC
combination in the detector circuit. For any test
frequency w a variable capacitor can be chosen in
combination with a resistor so that Ay in microradians
is a multiple-of-ten times the reading of the variable
capacitor in picofarads. Various multiplying factors
can be obtained using resistors differing by multiples
of ten. As an example, at a frequency of 1000 cps,
resistors having values of 1592, 159.2, and 15.92 .0, will
produce multipliers of 10. 1, and 0.1, respectively.
Thus a 0-100 pF variable air capacitor can be used to
cover a wide range of phase-angle differences.

In the above discussion with reference to Figure 2a,
it has been assumed that the phase angle of the unknown
inductive voltage divider is larger than that of the stan-
dard inductive voltage divider. Under these conditions,
Ay is positive, and the phase angle of the unknown
inductive divider can be obtained from the equation

y =y+ ,y (11)
If the difference yx - y, is negative, the comparison
circuit can be balanced by putting the RC combination
on the other side of the detector with R connected to
the standard divider. Under these conditions, the phase-
angle balance equation would be

ys = ys - 'y (12)

Typical data and results from phase-angle measurements
are shown in Table I.

DISCUSSION OF ERRORS
If errors from incorrect connections, incorrect

frequency, or incorrect applied voltage (i.e., errors
arising from conditions different from those under which
the standard was measured) are precluded, the ponder-
able systematic errors, such as those arising from the
assumptions made in the derivation of the equations,
are of very small magnitude. These will now be
investigated.

The error introduced by the approximation that
tan Ay ;~ Ay can be evaluated from the trigonometric
expansion of the tangent, namely,

yMA Ays
tanA = Ay + - + - + ... (13)

3 15

The second term, Aya/3, evaluated for Ay = 300 rad
would be of the order of 1 x 10-11 rad, which is negli-
gible, and higher order terms are smaller yet.

It is convenient to consider a phasor diagram of
voltage-ratio phasors, as shown in Figure 2b, rather
than one formed of voltage phasors, as in Figure 2a.
The diagram in Figure 2b is formed by normalizing the
voltage phasors by dividing the circuit voltages by the
input voltage magnitude. The voltage ratio A of an

inductive voltage divider is then Eo/IEinI, and the
quadrature component, q = e/lEin!.

A small error in ratio from the voltage drop across R
is illustrated in Figure 2c in which the angles have been
grossly exaggerated to illustrate the error. In this
diagram A, is the apparent ratio at balance, smaller
than the true ratio A', because the phasor q is added at
right angles to the phasor A, by means of the RC
circuit. The error, A', - A,, can be evaluated from the
trigonometric series expansion for cos Ay, namely,

cosAy= 1 -- +--...
2! 4!

From Figure 2c,

A2)A, = Ax cos !y Ax I -! /

(14)

(15)

The error in ratio is represented by the term Ax(Ay 2/2!).
In comparing two good-quality inductive voltage
dividers at a frequency of 1000 cps a Ay of 100 rad
would be experienced only at the lower values of ratio
below about A = 0.01. The error in ratio would be
approximately 5 x 10-11. An error of this magnitude
would be negligible in most cases.

Another source of error in both magnitude of voltage
ratio and phase angle is the loading on the unknown
divider by the capacitor C. To determine the magnitude
of these errors in practical work, the difference in
voltage ratio and phase angle can be observed when
another capacitor having the same value as C is con-
nected from the output terminal of the unknown divider
to ground in the circuit in Figure 1 (i.e., across R and
C). The observed differences may be subtracted from
the original readings to yield the values of ratio and
phase angle with no load. Alternatively, the loading
may be eliminated by adding a capacitor as shown by
the dashed lines in Figure 1: C' and C form a capacitive
divider to reduce the loading of C on the output circuit
of the inductive divider. The magnitude of C' must be
adjusted depending on the ratio being measured and,
in particular, must have a value equal to CA,/(1 - A,).

The power source should have a reasonably low
harmonic content, and the null detector should be
tunable to suppress harmonics in the quadrature
voltage, which would otherwise prevent the attainment
of a precise null. To understand the need for a tunable
null detector, consider that harmonic components
exist in both E, and E. having a frequency nw, equal
amplitude hE,, and the same phase. The total voltage
across R is

e = e,, + en, (phasor sum) (16)

where e,, is the fundamental component and e,,,, is the
harmonic component as shown in Figure 3. The phasor
ens, rotates n times faster than e,,, and its magnitude can
be expressed in terms of the phase-angle difference
of the fundamental output voltages, Ay. The expression
is similar to that for equation (7), except the harmonic
current is hE/X and the angular frequency is nw; thus

en. = hEnwRC = nhEAy
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Figure 3. Phasor diagram showing effect of a harmonic in the
quadrature voltage.

If this component is not suppressed by the detector, it
would not by itself create a systematic error, but it
would result in a limitation on the attainment of a null
equivalent to a voltage-ratio uncertainty

e, en en
uA = = A- = AnhAy (18)

|Etni E,/A .

and a phase-angle uncertainty

uy = e.s = nhAy [radians] (19)
E,

In a typical measurement at 1000 cps, where A = 0.1,
n = 3, h = 0.01, and Ay = 20 rad, it is found that
uA = 0.06 x 10-6 and uy = 0.6 rad. It is evident that
a tuned indicating amplifier that suppresses the third
harmonic by a factor of 10 would be sufficient to permit
the discrimination of ratio to within 0.01 x 10-6 in
this case.

It should be noted that if a detector is used that has a
linear response to small signals, it is possible to use it
to interpolate between steps on the lowest decade of the
divider.

MEASUREMENT VERIFICATION
A simple partial check on the bridge circuit and the

calibration results can be performed by reversing the
leads to the unknown divider and measuring the
complement of the ratio.(4 Caution should be exercised
because the case of the unknown divider will now be at a
high potential if it has been connected to the common
terminal. It can be seen that 1 - Az is now to be
compared with A,. With this connection cz =
-(c, + de + d,). The correction, cx, obtained in this
way may be compared with that obtained in the normal
way.

The corrections to both inductive voltage dividers for
the setting of A = 0.5 can be obtained from the comple-
mentary ratio measurements without prior knowledge
of either of these corrections. If d, is the reading of the
standard for the normal circuit as shown in Figure 1,
and d', is the reading of the standard with the unknown
divider connections reversed, then

c, = -((, + d',), 2 and cx = (d, - d',)'2 (20)

By a somewhat analogous method a check on the
phase-angle measurements can be made. The formula
for phase angle can be derived simply from the phasor
diagrams of voltage ratio for the reversed connection.
The phase angles of bo inductive voltage dividers set
at A = 0.5 can be obtained by the method of comple-
mentary measurements without prior knowledge of
either of these phase angles.

CONCLUSION
If care is exercised in setting up the circuit, using good

shielding practices, and a detector having adequate
amplification and harmonic suppression is employed,
the voltage ratios and phase angles of two good-quality
inductive voltage dividers may be compared with
negligible loss in accuracy. Several systematic errors in
the circuit, for which corrections could be made, have
been discussed and found to be negligible under the
typical conditions described. The precision of the
comparison is limited primarily by the resolution and
stability of the standard and unknown dividers. The
existence of a method for accurate comparison makes
possible the use of calibrated inductive voltage dividers
as standards for the calibration of other dividers and
these, ultimately, for the very accurate measurement of
voltage ratio and impedance ratio.
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Designs for Temperature and Temperature Gradient Com-
pensated Capacitors Smaller Than Ten Picofarads

Robert D. Cutkosky

(July 22, 1964)

A theoretical study is made of the dependence of capacitance upon electrode temperature
in an air dielectric capacitor. The possibility of constructing a fhree-terminal standard
whose capacitance depends only upon the temperature of one electrode is pointed out, and
some practical capacitors utilizing the principle are described. The temperature sensitive
electrodes of these capacitors are constructed of fused silica, which results in temperature
coeflicients of capacitance near 1.5 ppm!C. The temperat-ure independent electrodes of
these capacitors may he constructed of any stable metal, facilitating adjustment to nominal
value.

1. Introduction

One of the problems encountered in t lie cost rue-
tion of st andard air dielectric capacitors is t hat of
reducing thie dependence of capacitance upon t em-

periture. The best technique seems to be to co-
st ruct t lie capacitor ent irely of materials whiich have
very small mechanical temperature coefficients.
Then provided t hat t he elect rode distortions and dis-
placements caused by t emperat ure dependences of
t lie elastic coefficients of t he elect rodes and elect rode
supports are not significant, t he capacit ance tempera-
ture coefficient will also be small. Materials of small
mechanical t emnperat ure coefficient which have been
used for the cost ruct ion of capacitors are fused
silica and It var. Fused silica is difficult to form
and mount, and must be met alized to provide elec-
trodes. Its exclusive use in a capacitor wit hi air
dielectric results in t eniperat ure coefficient s of capac-
it once around 0.5 ppm/*('. I nvar is somewhat
unstable and must be carefully heat t reated. When
treated for optimum stability, temperature coeffi-
cients around +2 pptm/ 0 (' are typical.

The disadvantages of fused silica atid Iivar are
often avoided by the use of two or more materials of
different but relatively high temperatures coefficients
in an arrangement that provides temperature com-
1ensat ion. Temperature compensated capacitors
using two metals have been built in many ways and
with varying degrees of success. One simple but
somewhat unsatisfactory design makes use of coaxial
cylinders in which the outer cylinder has a higher
temperat ure coefficient t han t lie inner. The dinen-
sions of the capacitor are chosen so that the capaci-
t ance bet ween t he cylinders is independent of t em-
perat ure, provided that no temperature differential
exists bet weei tHie two cylinders.

Since the temperatures of the various elements in
a capacitor are not generally equal but vary with
the room or bath temperature with possibly different
time lags, quite large temperature differentials and

capacitance chatiges can result. The cylindrical
design is particularly objectionable from this stand-
point, since the outer cylinder is often in more
intimate contact with the surroundings than the
inner cylinder, aid hence responds to temperature
changes more rapidly.

A temperature compensation technique often used
for capacitors larger than 100 pF involves stacking
plates between spacers having a higher temperature
coefficient than the plates. A second similar stack
of plates is interleaved with, but insulated from, the
first set of plates. Since the dissimilar metals are in
intimate thermal contact, temperature differentials
between plates and spacers remain relatively small,
and the capacitaLnce between the two stacks is not
strongly affected by temperature fluctuations.

A more elaborate system of temperature compensa-
tion may be developed by considering the effect on
the direct capacitance caused by independent
variations in the temperatures of the separate
electrodes. This procedure is found to be most
useful for capacitors smaller than a few picofarads
in which the temperature of the ground electrode
may also be important.

2. Partial Capacitance-Temperature
Coefficients

Consider a three terminal capacitor whose direct
capacitance is given by C= C(t,, t 2, t3) where the t's
are the temperatures of the three electrodes. Then
for small departures from the reference temperature,

p 0b Z50 qbC

or

SY y 1 _ 6( + 1 60
('_ G (o(- 0 c i _o t-- t2- -o at ta ,

=C - (1+aiati-a2 2+amAta). (1)
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The terms =a, etc., are the partial capacitance-

temperature coefficients of the three electrodes.
If we let 1, be a characteristic length of electrode 1,

we may write

We recognize (= as(

the thermal expansion coefficient of electrode 1,
and write

a,=P,#, where P= -' etc., and obtainOn ,l

=
1.- +P,RAt, +iPAW2 4-P3 0,At 3.(2

If 0,= 2=03 and At=At2 =At 3 , we know from

geometrical considerations that. -=1+.A, and

hence PI+P2+1'3=1, but no other restrictions on
the P's exist.

Equation (2) suggests the possibility of designing
capacitors with P2=13=0 so that P,=1. Then if
0, is small, C will be relatively independent of At,
At2, and At3 . This can be done by constructing
electrode 1 of fused silica and choosing a suitable
geometry. Such a capacitor may be adjusted by
machining operations on electrodes 2 and 3, which
may be of any stable metal, and the principle objec-
tion to the use of fused silica is eliminated.

The above analysis is correct if no temperature
gradients exist in any electrode, and if the capaci-
tance changes caused by motions of the electrodes
with respect to each other are not appreciable. The
first criterion can be partially satisfied by avoiding
the use of long, thin electrodes. The second cri-
terion can be satisfied by locating the electrodes alt
saddle points in the capacitance-displacement func-
tion.

Experimentally it is often convenient to set one
of the P's, say PI=0, by a geometrical consideration,
and then either to adjust 13=0 or P,=1 by observ-
ing the capacitance changes brought about by
changing the dimensions of electrode 1 or electrode 3.
The easiest approach will be determined by the
capacitor configuration.

3. Guard-Cylinder Capacitor
Consider a guarded cylindrical capacitor whose

iner electrode has a radius a, and whose outer
electrode aind guards have a radius a 2. If the length
of the outer electrode is I and if e is the permit tivity
of t he dielectric. the direct capacit ance of this system
is given by

2ird

in )--
'a,

(3

Differentiation yields

C= l+ a a, 1 a2 al
E a2a, n(a2 a2 ~

a / at ) (4(4)

For a uniform expansion of the outer cylinder,

-- =A- and C is independent of the temperature of
a 2 I

the outer cylinder if lI =1,nor 2=e.
a, a, This rela-

tionship results in temperature compensation for the
outer cylinder, but only if the guard expands at the
same rate as the guarded electrode; and results in a
capacitor whose temperature coefficient of capaci-
tance is equal to the thermal expansion coefficient
of the inner cylinder.

Although independent compensation for guard and
guarded electrode temperature changes cannot be
achieved with the simple guard cylinder capacitor,
some insight into the behavior of more complicated
cylindrical systems is derived from the results ob-
tained. The critical ratio of radii, which is e for the
simple guard cylinder capacitor, is found to be
quite close to this value for a large variety of com-
pletely compensated cylindrical designs.

4. Practical Compensated Capacitors

After some model studies, an experimental 5 pF
capacitor was constructed as shown in figure 1.
The inner electrode was a metallized fused silica
cylinder. The guard electrodes were set. back as
illustrated to reduce the influence of their tempera-
tures upon the direct capacitance of interest. It was
found experimentally that small changes in the
length of electrode 2 did not appreciably affect the
compensation, so that adjustment to nominal value
is simple.

Tests of the completed capacitor showed an overall
temperature coefficnt less than 1 ppm/*C and no
appreciable overshoot when subjected to a rapid
temperature change.

~ELECTRODE I -ELECTRODE 2

im;- RE 1. An experimental 5 pF complet ly temiperature
compensated capacitor drawn roughly to scal for correct
compensation, a2!a, :2.5.
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It. is found that the design of figure 1 is not easily
modified to yield either much larger or much smaller
capacitance. Other designs have been investigated,
however, which may be useful for the construction
of arbitrarily small completely compensated capaci-
tors. One such design is sketched in figure 2. It
makes use of a cylindrical shield between the two
capacitor electrodes. The inner electrode is once
again constructed of metalized fused silica. Holes in
the cylindrical shield may be varied in sizes to pro-
vide a range of capacitances between the inner and
outer electrodes. The outer electrode is automati-

-- - -ELECTRODE I

/ ELECTRODE 2 /

FIGURE 2. A completely temperature compensated capacitor for
values smaller than 0.1 pF.

cally temperature compensated by virtue of its shape.
Any increase in its temperature will increase the
spacing between it and the cylindrical shield, but will
not change the position of the critical conical sur-
faces. The outer ends of the cones must of course
be truncated, but, it is found that this can be done
without greatly upsetting the compensation. Ex-
perimentally it is found that the critical ratio of cy-
lindrical shield radius to inner electrode radius is
somewhat dependent upon the size and shape of the
holes in the shield, but remains remarkably close to e.

5. Conclusions

Most practical capacitors are found to be not
great.ly dependent upon temperature differentials.
However, complete disregard for the principles of
partial temperature compensation can result in
capacitors which are unduly sensitive to rapid tem-
perature changes. It is possible at least in principle
to design capacitors which depend only upon the
temperature of one element; and if this element has
a small thermal expansion coefficient, very close
temperature control is not necessary. The tech-
nique seems most practical for capacitors smaller than
10 pF.

(Paper 68D4-177)
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A TECHNIQUE FOR EXTRAPOLATING THE 1 KG VALUES

OF SECONDARY CAPACITANCE STANDARDS TO

HIGHER FREQUENCIES

A simple technique is described for extrapolating the
1 kc values of certain two -terminal capacitors to higher
frequencies without incurring serious losses in accuracy.
The method is intended for use with air capacitors having
binding post or banana plug type connectors. Because of
inherent errors, such connectors are not appropriate for
measurement where the highest accuracy is required. For
this reason, it is recommended that calibration of this
type be performed by secondary laboratories and not be
submitted to the National Bureau of Standards.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the establishment of requirements that military contractors

show traceability to the National Bureau of Standards in all areas of

measurement, increasing demands for new and improved types of

calibration services have appeared. Included in these demands is

the entire area of high frequency impedance measurements. Prior

to the increased demand for traceability there was little requirement

for impedance standards and calibration services at frequencies much

above 1 kc, and as a result there existed almost no commercially

available standards which were designed for high frequency appli-

cations. Consequently, NBS has been requested to perform high

frequency calibrations of standards which were primarily intended

for use at dc and low frequencies. Such requests have presented

difficulties because NBS does not possess appropriate standards to

use for comparison, nor is it practical to attempt to develop them.

A limiting factor in the accuracy of impedance measurements is

associated with the connector systems which are employed as a part
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of the instrumentation set-up. This is true to a varying degree at

all frequencies, but in general, as the frequency of measurement is

increased, the importance of connectors must be given added con-

sideration. There are certain minimum requirements which should

be satisfied by any connector system in order to assure accurate

results in impedance measurements. First, the connector should

be coaxial for purposes of self-shielding so as to avoid any influence

of surrounding objects upon the measurement result. This require-

ment is an important one even at the very low frequencies, especially

when small values of capacitance are to be determined. Two other

requirements are a well defined plane of electrical reference and a

voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) as nearly 1.0 as possible. These

are most important at the higher frequencies where short wavelengths

are encountered and measurement accuracy depends upon the degree

of impedance matching within the connector.

Many of the impedance standards submitted to NBS for calibration

at frequencies above 30 kc employ banana plug connectors and are,

therefore, subject to connection errors which render them inappropriate

for use where highest accuracy is desired. Of particular interest

here are capacitance standards which are equipped with banana plug

connectors of either the plug or jack type.

Because the calibration methods employed at NBS for standards

of this type do not depend upon any national reference standard, it is

possible for a laboratory to perform its own high frequency calibrations

of such capacitors and avoid the necessity of submitting them to NBS.

By employing accepted techniques to calibrate such secondary stand-

ards, mutual benefits can accrue both to NBS and to the laboratories

requiring calibration services. NBS, by limiting services to only the
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highest quality standards, can devote increased effort to research

and, as a result, provide better services. On the other hand, other

standards laboratories can save money and time and avoid the perils

of transporting standards by utilizing as many such self-calibration

techniques as possible.

The measurement technique to be described is not new, nor is it

complicated. It is presented as an aid to overall efficiency, and while

it does contain several sources of error, they are not out of reason

when compared with the general accuracy to which standards to this

type may be considered reliable.

2. PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING

HIGH FREQUENCY VALUE

Let us assume that we have a two-terminal air capacitor, with

binding post or banana plug connectors, whose known low frequency

(1 kc) value in farads is Co, and that we have an application requiring

that we know the capacitance value, Ce, at some higher angular fre-

quency, w = 2wf, where f is in cycles per second. Inherent in any

capacitor is a certain amount of conductance, series resistance, and

series inductance. All of these contribute to the effective value of

the capacitor at any given frequency, but, in this case, it is only the

series inductance which is considered significant. This is especially

true for high Q capacitors. Consider the simplified equivalent circuit

for the capacitor as shown on the right in figure 1.

ce ~co

Figure 1

Simplified Equivalent Circuit
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Here L is the residual series inductance of the capacitor in

henries and Co is the low frequency (1 kc) value of the capacitor in

farads. At some angular frequency, we wish to find the effective

value Ce, Equating the reactances of these two circuits gives:

1 1
WCe wCo

and C

Ce = 0 (1)
1-W LC0

To arrive at a value for Ce, it is necessary to evaluate the residual

series inductance, L. This is easily done by short circuiting the termi-

nals of the capacitor and employing a grid-dip meter to ascertain the

angular frequency, wr = Zfr, at which the resulting circuit resonates.

The residual series inductance of the capacitor is then given by the

expression:
I

L = - L (2)2
"r Co

where Co is again the low frequency value of the capacitor and Ls

is the inductance of the device used to short circuit the terminals.

The effective capacitance is then obtained by substituting the value

for L into (1). A typical set-up for determinations of this type is

shown in figure 2.

The solid line in figure 3 indicates the percentage correction, as

a function of frequency, for a 1000 picofarad capacitor having a

residual series inductance of 0.050 microhenry. This is a typical

value for the inductance of a good capacitance standard and may be

expected to be nearly the same for all capacitors of the same general

type of construction and comparable physical size. With this in mind,
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Figure z

Grid-Dip Meter Arrangement Used to Determine the
Resonant Frequency of a Short-Circuited Capacitor.
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it should be noted that the larger the value of the capacitor being

considered, the more the effective value will rise for a given fre-

quency.

3. SOURCES OF ERROR

Four principal sources of error associated with this measurement

procedure are as follows: (a) inaccuracy in the determination of the

resonant frequency of the short-circuited capacitor, (b) mutual

coupling between the shorting device and the grid-dip meter coil,

(c) the inductance of the shorting device, and (d) the equivalent cir-

cuit used to represent the capacitor. In examining these sources of

error it is necessary to generalize in a number of instances because

of the absence of a convenient geometrical arrangement upon which to

base a rigorous analysis. This is especially true in the latter three

instances where current distributions in conductors and the resulting

fields are extremely complex and true representations of actual cir-

cuit conditions are almost impossible to realize.

In measuring the resonant frequency of the short circuited capaci-

tor, the grid-dip meter indication is very distinct because the capacitor

and short constitute a high Q circuit. This condition makes in possible

to achieve repeatability which is beyond the resolution of the frequency

scale on the grid-dip meter oscillator. Either of two methods may be

employed to improve this resolution. The frequency of the radiated

signal of the oscillator may be measured with a hetrodyne frequency

meter, or the signal may be amplified and fed into a frequency

counter. In this manner, it is possible to achieve repeatability well

within one percent. Assuming that the accuracy is also of this order,

the effect on the accuracy of the total circuit inductance would be

approximately two percent. For frequency accuracies within a few
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percent, the accuracy in inductance is given by the expression:

where AL and Aw represent the errors in inductance and angular fre-

quency respectively.

The error due to mutual coupling between the short and the grid-

dip meter coil is evidently very small because no distinct change in

the resonant frequency is caused by varying the distance between them.

Any change in the resonant frequency resulting from an increase or

decrease in the separation is probably of the same order as the stability

and setability of the grid-dip meter oscillator. In any event, the

coupling error may be minimized by maintaining a separation of an

inch or more between them.

Probably the largest source of error is in the value used to

represent the self-inductance of the short. It is possible to improve

the situation by making' a judicious choice of the size and configuration

of the device used so as to permit the use of available formulas

[ Terman,1943] to calculate the self-inductance. Even so,there

remains a margin of uncertainty due to the geometry of the current

path,and such formulas may not be expected to yield accuracies

better than ten to fifty percent. However, since the inductance of

the short is usually only a small portion of the total inductance of

the resonant circuit, this does not represent a serious degradation

of the value obtained for L in equation (2). Figure 4 is a photograph

showing two shorting bars which are convenient to use. These are

brass bars fitted with banana plugs or jacks appropriately spaced

to fit the capacitor terminals.
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Finally, we must consider the equivalent circuit used to represent

the capacitor. The circuit of figure 1 may be criticized because, in

actuality, the inductance and capacitance probably do not exist as

shown. Depending upon the physical details of the construction, the

capacitor may be more accurately represented by other equivalent

circuits. As an example, consider the equivalent circuit of figure 5.

Figure 5

High Frequency Equivalent Circuit

Here the inductance and capacitance, instead of being lumped together

at one point, are separated into fractional parts of the total and

arranged in a manner which more nearly approximates the actual

situation. Ct is the capacitance between the case and the high

potential lead passing through it, and C, is the capacitance in the

stack of plates. Lt and Lp are the lead inductances arranged as they

may appear in relation to Ct and CP. Problems arise, however,

because it is difficult to estimate the values to assign these components,

and also because complex circuits are cumbersome to handle mathe-

matically. To illustrate the importance of the equivalent circuit,

consider a capacitor having a 1 kc value of 1000 picofarads and a

residual series inductance of 0.050 microhenry. Using the equivalent

circuit of figure 1, the value at 1 Mc is 1001. 98 picofarads. The

circuit of figure 5 gives a value of 1001.96 picofarads if we let

Lt = Lp = 0.025 microhenry, Ct = 10 picofarads,and Cp = 990 pico-

farads. At this frequency the difference is essentially negligible,
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but at 15 Mc the values are 1799.00 picofarads for the circuit of

figure 1 and 1786. 32 picofarads for the circuit of figure 5, using

the same values for Lt, Lp, Ct, and Cp. Thus it is seen that the

equivalent circuit assumes increasing importance at the higher

frequencies.

Because of the sources of error, it is believed that the reliability

of the value obtained for the residual series inductance by the method

described is not better than ten percent. Again referring to figure 3,

the broken lines indicate the upper and lower limits of the corrections

which result from this ten percent uncertainty in the inductance value.

In general, it may be said that the effective capacitance may be deter-

mined by this method to accuracies of one percent or better up to

frequencies where the correction amounts to ten percent of the 1 kc

value.

4. CONCLUSION

With the advent of improved rf connector systems, many standards

and instruments using the older type connectors are no longer appropri-

ate for use at the level of primary standards. NBS has developed and

does maintain standards which are only appropriate for use with the

improved type of coaxial connectors [Jones and Nelson,1962]. Because

it is impractical for NBS to attempt to maintain standards for a wide

variety of connector configurations, secondary standards laboratories

are urged to employ this calibration procedure where possible and

when compatible with traceability requirements.
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Four-Terminal-Pair Networks as Precision

Admittance and Impedance Standards

R. D. CUTKOSKY
MEMBER IEEE

T HE DEVELOPMENT of suitablestandards for the maintenance of im-
pedance and admittance has been along
two separate lines. One of these lines is
based on the concept of 4-terminal
measurement, which requires a standard
to be provided with two current and two
potential terminals. This technique has
long been used with low d-c resistances,
and may be applied directly to the mea-
surement of small mutual inductances.
The technique results in the elimination of
uncertainties caused by variations in con-
tact impedances. The other line of ap-
proach is applicable to very high imped-
ances in which case even a very low stray
admittance between the terminals could
change appreciably the apparent imped-
ance of the standard. The effect of stray
admittances is eliminated by shielding the
standard and making measurements in
such a way that stray admittances to the
shield are not included in the measure-
ment. The technique is most often ap-
plied to the measurement of low capaci-
tances; this standard is called a 3-ter-
minal capacitor. The technique is also
feasible for use with very high d-c resist-
ances.

An interesting point is that if neither
4-terminal construction nor shielding is
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mental Electrical Standards Committee and
approved by the IEEE Technical Operations
Committee for presentation at the IEEE Summer
General Meeting and Nuclear Radiation Effects
Conference, Toronto, Ont., Canada, June 16-21,
1963. Manuscript submitted March 18, 1963;
made available for printing April 26, 1983.

R. D. CUTosKr is with the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C.

provided, the most reliable measurements
are made in a middle range of impedance
in which errors due to contact imped-
ance and shunt admittance are about
equal. However, precision attainable in
this range may not be as high as desired.

The provision of current and potential
terminals results in an improvement of
precision for very low impedances, with
very little improvement in the middle-
and high-impedance range. The use of
shielded or 3-terminal construction results
in an improvement of precision for very
high impedances, with very little improve-
ment in the middle- and low-impedance
range. Neither system alone sub-
stantially improves the measurement pre-
cision in the middle-impedance range.

The purpose of this paper is to
develop a theoretical basis for measure-
ment techniques involving both shielding
and current and potential terminals, and
to show that the generalized impedance
standard so defined reduces to the 4-
terminal impedance when it is very low
and to a shielded (3-terminal) admittance
when its impedance is very high. Partial
solutions to the problem have been de-
scribed in the literature,12 but without
sufficient attention to the details of
ground connections. Some concepts and
techniques of modern network theory are
used in the analysis.A

Refinement of 3-Terminal Capacitors

For many years 3-terminal capacitors
have been widely used as low-value capaci-
tance standards. Three-terminal con-

struction greatly reduces errors due to
stray and variable capacitances between
the terminals. Careful analysis of the
behavior of such devices shows that, al-
though the uncertainty caused by varia-
tions in lead geometry is rather small, it is
not negligible when the capacitances are
high, or if extremely high accuracy is
desired.

Three-terminal admittances are usually
constructed with two coaxial connectors
as terminals, and with the outer members
of the coaxial connectors joined with a
low-impedance conductor. Since this
conductor has a finite impedance, the
standard has in reality four terminals,
and its current response to applied volt-
ages must be described by the six in-
dependent elements of its three-by-three
admittance matrix. To reduce the num-
ber of variables, it is common practice to
treat the standard as a 2-terminal-pair de-
vice, whose current response to voltages
at the pairs of terminals may be described
with only three independent admittances.
This approach assumes first, that we are
interested only in the loop currents at the
2-terminal pairs caused by voltage ap-
plied across these pairs; and second, that
either currents in all other external loops
are identically zero or, equivalently, that

SYT

eFig i ) Yaae (i2 da2

Fig. 1. Two-terminal-pair admittance

|eiet Ya Yimedl ne

Fig. 4. Two-terminal-pair admittance with
series lead impedances
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Fig. 3. Four-terminal-aIr a

A-As constructed
B-Simplined circuit

the current into the inner member of
each coaxial connector is exactly equal to
the current out of its outer member.
Mathematically, this approach allows the
impedance between the coaxial connec-
tor's outer members to be suppressed when
the device is represented by an equivalent
circuit.

An equivalent circuit for a 2-terminal-
pair admittance is shown in Fig. 1. If

i,=eiYu+etYn

and

i,=e, i1+es Yu
then

Yu= YA+ Yr

Yn= YB+ Y-

and

Yu = Yu = - YT

Fig. 1 is clearly similar to the usual
equivalent circuit for a 3-terminal ca-
pacitor, in which YT=jwC, where Cis the
direct capacitance.

This analysis implies that there may be
conditions under which an "ordinary"
measurement of a 3-terminal capacitor
may be uncertain by an amount depend-
ent upon net current from one coaxial
terminal pair to the other, and upon the
internal construction of the standard.
It is thus suggested that the transfer ad-
mittance of a 2-pair network

Yn=

may be a more precisely defined parameter
than the loosely defined 3-terminal ad-
mittance.

If net current between terminal pairs
is suppressed and if all leads are coaxial,
the current then also will be coaxial and

no magnetic fields will exist outside of
v the cables. This astatic condition reduces
g the errors that otherwise might be pro-

duced by stray fields. Carried to an
extreme, one can see that the admittance

PAIR 4 . standards themselves should be as astatic
as possible. Although this condition is
usually fairly difficult to achieve, it may be

Z3 improved by the use of eddy currents or
r> magnetic shields, as they are needed.

4 Y When lead impedances becomes signifi-
cant, the network of Fig. 1 must be modi-
fied as in Fig. 2. An analysis shows that

AIR4 if

Y~ = YA+ YT

dmittance Ys= YB+ YT

and

Y12=Y 1 =-YT

=9'l

_____ Y 21

1+Z1 Y 1+Z2 Yn+ZiZ:( Y Y2n- Y22 )

If all terms of the form (Z Y) are much
smaller than unity,

Y21'' Y2(1-Z, Y~- Z2 Y22)

If Z,=Z2=10-2 ohms and 1'n= Yn=10- 4

mhos, the expression Z7, YU+Z2Yn repre-
sents an error term in the measurement
of Y2 with a value of two parts per
million.

In practice, it is found that one may
work conveniently with Y' 'nstead of
Y21 for intercomparison purposes. Even

if Y~ and Yn are constant, accuracy is
limited by the repeatability of Z, and Z 2.
These impedances include, for the system
under study, the resistance of the coaxial
connectors used to make contact with the
standard; for good connectors, they will
be uncertain by less than 10-4 ohms. If
Yu and Y2 are about 10-' mhos, Y' will
be measurable to a few parts in 108.
Special connectors could no doubt be
constructed to reduce the contact un-
certainty, but if Y21 is very high, a limit
will be reached beyond which uncertain-
ties due to lead variations cannot be re-
duced conveniently.

This difficulty may be circumvented by
the use of 4-terminal techniques, such as
those used for low-value standard re-
sistors. In our case, the 2-pair network
is then replaced by a 4-pair one. Some
properties of general 4-pair networks are
derived in the Appendix, but these proper-
ties unfortunately do not have a simple
physical interpretation.

One logical extension of the 2-pair net-
work can be constructed by extending and
splitting each coaxial pair with a per-
manently attached coaxial T-connector,

(1)

ZI Z 3

Fig. 4. Four-terminal-pair admittance with
two pairs ignored

as in Fig. 3(A). Using suitable Y-
delta transforms, this may be simplified to
Fig. 3(B).

If we constrain i2=0, i4=0, and e4=0
in Fig. 3(B) by placing suitable generators
at terminal pairs 1 and 3, we find the
following equation results:

_ is-= YI(1+ Y 3Z,)(1+ ,Z2)es
(2)

which we define to be the 4-pair ad-
mittance P32". Z2 and Za will typically
be the impedances of a few inches of
coaxial line, and Y2 and Ya the
shunt admittances of the same lines.
Hence Y 2Z2 and Y 3 will be very small at
audio frequencies. Numerically, we may
expect that if Z2=Z3 =10-2 ohms at Y1=
Y3=10-7 mhos (10 picofarads if w=104
radians/second), then Y2Z2= Y3Z3=10-9.
If Z2, Z,, Y2, and Y3 are each constant
and repeatable to 1%, Pre" will be de-
fined with a connection uncertainty of a
few parts in 10".

Lastly, it should be noted that, a very
small 4-pair admittance for which all
(YZ) products are negligible reduces to
the normal 2-pair transfer admittance if
terminals 2 and 4 are ignored (open cir-
cuit). In this case Fig. 3(B) may be
redrawn as Fig. 4. The transfer ad-
mittances of this 2-pair circuit may be
calculated to be

- - - Y~

1+Zi( YT+ Yx)+Z3( Yr+ YY)+
ZZ3( YT Yx+ YT YY+ Yx Yr)

(3)

ZA ZZ

Fig. 5. Two-terminal-pair impedance

o-- -+rvw--
' ZA ZeI N

FRYA Y8  a
Za ZT

4 LJ.I.-

Fig. 6. Two-terminal-pair impedance with
shunt lead admittance
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Fig. 7. Four-terminal-pair impedance

PAIR 3

'PAIR I PAIR 2

Y -Y
z, ZT Z2

Z3
Z 4

Y4

PAIR 4

Fig. 8. Special 4-terminal-pair impedance
connructed with a mutual inductor

where

Vx= 1+Z:Y

and

Vr= B+l+Y4
1+Z4 Y,

In the limit as all YZ products become
negligible, equations 2 and 3 reduce to
the following:

P"=- Y 31= Yr

Refinement of Mutual Inductors

Four-pair networks may be constructed
in many ways for use at low-impedance
levels. A complete survey of possible
construction practices will not be at-
temped here. Discussion will be limited
to one special case in which the 4-pair
impedance has the highly desirable prop-
erty of reducing in the low-impedance
limit to the ordinary 2-pair transfer im-
pedance.

o--

C __
0--

e2- i

0-

-- o

(3 1e3

-- o

4 14

-- o

Fig. 9. General 4-terminal-pair network

Fig. 5 represents a general 2-terminal-
pair (4-terminal) impedance. We may
write

e,=iZu+i2Z,

and

e2= iZ2,+i:Zn

with

Zu =ZA+Z'

and

Zu=ZB+Z,,

where Z2=Z, =ZT is called the transfer
impedance.

As with the 2-terminal-pair transfer
admittance of Fig. 1, net current from one
pair to the other of the network must be
suppressed or its effect on the apparent
transfer impedance investigated. Other-
wise, Fig. 5 is not a valid equivalent cir-
cuit.

If the shunt admittances of the leads
are taken into account, Fig. 5 must be
replaced by Fig. 6. Analysis shows that

e,' ,

-

Z21
1+ YAZ,,+ yZ2+ YA VY(Z~Zn - Z12)

(4)

If all YZ products are small, so that
terms of the form (YZ) (YZ) are negligi-
ble, we have Z2'1Z2i(1- YAZ~ - YZn).
We may work with this Z2,' instead of Z,
for intercomparison purposes, but ac-
curacy is still limited by the repeatability
of YA, YB, Zn, and Zn. The arguments
are similar to those associated with
equation 1, which resembles in form equa-
tion 4.

Elimination of errors due to shunt ad-
mittance may be achieved by the use of
shields around each individual terminal.
This may be compared with shielding a
2-terminal capacitor to produce a 3-
terminal one. Fig. 7, which shows such
a shielded transfer impedance, is identical
with Fig. 3(B) if

1

We may hope to use the same conditions
i2=i4 =0 and e4=0, so that

e2 1 = Zr
-m~a"(5 )i3 ~Pan (1+ZV 2 )(1+Za 3 )

and fird a meaningful interpretation for

Q21 in the limit as all Z including ZT be-
come small. That this may be done for
the special case of a mutual inductor will
now be shown.

Consider a mutual inductor constructed
as in Fig. For this circuit

Zr

(1+Z1Y2)(1+Z V,)
(6)

If terminal pairs 3 and 4 are short-cir-
cuited, we may calculate the mutual im-
pedance between the remaining terminal
pairs i and 2 to be

- -Zf

Zr

( 1+Z:Ys)[1+ Y,( Z+Zz )j -Z E Y1 Y2

(7)

where

ZZ4

Z= Z3+Z 4+ZZ4 YA

If all YZ products are negligible, equa-
tions 6 and 7 reduce to Z2 = Q =Zr, the
desired correspondence.

General Considerations

It has been shown that it is theoretically
possible to construct 4-terminal-pair
devices having properties dimensionally
equivalent to admittance or impedance,
and that these suitably defined properties
are relatively independent of the proper-
ties of the leads connected to the net-
work. The technique is expected to be
useful as an aid in designing a wide range
of impedance standards which may be
intercompared and used to calibrate other
standards. Four-pair standards will have
the same physical meaning at very low
and very high impedances as presently
existing standards. In the middle-im-
pedance range, they may be used as well-
defined elements in an impedance step-
up chain. They may also be used to
measure ordinary 2-, 3-, or 4-terminal
standards with accuracies limited only by
the ordinary standards.

Construction of 4-terminal-pair de-
vices may follow the existing techniques
for constructing ordinary standards.
Capacitors, resistors, and self- or mutual
inductors are expected to be useful. Re-
gardless of the construction, 4-pair ad-

z, z3

---

-~ --

Fig. 10. General 4-terminal-pair network
with leads
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mittances must be carefully designed to
be astatic; that is, they must neither
produce stray field nor be susceptible to
pickup from existing stray fields. This is
particularly important with very low
impedances. Search coils may be used
to investigate standards for this effect.

The preceding discussion has centered
around a particular type of 4-pair net-
work. Unfortunately, the conclusions do
not hold for general 4-pair networks.
For this reason, it is essential to test a
completed standard to determine whether
or not the required conditions of this paper
can be met. Varying lead lengths and
noting the result may be one test. The
appendix, which treats a general 4-pair
network, may be used as an aid in de-
veloping appropriate tests. Just as im-
portant is an experimental determination
of the effectiveness of the methods used
to suppress unwanted loop currents be-
tween terminal pairs.

It is not the purpose of this paper to
describe techniques for measuring 4-
terminal-pair admittances. However, ex-
perimental work has been done to verify
some of the conclusions made here.
Measurement techniques will be discussed
in a subsequent paper.

Appendix

If the network of Fig. 9 is linear, we
may write

iI = eI Yu+e, Ys+e3 Y1s+e4 YV 4

it= et Y:I+e:sYn+esYu+e4Yu

is=ej Ysx+e:Y3a+e:Y33+e 4 Y14

14=eI Yu+esYss+e Ya+e 4 Yu

If we require that e4=0, i2=0, and
i4=0, we find

- is

es

Yst Y3Y4+YstY4Yn- 1
Y41YesYa- YuYnY41

Y:+ Y23 Yu - Y43 Y:1

which we define to be the 4-pair admittance
Pn14. It is seen that if reciprocity holds,
Ps" = Psns.

. An expression for the error due to series
impedance and parallel admittance of leads
may be calculated by considering the circuit
of Fig. 10. A calculation yields for is -=
i4'=0 and e4 =0,

-(Psi)', -
e='

( Y(1 Y4- Yu ) YA+( Y Ya-
P.14.+ Y Yn)Ya-YuYda Y K

Y43 Yn - Yd Yu:

where

Ys+ Ys'+ YS Y'Z
Y= 1+Z:Y:'

Y Y+ Y:'+f Y3 Y:'Z3
1+z3 Y3'

and

K=(I+ZY ')(1+Z3YV')

This is of a form which may be treated
experimentally by varying YA and YB and
observing the change which is brought about
in (PI:14)'.
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SUMMARY
The effect on the cross-capacitances per unit length of cylindrical

3-terminal capacitors of thin dielectric films on the capacitor electrodes
is discussed.

It is assumed that the cross-section of such dielectric films remains
constant throughout the length of the capacitor. Some conformal
transformations of basic cylindrical capacitor cross-sections are given.
When these are applied to a symmetric cylindrical capacitor with a
thin dielectric film on its electrodes, the results suggest that the mean
capacitance per unit length may remain constant to the first order
despite the presence of the dielectric film. The same methods also
suggest that the individual cross-capacitances per unit length may
remain constant to the first order provided that the dielectric film is
disposed symmetrically with respect to the capacitor symmetry plane.

Further support for these conjectures is given by the results of a
detailed calculation of the cross-capacitances per unit length of a
parallel-plate cylindrical capacitor with a thin uniform dielectric film
on one electrode. In the last Section, a lemma concerning the existence
of an equivalent dielectricless capacitor is given and this is followed by
the proof of general results of the type suggested by the previous
working.

(1) INTRODUCTION
A new approach to the design of calculable 3-terminal capaci-

tance standards has recently been made possible as a consequence
of a general theoremt concerning cross-capacitances of certain
cylindrical electrode systems. This theorem enables a capacitor
to be constructed such that only one precision length measure-
ment is necessary to compute its capacitance to a high order of
accuracy.

A proof of this general theorem, together with detailed
calculations of cross-capacitances of cylindrical systems with a
variety of cross-sections, has been given in a recent paper.2 in
that paper the effects of various perturbations which could occur
in practice were considered, but an important practical perturba-
tion, namely the presence of spurious thin dielectric films on the
capacitor electrodes, was dealt with only in one special case.

Such dielectric films can be present, for example, in a precision
calculable cylindrical capacitor, where it may be difficult to avoid
surface contamination of the electrodes with oil films. adsorbed
vapours, etc. They can also arise in connection with the direct
experimental determination (by capacitance measurement of a
cylindrical capacitor) of the permittivity of vapours, where a
thin film of condensed vapour on the capacitor electrodes may
constitute a serious source of error.

In the paper we examine further the effects of thin dielectric
films in cylindrical capacitors, the assumption being made that
the cross-section of the dielectric film remains constant through-
out the length of the capacitor. To facilitate the discussion of

Copu pondmnm on Monographs is invited for consideration with a view to
publication.

Dr. Lainperd is In the Division of ElertrotechnokW of the Com wealth sekntil-
and Indstrial Research Orp iton, Austraias, and Mr. Cuskosky is at the National
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these dielectric effects, a number of conformal transformations
are given in Section 2 by means of which a cylindrical capacitor
of arbitrary cross-section can be mapped into a cylindrical
parallel-plate capacitor. This procedure provides a simple
alternative proof of the main theorem on cylindrical capacitors
in a more generalized form.

In Section 3 it is shown how some uniform dielectric distribu-
tions behave under the transformations of Section 2, while in
Section 4 both cross-capacitances per unit length of the cylindrical
parallel-plate capacitor of Section 2, with a highly asymmetric
dielectric distribution on its electrodes, are calculated in detail.
The calculations of Section 3 and 4 suggest some general results,
which are established in Section 5, concerning the effect of thin
dielectric films.

(2) GENERALIZATION OF THE THEOREM ON
CYLINDRICAL CAPACITORS

Consider a conducting cylindrical shell whose right cross-
section, Fig. 1(a), is the arbitrary closed curve S. Let this shell
be divided into four parts by infinitesimal gaps at a, P, y and 8.

By means of an existence theorem due to Riemann,3 in the
theory of conformal transformations, the interior of the cross-
section S can be mapped into the interior of a circle, Fig. 1(b),
and with a suitable choice of a co-ordinate system the point a
can be mapped on to the origin and the centre of the circle taken
on the real axis.

The mapping w - 1/z transforms the interior of the circle of
Fig, 1(b) onto the right-hand half-plane of Fig. 1(c), where the
distances Py and y8 have been arbitrarily called b and a,
respectively.

By means of simple rotations and translations, the right half-
plane of Fig. 1(c) can be mapped into the upper half-plane of
either Fig. l(d)(i) or (ii).

Finally, the mapping v - log, u transforms the upper half-
planes of Fig. 1(d) into the strip spaces of Fig. 1(e).

The configuration of Fig. l(e)(i) is that of the usual guarded
parallel-plate capacitor. The capacitance per unit length can be
computed by assuming electrode ap to be at unit potential and
all other electrodes at zero potential. In this case, all lines of
force are parallel to the imaginary axis and the capacitance per
unit length, CI, between electrodes a# and yS is simply

I log, (a + b) - log. b
Cl =,r 7

Similarly, the capacitance per unit length,
trodes a8 and Py is,* from Fig. l(e)(ii),

C2 = logC1 I

. . . ()

. (2)

C2, between ccc-

(3)

* Note that eqns. (2) and (3) agree wih en. (75) of Refetrn 2.
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Fig. 1.-Transformed cross-sections of general cylindrical capacitor.
(a) Cross-sectioni.
(b) Transformation into .-plane.
(0 Transformation into w-plane.
(d) Transformlation into r-phane+ i) orientation 1. (Ui) orientation 2.
(e) Transfgenatioa into "-lane.

(i) Orientation i. (ii) Orientation 2.

that the twoIf we introduce a parameter r = a/b we see
cross-capacitances per unit length for any cylindri
can always be written in the form

C2(T) = loga (1 + .)

Eliminating - between these two equations,

E-4rZC + 6 -4nc2C = 1 .

This identity was given as eqns. (32) and (71) of Reference 2
in connection with cylindrical capacitors of square and circular
cross-section, respectively, but its complete generality was not
noticed until some time later (Lampard4 and more recently
van der Pauws).

It follows immediately from eqn. (6) that, if C, = C2,

C, = C2 = I logs 2 . . . . . (7)

it is clear that a sufficient, but not necessary, condition for
the equality of C and C2 is the existence of an axis of symmetry
of the capacitor cross-section, which passes through a pair of
non-adjacent electrode gaps. This was the form in which the
theorem was originally stated. It will be clear that the cross-
section of any cylindrical capacitor whose cross-capacitances per
unit length are equal can always be mapped into a cross-section
having this symmetry property, and hence, in the paper, any such
cylindrical capacitor will be referred to as electrically symnerric.
The non-necessity of the physical symmetry condition has beer
pointed out by Thompson.'

On differentiating eqn. (6),
-4nzCtC, = - E4=~C . . (8)

BEST Cum"Y "A!LABLE

and, in particular, when C, = C2,
capacitor dC, = - dC, .. - .- .- .- .- (9)

We shall make use of this result in a later Section to prove
some general results concerning the effects of thin dielectric

. . . (4) films.

(3) CONFORMAL MAPPING OF DIELECTRIC
. (5) DISTRIBUTIONS

The way in which two simple uniform dielectric distributions
behave under the conformal transformations of Section 2 will
be examined. Thus consider the physically symmetrical system

. . . (6) of Fig. 2(a). This system was analysed in Reference 2, where

C/t
PERMITTIVITY E

/77/7/7/
---- .- 4 4- -

a'

Sy,

(a)

IQ PERMITTIVITY F

____ h 7

(b)

FIg. 2.-nfinite-plane cylindrical capacitor with dielectric film.

(a) Coss-ation
(b) Transfrmation itoapa.
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y" 5

LOG a
LOG1 2

PERMITTIVITY t
(a)

PERMITTIvITY [
(cl

PERMITTIVITY C

a

a

A

t

Fig. 3.-Parallel-plate cylindrical capacitor with dielectric film.
(a) Cross-section.
(b) Transformation into w-plane.
(c) Transformation into z-plane.

it was shown that the cross-capacitance per unit length between
electrodes ag and yS is given, when the dielectric thickness is
small, by

-- 1C lo& -2 a2 )C = - log,2 + -) EZ----

+ terms in (1)2 and highera/ (10)

If we transform this system [which is to be compared with
that of Fig. l(d)(ii)] back into a circular cross-section by the
methods of the previous Section, we obtain the system of
Fig. 2(b), where the dielectric is still symmetrically distributed
with respect to the capacitor symmetry plane but is no longer
of constant thickness.

From eqn. (10) it can be seen that for this system each cross-
capacitance per unit length is increased by an amount pro-
portional to the square of the dielectric thickness when this
thickness is small.

Now consider the electrically symmetrical system of Fig. 3(a),
which may be compared with Fig. l(e)(i) (with a = b). Trans-
forming the system back by the methods of Section 2, we obtain
the physically symmetrical systems of Fig. 3(b) and (c), respec-
tively. It will be seen that the dielectric in the transformed
systems is neither symmetrically disposed with respect to the
capacitor symmetry plane nor of constant thickness.

A simple calculation on the original system of Fig. 3(a) shows
that, in this case, the cross-capacitance per unit length between
ap and y8 is

C = log, 2) l + 2-. + 4(+)2 .
-2 "

i.e. the cross-capacitance per unit length between ce and y8 is
increased by an amount directly proportional to the dielectric
thickness when the thickness is small.

These results suggest that, for small dielectric thickness, the
cross-capacitance per unit length of a symmetric cylindrical
capacitor may be written as a Taylor series in terms of the
dielectric thickness, in which the coefficient of the linear term is
zero, provided that the dielectric is disposed symmetrically with
respect to the capacitor symmetry plane. That this is so will
be demonstrated in Section 5.

Up to this point we have been concerned only with the
individual cross-capacitances per unit length. It would be of
considerable interest to know what happens to the mean capaci-
tance per unit length of a symmetrical cylindrical capacitor when
its electrodes have a thin dielectric film distributed on them
asymmetrically. Thus in the system of Fig. 3 it may be con-
jectured that the cross-capacitance per unit length between a8
and fly will be reduced by the same amount, to the first order,
as the increase in the cross-capacitance per unit length between
ap and y. As will be seen in the next Section, such a result is
certainly true for the system discussed there (a slightly simplified
version of the system of Fig. 3), and in Section 5 it is shown that
this result is true in general.

(4) THE PARALLEL-PLATE CYLINDRICAL CAPACITOR WITH
A UNIFORM DIELECTRIC FILM ON ONE ELECTRODE
By the methods of Section 2 any cylindrical capacitor can be

transformed into an equivalent parallel-plate cylindrical capaci-
tor. When the original capacitor cross-section may be trans-
formed into one having symmetry about a line passing through
a pair of non-adjacent electrode gaps, the dimensions of the
equivalent parallel-plate mapacitor have been shown to be such
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that each cross-capacitance per unit length is given by C =
(1 /4z2) log, 2.

In this Section we analyse the general parallel-plate cylindrical
capacitor with the additional complication of a dielectric film
of constant thickness on one electrode. The capacitor cross-
section, together with the co-ordinate system that will be used in
the analysis, is shown in Fig. 4.

'- b

Y

A

ly

a

TO a

PERMITTIVITY (

Fig. 4.-Cross-section of parallel-plate cylindrical capacitor with
dielectric film on one electrode only.

The working of this Section will be given in some detail,
since the system of Fig. 4 appears to be one of the few general
asymmetric cases in which both cross-capacitances per unit
length can be fairly readily evaluated analytically.

(4.1) Cross-Capacitance per Unit Length from «fp to yS - C,(e)
Electrode ap may be placed at unit potential, all other elec-

trodes at zero. The lines of force are parallel to the y-axis
and the dielectric boundary is an equipotential. Thus the
required capacitance per unit length may be regarded as arising
from two capacitors in series:

with the boundary conditions

V4 (x -V(x,-) (19)

b V..(.x, y) rb VB(x, )(0=by. . . (20)

These two boundary conditions, together with Lerch's
theorem on the uniqueness of Fourier transforms, serve to
determine the two functions A,(k), A,(k) in terms of B(k):

A = B(k)(I - e) sinh 2k: . . . . . (21)

A(k) +8(k)[(1 + e) - (I - e) cosh 2kr] . (22)

On substituting eqns. (21) and (22) in eqn. (IS).

+0

V4(x, y) - 4 j ((I - E) sinh 2kt cosh ky
-0

[(I + E) - (I - E) cosh 2k0 sinh kyB(k)eJkxdk (23)

Setting y = b and using the boundary condition

VA(x, b) = I x > 0
=0 x<0 '

we obtain, on inverting the Fourier transform of eqn. (18),

(24)

}B(k)((I - E) sinh 2kt cosh kb + [(I +E)

- (I - e) cosh2kt] sinh kb}

1 W

= j I-Jkxdx ... . (25)

[C,(OP - 4r(b -t a (7i . .

and hence

C1 (e) = a ( -_ . . .

(12)

(13)

= a t ( - 1) + -' 2 (E.. (14)

4= b +b e \b/ \ E j

In particular, for the symmetrical cylindrical capacitor,

a log, 2

and substituting eqn. (15) in eqn. (14) and denoting the particular
value of C, by C*,

C*(e) = log. 2) [1 + - ) 2 (e )+ ...

(16)

(4.2) Cross-Capacitance per Unit Length from at6 to py = C2(c)
The cakulaiions here are considerably more difficult. It is

convenient to take electrode a8 at unit potential and all other
electrodes at zero. In region B, with the co-ordinate system
shown, the particular solution of Laplace's equation which
vanishes when y = 0 is

VB(x, y) = J B(k)eJkx sinh kydk . . . (17)

and, in region A, is

VA(x, y) = f [A,(k) cosh ky + Ak) sinh ky]Eikxdk (18)

8ESi COPY AVALASSL 528

= + #8(k)]

where 8(k) is the unit impulse or Dirac delta function.
Using eqn. (26) in eqn. (23) and writing

= +E

(26)

. (27)

we find the complete solution for the potential function in region
A, namely

VA I Y) = + # (k)] EJk x

sinh 2k: cosh ky + (m - cosh 2k:) sinh kydk (28)
X sinh 2kt cosh kb + (m - cosh 2kt) sinh kb

Now, the charge density on the upper electrode is given by

Sy (x, y )] .F . . .

= - k + ir(k)I kejkxF[k, b, t]dk

(29)

(30)

where

F[k, b, r]= sinh 2k: sinh kb + (m - cosh 2kt) cosh kb

sinh 2kt cosh kb + (r - cosh 2kt) sinh kb (31)

It seems impossible to evaluate eqn. (30) in closed form, so we
content ourselves with an expansion in powers of t, ?.he dielectric
thickness. This procedure is reasonable as we are primarily
concerned with the effects of thin dielectric films. Thus,
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expanding eqn. (31) in powers of t, and substituting the resulting
expansion in eqn. (30),

1 F cosh kbd
a(x) = [ + ((k) kE )kx i X kbdk

81 s- kb 8r hk

t2( 2 \2 r [ I r8(k) kAl3 kxcosh kbdk
\ -_ 8_2 k J sinh3 kb

+ terms in t3 and higher .. ..... (32)

The three integrals occurring here are readily evaluated, for
negative x, by contour integration. Results are given in
Appendix 8.1. On using these results in eqn. (32) we have,
finally,

+ Ex/b l (E -1 ) E-x/b b
fi)-47rb (1 - 6Tnxib) + 81- -Exlb +(I - 61'x/b)2

7TY

2Enxlb 
4 E-x/b

SI- 6nxlb + (1 - e-x/b)2

( (1 + eax/b)enx/b 
i

(I - enx/b) 3

+ terms in (t/b)3 and higher (33)

Here we have reintroduced e by the relation

2
1 - r e

(34)

The cross-capacitance per unit length, C2(e), is just the total
charge on electrode Py, namely

C2(e) = { a(x)dx (35)

We now substitute eqn. (33) in eqn. (35), and carry out the
integration, making use of the results given in Appendix 8.2.

C2(e) = - 4 log (I - E-nalb)

1 /t) C - a Ie-/a/b

l /\2 , _ 2li ra2 e-fl/b - ra e-nlb 1

+4 \b/ \ E / 2 \ b /(1 - e-nab)2 - 2 b I - -ra/b]

+ terms in (!) and higher . ....... (36)

Of partir .' nterest is the case of the symmetrical cylindrical
capacitor f hich

a = log. 2 b = r . . . . (37)

For this case, denoting the particular value of C2(E) by C*,

1 r C - 1- 2 E
C 4() - log. 2 [ - - (W) (E ')(1 - log. 2)

+ terms in () and higher (38)

We note that the linear terms in eqns. (16) and (38) are equal
in magnitude and opposite in sign, so that the change in the
mean capacitance per unit length is only of the second order in
the dielectric thickness. Specifically

C (E) + C2*e) 1 . og 2 E- 2 log, 2
2 = 7 log, 2[l + j/ \ 2, / 2

+ terms in (1) and higher (39)

This example thus supports the conjecture that, in the case
of a thin dielectric film asymmetrically distributed on the elec-
trodes of a cylindrical capacitor, the mean capacitance per unit
length remains constant to the first order.

Finally let us briefly consider the results for the general
parallel-plate cylindrical capacitor with no dielectric film.
Setting t = 0 in eqns. (14) and (36) we have (on dropping the
arguments of Cl and C2)

.

(40)

C,2 = - 412log: (I - pFa/b) (41)

As a partial check on the fairly complicated calculations of
this Section we note that the introduction of a parameter

T = 8a/b - 1 ..... (42)

enables eqns. (40) and (41) to be written in the standard para-
metric form of eqns. (4) and (5).

(5) GENERAL RESULTS CONCERNING DIELECTRIC
FILMS IN CYLINDRICAL CAPACITORS

In this Section we give proofs of the following general results,
which have been suggested by the working of Sections 3 and 4.

(a) In an electrically symmetric cylindrical capacitor, an
arbitrary thin dielectric film on the capacitor electrodes produces
only a second-order change in the mean capacitance per unit
length.

(b) In a physically symmetric cylindrical capacitor, a thin
dielectric film on the capacitor electrodes, which is disposed
symmetrically with respect to the capacitor symmetry plane,
produces only a second-order change in each cross-capacitance
per unit length.

Before proceeding to the proof of these results we establish
a preliminary lemma. This lemma states that, given any
cylindrical capacitor with a thin dielectric film on its electrodes,
there exists an equivalent cylindrical capacitor containing no
dielectric,* whose electrodes lie wholly within the space occupied
by the dielectric film, such that the electric fields, at all points
in the dielectricless region of the two capacitors, are equal to
the first order.

The significance of this lemma is that it shows, for dielectric
films whose thickness is small, that the perturbation required to
obtain the equivalent electrode system is both small, of the
same order as the dielectric thickness, being in fact bounded by
the dielectric itself, and independent of the field configuration,
i.e. independent of the individual electrode potentials.

Thus consider the cross-section of an arbitrary cylindrical
capacitor and, in particular, a small region near electrode ap,
say (assumed at zero potential without loss of generality), as
shown in Fig. 5.

Throughout the paper the term dielectric ii used in the sense o a material
substance.
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DIELECTRIC

C BOUNDARY

R

5 / /

A PERMITTIVITY

ENLARGEMENT OF c
TO* . s ECBs)

ELECTRODE

eB

A
DIELECTRIC

EA(S) BOUNDARY

Fig. 5.--Cross-section of general cylindrical capacitor with arbitrary thin dielectric film.

In the following discussion we assume that:
(i) A(s) is small compared with the length of the line of force

terminating at s.
(ii) A'(s) is such that the field is almost normal to the dielectric

boundary.
With these assumptions, the field ER(s) in the dielectric can

be regarded as essentially constant for a given s and, on equating
normal components of electric displacement,

EA(s) cos OA = (E8 (s) cos .... ,.. .. (43)

I l+ tan' B
i.e. E(s) = - E 4(s) AI+ tanA

v + tan2 9
A

Using the identity
e tan 8, = tan .

and noting that for small '(s)

we have
tan 0, = 0'(s) + o[, 2(s)] . . . .

EB(s) = -EA(s) 1+ 0j 2[ + o[A 2(s)1

I + L E J

-=-E (s)(1 + o[A2(s)]) . . . -

(46)

(47)

Thus for small A(s) the potential function at the dielectric
boundary is

V(s) = -A(s)E4 (s) + o[A 2(s)] . . . (49)

Now consider the same region of the capacitor but with the
dielectric removed and the electrode surface at s advanced a
distance xA(s) towards the former position of the dielectric
boundary. The potential at the dielectric boundary is now
simply

V*(s) = (I - x)A(s)E*(s) + o[A2(s)] . . (50)

where asterisks have been used to denote the values of V(s) and
EA(s) in this situation.

Clearly, if V(s) = V*(s) for all s, then so must the electric
field; .. region A also be equal, in particular we must have
EA(s) = E';*(s) for all s. Equating the two expressions for V(s)
and solving for x,

x = - + o[A(s)] . . . . (51)

which result is independent of s to the first order and also
independent of the way in which the field arises.

Thus we have shown that the electric field in the region
unoccupied by dielectric remains constant to the first order, if
the dielectric and electrode systems are replaced by a perturbed
electrode system (without dielectric) such that each new electrode
element is a distance A(s)(E - 1)/e from the corresponding
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original electrode position. Since (E - l)/e < I, the perturbed
electrode system of the equivalent dielectricless capacitor lies
wholly within the region formerly occupied by the dielectric.
which proves the lemma.

Finally, the capacitance per unit length between electrodes a#
and y8 , say, can be computed by assuming that electrode yS is
at unit potential and all other electrodes are at zero potential.
Hence

C, = a(s)ds ..... (52)

(44) where a(s), the charge density per unit length, may be written
in terms of the electric displacement at the electrode surface.
To the first order, this electric displacement is identical with the

. . . (45) normal component of the electric field at the dielectric, and
hence

a(s) 4-EA(s)tI + [ (.)]2}-1/2I o[J(s)] (53)

= -E(s) + o[A(s)] . ..... (54)

We have already seen that the electric field EA(s) remains
constant to the first order in the equivalent dielectricless
capacitor, and so, on using ,qn. (54) in eqn. (52), it is clear
that the same conclusion applies to the capacitance per unit
length, C,, and by similar working to the other cross-capaci-
tance per unit length, C2.

As an example of the use of this lemma we may compute the
first-order changes in the cross-capacitances per unit length for
the system of Fig. 4 due to the presence of the dielectric film.
Then, according to the lemma, the equivalent dielectricless
capacitor would have the same disposition, but the distance b
between the electrodes must now be reduced by an amount
t(e - I)/e. Thus, using eqns. (40) and (41).

C,(f)= a to the first order . . . (55)

41 h - tE

C(e) 4 2 log, I - exp -
-r 4I

Ira

htE - I
E~

to the first order (56)
On expanding eqns. (55) and (56) in powers of t(E - I)/E,

C ( ) -4CI(E)= - (I + + higher terms)

= - log (1 B e alb)

. . (57)

I Ice-I1 ira e"
t 1 a ab higher terms (58)

4w b e b l- E-t/
which of course agree with eqns. (14) and (36), to the first order.
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To prove the first general result, mentioned at the beginning
of this Section, consider an electrically symmetric cylindrical
capacitor with an arbitrary thin dielectric film on all its elec-
trodes. By the lemma and its subsequent discussion it follows
that there is an equivalent dielectricless capacitor, with the
same cross-capacitances per unit length to the first order, but
whose electrodes lie wholly within the region formerly occupied
by dielectric. The change in the mean capacitance per unit
length, Cm, is then given by

SCM = 8(C + C2) . . . . . . . . (59)

= {(dC, + dC2) + terms of higher degree . (60)

But for the electrically symmetric cylindrical capacitor
(Cl = C2 ) we have, from eqn. (9),

dC = - dC (if C1 = C2) (61)

and so SCm = 0 (to the first order) . . . (62)

which proves the first result.
To prove the second general result, consider a physically

symmetric cylindrical capacitor C with a thin dielectric film on
all its electrodes, which is disposed symmetrically with respect
to the capacitor symmetry plane. The dielectric in such a

C A C'

are both (1/41r 2) log, 2 and thus remain constant to the first order,
which proves the second general result.

(6) CONCLUSION
The application of conformal-transformation methods to

certain types of cylindrical 3-terminal capacitors, whose elec-
trodes carry thin dielectric films, has suggested some general
results concerning the effects on the cross-capacitances of such
dielectric films. The detailed computation of the cross-capaci-
tances of a parallel-plate cylindrical capacitor (with a thin,
highly asymmetric dielectric film on its electrodes) has further
substantiated these conjectures, and proofs are given in the final
Section.

It should be realized that the results of the paper apply only
to dielectric films which maintain a constant cross-section
throughout the length of the capacitor. More generally,
dielectric films will be. distributed in a 3-dimensional pattern
over the electrode surfaces. In this case the potential problem
is correspondingly 3-dimensional and hence the powerful
methods of conformal transformation are no longer available
for its solution. Such problems require further study.
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Fig. 6.-Sequential placement of dielectric film in a physically symmetric cylindrical capacitor.

capacitor may be considered to be introduced in two steps as
shown in Fig. 6.

When we consider the equivalent dielectricless capacitors,
which exist by the lemma above, we have, on making use of
eqn. (9),

SC' = - SC2 (to first order) (63)

SCI' = - SC' (to first order) (64)

Also, because of the symmetry of the dielectric film,

SCi = SC'. ..... (65)

SC2 = SC' . . . . . . (66)

On superposing the two sets of equations to obtain results for
the whole capacitance, C,

SCI = SCi + SC'' = 0 (to first order) . . (67)

SC2 = SC2 + SC,' = 0 (to first order) . . (68)

which proves the second general result, namely that in this case
the individual cross-capacitances per unit length remain constant
to the first order.

Alternatively we may note that, by the lemma, the equivalent
dielectricless capacitor is also physically symmetrical, and hence
to the first order the individual cross-capacitances per unit length
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(8) APPENDIX

(8.1) Values of Integrals occurring in Eqn. (32)
The integrals occurring in eqn. (32) may be evaluated (for

negative x) by summing residues at the poles k = - jnn/b
with n = 0, 1, 2 ... The results are:

I I cosh k I u,
81- ffk + k sinh kb 4irb ,,- "8- -L T~) ejxcsk

(69)

47 EIb (70)
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+cc

+ Fl k)k2eikx dkJ [ k + rJ(nqj sinh2 kb

= - " -D x*

4 cb I..1

(8.2) Values of Integrals occurring in Eqn. (35)
When carrying out the integration of eqn. (35), with a(x) given

by eqn. (33), the following results are needed:

-u T- (x/b- )
dx Ioge (I - s-:alb)

4 -Ex/b be ] (72)

+ AT(k)]k3Ekx cosh kbk

00 (r * 1
1 S I -- ) 4 +- 1 6tnx/b (73)

- 8irb e [(rLx~ b + 4 .1, ) .J

2 1 E-x/b
O1

bx/A

S+ 0x/b) xlb]

+ (I - Evsayb)3 J

-a

b Eax/b).d - _ ; -E-a/b og (I - -- ~~b) (76)

T 7) I+ eXlb) 61nxlb

(I - 6nx/b)3 dx

b e -- al 2 b -Ta/b

(I - E - _ nab)2 + ( I - E7fllb) - 2loge (1 - - -alb (77)

Printed in Gneat ritauin by
UNWIN 6ROThERSI LIMIDE. WOKING AND LUNUUN

(71)

. . . . . (75)
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A COMBINED TRANSFORMER BRIDGE FOR PRECISE COMPARISON OF INDUCTANCE WITH
CAPACITANCE, Andrzej Muciek, IEEE Trans. Instr'um. Meas. IM-32, September
1983.

A combined transformer bridge, composed of two alternately balanced
transformer bridges, designed for precise comparison of inductance with
capacitance standards has been analyzed. A number of possible sources of
error have been studied and experimentally examined in a constructed model of
the combined bridge. The experimental results confirmed an ability to
measure inductance in reference to capacitance with an accuracy up to 10
parts per million (ppm) in the frequency band 0.16-2 kHz.
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A Dual-Channel Automated Comparator for AC-DC
Difference Measurements

EARL S. WILLIAMS AND JOSEPH R. KINARD, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-An automated ac-dc difference calibration system is de-
scribed. The system incorporates a new electronic comparator which
determines ac-dc differences of thermal voltage converters (TVC's)
by simultaneously measuring the difference between nearly equal ac and
dc voltages with both the test and standard instruments. The compar-
ator ,onsists essentially of two practically identical channels each con-
taining a digital-to-analog converter balancing circuit, an operational
amplifier to amplify voltage imbalance, and an integrator circuit in which
a capacitor is charged during an accurately controlled 10-s period. The
difference between the ac and dc voltages applied to the test and stan-
dard TVC's is computed from differences in capacitor voltages, and the
ac-dc difference is derived from the variation between the test and stan-
dard channel indications of this voltage difference. Measurements are
made in about half the time required for our manual procedures.

I. INTRODUCTION

A C AND DC voltages are compared using a thermal voltage
converter (TVC) which responds nearly equally to ac and

dc voltages. Those discussed here are electrothermic. Typically,
they consist of ranging resistors and a thermoelement-a vac-
uum bulb containing a heater wire with a thermocouple at-
tached to its midpoint. The output, E, of the thermocouple
is usually 7-12 mV with rated heater current. The TVC is

Manuscript received August 23, 1984. This work was supported by
the Calibration Coordination Group of the U.S. Department of Defense.

J. R. Kinard is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

E. S. Williams (retired) was with the Electricity Division, National
Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD 20899.

connected alternately to an ac voltage, V, and to both polar-
ities of a dc reference voltage, Vd. Va is measured relative to
Vd by observing the output EMF, E, of the TVC and changes
in output, Ea-Ed, where E is observed with V. applied, and
Ed is observed with Vd applied. When the difference between
V. and Vd is small, the proportional difference can be com-
puted from (1):

(Va - Vd) (Ea - Ed) +

Vd nE (1)

Tho factor n relates small changes in TVC heater current to
corresponding changes in output EMF, E. It is near 2.0 (a
square-law response) at very low heater currents, but is usu-
ally 1.7-1.9 at rated heater current. 6 is the ac-dc difference
of the TVC. It is negligible at low frequencies, but becomes
significant at frequencies of 20 kHz and higher in most TVC's.

The ac-dc difference correction for a TVC is determined by
comparing it to a similar standard instrument whose correction,
S,, is known 11 . Ac and dc voltages are applied to both TVC's
in parallel, and in most procedures, the ac and dc voltages are
adjusted for equal outputs from the test TVC, i.e., E. =Ed
(1). The test instrument thus indicates that V. = Vd. The ac-
tual proportional difference between the ac and dc voltages is
then measured by observing E and changes in E from the stan-
dard TVC. The correction to the test TVC, Sr, is computed
using an equation similar to (1):
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of automated ac -dc difference calibration system.

r = (Ea - Ed)lnE + S, (2)

where subscripts t and s refer to test and standard.
With a manual comparator, the precise adjustments of ac and

dc voltages for equal outputs from the test TVC are tedious and
a skilled operator is necessary [2]. These adjustments have
been made automatically but the process is slowed significantly
[3]. In the alternative procedure used in the new comparator,
data is collected more quickly because the ac and dc voltages
are set nearly equal and not further adjusted during one deter-
mination. The ac voltage is trimmed automatically after each
determination to compensate for drift and to avoid the dif-
ficulty, discussed below, of a large difference between ac and
dc applied voltages. In this new approach the difference be-
tween the unequal ac and dc voltages is measured b,. oth the
test and standard TVC's, and, therefore,

(Va - Vd) (Eas - Ed,)s - (Ear - Edr) + b . (3)
Vd ns(Es) nr() r

Eliminating the first expression and solving the remaining two
for 6r, we have

= (Ea, - Ea,) (Ear - Edr) + 6s. (4)
r n,(E,) nr(Er)

II. AUTOMATED SYSTEM

The entire automated ac-dc difference calibration system is
shown in block diagram form in Fig. 1. .A photograph of the
equipment appears in Fig. 2. The system contains program-

mable ac and dc voltage sources, a high-voltage relay for switch-
ing between ac and dc, voltmeters and frequency counters, a
desktop computer to provide IEEE-488 bus control, and the
two-channel comparator itself. The two-channel comparator
circuit is sketched in Fig. 3. It uses elements from a commercial
data acquisition system (DAS) including programmable digital-
to-analog converters (DAC's), programmable relays (KI to K6
and K9), and an auto-ranging voltmeter (VM). An additional
board was assembled containing the DAC balancing circuits,
amplifiers Al to A4 and their related resistors and capacitors.

The DAC's supply up to 10 volts to Lindeck-type circuits
with 5-k2 total circuit resistance. With only one range, the
12-bit resolution is insufficient for an appropriate null. A two-
pole four-position input switch allows the operator to select
either a 5- or 10-n resistance in the divider circuit, thus pro-
viding either a 10- or 20-mV range.

The measurement procedure is as follows. The operator pro-
vides ranges, voltages, frequencies, and record-keeping informa-
tion to the controller interactively. The ac and dc supplies are
then programmed to the appropriate values, and dc is applied
to the TVC's. With the DAC set to zero and K3 closed, the
standard TVC output, Ed,, is measured by the voltmeter, and
a DAC voltage is computed and supplied to null the input to
amplifier Al. The output of Al, witn gain of 10 000, is then
measured by closing relay K2, and the DAC signal is trimmed
in several steps until the amplifier output is less than 20 mV.
The same balancing procedure is followed in the test channel.
When both balances have been completed, n,(E,) and nr(Er)
are computed and printed along with other test parameters.
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Fig. 2. Automated ac-dc difference calibration system.
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Fig. 3. Dual-channel ac-dc difference comparator.

Voltages are then applied to both TVC's in the test sequence
(ac, dc+, dc-, ac), and after each one has stabilized, the relay
K7, with a contact in each channel, is closed to charge the two
capacitors during an accurately measured time interval of 10 s.
The capacitor voltages, four from each channel for a single
measurement, are then measured with the voltmeter by closing
relays KI and K4 in turn, after which the capacitors are dis-
charged by closing two-pole relay K8. Providing they are stable
over the time required for one determination, amplifier offsets
cancel because the results are collected in paired sums and
differences.

For the standard channel, the relation between the voltage,
ein, at the input to Al and the voltage, eout, on the integrator
capacitor is

I C R1+ R2
eot= ~ R3- RI-ein dI = - 1 1 X 105

(5)

with R1 = 10 2, R2 = 100 kS2, R3 = I MS2,.C =I jpF, and an
integration time of 10 s. Nominally equal values of resistance
and capacitance are used in the standard and test channels, so
the same nominal relations apply. If the eight voltage readings
are reversed in sign and set equal to e 2. c'4, c6, and e' in the
standard channel, and ('3, t', c7, and c, in the test channel,
then using (5), (4) may be written as

6 5X (' 2  4 - +es) 5 X (e 3 es-e7 +e9 )
?,Ih - 106 nrr106 S.

(6)

The numerator in (6) gives twice the actual change in EMF, so
the constants are adjusted appropriately. ,These constants are
also adjusted slightly to compensate for departures from nom-
inal in the integrators and amplifiers. The test TVC correction
is computed using (6), with the appropriate ac-dc difference
correction, 6,, determined from an equation devised to simulate
the standard TVC correction cutve.

Since this two-channel method requires the knowledge of
n for both test and standard, any uncertainty in either n con-
tributes to uncertainty In the final ac-dc difference. Should
either or both terms in (4) become large due to inequality be-
tween applied ac and dc voltages, the calculation contains the
difference of two large terms each involving an n. Since the n
value can only be determined to 1 or 2 percent, a constraint is
added to system that the 1st term in (4) be 50 ppm or less to
limit the uncertainty contributed by n to I ppm, or less. With
this constraint the procedure places an upper limit of about 50

ppm on the difference between the applied ac and dc voltages.
Equally satisfactory results are obtained by a "two-voltmeter"

9 .
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method similar to that used by Inglis in a semi-automatic sys-
tem [4]. Instead of the analog integrators, an external digital
voltmeter connected to relay K9, and the voltmeter located in
the DAS, are used to measure the amplified voltage imbalances.
After the DAC balances are made, relays K2'and K9 are closed
and remain closed while the ac and dc voltages are applied. The
voltmeters are read alternately and the two sums are accumu-
lated. If ten readings are summed for each channel with the
measurement sequence ac, dc+, dc-, ac, and the sums set
equal to e2 through e8 and e3 through e9 , then St can still be
obtained from (6) with no change.

III. OTHER MEASUREMENTS

Measurements of the response characteristic, n, and compari-
sons of ac and dc voltages are two types of measurements made
using only one channel of the comparator. For these cases,
each EMF measurement is the average of 10 voltmeter readings
taken in about 10 s.

A. Measurements of n

The factor n is ordinarily measured at 10 percent intervals
from 50 to 110 percent of rated voltage. For instruments to
be calibrated at rated voltage, however, n is usually determined
at 80, 90, and 100 percent. In the middle voltage range, small
accurate voltage steps are easily made and the stability of the
system is optimum. Tests are made, therefore, most conve-
niently on the 100-V range of multirange TVC's, and the re-
sulting n values are usable with any range when related to the
TVC output, E. Low-voltage single-range TVC's are usually
tested with additional resistance in series, so that 50-100 V
may be applied. The output of the TVC is connected to the
"STD" channel, and the operator enters the lowest and highest
voltages applied. After the TVC has stabilized at the measure-
ment voltage, the DAC balance is made as described above,and
relay K2 is closed connecting the amplifier to the voltmeter.
The TVC input is increased and decreased alternately by 0.1 V,
A V, and the resulting changes in TVC output are computed
from voltmeter readings.

With only dc applied, the relationship between small changes
in input voltage, AV, and changes in the output voltage, AE,
can be given by rewriting (I) as

AV/V= AE/nE or n = (AE/E)/(AV/V). (7)

As in the two-voltmeter method, 10 voltmeter readings of the
output are averaged to obtain one measured value. One AE
is calculated from measurements taken in the sequence (V,
V + AV, V). The last reading with V applied from the previous
set is then taken as the first reading in the next set. Four values
of n are computed from four values of AE requiring nine volt-
meter measurements. These data are then used to determine
constants for a straight line from which the appropriate value
of n can then be found for any value of E.

B. Comparison of AC and DC Voltages

AC voltage, such as from an ac calibrator, can be measured
relative to a dc-reference voltage by a procedure similar to that
used for the determination of n. The system applies dc+, ac,
dc-, to a TVC in that order, and its output is monitored by
the "STD" channel with the DAC balance and voltmeter read-
ings performed as described above. Computations are made
using (1) with (Ea - Ed) computed from three voltage readings-
et, e2 , e3 -so that

2
(Ea - Ed) = el + 2e2 - e 3

where el and e 3 correspond to the two directions of dc volt-
age, and e2 to the ac voltage. Again, four values of EMF dif-
ference are computed from nine voltages-each being the aver-
age of 10 voltmeter readings. When low voltages are being
compared, the voltage drops along the leads from the sources
to the TVC may become significant. Dedicated cables are pro-
vide with total inner and outer resistance equal for both ac and
dc. These connections also permit voltage sensing of the dc if
required.

IV. RESULTS

A significant reduction in the time required to perform rou-
tine calibrations is achieved with this system. Four determina-
tions, for one set of test conditions, are made and averaged in
about half the time required with our manual procedures. The
voltage and frequency operating ranges, shown in Fig. 4, are
determined primarily by the availability and cost of a program-
mable ac voltage source. The region between 100 kHz and 1
MHz represents a maximum volt-Hertz product of 107. Test
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results taken over the operational region rarely differ by more
than 10 ppm from data obtained manually. The standard devia-
tion is generally less than 5 ppm in the middle-voltage and mid-
de-frequency region indicated approximately by the cross-
hatched region in Fig. 4. For well-constructed single-range
TVC's, standard deviations of 2 ppm or less are achieved. At
extreme voltages and frequencies standard deviations are usu-
ally less than 10 ppm. Although this system was built as a re-
search tool for investigation of new thermal voltage conversion
techniques and instruments, it has been used for some routine
calibrations. Another system, of very similar design and ded-
icated to routine calibration work,is under construction. These
automatic systems are expected to fulfill most of our TVC cali-
bration requirements.
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An Automatic System for AC/DC Calibration

K. J. LENTNER, MEMBER, IEEE, AND DONALD R. FLACH, MEMBER, IEEE

.4bstract--An automatic ac/dc difference calibration system using
direct measurement of thermoelement ENI Fs is described. The system
operates over a frequency range from 20 Hz to 100 kHz, covering the
voltage range from 0.5 V to I k\. For all voltages, the total uncertainty
(including the uncertainty of the specific reference thermal converters
used) is 50 ppm at frequencies from 20 l z to 20 kl z, inclusive, and
100 ppm at higher frequencies up to 100 kHz. In addition to ac/dc
difference testing, the system can be used to measure some important
characteristics of thermoelements, as well as to calibrate ac voltage
calibrators and precision voltmeters. Results of intercomparisons
between the new system and the manual NBS calibration system, using
single-range, coaxial-type, thermal voltage converters as transfer
standards, are reported. The results indicate that the ac/dc differences
measured are accurate to well within the combined total uncertainty
limits of the two systems.

I INTRODUCTION

U NTI L RECENTLY, techniques for performing preci-
sion ac/dc difference measurements generally made

use of manual testing methods which utilize photocell
preamplifiers and light-beam galvanometers as voltage de-
tectors, in conjunction with manually balanced comparators
[I ], [21. Careful attention to the reduction of systematic and
random uncertainties in measurement methods, thermoele-
ments (TEs), and thermal voltage converters (TVCs) has re-
sulted in sufficient confidence in test data to allow results to
be reported with total uncertainties at the 10-100-ppm level
(or better, in special cases) over wide voltage and frequency
ranges [3], [4]. These manual test methods, however, are very
time consuming and subject to errors due to operator fatigue
and lack of skill. More recent work [5], [6] overcame some of
the deficiencies of manual test methods. However, the ref-
erenced systems still require the use of a TE voltage compa-
rator which is not available commercially. Because of the need
to custom build it, the comparator adds to a system's cost and
complexity.

Stringent requirements are placed on the measurement
system to resolve low-level voltages (about 10 nV), and to
overcome the effects of large temperature coefficients and dc
reversal differences of the TEs, as well as instabilities of the
voltage sources. However, with the advent of stable and ac-
curate analog voltage amplification techniques in combination
with digital electronics, digital voltmeters are available with
stability, linearity, resolution, and accuracy sufficient to meet
the requirements of automated ac/dc difference measure-

Manuscript received September 24. 1982. This work was partially funded
by the Calibration Coordination (Group ol the I S. Department of Ie-
Tense.

The authors are with the Flectrossstems Division. National Bureau of
Standards. Washington, DC 20234.

ments. Programmable ac and dc voltage sources which lend
themselves to adaption for automatic testing are also available.
Advances in analog/digital interfaces have improved the ease
with which computers can be used to control these instru-
ments.

The system to be described in this paper was designed to
overcome the deficiencies of present test methods by taking
advantage of the technological advances described above.
Specifically, some objectives were to: I ) utilize a desk-top
computer; 2) use commercially available programmable in-
struments whenever possible; 3) eliminate as much operator
intervention as possible in order that testing could be done
completely automatically at one fixed voltage range of the test
unit; 4) eliminate the additional cost and complexity of using
a TE voltage comparator; 5) use test procedures which assure
that the test TE's output EM F is held as constant as possible;
6) eliminate the effects of operator fatigue and lack of skill;
and 7) achieve about the same level of uncertainty as is pres-
ently possible for general purpose ac/dc difference manual
testing methods.

The system operates over a frequency range from 20 Hz to
100 kHz, covering the voltage range from 0.5 V to I kV. For
all voltages, the total uncertainty (including the uncertainty
of the reference TVCs used) is 50 ppm at frequencies from 20
Hz to 20 kHz, inclusive, and 100 ppm at higher frequencies
up to 100 kHz. In addition to performing ac/dc difference
tests, the system can be used to calibrate ac voltage calibrators
or precision voltmeters. Furthermore, as will be discussed later,
automatic measurements of a TE's dc reversal difference, re-
sponse time, and the value of the exponent "n" in the expres-
sion relating a TE's heater current and output EM F can also
be made.

SYSTEM HARDWARE:

The new system differs from most present techniques for
ac/dc difference measurements in that no TE voltage com-
parator is used. Eliminating the comparator places additional
requirements upon the stability of the system's ac and dc
voltage sources, the digital voltmeter (DV M) which measures
a TE's output E M F. and the switches which select a voltage
to be measured by the DVM. The hardware development
problem of obtaining low-thermal-EM F switches which could
be automat call controlled was solved during previous work
[51. Manually operated low-thermal-EM F switches were
modified by linking them to solenoids with 24-V operating coils
energized Ly means of programmable relay s.

TE voltages of about 10 mV must be measured to within
about 10 nV to achieve I-ppm comparison precision, and the
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Fig. I. System block diagram.

DV M used to measure these voltages has the resolution nec-
essary to make such a voltage measurement when atensive
averaging of data is used. The DYM has an input resistance
of a bout 10 G O, a 60-H z common-mode noise rejection >1l40
dB, and a dc common-mode noise rejection >150 dB. On its
most sensitive (10-mV) range, the peak-to-peak low-frequency
(dc to about IC H z) noise of the DVM, with its input shorted,
was measured to be about 50 nV.

The dc voltage source has tO-V, 100-V, and 1-kV ranges
with six-digit voltage setting capability on each range. Its
specified accuracy is 50 ppm of setting to 10 V, and 100 ppm
above 10 V. The ac voltage source also has six-digit voltage
setting capability for voltage ranges of I V, 10 V, 100 V,.and
I kV, with specified accuracies in the range of about 0.02 to

0.1 percent depending on voltage and frequency ranges. Some
typical results of stability tests of these sources will be discussed
later.

A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. I. The
desk-top computer serves as the system controller and has
about 60 kbytes of user-available memory. Magnetic tape
cartridges are used for program and data storage. A video
display terminal (C RT) is used for data display during testing
and also as an aid during software development. Since the
computer only has three input/output slots, an I/O expander
is needed to accomodate the required instrumentation. The
real-time clock is used for precise control of the time interval
between applications of ac or dc voltages during a test, and the
printer and plotter provide test records.

54:

As indicated in Fig. 1, communication between the com-
puter and the stimulus and measurement instrumentation is
via the IEEE-488 bus. The digital panel meters (DPM's)
monitor the voltage outputs from the dc and ac sources. During
testing, readings of both the dc and ac source's output voltages
are obtained by the DPMs. These voltage readings are made
before the voltages are applied to the test circuit. If the mea-
sured voltages differ by more than 0.5 percent from the pro-
grammed values, the test is automatically aborted. High ac-
curacy in these voltage readings is not necessary, since TVCs
can readily withstand an applied voltage which is 120 percent
of rated value. For the ac source, the output voltage is atten-
uated by a factor of 100 before being connected to the DPM.
The attenuation is necessary in order to overcome the volt-
age-frequency product limitation of the DPM. The counter
shown in Fig. I monitors the frequency of the ac source. If the
counter reading differs by more than about 10 percent from
the programmed frequency, the test is automatically aborted.
The relay actuator is used to apply 24-V dc to the operating
coils of the high-voltage relays as well as to the coils of the
solenoids which operate the low-thermal-EMF switches. These
switches select the output voltage of the standard TE (ES) or
the unit-under-test TE (E,). The voltages, ES and E,, are ap-
plied directly to the input of the DV M, and the DV M voltage
readings are then stored in the computer's memory for later
processing.

AC/DC TEST PROCEDURE

One of the advantages of using a TE voltage comparator is
that, since small differences between the standard and test TE
EMFs are measured directly, the output EMF of the test TE
can be allowed to drift slightly from its reference EM F value
when ac, +dc, or -dc voltages are applied [2], [6]. In this new
system, since no TE voltage comparator is used, the require-
ment for holding the test TE's EMF constant is quite stringent.
However, with automation and the rapid response time of the
voltage sources (typically 50 us for the dc source and a few
milliseconds for small voltage changes for the ac source), the
constant output requirement can be readily satisfied. The
techniques used will be discussed in this section.

For a TVC with response defined by E = KV", where E is
the output EM F of the TE in the TVC, V is the voltage applied,
and K and n are parameters characteristic of the particular
TVC, the ac/ dc difference is defined as

(I)6 Va - Vd
Vd

where V, is the applied ac voltage, and Vd is the average of the

two polarities of dc voltage; i.e.,

V+ + V_
Vd = 

2
(2)

Va, V+, and V_ are voltage values which give the same output
EM F of the TE. In a manual test system using a TE voltage
comparator, the voltage difference Va - Vd is determined by
a second TVC, the standard. If the standard's response is de-

fined as
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ES = K, V ' (3)

it can be shown [2] that the ac/dc difference of the test TVC
is

Esa - Esd dE s
,=+ = + 5s (4)
nsEsd nsEsd

where Esa is the standard TE's EMF when the voltage Va is
applied, Esd is the standard TE's average EM F when voltages
V+ and V. are applied (cf. (2)), ns is the standard's dimen-
sionless characteristic n, and bs is the ac/dc difference (in parts
per million) of the standard determined as described in [1],
[2]. Equation (4) is consistent if dEs is in nanovolts, Esd in
millivolts, and the "b's" are in parts per million. During a test,
Va, V+, and V_ are adjusted until the same EMF of the test
TVC is obtained in each case when these voltages are applied
in sequence.

In the automated system, the test TVC's output EMF is held
constant in the following manner. With a dc voltage applied,
to the test TVC, an output EMF, Esc,, is measured which is
called the "set-point" voltage. In all subsequent applications
of ac and dc voltages to the test circuit of Fig. 1, the computer
is used to adjust the voltage applied so that the test TVC has
an output very nearly equal to Esc,. A four-step procedure is
used for making ac/dc difference measurements. The proce-
dure consists of applying a sequence of ac, +dc, -dc, and ac
voltages to the unit under test at approximately equal time
intervals. The following operations are performed for each step
in the procedure presently used with the system.

First, the nominal ac or de voltage is applied, the test EM F,
E,, is measured, and a difference voltage, dE,, is calculated
as

dE, = Esct - E,. (5)

If the difference voltage is not sufficiently small, as discussed
below, a voltage correction, dV,, is calculated from

dE,/nE, = dV,/V. (6)

Hence

dV, = dE,V,/n,E,. (7)

The correction, dV,, is added to the nominal voltage, V~, and
a "reset" voltage, V, = V~ + dV,, applied. The test EMF, E,,
is measured again, and a second voltage correction, dV2, is
calculated using (5) and (7). The output EM F of the standard
TE, Es, is now measured. A correction for the EMF of the
standard TE, dE, is calculated, using dV2 to compensate for
any deviation of the actual EMF of the test TE from the set
point Es,; i.e.,

dE, = (n,EsdV2)/Vr. (8)

The corrected EM F for the standard TE is then

E, = E, + dEs. (9)

After completing the sequence of four steps by applying suc-
cessively ac, +dc, -dc, and ac voltages, the ac/dc difference
of the test TVC, 5,, is calculated as

110 COPY AV LABLE:

Ea- Es
n,EIzs

(10)

where Ea is the average of the standard's corrected EMFs
determined for the two applications of ac voltage; Esd, ns, and
bs are as defined in (4); and Ed is

EI+ + EsI.Ed = 2 (11)

where Es+ is the corrected EMF calculated as in (9) when
+dc is applied, and EI._ is the corrected EMF when -dc is
applied.

In the computations previously discussed, account is taken
of the finite resolution of the ac and dc voltage sources. The
voltage setting remains unchanged if the EM F output of the
test TVC is close enough to the set-point voltage (Eset) that
a least significant digit change in the voltage source's output
will provide no decrease in the magnitude of the calculated
difference dE,.

A test run consists of four determinations of ac/dc differ-
ence, and the average of the four determinations is calculated
and printed on the system's printer. In general, three runs are
normally made at each test voltage and frequency.

In order to increase the reliability of the EMF measure-
ments made by the DV M, ten readings are automatically taken
and the standard deviation of an observation of the ten readings
is calculated. If the deviation is >300 nV, the average EMF
value is discarded and the series of ten readings is repeated.
Up to ten attempts are made to obtain an average EMF value
with a standard deviation 5300 nV, and the test is aborted if
the tenth attempt is unsuccessful.

As the preceding equations show, the values of the exponent
n for both the test and standard TVCs must be known. The
exponent varies with applied voltage, and its variation can be
determined by doing "n tests." These tests will be discussed
in the next section. For the standard TEs, the coefficients in
the equation expressing the value of n as a function of output
EM F are stored in a data file in the system software. Once the
operator has specified which standard TE is being used, the
standard TE's output EM F is measured with a +dc voltage
applied, and the value of n,, is automatically computed. The
values of the test TE's coefficients for n must be manually
typed into the computer at the beginning of a test. To guard
against mistakes in entering data, the computed values of n for
the test TE must be within the limits 1.4 to 2.1.

An additional safeguard is contained in th ac/dc difference
program to avoid application of voltages great enough to
damage the TEs. When the reset voltage, V,, is calculated, its
value must be less than 120 percent of the rated voltage of the
TVC. If the calculated reset voltage is outside this limit, the
program aborts.

OTHER SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

As mentioned above, the system can readily be used to cal-
ibrate ac voltage calibrators using TVCs with known ac/dc
differences. The output voltage of the test calibrator replaces
the output voltage of the system's ac source, and the test cali-
brator's correction can be determined in terms of a calibrated
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Fig. 3. AC voltage source stability, 10 V-20 kHz.

dc source and the known ac/dc differences of the standard
voltage converters used.

The correction to the test calibrator (in ppm) is

(12)C = Ea -+ bs + Cd
nsEd

where Ea is the measured EMF of the TVC with ac voltage
applied, Ed is the average EMF with direct voltage of both
polarities applied, ns is as previously defined, b, is the cor-
rection (in ppm) to the standard, and Cdc is the correction (in
ppm) to the dc voltage source's nominal output obtained from
calibration data. As in the case of ac/dc difference tests, the
correction is in parts per million if Ea - Ed is in nanovolts and
Ed in millivolts.

To control the variability in the test data, it is important to
make sure that the voltage sources are quite stable. Thus a
program was written which uses the system's DVM to measure
the stability of the voltage sources with time.

Fig. 2 illustrates typical stability test data for the dc source.
At a nominal setting of 10 V, 20 voltage readings were taken
over a time interval of about 20 min. The deviation of the
measured voltage (in ppm) from the nominal voltage is defined
as

AVVI-V2 X 10 6

V V2

(13)

where VI is the measured value, and V 2 is the nominal value.
The maximum deviation measured was 1.3 ppm and the mean
deviation was 0.6 ppm. The standard deviation of an obser-
vation was 0.5 ppm, and the 3- limits for the mean were t0.3
ppm. These results indicate that the dc source has acceptable
stability and is well within its specified accuracy of 50 ppm.

Typical results for a test of the ac source's stability are
shown in Fig. 3. Again, 20 readings were obtained during a
20-min time interval. The test voltage was 10 V at a frequency
of 20 kHz. Here the range of deviations was 40 ppm with the
mean being 19 ppm. The standard deviation of an observation
was 9 ppm, and the 3c- limits for the mean were i6 ppm. The
discrete 10-ppm steps in the plotted data are due to the fact
that the DVM's resolution on its 10-V range is limited to 10
ppm.
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As mentioned in the previous section, one important test that
is readily performed automatically is that of determining a
TVC's "n" characteristic. Typical results for a 2.5-mA,
VHF-type TE which was tested with a nominal 3-V range
resistor are illustrated in Fig. 4.

The characteristic n is defined by

SE/E

L AV/V (14)

where AE is the measured change in output EMF for small
changes in applied voltage AV, V is the nominal test voltage
for the TVC, and E is the measured EM F at the nominal test
voltage. AV is programmed to be f0.5 percent of nominal test
voltage V. Sufficient time is allowed after each voltage change
for the TE to reach its final EM F value.

For the results shown in Fig. 4, the TVC was tested from 50
to 110 percent of rated voltage. The total elapsed time to obtain
the seven data points was about 1.25 h.

Each value of n is computed as the average of four deter-
minations at any given voltage. A least squares analysis of the
data provides the option of obtaining a fitted curve using up
to a fourth-degree polynomial. An analysis of variance table
and residual standard deviation are computed and printed so
that the "goodness of fit" of the computed equation for n as
a function of TE output EM F can be determined. The printed
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data sheet also shows the values of n(measured) -- n(com-
puted). The figure shows an example of a linear fit which, in
most cases, provides sufficent accuracy. The coefficients 2.00
and -0.04 are either stored in the computer's data file (for a
standard TE) or are typed by the operator into the computer
program for the TE under test at the beginning of an ac/dc
difference test.

The dc reversal difference (DCRD) of a TE can also be
readily determined. DCRD is defined as the difference in ap-
plied values of both polarities of do voltage required to produce
an equal output EMF (or "constant output") of the test TE
[7]. In order to facilitate DCRD measurements, a "constant
input" EMF, A, is actually measured. This A is related to the
DCRD by a factor of 1/n as

DCRD = (l /n)(A) = E+-E_ (15)
(1/n) (E++ E-j

t 2 I

where E+ and E. are the TE output EMFs with equal +dc
and -dc (or "constant input") voltages applied, and n is as
previously defined.

During acceptance tests of some TEs, the data showed much
greater variation of DCRD from unit to unit than had been
expected. The only information available indicated that the
DCRD should reach a maximum value between 70 to 80 per-
cent of rated heater current and should approacha zero value
close to 100 percent of rated current. The results obtained did
not substantiate this information. Hence, a program was
written to determine the DCRD as a function of applied volt-
age. Typical results for a 5-mA, UHF-type TE tested with a
60-V range resistor are shown in Fig. 5. In this test, the voltage
was varied from 50 to 120 percent of its rated value in 2-per-
cent increments. For the sake of clarity in the figure, not all
of the actual 36 data points are shown. It should be noted that
the plotted data show A; hence, the DCRD values referred to
a constant output EMF would be smaller by the factor of n (see
(15)). In this test, the maximum A was about 700 ppm at 58
percent of rated voltage, and the minimum was about -330
ppm at 120 percent of rated voltage.

At the time the DCRD testing program was developed, the
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Fig. 6. Typical response time of a TE.
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information on DCRD variation was limited. However, in the
intervening time Inglis [8] has published a substantial amount
of information in this area. Investigations at NBS have not
been as extensive as those of Inglis, but, in general, the results
obtained are in agreement with his published data.

The response time of a TE is also a characteristic which can
readily be measured using the automatic system. Response
time is obtained by making measurements of a TE's EMF
when full rated voltage is suddenly applied to the TE. The
calculated response time t is the time taken for the output
EMF to reach 1 - (1/e) of its final value. Typical results for
a 2.5-mA, VHF-type TE are shown in Fig. 6.

MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND UNCERTAINTIES

Manual calibration systems have been in operation for many
years at NBS, and their uncertainties have been documented
[1]-[3]. DC reversal difference, self-heating and ambient
temperature effects, drift effects due to nonequal time intervals
between the EMF measurements, unbalanced lead imped-
ances, induced voltages from electromagnetic fields, and op-
erator fatigue and lack of skill are some of the more common
sources of error. The process of determining an estimated total
uncertainty for a system is based upon 1) a history of mea-
surement results; 2) careful measurements of standards with
accurately known corrections; 3) theoretical analysis of sources
of errors, along with, preferably; 4) intercomparison tests using
two independent test methods [3]. A combination of 2) and
4) was used for the initial evaluation of the automated system.
The primary emphasis was placed on comparison of results
obtained with a well-characterized manual system and those
obtained with the new system.

A single-range (3-V), coaxial-type TVC was tested using
established manual techniques, followe- by tests on the au-
tomated system. The results obtained frjm the two test systems
are shown in Table I.

For the automatic system, the values reported are the av-
erage of 12 determinations of the transfer standard's ac/dc
difference. The random uncertainty was calculated as three
times the standard deviation of the mean of the 12 observa-
tions, with the result that 3ar = 21 ppm for the worst case. In
each case, the differences between the results obtained with

i i I i i i I i i 1

-

- -

- -

-63% of findl EMF
t =2.6 seconds
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TABLE I
3-V TVC AC/DC DIFFERENCE (ppm)

Frequency
kHz Manual Automatic Difference

0.02 0 2 -2

20 1 -9 10

50 -1 -9 8

100 -1 -4 3

TABLE I1
10-V TVC AC/DC DIFFERENCE (ppm)

Frequency
kHz Manual Automatic Dilfference

20 -4 -17 13

50 -3 -7 4

100 -1 6 -7

the two test methods are less than the total uncertainty of the
manual test system, which is 20 ppm for all voltages for
frequencies in the range 0.02-20 kHz, 30 ppm for 20-50 kHz,
and 50 ppm for 50-100 klHz (the lower uncertainty applies at
the crossover frequencies).

A second test was made using a 10-V range TVC as a
transfer standard. The test results are listed in Table Il.

Both the 3-V and 10-V TVC transfer standards had small
ac/de differences. Therefore, a third intercomparison test was
conducted using'a transfer standard with large, but accurately
known differences. The results of this test are listed in Table
III.

The test results summarized in the three tables suggest a
possible systematic uncertainty since the automatic system
gave lower values for all but three test frequencies. Further
investigation is required to evaluate whether or not this un-
certainty is significant, and a multirange transfer standard is
presently being evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that it is feasible to make fully auto-
matic precision ac/dc difference measurements at one voltage.
The principal advantage of the system is the elimination of the
need for any type of manually or automatically balanced TE
comparator, permitting the system to be assembled using
commercially available instrumentation, except for the
switching modules. This approach, therefore, should make
automation attractive to many calibration laboratories faced
with the need to make ac/dc difference measurements.
Moreover, the system can be used as a nearly self-calibrating

TABLE lii
50-V TVC AC/DC DIFFERENCE (ppm)

Frequency
kHz Manual Automatic Difference

5 29 26 3

10 56 52 4

20 121 121 0

50 320 310 10

meter calibration system. Measurements can be done with
minimal operator intervention, eliminating tedious and fa-
tiguing manual operations. Hence, personnel presently en-
gaged almost exclusively in manual ac/dc difference tests can
be freed to do other work. Experience obtained during many
years of testing with manually operated systems at N BS has
shown that the precision of the test results is dependent upon
operator skill. The automatic system's precision i independent
of operator skill, eliminating this variable in the experimental
uncertainty.
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AC VOLTAGE CALIBRATIONS FOR THE 0.1 Hz TO 10 Hz
FREQUENCY RANGE

Howard K. Schoenwetter

The development of voltmeters to meet the need for rms
voltage measurements in the infrasonic frequency range is
discussed as well as the need to trace these measurements to
the U.S. legal unit of voltage. A new method for supporting
voltage measurements in the 0.1 Hz - 10 Hz range was described
in a 1979 paper and is discussed further. The principles of
the method are embodied in detailed procedures given for
calibrating sine-wave voltage standards and rms voltmeters
over the 0.1 Hz - 10 Hz frequency range, using the NBS AC
Voltmeter/Calibrator. The sine-wave calibrator of this
instrument, used for these calibrations, has an accuracy of
0.020 percent over the 0.5 mV - 7 V range.

Key words: ac voltage calibrations; ac voltage calibrators;
ac voltage standards; infrasonic voltage measurements;
low-frequency voltage measurements; rms voltmeters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Calibrated vibration transducers are required in laboratories
and test facilities to determine the acceleration of vibration exciters,
tables, and fixtures. They are also used to measure the vibrations
in many other types of machines and structures, including prototype
models of military, space, and commercial vehicles undergoing qualification
testing. In past years, calibrations of these transducers at frequencies
below 2 Hz were either omitted or performed with uncertain accuracy.
This was because the voltmeters available for measuring the transducer
outputs at these frequencies had questionable accuracy and excessively
lung response times (15 to 20 periods of the measured voltage).

In 1976, an rms digital voltmeter (DVM) was developed at the
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) to support vibration measurements
over the 0.1 Hz - 50 Hz range. 1 It was designed to measure voltages
from 2 mV to 10 V with an uncertainty of approximately 0.1 percent
of reading. The maximum response time of 40 seconds corresponds to
four periods of the lowest frequency signal that can be measured.
Since the means for calibrating the voltmeter to the required accuracy
did not exist, a voltage calibrator was developed and incorporated

1This work was supported, in part, by the DC and Low Frequency
Calibration Coordination Working Group of the Department of Defense.
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into the same instrument. This calibrator, providing bipolar dc voltages
and sine-wave voltages at frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 10, and
50 Hz, was intended not only for calibration of the companion voltmeter
but also for the calibration of other low-frequency voltmeters.

During the 1976-77 period, the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator was
used at the Metrology and Calibration Centers of Redstone Arsenal (Army)
a;d Newark Air Force Base, as well as the Vibration Section at NBS,
to measure vibration transducer outputs and to calibrate other ac
voltmeters [1]2. Except for the need of a 5-Hz calibration frequency, 3

the instrument met all present and expected future requirements for
support of voltage measurements at very low frequencies. 4  Consequently,
a detailed instruction manual and an archival paper were written to
facilitate reproduction of the instrument [2]. A commercial instrument
based on the NBS design later became unfeasible because the ac voltmeter
portion utilizes a multi-junction thermal converter (MJTC), which
has been available only in limited quantities from one manufacturer.
Subsequent to the development of the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator, at
least two other instruments have been developed which can measure
voltages at infrasonic frequencies. NBS has developed a Low Frequency
AC Samping Voltmeter which has approximately 0.1 percent uncertainty
and a nominal maximum response time of two periods of the lowest
frequency signal (0.1 Hz) that can be measured [3,4].5 Also, a
large instrumentation manufacturer has developed a multimeter with a
sampling voltmeter, operable down to 0.1 Hz or lower. However, the
accuracy and response time of the voltmeter depend upon the frequency
of the measured voltage.

As the number of ac voltage measurements in the 0.1 Hz - 10 Hz
range increases, because of the greater availability of suitable
voltmeters, the need increases for tracing these measurements to the
U.S. legal unit of voltage. Selecting the best method for effecting
this traceability is discussed next.

2 Numhers in brackets refer to the literature references listed at
the end of this report.

3This calibration frequency was added later.

4 Commercial voltage calibrators operate at frequencies down to 10 Hz
and can be calibrated using conventional ac-dc transfer measurements.
Also, a number of commercial voltmeters function satisfactorily above
10 Hz; therefore, the voltage measurement and calibrator capability
above 10 Hz were not considered vital.

5Six of these units have been made by NBS, and supplied to each of
the DoD metrology laboratories. They were calibrated by using the
NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator as a reference standard.
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2. A METHOD FOR INFRASONIC VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS

Standards laboratories calibrate ac voltage standards against
dc voltage standards, using thermal voltage converters (TVCs) to make
the ac-dc voltage comparisons. Calibrations of the dc voltage
standards and TVCs are traceable to reference standards maintained
by NBS. Theoretical and practical limitations arise in calibrating
TVCs (measuring their ac-dc difference), and employing them to make
calibrations at the lower infrasonic frequencies [5].6 These
limitations cause the calibrations to be slow, costly, and inaccurate,
particularly at frequencies below ~2 Hz. For these reasons, a new
method was proposed in [5] for supporting ac voltage measurements
below 10 Hz, which supplements the existing method as shown in figure 1.
The primary objective of the new procedure is to make it feasible to
equip standards laboratories with easily calibrated multi-range sine-wave
standards, which operate at frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5,
and 10 Hz. These voltage sources would be used mostly to calibrate
voltmeters at these frequencies over the voltage range of approximately
0.5 mV - 7 V rms. 7

The proposed equipment and procedures for testing a multi-range
voltage source are described in sections IV and V of [5]. Central
to the method is a single voltage level sine-wave reference source
with frequencies of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, and 10 Hz, whose amplitude
variation with frequency (frequency response) is calibrated and has
excellent long-term stability. This unit serves as a voltage transfer
standard. By adjusting the output of the multi-range source to be
approximately the same as the voltage level of the reference, the
frequency response of the source can be determined from ac-ac
comparisons, using an rms transfer voltmeter. Following this step,
the voltage level at each frequency is established by calibrating
the unit at 10 Hz, using a dc voltage standard and a TVC to make an
ac-dc transfer measurement.

Except for the rms voltmeter contained in the NBS AC
Voltmeter/Calibrator, existing rms voltmeters do not have the necessary
high resolution and small differential nonlinearity to make ac-ac
comparisons for calibration work. 8 Until rms voltmeters suitable

6For convenience, reference 5 is included at the end of this report.

7Present commercial ac voltage calibrators either have insufficient
accuracy over this voltage range or only operate above 10 Hz.

8A transfer voltmeter must be able to measure voltage differences as
small as 20 ppm of the measured value, both voltages being of the
same frequency. The ac-dc difference and accuracy of the voltmeter
are not critical, however.
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for this work become available, calibration of multi-range sine-wave
voltage sources 9 and rms voltmeters will be performed at NBS.
Procedures for these calibrations are discussed in sections 4 and 5.

Since the ac calibrator portion of the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator
(see fig. 1) would be a suitable multi-range voltage standard for use
by standards laboratories, the detailed design of this circuit is
given in appendix B.. The methods used to calibrate the unit are
included in the calibration procedure described in the next section.

3. CALIBRATION OF NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

As described in [2] and [5], the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator
consists of an rms digital voltmeter and a calibrated voltage source
which can function as either a dc or ac voltage calibrator. The rms
voltmeter consists of an input amplifier, rms/dc 'converter, and dc DVM.

The ac voltage calibrator is used to calibrate ac voltmeters and
is used in conjunction with the rms voltmeter to calibrate ac voltage
sources. The procedure used to calibrate the ac voltage calibrator
is shown in figure 4 of [5]. To perform this calibration, the
frequency response of the ac calibrator and the ac-dc difference
of the rms/dc converter must be known from prior measurements. All
of these calibrations are listed below and are discussed in this
section.

(1) Frequency response and voltage calibrations of the ac voltage
calibrator.

(2) Calibration of the laboratory dc voltage standard (standard cell).

(3) Calibration of the dc calibrator.

(4) AC-DC difference calibration of the rms/dc converter.

The errors associated with the items listed above all contribute to
the estimated uncertainty assigned to the ac calibrator voltage and
will be summarized after these calibrations have been described.

Several refinements were made recently to simplify the task of
calibrating the AC Voltmeter/Calibrator and to improve its overall
performance. These changes are also discussed in this section.

9Assuming that the voltage standards employ a D/A converter for the
sine-wave generation, a frequency response (relative voltage) calibration
is preferable to a conventional voltage calibration.

8iI. 1. PAL ,
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3.1 Calibration of AC Voltage Calibrator

Calibration of the ac voltage calibrator consists of two
calibrations: (1) a frequency response calibration in which the
calibrator voltages at 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 Hz are compared
with the voltage at 10 Hz, and (2) a voltage calibration at 10 Hz.

3.1.1 Frequency Response Calibration of AC Calibrator

The frequency response of the ac calibrator was originally
determined using peak-to-peak and rms measurements, the latter being
made with the rms voltmeter and limited to the 1 Hz - 10 Hz range [2].
Average-value measurements were later combined with the above results [5].
Since the peak-to-peak method uses a storage oscilloscope to exhibit
the voltage peaks, the measurements are somewhat subjective and are
considered less reliable than the average-value measurements; therefore,
only the latter (along with limited rms 'measurements) are now used
for the frequency response calibrations. The precision rectifier-filter
circuit used for these measurements is represented by figure 5 of [5].
This circuit and associated power supply are contained in a separate
shielded enclosure. The justification for basing the rms frequency
response of the ac voltage calibrator on average-value (or peak-to-peak)
measurements is given in [5].

Figure 2 shows the front panel operating controls of the NBS AC
Voltmeter/Calibrator. The 5 Hz and 0.1 Hz frequencies are selected
with the CAL FREQ switch in the 10 Hz and 0.2 Hz positions, respectively,
using the rear panel "5 Hz-10 Hz" and "0.1 Hz-0.2 Hz" switches (see fig. 3).
For average-value measurements, the precision rectifier circuit is
connected between the CAL OUT terminals and the AVE. VOLT. IN terminals
(rear panel) with the PREC RECT-INTERNAL switch in the PREC RECT
position. In this switch position, the rms/dc converter is disconnected
and the output of the precision rectifier is connected to the input
(point o) of the voltmeter's low pass filter (see fig. 2 of [5]).
A dc voltage level of 5 V (nominal) at this terminal corresponds
to a full-scale indication of the voltmeter. Therefore, the full-scale
voltmeter reading is normalized to whatever range is selected by the
V-RANGE-MV switch. Since full-scale readings of 10000.0, 5000.0,
2000.0, 1000.00, --- result from range selections of 10, 5, 2,
1, --- volts, it is seen that the best resolution is obtained with
the 10, 1,. 0.1 or 0.01 V ranges. (Unless indicated otherwise, the
PERIOD is set to 10 for all measurements.) The 10 V range has been
arbitrarily selected for the frequency response measurements. Because
the rms/average ratio for a sinewave is ~1.11, the ac calibrator
should be set to approximately 5.55 V to yield a full-scale output
of 5 V from the rectifier-filter circuit. (The ":100" attenuator
switch, not shown in fig. 2, should be kept in the OUT position.
Also, the FUNCTION switch should be in the MEAS position.)
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The dc DVM employed in the rms voltmeter of the NBS AC
Voltmeter/Calibrator (fig. 2 of [5]) consists of a V/F converter
and a counter-timer which counts the output pulses from the V/F
converter over periods of 1 s or 10 s (PERIOD set to 1 or 10),
determined by a crystal-controlled oscillator. An integrating
voltmeter was used to effectively reduce the ripple in the output
voltage from the low-pass filter, to minimize fluctuations in the
displayed voltage. The frequency of the ripple voltage in the outputs
of both the rms/dc converter and the precision rectifier circuit is
twice the frequency of the input voltage to these circuits. If the
counter period (integration period) includes an integral number of
ripple periods, the ripple in the dc voltage applied to the dc DVM
will integrate to zero [2].10 Therefore, fluctuations in the indicated
voltage from ripple are zero for frequencies of 0.U5, 0.1, 0.15, --- Hz,
which include the nominal values of the calibrator frequencies. (An
integration period of 10 s must be used for frequencies of 0.5 Hz
and less.) To allow for some deviation from these frequencies by
the AC Voltage Calibrator, ripple filtering in the low-pass filter
and rms/dc converter can be increased (with respect to the original
design) using the HEAVY FILTERING switch on tne rear panel of the
AC Voltmeter/Calibrator.

The effect of this filtering on rms measurements will be discussed
later. When the precision rectifier is used, the additional filtering
limits the measured peak-to-peak ripple voltage to 0.30 percent of
the dc voltage applied to the dc DVM when the input frequency is near
0.1 Hz. (The ripple voltage is much less near the higher calibrator
frequencies.) The computed maximum peak-to-peak fluctuation in the DVM
readings is approximately 30 ppm for each percent deviation in frequency
from 0.1 Hz. For all calibration work, the calibrator frequencies should
be held within 0.05 percent of their nominal values so that the effect
of ripple on DVM readings is negligible ( 1.5 ppm or less, based on the
preceding statements). The calibrator frequencies are at their nominal
values when the clock frequency, from which they are derived, is 6400 Hz.
The clock frequency is easily held with 0.05 percent of 6400 Hz, since
observed daily frequency variations are usually less than 2 Hz ( 0.03%).
The frequency can be adjusted by the CLK ADJ pot and is displayed by the
counter-timer when the COUNTER switch is in the CLK position (see fig. 3).

Worst-case DVM reading errors caused by ripple voltage can be
avoided by using the average of several successive readings instead
of a single reading, since the ripple integrations in the dc DVM will
vary in size and usually are of both polarities. Therefore, the
average value is more accurate than the worst-case single reading

1 In other words, the ripple voltage integrates to zero if a time
interval equal to two counter periods includes an integral number of
input signal periods.
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value. Unless indicated otherwise, maximum filtering (FILTER FREQ
switch in position L and the HEAVY FILTERING switch on) should be
used for all calibration work. With maximum filtering, the DVM
settling time to within 5 ppm is about 2 minutes. This response time
must be considered when devising the measurement procedure for
determining the calibrator frequency response.

Table 1 shows a typical set of average-value measurements which
was used to evaluate the frequency response of the ac calibrator.
The DVM readings are represented by Vf or V 10 , where the subscripts
denote the frequency of the voltage being measured. Calibrator
frequencies are switched approximately every 3 minutes, allowing
2 minutes for voltmeter settling and 1 minute for recording six readings.
If the first-recorded value is not repeated, it should be discarded,
since this probably indicates lack of complete settling by thq DVM.
Successive numbers represent the least significant digit of successive
DVM readings. The 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 Hz measurements are compared with
the succeeding 10 Hz measurement to minimize the time periods between
readings that are compared, thus minimizing the effect of voltmeter drift.

Table 1. Typical set of average-value measurements used to
evaluate the frequency response, Vf - V10 , of the
ac voltage calibrator. The nominal value of
Vf and V10 is normalized to 1000 units.

Elapsed Mean
time(min) Frequency(f) DVM reading(Vf)a value Vf-V10

0 10 Hz 1000.47,8,8,8,8,7 1000.477

3 5 1000.48,8,8,8,8,8 1000.480 +0.003

6 2 1000.48,8,8,8,8,8 1000.480 +0.003

9 1 1000.48,8,8,7,8,8 1000.478 +0.001

12 0.5 1000.48,8,9,8,9,8 1000.483 +0.005

15 0.2 1000.48,8,8,9,8,8 1000.482 +0.004

18 0.1 1000.48,7,7,7,8,8 1000.475 -0.003

21 10 1000.48,8,7,8,8,8 1000.478

aSuccessive numbers represent the least significant digit of successive
readings.
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Erratum: Third line, third paragraph should be 12 degrees of freedom
instead of 2 degrees

For routine calibrations of the frequency response, it is planned
to use the averages (Vf - V10) from two sets of measurements like those
shown in table 1. In order to hold the magnitude of (Vf - V10) near
zero, frequency response adjustments have been added recently. If
(Vf - V10) exceeds 10 ppm for any frequency, the appropriate CAL
FREQ RESPONSE pot should be adjusted to minimize the voltage difference
(see fig. 3).

The estimated standard deviation of the measurement process is based
on 15 sets of measurements, divided evenly among three groups. One group
of measurements was made after the frequency response adjustments were
added. A second group was made before the adjustments were provided.
The third group of sets was obtained from the Naval Air Test Center,
Patuxent River, MD (NATC) calibrator, which is based on the NBS
design without frequency response adjustments. The maximum magnitude
of (Vf - V 10 ) was approximately 5, 27, and 12 ppm, respectively, for
the first, second, and third groups of sets. Although the statistical
populations corresponding to the three groups have different values
of (Vf - V10 ), their standard deviations should be approximately
equal, since all three calibrators had nearly identical electrical
and mechanical designs. Therefore, a worst-case pooled estimate of
the standard deviation (sp), based on these three groups (15 sets)
of measurements, will be used as the estimated standard deviation of
a (Vf - V 10 ) measurement. The largest pooled estimate of the
standard deviation is 4.4 ppm and occurs for a frequency equal to
0.5 Hz.

The estimated imprecision in (Vf- Vl), obtained from N sets of
measurements, can be expressed by (sp//N)t, where t is Student's t,
based on 2 degrees of freedom and a selected confidence level of
0.99. If (Vi - Vi0) is determined from two sets of measurements, the
calculated imprecision is approximate) 10_p m. As mentioned
previously, V will be readjusted if (Vm - V10, is larger than
10 ppm. A control chart (fig. 4) will be kept showing calibration

dates and the value of (Vf - V10) before being reset.

3.1.2 Voltage Calibration of AC Calibrator

The voltage level of the ac voltage calibrator is established by
comparing the ac calibrator voltage at 10 Hz with the dc calibrator
voltage, using the rms voltmeter as a transfer standard. For these
ac-dc comparisons, the PREC RE CT-INTERNAL switch is set to the
INTERNAL position, HEAVY FILTERING is switched to OFF, and the FILTER
FREQ switch set to L. Also, the PERIOD is set to 10 to yield maximum
voltmeter resolution, and the DVM FREQ RESPONSE switch should be in
the OUT position.

Before making ac-dc comparisons, the dc offset voltage of the
calibrator buffer amplifier should be adjusted to a minimum value as
follows. Set the CAL VOLTS dial to all zeros, the RANGE switch to 1
and the FUNCTION switch to INT AC CAL. Then, using a sensitive null
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detector, adjust the Xl OFFSET for a minimum voltage (<l uV) at
the CAL OUT terminals. With the RANGE at 10, adjust the X10 OFFSET
for a minimum voltage (<10 uV). Following these adjustments, set
the CAL FREQ to 10 Hz, CAL VOLTS to 5.000000, and the V-RANGE-MV switch
to 10 V. Also, connect the CAL OUT terminals to the TE INPUT terminals
with a coaxial cable and set the TE switch to EXT. Compare the ac
calibrator voltage with the dc calibrator voltage (average of both
polarities) as shown in table 2.

Table 2. A comparison between ac and dc calibrator voltages
applied directly to the rms/dc converter (TE INPUT5.
The FUNCTION and CAL columns are switch positions on
the AC Voltmeter/Calibrator. The averages of ac and
dc mean values are used for Vac and Vdc. The nominal
value of the DVM readings is normalized to 1000 units.

Elasped FUNCTION Mean
time(min) INT CAL CAL DVM readings value Vac - Vdc

0 AC 1006.64,4,4,4,3,4 1006.638

0.6365-U.6235
3 DC + 1006.64,4,4,4,3,3 1006.637 = 0.013

6 DC - 1006.61,1,1,1,1,1 10U6.610

9 AC 1006.64,3,4,3,4,3 1006.635

For routine ac-dc difference calibrations, it is planned to use
the average (Vac - V from three comparisons like the one shown
in table 2. If ac - d exceeds 20 ppm, the AC REF GAIN should
be adjusted for a minimum difference. The estimated standard deviation s,
of a comparison, is 7.0 ppm, obtained from 13 comparisons. Using the
expression (s//f)t to calculate the imprecision of (Vgc - Vdc)
yields approximately 12 ppm, where N is 3 and Student s t is based on
12 degrees of freedom and a confidence level of 0.99. Since (Vac d
will be readjusted if it is larger than 20 ppm, the maximum estimated
systematic error is 20 ppm. A control chart (fig. 5) will be kept
showing calibration dates and the value of the ac-dc difference before
the AC REF GAIN is readjusted.

The dc offset of the function generator used in the sine-wave
reference should be checked approximately every three years. It can
be measured at pin 11 of the function generator with the DPDT switch
in the ZERO position (see fig. B-2). The switch and offset adjustment
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(R21) are accessed by removing the top panel. Adjustment of the offset
is non-critical and is seldom required. Measurements show that an offset
as large as 200 yV contributes less than 1 ppm to the rms value
of the 1 V ac reference. A dc offset has a much larger effect on the
average value of a sine wave; however, an offset voltage affects all
calibrator frequencies the same and has no affect on frequency response
measurements.

The measured temperature coefficient of the ac voltage reference
is approximately +3 ppm/*C. Therefore, the imprecision for a 2*C range
is 6 ppm.

3.2 Calibration of the Standard Cells

The basic laboratory voltage standard to be used for calibrating the
dc voltage calibrator is a set of four saturated standard cells,
housed in a temperature-controlled standard cell enclosure and located
near the AC Voltmeter/Calibrator. The cell voltages are fed to the
NBS Volt Facility via a cable to facilitate in situ calibration. It
is planned to calibrate the cells at least once a year. Calibrations
performed in January and November of 1982 show a maximum drift of
0.4 ppm for this 10-month period.

3.3 Calibration of the DC Calibrator

The voltage of one of the calibrated standard cells (approx.
1.01815 V) is transferred to a "working" reference, using a
null detector for the voltage comparison. A stable, 10 V laboratory
reference with seven decade resolution (1 UV) is suitable for the
working reference. The null detector should have approximately 140 d8
common mode rejection and at least 1 Mo input impedance. The
detector is used for all voltage comparisons and offset voltage (zero)
measurements described in this section. -

A laboratory Kelvin-Varley (K-V) divider is used to "step" the
reference voltage to the appropriate level for calibrating the dc
reference, buffer amplifier, and +100 attenuator of the calibrator.
The K-V divider should have seven-digit resolution and a linearity
of 0.1 ppm of input for dial settings between 1.0 and 0.1.

To calibrate the dc reference and buffer amplifier gain, set the
CAL VOLTS dial to 0000000 and the FUNCTION switch to INT AC CAL.
With the RANGE at 1, adjust the X1 OFFSET for minimum voltage
(<l UV) at the CAL OUT terminals. With the RANGE at 10, adjust
the X10 OFFSET for minimum CAL OUT voltage (<10 yV). Return the
RANGE to 1 and set the FUNCTION switch at INT DC CAL, CAL at.+ and
CAL VOLTS at .99999910 (last digit set to 10). Set the K-V divider
to the reciprocal of the standard cell voltage (approx. .9821700) and
connect its input to the laboratory reference. Then, adjust the DC
REF pot so that the calibrator voltage equals the K-V divider output
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voltage. The gain of the buffer amplifier is adjusted with RANGE at
10, CAL VOLTS at 5.000000, and the K-V divider set to the ratio of the
standard cell voltage to 5 V (approx. .2036300). With the K-V divider
input connected to the CAL OUT terminals, adjust the X10 GAIN so that
the divider output voltage equals the laboratory reference voltage.

In order to minimize errors in the ac and dc calibrator voltages
at small signal levels (< 50 mV) caused by extraneous signal and
noise pickup, voltage offsets and Kelvin-Varley divider (see fig. 2 [5])
nonlinearity, an attenuator has been provided which attenuates
both ranges of the dialed voltage by a factor of 100. This precision
resistive attenuator has a 50 o output impedance and is inserted
between the buffer amplifier output and the CAL OUT terminals when
the attenuator switch is in the "+100" position. When calibrator
voltages larger than 50 mV are desired, this switch should be in the
OUT position. If required, calibration of the +100 attenuator
should immediately follow the preceding calibrations. The calibrator
control positions are not changed, except for putting the attenuator
in the +100 position. The laboratory K-V divider input is connected
to the laboratory reference and set to the ratio of 0.05 V to the
standard cell voltage (approx. .0491090). The +100 pot is then
adjusted so that the calibrator voltage equals the K-V divider output
voltage.

The uncertainty in transferring the standard cell voltage to the
laboratory voltage reference at the 1.01815 V level is less than
2 ppm. The uncertainties in stepping the reference voltage

down to 1.000000 V (calibration of dc reference) and up to 5.000000 V
are 4 and 10 ppm, respectively. These uncertainties are caused
mostly by varying thermal voltages at connectors, circuit noise, and
lack of resolution in adjustments. The 10 ppm uncertainty includes
1 ppm systematic error, caused by the nonlinearity of the laboratory
K-V divider. The measured temperature coefficients of the dc reference
and buffer amplifier (on X10 range) are -6 ppm/C and +2 ppm/*C,
respectively. The corresponding imprecisions for a 2*C range are

12 ppm and 4 ppm.

The expected maximum temperature coefficient for the attenuator is
3 ppm/*C ( 6 ppm uncertainty for a 2*C range). Tests show

that thermal voltages up to 0.7 VV are generated at the CAL OUT
terminals when the voltage applied to the +100 attenuator is zero.
This corresponds to 14 ppm of the 50 mV output from the attenuator
when it is being calibrated. Also, the nonlinearity of the laboratory
K-V divider at the .0491090 setting may contribute 2 or 3 ppm error to
the calibration of the attenuator. Finally, the adjustment of the
attenuator has an uncertainty of about 2 ppm. Therefore, a systematic
error of 3 ppm (from K-V divider) and an imprecision of 22 ppm have
been assigned to the +100 attenuator calibration.
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Based on a linearity comparison with the laboratory K-V divider,
the K-V divider employed in the calibrator can cause up to 25 ppm
error in the ac calibrator voltage (Vc). It is planned to check this
unit against the laboratory standard approximately once a year.

Control charts (fig. 5) will be kept which show the changes in
the ac and dc reference voltages and the buffer amplifier gain that
occur between calibrations. Based on measurements and manufacturer's
specifications, the yearly drift rates of the standard cell, +100
attenuator, and the K-V divider are expected to be less than 2, 2,
and 3 ppm, respectively. Since these systematic errors are very small
compared with the expected uncertainty of the ac calibrator voltage,
no control charts are planned for these components.

3.4 AC-DC Difference Calibration of RMS/DC Converter

The ac-dc difference of the rms/dc converter used in the rms
voltmeter was calibrated at NBS in April 1981. The reference thermal
voltage converter (TVC), employed in the calibration test set,
consisted of model FE reference thermal element and model F.10V (#1)
multiplier range resistor. This thermal element, consisting of four
single junction thermal elements in series, was designed to have
negligible ac-dc difference for frequencies down to 10 Hz or below.
Ten comparisons were made between the rms/dc converter and reference
TVC involving four measurements each (ac, dc, dc reverse, ac), yielding
an average ac-dc difference of 0.25 ppm. The standard deviation
of a comparison was 5.83 ppm, so that the standard error of the mean
was 1.84 ppm. If the selected confidence level is 0.99, Student's t
is 3.3 and the imprecision in the calculated ac-dc difference is
6 ppm.

The only known source of systematic error in the ac-dc calibration
is the uncertainty in the ac-dc difference of the reference TVC.
This unit has been intercompared with several other reference TVCs,
with an ac-dc difference of less than 1 ppm [6]. These units are
maintained at NBS and are believed to have zero ac-dc difference to
within 1 or 2 ppm for frequencies as low as 10 Hz. If 2 ,ppm
uncertainty is allowed for the reference TVC, the estimated ac-dc
difference of the rms/dc converter is 0 8 ppm.

It is recommended that multi-junction thermal converters (MJTCs)
be re-calibrated every five years. This re-calibration interval should
also apply to the rms/dc converter, since its ac-dc difference is
determined by the ac-dc difference of the MJTC employed.

3.5 Summary of Calibration Errors of AC Voltage Calibrator

Table 3 lists the estimated uncertainties which limit the
calibration accuracy of the ac calibrator. Item 9 of this
table 3 shows that, following a frequency response calibration, the
(Vf-V 10 = 0) with an uncertainty of 20 ppm. It should be emphasized
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Table 3. Estimated systematic error and imprecision components
of the uncertainties which limit calibration accuracy
of ac voltage calibrator. Estimated components of
uncertainties less than 0.5 ppm are rounded to zero.

(1) Standard cell uncertainty

(2) Standard cell lab reference transfer

(3) Step-down to 1 V level in dc reference

(4) Step-up to 5 V level in dc calibrator

(5) Temperature coefficient of dc reference
(-6 ppm/*C) for a 20 C range

(6) AC/DC comparisons (calibration of ac
calibrator at 10 Hz)

(7) AC-DC difference uncertainty of
rms/dc converter

(8) Temperature coefficient of ac reference
(+3 ppm/*C) for a 2*C range

(9) Calibration of (Vf-V10)

(10) Maximum error from calibrator K-V divider

(11) Maximum K-V drift between calibrations

(12) Temperature coefficient of buffer
amplifier on X10 range
(+2 ppm/*C) for a 2*C range

(13) Calibration of the +100 attenuator

(14) Maximum attenuator drift between
calibrations

Sub-totals

Systematic
error

2 ppm

0

0

1

U

20

2

0

10

25

3

0

3

Imprecision

U ppm

2

4

9

12

12

6

6

10

U

0

4

22

0

33

2

68 (rss)

Total uncertainty of ac calibrator voltage Vc
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that when frequency response calibrations are made of a customer's
voltage source or voltmeter, only the uncertainty of (Vf-V 10 ) needs
to be known. Table 3 also shows that the estimated uncertainty of
the ac calibrator voltage Vc is 101 ppm, following a complete
calibration of the dc and ac calibrator circuits.

Although periodic calibration intervals cannot be established for
these circuits until control chart data are available, it is believed
that a specified maximum uncertainty of 200 ppm for the ac calibrator
will allow calibration intervals approaching one year for the dc
reference voltage, buffer amplifier gain, and (Vf-V10 ). A somewhat
shorter calibration interval is expected for the ac reference. The
corresponding error budget for (Vf-V 10 ) alone is 35 ppm. Therefore,
the calibration intervals will be chosen to ensure that the maximum
uncertainties of (Vf-V10 ) and Vc are less than 35 ppm and
200 ppm (0.020%), respectively.

Although considerable reliance will be placed on control chart
data to anticipate future drifts in calibrator circuits, accurate
checks on circuit performance can be made at any time using shortened
procedures. Using only one set of measurements as shown in table 1
to determine (Vf-V10 ), instead of the average of two sets, decreases
the measurement time from 48 minutes to 24 minutes. The imprecision
increases from 10 ppm to 14 ppm and the allowable value of
(Vf-V10 ) should be increased from 10 ppm to 14 ppm before being
readjusted. Using one set of measurements as shown in table 2 to determine
(Vac-Vdc), instead of the average of three sets, decreases the measurement
time from 36 minutes to 12 minutes. The imprecision increases from
12 ppm to 21 ppm and the allowable value of (Vac-Vdc) should

be increased from 20 ppm to 35 ppm before being readjusted.
Substituting these values into table 3 (items 6 and 9) yields maximum
uncertainties of 28 ppm and 125 ppm for (Vf-V 10 ) and Vc,
respectively. The time required to calibrate the dc reference, buffer
amplifier gain, and ;100 attenuator is 13 minutes. (These procedures
cannot be shortened.) Therefore, the total calibration time of the
dc and ac calibrators, using the shortened procedures, is approximately
50 minutes.

3.6 Frequency Response of the RMS Voltmeter

The ac calibrator can be used to calibrate voltage standards at
frequencies other than the nominal calibrator frequencies, if the
frequency response of the rms voltmeter (DVM) is known. The response
of the DVM decreases as the frequency of the input signal is decreased
below ~2 Hz, because of increasing ripple voltage in the rms/dc
converter and lack of square law response by the MJTC of this circuit [2J.
The effect from ripple is minimized, however, by the HEAVY FILTERING
circuit which is used for most calibration work (see sec. 3.1.1).
Five (Vf-V10 ) comparisons were made using the ac calibrator voltage as
the input signal. The mean values of these comparisons and the
standard deviation of a comparison for each frequency are shown in
table 4.
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Table 4. Frequency response of the rms voltmeter with corrections
applied for variations in the ac calibrator voltage,
used for the input signal. The mean values and standard
deviation, sf, were obtained from five (Vf-V10) DVM
comparisons.

Frequency (f) (Vf-V T)DVM Sf

5 Hz 0 ppm 6.1 ppm

2 -2 6.5

1 -13 4.5

0.5 -49 6.5

0.2 -109 5.5

0.1 -208 2.7

The voltmeter response as a function of input signal frequency can
be approximated by second degree equations of curves that pass through
the values of (V-7V10}DVM at frequencies of 2, 1, 0.5 Hz and at
0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 Hz. The equation that is applicable to the 0.5 to
2 Hz range is

(Vf-V10)DVM = -105.33 + 133.00f - 40.67f2. (1)

The equation for the 0.5 to 0.1 Hz range is

(Vf-V10)DVM = -346.50 + 1582.50f - 1975.00f 2 . (2)

These equations are used to plot the curves in figure 6.

As indicated previously, the lack of flatness in the DVM response
is attributed to the rms/dc converter response. Since applying
corrections from the curves in figure 6 or the preceding equations is
quite tedius, an effort was made to improve the DVM frequency response
sufficiently so that corrections usually are not necessary. This was
accomplished by employing frequency-dependent negative feedback
circuits in a section of the input amplifier, as shown in figure 7.
With these circuits, the amplifier response approximately complements
the rms/dc converter response. Components R1, Cl, and R2, C2 provide
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high-frequency attenuations of approximately 250 and 30 ppm,
respectively. The corresponding corner frequencies are 0.14 and
0.71 Hz. The frequency response of the circuit which has the higher
attenuation is adjustable over a small range by the DVM FREQ RESPONSE
pot. Figure 8 is a plot of the amplifier transfer characteristic
with the DVM FREQ RESPONSE circuit switched in (switch S closed).
Resistances r1 and r2 were arbitrarily assigned the value of 100 k ;
however, measurements show that the frequency response is essentially
independent of the values of r1 and r2 selected by the V-RANGE-MV
switch (see fig. 2).

The frequency response of the circuit shown in figure 7 was
combined with the responses of eqs. 1 and 2 and plotted in figure 9.
This response curve shows that the maximum values of (Vf-Vl0)UVM
occur at 0.5 Hz and approximately 0.14 Hz. A good estimate of the
outside limits of (Vf-V10)DVM can be obtained by measuring this
quantity at 0.1, 0.2, and 0.5 Hz, using the ac calibrator. Table 5
shows the DVM response at the lowest four calibrator frequencies,
obtained from 13 measurements. Corrections were made for the measured
frequency response of the calibrator (systematic error), leaving
only the imprecision of these measurements ( 6.0 ppm) as the
uncertainty of the calibrator voltages. (The frequency response and
estimated standard deviation of the ac calibrator were based on 5
and 13 measurements, respectively - see section 3.1.1.) Using the
maximum estimated standard deviation of the measurement process
represented by table 5 (6.4 ppm) and a confidence level of 0.99, the
imprecision of these measurements is 5.4 ppm. Combining this
imprecision with the calibrator imprecision gives 8.1 ppm as
the maximum uncertainty of (Vf-V10)DVM- Therefore, the outside
limits of (Vf-V10)DVM, measured at 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 1 Hz, are
approximately +20 and -19 ppm.

Table 5. Measured DVM frequency response with input amplifier
compensated. The average values of (Vf-V10)VM and
estimated standard deviations, sf, are based on
13 measurements.

Frequency (f) (Vf-V10)DVM sf

1 Hz +1 ppm 3.0 ppm

0.5 -11 4.2

0.2 +12 6.4

0.1 -7 5.0
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These limits result from using 5 and 13 measurements to establish
the frequency response of the calibrator and DVM, respectively. For
routine calibrations of the DVM frequency response, it is planned to
use three measurements. Assuming that the calibrator response is also
obtained from three measurements, the DVM and calibrator imprecisions
will be 11.3 and 7.8 ppm, respectively. Combining these quantities
gives 13.7 ppm, an increase of 5.6 ppm over the imprecision applicable
to the frequency response values in table 5. To obtain the maximum
expected values of (Vf-V1O)DVM, using three DVM and three calibrator
measurements, the maximum frequency response values in figure 5
should be increased by 5.6 ppm, yielding +17.6 and -16.6 ppm. Adding
the corresponding imprecision to these quantities gives estimated
uncertainty limits of +31.3 and -30.3 ppm to (Vf-V1O)DVM. The
response curve in figure 9 indicates that (Vf-V1U)DVM is approximately
4 ppm larger at 0.14 Hz than at 0.2 Hz. Also, any uncertainty in
the difference between (V.14-V10)DVM and (V.2-V10)DVM in figure 6
carries over to figure 9. The computed value of this difference is
approximately 55 ppm. It is believed that the uncertainty in this
difference should not exceed 10 percent or 6 ppm. Adding this
uncertainty and the 4 ppm difference mentioned above to the uncertainty
limits for the measured frequency response yields +41.3 and -30.3 ppm
as the uncertainty limits of (Vf-V10)DVM for any frequency. Since the
attenuation caused by the feedback circuits of the input amplifier
is small at 0.1 Hz but increases with frequency, the DVM response
curve (fig. 9) can be effectively rotated about the 0.1 Hz point of
the curve by adjusting the DVM FREQ RESPONSE pot. Therefore, this
control can be used to adjust the +41.3 and -30.3 limits to approximately
36 ppm. Drift in (Vf-V10)DVM that cannot be removed by adjusting

the DVM FREQ RESPONSE pot, estimated to be less than 2 ppm in five
years, can be compensated by trimming the values of R2 and C2 in
figure 7. However, to obviate the trimming, the frequency response
will be specified as 0 40 ppm to allow some margin for drift of
this type.

It is useful to estimate the uncertainty that the DVM response
causes if two voltages are compared which have frequencies differing
by no more than 5 percent. Figure 9 shows that the maximum rate of
change of (Vf-V10)DVM with frequency occurs over the frequency range
of 0.1 Hz to 0.14 Hz, approximately. Assuming that (Vf-VlO)DVM changes
by no more than two-thirds of the specified limits of 40 ppm over
this frequency range (a 40% change in frequency), a 5 percent uncertainty
in frequency corresponds to a maximum uncertainty in (Vf-V1U)DVM Of
approximately 7 ppm.

4. CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTMETERS

Calibrations are performed on rms-responding ac voltmeters using the
ac voltage calibrator of the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator. AC voltmeters
can be calibrated at frequencies of 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, and 0.1 Hz at
any voltage level between 0.5 mV and 7 V.
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The total uncertainty of a calibration is (ec + Er), where
cc is the uncertainty of the ac voltage calibrator voltage and Er
is the imprecision of the calibration process. The estimated uncertainty
of the ac voltage calibrator is 0.020 percent, as described in section
3.5. The imprecision for a given calibration point is ts//N, where t
is Student's t for the selected confidence level, s is the standard
deviation for a measurement, and N is the number of measurements (test
runs) used to obtain the mean values of the measured quantities (voltmeter
readings).

Unless otherwise requested by the customer, a single accuracy of
calibration will be given for the corrections to the calibration points,
based on a confidence level of 0.98 and the largest standard deviation
encountered. It is expected that the value of N, requested by the
customer, will generally be 3, 4, or 5. Assuming a selected confidence
level of 0.98, values of t corresponding to N equal 3, 4, and 5 are
approximately 7.0, 4.5, and 3.7, respectively.

5. CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARDS

Voltage calibrations are performed on precision ac sources using the
ac voltage calibrator and rms voltmeter of the NBS Voltmeter/Calibrator.
The rms voltmeter is used as a transfer voltmeter to compare the voltages
(of the same nominal level) from the test unit and the ac calibrator.
Voltage calibrations can be made at any frequency in the 10 Hz to 0.1 Hz
range and are usually made near the full-scale level of the UVM ranges
(2, 5, 10, 20, 50 mV, and 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 V).

If the voltage standard is of a design which has inherently stable
voltage with respect to frequency, a frequency response (relative voltage)
calibration may be preferable to a conventional voltage calibration. The
user then establishes the voltage levels by calibrating the voltage at
10 Hz. Since the rms voltmeter has a frequency response that is flat to
within 40 ppm, it is used to determine the frequency response of
voltage sources. Frequency response calibrations can be made at any
frequency in the 10 Hz to 0.1 Hz range and are usually made near the
full-scale level of the DVM ranges (2, 5, 10, 20, 50 mV, and 0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 V).

5.1 Voltage Calibrations

For each calibration point, the rms voltmeter (DVM) is used to
compare the voltage VT from the standard under test with the voltage
Vc of the same nominal level from the ac voltage calibrator, choosing
the calibrator frequency closest to that of the voltage being measured.
After the test runs are made, the average *(V-VT7 is formed for
each calibration point, yielding corrections to the nominal voltage
values of the test unit.

La~ f hf^ ~iB
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If the uncertainty of the calibrator voltage and the uncertainty
caused by the DVM frequency response are denoted by c and Em,
respectively, the total uncertainty of a calibration point is given by
(ec + Em +ts ), where s is the standard deviation of a

(Vc - VT) comparison and N is the number of comparisons (test runs).
If the frequencies of the voltages being compared are within 5 percent
of each other, cm is 7 ppm. If the frequency difference is
larger, the worst case value of m, 40 ppm, is used. The value
assigned to Ec is 200 ppm ( 0.02%); however, if the highest
calibration accuracy is required by the customer, cc can be decreased
to 125 ppm by a special calibration of the NBS instrument.

Unless otherwise requested by the customer, a single accuracy of
calibration will be given for the corrections to the calibration points,
based on a confidence level of 0.98 and the largest standard deviation
encountered. It is expected that the value of N, requested by the
customer, will be 3, 4, or 5.

5.2 Frequency Response Calibrations

These calibrations are made using the DVM to compare test unit
voltages of frequency f with the 10 Hz value. After N comparisons,
the quantities (Vf - V10) are computed for each test frequency, yielding
the frequency response. The uncertainty of these calibration points
is (em + ts//N), where cm is 40 ppm, the frequency response
-of the DVM, and s is the standard deviation of a comparison.

Unless otherwise requested by the customer, a single accuracy of
calibration will be given for the frequency response, based on a
confidence level of 0.98 and the largest standard deviation encountered.
It is expected that the value of N, requested by the customer,
will be 3, 4, or 5.
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APPENDIX A

Calibration Forms

Several forms have been prepared to facilitate the calibrations of
rms voltmeters and the voltage and frequency response calibrations of
ac voltage standards. These are:

(1) LOG SHEET

(2) WORK SHEET

(3) TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS

(4) REPORT OF TEST

These forms, as well as a brief description of the calibration
procedure, are given in the following sections for each type of calibration.
Items 3 and 4 and the summarized'calibration procedure are sent to the
customer, following a calibration.
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Department of Conerce
National Bureau
of Standards

LOG SHEET

Date Test No.

VOLTMETER CALIBRATIONS USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr.

Submitted by:

Model No. Ser. No.

Voltage Mean
Time Frequency range Voltmeter readings (V1) value

_= =
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Department of Commerce
National Bureau
of Standards

VOLTMETER CALIBRATIONS USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr. Model No. Ser. No.

WORK SHEET Submitted by:

Date Test No.

Standard Number of Total Confidence
Voltage - Correction deviation readings Imprecision Uncertainty uncertainty level used

Frequency range yM c Ec vm (s) (N) rts/ 4  of Vc (c) (c + ) for t

C r
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Calibration of Voltmeters

Calibrations are performed on rms-responding ac voltmeters usingthe ac voltage calibrator of the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator. ACvoltmeters can be calibrated at frequencies of 10, 5, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2,and 0.1 Hz at any voltage level between 0.5 mV and 7 V.

The total uncertainty of a calibration is (ec + er), whereec is the uncertainty of the ac calibrator voltage and er isthe imprecision of the calibration process. The estimated maximumuncertainty of the ac voltage calibrator is 0.020 percent. Theimprecision for a given calibration point is ts/vN, where t isStudent's t for the selected confidence level, s is the standarddeviation for a measurement, and N is the number of measurements(test runs) used to obtain the mean values of the measured quantities(voltmeter readings).

Unless otherwise requested by the customer, a single accuracy ofcalibration will be given for the corrections to the calibration
points, based on a confidence level of 0.98 and the largest standarddeviation encountered.
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Department of Commerce
National Bureau
of Standards

TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS

Date Test No.

VOLTMETER CALIBRATIONS USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr.

Submitted by:

Model No.
Model No. Ser. No.

Average of
voltmeter Number of Confidence

Voltage readings Corre tion readings Total level used
Frequency range Vm to Vf (N) uncertainty for t
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rOAM MN-

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDOS

WASHINGTON, D.C. I'M

REPORT OF TEST
LOW FREQUENCY VOLTMETER

Manufacturer
Model No.

Serial No.

Submitted by

This voltmeter was tested using the ac voltage calibrator of the NBS AC
Voltmeter/Calibrator at a room temperature of 23 1 *C.

The test points, average voltmeter readings, corrections,and total uncertainty
are shown in the attached TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS. Also shown is the confidence
level upon which the imprecision is based. The ac calibrator voltage
uncertainty is treated totally as a systematic error. Unless otherwise
indicated, the total uncertainty is based on the largest standard deviation
encountered for any of the test points. Measurements on the test unit were
made over a period of time which was too short to yield long-term stability
information.

For the Director
National Engineering Laboracory

Barry A. Bell, Group Leader
Electronic Instrumentation and Metrology
Electrosystems Division

Test No. 722/
Order No.
Date:
Attn:
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Department of Commuerce
National Bureau
of Standards

LOG SHEET

Date Test No._

CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARD USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr. Model No. Ser. No.

Submitted by:

Frequency Test unit Calibrator

Nominal TestDOrai
Time voltage unit Calibrator DYM readings Mean DVN readings Mean
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Department of Commerce
National Bureau
of Standards

WORK SHEET

Date Test No.

CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARD USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr.

Submitted by:

Model No. Serial No.

Frequency
DYM

Average of frequency Standard Number of Total ConfidenceNominal Test copaisons response Uncertainty deviation comparisons Imprecision uncertainty level usedvoltage unit Calibrator -KFVT (em) of c (e c) (s) (N) Er tgc/'rc for t
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Calibration of Voltage Standards

For each calibration point, the rms voltmeter (DVM) is used to
compare the voltage VT from the standard under test with the voltage
Vc of the same nominal level from the ac voltage calibrator, choosing
the calibrator frequency closest to that of the voltage being measured.
After the test runs are made, the average (Vc - VT) is formed for
each calibration point, yielding corrections to the nominal voltage
values of the test unit.

If the uncertainty of the calibrator voltage and the uncertainty
caused by the DVM frequency response are denoted by cc and em,
respectively, the total uncertainty of a calibration point is given
by (ec + em + ts/v ), where s is the standard deviation of a
(VC - VT) comparison and N is the number of comparisons (test runs).
If the frequencies of the voltages being compared are within
5 percent of each other, cm is 7 ppm. If the frequency difference
is larger, the worst case value of cm, 40 ppm, is used. The
value assigned to cm is 200 ppm ( 0.02%); however, if the highest
calibration accuracy is required by the customer, cc can be decreased
to 125 ppm by a special calibration of the NBS instrument.

Unless otherwise requested by the customer, a single accuracy of
calibration will be given for the corrections to the calibration
points, based on a confidence level of 0.98 and the largest standard
deviation encountered.
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Department of Connerce
National Bureau
of Standards

TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS

Date Test No.

CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARD USING NBS
AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr.

Submitted by:

- Model No. Ser. No.

Nominal Number of Confidence
voltage of Frequency of Correction to comparisons Total level used
standard standard nominal voltage (N) uncertainty for t
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pa es

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL SURAU OF STANDARDS

WASHINGTON. D.C. Mso4

REPORT OF TEST
LOW FREQUENCY VOLTAGE STANDARD

Manufacturer
Model No.

Serial No.

Submitted by

This voltage standard was tested using the ac voltage calibrator and rms
voltmeter (DVM) of the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator at a room temperature of
23 1*C.

The test points (nominal voltage and frequency), corrections, and total
uncertainty are shown in the attached TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS. Also shown
is the confidence level upon which the imprecision is based. The uncertainty
of the ac calibrator voltage and the uncertainty caused by the DVM frequency
response are treated as systematic errors. Unless otherwise indicated, the
total uncertainty is based on the largest standard deviation encountered for
any of the test points. Measurements on the test unit were made over a period
of time which was too short to yield long-term stability information.

For the Director
National Engineering Laboratory

Barry A. Bell, Group Leader
Electronic Instrumentation and Metrology
Electrosystems Division

Test No. 722/
Order No.
Date
Attn:
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Department of Commerce
National Bureau
of Standards

LOG SHEET

Date Test No._

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARD USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr. Model No. Ser No.

Submitted by:

Voltage standard Voltage standard

Nominal

Time voltage Frequency DVM readings Mean DVM readings Mean
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Department of Commerce
National Bureau
of Standards

WORK SHEET

Date Test No.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARD USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr. Model No. Ser. No.

Submitted by:

DVM Standard
Test unit frequency deviation of Number of Total Confidence

Nominal res e.5 response comparison comparisons Impreci on uncertainty level used
voltage Frequency (V-f1O) (em) (s) (N) Erst/s (cm+Er) for t
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Frequency Response Calibrations

These calibrations are made using the DVM to compare test unit
voltages of frequency f with the 10 Hz va'. e. After N comparisons,
the quantities (Vf - V10) are computed for each test frequency,
yielding the frequenc response. The uncertainty of these calibration
points is (em + ts/), where Em is 40 ppm, the frequency response
of the DVM, and s is the standard deviation of a comparison.

Unless otherwise requested by the customer, a single accuracy of
calibration will be given for the frequency response, based on a
confidence level of 0.98 and the largest standard deviation encountered.
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Department of Commerce
National Bureau
of Standards

TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS

Date Test No.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CALIBRATIONS OF VOLTAGE STANDARD
USING NBS AC VOLTMETER/CALIBRATOR

Equipment Mfr.

Submitted by:

Model No. Ser. No.

Frequency Number of ConfidenceNominal response comparisons Total level usedvoltage Frequency M-71-) (N) uncertainty for t
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mmu N@64

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
NATIONAL. WUMAU OF UTANDAROS

wA4MINTON. D.C. somi

REPORT OF TEST
LOW FREQUENCY VOLTAGE STANDARD

Manufacturer
Model No.
Serial No.

Submitted by

This voltage standard was tested for frequency response using the rms
voltmeter (DVM) of the NBS AC Voltmeter/Calibrator at a room temperature
of 23 1*C.

The test points (nominal voltage and frequency), corrections, and total
uncertainty are shown in the attached TABLE OF CALIBRATIONS. Also shown
is the confidence level upon which the imprecision is based. The uncertainty
caused by the DVM frequency response is treated as a systematic error.
Unless otherwise indicated, the total uncertainty is based on the largest
standard deviation encountered for any of the test points. Measurements
on the test unit were made over a period of time which was too short to
yield long-term stability information.

For the Director
National Engineering Laboratory

Barry A. Bell, Group Leader
Electronic Instrumentation and Metrology
Electrosystems Division

Test No. 722/
Order No.

Date
Attn:________
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APPENDIX B

Detailed Design of Voltage Calibrator
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Description of Components Used in Voltage Calibrator

Amplifiers AR1 and AR2 are Analog Devices Type 52K.1

Capacitors Cl and C2 are 5 percent silver mica types. Capacitor
C2, or associated timing components, may need trimming to yield the
desired clock frequency. The capacitors associated with AR2 should
be trimmed so that (capacitance)(calibrator frequency) = constant,
to within 0.2 percent. Nominal values (HF) are: Ca = 0.025,
Cb = 0.05, Cc = 0.125, Cd = 0.25, Ce = 0.5, Cf = 1.25, and C = 2.5.
These poly carbonate capacitors have a rating of 100 V, 5% tolerance
and 0.1%/*C temperature coefficient. They were shunted with
smaller capacitors (mica or polycarbonate) to obtain the desired
capacitance ratios.

The function generator (U8) is Micro Networks Corporation Type
MN350.

The dc reference (PSI) should have a dc stability of better than
5 ppm/year.

Resistors R12 and R13 are 1W precision wirewound resistors with
0.01% tolerance and temperature coefficients matched to within 2 ppm/*C.

Two parallel 100 Q resistors may be used for R13. All trimpots are
1W, 25 turn, panel mount type with 150 ppm/*C temperature coefficient.
Resistors Rl - R4, R8, R14 - R16, R23 - R25 and R28 - R30 are Vishay
Resistive Systems Group Type 5102C. A non-inductive wirewound resistor
was used for R17. R27 is a sensistor from Texas Instruments, whose
value is determined from temperature tests. R7 is a general resistance
Type DV-4007A K-V divider.

Switches S1 - S4 should have plastic sleeves on their handles to
minimize thermal voltage generation at the switch contacts.

ICertain commercial equipment, instruments or materials are identified
in this report in order to adequately specify procedures or special
circuits. In no case does such identification imply recommendation or
endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards, nor does it imply
that the material or equipmment identified is necessarily the most
suitable for the purpose.
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APPENDIX C

Shipping and Fee Information

General shipping instructions are given in the latest issue of
NBS Special Publication 250, "Calibration and Related Measurement
Services of the National Bureau of Standards." Shipments of voltmeters
and voltage sources'for calibrations should be directed to

National Bureau of Standards
Electrosystems Division, MET B162
Rt. 270 and Quince Orchard Road
Gaithersburg, MD 20878 .

Current information on calibration fees is given in the NBS Special
Publication 250 Appendix, which is updated every six months.
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THE PRACTICAL USES OF AC-DC TRANSFER INSTRUMENTS

Earl S. Williams

ABSTRACT

Alternating currents and voltages are measured most accurately at this time
when they are compared with nominally equal and known dc currents and voltages.
The comparisons are usually made with thermal transfer instruments which
respond nearly equally to ac and dc quantities. Practical information and
recommended procedures are given for using these instruments along with
diagrams of apparatus and examples of typical data and calculations. Methods
for minimizing difficulties caused by dc reversal differences, thermal drift,
energy picked up from local electromagnetic fields, and the deviation from
square-law response of these instruments are considered. Causes of ac-dc
differences are discussed, and methods for measuring them and applying correc-
tions are also described.

Key words: ac current measurements; ac voltage measurements; ac-dc compara-
tor; ac-dc difference; thermoelement.

1.0 Introducti c

The basic units for electrical measurements are derived at the National Bureau
of Standards in absolute terms from the units of mass, length, and time. The
standards primarily used to transfer these units for direct current measure-
ments from NBS to other users, and to preserve them in the standards lab-
oratories, are the saturated standard cell (the volt) and the standard
resistor. With these and a variety of shunts and resistance ratio instruments
for range extension, direct current and voltage can be measured with high
accuracy.

Since there is no ac counterpart to the standard cell, measurements of
alternating current, voltage, and power are made relative to these same
standards. The chain of measurements is extended to these alternating quan-
tities by ac-dc transfer instruments, which have a flat and known fre-
quency response and hence may be calibrated on direct current and then used
for alternating current measurements. They provide an accurate transfer from
direct voltage and current standards to alternating current and voltage
measurements, hence the name.

Electrodynamic instruments have been used to transfer voltage, current, and
power; however, they are limited in frequency to a few thousand hertz due to
their relatively high inductance. Electrostatic moving systems are usable to
higher frequencies, but they have severe low voltage limitations. Instruments
which respond to peak and average values of ac voltage have been employed
successfully over certain voltage and frequency ranges (see section 3.8). The
instruments most widely used for voltage and current transfer measurements,
and the ones to be discussed here, are electrothermal. They are usually
called thermal voltage converters (TVCs) and thermal current converters (TCCs)
to distinguish them from other types of transfer instruments [1].
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2.0 Thermoelements

The key component in these transfer instruments is a thermoelement (TE),
consisting of a heater which carries the current to be measured and a thermo-
couple attached to its midpoint. The output from the thermocouple is rela-
tively low (7 to 12 mV); however, heater current differences, and differences
between ac and dc currents, as small as one part-per-million (ppm) can be
detected, if changes in the output are monitored with a sensitive detector--a
galvanometer or microvoltmeter. Thermoelements for currents from 1 to 1000 mA
are available with evacuated glass-bulb enclosures and with insulation (a
small ceramic bead) between the thermocouple and heater (fig. 1). TEs are
available for currents up to at least 20 amperes, but vacuum enclosures are
not feasible at these currents because the elements require heavy copper
conductors which are very difficult to pass through a vacuum seal. Insulation
is not generally available in TEs for currents greater than one ampere. They
are difficult to construct, and the demand for them is not great. Most
current comparisons are made with special ac shunts in parallel with low-
range TEs (see section 8).

Figure 1. Vacuum thermoelement. (Hea;er and thermocouple wires retouched.)

The TE heater is short and straight thus having minimal reactance, and the
insulation of the thermoelement prevents any appreciable interaction between
the ac current and the read-out instrument. TEs are therefore well suited
to measurements at audio and higher frequencies. They are used with series
resistors in multirange TVCs up to 100 kHz on most ranges and to 1 or 2 MHz at
low voltages. Single-range units with carbon or metal film resistors coaxially
mounted in tubular casings are used up to 100 MHz.

Multijunction thermoelements [2,3,4,5], with a relatively low heater
temperature and 50 to 200 thermocouples in series distributed evenly along the
heater, are capable of higher accuracy in transfer measurements, and their
structure minimizes most of the thermoelectric effects that cause errors in
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other types of TEs. However, they are difficult to construct, and therefore
expensive and not readily available.

2.1 Output Characteristics

The thermocouple output of the TE is a function of the power dissipated
in the heater, and therefore varies approximately as the square of the heater
current. However, the device does deviate significantly from a square-law
response as the heater current approaches the rated value. The relationship
of the output, E, to the heater current, I, may be expressed as

E = kIn (1)

The response appears to be nearly square-law (i.e., n=2) at very low currents,
but n is usually 1.6 to 1.9 at rated heater current. The factor k varies
somewhat with large changes in heater current, but this is not a constraint.
The TE is a substitution device, and not normally used to measure ac current
as a function of thermocouple output. The factor k is constant over a narrow
range where nearly equal ac and dc currents are compared.

The relationship between a small change in TE heater current (Al) and the
corresponding change in output (AE) is expressed as

AI/I = AE/nE. (2)

If the thermoelement is in a TVC,
AV/V = AE/nE. (3)

It is often advantageous to make measurements of n and use the data in
calculations as suggested in sections 3.2 and 6.2. The measurements are not
difficult, and the values are quite permanent. Methods for measuring n are
described in section 7.

2.2 DC Reversal Difference

DC reversal difference is generally (and in this document) defined as the
percentage difference between the dc current and its reversed counterpart,
when they both produce the same output from a TE. This difference is not
necessarily constant and may increase in some TEs as the heater current is
lowered. A low dc reversal difference is, of course, advantageous. The
difference between ac and dc voltage and current is often measured by
observing the change in indication of an instrument which responds to changes
in TE output as ac and dc are applied. If the dc reversal difference is
large, it may be necessary to reduce the sensitivity of the read-out instru-
ment to keep all readings on scale.

It is recommended that both directions of dc be used in the procedures
described here. However, it is not often necessary to have an explicit
measurement of dc reversal difference. A measurement may be desirable
sometimes, as for instance when making sure that new Tis conform to specifi-
cations. A low-range TE can be connected in series with a resistance of 50 to
200 kP, and the appropriate voltage applied for rated heater current. The
value of the two direct voltages which give equal output can be read from a
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calibrated source or measured with a digital voltmeter. Common current-
measuring equipment, usually a potentiometer or a digital voltmeter and a
shunt, is used to measure currents in higher range TEs. In any method, it is
advisable to use a test sequence which will minimize the effect of drift in
the TE output. Readings should be taken with DC+, DC-, DC+ after time
intervals which are about equal. The average of values obtained with the two
positive dc voltages should be used in the calculations.

DC reversal difference can also be measured conveniently with a second or
reference TE of about the same range and with known n values. The two heaters
are connected in series through a switch which reverses the test TE input but
not that of the reference one (fig. 2). Direct and reversed currents are
adjusted for equal output from the test TE (null on detector D1). The emf of
the reference TE (E) is read from its potentiometer (Pot'r) and changes in emf
(AE) are computed from readings taken from the detector (D2), which must be a
microvoltmeter or a calibrated galvanometer. DC reversal difference, AI/I, is
then computed from eq. (2).

Reference TE

D Current Pot'r D2 Pot'r D1

Test
TE

Figure 2. Circuits for dc reversal difference measurements.

As pointed out in the previous section, a TE output varies approximately as
the square of the heater current. If dc reversal difference were to be
defined as the percentage difference between emfs obtained with equal currents
in opposite directions, the figure would be about twice as large.

DC reversal differences range from near zero to several hundredths of a
percent. They are largely due to Peltier heating and cooling at the ends of
the heater, and to Thomson heating in the two halves of the heater [6,7].
Both of these effects cause asymmetry in the temperature rise of the heater.
The asymmetry is affected when the current is reversed, and therefore the
temperature at the point where the thermocouple is attached is changed. DC
reversal difference is minimized by placing the thermocouple at the thermal
center of the heater. If the heater wire is not quite uniform, this may not
be the exact mechanical center. DC reversal difference is therefore not
easily controlled. Some manufacturers sort TEs according to dc reversal
difference and market those with low dc reversal difference as a premium
product.
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DC reversal difference rarely changes with use, ar i the few changes that
have been observed are believed to be due to the heater having been over-
loaded. One possible explanation for this is that one-half of the heater was
stressed more than the other, and its thermal center was shifted relative to
the thermocouple's position. If this model is correct, the dc reversal
difference could be either increased or decreased by an overload.

2.3 Temperature Coefficient

The temperature coefficient of most TEs (percentage change in output for a
temperature change of 1 *C with constant heater current) is relatively
high--often 0.1%/*C. Elements should therefore be mounted in a thermally
lagged enclosure to minimize the effect of ambient temperature changes. The
output of a TE can be very stable at a fixed temperature if the heater is
carrying a constant current for several hours. However, if the instrument is
switched back and forth between ac and dc after a brief warm up, as it is in
most measurements, the output will usually drift. The drift may be negligible
during the short time required for a measurement, especially at low voltages.
However, on many ranges where there is some self-heating effect, the drift
rate is apt to be quite constant but significant. Accurate and consistent
measurements can be made under these circumstances, if readings are taken at
time intervals that are about equal and in a sequence which tends to average
out the effect of drift (e.g., [a] +DC, AC, -DC or [b] AC, +DC, -DC, AC).

2.4 AC-DC Difference

Thermoelements, as well as TVCs and TCCs, sometimes have a significant ac-dc
difference, 6, particularly at higher frequencies,

6 = (Va- Vd)/Vd

where Va and Vd are the ac voltage and the average of the two directions of dc

voltage required for equal response, or output emf. For voltage measurements,

Va Vd (1 + 6 ). (4)

Similarily, for current converters, Ia d (1 + 6).

AC-dc differences, methods for measuring them, and the application of
corrections are discussed in sections 5.0 to 6.5.

2.5 Radio Frequency Interference

Thermoelements have a frequency response which extends to 100 MHz or more, and
measurements made with them can therefore be affected by local electromagnetic
fields. Interference from television stations can be particularly troublesome
with low-current TEs, because the length of leads used in calibration labo-
ratories often makes them an effective antenna. Energy picked up by a measure-
ment circuit can usually be detected by shorting the TVC input terminals with
all connections in place as in normal use, but with the power supplies off.
Any change in the indication of a detector in the TVC output circuit as the
short is opened and closed will indicate a pick up problem. Interference can
usually be avoided by using coaxial leads and shielded circuit components. In
extreme cases it may be necessary to work in a shielded room.
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3.0 Voltage Measurements

AC voltage is measured most accurately at this time by comparison with a
nominally equal dc reference voltage using a thermal voltage converter. The
TVC may consist simply of a series resistor and a thermoelement mounted
coaxially in a tubular casing, usually a plated brass tube, with input and
output connectors [8]. As noted earlier, this configuration is well suited to
rf measurements. In another arrangement, the resistor is mounted in one tube
and the TE in another. The TE can then be attached to any one of a set of
resistors to make a TVC with the desired voltage range [9]. The number of
resistors in a set can be reduced to about half, by using two TEs with dif-
ferent current ratings (e.g., 2.5 and 5 mA). Each resistor is then used for
two ranges [10]. These sets, which are commercially available, have two
distinct advantages. The ac-dc difference corrections are very small, and
they can be determined relative to any one range, which has known corrections,
by a step-up or step-down intercomparison of adjacent ranges.

Multirange TVCs usually contain 10 to 14 ranges between 0.5 and 1000 volts,
and ranges are selected with a rotary switch which connects the TE in series
with one of the ranging resistors. Some commercial models also incorporate an
ac-dc switch, as well a null detector, and a balancing emf source for
monitoring the TE output. (The "balancing emf" referred to here and elsewhere
usually consists of the voltage across a fixed resistor with current supplied
by a battery and adjusted with a resistive divider or series resistors. The
circuit may be quite similar to the Lindeck potentiometer shown in fig. 3, but
without the milliammeter. It balances, but does not measure, the emf.) If
these components are not included in the TVC, the relatively simple Lindeck
potentiometer (fig. 3) can be used with a detector, which may be either a
microvoltmeter or a galvanometer, to monitor the TE output.

The detector can be simply used as a null detector when an ac voltage is
adjusted to be equal to a reference dc voltage (3.1), or a calibrated detector
can be used to measure the changes in TVC output emf as ac and dc voltages are
applied alternately. The difference between the ac voltage and the dc
reference is then computed from the emf differences (3.2). Provisions are
made, and instructions furnished, by some manufacturers for using either
method.

3.1 A Null Method

In the "null" procedure, the ac voltage to be measured is applied to the TVC
and the balancing emf is adjusted for a detector null. The two polarities of
dc voltage are then applied in turn, and each one is adjusted to produce a
null indication on the detector. The two voltages are measured (or read from
a calibrated source), corrected, and averaged. The average is corrected for
the ac-dc difference, 6, of the TVC to give the RMS amplitude of the ac
voltage. For example, from eq. (4), with 6 = -0.012%, Vd+ = 200.012 V, and
Vd- = 199.960 V,

Va _ [(200.012 + 199.960)/2] + (Vd x -0.012/100)
= 199.986 - 0.024
= 199.962 V.
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AC voltage should be reapplied after the two dc voltage measurements, to
evaluate any significant drift from the original null position. To find the
magnitude of the drift, the detector can be calibrated by making a small change
in the dc voltage, observing the change in detector indication, and computing
the scale sensitivity in percent per division. If the drift is large, a longer
warm up period should be allowed, or the "deflection method" (3.2) may be used.

In the example above, a small part of the 0.026 percent difference between the
two dc voltages may be due to drift in the TVC output, but most of it is due
to the dc reversal difference. These measurements are sometimes carried out
with only one direction of dc voltage, and a correction equal to half the dc
reversal difference is then applied. This must be done very cautiously. If
the correction is applied with the wrong sign, the error is twice as large as
with no correction. Of course, if the dc reversal difference is small relative
to the desired accuracy, satisfactory measurements may be made using only one
direction of dc current flow.

DC- AC DC+

r DC Supply

DC Std. I I o O

O O C
C IAC to be

Measured
S S

I I
nI I

TC 10 (1 mA)

D .-0... 0 750 10

I S 2 E a " E + e

Figure 3. AC-dc switching, TVC and potentiometer for ac-dc comparisons.

NOTES:

The "DC Supply" may be a calibrator and serve as both source and standard,
or the voltage may be measured with a "DC Std."--a digital voltmeter or a volt
box and a potentiometer.

R4 and R5 (see section 3.3) and R8 and R7 (section 3.6) are optional. They
are used to adjust and measure the detector sensitivity, respectively.
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The null procedure has certain disadvantages which should be kept in mind:
(A) If the dc standard is one of the widely used five or six dial calibrators,
adjusting it for a detector null may be tedious and time consuming; (B) the
wear on the lower two or three control switches will be accelerated; (C) the
calibration of the dc standard may be in some question if a number of readings
are obtained above and below the round-number value where a calibration test
was made; (D) if the TVC output drift is significant during the time required
for the null adjustment, it may be difficult to obtain consistent results.
Where the drift rate is constant, and the measurements are made in equal time
spans, the results may be consistent but in error; and (E) if the dc voltage
is supplied by a power supply and measured with a volt box and potentiometer,
the time required for the two adjustments (the voltage adjustment for a TVC
null and then the potentiometer balance) may be even longer. The two adjust-
ments can be made in less time if two operators work together.

3.2 A Deflection Method

A calibrated detector may be used with a TVC to measure the difference between
a dc reference voltage and an ac voltage. The difference can be applied as a
correction, C, to the dc voltage to obtain the value of the ac voltage.

Va Vd (1 + C) (4A)

(see section 3.5, Calculations)

This procedure will largely avoid the problems listed above. It should also
save time, as the adjustments are fewer and less tedious. The data and
calculations may be a bit more complicated; however, once routine procedures
are established, this method can be used with confidence. If the correctness
of the results is in question, they can be verified by relatively simple extra
tests, as described in section 3.5.

In the deflection method, the dc voltage is adjusted to a round-number value
which is nominally equal to the ac voltage to be measured. The TVC is
connected to the dc voltage (see fig. 3), and the balancing emf (or
potentiometer) is adjusted for a near null on the detector. The TVC is then
switched to the ac and dc voltages in the sequence indicated in fig. 3 (DC+,
AC, DC-), and the small emf variations are read from the detector directly or
computed from the detector readings,* as explained below. The difference
between the ac and dc voltages is computed from these readings.

An equation very much like (3) in section 2.1 is used. Instead of a simple
change in TVC input voltage (AV/V), the difference between the ac voltage (Va)
and the corrected dc voltage (Vd) is measured by observing the change in TVC

output. Therefore, AE in eqs. (2) and (3) becomes Ea - Ed, the emfs

corresponding to the voltages Va and Vd. The eq. (4A) above may therefore be
written

* The detector should be connected so the indication increases, or deflects up
scale, when the input voltage to the TVC is increased.
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Ea- Ed

Va d (l+C)=Vd(l+ nE +6),

where, as before, n is the exponent in eq. 1, E is the output of the thermo-
element, and 6 is the ac-dc difference correction to the TVC.

The emfs Ea and Ed are the TVC outputs (Eo, fig. 3) with ac voltage and the

two directions of dc voltage applied to the TVC. However, all but a small
fraction of these emfs are balanced by the emf source or the potentiometer.
The difference between the two emfs can be computed from imbalance emfs, e,
read from a microvoltmeter.

The procedure is probably most straightforward when a digital microvoltmeter
is used. Emfs are indicated directly in volts (pV or nV). AC and dc
voltages should be applied, and emf readings taken, in time intervals which
are about equal. Apply DC+, AC, and DC-, read el, e2 , and e3, and compute

Ea - Ed = e2 - Ce1 + e3)/2.

The complete calculation is discussed in section 3.5. The digital micro-
voltmeter indicates both positive and negative readings with the sign dis-
played, but mistakes are less likely to occur if the balancing emf is adjusted
so that all readings have a positive sign.

Emfs may also be read directly from a deflecting microvoltmeter. However, it
is recommended that readings be made in divisions, a deflection change, AD,
computed, and the emf difference Ea - Ed be computed from the deflection

change. Techniques for reading detector scales are described in section 3.7,
and multiplying factors, K, for converting AD to emf differences are also
discussed. Calculations from data taken by this procedure are shown in table
1, column 5, where

Ea - Ed = (D2 - (D1 + D3)/2) x K .

Emf differences may also be measured by a calibrated galvanometer.

3.3 Electronic Galvanometers

An electronic galvanometer with appropriate sensitivity may be used to measure
an emf difference, if a method is provided to determine its voltage sensitiv-
ity, K, as described in section 3.6. Electronic galvanometers are available
with continuously adjustable gain control over a wide range, and this feature
provides a significant advantage. The sensitivity can be adjusted for maximum
resolution for each measurement. On the other hand, a deflecting micro-
voltmeter's sensitivity drops typically by about 60 percent if the range is
increased (e.g., from 10 to 30) to keep all readings on scale.
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Table 1. Examples of Calculations

In these examples, data are listed in columns 3 and 5 and identified in

columns 1, 2, and 4. Test parameters are listed in the first eight lines. An

emf difference, ave AE, is computed from emf readings e1 to e5 in column 3 and
from deflection readings D1 to D5 in column 5. See text for further explana-

tion.

1 2 3 4 5
Freq kHz 50 Freq 50

Range test inst. 200 Range 200

Vd DC voltage(V) 200.006 Vd 200.006
TVC range 200 TVC 200

E TVC emf (mV) 8.8 E 8.8
n 1.83 n 1.83
nE 16.1 nE 16.1
pVm range 10 pVm 10

K 2 x 10- 4

el dc 6.5 D1  23
e2  ac 4.4 D2  36

e3 dc (rev) 7.1 D3 73

e4 ac 4.1 D4 35

e5 dc 5.8 D5 20

AE1 * pV -2.4 AD1  -12
AE2 * pV -2.3 AD2  -11

ave AE mV -0.0024 ave AE -0.0024 (AD x K)

100 AE percent -0.015 100 AE -0.015
nE nE

6 TVC corr % +0.003 6 +0.003

C Final corr % -0.012 C -0.012

Notes: *AE1 = e2 - (e1 + e3 )/2 and AE2  e4 - (e3 + e5

e1 and e5 differ because of drift in the TVC output. e1 and e3 differ partly

because of drift but mainly due to dc reversal difference in the TVC. In the
statements above, substitute D for e where the readings are in divisions.
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If a "one-range" instrument intended mainly as a null detector is used, an
arrangement to adjust its sensitivity is often desirable. Such detectors can
be shunted by resistors, such as R4 and R5 in fig. 3. When the potentiometer
is balanced, the detector responds to currents through these resistors. The
switch, which must have contacts with very low noise and thermal emfs, may
select one or several shunting resistors. The resistor values should be
chosen experimentally, depending on the basic sensitivity of the instrument
and the sensitivity desired. Difference ratios of 2/1 or 3/1 between
sensitivities are recommended. These instruments may be calibrated as
suggested in section 3.6, and the scale reading techniques of section 3.7 are
useful also.

3.4 D'Arsonval Galvanometers

D'Arsonval (permanent magnet, moving coil) galvanometers are often considered
to be quaint, if not obsolete, by electronically oriented metrologists, and
buying one for these measurements is not recommended. However, if an appro-
priate galvanometer is readily available, as is often the case, it should not
be rejected out of hand. It is probably superior to most electronic instru-
ments in two important respects--noise rejection and zero stability. Its
sensitivity will probably be quite low unless a photoelectric galvanometer
amplifier is used to increase its input voltage. However, some galvanometers
may be sufficient for certain measurements where the voltage differences are
large, or where there is less need for accuracy.

It is advisable to test a galvanometer for linearity if a deflection method is
to be used by applying small equal changes to the potentiometer input and
seeing that the resulting changes in indication are about equal on all
portions of the scale. Some instruments may be nonlinear at the extreme ends,
but satisfactory over most of the middle portion.

3.5 Calculations

Table 1 is intended to illustrate data logging and calculations and to suggest
a data sheet format. Different data arrangements and line labels may be
preferred by some users, but it is advisable to develop a more or less stan-
dardized data sheet for each type of measurement. The line labels in column 1
are brief to conserve space (Ea - Ed is abbreviated to AE as in eqs. (2) and

(3)), but they should be sufficient for a practical data sheet. Labels are
further explained or defined in column 2.

In column 3, a correction, C, is determined for a test instrument indicating
J0.000 V at 50 kHz. The measurements are made relative to a corrected dc
reference voltage of 200.006 V. Two emf differences, AE1 and AE2 , are
computed from five readings of a digital microvoltmeter. The average AE is
changed to millivolts to be in the same units as the TVC output, E, before
being divided by nE. (Measurements and plots of n are discussed in section
7.0.) AE/nE is multiplied by 100 to obtain a percentage value, and the ac-dc
difference correction to the TVC (6) is added to determine the correction, C,
to be applied to the dc voltage to obtain the ac value.
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The same test is repeated in columns 4 and 5, but the data are read in
divisions from a deflecting microvoltmeter. The line labels in columns 1 and
4 are very similar. Deflections D1 to D5 are read rather than emfs, AD, and
AD2 are computed, and the average is multiplied by conversion factor K = 2 x
10-4 (from table 2) to find the average AE in millivolts. The rest of the
calculation is the same as in column 3. If data in ppm are preferred, the
average AD can be multiplied by K=200 from table 2 to obtain -2400 nV. Then

AE/nE + 6 = -2400/16.1 + 30 = -120 ppm .

The correction, C, expressed in percent, can be applied to the reference
voltage, Vd, in two ways, as illustrated below, to obtain the measured value

of ac voltage, Va. The calculation on the right may be preferable where a

machine calculator is not used.

Va Vd (1 + C/100) Va d + (Vd

= 200.006 (1 + (0.01 x -0.012)) = 200.006 + (2 x -0.012)
= 200.006 (.99988) = 200.006 - 0.024
= 199.982 V = 199.982 V

where C is expressed in percent

*** If the accuracy of the procedure or the correctness
of the sign is in question, it can be verified as
follows: Increase the dc voltage by 0.020 percent after
a measurement, and repeat the procedure and calculation.
The correction, C, should be 0.020 percent more NEGATIVE
than in the first measurement.

3.6 Galvanometer Calibration

An obvious method for calibrating a galvanometer scale in these test circuits
is to introduce a small measured change in the TVC input, observe the result-
ing change in indication, and compute a multiplying factor, K, for converting
changes in indication to voltage differences (e.g., percent/div or ppm/mm).
This method has certain advantages. No n data are required, and the TVC
output, E, need not be measured. It is also quite feasible in voltage measure-
ments if the small voltage change can be measured with Lhe dc standards being
used. The change should be large enough for good resolution, but of course,
the galvanometer must not deflect off scale.

This calibration method is, however, more tedious and time consuming than some
alternate methods. It may also require additional equipment in ac-dc dif-
ference measurements (see 6.2) where no dc standards are ordinarily used.

Several calibration methods have been developed to introduce a known change in
emf directly in the detector circuit. In one of these, a change in resistance
(AR) in the balancing emf circuit produces a change in current and hence a
change in emf. However, this requires a rather sophisticated circuit with
practically constant resistance (except for the AR) at all emf levels.
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A relatively uncomplicated calibration circuit, which requires its own battery,
is shown in fig. 3. It consists of Rs and R7 , an on-off switch and a 2400-
mAh mercury battery. A computable emf, e, is inserted across R7 (a one
percent, 1-ohm resistor is recommended) by closing the switch. A round-number
emf of 10 pV (R6=135 ki) will be satisfactory in many instances; however, the
calibrating emf should be commensurate with the detector sensitivity. A
rotary switch with several contacts can be used to connect any one of several
resistors in the R6 position. It may be desirable to have more than one
calibrating emf if the sensitivity of the detector is adjustable over a wide

A multiplying factor, K, (pV/div) is computed from the deflection observed
when the voltage is inserted. The deflection change, AD, (sections 3.2, 6.2
and 8.0) resulting from differences between ac and dc voltages or currents, is
multiplied by K to obtain the emf difference, Ea - Ed. This factor K is

equivalent to K in table 1 (column 5). But in that example the detector is a
microvoltmeter, and K is obtained from table 2.

Table 2. Conversion Factors K

Microvolts Divisions P/ K (x by) for 100-div scale

pV (full (full div to div to div to
range scale) scale) millivolts microvolts nanovolts

30 60 60 6 x 10 0.6 600
10 100 20 2 x 10-5 0.2 200

3 60 6 6 x 10-5 0.06 60
1 100 2 2 x 10 0.02 20

The current drawn by the battery is, of course, minimal, and the mercury cell
maintains a nearly constant voltage for most of its useful life. A new
battery should last a year unless it is inadvertently left on for an extended
period. It is advisable to check its voltage occasionally by connecting a
voltmeter between the positive input connection and the test point "P" (fig.
3). The potentiometer switch may be either on or off.

3.7 Reading Deflecting Detectors

The scales on most suitable microvoltmeters and galvanometers have the zero
indication at the center, so that positive and negative readings can be made
to the right and left. Microvoltmeters with intermediate ranges--3, 30, 300,
etc.--usually have scales with 30 divisions to either side of zero as well as
50-division scales for the decade ranges. This arrangement is convenient for
most measurements and for null detectors. However, it is very desirable to
have the zero at the far left for the procedures described here. Typical
microvoltmeter scales are shown in fig. 4, but with a number plate in front of
the 50-division scale. The substitute numbers are engraved on a plastic plate
and filled with black wax. A similar plate can be made by cementing cut-out
numbers on a transparent plate. The instrument is read with zero at the left
and a full scale range of 100 divisions. It can be read in microvolts;
however, some conversion to other units will probably be advantageous in the
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calculations. It is probably more straightforward, and mistakes are less
likely, if readings are recorded in divisions. A deflection difference, AD,
can be computed in divisions and then converted to an emf difference, AE,
using the appropriate factor, K, from table 2 below.

D1 D 2  D3

- 3 3 -

Figure 4. Typical microvoltmeter scales with three deflections marked.

Three readings are marked on the scale in fig. 4 at 23, 36, and 73 divisions
as an illustration. If the reading at 36 divisions corresponds to an ac
voltage or current and the others to direct and reversed-dc, then

AD = D2 - (D1 + 03)/2 = 36 - (23 + 73)/2 = -12 div.

Of course, the same result is obtained when the regular scale is read, but the
sign must then be observed very carefully. The readings are -27, -14, and
+23, and

AD = -14 - (-27 + 23)/2 = -12 div.

Obviously, mistakes are less likely with the substitute numbers, where all
readings are positive.

The scales shown in fig. 4 are typical of several instruments in which the
zero and full scale indications on either scale coincide. It is feasible--and
advantageous--to read the 100-division scale with any range on most of these
instruments. The same substitute numbers can be used with any range, and the
reading precision is better with 100 divisions. The feasibility of this
procedure must, of course, be verified for any particular instrument. In the
example in fig. 4, the indications marked on the 100-division scale are
extended to the 60-division scale and read as 14.0, 21.5, and 43.5. Then AD =
21.5 - (14 + 43.5)/2 = -7.25 div. The emf difference is -7.25 pV on the 30-pV
range (60 div full scale). If the corresponding reading of -12 divisions on
the 100-division scale is multiplied by 0.6 from table 2, essentially the same
result is obtained.
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The table gives factors, K, for converting deflection changes to mV, pV, and
nV for the four most-used ranges. As indicated in the text, a conversion to
mV is preferred for results in percent while nV are more convenient for ppm.

3.8 Peak and Average Responding Instruments

Peak and average responding instruments are widely used for certain appli-
cations, and their principles can be adapted for ac-dc comparisons. They
are not electrothermic and are therefore outside the intended scope of this
writing. However, since at least one peak comparator [11], a peak calibration
method [12], and one average responding ac-dc comparator [13] have been
developed, they are noted here and referenced. The accuracy of these com-
parators is sufficient for many applications; however, they are more limited
in voltage and frequency range than electrothermic instruments. These com-
parators are not commercially available at this time.

4.0 Switches and Potentiometers

As noted earlier (3.0), some commercially available multirange TVCs have
provisions for ac-dc switching as well as an adjustable emf source and a
detector for monitoring the thermoelement output. If these components are not
included, or if single-range TVCs, thermoelements or TCCs are to be monitored,
the equipment described in this section is not difficult to build, and the
parts are readily available. The circuits are shown in some detail in fig. 3,
and of course, variations can be made to meet particular needs. The diagram
of the potentiometer includes two optional features, as noted below the
caption, which were discussed in previous sections.

4.1 AC-DC Switches

The ac-dc switch shown in fig. 3 connects the TVC to either direction of dc
voltage, or to the ac voltage to be measured, in the order suggested in
section 3.2. Other switch arrangements, such as reversing dc with a separate
switch, should be satisfactory also. The ac input to the switch, and the
cable connection to the TVC, should be coaxial to minimize electromagnetic
interference and circuit impedance. The switch and the potentiometer should
be in separate shielded enclosures, and the cable to the detector, D, input
should also be shielded.

The dc voltage may be supplied by a calibrator which serves as both source
and standard, or a separate standard (a volt box and potentiometer or a
digital voltmeter) may be connected at the terminals for "DC Std." The
standard should not be appreciably affected by changing the polarity of the
applied voltages. At very low voltages, where the voltage drop across the
line resistance may be significant, the dc voltage should be monitored at
the "DC Std." terminals. The cables with conductors c and shields s (fig. 3)
should have equal resistance (identical cables are preferable) to equalize the
voltage difference between the ac and dc voltage termi-n-als-adnd-the com-
parison points at the switch contacts.

The ac-dc circuit should have only one ground point, usually, but not
necessarily, at the ac source. The switching circuit shown in fig. 3 provides
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a direct connection from the TE to ground. It is preferable to have no switch
in this part of the circuit. If a switch is used, and if it opens an instant
before the switch contact in the input side, the insulation between the
thermoelement heater and the thermocouple will probably be punctured by an
excessive voltage.

4.2 Lindeck Potentiometers

A two-range (10- and 20-mV) potentiometer is shown in fig. 3. It is powered
by a 1.35-V mercury battery and controlled by two helical resistors, which may
be either the 3- or 10-turn devices currently available. If the "deflection
method" proposed in section 3.2 is used, the fine (10-ohm) control need not
have resolution sufficient for an exact null. The controls are adjusted for a
detector indication in the portion of the scale where the first reading (el,
section 3.2) should be made.

If the 1-mA meter (M) is omitted, the instrument is a balancing emf source
which cannot measure the TE output. However, as noted earlier (3.2), the emf
can be measured by the detector if the detector is a microvoltmeter. Select a
range to measure 10 mV or more, turn the balancing emf off, and close the key
(k1 ).

As noted in the caption (fig. 3), the resistors R4 and R5 (section 3.3) and R6
and R7 (section 3.6), and their associated switches, are used to adjust and
measure the sensitivity of the detector, D. These components may be omitted
if the detector is a microvoltmeter, or if a null method (3.1) is used.

The potentiometer and detector should be grounded, preferably at the negative
input to the detector. This is sometimes done by linking the detector input
to ground through the detector's power cord. A few instruments may have the
negative output connected to the instrument casing which is grounded. How-
ever, it is preferable to connect the circuits to the grounded potentiometer
shield by closing the switch at the negative input terminal (fig. 3), or by
some other link at this point.

4.3 Detector Keys

The detector keys k1 and k2 , aad te three associated resistors (fig. 3), are
typical of these used in these procedures. Key k1 should have low-thermal
contacts and low contact resistance. A two-position lever switch is recom-
mended for k2 . The contacts should be good, but a quality less than that of
k1 should be satisfactory. The resistor R1 is always in parallel with the
detector, unless k1 is closed for a detector reading. This keeps the detector
"quieter" when the key is open. R1 also serves to reduce the detector sensi-
tivity when k2 is closed for preliminary balance adjustments. It should not
be necessary to switch a multirange detector to a higher range for preliminary
balances with this key configuration. An R1 of 100 ohms is satisfactory for
most high-impedance detectors. R2 and R3 should be chosen experimentally,
depending on the range most often used and individual preference. However,
20 kW and 100 k. respectively, may be useful as values to start with.
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5.0 AC-DC Difference

The ac-dc difference in a thermal voltage converter is nearly all due to
reactance in the ranging resistors, the range selector switch, and other
switches and connections in the ac-dc circuit. Series inductance will impede
the ac current, so that more ac than dc voltage is required for equal TE
current--and thermocouple output. The sign of the correction is, by eq. (4),
positive in this case. A positive correction can also result from ac current
being lost to ground by capacitance. However, capacitance between resistors
connected in series, or between turns of wire in a wire-wound resistor, will
increase the TE current for a given ac voltage and result in a negative
correction. Compensation for this effect is sometimes provided by adding
capacitors to ground which bypass the TE and part of the series resistors.

5.1 AC-DC Difference Corrections

AC-dc difference corrections can be plotted conveniently on a semilog scale as
in fig. 5, and such a plot can be used to find good estimates of corrections
at frequencies where determinations were not made. Fig. 5 illustrates a
typical set of correction curves where the specified error limits are +a to
-a. Low-voltage ranges in a multirange TVC usually have small corrections
(curves A, B, and C). Intermediate and high-voltage ranges are often limited
to lower frequencies (curves D and E), because the effects of reactive
components are larger and more difficult to control. The useful frequency
range at high voltage is often extended by adding compensating elements as
mentioned above. Optimum compensation (curve F) will sometimes result in a
change in direction (and sign) of the correction, and the change in magnitude
is usually rapid after the sign change.

+a - - 100%..n-...... _ E-m D ' _ _.C +a
80 %

0 60% B 0

F A
-a ------- - - - -- - ------ -a

I I I ___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

1 2 3 5 10 20 50 100 200 500 1000

Hz kHz

Figure 5. AC-dc difference correction curves.
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It is usually sufficient to make only one determination of ac-dc difference at
low and intermediate-voltage ranges. This determination should be at the
highest frequency of interest. If the instrument is used only at audio
frequencies, a test at 20 kHz is often sufficient, even on high-voltage
ranges. The correction curve can be expected to approach zero rapidly, and if
the instrument is designed for use at 50 to 100 kHz, the correction should be
quite negligible at 10 kHz and lower. Where corrections are relatively large,
or if there is evidence of a curve such as F (fig. 5), additional deter-
minations should be made.

5.2 AC-DC Difference in Thermoelements

The low-range thermoelements used in TVCs (2.5 to 10 mA) rarely add signi-
ficantly to the ac-dc difference of the instrument. The TE response to ac
current is affected by two or three thermoelectric phenomena which, inci-
dentally, are quite independent of frequency. However, the result of these
effects is less than 5 ppm for most low-current TEs. It should not be
necessary to redetermine the ac-dc difference of a TVC after a TE is
replaced, and new TEs furnished by the instrument manufacturer should not
require ac-dc difference tests before being installed. However, if they are
tested, they should be treated as current converters (i.e., tested in series
with a standard TE), as they respond to the current through the series
resistors. The TE acts more as a voltage converter on very low ranges where
its impedance is a large part of the total.

AC-dc difference in higher-range vacuum TEs is larger due to skin effect in
the current conductors leading to the heater. The copper-coated nickel alloy
widely used to pass current conductors through glass seals is sufficiently
magnetic to cause a small increase in impedance. Therefore, more heating is
produced with ac current than with equal dc current. AC-dc difference result-
ing from skin effect usually varies from about 0.005 percent at 200 mA to
between 0.01 and 0.02 percent at 1 ampere--the highest range now available in
vacuum bulbs. The effect in the low-current TEs used in TVCs is nearly always
negligible. However, it may account for very small positive corrections in
some 0.5- and 1-volt ranges, and in the low-voltage TVCs (0.3 to 1 volt) used
with ac shunts for current measurements. The shunt and TVC combination is
ordinarily tested and used as a unit. However, the ac-dc difference of the
TVC can be determined and appropriate corrections applied (see section 8.0 and
reference [16]).

TEs for currents of 10 amperes and higher sometimes have a tubular heater, or
a heater with a C-shaped cross section made from a flat material. The heater
is mounted between heavy copper support blocks with terminals at either end.
The ac-dc difference of these elements can be very much dependent on the
location of other conductors, particularly the return conductor, which is
usually placed close to, and more or less parallel to, the TE heater. AC
current will distribute itself for minimum reactance, and may therefore be
concentrated close to, or away from, the thermocouple which is attached to the
side or top of the heater. This nonuniform current distribution can cause
ac-dc differences as large as 0.03 percent. The ac-dc difference of
these TEs can be made constant by mounting both terminals on one end of the
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device and connecting a rigid copper conductor between one terminal and the
heater support at the other end. This conductor can also be placed, relative
to the heater, for minimum ac-dc difference.

Practically all low-frequency (below 60 Hz) ac-dc differences in thermo-
electric transfer instruments are due to the thermoelement [9]. At most
frequencies the heater temperature, and therefore the TE output, are essen-
tially constant. However, at low frequencies the heater is cooled slightly
between peaks of ac current by conduction through the heater supports and
the thermocouple wires. This effect is greater in high-current TEs and may be
detected up to about 60 Hz on some ampere-range TEs. However, in 2.5- to
10-mA TEs used in TVCs the effect usually occurs below 5 or 10 Hz. It also
decreases sharply as the heater current is reduced on all current ranges.
Correction curves for three current levels in one TE are illustrated in the
left-hand portion of fig. 5.

6.0 AC-DC Difference Measurements

AC-dc difference corrections to a transfer instrument (TVC or TCC) under
test, at, are determined relative to a similar standard whose corrections, 6s'
are known. Corrections to a standard or reference TVC or TCC are determined
at the National Bureau of Standards and other laboratories. Measurements of

6tas may be made by either of the two methods outlined below. Fig. 6 shows a

typical test arrangement for comparing two TVCs. AC and the two directions of
dc voltage are connected to the TVCs successively by the ac-dc switch. Note
that both TEs are connected directly to ground as in fig. 3. The switch shown
in fig. 3 can also be used in ac-dc difference measurements. However, the
switching sequence indicated in fig. 6 may be preferable, and the switch is a
bit simpler. The TVC outputs are monitored with detectors (D) after being
balanced by the emf sources (B), each of which may be a potentiometer, as in
fig. 3.

Ac OC DC AC

Ac

TEST STD
TvC TVC

D D
8e

Figure 6. Circuit for ac-dc difference measurements.
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The power supplies need not be calibrated; however, if the "null method" is
used, provisions must be made to measure the dc voltage. The dc supply must
have fine controls, with resolution of d few ppm, for adjusting the input to
the test TVC for equal output on both directions of dc .voltage. AC voltage
may be supplied by an oscillator, amplifier, and appropriate transformers.
Fine control for the ac voltage is necessary if the deflection method is used.
Control circuits are discussed in section 6.4.

6.1 A Null Method

AC-dc difference can be measured using a procedure in which only null
readings are made on the detectors used with the TVCs. This method is similar
to the "null method" described in section 3.1 for voltage measurements. In
this procedure, ac voltage is applied first, and both balancing emfs are
adjusted to null the detectors. DC voltage is then applied, adjusted for a
null on the test TVC detector, and measured (or read from a dc calibrator).
The dc voltage is then readjusted for a null on the standard TVC detector and
measured. In the example below, these voltages are listed on the line labeled
"DC+." DC voltage of the opposite polarity is then applied, adjusted for the
two nulls, and measured as before. ("DC-" in the example.) The ac voltage
should then be reapplied, and any drift from the original null position on
either detector should be evaluated for significance. If either TVC output is
drifting appreciably, more warm-up time should be allowed, or the deflection
method (6.2) may be used.

The relative ac-dc difference between the two TVCs in volts is equal to the
difference between the average of the dc voltages required for nulls on the
standard TVC and those required for nulls on the test TVC. The difference is
usually converted to percent (or ppm) as in the following example.

Voltage Voltages required for detector nulls

Test TVC (Vt) Std. TVC (Vs

DC+ 200.000 199.952
DC- 200.032 200.010

Ave DC 200.016 199.981

AV = Vs~ t -0.035 V

Relative ac-dc difference -0.018%
6 (Std.) known +0.003%
6 (Test) -0.015%

or -150 ppm

This procedure requires no galvanometer calibration or measurements of n.
However, the adjustments are tedious and time consuming, dc standards are
necessary, and the disadvantages discussed earlier (3.1) are present here
also.

6.2 A Deflection Method

The deflection method for making ac-dc difference measurements is similar to
the one described in section 3.2 for making ac-dc voltage comparisons. DC
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voltage is applied to both TVCs, and the balancing emfs are adjusted to null
both detectors. AC and the two directions of dc voltage are adjusted in turn
to obtain a null indication on the detector used with the test TVC. The
corresponding indications on the standard TVC's detector are recorded, and an
emf difference, Ea - Ed, is computed as in section 3.2. The ac-dc difference

of the test TVC, St, (defined in section 2.4) is determined by evaluating Ea ~

Ed/nE and applying a correction for the ac-dc difference of the standard TVC,

8s'

Va -Vd Ea -Ed
V nE d 6 s = t
d

In this application, Va and Vd are the ac and dc voltages required for equal

response from the test TVC. The emf difference, Ea - Ed, can be computed from

readings taken from a digital microvoltmeter or a deflecting detector, as
discussed in section 3.2, and the scale reading techniques described in
section 3.7 are useful here also. The reading sequence suggested for voltage
measurements (DC+,AC,DC-) may be used for ac-dc difference measurements.
However, it is probably advantageous to take four readings in the sequence
suggested in fig. 6 (AC,DC+,DC-,AC). Either sequence will minimize the
effects of drift in the TVC outputs, if the readings are taken at time inter-
vals that are about equal. The second reading with ac voltage should increase
the reproducibility.

A measurement made with a deflecting detector can be illustrated using the
indications from fig. 4. If it is assumed that there is no appreciable drift,
so that both readings on ac voltage are equal (i.e., 36 divisions), then

AD = (D2 - D1 - D3 + D2)/2 = (36-23-73+36)/2 = -12 div.

If nE = 16.1 mV, 6s = +0.003% and K = 2 x 10-4 mv/div (10 pV range--
table 2), then

St = -0.015 + 0.003 = -0.012%.

6.3 TE Comparators

Stable power supplies are necessary for accurate measurements, and instability
is probably the major cause of nonreproducibility in ac-dc difference com-
parisons. This difficulty can be largely overcome by using a TE (thermo-
element) comparator. The instrument is not commercially available at this
time; however, it is not difficult to build. A brief description of the
general principle and advantages is given below. A more complete discussion
is left to the referenced papers. TE comparators have been built in at least
three configurations [9,10,14], but they all employ a divider circuit to which
the emfs from the test and standard TVCs are connected. The divider is
adjusted, nulling a detector, and at this point the divider setting corre-
sponds to the ratio of the emfs.
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The comparator sketched in fig. 7 shows a typical circuit. The potentiometer
(Pot'r) is used, with key k1 , to measure both emfs and to monitor the test TVC
output. The divider (DIV) is a two-dial Kelvin-Varley, the second dial being
a ten-turn helical resistor. The lower emf, which may be either from the test
or standard TVC, is balanced against a portion of the higher emf by adjusting
the divider. A balance is indicated by a null reading on the microvoltmeter
(pVm) with key k2 closed. After this preliminary balance, the ac and dc
voltages are applied in the sequence indicated, and each voltage is adjusted
to give a test TVC output equal to the Pot'r emf. Then with key k1 open, k2
is closed and an emf is read from the pVm. These emfs differ because of ac-dc
difference and dc reversal difference. If both directions of dc voltage are
used, the ac-dc difference can be computed from them.

AC DC+ DC- AC

EH DVEL

S

Pot'r Vm

k1 k2

Figure 7. TE comparator with two TVCs and ac-dc switch.

Small fluctuations in the power supply output will produce nearly equal
proportional changes in the emfs, and the divider balance will not be affected
appreciably. The stabilizing effect is greater if the TEs have well-matched
time constants and response characteristics (n values), but even if they are
not quite matched, the effect usually affords a significant advantage. A
second advantage is that the ac and dc voltages do not have to be adjusted
for equal output from the test TVC so exactly as in other test methods.
Actually, if the test and standard TEs were quite similar, and the dc
reversal differences were small, it should not be necessary to adjust or
monitor the test TVC output at all, once the ac and dc voltages are
adjusted to be nearly equal. However, TEs usually differ enough to make
adjustments to near equal output necessary for accurate measurements of
ac-dc difference.

An automated model of this comparator is described in reference [15].

6.4 Voltage Control Circuits

Measurements of ac-dc difference require very fine voltage adjustments to
produce equal output from the test TVC. Fine controls are required for dc
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voltage in the null method, and for both ac and dc in the deflection
method. AC and dc voltages are often supplied by Vve- and six-dial
calibrators. The lower two or three dials can be adjusted for a detector
null; however, this method is not very satisfactory. The knobs are often
small, close together and not easily turned. An exact null may not be obtain-
able with the resolution available, and it is sometimes difficult to place the
supply within easy reach of the operator.

The series resistance control shown in fig. 8 is recommended as a substitute
fine control for voltages from 1 to 1000 V. It is placed between the dc
supply and the ac-dc switch for dc voltage control, or between this
switch and the TVCs to control both ac and dc voltage. The voltages are
set to be nearly equal with the regular controls, and the final fine adjust-
ments are made with this control. It can be built into a shielded box and
connected into the line by a two-conductor shielded cable. It can then be
placed where most convenient for the operator. It is important to remember
that the control carries the test voltage which is often high enough to be
dangerous. The casing must therefore be well insulated, and the shield firmly
grounded. This control can, of course, be used with other power supplies
which do not have sufficient fine controls. The voltage across the control,
and hence the voltage at the TVC terminal, is adjusted with the ten-turn,
1-kQ, helical resistor R1. The sensitivity is adjusted by shunting R1 with
any one of 10 resistance values R2 . The value of R2 is selected by a rotary
switch, and is increased as the voltage increases. A resistor R3 of about 250
ohms prevents R2 from being shorted and improves the linearity. The most
appropriate setting for R2 depends not only on the voltage level and user pre-
ference, but on the current drawn by the TVCs--usually 5 to 20 mA. The
recommended value of resistance for each switch setting is listed in table 3
below. Each successive step increases R2 by 50 to 70 percent.

250 1
Supply-

R3 R1

100011

R2

to TVCs
15F

Figure 8. Series resistance fine control for ac and do voltages.
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Table 3. (see fig. 8)

Resistance of R2
(ohms)

15
25
40
60

100

* *

Switch
position

6
7
8
9

10

*

Resistance of R
(ohms)

150
250
400
650
1000

*

AC voltage and current from an oscillator-amplifier supply can be controlled
with the circuit shown in fig. 9, which regulates the input signal to the
amplifier. Resistor R1 is a ten-turn helical resistor for coarse control, and
adjusts the amplifier input from zero to near the oscillator output voltage.
The control is less coarse if this resistor is operated near full range. The
oscillator gain should therefore be set for an amplifier output only slightly
higher than that necessary for the desired output voltage. An R1 of 1 ki is
suitable for most oscillators, but 10 kit may be necessary for those with
relatively high output impedance.

Oscillator

EI7APL~I

-rn-I

~~ to Amplifier

Figure 9. Control for an amplifier input.

Fine control is provided by a ten-turn helical resistor R2 of 100 ohms and a
shunt R3 which regulates the sensitivity. The value of R3 depends on several
factors in addition to personal preference, but 20 to 50 ohms is usually
satisfactory. The control assembly should be well shielded. If it is connected
to the oscillator and amplifier through a shielded three-conductor cable, it
can be moved around and placed conveniently for the operator.

6C 0 I

Switch
position

1
2
3
4
5

*

- -
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6.5 Verifying AC-DC Difference Corrections

AC-dc difference corrections are primarily due to reactance in the switches
and resistors in the TE circuit (see section 5.0). They are not likely to
change, if these components are rigidly mounted and spaced so that capacitance
between components, and between components and ground, is not excessive.
Changes are probably more likely, if fixed and adjustable capacitors are added
for frequency compensation. This is often done in multirange TVCs for the
higher voltage ranges. If repairs or alterations are made that might affect
these circuits, the ac-dc difference corrections should be redetermined.

If there is no reason to suspect that a change has occurred, then
recalibration at NBS or other laboratories can be several years apart.
(Five-year intervals are reasonable.) However, it is advisable to make
periodic comparisons between TVCs within a laboratory to detect any changes
that might have occurred. Such tests are especially valuable at high voltages
and frequencies where changes are most likely.

Tests are made most easily between adjacent ranges in a set of single-range
TVCs, or between members of two sets. If these tests are made accurately, it
should ndt be necessary to send the entire set to another laboratory for
recalibration. A few ranges, perhaps a low, medium, and high range, would
serve as a basis for determining corrections to the other ranges by inter-
comparison. Of course, other sets and multirange instruments can be compared
with such a set.

If two multirange TVCs are available, one can be calibrated relative to the
other. Such periodic comparisons will assure that no changes have occurred as
long as the results are the same from one test to the next. It is very
unlikely that both instruments will change equally and simultaneously.

If only one multirange TVC is available, no intercomparisons can be made.
However, the procedure outlined below should be useful in detecting any
significant changes in the ac-dc difference corrections. It consists of
measuring the difference between a constant ac voltage and the average of the
two polarities of a constant dc voltage at rated voltage on a given range and
then immediately with the same voltages on the next higher range (e.g., 50
volts on the 50-volt yid the 100-volt ranges). If the voltages are stable
during the test, the difference between the ac-dc difference corrections of
the two ranges (61 - 62) can be computed. The voltage difference can be
determined by evaluating (Ea - Ed)/nE as in section 3.2, and from the equation
in section 6.2,

Va Vd . Ea -Ed + 6.
Vd nE

Then, since (Va d)/Vd is the same,

b - 6 = Ea2 -Ed 2  _ Eal -Edl ,
1 2 n2 E2  n1 E1

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two ranges.
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This procedure is more likely to be used on instruments with built-in detec-
tors and balancing emf circuits, so that E and n values may not be known.
However, the detector can be calibrated directly by making a small change in
the dc voltage, observing the resulting deflection change, and computing a
multiplying factor, K, (ppm/div) as suggested in section 3.6, first paragraph.

In the example of actual data below, multiplying factors K1 and Ka were
determined for the 50- and 100-volt ranges of a typical multirange TVC. The
sensitivity of the 100-volt range was, of course, low (38 ppm/div) as only
50 percent of rated voltage was applied. AC voltage at 100 kHz and the
two polarities of dc voltage were then applied in the sequence
DCI,AC,DC-,AC,DC+,AC,DC-, and seven deflections, D1 to D7 , were observed.
Then

Da = D2 - (D1+D3)/2, 
0b = D4 - (D3+D5)/2, Dc = D6 - (D5+D7)/2 ,

and "ave AD" is the average of the three. K is in ppm/div and

61 - 62 = (AD 2 x K2 ) - (AD 1 x K1) ,

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the 100- and 50-volt ranges,
respectively.

Range D1 D2  D3  D4  D5 D6  [7 ave AD K AD x K

100 23.0 14.0 25.0 14.0 23.0 13.5 25.0 -10.2 38 -390

50 27.0 12.5 23.5 12.0 25.0 12.0 22.5 -12.2 8.6 -100

The ac-dc differences of the 100- and 50-volt ranges at 100 kHz were +210 and
-90 ppm, respectively, when measured by conventional methods. These correc-
tions differ by 300 ppm, and the voltage comparisons indicate a difference (61 -
62) of 290 ppm. This agreement is closer than in most of these tests; however,
changes on the order of 50 ppm should be detected readily enough by this
method.

Accurate knowledge of the ac and dc voltages is not necessary, and the
need for equality is only that all readings be within the range of the read-
out detector. It is necessary, of course, to ensure that neither voltage
changes significantly during the few minutes required for a measurement.
Changes are more likely when the TVC range, and hence the load on the
supplies, is changed. However, the loads are very small--usually 2.5 and 5
mA--and most ac and dc calibrators are well enough regulated to remain
stable during these changes. An additional load resistor can be inserted in
parallel with the TVC for a few seconds to roughly double the current drawn.
No significant change in the TVC detector balance should be observed. A
repeat test after a few minutes with consistent results will indicate that one
voltage is not drifting relative to the other.

If stable calibrators are not available, the voltages may be monitored with
digital voltmeters. However, most ac DVMs currently available are limited
to 4-1/2 digits, and this resolution is marginal at best in this application.
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7.0 Measurements of n

The measurements described thus far are made to determine small voltage and
current differences by evaluating (Ea-Ed)/nE. As noted earlier (2.1), the

factor n is near 2 at very low currents, but usually 1.6 to 1.9 at rated
currents. The expression above can be evaluated if n is predetermined in a
special test using dc voltage or current. Values of n corresponding to any
value of E can be found, if a curve is plotted of n versus E. Four or five
determinations between 50 and 110 percent of rated heater current are suf-
ficient.

From eqs. (2) and (3),

n = E 7A/I) , and for a TVC, n = E V/V)

Measurements of n are made by introducing small measured proportional changes
in TE heater current (AI/I) and measuring the resulting output, E, and changes
in output, AE. Current changes should be large enough for good resolution,
but small enough to keep all detector readings on scale. Changes of a few
tenths to about one percent are usually convenient.

These tests are probably made more conveniently on the 100-V range of a
multirange TVC, and n values obtained on one range can be used with any range,
if they are correctly related to the TE output. Low-voltage, single-range
TVCs can be placed in series with additional resistance, and more manageable
voltages can then be applied. Low-range TEs (2.5 to 10 mA) may be connected
in series with 50 to 200 kfl and appropriate voltage applied for the desired
heater currents. The voltages may be supplied, and small voltage changes
"dialed in," from a dc calibrator. Or the voltage may be supplied by a
stable dc power supply with fine controls, and small changes measured with a
digital voltmeter or a volt box and potentiometer.

In the example below, one determination of n is made by applying 90.000 and
90.500 volts for a proportional change of 0.00556, and E = 8.51 mV. Imbalance
emfs, e, are read from a digital microvoltmeter, and three emf changes are
computed from seven readings.

AE1 e2-(e 1+e3 )/2, AE 2 e 4-(e 3+e5 )/2, AE3 =e 6-(e 5+e7)/2

Successive readings are made at the alternate voltages--90.0 and 90.5. The
average of the three emf changes (80.4 pV) is converted to 0.0804 mV for the
calculations.

V AV E e1  e2  e3  e4  e5  e6  _ 7 ave AE .AV/V_

90 0.5 8.51 12.3 92.8 11.4 91.2 10.8 90.8 10.4 0.0804 0.00556 1.70

Current changes can also be introduced in a TVC, or in a TE in series with a
high resistance, by inserting a known resistance change in the TE circuit. A
relatively low resistance, with a switch for shorting it, is placed in series
with a TVC or TE, and as the switch is opened and closed, AI/I=-AR/R. The
power supply must, of course, be well regulated, and the resistance ratio AR/R
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should be known to about one percent. The calculations are simplified, as
tI/I is the same at all voltage levels. The change can, of course, be a round
number. A 400-0 resistor in series with a 40-ku ,5-mA, 200-V TVC will
introduce a change of 0.01 (one percent) at all voltage levels.

Currents higher than 10 mA are usually measured with a potentiometer and a
shunt in series with the TE.

The TE output emf, E, can be measured with a Lindeck potentiometer (fig. 3), or
it can be measured by the detector, if a microvoltmeter with a 10-pV range is
used, by turning the potentiometer off and closing key k1 . Emf changes, AE,
are measured by the detector as described in section 3.2.

It is difficult to measure n with an accuracy better than about one percent.
However, that accuracy is sufficient, as errors in n have a second-order
effect on the end result. A one percent error will result in an equal error
in measuring a difference, say of 0.05 percent, between an ac voltage and a
dc reference voltage. However, this will affect the ac voltage measurement by
only 0.0005 percent (5 ppm).

8.0 Current Measurements

Thermoelements are sometimes used as thermal current converters (TCCs), and
they are usually excellent up to about 100 mA. They have ac-dc differences at
higher currents, as discussed in section 5.2, which can be evaluated, and
corrections can be applied. However, TCCs usually consist of a set of special
ac shunts and a low-voltage (0.3 to 1 volt) TVC. In some commercial models,
the shunt output is connected to the TE in a multirange TVC through a special
connector. These TVCs include a balancing emf source and a detector for
monitoring the output of the TE. Instructions for using these instruments
are, of course, furnished by the manufacturers.

Shunts can also be connected to a low-voltage, single-range TVC, and its
output can be monitored with an emf source or a potentiometer like the one
shown in fig. 3. The detector may be any one of the four instruments dis-
cussed in 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. Techniques for galvanometer calibration (3.6)
and detector readings (3.7) are also useful with TCCs.

AC current may be measured, and ammeters calibrated, with the equipment and
circuit shown in fig. 10. The procedure is very much like the deflection
method described in section 3.2 for voltage measurements. DC current is
adjusted to be nominally equal to the ac current, and the balancing emf or
potentiometer (P) is adjusted for a near null indication on the detector (D).
The indication, el, of the detector is recorded. The TCC is then switched to
ac current, the ac supply is adjusted for the desired indication an the
instrument under test (Test AM--fig. 10), and the detector indication, e2 , is
recorded. Reversed-dc current is then applied to the TCC, adjusted to the
nominal value, and e3 is recorded. The difference between the ac and dc
currents is then computed from the equation,

Ia - Id = E- Ed

Id d _E d s '
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where 65 is the ac-dc difference correction to the TCC, and

Ea - Ed = e2 - (el + e3)/2.

If the detector is a deflection instrument,

Ea - Ed =(D2 1 + D3)/2) x K.

DC+ AC DC-

D
DC Supply AC

P and Supl
Standards Supply

est
AM

Figure 10. Circuit for current measurements using a thermal current
converter (TCC).

The calculations illustrated in 3.5 are then practically the same as those for
current measurements. I is substituted for V, and TCC for TVC, in table 1.

The ac-dc difference of a TCC can be determined, relative to a standard
instrument, with the circuit shown in fig. 11. The equipment and switch may
be the same as those in fig. 10, but no dc standards are required. The
switching sequence may be as shown (DC+, AC, DC-), although the sequence
suggested in 6.2 (AC, DC+, DC-, AC) may yield greater reproducibility. The
switch shown in fig. 6 may be used if the current-carrying capacity is
sufficient.

Each TCC output is monitored with a balancing emf, or potentiometer (P), and
detector (D). A method similar to that suggested in 6.2 may be used. The ac
and dc currents are adjusted for equal response (output emf) from the test
TCC, and imbalance emfs are read from the detector used with the standard TCC.
If four readings are taken, el and e4 are read with ac current, and e2 and e2
with the two directions of dc current. Then
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Ea - Ed = (e1 -e2 - e3 + e4 )/2,

Ea - Ed = ((Dl - D2 - D3 + D4 )/2) x K,

a d Id Ea -Ed

= nE s t

where 6t and 6s are the ac-dc difference corrections to the tbst and standard
TCCs.

If the shunts have shields or casings (dashed lines in fig. 11), it is recom-
mended that they be connected as shown in fig. 11. If one shield were
attached between the shunts, a small capacitive current might flow between
that shield and ground. This current would flow through one shunt, but not
the other, causing an error.

D

PP
Supl

AC
Supply

Figure 11. Circuit for ac-dc difference tests of thermal
current converters (TCC).

Additional suggestions for building and using TCCs are found in reference [16]
where the following are discussed:

(A) Members of a set of shunts can be intercompared very much as TVCs are (see
sections 6.0 to 6.5), and corrections determined for each shunt and TE com-
bination relative to two or three ranges which have known corrections.

(B) A "short set" of shunts can be built in which each shunt in the set is
used with two TVCs (0.3 and 0.6 V) to form two current ranges. Thus the two
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TVCs and six shunts provide 14 ranges. It is, of course, necessary in this
arrangement that the TVC correction be negligible or that a correction, 6T, be

applied. AC-dc difference in low-voltage TVCs is mainly due to skin effect
the input leads to the thermoelement heater (5.2). This effect can be
practically eliminated by using TEs with platinum lead-in wires. Such
elements are available from one or two manufacturers upon special request,
at a reasonable price.

in

and

(C) If the TVC corrections are appreciable, they can be determined relative to
other TVCs with known corrections, Then, at high and middle ranges, the ac-dc
difference of the shunt and TVC combination, 8C, is practically equal to the

sum of the ac-dc differences due to the admittance of the shunt, 6S, and the

impedance of the TVC, 6T. As discussed in the referenced paper, this

separation of correction components is not feasible at low currents (less than
0.25 A in most cases) where the TVC carries a substantial portion of the total
.current. These low-range TCCs should be tested and used as shunt-TVC
combinations.
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A Thermoelement Comparator for Automatic
AC-DC Difference Measurements

EARL S. WILLIAMS N

Abstract-AC-DC differences in thermal voltage converters
(TVC's) are determined relative to a similar instrument, from imbalance
EMF's measured in a divider circuit to which both Instrument outputs
are connected. These EMF's are more stable than the input voltages
to the converters, because input voltage fluctuations produce nearly
equal proportional changes in the converter outputs. The divider bal-
ance is therefore affected only slightly. The divider and a Undeck
potentiometer for monitoring the test instrument output are driven by
stepping motors and balanced automatically. AC and DC voltages are
applied by programmable power supplies whose outputs are adjusted,
in response to imbalance EMF's in the potentiometer circuit, to pro-
duce equal output from the test instrument. The system automatically
calibrates one voltage range at one or more frequencies, but requires
an operator to change ranges and to enter the test parameter at a
computer terminal.

INTRODUCTION

A C VOLTAGE IS measured most accurately at the
present time when it is compared directly with a dc

reference voltage using a thermal voltage converter (TVC).
These instruments, which are also called thermal transfer
voltmeters, consist essentially of ranging resistors and a ther-
moelement (TE), a short straight electrical heater whose
temperature is sensed by a thermocouple or a thermopile.
Multirange TVC's usually include a balancing EMF source
and a null detector for monitoring the TE output.

The reference voltage Vd is usually an accurately measured
"round number" value which is nominally equal to the ac
voltage V. to be measured. The proportional difference be-
tween the two voltages (V. - Vd)/Vd is measured by observing

Manuscript received June 28. 1980.
E. S. Williams is with the National Bureau of Standards. Washington. DC

20234.

the output E of the TVC, and changes in output as the TVC
is connected alternately to the two voltages. Both polarities of
dc voltage are generally used because the TE in most TVC's
has a significant reverse dc difference. When the difference
between the ac and dc voltages is small

(V, - Vd) (Ea - Ed)
Vd nE

(1)

E. is the EMF observed when ac voltage is applied to the
TVC, Ed is the average of EM F's observed when the forward
and reverse dc voltage is applied, and the factor n relates small
changes in TE heater current to the corresponding changes in
output EMF.

Ideally the T F has a square-law response with E = kI (n
= 2 and k constant for small changes in I). However, the value
of n deviates from 2 as the heater current is increased and is
usually in the range of 1.7 to 1.9 at the rated current of the TE.
Values of n must be determined at several levels by applying
known voltage changes AV/V to the TVC and observing the
output E and changes in output AE. The equation is very much
like (1) above:

AV/V= AE/nE

or

n AE/E
A V/V

(2)

(3)

AC voltage measurements, as described above, usually re-
quire the application of a correction (6) for the ac-dc differ-
ence of the TVC. Such corrections are needed due to induc-
tance in the ranging resistors and range selecting switches and
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Fig 1. Automatic test system %ith comparator in the foreground.

to capacitance between these componen's and ground. The TE
rarely contributes significantly to the ac-dc difference except
at very low frequencies. AC-DC difference corrections of a
TVC under test 6, are determined by comparison with a
standard TVC whose corrections b, are known. Measurements
of 6, - 5, are made by applying the same ac and dc voltages
to the two TVC's, adjusting the voltages for equal output from
the test instrument, and observing the changes in response of
the standard. The output ot the test TVC is usually balanced
by an adjustable EMF source and monitored by a detector
which may be a microvoltmeter or a calibrated galvanom-
eter.

TE (thermoelement) comparators have been developed at
NBS [1], [2] and elsewhere which have certain advantages
over other methods for making these measurements. The
system described here is built around a new automatic com-
parator which utilizes a digital millivoltmeter to measure TVC
outputs EMFand a digital linear amplifier (DLA) to measure
imbalance EM F's as small as 10 nV. Both instruments have
BCD outputs. The system is interfaced with a minicomputer
by a Modular Interactive Data Acquisition System (MIDAS)
which was developed at NBS [3]. Similar programming for
another interface scheme, such as the IEEE 488 standard bus
for instrument control [4], should present no particular
problem.

Fig. I is a photograph of the console showing the compa-
rator, on the right table top, connected to two TVC's. Equip-
ment in the rack are, from top to bottom, the MIDAS inter-
face, a panel containing the millivoltmeter and certain relays,
the DLA and the ac-dc switching circuits. Not shown in the
photograph are the power supplies, a cathode ray computer
terminal (CRT), and a teletype (TTY) for printing test re-
sults.

TE COMPARATOR PRINCIPLE

The automatic comparator is similar to the NBS manual
model described in reference [2]. Both comparators consist
essentially of a 1000-Q divider and a Lindeck potentiometer.
In the manual comparator (Fig. 2), the higher E F is con-

AC DC+ DC- AC
0 0 0

EH D -V E

Wk~k
2

Fig 2 manuall 1 F comparator circuit wih T Vt.

nected to the two-dial Kelvin Varley divider through the Ell
input and the lower through E,. The potentiometer may be
connected to either input by switch .S, and both EMF's are
measured by adjusting the potentiometer for a zero reading
on the microvoltmeter (pV -m) with key k I closed. The po-
tentiometer is then connected to the test TVC output, which
may be either lower or higher than the stand"ird output. The
divider is adjusted to balance the lower ENMF, as indicated by
a zero reading on the pV in with key ke closed. Then, as ac
and dc voltages are applied to the TVC's and adjusted for equal
output from the test instrument (zero reading on the V - m
with k I closed). imbalance voltages in the low EMF circuit are
measured by the pV - m, and

, - , = (Ed- E)
n,l

(4)

E~ and Ey are the readings on the uV - m obtained with ac
voltage and the average of the readings with two polarities of
dc voltage, E, is the lower EMF, and n, is the n characteristic
of the standard TVC at its output EMF. Switch S has two
additional poles which reverse the connection to the V - m.
This is necessary to maintain a consistent sign convention for
the EMF difference Ed - E~ [2].

Imbalance voltages in the divider circuit (key k 2 closed) are
not affected appreciably by changes or fluctuation in the input
voltage to the TVC's. Such changes will produce nearly equal
proportional changes in the two EMF's, and the divider bal-
ance is affected only slightly. This stabilizing effect accounts
for the two advantages of the comparator: The input voltage
instability is less troublesome, and the requirement that the
voltages be adjusted for equal output from the test TVC is less
severe. If the response characteristics of the TE's in the TVC's
are identical, or nearly so, equal output from the test converter
may not be necessary. Most elements are similar enough to give
the comparator a considerable advantage. However, if both
the reverse dc difference and the n characteristic differ at the
same time, as they often do, a significant error in the ac-dc
difference determination can be expected unless the voltages
are adjusted for equal output from the test TVC.

At-TOMATIC COMPARATOR

The divider in the automatic comparator is connected to
either input, TEST or STD, by switch S (Fig. 2), which is
turned by a 300 stepping motor, SM 1. A 3/2 digit millivolt-
meter (mV - m) is connected across the divider by closing the
2-pole relay k I, and it measured the standard TVC output E.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of automatic stem with comparator.

in switch position A and the test TVC output E, in position B.
The denominator in (4) (nEL) is computed using the lower
EMF, and n, is computed from a equation which relates the
values of n, to the output of the standard TVC. The divider is
then connected to the higher EMF. The position of switch S
is determined by the M IDAS which detects a ground in the
"A" position of the switch. In this way, the EM F's E, and E,
are distinguished from one another, and the sign of the EM F
difference Es - Ea (4) is also determined.

The I 5-mV potentiometer is used only to monitor the output
of the test TVC, and it is therefore permanently connected to
the TEST input, as shown in heavy lines in Fig. 3. The poten-
tiometer current is supplied by a mercury battery and adjusted
by a ten-turn helical 3-terminal resistor for a near balance with
one direction of dc voltage applied to the TVC's. The control
resistor is driven by stepping motor 5M3 (Fig. 3) with 200
steps per revolution. The resolution is not high (about 8 .V);
however, an exact balance is not necessary because the ac and
dE voltages are adjusted during the measurement procedure
for a balance between the test TVC output and the potenti-
ometer. The steps necessary for a near balance are computed
from voltages measured by the mV -m with relay k 2 closed.
Below 20 pV, additional adjustments are computed for a
balance within 4 fV from measurements made by the DLA.
The DLA is connected into the potentiometer circuit for these
measurements by relay k 4 , a low-noise key-type switch which
is closed in either of two directions by small solenoids.

A two-dial Kelvin-Varley divider (Fig. 2) is used in the
manual comparator to provide sufficient fine adjustment to
be compatible with the narrow range and linearity limitations
of the microvoltmeters or galvanometers used with that system.
The wider (40- V) range of the DLA permits the use of a
single ten-turn resistor as a divider in the automated system.
The resistor must of course have a low-thermal low-noise
moving contact. However, as no movements are made during
the actual measurements, the resistors currently available have
been adequate. The divider is balanced by stepping motor 5M2
in procedures similar to the one used with the potentiometer.
The required steps for a near null are computed from imbal-
ance voltages measured by the mV - m with relay k2 closed.

Oc ( AC"H

AC-DC1( 
2

Fig. 4. A C- DBC switching circuit.

When the imbalance voltage is sufficiently small, the DLA is
connected into the divider circuit by relay k 4 , and additional
adjustment are computed from its measurements of the re-
sidual imbalance voltage.

VOLTAGE SWITCHING AND CONTROL

AC and DC supply voltages are connected to the TVC's by
the circuit shown in Fig. 4. Up to 100 V are supplied by the
AC-L terminal by a programmable ac calibrator, and a com-
panion high-voltage amplifier provides voltage at AC-H from
100 to 1000 V. The input to be used is selected manually by
switch SI. The TVC's are connected to the AC-DC 2 terminal,
where the circuit can be opened by switch S2, and a resistance
of 1000 or 2000 9 can also be added to the circuit. The resis-
tance permits the power supplies to run in the range of 10 to
40 V where they are more stable and controlled more readily,
while supplying less than 10 V to the TVC's. The terminals
DC-Std, AC, and AC-DC I are used for voltage measurements
with one TVC. Relay k I reverses the dc voltage to the TVC's,
and k2 connects them to ac or dc voltage. These relays are
shown in the unenergized position with dc voltage applied to
the TVC's. The relays are activated by 26-V dc which is con-
nected to the relay coils by programmable switches in the
MIDAS controller.

The power supplys are remotely programmed and turned
on in response to the test voltage and the frequency (in kHz)
which are entered at the CRT along with other test conditions.
The alpha-numeric "string" codes which activate the power
supplies are either stored in the computer or computed by it.
Zeroes are added to the value of test voltage to extend it to
seven digits for the dc supply which is a seven-dial calibrator
and to five digits for the five-dial ac calibrator. Both calibrators
have several ranges but only the 10-, 100-, and 1000-V ranges
are used. The codes for range selection are found by executing
three Basic language statements which relate the code to the
desired voltage range.

The ac calibrator supplies frequencies from 10 Hz to 100
kHz in four decade ranges with eleven settings (0 to 10) in each
range. Thus there are 44 discrete frequencies available, and
each one is designated by a two-digit code. The code numbers
are computed from one of four equations which is selected
according to the required frequency range.

When the "round number" ac and dc voltages are applied
to the TVC's, both voltages usually require small adjustments
to make the test TVC's output equal to the potentiometer
EMF. The potentiometer setting is established as outlined
previously, using one direction of dc voltage as input to the
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Fig. 5. Calibratior data as displayed by the computer terminal.

TVC's. The test TVC often has a significant reverse-dc dif-
ference which then requires readjustment. The ac voltage may
need adjustment because of the ac-dc difference and also be-
cause the ac supply voltage may not be equal to the voltage at
the TVC terminals due to reactance in the conductors, in the
relay k 2 (Fig. 4), and in the switches SI and S 2.The voltages
are adjusted in response to EMF EI measured by the DLA
while it is connected into the potentiometer circuit by relay k4

(Fig. 3). The adjustment AV is computed using an adaptation
of (2) which may be written

AV = -(AE/nE)V. (5)

A nominal value of 1.8 is substituted for n, E is the EM F of the
test TVC, and the negative sign gives the voltage change the

proper direction. The numerical value of the voltage change
is calculated to give an EMF change AE equal to E I and thus
reduce El to near zero. It is then suitably formatted by the

controller to reset the five-digit ac supply or the seven-digit dc

supply. Unless the initial change is large, a single adjustment
is usually sufficient for a balance within 1 pV.

Fig. 5 is a photograph of the CRT display of actual test re-
sults. The data appears on the screen one line at a time as the

test proceeds. The left-hand column shows the adjusted value

of voltage (five digits for the ac supply and seven for the dc
supply), and opposite each voltage is the EMF measured by
the DLA in the divider circuit. The first four EMF readings
are repeated on the fifth line, and the first value of ac-dc dif-
ference 108 is listed. The last EM F reading in the first deter-
mination is used as the first reading for the next determination.
Thus three values of ac-dc difference are computed from 10
EMF readings. The three values are listed on the last line of
data-10, 0, 108, 117, 112, 4, 1 12-and these data are also
printed on a TTY under appropriate columns. These figures
are, from left to right, the frequency in kHz, the ac-dc dif-
ference correction (in ppm) to the standard TVC (computed

from an equation which was devised to simulate the correction

curve for the standard in use), the three values of ac-dc dif-

ference, the standard deviation of the three, and the average

of the three with the standard TVC correction applied. If the
standard deviation is larger than 10 ppm, additional deter-
minations are made. When one range is completed, parameters

for the next range are requested at the next line (Fig. 5) and

entered on the last line. If only one frequency is to be used, the

last entry on the line is 0.

OTHER MEASUREMENTS

Measurements of n

Measurements of n are made automatically by connecting
a TVC to the AC-DC I terminal and entering into the CRT the
lowest and highest voltage to be applied. Tests are usually
made on a 100-V range at 10-V intervals from 60 to 100 V;
however, this can be varied. Data obtained on one range of a
multirange TVC are usable on any range if the values of n are
correctly related to output EMF of the TE. At each voltage
level the TVC output E is measured, and the potentiometer
is nearly balanced. However, a small imbalance is deliberately
programmed into the routine to obtain a negative DLA read-
ing. The input voltage is then increased by a 0.1-V step so that
a positive reading is obtained and then reduced by the same
step for a repeat of the negative reading. This procedure is
repeated three more times and four values of AE are com-
puted. The average of the four is used as AE, and AVIV is
computed with A V = 0.1. A value of n is thus computed at
each voltage level using (3) and printed on the TTY along with
the voltage, EM F, and the DLA readings. The values of n are
plotted, a straight line is fitted to the upper two-thirds of the
curve, and the parameters of that line are stored in the com-
puter. Values of n can then be approximated by the computer
with sufficient accuracy by evaluating the straight-line
equation of any value of E.

In an alternative procedure, a certain percentage change in
TE heater current is introduced by connecting a resistor in
series with a TVC and alternately opening and closing a relay
which short circuits the resistor. A 40-1 resistor is shorted to
introduce a 0.1-percent change at any voltage level in a 40-k
200-V TVC. This procedure can be used after merging thirteen
substitute lines into the software described above.

Comparison and .4C and DC Voltages

AC and DC voltages may be compared by connecting the
ac voltage to the AC terminals (Fig. 4), with switch S1 in the
center or OFF position and an appropriate TVC at AC-DC I.
AC and the two polarities of dc voltage are connected to the
TVC by relays k 1 and k 2. The EM F E of the TVC is measured,
and the potentiometer is balanced. Changes in the imbalance
EM F in the potentiometer circuit are computed from DLA
readings, and the difference between the ac and dc voltage is
computed using equation (1), but with the TVC correction 5
applied. A dc calibrator may be connected to the DC terminals
(Fig. 4) and used as both supply and standard, or a separate
standard (volt box and potentiometer or digital voltmeter) can
be used at the DC-Std terminals. The standard should not be
affected significantly by changing the polarity of the applied
voltage.

At very low voltages, where the voltage drop across the line
resistance may be significant, it is necessary to monitor the dc
voltage at the DC-Std terminals. The cables with conductors
c and shields s (Fig. 4) are identical to equalize the voltage
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drop between these terminals and the comparison points at
relay k 2. These cables can be seen on the left rear table on the
photograph of the console (Fig. 1).

CONCLUSION

A thermoelement comparator has been developed with a self
balancing potentiometer and a divider, and it has been inte-
grated into an automatic calibration system for measurements
of the ac+dc difference of a TVC relative to a similar standard
instrument. The potentiometer is also used in automatic
measurements of the n characteristic of thermoelements and
ac-dc voltage comparisons. The system requires an operator
to make the electrical connections and to select the ranges, as
few if any TVC's have provisions for automatic range selection.
The operator also enters the test parameters at a computer
terminal (see last two lines, Fig. 5). The system proceeds au-
tomatically beyond that point; however, it will stop at a number
of points if instability or other conditions prevent a DLA
reading or a balancing operation with a specified time.

More expert maintenance is required than for manual sys-
tems, but data transcription errors are very unlikely and data
storage for further reduction, pooling, analysis, and automatic

test report generation is feasible. As presently written, the
software accommodates input instructions for only one or two

test frequencies; however, provisions could be made for a table
of frequencies if a comprehensive scan were required.

The system saves time in the preliminary balances, fre-
quency changes, and in data processing. However, due to the
settling time required for the thermoelements in the TVC's,
it proceeds at about the same rate as manual operations when
ac and dc voltages are being alternately applied to the instru-
ments. A major advantage is that the operator is largely re-
lieved of a task that is probably more tedious and fatiguing
than those of most other types of calibrations.
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An International Comparison of Thermal
Converters as AC-DC Transfer Standards

C. F. GALAKHOVA, S. HARKNESS, FRANCIS L. HERMACH, FELLOW, IEEE, H. HIRAYAMA,
P. MARTIN, T. H. ROZDESTVENSKAYA, AND EARL S. WILLIAMS

Abstract-The ac-dc differences of 4 sets of thermal current and
voltage converters were determined at 40 Hz, 20 kHz, asj 50 kHz with
reference to the standards of the national metrology laboratories of
the United Kingdom, Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United States.
For each voltage and current range and at each frequency, the average
ac-dc difference determined by each laboratory for the 4 sets differed
from the average of all laboratories by less than 10 ppm.

INTRODUCTION

T HERMAL converters (each consisting f a conductor
heated by a current and one or more thermocouples to

sense the temperature rise) are -the basic standards for all ac
current and voltage measurements at audio frequencies. Ex-
tensive research in several national laboratories has indicated
that ac quantities can be determined in terms of dc standards
to 10 ppm or better with converters of proper design and con-
struction [1]. Such accuracies are needed to support recent
developments in electronic instruments and calibrators. New
types of multijunction thermal converters (MJTC's) show
evidence of even better accuracies.

INTERNATIONAL TESTS

Because of the importance of converters as fundamental
standards of ac-dc difference, an international comparison of
the standards of four national metrology laboratories (Institute
of Metrology (IMM), Leningrad, USSR; Electrotechnical
Laboratory (ETL), Tokyo, Japan; National Bureau of Stan-
dards (NBS), Washington, DC and National Physical Lab-
oratory (NPL), Teddington, UK) was agreed upon at the 1968
meeting of the Consultative Committee on Electricity (CCE)
of the International Committee on Weights and Measures.
N BS served as the coordinating laboratory. Each laboratory
furnished a set of five converters with ratings (ranges) of 10
and 30 mA and 10, 30, and 100 V, and evaluated all 4 sets at
40 Hz, 20 kHz, and 50 klHz. (Regrettably, NBS inadvertently
omitted making 40-Hz measurements.) The ac-dc differences
5 were reported for each converter. [6 = (Qac - Qdc)/Qdc
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TABLE I
ESTIMATED OVERALL UNCERTAINTIES y IN PPM (INCLUDING THE

STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE MEAN Q AND THE SYSTEMATIC
ERROR e)

Laboratory Quantity 40 Nz - t0 kitz 50 kitz

IIM voltage

ETL current
voltage

15

10
15

NBS current 5
voltage 10

NLf current 3 to 4.
voltage 3 to 7

15

10
25

S. e

1

2
2

7 3
15 3

4 4
4 tog 4

Notes:

(1) ..- t+o
(2) o < 1ppa
(3) - + 3. 

3
o-

2
ppm

(4)o - 1 to 2 pp

where Qdc is the average of the two directions of the dc quantity
(current or voltage) required to produce the same output
Electromotive Force (EM F) as the ac quantity Qac] The tests
were made by 1MM, ETL, NBS, NPL, and 1MM in that
order. After the tests of each laboratory were completed, the
results of all previous tests were forwarded to that labora-
tory.

Because of the time required in each laboratory for the
construction and preliminary testing of the converters com-
parisons did not actually begin until 1972. Because of the de-
lays and damages in shipment and the pressure of other tasks,
they were not completed until 1977.

NATIONAL STANDARDS AND MEASUREMENTS

General

Brief descriptions of the ac-dc transfer standards and of the
methods and equipment for comparing them in each of the 4
laboratories are given in this section. The accuracies claimed
by each laboratory in the evaluation of the interlaboratory
(traveling) converters are shown in Table I.

National Bureau of Standards

The NBS primary standards for ac-dc transfer at frequen-
cies up to 50 kHz consist of a group of single-junction ther-
moelements (TE's), with Evanohm or Karma heaters to
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minimize Thomson errors (which are calculated to be less than
2 ppm), and MJTC's [2].

Each thermal voltage converter (TVC) consists of one or
more thin-film cylindrical resistor, mounted coaxially in a
metal cylinder and connected in series with a 5-mA TE. Twelve
resistors give ranges from I to 1000 V [2]. With 2 TE's, ad-
jacent ranges may be compared in a step-up or build-up pro-
cess. The results%ave verified that reactance errors (which can
be calculated roughly from the geometry) are less than 2 ppm
for ranges below 200 V. The ac-dc differences of higher ranges
are assigned from these comparisons.

To increase the precision of ac-dc current comparisons, the
heaters of two TE's are connected in series, and the outputs are
connected to an "EMF comparator" which balances the 2
outputs [2]. Changes in input current cause proportional
changes in the EMF's, with little resulting change in the bal-
ance. The ac, dc, dc reversed, and ac currents are applied in
succession for equal time intervals to reduce errors from drifts

in the TE's, and each current is adjusted to obtain the same

output from one TE. The difference between the 2 ac-dc dif-
ferences 61 - 52 is determined from the resulting readings of

a balance detector (nanovoltmeter). To compare TVC's in the
same way, their input circuits are connected in parallel. The
N BS interlaboratory standards are similar in construction to
the basic ac-dc standards.

National Physical Laboratory

The NPL comparisons are made using a bridge circuit
similar to that used at NBS. A semiautomatic system was
developed, the switching between ac, dc forward, and dc re-
verse being made by mercury-wetted relays in an automatically

timed sequence. A single measurement of ac-dc difference is
obtained from 10 measurements of the bridge output when
successively energized from ac, dc forward, dc reverse, etc. The
bridge output is measured by an NPL-modified photocell-
galvanometer amplifier to form a high input-resistance volt-
meter having a most sensitive range of t 1 V, a linearity of
f0.2 percent, and a peak-to-peak noise of 4 nV with a 250-it
source. The output is recorded using conventional data-logging
equipment. This data is analyzed by computer, using a
curve-fitting technique [3], to determine an ac-dc difference
relatively unaffected by nonlinear drifts present during the
measuring period.

Over the range 0.5 to 100 V the N PL maintains its ac volt-
age capability by means of build-up measurements using re-
sistors of 200, 900, 3000, and 10 000 9 in conjunction with
separate 5- and 10-mA thermal converters, each adjusted to

have 100-9 heater resistance. The linearity of all resistors,
which is vital to the buildup, has been checked using third-
harmonic testing. On theoretical grounds it is assumed that
the 900-0 resistor has negligible frequency error.

The thermal converters have platinum leadouts, rather than

the conventional Dumet, to avoid ac losses which would cause
errors in high-frequency low-voltage measurements. With the
exception of the 30-mA converter, which has a Nichrome
heater, all other converters have Evanohm heaters. The latter

were constructed by a method which is believed not to impair
the Thomson coefficient of the heater material. These con-

verters were compared with the NPL Wilkins-type MJTC's,
and those with the best relative transfer errors were selected.
The MJTC's were signed zero transfer error at low and
medium frequencies.

The N PL interlaboratory standards consisted of 10-mA and
30-mA thermal converters for current measurements and a
5-mA thermal converter to be used in conjunction with 2000,
6000, and 20 000-P resistors to provide voltage ranges of 10,
30, and 100 V. The higher value resistors were known to have
a voltage-dependent frequency response, believed to be due to
the dielectric loss of the protective coating. A frequency-in-
dependent error of about 10 ppm, probably attributable to the
Nichrome heater, was known to exist in the 30-mA con-
verter.

Electrotechnical Laboratory

As reported previously [4], the ETL primary standards have
been built up from 10-mA converters according to the fol-
lowing procedures:

1) After preliminary experiments on single and multi-
junction-type converters, the most appropriate construction
was decided upon.
2) Three 10-mA single-junction vacuum-thermocouple
current converters (Nikrothal heater and Chromel-Con-
stantan couple) were selected, considering their charac-
teristics and stability with time. Applying a theoretical
formula, the ac-dc differences for individual converters and
then their mean -5.1 ppm was calculated. This mean has
been assumed to be constant up to 100 kHz. The ac-dc dif-
ferences of other current converters were determined by
comparison with these 3 standards. This method is different
from that for determining ac-dc difference in other national
laboratories. The effect of the as.:ignment of -5.1 ppm is
partially evident in the results of the international com-

parisons.
3) The ac-dc differences of 30-mA converters were deter-
mined by comparison with three 10-mA converters in par-
allel.
4) The frequency dependencies of 1-kQ, 3-ki, and 100-kQ
series resistors were determined on the basis of a calculable
single-wire resistor. Then the ac-dc differences of 10, 30,
and 100-V voltage converters and their frequency depen-
dencies were determined by combining the ac-dc difference
of the 10-mA current converter with the frequency depen-

dencies of the resistors.
For ac-dc measurements, a comparator [4] of 0.1-ppm

resolution and accuracy better than I ppm up to 100 kHz is

used. The standard deviation of a single measurement is nor-
mally better than 1 ppm.

For the international comparison, detailed measurements
at 40 and 1592 Hz and at 20, 50, and 90 kHz were made on the
ETL interlaboratory standards during 1973, and measure-
ments to check their stability with time were made in 1978.
The stability was within 10 ppm for 5 years except for con-
verters with faults. From ETL's experience, the development
of converters more resistant to shocks and vibration during

transportation is desirable.
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For the comparisons of current converters at IMM, a
standard which reproduces the unit of ac current in the fre-
quency range from 40 Hz to 100 kHz is used [5]. For the
comparisons of voltage converters, a standard which repro-
duces the unit of ac voltage in the frequency range from 20 Hz
to 30 MHz is used [6]. The main elements of these State
Standards include specially developed and studied noncontact
current and VTC's [7]. The voltage standard comprises 8
low-frequency (20 Hz to 100 kHz) and high-frequency (100
kHz to 30 MHz) converters with nominal values of voltage
from 0.3 to 10 V.

The units of ac current and voltage are realized at different
frequencies, using the State Standards, by the method of se-
quential comparison of ac current (or voltage) with dc current
(or voltage) which produces an equivalent effect in an appro-
priate thermal converter. Theoretical analysis of the method
and investigation of these standard thermal converters, de-
veloped at I M M, have been carried out. They showed that the
equality of the thermal EM F's, generated by a converter, when
its heater is alternately connected in dc and ac circuits, cor-
responds with high accuracy to the equality of the effective
value of the measured ac current (or voltage) and dc current
(or voltage) [8].

Each of the N BS, N PL, and ETL interlaboratory current
and voltage converters was compared with an I MM standard
converter by connecting the two converters in the ac circuit,
then in the dc circuit whose polarity was then reversed, and
then in the ac circuit again. Each time the thermal EMF of an
interlaboratory converter was measured by means of a dc po-
tentiometer, the thermal EMF of the IMM standard converter
being kept constant. The error of the transfer was determined
as the difference of mean values of the thermal EMF's of the
interlaboatory converter obtained when the converter was
connected in the ac and dc circuits.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The ac-dc differences in ppm assigned to each interlabo-
ratory converter by each laboratory in terms of its national
standards are given in Table 11.

The most significant result of an interlaboratory comparison
is an indication of the agreement among the laboratories. In
the present comparison, this is most readily shown by aver-
aging, for each laboratory, at each frequency, the results of the
tests of all 4 converters of a given range, since the effects of
random errors and changes in individual converters are thereby
reduced. These averages are shown in Fig. I. Because the ETL
converters were not available then, none of the results of the
first test at I M M are included in the figure or in Table 11.

The converters were reasonably stable during the tests in
any one laboratory. However, shipment did cause problems:
ETL had tc return the NPL TVC's for repairs, and IMM
noted a 10-ppm change in its 100-V converter at 50 kHz be-
tween its first and second tests. The change probably occurred
in transit after the NPL tests. There may also have been a
change in the 10-mA converter after the first I M M test. The
average change for all of the other converters between the two

M M tests was less than I ppm. 638

TABLE 11
THE AC-DC DIFFERENCES IN PPM OF EACH CONVERTER AS

DETERMINED BY EACH LABORATORY
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As shown in Fig. 1, the differences between the averages
obtained by the laboratories for the 4 converters of a given
range at a given frequency were very small. The largest dif-
ference between any one of these laboratory averages and the
mean of the 4 laboratory averages at the same range and fre-
quency was less than 9 ppm. The average of these differences
(without regard to sign), taken over all laboratories, ranges,
and frequencies, was less than 3 ppm.

Since the same 4 converters of each.range were evaluated
at each laboratory, it is possible to test the hypothesis that any
offset (systematic difference) between 2 laboratories is masked
by the imprecision of the measurements; i.e., that the differ-
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Fig. 1. Average ac-dc differences in ppm as determined by each of the 4
laboratories.

ences between the averages shown in Fig. I are not significant
because of the random differences between the results of tests
of individual converters. For 4 laboratories there are 6 such
calculations for each range and frequency. To reduce the
number, one laboratory can be used as a reference.

Experience indicates that the random error in comparing
converters is not strongly dependent on range or frequency but
may differ fo' different laboratories. There are also random
changes in the converters between tests by two laboratories.
On the basis that they are also roughly independent of range
and frequency, the precision of testing the hypothesis can be
increased by computing a pooled standard deviation so for each
pair of laboratories from all of the comparisons between them.
If s, is the standard deviation of the differences between the
pairs of measurements in two laboratories for the 4 converters
of a given range at a given frequency, and there are k such
subsets of n = 4 pairs each, then

so S2 )/k.

The results of a series of such calculations are shown in
Table Ill, with NPL as the reference. NPL was chosen because
its results are generally centrally located in Fig. I and because
it made measurements at all frequencies. A "yes" in Table 111
indicates that 3so/f < Ida |, where da is the difference be-
tween the averages obtained by the 2 laboratories for the
subset, because we can then decide that there is an offset
(statistically significant difference), and we reject the hy-
pothesis that it is masked by measurement imprecision. A dash
indicates that 3sV/-d > Ida I, so that there is no evidence of
an offset. Although the table shows offsets in about one third
of the cases, it should be emphasized that the differences be-
tween laboratories actually observed were much smaller than
the assigned uncertainties shown in Table 1.
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TABLE IlIl
EVALUATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LABORATORIES WITH

NPL As REFERENCE

Evidence of Offset

40 31 20 k 50 kIS
Rane N. . m ITL 119 S . M Nis

10V - yes - yes - - - -

30 V - yes - yes - yes yes -

100 V yel yea - yes - - yes -

10 A - yes - - - yes - -

30 aA yes - yes - - yes - -

The pooled standard deviations so were 2.10 ppm for
ETL-NPL, 2.59 ppm for IMM-NPL (k = 15), and 2.07 ppm
for NBS-NPL (k = 10). The distributions of the differences
between NPL and the other laboratories were reasonably
normal. In only one case did the pair of tests on an individual
converter in 2 laboratories differ from da by more than 3so,
possibly indicating a change in that converter.

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent that the agreement among the laboratories
is much better than the uncertainties estimated in Table I. In
most cases the differences between the averages obtained by
the laboratories are not statistically significant because of the
scatter of the measurements. The primary ac-dc transfer
standards of the 4 laboratories are all thermal converters, but
are of different types of construction. The methods and
equipment for comparing converters are also different. Fur-
ther, the primary converters were studied independently and
thoroughly in each laboratory. It is extremely unlikely that all
of them could be afflicted with an ac-dc difference of the same
magnitude and sign. The excellent agreement in these careful
international tests provides valuable assurance of the absence
of significant systematic errors in the primary standards and
the comparison apparatus. It is thus highly significant. There
is now a very firm basis for international concordance of the
ac-de transfer to better than 10 ppm at audio frequencies.
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A Semiautomatic System for AC/DC Difference
Calibration

KEITH J. LENTNER, MEMBER, IEEE, CLIFTON B. CHILDERS, AND SUSAN G. TREMAINE

Abstract-A semiautomatic ac/dc difference calibration system is
described. The system operates over a frequency range of 20 Hz to 100
kHz, covering the voltage range from 0.5 V to 1 kV. For all voltages
at frequencies in the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, the total uncertainty
is 50 ppm and 100 ppm for voltages at frequencies between 20 kHz and
100 kHz. In addition to ac/dc difference testing, the system can be
readily adapt; d to calibrate precision ac digital voltmeters or ac cal-
ibrators. Results of extensive intercomparison testing of the new system
against a manual test system, using a multirange thermal transfer
instrument as a transport standard, are reported, and the results in-
dicate that the differences obtained are well within the combined total
uncertainty limits of the two systems.

INTRODUCTION

TECH N IQUES for performing precision ac/dc difference
testing, not only at the National Bureau of Standards

(NBS) but also in other national and industrial or govern-
mental metrology laboratories, generally make use of manual
testing methods which utilize photo-cell preamplifiers and
light-beam galvanometers as voltage detectors, in conjunction
with manually balanced voltage comparators [l l, [2]. Careful
attention to the elimination or reduction of systematic and
random uncertainties in testing methods and thermoelements
(TE's) has resulted in sufficient confidence in test data to allow
results to be reported with total uncertainties at the 10-100
ppm level (or better, in some cases) over wide voltage and
frequency ranges [3], [4]. These manual test methods, how-
ever. are very time consuming and subject to errors due to
operator fatigue. To overcome thcr; deficiencies, and to ex-
pedite test report generation, a semiautomatic ac/dc cali-
bration system was developed.

Because of the low-level voltages that must be resolved (10
nV or less), large temperature coefficients of TE's, ac or dc
source instabilities, and dc reversal differences of TE's,
stringent requirements are placed upon the measurement
system. In addition, light-beam galvanometers suffer the
disadvantage of not being easily adaptable to automation.
However, with the advent of digital electronics, low-level
digital voltmeters (DVM's) are available with resolution and
accuracy sufficient to meet the requirements of precision au-
tomatic ac/dc difference testing. Programmable ac and dc
voltage calibrators are also available which lend themselves
to adaption for automatic testing. Advances in analog/digital

Manuscript received July 24. 1980. This work was partially funded by the
U.S. Department of Defense Calibration Coordination Group.

The authors are with the Electrosystems Division. National Bureau of
Standards. Washington. DC 20234.

interfaces have greatly improved the ease with which com-
puters can be used to control these instruments.

The system, to be described in this paper, was designed to
overcome the deficiencies of manual test methods by taking
advantage of the electronics advances discussed above.
Specifically, some objectives were to: 1) use commercially
available programmable instruments whenever possible; 2)
eliminate the need of manual data entry into a computer for
data reduction; 3) eliminate the frequent data checks and cross
checks required in manual tests; 4) eliminate as much operator
intervention as possible during the testing procedure; 5) closely
control the time interval between application of both ac and
de voltages to the test circuit in order to minimize drift effect;
6) provide as much computer-operator interaction as possible
to simplify the testing procedure; and 7) achieve the same level
of uncertainty as is presently possible with manual testing
methods.

The system operates over a frequency range of 20 Hz to 100
kHz, covering the voltage range from 0.5 V to 1 kV. For all
voltages at frequencies in the range from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, the
total uncertainty is 50 ppm and 100 ppm for voltages at
frequencies between 20 kHz and 100 kHz. In addition to ac/dc
difference testing, the system can be readily adapted to cali-
brating precision ac digital voltmeters or ac calibrators.

SYSTEM HARDWARE

The hardware implementation emulates that used in manual
systems at NBS. The prinicpal instrumentation difference is
the use of an electronic voltage detector. Also, almost all the
instruments are programmable. The major problem in hard-
ware development was obtaining low-thermal-noise switches
which could be automatically controlled. TE voltages of about
10 mV need to be measured to within I ppm (10 nV), and
solid-state relays were found to be unsuitable since most of
these devices have thermal noise of the order of 1 pV. The
problem was solved by modifying manually operated low-
thermal-noise switches. Solenoids with 24-V operating coils
were mechanically linked to the low-thermal-noise switch, and
are energized by programmable relays.

Experience gained at NBS throughout many years of
manual testing was used to design the remainder of the system.
The switches which apply the ac or dc voltages to the test cir-
cuit are relays capable of switching up to 5 kV. The 24-V op-
erating coils of these relays are supplied in turn by means of
programmable relays.
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Fig. 1. Simplified system block diagram.

Fig. 2. Photograph of system.

A simplified block diagram of the system configuration is
shown in Fig. 1, and a photograph of the system in Fig. 2. The
16-bit minicomputer serves as the system controller and has

64 kbytes of core memory with a dual floppy-disk system for
program and data storage. The system console (CRT), the

teletypewriter (TTY), and the Modular Interactive Data

Acquisition System (MIDAS) [5] are connected to the com-

puter by means of interfaces which conform to the EIA RS-

232-C [6] standard. MIDAS is a user-oriented digital interface

system for data acquisition and experiment control. Its hard-
ware is based on the CAM AC [7] standard anC is composed

of several functional modules which may be pluf fed into slots

in a standard crate. A MIDAS power supply and controller

are the only two additional items of equipment necessary to

make MIDAS operational. Communication between the

MIDAS controller and individua! modules is in accordance

with the ASCII 181 standard code for information inter-

change.
As indicated in Fig. 1, the programmable ac and dc sources

and the voltage detector are controlled by binary-coded-dec-

imal (BCD) MIDAS modules. The sequence of applying

voltages to the test circuit, as indicated in Fig. I, is ac, dc+,

dc-, ac, and the ac or de source voltage relays are controlled

by means of a MIDAS relay module. The choice of this par-
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ticular voltage application sequence has been fully discussed
in reference [2] and will not be reiterated here. The N BS-
developed TE comparator (consisting of a Kelvin-Varley
voltage divider and Lindeck potentiometer) has been described
in the same reference. The low-thermal-noise switches, con-
trolled by a MIDAS relay module, are solenoid actuated
switches which select the proper voltage output from the TE
comparator. The detector obtains readings of the proper
voltages and passes these readings in BCD format to the
computer where they are stored for later processing. The
voltage detector is a digital voltmeter which has a steady-state
input impedance of about 10 M9 and is capable of 1-nV res-
olution on its most sensitive (10- V) range. The Kelvin-Varley
divider in the TE comparator is used to adjust the difference
between the output voltages of the standard TE and the unit
under test (UUT) to within 500 nV.

A typical programming sequence will be described in more
detail in the next section. For simplicity in Fig. 1, two digital
panel meters which monitor the voltage outputs of the dc and
ac programmable standards are not shown. Also not shown is
a counter used to monitor the ac standard's frequency. This
equipment is visible in the system photograph (Fig. 2). The
large instrument on the left of the test console table is an ac
calibrator under test.

As was mentioned previously, the system can be readily
adapted as well to the tasks of calibrating precision digital
voltmeters or ac calibrators. In this case, the testing procedure
and balance equation differ slightly from those described in
reference [2]. For example, the corrections to the nominal
output voltage dial settings of an ac calibrator can be deter-
mined by using the system's dc programmable standard volt-
age source (set to the same nominal value as the ac calibrator)
and a thermal voltage converter (TVC), both having known
corrections. For this case, only the Lindeck potentiometer
portion of the TE comparator is used. The correction to the
UUT in ppm (whether that of an external ac calibrator or the
system's programmable ac standard) is given by

Vn - Vs
C, = a + 6, + Cdc

4, VS
where 6, is the ac/dc difference correction of the TVC at the
test frequency, Va is the reading of the detector (DVM) with
ac voltage applied (i.e., the difference between the TE's output
emf and the fixed voltage of the Lindeck potentiometer), Vs,
is the average of the detector readings with direct voltage of
both polarities applied, n, is a dimensionless factor equal to

2 if the TE has a square-law response, Vs is the standard TE's
output EMF at the applied test voltage, and Cde is the cor-
rection to the dc voltage standard's nominal output.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

In order to reduce the effort involved in making routine tests
of TE's and TVC's, the software for the system was designed
to provide as much interaction between the system console (the
CRT) and the operator as possible. This interaction was used
to reduce the possibility of damage to either the standard TVC
or the UUT when either software or hardware failures occur.

BLST ~ 'Y ABLE

Also, by progressing logically through the first portions of the
test routines, the operator, when necessary, can take whatever
corrective actions might be required. A significant advantage
of the software design is that sufficient warm-up time is au-
tomatically provided between application of the various test
voltages so that the effects of errors due to the warm-up drifts
of the TE's are reduced. In addition, the computer can closely
control the time intervals between DVM readings; hence, the
effects of linear drift in the ac or dc sources are minimized.

The programs written in Basic language for this system
provide the means for automatically setting the ac or dc source
voltages and ac frequency, operating the voltage relays and
low-thermal switches, triggering the DVNM to obtain voltage
readings, and storing these readings in the computer memory.
About thirty programs have been written with six constituting
the major testing software package. Program ACDCLV is
used for making ac/dc difference tests at voltages from 0.5 to
95 V, and ACDCHV is used for similar tests at voltages
greater than 105 V up to I kV. NTSTF is used to determine
a TE's dimensionless factor n [1], [2] and includes provision
to perform a linear least squares fit of the experimental data.
ACCAL is a program used to calibrate an ac calibrator, a
precision ac-digital voltmeter, or the ac source of the system
in terms of a standard TVC and the system's calibrated dc
supply, as discussed in the previous section.

Stability of the system's de and ac sources can be checked
by using programs called STABLV and STABHV. These
programs are used at voltage ranges similar to those for
ACDCLV and ACDCHV. These stability tests are useful to
determine whether or not the supplies are functioning properly.
Occasionally, test results appear to be erratic and the stability
tests are a convenient method to ascertain whether the erratic
results may be due to the ac or dc sources. Stability of the
sources is measured by using a programmable 6%h digit DV M
whose function, ranges, and reading rates are remotely con-
trolled.

Initial stability test parameters for voltage, frequency, time
between readings, and total number of readings are entered
into the computer. The program then exercises complete au-
tomatic control over the ac and dc sources, the voltage relays,
and the DVM. At completion, stability data including the
values of minimum, maximum, range, average, standard de-
viation of the mean, and three times the standard deviation of
the mean for both ac and de voltage readings are printed on
the TTY.

OPERATION

Since the major application of the work described in this
paper has been directed toward ac/dc difference testing, a
typical sequence of operations for this type of testing will be
described. ACDCLV is a program which provides partial
automatic control of ac/dc difference testing. The program
is "partially automatic" in that an operator must manually
input test parameters, switch the TE comparator to select
proper TE's, and must manually balance the TE comparator's
Lindeck potentiometer and Kelvin-Varley voltage divider.

Basically, ACDCLV contains three general sections. The
first section provides program initialization and documenta-
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tion. The midsection includes a network of subroutines that
interact with the operator. Instructions displayed on the CRT
prompt the operator to: I) key in test parameters which set ac
and dc voltages and frequency; 2) switch the TE comparator
to determine whether the standard TVC or UUT has the
greater TE output, ensuring that the TE's are connected to the
proper input terminals of the TE comparator; 3) balance one
TE's output with the Lindeck potentiometer; then 4) balance
the Kelvin-Varley divider. Repeatedly accessed subroutines
then close and open the appropriate relays, and obtain the
DVM voltage readings for four determinations of ac/dc dif-
ference at each test point. Finally, in the third section, statis-
tical calculations are performed, and the results are printed
on the TTY. Options are provided, and the operator can choose
whether to stop, repeat a test, or change parameters (either
voltage or frequency) and run another test. This program is
used for voltages 595 V.

Since the MIDAS interface does not have isolated analog
and digital grounds, it was necessary to develop a separate
software package for high-voltage testing. At high voltages,
it was found that the opening or closing of either the ac or dc
voltage relays introduced transient voltage surges into the
MIDAS digital circuitry. The MIDAS controller interpreted
these surges as voltage level changes identical to programmed
input commands. The result was that incorrect relays might
be opened or closed, the voltage detector might be falsely
triggered to obtain a reading, or any other of a series of un-
wanted events might occur. Hence, the ACDCHV program
was developed to ensure that no high-voltage supplies are
turned on whenever a voltage relay is opened or closed. The
specific procedures include:

1) Input test number, voltage, frequency, observer's name,
and code for the standard TVC used.

2) Visually check to see that both software and hardware
are operating correctly by checking the system's digital panel
meters and frequency meter for correct readings of the outputs
from the ac and dc sources. If the outputs are incorrect, try
again.

3) Manually set the TE comparator to its high TE voltage
position and switch the voltage detector to its 10-mV range.
The program automatically closes the dc voltage relay and a
low-thermal-noise switch, turns on the dc supply, and triggers
the detector to obtain the TE voltage output reading.

4) Switch the TE comparator to its low TE voltage input
position.
The program then commands the detector to read the voltage.
The values of the high- (from the previous step) and low-
voltage readings are compared. If the values are incorrect, the
operator is instructed to interchange the tswo TVC inputs after
the de voltage has been turned off. The program automatically
stores the value of El,,, since that value is used in the balance
equation 12, appendix).

5) Switch the TE comparator to the high TE input position.
turn on the Lindeck potentiometer, change the detector to its
10-pV range, and manually balance the potentiometer.

6) The first low-thermal-noise switch is opened and a sec-
ond closed. The operator now manually balances the Kelvin
Varley divider for a near null reading on the detector. The dc

source is automatically turned off, and the dc voltage relay
opened.

7) The ac voltage relay is closed, the ac supply turned on,
and its voltage is automatically incremented or decremented
until the UUT's TE output voltage is < 1 yV of its value with
dc voltage applied as in step 6.

8) At this point, the manual initialization process is com-
plete, and the test proceeds automatically under program
control. A sequence of near null voltage readings is obtained
by the null detector when ac, dc+, dc-, and ac voltages are
applied to the standard TVC and UUT. These four voltage
readings are each obtained from the average of ten readings
of the DVM. The standard deviation of the ten readings is
computed and, if this value is <200 nV, the program continues.
If the standard deviation is >200 nV, due to drifts in either the
standard TVC or the UUT, or the ac or de sources, or any of
these effects combined, the series of ten readings is repeated.
After five attempts, if the DVM readings have not stabilized,
the test is aborted.

9) The sequence of readings with ac, dc+, dc-, and ac
voltages applied constitutes one determination of the ac/dc
correction to the UUT. The process is continued for four de-
terminations; the average value of four determinations is
computed and printed on the TTY. The operator then may
elect to repeat the test, change voltage range or frequency, or
stop the test.

The system was intended to calibrate high-quality TVC's,
and it was not necessary to add additional balancing steps to
eliminate uncertainties due to large de reversal difference (i.e.,
difference between the dc direct and reverse voltages required
for the same TE EMF output of the UUT). For the worst case,
using 2.0 and 1.6 as the two extremes of the characteristic n
which may occur for the standard and UUT TE's, it can be
shown [4] that systematic uncertainties of less than one-fourth
the U UT's dc reversal difference will occur. Minor software
changes can eliminate this systematic source if large reversal
differences are anticipated. The changes would amount to
adjusting the ac voltage (cf. step 7 above) for a TE output
equal to that when de reversed voltage is applied to the test
circuit. The only penalty for such a change in the operating
procedure would be an increase in testing time of perhaps one
or 2 min (for four determinations of ac/dc difference).

There is also the possibility of a systematic uncertainty if
the ac or dc voltage sources drift during a sequence of four
determinations. However, for the same extremes of n, the
uncertainty is only 10 ppm if either source drifts by as much
as 100 ppm. The STABLV and STABHV programs readily
provide information about the stabilities of the sources.

MEASUR:MENT RESULTS AND UNCERTAINTIES

There are many error sources which determine the uncer-
tainty of ac/dc difference measurements of the type described
in this paper. Similar manual systems have been in operation
for many years at NBS and their uncertainties have been
documented [I1-[3]. DC reversal difference of a TE, self-
heating and ambient temperature effects, drift effects due to
nonequal time intervals during the voltage measurements,
unbalanced lead impedances, and induced voltages from
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TABLE I
RANGE OF AC/DC DIFFERENCES FOR T

Range

0.25-0.5

0.5 - 1

1-2

4 -8

Test
Voltage
Volta

0.5

3

8

8 - 16 16

16 - 32 30

32 - 64 50

6 - 25 98

125 - 250 200

250 - 500 500

500 - 1000 500

500 - 1000 1000

Voltage" is the actual test voltage applied, and the different
RANSPORT STANDARD (ppm) columns for frequency are the actual test frequencies used. The

Teat Rreuency (RN:) numbers listed under the frequency columns are the maximum
20 5 1 differences (in ppm) of the calibrated ac/dc difference cor-

18 19 23. rections for the transport standard as determined for at least

9 2 4 two, and up to a maximum of four, of the test conditions de-
scribed above. That is, the numbers reported are the range

1 6 9 (magnitude of the maximum minus the minimum) of the ac/dc
2 0 0 difference corrections calculated for each test voltage and
0 1 3 frequency. The total elapsed time between the first and final
8 15 3 tests of the transport standard was about eight weeks.

8 10 9 From the test results at 20 kHz, the average value of the

3 3 10 range of ac/de differences for all voltages is only 8 ppm. At 50

2 6 12 kHz the average value of the range is 19 ppm, and at 100 klHz,
where skin effects and stray capacitance effects predominate,

4 2 1 the largest difference (at 500 V) was 147 ppm. However, this
4 50 39 large range is within the expected combined total uncertainty

22 54 14T of 200 ppm for the two systems. Even with this one range
17 70 -- greater than 100 ppm, the average value of the range at 100

kHz is still only 23 ppm. No intercomparison results were
obtained at 1000 V, 100 kHz since the high-voltage amplifiers

electromagnetic fields are some of the more common sources
of error. The process of determining an estimated total un-
certainty for a system is based upon experience with the sys-
tem, careful measurements of standards with accurately known
corrections, or intercomparison tests of two independent test
methods [3]. The latter procedure, involving comparison of
a well-characterized manual system with the new one, was
followed, since the uncertainty sources are believed to be the
same in both systems.

The system performance was verified by an extensive testing
procedure which involved the use of a multirange thermal
voltage converter instrument as a transport standard. The
transport standard was first tested for ac/dc difference cor-
rections at various combinations of applied voltages and
frequencies using the MIDAS-based system. It was then
tested, at similar voltages and frequencies with the same
standard TVC, using the manual testing techniques which have
been used for many years at N BS. A third test was performed,
again using the MIDAS system. Finally, the MIDAS system
was disassembled, physically relocated, reassembled, and
tested for proper operation. Then the transport standard was
tested a fourth time, again using the MIDAS system. It should
be noted that not all voltage range-frequency combinations
were tested for all four tests. However, in those cases-where
fewer than four tests were performed, the results indicated
sufficiently small differences between at least two independent
test methods to establish that further testing was not war-
ranted. The results of these independent intercomparison tests

are summarized in Table I. In evaluating these results, it must
be remembered that, for calibrating multirange instruments
like the transport standard, the manual test system has
uncertainties of the same magnitude as the semiautomatic
system. Hence, combined total uncertainties of the order of
100 and 200 ppm are po:ebke depending upon the test fre-
quency.

In Table 1, the column Isting "Voltage Range" refers to the
input voltage range of the transport standard, the "Test

in both systems could not supply sufficient power at that
voltage-frequency combination.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the work reported in this paper indicate that
it is possible to measure ac/dc differences semiautomatically
with uncertainties about the same as those obtained with
manual testing techniques. The major advantage of the system
appears to be the elimination of most of the tedium involved
in manual testing, in which deflections of light beam galva-
nometers must be observed and recorded.

For future work, it appears that improvements in system
operation can be obtained by development of self-balancing
TE comparators. Beyond that, it may be possible, by taking
advantage of improvements in voltage detector resolution,
desktop computers, and system components whose operation
is compatible with new digital/analog interfaces, to make
readily available the hardware and methodology for improved
ac/dc difference testing techniques.
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An RMS Digital Voltmeter/Calibrator for
Very-Low Frequencies

HOWARD K. SCHOENWETTER, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract--A portable rms digital voltmeter (DVM) has been
developed at NBS tosupport vibration measurements over the ranges
of 0.1 to50 Hz and 2mV to 10 V. A self-contained calibrator provides
for self-calibration and may be used for calibrating other VLF
voltmeters. The calibrator basically consists of a Kelvin-Varley
divider fed by a reference voltage (either dc or sinewave generated by
a ROM-DAC combination). A multijunction thermal converter
(MJTC) was selected as the sensing device in the rms/dc converter of
the DVM since its low ac/dc difference facilitates calibration of the
ac calibrator. Factors affecting accuracy and response time are
analyzed. Tle DVM response time is 40 s for the lowest input
frequency. Its accuracy (percent of reading) is 0.1 percent above 0.5
Hz and 5 mV and 0.2 percent below these values. The ac calibrator
accuracy is 0.02 percent. Measurement accuracy improves by a
factor of about 4 for transfer measurements (comparing input
voltages with ac calibrator voltages Means for extending this
accuracy to 0.01 percent are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

CALIBRATED vibration transducers (accelerometer--
amplifier systems) are required in calibration labora-

tories and test facilities to determine the acceleration of
vibration exciters, tables and fixtures. At very-low frequen-
cies (VLF's), particularly below 10 Hz, the major source of
error in calibrating these transducers (both reference stan-
dards and test items) has been the error in measuring the
output voltage from the transducer [1], [2]. This is because
the measurement error of the few commercial voltmeters
(that measure VLF's) ranges from a few tenths of a percent
to over 1 percent, depending upon the voltage and fre-
quency. Furthermore, calibration of these voltmeters is
difficult since no commercial ac voltage calibrator operates
below 10 Hz. Voltage measurement errors are very
significant since their contribution to transducer calibration
uncertainty is added at each level of the calibration
hierarchy.

To meet present and expected future requirements of
vibration and other very low frequency measurements, a
portable rms digital voltmeter (DVM) was designed to
measure voltages from 2 mV to 10 V over the frequency
range of 0.2 Hz to 50 Hz.' Since the means for calibrating the
voltmeter to the required accuracy below 10 Hz did not
exist, an ac voltage calibrator was also developed and
incorporated into the same instrument. This calibrator,

Manuscript received February 20, 1978. This work was supported in
part by the Calibration Coordination Group of the Department of
Defense.

The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-
dards, Washington, DC 20234.

' The design was later modified to extend the range to 0.1 Hz.
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Fig. 1. RMS digital voltmeter used in ac voltmeter calibrator.

covering the frequency range of 0.2 Hz to 50 Hz,2 is intended
not only for calibration of the companion voltmeter but also
for the calibration of other voltmeters. In addition, the
calibrator facilitates transfer measurements.

The accuracy objective for the voltmeter was 0.1 percent
of reading above 2 Hz and 5 mV and 0.25 percent of reading
for lower frequencies and voltages. As explained in the next
section, the minimum response time obtainable in rms
voltmeters is directly proportional to the period of the input
voltage. Commercial rms DV M's require 15-20 periods for a
response to within +0.1 percent of the input change. This
extrapolates to 150-200 s for 0.1 Hz Since slow response
limits an instrument's usefulness, the design objective also
was to decrease the response time below these figures as
much as was practicable.

II. RMS VOLTMETER DESIGN

A. Design Considerations

Thre rms voltmeter designed for this instrument follows
the conventional approach shown in Fig. 1. In describing the
operation of this circuit and the following circuits, rms and
instantaneous values will be represented by upper and lower
case letters, respectively. The ac input voltage E, is amplified
to a voltage level E, suitable for the rms/dc converter and
converted to a unidirectional voltage E,. The converter
transfer characteristic E, /E, is ideally a constant, adjustable
to unity.3 Since the input voltage to the converter e. is sensed
by a square-law device, the converter output e, consists of a
dc component Ed, and a ripple component e, whose rms
value is E,; hence,

E* E0 +=a E: E( + E2 /2E,). (1)

If the amplifier gain is G and E,0 /E, = 1, then E, = E, = GEi.
For accurate measurement of Ei, the voltmeter reading
should be E,/G; however, the dc DVM responds to Ed,
(since it is average-responding) and displays the value
Ed, /G. Therefore, it is seen from (1) that the ripple value E,
causes a fractional error of E,'2Ea, in the displayed voltage.

2 The design was later modified to extend the range to 0.1 Hz.
In practice, E,/E, varies somewhat with the frequency of the input

voltage. This rmsidc conversion error will be discussed in later sections.
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Thus ripple filtering is required in the converter to limit this
rms/dc conversion error to an acceptable level. This con-
straint still allows a relatively large peak-to-peak value of e,
and would, if not reduced, cause intolerable fluctuations in
the displayed voltage. These fluctuations, in effect, reduce the
DVM accuracy. Therefore, a low-pass (LP) filter is used to
reduce the peak ripple (in em) to an acceptable level.

If the input voltage e; is a waveform with a crest factor
greater than I (e.g., a sinewave), the time constants in the
converter and LP filters must be increased in direct propor-
tion to the period of ei in order to maintain acceptable ripple
levels. Consequently, the minimum rms voltmeter response
time is proportional to the period of e;. For a given
frequency (and a given voltmeter design), response time can
only be decreased by decreasing the filter time constants,
resulting in increased voltmeter error (including fluctua-
tions in the displayed voltage). Thus a tradeoff exists
between minimum response time and minimum voltmeter
error.

B. Error Budget

The error budget of 0.1 percent above 2 Hz was allocated
as follows:

rms/dc conversion error
calibration errors
temperature effects/*C
gain-offset drift/30 days

0.0200
0.03, %
0.02%
0.0300

The error budget of 0.25 percent below 2 Hz included the
above items, plus the following:

rms/dc conversion error from ripple (E,)
rms/dc conversion error from sensing element
peak fluctuations in displayed voltage

0.05%
0.05"%0
0.05" 0

Much smaller fluctuations (0.01-0.02 percent) in the
displayed voltage are desirable when using the voltmeter for
ac/ac transfer measurements where the input voltage is
measured by comparison with a calibrator voltage of ap-
proximately the same frequency. The gain-offset error
budget was not considered critical since corrections are
readily made (2 adjustments) using the voltage calibrator.

C. Detailed Design

1) Input Amplifier: The input amplifier is direct-coupled
and has gains from 0.5 to 2500, selectable in 12 ranges of
1-2-5 gain sequence. The amplifier consists of two cascaded
low-noise low-drift operational amplifiers with buffering to
provide high-input impedance and power capability with
low distortion at its output. The sequence of voltage ranges
limits the nominal input range over which the rms/dc
converter must operate from 2 to 5 V. Reed relays in DIP
configuration are used for range switching. The frequency
response for all gain ranges is flat from dc to 50 Hz to within
0.01 percent or better.

2) RMS/DC Converter:'
a) General description: The rms/dc converter in this

instrument (Fig. 2) is a feedback type, employing a differen-

Bibliographies on rms/dc converters may be found in [3] and [4].
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Fig. 2. Functional block diagram of rms do converter.

tial multijunction thermal converter (M JTC) for the sensing
element.' The differential MJTC cont ains t wo matched

MJTC's connected so that the dc components of their

outputs oppose each other. The outputs e i(t) and e2(t) have
dc components Ed, and Ed2 proportional to the input power
to heater elements H, and H2, respectively. Therefore,

Ed, = KE./r, and Ed2 = K 2 Ej/r2  (2)

where E, and E, are the rms values corresponding to e,(t)
and e,(t), K, and K 2 are constants of proportionality and r,
and r 2 are the resistance values of H, and H 2. It will be
shown later that the circuit is constrained to allow only
negative feedback, i.e., the voltage fed back to H 2 always
tends to decrease the difference between Ed, and Ed2 . If the
loop gain is very large, Edl - Ed2 : 0. Equating the expres-
sions in (2), Eo a K, r2 Ea/K2 r, or

Ez v K r2/K2r, Ea. (3)

Hence, E, is proportional to Ea, the rms value of the input
voltage e,(t). To simplify later discussions, it is assumed that
K /r, = K 2 /r 2 = B, i.e., K, r2 /K 2 r, = 1.

Equation (3) is also valid if square-rooting circuit SR is
omitted and point fconnected to point o. However, omitting
circuit SR causes the rms/dc converter circuit to be nonlin-
ear, since the MJTC in the feedback loop has a nonlinear
transfer characteristic (Ed2 = BE'). This nonlinearity, in
turn, causes the response time of the converter to be different
for input step increases than for input step decreases [7],[8].
This effect can be removed by placing a squaring amplifier
between pointsfand h [8],[9], or by linearizing the converter
circuit using circuit SR, as shown in Fig. 2. The latter method
has the advantage of maintaining constant dc loop gain,
independent of E,.

b) Detailed description: Circuit details of the rms dc
converter are shown in the upper part of Fig. 3. As explained
in the next section, resistor R1, matched to the resistance of
heater H, (- I k)), is used to reduce the low-frequency
ac/dc difference of the MJTC input section.' Resistor R2 is
added to equalize the rms values of the input and output
voltages. Adding these resistors decreases the effective value
of B by a factor of 4. (See statement following (3) for
definition of B.)

Amplifier AR1 is a low-noise chopper-stabiltzed amplifier
which provides high loop gain. The circuit SR (Fig. 2)

S The MJTC is described in (5] Differential MJTC's have been used
previously in rms/dc feedback converters operating above 50 H-l [61.

' The ac/dc difference is defined as 6 = (Q, - Q,) Q, where Q, and Q,
are the ac and dc inputs which produce the same thermal converter output
(de component only).
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consists of amplifier AR2 and multiplier M, which functions
as a squaring circuit in the AR2 feedback loop. The constant
k of the SR circuit's transfer characteristic (eo = ke) is
adjusted by the value of R3. Diode CR1 restricts the
feedback voltage eo(t) to positive values (negative feedback
only).

c) Sensing element: An MJTC was selected for the
sensing element of the rms/dc converter because of its
negligible ac/dc difference over a large part of the 0.1-50 Hz
frequency range. It will be shown later that this factor is
important for the calibration of the ac calibrator.

For input frequencies sufficiently high that negligible
temperature variation of the thermal converter heater
occurs during a cycle (because of the heater thermal time
constant), deviation from square-law response has no effect
on k and the ac/dc difference is very small. At very-low
frequencies (VLF's), the heater temperature varies with
instantaneous input power and exteCal filtering is necessary
to smooth the output voltage. Lack of square-law response
now increases 5. It is shown in Appendix that the low-
frequency ac/dc difference of a thermal converter (TC),
caused by lack of square-law response, is

d. = b'1 2m2/4 (4)

allocated error budget. At 1 Hz, 6. < 10 ppm and decreases
to zero below 10 Hz. The ac/dc difference from other causes
(such as Thompson and Peltier effects) is less than 1 ppm up
to 10 kHz [10], [11], and is expected to be constant over the
voltmeter's frequency range.

The rms/dc converter has essentially the same ac/dc
difference as the MJTC if its output ripple is negligible
(maximum filtering used). Consequently, the ac/dc differ-
ence of the rms voltmeter (input applied to the TC DIRECT
terminals) changes less than 10 ppm from 1 to 10 Hz and is
negligible above 10 Hz. This voltmeter characteristic is very
useful in calibrating the ac calibrator.

In the following discussions, each section of the differen-
tial MJTC is treated as a device with a single time constant,
represented by the 0-63 percent step response. The MJTC
used in this instrument has time constants of approximately
1 s for each section, represented by the symbol r ,. Therefore,
the transfer characteristics for the MJTC may be written

and

et(t)= BeL(t)/(1 + tr p)

e2(t)= Beo(t)/(1 + r I p)

(5)

(6)

where p = d/dt and B is a dimensional constant defined
earlier (see statement following (3)).

d) Accuracy and response time: Since it is most difficult
to meet the accuracy and response time objectives at the
lowest frequencies, the converter design requirements will be
examined at 0.1 Hz. The transfer characteristics for the
circuit of Fig. 2 are derived in Appendix II-A for the critically
damped and overdamped cases. These cases correspond to
circuit conditions of wo = b2 and wo < b2, where b = l/,
(0 = Bk 2/t RC, R is the MJTC output resistance, and C is
the integrating capacitance.

The res nse of the critically damped circuit to an input
e,(t)= /2 sin wt is given in (A.21). The transient and
steady-state parts of that equation are

and

X 2  X
eo(t),( 1 16 - 2 cos 2wt) V

(7)

(8)

where ! is the rms value of the input current and m is the ratio
of peak to average value of the output electromotive force
(EMF) (before external filtering is applied). Constant b' is a
measure of the TC's deviation from a square-law response,
may be of either sign, and can be determined from dc
measurements (see (A.3) and (A.12)).

Resistor RI (Fig. 3), matched to the resistance of heater
H,, reduces bm in two ways: 1) It minimizes the dependence
of input power on small cyclic resistance changes [10] which
decreases b', and 2) it reduces (, by decreasing I to a
full-scale value of 2.5 mA (rated current for the MJTC is 5
mA). The value of b' should be specified so that 5 < 0.1
percent for m = 1. For the MJTC used in this instrument, m
is approximately 0.6 and 0.1 at 0.1 and 1 Hz, respectively.
Therefore, 5. < 0.04 percent at 0.1 Hz and causes and
equivalent error in rms/dc conversion, which is within the

where

X =b 2/(b 2 + 4w 2) and w = 2nf

The second term of (8) represents the rms/dc conversion
error caused by ripple and is 0.12 percent at 0.1 Hz. The
response time is obtained by equating (7) to 0.0005V, and is
18.2 s.'

The error budget of 0.05 percent for conversion error from
ripple can be met by decreasing wo (increasing C or decreas-
ing k), resulting in an overdamped circuit. The response of
the overdamped circuit to e,(t) = f V sin t is given in

' Unless stated otherwise, "response time" refers to the time required for
the output voltage to reach its final value 0.05 percent of the voltage
change.

"3JT ?Y AVA!ABLE 4

eo(t), =- Jbe-"t
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(A.23) (applicable forwo < 0.95b). The transient and steady-
state parts of that equation are

eo(t), cv <exp { [b - b2 - (oo]t} V (9)
4,/b2 

- w[b - h/b - tu]

and
Y2  Y

eo(t),, 1 -16 2 cos 2vt )I (10)

where Y a (oo /[2wo /4b 2 - 2co + 4wt]. The second term of
(10) represents conversion error from ripple.' Equating this
term to 0.0005 V yields to = 0,67b 2 at 0.1 Hz, the value of coo
which will reduce the conversion error to 0.05 percent.
Substituting this value for wvo into (9) and equating it to
0.0005 P; give 34 s for the response time. Since this increase in
response time was considered unacceptable, a circuit was
designed to compensate for ripple error, thus making it
feasible to use the critically damped converter. This ripple
error compensating circuit is part of the signal conditioner
circuit described later.

3) Low-Pass Filter: The filtering following the converter
must reduce the peak ripple to 0.05 percent and should have
less than 0.05 percent transient overshoot for input voltage
steps to the rms/dc converter. In the worst case off= 0.1 Hz,
the ripple from the converter must be reduced by a factor of
136. These are minimum requirements (see error budget)
and can be met by 1) LP filtering, 2) integration over an
integral number of periods of ripple or 3) by a combination
of LP filtering and fixed period integration. Method 2) was
considered to be somewhat beyond the scope of this
project.' Comparison of the other two methods (Appendix
Il-B) was limited to filters whose poles are all real and equal.
The comparison shows that method 1) has the shorter
response time if the filter has 5 or more poles. However,
method 3) is more appropriate for ac/ac transfer measure-
ments, since the fluctuations in the voltage indication are
zero for frequencies of 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, --- , Hz (includes
calibrator frequencies) and are less for most other frequen-
cies. For this reason, method 3) was used to perform the
filtering and consists of a 2 pole LP filter and an integrating
dc DVM. The filter is part of the signal conditioner circuit,
described next.

4) Signal Conditioner: The signal conditioner (lower half
of Fig. 3) consists of a 2-pole LP filter, a ripple error
compensating circuit, and a voltage follower (AR3) with a
gain of 2. The output of the rms/dc converter eo(t), consisting
of dc and ripple components Ede and e,, is applied to the
signal conditioner for attenuation of e, and correction and
amplification of Ed,.

The attenuation factor of the LP filter (sections R7-C2
and R8-C3) is' 0

4wv 2 + 2
22- (11)

The second term of (8) and (10) corresponds to the second term of (1 }
' A long-range program is underway at NBS to develop an all-digital

system for measuring and analyzing VLF waveforms in time periods
approaching the theoretical minimum.

10 Attenuation factor is defined here as the reciprocal of the transfer
characteristic.

where a a 1/(R7XC2) = 1/(R8)(C3). As indicated in Appen-
dix II-B2, a maximum ripple attenuation factor of 11.7 is
required in the LP filter atf= 0.125 Hz (ripple frequency =
2f). This corresponds to a = 0.48. Larger a (smaller time
constants) are used for f > 0.5 Hz.

The ripple error compensating circuit consists of Q1, R5,
R6, and CR2. This circuit compensates for rms/dc conver-
sion error (from excessive ripple e,) by injecting a positive
charge on C2 during the positive half cycles of e,. The
amplitude of e, is proportional to Ed,. Therefore, because of
the nonlinear V - I characteristic of diodes, CR2 presents
an increasing impedance to ripple as Ed,, decreases. This
effect is compensated by Q1 which is biased so that its
drain-source resistance decreases as Ed,, decreases. The
compensating circuit reduces conversion error at the lowest
frequencies to well below the 0.05-percent objective.

In addition to functioning as an active filter, AR3 serves to
amplify Ed, to the 4--10 V level required for the dc DVM. The
overall temperature coefficient of the rms DVM is com-
pensated to within +0.015 percent/*C by using a Sensistor
in the feedback circuit of AR3.

5) DC Digital Voltmeter: The dc digital voltmeter con-
sists of a voltage-to-frequency (V/F) converter and a
frequency counter with digital display. The V/F converter
has an input voltage range of 0 to 10 V (only the 4--10 V
range is used) and a transfer characteristic of 1000 Hz/V.
Since the number displayed by the frequency counter must
be proportional to the input voltage, the pulse rate output of
the V/F converter is effectively scaled inversely to the gain
(scaling) of the input amplifier and the integration period
(either 1 or 10 s). This is accomplished by pulse rate scaling
of 1, 2, and 5 (using a counter) and decimal point selection.
The ripple attenuation factor (versus frequency) of the
integrating dc DVM, and its effective response time are
given in Appendix ll-B2.

Ill. CALIBRATOR DESIGN

The error budget for the rms DVM allocated 0.03 percent
for calibration errors. Since up to 0.01 percent calibration
uncertainty results from lack of resolution in the displayed
voltage, 0.02 percent was the accuracy objective for the ac
calibrator.

The voltage calibrator consists of a compact 7-digit
Kelvin-Varley (K-V) divider fed by a reference voltage of 1
V (either ac or dc) and buffered at its output by a voltage
follower with selectable gains of 1 and 10. The frequency
response of the K--V divider (set to all fives) and buffer
amplifier is flat to within 0.005 percent through 50 Hz. The
measured nonlinearity of the K-V divider is 0.005 percent
for a dial setting of 0020000 (2-mV output), decreasing to
0.002 percent or less at 1000000 and above. The 1-V dc
reference is derived from a precision 10-V reference supply.

The ac (sinewave) reference is shown in Fig. 4. The
sinewave is generated by a 7-bit counter-ROM -DAC com-
bination so that 128 input pulses are required per sinewave
cycle. The necessary input frequencies are obtained using a
clock frequency of 6400 Hz and scaling it 5, 25, 50, 100, 250,
and 500 times using a series of counters. The amplifier is
designed to have an output of I-V rms and sufficient filtering
to reduce the contribution of all harmonics generated by the
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Fig. 4 Sineware reference

digital-to-analog converter (DAC) to less than 20 ppm.
Capacitances C., Ch, --- are chosen so that capacitance x
frequency = a constant (to within 0.2 percent). Therefore,
attenuation of the fundamental and harmonic components

remains constant for all calibrator frequencies. Also, the
phase shifts of the harmonics are essentially the same for all
calibration frequencies. The circuit was designed to have a
small output amplitude sensitivity to a change in capaci-

tance or frequency and is approximately 27 ppm per percent
change.

The flatness (const -.icy) of the ac calibrator voltage with
frequency was determined by using the ac voltmeter (input

connected to iheTC DIRECT terminals)to measure 1,2. 10,
and 50-Hz calibration voltages at the 5-V level. The voltage
indications for 1, 2, and 10 Hz fell within a 20 ppm range;
however, each reading had an uncertainty of 20 ppm because
of lack of resolution. As described earlier, the change in the
ac,'dcdifference of the voltmeter over this range is < 10 ppm.
Therefore, the worst case difference between the 1, 2, and
10-Hz calibration voltages is 70 ppm. The voltage indication
for 50 Hz was 40 ppm less than for 10 Hz, probably because
of the finite risetimes and small glitches between steps in the
DAC output. Since the range of measured amplitudes for 1,
2, and 10 Hz was less than 70 ppm, these factors evidently
have little effect on the calibrator output in this frequency
range. More important, there is no reason to believe that
these factors or any others have a more adverse effect from
0.1 to 1 Hz than in the 1 10 Hz range. Hence, it is unlikely
that the calibration voltages from 0.1 to 10 Hz fall outside a
70 ppm range. Since the ac dc difference of the ac voltmeter
is too large to accurately compare the calibrator voltages

from 0.1 to 1 Hz, a special "viewing circuit" developed for
another project [12] was used to compare the peak-to-peak
values of the calibrator voltages from 0.1 to 10 Hz. The
measured values fell within a 38-ppm range, adding
confidence to the 70-ppm range assigned above. Basing
differences between the rms values of voltages on the
differences between the peak-to-peak values appears to be

valid since all necessary precautions were taken to insure

that the wave shape is the same for all frequencies. The
calibration voltage at 50 Hz is easily trimmed (by decreasing
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Fig. 5. Simplified block diagram of ac voltmeter calibrator.

Fig 6. AC voltmeter calibrator.

C0 of Fig. 4 slightly) to be the same as at 10 Hz. Thus since
the ac calibrator voltage is essentially independent of fre-
quency, it is sufficient to calibrate it at only one frequency.

The ac calibrator is temperature compensated to within
0.005 percent C, using a Sensistor in series with R9 of the

amplifier. For dc voltages, the calibrator temperature
coefficient is within -0.0025 percent 0C (average of both
polarities). Calibration and overall accuracy of the calibra-
tor will be discussed in a later section.

IV. VOLTMETER CALIBRATOR DESCRIPTION

-1. Operation

Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram of the ac
voltmeter calibrator and Fig. 6 is a photograph of the
instrument showing the front panel controls and connectors.

When the FUNCTION switch is in the MEASURE
mode, the instrument functions as a voltmeter and measures
voltages applied to the AC IN terminals. The same is true in
the CAL-EXT position, except that now the input voltage is
also applied to the K V divider; therefore, this voltage can
be multiplied by any factor up to 10 and outputed at the
CAL OUT terminals. This mode of operation permits wave
shapes and frequencies other than those provided in the
internal calibrator to be used as a reference. With
the FUNCTION switch set to either the CAL-INT AC or
CAL-INT DC positions, calibration voltages determined by
the K -V divider and associated RANGE switch appear at
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the CAL OUT terminals and are applied to the input of the
voltmeter. The calibration voltages are limited to + 10-V dc
or 7-V ac. Selection of the calibration frequency is by the
CAL FREQ switch. The dc calibrator is intended to be used
primarily as a means of calibrating the ac calibrator and is
very accurate at 1 V and larger. Offsets in the direct-coupled
amplifiers of the voltmeter and calibrator limit the smallest
dc voltage at which they can be used with good accuracy to
0.1 V.

Measurement accuracy is determined by the accuracy of
the voltmeter when it is used to measure voltages directly.
However, measurement accuracy approaches the accuracy
of the ac calibrator when the voltmeter is used as a transfer
device (i.e., the voltmeter is used to compare the input
voltage with the calibrator voltage at the nearest
frequency-two measurements). For example, if the in-
dicated value E' of the input voltage is dialed into the
calibrator, yielding an indicated value E', the correct value
of the input voltage is 2E; - E'.

The FILTER FREQ (H, M, L) switch selects appropriate
filtering for different frequency ranges and the PERIOD (1,
10) switch selects the integrating period. It is shown in
Appendix II-B2 that maximum filtering results in a response
time of about 37 s. With minimum filtering (including a 1-s
integration period), the response time is approximately 19 s.
This response was thought to be acceptable for general use;
however as shown in Appendix II-C, it can be shortened by
modifying the converter circuit.

B. Calibration
Use of low-drift film resistors and other components

eliminates the need for frequent calibrations of the instru-
ment. However, the self-contained calibrator makes it a
simple matter to recalibrate the instrument any time the
accuracy is in question.

The dc calibrator serves as the basic voltage reference for
the instrument. It is calibrated against laboratory standards
at the 1- and 5-V levels of the 1- and 10-V ranges,
respectively." The average of both polarities is used. Since
the ac/dc difference of the MJTC (and the rms/dc converter)
is very small at 1 Hz and above (< 10 ppm), the ac voltmeter
(input connected to the TC DIRECT terminals)can be used
as a transfer voltmeter to compare ac and dc calibrator
voltages. Calibration of the ac calibrator is performed at 10
Hz, and consists of adjusting the ac reference so that the ac
and dc voltages are equal at the 5-V level. The ac calibrator is
then used for adjusting the gain and offset of the signal
conditioner and the gain ranges of the input amplifier.

C. Overload Protection

The input amplifier is given instantaneous protection
against peak voltages in excess of 16 V by diode-coupled
current sinks of 5-A capacity. Sustained overdrive blows a
fuse, disconnecting the amplifier. Applying calibrator volt-
ages to the thermal converter (via the TC DIRECT ter-
minals) cannot damage it. However, the voltmeter can be
used for high frequency measurements if driven at the TC

" Trim adjustments facilitate calibration of all circuits.

DIRECT input by an external wide band amplifier. For this
reason, the current sinks were also diode-coupled to point j
of Fig. 3. Sustained overdrive may damage or open resistor
R 1 but will not damage the MJTC.

D. Performance Specifications

A brief list of the ac voltmeter/calibrator performance
specifications follows.

Input signal range: 2 mV to 10 V in 12 ranges (1-2-5
sequence)

Frequency range: 0.1-50 Hz
Accuracy, percent of reading (23 1*C): 0.1 percent for

0.5-50 Hz, 5 mV-10 V; 0.2 percent for 0.1-50 Hz, 2 mV-10 V
Response time (see footnote 7): Approximately 40 s for

0.1-0.5 Hz range, decreasing to 20 s for 2 Hz and above (see
Appendix II-C)

Temperature coefficient of voltmeter: +0.015
percent/*C

Calibration voltages: 0 to 7-V ac and 0 to 10-V dc,
with 7 place resolution

Calibration frequencies: 50, 10, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 Hz
Calibration accuracy (23 1*C): For dc voltages in

range of 1-10 V, 0.005 percent (average of both polarities).
For ac voltages, (0.02 percent + 0.4 pV)

Temperature coefficient of calibrator: For dc voltages,
0.0025/*C (average of both polanties). For ac voltages,

+ 0.005 percent/"C
Transfer accuracy: Voltmeter accuracy is improved by

a factor of 4.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An rms DVM has been developed for measuring VLF's
which represents an improvement of 4 to 5 times over
existing equipment with respect to response time and worst
case accuracy. Extensive circuit analysis (Appendix II)
facilitated the choice and design of the circuits employed.

A self-contained calibrator, providing both ac and dc
calibration voltages, is used for 1) calibration of the compan-
ion DVM, 2) calibration of other very low frequency
voltmeters, and 3) very-high accuracy measurements, using
the DVM as a transfer instrument. After initial calibration
against a laboratory standard, the dc calibrator serves as the
basic voltage standard for the instrument. The calibration of
the ac calibrator is based on three methods: a) the transfer of
the dc calibrator accuracy to the ac calibrator, using the
DVM as an ac/dc transfer instrument, b) theoretical con-
siderations, and c) peak-to-peak amplitude measurements.
Theory is developed in Appendix I which relates the ac/dc
difference of a TC to its lack of square-law response and the
measured output ripple. Using this theory, it is shown that
the ac/dc difference of the DVM is less than 10 ppm above 1
Hz but increases rapidly as the frequency is decreased.
Therefore, method a) is used from 1 Hz to 50 Hz and b)
below 1 Hz. Method c) is applicable to the entire frequency
range and is used as an independent check on the other two
methods.

The ac calibrator accuracy is 0.02 percent of dialed
voltage + 0.4 pV; DVM accuracy (percent of reading) is 0.1
percent above 0.5 Hz and 5 mV and 0.2 percent below these
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values. However, when the input voltage is measured by
comparison with a calibrator voltage of approximately the
same frequency (ac/ac transfer measurement), measurement
accuracy improves by a factor of about 4.

By upgrading or changing a few components, it appears
feasible to increase the ac calibrator accuracy to 50 ppm and
the accuracy of ac/ac transfer measurements to 0.01 percent
or better.

The DVM has a very-high input impedance (input im-
pedance of FET voltage follower) for all ranges except the
10-V range (for which it is 200 k(M). Therefore, it is a simple
matter to extend the DVM voltage range using an external,
single ratio, resistive voltage divider. Using a 1000/1 divider
extends the range to 5 kV and changes the displayed voltage
from millivolts to volts. Transfer measurements (ac/ac) are
made the same way as before; however, their accuracies are
derated by the uncertainty of the divider ratio.

APPENDIX I
THERMAL CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS

The transfer characteristic of a TC can be represented by a
power series in I2

E=Ea"I", n =2, 4, 6,-- (A.1)

on dc and ac for frequencies sufficiently high that tempera-
ture rise 0 does not vary during a cycle. If the frequency is so
low that e(t) follows [i(t)] 2 without significant delay or
attenuation, then

e = [ api". (A.2)

The temperature coefficients of electrical resistivity and
thermal conductivity, and the variation of the EMF versus 0
characteristic cause a 4 to be significant. The a 6 and higher
terms are usually smaller. Thus at VLF's.

e z ai2 + ab'i4 = ai 2(1 + b'i 2 ). (A.3)

For multijunction TC's, b'i 2 < 1. If i = x/2 I sin cot, (A.3)
becomes

ab' 14
e = a(1 2 

- /2 cos 2cot) + -2- (3 - 4 cos 2cot + cos 4wot)

(A.4)

The average value of e over one cycle of i (i.e., a period
T = 2n/wo) is

E, = T (a12 + 3a2 + cosine terms) dt

3ab'/4
= a12 + --- . (A.5)

With dc applied, Ed = a12 + ah'P4. Therefore, for the same !,

E - Ed ab'P4/2 b'i 2

Ed a! 2 + ab'1 - 2

The conventional ac-dc difference 6 is defined by

6= 1 g - E1
which equals - E, - Ed

d E,= FE 2 Ed I,=i

T. + VIA~

(A.6)

from which' 2

h, = " !2 (A.8)

where 61 denotes the limiting low frequency ac,/de difference
caused by lack of square-law response.

The constant b' can be evaluated from dc measurements.
Let a dc of rated value (I,) be applied to the TC. Its measured
output EMF Ed, can be equated to

al;(1 + b'1) = Ed,. (A.9)

Let the applied current be reduced to i/ //2. If the TE has a
perfect square-law characteristic, the output voltage is now
Ed, /2. This is numerically equal to

2
a1 1+ b'1;) = E_. (A.10)

The actual measured voltage, however, should be equated to

Therefore,

a2( b'1) Ed.
2 -

+ 2 ' ) E_ .

2(E, - Ed)
b 1- ; .

(A.11)

(A.12)

When a low-frequency sinewave is applied to a TC, the
ratio m of peak ripple to average output EMF ranges
(approximately) from 1 at my low frequencies to zero at
high frequencies. Lack of square-law response has no effect
on the ac/dc difference 6 when m = 0 and a maximum effect
when m = 1. (Equation (A.8) represents the case of m = 1.)
The effect on 6 for the case 0 < m < 1 is considered next.

Equation (A.3) may be written as

e = ai2 + ab'i4 - e, + eia
(A.13)

where e, = ai2. If i =x/2i sin wt and t is the TE time
constant, it can be shown that

e = a1 2(1 - m cos 2(wt) (A.14)

where m _ 1/V 1 + 4to2 2 . Substituting (A.14) into (A.13)
and following the same procedure as in (A.5) to (A.8) yields

b'm2
6m1

4
(A.15)

where 6. designates the low-frequency ac/dc difference (as a
function of m) caused by lack of square-law response.

APPENDIX II

A. Transfer Characteristics of RMS/DC Converter

From Fig. 2

Cpef(t) = e1(t) - e2(t)
R

(A.16)

(A.7) 1 ," These derivations were suggested by F. L. Hermach, NBS, in a
private communication.
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and
eo(t) = k f). (A.17)

Substituting (A.17) into (6) and then (5) and (6) into (A.16)
gives

r2 Pef(t)= Be2(t) Bk 2ef(t)
1 +ip 1 + ,tP'

(A.18)

where p = d/dt, B, and k are dimensional constants, T t is the
time constant for each thermal converter section, R is the
output resistance of the thermoelement, and T2 = RC. Rear-
ranging (A.18)

(2 + 1 p + Bk 2 e(t) = B e2(t). A.19)
TI TIT2 iT12

Let 2b = 1/T I and assume the system is critically damped,
i.e., 1/4T2 = Bk 2/T1 T2. Then, if an input voltage e,(t) =

2 Y sin ot is applied at t = 0 and the initial conditions are
zero,' the solution to (A.19) is

ef(t)= k r 1 - (1 + btu -~ l+ bte-'._2

b2(4w2 - b2)e-bt b2

(b2 + 4w2 )2  b2 + 4w2 cos (2wt + #) (A.20)

where w = 2xf and 0 = tan - 4bw/(b2 - 4W 2). All of the
transient terms except bt exp (-bt) can be omitted without
causing significant error in the calculated response time (see
footnote 7 for definition). Also, the phase angle is not
needed. Applying these simplifications to (A.20), substitut-
ing in (A.17) and using a binomial series approximation
yields"

_b'
o(t) =- 1 - 16(b 2 + 4w2)2

2

- Jbte-"' - 1 6 b cs2tI A2)
1 b2 + 4w 2cos2wtJ (A.21)

The second term is the rms/dc conversion error caused by
ripple.

If Bk 2/T T2 < 1/4T2, the circuit of Fig. 2 is overdamped
and the solution to A.19) contains transient terms in both
exp (-b +,/bT- wo)t and exp (--b - b2 - wo)t,
where wo = Bk2 IT . If wo is less than about 0.95b, the
exp (-b - b - Co )t terms have little effect on the re-
sponse time and can be omitted. Retaining only the largest
transient term as before, the solution to (A.19) for an input
e,(t)= f ; sin ct is

_ V _ w ex p [ - (b - jb - wok)]
e f(t ) k - 2 b2- wo(b - b - coo)

w cos 2ct 1

2w/4b - 2o (A.22)

" For response time determinations, initial conditions can be con-
sidered zero if the input has been zero for at least 20 s.

' s This approximation is acceptable for the ranges of t and w applicable
to response time and rms/dc conversion error (or ripple) calculations,
respectively.

Substituting (A.22) into (A.17) and approximating as
before,' 6

w4,
eo(t) ~ V 1 - 64k 2(4b2 - 2w + 4w2)

o _ exp[-(b2 - b - o]

4 b2 -w(b - b b2

S co cos 2wt 1
4w 4b - 2two + 4w2 .

(A.23)

B. Ripple Filtering and Response Time

I) LP Filtering: As mentioned in the text, filtering must
reduce the ripple in eo(t) by a factor of 136 at~f = 0.1 Hz. The
tradeoffs between number of poles and response time will be
examined for LP filters whose poles are all real and equal.

If a unit voltage step is applied to an n-pole filter whose
transfer function is e"/(s + ar, the transient term which
largely determines the response time for at > 10 is"

(A.24)(at)- 
e

( n -1)!e

The response time is obtained by equating this expression to
0.0005. The attenuation factor for this filter'2 is

[(4w2 + a2p
1 2

j.
-a" (A.25)

Using (A.24) and (A.25), and adjusting a to hold the
attenuation factor constant at 136, the calculated response
times are 35, 30, 27, 26, and 25 s for n equal to 4, 5,6,7, and 8,
respectively. Corresponding values for a are 0.385,0.51,0.62,
0.72, and 0.81.

The overall response time of the rms/dc converter plus
filter will be computed for the 4 and 5 pole filters. Using the
transient term in (A.21) as the forcing function, the response
of the 4 pole filter is

1 b a4

2 (s +b)2 (s+a)4I

Sba' [(b - a)3t3 - 6(b - a)2 t2 + 18(b - a)t - 24]e-w

12 (b - c)

(A.26)

where b = 0.5 and a = 0.385. For the 5-pole filter, the

response is

Y-1 ___ b_ a6 (a)6
- I2(s+ J 2(6)!

k2s + b)2(s + a)' l 2(s +a)'_~2()
(A.27)

16 This approximation is acceptable for the ranges of t and w applicable
to response time and rms/dc conversion error (or ripple) calculations,
respectively.

Symbol s is the Laplace transform variable.
'' Reciprocal of its transfer function. See footnote 10.
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where = 05I1. The computed response times using the 4
and 5 pole filters are 38 and 34 s. respectively.

2) LP Filtering Plus Integration: A second approach to
the filtering requirement is to perform part of the filtering by
integration in the dc voltmeter. If the integration period is Ti,
perfect filtering of the ripple frequency (2f) occurs for input
frequencies off= n;'2T, where n = 1, 2, 3, 4. -- -. Minimum
filtering occurs for f= (n + 1)/2T; and, depending upon the
phase of the ripple relative to the start of the integration
period, approaches a minimum attenuation factor of 2nfT.
If T = 10 s, its minimum value is 7.85 atf= 0.125 Hz. (It is
convenient to use integration periods of 1 and 10 s in the dc
DIVM.) Using (A.21), the peak ripple from the converter at
0.125 Hz is 1 21.74. Therefore, the attenuation factor
required for the LP filter is 2000/(7.85)(21.74)= 11.7.
According to (A.25), a 2 pole filter with. x = 0.48 meets this
requirement. A good approximation to the overall response
time tf of the converter plus this filter results if we average
their time constants (b = 0.50, r = 0.48) and equate (A.24)
to 0.0005.

I (0.49tf) e -049t f= 0.0005
2 6

Substituting (A.17) into (6) and then (5) and (6) into (A.31)
gives

CRpeft) =(1 +rCp) Be;(t) Bk 2ef(t)
(1 +pTp)) (1 + rtp)

(A.32)
Rearranging (A.32) and letting T2 . RC and T3 rC,

2 1 (i+Bk3\p+ Bk2 ef(t)T -1 +T2 ag TI + rT)

B
= TB?2 (1 + p)(t).(A.33)

Let 2b . (l/T,)(1 + [Bk 2rT /T 2]), c4 = Bk2/r 2  and
assume that b2 = coo. Also, let e.(t) in (A.33) be a unit step.
Then, solving for eA(t) and substituting into (A.17) yields19

e0(t) x.1 - J(1 + bt -- b21Tt)eb'. (A.34)

If t3 = 0 (i.e., r = 0), equation (A.33) reduces to (A.19). Let
e.(t) be a unit step and solve (A.19)for eAr(t). Substituting this
result into (A.17) gives20

(A.28)

from which t f = 26s. The factor of is introduced by theSR
circuit. (See (A.21).)

The integrator can start integrating at some time t 1 prior
to t1 without exceeding a residual transient value of 0.05
percent. Integrating the most significant transient in the
filter output over a 10-s period (starting at t = t t), taking its
average and equating to 0.0005:

T11+10 ) _ " d_ = 0.0005
10 12

T~~t 10~ 12 E.xy [(2t)3 + 3(xt)2 + 6(ar) + 6]1 1

(A.29)

Only the highest degree term for the lower integration limit
needs to be retained, yielding

T(t) - "- - = 0.0005. (A,30)

Setting . equal to 0.49 and solving for t , gives 21.6s. There is
no simple method of synchronizing the integrator with t 1. If
integration starts at t 1, the ac voltmeter response time is
22 + T, = 32 s. If it starts before t,,two integration periods
are required and the response time approaches 42 seconds.
Therefore, the average response time is 37 s.

C. Improved Converter Response Tim.

For the upper decade or so of input frequencies, response
time is limited by the time constant T 1 of the MJTC. This can
effectively be shortened by placing a resistance r in series
with capacitance C (Fig. 2). Equation (A.16) now becomes

Cp- e(t) - e2(t). (A.31)
1 + rCp R

eo( 1 - (1 + rN)e~O. (A.35)

The circuits represented by (A.34) and (A.35) have re-
sponse times largely determined by the factor exp (-bt).
However, the b in (A.34) is (1 + Bk 2T3/t 2)times larger than
the b in (A.35). Therefore, adding a resistance r in series with
capacitance C (Fig. 3)shortens the response time by nearly a
factor of (1 + Bk2r3 / /2).

Let e(t) = 2 ; sin cot in (A.33). Solving for the steady-
state value of ef(t) and substituting into (A.17) results in 2 '

et(t)~ - 16 - 2 cos 2>,: V, (A.36)

where Z b2 /1 + 42 /(4,2 + b2). This equation
shows that adding r moves the - 3-dB point of the ripple
attenuation versus ripple frequency characteristic up by at
least a factor of (1 + Bk2r3 /T2), and changes the slope of the
attenuation characteristic from -12 dB/octave to -6
dB/octave. (Compare (A.36) with (8).)
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A Fast Response Low-Frequency Voltmeter
BRUCE F. FIELD. mFNmFR. IEEE

Abstract A sampling vokmeter implemented with a micro-
proresor has been developed to perform as a true rtes vokmeter and
waveform analyzer. 'Te instrument mesure to 0.1 percent accur-
acy the true rms vokage of approximately sinmoidal inputs at
votages from 2 mV to 10 V and frequencies from .1 to 120 Hz.Te
mayor feature of the instrument is fat response time, with a total
autoranging, settling, and measurement time of two signal periods
for frequencies below 10 Hz.

Manuscript received May 30. 1978: revised July 24. 1978. This work was
supported in part by the Coordination Calibration Group of the Depart-
ment of Defense under CCG Project 77-111I.

The author is with the Electrical Measurement and Standards Division.
National Bureau of Standards. Washington, DC 20234.

6

1. l-r tit) IlioN

C OMMERC IAL voltmeters presently available are gen-
erally not capable of measuring with high accuracy the

true rms value of voltages at frequencies below 10 Hz. A new
instrument has been developed and tested which is capable
of measuring the true rms voltage of approximately sinusoi-
dal waveforms from 2 mV to 10 V with frequencies between
0.1 to 120 Hz, An earlier ac voltmeter/calibrator, employing
a multijunction thermal converter device for rms-to-dc
conversion had been developed at N BS [I]. However, this
new instrument is designed to have a very short settling time
as well as providing measurements of the rms value of the ac
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component of the signal, the frequency, and the harmonic
distortion of the signal, features which are not available on
the previous instrument.

A research and development program at the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS)'has recently been concerned
with developing and testing improved vibration acceler-
ometers [2], [3]. The major motivation for improved acceler-
ometers has been due to interest in accurately predicting the
mean-time-between-failure and failure modes of equipment
subjected to mechanical vibration. Previously, the largest
source of uncertainty in calibrating these accelerometers has
been in the low-frequency voltage measurements. Also,
studies performed to evaluate new accelerometer designs
have produced inconclusive results because of the voltage
measurement uncertainties. The present instrument was
developed to fulfill the following requirements of vibration
accelerometer calibration systems:

1) frequency range-0.1 to 120 Hz fundamental +
approximately the first 10 harmonics;

2) input voltage range--2 mV to 10 V;
3) accuracy-0.1 percent of reading (2a);
4) minimal calibration in an easy-to-use portable

instrument;
5) fast response time, i.e., the measurement should re-

quire no more than 2 periods at the lowest frequency;
6) some measure of the harmonic distortion of the wave-

form should be made.

It should also be noted that in many cases vibration
accelerometers produce slowly drifting dc offsets which are
added to the ac component. It is awkward to manually
compensate for a changing offset thus it is necessary that the
instrument provide for measuring the ac component of the
signal.

II. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Traditional measurement methods for ac waveforms all
rely on some square-law device (thermal converter, log
amplifier, etc.) to provide a true rms indication. For this
application, squaring modules based on log amplifiers do
not provide sufficient accuracies at low frequencies. Thermal
converters generally have large time constants due to the
thermal mass of the heater and thermoelement. Although
improvements in thermal converter time constants can be
made, increased ac ripple on the dc output results requiring
additional filtering or smoothing. Thus if optimized for
low-frequency measurements, the response time of such an
instrument becomes excessively large. In addition, these
methods do not provide any means for measuring the
distortion in the waveform.

The general approach used to implement this new volt-
meter system is to use an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter
for digitizing the input signal. The digital values are trans-
ferred to a microcomputer for calculation of the desired
results. A simplified block diagram of the entire instrument
is shown in Fig. 1.

The preamplifier is a differential-input instrumentation
amplifier with an external gain setting resistor that can be

r-----'---T- CONTROL

*- - ,o M ICRO-
-- ' CONVE RTE R --.-- COMPUTE R

PRE AMPLIIER AMPLFER

Fig. I. A simplified block diagram of the sampling instrument.

changed by the microcomputer. Four decade gain settings
are available to accommodate the wide range of possible
input signals. A data acquisition system consisting of a
sample-and-hold amplifier, a second instrumentation
amplifier, and an A/D converter are physically contained in
one hybrid module. This second amplifier is normally wired
to provide only one of three input voltage ranges for the A/D
converter, 2.5, 5, or 10 V. However, external relays have been
added to allow the range to be set by the microcomputer,
thus a total of twelve gain settings is possible using combina-
tions of preamp gain and A/D range. All these gain settings
are necessary to obtain adequate resolution for all specified
inputs. The A/D converter is a 12-bit (11 bits plus sign bit)
successive-approximation converter with a conversion time
of 12 ps.

The timing and control section has two functions. The
first is a hardware clock that may be programmed by the
microcomputer to output a pulse at regular intervals. This
pulse is used to trigger the A/D converter to make a
conversion, thus a series of A/D readings uniformly spaced
in time are generated irrespective of the operation of the
microcomputer which may be busy with other calculations.
The second function of this section is to route control signals
generated by the microcomputer to the gain-controlling
relays for thc preamplifier and the A/D converter.

The microcomputer used is a National Semiconductor
IMP-16.1 This is a 16-bit word length multichip micro-
computer. It was chosen mainly for the powerful arithmetic
instructions in its instruction set. All peripherals (display,
A/D converter, etc.) are treated as memory locations and the
instruction program (2048 16-bit words) is stored in ultra-
violet erasable programmable READ-ONLY memories
(EPROM's). A small amount of READ-WRITE memory is
provided on the microcomputer board for temporary stor-
age of input values and program variables.

III. MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS

A combination of algorithms is used to implement the
voltmeter and harmonic analysis functions. The harmonic
distortion is calculated by determining the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) coefficients using a fast Fourier transform

The use of this product does not constitute an endorsement by NBS:
other products may also be suitable for this application.
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r Start measurement

r Find end of cycle
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to results

new measu re ment

V7 7VF7
Fig. 2. Timing sequence of the measurement in relation to a typical sinu-

soidal input.

algorithm. Although the DFT coefficients can be used to
calculate the rms value, serious errors result when the signal
is frequency modulated. Thus the rms value is determined
directly by numerically integrating the signal over one
period, producing a result that is unaffected by frequency
modulation. For both of these methods the period must firit
be accurately determined. Fig. 2 shows the measurement
sequence and timing relationships of the software and a
typical input signal.

When starting a measurement sequence on an unknown
waveform, the frequency may be as low as 0.1 Hz or as high
as 120 Hz. Sampling at a fast enough rate to capture a
possible 120-Hz signal would produce an unreasonable
number of samples if a 0.1-Hz signal were present. A
preliminary decision based on the slope of the signal at the
start of the measurement is used' to determine the proper
sampling rate. All input voltages are scaled to roughly the
same amplitude by the preamplifier and the value of
the slope (the decision point is approximately equivalent to
5 Hz) determines whether a fast (8-kHz) or slow (500-Hz)
sampling rate should be used. Sampling continues, and the
number of samples is counted until the sample values
obtained are similar to the initial values. This provides an
approximate measure ( a 1-2-percent accuracy) of the
period. Problems that can occur when starting the measure-
ment sequence at a signal peak are eliminated by delaying
slightly the start of the measurement until the peak has
passed. Advantages of this method are that the measurement
process does not need to wait for a zero crossing of the
signal; indeed, this algorithm does not require any zero
crossing. The algorithm performs well with a noisy signal,
and for low frequencies, gain changing (i.e., autoranging)
may be accomplished between measurement samples with-
out disturbing the continuity of the overall measurement. A
disadvantage of this algorithm is the failure to operate with a
square-wave input; however, this is outside the intended
operation of the instrument.

Once the end of the signal period is found, the
preamplifier gain and A/D range are set to optimum values,
the sample rate clock is set to 128 times the measured
frequency, and sample values spanning the next period are

6
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stored in memory. It should be noted that the measured
frequency previously determined is of low accuracy, because
of limited resolution imposed by the calculation time
required between samples.

In order to correctly calculate the rms value of the input
signal, the period must be known to approximately the same
accuracy as is desired of the rms value. Thus a second
calculation using the stored sample values is performed to
determine the period more accurately. The method chosen
to determine the period accurately must provide some way
of reducing the effect of noise. Basing any measurement or
decision on one or even a few input samples is likely to cause
a serious error. For this reason. an autocorrelation
technique based on several samples is used to determine the
maximum point of correlation with respect to the period
between the beginning and end of the waveform. The
algorithm chooses an initial period (an integral number of
samples, N) and computes the following sum from the stored
sample values (E;):

16

error function = y EZ - E;v(.
i=I

The sum is calculated for different values of N until a
minimum is found. However, due to the limited number of
readings stored, the period is not determined with sufficient
accuracy using only integral values for N. To provide more
resolution, the two smallest sums are used to linearly
interpolate to the minimum point between them.

Computer simulations have shown that numerical inte-
gration by the midpoint method provides good reproduci-
bility for the value of the integral when measuring a noisy
sinusoid. Therefore, the rms value of the input is calculated
in a straightforward manner from the set of stored samples.
The sample values are squared and %,Ammed using 32-bit
precision arithmetic. When the period is not an integral
number of samples, a small end correction is applied.

One feature of the instrument is an "ac only" function
which removes any dc offset from the signal. In this case, the
true rms value is calculated normally by squaring and
summing the input samples. After dividing this sum by the
number of samples in the period, the square of the average of
the input samples is subtracted from the sum and then the
square root is taken. This produces the rms value of only the
ac component.

A 64-point radix 2, fast Fourier transform algorithm is
used to compute the DFT of the input signal [4], [5]. The
total execution time is typically 400 ms. For highest accur-
acy, this algorithm requires that 128 stored samples exactly
span one signal period; therefore, after each measurement
the sample rate clock is reset to keep it "locked" to the signal
frequency. Although for some applications the measurement
of the individual coefficients is required, usually the operator
wants a "figure of merit" or "how close is it to a sine wave?".
For this requirement, a total harmonic distortion (THD)
value is calculated. This consists of dividing the rms value of
the harmonic content by the total rms value. The TH D of the
waveform is then displayed on the front panel in percent of
the rms value of the input voltage.
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Fig. 3 Photograph of the instrument with the cover removed. The swit :hing power supply for the digital circuitry (at left)
and microcomputer are visible

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE SAMPLING INSTRI'MENT TO AN ANALOG INSTRL\MENT

CONTAINING A MULTULNCTION THERMAL CONVERTER

analog sampling difference

instrument instrument (% of reading)

(volts) (volts)

50 Hz 6.384 6.386 +0.03

5.070 5.070 0.00

3.159 3.160 +0.03

10 Hz 3.159 3.161 +0.06

5.072 5.074 +0.04

IV. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION

One of the advantages of using an A/D converter with a
sample-and-hold amplifier is that essentially a series of dc
voltages is being measured. Thus once the dynamic perfor-
mance of the sampling circuitry is verified, calibration of the
instrument can be accomplished using dc standards. Initial
testing of the rms voltmeter function of the instrument was
performed with a specially constructed waveform
synthesizer, and an analog voltmeter containing a multi-
junction thermal converter [1]. The waveform synthesizer
consists of a programmable digital memory feeding a
digital-to-analog converter. This synthesizer was calibrated
at dc and used as an ac source for the sampling voltmeter

and the analog voltmeter. At this time, the preamplifier had
not yet been installed so that measurements were restricted
to a range of about ! to 6 V. The calibration was performed
by applying a sinusoidal voltage (from the waveform
synthesizer) to the sampling and analog instruments and
recording the readings. Later, a dc voltage from a calibrated
dc source was applied to the analog instrument and the
input adjusted to obtain the same reading as obtained with
the ac. Agreement between the ac output of the synthesizer
(calculated from the dc calibration) and the analog
instrument/dc calibrator combination was within 0.02 per-
cent for all the readings. Table I lists measurements taken at
10 and 50 Hz comparing the sampling and analog instru-
ments. Differences between the instruments are all below the
combined claimed uncertainty for the two instruments.

Other tests were performed to verify the other instrument
functions, specifically, the synthesizer was used to produce a
waveform with known harmonic distortion which was then
measured by the voltmeter. Typical accuracy of the total
harmonic distortion measurement was + 0.2 percent ex-
pressed as a percentage of the rms value of the input voltage.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 3 is a photograph of the instrument that has been
developed and tested. This approach which uses sampling
techniques to re'ste ac voltages to dc standards does not rely
on fragile thermal converters or inaccurate log amplifiers, is
less sensitive to temperature variations than analog designs,
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and provides rapid measurement of several signal proper-
ties. Also, the inclusion of a microcomputer in this design
produces a compact instrument, permits fast intelligent
autoranging, and simple (one button) operation.
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AC-DC Comparators for Audio-Frequency Current and

Voltage Measurements of High Accuracy

FRANCIS L. HERMACH, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-This paper surveys recent developments in high-
accuracy ac-dc comparators, the basic standards for ac current
and voltage measurements at audio and higher frequencies. These
instruments compare the unknown ac quantity with a dc reference.
The ac-dc transfer characteristics of thermal converters, the most
widely used comparators, can be evaluated to about 10 ppm at audio
frequencies in national metrology laboratories. With recent de-
velopments even better accuracies, and greater convenience with
automatic comparisons, are feasible.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

IT IS NOW FAIRLY well known that all measure-
ments of ac current and voltage depend fundamentally

upon precise ac-dc comparators (ac-dc transfer stan-
dards), which either simultaneously or sequentially com-
pare the unknown ac quantity with a known equal or
nearly equal dc counterpart. Such comparators are de-
signed and constructed for high precision and small stable
ac-dc differences,' but need not have the long term sta-
bility of reading required in other instruments. They are
used with basic dc standards to evaluate, for example,
calibrated ac voltage or current sources. These in turn are
used to evaluate instruments such as digital voltmeters,

Manuscript received June 29, 1976.
The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan-

dards, Washington, DC 20234.
The ac-dc difference is defined as b = (Qd - Qd,)/Qdc, where Qe, and

Qd, are the ac and dc quantities (current or voltage) required to produce
the same response (output) of the comparator.

or ac-dc converters for such instruments. Since accuracies
of commercially available sources and instruments now
approach 0.01 percent (100 ppm), very high accuracies are
required in the ac-dc transfer.

The determination of the ac--dc differences of such
comparators has been, and continues to be, an important
task of national metrology laboratories. The ampere or the
volt is established with direct current or voltage in these
laboratories to a few ppm by electrodynamic or electro-
static instruments, which in effect weigh the electrical unit
by balancing an electrical force against the force of gravity.
The pertinent constants of the instruments must be de-
termined to the full accuracy of the measurement. While
in principle this could be done with alternating current or
voltage, the difficulties would be greater. The most re-
producible or stable references are based on the Josephson
effect and the cadmium standard cell, which provide dc
standards. For these reasons ac measurements are referred
to these dc standards by ac-dc transfer standards whose
constants must simply be equal at the two frequencies.

Either the rms, crest, or average value of an ac wave may
be compared with a dc value. The rms value is most often
desired or required, because it governs the interchange of
electrical with other forms of energy. However one of the
others may sometimes be more suitable, as in iron-loss oe
dielectric strength testing.

One of these values cannot be deduced readily from
another. This is not academic. As accuracies increase, the
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common error of measuring a voltage or current of un-
known waveform with an average- or peak-responding
instrument scaled in terms of the rms value of a sine wave
can become very serious. Because of their simplicity such
instruments are now widely used. To avoid compounding
the error they should be calibrated with corresponding
peak-to-dc or average-to-dc comparators, or with an ac
source having a crest factor or form factor (as needed)
equal to that of a sine wave to the required accuracy.
Highly accurate peak and average ac-dc comparators have
been designed, but only over limited ranges to date.

RMS-DC COMPARATORS

Classical methods of ac-dc comparison are based on
electrodynamic, electrostatic, or electrothermic instru-
ments, and have been described in earlier survey papers
[1]-[4]. Each of these comparators responds inherently to
the rms value of the voltage or current because of its op-
erating principle and its mechanical or thermal inertia.

Fcr example, the equation governing a conductor heated
by a current i with all of the conductor at the same tem-
perature is, at each instant, i2R = k8 + MdO/dt, where R,
k, and M are parameters which in general depend upon the
temperature rise 0. If the thermal inertia is high enough so
that 0 is essentially constant during the cycle then, by
termwise integration over one cycle, the steady-state

temperature rise is simply Bo = P2R/k, where I is the rms
current.

The temperature rise is thus a true measure of the rms
current 1 even if R and k are temperature dependent. This
inherent rms response holds under much more general
conditions as long as the cyclic variations of 0 are negligible.
Note that as an ac-dc comparator, Bo does not have to be
an exact quadratic function of 1. However, at low
frequencies the average value of the cyclically varying 0 is
then not correctly a measure of I.

Similar relationships hold for electrodynamic and
electrostatic instruments, but have not yet been synthe-
sized with high accuracy by electronic means.

THERMAL CONVERTERS

The temperature rise of a thin straight conductor
carrying a given current is nearly independent of frequency
over a wide range because of the low reactance of the wire,
and can easily be sensed with high precision by one or more
thermocouples. The ac-dc differences of such thermal
converters (TC's) are quite small and have been studied
extensively in national laboratories over the past few
decades. TC's with appropriate electrical "readouts" have
almost entirely replaced the other forms of ac-dc compa-
rators, which are at present more limited in accuracy by
frequency-dependent effects or in ranges of voltage and
current.

A conventional simple TC (in ranges from about 2 to 500
mA), consists of a small evacuated glass bulb containing
a heater wire % to 1 cm long, with the hot junction of a
single thermocouple thermally connected to its midpoint

by a tiny insulating bead. Thomson and Peltier heating
and cooling of the heater can affect the temperature on
direct current.1 Even when the average of the two direc-
tions is taken a small error remains. Because of thermal
inertia they do not affect it on alternating current (except
at low frequencies), leading to a frequency-independent
ac-dc difference [5], [6]. Fortunately this can be reduced
to a few ppm or less by proper design and selection of
materials. However, exact calculation is questionable, even
though appropriate formulas have been developed, be-
cause of possible effects of heat treatment on the ther-
moelectric constants during fabrication.

Many commercial TC's have lead-in wires of magnetic
alloys to match the temperature coefficient of the glass
bulb. Skin effect in these leads can cause additional ac
heating. Even more serious ac-dc differences can occur in
voltage measurements because of the increased ac resis-
tance. They are minimized with nonmagnetic leads, which,
however, must have low thermal EMF's versus the heater

alloy and yet provide a good seal.
Dielectric loss in the insulating bead generally varies

with frequency and temperature, and can thus cause sig-

nificant ac-dc differences. The differences are dependent.
on current, frequency, and the voltage between the heater

and thermocouple.
Thermoelectric errors are negligible in multijunction

thermal converters (MJTC's) in which many series-con-
nected thermocouples are spread along the heater. Very
ingenious designs have been developed, some with as many
as 200 junctions and with bifilar heaters which further
reduce these errors to theoretical values far below 1 ppm
[7]. They have other advantages as well, such as higher
rated output (up to 100 mV instead of 10). Investigations
have shown, however, that some constructions are subject
to dielectric loss and other errors [36].

Series resistors are used with TC's to. form thermal
voltage converters (TVC's). These may be wire-wound or
film-type resistors, switch-selected for convenience in
obtaining multiple ranges, typically from 1 to 1000 V.
Cylindrical metal-film resistors mounted coaxially in metal
cylinders make it possible to compute the effects of re-
sidual reactances to 10 MHz or more, at least at low volt-
ages. Intercomparisons of adjacent ranges of such sets of

TVC's provide valuable confirmation and also assurance
against other sources of ac-dc differences (which are not
likely to be the same for all ranges). Such tests can be made
to a few ppm at audio frequencies [s].

With two TC's of different current ratings (for example,
2.5 and 5 mA), a single series resistor can serve for two
voltage ranges. With only 6 resistors in a typical set, ranges
from 1 to 1000 V can be obtained. If they are properly de-
signed and constructed, only 7 intercomparisons are nec-
essary to determine their relative ac-dc differences [9].
Similarly, shunt resistors can be used with two TC's of
different voltage ratings to make convenient thermal

2 They also cause dc reversal differences when the head is not at the
exact thermal midpoint.
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Vac Vdc

Fig. 1. Simultaneous ac-dc comparator.

current converters (TCC's), with ranges up to 20 A or
more.

Transformers can also be used to provide voltage ranges.
Only the heater of the TC needs to be switched to the dc
reference. Excellent accuracy is possible at midaudio
frequencies, but the design of suitable transformers for
wide voltage and frequency ranges is difficult.

Simultaneous ac-dc comparators have been developed,
to reduce drifts from ambient and self-heating tempera-
ture changes, which can sometimes be serious. These
usually have dual circuits, as shown for one such arrange-
ment in Fig. 11101. One TVC is supplied by the ac voltage
and the other by a known dc voltage with the TVC outputs
connected in opposition to a null detector. Unfortunately
the input-output characteristics of TC's are not equal, (do
not "track") even when equalized at one level.3 Thus for
highest accuracy, a preliminary adjustment to null the
detector with both converters connected to the same cur-
rent or voltage is generally required. This is accomplished
with the adjustable resistor shown in Fig. 1, which forms
a voltage divider with the internal resistance of the ther-
mocouple (not indicated).

Alternatively, the null-balance adjustment can be made
at a fixed dc current level, which is supplied to both heaters
by a Zener-diode reference. The heater of one TC is then
switched to a decade range resistor (or an amplifier with
gain-control resistors) for the ac measurement. With
proper choice of components the resistor can be direct
reading in volts when it is adjusted to obtain the same
output balance [11], [12].

Similar arrangements can be used with indirectly heated
thermistors, each consisting of a small thermistor bead in
thermal contact with the heater wire. Appropriate bridge
circuits have been developed for the output balances. High
sensitivity is obtainable because of the high negative
temperature coefficients of the thermistors [13], [14].

Such simultaneous comparators, with TC's or therm-
istors, can provide known fixed ac reference currents or
voltages for ac potertiometers (and are sometimes called
"ac standard cells"). In a true potentiometer an unknown
voltage (or a definite fraction of it) is balanced against an
adjustable known voltage through an appropriate null

:'Output EMF's can differ by several percent with single junction TC's
and 0.1 percent with MJTC's.
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detector. For ac measurements the two voltages must be
of exactly the same frequency, magnitude and phase. Thus
the known voltage must be phase-locked to the unknown
and must be adjustable with high accuracy without af-
fecting the stability of the reference. In addition, with the
usual tuned detector, only the fundamental component of
the unknown is measured. For these reasons ac potenti-
ometers have been used in the USA chiefly for special
measurements, when both phase and magnitude infor-
mation are required.

The heater of a TC is easily burned out by overloads.
This serious disadvantage can now be overcome, however,
by rapidly acting relays or electronic circuits, which are
available with some comparators [15]. This is very desir-
able, provided that normal changes in the components do
not affect the ac-dc difference.

The continuing development of ac-dc comparators
makes standardization of accuracy classes, voltage and
frequency ranges, etc, impracticable. However, stan-
dardization and agreement on terminology (including
accuracy), general requirements, and test methods is very
desirable, and has been accomplished in American Na-
tional Standard C100.4 [16].

USE OF THERMAL CONVERTERS

For the measurement of an ac voltage, or the calibration
of an ac voltmeter, the TVC is connected as shown in Fig.
2. With Va, applied, the output EMF is balanced against
a stable dc source with a null detector (not shown). The
TVC is switched to a known dc voltage, which is adjusted
to give the same output EMF. The dc voltage is reversed
and readjusted. The detector null should be checked with
the ac voltage applied to guard against drifts. Then Vac =
Vdc(l + b), where 5 is the fractional ac-dc difference of the
TVC and Vdc is the average for the two directions.

Alternatively, if the detector is linear, its scale can be
calibrated by adjusting the dc voltage by a small known
amount AV and noting the detector change AD. A fixed
dc voltage (nearly equal to the ac voltage) can be set as a
convenient reference, and the detector reading can be re-
corded at each step in a sequence such as Vdc+, Vac, Vdc-.
Then Vac = Vdc[1 + b + s(Dac - DdAc), where Dac and Ddc
are the detector readings with Va, applied and the average
of the readings with the two directions of Vdc applied, re-
spectively, and s = A V/VAD. Errors from drifts are min-
imized if the steps are taken at equal time intervals.

The switches and output circuit should be shielded to
avoid interaction. Coaxial and shielded leads should be
used as shown, to minimize induced voltages, particularly
at the test frequency. The voltage drops in the leads be-
tween the ac-dc switch and Vac and Vdc should be equal,
and errors from ground currents must be evaluated. 4

Similar techniques are used for ac current measure-
ments, but careful analysis of ground-current errors is

d If a grounded instrument is used to measure Vdc it should be con-
nected between the two switches.
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TVC

Fig. 2. Sequential ac-dc transfer.

needed, particularly in the test of another instrument
which must itself be grounded.

A typical commercially available comparator has a
built-in ac-dc transfer switch, and an adjustable stable dc
source in series with a detector to balance the output EMF.
Most of them do not have dc reversal switches, however,
generally relying on TC's with low dc-reversal differences.
This should be checked periodically at two or more heater
currents, for the error in the voltage measurement is this
difference, and can be much larger than the ac-dc differ-
ence.

Standard C100.4 describes some simple yet practical
ways to detect and guard against ground-current errors,
radio-frequency interference and other errors in the in-
tercomparison of two current or voltage comparators.
These techniques can also be applied when ac-dc compa-
rators are used for ac measurements or for the calibration
of ac instruments. Comparators with 3- or 4-terminal in-
puts (with properly designed shields and driven guards)
greatly reduce circuit-connection errors, but are not widely
used.

If the ac--dc difference of the comparator is known and
applied as a correction along with corrections for the dc
standards, and if proper techniques are used to made valid
measurements, it is not at all necessary that the "accuracy
of the standard shall be ten times that of the test instru-
ment" as is so often stated. The uncertainty in the ac
measurement is simply the sum of the residual errors in the
standards and the random error in the test (caused by both
the standard and test instrument). In this way maximum
use is made of the inherent accuracy of the ac-dc compa-
rator and the dc standards. The application of such cor-
rections to remove determined errors avoids this 10/1
noose, which often strangles echelons of laboratories with
unnecessary accuracy requirements.

AUTOMATIC COMPARATORS AND CONVERTERS

All of these manual procedures are time consuming and
tedious. Automatically-switched comparators and ac-dc
converters (which generate a dc voltage accurately pro-
portional to the input) have been developed to simplify the
measurements. In some automatic comparators, essentially
the same procedure is followed as in manually operated
instruments (with TC's of low dc reversal difference and
drift to simplify the ac-dc sequence). In others, the
switching is done quite rapidly (at about 1 Hz, for example)

G
1 c 'dc

L

Fig. 3. Basic TC feedback circuit.

to overcome drifts. The ac component at the switching
frequency in the detector is a measure of the difference
between the ac and dc voltages, either directly or through
a feedback circuit [171. Gain-stabilized amplifiers provide
wide voltage ranges conveniently, with minimum load-
ing.

For rms measurements many ac-dc converters are based
on the feedback circuit shown in simplified form in Fig. 3
[181. When Iac is applied, Idc increases until the outputs
of the two matched TC's are nearly equal. If the trans-
conductance of the amplifier is G and E = k1 2 for each TC,
Idc = Gk(I.c 2 

- Idc2 ). Then if a = 1/GkIad << 1, Idc 'a Ic
a ~ 1.. Interestingly, this is an rms instrument

with a linear scale (except near zero).
To avoid tracking errors, decade input resistors, or

amplifiers controlled by decade feedback resistors, can
provide appropriate voltage ranges at a fixed current. Al-
ternatively a dual-heater MJTC can be used with fixed
resistors for tracking to about 0.05 percent over a range of
currents.

Other types of converters have also been developed and
used in this general feedback circuit. One uses dual mo-
nolithic thermoelements, with two resistors and two
temperature-sensing transistors on a single chip [191. In
another, two indirectly heated thermistors, each with dual
heaters, are used with dual feedback so that each therm-
istor is always at the same temperature, to avoid tracking
errors [201.

These feedback circuits greatly reduce drifts and the
effective response time of the TC's (which is about 1 s).
However the ac-dc differences of the input resistors and
amplifiers in these instruments must be small and stable.
In addition, the design of the feedback amplifier is com-
plicated by stability problems and by the double-frequency
ripple in the TC output at low frequencies.

A number of electronic techniques for rms to dc con-
verters have been developed, based on approximating a
square-law function with straight-line segments or with
an appropriate transistor characteristic. Feedback circuits
have made these more practical [211. They have shorter
response times and wider ranges than thermal convert-
ers.

OTHER AC-DC COMPARATORS

Electrodynamic and electrostatic instruments have been
used as ac-dc comparators. The frequency range of an
electrodynamic instrument, however, is limited by the
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reactances of the coils. The range can be much greater for
an electrostatic instrument, but the torque/weight ratio
is low at moderate voltages, and surface films can cause
ac-dc differences that are difficult to evaluate. With both
types the double-frequency periodic variations in the ac
torque can cause vibrations in parts of the moving system,
with resultant errors. It is difficult, also, to obtain a reso-
lution of s few ppm even with light-beam pointers. For all
of these reasons these instruments find their place mainly
in national metrology laboratories, where these problems
can be studied at length and overcome [22]-[24].

Putting a rectifier in the feedback loop of a suitable
operational amplifier greatly reduces the effects of the
rectifier's imperfections. Refinements of this arrangement A
have made average-responding ac-dc comparators ar r]
converters of 20 ppm accuracy possible [25]. Instruments
with electronic or electromagnetic relays which compare
the crest (peak) value with a dc voltage have also been re-
fined to better than 50 ppm, at least at low audio
frequencies [26], [27]. Rapid electronic sampling and
computing techniques, which measure the instantaneous
value of the wave at selected intervals, now make it possible
to compute the rms, crest and average values, and thus to
determine crest- and form- factors with high accuracy as
well [28], [29].

EVALUATION OF AC-DC COMPARATORS

The ac-dc differences of well-designed and well-con-
structed comparators are small and quite stable. In many
cases they need not be redetermined, once known, if all
adjacent ranges (such as 10 and 20 V) can be compared to
detect changes. The evaluation of ac-dc differences in an
absolute sense is difficult and time consuming. It has
generally been attempted only at national metrology lab-
oratories, which can carefully establish and study ac-dc
transfer standards, develop the necessary precise inter-
comparison apparatus, and then use this equipment to
calibrate the comparators of many other laboratories. In
this way the standards receive wide use in establishing
compatability and accuracy in these measurements. This
is most economical, too, because the results of the research
are then available to all users. Such services are important
functions of national laboratories.

These "absolute" ac-dc standards must be investigated
both theoretically and experimentally. This usually in-
volves 1) theoretical analyses of sources of ac-dc errors, 2)
design and construction of standards that minimize these
errors, 3) comparisons and other tests of these standards
to evaluate the errors, and 4) comparison with another type
of transfer standard which has also been carefully stud-
ied.

The last step is very desirable to guard against errors
from unknown sources, but it implies the development of
different types of standards of nearly equal precision and
ac-dc'accuracy. At the present time other types cannot
match thermal converters in ranges or accuracy. Thus
comparisons of different kinds, constructions and ranges

of TC's, which are free of known sources of error, are vital.
If these converters agree in ac-dc difference it is unlikely
that they have a common source of error, because of the
differences in their design and construction.

Remarkably stable ac and dc power supplies are now
commercially available, with rms fluctuations of only a few
ppm in a minute or so. Extraordinary stabilities (0.5
ppm/h) have been achieved in recent special laboratory
designs [30], [31]. These, together with techniques which
largely cancel the effects of drifts and of small supply
variations, have made possible high precision in the in-
tercomparison of TC's and TVC's.

Careful evaluations of TVC's from 1 to 1000 V and TCCs
from 1 mA to 1 A or more have been made in national
laboratories to about 10 ppm at audio frequencies, with
reduced accuracies at higher frequencies [8], [32], [33], [34].
Comparisons with electrostatic and crest-responding in-
struments in these laboratories have provided valuable
confirmation of the absence of large errors. At the Elec-
trotechnical Laboratory in Japan an electrostatic volt-
meter is planned, to provide the basic ac-dc transfer above
1 kV [35].

The development of MJTC's now makes even better
accuracy possible. At NBS MJTC's of different manu-
facture and range have been compared, with a standard
deviation of less then 0.2 ppm. A number of sources of error
which cause MJTCs to depart from the ideal have been
uncovered, and either overcome in new designs or com-
pensated. The ac-dc difference of a group of 8 TVC's (6 to
9.V) is believed to be less than 0.3 ppm at 160 Hz, the fre-
quency of an important absolute volt determination, and
0.5 ppm from 30 to 10,000 Hz [36].

An intercomparison among several national laboratories
of 4 sets of TC's and TVC's is now almost finished. It
should provide a better basis for international agreement
on the ac-dc transfer of current and voltage from 40 Hz to
50 kHz.

CONCLUSIONS

At the present time research and development have
provided ac-dc comparators which have the accuracy
needed (about 10 ppm) to support commercial develop-
ments in ac current and voltage measurements at audio
frequencies. With electronic aids, more rapid and conve-
nient automated comparators are now feasible and are
beginning to appear. There is no slackening in the impor-
tance or development of this field of measurements.

A cataloging of all these developments would be neither
feasible nor digestible in a survey paper such as this. The
basic principles of a number of them have been high-
lighted, instead, to illustrate the present status and recent
trends in high-accuracy ac measurements.
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Thermal Current Converters for Accurate AC Current

Measurement
EARL S. WILLIAMS

Abstract-A new 14-range set of thermal current converters
consisting of shunted thermoelements has been constructed to
measure ac-dc difference and ac current from 10 mA to 20 A at 20
Hz to 50 kHz. The ac-dc difference corrections for all ranges can
be determined relative to two ranges by a 7-step intercomparison
of certain adjacent ranges.

INTRODUCTION

T HERMAL CURRENT converters (TCC's) con-
sisting of ac shunts in parallel with thermoelements

(TE's) are widely used as ac-dc transfer instruments to
determine ac-dc difference of other instruments and to
measure ac currents by comparison with known dc cur-
rents.

Shunt assemblies are sometimes incorporated into
multirange instruments, but usually are individual sin-
gle-range units. They are attached to a thermal voltage
converter (TVC) which contains a low-voltage low-current
TE. Commercial multirange TVC's usually incorporate an
adjustable source of EMF and a null detector for moni-
toring the output of the TE.

Specific procedures and the necessary equipment have
not been provided by shunt manufacturers to enable the
user to make intercomparison tests between members of
a set of shunts. However such tests would provide several
advantages. It would be sufficient for the manufacturer or
a standards laboratory to calibrate only two or three
ranges. These ranges would serve as reference points for
calibrating the other ranges by intercomparison. Periodic
intercomparisons could then be made by the user to detect
any significant changes that might occur in any shunt in
the set, and redeterminations of ac-dc difference relative
to other standards wouli not be required as often,

The new NBS set of TCC's, consisting of six shunts and
two TVC's (Fig. 1) is designed so that it can be intercom-
pared in a minimum number of steps. The TVC's have
nominal inputs of 0.3 and 0.6 V and may be attached to any
one of the shunts by a coaxial connector. This permits each
shunt to be used for two ranges, as shown in Table I where
current ratings, shunt resistances, and TVC currents are
listed. For the purpose of calibration, intercomparisons are
made between each of the six shunts or between alternate
ranges. The TVC's are used without shunts for the two
lowest ranges (10 and 20 mA), and they are compared with
the shunted ranges in two additional steps.

Manuscript received June 28, 1976; revised August 12, 1976.
The author is with the Electricity Division, National Bureau of Stan -

dards, Washington, DC 20234.

THERMOELEMENrS AS TCC'S AND TVC's

TE's without shunts have been used for some years at
the NBS as primary current converters. They can be very

accurate ac to dc transfer devices. The short straight heater
and connecting wires have minimal reactance, and an in-
sulating bead between the heater and thermocouple pre-
vents any appreciable interaction between the current
being measured and the readout instruments. The ther-

mocouple output is rather low (7 to 12 mV), but it can be
monitored with very good precision with a modern galva-

nometer or microvoltmeter.
However shunted thermoelements are probably pref-

erable as TCC's in most other calibration faci ties mainly
because the low current TE's used are relatively inex-

pensive and easy to replace if burned out-an accident that
can happen quite easily. Ampere-range TE's are more
expensive, and those with insulating beads are not ordi-

narily available. However, a few sets have been made by
one manufacturer on special arrangement.

TE's for 10 and 20 A usually have C-shaped heaters

(tubular except for opening on one side) which can cause
an unusual effect. The ac-dc difference is very much de-
pendent on the location of other nearby conductors, par-

ticularly the return conductor which is usually placed along
side of, and more or less parallel to, the TE heater. Ap-
parently the ac current is distributed for minimum reac-
tance and may therefore be concentrated close to, or away
from, the thermocouple which is attached to the top of the
heater. This nonuniform current distribution can cause an
ac-dc difference change of 0.03 percent or more. Rigid
copper return conductors have therefore been added to
these TE's and the input terminals are both at the same
end of the device. The conductors are also positioned for

small ac-dc differences.
Similar TE's with straight wire heaters (0.5 to 5 A) and

insulation have ac-dc differences of 10 ppm or less at 50
kHz.

TE's for currents up to 1000 mA are available with in-
sulation and vacuum bulb enclosures. They are adversely

affected by Peltier and Thomson heating, which have been
discussed elsewhere [1], [2]. However, skin effect is the

major concern in the practical use of these TE's. The
copper-coated nickel alloy widely used for passing current

conductors through glass seals is sufficiently magnetic to
produce a small increase in the ac impedance in the heater
support stems causing additional heating with ac current

but not with dc current. The effect is dependent on both
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Fig. 1. Set of TCC's.

TABLE I
Thermal Current Converter Set

Fourteen ranges are formed with six
shunts and two TVCs (FG and FH).

Currnt Shunt TVC
Range Resistance Current

(amperes) (ohms) (MA)

0.01 -- 10 (FG)

0.02 -- 20 (R)

0.03 10
0.06 20

0.1 .33 10
0.2 20

0.3 10
0.6 1.0 20

1 0.32 2

63.1 20

10 10

20 0.03 20

frequency and current thus complicating stepup inter-
comparison tests

A few special TE's have been made with nonmagnetic
Ni-Cr quaternary alloy for both the heater and supporting
stem inside the glass bulb. This not only minimizes the skin
effect in the conductors near the heater, but also eliminates
Peltier heating at the heater ends since the supporting
conductors and the heater are of the same material.

The heating due to skin effect is usually negligible at
currents less than 200 mA for TE's used as current con-
verters. However, if the TE is used as a voltage converter,
or as a TVC in parallel with a shunt, the additional im-
pedance is added directly to the relatively low heater re-
sistance. The effect is large down to at least 20 mA and
significant to 5 or 10 mA. At 2.5 mA, where the heater re-
sistance (about 400 S2) is high relative to that of the leads,
the ac-dc difference at 50 kHz is usually less than 5
ppm.

The skin effect problem was overcome in these TVC's
by using 5 mA and 10 mA TE's with platinum input wires.
They were made to NBS specifications by three coopera-
ting manufacturers. Fortunately, platinum has an ex-
pansion coefficient close to that of glass and makes a reli-
able seal. Although the Peltier coefficient is large, the
heating effect is small at these low currents. The voltage
converters designated FG and FH agree with NBS stan-
dards to 5 ppm or better both as voltage and current con-
verters. The differences are equally small down to well
below 20 Hz, and the corrections to a TCC are of course
quite independent of the shunt at low frequency [1].

TCC CONsTRuCTIoN, CONNECTIONS, AND

GROUNDING

The thermoelements are placed in insulating styrofoam
containers and mounted in short brass tubes. The input
is a GR874 coaxial connector and the thermocouple output
is through a two-contact connector which has very low
thermal EMF's at the contacts (Fig. 1).

The 0.3-V TVC, designated "FG," is a 10-mA 30-S TE
with no additional resistors. It also serves as a 10-mA
TCC - the lowest of the 14 ranges. The other TVC ("FH")
contains a 5-mA TE, with a heater resistance of about 90

2, and a 33-a resistor in series. The combination is paral-
leled by a second resistor of 39 Q so that FH becomes a
0.6-V TVC and a 20-mA TCC.

The three high current shunts are made of bifilar strips
of Ni-Cr quaternary alloy, insulated with 1-md "Mylar"
and mounted between aluminum heat sinks (Fig. 1). The
shunt resistance material is gold plated at the ends, then
tinned and soldered to heavy copper end pieces to ensure
good current distribution. The potential taps are near the
centers of the shunt strip and are brought out at right an-
gles to the shunt by a coaxial conductor passing through
one half of the heat. sink. A flexible cable extends the out-
put to a GR874 connector to which the TVC is attached.
The outside of the coaxial conductor is connected to one
half of the shunt, and the center conductor passes through
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a hole in that part of the shunt and the insulation to the
other half where it is silver soldered.

The 10-20-A shunt resistor is 5 mils thick, 10 cm wide
and about 34 cm between potential taps. After being folded
into bifilar form the overall length is about 24 cm. The
resistor for the 3-6-A shunt is 2 mils thick and approxi-
mately 4 by 14 cm between potential taps. The 1-2-A shunt
is of the same material and approximately 1.8 by 25 cm.

Building the three shunts for the milliampere ranges
with available parts or materials was an awkward problem.
The required resistances were too high for bifilar strip
material and yet lower than the commercial resistors or-
dinarily available. Tin-oxide resistors in parallel provided
a satisfactory solution. The 300-600-mA shunt (10) con-
tains ten 10-0 resistors, and the 100-200-mA range (3.33
0) contains six 20-0 resistors. Parallel combinations of two
30-0 resistors and four 60-0 resistors were tried for the
30-60-mA shunt, but one 15-0 resistor was used as it had
the lower ac-dc difference. The resistors are mounted in
2-in diameter brass cylinders and connected between the
outer casing and a wire which joins the center contacts of
both the input and output connectors. (The input con-
nector is out of view in Fig. 1.) Where more than one re-
sistor is used they are arranged concentrically around the
center conductor.

When two shunts are connected in series for intercom-
parison tests care should be taken to avoid capacitive
currents that might flow in parallel with one shunt after
flowing through the other. Therefore a shunt casing (or
heat sink) should not be at the potential of the intercon-
necting conductor as in Fig. 2. It is recommended that one
casing be grounded and the other connected to the high (or
ungrounded) input conductor.

The heat sinks for the bifilar shunts should be connected
similarly. The connections shown in Fig. 3 is recom-
mended, and it should not make an appreciable difference
whether one shunt is grounded or the other. The change
in ac-dc difference caused by changing the ground was
about 10 ppm at 5E 'z on the higher ranges of these
shunts. The effect was well under 10 ppm on lower ranges
and at 20 kHz.

TCC CALIBRATIONS

Several procedures may be used for ac-dc difference
measurements as described briefly in [3, section 6]. How-
ever, the TE comparator and the procedures described in
[3, section 7] were used for testing these TCC's. The TE
comparator affords a significant advantage where the
power supplies are even slightly unstable. The precision
of these tests probably could not be obtained without it.
A fraction of the output emf of one TE is balanced against
the emf of the second to obtain an approximate null indi-
cation on a detector. Small changes in the ratio of emfs
resulting from ac-dc differences may then be measured by
changes in the detector indication. The detector may be
a microvoltmeter, although for these tests a galvanometer
was used whose scale factor (ppm/mm) was determined
for each ac-dc difference determination.

i TE

Shunt
Casings

TE

Fig. 2. TCC's in series.

Tc
Connector

Hea Sinks

Fig. 3. TCC's in series.

TCC's (shunt and TVC combinations) are usually cali-
brated and used as one instrument with one correction for
each frequency of interest. However the shunt and TVC
corrections can be separated for all but the lowest ranges
if measurements are made of the corrections to the TVCs
as voltage converters. It is necessary to know these cor-
rections if ranges are changed by changing the TVC's.
Separating the shunt and TVC corrections has another
advantage. Several TVC's may be used, and if one is acci-
dentally burned out the shunts may be used with oth-
ers.

A third TVC, designated "FE," was assembled using an
ordinary 20-mA TE to demonstrate the accuracy with
which TVC corrections may be applied. Its correction is
+22 ppm at 50 kHz and is ascribed to skin effect in the
heater lead-wires. Shunt tests and intercomparisons with
TVC's FH and FE are discussed below.

The correction to the shunt and TVC combination (6c)
is not exactly equal to the sum of the shunt correction (6s)
and the TVC correction (T). Separating these corrections
is complicated because the proportion of current carried
by the TVC varies with range. Hermach has developed a
simple approximate formula which is accurate enough at
currents of 100 mA or more.

bC = m(6s + '5T) (1)

where m = (I - IT)/I, I is the total current, and IT is the
current through the TVC. The multiplier m differs from
unity by only 10 percent at 100 and 200 mA, and its effect
on bc diminishes rapidly at higher currents. The formula
is more complicated at 30 and 60 mA and involves small
reactive components of the impedance which are extremely
difficult to measure. Corrections to these ranges are,
therefore, determined by comparison with adjacent lower
and higher ranges as explained below.

In the intercomparison tests, measurements are made
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TABLE 11
Intercomparisons of TCC's (ppm)

~ ~ AppliedTCC1 C2 Current 20 kHz 50 kHz
Amperes D D

FC FH 0.01 0 0
FC30 FH 0.02 + 1 +11
FP100 FH60 0.06 +10 +23

FC300 FH200 0.2 + 7 +20

FGl FH600 0.6 - 7 -33

FG3 FH2 2 +12 +22

FP10 P16 6 -24 -54

TABLE III
AC-DC Difference of TCC's (ppm)

Applied _ 20 kHz 50 kH:
TCC Curren; 6 2

Amperes measured co puted measured computed
F. 0.01 - 1 0 0 - 2

F'. 0.02 0 0 -2 -2

FC30 0.03 + 3 + 1 +10 + 9
F)160 0.06 + 3 0 +12 +14

FC100 0.1 + 9 +10 +32 +37
FH200 0.2 + 8 +10 +36 +37

F0300 0.3 +13 +17 +51 +57
FH600 0.6 +19 +17 +53 +57

FCi 1 +10 +10 +24 +24
P12 2 +12 +10 +28 +24

}'G3 3 +21 +22 +44 +46
7116 6 ;18 +22 +36 +46

FG10 10 + 8 - 2 + 3 - 8L1120 16 + 5 -2 + 2 - 8

of the difference between two shunt-TVC combinations.
If this difference is called "D" we may write

D = 6C1 - 6C2 (2)

which becomes, after substituting from (1),

misi - m26S2 = D + (m26 72 - mOT-). (3)

At 100 and 200 mA the effect of the multiplier m (= 0.9)
is less than 5 ppm for the corrections to these shunts and
TVC's. Since there are other uncertainties of this magni-
tude the effect has been neglected. However, where the
corrections are 50 ppm or more it should be taken into
account.

A 7-step intercomparison was made at 20 and 50 kHz,
and the relative ac--dc differences are listed under D in
Table II. Measurement of ac-dc difference corrections for
all ranges were also made at the same frequencies by
comparison with NBS standard current converters most
of which are specially made TE's. These corrections are
listed under "6 measured" in Table III. In two additional
columns in Table III under "6 computed" these corrections
are determined from the intercomparison tests.

The base ranges serving as starting points for the com-
puted 6's were chosen arbitrarily. The "measured" cor-
rections to the 20-mA range and the 1-A range were taken
as base points and the others were computed by using (2)
and the data from Table II [2J. As mentioned above, the

TABLE IV
Intercbmparison of TCC's with TVC Corrections (ppm)

Applied 50 kHz
TCC 1  TCC, Current 6 _

Amperes D S1 12
F0 FE 0.01 + 3 -

FG30 FE 0.02 + 9
F100 FE60 0.06 +14

F300 FE200 0.2 + 8 +30

rc1 FE600 0.6 -52 -30

FC3 FE2 2 0 +22

FC10 FE6 6 -64 -42

TABLE V
AC-DC Difference of TCC's with TVC Corrections (ppm)

Applied - 50 kHz

TCC Current 6C 5T 6S 5 C
ACeres measured copued comp uted

FG 0.01 0 - 0 - 5

FE 0.02 - 8 - - 8 - 8

P30 0.01 +10 + 1
FE60 0.06 +18 +10

FC100 0.1 +32 0 +32 +24
FE200 0.2 +48 +22 +26 +24

FG300 0.3 +42 0 +42 +54

FE600 0.6 +72 +22 +50 -54

FCI 1 +28 0 +28 +24
FE2 2 +5 +22 +31 +24

PG3 3 +44 0 u44 +46
FE6 6 +63 +22 *41 +46

P010 10 .13 0 . 3 +e4
P320 16 +13 +22 - 9 +*4

relationship of the shunt and TVC corrections is compli-
cated at 30 and 60 mA where the TVC's carry 33 percent
of the current. Therefore, the 20-mA TCC (FH) is used as
a starting point for computing corrections to FG30 and
FG.

Similar data are listed in Tables IV and V for 50 kHz,
but TVC corrections are applied in these tables since FH
is used. The corresponding ac-dc differences for 20 kHz
were smaller, as in Tables II and III, and are not shown.
Intercomparison differences are listed under "D" in Table
IV, and TVC corrections from (3), with mI and m2 equal
to 1, are applied. (6T2 - STI = +22 ppm). The remaining
shunt differences are listed under "bsi - 6s2." At 60-mA,
equation (3) is not sufficiently exact, and, therefore, cor-
rections to the 60-mA shunt and FE are not separated.

Corrections to each TCC with FE were determined rel-
ative to NBS standards, and are listed under '"u" in Table
V. The corresponding values for the same shunt with FG
are taken from Table III. After applying the TVC correc-
tions (ST = 0 for FG and +22 ppm for FE) the remaining
shunt corrections are listed under "b measured."

Again, as in Table III, shunt corrections are computed
in Table V for all ranges beginning, as before, with the
measured correction to the 1-A and 20-mA ranges. The
computed correction to FE60 and FG30 apply to the
combination since the correction bc cannot be reliably
separated at this level.
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The 20-mA range and the 1- and 10-A ranges are rec-
ommended as minimum reference points to be tested rel-
ative to other standards outside the set. Intercomparison
determinations would be based on the 20-mA and 1-A
corrections, and the 10-A range would serve to verify the
accuracy of the step-up tests for the highest shunt ranges.
TVC corrections would also have to be determined.

The close similarity of measured corrections for the same
shunt at different current levels shows that the ac-dc
differences are not appreciably affected by the current.
This similarity in Table III also shows that the TVC's FG
and FH, which are changed when the current is changed,
have nearly the same correction. It is very unlikely that one
change would offset the other on so many ranges. The
similarity of measured and computed corrections in Tables
III and V shows that the intercomparison tests can be
m; de quite accurately.

USING THERMAL CURRENT CONVERTERS

Ac-dc difference measurements may be made of transfer
instruments and ammeters which respond nearly equally
to ac and dc currents. The TE comparator and procedures
referred to earlier may be used if the test instrument has
a thermocouple output voltage which can be connected to
the comparator. Otherwise an indicator or readout in-
strument is observed which is usually a part of the device
under test.

If the test instrument does not respond to direct current
it may be tested by two or three procedures, but the one
outlined below is recommended. Changes in detector in-
dication are observed to determine the difference between
the ac current and an accurately measured de current
nominally equal to it,

The suggested circuit is shown in Fig. 4, and the order
of currents applied to the standard TCC is indicated
(DC+, AC, DC-). The potentiometer P is adjusted for an
approximate null indication on the detector D. Detector
readings are then made for each dc current after it has been
adjusted to the nominal test value. The ac reading EQ is
made after the ac has been adjusted for the desired indi-
cation of the test instrument. The two readings on dc are
averaged (Ed), and the ac may then be calculated:

Iac = Id 1 + En-Ed + 6s

where Idc is the dc current, E is the TE EMF indicated by

0C. AC DC-

D TCC
DC Su ply ACP ! ' and S
Standards supply

st
AM

Fig. 4. Circuits for testing an ac ammeter relative to dc standards.

the potentiometer P, 6 s is the ac-dc difference of the
standard TCC and n = AE/A. The factor n is a measure
of the deviation of the TE from a square-law response and
is usually 1.7 to 1.9 at rated TE current, (see [1, section
91).

CONCLUSION

It has been shown that a TCC set consisting of six shunts
and two TVC's can be constructed to cover fourteen ranges
from 10 mA to 20 A. Intercomparison tests can be made in
seven steps to assist in maintaining accurate ac-dc dif-
ference corrections. Thermoelements with platinum heater
lead-wires are preferable, because the TVC corrections are
negligible. However if ordinary TE's are used the TVC
corrections can be accurately determined and applied. The
estimated accuracies from 20 Hz to 50 kHz are 50 ppm at
6 A and lower and 100 ppm at 10 and 20 A. Measurements
of ac current would require additional corrections for the
dc standards used, as reference and considerations of t~he
precision of the instrument under test.
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An Investigation of Multijunction Thermal Converters

FRANCIS L. HERMACH, FELLOW, IEEE, AND DONALD R. FLACH

Abstract-The relative ac-dc differences of a group of multi-
junctica thermal converters (MJTC's) have been determined over
the frequency range 30 Hz-10 kHz. These MJTC's are of different
range. and were obtained from several sources. Differences were
observed at low frequencies when converters of various ranges
were intercompared. For voltage measurements, the use of matched
resistors in series with the MJTC heater resistors greatly reduced
these errors and contributed to the reduction of other errors as
well. It is believed that the average ac-dc difference of this group
is less than 0.3 ppm at 160 Hz and 0.5 ppm up to 10 kHz.

INTRODUCTION

MEASUREMENTS of rms current and volt-
age have been based on a technique which converts

electrical energy into heat and compares this with the heat
produced by a dc signal. Single-junction thermal con-
verters, each consisting of a wire heated by an electric
current with a thermocouple to sense the temperature-rise,
have been in use for almost 3 decades at NBS for accurate
rms ac-dc transfer measurements. Recently, a potentially
more accurate form of the resistor-thermocouple combi-
nation, the multijunction thermal converter (MJTC), was
developed at NPL by Wilkins [1]. Verification of these
MJTC's, to 0.5 ppm at 9 V and 159 Hz, was initially needed
at NBS for an absolute volt experiment, now well under-
way. Later, a goal of 1 ppm from 30 Hz to 10 kHz was es-
tablished as a marked and useful advance over the present
10 ppm.

Each MJTC has a bifilar heater wire with from 50 to 200
series-connected thermocouples to sense the heater cur-
rent, overcoming fundamental limitations in single-junc-
tion thermal converters [21. Since actual converters may
depart from the ideal values, experimental comparisons
of converters of different construction, range, etc are de-
sirable to buttress the theoretical accuracy. Unfortunately
there are at present no other suitable kinds of ac-dc
transfer standards to provide additional verification 131.

MJTC's with heaters ranging from 5 to 25 mA and with
rated output EMF's of 30 to 120 mV were obtained from
commercial manufacturers for this investigation, and
50-mA MJTC's were donated by NPL. Techniques were
developed for intercomparing MJTC's with high precision,
and a number of ac-dc errors were uncovered and over-
come, to attain the desired goals.

EMF COMPARATOR

The ac-dc difference is defined as 6 = (Qa - Qd)/Qd
where Q. and Qd are the ac and dc inputs which produce

Manuscript received ,June 29, 1976.
The authors are with the Elcctricity [)ivision, National Pureau of

Standard;, Washington, iW: 202:14.

the same output of a thermal converter. A modified Wil-
liams EMF comparator [4] was used with a commercial
chopper-type nanovoltmeter to determine A = of - b2, for
two MJTC's whose heaters were connected either in series
as thermal current converters (TCC's) or in parallel as
thermal voltage converters (TVC's). A simplified sche-
matic of the measuring circuit is s: in Fig. 1. The 11-k0
three-stage divider D, (adjustable to i ppm) and the Lin-
deck potentiometer P, were first adjusted to bring the
nanovoltmeter N, near zero for both positions of the key
K with dc applied, and were thereafter not disturbed
during an ac-dc determination. S was switched to ac, dc-D
(direct), dc-R (reversed), and AC in succession. In each
case the supply voltage was adjusted to bring N to zero'
in the A position of K and the reading of N in the B posi-
tion was recorded. As shown in [4], A = 61 - 62 = (Nd -
N0 )/n2E2, where N0 and Nd are the average voltage
readings with ac and the two directions of dc applied, re-
spectively, and n2 is 2 for these square-law MJTC's.

When the dc reversal difference was larger than the
range of N, the reversal compensator (RC) was used. It
consisted of an adjustable, 0-13- V dc source, with negli-
gible change on reversal. It was switched on for one direc-
tion of the applied dc current and reversed for the other,
so that there was no net change in the average.

Carefully timed sequences of ac-dc readings, with 30-s
intervals and !ess than 10-ms off times were necessary to
overcome serious limitations from drifts and fluctuations
in the MJTC's as well as the power supplies. In some cases
Johnson noise was 0.3 ppm, and detector noise was 0.6
ppm, peak to peak, in the pass band of the detector. The
MJTC's were placed in a 0.02 ms passive oil bath in a
temperature controlled room. Even so, some had to be
discarded because of excessive drifts or large switching
transients.

The detector had a 20-dB narrow-band rejection filter
centered at 60 Hz, and was sensitive to common-mode
voltage at and near harmonics of its chopper frequency of
94 Hz. Significant ac outputs at twice the input frequency 2

were observed in MJTC's below 100 Hz (approximately
proportional to 1/f'-5), anti at tine input. frequency a!ove
1 kHz. Errors frIm these were reduced by modifying th:
filter and connecting a 2-pF capacitor across the instru-
ment.

To verify the accuracy of the nanovoltmeter, a number
of ac-dc difference measurements were also made with a

I Close settings were not necessary for square law M.JTC's. Like the
prototype the potentiometer could be connected across E2, but the was
rarely done, except to measure E,.

2 Peak-to-peak ac outputs of up to 0.5 percent. over 100) times the
normally used O.:1-uV range of the detector. were observed at an input
frequency of :st liz.
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Fig. 2. Ac-dc differences of TCC's.

1000

photocell galvanometer amplifier as a null detector, in-
serting small known voltages in the detector circuit with
the reversal compensator. The results with the two de-
tectors were in agreement to 0.2 ppm or better.

Low-FREQUENCY ERRORS

Initial tests were made from 30 to 1000 Hz (a range near
5/1 about 160 Hz). Stepup comparisons as thermal current
converters (TCC's) were made by connecting, for example,
two 5-mA MJTC's in parallel (outputs in series) and con -
necting the pair in series with a 10-mA MJTC. The two
5-mA MJTC's were also compared, with their heaters in
series. These tests disclosed alarming differences between
ranges, roughly inversely proportional to frequency, as
shown (at rated currents) in Fig. 2, with the 50 mA MJTC's
taken as a base. The cause of these differences is as yet
unknown. The error was affected by shunting the heater
and was opposite in sign for TVC's. Thus it was caused by
a change in the effective resistance of the heater at low
frequencies.

As the frequency of the applied current decreases, the
heater temperature of a thermal converter begins to follow
the double-frequency variation of the instantaneous input
power. This can cause low-frequency errors if the resis-
tance is dependent on the temperature. However, the
MJTC heaters are quaternary alloys of mainly NiCr, which
have low temperature coefficients (0 i 20 ppm/*C). One
pair of MJTC's of the same range had nearly equal low-
frequency errors but opposite temperature coefficients.
The error was generally opposite in sign from that deduced
mathematically by treating all of the heater as a mass at
uniform temperature, with all of the heat lost by temper-
ature-independent lateral cooling. The thermal situation
must be much more complex than this, as evidenced by the
measured 1/f1.5 variation of ac output with heater fre-
quency, instead of I/f as predicted by this and other simple
models when the ratio of ac to dc outputs is small.

A prototype MJTC with a NiCr heater from a third
manufacturer had much larger ac dc differences; about
-100 ppm as a TCC and +120 ppm as a TVC at 30 Hz.
This shows rather strikingly the necessity for experimen-
tally verifying new designs. These errors agreed with the
sign predicted by the model, but varied roughly as 1/f in-
stead of 1/f2 as predicted for low ac outputs.

Ac bridge measurements showed that the low-frequency
insulation resistance between the halves of a heater that
had been cut in the middle was too high to account for the
low-frequency error. Thus the low-frequency error is ap-
parently not caused by the temperature coefficient of re-
sistance of the heater or dielectric loss between the halves
of the heater.

A well-known theorem states that the power in a resistor
R 1 fed by a constant voltage source having a fixed internal
resistance R2 is a maximum when R, = R 2. From this, as
shown in the appendix, the power in the heater of an
MJTC used to measure voltage would to the first order be
independent of small changes in the heater resistance if
a matched (equal) fixed resistor were connected in series
with the heater. Analogously, for measuring current the
power would be independent of small changes with a
matched resistor across the heater. Since the thermocou-
ples respond to the power dissipated in the heater, these
interesting applications of the maximum-power-transfer
theorem make possible compensated MJTC's, in which the
first-order errors from changes in effective resistance are
eliminated, at :he cost of doubling the current and voltage
ranges. Calculations and tests showed that matching to 10
percent is adequate for the desired accuracy.

OTHER ERRORS

Other errors in voltage measurements arise from Peltier
effects at the junctions between the heater and its lead-in
wires, and skin effect in magnetic leads used in some
MJTC's [11, 121. For a given construction the errors from
Peltier effects are independent of frequency (except at low
frequencies) and current level, and are inversely propor-
tional to the resistance, so that they could in principle be
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TABLE I
TVC Comparisons

liUr tu-rC - !, - 2 (pp)
01 *2 V 30 H 60 N kHz 0 kHz

51002 352 9 +0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4
31044 8502 9 +0.6 -0.1 0.0 -0.2
31002 310144 6 +0.1 - 0.0 +0.1

" " 9 0.0 0.0 -0.2 +0.2
C1062 " 6 +0.4 +0.1 +0.1 +0.2

0101 " 6 +0.4 +0.1 +0.1 +0.4

CIO02 310 45 6 +0.4 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1
C1001 " 6 +0.3 0.0 +0.3 +0.2

' D1002 6 +0.1 +0.2 0.0 +0.4

" A30114 6 +0.4 0.0 -0.2 -
A0614 A50 15 8 +0.2 0.0 -0.1 -

A50D15 10 2 9 0.0 -0.1 +0.2 -

DT: 21012 eignifies a 10 mA W4TC, aetlal number 2, of manufacturer U.

1392 and 21062 were mounted in unevacuated glass tubes at NS.

A50 14 and 15 were in evacuated glass tubes with magnetic leads.

All others were in evacuated copper containers.

evaluated by making TVC tests with different series re-
sistors. However the low-frequency variation can be
complicated, and the evaluation is difficult in the presence
of other errors. Instead these and skin-effect errors were
eliminated by specifying MJTC's with copper leads, which
have low thermal emfs against the quaternary heater al-
loys.

At higher frequencies (up to 10 kHz), tests disclosed
errors in some of the MJTC's from dielectric losses be-
tween the heater and the thermocouples.3 For example,
differences of up to several ppm at 10 kHz could be ob-
tained by changing the ground from one line to the other
in tests of two 5-mA TCC's in series. Dielectric errors were
also greatly reduced by the matched resistors. (See Ap-
pendix.)

TVC TESTS

Since the needs were for voltage measurements, a group
of 8 MJTC's of 4 different constructions and 3 current
ranges, and with copper leads, were compensated with
matched series resistors of quaternary alloys wound on thin
mica cards.4 Each MJTC with its resistor was mounted in
an aluminum box (through which oil could circulate), with
input binding posts and a 2-pin output connector of low
thermal EMF's. They were compared as TVC's at 6 to 9 V,
at 30, 160, 1000, and 10 000 Hz. The results are shown in
Table I.

At the important frequency of 160 Hz the results are
shown more vividly in Fig. 3. The circles identify. the
MJTC's and the number adjacent to each arrow gives 6h
- 6, in ppm, where oj, and Sr are, respectively, the ac-dc

3 Dielectric losses in the oil were negligible.4 Two M.iTC's, with :d)-rnA ranges, have magnetic leads and were not
used alove I k lz. A series resistor o 20 o was used with each, to give
a 10-V range. 'Test.. with other resistirs showed that re stontr-d.-{,ent lvt
low frequency errors u1 thee MN. TICs %ere it-ls t h.m n l,5 pm.ii Se
resistors for the ot her M.] t .s were wit hit, III pe rcet of th he t er re-
Distanuces.

TABLE II
Assigned AC--DC Differences

-6 (t)
MJTC 30 iz 16n Hz 1 kHz 10 kHz

310 44 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2

510 45 0.0 +0.1 -0.1 0.0

C10 1 +0.3 +0.1 0.0 +0.3

Cl0 2 +0.4 0.0 -0.2 0.0

510 2 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2

152 -0.5 +0.1 0.0 +0.1

A50 14 0.0 0.0 +0.2 -
A50015 -0.1 -0.1 +0.2 -

810
"s5

CI 0.0 +0. at 1 .
*1 +0.1 "

00+01 0.0 +0.2 +0.1

radmerrso.h0 omaios Alentvl of ilr

0-* -o'l

uae ewok sc asths

#15 " 2
-oJ-_,, 0.0 0.0

+,'2 -0.2

Fig. 3. TVC's at 160 Hz.

differences of the MJTC's at honhe asdmtio the arrow.
In the absence of systematic errors the arrows around the
loops should sum to zero within the limits imposed by the
random errors of the comparisons. Alternatively failure
to close properly is an indication of systematic errors.
Techniques described by Youden s5 can be used to val-
uate networks such as this.

The values of b assigned in this way to each MJTC at 160
Hz are shown in each circle, on the assumption that the

average of all is zero. Each value is less than 0.2 ppm, and
the closure errors are very small.

Similar analyses were carried out for the measurements
at other frequencies. The assigned ac-d differences are
shown in the columns marked bt. in Table II. The d is-

crepancies are somewhat larger than at 160 Hz but there
is no evidence of systematic error, or of significant residual
low-frequency errors in these compensated MJTC's.

The standard error s (standard deviation of the avernage
of 4 determinations) in a comparison of 2 MJTC's was 0.12

ppm. Because of the network of comparisons the standard

deviation of an MJTC with respect to the average should

be somewhat less than this.

SER IES R ESISTORS

The hii h-qualit y wire-wound series resistors used wit h

these iMJ. I '"s have excellent ac-de characteristics at Audio

frequtencies. The phase angles are small and cause only a
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la

Fig. 4. Reversing bridge.

second-order effect on impedance magnitude. However
there is a possibility of dielectric loss in the insulation at
the higher audio frequencies. (The maximum power-
transfer theorem does not help here.) To determine this,
the 1/1 inductive-voltage-divider bridge shown in Fig. 4
was set up to compare two nearly equal resistors R I and R 2-
A balance was made for each switch position of this "re-
versing bridge" by adjusting m and n with the detector lead
d, as shown, after adjusting the Wagner arms with d
grounded. Most of the bridge errors were eliminated in this
way, leaving as the difference equations, (R 2 - Rd)/R1 =
2(n. - nb) and a2 - al = y(ma - mb) where R and a are
the resistive components and the phase angle, respectively,
of the parallel equivalent circuit for each resistor, y =
wC3R, and the subscripts a and b refer to the switch posi-
tions shown. These simple equations hold to 0.1 ppm if the
phase angles of C 3 and m are each less than 0.1 mrad and
(a2 - ai) is less than 1 mrad.5

A 1-kSl resistor of the same type as those used with the
MJTC's was mounted in a metal box, for four-terminal-
pair ac-dc measurements on Cutkosky's bridges [6] from
160 to 16 000 Hz. This served as a standard for evaluating
two 1-kfl unmounted resistors. These were paralleled to
evaluate a 5-section 500-4 card. The 5 sections were in-
tercompared and then used to evaluate the 300, 400, and
500-9 cards for the MJTC's. The 1300-4 card for the 5-mA
MJTC was compared with the 1-kit card in series with 3
100- sections.

An upper limit of 10 kHz was imposed by the effects of
lead inductance and of stray capacitance from the cards
to the grounded aluminum boxes in which they were tested
and used. Below this, changes in the parallel resistances
were less than 0.1 ppm for drastic changes in the positions
of the resistors. The cases of the inductive voltage dividers
and the shields of all leads of the reversing bridge were
grounded. C3 was a low-loss 3-terminal air capacitor, and
D was a tuned null detector. All bridge components were
commercially available.

Measurements were made at 0.1, 1, and 10 kHz with 8
V applied. The results are shown in Table III as be and a,
where b, = (R( - Rp)/Rp and a is the phase angle. Rf and
Rp are the parallel-equivalent-circuit resistances at the
frequency f and the base frequency (0.1 kHz), respectively.
For each resistor, a was closely proportional to f, and so is
not shown at 1 kHz in the table.

s The dividers were rated up to 10 kHz. Only the lower dials were
changed on reversal, with only moderate accuracy required.
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TABLE III
Resistance Measurements

e IkNZ 10 kHz
KJTC 0 6 6e a 6 6e r t

110 44 500 -0.1 -0.7 -0.55 -0.5 +0.3

310 45 " +0.1 +0.3 -0.41 +0.1 -0.1

C1041 300 0.0 +0.5 -0.60 +0.1 +0.2
C1042 " 0.0 0.0 -0.41 -0.1 +0.1
31042 400 0.0 +0.4 -0.47 +0.1 -0.3
3542 1300 0.0 0.0 -0.26 0.0 +0.1

NOTE: All values of 6 in ppm, a in urad. See text.

The effect of these small errors on the magnitude of the
current through the MJTC is approximately 5, = 6e/2 -
3a2/8. This was negligible at 1 kHz and, except for one
resistor, even at 10 kHz. The average for all of the resistors
was less than 0.1 ppm at each frequency, so that no cor-
rections need be applied to Table II.

The ac-dc differences of a TVC is 6, = ,. + bc [2] where
b, is the ac-dc difference of the thermal converter. Since
bu and 5, were evaluated as indicated above, bc could be
determined for each MJTC. As shown in Table III, each
was 0.3 ppm or less at 10-kHz.

CONCLUSIONS

This work reaffirms the value of both experimental and
theoretical investigations to evaluate ac-dc differences in
an absolute sense, and to determine how well actual ac-dc
transfer standards meet the theoretical ideals. A number
of sources of ac-dc differences were uncovered, and were
eliminated by changes in design, or were compensated for.
The agreement between a group of 8 MJTCs which met
these requirements was excellent. Because of this, because
of the significant differences in construction and ranges
of these MJTC's, and because of our long investigation, we
believe it is very unlikely that the average ac-dc difference
of this group exceeds 0.3 ppm at 160 Hz or 0.5 ppm at 30
and 10 000 Hz. This belief is supported by an analysis
based on estimates of the limits of error from such factors
as mismatch of series resistors, Peltier-heat exchanges,
ac-dc differences of resistors, systematic errors in the
comparator, and random errors. For the latter we took as
the 95 percent confidence limit 2s/v'n, where n is the
number of MJTC's in the group.

A few measurements over several months indicate a
repeatability of 0.3 ppm or better. The long-term stability
of ac-dc difference is as yet unknown, but there is no rea-
son to expect drifts greater than this.

Extensions to higher voltages and frequencies seem
feasible. Small ac-dc differences in the effective heater
resistance could be compensated with combined shunt and
series resistors, as indicated in the Appendix. A wide range
of fii. resistors could be mounted in a geometry that
would allow the reactance to be calculated, so that the
powerful comparison technique of (21 could then be ap-
plied.
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APPENDIX
COMPENSATION FOR CHANGES IN RESISTANCE

When a resistor mR is in series with MJTC heater, R (1
+ a), a « 1, the current (with no reactance) is

(m + 1)R(1 + a/(m + 1))
V a

(m + 1)R V m + 1/

neglecting higher order terms in a. The power in the heater
is

P= 12R(1+ a) (m+ 1)2R m+ 1+ a)-.

For a fixed V and m, the power is independent of a if m
= 1 (neglecting higher order terms). Thus since the ther-
mocouples respond to the power dissipated in the heater,
a small difference between the effective dc and ac heater
resistances will cause no first-order ac-dc difference in a
TVC with a matched series resistor. Matching to 10 per-
cent will reduce a 2 ppm ac-dc difference (from this cause)
to 0.1 ppm.

Similarly for a TCC with mR in parallel with R (1 + a)
the power in the heater is independent of a if m = 1, so that
there will be no first-order ac-dc difference with a matched
shunt.

This compensation will be effective, however, only if the
heater is a two-terminal resistor in the measuring circuit,
and if the thermocouples are insensitive to any change in
the distribution of the power. For example, an error would
occur with dielectric leakage from the heater to the ther-

mocouple of an MJTC unless the thermocouple, output and
one end of the heater were connected together, and the
thermocouple resistance was much less than the insulation
resistance.

Matching provides only a single compensated voltage
or current range. However, for higher voltage ranges a
similar analysis shows that if a resistor nR is connected
across the heater and mR in series with the combination,
compensation is achieved if n = m(m - 1).
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A Low-Temperature Direct-Current Comparator Bridge

D. B. SULLIVAN AND RONALD F. DZIUBA, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-The application of superconducting direct-current com-
parators to the measurement of resistance ratios is described. One
comparator consists of a binary set of ratios between 1:1 and 160:1
providing for self-calibration by a buildup procedure. A second
comparator exhibiting discrete ratios of 1:1, 10:1, and 100:1 is also
described. Ratio uncertainty of less than 1 part in 10' is achieved
by enclosing the ratio windings in overlapping toroidal supercon-
ducting shields. Superconducting quantum interference devices
(SQUID's) serve as flux sensors for the comparators. One of these
current comparators is used to calibrate a 100-0:1-0 resistive divider,
which at a current of 10 mA exhibits a self-heating error of
0.0023 ppm.

INTRODUCTION

R ECENT papers [1]-[3] have described the applica-
tion of superconducting shielding and superconduct-

ing quantum interference devices (SQUID's) to the
problem of current-ratio measurements. At low current
these direct-current comparators outperform their con-
ventional room temperature counterparts in accuracy
and sensitivity by several orders of magnitude. This
paper describes a further advance in the design of such
comparators and the application of a direct-current
comparator to the calibration of a 100:1 resistive divider
and the evaluation of the resistor power coefficients [4].

The original work on low-temperature comparators
was done by Harvey [1]. His concept can be readily
understood by considerng a long superconducting tube
enclosing several wires. Current through one wire of the
cable results in an equal and opposite current on the
inner surface of the tube. This current returns on itself
via the external surface of the tube, and one thus obtains
the ideal condition wherein the same current flowing
through different windings generates identical fields
outside the cable. That is, the fluxes sensed outside the
tube are only the mutual fluxes of the wires in the tube
and not the leakage fluxes. To form a comparator then,
one' need only fashion a coil out of such a cable and inter-
connect a number of findings to arrive at the desired
ratio. The null flux is sensed within this coil and care
must be taken to shield the cable ends (which deviate
from ideal behavior) from the null sensor.

Harvey's comparator offers an elegant means of con-
structing a current comparator, but the application of
the concept becomes quite tedious for large ratio (>>10)
devices since one must essentially build up the large ratio
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by connecting together a series of unit windings. For
this reason a modified version of the shielding was de-
veloped and is called an overlapped-tube shield [3]. This
shielding permits continuous windings and thus circum-
vents the aforementioned drawback.

Two comparators of this design were constructed. The
first (binary) comparator consists of a binary set of wind-
ings which provides all integer ratios between 1:1 and
160:1 and as a consequence permits a completely con-
sistent check of ratio uncertainty. This comparator has a
sensitivity of 0.032 nA (for a 14-turn unit winding) with
no ratio errors detected above the noise level (less than
5 parts in 1010). The second (decade) comparator contains
four windings providing discrete ratios of 1:1, 10:1,
100:1, and an additional unit winding for checking the
balance of the comparator. This comparator is designed
to couple indirectly to a SQUID sensor via a flux trans-
former. It exhibits a resolution of 0.06 nA for a 20-turn
unit winding and ratio uncertainties of less than 5 parts
in 109.

A 100-9:1-0 resistive divider was calibrated using the
binary comparator. The resistors were fabricated from a
silicon copper alloy [5], with the 1-n resistor exhibiting
a power coefficient of resistance as small as 0.023 ppm/mW.
At an operating level of 1 V for the 100:1 divider, the self-
heating error is 0.0023 ppm. The power coefficient of
the resistors was measured over the temperature range
of 1.5-4 K, and it would appear that reasonable operation
could be expected at 4 K as well as just below the X point
(2.17 K, the temperature below which the liquid helium
behaves as a superfluid).

CURRENT COMPARATOR

The shield configuration for the comparator is shown
in Fig. 1. The superconducting shield is insulated at the
overlap so that it appears like a snake swallowing its
tail. The leads to the ratio windings are enclosed in super-
conducting tubes with an added tube for every turn of
overlap. These shields for the leads are also insulated
from one another. Care is exercised to prevent any con-
tinuous superconducting connection around the toroidal
shield as this would short the windings. The null flux
is sensed in the center window of the toroid either directly
with one of Zimmerman's multihole SQUID's [6] or
indirectly by a similar SQUID via a flux transformer.

The performance of this type of shield is readily under-
stood as a simple extension of the principle of Harvey's
shield. The external flux generated by every winding
within the shield results from the induced flow of a surface
current on the shield. The purpose of the overlap is to
reduce the nonideal effects at the ends of the tube. The
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LEADS TO COIL WITHIN

SUPERCONDUCTING SHIELD

NSULATED OVERLAP

SUPERCONDUCTING SHIELD

Fig. 1. Overlapped-tube shield for the comparator. The supercon-
ducting shield is formed over the windings as a continuous tube
which overlaps itself. The overlap is insulated and runs approxi-
matelv 1I turns around the toroid. At each intersection of the
toroilal shield with the leads from the coil, a superconducting
lead shield is attached to the shield. These two tubes are also
insulated from one another.

overlap acts as a simple flux attenuator that reduces
direct leakage of flux from the windings to the exterior
regions of the shield. With this in :nind, the required
overlap can be roughly estimated. The pertinent at-
tenuation parameters include the length, thickness, and

perimeter (width) of the overlap region. As a practical
matter the minimum thickness of overlap is limited by
available insulation materials. Thus, the only really
adjustable parameters are the length and perimeter of
the overlap. As a conservative estimate of the attenua-
tion, a flux reduction of a factor of 10 is assumed for
every unit of the length-perimeter ratio. The shield is
designed with 11 turns of overlap which corresponds to a
length-perimeter ratio of ~9 (length = 17.5 cm and
perimeter = 2.0 cm). Thus if the windings are initially
matched to 10 percent, the 109 attenuation of leakage
flux would result in a balance error of 10-10 or less.

Several methods were used to fabricate the winding
and toroidal overlapped shields. For the binary com-
parator, the coil, which consists of 10 sets of windings of
0.074-mm-diameter niobium wire (insulated), is wound
on a thin (0.5-mm-thick) aluminum form and impreg-
nated with epoxy during the winding process. After the
epoxy sets, the aluminum form is removed chemically
with sodium hydroxide. This results in a rigid coil, which
makes the shield fabrication much simpler. The ratio
windings have relative winding values of 1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 32, and 64. Each unit winding consists of 14 turns
of the niobium wire. The construction of the decade
comparator is similar. The prime difference is that a
removable Teflon form was used in the casting of the
rigid coil. Also, rather than epoxy, alpha cyanoacrylate
adhesive was used to bond the coil together.

Both shields are composed of a lead-tin alloy (0.125
mmi thick) which is formed around the rigid coil and
sealed with Rose's metal (50-percent lli-25-percent
Pb-25-percent Sn, T, 8.5 K). The shield is fabricated
in roughly one-turn sections and each section is then
insulated with Teflon tape(except at one end) before the
subsequent shield section is formed on top of it. As each
turn of the shield is added it is connected in series with
the underlying shield to form the continuous overlapped

; S

>itall, M

Fig. 2. Binary current comparator. The can on the left, when
attached to the com parator, provides a complete superconducting
shield of the SQU ID and windings from external fields. The
shielded leads from the coil leave the interior of the shield can
via another flux attenuation tube. 'he individual coil leads are
spot welded to the r.iobium posts on the terminal board. The
SQ1TID is within the toroidal shield and is enclosel by a thin
brass shield which serves as a low-pass filter to isolate the ratio
winnings and the SQUID at radio frequencies.

tube. The leads into the coil are shielded with lead tubes
that are soldered to the main shield tube. At each point
where the toroidal shield intersects the leads to the coil, a
lead tube is connected to the intersecting portion of the
shield. These lead tubes are insulated from on(, another.

The completed binary comparator is shown in Fig. 2.
The SQUID sensor is inside of a thin-walled (0 10-mm-
thick) brass shield within the center of the toroid. The
brass shield acts as a low-pass filter to isolate the SQUID
and ratio windings at radio frequencies. The ratio wind-
ings and sensor are housed within a superconducting
shield fabri ated from brass and electroplated with ~0.05
mm of lead. The shielded leads from the ratio winnings are
routed through a field attenuation tube and the wires
are spot welded to niobium posts on the terminal board.
Niobium wire is used to interconnect coils to achieve the
desired ratio.

The SQUID consists of a superconducting loop (or
loops) of low inductance which is closed by a weak link
or Josephson junction. The SQUID I F impedance is a
periodic function of the flux linking the ring with a period
of one flux quantum, E _ 2.07 X 10- Wb. The flux
quantum is thus a natural unit with which to describe

the comparator performance. For this particular device
a resolution of 10-''I is achieved. For further details of
SQUID operation the reader might consult a paper by
Zimmerman et al. [7].

The sensitivity of one unit winding of the binary com-
parator is found to be 3.2 X 10- A '4r. At the flux resolu-
tion of 10-'rI this results in a sensitivity of 3.2 X 10" A
for a unit winding. Each unit of winding consists of 14
turns so that the sensitivity can also be expressed as
-0.45 nAt.

The ratio uncertainty of the binary comparator \u as
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determined by comparing windings in series opposition
in a buildup fashion. The unit windings are intercompared;
the sum of two of the unit windings is compared to the
two-unit winding; the sum of the two-unit winding and
two of the unit windings is compared to the four-unit
winding; the buildup is continued in this fashion until all
windings are intercompared. A fixed current of 70 mA
was passed through such matched sets of windings con-
nected in series opposition, and the departure from null
was then used as a measure of the ratio uncertainty. For
every measurement no error could be detected down to a
level of 10-40. For the 1:1 comparison this results in an
uncertainty of less than 5 X 10-0 and for the (32 +
32) :64 comparison an uncertainty of less than 7.5 X 10-1
is indicated. It is interesting to note that the largest error
is expected for the last intercomparison because the
64-unit winding and the two 32-unit windings are further
separated within the coil than are any of the other inter-
compared sets. Thus, while a limit of 5 X 10-0 is set
experimentally for the intercomparison of the unit wind-
ings, the limit is more likely to be smaller than 7.5 X 10-12
as found for the 64: (32 + 32) comparison. Since no
actual uncertainties were measured, it is assumed as a
"worst case" that all errors are of the same sign and have
a value equal to the limit of error. For a ratio of 160:1
this yields an estimated error of approximately 1 X 10-'.

The shielded coil of the decade comparator is 2.0 cm
long with inside and outside diameters of 1.8 cm and
2.2 cm, respectively. As with the binary comparator, it
is housed in a superconducting can with a brass shield
within the window of the toroid. A one-turn coil of niobium
tape of thickness 0.05 mm and a diameter of 1.6 cm is
located within the brass shield. This coil is connected
to a niobium coil closely coupled to a SQUID sensor, thus
forming a flux transformer. Operation with the flux trans-
former reduces the sensitivity of the comparator by
approximately 20 percent, but it eliminates the need to
permanently house the SQUID sensor in the window of
the toroid. Alternatively, other types of SQUID's can be
used for operation of the comparator. For this particular
arrangement a sensitivity of 0.06 nA for a 20-turn unit
winding or 1.2 nAt is achieved.

The unit windings were intercompared with a test
current of 150 mA by the technique described earlier.
Results indicate errors of less than 1 part in 109. The
10:1 and 100:10 ratios were compared to the 10:1 ratio
of a Harvey-type comparator [3] accurate to 4 parts in
101". Measurements were limited to 5 parts in lfl 1,hooume
of noise and resistor instabilities.

BRIDGE

Fig. 3 shows the bridge connection of the divider re-
sistors (NR and R) and comparator for the purpose of
calibrating the divider and measuring the power coefficient
of these resistors. A superconducting switch [8] is used
to switch the system from this configuration to a simple
series connection of the resistors as a voltage divider. The
windings of the comparator are superconducting; thus,

CURRENT

SUPPLY

DIVIDER
I n

Roa TEERAATURE

LIGuID HELIUM

II+ to: I

NR R<1+8>

1 1

-INDING

Fig. 3. Circuit for the current com parator bridge. The resistors are
trimmed so that the error 8 is small (of order 10-' or less) and thus
the bridge is not far from balance. A current la is supplied to a
trim winding to realize the final balance condition. The coils and
all interconnections are superconducting, insuring that identical
voltages appear across the resistors.

the voltage drop across each resistor is the same and the
ratio of power dissipations is the inverse of the resistance
ratio. The resistors are initially trimmed to be close to
the desired ratio, and the deviation from the divider
ratio can then be measured by noting the relative current
required in the trim winding to achieve null. Thus, if the
initial balance of the resistance ratio is 1 part in 101, the
trim current relative to the main current need be known
to only 1 part in 10' in order to realize a 0.001 ppm meas-
ure of the resistance ratio. This level of accuracy can be
readily obtained with a simple room temperature resist-
ance network to divide off part of the main current and
deliver it to the trim coil (see [4]). The fact that the
dissipation level in the two resistors is so much different
allows one to measure the power coefficient readily. One
simply measures the bridge output as a function of current
and observes that a nonlinearity in this relationship
results from self-heating changes in the smaller resistor.

RESISTORS

The two-terminal resistors are composed of a silicon-
copper alloy [5] (96-percent Cu-3-percent Si-i-percent
Zn). The wire diameter is 0.25 mm, a factor of 2 larger
than that used in previous resistors [4], [9], [10]. This
factor of 2-in diameter is important since, for the same
value of resistance, it provides an eightfold improvement
in performance (because the surface area for heat dissipa-
tion is increased by a factor of 8).

The resistor terminations are quite similar to those
described by Harvey and Collins [4]. The wire is hard
soldered (50-percent Ag-50-percent Cu) to a piece of
copper, and connection to the superconducting circuit is
then made with a lead-tin solder connection to the copper
block. The direct application of solder to the resistance
wire results in an added problem which is especially acute
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for short (low-value) resistors. The boundary between
superconducting and normal metals can move slightly
with changing current and thus causes an effective change
in resistance. Resistors described earlier [9] were ~7 m
long and this problem was not too severe. However, the
1-9 resistor described in this paper is -16 cm long and
with direct solder connections was found to vary at low
currents by more than 1 ppm. The form of this variation
involves a rapid change with changing current at low
current levels with a saturation at higher current; a dis-

tinctly different behavior than produced by heating. The
use of the copper intermediary terminal seems to eliminate
this problem.

The bridge measurements were performed in a fashion
similar to that described by Harvey and Collins [4].
Referring to Fig. 3, the balance equation is

NI, = I2 + 13.

Then noting the conservation of current Io = I, + 12
and the equivalence of the voltages across the resistors
we have

5: 13/12' N+ 1 I

neglecting the second- and higher order terms of d. Thus 5,
the correction to the resistance ratio, is determined by the
comparator ratio N and the accuracy of the ratio I3/10.
The accuracy with which 5 is measured is, of course, also
dependent upon the sensitivity of the null of the bridge.
The implicit assumption for the approximation which
leads to the last equation is that the value of 5 is smaller
than the precision to which it must be measured. Thus, if
the resistors are trimmed to roughly 1 part in 101, then
the last equation can readily be used to determine 5 to 1
part in 10' and a divider calibration of 0.001 ppm results.

The resistor power coefficient is then measured by noting
variations of 5 with the current 12. The bridge output
when plotted as a function of Io (which is proportional to
12) is a quadratic function of current, consistent with
self-heating. The power coefficient is plotted in Fig. 4 as a
function of temperature. This particular plot is for the
1- resistor which is expected to be used at a power level
of 0.1 mW. Harvey and Collins [4] have obtained .a
power coefficient measurement for this same material
(0.125-mm diameter rather than 0.25-mm diameter) at
2.1 K and it is worth comparing these results with their
measurement. At 2.1 K, Harvey and Collins measured
the power coefficient to be -0.013 ppm/mW for a 10-Ul
resistor. From Fig. 4, the corresponding coefficient is
-0.023 ppm/mW (1-2 resistor) which implies a coefficient
of -0.0023 ppm/mW for a 10-f resistor. If the wire
diameter were reduced by a factor of 2, the surface area
for heat dissipation would be reduced by a factor of 8
and the power coefficient should be -0.0023 X 8 =
-0.0184 ppm/raW which is reasonably consistent with
the Harvey and Collins measurement of -0.013 ppm/mW.

Some difference might well be expected since the insulation

B ES" T C0Y IAIABLE6

-0.3

-0.2

-0.

2 3 4

TEMPERATURE (KELVIN)

Fig. 4. Power coefficient of the 1-11 resistor as a function of tempera-
ture. Below the X point (2.17 K), heat dissipation is limited solely
by the boundary conductance between the wire and superfluid.
Above the X point, strong convection limitations exist producing
an increase in power coefficient.

was slightly different in thickness on the two wires and
the extra reduction in diameter might be expected to
affect the temperature coefficient of resistance. While we
have not measured the temperature coefficient of resist-
ance of this particular sample of wire, the agreement with
the Harvey and Collins number suggests that the tem-
perature coefficient is probably near that which they
measured, namely, -8 ppm/K at 2.2 K.

Another important facet of the operational charac-
teristics of the resistors is the differential temperature
coefficient of two resistors since this determines the bath

stability required for a desired ratio stability. We simply
note here that the resistance ratio varied by less than
0.2 ppm between 4 and 1.5 K while the absolute resist-
ance changes by more than 8 ppm. Thus the temperature
coefficients appear to track within a few percent and the
bath stability requirements are reduced significantly (a
bath stability of 10 mK results in better than 0.001 ppm
ratio stability). These two resistors were fabricated from

adjacent segments of the resistance wire and perhaps

this is necessary to assure a small differential temperature
coefficient.

The thermal boundary resistance was calculated [4] to

be 0.2 W/cm 2 K at 2.1 K, a result which falls within the

range of values reported for uncoated copper surfaces
[11]. Thus one gains confidence that the resistor power

coefficient is determined solely by the boundary heat
transfer and the temperature coefficient of resistance. This

confidence is needed to make the assumption that the
power coefficient of the wire in the larger resistor (100 0
in this case) is the same as that in the smaller one (1 S2).

This assumption is valid only below the X point (2.17 K)
since it is only there that the boundary resistance domi-
nates the heat transfer. Indeed, the large increase in

power coefficient at the X point is a result of the onset
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of convective flow limitations which accompany the
disapearance of the superfluid. The boundary conductance
continues to increase (proportional to T) with tempera-
ture above the h point.

CONCLUSIONS

The development of superconducting current com-
parators has progressed well beyond the accuracy require-
ments for most applications. While these comparators
are orders of magnitude more sensitive than their con-
ventional counterparts, one could argue that further
improvement would be of value. Present comparator
sensitivity is limited by noise in the RF preamplifier of
the SQUID system and thus further improvement of the
comparators should accompany future reductions of this
noise contribution.

The overwhelming advantage of a comparator-calibrated
resistive divider is the availability of a completely con-
sistent set of internal checks on the system performance.
The comparator windings can be intercompared to as-
certain the ratio uncertainty, and the power coefficient
of the resistors can be determined directly during the
divider calibration.

The operation of a resistive divider above the a point
offers a simplification which might be attractive. The
value of the power coefficient at 4 K given by Fig. 4
results in an error of 0.01 ppm at 0.1-mW dissipation, a
not unreasonable number. Unfortunately, one cannot
assume that the power coefficient for the 10042 resistor
is the same. In fact, it will likely be larger since the wire
is more closely packed as a result of its length, and con-
vection of heat by the fluid is thus poorer. This matter

could be checked by using a still larger resistor as a refer-
ence in measuring the power coefficient of the 100-0
resistor. In any event, further work is necessary before
such resistors can be used above the a point. The develop-
ment of a resistance material with a much smaller tem-
perature coefficient, while not essential, would certainly
offer welcome simplifications.
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Thermal Voltage Converters and Comparator for Very
Accurate AC Voltage Measurements
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A new fourteen-range set of thermal voltage converters and a thermoelemen' comparator are used
to measure ac-dc difference, and a-c voltages relative to external d-c standards, with 20 ppm (parts-
per-million) accuracy at audio frequencies. The imprecision is less than 2 ppm. Corrections relative to
the very stable middle ranges can be redetermined for every range by a sev.-istep interconparison of
certain adjacent ranges.

Key words: AC-DC difference: comparator: thermoelement: transfer voltmeter: voltage measurements.

1. introduction

An a-c voltage at audio frequencies is measured
most accurately at the present time by using a thermal
voltage converter (TVC) to compare it with a stable
and accurately measured d-c voltage, which is nom-
inally equal to it. The basic d-c standards are then,
in effect, "transferred" to the a-c measurement. The
TVC may be simply a thermoelement (TE) in series
with an appropriate multiplier resistor. The output
emf of the TE is ordinarily monitored with a null
detector and a balancing circuit, which may be a
Lindeck potentiometer. A balancing circuit and a null
detector are included in most commercial multi-
range models.

Before the TVC is used for a-c voltage measurements
it must be tested for ac-dc difference or frequency in-
fluence so that corrections may be applied. The set
of TVCs and the new TE comparator described in
this paper were developed primarily for making these
tests. However they may also be used for a-c voltage
measurements as explained in section 9. For ac-dc
difference measurements the TE comparator, whose
read out instrument may be either a nanovoltmeter or a
galvanometer, provides a considerable advantage over
other methods in overcoming the difficulties caused
by power supply instability and inexact voltage control.

The 14-range set of TVCs (designated No. 7) consists
of six resistor units and two TEs, and extends from 1 to
1000 V. The TEs are rated at 2.5 and 5.0 mA, and each
one may be attached to any one of the resistors by a
coaxial connector (see fig. 1). This permits each resistor
to be used for two voltage ranges, as shown in table
1. Certain adjacent ranges of the set can be inter-
compared, and the ac-dc differences of all the ranges

I.6

can be determined relative to any one range. This
set is otherwise similar to an earlier set [I', which
consisted of two 5-mA TEs and 12 series resistors,
and covered a range from 0.5 to 500 V. The earlier set,
designated No. 1, has been extended to 1000 V with
one additional resistor as part of the present project.
It is evaluated in a 14-step intercomparison in which
each range is compared, at reduced voltage, with the
next lower one.

In a well designed TVC the ac-dc difference is not
affected by changes in the applied voltage. Therefore,
an ac-dc difference determined for the 100-V range at
60 V can be applied as a correction when this resistor
is used at 200 V to test the nominal 300-V range of the
next higher resistor. Experience has shown this step-
up procedure to be feasible. However if the higher volt-
age ranges are not carefully built the ac-dc differences
can change due to self-heating effects to be described
later.

2. Design and Construction

The two TEs are mounted in 2-in brass tubes
(see figs. 1 and 2, upper right) with coaxial connectors
for attaching to a resistor. The 2.5 mA-TE has a 400 fl
heater and is used alone as the 1-V range. The 5 mA-TE
has a 125 0 heater and a 275 H resistor is added inside
its enclosure to make a 400 S2, 2-V range.

The middle ranges (six ranges, 3 to 60 V) make use
of three resistors-0.8 kfl, 3.6 k1 , and 12 k1 (see
table 1). Each of these is a 2W metal-film resistor
mounted coaxially in a 3-in brass cylinder 4 1/2 in
long with coaxial connectors at each end.

'Figures in bracket, indicate the literature references on page 153.
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FIGURE 1. New set of thermal voltage converters.

The simple symmetrical geometry of these units
permits approximate calculations of their reactances
[2]. The calculations are inexact because of the nec-
essary assumptions as to end-effects, and they neglect
any small residual reactances of the resistors them-
selves. They do indicate however, that the frequency
error of each resistor unit (without the TE) should be
less than 1 ppm at 50 kHz, even for tubes smaller than
2 in in diameter. (The 3-in tube was chosen for the
higher ranges where more space is necessary and was
therefore used for the middle ranges also.)

The higher voltage ranges have larger resistor as-
semblies to avoid excessive temperature rise. The
100-200 V unit has a 40 kil spiraled metal-film resistor
five inches long.' The 300-600 and 500-1000 V units
have resistors of tin oxide deposited on a 0.8 1-in glass
tube 6 in long. A small voltage coefficient was antici-
pated in these resistors, but measurements have shown
it to be negligible.

'This experimental resistor is not ordinarily available commercially. Four 40 knl metal
film resistors in series-parallel can also be satisfactory.

TABLE 1. NDIS thermal voltage converter set No. 7

Fourteen voltage ranges (column 2) are formed with six series
resistors and two TEs (F I and F 2).

Series Voltage TE Total
resistor range resistance

kil mA ki
............... 1 2.5 (F 1) 0.4
.............. 2 5.0 (F 2) 0.4

3 2.5 1.2
0.8........... 6 5.0 1.2

10 2.5 4.0
3.6........... 20 5.0 4.0

30 2.5 !2.4
12............ 60 5.0 12.1

100 2.5 4a.4
40............ 200 5.0 40.4

300 2.5 120.4
120......... 600 5.0 120.

500 2.5 200.4
200.......... 1000 5.0 200.4

Errors in these ranges are caused mainly by capac-
itance between the resistor assembly and the outer
casing, which permits alternating current to bypass
the TE to ground. Therefore more a-c than d-c voltage
is required for a given TE output. Frequency compensa-
tion could be provided by placing relatively small
capacitors in parallel with part of the resistance.
However. such capacitors probably would not be suf-
ficiently stable over a long period of time and might
be affected by temperature changes which occur in the
resistor enclosure.

Compensation was therefore provided (as in the
earlier set No. 1.) with an inner shield which is con-
nected to the input and surrounds the high- or input-
end of the resistor (see "S" in fig. 2). The shield is
positioned, relative to the resistor, to control the capac-
itance currents and provide optimum high-frequency
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FI uRE 2. Essentials of thermal voltage converters.
Thermoelemeni iTEi enclosure. low voltage unit with resistor Ri. and high voltage

uni i 100 to 1000 Vi with resistor i R i and frequent compensation siield (Si
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compensation: perfect compensation is possible only
at one frequency.

3. 1000-V TVC
As stated earlier the corrections for the high and low

voltage ranges are determined relative to the middle
range by intercomparison tests. It is necessary there-
fore that the ac-dc difference of all ranges be unaf-
fected by voltage level. The voltage effect is rare in low
and middle ranges, but it can be troublesome at higher
ranges where the heat generated by the resistor is
appreciable. All intercomparison tests were initially
made at two voltage levels in order to evaluate this
effect-or to prove its absence. If, for example, the
nominal 600-V range is compared with the 1000-V
range at both 400 and 600 V, and the same results are
obtained, it is unlikely that the 600-V range is affected
by the voltage increase (the 1000-V range is very
probably unaffected at these voltages). However both
ranges are in question until we are assured that the
1000-V range is also free of this effect.

The highest range, then presents a special problem.
It is more likely to change due to increased voltage
(heating) and there is no higher range to compare it
with. If it is compared with another 1000-V TVC at
two or more voltages and no hange is observed it is
possible that both have the same voltage effect.
However this is unlikely if TVCs are of somewhat
different design. If intercomparisons of several units
of difference design show no change between rated
voltage and a lower voltage we may safely assume
this effect is negligible in each one.

Five 1000-V TVCs (table 2) have therefore been
built, each with differing components, and a network
of intercomparison tests was made as described in the
next section. The original set of TVCs [1] was included
in these tests.

TABLE 2. Five 1000-V TVCs

Unit Resistance Voltage range with TE Resistorassemb
Ft F2

kit
A 400 1000 Four 100 ki wire-

wound resistors in
series. each 1 3/8 in
long.

B 400 1000 Four 100 kil wire-
wound resistors in
series. each 13/8 in
long.

C 200 500 1000 Four 200 k1 metal-
film resistors in
series-parallel. :ach
2 in long.

D 200 500 1000 One 200 kil tin oxide
resistor 6 in long.

E 400 1000 Four 400 k) metal-
film resistors in
series-parallel. each
2 in long.

The five 1000-V TVCs are designated alphabetically
(A through EP and all except "A" have the inner shield,
as described below, for frequency compensation. The
resistor in unit "A" is mounted concentrically in a set
of six brass rings whose potentials are maintained by a
capacitance divider. The whole assembly is mounted in
a 4-in brass cylinder 7 in long.

Self-heating of a TVC may affect either the fre-
quency compensation or the resistor itself. Apparently
the dielectric losses in the insulation between con-
ductors can be affected by heating and change the
impedance of the resistor. This change occurred within
a few minutes after a voltage increase or decrease in
several resistor types, which were therefore discarded.

The frequency compensating shield may be moved,
relative to the resistor, by thermal expansion of mount-
ing parts and cause a change in ac-dc difference. This
occurred in some of our early units and the change
was slow, taking up to an hour. Later shields were
therefore mounted very rigidly since a small displace-
ment will have a large effect on the frequency influence.

The shield now in use is in two parts. A brass
cylinder, with one end closed, is mounted firmly
against the outer end piece (input end) with a poly-
styrene insulator one-half inch thick (fig. 3). A movable
tube fits tightly inside this cylinder and the shield
length adjustment is made by pushing this piece for-
ward with a small rod inserted through the end piece
and the insulator. The rod is removed after each
adjustment.

The shield is most effective at the leading edge
where the voltage difference is greatest between the
resistor and the shield. Therefore the movable part of
the shield is cut at an angle, so that only part of it
(see fig. 3) extends outside the fixed cylinder. Thereby
the effect of small position changes is reduced. Even
so, the compensation is affected by approximately 0.01
percent per millimeter of position change in some
typical units.

The shield length adjustment is made in small steps,
and tests are made after each adjustment. When
optimum compensation is achieved, the unit is opened
and the shield parts are locked together with three
screws through their overlapping portions.

4. TE and TVC Tests

As stated earlier the middle ranges are the most
accurate, and they are the base from which higher
and lower ranges are tested. However they are no
more accurate than the TE used with them. Before
being installed in a TVC the TEs are therefore com-
pared with one of a group of carefully selected TE stand-
ards which were made according to NBS specifications.
This group contains twelve elements made by four
manufacturers, and are rated from 5 to 20 mA. [1] They
have either Karma or Evanohm I heaters to reduce

'Unit "D" is assigned to this set (No. 7).
SCertain commercial products and instruments are identified in this paper in order to

specify adequately the experimental procedure. In no case does such identufication imply
recommendation or endorsement by the National Bureau of Standards. nor does it imply
that the products or equipment identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose
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FIGURE 3. Cross section of high voltage TVC.
Input end is at the left. Fixed and adjustable shield parts are supported by a polystyrene insulator one-half inch

thick.

thermoelectric effects in the heaters. They also have
small reverse d-c differences (less than 200 ppm).
high bead resistances (over 1000 Mi). and small ac-dc
differences. An additional two are multi-junction
elements of different design. All of these TEs have
been intercompared as current converters with agree-
ment to better than 3 ppm. Theoretical calculations.
taking into consideration all known sources of error.
also indicate that the error should not exceed a few
ppm at audio frequencies. Because of this and because
of the excellent agreement between these thermo-
elements of different design and construction, we
may safely assume that the average ac-dc difference
of the group is 0 to 2 ppm.

The low-frequency performance of a TVC depends
on the TE since the reactance of the resistor is entirely
negligible even at a few kilohertz. The accuracy of
a TE at low frequency is mainly dependent on the
length of the heater. A very short heater permits heat
to flow more readily to the support stems and cooling
to occur between current peaks. However most com-
mercial TEs have errors less than 10 ppm at 20 Hz
and some have errors less than 10 ppm even at 5 Hz.

In testing selected commercial TEs for the TVCs
at audio frequencies we often find a small ac-dc
difference (up to 4 ppm) which is independent of
frequency but dependent on heater current. It fr-
dinarily decreases at lower heater currents. When
these TEs are used in a TVC the ac-dc difference
will therefore be slightly voltage dependent. In the
step-up test process, where the TVC is alternately
used at 50 and 100 percent of rated current. this rela-
tively small thermoelement error is introduced at
every step of the process. If the process is a long one,
as in the 12-resistor set, there could be a significant
accumulation of error. TVCs in the new set are inter-
compared by testing each resistor once with one TE
at reduced current (60 or 67%), and again with rated
current on the other TE. If these TEs differ in ac-dc
difference at these currents, there will again be an
accumulation of error.

This is one of the advantages of the set with only
six resistors. If the 20-V range is the starting point
(it is probably the most stable), we have only four
steps up to the 1000-V range, and three steps down
to the 1-V range. The other advantages are that less
time is required for the intercomparisons and there
are fewer units to construct.

6E

Intercomparison data for this set of TVCs are listed
in table 3 as well as determinations made using TVC
set No. 1. (Test methods are discussed in later sections
of the paper). The middle ranges differ by 2 ppm or less
even though the resistance varies from 1200 to 12000 S2.
Since the resistance enters into the theoretical calcula-
tion of ac-de difference. this agreement is an addi-
tional indication of accuracy.

Step-down tests show that the two lowest voltage
ranges usually have a positive correction (i.e.. more
a-c than d-c voltage is required for a given TE output)
of 5 ppm or less at 50 kHz. There is no resistor in
series with the TE at the 1 V range, and at the 2-V
range the TE is a large part of the total impedance.
These ranges are therefore affected more by the small
reactance of the TE. The corrections for these ranges
are more likely to change if a TE is replaced than for
the higher ranges. A step-down test from the middle
range is therefore advisable when TE replacements
are made.

The five 1000-V TVCs were compared with the
300- and 500-V ranges of TVC set No. 1 and the 600-V
range of the new set No. 7. The corrections are listed
in table 4 for 20 and 50 kHz and all values are averaged.

TABL.E 3. .4C-DC difference

S AC-DC difference (ppm
Applied

TVC-a TVC-b voltage 20 kHz 50 kHz

& s , S S~A S. S,

F1 1 1-3 -3 -l -3
F2 Ft 1 1 - 0
F2 2 -2 1 -2
F1-3 F2 2 -1 -'-
Fl-3 3 -1 +1 0 -2
F2-6 6 1 0 0 -3
F -10) F2-6 I 6 I1 1 1
Fl-1 10 1 0 1 +1 I
F2-20 20 0 0 O -1
F1-30 F2-20 20 - -2
F1-:30 30 - , 1 I -1 -2
F2-60 60 ;-1 0 I - 0
F1-100 F2-60 6) - 1 -4
FI- 100 01 i-2 O5 -2

F1300 F2-200 200 -2 I 6
FI-300 300 -4 -3 4
F2-600 600 -

FI-500 F2-600 500 -2 I 26
FI-500 I5(X) I -61-3 -.- 3
F2-1000) 1000
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Table 5 lists intercomparison data for the same fre-
quencies for seven pairings of the five 1000-V TVCs.
Values for 600 and 1000 V do not differ significantly and
so they are all averaged together.

Corrections (5) for each range of the new TVC set
are listed as determined in comparison with TVC Set
No. 1. Intercomparison data(8 0- S) are also listed and
a computed correction (S.) based on the intercompari-
son. starting with the average of the measured ac-dc
differences of the 10- and 20-V ranges. The TVCs are
identified as the combination of a TE (F1 or F2) with
the appropriate resistor: i.e.. F2-600 forms the 600-V
range.

Averages of the corrections for the five 1000-V
TVCs listed in table 4 are shown in the circles in figure
4, and the connecting lines show the intercomparison
values from table 5. The agreement between the vari-
ous units is illustrated by this figure.

Each of the values listed in tables 4 and 5 is the
average of at least four separate determinations.
An analysis of the data taken in a series of 26 inter-
comparison tests (an average of 5 determinations
with each one), involving all ranges at two frequen-
cies and usually two voltages, showed an imprecision
(3 o-r, where o- is the standard deviation of the aver-
age of five determinations) of only 1.4 ppm.

TABLE 4. Ac-dc difference corrections for five 1000-volt TVC (A-E)
The standard instruments are the 300. and 500V units of Set No. I and the 600-V range of

Set No. 7.

Standard Volts A B C D E

AC-DC difference at 20 kHz (ppm)

500-1 500 -20 -9 -4 -12
300-1 300 -4 -10
600-7 600 -3 -22 -2 -12, -10

-8 -3 -10
Ave. -6 -21 -9 -3 -11

AC-DC difference at 50 kHz (ppm)

500-1 500 ' +21 -6 +11 1 +30 -3
300-1 300 +30 -4
600-7 600 +30 -9 +30 -_

+23 +32 -6
Ave. +25 -7 +11 +30 -5

TABLE 5. Relative ac-dc differences for seven pairings of members of
the five 1000-V TVCs

Volts 8A-SB se-6c 8c-SD 8Do-E 8E-SA 6
A~8c 8A~8D

AC-DC difference at 20 kHz (ppm)

600 -11 +14 +2 -7 +7 +3 0
1000 -17 +13 0 -6 0 +9 +5
600 -16 +17 -10 -2
1000 -17 +5
Ave. -15 +15 +1 -7 +4 +6 +2

AC-DC difference at 50 kHz (ppm)

600 -20 +14 +10 -33 +28 -15 +3
1000 -22 +6 +2 -33 +35 -14 +4
600 -25 -37 -15 +2
1000 -24 + 1
Ave. -23 4-10 +6 -34 +32 -15 +2

5. Thermal Compensation

The coaxial connector between the TE and the series
resistor provides a low-reactance connection for mini-
mum frequency error. Tests and calculations show the
error is less than 1 ppm at 50 kHz. However, it also
permits heat to flow freely from the resistor, which
dissipates up to five watts on the 1000-V range, to the
TE which has a temperature coefficient of emf of ap-
proximately 0.2 percent/* C (at constant input current).

Heat conduction through the center conductor of
this connector was reduced, at 300 V and higher, by
replacing the two polystyrene insulators in the co-
axial connectors (one in the resistor output and one
in the TE input) with two made of boron nitride. This
material is a good electrical insulator and yet it con-
ducts heat well enough to provide an effective heat
sink for this conductor. It is used in both ends of the
high voltage resistors to improve the heat flow from the
resistor to the relatively heavy brass casing. This also
helps to reduce the temperature rise in the resistor.

Heat flow through the outer part of these connectors
will gradually raise the temperature of the TE casing,
and this also causes a heating drift. The increase in
temperature of the TE bulb is slowed by mounting it
in a short section of brass tubing to increase the
thermal mass and this tube is thermally insulated from
the TE casing. Thermal compensation is also added by
attaching a 10-11 thermistor to the tube containing
the TE and connecting it in series with the TE output.
A resistor appropriately chosen to complete the com-
pensation circuit (see Fig. 7 and appendix I) will
draw current through the thermistor sufficient to
compensate for the temperature increase.

This resistor value may be computed for TEs with
average temperature coefficients as in appendix 1.
However, temperature coefficients differ considerably
and. for best results. it is usually necessary to match
the resistor to the TE and thermistor combination. A
suitable value can be found by substituting a variable
resistor outside the TE casing and adjusting it for mini-
mum warmup drift on a 1000-V range. However, if the
TVC is to be used with a TE comparator similar to the
one to be described, it will frequently be connected

20 kHz

A

-6

+4 -15

E B
-1 +2 +6 -21

-7 +15

0 C
-3 +I -9

50 kHz

A

+25

+32 -23

E 9
-E5 -7~5 +2 -15 -

-34 +l

D c
+30 +6 +11

FIGURE 4. Intercomparisons of 1000-volt TVCs.
Ac-dc difference corrections ppmi from table 4 for five 1O00V TVC% are shown in

the circles and the relative differences from table 5 are shown on the interconnecting
lines. The algebraic difference between any pair should be equal to the figure on the
connecting line within experimental errr.
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across a 1000-0 divider, and this will affect the com-
pensation by about 20 percent. A value about 10 per-
cent higher than the one chosen experimentally should
provide a satisfactory compromise and reduce the
drift by a factor of five or more. With the compensation
and the large thermal time constant of the TE in its
casing. the drift can be reduced to less than 5 ppm/
minute under typical laboratory condition. The error
from this is almost completely eliminated by taking a
sequence of readings with a-c, d-c, reversed d-c, and a-c
voltage applied, as described in the next section.

6. TVC Test Methods

A brief review of other comparison methods may be
useful before describing the TE comparator. Figure 5
shows two TVCs connected in parallel. The separate
balancing circuits (or Lindeck Potentiometers) (B) and
null detectors (D) may or may not be built in. Stable a-c
and d-c voltage supplies are connected to the two TVCs
by the ac-dc switch. The switching arrangement shown
is typical and convenient, although others, such as re-
versing the d-c supply by a separate switch. are satis-
factory. The d-c supply must have an ungrounded
output and it should be possible to ground either ter-
minal as the voltage is reversed. The reversed d-c dif-
ferences of the TVC can rarely, if ever, be neglected
in these tests.

For convenience and clarity, we shall call one TVC
the "standard" and the other the "test." Normally the
one with known ac-dc difference corrections is the
standard, and the test TVC is usually treated differ-
ently in the test procedures, as explained below.

There are two procedures for this intercomparison.
One might be called a null-balancing method. With a-c
voltage applied to both TVCs, the balancing circuits of
the test and standard instruments are adjusted to null
the detectors. The d-c supply is then switched to the
TVCs, and the voltage is adjusted to obtain a null bal-
ance first on the detector of the test instrument and
then on the standard. Each d-c voltage is carefully
measured, and the small difference between the two
should equal the difference between the a-c voltage and

DC

AC DC odC AC

AC

D D
e e

FiGURE 5. Two-Potentiometer method for TVC comparisons.

one direction of d-c voltage. The measurement is then
repeated with reversed d-c. voltage. and an average is
taken.

This method is tedious and time consuming, an ac-
curate d-c voltage standard is required, and if there is
any drift in either instrument output due to warmup or
other reasons. as there very often is, the data may lack
both accuracy and precision.

A more satisfactory procedure and one that will mini-
mize the effect of drift may be called a deflection
method. Both balancing circuits are adjusted to near
null, and then a-c and d-c voltages are applied in the
succession indicated in figure 5 (AC, DC+, DC-, AC).
For each input the power supply is adjusted to set the
test instrument detector to null. The deflection of the
standard TVC detector is read for each setting. and the
difference between the average reading on a-c voltage
and d-c voltage is an indication of relative ac-dc differ-
ence. If the readings are ma-le at nearly equal time
intervals, and if the drift rate is reasonably constant
even though fairly large), the determinations can he
made with satisfactory precision.

If the detector of the standard TVC is a galvanometer
the reading may be in divisions or millimeters, but they
can be converted to volts or percent ac-dc differences
by calibrating the detector scale in one of several ways.
A calibration factor can be determined simply and di-
rectly by making a small measured change in the d-c
input and observing the detector response.

If the detector is a microvoltmeter and if the balanc-
ing circuit is a Lindeck potentiometer indicating the
millivolt output of the thermoelement, the calibration
step can be eliminated. With the four deflection read-
ings on the detector the difference between the average
reading on a-c voltage (E~) and those on d-c voltage
(E) is computed from the differences of the correspond-
ing readings of the microvoltmeter. The ac-dc differ-
ence of the test instrument is

= Ea-Esji
M +n.,Ewa

where the subscript s indicates that these values come
from the standard instrument, and S, is the ac-dc differ-
ence correction for the standards

The factor n relates small changes in thermoelement
heater current (A) (at a fixed frequency) to correspond-
ing changes in output emt (AE/ = nAl approximate-
ly). For a TVC we may substitute nAV/V for the right
hand expression, so that n= VAEIEAV. The value of
n is 2 if the thermoelement has a square law response.
possibly at very low heater currents, but it is usually
1.7 to 1.9 at rated current. Determinations of n should
therefore be made in a d-c test at five or more current
levels by measuring the values indicated. A plot of n
against E can be made so that values corresponding to
any einf can be found for substitution in the equation
above (see see. 8).

See eq 3 of appendix 11. This general formula i applicable here aso.
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7. TE Comparator

There are several variations of basic comparator
circuits which are used to minimize the difficulty
caused by power supply instability [1.3]. They employ
a voltage divider circuit to which two emfs are con-
nected. The divider is adjusted to null a detector,
and at this point the divider setting corresponds to
the ratio of the emfs. If one emf (E,) is held constant
as a-c and then d-c voltage is applied to the TVCs.
the other emf (E.) will change if there is a relative
ac-dc difference in the TVCs at the frequency (S, 0 Sy)
The resulting unbalance in the divider will produce a
change in the detector deflection proportional to the
ac-dc difference. However. small fluctuations in the
power supply will produce nearly equal proportional
changes in the emfs and therefore the detector will
not be affected appreciably. The stabilizing Effect
depends on how well matched the time constants
and response characteristics of the TEs are. but the
effect usually affords a significant advantage. Also.
the monitored emf need not be held constant so
exactly as with a simple balancing circuit.

In the new comparator (fig. 6) the higher of the
two emfs is connected across a 1000-0 Kelvin-Varley
divider, and the lower one is connected to the variable
tap. The detector is brought to null by adjusting the
divider. A Lindeck potentiometer and the same de-
tector (with key k,) is used to monitor the test TVC
output (E,). The detector is labeled "N" in the dia-
gram because the use of a nanovoltmeter is suggested.

The test procedure is similar to that already men-
tioned. Preliminary settings of the potentiometer
and divider are first made so the readings of the
nanovoltmeter will fall near mid-scale. Then with a-c
voltage applied. the key k, (labeled "SET" on the
instrument, figs. 8 and 9) is depressed and the appro-

TEST
TVC

DC DC

AC AC

- mR, 2

STO
TVD

FIGURE 6. New TE comparator.

priate power supply is adjusted for a null on the
detector. Key k2 (READ) is then depressed and the
detector indication is read. The two-step procedure
is repeated for two directions of d-c voltage and for
a second a-c input. The average indication in nano-
volts ' (N~) for a-c input and the average for d-c input
(NA) is computed and the ac-dc difference of the
test instrument is

d-N,,ns E, (appendix I1 eq 5)

Figure 6 shows the test TVC output (E,) connected
to the high emf terminal (EH in fig. 8). If E, is smaller
than E, it will be necessary to interchange them, but
this is a minor inconvenience. If E, is connected to
the E, terminal the potentiometer is switched to that
input with switch S- (fig. 8) and E, is monitored as
before. The same switch also reverses the polarity
of the detector, and therefore the sign of the indica-
tion. The slightly modified equation for 6, is eq 11 in
appendix II.

A galvanometer may also be used as a detector but
since the circuit resistance is relatively high a photo-
electric amplifier is necessary for sufficient sensitivity.
The scale must be linear over the portion to be used
and a scale calibration is also necessary to relate the
readings in divisions or millimeters to a voltage change.
The calibration can be made quite easily however by
moving switch S, from RFAD to CAL with k2 closed
and observing the resulting deflection change. This
increases the resistance of the 1000-0 divider by 0.5 f
and changes the divider current by 0.05 percent. The

CAL

REAQ 0.5

" POT'R

200n1.1 kA
Ik

n TEST T52

r-i
750(1

200~

S0FF 0EA

FIGURE 8. New TE comparator.

'5, -n. ,3 conveniently in parts-per-milion it E. is in millivolts .nd ., - \., 1in nanuvit,.
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i. I : ' I'hH . t rap h r, IT iomparattr.

voltage applied ti the galvanometer circuit is c-hanged
by the same amntint and the deflecting change 
is used in eq 1i) and 12 in appendix 2 to determinee
6t. A measurement of E is made inly tio fnd the cor-
responding value ot i, triam a Piti as beftre.

8. n Tests

Measurements of n are ciinveniently made with tile
comparator. The therrmitelement to be tested is eon-
rlected tO the El input and the El input is unlisted. \

key labeled r T EST" itilg. 6o is Ih-ked im wn iand

switCh1 ti is mitvetl tti El cnhlectting tile pitteltillt-te'
vciltage across the divider. The divider is *-t arbi-
trarily but preterably near full range and the p tenti-
ometer is adjusted tii null the detector. The intuit

voltage is then thangedi by a stial measiirei anoutnt
A I. [and the resulting ('Kange in IlK tlitput I

is measured by observing the ihangk in idicatiitn it

the detector inanovolts ,I microvolt, r .r S\Itch -.

is theil n tived to El and a meastiremfelt nt I TE Iltpit

iE) is made with the potentitiletter. ih valuit- tI'ii

each factor ot the equation given aliie in -- I AtE
FAJ are then known and a is calculiatedi jrom il,

equation.
If a galvatiometer is used as the dettiitt r a mitasiur-

mnent lit, 1 is made as described i ahovi.ni tilt- e1 -
tion change resullting from tiht mcasulred chIn-l In
input voltage A.l I is clesi.nated /)_. Thln , 1.1-

D2'qD,1, where y is the percentage chin-,,e in input
viiltage i 100 A\V,:1.Y

Ielcrt1liilati ills Ii l [let-i i' 'lt'll ~ll i ll it i 1 l tI

percent. LI ,E d uc thct\ are 11111h. "tI.Ihl , rt'Il- iI s -
niit iisllall\ llott"arv,

9. AC Voltage Measurements

.A, sig~g.estu-ii earlier, tile t cinparatm- iia\ Ili' u-e'u
%ItI i c T\!e tit rneasl't' anl .1-' villa Tech' ,l' l , lilt.

SA vmail ( hanige to the mino a r\i t t. 1e me-red with a -0t !"" , , 1 i nt
~meter ,r bN a etina with .:e ria - n 0~l~ 1 a ta e .u1,11 It , .- . "naenrt '. "" i
re-itte(r with a .hrtring ,wit( h in vertus withL t r\ ( t- imr..um r , ma: I it . he :i -

'.1/ m the therm-elemu-nt theater ( r .20 t wit h a Wl 1 2 \ \ i .. . " O i ,;
t05 percent whiwh p fequivalentr t~ . l i I

input It, a iligital vidtmieter ir tl-e output Itf a calibirat-d
a-e vldt agte supply. Switch S has a third positiiin

mnarked "P l R \hi(ck tiv 'tlnnt'('t - the dlividier frisin
the El input. If a T'(: output is connected to El. and
.witch Se is moved to that input, the potentiometer and
detector iall le used to measure the T\%C output ant
changes inl it. The circuit is as tiiure 5 without the test
TV. Tle d-i vi 4age is accurately measured and ltnm-
inally e(tual iii tile a-c. vititage.

It s -uggested that d-. viiltag be applied to the T\ (
tint and a detett"r reading taken. Then. at nearly equal

emit' integral, a stI -inld reading is taken with a-c ilIt-
age mI a Ihint w\ilt nev-rsiii ti-ic -\itage. lilt- tdier-

u-it-i- litl-i-li l .i\eragte 't the readings with a d-i
IIII1i 'I' , nt t til t- with ai volag i is relatiti

ti" liii input 'ul"atgat ditterentet er\ epoch as Ib irt.

1t illh a llt tl to l teter the eIIII dle r.,dl < irt'(tl\. hiut

It li leNt'I''lr I I ,-alvanlom etler a M'alt' t'll it it\
tact(! lus l - e tronned.

10. Design Details

I hl i t ti , T anti nart i ar r ha.t i ils t v-.l ue tak

II(Il "ld l ec l' l~ tils' 'h r dll_ nilt c olpara o'l

tiriltll\ till ilt/ k v i-ett Isk i l't a t 'llOO s anu aittiss

kt-' itanite- iti t is ii r detc. t tilt' oelit ntot t

111\ Ider and( .1 .1111 a\e c'tllen tsell 1e lve't llt act a d
t"h e ' ""k n . I i a hi"-h"rnial t ypr.'I'h- back

clllllacl, lit) thee v k \, combn 't a 10 -i ,Ilult acro S

tilt. d elt ll toi reduce( 'erlltlvity arld Ilolist ilentil lImv
kt\ (tr tir ale r i , dt e ressed . Thet n 4i nI o't fit for It'e

ti\ IIt'r ia ten-t11i I'l eical resister within a spvcIa1 1,1w-
I t 't'illak li i i cmintact.'hi t' re!o u timl ilt the Ilm l i-

b~ratel div er nlttt gile u li'itlt fo swalin" anl exact

adequtjlate' In ti lt lird iary s"e litl the inlstrumienlt.
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11. Conclusion

The use of one resistor unit for two TVC voltage
ranges has reduced by about half the time required.
over previous TVC sets, to make a complete intercom-
parison test. Changes in any member of the set are
readily detected since frequent intercomparison tests
are more feasible.

The TE comparator combines the stabilizing fea-
ture of other comparators with much of the simplicity
of the single Lindeck potentiometer or balancing
circuit. It is relatively inexpensive to build and calcu-
lations are simplified and direct, especially where the
detector is a nanovoltmeter. Repeated tests have shown
that the imprecision is less than 2 ppm and ac-dc trans-
fer accuracies, with the TVC set, are 10 ppm at audio
frequencies and 20 ppm up to 50 kHz.

This work was supported in part by the Army Me-
trology and Calibration Center, Redstone, Alabama.
Their encouragement and support are gratefully
acknowledged. The author also acknowledges the
help of C. B. Childers and A. G. Perrey who made
many of the exacting measurements described here.
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13. Appendix I

The temperature coefficient of emf, a, of the
average TE is about -0.2 percent/* C, with constant
input current. Thus a corresponding decrease in the
resistance, R = R, + R, + R, (see fig. 7) is required
to maintain a constant voltage across the resistor
R,. For a 1 degree increase in temperature, the

Rt

RC Rsa

change in thermistor resistance. AR,=aR,/100
where a is the temperature coefficient of the thermistor
in percent/* C - typically about -4 percent/* C. There-
fore, for thermal compensation,

A= lOOAR,/R = aRdR

and R = aRI#

With the typical values listed we find R=200 11,
and. subtracting R, and R,, the value for R, is 180 f2.

14. Appendix II

Development of Equations'

The ac-dc difference of a TVC is defined as

Va-V

I=-T -; (1)

where V, is the a-c voltage and Vd the average of the
two directions of dc-voltage required to produce the
same output emf. In the circuit of figure 6 the a-c
and d-c voltages are adjusted to give the same emf
E,, of the TVC under test, as indicated by a null on
the detector N with k, closed. The same voltages are
applied to the standard TVC. Then,

(2)

where V; is the d-c voltage required to produce the
same output emf of the standard as V, and the sub-
scripts, t and s, refer to the test and standard instru-
ments respectively. If V,- Vd << 1, then, closely
enough

V - -ar,-8= .V

From the definition of n given in the paper

E~ -Esd

nEEsd
(3)

With the polarities as shown in figure 6,

.'= mE, -E, (4)

where N is the detector voltage with k 2 closed and
k, open, and m is the divider ratio (with the detector
resistance R,, >> Rt).

Thus.

V1, -. l"
n ,E,~ (5)

FIGURE 7. Thermal compensation for TE.
R, TE output resistance (about 1O).
R, Thermtastor resistance (about 100).
R. Series resistor to complete compensation circuit. iR, and R, have neabJible

temperature coefficients.,

8~<7 K.'

where the subscript a and d have the same meaning
as before.

I These equations were developed by F L. Ilermach.
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If a galvanometer is used as the detector, the current
through it with k2 closed is, by Thevenin's Theorem,

mE,-
gb Re (6)

where R, is the resistance of the galvanometer circuit
with E, and ER=0. With E, and E. held constant and
pRi inserted by means of St,

mE,/(1+p) -E,
Re

(7)

held constant, with the detector and potentiometer con-
nected as shown in the figure, a similar analysis leads
to the following equations:

8,=8,+ (11)
nE,

and

8,=,+p(Dd -D)
n,D,

(12)

The characteristic n is determined from

where R; is the resistance of the galvanometer circuit.
Since mE, - E, << E, and p << 1, we have to a

sufficient degree of approximation,

Iobg Ep (De)D) D' (8)
R, S S

where Da and D, are the resulting galvanometer deflec-
tions and S is the galvanometer current sensitivity.

In the ac-dc test, with mE, constant,

Esd-E, Da-Dd (9)
',0-Igd Re S

Thus, from (3), (8) and (9),

8t= =, + p(D-Da) (10)6,=S,+ n,D1  1)

The test and standard TVCs may be interchanged
if E,< E,. If E, is applied to the EL input of figure 8 and

(13)

by applying known changes in input voltage and
observing the changes in output emf with a high resist-
ance voltmeter, as described in the text. If a galva-
nometer is used as the detector instead of the voltmeter
its sensitivity is determined by inserting pR as de-
scribed. From equations similar to (8) and (9)

AE, pAD
E, D, (14)

If the thermocouple resistance of the test TVC,
R,, is significant, p in equation (7) should be replaced
by p', the fraction of R, + R,c inserted by S,.6imilarly
if the potentiometer resistance R, is significant, p
in equation (14) should be replaced by p", the fraction
of R, + R, inserted by S,.

(Paper 75C3&4-321)

* with a high impedance detector. With
a galvanometer the formula for 6t is
too complicated to be useful.
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With the availability today of high performance operational amplifiers and related components. it
is possible to construct an instrument for ac-dc transfer work that meets the requirements of a standards
laboratory. Transformation of measured average a-c values into d-c voltage is possible with a predict-
able accuracy of 20 parts per million up to 1 kHz. Precision of operation is assured from dc to 100 kHz.

Key words: AC: DC: operational: precision: rectifier: transfer.

1. introduction

Referen 'e to precise a-c measurement has always
implied an rms evaluation. This has been so because
the majority of physical results in experiments and
other usage are related to transformation of electrical
energy. to heat or mechanical work. and electrical
laboratories have found the best accuracy in square-
law responding instruments. With the availability
today of highly stable. nearly pure sine-wave power
sources and precision linear operational devices. the
situation has changed. For some ac-dc transfer work
such as amplitude monitoring [11.1 the average a-c
responding systems to be described can have a su-
periority of precision over rms converters. In addition.
the wide usage of average responding instruments
such as digital voltmeters with a-c options and sampling
devices has increased the need for a basic average
transfer standard. This paper will delve into design
factors that demonstrate the ability of transforming the
average value into d-c voltage with a high order of
accuracy.

2. Operational Rectifier Stage

The choice of systems and circuits for average a-c
measurement is more limited than for rms. An average

Figures in brackets indicate the literature reterener at the end f thi paper.

responding circuit is involved with some form of
rectification-that is. it has to average either the posi-
tive or the negative values of the voltage wave. or both
without regard to sign. It is the defects in the rectify-
ing elements that affect precision and accuracy. The
object of the operational rectifier circuit. figure 1. is
to place the rectifying components in the feedback
loop at the output of the amplifier wherein the full
loop gain amplification can be used to greatly reduce
the diode weaknesses. Tbr device is a unity gain cir-
cuit (if equal value resistors are used at the input and
feedback connections) whereby half-sine waves are
generated at each output.

Because of the unwieldy nature of transfer expres-
sions in circuits with diodes. a linear amplifier type
analysis in the frequency domain will be pursued
first. by neglecting the diode imperfections.

2.1. Finite Gain Error

Using superposition theory and writing a current
balance at the input summing junction. we find that
the transfer function of a unity-rain inverting opera-
tional amplifier with perfect ratio resistors is

r/vin=- I
1+ (2/A,)

(1)

where Al- is the open-loop voltage amplification of an
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FIGLRE 1. Basic operational rertifier.

operational amplifier with ideal characteristics but
finite amplification.

To avoid commonly observed errors in the usual
exact-gain formula due to neglect of the phasor nature
of the open-loop voltage amplification. Aj. the general
formula can be expressed in a more usable form as
follows

Vnu/vin=- (ZJ/Z,)

1
(2)

of frequency. However. it was found from actual
test data that the error function did not behave in
this manner but that the output remains quite constant
for a wide frequency range. in some cases rising at
the higher frequencies due to the previously described
phase properties. Hence it can be assumed that the
(2/Af) - 10 error factor is quite conservative.

2.2. Finite Diode Conduction Level Error

Another source of error arises from the finite con-
duction level of the diodes. Time is lost at the amplifier
in order for its output to reach the diode conduction
voltage, which means that there is a "lost area" at
the beginning of the half sine wave output. The overall
error in average value with a first order approximation
can be expressed as the ratio of the lost small area to
the half-wave area. It is desirable to analyze the factors
that may influence this particular error.

For the period of a half-sine wave with V,,, peak
volts. the average value is (2/7r)V,,,. Hence the area
under the function is (2/7r)(V,,,) (Tr) or 2V,,, volt-radians.
The lost area in question can be found by formal
integration as

C
Lost Area= V, J sin 4dO

where 6 is the open loop phase angle of the amplifier.
and 4A is now the magnitude of the open loop ampli-
fication. Starting with zero degrees at direct current.
6 usually increases with a minus sign (lag) as the
frequency increases. Z1 and Z; are feedback and
input impedances. respectively. In most literature
a reader tends to interpret the closed-loop gain
expression as an output that falls off with frequency
because of the drop in open loop amplification.
Careful tests corroborate expression (2) and show
that this is not necessarily so. The output can actually
rise with frequency for a constant input in spite of
a dropping Af in the region where 6 has shifted beyond
90 degrees lag. the reason being that the phase lag
has created a real component of positive feedback.

The transfer error in ppm (parts per million) for
an inverting unity gain situation is the difference
between unity and the magnitude of V,, 0/V,. Except
for angles near 900. the error can be closely approxi-
mated as (2/AI) - (cos 6) - 106: the minus sign
for phase lag less than 900 and plus sign for phase
lag greater than 90*. where (Af> 1). Exactly at 90*
the error reduces to 2/AI. and reaches zero error
slightly beyond 900. However. effectiveness of quadra-
ture error reduction does drop off rapidly for phase
deviations from the 900 region.

Since phase characteristics are rarely given in
operational amplifier literature. the transfer error
calculation of the operational rectifier will be ham-
pered. Using the worst case basis of t2/Af) - 10" for
the error. for an amplifier with zero phase shift. it
could he expected that an operational amplifier would
exhibit a gain transfer error of 100 ppm at the fre-
quency where the open loop amplification is 20 000
and that the error would double each octave increase

where 0, is the angle measured from the zero crossing
point to the diode conduction point. For small angles.
cos ( =1-- (02/2) and the lost area from expression
(4) is

Lost Area=Vi,-cos 0 je=V.,(/2) volt-radians. (5)

At angle 0r the diode conduction voltage. Vr. at the
amplifier output is

VY. = AfV, (6)

where V, is the potential at the operational amplifier's
summing input junction and A1 is the open-loop voltage
amplification. Also for small radian angles

V, =4,,. (7)

Substituting (7) into (6). the angle at conduction
point becomes

&.= V,"/V,,A 1 .

Using expressions (5) and (8)

Lost Area= /2V". .

(8)

19)

Taking the ratio mf the lost area 191 to the half-wave
area (2V,,,). the overall error is

error. e=V /4V , .4 110)

Because of the squared value for .- , in the expression.
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the error due to the finite diode conduction level is
considerably less than the closed-loop gain error noted
in expression (2).

2.3. Slew Rate Error

A second source of possible error from the diode
conduction level is found in the consideration of the
operational amplifier-rectifier in the time domain.
Included in the data on operational amplifiers is the
"slew rate"-a measure of the device's transient
response. Sewing rate. S. or maximum output voltage
change with respect to time is expressed as

S= (dVo/dt),,=V,,(,,/1 0 6) volts per microsecond
(11)

where VI, is the peak output voltage and i,, is the maxi-
mum frequency in radians per second for full output
of the device. Using the stated slew rate. the time
lost in reaching diode conduction can be found and
used to compute the lost area. The elapsed time
(te) from zero crossing to conduction. V, is

te= Ve'/S seconds. 112)

The angle. 4,. of expression (4) can be expressed as

Or= (te/to) (27r) radians (13)

where to is the time for one period of the operating

frequencyfo. Substituting (12) in (13)

0,=V,27rf1/S radians. (14)

Using the lost area expression (5) and expression (14)
for 0,

Lost area due to S= V,,[Vc27rfo/S] 2/2. (15)

As in expression (10) the overall error. e. comes from
the ratio of lost area to half-wave area.

error. E= V?(2rrfo) 2/S 2. (16)

Comparing expressions (16) and (10)-for example: if
fo=16 kHz. Ve is about 0.6 V. an amplifier with
Af=104 and a slew rate of 10 V per microsecond. the
error from expression (10) with an input signal of
V, =7 V becomes approximately two parts in 10".
Using expression (16) the error is about ten parts
in 106.

In this example the slew rate factor contributed
a greater error than the Af gain factor. However.
the slew rate figure alone is not a reliable measure
of an amplifier's ability to be used as a precision
operational rectifier. It is possible for a device to have
both a relatively low A, and a high slew rate since
the two are independent design features of the ampli-
fier. Such a rectifier would suffer a possible error
from expression (10). Fortunately all amplifiers
investigated that have the desired open-ioop ampli-

- ~

fication also have sufficient slew rate. One additional
note is that amplifier output overshoot at the begin-
ning and end of the half-sine wave has not been a
troublesome factor.

Thus far the discussion of the operational rectifier
has been concerned with its a-c requirements: however
the precision of its average value output also demands
a strict dc stability. Not very long ago it was possible
to achieve low drift results only with chopper-sta-
bilized devices. High a-c performance operational
amplifiers are now available in differential. nonchopper
design wherein the drift error contribution with a
5 V input signal can be kept below 20 ppm for hours.
Bias current variations at the input are low enough
so as to be negligible in producing d-c output varia-
tions with feedback resistors encountered (1 kU
to 100 kit).

2.4. Feed-Forward Operational Amplifiers

In the course of experimenting with a number of
available operational amplifiers a certain group of
them were found to exhibit a marked anomalous
behavior. These particular amplifiers showed a
monotonically decreasing response with frequency
that was much sharper than was predictable with
the conservative error factor bases. An inquiry into
design of these amplifiers revealed them as "feed-
forward" type devices. Briefly this means the input
signal assumes different paths through the overall
amplifier chain depending upon the input frequency.
in the manner of a chopper stabilized amplifier.
They can sometimes be spotted in the literature
as wide-band devices with a high capacitance at
the inverting input. as much as 0.02 sF. While feed-
forward type operational amplifiers can be used as
operational rectifiers. FET differential amplifiers
characterized by their low input capacitance at
both inputs (5 pF or less) are generally preferred.

3. Operational Filter Stage
The operational stage following the rectifier is the

filter. (Fig. 2) Basically it is an accurate unity gain
stage with a large enough time constant to filter
out the half-sine-wave ripple to a level tolerable to
the d-e detector. It also provides nearly ideal imped-
ance buffering between the rectifier output and the
d-c detector. The filter operational amplifier a-c
response performance is unimportant. but like the
operational rectifier. the need for low d-c voltage drift
must be met. To preserve the unity gain accuracy
and to present a low output impedance. the open loop
d-c voltage amplification should be at least 200 000-a
figure that is easily found in today's devices.

The feedback filter capacitor should hale enough
capacitance to achieve the desired time constant in
conjunction with the feedback resistor 10 ki to 50 kf)
to meet the detector requirements. Capacitor leakage
resistance is important: the value should be at least
105 times the feedback resistor value. Pok carbi nate
dielectric capacitors are available in a 40 F value.
meeting the low leakage requirements.
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FIGURE 2. Basic operationalfilter.

4. Choice of Precision Resistors for the Rectifier
and Filter Stages

The principal factor in the gain-setting accuracy of
an operational stage is the ratio accuracy of the circuit
resistors external to the component amplifier. Wire-
wound resistors of various forms are available with
both individual and ratio accuracies of 5 ppm.
Extensive tests have demonstrated their ability to
perform well in operational circuits. With little
complexity it is possible to detect by d-c null tech-
niques a difference of less than 5 ppm in a pair of high
quality wire wound resistors by interchanging their
respective positions at the input and feedback of an
operational amplifier. The problem with some wire
wound resistors is that they can exhibit a noticeable
dc-ac error for frequencies above 5 kHz. amounting
to several hundred ppm at 50 kHz. While it is possible
to partially compensate for the error by using networks
tailored to tie resistor characteristics. it is the purpose
of this article to describe systems of high precision
that are void of compensation schemes. Fortunately
there are available metal film resistors with desirable
properties for the immediate application. These
possess a virtually zero dc-ac difference over the range
of interest (dc to 100 kHz). They are readily available
with better than 100 ppm ratio accuracy with a relative
temperature coefficient of a few ppm per degree. For
wide band work in the area of 100 ppm accuracy. the
metal film resistors are highly recommended: for
high-accuracy. low-frequency applications of say 20
ppm. wire wound resistors may be more suitable.

5. Selection of Diodes at Operational Rectifier

The role of reverse leakage current and junction
capacitance of a chosen diode must be considered in
relation to the feedback resistor. It is possible to use
a single silicon diode in each feedback path of the
rectifier circuit since they are available with leakage
currents less than 10-8 A. The usual operational for-
ward diode current is 10-3 A. hence the error is 1 ppm
for the stated leakage current. A more conservative
approach is to use a pair of diodes in series. with a
resistive shunt path between them for the leakage
current: an arrangement conceived by Richman [1.
The series feature also reduces the resultant capaci-
tance at full reverse bias: typically 1 pF.

The junction capacitance at the diode can introduce
an error by adding a component of reverse current to
the diode's forward signal current. However the net
effect can be small because of the quadrature phase
relationship of the currents. The error expression
can be derived from the circuit impedances in the
current branches. For small values of capacitance or
high ratio of capacitive reactance to series feedback
resistance. the error becomes=1/2(Rj/X,. 2 - 10' ppm.
For example at an operating frequency of 16 kHz and
a feedback resistance of 10' fl. a 1 pF diode capaci-
tance would introduce an error of about 1/2 ppm.

With two silicon diodes in series the output must
reach about 1.2 V before conduction takes place.
This quadruples the small error in average value be-
cause of the "lost area" as explained previously. The
latest development of "hot carrier" diodes can be used
to good advantage. These high-speed diodes have the
low-leakage feature of silicon diodes and a low forward
conduction voltage similar to germanium less than
0.39 V.

Reverse recovery or effective minority carrier life-
time in a diode is a measure of its ability to turn off
in going from forward to reverse conduction. In the
operational rectifier this factor affects the termination
of the half sine wave function. resulting in an error in
average value. The analysis of the error is nearly the
same as for the case of limited amplifier slew rate dis-
cussed previously with the error showing up as a lost
area. Fortunately the diodes described in this section
have recovery times in the vicinity of 10-9 s. Using
the same procedure as with the example of the slew
rate discussion. the error contributed at 16 kHz with
the stated recovery time is found from expression (6).
The error is equal to 6/4 or (105- 10- 9)2/4 =10-/4
which is negligible.

6. Stabilization of Operational Rectifier

To prevent high frequency oscillation a small
capacitor is generally needed across the feedback
resistor of an operational device. The resultant time
constant places an upper corner frequency. F,,.
having a direct bearing on the gain accuracy at some
lower operating frequency. F,,. For large separation
of the two frequencies. the asymptotic slope error
is nearly (F~/F,, )2- 108. in ppm where F,, =1/2TrRC,.
The analysis is correct for a linear system: however
in the rectifier configuration the capacitor is across
both the feedback resistor and diode string resulting
in a marked reduction of corner frequency. F,, which
is difficult to calculate. Experience has shown that
a series pair of 5 pF capacitors has been effective
in stabilizing all amplifiers tested. However. this value
of stabilizing capacitance can degrade the gain
accuracy by 50 ppm at 20 kHz with a 5 kil feedback
resistance.

7. Unity-Gain Input Isolation Amplifier Stage

The combination of the operational rectifier stage
and filter stage is sufficient to meet the needs of mosi
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average ac-dc transfer requirements. This system
has an input impedance equal to the input resistor
of the operational rectifier stage. typically 5 kl.
In some cases this may be annoying because of the
loading affect on a-c sources and a-c attenuators.
For these reasons the effectiveness of an operational
unity-gain impedance transforming circuit was
investigated for use in applications where 100 ppm
accuracy is sufficient.

The basic circuit is shown in figure 3. It is recognized
as a noninverting amplifier with unity gain for the
indicated input-output connection. Note that no
precision resistors are involved in its operation and
that it is able to take advantage of the high input
impedance available with FET type differential
devices-around 10" fl shunted by 3.5 pF of capaci-
tance. In order for the stage to have the desired gain
accuracy from d-c through the highest operating
frequency. the selected operational differential
amplifier must have both a wide-band high open
loop amplification and a wide-band high common-mode
rejection ratio. CMRR. The latter factor is a measure
of the amplifier's ability to precisely respond only
to the instantaneous amplitude difference value
between the two input terminals: hence it desirably
produces no output when both inputs are at the same
potential and polarity. Analytically the CMRR of
a differential amplifier is the ratio of a voltage V,,,
to the difference of the potentials at the two inputs
required for a null output: expressed as

CMRR=V./[(V,1 e.)-(V~ e-)]. (17)

Each of the terms in the denominator of (17) is an
equivalent potential at each input consisting of a
magnitude V~ and an apparent error potential. e.
For example if V~ is 1 V and the difference of the
two equivalent input potentials is 0.001 V. the CNlRR
is 1000 :1. Its polarity is a :unction of the polarity
of the symmetry inperfections. e. and e_.. Writing
circuit voltage loops. the transfer function of the
stage is expressed as

Vlluti = _ -_1 1/CMRR 118)
1 + (cos N-j sin )/4 18

The effect of wide band CMRR and , with phase
lag that is greater than 90*. can be seen in figure 4 for
three situations: (A) high C IRR and 1o411 .4,: (B) high
.-h and low CMRR: 1C) both C\IRR and .41 are high.
The figure is a plot from laboratory data on actual
devices and corroborates and predicted behavior

ft

FI;L RE 3. (nity-gauin isolation amplifier.

L.

from expressi n 118) though the slope of curve (B)
could have been lower for a minus polarity effect of
the CIRR. The three devices shown in figure 4 are
high-performance units. and the use of the terms
low .-h" or low CNIRR are in a relative sense. keeping

in mind that the total ordinate value is less than 0.1
percent error.

The stage also has a desirable 14iw output imped-
ance-a dynamic impedance equal to the amplifier
intrinsic out put impedance divided by the value of
41. A typical amplifier is capable of delivering + 10
V output at 10' Hz. with a load current of 10 mA. In
summary. the operational stage described is a rather
elegant impedance transformer with an impedance
ratio of at least 10": I operating from dc through
100 kHz with a gain accuracy of 200 ppm to at least
20 kHz.

B. Test Results

A large number of tests were performed involving
a variety of operational amplifiers for use as precision
rectifier. filter. and unity-gain impedance coupling
stages. The tests could be grouped in three broad
areas of interest: accuracy at a reference frequency.
precision (stability and repeatability and frequency
response ac-dc deviation).

8.1. Tests for Accuracy

The first group of tests were concerned with the
accuracy of transformation of ac to dc by an opera-
tional rectifier: i.e.. the relation between the average
value of the output )half-wave) and the rms value of
the input. with a voltage wave of very low distortion.
so that 1

Vt = Vr.s - V 21r. The operational ampli-
fiers available for these tests were of the chopper-
stabilized type having very high open-loop ampli-
fication at frequencies below 5 kHz. Their d-c drif.
was less than 5 v for periods of several hours. Oil-
filled. ire-wound resistors matched to a few ppm in
unity-ratio value were employed, with resistance
values from 1 to 25 kO1. The major components of the
measuring system for these tests. shown in figure 5.
included a low-distortion. highly stable a-c power
source. (total harmE Enic distrt iEon below 0.01% a
seven-dial calibrated. precision d-(E power supply.
a standards laborat ry differential thermal voltage
comparator (called a DTVCi. [4] sensitive d-c null
meter. and the average ac-dc converter under test.
The magnitude of each harmonic of the sou e Iup
through the 9th) was measured. Its effect on the form
factor of the voltage wave was calculated to be less
than 10 ppm. assuming the worst p ssible phase angle
with respect tII the fundamental.

The standard was the rms responding DTVC unit.
having the function if monitoring the sine-wave signal
to be measured and matching it by null method to the
d-c supply of the equivalent rimls value. In turn the
d-c supply was scaled down by a fact,-r of \, 2/r. b
the attenuate'. and nulled against the d-E out put lithe
average converter. The d-' difference is the err ir if
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FIGURE i. Testing system,

the device under test. Since the entire system has d-c
response. scale factor inaccuracies at any position in
the system could be checked by substituting the
same d-c supply potential for the a-e signal (the average
unit has identical input-output polarity correspond-
ence). By using the same d-c supply as both signal
and reference. its amplitude could be varied at will.
allowing a check on dynamic range and on d-c offset.
A 5 V rms a-c level was used in all the tests in order
to avoid approaching the usual 10 V operational
amplifier output limit. Operating voltages below 5 V
are not recommended because most of the error factors
discussed would be increased.

The results of these tests in figure 6 show that the
operational rectification and filtering combination could
yield a d-c voltage whose amplitude can be related to
the rms value of a-c input with an accuracy of better
than 20 ppm for frequencies out to 1000 Hz. At higher
frequencies the accuracy was degraded because this
was a feed forward type of amplifier. Short term per-

turbations of output were in the vicinity of 1 ppm, and
possibly less.

These tests have demonstrated high accuracy
performance at low and mid range audio frequencies.
The next emphasis was on the design factors needed to
extend the operating frequency range to 100 000 Hz
and to include a high input impedance stage ahead of
the rectifier.

8.2 Tests for Frequency Response

This group of tests involved the latest differential
FET operational amplifiers having wide-band, high-
value open-loop amplification figures. In addition.
for reasons previously stated in the section on precision
resistors. metal film resistance components were used
in these tests. Since the question of measurement
accuracy had been settled in the previously described
group of tests. the test circuit arrangement was
modified to demonstrate operational precision. Rather
than employing the primary standard DTVC unit., a
much simpler version of differential thermal com-
parator was used to monitor the output of the a-c
signal power source for the purpose of maintaining
constant amplitude. A peak ac-dc voltage comparator.
though sensitive to waveform distortion. could be
used in place of an rms comparator since an ac
source of low distortion is specified. An in-depth
analysis of the effects of ac distortion on the rectified
average value can be found in reference [3]. For these
tests the stress was on frequency response. exact
value of magnitudes being of secondary importance.
The recorded values were the measured differences
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between the average d-c output and the fixed d-c"
reference power supply. expressed in ppm and plotted
versus frequency. Normalizing the error values at
some low frequency starting point is a means of
removing the error oflset due tit ally imprecision 0f1
resistor ratio and d-c offset at the amplifier stages.

The crosses in figure 7 show the test values obtained
with an operational rectifier-filter combination which
had metal film resistors.2 Considering the number of*
instruments involved in the tests and their individual
contribution to the end precision. the assignment of
-150 ppm for the wide-band ac-dc error of the average

measuring instrument is conservative. At the same
time of the tests shown in figure 7. a unity-gain input
isolation amplifier stage was added ahead of the opera-
tional rectifier state. In figure 7. the circles show
the results of three runs: again all the values taken
are plotted. Comparison of the circles and crosses
shows that very little was changed in the response
characteristic with the addition of the isolating
amplifier. The benefit realized is substantial: the im-
pedance presented to the a-c source increased from
5 kW to 10 MD. All frequency test points were within
200 ppm of the normalized value.

9. Some Wiring Suggestions

Circuit wiring. especially in the operational rectifier
circuit should be short for minimum lead inductance
and arranged in a manner for minimum shunt capaci-
tance. One of the most critical points in the connection
from the selected polarity output of the rectifier to
the input resistor of the filter stage. Distortion of the
half-sine wave resulting from shunt capacitance at
this point could affect the accuracy of the average
value.

i Four te-ts were made it reh frequency. but uere mt -eprautelh plotted hlen tie
results differed by uh small amount..

BEST COPY AVAILABLb 6

It is strongly suggested the electronic circuit be
d-c isolated from chassis g!-ound. Removing the input
and output common terminal from ground helps in
eliminating the noisy effects of circulating d-c ground
currents. Both a-t- and d-e isolatimon can be had by a
guarded circuit which offers low electrical capacity
frim the common terminals to chassis. This form of
isolation requires a box-within-a-box type construction
plus a special power supply. Such regulated supplies
with a multi-shielded transformer are available with
10 000 megohm d-c insulation and 0.1 pF line-power
input to d-c output isolation.

10. Initial D-C Offset Voltage Adjustments

After a sufficient warm-up period usually 1 hr) the
voltage offset of the filter stage is trimmed for zero out-
put voltage with its input connection from the input
resistor momentarily tied to common. The operational
rectifier stage offset can be likewise adjusted by
shorting to common the input side of the input resistor
and trimming for. zero output voltage. For this stage the
diodes must be temporarily short-circuited. Effective-
ness of input-output transfer of the instrument can be
observed by applying some d-e value from 1 to 10 V
to the input and comparing it to the instrument output
by means of a null meter: the diode rectifier polarity
output must be correctly selected. The d-c input-
output agreement should be within the ratio accuracy
of the resistors at the rectifier and filter stages.

11. Suggested Circuit

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of a line-up of
operational stages for use as an average ac-t con-
verting instrument. The circuit is capable of serving
either the need for accuracy or fI m operational
precision.
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If accuracy of 20 ppm is desired for ac-dc transfer.
wherein the measured values can be related on an rms
basis, the following points are pertinent. The high input
impedance operational first stage must be deleted and
the input signal applied to the second stage-the opera-
tional rectifier. The reason for this precaution is that
the available amplifiers for use as a noninverting
stage have marginal open loop gain and CMRR
figures for accuracy work below 100 ppm. As for the
rectifier stage. the selected operational amplifier must
have a very high open loop gain and a low d-c drift.
An open loop gain of 200 000 at I kHz is needed if

the contributed error is to be less than 10 ppm. The
voltage drift should be in the area of 1 V/*C and
10-" A/C for the current drift. While differential
FET type operational amplifiers come close to meeting
these specifications. the accuracy results reported in
this, writing have been obtained with chopper stabilized

6

devices. Because of their possible feed-forward design
the 20 ppm operating accuracy is limited to frequencies
below 1 kHz and the gain setting resistors at the
rectifier stage are restricted to values of 1 kil or less.
The latter components should have a ratio accuracy
error of less than 5 ppm. available in oil filled. wire
wound resistors. A signal level of 5 V rms at the a-c
source is suggested. The a-c signal power source
should have a total harmonic distortion of less than 50
ppm and freed orm from a d-v c iomponent. if the rms

value is desired. The operational amplifier at the filter
stage need only have the stated d-c precision of the
rectifier stage.

The three stages shown in figure 8 can offer an
operating precision and flatness of amplitude response
with frequency of better than 200 ppm over the range

from d-( to 100 KHz. as described IpreVioLusly under
the section headin of Test Results. FET-type differ-
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ential operational amplifiers can be found to meet the
requirements of each stage. If the sole interest is
operational precision in the form of stability and repeat-
ability, the principal concern in selecting the opera-
tional amplifiers is the d-c drift characteristics.
However. the open loop voltage gain has to be con-
sidered in order to maintain the desired transfer gain
ratio. With a voltage drift value below 10 sV/*C and a
current drift under 10-"A/*C the operating precision
can be held to better than 100 ppm. For situations re-
quiring accuracy of measurement or if flatness of
amplitude response with frequency is important. the
wide-band open loop voltage gain deserves additional
attention. In the case of the noninverting first stage
the CMRR figure is also important. If the input
stage is to have a unity gain accuracy of 100 ppm at
5 kHz. both the open loop gain and the CMRR at that
frequency should be at least 20 000 for the selected
operational amplifier. For the rectifier stage the same
values of 20 000 is needed at 5 kHz for 100 ppm
accuracy but the CMRR can be neglected. The filter

stage as usual need only have the stated d-c operating
characteristics. Again. in the case of rms measure-
ments of accuracy the a-c signal source must have
appropriate purity-no more than 200 ppm total
harmonic distortion for 100 ppm transfer accuracy.
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Abstract

This bibliography covers publications of the
Electrosystems Division, Center for Electronics and
Electrical Engineering, NBS, and of its predecessor
sections for the period January 1968 to March 1984.
A brief description of the Division's technical
program is given in the introduction.

Introduction

Scope and Organization

This bibliography covers publications by the Electrosystems Division, CEEE,
plus those of the predecessor sections for the Electricity Division beginning
with 1968. For convenience, the references are grouped into ten categories by
subject: DC and Low Frequency Measurements, Thermal Converters, Power Systems
Related Measurements, High Voltage Measurements, Data Acquisition and
Conversion, Automatic Testing, Electrical Insulation Measurements, Electronic
Instrumentation and Metrology, Sensors, and Miscellaneous.* References may
appear in more than one category; the reader is urged to check several
categories if an overlap is likely. References are presented chronologically
within each category, with the most recent last. An index by author is also
provided.

Division Activities

The Electrosystems Division develops measurement methods and standards and
provides metrology support for electrical and electronic systems, components
and materials; it develops and maintains national reference standards for
practical electrical units derived from basic units. The measurement
technology developed by the Division is applied to the advancement of modern
electrical/electronic measurement instrumentation, to the development of
efficient generation, transmission and utilization of electric energy, and to
maintaining a national reference base for certain critical measurements
required by science, industry, amd government agencies.**

Presently, the Division is structured into two groups -- (1) Applied
Electrical Measurements, and (2) Electronic Instrumentation and Metrology.

*Responsibility for work on sensors (transducers) for physical quantities
such as pressure and acceleration was reassigned outside the Center several
years ago; reference to a selected short list of papers is provided for
completeness.

**Research, development and calibration work on basic electrical units
is conducted by the Electrical Measurements and Standards Division of
NBS. For additional references the reader is referred to the NBS
Publication LP-38 Electrical Units, Instruments, and Measurements
available from the ectricity Divis on, Metrology Building, Room 8258,
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, DC 20234.
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Applied Electrical Measurements

Within the Applied Electrical Measurements (AEM) Group, standards are
developed and calibrations performed for electric power and energy,
high-voltage and high-power impedances, instrument transformers, high-voltage
dividers, and high-voltage transient measurement systems utilized in
measuring such phenomena as standard lightning impulses and voltage/current
pulses encountered in x-ray equipment. In situations where high-voltage
measuring instruments must be calibrated in their working environment or
are too bulky for shipment to NBS, calibrations on a limited basis are
performed on the customers' premises.

The AEM Group is also concerned with the measurement of electric fields
and ion activity in the vicinity of high-voltage ac and dc transmission
lines. Measurement methods to monitor or predict insulation failure
mechanisms are developed with emphasis on liquid, liquid-solid, and
gaseous insulation systems.

Electronic Instrumentation and Metrology

The Electronic Instrumentation and Metrology (EIM) Group is concerned
with modern electronic techniques for the measurement of electrical
parameters in the dc and low-frequency (to about 1 MHz) range. Among
the approaches investigated, very prominent are dynamic measurement
methods in which electrical signals are measured by fast sampling
techniques. Data from the measurements is processed digitally utilizing
microprocessor-based instrumentation.

Within the EIM Group, methods are developed to characterize data
acquisition and conversion devices. A calibration service for
precision A/D and D/A converters has recently been offered and phase
angle calibration based on a dual sine-wave source is now available
on special request. Research is continuing on new precision signal
sources based on digital synthesis. Such signal sources are expected
to serve as calibration standards for numerous parameters. Special
purpose instrument standards, e.g., wide-band sampling wattmeters, are
under development, and automation techniques for precision measurement
are being explored in the area of alternating voltages.
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How To Obtain Listed Publications

In most cases reprints of articles in technical journals may be
obtained on request to the author or to the Electrosystems Division,
Room B166, Metrology Building, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, DC, 20234.

Some of the publications are available from the Government Printing
Office (GPO). Current price information may be obtained from GPO,
Order Inquiry Section, by calling 202/783-3238. Remittances for
publications to be purchased from GPO should be mailed to
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402, by postal money order, express money order,
or check. Postage stamps will not be accepted. Foreign remittances
should be made either by international money order or draft on an
American bank. The Superintendent of Documents allows a discount
of 25 percent on orders of 100 or more copies of one publication.
The GPO stock number and full title of the publication must be given
when ordering. For credit card orders, information is needed as
follows.

Credit Card Orders Only
VW Total charges _ _Pill In the boxes below.

Credit
Card No.

Expiration Data
MontWYear

Persons who make frequent purchases from GPO may find a deposit
account convenient. Deposits of $50 or more are accepted against
which orders may be placed without making individual remittances or
first obtaining quotations. Order blanks are furnished for this
purpose. After the order has been processed, the order itself is
returned, showing the publications supplied, explanations regarding
those not sent, the amount of charge, and the balance on deposit.
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Copies of most NBS publications, NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR
Series), and other Government reports may be ordered through the
National Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Springfield, VA 22161. Current price information may be
obtained from the NTIS Order Desk by calling 703/487-4650. If
there is an option as to form, be sure to specify whether paper
copy (PC) or microfiche (MF) is desired. As long as the
publication is available in paper copy from GPO, only microfiche
copy can be obtained from NTIS. Prepaying (with check or money
order) or using an NTIS Deposit Account or American Express Card
Account speeds order processing. Be sure payment and order are
sent together. Checks, payable to NTIS, must be in U.S. dollars.

For convenience, a table providing GPO stock numbers and NTIS
accession numbers for all NBS publications included in this
bibliography is given on pages 28-30.
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METROLOGY FOR ELECTROMAGNETIC TECHNOLOGY:
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NBS PUBLICATIONS

Edited by

Robert A. Kamper and Kathryn E. Kline

This bibliography lists the publications of the personnel of
the Electromagnetic Technology Division of NBS in the period from
January 1970 through December 1983. A few earlier references that
are directly related to the present work of the Division are in-
cluded.

Key words: cryoelectronics; electromagnetic metrology; lasers;
microwaves; optical fibers; superconducting materials; time domain
metrology.

INTRODUCTION

The Electromagnetic Technology Division was formed during the reorganiza-
tion of NBS in April 1978, by combining parts of the former Electromagnetics
and Cryogenics Divisions. It develops measurement methods and standards, and
provides metrological support for: microwave circuits, laser systems, optical
communication equipment, systems using transient or pulsed electromagnetic
phenomena, cryoelectronics, superconductors, and other unusual electrical en-
gineering materials. For the individual staff members of the division, the
reorganization brought a realignment of long-term goals but little immediate
discontinuity in their work. It therefore makes good sense that this bibliog-
raphy should cover a period beginning some time before the reorganization, so
as to include at least the more recent origins of the present work of the
division. The editors have attempted to include all work published by the
present staff members of the division, while they were employees of NBS, in
the period from January 1970 to December 1983. There are a few exceptions,
where work that is totally unrelated to the present program has been excluded
or where work by authors now in other parts of NBS has been included because
of its special significance. The work on electromagnetic waveform metrology
was moved to another part of the organization in October 1982. Papers sub-
mitted prior to that date are included, but later publications are not. A few
papers on various topics published before 1970 have also been included because
of their direct relationship to the present program.

There are several other sources that may be useful to the reader who is
interested in activities at NBS connected with electromagnetic metrology. A
companion bibliography to this one lists the publications of the Electro-
magnetic Fields Division. Its topics include metrology for: antennas, satel-
lite communications equipment, electromagnetic interference, and hazard.
Three bibliographies of the publications of the former Electromagnetics Divi-
sion have been published: NBSIR 73-820 (July 1972-June 1973); NBSIR 74-395
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(July 1973-June 1974); NBSIR 75-818 (July 1974-June 1975). These were pre-
ceded by a series of unpublished reports (edited by H. M. Altschuler) that
cover the period back to 1956. An excellent summary of the whole field of
electromagnetic metrology as it stood in 1967 was published as a special issue
of the IEEE Proceedings (vol. 55; June 1967). Advances in the following
decade were described in another special issue of the same journal (vol. 66;
April 1978).

A Note on Abbreviations

Most readers will be familiar with the commonly used abbreviations for
the names of the various professional journals that appear in this bibliog-
raphy. There are also some publication series that are peculiar to NBS and
may call for explanation. They are:

NBSIR - NBS Interagency/Internal Report
NBS TN - NBS Technical Note
NBS SP - NBS Special Publication
NBS HB - NBS Handbook
NBS JRES - NBS Journal of Research
NBS MN - NBS Monograph

Purchase Procedures and Document Availability

NBS Technical Notes and Special Publications may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402. Orders must be accompanied by postal money order, express money order,
or check made out to the Superintendent of Documents.

NBS Interagency/Internal Reports (NBSIRs) may be purchased from the
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161. Orders must be
accompanied by postal money order, express money order, or check made out to
the NTIS.

Reprints of papers published in non-NBS media may be available in limited
quantities from the authors.
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InSb-GaAsP Infrared to Visible Light Converter;
Phelan, Robert J., Jr.
Proc. IEEE 55:1505-1502; Aug 61.

InSb MOS Infrared Detector;
Phelan, R. J., Jr.; Dimmock, J. 0.
Apple. Phys. Lett. 10:55-7; Jan 67.

Incoherent Source Optical Pumping of Visible and Infrared
Semiconductor Lasers;

Phelan, Robert J., Jr.
Proc. IEEE 54:1119-20; Aug 66.

Laser Emission by Optical Pumping of Semiconductors;
Phelan, R. J., Jr.
Proc. Quantum Electronics Conf., p 435-441; Jul 65.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVEFORM METROLOGY

Reference Waveform Flat Pulse Generator;
Andrews, J.; Bell, B.; Nahman, N. S.; Baldwin, E. E.
Proc. CPEM 1982 in IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-32(1):27-32; Mar 83.

Reference Waveform Flat Pulse Generator;
Andrews, J. R.; Bell, B. A.; Nahman, N. S.; Baldwin, E. E.
1982 CPEM Conf. Digest; Jun 82.

Deconvolution of Time Domain Waveforms in the Presence of Noise;
Nahman, N. S.; Guillaume, M. E.
NBS TN 1047; Oct 81.

Shielded Balanced and Coaxial Transmission Lines - Parametric Measurements and
Instrumentation Relevant to Signal Waveform Transmission in Digital Service;
Gans, W. L.; Nahman, N. S.
NBSIR 81-1042; Jun 81.

Amplitude Calibrator for Oscilloscopes;
Andrews, J. R.; Baldwin, E. E.
NBSIR 81-1646; Apr 81.

Error Criteria and the Use of Reference Waveforms;
Nahman, N. S.
Electron. Test 4(2):72-76; Feb 81.

Instrument Modeling and Deconvolution Improve Time Domain Calibrations;
Nahman, N. S.; Andrews, J. R.
NBS Dimensions, p 21-23; Jan/Feb 81.

Deconvolution of Duration Limited Waveforms;
Nahman, N. S.; Guillaume, M. E.
Digest of Papers, URSI/U.S. National Radio Science Meeting, Boulder, CO,
p 86; Jan 81.

Error Criteria and the Use of Reference Waveforms;
Nahman, N. S.
Proc. ATE Seminar/Exhibit, Pasadena, CA, Jan 1981, Benwill Publications,
Boston, MA, p IV.21-IV.28; Jan 81.

Pulse Reference Waveform Standards Development at NBS;
Andrews, J. R.
Proc. ATE Seminar/Exhibit, Pasadena, CA, Jan 1981, Benwill Publications,
Boston, MA, p IV.13-IV.19; Jan 81.

The Estimation of the Pulse Waveform in the Calibration of Impulse Generators;
Andrews, J. R.
Digest of Papers, URSI/U.S. National Radio Science Meeting, Boulder, CO,
p 87; Jan 81.
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Applications of Time Domain Methods to Microwave Measurements;
Nahman, N. S.; Andrews, J. R.; Gans, W. L.; Guillaume, M. E.; Lawton, R. A.;
Ondrejka, A. R.; Young, M.
IEE Proc. (Microwaves, Optics, and Acoustics) Special Issue on Microwave
Measurements 127, Part H(2):171-178; Apr 80.

A Superconducting Sampler for Josephson Logic Circuits;
Hamilton, C.; Lloyd, F.; Peterson, R.; Andrews, J. R.
Apple. Phys. Lett. 35(9):718-719; Nov 79.

A Video Recorder for Coherent Doppler Radar;
Wharton, M. J.; Frush, C. L.; Nahman, N. S.
IEEE Trans. Geosci. Electron., Special Issue on Radio Meteorology,
GE-17(4):171-178; Oct 79.

Time Domain Pulse Measurements and Computed Frequency Responses of Optical
Communications Components;

Andrews, J. R., Young, M.
NBSIR 1620; Sep 79.

Radar Absorber Measurement Techniques at Frequencies above 20 GHz;
Nahman, N. S.; Allred, C. M.; Andrews, J. R.; Hoer, C. A.; Lawton, R. A.
NBSIR 1613; Aug 79.

Picosecond Domain Waveform Measurements (Japanese translation);
Nahman, Norris S.
Nikkei Electronics, Tokyo Japan: Nikkei-McGraw Hill, Inc.; Apr 79.

Measurement of Pulsed-Laser Power;
Young, M.; Lawton, R. A.
NBS TN 1010; Feb 79.

Antennas and the Associated Time Domain Range for the Measurement of
Impulsive Fields;
Lawton, Robert A.; Ondrejka, Arthur R.
NBS TN 1008; Nov 78.

Applications of the Homomorphic Transformation to Time Domain
Measurement Problems;

Riad, Sedki M.; Nahman, Norris S.
NBSIR 78-881; Jun 78.

SHF Impulse Generator;
Andrews, James R.; Baldwin, Eugene E.
NBSIR 78-888; Jun 78.

Broadband Isotropic Antenna with Fiber-Optic Link to a Conventional
Receiver;

Larsen, Ezra B.; Andrews, James R.; Baldwin, Eugene E.
PATENT-4 091 327; patented 23 May 78.

Automatic Network Measurements in the Time Domain;
Andrews, James R.
Proc. IEEE 66:414-423; Apr 78.
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Picosecond-Domain Waveform Measurements;
Nahman, Norris S.
Proc. IEEE 66, 441-454; Apr 78.

Saturation of Silicon Photodiodes at High Modulation Frequency;
Young, M.; Lawton, R. A.
Apple. Opt. 17:1103-1106; 1 Apr 78.

Measurement on Pulses and Pulse Transmission Media, Circuits and Components;
Andrews, J. R.
URSI Review of Radio Science, p 9; 1975-1977.

Application of a Automated Pulse Measurement System To Telecommunications
Measurements;

Gans, W.; Andrews, J. R.; Riad, S.; Cozannet, A.; Debeau, J.
Collogue International sur la Measure en Telecommunications, URSI, CNET, Oct
3-7, 1977; Lannion, France, p 165-170; 77.

Saturation of Optical Detectors at High Modulation Frequency;
Young, M.; Lawton, R. A.
Proc. Annual Meeting Optical Society of America, Oct 12, 1977; Toronto,
Canada, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 67:1398; 77.

Signal Waveform Metrology at NBS;
Nahman, Norris S.
Proc. WESCON/77, Electronics at the Golden Gate, Sep 19-21, 1977; San
Francisco, CA; 77.

Standards for the Measurement of Impulsive Fields Radiated by a TEM Horn
Antenna;

Lawton, Robert A.; Ondrejka, Arthur R.
Proc. Union Radio Scientifique International Comm. Symp., Oct 3-7, 1977;
Lannion, France, p 1-4; Dec 77.

The Measurement of Pulse Transition Duration;
Andrews, James R.; Nahman, Norris S.
Proc. Union Radio Scientifique Internationale Comm. Symp., Oct 3-7, 1977;
Lannion, France, p 159-164; Dec 77.

Laser-Mode Beating Used for Detector Frequency-Response Measurements;
Lawton, R. A.; Young, M.
Appl. Opt. 16:2703-2705; Oct 77.

Waveform Sampler;
Lawton, Robert A.; Andrews, James R.
PATENT-4 030 840; patented 21 Jun 77.

Application of the Homomorphic Deconvolution for the Separation of
TDR Signals Occurring in Overlapping Time Windows;

Riad, Sedki M.; Nahman, Norris S.
CPEM Digest, p 27-29; 76.
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Impulse Generator Spectrum Amplitude Measurement Techniques;
Andrews, James R.
CPEM Digest, p 23-24; 76.

Present Capabilities of the NBS Automatic Pulse Measurement System;
Gans, William L.
CPEM Digest, p 25-26; 76.

Using Fiber Optics in a Broadband, Sensitive, Isotropic Antenna -
15 kHz to 150 MHz;

Larsen, E. B.; Andrews, J. R.
Proc. IEEE International Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatability,
Jul 13-15 1976; Washington, DC, p 385-389; 76.

Application of the Homomorphic Deconvolution for the Separation of
TDR Signals Occurring in Overlapping Time Windows;

Riad, Sedki M.; Nahman, Norris S.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-25:388-391; Dec 76.

Impulse Generator Spectrum Amplitude Measurement Techniques;
Andrews, James R.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-25:380-384; Dec 76.

Present Capabilities of the NBS Automatic Pulse Measurement System;
Gans, William L.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-25:384-388; Dec 76.

Electrical Strobing of a Photoconductor Cuts Sampling Oscilloscope's
Risetime;

Lawton, Robert A.; Andrews, James R.
Laser Focus, p 62-65; Nov 76.

Sensitive Isotropic Antenna with Fiber-Optic Link to a Conventional
Receiver;

Larsen, E. B.; Andrews, J. R.; Baldwin, E. E.
NBSIR 75-819; Sep 76.

Andrews, James R.
PATENT-3 967 140; patented 29 Jun 76.

Electrically Strobed Optical Waveform Sampling Oscilloscope;
Andrews, James R.; Lawton, Robert A.
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 47:311-313; Mar 76.

Optically Strobed Sampling Oscilloscope;
Lawton, Robert A.; Andrews, James R.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. 25:56-60; Mar 76.

Baseband Impulse Generator Useful to 5 GHz;
Andrews, James R.; Baldwin, Eugene E.
Proc. 1975 IEEE Int. Symp. on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Oct 7-9, 1975;
San Antonio, TX, p 1-4; 75.
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Picosecond Pulse Research at NBS;
Andrews, James R.; Lawton, Robert A.
Proc. Joint Measurement Conf., Nov 12-14, 1974; Gaithersburg, MD, p 123-140;
75.

Time Domain Automatic Network Analyzer;
Andrews, J, R.; Gans, William L.
Proc. Colloque International sur L'Electronique et la Mesure, May 26-30,
1975; Paris, France, La Mesure Electriquede Precision, p 258-267; 75.

Time Domain Aul:omatic Network Analyzer;
Andrews, J. R.; Gans, W. L.
L'Onde Electrique, Paris, France, 55(10):569-574; Dec 75.

Directional-Coupler Technique for Triggering a Tunnel Diode;
Andrews, James R.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-24:275-277; Sep 75.

Time Domain Automatic Network Analyzer for Measurement of RF and
Microwave Components;

Gans, William L.; Andrews, James R.
NBS TN 672; Sep 75.

Pulsed-Laser Application to Sampling Oscilloscope;
Lawton, Robert A.; Andrews, James R.
Electron. Lett. 11:138; Apr 75.-

Pulsed Wavemeter Timing Reference for Sampling Oscilloscope
Calibration;

Andrews, James R.; Gans, William L.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-24:82; Mar 75.

Photoconductive Detector of Fast-Transition Optical Waveforms;
Lawton, R. A.; Scavannec, A.
Electron. Lett. 11:74-75; Feb 75.

Application of Ultrashort Optical Pulses to Electrical Pulse Measurements;
Honda, T.; Nahman, N. S.
Proc. Symposium on New Instrumentation, Jan 28-29, 1974; IEE of Japan,
Hokkaido University, p 29-38; 74.

Precision Picosecond-Pulse Measurements Using a High Quality
Superconducting Delay Line;

Andrews, James R.
Proc. Conf. on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements, Jul 1-5, 1974;
London, England; Abstract in CPEM Digest, London: IEE; p 316-318; 74.

Precision Picosecond-Pulse Measurements Using a High-Quality
Superconducting Delay Line;
Andrews, James R.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-23:468-472; Dec 74.
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Picosecond Pulse Generators Using Microminiature Mercury Switches;
Andrews, James R.
NBSIR 74-377; Mar 74.

Active and Passive Mode Locking of Continuously Operating Rhodamine
6G Dye Lasers;

Scavennec, Andre; Nahman, N. S.
NBSIR 73-347; Feb 74.

Inexpensive Laser Diode Pulse Generator for Optical Waveguide
Studies;

Andrews, James R.
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 45:22-24; Jan 74.

A Simple Passively Mode-Locked CW Dye Laser;
Scavennec, Andre; Nahman, Norri; S.
IEEE J. Quantum Electron. QE-10:95-96; Jan 74.

Autocorrelation and Power Measurement with Pyroelectric and
Dielectric Bolometers;

Lawton, Robert A.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-22:299-306; Dec 73.

Random Sampling Oscilloscope for the Observation of Mercury Switch
Closure Transition Times;

Andrews, James R.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-22:375-381; Dec 73.

Frequency Domain Measurement of Baseband Instrumentation;
Nahman, N. S.; Jickling, R. M.
NBSIR 73-330; Jul 73.

Pulse Testing of RF and Microwave Components;
Gans, William L.; Nahman, N. S.
NBSIR 73-325; Jul 73.

Random Sampling Oscilloscope Time Base;
Andrews, James R.
NBSIR 73-309; Jun 73.

A Note on the Transition (Rise) Time Versus Line Length in Coaxial
Cables;

Nahman, Norris S.
IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory CT-20:165-167; Mar 73.

Miniature Superconductive Coaxial Transmission Lines;
Nahman, Norris S.
Proc. IEEE 61:76-79; Jan 73.

Coaxial Line Pulse-Response Error Due to a Planar Skin Effect
Approximation;

Holt, D. R.; Nahman, N. S.
Proc. 1972 Conf. on Precision Electromagnetic Measurement, Jun 26-29, 1972;
Boulder, CO; p 1-2; 72.
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Fast Fourier Transform Implementation for the Calculation of Network
Frequency Domain Transfer Functions from Time Domain Waveforms;

Gans, William L.; Nahman, N. S.
NBSIR 73-303; Dec 72.

Reference-Waveform Generation Using Debye Dielectric Dispersion;
Nahman, N. S.; Jickling, R. M.; Holt, D. R.
NBSIR 73-304; Dec 72.

Coaxial-Line Pulse-Response Error Due to a Planar Skin-Effect
Approximation;

Holt, D. R.; Nahman, N. S.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-21:515-519; Nov 72.

A Dye Modelocked Nd+ 3 Glass Laser for-Generating Electrical Reference
Waveforms;

Honda, T.; Nahman, N. S.
NBSIR 74-360; Sep 72.

Transient Analysis of Coaxial Cables Using the Skin Effect Approximation
A + B(the square root of s);

Nahman, N. S.; Holt, D. R.
IEEE Trans. Circuit Theory CT-19:443-451; Sep 72.

Measurement of Laser Pulse Dispersion in Glass Fiber Optical Waveguides;
Andrews, J. R.
NBS Memo for the Record; Jul 72.

Measurement of Broadening of Pulses in Glass Fibers;
Bouille, R.; Andrews, J. R.
Electron. Lett. 8:309-310; Jun 72.

Pyroelectric Detector Application to Baseband Pulse Measurements;
Lawton, Robert A.; Nahman, N. S.
Electron. Lett. 8:318-320; Jun 72.

A Frequency Calibrator for UHF Using an Avalanche Transistor;
Andrews, James R.

Q S T 56:16-18; May 72.

Survey of Present Waveform Sampling System Limitations;
Andrews, J. R.; Whittemore, T.; McCaa, W. D.
NBS Report 10-731; Feb 72.

Electron-Beam Deflection in Traveling-Wave Oscilloscopes;
Andrews, James R.; Nahman, N. S.
Record of Symposium on Electron, Ion, and Laser Beam Technology (11th),
May 12-14, 1971; Boulder, CO; 71.

An Interfacing Unit for a 28 psec Feedthrough Sampling Oscilloscope;
Andrews, J. R.
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 42:1882-1885; Dec 71.
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Horizontal Time Base Sweep Generator for a Traveling Wave Oscilloscope;
Andrews, James R.
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-18:3-8; Oct 71.

The Measured Time and Frequency Response of a Miniature Superconducting
Coaxial Line;

Ekstrom, M. P.; McCaa, W. D. Jr; Nahman, N. S.
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-18:18-25; Oct 71.

Generation of Reference Waveforms by Uniform Lossy Transmission Lines;
McCaa, W. U.; Nahman, N. S.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-19:382-390; Nov 70.

Improved Bias Supply for Tunnel-Diode Picosecond Pulse Generators;
Andrews, J. R.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-19:171-175; Aug 70.

Measured Time and Frequency Response of a Miniature Superconducting
Coaxial Line;

Nahman, N. S.; Ekstrom, M. P.; McCaa, W. D., Jr.
Applied Superconductivity Conf., Boulder, CO; Jun 70.

Deflection Theory of Traveling Wave Oscilloscopes;
Andrews, J. R.
PhD Dissertation, Univ. of Kansas; Apr 1970. Also NBS Memo for the Record.

Tunnel Diode Pulse Generator and Bias Supply;.
Andrews, J. R.
NBS Memo for the Record; Aug 69.

Frequency and Time Domain Analysis of A Superconductive Coaxial Line
Using the BCS Theory;

McCaa, W. D.; Nahman, N. S.
J. Appl. Phys. 40:2098-2099; Apr 69.

A Digital Computer Technique for Calculating the Step Response of Lumped
or Distributed Networks;

Andrews, J. R.; Nahman, N. S.
NBS JRES, Sec. B, p 163-176; April-June 69.

Investigation and Evaluation of Methods for Pulse Rise-Time Measurement;
Hudson, P.; Andrews, J. R.; Blank, W.; Ondrejka, A.
Tech Report RADC-TR-68-207; Oct 68.

The Measurement of Baseband Pulse Rise-Times of Less than 10~9 Seconds;
Nahman, N. S.
Proc. IEEE 55:855-864; Jun 67.

Random Sampling Oscillography;
Frye, G. J., and Nahman, N. S.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-13:8-13; Mar 64.
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CRYOELECTRONIC METROLOGY

Cryogenics;
Zimmerman, J. E.
Chapt. 3 in Biomagnetism: an Interdisciplinary Approach, Samuel J.
Williamson, et al., eds., NATO Advanced Study Institute Publication,
vol. 66, p 43-67, New York: Plenum Press; 83.

Magnetic Quantities, Units, Materials, and Measurements;
Zimmerman, J. E.
Chapt. 2 in Biomagnetism: an Interdisciplinary Approach, Samuel J.
Williamson, et al., eds., NATO Advanced Study Institute Publication,
vol. 66, p. 17-42, New York: Plenum Press; 83.

A Cryocooler for Applications Requiring Low Magnetic and Mechanical
Interference;
Zimmerman, J. E.; Daney, D. E.; Sullivan, D. B.
NASA Pub. 2287, p 95-106; Dec 83.

An Approach to Optimization of Low-Power Stirling Cryocoolers;
Sullivan, D. B.
Proc. 2nd Biennial Conf. Refrigeration for Cryogenic Sensors; Dec. 7-8,
1982, Greenbelt, MD; NASA Conf. Publ. 2287, p 95-106; Dec 83.

Summary of the Proceedings of the 2nd Biennial Conf. Refrigeration for
Cryogenic Sensors;

Zimmerman, J. E.
Cryogenics 23(5):281-282; May 1983.

Chaos in Josephson Circuits;
Kautz, R. L.
Proc. Applied Superconductivity Conf., IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19(3):465-473;
May 83.

Double Transformer Coupling to a Very Low Noise SQUID;
Cromar, M.; Muhlfelder, B.
Proc. Applied Superconductivity Conf., IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19(3):303-307;
May 83.

8-Bit Superconducting A/D Converter;
Hamilton, C. A.; Lloyd, F. L.
Proc. Applied Superconductivity Conf., IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19(3)1259-1261;
May 83.

Microwave Mixing and Direct Detection Using SIS and SIS' Quasiparticle Tunnel
Junctions;

Harris, R. E., et al.
Proc. Applied Superconductivity Conf., IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19(3):490-493;
May 83.

100 GHz Binary Counter Using SQUID Flip Flops;
Hamilton, C. A.
Proc. Applied Superconductivity Conf., IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19(3):1291-
1291; May 83.
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Operation of a Superconducting Analog-to-Digital Converter at Short Conversion
Times;

Kautz, R. L.
.Proc. Applied Superconductivity Conf., IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-19(3):1186-
1189; May 83.

Superconducting Current Injection Transistor;
VanZeghbroeck, B. J., (Guest Worker)
Apple. Phys. Lett. 42(8):736-738; Apr 83.

Voltage and Current Expressions for a Two-Junction Superconducting
Interferometer;
Peterson, R. L.; McDonald, D. G.
J. Apple. Phys. 54(2):992-996; Feb 83.

100 GHz Binary Counter Based on DC SQUIDs;
Hamilton, C. A.
IEEE Electron Device Lett. EDL-3(11):335-338; Nov 82.

Electronically Adjustable Delay for Josephson Technology;
Harris, R. E.; Wolf, P.; Moore, D. F.
IEEE Electron Device Lett. EDL-3(9); Sep 82.

High-Speed, Low-Crosstalk Chip Holder for Josephson Integrated Circuits;
Hamilton, C. A.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-31(2):29; Jun 82.

Book review: Principles of Superconductive Devices and Circuits, by
T. Van Duzer and C. W. Turner;

McDonald, D. G.; Clark, A. F.
Physics Today, p 80; Feb 82.

Analog measurement applications for high speed Josephson switches;
Hamilton, C. A.; Lloyd, Frances L.; Kautz, R. L.
IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-17(1):577-82; Jan 82.

A Study of Design Principles for Refrigerators for Low-Power Cryoelectronic
Devices;

Zimmerman, J. E.; Sullivan, D. B.
NBS TN 1049; Jan 82.

A Josephson Voltage Standard Using a Series Array of 100 Junctions;
Kautz, R. L.; Costabile, G.
ILEE Trans. Magn. MAG-17, 780; 81.

Magnetic Auditory Evoked Fields: Interhemispheric Asymmetry;
Reite, M.; Zimmerman, J. T.; Zimmerman, J. E.
Electroencenphalography and Clinical Neurophysiology 51:388-392; 81.

Superconducting Electronics;
McDonald, D. G.
Phys. Today 34:36-47; 81.
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Mathematical Modelling of the Impedance of a Josephson Junction Noise
Thermometer;

Peterson, R. L.
J. Appl. Phys., 52(12):7321-7326; Dec 81.

Design Limitations for Superconducting A/D Converters;
Hamilton, C. A.; Lloyd, F. L.
IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG-17(6):3414-3419; Nov 81.

Chaotic States of rf-Biased Josephson Junctions;
Kautz, R. L.,
J. Appl. Phys. 52(10):6241-6246; Oct 81.

Modelling the Impedance of a Josephson Junction Noise Thermometer;
Peterson, R. L.; Van Vechten, D.
Phys. Review B 24(6):3588-3591; Sep 81.

Low Noise Tunnel Junction dc SQUIDs;
Cromar, M. W.; Carelli, P.
Appl. Phys. Lett. 38(9).:723-725; May 81.

Measurement of Thermal Properties of Cryocooler Materials;
Zimmerman, J. E.; Sullivan, D. B.; Kautz, R. L.; Hobbs, R. D.
Proc. Conf. on Refrigeration for Cryogenic Sensors and Electronic Systems,
NBS SP 607, p 173-177; May 81.

Operation of a practical SQUID Gradiometer in a Low-power Stirling Cryocooler;
Sullivan, D. B.; Zimmerman, J. E.; Ives, J. T.
Conf. on Refrigeration for Cryogenic Sensors and Electronic Systems, NBS SP
607, p 186-194; May 81.

Refrigeration for Cryogenic Sensors and Electronic Systems;
Zimmerman, J. E.; Sullivan, D. B.; McCarthy, S. M., eds.
NBS SP 607; May 81.

The ac Josephson Effect in Hysteric Junctions: Range and Stability
of Phase Lock;

Kautz, R. L.
J. Appl. Phys. 52(5):3528-3541; May 81.

Analog Measurement Applications for High Speed Josephson Switches;
Hamilton, C. A.; Lloyd, F. L.; Kautz, R. L.
IEEE Trans. Magn. MAG 17(1):577-582; Jan 81.

Behavior of the dc Impedance of an rf-Biased Resistive SQUID;
Van Vechten, D.; Soulen, R. J., Jr.; Peterson, R. L.
Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
(SQUIDs), M. D. Wahlbohm; H. Lubbig, eds. New York, Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter & Co., p 569-584; 80.
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Cryogenics for SQUIDs;
Zimmerman, J. E.
Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
(SQUIDs), H. D. Wahlbohm; H. Lubbig, eds. New York, Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter & Co., p 423-443; 80.

Recent Progress in Cryoelectronics;
Sullivan, D. B.; Hamilton, C. A.; Kautz, R. L.
IEEE Trans. Instrum. Meas. IM-29:319; 80.

Space Applications of Superconductivity: Digital Electronics;
Harris, R. E.
Cryogenics 20:115; 80.

Transient Pool Boiling of Liquid Helium Using a Temperature Controlled Heater
Surface;

Giarratano, P. J.; Frederick, N. V.
Advances in Cryogenic Engineering, K. D. Timmerhaus; H. A. Synder, eds.,
New York: Plenum Press, 25:455-466; 80.

Turn-on Delays in Single Josephson Junction Devices;
Peterson, R. L.
Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Superconducting Quantum Interference Devices
(SQUIDs), H. D. Wahlbohm; H. Lubbig, eds. New York, Berlin: Walter
de Gruyter & Co., p 685-702; 80.

Picosecond Applications of Josephson Junctions;
McDonald, D. G.; Peterson, R. L.; Hamilton, C. A.; Harris, R. E.;
Kautz, R. L.
IEEE Trans. Electron Devices ED-27(10):1945-1965; Oct 80.

Induced Electronic Currents in the Alaska Oil Pipeline Measured by Gradient
Fluxgate and SQUID Magnetometers;

Campbell, W. H.; Zimmerman, J. E.
IEEE Trans. Geosci. and Remote Sensing GE-18(3):244-250; Jul 80.

Cryocoolers for Geophysical SQUID Magnetometers;
Zimmerman, J. E.
Proc. SQUID Geophysics Workshop, Los Alamos, NM; Jun 80.

Space Applications of Superconductivity: Instrumentation for Gravitational
and Related Studies;

Peterson, R. L.
Cryogenics, p 299-306; Jun 80.

A Superconducting 6-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter with Operation to 2 x 109
Samples/Second;

Hamilton, C. A.; Lloyd F. L.
IEEE Electron Device Lett. EDL-1(5):92-94; May 80.

Conversion Gain in m-wave Quasiparticle Heterodyne Mixers;
Shen, T. M.; Richards, P. L.; Harris, R. E.; Lloyd, F. L.
Appl. Phys. Lett. 36:777-779; May 80.
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Space Applications of Superconductivity: Microwave and Infrared Detectors;
Hamilton, C. A.,
Cryogenics, p 235-243; May 80.

On a Proposed Josephson-Effect Voltage Standard at Zero Current Bias;
Kautz, R. L.
Applied Phys..Lett. 36(5):386-388; Mar 80.

Simple-Heating-Induced Josephson Effects in Quasiparticle-Injected
Superconducting Weak Links;

Kaplan, S. B.
J. Appl. Phys. 51(3):1682-1685; Mar 80.

Superconductor Insulator-Superconductor Quasiparticle Junctions as Microwave
Photon Detectors;
Richards, P. L.; Shen, T. M.; Harris, R. E.; Lloyd, F. L.
Apple. Phys. Lett. 36:480-482; Mar 80.

Space Applications of Superconductivity: Low Frequency Superconducting
Sensors;

Zimmerman, J. E.
Cryogenics, p 3-10; Jan 80.

Acoustic Matching of Superconducting Films to Substrates;
Kaplan, S. B.
J. Low Temp. Phys. 37:343-365; 79.

A Milliwatt Stirling Cryocooler for Temperatures below 4 K;
Zimmerman, J. E.; Sullivan, D. B.
Cryogenics 19:170; 79.

Minituarization of Normal-State and Superconducting Strip-Lines;
Kautz, R. L.
NBS JRES 84:247; 79.
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE NBS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS DIVISION PUBLICATIONS

Edited by
Kathryn A. Gibson and Charles K. S. Miller

This bibliography lists the publications of the personnel of the NBS
Electromagnetic Fields Division in the period from January 1982 through
December 1983.

Key words: antennas; electromagnetic interference; electromagnetic
metrology; microwaves; noise; non-ionizing radiation; radiation hazards;
waveform metrology.

INTRODUCTION

This bibliography updates and supplements NBSIR 80-1635 which lists the
publications of the Electromagnetic Fields Division from January 1970 through
December 1979, and NBSIR 82-1673 which lists publications from January 1980
through December 1981. The publications listed in this supplement were
published in 1982 and 1983.

The Electromagnetic Fields Division was formed during the reorganization
of NBS in April 1978. The Division develops measurement methods and stan-
dards, and provides metrological support for: antenna systems, noise measure-
ment equipment, electromagnetic interference, electromagnetic environmental
characterization equipment especially for near fields to sources or a
near-field like condition, electromagnetic emission and immunity (or suscep-
tibility) testing equipment, and waveform metrology. The editors have at-
tempted to include all work published by the staff members of the Division, in
the period from January 1982 through December 1983. There are a few excep-
tions. Relevant work performed by authors prior to joining this Division or
work by authors who have left this Division has been included because of its
special significance. A miscellaneous category includes general publications.
A few references are listed in more than one category where appropriate.

There are several other information sources that may be useful to the
reader who is interested in activities at NBS connected with electromagnetic
metrology. Companion bibliographies list publications of the Electromagnetic
Technology Division. Its topics include metrology for: microwave and
millimeter wave circuits, laser systems, optical communication equipment,
systems using transient or pulsed electromagnetic phenomena, cryoelectronics,
superconductors and other unusual electrical engineering materials. Three
bibliographies of the publications of the former Electromagnetics Division
have been published: NBSIR 73-320 (July 1972-June 1973); NBSIR 74-395 (July
1973-June 1974); NBSIR 75-818 (July 1974-June 1975). These were preceded by a
series of unpublished reports (edited by H. M. Altschuler) that cover the
period back to 1956. An excellent summary of the whole field of
electromagnetic metrology as it stood in 1967 was published as a special issue
of the IEEE Proceedings (volume 55, June 1967). Advances in the following
decade were described in another special issue of the same journal (volume 66,
April 1978).
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A NOTE ON ABBREVIATIONS

Most readers will be familiar with the commonly used abbreviations for
the names of the various professional journals that appear in this bibliogra-
phy. There are also several publication series that are peculiar to NBS and
call for explanation. They are:

NBSIR - NBS Interagency/Internal Report
NBS-TN - NBS Technical Note
NBS-SP - NBS Special Publication
NBS-MN - NBS Monograph

Purchase Procedures and Document Availability

NBS Technical Notes and Special Publications may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, DC
20402. Orders must be accompanied by postal money order, express money order,
or check made out to the Superintendent of Documents.

NBS Interagency/Internal Reports (NBSIR's) may be purchased from the
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161. Order must be
accompanied by postal money order, express money order, or check made out to
the NTIS.

Reprints of papers published in non-NBS media may be available in limited
quantities from the authors.
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March 1982
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August 1982

The Characteristics of Iris-Fed Millimeter Wave Rectangular Microstrip Patch
Antennas

Greenlee, D. H.; Kanda, M.; and Chang, D. C.
NBS Tech Note 1063
October 1983

The Characteristics of Iris-Fed Millimeter Wave Rectangular Microstrip Patch
Antennas

Kanda, M.; Chang, D. C.; and Greenlee, D. H.
Proc., 1982 IEEE AP/S Symp., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
NM, May 24-28, 1982, pp. 292-295
May 1982

The Effects of Resistive Loading on TEM Horns
Kanda, M.

IEEE Trans. on EMC
Vol. EMC-24, No. 2, pp. 245-255
May 1982
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Antennas (Cont'd)

Antenna Gain Measurements by an Extended Version of the NBS Extrapolation
Method

Repjar, A. G.; Newell, A. C.; and Baird, R. C.
IEEE Trans. on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 88-91
March 1983

Antenna Gain Measurements by an Extended Version of the NBS Extrapolation
Method

Repjar, A. G.; Newell, A. C.; and Baird, R. C.
Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, pp. F-7 - F-9
June 1982

Accurate Evaluation of a Millimeter Wave Compact Range Using Planar Near-Field
Scanning

Repjar, A. G. and Kremer, D. P.
IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation
Vol. AP-30, No. 3, pp. 419-425
May 1982

International Intercomparison of Electric Field Strength at 100 MHz
Stubenrauch, C. F.; Spiess, W.; Galliano, P. G.; and Babij, T.

IEEE Trans. on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 235-237
March 1983

International Intercomparison of Electric Field Strength at 100 MHz
Stubenrauch, C. F.; Spiess, W.; Galliano, P. G.; and Babij, 1'.

Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, pp. P-3 - P-4
June 1982

Precision Measurement of Antenna System Noise Using Radio Stars
Wait, D. F.

IEEE Trans. on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 110-116
March 1983

Precision Measurement of Antenna System Noise Using Radio Stars
Wait, D. F.

Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, p. F-17
June 1982

Input Impedance of a Probe Antenna Exciting a TEM Cell
Wilson, P. F.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.

NBS Tech Note 1054
April 1982
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Antennas (Cont'd)

Optical Modulator and Link for Broadband Antennas
Wyss, J. C.; Kanda, M.; Melquist, D. G.; and Ondrejka, A. R.

Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, pp. P-16 - P-17
June 1982

Approximate Formulas for the Far Field and Gain of Open-Ended Rectangular
Waveguide

Yaghjian, A. D.
NBSIR 83-1689
May 1983

A Delta-Distribution Derivation of the Electric Field in the Source Region
Yaghjian, A. D.

Journal of the Electromagnetics Society
Vol. 2, No. 2, pp. 161-167
April-June 1982

Efficient Computation of Antenna Coupling and Fields Within the Near-Field
Region

Yaghjian, A. D.
IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation
Vol. AP-30, No, 1, pp. 113-128
January 1982
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Electromagnetic Interference

Measurement of Electromagnetic Radiation from Electric Rail Cars
Adams, J. W.

NBSIR 82-1669
August 1982

Digest, 1982 Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements, Boulder,
CO, June 28-July 1, 1982

Alspach, W. J. (Editor)
June 1982

Planning Guidance for Future EMI Measurement Instrumentation
Arthur, M. G.; Orr, R. D.; and Reeve, G. R.

NBSIR 82-1662
April 1982

Handbook for Br#adband Isotropic Antenna System Volume 1 - Operations Manual
Bensema, W. D.

NBSIR 83-1693
July 1983

Comparison of Open-Field, Anechoic Chamber and TEM Cell Facilities/Techniques
for Performing Electromagnetic Radiated Emissions Measurements

Crawford, M. L.
Record, IEEE 1983 International Symposium on Electromagnetic Com-
patibility, Arlington, VA, August 23-25, 1983, pp. 413-418
August 1983

Evaluation of Shielded Enclosure for EMI/EMC Measurements Without and With RF
Anechoic Material

Crawford, M. L.
Proceedings, 1983 EMC Symposium and Exhibition, Zurich, Switzerland,
March 8-10, 1983, pp. 397-402
March 1983

Improving the Repeatability of EM Susceptibility Measurements of Electronic
Components When Using TEM Cells

Crawford, M. L.
SAE Technical Paper Series, 830607, International Congress and
Exposition, Detroit, MI, February 28-March 4, 1983, pp. 1-8
March 1983

Development of the NBS Isotropic Magnetic-Field Meter (MFM-10), 300 kHz to 100
MHz

Driver, L. D. and Cruz, J. E.
Proceedings, 1982 International Symposium on EMC, Santa Clara, CA,
September 8-10, 1982, pp. 460-467
September 1982
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Electromagnetic Interference (Cont'd)

E-Fields Over Ground
FitzGerrell, R. G.

Record, IEEE 1983 International Symposium on Electromagnetic Com-
patibility, Arlington, VA, August 23-25, 1983, pp. 6-9
August 1983

A Partial Loop Source of E & H Fields for Antenna Factor Calibration (A Loop
Cell)

FitzGerrell, R. G.
Proceedings, Antenna Measurement Techniques Association, New Mexico
State University, Las Cruces, NM, October 5-7, 1982, pp. 15-1 -
15-22
October 1982

Free Space Transmission Loss for Anechoic Chamber Performance Evaluation
FitzGerrell, R. G.

IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Vol. EMC-24, No.
3, pp. 356-358
August 1982

Time Domain Sensors for Radiated Impulsive Measurements
Kanda, M. and Ries, F. X.

IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-31, No. 3,
pp. 438-444
May 1983

An Electric and Magnetic Field Sensor for Simultaneous Electromagnetic
Near-Field Measurements - Theory

Kanda, M.
NBS Tech Note 1062
April 1983

An Electric and Magnetic Field Sensor Concept for Simultaneous Near-Field
Electromagnetic Components When Using TEM Cells

Kanda, M.; Ries, F. X.; Driver, L. D.; and Orr, R. D.
Proceedings 1983 Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium and Exhibi-
'rion, Zurich, Switzerland, March 8-10, 1983, pp. 263-266
March 1983

Time Domain Sensors for Radiated Impulsive Measurements
Kanda, M. and Ries, F. X.

Proceedings, IEEE 1982 International Symposium on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Santa Clara, CA, September 8-10, 1982, pp. 296-301
September 1982
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Electromagnetic Interference (Cont'd)

Design Considerations for Broadband Magnetic-Field Sensors
Kanda, M.; Ries, F. X.; Driver, L. D.; and Orr, R. D.

Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, pp. P-11 - P-13
June 1982

The Effects of Resistive Loading on TEM Horns
Kanda, M.

IEEE Transactions on EMC
Vol. EMC-24, No. 2, pp. 245-255
May 1982

A New Method for Determining the Emission Characteristics of an Unknown
Interference Source

Koepke, G. H. and Ma, M. T.
Proceedings, 1983 Electromagnetic Compatibility Symposium and
Exhibition, Zurich, Switzerland, March 8-10, 1983, pp. 263-266
March 1983

A New Method for Determining the Emission Characteristics of an Unknown
Interference Source

Koepke, G. H. and Ma, M. T.
Proceedings, IEEE 1982 International Symposium on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Santa Clara, CA, September 8-10, 1982, pp. 151-156
September 1982

Design Consideration of Reverberating Chambers for Electromagnetic Interfer-
ence Measurements

Liu, B.-H.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.
Record, IEEE 1983 International Symposium on Electromagnetic Com-
patibility, Arlington, VA, August 23-25, 1983, pp. 508-512
August 1983

Eigenmodes and the Composite Quality Factor of a Reverberating Chamber
Liu, B.-H.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.

NBS Tech Note 1066
August 1983

Uncertainties in Extracting Radiation Parameters for an Unknown Interference
Source Based on Power and Phase Measurements

Ma, M. T. and Koepke, G. H.
NBS Tech Note 1064
June 1983
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Electromagnetic Interference (Cont'd)

A Method to Quantify Radiation Characteristics of an Unknown Interference
Source

Ma, M. T. and Koepke, G. H.
NBS Tech Note 1059
October 1982

A Study of Distribution of Electromagnetic Ficlds Inside Buildings with
Apertures Excited by an External Source

Ma, M. T. and Arthur, M. G.
NBSIR 82-1659
February 1982

The EMI Measurement Challenge
Miller, C. K. S.

Proceedings, Measurement Science Conference, Palo Alto, CA, January
20-21, 1983, pp. 189-197
May 1983

International Intercomparison of Electric Field Strength at 100 MHz
Stubenrauch, C. F.; Spiess, W.; Galliano, P. G.; and Babij, T.

IEEE Trans. on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 235-237
March 1983

Radiated EMI Instrumentation Lrrors
Taggart, H. E.

EMC Technology Magazine
Volume 1, No. 4, pp. 26-35
October 1982

Theoretical and Experimental Analysis of Coupling Characteristics of Dual TEM
Cells

Wilson, P. F.; Chang, D. C.; Ma, M. T.; and Crawford, M. L.
Record, IEEE 1983 International Symposium on Electromagnetic Com-
patibility, Arlington, VA, August 23-25, 1983, pp. 513-517
August 1983

Input Impedance of a Probe Antenna Exciting a TEM Cell
Wilson, P. F.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.

NBS Tech Note 1054
April 1982

Optical Modulator and Link for Broadband Antennas
Wyss, J. C.; .Kanda, M.; Melquist, D. G.; and Ondrejka, A. R.

Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, pp. P-16 - P-17
June 1982
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Noise

Design and Error Analysis for the WR1O Thermal Noise Standard
Daywitt, W. C.

NBS Tech Note 1071
December 1983

Preliminary Examination of 20 GHz G/T Measurements of Earth Terminals
Wait, D. F. and Daywitt, W. C.

NBSIR 83-1686
March 1983

Precision Measurement of Antenna System Noise Using Radio Stars
Wait, D. F.

IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 110-116
March 1983

Earth Terminal Measurement System Operations Manual (Revised)
Wait, D. F.

NBSIR 83-1679
January 1983

Precision Measurement of Antenna System Noise Using Radio Stars
Wait, D. F.

Digest, Conference on Precision Electromagnetic Measurements,
Boulder, CO, June 28-July 1, 1982, pp. F-17
June 1982
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Waveform Metrology

Reference Flat Pulse Generator
Andrews, J. R.; Bell, B. A.; and Baldwin, E. E.

NBS Tech Note 1067
October 1983

Reference Waveform Flat Pulse Generator
Andrews, J. R.; Bell, B. A.; Nahman, N. S.; and Baldwin, E. E.

IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 27-32
March 1983

Status of Reference Waveform Standards Development at NBS
Andrews, J. R.; Nahman, N. S.; and Bell, B. A.

NBS Special Publication 634, Proceedings of the Seminar on Waveform
Recorder Measurement Needs and Techniques for Eval-
uation/Calibration, Boulder, CO, October 15, 1981, pp. 69-88
June 1982

The Measurement and Deconvolution of Time Jitter in Equivalent-Time Waveform
Samplers

Gans, W. L.
IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 126-133
March 1983

Photoconductive Switches Used for Waveform Generation at the National Bureau
of Standards

Lawton, R. A.
Proceedings, Picosecond Optoelectronics Conference, SPIE - The
International Society for Optical Engineering, San Diego, CA, August
24-26, 1983
Vol. 439, pp. 88-94
August 1983

Performance Standards for Waveform Recorders
Lawton, R. A.

IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science
Vol. NS-30, No. 1, pp. 263-266
February 1983

Precision Picosecond-Microsecond Electromagnetic Waveform Measurement at NBS
Lawton, R. A.

NBS Special Publication 628
pp. 392-407
June 1982
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Waveform Metrology (Cont'd)

Proceedings of the Seminar on Waveform Recorder Measurement Needs and Tech-
niques for Evaluation/Calibration

Lawton, R. A. (Editor)
NBS Special Publication 634, Proceedings of the Seminar on Waveform
Recorder Measurement Needs and Techniques for Eval-
uation/Calibration, Boulder, CO, October 15, 1981,
June 1982

Picosecond Domain Waveform Measurements; Status and Future Directions
Nahman, N. S.

IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement
Vol. IM-32, No. 1, pp. 117-124
March 1983

Some Generic Waveform Recorder Problems
Nahman, N. S.

NBS Special Publication 634, Proceedings of the Seminar on Waveform
Recorder Measurement Needs and Techniques for Eval-
uation/Calibration, Boulder, CO, October 15, 1981, pp. 1-5
June 1982
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Miscellaneous

Electromagnetic Modeling of Oil Shale Retorts for Remote Sensing Purposes
Chew, H.

IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing
Vol. GE-20, No. 4, pp. 510-517
October 1982

Bibliography of the Electromagnetic Fields Division Publications
Gibson, K. A. and Miller, C. K. S.

NBSIR 82-1673
August 1982

Book Review - Leaky Feeders and Subsurface Radio Communications
Hill, D. A.

IEEE Antennas and Propagation Society Newsletter
Vol. 25, No. 3, pp. 23-24
June 1983

Dielectric Measurements of Oil Shale as Functions of Temperature and Frequency
Jesch, R. L.

NBSIR 83-1683
January 1983

Improved Coal Interface Detector
Roe, K. C. and Wittmann, R. C.

NBSIR 82-1663
May 1982

Acoustical Interferometer Wader AIW Final Report of Advanced Development Test
and Evaluation

Stoltenberg, R. E. and Wittmann, R. C.
NBSIR 82-1671 (restricted)
June 1982
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE NBS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS DIVISION PUBLICATIONS

Edited by
Kathryn A. Gibson and Charles K. S. Miller

This bibliography lists the publications of the personnel of the NBS
Electromagnetic Fields Division in the period from January 1980 through
December 1981.

Key words: antennas; electromagnetic interference; em material
properties; electromagnetic metrology; microwaves; noise; non-ionizing
radiation; radiation hazards.

INTRODUCTION

This bibliography updates and supplements NBSIR 80-1635 which lists the
publications of the Electromagnetic Fields Division from January 1970 to
December 1979. The publications listed in this supplement were published in
1980 and 1981.

The Electromagnetic Fields Division was formed during the reorganization
of NBS in April 1978. The Division develops measurement methods and
standards, and provides metrological support for: antenna systems, noise
measurement equipment, electromagnetic interference, electromagnetic
environmental characterization equipment especially for near fields to sources
or a near-field like condition, electromagnetic emission and immunity (or
susceptibility) testing equipment, and for measuring equipment used for
dielectric or loss characterization of materials. The editors have attempted
to include all work published by the staff members of the Division, in the
period from January 1980 through December 1981. There are a few exceptions.
Relevant work performed by authors prior to joining this Division or work by
authors who have left this Division has been included because of its special
significance. A miscellaneous category includes general publications. A few
references are listed in more than one category where appropriate.

There are several other information sources that may be useful to the
reader who is interested in activities at NBS connected with electromagnetic
metrology. Companion bibliographies list publications of the Electromagnetic
Technology Division. Its topics include metrology for: microwave circuits,
laser systems, optical communication equipment, systems using transient or
pulsed electromagnetic phenomena, cryoelectronics, superconductors and cther 4
unusual electrical engineering materials. Three bibliographies of the
publications of the former Electromagnetics Division have been published:
NBSIR 73-320 (July 1972-June 1973); NBSIR 74-395 (July 1973-June 1974); NBSIR
75-818 (July 1974-June 1975). These were preceded by a series of unpublished
reports (edited by H. M. Altschuler) that cover the period back to 1956. An
excellent summary of the whole field of electromagnetic metrology as it stood
in 1967 was published as a special issue of the IEEE Proceedings (volume 55,
June 1967). Advances in the following decade were described in another
special issue of the same journal (volume 66, April 1978).
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A NOTE ON ABBREVIATIONS

Most readers will be familiar with the commonly used abbreviations for
the names of the various professional journals that appear in this
bibliography. There are also several publication series that are peculiar to
NBS and call for explanation. They are:

NBSIR - NBS Interagency/Internal Report
NBS-TN - NBS Technical Note
NBS-SP - NBS Special Publication
NBS-MN - NBS Monograph

Purchase Procedures and Document Availability

NBS Technical Notes and Special Publications may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402. Orders must be accompanied by postal money order, express money
order, or check made out to the Superintendent of Documents.

NBS Interagency/Internal Reports (NBSIR's) may be purchased from the
National Technical Information Service, Springfield VA 22161. Order must be
accompanied by postal money order, express money order, or check made out to
the NTIS.

Reprints of papers published in non-NBS media may be available in limited
quantities from the authors.
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Antennas

Microwave Antenna Measurement Services at the National Bureau of Standards
Baird, R. C.

Digest, Antenna Meas. Tech. Assn. Mtg.
Oct. 1981

Broadband Orthogonal Array Antenna System: Microprocessor Control and
Computation

Bensema, W. D.
Record, EMC '81
Aug. 1981

Optimized Wavelength-Sized Scalar Horns as Antenna Radiation Standards
Estin, A. J.; Stubenrauch, C. F.; Repjar, A. G.; and Newell, A. C.

1981 EEMTIC Digest
June 1981

The Characteristics of a Linear Antenna with Tapered Resistive and Capacitive
Loading

Kanda, M.
Proc., IEEE AP Symp., Quebec, Canada
June 2-6, 1980, Vol. 2, AP.18-2, pp 696-699

The Time Domain Characteristics of a Traveling Wave Linear Antenna with Linear
and Non-Linear Loads

Kanda, M.
IEEE Trans. Ant. & Prop.
March 1980, Vol. AP-28, No. 2

Analytical and Numerical Techniques for Analyzing an Electrically Short Dipole
with a Nonlinear Load

Kanda, M.
IEEE Trans. Ant. & Prop.
Jan. 1980, Vol. AP-28, No. 1, pp 71-78.

Transients in Resistively Loaded Antennas and Their Comparison with Conical
Antennas and a TEM Horn

Kanda, M.
IEEE Trans. Ant. & Prop.
Jan. 1980, Vol. AP-28, No. 1, pp 132-136

Plane-Wave Scattering-Matrix Theory of Antennas and Antenna-Antenna
Interactions

Kerns, D. M.
NBS Monograph 162
June 1981

Spherical-Wave Source-Scattering-Matrix Analysis of the Mutual Coupling
Between Two Antennas

Lewis, R. L.
Digest, 1981 IEEE/AP-S Int'l Symp.
June 1981
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Antennas (Cont'd)

Efficient Computation of the Far Field Radiated by an Arbitrary Rectangular-
Aperture Distribution

Lewis, R. L.
NBSIR 81-1643
April 1981

Synthesis of Broadband Antenna Arrays as Possible Over-the-Horizon Radars
Ma, M. T.

Book, "Research Topics in EM Wave Theory" (John Wiley Interscience)
1981, Chapter 9

Synthesized Isotropic Pattern Antennas for EM Field Measurements
Reeve, G. R.

Symp. Record, "EMC '81," 1981 IEEE Int'l Symp. on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Boulder, CO, Aug. 18-20, 1981
Aug. 1981

A Frequency Tracking, Tuned, Receiving Monopole
Reeve, G. R. and Wainwright, A. E.

Record, IEEE/APS Symp.
June 1981

Results of Planar Near-Field Measurements on a Compact Range at 18 and 54 GHz
Repjar, A. G. and Kremer, D. P.

Digest, 1980 IEEE/AP-S Symposium

Determination of Mutual Coupling Between Co-Sited Microwave Antennas and
Calculation of Near-Zone Electric Field

Stubenrauch, C. F. and Yaghjian, A. D.
NBSIR 81-1630
June 1981

Fields of a Horizontal Loop of Arbitrary Shape Buried in a Two-Layer Earth
Wait, J. R. and Hill, D. A.

Radio Science
Sep.-Oct. 1980, Vol. 15, No. 5, pp 903-912

A Delta-Distribution Derivation of the Electric Field in the Source Region
Yaghjian, A. D.

Digest, 1981 IEE/AP-S Int'l Symp.
June 1981

An Approximate Expression.for the Principal Beamwidthsof Directive Antennas in
Terms of Aperture Fields

Yaghjian, A. D.
NBSIR 81-1644
March 1981
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Electromagnetic Interference

Broadband Orthogonal Array Antenna System: Microprocessor Control and
Computation

Bensema, W. D.
Record, EMC '81
Aug. 1981

A Temperature Probe for Radio-Frequency Heated Material
Bowman, R. R.

NBSIR 81-1634
Jan. 1981

Requirements for an Effective National Nonionizing Radiation Measurement
System

Clark, H. E.
NBS Special Pub. 613
June 1981

Options to Open-Field and Shielded Enclosure Electromagnetic Compatibility
Measurements

Crawford, M. L.
Proc., Int'l EMC Symp., Zurich, Switzerland, March 10-12, 1981
March 1981

Evaluation of a Reverberation Chamber Facility for Performing EM Radiated
Fields Susceptibility Measurements

Crawford, M. L.
NBSIR 81-1638
Feb. 1981

Predicting Free-Space Radiated Emissions from Electronic Equipment Using TEM
Cell and Open-Field Site Measurements

Crawford, M. L. and Workman, J. L.
Record, 1980 Int'l EMC Symposium

Spherical Dipole for Radiating Standard Fields
Crawford, M. L. and Workman, J. L.

Digest 1980 CPEM Conf.
June 1980

Design, Construction, and Calibration of the Broadband Electric Field Monitor
(EFM-5)

Cruz, J. E.
Symp. Record, "EMC '81," 1981 IEEE Int'l Symp. on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Boulder, CO, Aug. 18-20, 1981
Aug. 1981

Free-Space Transmission Loss for Anechoic Chamber Performance Evaluation
FitzGerrell, R. G.

Symp. Record, "EMC '81," 1981 IEEE Int'l Symp. on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Boulder, CO, Aug. 18-20, 1981
Aug. 1981
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Electromagnetic Interference (Cont'd)

Electromagnetic Characteristics of a Coaxial Cable with Periodic Slots
Hill, D. A. and Wait, J. R.

IEEE Trans. on EMC
Nov. 1980, Vol. EMC-22, No. 4, pp 303-307

Propagation Along a Coaxial Cable with a Helical Shield
Hill, D. A. and Wait, J. R.

IEEE Trans. on MTT
Feb. 1980, Vol. MTT-28, No. 2, pp 84-89

A Broadband, Isotropic, Real-Time, Electric-Field Sensor (BIRES) Using
Resistively Loaded Dipoles

Kanda, M.; Ries, F. X.; and Belsher, D. R.
IEEE Trans. EMC
Aug. 1981, Vol. EMC-23, No. 3

Theoretical and Experimental Investigations of Electromagnetic Field
Distortion Due to a Perfectly Conducting Rectangular Cylinder in a Transverse
Electromagnetic Cell

Kanda, M.
NBS Tech. Note 1028
April 1981

Theoretical and Experimental Investigations of Loading Effects Due to a
Perfectly Conducting Rectangular Cylinder in a Transverse Electromagnetic Cell

Kanda, M.
4th Symp. and Tech. Exhib. on EMC, Zurich, Switzerland
March 1981

The Characteristics of a Linear Antenna with Tapered Resistive and Capacitive
Loading

Kanda, M.
Proc., IEEE AP Symp., Quebec, Canada
June 2-6, 1980, Vol. 2, AP.18-2, pp 696-699

The Time Domain Characteristics of a Traveling Wave Linear Antenna with Linear
and Non-Linear Loads

Kanda, M.
IEEE Trans. Ant. and Prop.
March 1980, Vol. AP-28, No. 2

Analytical and Numerical Techniques for Analyzing an Electrically Short Dipole
with a Nonlinear Load

Kanda, M.
IEEE Trans. Ant. and Prop.
Jan. 1980, Vol. AP-28, No. 1, pp 71-78

Transients in Resistively Loaded Antennas and Their Comparison with Conical
Antennas and a TEM Horn

Kanda, M.
IEEE Trans. Ant. and Prop.
Jan. 1980, Vol. AP-28, No. 1, pp 132-136
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Electromagnetic Interference (Cont'd)

Background and Present Status of RF Probe Development at NBS
Larsen, E. B.

Symp. Record, "EMC '81," 1981 IEEE Int'l Symp. on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Boulder, CO, Aug. 18-20, 1981
Aug. 1981

Design and Calibration of the NBS Isotropic Electric-Field Monitor (EFM-5).
0.2 to 1000 MHz

Larsen, E. B. and Ries, F. X.
NBS Tech. Note "033
March 1981

A Method of Determining the Emission and Susceptibility Levels of Electrically
Small Objects Using a TEM Cell

Ma, M. T.; Chang, D. C.; and Sreenivasiah, I.
NBS Tech. Note 1040
April 1981

Excitation of a TEM Cell by a Vertical Electric Hertzian Dipole
Ma, M. T.; Wilson, P. F.; and Chang, D. C.

NBS Tech. Note 1037
March 1981

Challenges of EMI Measurements
Miller, C. K. S.

Proc. NCSL Conf., Sep. 22-25, 1980
Oct. 1980

Synthesized Isotropic Pattern Atennas for EM Field Measurements
Reeve. G. R.

Symp. Record, "EMC '81," 1981 IEEE Int'l Symp. on Electromagnetic
Compatibility, Boulder, CO, Aug. 18-20, 1981
Aug. 1981

A Frequency Tracking, Tuned, Receiving Monopole
Reeve, G. R. and Wainwright, A. E.

Record, IEEE/APS Symp.
June 1981

Influence of Electromagnetic Interference on Electronic Devices
Ries, F. X. and Miller, C. K. S.

Bulletin, OIML Seminar
Dec. 1981

A Critical Study of Emission and Susceptihility Levels of Electrically Small
Objects from Tests Inside a TEM Cell

Sreenivasiah, I.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.
Record, EMC '81 Symp.
Aug. 1981
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Electromagnetic Interference (Cont'd)

Emission Characteristics of Electrically Small Radiating Sources from Tests
Inside a TEM Cell

Sreenivasiah, I.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.
IEEE Trans. EMC
Aug. 1981, Vol. EMC-23, No. 3

Characterization of Electrically Small Radiating Sources by Tests Inside a
Transmission Line Cell

Sreenivasiah, I.; Chang, D. C.; and Ma, M. T.
NBS Tech. Note 1017
March 1980

Methods of Suppressing Automotive Interference
Taggart, H. E.

NBS Special Pub. 480-44
Nov. 1981
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Noise

NBS 30/60 Megahertz Noise Measurement System Operation and Service Manual
Counas, G. J. and Bremer, T. H.

NBSIR 81-1656
Dec. 1981

Evaluation of Signal Plus Noise Detection Error in an Envelope Detector with
Logarithmic Compression

Estin, A. J. and Daywitt, W. C.
IEEE Trans. Info. Theory
Sep. 1981, Vol. IT-27, No. 5, pp 663-664

Evaluation of Signal Plus Noise Detection Error in an Envelope Detector with
Logarithmic Compression

Estin, A. J. and Daywitt, W. C.
NBSIR 79-1614 (R)
Aug. 1979

Addendum to Earth Terminal Measurement System Maintenance Manual
Wakefield, J. P.

NBSIR 81-1641
Oct. 1981
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Properties of Materials

Dielectric Measurements in a Shielded Open Circuit Coaxial Line
Bussey, H. E.

IEEE Trans. Inst. and Meas.
June 1980, Vol. IM-29, No. 2

Active Microwave Water Equivalence Measurements
Ellerbruch, D. A. and Boyne, H. S.

Proc., Ft. Collins Snow Workshop
1980
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Miscellaneous

A Temperature Probe for Radio-Frequency Heated Material
Bowman, R. R.

NBSIR 81-1634
Jan. 1981

Modeling of Oil Shale Retorts for Electromagnetic Sensing Techniques
Chew, H.

NBSIR 81-1653
Nov. 1981

Requirements for an Effective National Nonionizing Radiation Measurement
System
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A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PUBLICATIONS IN THE NBS ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS DIVISION

Edited by
Charles K. S. Miller

This bibliography lists the publications of the personnel of the
NBS Electromagnetic Fields Division of NBS in the period from
January 1970 through December 1979. A few earlier references that
are directly related to the present work of the division are
included.

Key words: Antennas; electromagnetic interference; em material
properties; electromagnetic metrology; microwaves; noise; non-
ionizing radiation; radiation hazards;.

INTRODUCTION

The Electromagnetic Fields Division was formed during the reorganization
of NBS in April 1978. The Division develops measurement methods and
standards, and provides metrological support for: antenna systems, noise
measurement equipment, electromagnetic interference and radiation hazards
equipment, systems for measuring electromagnetic properties of materials, and
radiated electromagnetic fields and waves. For the individual staff members
of the Division, the reorganization brought a realignment of long term goals
but little immediate discontinuity in their work. It makes good sense
therefore that this bibliography begin some time before the reorganization, so
as to include the more recent origins of the present work of the Division.
The editor has attempted to include all work published by the staff members of
the Division, while they were employees of NBS, in the period from January
1970 through December 1979. There are a few exceptions. Work that is totally
unrelated to the present program has been excluded. Relevant work performed
by authors prior to joining this Division or work by authors now in other
parts of NBS has been included because of its special significance. A
miscellaneous category includes general publications. A few papers published
before 1970 have also been included because of their direct relationship to
the present program.

There are several other information sources that may be useful to the
reader who is interested in activities at NBS connected with electromagnetic
metrology. A companion bibliography: Metrology for Electromagntic
Technology, NBSIR 79-1625 (January 1980), lists the publications of the
electromagnetic Technology Division. Its topics include metrology for:
antennas, satellite communications equipment, electromagnetic interference,
and hazards, and remote sensing. Three bibliographies of the publications of
the former Electromagnetic Division have been published: NBSIR-73-320 (July
1972-June 1973); NBSIR-74-395 (July 1973 - June 1974); NBSIR-75-818
(July 1974 - June 1975). These were preceded by a series of unpublished
reports (edited by H. M. Altschuler) that Lover the period back to 1956. An
excellent summary of the whole field of electromagnetic metrology as it stood
in 1967 was published as a special issue of the IEEE Proceedings (volume 55,
June 1967). Advances in the following decade were described in another
special issue of the same journal (volume 66, April 1978).
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A NOTE ON ABBREVIATIONS

Most readers will be familiar with the commonly used abbreviations for the
names of the various professional journals that appear in this bibliography.
There are also several publication series that are peculiar to NBS and call
for explanation. They are:

NBSIR - NBS Interagency/Internal Report
NBS-TN - NBS Technical Note
NBS-SP - NBS Special Publication
NBS-MN - NBS Monograph
LESP-RPT Law Enforcement Standards Program Report
OTR - Office of Telecommunications Report

Purchase Procedures and Document Availability

NBS Technical Notes and Special Publications may be purchased from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. Orders must be accompanied by postal money order, express money order,
or check made out to the Superintendent of Documents.

NBS Interagency/Internal Reports (NBSIR's) may be purchased from the
National Technical Information Service, Springfield VA 22161. Order must be
accompanied by postal money order, express money order, or check made out to
the NTIS.

Reprints of papers published in non-NBS media may be available in limited
quantities from the authors.
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material supplied by the individual authors.
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TECHNIQUE;
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ERROR EQUATIONS USED IN THE NBS EARTH TERMINAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM;
DAYWITT, WILLIAM C.
NBSIR-78-869, 32p 1977.

THE USE OF THREE TERM RECURSION RELATIONS FOR NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS AS
APPLIED TO NEAR-FIELD SPHERICAL SCANNING;
LEWIS, RICHARD L.
PROCEEDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL UNION OF RADIO SCIENCE (URSI)
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM, 20-24 JUNE 1977 P224-226 1977.
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NEAR-FIELD ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS ON A CYLINDRICAL SURFACE: A SOURCE SCATTERING-
MATRIX FORMULATION;
YAGHJIAN, ARTHUR D.
NBS-TN-696-REV, 42p 1977.
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components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and perfor-
mance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety
characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes-Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a
subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the subject
area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NBS under the sponsorship of other
government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards-Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce in
Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized re-
quirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of the
characteristics of the products. NBS administers this program as a supplement to the activities of the private
sector standardizing organizations.

Consumer Information Series--Practical information, based on NBS research and experience, covering areas
of interest to the consumer. Easily understandable language and illustrations provide useful background
knowledge for shopping in today's technological marketplace.
Order the above NBS publications from: Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Qffice,
14 ashington, DC 20402.
Order the following NBS publications-FUPS and NBSIR's- from the National Technical Informnation ser-
vice, Springfield, VA 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB -Publications in this series collectively
constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the official source of
information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NBS pursuant to the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat. 1127), and as implemented
by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May I1, 1973) and Part 6 of Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal
Regulatiotrs).
NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR)-A special series of interim or final reports on work performed by NBS
for outside sponsors (both government and non-government). In general, initial distribution is handled by the
sponsor; public distribution is by the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in paper
copy or microfiche form.


